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This Favorite Annual
>t>=: 18 NOW REA DY,:=<^

Better than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.
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Benj, French & Co.

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIB FAMOUS

> \L-#/ 1.^ iH^ Ic"
•i;

Which i.< iinrivallod for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every r^[)ecic8 of out-door work, including instantaneous photography,

*ar-THE EURYSCOPE is made e.rcZ'ii.s/ve/^/ by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is en<'nive<l on tiie tube.

PORTRAITS DaRLOT LurMDES VIEWS.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AM) DF.ALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

rhi>t,„irn,,lnr Mofrri((fs and Mdu'n- LiniUru Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES,
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GET THE BEST! GET THE BESTI

ST. XjOXTIS

Extra-Rapid Dry Plates.
PRICES REDUCED.

Warraiitefl Perfect Wi Latest Fomiilas ai Complete DlrectioDS for Use.

-FOR SALE BY^^
D. N. McDonald,
A. N. Oldfield, .

Theo. Schumann,
Bachrach Bros.,

Richard Walzl, .

C. H. CODMAN & Co.,

Benj. French & Co.,

David Tucker & Co.
Douglass, Thompson
C. F. Rice., ....
N. C. Thayer & Co.,
Hiram ]. Thompson,
Sheen & Simpkinson,
P. Smith & Co.,

Sargent & Co.,

P. Smith & Co.,

Allen Bros., .

Geo. R. Angell,
A. M. Harris,
Blessing Bros.,
Peck Bros.,

James Lett,
A. Black & Co.,

H. Lieber & Co.,

E. J. Weeks, .

MuLLETT Bros.,

J. V. EscoTT & Sons,
W. D. Gatchel & Co
Gustav. Bode, . . .

. Albany, N. Y.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Baltimore.

Baltimore.

. Boston.

Boston.

, . Buffalo, N. Y.
& Co. Chicago.

Chicago.

. Chicago.

Chicago.

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati.

Cleveland.

Columbus, O.
Detroit, Mich.

, Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Galveston, Tex.
Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Indianapolis.

Indianapolis.

Jackson, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Milwaukee.

O. P. Havens, .

0. H. Peck, . .

S. T. Blessing,

G. Moses, . . .

G. Gennert, . .

ScoviLL Mfg. Co.,

E. L. Eaton, . .

Thos. H. McCollin,
John Haworth, .

Wilson, Hood & Co
Wolf & Cheyney,
Wm. S. Conner,
John I. Shaw, .

1. D. Dexter, .

Jas. H. Smith,
H. D. Marks, .

Sam. Partridge,
T. F. Indermill,
RuD. Uhlman,
H. a. Hyatt, .

J. C. Somerville,
Zimmerman Bros.,

D. J. Ryan, . . .

A. M. Powers,
Geo. W. Sittler,
F. Hendrick-,
Sessions & Kohne,
Chas. S Cudlip & Co

J. H. Kirk, . . . .

Chas. A. Tenney, .

Savannah, Ga.

Minneapolis.

New^ Orleans.

New Orleans.

New York.

New York.
Omaha ,Neb.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Me.
Quincy, 111.

Rochester.

San Francisco.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Schnectady.
Springfield, Mo.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Toledo, Ohio.

Washington, D. C.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Winona, Minn.

If your Dealer will not supply you, apply to my Eastern Agent,

G. GENNERT, 105 William St., New York,

OR DIRECT TO

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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ALL ONE PRICE !

EASTMAN'S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

GEiATiuo-BRflffliDE Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

"4 X 5,
" 4';x5'<,

"5 X 7,"6 X 8,
" Q'A ^ Q'4,
" 8 X 10,

Discount as folio

AS FOLLCWS:

Perdoz.,$0 60 I Size, 10 x 12,
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 X 20,
17x20,
18 X 22,
20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50
10 00
16 00
17 OO
20 00
24 00

/•s- ; Orders atnounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
ami under $J00, JO per cent.; over $100, cmd under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
the ^am.ob?iM"^«!?r^

Painter who has taken up Amateiir Photography saysine apoclalH are quicker than chain lightning.
& f <y o-

Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST
UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS—-^

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER, NOW READY.
C~^~!v2i_ -THE NEW 3/-^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a New Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING- SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM.^^a m^p, REAM $40.00.°^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

PRACTICALDRYPLATEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor,

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for
attachment to camera.

The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security
with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and e.xpensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes
so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently
near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus
saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of
camera you propose to work them with.

In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass frame
on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so
as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,
3^x45< per doz.

41/ X 5'^,'. ". '.

!
'. '. '. '. »

4iXx6^, »

5 x8,
6J^x8J^,

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10 per doz., $7 25
10x12,
11x14,
14x17,.
16x20,
20x24,

12 00
(made

to
order.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SAL.E BY

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CKAMEK DB.Y PLATE, Best in the World.
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A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debility, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
ACTS DIRECTLY upun the great nervous and organic centres, and cures by a nat-

ural process of revitaHzadoii.

HAS EFFECTED REMARKABLE CURES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Rt. Kev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Eichmond, Va., Hon.
Wni. D. Kelley, T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer by perjttissio7i.

IS STRONGLY ENDORSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its
curative f...\vcr Inmi many persons of high character and intelligence."

—

Lutheran Obsei^ver.
"The cure.* wliich have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
ca.«es of natural healing."—^yC/m;-'s Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
inone-si- and ipusitive results of this iv&iximani.'"—Boston Jommal of Comm.erce.

THE OXYGENHOME TREAT3IENT cont&ms two months' supply, with in-
haling appariitus and full directions for use.

SENT FREE: a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-
covery and a large recf.rd of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, n09 and UU Girard St., Phila dlphia, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST.
S-J^lI^'r'?V' "T'"."'''-.'.','':"

'\>"-:''<>>'^''''>ltV OK OUK (;0M1.0UND OXYGEN HOME TREATMENT at

h^vv r '"•
^ T- 'r"

''"'''''' ''""''"^' "" ^''"^ ^'^^''^e Coast to obtain it without the\nH^^ -xpres^ charges whu-h a.rr.ie on imckages sent from Eastern Slates.

bMl I'dfrM?.""*:'
.•" ^' ^\lAT"KW.s r.06 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will

y^Z^d,Tr rT "" 7'"''' ''"'" "'^^''" ^'"^ ^'•^•^^'•^ tomu- office in Philadelphia.

u.\^?.d ^k^a H;i . ;
?'

';",''l

^ri"'-^'«'7 ... San Francisco should, at the same time, write to

ALSO SENT FREE
^^:^"!^^l':''".^^Z'^^^^^ ""^ --« under the com.

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE.
WE GIVE SPECIAL PKICES ON COMPLETE

OUTFITS
AND KEEP

American Optical Co.'s Apparatus Only.

DRY-PLATE OUTFITS $10.00 TO $41.50.

BEEBE'S, CRAMER'S, EASTMAN'S & NORDEN'S DRY-PLATES.

Five 2>er cent, off on all orders of $10.00 or over.

No. 1009 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS.

OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

CHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS!
—^5- IT IS RESPECTFULLY SUGGESTED TO^^>^

Employers of Photographic Help, Wives of Amateur Photographers,

Relatives of Photographers Practical,

THAT NO MORE ACCEPTABLE PRESENT CAN BE FOUND THAN

WILSONS' PHOTOGRAPHICS.
Hundreds have made presents of this excellent book to their friends, and

from both givers and receivers we have had most pleasant letters of surprise,

approval, and satisfaction.

One employer writes : ''The ^4 I sent you for Photographies for my assistant,

saved—nay, made—for me ^40 before New Year's Day. I never saw a fellow pick

up as he did after reading your book. '

'

A wife writes : "James was fairly overcome when he found your Photographies

on his table, and wanted to know where in the world I discovered such a moun-
tain of a photographic book.

'

'

An employe writes: "Mr. McCormick gave me Wilson'' s Photographies for

my Christmas present, and that one act has made me feel that after all he had a

soul. I have paid him back 'forty-seven times,' he says, in the quality and
amount of work I do for him, and I mean to keep it up."

We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic liter-

ature will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the
work deserves. Among the photographic writers of
America Mr, E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.
—Dr. H. Vogel, Editor of the Photo. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor
of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We
are doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N.Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson
could hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and
practical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, .

and I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbxjtt, Phila.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

. It demands a position in the library of every pho-
tographer, and this position it will assuredly attain as
soon as its merits become known.

—

'EjAitor Photographic
Times and American Photographer

.

That Wilson's Photographies is the best and biggest book photographic, and
is a whole library within itself. The fourth thousand is being sold.

$4.00-WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS-$4.00
Will be sent to any address on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.

2 (over.
'

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-
tography put together. The idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that

his ^4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's com-
mission off, in order that you may have the full benefit

of its price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you
have played your part so carefully upon the photo-
graghic stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the sub-

ject I have ever seen.—^J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for your
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value by
giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.
Spencer; Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $^.

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.

—

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt by
the fraternity, more especially among those like our-

selves who are "out of the world," so to speak.—J. R.
Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

Your Photographies is the best thing out ; practical

and to the point, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. North,
Utica, N. Y.



ANY READER WILL SEE THE ADDITIONAL VALUE GIVEN TO
ANY WORK BY A FULL INDEX.

"PHOTOGRAPHICS" IS WELL SUPPLIED WITH SUCH.

SPECIMEN INDEX PAGE FKOM WILSON'S PHOTOGEAPHICS.
Screens and Curtains.

Sensitizing Paper for Platinotypes.

tbe Paper.
the Plate.

Shortening the Exposure.
Silver Iodide, to make.

Intensifier, Tbe.
Aniinoniaand Mercury.

Bichloride of Mercury.
Ferrid Cyanide.

Iron and Acid.

Perchloride of Iron.

Perniangannte of Potash.

Pyrognilic Acid.

Scbli|>pe's Salts.

Silver and Acid.

Interior Work.
Kaolin, Rectifying Printing-Bath

with.

Landeioape .Apparatus.

Photography.
Views, Formula for.

Lantern Slides and Enlargements.

Leaking of the Glass Studio.

Lens or Objective, The.

Leni'ex, Angle of View Possible

with.

Choice of.

Forms of.

Light and Accessories.

and Shade, or Cbiaro-Oscuro.

Reflected.

Lighting, Rembrandt's Style of.

"Lightning" Processes.

Linen, Printing on.

Lubricating tbe Prints.

Managing tbe Model.
Manipulations, Tbe.
Manipulatory Miseries.

Marbled Appearance of tbe Paper.

Red Lines on Prints.

Mealiness in Prints.

Meaelns or Mottles on Prints.

Measuring, Metrical.

Medallion Printing.
" .Megatypes."

Metallic Spots in Prints.

Model, Study the.

Mounting and Finishing.

Paj'te.

without Cockling.

Nature, Study.
Negative, A (icnerally Wretched.
Negatives, Black and White.

Defects in.

" Doctoring" for Printing.
for Solar Printing.

Prenerving of.

Printing Dense.
Printing Weak.
Removing Stains from.

V. - -'-. Formation on tbe Film of.

or Lens, The.
iMxtances of.

Ubiy Linoi in Negatives.
Opa<{ue for Negatives, Uihon's.

Marbled Appearance of the.

Sensitizing the.

Woolliness of the.

Perspective.

Photography, Landscape.

Phototypes, Basis for.

Out »p»iy.

rinciplos in.

ure.

of Bromo-Qelatino

^ -.f the.

iid Contraction of.

ito the.

Exposure of the Negatives for.

Husnik's Substratum for the

Plates for.

Inking the Films for Printing.

Plain Paper, Printing on.

Platinotypes, Sensitizing the Paper
for.

Cleaning and Washing.
Development of.

E.xposure of tbe Paper.

Porcelain, Printing on.

Posing, Suggestions about.

Preserving Negiitives.

Printing, Art in.

by tbe Solar Camera.
Dense Negatives.

Development Process of.

Flat Negatives.
Medallions.

on Albumen Paper,

on Various Surfaces.

Stereoscopic Views.
Temperature in.

Vignettes.

AVeak Negatives.

Printing-Bath, The.
Decolorizing the.

Strengthening tbe.

Printing-Room, Tbe.
Prints, Acidifying the.

Blistering of the.

Burnishing the.

Defectively Toned.
Drying tbe.

Encaustic Paste for.

Fading of the.

Fixing.
Glace.

Imperfect Washing of the.

Lubricating.
Measled or Mottled.
Metallic Spots in.

Refuse to Tone.
"Spotting" the.

Touching Out.

Treatment with Alum of the.

Trimming.
Warm-Water Washing of.

Washing in "Lead Water."
Washing the.

With Red Marbled Lines.
Yellowness of the.

Productions of Photograj)hy, The.
Public, Relation of the Photogra-

j)ht'r to tbe.

Pure Whites in Prints.

Red Patches on Prints.
Reducing ProcesB for Solar Nega-

tives.

Reinforcing the Negatives.
Rcinbrandl's Stylo of Lighting.
Removing Stains from Negatives.
Retouching Bromc>-(iolatinu Plates.

Process, Solar Negative.
Riil.inKiiti'N I'riiit Triinnior.

Saving, Method of.

Solutions, Volumetric Test of.

Sky and Clouds, The.
Softness in Lighting.

Solar Camera Printing.

By Artificial Light.

Camera Printing Negatives, re-

touching.
Negative Reducing Process.

Retouching Process.

Stains from Negatives, Removing.
on the Hands.

Stereoscopic Views, Printing.

Negatives Preparing.
"Stop," Use of the.

Streaks and Stains in Negatives.
Strengthening Gelatine Emulsion

Plates,

the Printing-Bath.

Studio, the Glass.

Construction of the.

Curtains.

How to Build a.

Leaking of the Glass.

with,Curved Light.
Working Plans for Construction.

Subject, Choice of.

Treatment of.

Table for Converting Centigrade
into Fahrenheit,

for Converting Cubic Centimetres
into Ounces, etc. -

for Converting Metrical to Troy.
Millimetres into Inches, etc.

Temperature in Printing.

Tent, The Dark.
Testing of Silver Solutions.

Toning the Prints.

Bath, Treatment of tbe Gold.
Defective.

Solutions.

Touching out Prints.

Transfers, Collodion, lodizers for.

Coloring.

Developer for.

Fixing.
Gelatine Paper for.

Printing.

Transparencies, Bromo-Gelatine.
for the Magic Lantern, To make

Treatment of the Subject.
Use of the Diaphragm.
Varnishes and Varnishing.
Ventilation of the Dark-Room,
Views of Interiors.

Exposure for.

Figures in.

Vignette Printing.

Pa])er, AVaymouth's.
Wastes and their Worth. [of.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers, Use
Weakness of the Film.
Woolliness of the Paper Surface.
Yellowness of the Prints.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON THE OTHER SIDE.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBUCATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Practical Printer. By C. W. Hearn Price, ^2.50. Second edition now ready.

—

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy silver

printing, and is full ol good.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-book. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, ^1.50.—For
the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

American Carbon Manual. Price, $2.—For those who want to try the carbon printing

process, this work gives the most detailed information.

The Ferrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

^i.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Edw^ard L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to $^.—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—All should study it. A splendid
work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Colorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, ^1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1883. A year-book. Cloth bound, $1 ;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Pi;actice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

The British Journal Photographic Almanac for 1883, as volume I., and The
Photo. News "year Book for 1883, as volume II. Price, ^i for the two volumes.

How to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i
per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia
Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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$12.00 $12.00

TO THE FRATERNITY.

Your attention is respectfully invited to the Plaque Photograph. We do

not claim it to be a great or wonderful invention, but a neat, practical novelty,

presented to your attention as a matter of business ; and properly introduced in

connection with the velvet goods now in the market, cannot fail to be a remuner-

ative card to enliven trade.

You a.sk, "What is the Plaque?" We reply, "A photographic imitation of

a porcelain plaque, on a dark ground, and at a little distance gives a very

beautiful effect.

You ask, "What is patented about it?" We reply:

" Patent dated October 10th, 1882, is a design patent, the principal claim

being the convex raise or rim, in connection with the concave centre ; it is to this

convex raise that the Plaque owes its beautiful plaque eifect.

"Patent dated December 5th, 1882, is a design patent for a lithogi'aphic

mount.

"Patent dated January 2d, 1883, is a mechanical device for embossing, or

what is called the embossing or plaqueing frame, the principal claims being the

convex raise or rim, the movable guide and bevelled bed for shaping the picture.

These are all new and novel inventions to produce a beautiful effect, simple and
easy to execute."

Remeniber, we do not claim any patent for a reversed cameo picture. The
old cameo frames or presses will not produce our plaques, or even reversed cameos,

a« there is no means of guiding the pictures to fit the die.

Piaciues are warranted to be as easily made as the cameo, and, being embossed
lioth ways, are warranted to keep their shape better than the cameo.

Having piircluist<l all the patents pertaining to the Clench Plaque, and
IH-rK-cted new machinery whereby the manufacture is perfected, and also greatly
chea|>ene(l, by dispensing with hand labor which heretofore has been a bar to

lower prices.

The new an.l perfect outfit now ready. $12.00 buys it. Sample Plaques
25 centij each. Addrciw

PHOTO. PLAQUE CO.
^ LOCKPORT. N. Y.

$12.00 $12.00



THE GREAT ATTRACTION AT MILWAUKEE.
-WAS-

THE PLAQUE,
PATENTED, OCTOBER 10 AND DECEMBER 5th, 1882, AND JANUARY 2d, 1883.

T
H
E

P
L
A
Q
u
E

After much careful experiment, I have perfected machinery and other

means for producing my new invention, and am prepared to supply appa-

ratus and instructions to photographers, made with special care.

The Plaque is a cabinet-size picture, mounted on Clench's specially

designed cards ; vignetted, and depressed concave in a deep cameo form,

with a peculiar rim to represent a Plaque.

It is very beautiful and attractive. Having found that it would save my
fellow photographers a great deal of stumbling, waste of time and money,
if given in hand full instructions and machinery to produce The Plaque,

I have prepared myself to supply

Licenses for the full term of my Patents, Outfits, Accessories, -with
Full Instructions to make Plaques. All the Photographer

needs in addition to the Outfit is a Letter-press.

I will send four sample Plaques for ^i. Licenses, including outfits, ^25.
For reduced photographs, see Phila. Photo, and Photo. Times for Dec.

i~^

—

* TESTIMONIALS.

T
H
E

P
L
A
Q
u
E

,4,^ -^^^

"Send me the complete apparatus with full

instructions for making, also 400 mounts."

—

F. W. GuEBiN, St. Louis, Mo.
"Send me the outfit immediately."

—

Alba
Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. Y.

" The style is quite worthy of admiration.

Please send me a full outfit."—C. M. French,
Garretsville, 0.

"I think them very nice. Send me the outfit

with instructions,"—E. R. Curtis, Madison, Wis.

"Your Plaque is new, neat, and nobby. Send
me the outfit. I like them very much."

—

Charles
W. BuELL, Warsaw, N. Y.

" I want to make Plaques. Send me the

outfit."—L. R. Evans, Scranton, Pa.
"I like the style very much, and believe as a

novelty they will take a good run. I would be

glad to introduce them in my business. Please

give me all the necessary information."—^J. F.

Ryder, Cleveland, 0.

"Send me the outfit with full details and stock

of cards."—R. E. Rockwood, Union Square, N. Y.
" The more I look at them the more I wish to

know about them. Send me the outfit with full

details."—J. J. Wolfe, Lancaster, 0.
" I think them quite pretty and nice, and they

will, no doubt, prove a desirable novelty."—E. L.

Brand, Chicago, III.

" I think them very nice."

—

Charles Akin,
Evanston, III.

" They are fine, I would like to have the ex-

clusive right of my town. Send me the outfit at

once."—J. H. Reed, Clinton, Iowa.

" They are very neat. Your style of mounting
them is original.''—E. D. Obmsby, Oakland, Cal.

"They are very pretty and I want them.
Send outfit promptly by first express."—C. C.
Packard, Kalamazoo, Mich.
"I am 'gone struck' with the idea, and de-

sire that you will at once grant me permission
to take them, even before your patent is issued."
—E. PoOLE, St. Catherine's, Ontario.

" I have had splendid success, and am more
than pleased with them."

—

Geo. P. Patterson,
Lebanon, Ohio.

" The Plaque is a perfect success. Am very
much pleased."—S. T. Mason, Leavenworth, Kan.

" Outfit for Plaque at hand; have made several
dozen samples. Everything works 0. K. Every
body seems pleased with the Plaque picture. I
get one dollar each for duplicates."—J. N. Lutz,
Portsmouth, Ohio.

"Samples just received, and am more pleased
with them even than the copies in the Photogra-
pher led us to suppose they would be; we are
anxious to make them as soon as possible, so

send on the Outfit and 250 Mounts, the same as
sample."

—

Ferry & Holtzmann, 132 Bowery,
N. Y.

"Very much pleased with our success in

working them."—H. B. Hillyer, Austin, Texas.
"I am working Plaques, and like them very

much."—E. E. Henry, Leavenworth, Kansas.
" We are perfectly satisfied with our results,

and have not the least trouble in making them."—Ferry & Holtman, Neiv York.

—.^. -'S-NEW TESTIMONIALS ADDED WEEKLY. =

Plaque Card Mounts, Fotir Designs, for Sale.

The above are only a few of the testimonials which have been received for the

Plaque, and the list is being added to considerably every day. For further par-

ticulars, address the chief of Plaquers,

F. B. CLENCH, Lockport, N. Y.
Cards and Outfits For Sale by all Dealers to Licensees.

(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON PAGE 4 OF COVER.)
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e THE ^

PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR. H. W. VOGBL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years,

WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

AN ADDITIONAL CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

or THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

so.oo- o-a.'z x>^a.c3rE3s, $3.00.
inth Srrr„t,,.firo l{/„strations, ami an aUnnrable portrait taken with

Ehitrir i.if/ht, hf/ II . Kurtz, New I'orh.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.
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Emulsion Process.
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Rare Salts of Silver.
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CHAPTER V.
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for line copies,
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EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, PhiladelpWa.
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Tlie following houses are to be recommended as

tJie bestfor photographers in their localities.

^ ^
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

Donilass,Tlio]iipsou&Co.

"Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

JAMES H. SMITH,

Quincy,

111.

H. A. HYATT,
Monnd Oity Photo. Stock Honse,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

D. J.
RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C. SOMERVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.
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419 4 421 Broome St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.
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Texas.
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Boston, Mass.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

WM, J. HAZENSTAB,

406 Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

EDWARD L, WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
912 &914 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia.

IDLLETT BROS.,

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. B O 1) E,
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Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EMBELLISHMENTS.

January.—Head of Old Gentleman. By J. W.

Kent, Rochester, N. Y.

February.— 'Poxlxa^x. Studies, By N. Sarony,

New York.

March.—A Nubian Landscape, By E. L. WIL-
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History sometimes repeats itself we are

told, and why should uot we ? In looking

over what we said to our readers on page 13

of our issue for January, 1864, (you who
have it please refer), we find something

like this : "In making our editorial how we
feel very difBdent and humble, for we fear

that the public may be amused at our

awkwardness. We should bow very low

indeed and retire, but our readers will want

to know what this new Journal means to

do, and what it intends to advocate. So in

a few words we will endeavor to explain."

In trying to find some winged words with

which to greet our readers on this beginning

of the year of our majority, we thought it

well to look back to what we said during the

first j^ear above alluded to, and see how
much change would be needed for the open-

ing address now from that which was given

to our readers quite twenty years ago. It

seems right that the same promises that were
made then should fall good now. For ex-

ample, we stated that photography and its

advancement should be our chief end ; that

we should be different from other magazines
in many ways; that we invited conti-ibu-

tions from all interested in our art, and
inquiries from all desiring information, at

the same time opening our pages for discus-

sions on topics of interest pertaining to the

art we advocate, that these columns might
be filled with useful and instructive matter.

Moreover, we promised a fine specimen pho-

tograph, worth at least as much as we charge

for the whole number. A volume was thus

to be produced finely illustrated and well

worthy of handsome binding. No care was

to be spared in making each succeeding

number quite equal to what we promised,

and, if possible, better than the last. And
then, Avhen discussing our success in such

an undertaking, we added " Much depends

upon ourselves, yet much upon our patrons.

The interest now taken in photography gives

us hope. G-rant us your patronage and good

word, and we promise you shall not be dis-

appointed."

Whether we have filled this long line of

promises it is hardly fair for us to judge, but

we begin the twenty-first year of our exist-

ence with the same hope and aspiration to

be useful as we did our first ; certainly with

a good deal more knowledge and exjaerience,

but with no less desire to make our magazine

as useful as we know how. As announced

in our prospectus on page three of the cover,

we shall endeavor to maintain the character

of the Philadelphia Photographeb as

the best photographic magazine in the

world. We believe we are the only one who
can claim to have been editor of a photo-

graphic monthly continuously for twenty

uninterrupted years. (What a story we could

tell of these past twenty years of photographic

life.) It is incumbent upon us, therefore, to

bend our energies more earnestly than ever to

provide for the constantly increasing number
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of our subscribers. Xot mily will the best

information be given them, and all that

is of value to them in the prosecution of

their art in their business, but it shall in-

variably be the earliest, for our agents and

correspondents are constantly on the alert

all over the Avorld for everything that is new
and useful, and good for our pages.

Amateurs and active workers will find

this magazine always ahead and substan-

tially the one to be preferred above others,

even should all the rest be taken, as we hope

they will be. We wish to produce a truly

legitimate photographic magazine, and hold

up the hands of those who strive for the

best interests of our art, condemning all who
Avould lower, injure, or defame it.

The circulation <ii' our magazine, we be-

lieve, is as large as that of any two others in

the United States. This is easily accounted

for when we compare the quality and st'ind-

ing of the photographer of to-day with biui

of twenty years ago or more. The photog-

rapher of 1884 is a bettor educated man, on

an average, a younger man, a man with

higher aspirations and with greater thirst

for knowledge, and therefore with more dis-

position to read, consequently he will bave

the best. Therefore, with such enct)urage-

ment, more than ever shall we try through-

out the year nl' .mr uiajority, to hold this

high po.sition, wiiich we have striven for

and are told that we have attained. Enough
is said ; let us ])lacc our hands under the

cloth, draw a sliarj) focus, thnnv the light

upon the subject while he is posed and go

aliead, leaving tb<; future to develop the re-

sults for which wi- lio))i'. We do not lean

upon each other, hut waliv siioulder to

siioulder in this matti'r. Our interests arc

mutual; the more ni'w subscriliers you send

us in connection with your own promjjt re-

mittance for 18H4, tlie greater will ourgrowtli

Ik- and the more will you get f<ir your

money, for \v -liall have more to spend

M|M.n our iimgii/.ini' in improvement.''.

thus : " We have thought for a number of

years that each time Mosaics was about as

good as it could be, and yet somehow you

contrived in the following year to make it

better. I said to myself, as 'I read 1883,

' This is the nineteenth year of Mosaics ;

surely its editor will have to depart when
the twentieth comes, for I don't see how he

can make Mosaics as good again as it is now,'

but by inj bath and my developer, sir! you

have exceeded yourself this time, and but

for that you would have failed, according to

my prediction. I congratulate you upon it,

and name two thousand extra copies as the

number which you will sell over and above

what you sold last year."

We modestly accept the first portion of

our friend's statement, since he has made it,

and we cannot help ourselves, but will be

compelled to hide if anything like the de-

mand which he predicts follows, since our

edition is printed and the types are distrib-

uted. The issue is limited, and if the few

hundreds remaining are taken up during-

the month, unless we buy some copies back,

as we often do, it will be impossible for the

lag-behinds to supply themselves. A word

to the wise is sutficient, we are sure, when
backed up by the request to examine the bill

of fare in the ad^•ertising column.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

riioiii<,K,\nii( .Mo.s.vK N for 18K4 lias, been

jironounced \>\ n number of readers, so far

a»« we have heurd, m " the j)eer of all its jire-

dfC«-h',or^." Sonic liiivr- r-\|ii'i's>jf>(| tbr-ni<i'ivcv

MR. RYDER'S NEW ART GAL-
LERY IN CLEVELAND.

\\' K had the ha]i|)iiit'ss, during a visit to

Cleveland, to be present at the opening of

Mr. J. ¥. Kyder's new art gallery, recently

completed and added to his already exten-

sive estiiblishment. It i> well known that

Mr. Ryder some months ago embodied the

Decker establishment, on Superior Street,

with thai ol' hi> own, nniking the most ex-

tensive photographic establishment in the

west. He then rnui:i| that his growing

business as caterer tn tlir nrf inMr-^ of the

]ieople of ("levclaiiii recjiiii'cd him in mjike

still further additions and alteiations. This

iiaviug been dom-, he finds himself in ))os-

session of not only new and handsome i-e-

cejition-rooms—a (loor lower than his old one

—but al-<i a new ^niiinil-lloor ail exiiihitioii

liarjiir. de\ ot( d Id I he ili-plav nl' oil |iiiiu1 iiigs
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and other works of art, destined to be a

favorite resort of the art lovers of the city.

There can be but one opinion as to the ad-

vantages of such a noble gallery in a city

like this, for Cleveland is not only the home

of a great number of artists, but also of a

great many collectors of paintings and sculp-

ture with other things beautiful and rare in

literature and art. No one has been more

useful in catering to the finer tastes of the

public than has Mr. Kyder, both by encour-

aging home talent and in providing for the

wants of the people in this direction. His

new art gallery is certainly one of the most

complete and splendidiy accoutered in the

west. It is excellently lighted, tastefully

adorned, and splendidly furnished. During

the week we had the pleasure of looking in

upon it several times. The principal portion

of the work exhibited on the walls then was

that of Mr. William Bradford, the American

Polar Sea artist, whose name is known to

all of our readers.

We allude to Mr. Bradford and his work

in another portion of our issue, and merely

have to add now our congratulations to Mr.

Ryder upon at last reaching his desires in the

opening of such an establishment. Lovers

of art will certainly avail themselves of it,

though we have no doubt that Mr. Ryder

states it truly when he says, that " the work
of interesting people in the matter of line

art is an educational one and an up-hill one."

The true artist always wonders and queries

why it is that so little interest is taken by the

public, and why we find so few cultivated

artistic minds able and willing to receive

that which is beautiful and reject that which
is bad. But such is the state of afiairs, and
those who have the real art feeling must
continue to work along without hesitation,

and the results are sure.

We hope Mr. Ryder may reap an abundant

reward for his enterprise, and as a return for

his extensive investment. He is personally

one of the most genial of men, very popular

among the people, and will not be overlooked.

OUR PICTURE.

The splendid stud}- which embellishes the

initial number of the twenty-first year of our

magazine's life, is from the studio of Mr. J.

H. Kent, Rochester, N. Y , the President of

the Photographers' Association of America.

The single picture which will appear before

our readers will give but a faint idea of

what Ml-. Kent has accomplished in pro-

viding this picture, because no one of them
will be privileged to see the fifty mag-
nificent negatives which he sent us for the

production of our edition. These fifty nega-

tives, most of which were equal in quality to

the one from which the print which you will

see before you was made, Mr. Kent says,

were made in an hour and a half, with a loss

of but two in the entire lot. They were

all made on Eastman's " Special " dry plates,

very rapid.

The subject is the Hon. George Gr. Clark-

son, of Rochester, a gentleraan whose re-

markable advantages as a photographic sub-

ject every photographer with artistic feeling

will at once discern. Such magnificently

rendered fiesh, such delicacy of light and

shade and half-tones, could not be procured

by the wet process we are quite sure ; and,

although we hear a number yet who still

adhere to their notion that the dry process is

not so good, as the wet, we believe it would

be wiser, in view of the picture before us, ta

say, that it may perhaps be different from,

the wet. Although it is distinctly difierent,.

we confess ourselves to having grown as con-

tented with it as we ever felt with our re-

sults by the wet method.

Certainly we are much indebted to Judge

Clarkson for the excellent negatives which

have been placed in our hands to difi'use so

much pleasure among our subscribers from

one end of the world to the other. For even

thus early in our twenty-first year we are

glad to be able to say that our magazine goes

to the west coast of Africa, to Egypt, to

Buenos Ayres, to South Australia, England,

France, Russia, New Zealand, Mexico, Ger-

many, India, China, Japan, Belgium, Aus-

tria, and Arabia, and to each one of the

United States.

We are sure then we speak the desire of

all when we pronounce a hearty vote of

thanks to him for his patience in sitting so

many times for the cause of art and photo-

graphic science.

Of Mr. Kent's liberality there can be but

one opinion. We assured him that the
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time was short to print the quantity desired

for our large January edition, but not de-

spairing, he good-naturedly made negatives

in quantify/ which we were obliged to pro-

nounce quite sufficient. They would be a

study to any one, could they be looked over,

to see how verj' uniform thej'^ are in their

quality ; indeed, it is phenomenal, without

exaggeration, and we thank him for all his

eflForts in behalf of the fraternity at large.

Mr. Eastman's plates speak for themselves.

The negatives are perfectly free from dirt and

spots, and, as we have said, are of uniformly

excellent quality.

We have frequently alluded to the fact

that our pictures are printed on the Eagle

brand of paper imported for us by Mr. G-.

Gennert, ofNew York. We have not meant

by this that Mr. Gennert imported any special

brand for our use, of a qualitj^ superior to

that sent to others. Indeed, Mr. Gennert, on

the contrary, assures us that the paper sent

to us for " our picture " from time to time,

"is taken from the ordinarj'' stock," as the

reams happen to rise up from the extensive

pile which he is obliged to import and try

to keep on hand constantly, and therefore

what our readers see are simply samples of

what may be produced with ordinary care by
any printer. Our printers assure us that they

could not desire a paper more uniform in its

results, or easier to manipulate. What more
can we say for it, since the results are be-

fore you to prove our words ? We all owe
much to 5Ir. Gennert for his enterprise and

care.

PYRO AND CARBONATE POTASSA
DEVELOPER.

A Modification of Dk. Stolzk's and Dr.
Edkk's Formula.

BY a. CRAMER.

Stock Solution No. 1.

grains.Citric Acid, . . .00
Pulverize iind dini'olve in

dintillod or ii!0 water . H ounces.

Granuliir .Sulphite of .Soda, li ounce.

I'yrogallic Acid, . . I ounce.

Stock Solution No. 2.

I'uro ice or diiitlllod Water, 8 ounces.

Carbonate of I'otaMHa, pure, .'! ounces.

The sulphite of soda, carbonate of potassa,

and both stock solutions should be kept in

well-stoppered bottles, glass stoppei-s are pre-

ferable for the carbonate of potassa. The

latter should be completely soluble in the

given quantity of water, if sufficiently pure.

Developer.

Stock Solution No. 1, . i ounce.

Stock Solution No. 2, . J ounce.

Water, . . . .12 ounces.

The developer should be used within a

couple of hours after mixing, as it will work

slower and produce yellow negatives when
old.

This developer is very powerful, and can

be worked with one-half the exposure re-

quired by many other developers in use. If

the time of exposure was correct, it will pro-

duce good intensity and detail without hav-

ing to strengthen the negative afterwards,

which result can easily be obtained if proper

attention is given to the development and

correct exposure.

The lights should have sufficient density

and all the detail in the shadows should be

well brought out when the development is

completed.

If the plate loas over-exposed, the detail in

the shadows will appear too soon, and will

be all developed before the lights have gained

sufficient intensity, the resulting negative

being flat and without sufficient contrast. As
soon as you notice in developing that the

plate has been over-exposed, add immediately

to each four ounces of developer, one drachm
of bromide solution (one ounce of bromide

of ammonium, twenty ounces of water),

which will produce tnore intensity and will

save the negative.

If the plate was under-exposed, wliich

seldom occurs with this developer, the detail

in the shadows will not appear in time and
the negative, if fully developed, will be too

strung in the lights and dcllcient in detail in

the shadows. In this case the negative may
be improved by adding to the developer in

the dish three times its bulk of cold water

;

move the dish to insufe a good mixing, cover

it and allow to stand quietly, giving plenty

of time for the development of the detail,

which will come provided the exposure has

not been entirely too short.
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Fixmg Bath.

Dissolve 4 pound of powdered alum in ^
gallon of water ; then dissolve 1 pound of

hypo in f gallon of water. After both are

dissolved, pour the alum solution in the

hypo, rix in

Hyposulphite of Soda, . 1 pound.

Water, .... 1 gallon.

Powdered Alum, . . i pound.

If the negative is intense and yellow, it

can be improved by pouring the following

graying solution over it after fixing :

Water,

Powdered Alum,

Oxalic Acid,

10 ounces.

1^ ounces.

it ounce.

This changes the color from yellow to gray,

and improves the printing quality of an in-

tense negative. If the negative is not too

intense, the graying solution should not be

used.

After fixing wash well to eliminate all

traces of hypo.

A FEIENDLY VISIT.

A Good Idea.

While sitting at the late Milwaukee Con-

vention, and listening to the many questions

asked and answered, I could not help think-

ing, " How much good could be done if pho-

tographers would continue this each month
in the Philadelphia Photographer." I

would have these questions and answers

headed "A Friendly Visit," and I would

run them something like the following :

Q. What is the best means for removing

silver stains from the hands ?

Priend Wager, Sycamore, Illinois.

A. First rub the stains with tincture of

iodine, which changes then to iodide of sil-

ver, then remove the iodide of silver with

liquid ammonia.

S. L. Platt, Elgin, Illinois.

Now some queries for our next

:

Q. What can be added to a cyanide fixer

to prevent dark stains upon the film ?

S. L. Platt, Elgin, Illinois.

Q. Is there anything in which prints can

be immersed before toning to prevent gray-

ness, or from showing the red spots ?

S. L. Platt, Elgin, Illinois.

To these last questions I wait for an

answer, trusting that somebody will answer

them, when our good editor will doubtless

repeat the queries with the anwers given.

The above only can give an idea of what I

hope may be done, to the great satisfaction

and help of many photographers.

Be sure to have the name of each one ask-

ing and answering the question, with the

address printed, so that we can know who
is doing us a kindness. I am willing to

answer all questions in my power connected

with both the wet and dry plates.

Very truly yours,

S. L. Platt.
Elgin, Illinois.

[Certainly we hope that our readers will

take to this splendid idea. We are quite

willing to give the space to it, and trust it

will be taken advantage of.

—

Ed. P. P.]

INTENSIFYING EMULSION
PLATES.

With the following intensifier everything

desired may be effected, especially with

plates under-exposed, which may, by means

of it, be converted into brilliant negatives.

It must be borne in mind that every trace

of hyposulphite must be eliminated from

the gelatine film ;
if even the minutest por-

tion remains, the plate will turn brown. If

the plate is under-exposed, the development

is not carried to its limit, so that the plate

is rather thin after fixing. It is then thor-

oughly washed and flowed over with a solu-

tion consisting of 150 grains of bichloride

of mercury and 12 ounces of water until the

required strength is obtained. The plate,

which, previous to the operation, lacked de-

tail, will now appear sharp and distinct.

The plate is again washed and flowed with

a solution of 5 drachms of ammonia in 12

ounces of water, till the film darkens, when

it is again washed and dried. The plates

which it is intended to strengthen should

not be subjected to the alum bath, either

before or after intensifying. The mercury

solution may be saved, but the ammonia

solution must be made fresh every time.

—

Dr. V. MoNCKHOVEN in Photo. Zeiiung.
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A PAGE FROM MOSAICS

^, itrindioUrS,
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ci.S'^^flyii^/atframes, ^"^
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TuK aliovc is a pu^e taken directly from

MumicH 1884. Wo print it exactly as it came
from the pen f)f ]\Ir. Ovorpeck to show the

wondorfiil progress made in ])lioto- on}j;raving.

BROMIDE OF SILVER EMULSION.
A.Mo.NO tiie tiioiisand and one nielhuds

whicli have been suggested for the prepara-

tion of the bromide of silver emulsion,

many formultt; have been given which afford

partially good results

;

in most cases, however,

wanting in gradations of

tone in the higher lights

and relief in the shadows.

I beg leave to oifer a

method, the result of a

long series of experi-

ments, bj' which the

faultsjust mentioned may
be obviated.

I take three beaker

glasses ; in the first 1 put

twenty-four grammes of

bromide of potassium
;

twenty-five grammes of

iodide of potassium
;

twenty grammes of best

gelatine ; two hundred

cubic centimetres of dis-

.tilled water ; three or

four minims of glacial

acetic acid , or 0. 1 gramme
of citric acid. In the sec-

ond glass I put thirty

grammes of crystallized

nitrate of silver in one

hundred cubic centi-

metres of distilled water.

In the third glass I dis-

solve twenty grammes of

the best gelatine, (four-

teen hard, six soft) for

warm weather, and ten

grammes each in winter,

in two hundred and fifty

cubic centimetres of dis-

tilled water.

The contents of the first

glass are subjected to

diflferent degrees of heat

until the gelatine is dissolved. The solution

is then transferred to a black bottle supplied

with a loosely fitting cork, fifty cubic centi-

metres of water added, and the whole shaken

,

and then the nitrate of silver solution, little

at a time, the bottle being well shaken after

eaeii addition. The bottle with its contents

is again heated for two hours at a tempera-
ture (tf (i5° C, after wliich the emulsion is

rui>idly cooled down to .30° C. J)uring this

time tlio gelatine is allowed to dissolve in
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the third glass, and cooled down to a point

at which it remains firm, but still in a fluid

condition.

Six or seven cubic centimetres of ammonia

are now added, the whole well shaken, and

poured into the bromide of silver gelatine

emulsion which has been cooled down to

30° C, again shaken, and immediately

filtered through flannel into a porcelain dish

and left to set. After setting, the gelatine

is pressed through canvas and washed for

seven hours in running water; then re-

melted and refiltered. The emulsion is now
ready to be poured on the plates.

The advantages of this method are that

the emulsion is only digested, so that the

mass does not run the risk of injury.

Second, the ammonia by being mixed with

second portions of gelatine solution is only

thinned, and in this condition is first brought

in contact with the bromide of silver gela-

tine emulsion. Third, in the preparatory

filtering which keeps back the coarse por-

tions of the emulsion, the danger of impu-

rities passing through the second filtering is

avoided.

—

Franz Kniebel, Photogra-ph-

ische Correspondenz.

THE PAINTINGS OF MR. WILLIAM
BRADFORD, OF NEW YORK.

A TEW hours after the visit by us to the

new art gallery of Mr. Eyder, at Cleveland,

described on another page, Ave found in our

box at the hotel the following :
'

' Mr. Eyder's

compliments, and requests the pleasure of

your company to a private view of the paint-

ings of Mr. William Bradford, of ISTew York,

from sketches taken by him on his several

extensive visits to the polar regions. During
the evening Mr. Bradford will give a short

lecture with photographic illustrations of the

wonders of that mysterious land, the same
as those given by him before the Eoj^al In-

stitution and the Koyal Geographical Society

of London, and also the Geographical So-

ciety of New York, on Thursday evening,

October 18, 1883, at eight o'clock."

To such a splendid offer as this we could

make but one answer, namely, that we would
take advantage of the ofter. And in due

course we put on a thick overcoat, repaired

to the scene of action, and propose now to

tell our readers a little of what we saw.

Entering Mr. Eyder's art gallery we found

Mr. Bradford in evening dress, meeting his

guests. He is a courteous, quiet, rather timid

gentleman, highly cultivated, and is a delight-

ful conversationalist. Some twenty or thirty

of his magnificent paintings of the Polar re-

gions and the Yosemite Valley were hanging

upon the wall in great variety of color and
subject. Not being a professional art critic,

it would be unbecoming in us to do much
more than express our delight at such a treat.

Mr. Bradford's reputation as a Polar Sea

painter has been long established by his

lovely reproductions of the picturesque scen-

ery along the Nova Scotian and Labrador

coasts. He is what may be called a truthful

painter, following nature conscientiously,

adorning her, or changing her but little, ex-

cept where her arrangements do not suit the

limits of his canvas. All this excellency of

Mr. Bradford's work is easily accounted for

when we know the man, noble, generous,

broad in his views, full of the intensest,

tenderest art feeling, with a quick perception

of what is beautiful and eftective. As we
have said, his pictures pi-esent a great variety

of the natural bits, which have been caused

by pushing and driving and dragging, and

discharging and upheaving of nature's forces,

creating glaciers and icebergs, and drifts and

masses, and pictures grand to look upon, all

inspiring, and creating in the breast most

earnest desires to see and know more about

where they grew.

Not only do we have these lovely bits of

nature, which fill the mind with a most pro-

found and poetic feeling and aspiration, but

we see here and there, locked up among
them, the noble vessel which carried our

traveller and his party into the region of

coldness. Here and there groups of travellers

and natives, snow-bound or ice imprisoned,

or else again engaged in the active pursuit of

the huntsman, fighting for life with the great

monsters which are seen in those strange re-

gions. We of course became greatly inter-

ested in Mr. Bradford's pictures, and could

fill our magazine this month in their praise,

and in descriptions of them, but perhaps a

few details concerning his excellent lantern

exhibition will interest our readers the most.
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We Avill leave his masterly paintings to

the imagination, knowing full well that we
cannot give any idea of theii" intrinsic value

or beauty. After the exhibition of his

paintings, Mr. Bradford delighted his audi-

ence for nearly two hours, exhibiting to them

from photographic views made by himself,

nearly one hundred splendid transparencies

of the people in the cold regions named, of

their houses, their means of living, and, above

all, the magnificent .^cenery which is to be

found among the ice kings and fi-ost fairies of

the fiord and berg.

Mr. Bradford is not only a splendid painter,

but an enthusiastic photographer. He was

one of the first painters to perceive the value

of photography as a helper to the painter.

As early as 1863 he fitted out an expedition

to the Arctic regions, taking with him two
of our old subscribers, Mr. John B. Dun-
more, of Black's studio, in Boston, and Mr.
George B. Critcherson, of Worcester, upon
that eventful occasion. More than seven

hundred negatives were made of studies of

the coast scenery, of the people, of the fleet,

of the travellers, of animals, and the eccen-

tricities of the icebergs, and what not, per-

taining to the perilous life in the Arctics.

In conversation with Mr. Bradford he ad-

mitted most gladly the great service which
photography had been to him. He com-
mented upon the systematic scouting at the
idea that photography could help them, in-

dulged in by artists a few years ago, very
.severely, and, as he warmed up to the sub-
ject, he said enthusiastically, " Why, my
photographs have saved me eight or ten voy-
ages to the Arctic regions, and now I gather
my inspirations from iny pliotographic sub-
jects, just a.s an author gains food from his

library, and I could not ))aint without
them."

" Only u short time ago," he .said, " J em-
ployed u steum yacht, and f<jllowed a whaler
from New Bedford a great many miles out
to sea, making instantaneous views of her
in various positions anfl cliangcs of light and
«liHde, and gathering into my stock studies

whic)) will be worth their wejglitin gold, to
huy tii<- leant." The more we conversed
upon thih Kubjecl, the more entluisiastic Mr.
IJnjdf.ird became, and he neemcd to exhibit
hif. lanlern fnins|uireneies wilb ibe plensure

and enthusiasm of a real photographer, de-

scribing them eloquently, as he did the pro-

duction of his own special genius spread

over the canvas in the art gallery below.

Mr. Bradford's example has had much to

do with inspiring other painters with respect

for photography as a help to them, so that

now it would be a little difficult to count

the number of artists who employ our art

to assist them in the production of their

splendid results. It is therefore but proper

that this fact should be recorded and sent

down to posterity within the pages of the

photographic magazines. Certainly we are

very glad to add our praise, not only, but
our thanks for the persistence Avith which

Mr. Bradford has for so many years stood up
for the advantages of our art.

THE AIR-BRUSH.

The Air-Brush Manufacturing Company,
of Eockford, 111 , have issued a price-list and
description of an air-brush manufactured by
them, of which the following diagram is a

correct drawing. The principle of the air-

brush is to supply, by means of a treadle,

and a most ingenious bitof apjiaratus, whose
construction is not seen l)y the cut above a
substitute for the crayon, Imu.^Ii, pencil and
so on, in various ways. A liquid i)ignient,

so to sj)eak, if placed within (he jn-ocincts of
tills little piece of apparatus, a current of air

being passed througli in :i certain way, and
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controlled in an ingenious manner by the

skill of the operator, drives the fine pigmented

spray in quantity and direction to suit the

desired end. Not only can any liquid pig-

ment be used, but India ink, water color,

crayon, and pastile.

Ketouching may be managed with it to

great advantage. It is so completely de-

scribed in the pamphlet alluded to, that we
need but to tell our readers of it, and they

will doubtless possess themselves of a copy.

We have seen its operations, have before

spoken approvingly of it, and can cordially

state that it will be found exceedingly useful

to those who learn to handle it properly. No
doubt it will become a most helpful adjunct

to the artists' department of our wonderfully

growing art.

DOTS OF THE DAY.

One of the most important points con-

nected with Mr. Commons' beautiful pho-

tograph of the nebula of Orion, and the

map of the heavens around it, is that years

hence astronomers may regard it as an in-

fallible record, and so note any changes

that occur in this group of heavenly bodies.

Says Nature, very truly, " An astronomer

hereafter will prefer the single photograph

taken by Mr. Commons in thirty-seven

minutes, to all the literature of the subject

so admirably brought forward by Prof.

Holden, and if the world must in the mean
time lose either the memoir and records of

human effort of two and a half centuries on

which it is based, or the photograph, then

it is to be hoped the photograph will be

spared."

The life of an inventor is not always a

happy one. The following anecdote, told by
Mr. Dumas, the eminent secretary of the

Academy, was repeated by Mr. JFelix He-
ment, appointed by the Minister of Public

Instruction, in his discourse at the inaugura-

tion of the monument raised to Daguerre :

"It Avas in 1827," said Mr. Dumas, "I
was a young man then, hardly twenty-seven

years of age, and whilst in my laboratory I

was told that some one wished to speak to

me. I found the person to be Madame
Daguerre. She came to consult me about

the investigations which her husband was
making ; she feared he might be unsuccess-

ful, and did not hide from me her fears for

what the future might have in store for her.

She asked me if there was any hope of ever

seeing the dream of her husband realized

;

timidly adding, ' Don't you think it would

be right to have a commission of lunacy ap-

pointed?'

"I replied that, far from this being the

case, the investigations of Daguerre seemed

to me to be in the right direction, and that

the end he sought might be attained. A
short time afterwards, I had the satisfaction

to see that I had not been mistaken : Da-

guerre had found the solution of the prob-

lem—a solution which has made him cele-

brated."

"See," smilingly said the orator, " what

an inventor may expect, after laboriovis in-

vestigations, sleepless nights, and privations,

to be declared non compos, and a fit subject

for a mad-house."

—

Revue Photographique.

Photographers should beware how they

employ foreign assistants who are not familiar

with the English language. Only the other

day we heard of a gentleman who felt him-

self insulted in a studio because the assistant

took a profile, naively giving as a reason to

the customer, that he did not like his fool

face.—Photographic Neios.

This reminds us of the lady who inquired

of one of our best photographers whether he

made cranium (crayon) pictures.

Photography as a "Weather
Prophet.

Prof. Piazzi Smith has discovered in the

atmospheric spectrum a rain band.

By means of emulsion plates the atmos-

pheric spectra are photographed at different

intervals during the day, and from the

images produced the indications for the

weather may be made.

It was a beautiful afternoon. A peasant en-

tered the gallery and expressed the desire to

have his picture taken. The good man was

properly posed and the camera directed at

him, with injunctions to sit perfectly still

and motionless. The negative was soon

' taken, and carried to the dark-room to un-
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dergo the subsequent operations. Mean-

while th6 hour of lunch had come, in the

enjoyment of which the poor countryman

was entirely forgotten. After the lapse of

an hour, I returned to the operating-room,

and found him still sitting in the attitude he

had fii'st tai<en, having scarcely winked or

moved during the whole time. " Oh, my
friend," says I, "you may arise, the opera-

tion is complete." "What!" says he, "is

the picture really done already ? "Who could

believe it were possible ?

—

Photographisehes

Archiv.

Her Photograph.

I know the photographer pinned

A little white card on the screen,

When he wrapped up his head in a cloth

And focussed his picture tnachine
;

And as he turned back to the chair,

I am equally certain that he

Said, " Won't you look right at this card?"

Yet she seems to be looking at me.

And after arranging her chin,

And twisting and turning her head,

And adjusting the folds of her dress,

I am sure the photographer said,

" Now, please for a moment sit still.

And smile, till you hear me count three,"

As he whisked off the camera's cap
;

Yet she seems to be smiling on me.

I presume she thought it a bore.

And that she was quite ill at ease
;

Saw little black specks in her eyes.

And felt a temptation to sneeze
;

That she wondered how long it would take,

And what sort of picture 'twould be
;

And yet, when I look at the face,

She seems to be tliiiiking of nic

And when the brief .seconds were pa.ssed,

And the artist had said, " That is all,"

I presume, as she rost; from the chair,

She only said, " When shall I call?"

But the message that waits on these lips,

That smiling, half-parted, I see,

I.f as sweet and as fair as lier face;

And it HOcins to be waiting for hk;.

—Liife.

M0.SAIC8 for 1884 is immense.

THE G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE
WORKS.

One of the most interesting esperiences

we have had for a good while was the recent

visit to the extensive dry-plate works of Mr.

G. Cramer, in St. Louis. Long before we

reached the place, it being located near the

outskirts of this wonderful city of the west,

we discovered two tall smoke-stacks towering

up as though from the deck of some invisible

steamer at low water, considerably below the

surface of the levee. Between these tall

minarets swung a sign bearing the title of

this article. As we neared the establishment

we confess to a feeling of disappointment,

for instead of the large and extensive labora-

tory which we had anticipated, we saw but

a squatty group of buildings, but one story

high apparently. After we had made our

visit we were convinced of two things

:

That although Mr. Cramer's establishment

was not three stories high, it was quite three

stories low ; and all jokes aside, that he had

run the dry-plate business considerably into

the ground.

The site of his fictory is admirablj- chosen.

A depression of some twenty feet among the

hills was found, partially filled with water,

which, being drained, and walls sunk to the

dejath of some twenty feet, here the new
factory for the production of dry plates was

located. By this means darkness and cool-

ness were secured at moderate expense, and

good ventilation was had by a system of

machinery which pumps the fresh and cool

air within all the apartments in quantity

sufiicient to secure the right temperature,

and preserve the health of the operatives.

Entering the ground floor, or floor above

ground, of Mr. Cramer's establishment, we
were ushered into his office, and shown many
examples of fine work hanging from the

walls, made by various photographers, freshly

arriving each day ;
from there we were con-

ducted to wiiat lie callrd \\U ".store-room."

It was filled witii empty shelves ! When we
observed tlnit we did not see mucli " store

''

there, Mr. Cramer asserted that it was im-

possible to get enough stock alicad to use

shelves at all. In one corner of this floor

was a neatly accoutred skylight, where trials

of plates are made, but as nothing of par-

ticular interest was found tbori-, wi- bnstciiod
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to the regions below. As we passed to the

stairway we saw the puzzled clerk discussing

the great order book which lay before him.

He was counting the quantity of the orders

that he had ahead, and by actual count,

they amounted on that day to two thousand

one hundred and twelve dozen of various

sizes. Mr. Cramer declared that he was six

weeks behind with his orders.

A peep now into the dark-room, which

was lighted by ruby light, and then into the

shipping-room (where sundry lots of goods

were being carted away by the teams to the

railroads), and then into the depths. Mr.

Cramer met us at the foot of the first stair-

way, took us by the hand, and immediately

led us into one of the dark quarters of his

lower establishment.

The first room visited was the laboratory,

where the emulsion was made three times a

day, and where stood great rows of pitchers

full of bromide and of silver, ready for ac-

tion. Here were cooking and cooling boxes,

xilso in considerable number, and varied ma-

chinery for washing, changing, and mixing

the emulsion, to say nothing of the various

other apparatus used in the preparation of

the emulsion.

Another dark entry was passed through,

when we reached the largest darkened apart-

ment of the whole, where the process of coat-

ing, drying, and cutting the plates took

place. The men looked like demons, run-

ning around in their shirt-sleeves and carry-

ing ruby lanterns with them, or seated at

their benches as they coated the plates with

the emulsion. Here were eight busy men,

with pitchers of emulsion on one side, and a

pile of glass on the other, and in front of

them a peculiar levelling stand. The ex-

pert eye directed the hand as it poured just

sufficient emulsion upon the surface of the

already clean plate to coat it the proper

thickness. It was poured upon one end, and

then flowed back towards the hand by a little

different motion from that adopted by the

old collodion flowing. Very little was al-

lowed either to overrun or to go upon the

back of the plate. This latter was prevented

by an arrangement peculiar to Mr. Cramer's

levelling stand.

After the plates were coated, they were re-

placed upon a movable belt, which carried

them slowly into a neighboring room, found,

upon entering, to be darker than two coal

mines, where the plates were chilled and

afterwards dried.

Now down again into a lower floor, and

we came to where the glass was cut and

cleaned. Here twelve men were working,

sorting and cleaning about eight thousand

plates of glass per day, dipping them into

acid, removing them from the same, wash-

ing, packing, and detecting as they went

along— a lively scene indeed. Fifteen hun-

dred boxes of glass per month are used here.

After the plates are coated and dried as

stated above, they are carried by a dark ele-

vator to the room w^hich we visited, where

they are inspected, carefully cut, and packed.

Here the process is more interesting than the

few words of description which we give would

indicate. There are nine busy men actively

at work in the various departments Ave have

mentioned. Upon those men hang more

reponsibility than any other set, because

they finally pass upon the plates and pre-

pare them for the market. Here, as we have

said, they are packed in paper boxes by two

or three methods, sealed, wrapped, and la-

belled, thus to remain until they are opened

by the expectant photographer in some dis-

tant part of the country or earth

,

In the matter of health, Mr. Cramer de-

clared that so complete was his system of

ventilation, that his men did not suffer at

all. The only man he ever knew to become

sick at any time was one of his emulsionists,

who one day drank a quantity of emulsion.

The man's wife had brought him his dinner

accompanied by a cup of coffee with milk

therein, which the aforesaid emulsionist had

poured into a clean bowl used for flowing-

emulsion, and placing it by the side of a

bowl of emulsion, he mistook the latter for

his coffee and took a good swallow. He did

not detect his mistake until he was about to

attempt the process again, when, upon his

discovering what he had done, he grew sud-

denly sick, and as a consequence lost a por-

tion of the dinner so far proceeded with. He
has not been known to repeat the process

since, and now smiles over the little joke he

played upon himself, glad that he is alive.

Thus it will be seen that Mr. Cramer has

a most complete establishment, badly de-
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scribed, because seen indistinctly by the aid

of ruby lamps, yet we trust that description

enough has been given to interest our read-

ers. In addition to the conveniences we
have named, the most complete apparatus is

provided for heating the establishment, and

running its machinery by steam, and for

obtaining distilled water, hydrant water, and

well water. A large tire-proof holds the

nitrate of silver stock. The ventilating ar-

ningeinents are perfect.

I forgot to say that all the air admitted

into the establisliment from the outside goes

through an ice-box, and is then received by a

fan, which drives and ditiuses it into the

various apartments below and at the side.

All the modern conveniences and means
are supplied, such as a fire alarm, telephone,

and telegraph. From what little we know
of such establishments, we should pronounce

this a model one, and as a sequel to it all we
have but to point to the ample reward which
Mr. Cramer is receiving as the result of his

enterprise. Tliere are so many of our readers

better acquainted witli the quality of his

manufactures than we are that it would be

superfluous for us to add one word in their

praise. His results have been seen, too, by
all of our readers, as they have from time to

time appeared in our magazine. We wish

him the great success that he deserves.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
American PliotograpJiic Views in Germany
— Wilson's Egyptian Pictures—Tuber's

and Jackson's Landscape Works— Collo-

dion vs. Gelatine—A New Rapid Collodion

Process.

Thk end of October liiuls me in the best

of health and spirits, again in my German
homo, the Imperial City of Berlin

; and I

take the opportunity with the renewal of my
old correspondence with the Piiiladklpiiia
I'lioTOGKAi'HKR (a duty which has become
to me u pleasure) to express my heartfelt

thunkti to my numerou.s friends in America,
who HO heartily received and entertained me.
Unfortunately my stay in that country was
too brief for me to avail myself of all the
fri(;ndly invitnlioiiH I rt.-ceived. It especially

jfrieved u\v that I waH obliged wholly to

give iij) my intended vinit to Hostnn, which

would have given me the greatest pleasure.

I hope my friends there will not be angry

with me.

Now that it becomes my task to tell of

that whicli is of the greatest photographic

interest in Europe, I must confess that the

latest here is what I brought with me from

America. Not a little surprised were my
friends, when I placed before them, not

pictures from the "Far West," but from

the " Far East," and from the " Far East "

of the old world. Indeed, it is strange

that the best pictures in the old world of

the " Far East," that is, of Egypt and the

Holy Land, are to be found in the new
world, and especially in Philadelphia. I

refer to the beautiful productions of Mr.

Edward L. Wilson, of that city. These

pictures, of the utmost interest, are as yet

totally unknown in Europe. They merit

double attention, not only on account of the

excellence of their quality, but also from

the fact that Mr. Wilson penetrated into

wild and savage regions in which, since his

journey there, no European traveller has

had courage to venture his life on such risks.

Much has changed in Egypt since Mr. Wil-
son's return. The revolution has overthrown

and demolished many places associated with

the history of the past. Hence many of the

pictures of his magnificent collection are,

and will continue to be, of the greatest his-

torical interest. I am sure they will excite

here the same attention they have aroused in

the United States.

I am obliged to makr an iiiuueusc leap

from the "Far East" of the old world to

the " Far West " of the new. I may be

pardoned for reminding my readers, as I

have so often done, of the giant leaps pho-
tography has made in more recent times.

At any I'ale, the " Far AVest " of America,
in the production of immense landscape

pictures, is leading the van of progress.

Formerly, Watson and Muybridgo and
others confined their labors to the wet pro-

cess. Now the accommodating and obliging

dry ))Iate oflers its accejitable service, and
mati'rially lightens the labors of the photog-

rai)lier. The nuignilicent views of the
Colorado Al])s, by \V. H. .lackson, have ex-

cited mucli attention \u-vv. He has .succeeded

in taking immense pictures on an imposing
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style (eighteen by twenty inches). The

scenery represented is but little known in

Germany, and has, therfore, aroused great

interest, mailing these pictures at once

charming and instructive. On my visit to

Mr. Jackson, in Denver, I was shown the

most magnificent collection of landscape

photographs I had anywhere ever seen.

The whole "West has yielded its treasures to

the skill of this artist, even the Yellowstone

National Park. Unfortunately the pictures

of the Yellowstone Park, at the time of my
visit to Denver, had not yet all been copied.

These pictures are probably the largest which

have ever been made. In like manner the

pictures from the first-class ateliers of San

Francisco excited the admiration of my
countrymen. The productions of Taber, tbe-

celebrated portrait and landscape photog-

rapher, claimed here undivided attention,

especially since they were taken with Hen-

derson's emulsion. These plates of Mr.

Taber's, from recent trials I have made, ex-

ceed in degree of sensitiveness all others

;

and I must add that Mr. Taber's instantane-

ous pictures, noticeable among which is that

of a cannon shot, are patterns for the

profession. It is a shame that these very

interesting pictures were not shown at Mil-

waukee. I believe they are not even known
in Eastern America to the extent they de-

serve. It may be safely said that along

with the rapid progress in the far West of

America during the last ten years, photog-

raphy and photographers have played a

very prominent part. As an evidence of the

great interest manifested in American pho-

tography and photographers, I may mention
that I was compelled to share the collection

I brought with me. By i-equest I have sent

a portion to my much esteemed colleague

at Vienna, C. Schwier, editor of Photo

Notizen. The pictures will be brought before

the association held there. I shall return

later to the same subject, but meanwhile
will inform you of some European novelties.

During my visit to America I was repeat-

edly asked whether the opinion was preva-

lent in Europe that the new gelatine process

would expel the old collodion method. I

know an answer in the aflirmative was
always expected, but I might point to the

fact that even in America there are many

photographers who use with protest the dry

plate. I might mention the great galleries

of Kieman and Bradly & Eulofson, in San
Francisco ; also Mosher, in Chicago ; and
others. I am certainly of the opinion that

the use of the gelatine plate has made great

progress
; that the facilities in manipulation

in portrait and landscape have been greatly

increased by their use, so that photographic

feats are now possible in the shape of instan-

taneous pictures which were never dreamed

of before. Yet we must be fair and ac-

knowledge that the quality of the negative

by the gelatine process has not excelled the

quality of the negative by the wet process.

"We only make pictures just as good as

formerly, never better ones. In Milwaukee,

I found photographers who were still en-

thusiastic over the old collodion process, and

they are to be found here also. One of our

first photographers, Euckwardt, works with

collodion only, and obtains wonderful results.

Far be it from me to deny the importance

of dry plates, even in the least particular,

but I do not believe that they will ever

finally drive out collodion plates for cei'tain

special operators, and for such it will ever

keep its value. The photographing of oil

paintings, which has become an important

business in Germany, on the other hand, in-

creases the value and importance of dry'

plates, on account of the danger incurred

during the long exposures of the drying of

the collodion plate. Hence, the copying of

paintings can be done more safely and easier

with dry plates. That the day for the de-

parture of collodion plates has not yet come

may be shown, among other circumstances,

by the fact that a patent has been taken

out recently for an improved collodion pro-

cess, a modification of the old tannin pro-

cess. It originates with the Brothers Mohler,

in Holstein. The following is a description :

A plate flowed over with iodized collo-

dion is dipped in the silver bath, as usual ; it

is then taken out and immediately, without

washing the excess of silver from it, flowed

over with a weak solution of tannin (about

1 : 100), or a solution of any of the so-

called organic sensitizers ; the plate is then

placed in a horizontal position so that the

tannin solution may come equally in con-

tact with the nitrate of silver. This is con-
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tinned until it is supposed tliat the mixture

is uniform all over the film. After about

half a minute the plate is thoroughly washed

in pure water, so that all soluble substances

are eliminated from the film and laid a short

time in water. The film is now very sensi-

tive to light. After exposure the plate is

developed with an alkaline developer. The

oxahite of iron developer used in the gela-

tine process seems to be the best for the pur-

pose. The image, if the time of exposure

has been proper, shows itself almost suddenly,

and soon attains the necessary detail. The

faintest image, often scarcely perceptible in

the transparent parts, may be intensified hy

the ordinary pymgallate of silver intensifier,

the strength required is soon attained. The

unatiected silver iodide is eliminated in the

hypo bath. Even if the plate is washed

from the excess of nitrate after coming out

of the silver balli, and fiowed oxqv with

tannin, the film <{\\\ po.ssesses the above

virtues, but in a less degree. The highest

degree is obtained by dipping the plate in

the silver bath until I lie usual greasy strise

have disap])eared ; and then immediately

flowing it over with the tannin solution,

which has been just previously treated to a

strong nitrate of silver solution. It is even

possible to supply directly the iodized collo-

dion with the tannin, but this does not seem

to be an advisable procedure, because the

silver batli is soon crjntaminated thereby.

Of all tile so-called organic sensitizers which

have been used, tannin comports itself the

best. The solution within certain limits

may be made strong or weak (1 : 50 or

1 : 500), the results are much the same. To
judge from the abave, it would seem that the

iodide of silver of the film entered into a

triple combination with the .sensitizer which
is of organic nature, hence making it very

sen.sitive to the influence of light. Iodide of

silver alone in Ihe film, as in tiie new j)ro-

cess, freed by washing from uncombincd

nitnite of silver is, so to say, entirely un-

hensiti\i'. Tlic ndvantages of the new
mt'tliod ai"' I'-intiMJly as follows:

1. 'I'lir-hi- plates linve froni four l<> live

tinieh M» greiit »en>ili\ ene-v as the ordinary

]>lates.

'J. Tlie prepaicd plate-. iC kep| in |iiiii'

water and in a cool dark place, may be kept

at least a whole day without change.

3. The image produced has a beautiful

brown tone—fine, soft and of great power.

4. The glass plates need not be as clean as

is necessary with the ordinary collodion pro-

cess. Such faults as result from want of

cleanliness are not observed. All that is

necessary is to wash them in clear water, and

rub them dry ; even plates that have been

used may be employed.

5. Collodion and silver baths, which are

worthless in the old process, give for the

most part very good results with the new.

The principal difl'erence between this pro-

cess and the old one lies in the circumstance

that the Mohler Brothers bring the tannin

in direct contact with the unwashed film

containing the- free nitrate of silver.

Very truh^ yours,

H. W. YOOEL.
Berlin, November 30, 1883.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOToGiiAPHic Society of Philadel-
phia.—The regular meeting was held on

Wednesday evening, December 5, 1883.

The President, Mr. Joseph "VV. Bates, in the

Chair. Porty members and four visitors

were present.

The minutes of the last regular meeting

were read and adopted.

The Committee on lieception in celebra-

tion of the twenty-first anniversary, reported

that the reception was held at the rooms of

the Penn Club, on the evening of November
26th, that being the date on which the

Society was organized in 1862. The invited

guests included the Active, Lifcj Honorary,

and Cori-esponding .Members of the Society,

and a numbei- of oiliei' pei-sons interested in

j)hotogra|)hy. The evening was a rainy one,

which probably prevented llie attendance of

some of the guests, but the occasion attnrded

nnich pleasure to the ])aiticii)ants, and
brought together some of the old.T uieuihers

who had not niet for vi'ars.

The following gentlemen were t'lected

members of the Society : Messrs. llobert E.
(ilendenning, Kdgar P. Earle, Je.sse Walton,
l>e Witt ('. Williams, and (Jeorge Va\ix, dr.
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Seven applicants for membership were pro-

posed for election at the next meeting.

Dr. Jordan presented the Society with a

handsomely framed copy of his " Scene on

Blue Creek, W. Va.," the photograph

which was awarded the first -prize at the

exhibition held November 15th by the

Boston Society of Amateur Photographers.

Mr. Browne read a very interesting his.

torical sketch of the Society, from its organi-

zation, November 26, 1862, to the present

time.

On motion of INIr. Coates, the Executive

Committee were instructed to ask permission

to publish the sketch in pamphlet form.

The Question Box contained the question,

" Does the mercury solution for intensifica-

tion lose any of its virtue after being used

some time ?
'

' The general experience seemed

to be that though it could be repeatedly used

for a long time, the mercury was gradually

exhausted.

Dr. Jordan asked if it made anj- difierence

whether the bromide of potassium or of

ammonium was used in the developer?

Mr. Fox said that the effect was the same

with either.

Mr. Carbutt said that the proportion of

bromine was greatest in bromide of ammo-
nium, ten parts of which would equal in

effect twelve parts of bromide of potassium.

Mr. Thomas Eakins, who was present,

.showed the Society an ingenious exposer for

instantaneous W(jrk. Two equal weights

attached to cords of dilt'erent lengths, were

dropped simultaneously. When the weight

on the short cord liad fallen as far as the

cord allowed, the tension released a slide

which uncovered the lens. The exposure

continued while the other weight was fall-

ing. When the end of its string wa.s reached,

it in turn released a second slide which

covered the lens. By altering the length of

the second cord, in accordance with a table

he has prepared, changing tlierebj' the dis-

tance the weight is allowed to fall, Mr.

Eakins can accurately vary his exposures

from one-quarter to one-hundredth of a

second.

Mr. Browne showed some platinum prints

made from a gelatine negative, before and

after intensifying the same with Willis' new

Strengthener. The advantage claimed was
that Its effects were unalterable.

On motion, adjourned.

Egbert S. Eedfield,
Secretary/ro tern.

Association of Operative Photogra-
phers, 392 Bowery, New York, December

5, 1883. President Charles Shaidnor in the

chair.

The British Journal and London Photo-

graphic News, were received with thanks.

The literary committee proposed for dis-

cussion " Enlargements " by direct opera-

tion, by diapositives, the solar camera used

with bromo-gelatine emulsion paper.

Mr. T. E. Eoder, by request of the

Association and permission of the Messrs.

Anthony, had consented to favor the Asso-

ciation with his knowledge and experience in

the latter process. He said that bromo-gela-

tine emulsion applied to paper as a coating,

is, as may naturally be presumed, capable

of making a print from a negative in an in-

credibly short time, even by artificial light.

Such paper exposed under a cabinet size

negative of average intensity, yielded strong

and vigorous prints when exposed to the

flash light of a tuft of gun-cotton or a

lucifer match just being ignited. After ex-

posure the paper has of course to undergo a

development, for which purpose ferrous

oxalate must be used; viz. : saturated solu-

tion of neutral potassium oxalate, nine

ounces ; of a saturated solution of ferrous

sulphate, one or two ounces, and one drachm

of a solution of bromide of potassium, one in

twelve. As a good transparency can be

made from a good negative, an equally good

surface print must result upon a gelatine

film spread upon paper. The process is

very simple, and cannot fail to work well

in the hands of an operator of average

ability and experience. The development

is quite equal to that of a negative with

ferrous oxalate, but must be modified to

some extent. The restraining property of

the potassium bromide plays a very impor-

tant part ; it makes the print black; with-

out it only gray and feeble copies would

result. More bromide than with a negative

can be used with impunity. The same re-

fers to the iron solution ; more of it must be
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added when the process goes on too slowly.

In a great measure this process reminds one

of the development of ferrotypes, and it is

the skilful and ingenious operator who will

be able to judge how to regulate and how

far to proceed with the development. We
must bear in mind, that in the positive

gelatine process, the image received lies

only on the surface of the film, while in the

negative we require the chemical reaction

to go beyond that, and even to jienetrate the

film entirely ; hence the quicker action of

the developer when a positive onlj' is re-

quired. An attempt to carry the develop-

ment further will destroy all details, the

same as it appears in a properly developed

negative before fixing, when all details are

lost to view by reflected light.

An enlargement of a oarte-de-visite head

to life-size, was then made with a half size

Harrison objective, half-inch stop, and the

hydro-oxygen calcium light.

E.xposure, three seconds, over-exposed.

Exposure, two seconds, over-exposed. Ex-

posure as quickly as would be done by

hand, correct.

A perfectly well exposed print, black in

the deep shadows, and with all the finer

modulations and gradations of tone, was

shown and received the most enthusiastic

applause of the audience. Enlargements on

bromo-gelatine paper are now very fre-

quently made for artists' use. For that pur-

pose tlie finished print is matted down by

means of finely levigated pumice-stone or

cuttle-fish bone.

Mr. Atwood now introduced ]\Ir. F. C.

Beach of the Scientific American, who ex-

hibited a number of photographs he had
lately received from Europe. They were

positives on gelatine paper, made from

negatives on gelatine paper which were

made transparent aft^r the development,

fixing, and washing had been completed.

The mode of making tlio negative trans-

jinrent will be given some other time, Mr.
Bcucli not having the fornuila for it on

band.

Mk. I5ukim,kk hliowed heveral enlarge-

ments tiuulo willi "Von Monkhoven's
IIolioHlate." iSome of thetn twenty-four

by thirty, reproduced from Hteroogrums

and oll)or», especially an cnlurged mu|i

composed of fifteen sections, revised from

the original by prismatic action and mag-

nified to one to eighteen surface. These

prints received the highest praise.

Mr. Grenier remarked that when mak-

ing enlargements a difference is observable

in the measurement, comparing the image

as seen on the ground glass with that of the

negative or positive print, and thinks that

a shrinkage takes place in the film, which

becomes manifest on large plates to the ex-

tent of half an inch on a twenty-two inch

plate.

Mr. Buehler had never experienced any-

thing of that kind. A shrinkage of the

film he had observed on plates of any pro-

cess, even when photographs had to be

made for astronomical purposes, and which

had to be subjected to the scrutiny of a

mathematical calculation.

Mr. Eocher believed that a shrinkage

could not possibly occur, especially when a

proper substratum was used. He rather

thought that differences, as mentioned,

might take place in consequence of using

smaller stops in exposing them for focussing.

In Moss's photo-engraving establishment, a

rule allowing for a difference of one-thirty-

second of an inch to the foot is invariably

used, and with it correct results are obtained.

He did not doubt that a reduction in size

takes place when a smaller stop is used for

exposing.

Messrs. E. Eockwood, Murphj', Beach,

Field, Grenier, and Ehrmann discussed the

subject further, and were divided in opinion

as to whether the stops affect the size of the

image.

Mr. Atwood moved that a vote of thanks

be rendered to Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony
& Co., Mr. T. E. Eocher, and Mr. F. C.

Beach, for kindness and attention shown to

the Association, which was carried.

The subject for discussion not being ex-

hausted, the President announced that it

would be c<intinued at the next meeting.

Adjourned.

C'liAur.Ks Ehrmann,
Secretary.

I'lioTociKAi'iiic Mosaics for 188-4 are

nearly all gone. 144 pages for 50 cents.
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EXHIBITION OF AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The Boston Society of Amateur Photog-

raphers at its first meeting this fall, voted

to hold a competitive exhibition open to all

amateur photographers, whether members

of the Society or not, and as soon as definite

details were arranged, invitations to com-

pete 'were sent to amateur photographers in

other cities so far as possible.

The principal rules governing the exhibi-

tion were, that all competitors must be ama-

teurs ; and all negatives from which the

prints were made, to be developed by the

exhibitor. All prints were to be divided

into two classes, A and B. Those entered

in Class A being entirely amateur work.

The printing and toning of those entered in

Class B, might be done by professionals. The

entries were to be accompanied by a sealed

envelope containing the name of the sender,

so that all prints should be exhibited anony-

mously until after the decision of the

Judges. Each print was also accompanied

by a tag printed as follows :

Number,

Lens,

Focal ength.

Diameter of stop,

Exposure,

Plate,

Developer,

Printed by.

Subject,

Which each exhibitor was requested to fill

out as far as possible ; a request which was
very generally complied with.

The exhibition was held at the Institute

of Technology, where the Society meets,

and was open to the public from 3 to

10 p.m., Thursday, November 15th. Over
seven hundred pictures were exhibited,

varying in size from minettes to 18 x 22

prints; and the room was full almost to

crowding the larger part of the time. Ar-
rangements for displaying so large and
varied a collection had not been made, so

that some prints did not receive the atten-

tion from the public that they deserved.

The Executive Committee assure us that

they have learned wisdom by experience.

and at the next exhibition of the Society,

ample provisions will be made for all.

The successful contestants were as follows

;

The best print exhibited in Class A, was

contributed by Dr. J. M. Jordan, of Phila-

delphia, he receiving for it a diploma. It

was an attractive scene -on Blue Creek,

West Virginia. The tag accompanying

the print was as follows : Lens, Boss Port-

able Symmetrical ; exposure, ten seconds
;

plate, Cramer ; developer, pyro.

The developing solution used by Dr.

Jordan was as follows :

Solution No. 1.

Distilled Water, . . 10 ounces.

Sulphuric Acid, c. p., . 60 minims.

Pyro, .... 1 ounce.

Ammonium Bromide, . 180 grains.

Solution No. 2.

Solution Sulphite, . . 2 ounces.

Potassium Bromide, . 6 drachms.

Concentrated Ammonia, . li ounce.

Distilled Water, . . 10 ounces.

To use, take two drachms of No. 1, twa

drachms of No. 2, six ounces of water.

For over-exposure do not increase th&

amount of water, but add more bromide of

ammonium. For under-time increase water

to ten ounces, and allow a very long de-

velopment. The density of the negative

will be in exact proportion to the amount

of water used.

The toning bath was

Chloride of Gold,

Warm AVater, .

Chloride of Sodium,

3 grains.

24 ounces.

1 ounce.

Enough saturated solution of sodium car-

bonate to make solution alkaline.

Mix in the order named, and do not use

for ten minutes after mixing.

The next best print in Class A was made

by Mrs. J. H. Thurston, of Cambridge, and

was one of a collection of seven interiors,

all arranged on a 24 x 28 chocolate mount.

The tag with this print indicated that the

lens used was an Euryscope; diameter

of stop, three millimetres ; exposure, twenty

minutes
;

plate, Blair instantaneous ; de-

veloper, ferrous oxalate. The developer

was not acidified ; was mixed in proportions

of one to five ; and about one-fourth of old
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developer added. The toning solution was

the simple chloride of gold with a few drops

of bicarbonate of soda; about one grain of

gold being used for each sheet of paper. A
few drops of ammonia added to the hypo

have alwaj's proved an absolute preventive

of blistering.

The first prize awarded in Class B was

for one of a collection of four residences,

entered by Mr. W. B. Lace, of Boston.

The one selected by the Judges was a view

of the residence of F. L. Ames, Esq., of

IS'orth Easton, and was made with a Darlot

Kapid Hemispherical lens; focal length,

ten inches ; diameter of stop, three-six-

teenths of an inch ; exposure, one and a

half seconds
;
plate, Eastman special ; de-

veloper, pyro.

The second prize in Class B was given to

Mr. Theo. Dunham, of Irvington, N. T.,

now a student at Harvard University. It

was of a collection of bric-a-brac. The

exposure was made in a studio with a

Dallmeyer lens ; stop, seven-sixteenths of

an inch; a Cramer plate and oxalate de-

veloper being used. The developer was

mixed in proportions of one to six ; and the

plate fixed in a mixture of hypo and alum.

These four awards completed the list as

originally decided upon by the Society ; but

the Judges wished to call particular atten-

tion to several additional entries, and certi-

ficates of honorable mention were granted

as follows:

In Class A, to Miss Nina M. Sumner, of

New Bedford, Mass., for greatest excellence

in composition. This was for a "sunset

land&cape with old poplar tree." The par-

ticulars accompanying this were: Lens,

Steinheil No. 2; focal length, five and a

quarter inches; diameter of stop, five milli-

metres ; exposure, two seconds (at sunset)
;

plate, Richardson instantaneous; developer,

oxalate. The oxalate was acidified with

oxalic acid, and the iron with a few drops of

sulphuric acid. The toning solution was
niudo with

Chloride of flohl, . • li grains.

Chloride of Calcium, . ,40 "

Salt, 20 "

Saturated Solution of Sal Soda, 5 drops.

Water, 1 quart.

To M. 1). JIurtwriglii, of Kcvcro, Mass.,

for full-length portrait of a lady. This was

made with a Voigtliinder lens ;
focal length,

eighteen inches ;
diameter of stop, one inch

;

exposure, four seconds
;

plate, Cramer ; de-

veloper, pyro.

In Class B, for general excellence in

posing, to Mr. Edward Cohen, of Philadel-

phia, for picture of little girl holding a cat.

This was a "Walker view lens ;
focal length,

five inches ; diameter of stop, one-half inch
;

exposure, two seconds
;
plate,Carbutt special

;

developer, pyro.

The developer used by Mr. Cohen is the

"modified ten per cent, pyro developer,"

prepared as follows

:

No. 1.—Make a saturated solution of car-

bonate of soda by dissolving one pound of

soda in one pint of hot water.

No. 2.—Make a saturated solution of sul-

phite of soda by dissolving a quarter pound

in one pint of water.

Mixed solution.—No. 1, five parts; No.

2, one part.

Make a ten per cent, solution of pyro-

gallic acid by dissolving one ounce of pyro

in eight ounces of water. Add a quarter of

an ounce of oxalic acid, then add water to

make ten ounces of liquid.

Make a ten per cent, solution of bromide

of potassium by using forty grains of bro-

mide to one ounce uf water (use with drop-

ping tube).

To develop

:

Instantaneous Pictures.

Water, .... 2i ounces.

Mixed Solution, i ounce.

Pyro, .... 1 drachm.

Bromide, .... 4 "

Time Pictu7-es.

Water, .... 2J ounces.

Mixed Solution, i ounce.

Pyro, .... i drachm.

Bromide, .... X. t(

If image does not come up within a

reasonable time, add mixed solution; for

density, bromide; for bleaching, use alum
and oxalic acid as follows :

Pulverized Alum,

Oxalic Acid,

Water,

Use before fixing.

. 2 ounces.

i ounce.

. 20 ounces.
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For best interior, to Mrs. Walter Burgess,

of Boston. This was one of three made

with a Darlot Wide Angle No. 3 ; exposure,

twenty-five minutes ; Eastman special plate,

and oxalate developer.

For best group of animals, to Mr. A. W.
Cutling, of Wayland, Mass., for group of

cattle. This was the central picture of a

collection of about twenty prints, compris-

ing a variety of subjects tastefully grouped

and neatly framed, forming an attractive

portion of the exhibition.

Over seven hundred prints were exhibited,

many of which were of a high order ; con-

sisting of groups, single figures, landscapes,

flowers, interiors, and in fact almost every-

thing which photography produces. The

larger portion was entered in Class A,

where the best work was found ; as that

done by amateurs was equal, or superior in

every detail to that done bjj- professionals.

The great variety' of subjects and large

number of prints, made the task of the

Judges a very difficult one ; and the thought-

ful and conscientious manner in which they

performed their work received much praise

from those present. There were three ap-

pointed : one professional photographer,

one artist and engraver, and one non-ex-

hibiting member of the Society. The gen-

tlemen selected were Messrs. Baldwin Cool-

idge, C. A. Walker, and F. W. Chandler.

It was almost impossible to select any prints

for special mention
; but aside from those

already noticed, the following were perhaps

the most attractive : A large head by Mr.
Cartwright, whose work has already been

referred to, was made on a wet plate, and
for this reason was ruled out by the Judges.

Several large " blue prints " by Mr. Lewis
were conspicuous

; not for their size (eigh-

teen by twenty-two), but for their excel-

lence as blue prints.

Four prints contributed by Mr. Eedfield,

of Philadelphia, were far superior to most
of those present. One of them, a " "View at

Atlantic Beach," being almost the only in-

stantaneous view exhibited.

A group of four persons seated on the

ground with feet toward the camera, at-

tracted much attention. This was made
with a wide angle lens placed near the sub-

ject; the result being that the figures were

almost wholly obscured by the apparently

abnormal size of the feet.

Among the collection sent by T. Sedg-

wick Steel, of Hartford, Conn., author of

Canoe and Camera, were several of historic

interest, such as Elberon Cottage at Long
Branch, in which President Garfield died;

John Brown's Home in Virginia, and
another of his grave.

A few platinum prints and several on plain

salted paper were exhibited. A collection

of flower studies by Miss Sumner was also

very good. Dr. Jordan, to whom the first

prize in Class A was awarded, contributed

eleven prints, which were almost univer-

sally conceded to be the best shown. All

were 8 x 10 prints, tastefully mounted on
thick bevel-edged cards. A variety of cir-

cles grouped together on a large mount,
also attracted much attention.

Excellent transparencies were contributed

by Mr. Eedfield, of Philadelphia, and Mr.
French, of Boston.

There was a noticeable lack of instan-

taneous views, which was the more sur-

prising as several in Boston and vicinity

have made specialties of this class of work.

An analysis of the tags sent with the

prints gives some interesting information.

Pyro development seems to take the lead,

although the prize prints are equally di-

vided between pyro and oxalate. Almost
all kinds of dry plates were used ; the lead-

ing half-dozen brands being about equally

in favor. A fair sample were those entered *

by Dr. Jordan, who used Eastman, Beebe,

Cramer, and Oarbutt, in the eleven entries

made. Several contributors made their own
plates.

The exhibition seems to have been a suc-

cess in every way, and was the first of the

kind ever held in this country. It will

probably be repeated annually by this

Society.

The Boston Society of Amateur Photog-

raphers was organized October 7, 1882, and

claims to have been the first purely amateur

society formed ; although one or two others

also claim that honor.*

In the interests of amateur photography,

* The Photographic Society of Philadelphia

was the first organized photographic society.
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it is to be hoped that other societies will

follow its lead in holding open competitive

exhibitions. John H. Thurston,
Secretary.

AN OPTICAL PHOTOMETER.

For Comparing Two Luminous Intensi-

ties Coming from One Luminous
Source.

BY M. LEON VIDAL.

For a long time a system of improvement

has been put in practice, which consists in

combining together a number of already

published ideas, in order to reach a result

more satisfactory than any separate applica-

tions of these ideas.

In the present case we claim no other

merit, and it behooves us so to state it from

the beginning of this communication, than

that which consists in combining two sep-

arate ideas, each good in itself, but offering,

when used conjointl}', a happier combina-

tion.

The phosphorescent photometer invented

by our learned and ingenious colleague, Mr.

Warnerke, is well known.

In the inside of a copper box is a circular

scale formed by tints whose degrees of

opaqueness range from one to twenty. This

scale has a circular motion, and each

more or less translucent division passes

before an opening placed at the bottom,

and through which passes the glimmer of

a phosphorescent plate previously acted

upon by light; the whole being closed

by a lid having an eye-piece opposite

the opening mentioned above. The phos-

phorescent light permits us, when look-

ing througli the eye-piece, to see in succes-

sion the lightest translucent tints, then

those less light, and so on until we reach

u number whicli can no longer be read.

Tliis number indicates the degree of lumi-

nosity of the [ihosphorcscent jjlate, and
consequently that of tlie light by which it

has been impressed. Allhougii wo were
among the first to admit the ingenious-

ness of this system, we must say, that its

use is not convenient. The light evolved

is sometimes very weak, and the observa-

tions made in full daylight are difficult on

account of the ambient light. Then it was

difficult to read the degree, hesitating be-

tween several points, where it seemed that

one number could be as well read as another.

The idea did not occur to tis, whilst in-

vestigating this charming instrument, that

it could be made more complete, and per-

haps more useful, by leaving out the phos-

phorescent plate, and simply using the direct

rays of the light to be measured. But now
comes Mr. Simonoff, who has invented an

appliance for measuring optically the de-

gree of light.

This instrument consists of a tube, at the

end of which is placed a transparent screen

on which are letters or numbers. Looking

through the tube, it is possible to read these

numbers very distinctly, but if, back of the

transparent screen, diaphragms of varied

and progressive dimensions are made to

pass, there comes a time at which the light

entering the instrument is not sufficient to

allow the reading of the numbers, as they

are obscured and invisible. We now ascer-

tain the number of the diaphragm which

has produced this complete obscuration,

which number gives the degree of light in

accordance with the unit which has been

*Tbo following, from the pen of the great

French |ihot<igru|>hor, caino too Into for MimnivH.

Thftt our rcadorB may not bo deprived of the

valunbici information it contains, wo insert it

hero.

adopted.

This is also the very simple and ingenious

idea of Mr. Simonoff, but the instrument

that we saw is not portable, it is too heavy
and large, and too expensive to come into

general use. The examination of this pho-

tometer led us to seek something more
simple and portable, and we hit upon the

combination of the two systems, Warnerke
and Simonoff.

We removed from the Warnerke photo-

meter the back plate and also the phospho-

rescent plate; we then uncovered from the

back the opening of the inside i)late, and
covered it with a piece of card made trans-

lucent to u suitable degree. This done,

on each of the tints of the graduated

scale we pasted jiiccos of very thin pa|)er to

render them more opaque. On number one
we placed a single piece of paper

; two pieces

on number two, and finally twenty on num-
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ber twenty. It is easy to conceive tlmt

these additions greatly increased the opacity

of each tint. This being done, the instru-

ment is closed, as in the case of the phos-

phorescent plate, but without this last and

without the back. The eye is now placed

on the eye-piece and directed to the side

from which the light comes ; at the same

time the scale is turned, starting at number

one. The numbers become more aod more

obscure until one of them completely dis-

appears ;
this is the degree.

In the laboratory or operating-rooin, it is

necessary, in order to ascertain the degree

of light and to deduce therefrom the time

of exposure, to put one's self in the place of

the sitter to be reproduced, and to look with

the instrument towards the side from which

come the luminous rays ; through the win-

dow, if by such an opening they reach

the subject to be photographed. In photo-

graphing nature, it is better to turn the

back to the sun and always look in a

direction directly opposite to the place

occupied by it. The idea is not altogether

that of Mr. Simonoff, as in his instrument

the numbers to be read are not translucent,

and they are only seen by means of the

light which penetrates all around the

opaque screen which they form ;
and the

diaphragms are openings of variable dimen-

sions, so that at any time the quantity of

light which enters the tube through the

glass or the transparent screen, is not suffi-

cient to enable the numbers to be read.

They are formed by printing gilded letters

on black paper.

In our arrangement the system is similar

to that of Mr. Warnerke ; we read the

transparent numbers which appear upon

screens more or less opaque, and we stop

at the moment one of these numbers be-

comes invisible. As to the result it ought

to be the same, but the instrument required

to put the method into practice is of

the greatest simplicity. As there is no

phosphorescent plate, nothing is required

but a glass disk, having on it the graduated

scale placed between two other disks of thin

wood or metal, each having an opening op-

posite to the other. The under disk is

covered with a diaphanous screen made of

cardboard or opaline glass. The under one

is made to receive a small eye-piece like

that of Mr. Warnerke. This instrument

need not exceed a diameter of seven centi-

metres nor a thickness of twelve milli-

metres. The eye-piece may also be separate

from the instrument, which would then be

reduced to a small fiat box. A small flat

button at the bottom of the box serves to

turn the graduated scale on its axis. The
construction of the Warnerke photometer,

although followed to some extent, is thus

much simplified. The instrument is lighter,

smaller, and costs much less. It can be

used to compare lights coming from the

same source, or from several sources of the

same nature. It can only be used to make
observations that are strictly optical, as

two observations, one made on a candle

at a very short distance, and the other on

solar light, may give the same degree of

visibility, but not necessarily with an equal

action upon a sensitive product. I would

here remark, however, that if observations

on solar light, at times at which there is

but a slight variation of color, say from

eight to ten in the morning, and four to six

in the evening, according to the season,

very satisfactory practical results may be

obtained. There are twenty degrees be-

tween obscurity and the greatest light—ob-

scurity which does not permit the reading

of number one, and the bright light which

allows number twenty to be read Between

these limits the error of observation cannot

be greater than one degree, which reduces

the error to one-twentieth. This approxi-

mation is more than sufficient, especially if

we reflect that in most case no measure is

taken, and errors of one-half or double are

made without being perceived.

WHAT OUR ENGLISH BROTHERS
KNOW ABOUT US.

We take the following from the Photo-

graphic News:
" Instantaneous photography in America,

appears to be somewhat of a novelty. The

Illustrated World, of New York, thinks it

worthy of remark, that a photographer

should be successful in obtaining photo-

graphs of views of objects of interest in and

about that city. It observes that one series
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illustrates some of the principal features of

the ceremonial at the opening of the Brook-

lyn Bridge, reproduced, of course, with ab-

solute fidelity ; the exposure of the plates

being so exceedingly brief that the vibra-

tions caused by the machinery of the steam-

tug on which the camera stood, had no

perceptible eiFect upon the pictures."

«' Such photographs," the News remarks,

" in the supposed smoky atmosphere of Eng-

land, are of every-day occurrence."

We do not think the News justified in

putting such an interpretation on the sub-

ject as this. The lUustraied World is per-

fectly right in thinking it worthy of remark,

that a photograph could be taken under the

circumstances mentioned ; and so would the

London Times or any English paper be

right in thinking the phenomenon remark-

able. But this does not prove that instan-

taneous photograph)' is such a novelty in

America. We have in our office, any

quantity of specimens of the finest instan-

taneous work, both of amateurs and pro-

fessionals. In fact, it is so common that

every country photographer has printed on

his signs and cards, " Instantaneous work
done here."

But that an impartial witness may testify,

we shall quote from a recent letter of Dr.

Vogel to his publisher in Berlin.

" Beneath the clear skj' of America, quite

different instantaneous work is obtained

from that taken in the murky atmosphere
of Europe. The most astounding things I

beheld were the pictures of Lincoln, of

Cambridgeport, on seven by nine inch

plates, taken by means of Voigtliinder's

Euryscopo No. 3. They represent sail-

boats—filling almost the entire picture—in

full .<uil, taken on the shadow side ; the de-

tails are a.s truly [.reserved in the lights as

in the shadows. The plates were Eastman's.
I shall bring copies of these pictures wiAh
me."

SENSATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
Akt, Jiko llie liuinaii organisin, seems to

he Huhjcct to corlain dehrteriou^ inlliiences

which are opposed to its growtii and well-
being.

Among the causes which llius conlributo '

to its debilitj' or decay is one which origi-

nates from an exaggeration of vigor rather

than from a lack of energy. As in the

animal body, health is the result of full

harmony among all the parts, and disease the

outcome of the increase of any one function

over the other, so in art, the tendency to ex-

cess in any special direction, either in orna-

mentation or in the desire for novelty, is a

sure indication of a morbid condition,

which, if unchecked, will be the ruin of art.

Sensationalism is a misapplication of

vigor. It is that which' attracts by its sin-

gularity. It refuses to take the proper

channels by which alone art can be ren-

dered effective, preferring to create new
paths for itself, dissipating its energies over

new and untried fields, until it is either ab-

sorbed, transformed into obscuring mists and
fogs, or becomes standing pools stagnant

and offensive.

Art is governed by laws which are the

natural evolution of accumulated experi-

ence, and hence, to be effective, demands a

certain conservativeness in its treatment.

The greatest painters have not astonished

the world by novelties in the arrangement

of color, and light, and shade, which have
no existence in the natural world, but by
the unexpectedness of combinations, origi-

nal, but not contrary to the truth.

Photography, like painting, has a ten-

dency to get away from nature, and the

photographer, like the painter, tries to per-

suade himself that he can alter nature to

advantage by studio tricks; by a theatrical

and sickly sentimentalism
; by bizarre pos-

ing and false lighting. These shams with
the gloss of novelty upon them, pass current

for the gold of art. Fashion may even
sanction their usage, and a false taste de-

mand pictures made by such facile artifices,

until the public, by constant familiarity

with what is false, becomes so perverted
that it cannot appreciate the true and the

beautiful, even when some one more ven-
turesome than the rest luis the courage to

present it to them, but regards it as some-
thing strange and unnatural.

Good taste in reality is nothing but good
judgment; and the man of taste is only
the man who exorcises his judgment in

the selection of what is to constitute his
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picture. Just moderation must be observed

;

the more material we crowd into the pict-

ure the more difficult it is to work it up to

advantage ; and anything unnecessary in a

picture is just that which first of all attracts

the eye of the observer, to the exclusion of

that which is necessary to the harmony of

the picture. Perhaps the greatest sin the

photographer commits against good taste

and judgment is in the use of ornament.

Ornament, if properly managed, may be

made very effective. Its object is to please,

and it can only please the artistic sense
;

that is the good judgment when it is in

strict harmony with the subject. Hence,

the kind of ornament to be employed in any

particular case depends upon the character of

the work. It must never be introduced for

mere effect, to attract the attention.

It may be laid down as a general rule

that ornament should, when introduced, be

made to play a useful part in the picture

;

that is, it should be essential to the design.

If it does not contribute something to the

picture, it is worse than useless. It has a

tendency to degenerate into the sensational,

and mars the whole effect. This desire for

excess of ornament and delight in sensa-

tional work, it must be confessed, is one of

the failings of the day.

"We are in the habit of buying our orna-

ment by the foot or yard, and adapting it

to any purpose, whether suitable or not ; it

does not matter, so we have a superabund-

ance of it. This desire for tawdry to hide

had work is distressing enough to men of

good taste, but what is still more distressing,

is that the public is proud of what it calls

an Eesthetic feeling.

Dickens, in describing a rich man's dinner

party, says

:

" Hideous solidity was the characteristic

of the plate
; everything was made to look as

heavy as it could, and to take wp as much
room as possible. Everything said boast-

fully—Here you have as much of me in my
ugliness as if I were only lead ; but I am
so many ounces of precious metal, worth so

much an ounce, wouldn't you like to melt

me down? A corpulent, straddling epergne,

blotched all over as if it had broken out in

an eruption rather than been ornamented,

delivered this address from an unsightly

silver platform in the centre of the table.

Four silver wine coolers, each furnished

with four staring heads, each obtrusively

carrying a big silver ring in each of its ears,

conveyed the sentiment up and down the

table and handed it on to the pot-bellied

salt-sellers. All the big silver spoons and

forks widened the mouths of the company
expressly for the purpose of thrusting the

sentiment down their throats with every

morsel they ate."

Now what is the artistic photographer to

do ? Cater to the false taste, or aim to teach

the public to discriminate between bad and

good ? Alas he is too often compelled to

bow to the opinion of the public and model

his work accordingly.

Theatrical posing and lighting have done

much to warp the taste. The excellent

technical quality of the work done in this

direction has led many to desire similar

productions. Heads instinct with life and

animation are accordingly mounted upon

pedestals, simulating busts of Diana or

Venus, or some other goddess of the pan-

theon
;
possessed of none of those features

demanded by sculpture, but rather giving

to the beholder of good sense and judgment,

which are synonymous with good taste, the

impression of those bodyless females with

which the mountebank and magician delight

the gaping spectators of country fairs and

cheap shows. Whole statues are not in-

frequently represented which are every bit

as ridiculous and sensational. But worse

than this, we have seen plump damsels of

considerable avoirdupois, seated in fairy

chariots drawn by a team of little atomies

or a string of butterflies. Even where the

photographs are not rendered absurd by

incongruities and impossibilities, they are

frequently marred by some bizarre manner

of posing and lighting impossible in nature,

yet striking and eccentric ; in a word, sen-

sational.

The photographer of good sense knows

how ridiculous such work is, but a false

taste demands it, and by doing battle to the

public opinion he may do injury to his own
pocket. Therefore he naturally yields up

his better judgment, instead of trying to

guide the public to an appreciation of what

is true and beautiful. Let the conscien-
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tious photographer remember the words of

Kuskin :

" Tou cannot serve two masters. You

must serve the one or the other. If your

work is first with you and your fee second,

work is your master, and the Lord of work

which is God. But if your fee is first with

you, and your work second, fee is your

master, and the Lord of fee, which is the

Devil ; and not only the devil, but the low-

est of these—the least erected fiend that

fell."

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
AMONG THE ALPS.

Bv Piior. C. F. HiMES,

Of Dickinson College.

The improvements in dry plates in the

past few years have advanced photography

to the limit toward which it was working,

but which it seemed only able to approach

but never to reach. Many things previously

regarded as beyond reasonable expectation,

have not only thus been rendered possible,

but indulgence in photography, as an ama-
teur art, has been permitted to many before

altogether excluded from its practice by its

demand for time and suitable apartments,

and the inconvenience in working, where

80 much was to be done by the amateur, as

well as by the greater expense involved. As
an amateur art it has, perhaps, no supe-

rior, either in direct returns—in the great

variety of its possible results, or in the mani-
fold character of its incidental results; in

the recreation aflforded, in mental discip-

line, in cultivation of the observing facul-

ties, and so forth. For a number of years

the writer has found it one of the most val-

uable courses of scientific practice, in con-
nection with others, for students in college

classes, involving, as it does, nice chemical
and physical adjustments of conditions, and
problems, and numberless queries that

readily suggest Ihemsolves, and open up to

invchtigation uncxjilored regions lying all

around. As an educational moans, allliough

the wet proc«H8 ha.s foutnrcs that will always
roconimorid it, the dry-plalo process has
ample (fducalionul jHissibiliiies, and must be
tho proccHs for amatour, oh it is rajiidly be-
coming that of general i)rofc88ional, prac-

tice. Athough there is nothing to prevent

a person of average intelligence and manual

dexterity from producing photographic re-

sults of a most satisfactory character, yet

the attractive, almost enthusiastic, adver-

tisements now filling the columns of the

leading newspapers and magazines, as well

as of those devoted to photography, may
in many cases lead to disappointment.

Without any expressed misstatement, much
less intention to deceive, they seem to say

even more than, "It looks easy, try it.'- It

might be inferred that all that is necessary

is to get a mechanical arrangement, and

some chemically prepared things to feed it,

and grind out pictures as a hand-organ does

music. But it would soon be found by any

one rushing into amateur photography in

this unthinking way, that a modicum of

brains must be mixed up with the opera-

tions. Good pictures may be taken in a

mechanical way, to be sure, but only as ac-

cidents, and in most cases very rare ones

;

whilst absolutely first-class ones would be

much rarer still.

The art, as an amateur pursuit, would be

wanting in many features that now recom-

mend it were it otherwise. The variety of

conditions that enter into the production of

a first-class picture require some time and
practice—and by practice is meant thought-

ful practice—to be properly comprehended
and appreciated ; and also require, and aid

largely in the development of, patience,

painstaking care, pluck, and other qualities

equally essential to success in any pursuit.

A tyro, according to the writer's experience,

even when above the ordinary intelligence,

may make blunders of the most ludicrous

and unanticipated character; but after a

short time a sort of photographic instinct is

developed, by which all minor conditions

are taken in at a glance. It is care of the

proper kind and at the proper point that is

required. Thus, an amateur may be very
careful of tho polish of his camera, but if

mathematical stillness of his instrument is

unai)]ueciated or uncared for, only contin-

ual disappointment will result. So with the

choice of tho subject, character of illumina-

tion, time of exposure, etc. In addition to

this development by photography, and ac-

companying it, the amateur will find Iiim
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self drawn into new and pleasant associa-

tions ;
and the various magazines devoted

to photography, seemingly dry and unin-

teresting to the general reader, will take on

a new cast, and the numbers of one added

to his stock will be anticipated with no less

pleasure than those of other periodicals of

more purely literary character ; and per-

haps with a peculiar interest, when common
failures and experiences create kindred in-

terests. He may even reach the high plane

where failures may not be looked upon as

unmixed evils. A failure or defect ex-

plained, especially with the conditions

worked out for its avoidance, is the highest

kind of a success. It is such success, built

upon the broad basis of knowledge of ne-

cessary conditions, thus obtained, that di-

minishes more and more the residuum of

accidental causes.

The preceding was written with a retro-

spect of more than twentj^-five years of

amateur photography, and there is no hesi-

tation in saying that any one entering upon

amateur photography in the spirit suggested

will not voluntarily abandon it. It may,

from force of circumstances, be intermitted

for a time, but always with the expectation

of resuming it, and never without an in-

terest in all that pertains to the progress of

the art in its processes and its applications.

At the time alluded to, amateur photog-

raphy meant much more, in some important

particulars, than it does now. Many chemi-

cal requisites now manufactured on a large

scale, nearly uniform and perfect in quality,

and cheap, were then painfully prepared by
the amateur at much greater expenditure of

time and money, in small quantities, of most

variable quality, often from tentative for-

mula. Photographic apparatus now fur-

nished at command, adapted to any kind of

work, at almost nominal price in ordinary

cases, was not only more costly then, and in-

convenient, but its possibilities very limited.

Very perplexing compromises between dif-

ferent equally desirable features of a subject

were rendered necessary by instrumental

deficiencies. Amateurs were limited in

number, and photographic associations

scarcely had an existence. The first Ama-
teur Photographic Exchange Club, com-
prising Mr. Kutherford, Professor Eood,

Messrs. Thompson, Hull, Anthony, of iSTew

York, and Coleman Sellers, James Hunter,

and Messrs. Corlies, Passitt, Guillion, Rog-

ers, of Philadelphia, and Shriver, of Cum-
berland, Md., and others, by a system of

exchanges and correspondence, aided each

other; apian that commends itself as well

to amateurs now. Photographic journals

—

at the time ably edited, and as good as

could be expected in the state of the art,

and of great value in its development, look

feeble and almost puerile now, The estab-

lishment of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, upon an advanced basis, as a rep-

resentative American magazine, twenty

years ago, was regarded as an enterprise

promising little of permanent success ; but

the volumes of those years, issued without

intermission in spite of frequently depress-

ing conditions of the country, recording the

steps of the advancing science, cause the

gentleman whose pluck, untiring energy,

and zeal have carried it through, to come in

for a share of grateful consideration.

The following account of some experi-

ences of the writer with the camera among
the snow-fields of Switzerland, during the

past summer, it is believed, maj- prevent

others from hesitating, under similar cir-

cumstances, to include a photographic out-

fit among the other encumbrances of a

journey.

Carlisle, Pa.
(To be continued.)

OUR AMATEUR CLASS.

BY AN CLP AMATEUR.

The present article is the first of a series >

in which it is the intention of the writer to

offer his experience in the delightful art of

photography, with the conviction that it

will be of service to the beginner, by clear-

ing away those obstructions which beset

him, and by guiding him in a pursuit which

combines pleasure with the improvement of

the mind. Our aim shall be a clearness in

our mode of expression, and a trustworthi-

ness in the instructions we shall convey.

We would rather run the risk of being ac-

cused of tediousness, for the sake of clear-

ness, than by conciseness mislead those who

are anxious to learn and not to criticise

style.
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Our first essay shall be upon that branch

of photography which has, perhaps, the

greatest charm for the amateur, namely,

landscape photography.

There has been much unnecessary dis-

cussion on the relation between art and

photograph3'. But whatever conclusion the

disputants reach, one thing remains certain

—to produce a beautiful picture, one full of

effect and feeling, demands a high degree

of artistic taste on the part of the operator.

To direct the camera to any object or scene

in nature, and expect from accuracy of

focussing, or even from proper timing and

after-development, a picture to be pleasing,

or even satisfactory, is simply absurd. Good
taste is synonj-mous with good judgment,

and it is in reality the judgment which ex-

ercises the power of selection from nature

of that which is beautiful and chaste. The
operator should have constantly in view

the effect to be produced, not by any one

portion of the picture he sees upon the

ground-glass of his camera, but from the

general effect of the whole. He should

strive to have the different parts of the

picture harmonize, and not let any object be

too obtrusive, either from its unsightliness

or from its prominence, even though it be

in itself pleasing. Such objects, by their

obtrusiveness directing the eye first of all to

them, injure the effect of the whole picture.

The operator should remember that a fore-

ground is as necessary to the picture as a

middle-ground or distance ; but he should

likewise remember not to overload it with
too many objects, nor yet to make it so bare

as to destroy the balance of the picture. It

may sometimes happen that a scene in every
respect beautiful, is marred by some un-
sightly object in the foreground

; if it is

possible by changing slightly the point of

view to escape the annoyance, do so ; but
if this cannot be done, seek either to remove
the object directly or hide it by some device;

as, for instance, cover it with branches and
leaves or seat figures upon it if possible.

Indeed it is often necessary to place figures

in the foreground, but hero the exercise of

the judgment is especially dcMuandod and
their treutnient more dillicull than inani-

mate objocLs, whicli may bo disposed of at

will. It is generally best to have the figures

in attitudes representing some action or

work ; it gives animation to the scene.

Sometimes, however, repose will heighten

the beauty of the view. Above all, remem-
ber never to let the figures stare at the

camera. Let them alwaj's have the appear-

ance of forming an essential part of the

scene represented. Try to get the picture

as sharp as possible.

In focussing, if you find it impossible to

get both the distance and the foreground

sharp even by use of the swing-back, then

divide the focus, giving the preference al-

ways to the foreground and its immediate

vicinity. A want of definition on the fore-

ground is always more noticeable than in

the distance. Let it be remembered that

this is the case with our own vision, and a

photographic picture can never err artisti-

cally if it translate the scene as it appears

to our eyes.

Attention to detail is absolutely neces-

sary
; nothing effective can be done care-

lessly. It is better to take a single picture,

and to make several exposures upon it, than

to flash off" a great number of worthless, un-

artistic, under-timed, and fiat negatives, not

worth the pains of development. It Is a

great satisfaction on development, to watch

a well-timed and nicely arranged picture

emerge step by step from beneath the de-

veloper.

Carelessness or over-excitement in the

exposure of the plates is the principal cause

why many beginners forsake photography
in discouragement at their failures, when,
with the exercise of a little care and patience

at first, they might avoid them and soon

reach that stage when the art becomes a

healthful pursuit and a delightful recreation.

The main points demanded by a good
photographic landscape are perfection of

definition, brilliancy, and softness combined
with vigor. There are certain conditions

upon which success in these particulars is

alone obtainable :

First. Proper Ilbmiination. — Always
choose a clear, quiet day for outdoor work.
Avoid making an exposure when the foli-

age is moved even by a gentle breeze. A
movement is always more perceptible with
a short exposure than when more time is

given to the negative. A bright, sunny
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day is best for large views, because in them

more contrast in light and shade is de-

manded. Hence, in such views never ex-

pose with the sun in front or behind the

camera ; let it light up the foliage from one

side or the other, so that the shadows thus

produced may break it up and nicely gra-

date it. A flat picture is always unsatis-

factory because it is unartistic. In stereo-

scopic views a modification of the above

principles is required. They require great

softness and perfection of detail with brill-

iancy, and above all great sharpness and

clearness ; the contrasts need not be as de-

cided as in single views. These points are

necessary because the stereoscope enlarges

the pictures, and any want of detail or great

contrast would be more noticeable.

Second. Direction of Light.—The light

falling upon the view should be so distri-

buted as not to give an undue portion of

light or shade. The subject should not be

equally lighted all over, nor should it be all

in shadow. There are, however, some ex-

ceptions to this rule, certain objects are

taken best in a soft, subdued light when the

sun is not shining brightl}', or at all, as

deep ravines or gorges with overhanging

cliffs, or broad, flat surfaces of water with

the sun in front. The reflection upon such

surfaces would in the picture, cause only a

dead-white impression, without any of the

characteristic features of water, resembling

mere banks of snow.

Clouds are not easy things to paint,

neither are they easy things to photograph.

Yet I think the photographer has so far

exceeded even the best painters in the pro-

duction of cloud scenery. Look, for instance,

at a well-developed cumulus. Where have

you seen it accurately represented by the

brush ? "Who ever really painted those

delicate, long, filmy clouds known as mares'

tails, with gentle curves floating upon the

bosom of the air. At least, no artist has

ever given them with the accuracy and
delicacy of gradations of the photographs of

some of our masters in landscape photog-

raphy. The sky with clouds is a material

part of the composition of a landscape. It

is the key-note interpreting the whole scene.

The photographer should never rest satisfied

with smutty dull skies, trusting to his

steady hand to block them out of the nega-

tive with opaque. Such devices are bad,

and the picture is generally spoiled to any

one of artistic feeling-

There are better plans by which clouds

may be secured in the landscape. Yes, even

the " lazy pacing clouds " are too quick for

the rest of the landscape. If the plate be

exposed with the hope of securing the sky

and the landscape at the same time, certain

devices must be made use of. The sky re-

quires only about one-third the time of the

foliage; and if the proper time is given to

the latter, the former will be over-done and

too dense, and without gradations of half

tones.

It is for this reason that most operators

employ the flap in front hinged from the top

of the lens, which, by shading the sky, pre-

vents it from being over-timed. Care must

be taken to keep the flap in gentle motion,

otherwise a rigid, distinct line will be formed

on the plate. It is also necessary to gauge

the distance through which it moves by the

extent of sky surface required in the picture.

GLEANINGS.

The Moniteiir de la Phot, recommends a

modification of the method of reduction of

too strong negatives by chloride of copper,

which was translated from the Photographen

Zeitung in the December number of last

year of' this magazine.

The strong negative is laid in the solution

of chloride of copper until it is quite white.

After the washing, it is redeveloped with the

strong oxalate of iron developer (one to three).

If the developer is weak it will make the

negative only more intense.

If the lights in the negative are too strong,

and the half-tones only moderate, the plate

is allowed to remain in the solution until the

entire film appears white on the back side.

It is then slowly developed with the oxalate

developer, and carefully examined from the

back of the plate. It will be found that the

shadows are reduced first, and appear black

on the reverse side, then the half-tones, and

finally only the high-lights appear white.

The proper time to stop the operation will

be found by practice. The plate is then

thoroughly washed, and dipped in hyposul-
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phite of soda solution until the white por-

tions are entirely transparent. By this

means only the high-lights are reduced and

a soft and ]ileasing negative is produced from

a harsh and uuai-tistic one.

For Ekduc'Tiox of too Strong

Negatives.

After fixing and drying the plate which

it is intended to reduce, it is laid in the fol-

lowing mixture:

One part of a saturated solution of bichlo-

ride of mercury, one part of a saturated so-

lution of cyanide of potassium, and six parts

of water.

The action is to be carefully watched and

the plate to be immediate!}' washed as soon

as the desired efl'ect is obtained.

—

Photo-

graphische MUtheilungen.

Intensifying Weak Gelatine
Negatives.

The intensifying of weak gelatine nega-

tives may, like collodion negatives, be ef-

fected after tlie fixing, and in like manner,
with pyrogallic acid or sulphate of iron and
silver, or with mercury or ammonia.

Before intensifying, it is necessary thor-

oughly to wash the hypo from the film,

which is accomplished best by letting the

plates lie in an alum solution for fifteen

minutes; after the alum bath the plates

must again be washed.

The silver intensifier is made as follows:

600 cubic centimetres of water, 6 grammes
of sulphate of iron, and 12 grammes of citric

acid. Before using, the required quantity

of silver is added in the shape of nitrate.

A very beautiful intensilier, and one
which is slow in action, and hence per-

fectly under control, is the gallic acid in-

tensifier.

No. 1. ](»0 cubic centimetres of water,

and 1 gramme of gallic acid.

No. 2. GO cubic centimetres of water, 2

cubic centimotrcs of nitrate of silver, and 2

cubic centimetres of acetic acid.

Si)lution No. 1 iH mixed with a few drops
of No. 2, and the mixture fiowed over the

j.hito wliilo Htill wet. The strengthening

j.nigreHRCK lieaulifully and regularly.

The quickttilver inlonHilior i.s apfdied in

till- following tnunner:

200 cubic centimetres of water, 5 grammes

of chloride of ammonium, and 10 grammes

of chloride of mercury. This solution keeps

well.

Be careful not to use more chloride of

ammonium than the above amount, or the

film will peel off.

The solution is poured upon the plate,

and the plate moved about till the image is

gray ; if any hypo is in the film it will be

manifest by the milky appearance. The

negative is next well washed and poured

over with a mixture of one part of am-

monia with ten parts of water, or lime water

without the ammonia. Finally, it is again

thoroughly washed.

Toning with Double Chloride of Gold
AND Calcium.

Mr. Encause, a name well-known to all

our readers, has just introduced a new double

salt, composed of chloride of gold and chlo-

ride of calcium, by means of which he not

only greatly simplifies the operation of ton-

ing, but also makes it less expensive, whilst

the results are alwaj's identical for prints

that have received the same exposure.

We have tried this double chloride of gold

and calcium in a solution containing one

gramme (fifteen grains) to a quart of ordi-

nary water. The print is immersed, with-

out previous washing, in this liquid, in

which it immediately frees itself in the

form of insoluble chloride of silver from the

free nitrate of silver which always remains

in a greater or less degree on the surface of

all kinds of sensitized paper. The toning

pi-oceeds gradually as far as the black, but it

is easy to stop the effect at the desired mo-

ment, so as to obtain, in an artistic point of

view, the desired tone. The bath may be

preserved indefinitely, and as light exercises

no influence on it, it can be used until ex-

hausted.

Mr. Carjeat, who has made a careful trial

with an entire ream of photograpjiic ]>aper,

used for the purpose a solution of five

grammes (sevcnty-.seven and a half grains)

' of chloride of gold and of calcium in five

litres (one hundred and seventy (luidounces)

of ordinary water. This trial lastcil a fort-

night, and every day the jtreceding bath was

used, adding a tumbler of the iresh bath.
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The tones obtained are identical with those

given in the bath composed of acetate of

soda and chloride of gold.

Here is the modus operandi recommended

by our skilful colleague :

Shake the bottle which contains the solu-

tion, and pay no attention to the precipitate,

which gives it a turbid appearance.

Do not wash the prints that are to be toned.

Pour into the dish a sufficient quantity

of a solution of the strength of one gramme

(fifteen grains) per litre (thirty-four tluid-

ounces). Do not tone more than thirty prints

at one time, owing to the rapid action of

this bath.

As soon as the prints obtain a bluish tint,

take them out and plunge them in water, to

avoid the slaty tint. When toned, the prints

are plunged into the hyposulphite solution.

In operating in this manner, a desirable

Avarm tone is obtained, and the whites are

remarkably pure. When the operation is

finished, the bath is put aside, and before

being used again it is quickened by adding

about one hundred grammes (three ounces,

one drachm, fort}''-three grains) of fresh solu-

tion. To obtain a good tone it is essential

to make the solution at least forty-eight

hours before use.

To resume, with the new toning bath of

Messrs. Encause and Canesie, which is about

one-half the price of the ordinary gold bath,

we arrive at the following results :

Saving in the price of purchase.

Saving by doing away with the secondary

products, such as acetate of soda, carbonate

of soda, borax, etc.

Saving of time.

Saving on the residuum, since all the

chloride of silver precipitated in the toning

bath is found on the filters.

Identical results.

Possibility of using this bath with all kinds

of sensitized paper.

—

Leon Vidal, in Paris

Moniteur.

Spiller writes (Bull, de UAssoc. Beige) :

"I lately saw a defect in some gelatine

plates which previously I had not noticed.

They had been intensified with the mercury

intensifier and ammonia, and exhibited a

brown discoloration at the edges and cor-

ners, where the liquor was flowed off the

plate. The negatives were valuable, and

not to be replaced, and I was entreated

to make some effort to rescue them from

ruin. I was doubtful of success, and hardly

knew what to do with them, but I thought,

since the negatives are worthless in their

present condition, I risk little in experi-

menting, even if I should totally spoil the

whole. Accordingly, I laid one of the

plates in water, and gently rubbed with

the finger the brown discoloration from the

plate. Encouraged by this, I made the

same trial with the other plates, only sub-

stituting a cambric handkerchief for my
finger, and succeeded admirably."

A Great Curiositv.—A few weeks ago, Mr.

J. F. Ryder presented us with a little piece of

wood, about si.\th size, upon which was curi-

ously printed the picture of a lady. The wood
had backed an ambrotype for a number of

years, and during those years the image had
been printed upon it by the action of the light

through the ambrotype. A curious occurrence

is also visible here; a little label of paper seems

to have been placed between the ambrotype and
the wood, and here, of course, the image is

much more faint than the rest, and the shape

of the paper plainly appears. Moreover, the

oval size of the picture is distinctly shown,

many shades darker than the original wood,

though not so dark as the blacks upon the paper

itself. The whole thing is a photograph on

wood against its will, evidently, but a curiosity.

It may be seen at our office. We do not know

how many years were required to complete this

process, but no doubt it is too slow for general

adoption.

A Complaint.—A complaint has been made

to us that in the report made of the exhibits at

Milwaukee for the Philadelphia Photographer

and for the Photographic Times, some omis-

sions were made. We hardly think we are re-
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sponsible for that, when we state that because

of the reprehensible custom of receiving ex-

hibits up to the last minute, it became neces-

sary for us to postpone taking our official list

until the last daj. Then we were opposed by

another reprehensible custom, namely, that of

removing exhibits before the close of the exhi-

tion. Both of these caused the omissions com-

plained of. AVe unintentionally omitted the

names of some of the exhibitors, we suppose,

for the reasons mentioned above. Certainly no

one could accuse us of purposely making such

omissions.

Mr. D. R. Clark, of Indianapolis, sends us

a clii)ping from a city paper praising his excel-

lent work, and detailing his splendid collection

of examples of photographic progress which

were exhibited at the Milwaukee Convention.

By some reason or other we overlooked this fine

collection, and regret not having mentioned it

in our make up of the list of exhibits.

AVhy ? A good many photographers believe

that we should criticise the exhibits at the

national exhibitions more than we do, that

those who see them might learn from them.

What an immense job this would be should any

unwise editor undertake it. Not only would he

be required to devote volumes to the work, but

he would be compelled to move his sanctum a

dozen or more stories higher, barricade the

door, place Gatling guns and revolvers in posi-

tion, and would tremble like an aspen for

months after the work had been completed. No
thinking, experienced photographer, certainly,

will ask why the pictures at our conventions can

not be criticised by the editors of our magazines.

A Fi.N'E Artist.—The admirable jiaper in our

last number on " Chiaro-Oscuro,'' by Mr. G. H.

Cnoi'GiiTox, as well as the one we print in our

jiresent issue, will convince any doubtful reader

that he i.s a true artist, and such ho is indeed.

Mr. CiioinnToN, for a good many years, has

stood highe.'^t among English photographers as

u painter of jihotographs. His talent is most

versatile, for ho is able to do any kindof photo-

gra]ihic coloring, from the tinient photo-ininia-

turo to the most c.xtenHivo oil painting. His

crayon ond water and Indian-ink work are also

first-claHH. Ho carried off the only medal given

for finiBliod onlargcincnlg at the Intornatiunal

K.xliibilion, .South Kensington, London, 1874,

ngainHt comj)ctiturH from all parl.s of the world,

nnd liiH cxhibitu at llio Koyal Cornwall Poly-

tochnio Socicly'd Kjchibillon wore so good that,

ulthouKh n'l iiicilal wan ofTcrod for ])niriting, llic

judges nevertheless awarded them a special

first-class medal. He has come to this country

to settle among us, and is ready to work for the

trade. Of course, the quality of his work being

first-class, he does not solicit that which is

known in some places as "cheap and nasty," but

aims only at the best productions. We feel war-

ranted in saying that if our best artists employ

Mr. Croughton's talent they will not regret it,

AVe commend him to the interest of the fra-

ternity at large. His address, at present, is 912

Chestnut Street, care of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer.

A Good Word prom Germany for American

Dry Plates.—Dr. Vogel, in his letter to the

Photographische Mittheilungen, says: '" AVhen I

started out for America I determined to take my
camera along with me, and accordingly provided

myself with a quantity of dry plates. I was fully

aware that there were American-made dry plates,

but I was doubtful as to their quality and price.

Since I have been there I can speak from ex-

perience. I can only speak of them in the most

favorable terms. America produces excellent

dry plates, and the price is no dearer than in

Europe. There are the plate factories of Messrs.

Eastman, in Rochester, John Carbutt, in

Philadelphia, Cramer and Norden, both in St.

Louis, Beebe, in Chicago, and Passavant and
Taber, both in San Francisco. I have had op-

portunities of trying these various plates; those

I have examined have proved most excellent in

every respect."

We have received from Mr. H. A. Hyatt, the

stockdealer of St. Louis, a number of arto-

types representing studio accessories of most
beautiful designs and artistic conceptions, novel

and chaste, and entirely different from the

stereotyped furniture we are accustomed to see

in interior decorations. They are the produc-
tion of the AVestern Interior Decorating Com-
pany, of which Mr. Hyatt is agent.

The AiR-BRusH.-The dusting-on process which
is gaining such favor in this country, seems to be
a great novelty amongst English and Continental

photographers. The Photographic News remarks :

"Dr. A'oGKL says that in his recent American
tour he noticed that many studios made use
of a sort of spray distributor for retouching
largo portraits. Not oau do Cologne, but very
fino pigment powder was expelled from the ap-
paratus. The instrument is hold in the hand
like a stylo or pencil, and is connected by a
rubber tube witii bellows—the air-brush (which
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is advertised in the Philadelphia Photographer)

;

then, by placing the foot upon the bellows, a

stream of dust particles is made to issue forth,

which adhere to the paper picture. The parti-

cles attach themselves very readily to the surface,

so that if the mouth of the instrument is close

to the picture a dark spot ensues, while the

further off it is held the lighter and softer is

the shading produced." Dr. Vogel himself, al-

though no draughtsman or retoucher, took the

little instrument in hand, and was surprised at

the results he produced, which were far more

delicate than could have been obtained with

crayons applied by hand. Mr. Zimmerman, of

St. Paul, who was one of the first to introduce

this system of retouching pictures in his studio,

avows that a crayon portrait can now be finished

in half the time formerly required.

An Alleged Fraudulent Business.—Messrs.

Edward J. Venables and Robert Henry
Graham, Managers of the Reliable Manufact-

uring Company, were yesterday placed on trial

in the United States District Court, charged with

fraudulent use of the mn.ils. Their scheme, as

investigated by Special Postal Agent Barrett,

was to promise large returns, particularly to

young ladies, for a new operation of coloring

photographs, called " electrographing." They

charged one or two dollars for imparting the secret

of the art. Through large advertising they came

to be in daily receipt of from three hundred to

seven hundred letters, which fact excited sus-

picion. Several young ladies testified yesterday

that they could not get paying work, according

to promise, after learning the art. The case is

still on.

The PMladeljihia Photographer, whose argus

eyes are ever on the watch to detect the ap-

proach of fraud to the profession, warned its

readers more than a year ago of this fraudulent

design to trap the unwary.

In a New Place.—Mr. A. C. Isaacs, the

well-known photographer, has recently moved
into new and elegant quarters over the store of

S. Klauber, Esq., on Main Street. His rooms,

in the new location are fitted up in the most

approved manner, with all the modern fixtures

in complete order. Madison has long been
noted for the great excellence of photographs

made there, and Mr. Isaacs has done much to

establish so good a reputation in this respect.

He has shown wonderful skill and enterprise as

an artist, and his works clearly prove that he
has made a grand success in his line of business.

We recently looked through his new rooms, and

nothing seemed to be wanting to make them

complete. He has excellent light, and all the

apparatus needed to produce the best of work ; he

is patient and painstaking with his patrons, and

determined that nothing but first-class work

shall pass out of his establishment. His show-

case at the entrance to his rooms, contains as fine

specimens of the art as can be found in the

country. The pictures are fine and life-like, ex-

hibiting the best positions of the persons, as well

as great skill in the execution of his work. No
person need go out of Madison for photographs

in order to obtain the very best, and they will

be quite sure to secure them if they call on Mr.

Isaacs.— Wisconsin State Journal.

The Cincinnati Convention,—We recently

had a personal interview with Secretary Wbin-

gartner at Cincinnati, and completed our ar-

rangements for securing the earliest and best

report possible of the coming convention. The

Committee will meet Mr. Weingartner soon and

decide ufjon the building to be used, and that

will rule the dates of the Convention. We shall

keep our readers thoroughly posted on all that

will serve them in this matter.

As a curious freak in photographic publica-

tion, we note the retranslation of Obcrnefter's

Process, which Mr. Scholten presented to the

Association, and which we translated from the

German for the benefit of our non-German

brethren, and published in full in the October

number of the PhiladeljMa Photographer last

year, Herr Liesgang in his journal, Photograph-

ische Archiv, has reproduced the entire English

translation, literally, in the German, and made

known the source whence he obtained it. This is

verily carrying photographic coals to Newcastle.

Mr. H. F. Neidhart, proprietor of the Gar-

den City Dry-Plate Company, of Chicago,

has opened his new factory at 361 Milwaukee

Avenue, where he is prepared to supply the pro-

fession with his special brand of plates by his

new process, known as Neidhardt's Special.

These plates are uniformly rapid and clean, and

are used by such Chicago photographers as

Messrs. Max Platz, Joshua Smith, Melander
Bros., Alexander Hesler, and others, who

pronounce them entirely satisfactory. Mr. Neid-

hardt is anxious that his plates should be

widely known, and requests that you order at

least a sample, that you may be convinced of

their excellence.

We have received the sixth part of Dr. Josef

Maria Eder's Handbook of Photography, which
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treats of the negative process, and of the Da-

guerrotype, Talbotype, and Niepcotype. The

work is not merely historical. There is a happy

blending of theory and practice, rich in sugges-

tions, and bearing witness to the untiring labor

and pains the author has taken to collate the

important facts which have accumulated from

the infancy of the science, and not to collect

only, but thoroughly to digest and present in a

shape at once comprehensive, concise, and clear,

even to minute detail. In its exhaustive treat-

ment the work is essentially German, and must,

of necessity, be of great value to the photog-

rapher.

We take pleasure in announcing to our readers

that the well-known house of Messrs. Benja-

min French it Co., of Boston, which has served

the interest of the photographic fraternity' for so

many years, and whose aim has always been

to supply the latest and best products to the

profession, are now importing the choicest quality

of the Trai'p <t Munch Albumen Paper, which

they offer at the most reasonable prices.

Art in Seattle.—Fine art is confined to no

clime and no location, and can, under proper

auspices, flourish as well in Seattle as in the

Louvre of Paris. The truth of this was dem-
onstrated to a Star reporter when he paid a

visit to Moore's studio several days ago. The
scribe was agreeably surprised by the excellent

and meritorious work turned out by the great

photographer, and has no hesitation in saying

that JIoore's pictures will compare favorably

with any ever produced in Portland or San
Francisco. A stroll through the gallery gave
ample opportunity to inspect Prof. Moore's
work, and among other things the handsomely
finished photographs of Col. Squires and Sam
Brownstone were elaborate in the extreme. A
new design known as plaque photographs has
recently become very popular, and several ex-
cellent specimens are on exhibition in the

Hludio. The new method known as the "dry-
plate process" has been introduced here by Mr.
.MooiiK, and the results, particularly with chil-

Uren'H picturcn, have been very satisfactory.

Among many other Bttractions, the great artist

ban recently received two elaborate background
iicen«)i< from the famous painter Seavev, of New
York, whereby a now and additional charm is

lent to nil the photographs turned out from this

gallery.— ,S'c.i»/r Siimlay Slur.

Wk have aluo received from MegHr«. Doi'gi.ash,

TiioMi-wjM A Co, of Chicago, their circular con-

taining an illustration representing their studio.

It is fitted up in the most conrjDlete manner, to

meet the wants of their patrons in buying

lenses, cameras, dry plates, backgrounds, and

all the various accessories used under the sky-

light. They also invite the attention of the

public to their Bureau of Retouching, estab-

lished two years ago, which has given satisfac-

tion to all who have sent their negatives to be re-

touched. They employ a corps of skilful artists,

and make it a point to do all work promptly,

and in a perfect manner. We have also received

from Mr. Alva Pearsall, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

a beautiful pamphlet entitled WJtat is the Alva-

grapli? The alvagraph, whose merits are dwelt

upon in this book, is a full life-size bust portrait,

made directly from life, at one sitting before the

camera, in a few seconds, embodying all the

fineness of quality for which his imperial or

cabinet photographs are noted. The great value

of these new life-like heads consists, first, in

their never-failing likeness; second, the facility

with which any number of exact portraits can

be made from one plate; third, their stability,

being practically non-fading; and, fourth, being

much less expensive than crayon portraits. The
opinion of all who have seen them, is that

they are the most beautiful productions of the

camera.

We have received vol. vii. of the Journal and

Transactions of the Photographic Society of
Great Britain, full of very interesting matter.

AVe quote the following naive reply of the Presi-

dent, James Glaisher, F. R. S. : "There is

only one thing I would like to say. As a juror

of the Exhibition of 1851, I was requested by
the Society of Arts to give a lecture upon pho-

tography in that Exhibition. On that occasion

I criticised the various pictures, and showed
where many were wanting in pictorial effect,

and gave great offence to the photographers

j

who were present. However, at the termination

of the lecture Mr. Claudet came up to me, and

I

calling me aside said, ' Well, you are brave, you

I
have spoken your convictions.' AVhile many on
the other side exclaimed ' well done ! ' And it

was 80 well done that the publication of the

lecture was suppressed, and it never appeared.

But it is now a great pleasure to me to think that

l8|)oke as I then did." (Apjilause.) Now, do you
think the advice was good our friend gave us

(quoted elsewhere), to criticise the exhibits at

the Convention that others might learn to cor-

rect their faults. We are sure wo would have
given "great offence to the ])hotogrn|)hers who
wore present."



ADVEETISING BATES POK SPECIALTIES— It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to aline—in advance. Operators

desiring situations , no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not aslc us for recommendations. 4®" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

BULLETIN OF

L. W. Seavey, hys Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Our new branch office is at 1!43 State

Street, Chicago, 111.

W. F. ASHE,
Of 106 Bleecker Street, New York, had the

largest show of interior and exterior

BACKGROUNDS
AT THE

MILWAUKEE CONVENTION.

He sold them all and received many orders

for more.

Make Your Own Enlargements.—The Pat-

ent Gem Solar Camera will print the finest en-

largements on albumen, platinum, or plain pa-

per. Only $60. Send for reduced price-lists of

larger instruments. D. A. Woodward,
Baltimore, Md.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to

inform her friends and the photographic pro-

fession that she has removed to 2104 North 20th

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

the office of the Philadelphia Photographer.

EOCKWOOD SOLAR PRINTINft CO.

1 7 Union Square, Ne-w York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEOEGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Mauager.

Address Charles Ehrmann, Harlem, N. Y.,

Secretary of Association of Operative Photogra-

phers of New York City, for operators, printers,

and retouchers, or in care Wm. Kurtz,

233 Broadway, N. Y,

THE EMBOSSED FOREGKOUND

Printing in negatives are from designs in

relief work.

C. M. FRENCH, GARRETTSVILLE, 0.

The Plaque Photograph, Patented.—Pho-

tographers desiring a novelty to raise prices on,

and something very attractive to the public, will

please investigate the Plaque. See other adver-

tisement. Address F. B. Clench,

Lockport, N. Y.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS

Shows you how to group and pose children

naturally and gives fine examples of work. Read
t he partial index herein. $4.

1864 1884.
M. WERNER,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnished,

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is a most useful book, and its practical

teachings to the studious photographer contain

the most valuable information,—C. D. Mosher,
Chicago.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for auy piirpoae, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co., before pur-

chasing.

GLASS REOOATED
nv THE

PELLA l:»R Y-PLATE COMPANY,
Pklla, Iowa.

We recoat glass from 6x7 uj). Send for our

prices, also our circular on our dry plates. Send
one dollar and fifteen cents for a trial dozen of

our 6x7 plate—wet-plate effect. Wc soil only

to consumers.

No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S

YIGNETTE
PAPERS, No. 18.

The old form of No. 18, Wayraouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

EDWARD L. WILSON'S

Personally Taken Views of the Orient.

(See Advertisement.)

BiNGHAMTON, N Y., March 16, 1883.

Friend Wilson: The " views " came, and we

like them even better than the others, but the

moie I see of them the more I want to possess.

Most respectfully,

Well Gee Singhi.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Catalogue Free.

EDWARD L. WILSON, PHILADELPHIA.

Wanted.—A steady young man as printc- and

retoucher. Must come well recommended. A
permanent situation to the right man.

Address W. H. Van Patten,

Great Barrington, Mass.

The Photoghaphic Mosaics for 1884 is ready.

Like its predecessors, it contains articles of in-

terest to all pers(ms connected with the art of

photography. The introductory article by Ed-

ward L. Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As
there is but a limited number of co))ies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible.

THE PLAQUE.

Read Mr. Clench's Advertisement.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS

Devotes 58 pages to instructions in posing and

lighting the figure. See advertisements. $4.

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

,\ Philadelphia.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is the best book I ever got possession of.

Those who want lightning or instantaneous pro-

cesses had better get a copy and work with

pleasure. Nothing like it; too good to be with-

out.

—

Joseph Theiring, Cincinnati, 0.

PROGRESS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

J.OO—Read Vogel's New Book.—$3.00

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist.

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelpliia, Pa.

CRAYON AND WATER COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photo-

graphic art up to date.—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo,

N. Y.

SOMETHING NEW.

FRENCH'S

Embossed Foregrocnd and Border Negatives.

C. M. FRENCH, GARRETTSVILLE. 0.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

Phoioffraphics suits me better than any similar

work I have come across. The giving of the

experience of different workers on the same sub-

ject, and giving it in their own words, being an

especially valuable feature.—S. B. Hill, Flem-

ington, N. J.

Wanted.—Two operators who have had ex-

perience in copying, also one artist in ink and

water-colors. Good salary and steady work.

None but good workmen need apply

D. Harris,

Tyrone City, Pa.

THE PLAQUE.
Read Mr. Clench's Advertisement.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

The first short article that I read was worth

the cost of the book, and, in looking it over, find

it contains an inestimable amount of valuable

information which would not be found out in a

lifetime of practice.—B. F. Burchand, Worth-

ington, Minn.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I

could not get another. I do not see how I man-

aged so long without it.— Oscar Cromwell,

Grizzly Flat, Col.

F K E N C H ' S

Embossed Foreground and Border Negatives.

The latest and the best was the verdict at the

Milwaukee Convention.

Hundreds have been sold through the exhibi-

tion of a few designs. Orders for new designs

have been pouring in, but we have been equal

to the task, and si.K new designs have been

completed, making one dozen designs now ready.

Mosaic copy of all designs sent free on applica-

tion. They are just the thing for the

rioLiDAY Trade.

Dealers will do well to take hold of this new

novelty. A few dealers have already shown en-

terprise by selling several hundred negatives.

May others show the same enterprise, and we

will try to meet all demands. Send for circular

and mosaic copy. Address C.M.French,

Garrettsville, 0.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 2G Gilt Beveled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among jihotographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 on

Palletto 1)0

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent SO

Egg 00

For sale by Howard L. Wilson,

914 Chestnut Street,

I'hilailclphia, I'a.

SEND Foil CIHCULAIi AMD
MOSAIC COPY

OF

FBrwrn'g KMiion«rD KoitKciiiouNii Nkoativkh.

C. M. FUBNCU, UAKRETTSVILLE, 0.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

A short time since I had the pleasure of perus-

ing your new book Photographies. As a result,

I tcant it, and enclose cheek for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trenton, N. J.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargejfor advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a lady, to retouch and attend reception-

room. Address A. L. B., Rochester, N. Y.

By an expert, in a "copy-house" or regular

gallery. Rapid, steady worker in oil, water-

colors, pastel, crayon, and Indian ink. Correct

likenesses. Artistic finish and even quality of

work. Address M. E. Douglas, Rochester, N. Y.

By a thoroughly first-class printer and toner.

None but first-class galleries need apply. Pre-

fers a place where he can learn operating.

Address Wm. L. Clarke, Room 21, 174 West-

mirster Street, Providence, R. I.

By a first-class retoucher, who can assist in

operating or printing. Address Retoucher, care

L. E. Steinman, 119 Clark Street, Chicago, III.

By a young man of two years' experience, as

printer, toner, and assistant retoucher. Best of

reference. Address Wm. Wurtenberg, P. 0. Box
65, Wysauking, Bradford Co., Pa.

By a first-class retoucher, in city or country.

Address 217 N. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia.

As printer and toner. Address Silver, 321

Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

By a young man of nine years' general ex-

perience, as operator. Is also a first-class re-

toucher, iind could assist, if necessary, in that

branch. No Sunday work. Address D. M., 60

Spruce Street, Detroit, Mich.

Teinjiorary engagement to take views in the

Southern States, either on comuiissiou or at low

rates, or would act as operator on reasonable

terms. Twenty years' experience. Samples sent

on application. Address H. W. Anderson, 427

Youngo Street, Toronto, Canada.

Wilson's Photographies.

Fourth Edition—Now Ready.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.
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Insoluble Dry Plates,
MANUFACTURED BY

WALKER, REID & INGLIS, Rochester, N. Y.

Tliey ^;170 CSrOOca.- TTry "Tlioixx.

For Sale by

ALL STOCKDEALERS.

GENERAL AGENTS,

SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York.

J. L. CLARK,
goLD AND Silver Kefiner,

ASSATEE AND SWEEP-SMELTEE,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^^ RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS.

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:
John Carbutt, Dry Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

ALBERT IIIOOBE <^ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.
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THE OPINION-
OF A

MAN OF INTELLIGENCE
REGARDING THE

Insoluble Dry Plate. \

Sabula, Iowa, Oct. 15th, 1883.

Messrs. Waiker, Reid & Inglis,

GentlemkN: I received the Plates sent on my order, safe and sound. To say that /a;;/

dilighted u<ith lliem would be but a faint expression of my opinion of the Plate. I can say of a

truth they suit me better than any Plate I have ever used. They stand far ahead, in my estimation,

of any Plate in the market, on account of their being so extremely sensitive, and yet having all the

(/ualities you claim for thevi in your circulars. 1 cut a 4 x 4 in four quarters and tried a copy,

and the finest thing extant was the result. Next I took a cabinet negative, exposed five seconds,

too long; reduced time one-half, too long still, and it was dark and cloudy; reduced to two
seconds, had plenty time then, but saved the negative

; 4 x 4 Voigtlander, ^ inch stop. To-day
I took a group of seven, of which five were children, youngest a baby, made 6x8 Plate \vione

second, very fine, plenty of lime. Next, group of four little children, one second
;
good first time

;

don't have time to move. Next, lady and gent, one second, and sent them out. It heats
any thing I ever saw.

In your letter to me you say you desire to make friends to your plates and not enemies. They
have had the desired effect, I am thoroughly converted. After my experience to-day, I felt in

duty bound to report my opinion. I have given it without exaggeration, they lay them all in the

shade. I have used Dry Plates in my gallery for the past year and a half, of a good many different

brands, but I think I shall freeze to yours. Yours truly,

JOHN ESMAY.

October 24, 1883.

Later. ***** j \\'i.v^ ordered some of your Plates of Douglass,
Thompson & Co. to-night. I cauH keep house without thetn.

JOHN ESMAY.
*

THE INSOLUBLE PLATE

\

IS FOR SALE BY
j. N. McDoNNAl.D, . .

C. H, CoD.MAN & Co.,. .

IJAVIU Tl'CKKR & Co., .

Baciiracm Hkos., . . .

DuUfiLASSiTlKtMI-SON & Cu
Saroknt & Co., . . .

SMICKN & StMI'KINSON,

Gko. K. A.mjki.i , . . .

Ui.i':ssiN(; & ItRo., . . .

Mui-LKTr Bros

Albany, N. Y.
liosion, Mass.

Puffalo, N. Y.
J'aUiniorc, Md.
Chic.ngi), 111.

Cleveland, ().

Cincinnati, ().

Detroit, Mich.
(Jalvcston, Texas.
Kansas City, Mo.

Scovn.i, Mi'G. Co.,.
Gko. Murphy, . .

Thus. H. McColijn,
IdllN I. SlIAW & Bro
11. D. Marcs, . .

Erancis Hkndricks,
Oscar I'oss, . . .

D. J. Ryan, . . .

J. G. Ramsky lSc Co.,
C. H. Williamson.

New York.
New York.
Philadelphia.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Rochester, N. Y
Syracu-^e, N. Y.
San Francisco.

.Savannah, Cia.

Toronto, Ont.
Utica, N. Y.
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The Professional and Amateur JPhotograiyher
tvill find Ms every want supplied by using the
follotving brands of KEYSTONE DRY TLATES.
They are now made on Chance's English Glassy
flat and uniform in thickness and dimensions.

SPECIAL PORTRAIT.
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them
especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IBIPROVEMENTS IN GEIiATINE PIRATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

parencies, and on thin crystal glass 3^4^x4, for Lantern Slides.

THE "B " GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape,

TT7 Architecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

i^^j/ the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's "Multum in Parvo" Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25

cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents

;

quart, ^1.75.

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALERS LJV PHOTO. MATEBLALS.
PRICE I.ISTS FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
" Those who for the last sixteen years have known Mr. Wilson only as a photographic writer,

will be pleased, when reading these two volumes, to find him equally at home in his eye-photograph
flescriptions, which are full of humor, accurate description, instruction, and entertainment. Next
to making these journeys yourself, is reading the eloquent collections of an eye-witness, as found
in these two grand books of travel. They should be read by everybody, old and young.''

—

Press

These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They
help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the
places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as per
list below :

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contains NINE Journeys:

A—France and S-witzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
C—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Nor^ray,

Sweden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
F—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

INALL,0VER 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

TWO VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—S"witzreland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

TWO VOLUMES.

t-c. \<)LITME III—ON TIJE ORIENT-NOW READY.-®a

For Sale
by All Doaiorn EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

STT.ND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEV7 CATALOGUE.
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720 {5 gross) of these trimmers were sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS

!

o *^

to rt

5 "S S

•5 G

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old xnodel. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PKICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PRICE (with one card guide; $1 00.

rto

OVALS.
2x2i 3fx4f 5x7 6Jx8i
n^H 3fx4f 5,^x71 6Jx8J
^^^ 3Jx4| Six 7* 7x9
2fx3f 3|x5^ 6fx7f 7^x91
2tx3f 4x5f 5|x7f 7*x9J
2|x4i 4fx6f 6x8 7fx9f

MADE OF SHEET-IRON.
We have the following Regular Sizes always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.

SQUARE OE ROUND CORNERED.
2J6x3| 2^5^x31 2|x4^ 4x5|
2ix3f 23-5^x31 2ix-4| ^yi^
2^x3^ 2Jx4i 3ix5i 3|x6

2 5 x3if 4x6^
FOR STEREOGRAPHS.

Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3j-Vx3|, 3x3 3jV^^4' ^^^ 2^^
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to tnake their sizes accord, as
orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor theKnife for Trimming
Photographs, and do the ivork much tnore expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save 3ioney.

They do not cza, but pitic/t off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch a
once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

S Dett EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PMlada.
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTO&RAPHIC STOCK HOUSE,
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 4tl N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTERIOR DECORATING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

h**^ 33

Oi

yjO OD

pa
pL-,

^^^S- PRO..SB ---^.
"r;.-:^.^^

^HZPRICEaFWP";^. _J ^
<fcj^M r_^OLUTELY WITHOUT A '"",^-:^-^=*^

PHOTOGRAPHISIiHE MITTHEILDN6SN.
\Vc arc nuw prciwrcl to receive subscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. Voxel's maca/ine bearing

ibc above lille.
o & &

The MITTHEILDNOEN is published in Cleraian and is issued semi-monthly at ^3.00 per year,
p<jhtaKe pai.j. iu all <>l ,.ur German i)lK)tot.raphers and many others this will be considered a
(leiiirabic u|i|»iitunily.

The iMaga/ine is published at Ikrlin. Subscri|itions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
014 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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H. NORDEN,
MANUFACTURER OF

Gelatine Dry Plates,
Office and Factory, 827 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis.

:'X^aES^^"'w^^ FIRST PREMIUM.
ED. WUESTNER, Business Manager,

Dear Sir:

Our new building, just completed, is the largest and best-appointed establishment

in that line, on the continent.

With increased facilities and improved machinery we are able to execute orders for

our superior

EXTRA-RAPID
GELATINE DRY PLATES.

with promptness and dispatch.

Our plates are pronounced by impartial judges, more SENSITIVE, BRILLIANT,
CLEAR, and FAR SUPERIOR to any heretofore manufactured in the World.

Ask your dealer for Norden's Extra-Rapid Grelatine Dry Plates; should you not be
able to obtain them, address our Sole Agents,

SCOVILL MANUFACTURINa CO.,

Nos. 419 & 421 BROOME STREET, NEW YORK,
OR OUR FACTORY,

H. NORDEN, GELATINE DRY-PLATE WORKS,
827 CJiouteau Avenue, St, Louis, Mo.
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<-^ T? 7? -^

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.

(INCORPORATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

*

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Eapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.^-^^3H

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST;

Size 3} I 4,^ Per doz. $0 60

4x6.
4} X r>i.

4.tx6J.
6x7.
5x8.
C} X ^.

10

90

1 00

1 30

1 55

1 75

2 30

8 40

These small
sizes are put
up in pack-
ages of not
less than
one dozen
plates.

ize 10 X 12 Perdoz. $5 00
" 11 X 14 " 6 50
" 14 X 17 " 10 00
" 16x20 " 16 00
" 17 x20 " 17 00
" 18x22 " 20 00
" 20 X 24 « 24 00
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES,

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from pliotographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this eiFec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry oflF the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

E>RICE I I Q T
^--(9 r L 1 1 (jj--?

No. 1, for Six 4J Plates, . . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 41- X 5J 1 30
" 4, " 4i X 6J 1 35
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" 7, " 6ix 8J 1 75
" 8, " 8"xl0 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Boxes, dO cts. additional for each size.

Cloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
j5L nVIEZT-A. ICJ

PROTECTING CASE,
fFith Glass Bottle and Tumbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the field have wished very often for some safe method of

carrying witli tliem their developer and other chemicals in solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose. We allude to the patent metallic protecting cases invented
for similar purposes. The bottles may be of ordinary shape so they fit the metal case, which latter

is drawn fn)m solid metal, with a locking ring on each case to afford perfect protection for the
bottles containing the li(iuids which are trusted to their care. They are made of different sizes

:

bottles of one, two, four, and eight ounce mixtures, and each case is made adjustable to bottles of
different lengths. They are made very light, and the corrugation makes them so strong as to
resist crushing. They can be packed in any position. The metal is drawn of even thickness
throughout, by machinery which has the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case closed, and the second open with the bottle therein. The
u.se ol this arrangement assures the photographer that he has a safely kept stock on hand of any
ncedtul solution. ^ ' '

PRICE LIST.
No. 1. l,oniI""V!*l7'*

"'"• '^•'"K"'' «'^ »"• W.lKlit,4>^ox. Furnished with 1 oz.

No. 3 A. ., „! ,V,!h*i7«*i<I"; '^V'«'"' ^J^ ••• W.lKht, 1Y, ox. Furnished with'"'•'"""•'"'<'''""••>'•'- ""iltlnK ^ l»»»t flitsk, each, 85
No. 4 A. H „"V,V,'inV '«:.'•. !"• .';"«'"'' •» w.i^ht, i4 «x. F..r.iiHhcd with"•'""•••• ^*»"' •""''''«'."«"•*«"«: pint niiHk,. nth, 110
No. 13 A. K „ "Vmm.- "^wm. '.'.V

.';"«•"'«»"• VVelKhl, 17ox. Furnished witil«i. i.olM., %%HI, l„,„l,|,i, niHkliiK , ,,!,„ |lHMlt,enth, .130
mrTHY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK "^

SCOYILL MANUFACTURING- CO.,
w. i„v,N,; ADA.M., Agent. 421 Broome Street, New York.
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL,

By Rev. T. FREDERICK HARDWICH, M.A.
NINTS SEDITION.

Edited by J, TRAILL TAYLOR.
Illuminated Cover, $2.00 per Copy. Cloth Bound, $2.50 per Copy.

-^oo.^CONTENTS— »-*.<.-=^

Historical Sketch of Early Photography.

Outlines of General Chemistry.

Vocabulary of Photographic Chemicals.

The Salts of Silver Employed in Photography.

On the Hevelopment of an Invisible Image by

Means of a Reducing Agent.

Fixing Agents.

The Manufacture of Photographic Collodion.

The Chemistry of the Nitrate Bath.

On Positive and Negative Collodion Photo-

graphs.

On the Theory of Positive Printing.

The Photographic Dark Room.
Formulse for Negative Solutions.

_ Manipulations of the Wet Collodion Processes.

The Positive Collodion Process on Glass or

Metallic Plates (Ferrotypes).

The Negative Collodion Processes on Glass.

Portraiture—Positive and Negative.
Photographic Enlargements.
The Practical Details of Photographic Print-

ing.

The Gelatine Emulsion Process.

The Collodion Emulsion Process.

Willis's Process for Engineer's Plans.

Micro- Photography.
The Optics of Photography.
On Binocular Vision and the Stereoscope.

Chromotype or Lamberty]3e.

Appendix.

Edition Selling Rapidly. Having arranged for a special lot of this book from English sheets,

I offer them to the trade direct. Mailed on receipt of price.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

CELLO][DINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that with the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now the
most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion in its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out Hke any Pyroxyline,
and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
pubhshed from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half
of the time with the usual collodions.

Price, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL
Address

BACHRACH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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The Greatest Invention, pertaining to Art, of the Nineteenth Century.

A NEW PRINCIPLE IN COLOR DISTRIBUTION.

ARTISTS CAN GET EFFECTS NEVER BEFORE ATTAINED.
It revolutionizes all previous methods of producing India-Ink portraits. It enables the Crayon

Artist to make fac-simile effects with India Ink or any other liquid pigment. With the aid of this

instrument from three to six times more work can be accomplished than without it.

Full particulars, price, and specimen of work will

be forwarded by addressing

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,

No. 50 NASSAU STREET.

ROCKFORD, ILL.

*^^^^^%#^'i^
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURINQ CO.,

Sole Agents.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PEiNTiNfi Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per FacTcage. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^^*No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of opies, Ketouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BRUSH, DRIES Q,UICKIiV AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AddresB all orders to

SCOVILL MAMFACTUEING CO., New York.
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EXTRA imi BRILLIANT

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

(i. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
(iodsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us

in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I
am hard to bo pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Tours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express ray appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJ^lIFACTURE ALL KIJYDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOE

Photographers
AND

MATS, MOUNTS, AND ENVELOFES

% i^1, JT"! JTl

FOE

'li

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

P/lcc Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T7IIES3VE!

WATMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

19 Sizes
ABE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belov^.

No. 15>^,
THE

Orioslii Patten,

PEAR SHAPE

No^w Ready,
$1.00 PER DOZ.

They are not clumsy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They ^^^^, s^ ;^at™" i
They are printed in black

needbut one adjust^nent toprint ^EbSBw»^
'ilSkaJ^A i^imS^^UF \

^°'^ ordinary negatives, yellow

any quantity. They entirely ^W^aBBtmMliBMl^MBBy ' bronze for thin negatives, and

do away with all the old and ^^^S^^^^^t^^^S^ \

'^^^ bronze for still weaker ones,

troublesome methods, either
^^^^^^^^^

Directions for use accotnpany

wood, metal, or cotton. ' each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to

anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested

;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO^SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INCREASE
THEIR ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVERT
MONTH

Better than any patent machine -trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containmg one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 $^ 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, ior Cartes, by number, per doz 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15}^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
» 16,17,18, ,, „ „ 'Half .. » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE. LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE'S
—SPECIAL-

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait OoUodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the ivmter troubles

whicli Photographic Collodion is heir to. Ji@" None genuine unless the signature of Elbert

Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over the cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses. For Groiiud. Glass for Cameras.
" a Retonchlug Varnish. " Glazing Sky and Side Liiglits.

" Softening Strong Negatives. *' Obscuring Stwdio and Oiiice Doors.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process. " Printing AVealc Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TRIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOU Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

rrcparcd with particular cam, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties
prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awardfd at tiic Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-
lodion in wliicii it was used.

It i.s especially adapted to the Rembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness
renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as wfl! for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.
Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE IfinTTATIiniVTHANCE S DOUBLE IODIZED juUllLUlJlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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j^^S B-. MAGEE & oo.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

JJo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Qaality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic v^e.

-i^ STOOKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.*^!*-

PJlfIJJPPS of GOJ.P and SIJ.YPP W^ISTF-

jg^"- Waste smt through Stockdeaiers will receive prompt attention.''^^^

VIGNETTIN& ATTACHMENT
FOR PRINTING FRAMES.

To be used wih WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
{Patent Applied for.)

J. F.SINGHI, Inventor.

The best arrangement for ad-

justing these best of vignetting

appliances in the world.

5x8 size now ready.

Price, by mail, $1.50.

See description in this Maga-
zine, June, i88i, or in Wilson's

Photographics

.

FOR SALE
BY ALL DEALERS SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York, General Agents.
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-iOOD. E:STABLISHE0 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON

^SON. HOOD &
\JV ^ ^^ 825 Arch Street, V> (J

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876 Gentennisl, 1876.

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
TTTfTi XT A ttt;! f Portrait Lenses, from 1—t to 8 x 10.W £j nA V rj I oaljiiiet Lenses, Nos. 3 and 3.

NCW" ^1 Card Lenses, IVos. 1, 3, and 3.
i Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

1^4 oTOCJ^ [ Synimetricals. Rapid Synimetricals.

Instantaneous Don1>lets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Lar§^e Angle Doublets, all sizes.|
Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.
New Uiiiversal Lens.

Numerous testimoninls pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever
offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons' APLANATIC Lenses.
So, 1— 1-4: size, 3U inch focus,

» 3- 1-3 .. 51/ .)

» 3— 4-4 » 7 » »

We now hare a full stuck of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

$35 00 ! No. 4— 8x10 size,... lO'^ inch focus,...$60 00
30 00 » 5—10x13 >. ...13 j^ » » 70 00
45 00 » 6—13x16 » ...16'/( » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and 3 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic ivork.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-
ness, and so solicit your orders. Alwavs in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMEBA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, and S. PECK & CO.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our

customers for the patronage during the past Eir/hteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-
tinuance of it. We have been ajjpointed Trade Agents for

Parys' and Lindsay's Cotton,

Cremer's French Lubricator,

Solar and Contact Printing-,

Coloring in all Styles, for the Trade.

''f.H.C."MaiitaiieoiisDropSliiitter.

.Small Size, $6.00 { Large Size, $7.00.

ILLUSTRATKD PRICE LISTS FREE TO
ALL APPLICANTS.
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WILSON, HOOD A CO. Ross and Steinheil Lenses,

Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes, and Views.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

WILSON'S VIEWS OF THE ORIENT,

119 South Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA.

Branch OfRcei

605 Snvent.h Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

^01
H. HOWSON,

Engineer and Solicitor ofPatents.

c. nowsoN,
Attorney at Lair, and Counsel in

I'atcnt Cases.
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This Favorite Annual
>t>=C lS N OW RE ADY.:=<t ^

Better than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Talk About the Last Year.
A Cause of Confusion. Dr. H. D. Garrison.
Lighting, in Out-door Photography. W. Curtis Taylor.
Selection of Out-door Subjects. EUerslie Wallace, Jr.
Points. O. Pierre Havens.
Proverbs. H, S. Keller.
A Hint or Two. John H. Reuvers.
Success with Dry Plates.
Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Densmore.
How to Photograph Children. W. J. Hillman.
"They Work Very Hard and Slow." A. C. Isaacs.
Shall We Take Tintypes R. W. Hubbell.
Electricity and its Adoption in the Art Science of

Photography. T. M. Schleier.
A Changing Bag for Dry Plates. Geo. Sperry.
Impurity of Photographic Chemicals. C. J. Billing-

hurst.
How I Saved a Plate. J. Harmanns Fisher.
Lifting the Plate from the Bath. E. Long.
How I Work my Dry Plates with Success. Wm.

McComb.
What shall we do about Prices. Mrs E. N. Lockwood.
Cheap Developing Trays for Dry Plates. J. J. Eskil.
The New Baby ! J. Pitcher Spooner.
Things by the Way. S. L. Piatt.
Cleanliness. H. M. Sedgwick.
Something about Toning. S. H. Sperry.
Hints to Retouchers. M. M. Mudge.
A Picture from Nature Unadorned. F.
Casein Emulsion. John Bartlett.
A Copying Dodge. W. J. Staples.
To Amateurs. J. H. Hallenbeck.
Sporic Matters. John R. Clemons.
How Easy it is to be Mistaken. A. W. Cadman.
A Peck at Yellow Stains. C. E. Peck.
The Latest and Best Mountant. R. E. Wood.

My Method to Prevent Frilling. H. M. Beeles.

Light for the Dark-room. W. J. Staples.

How I Educate the People. M. H. Albee.
How D'ye Like the Building. J. F. Ryder.
Make Your Own Dry Plates. H. W. Immke.
Hash. R. E. Wood.
The (Revolution—Photographic), Gelatine vs. Collo-

dion. Charles T. Stuart.
How to Remove Silver Stains from Clothing without

Affecting its Color. L. C. Overpeck.
Metrical Measures.
Sunday Work and Other Thoughts. John G. Patrick.

Health of Photographers. Irving Saunders.
Taste.
Trays and Sinks for Developing, etc. M. L. Daggett.
Concerning Illumination. F. Leyde.
What to do with Old Negatives. W. H. Sherman.
Notes on Printing and Toning. S. S. Richards.
Platinum in Toning. A. Hester.
A New Developer for the Cramer Plate. H. McNeill.
Points for the Beginner. William H. Rau.
Retouching Medium for Dry-plate Negatives. Will

A. Triplett.

It is a Fact. Miss H. H. Flanagin.
Dry Plates, Prices, and the Progress of Photography.

G. F. Moelk.
My First Development. W. N. Jay.
A Good Burnishing Compound. E. S. Hall.
" Bits " from a Southern Gallery. H. S. Jenison.
The " Boss " Developer. E. D. Ormsby.
A Query and a Wrinkle. J. J.

Eskil.

Bits from Abroad : Albumen Blisters on Paper ; Ger-
man Gems ; Master-pieces of Portrait Artists as
Models ; Proper Illumination ; Annoying Phenom-
ena ; Peculiar Process for Reducing Copy Pict-

ures ; Silver from Gelatine Emulsion Residues.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.
FOE SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

1
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Benj, French ^ Qo-

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

III _..

1

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

fi@^ THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DARLOT LEiNdEd views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

I'hotographic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.
r

SEND FOB OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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GET THE BEST/ GET THE BEST!

Extra-Rapid Dry Plates.
PRICES REDUCED.

Warranted Perfect With Latest Formlas ai ConiBlete Directions for Use.

-*!«—FOR SALE BY-^^
D. N. McDonald, :

A. N. Oldfield, . .

Theo. Schumann,
Bachrach Bros.,

Richard Walzl, . .

C. H. CODMAN & Co.,

Benj. French & Co.,

David Tucker & Co.,

Douglass, Thompson 5

C. F. Rice.,....
N. C. Thayer & Co.,

Hiram J. Thompson,
Sheen & Simpkinson,
P. Smith & Co.,

Sargent & Co.,

P. Smith & Co.,

Allen Bros., .

Geo. R. Angell,
A. M. Harris,
Blessing Bros.,
Peck Bros.,

James Lett,
A. Black & Co.,
H. LiEBER & Co.,
E. J. Weeks, .

MuLLETT Bros.,

J. V. EscoTT & Sons,
W. D. Gatchel & Co.,
GusTAv. Bode, . . .

. Albany, N. Y.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Baltimore.

. Baltimore.

. Boston.

Boston.

. Buffalo, N. Y.
Co. Chicago.

Chicago.

. Chicago.

. Chicago.

. Cincinnati.

. Cincinnati.

. Cleveland.

Columbus, O.

. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Galveston, Tex.
. Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

. Indianapolis.

Indianapolis.

. Jackson, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.

. Louisville, Ky.
. Louisville, Ky.

Milwaukee.

O. P. Havens, .

0. H. Peck, . .

S. T. Blessing,
G. Moses, . . .

G. Gennert, . .

ScoviLL Mfg. Co.,

E. L. Eaton, . .

Thos. H. McCollin,
John Haworth, .

Wilson, Hood & Co
Wolf & Cheynev,
Wm. S. Conner,
John I. Shaw, .

1. D. Dexter, .

Jas. H. Smith,
H. D. Marks, .

Sam. Partridge,
T. F. Indermill,
RUD. Uhlman,
H. A. Hyatt, .

J. C. Somerville,
Zimmerman Bros.,

D. J. Ryan, . . .

A. M. Powers,
Geo. W. Sittler,
F. Hendricks,
Sessions & Kohne,
Chas. S Cudlip & Co

J. H. Kirk, . . .

Chas. A. Tenney,

. . Savannah, Ga.

Minneapolis.

New Orleans.

New Orleans.

New York.

New York.
Omaha ,Neb.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Me.
Quincy, 111.

Rochester.

San Francisco.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Schnectady.

Springfield, Mo.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toledo, Ohio.

Washington, D. C.

Wheeling, W. Va.

Winona, Minn.

If your Dealer will not supply you, apply to my Eastern Agent,

G. GENNERT, 105 William St., New York,

OR DIRECT TO

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS,
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN'S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatibo-Bromide Dry Paites

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X X 4X,"4 x5,

"5 x7,"5 x8, -

" 8 X 10,

Per doz.,$0 60
" 90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75

" 2 30
3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16x20,
" 17x20,
" 18x22,
" 20 X 24,

Per .loz., $5 00
6 50
10 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

Discount as follows : Orders atnounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 2>er cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T, ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
<r-« THE NEW

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactoiy sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne'W Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM."^ ^^A REAM $40.00.=^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

(TM^ I aj: OTT'ESID

PRACTICAL DRYPLATEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFEILD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security
with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty'and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes
so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently
near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus
saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of
camera you propose to work them with.

In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions : First lay your ground-glass frame
on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so
as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

31^x45^ per doz

4iix5k" "•
•

'. ". '. ". '. »

4Kx6K,
5 x8 »

6%:s.8}i »

WE APPEND PRICES,

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10 X 12, ........ . » 12 00

iliif:.- .• .• .•
:

.• .•

; : : }--?«
16x20,. ........ .. L3.*d°r.
20x24,

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CRAMBB. DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debility, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
ACTS DIRECTLY upon the great nervous and organic centres, and cures hy a nat-

ural process of revitalization.

HAS EFFECTED ItE3IABKABLE CUBES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Kt. Eev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Kichmond, Va., Hon.
"Wni. D. Kelley, T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer by jicrynission.

IS STBONGLY ENDORSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its

curative power from many persons of high character and intelligence."

—

Lutheran Observer.
" The cures which have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
cases of natural healing."

—

Arthur's Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
ineness and positive results of this treatment."

—

Boston Journal of Commerce.

THE OXYGENHOME TBEATMENT cont&ms two months' supply, with in-
haling apparatus and full directions for use.

SENT FBEE: a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-
covery and a large record of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, n09 and lUl Girard St., Philadlphia, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST.
Wk havk established a depository of our compound oxygen home treatment at

.San FrancLsco, Cal. This will enable patients on the Pacific Coast to obtain it without the
heavv express charges which accrue on packages sent from Eastern States.

All orders directed to H. E. Matheavs, 606 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will
be filled on the same terms on which we fill orders sent directly to our office in Phihxdelphia.

PationUi ordering from our depository in San Francisco should, at the same time, write to
us, and give u Htatcment of their case, in order that we may send such advice and direction
in the use of llic Treatment as their special disease may seem to require.

ALSO SENT FREE
** IIEA l/ri! AND LIFE,'* a quarterly journal of cases and cures under the Com-

pound (Jxygi:n Ireatiiient. Nos. 1 and li now ready. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nob. n09 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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J. a SOMERVILLE.
WE GIVE SPECIAL PKICES ON COMPLETE

OUTFITS,
AND KEEP

American Optical Co/s Apparatus Only.

DRY-PLATE OUTFITS $10.00 TO $41.50.

BEEBE'S, CRAMER'S, EASTMAN'S & NORDEN'S DRY-PLATES.

Five per cent, off on all orders of $10.00 or over.

No. 1009 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS.

OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENEKAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

CHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
—4^ IT IS RESPECTFULLY SUGGESTED TO—**-

Employers of Photographic Help, Wives of Amatenr Photographers,

Relatives of Photographers Practical,

THAT NO MORE ACCEPTABLE PRESENT CAN BE FOUND THAN

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
Hundreds have made presents of this excellent book to their friends, and

from both givers and receivers we have had most pleasant letters of surprise,

approval, and satisfaction.

One employer writes :
" The $\ I sent you for Photographies for my assistant,

saved—nay, made—for me ;^4o before New Year's Day. I never saw a fellow pick

up as he did after reading your book."
A wife writes : "James was fairly overcome w;hen he found your Photographies

on his table, and wanted to know where in the world I discovered such a moun-
tain of a photographic book. '

'

An employe writes: "Mr. McCormick gave me Wilson's Photographies for

my Christmas present, and that one act has made me feel that after all he had a

soul. I have paid him back ' forty-seven times, ' he says, in the quality and
amount of work I do for him, and I mean to keep it up."

We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.
—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic liter-

ature will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the
work deserves. Among the photographic writers of
America Mr. E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.
—Dr. H. Vogbl, Editor of the Photo. Mittk.

By far the best photographic book ever published in
America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor
of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to
photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We
are doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N.Y.
The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson

could hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and
practical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.
It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography,
and I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

It demands a position in the library of every pho-
tographer, and this position it will assuredly attain as
soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic
Times andAmerican Photographer.

That Wilson's Photographies is the best and biggest book photographic, and
is a whole library within itself. The fourth thousand is being sold.

$4.00—WILSON'S PHOTOaRAPHICS—$4.00
Will be sent to any address on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Cbestiiut Street, Philada.

2 (oyer.)

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-

tography put together. The idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. KiLBURN, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that

his ^4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's com-
mission off, in order that you may have the full benefit

of its price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you
have played your part so carefully upon the photo-

graghic stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the sub-

ject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for your

noble book, and may thousands testify to its value by
giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.
Spencer; Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested J4
for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.

—

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt by

the fraternity, more especially among those like our-

selves who are "out of the world," so to speak.

—

}. R.

Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

Your Photographies is the best thing out ;
practical

and to the point, and no nonsense.

—

^Walt. C. North,
Utica, N. Y.



ANY READER WILL SEE THE ADDITIONAL VALUE GIVEN
ANY WORK BY A FULL INDEX.

"PHOTOGRAPHICS" IS WELL SUPPLIED WITH SUCH,

SPECIMEN INDEX PAGE EKOM WILSON'S PHOTOGEAPHICS.
Intensifier, The.
Ammonia and Jlercury.

Bichloride of Mercury.
Ferrid Cyanide.
Iron and Acid.

Perchloride of Iron.

Perm.inganate of Potash.
Pyrogallic Acid.

Schlippe's Salts.

Silver and Acid.

Interior Work.
Kaolin, Rectifying Printing-Bath

with.

Landscape Apparatus.
Photography.
Views, Formula for.

Lantern Slides and Enlargements.
Leaking of the Glass Studio.

Lens or Objective, The.
Lenses, Angle of View Possible

with.

Choice of.

Forms of.

Light and Accessories.

nnil Shade, or Chiaro-Oscuro.
Reflected.

Lighting, Rembrandt's Style of.

" Lightning " Processes.

Linen, Printing on.

Lubriciiting the Prints.

Managing the Model.
Manipulations, The.
Manipulatory Miseries.

Marbled Appearance of the Paper.
Red Lines on Prints.

Mealiness in Prints,

Measles or Mottles on Prints.

Measuring, Metrical.

Medallion Printing.
*' Megatypes."
.Metallic Spots in Prints.

.Model, Study the.

Mounting and Finishing.
Paste.

without Cockling.
Nature, Study.
Negative, A Generally Wretched.
Negatives, Black and White.

Defects in.

" Doctoring" for Printinj,'.

for Solar Printing.

Preserving of.

Printing I)cii.'-e.

Printing Wciik.

Rouiuviiig Sluinp from.
Network, Formation on the Film of
Objective or Lcnn, 'i'he.

ObjeclH, DiHtanccx i/f.

Only I/inc» in NegativcH.
'•

' for Negativen, (iihon't;.

I'hotogrnpby.

iBlry of.

Work, Art PrinciploK in

Work, Expo.-ure.
Ovor-hxponure of Itrotiiiiiicijiuiii

PIntc*.

I'l.].'-
.

f" kllng of the.

:ind Conlrncliofi of,

1 uioii.i; "il;.

Kc<:|)ii,2 White (he.

Marbled Appearance of the.

Sensitizing the.

Woolliness of the.

Pei-spective.

Photography, Landscape.
Phototypes, Basis for.

Exposure of the Negatives for.

Ilusnik's Substratum for the
Plates for.

Inking the Films for Printing.

Plain Paper, Printing on.

Platinotj'pes, Sensitizing the Paper
for.

Cleaning and Washing.
Development of.

Exposure of the Paper.
Porcelain, Printing on.

Posing, Suggestions about.
Preserving Negatives.
Printing, Art in.

by the Solar Camera.
Dense Negatives.
Development Process of.

Flat Negatives.
Medallions.

on Albumen Paper.
on Various Surfaces.

Stereoscopic Views.
Temperature in.

Vignettes.

Weak Negatives.
Printing-Bath, The.

Decolorizing the.

Strengthening the.

Printing-Room, The.
Prints, Acidifying the.

Blistering of the.

Burnishing the.

Defectively Toned.
Drying the.

Encaustic Paste for.

Fading of the.

Fixing.
Glace.

Imperfect Washing of the.
Lubricating.

Measled or Mottled.
Metallic Spots in.

Refuse to Tone.
"Spotting" the.

Touching Out.
Treatment with Alum of the.
Trimming.
Warm-Water Washing of.

Washing in "Lead Water."
Washing the.

^yith Red Marbled Lines.
Yellowness of the.

Productions of Photography, The.
Public, Relation of the Photogra-

pher to the.

I'uro Whites in I'rints.

Hod I'atchoH on PrinUs.
Reducing Process for Solar X.-^'a

tivoH.

Reinforcing the Negative-.
Rembrandt's Style of Light Jng.
Removing Stains from Negatives.
Retouching Itromo-tJeliiline Platen.

Pnicess, Solar Negative.
Robinson'H Print Trimmer.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON THE OTHER SIDE.

Screens and Curtains.

Sensitizing Paper for Platinotyp«!j

the Paper.
the Plate.

Shortening the Exposure.
Silver Iodide, to make.

Saving, Method of.

Solutions, Volumetric Test of.

Sky and Clouds, The.
Softness in Lighting.
Solar Camera Printing.

By Artificial Light.

Camera Printing Negatives, re

touching.

Negative Reducing Process. .

•

Retouching Process.

Stains from Negatives, Removiag.'
on the Hands.

Stereoscopic Views, Printing.

Negatives Preparing.
"Stop," Use of the.

Streaks and Stains in Negatives.'

Strengthening Gelatine Emulsion
Plates.

the Printing-Bath.
Studio, the Glass.

Construction of the.

Curtains.

How to Build a.

Leaking of the Glass.

with Curved Light.
Working Plans for Construction.

Subject, Choice of.

Treatment of.

Table for Converting Centigrade
into Fahrenheit.

for Converting Cubic Centimetres
into Ounces, etc.

for Converting Metrical to Troj.
Millimetres into Inches, etc.

Temperature in Printing.

Tent, The Dark.
Testing of Silver Solutions.

Toning the Prints.

Bath, Treatment of the Gold.

Defective.

Solutions.

Touching out Prints.

Transfers, Collodion, lodizers for.

Coloring. .

Developer for.

Fixing.
Gelatine Paper for.

Printing.

Transparencies, Bromo- G elatine.

for the Magic Lantern, To -make

Treatment of the Subject.

Use of the Diaphragm.
Varnishes and Varnishing.
Ventilation of the Dark-Room.
Views of Interiors.

Exposure for.

Figures in.

Vignette Printing.

Paper, Waymouth's.
Wastes and their Worth. [of.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers, Use
Weiiknoss of the Film.
Woolliness of the Paper Surface.

Yellowness of the Prints.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch

of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; $2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen

years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Practical Printer. By C. W. Hearn Price, ^2.50. Second edition now ready.

—

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy silver

printing, and '\sfiill of good.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-book. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.—For

the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

American Carbon Manual. Price, $2.—For those who want to try the carbon piinting

process, this work gives the most detailed information.

The Ferrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, $1.50; paper cover,

$\.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Ed^yard L. Wilson.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per

volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000

places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats

his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—All should study it. A splendid

work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of .artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Colorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, ^1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1883. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-

pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing.. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

The British Journal Photographic Almanac for 1883, as volume I., and The
Photo. News year Book for 1883, as volume II. Price, $1 for the two volumes.

HO"W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Diy-plate pho-

tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^1

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe

copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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$12.00 $12.00

TO THE FRATERNITY.

Your attention is respectfully invited to the Plaque Photograph. We do

not claim it to be a great or wonderful invention, but a neat, practical novelty,

presented to your attention as a matter of business ; and properly introduced in

connection with the velvet goods now in the market, cannot fail to be a remuner-

ative card to enliven trade.

You ask, "What is the Plaque?" We reply, "A photographic imitation of

a porcelain plaque, on a dark ground, and at a little distance gives a very

beautiful effect.

You ask, "What is patented about it?" We reply:

" Patent dated October 10th, 1882, is a design patent, the principal claim

being the convex raise or rim, in connection with the concave centre ; it is to this

convex raise that the Plaque owes its beautiful plaque effect,

"Patent dated December 5th, 1882, is a design patent for a lithographic

mount.

"Patent dated January 2d, 1883, is a mechanical device for embossing, or

what is called the embossing or plaqueing frame, the principal claims being the

convex raise or rim, the movable guide and bevelled bed for shaping the picture.

These are all new and novel inventions to produce a beautiful effect, simple and

easy to execute."

Remember, we do not claim any patent for a reversed cameo picture. The
old cameo frames or presses will not produce our plaques, or even reversed cameos,

as there is no means of guiding the pictures to fit the die.

Plaques are warranted to be as easily made as the cameo, and, being embossed
])oth ways, are warranted to keep their shape better than the cameo.

Having purchased all the patents pertaining to the Clench Plaque, and
perfected new machinery whereby the manufacture is perfected, and also greatly

cheaijened, by <lispoii«iiig with iiand labor which heretofore has been a bar to

lower prices.

The new and perfect outfit now ready. $12.00 buys it. Sample Plaques
25 cou\< <Mcli. A(l(lrc8.s

PHOTO. PLAQUE CO.
LOCK PORT, N. Y.

$12.00 $12.00
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PRO&RESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR. H. W.VOGBL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years,

WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 01 EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

AN ADDITIONAL CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

S3.00. 34:"Z I^.A.C3t-E:S, $3.00.
fyith Scvcnty-tiro It/iisfrations, and an admirable 2>ortraU taken with

JCff'cfrir JJf//it, by W. Kvrtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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CHAPTER I.

Physical Effects of Light. .

CHAPTER II.
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A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Acid.

The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of Copper.

Salts of Chromic Acid.

Combinations of Mercury.
Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of. Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

Emulsion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER III.

Photographic Chemistry.

Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

Photogratphic Optics.

New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers. •

CHAPTER V.

Photographic Apparatus.

Cameras, Changingrboxes, and Tripods.

Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

The New Photographic Processes.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.
a. The Author's Method,
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate

of Silver.
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d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate
of Ammonia.
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b. The Development.
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2. Vogel's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.
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Photography for Amateurs.
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Mercadier, Thermophone.
Metals and their compounds, effect of

light on.
Modifications of chloride of silver,

of bromide of silver.

Negative processes, new.
Negrotype, Itterheim's.
Nelson's pyro-developer.
New styles of pictures,

of portraiture.
Nickelsen's instantaneous shutter.
Nitroprusside of sodium, sensitive-
ness of.

Obernetter's emulsion process.
application to enlarged
and reduced negatives,

washing of.

pyro-developer.
Objectives, new.

for amateurs.
Oleococca oil, sensitiveness of.
Ott, preparation of pigment paper.
Oxalate developer.

for line copies,
for under-timed plates,
hyposulphite in.

preparation of (Elder),
restoring the.

of mercury, its behavior in the
light,

photometer,
of potash, neutral.

Packing emulsion plates.

Perchlorate of silver, sensitivness of.

Peroxide of hydrogen for removing
green fog.

for purifying gelatine.

Phipson on actinium.
Photo-electricity.

-polymerism.
^

Photography for amateurs.
Photogravure process.
Photometer, chemical.

Dore's.
Mucklow and Spurge's.
Taylor's.
unit for.

Vogel's.
Warnerke's.

Photophone, Bell's.

Pigment paper, preparation of.

Pitting in gelatine plates.

Pizzighelli and Hiibl's platinotype.

anthrakotype.
cyanotype.
instantaneous shutter.

on the oxalate developer.

positive-blue process.

sulphide of soda in the pyro-
developer.

Plante's secondary battery for elec-

tric light.

Plaque picture. Clench's.
method ofoperating with

.

Plate-holders, American.
bonanza.

Plate-holders, Flamming dry plate.

new styles.

silver saver.
the daisy.

Platinotype, Pizzighelli and Hiibl's.

Platinum paper.
printing, Willis, 45

Plener's emulsion process.

stripping gelatine negatives.

Portrait antiplanetic, Steinheil's.

lenses, new.
Portrait-making in rooms.

in the open air.

Potassic chloro-platinite.

Potassio-ferric oxalate.

-ferrous oxalate.

Precautions for amateurs.
Precipitation methods of emulsify-

ing.

Preliminary treatment of the glass for

gelatine emulsion and Vogel's emul-
sion.

Pressing the emulsion.
Printers' blocks from gelatine reliefs.

Processes with printers' ink.

Promenade lenses by Busch and
Voigtlander.

style of portrait.

Priimm, keeping qualities of gelatine

plates.

reducing gelatine negatives.

Prussiate of potash in the devel-

oper.

PRICE, $3.00 MAILED ON RECEIPT OP PRICE, BY
EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philadelpbia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

Donate, TliomBSon& Co.

"Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

JAMES H. SMITH,

Quincy,

111.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo, Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C. SOMERTILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

SCOYILL MANF'd GO,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER I CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

BLESSING &BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

O.H.CODMAN&CO.

Boston, Mass.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

WM. J, HAZENSTAB,

.}'/, Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
912 &yi4 ChesliuU St.,

Philadelphia.

MDLLETT BROS.,

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

S:ui Francisco,

Cal.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN I SIPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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DOTS OF THE DAY.

Mr. C. H. Scofield, " the best camera "

man says: Perhaps many photos do not

know that the}' can number their negatives

with a lead pencil on the gelatine film, and

it is indellible.

A Merited Honor.—At a meeting of

the Board of Trustees of Washington and

Jefferson College, Pa., held December 19th,

the honorary degree of Ph.D. was conferred

upon Mr. Edward L. Wilson, of this city,

and very rarely, indeed, is this degree more
worthily bestowed, for besides his general

scholarship, Mr. Wilson's studies in chem-
istry, optics and physics have been most
thorough and exhaustive. Mr. Wilson has
lately returned from the West, where he
has been delivering his illustrated lectures

with great success to crowded houses, and
during February he will deliver four en-
tirely new lectures before Philadelphia audi-

ences in the Academy of Music. On Jan-
uary 24th, he lectures, by invitation, at

Ohickering Hall, New York, before the
American Geographical Association, on his

explcraiions in Petra Arabia, illustrated by
his persoDally made views in the lantern.—
Philadelphia Inquirer.

The price que\i,tion, discussed on another
.page, is one we h]ave taken up in earnest,
with the determiriktion to keep banging at

it /until we do sorfiit good. There is no use

in resoluting on this thing. Photographers

want to be braced up so they can demand
fair renumeration from their patrons, and
must be treated individually. Fortunately,

the " home treatment " can be practised

largely.

Mr. Kent's picture in our last issue has

brought many words of praise. The nega-

tives were, as we stated, a splendid lot, un-

spotted, and clear, and clean ; but here and

there our printers allowed dust to_ fall upon

them, the marks of which rather caused our

assertion to be doubted. The chief cause

was soft varnish, into which the dust be-

came imbedded.

A Varnish Needed eor Dry Plates.

—This leads us to echo a sigh which we often

hear for "a better varnish for dry plates.'

Won't our skilled varnish men look into

this?

Mr. John F. Singhi, of Eockland, Me.,

inventor of Singhi's Vignetting Apparatus,

was born November 10, 1833. The Eock-

land Opinion of a recent date has a long

article respecting this successful artist, and

closes as follows :

" Mr. Singhi has also introduced a num-^

ber of ideas and devices in his business.

One of them " Singhi's Vignetting Attach-

ment " for use with Waymouth's vignette

papers, has been patented, and is exten-

sively used. It is manufactured in Phila-
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delphia, and has been a great success, and

is conceded to be the best arrangement for

adjusting the vignetting appliances in the

world. Mr. Singhi is a courteous, genial

gentleman socially, and progressive and

public-spirited as a citizen."

Uard to Lkave it.—It is amusing to

see how parties who have left the practice

of our art, continue to " hanker " after it.

Here is a case

:

The December number of the Photog-

rapher came to hand with a little slip en-

closed, reminding me that the time for

which I had paid had expired. I am com-

pelled to bid good-bye to the P. P. for a

time at least. I sold out last June, and am
nc^ now working at the art photographic,

and at present there is little prospect that I

shall ever again engage in it; although,

whenever I pick up a photographic work

or go into a gallery, I feel a strong

"hankering" to "dip into it" again.

"What little I know of the art has been ac-

quired from your publications, as I never

have been able to find a teacher in the

country, and never could get money enough
together to go anywhere else. So it is much
like bidding an old friend adieu. If I ever

engage in the plioto business again you will

know it, because the first thing I shall do
will be to subscribe for the P. P.

Yours truly,

W. 0. Matzger.
Dayton, W. T.

A Sign of the Times.—Dot down the

fact that photos are better artists than they
used to be. Here is one evidence of it

:

I want to thank you most heartily^ and
through you. Miss Charlotte Adams, for her
nrlicl« in December Puiladelphia Pho-
T<)(iRAi-iiKK. 1 have read it and reread it

wilh d.'lighl and profit. Though I have
been u photographer over forty years, and a
hliidcnlrt// this time, I still love to learn,

and have learned much from this article.

It ii* holid pleasure to take each jjicture,

n-iuJ hi«r criticism upon it, und study it

ftn«'w. (Jiv(! UK more.

^''lUrs truly,

K. LoNo,
•JtlNLV, ll.L,

Last April I went to Gloucester, Mass.

(near Boston), with the camera and twenty

Eastman plates ; twelve specials and eight

instantaneous. The twelve specials went

like wind, and there was plenty of subjects

left, but all moving, full of life. So I

whacked away at them, using the instan-

taneous shutter and one two-hundredth part

of a second exposure. When I got home
the specials developed good ; I saved every

one ; but the instantaneous were under-

timed, and I lost three trying to make some-

thing of them; the five remaining I put

away for future trial. Last week I took

them in hand and saved them all ; this goes

to show that development is improving, and

shows the good keeping quality of the plates.

I must say I was pleased, and I had reason

to be, for such trials give us rich results in

experience for future use.

—

Benjad.

OUR AMATEUR CLASS.

BY AN OLD AMATEUR.

In a former article, the endeavor was
made to show what constituted picturesque

eflFect in landscapes, and what were some of

the requisites by which this quality might

be secured in a photograph.

It was shown that one of the first things

demanded was the possession of an artistic

sense or feeling by the operator—either in-

bred or the result of education—and that

without it the best manipulation would only

produce that which was vulgar and com-

monplace. It was also shown that, while

the painter uses his brushes and colors to

call forth upon the canvas the forms and

gradations of the scene before him, the pho-

tographer, pressing into his service the pen-

cil of the sun, and guiding its action by his

skill in proper timing and management of

light—through lenses and various chemicals

—might produce analogous results, and, al-

thougli in monochrome, nevertheless well

entitled to the name of art.

The artistic quality was shown to depend

upon a harmony in all the parts of the

picture; a relation being necessary between

the foreground, the middle, and the dis-

tance, and a right balance adjusted between

sky and ground; and in the sky, a proper

disposilion nuide of the clouds. Tiie foliage,
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and its proper rendering, are no less im-

portant in securing artistic effect. Nothing

can be so unsightly in a picture as a dense

mass of foliage, without any detail or half

times. It offends the artistic eye, and will

ruin a view, no matter how beautifully ren-

dered may be the sky or the rest of the

picture. Indeed, there are certain devices

by which badly taken skies may be reme-

died, but there is no cure for ill-defined and

flat foliage. To secure good results with

foliage, a perfect calmness of the atmos-

])liere is demanded ; the wind must be still.

A scene such as Keats describes would make

a beautiful photograph :

'' No stir of air was there
;

Not so much life as on a summer's day

Robs not one light seed from the feather'd grass,

But where the dead leaf fell there did it rest."

The slightest motion of foliage in the fore-

ground produces a blurred and indistinct

mass in the front of the picture, which de-

tracts from, if it does not totally mar, the

whole picture. Always wait for the calm

which follows the gust of wind.

Patience is one of the virtues which the

photographer should have in preeminence
;

and patience shall have her perfect work.

Its reward shall be the beautiful negative

which shall result from the favorable com-

bination of circumstances. Always be ready

to seize the favorable moment. Have every-

thing in readiness to make the exposure,

and cease the instant the wind gives his

gentlest premonition that he intends again

to rollick with the sportive leaves.

The presence of the sun is essential in

securing good results with foliage ; it should

never be taken when entirely in shadow. A
landscape—especially one of any extent—is

always flat and low in tone when not illumi-

nated by the sun. There must be relief and
contrast, which can only be secured by aid

of the sunlight—not necessarily in its full

strength, but at least in sufficient quantity

to give the relief, and to break up the lights

and shades. Often when the sun is behind

a light mass of clouds the best results are

efl'ected, and the time of exposure lessened.

The photographer should not forget that

shadow, as well as light, is demanded by an

anistic view. Do not try to get all the light

possible upon the scene by working with

the sun behind the camera. Some subjects

demand the admission of the light from the

side. Here, good judgment, which we have

elsewhere shown to be synonymous with

taste, is demanded.

The proper rendering of still water in the

photograph demands the greatest attention.

Nothing is easier than to give it the appear-

ance of a flat, level bed of chalk ; but to

get the real look of water, with beautiful

reflections, showing it to be a mobile, trans-

parent fluid, requires special management
of the light. Too great a flood of light upon

the surface often results in giving such den-

sity that all reflection is destroyed, especi-

ally if the sun is in front of you. A light,

cloudy day will generally be found to give

the best results.

When it is desired to photograph water

in motion, as in a waterfall, or in the gentle

rippling of the stream, recourse should al-

ways be had to the instantaneous drop and

to rapid plates. Otherwise the rendering

of motion will be destroyed, and only the

appearance of wool result.

Third. Length of Exposure.—The esti-

mation of the length of time a plate should

be exposed seems to demand a sort of intui-

tion on the part of the operator. He must

be able to judge exactly; otherwise the

negative will be either undertimed or over-

exposed. It demands, first of all, a thor-

ough acquaintance with the apparatus,

which can best be learned by trial. Some
lenses are more rapid in working than

others, and hence require less time to pro-

duce the same result. It is best, on general

principles, for the beginner to confine him-

self to the use of a plate of known rapidity,

and not to jump from one brand to another.

Certain data will thus be obtained, which

will be of service to him in judging of

proper timing.

It is not always possible, or even desi-

rable to use the same lens. Sometimes a

long-focus lens is demanded, for very dis-

tant views ; sometimes a short focus is

needed, where the view is limited in ex-

tent. The length of focus may be doubled

by taking out the back combination, if the

lens is a double one. When this is done,

longer time should, of course, be given to
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the plate. On general principles, it is best

to use a lens of moderate focal length

—

rather inclining to long focus than to short.

A short-focus lens should be used with cau-

tion, because it is very apt to exaggerate

the foreground, to distort any very near

object, and also to dwarf the distance.

On the use of stops or diaphragms. It is

best, also, to confine one's self in the begin-

ning to the use of one or two stops, until

we become thoroughly acquainted with

what they are capable of doing. It is best

to use at first the largest stop which will

give good definition, except when very

rapid plates are made use of, when a smaller

stop should be used ; otherwise the plate

would be over-exposed.

Avoid under-exposure. An over-timed

plate, by skilful development, may be cor-

rected ; but when the plate has been under-

timed, all doctoring bj' development is un-

availing to bring it up from its thin, sick,

and pale condition. It is worse than use-

less, and that it may not be an eyesore to

you, rub it off the plate. Do not save it

for any artistic element it may have. Noth-

ing is more annoying than an almost good

negative. It is better to have it very bad

than tolerably good.

In niaking your exposures, always time

for the shadoAvs ; let the high lights take

care of themselves. If this is not consid-

ered, the picture will be hard and chalky,

without detail, and very annoying to the

artistic eye.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC TRIP TO
NIAGARA.

" Don't you do it, or you will get left ;"

but I did do it, and did not "get left;" that

is, I set otf with a fellow-amateur to Niagara,
lu«t August, on a little photographic trip,

taking with me my battered " $10.00 outfit "

with it* " "SVatcrbury lens " and six dozen
" Hpecial platfK."

Tlic iibovo remnrks were addressed to me
by an old amateur, who had wuded through
the mire of " wet " h-ng after " dry " plates

wore UML-d, Kuying ihoy were "no good;"
iiftiT » while he found it ii.solcss to kick
iigainht the niiirch of science, and to-duy ho
i- l,..,.fl ..v.r |„.,.|s in praise of dry jjhitcs.

When I told him I was going to Niagara

Falls, and not only take my cheap outfit,

but special plates alone, his eyes opened 1

wide enough for a pair of stereo' lenses, and ™
he gave me a host of reasons why I should

invest in a " Darlot " or some other good

lens. As for rapid plates "all nonsense;

nothing like a slow plate for detail," etc.,

and after calling my poor, faithful Water-

bury hard names, he left me. «

Had not my Waterbury been my best I
friend when in amateurical troubles ? Had it

not caught many beautiful bits of Wissa-

hickon and Fairmount Park ? and from ex-

perience I had found instantaneous plates,

STOPPED DOWN worth a great deal for time

pictures.

And so last August, as the train rolled out

of the Columbia Avenue Depot it contained

two Very happy amateurs, bound for Niagara.

Our first stop was at Mauch Chunk, where

we made about a dozen exposures of Mauch
Chunk Valley and Switchback scenery.

We had six double plate-holders, and at

night before turning in, we lighted our home-

made, portable lantern ; under its ruby rays

changed our plates (each plate being num-
bered and its exposure, etc., carefully noted)

;

awaking next morning just in time to get

our outer men washed and inner men fed,

before the train came up and whisked us

"o'er the hills and far away." From the

windows of our car we were able to " shoot " -

the Lehigh Yalley pretty successful 1}^, sini- I
ply closing the edge of the window down on

our cameras.

My shutter is about as plain a piece of

furniture as could well be made, by tying a

bunch of thin sheet .rubber at the end of a

brass tube, and fixing it under the shutter's

catch: squeezing a rubber ball (being ooii-

nected by a rubber tube to the brass tube),

the bunch of rubber inflates and raises the

catch of the shutter, giving it the high-

sounding name of "Pneunuitic Shutter.'

However I got some excellent results from it.

At 11.30 I'.M., Niagara Falls Station was

reached, and rain was the order of the night.

We were almost washed away in getting over

to till' •' lius," mid as \<'e rattled over the

stoniest road, in tlie joltiest " bus," on the

wettest night we had ever experienced
; at

each jolt (rciiil)ling for the safety of our
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"exposed and unexposed" plates; teeth

chattering from cold ; my friend suifering

from toothache, and big rain-drops falling

every now and then down our backs, from

the leaky roof of the " bus, ' we did not feel

very poetic ;
and the dreams of yesterday

about crossing the Suspension Bridge by

moonlight, the Falls tinged with silver, and

the grand roar of the mighty waters filling

us with awe, were all swept away in the

stern reality of to-day. Niagara's roar only

held a poor second place compared with the

roar of the storm around us, and it was the

perceptible swaying to and fro of the bridge,

and not the roar of the Niagara, that filled

us with awe.

After a long ride along the Canadian

shore the Prospect House was reached, and

upon settling down in Eoom "63," an exami-

nation of our plates followed, and prepara-

tions for the morrow were made. Several

times during the night I awoke to hear a

tinkling noise in the room, and at length

found it to proceed from two glasses on the

washstand ; then it was that I awoke to the

awful force of the mighty Niagara.

Neither of us will forget that morning :

right in front of us bathed in glorious sun-

shine, abounding in beautiful rainbows,

above a mass of surging, rushing water of a

bright pea-green color ; beneath a vast ex-

panse of boiling snow-white foam, was the

great Niagara. We arose hastily, unpacked
our cameras, and for the next few minutes

we were busy making exposures ; the temp-
tation being strong to go ahead till all our

plates were finished. From the balcony, out-

side our window, the sight was a grand one

;

up the river just above the Falls great

foam-tipped waves jostled each other about,

as if anxious to hurl themselves over the

awful brink ; the clouds of spray that rose

high into the air was indeed a pretty sight.

-Right across the river were the American
Falls, with big rolling clouds over them

;

while away down the river, like a thin silken

thread, could be seen the Suspension Bridge.

After breakfast we made a tour of inspec-

tion, picking out little artistic pieces of

scenery, such as " Niagara seen through
foliage," "An old frame building with
Niagara for background," etc. Upon get-

ting back to the hotel, we hunted up a dark.

dreary, disused cellar (its very darkness and

dreariness bringing light and joy to our

photographic minds) in which to change our

plates.

In three days' time we had done Niagara

to our heart's content ; stood on its brink
;

taken it from above, below, and either side
;

not leaving our cameras idle a moment until

our stock of unexposed plates dwindled

down to none.

After a very pleasant stay, we packed up
our traps—no heavy camera and stand, dip-

pers, dark tent, and chemicals—but just a

small, square box and a few sticks.

Upon getting home late at night, we could

not resist the temptation of repairing to our

dark-room just to develop a sample plate,

and not until daylight did we quit. I am
glad to say we both had good luck, and my
" Waterbury" still holds a good place in the

estimation of "W. N. Jay.

GLEANmGS.
Among the optical novelties off'ering

notable interest may be mentioned a paper

which is not only impervious to water, but

also luminous in darkness. This phosphor-

escent and impervious paper may be used for

various purposes, which need not be men-

tioned here. What is more important is to

give the ingenious process by which this paper

is produced. Imperviousness is obtained

by means of the bichromate of potash ; and

the phosphorescent property with the aid of

a powder composed of the sulphurets of cal-

cium, barium, and strontium. Here is the

formula used

:

AVater,.... 10 parts.

Paper pulp, . 40 "

Phosphorescent powder, 10 "

Gelatine, 1 pai t.

Bichromate of potash, . 1 "

The manipulation is the same as in the

manufacture of ordinary paper. It is not

said how long this paper will keep its lumi-

nous propertj', but it is probable that it

will continue for several months. The

same rays of light that render it luminous

in darkness, also render it impervious to

water, by the action of the bichromate of

potash on the gelatine.
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Mr. T. E. Lake has patented a new pro-

cess for sensitizing photographic paper,

communicated to him bj' Messrs. West. By

it are obtained at the same time the sensi-

tizing of the paper and the development of

the image, avoiding the use of the silver

salts.

The sensitizing bath contains bichromate

of potash, sulphate of magnesia, and mer-

curial chloride. After exposure on a nega-

tive in the usual way, the print is submitted

to the action of a bath composed of:

Gallic acid 2 parts.

Ferrous sulphate, . . . 3 "

Sulphate of alumina and am-

monia (alum of ammonia), 3 "

Hyposulphite of soda, . . 24 "

The alum of ammonia, the ferrous sul-

phate, and the hyposulphite are first de-

prived of their water of crystallization with

the aid of heat; they are then pulverized

and mixed with the gallic acid. This mixt-

ure may be kept for a considerable time, if

not exposed to dampness. For one hundred

cubic centimetres of water, three grammes
of this mixture are taken ; the solution is,

therefore, three per cent. It is said that

the hyposulphite and the ammonial alum

of the developing bath prevent the oxida-

tion of the ferrous salt, which allows the

bath to be used for several days. About
ten minutes are required for the develop-

ment, and the excess of the bath is removed
by soaking the print for half an hour in

water (^lightly acidulated with acetic acid
;

after whicii the print may be dried and
mounted in the usual manner.

Mr. Kothe makes known the following

useful preparation to make wood incombus
tible—a deniUeratum in all photographic

eBtahlishnieiits—which, on account of their

light ciinhtrnction, and the use of alcohol,

ether, etc
,
arc liable to destruction by fire.

This preparatiiin consists of an asbestos

[laint, iii:i(l(! us follows :

pHlvurixecl uxljoftoi',

I)rif"l <;lay, .

Water, .

B'lrnx, .

Silicntc of i<<>i|ii, .

30 parts.

20 "

together, at a rather high temperature,

under a millstone, so as to make a very fine

and homogeneous composition. If neces-

sary, a little color maj' be added to give the

desired tint. It is impossible to set fire to

wood or furniture coated with this compo-

sition.

At the last meeting of the London Pho-

tographic Society, the Pi-esident announced

that the number of persons who visited the

exhibition of the Society during the month

that it was open to the public exceeded nine

thousand, and that the sale of tickets real-

ized one thousand dollars.

There is question of introducing the bi-

chromate of soda in place of the bichromate

of potash for photographic use; and two

manufacturers of chemical products, Messrs.

Potter & Higgin, of Bolton, have patented

a process for manufacturing it. It is not

yet known how this salt behaves with gela-

tine; but as soda is cheaper than potash,

it may be possible to obtain bichromate of

soda at a cheaper rate. Bichromate of

soda is recommended, moreover, as being

a more powerful oxidizing agent than the

corresponding potash salt. This is plain

when we take into consideration that the

equivalent of soda being lower than that

of potash, the bichromate of soda con-

tains more chromic acid than an equal

weight of bichromate of potash. This last

consideration makes us fear that its manu-
facture will not be obtained in as advan-

tageous conditions as is thought; for, whilst

admitting the difference in value between

soda and potash, the bichromate of soda

contains more chrome—a substance still

dearer tlian potash.

At the Edinburgh Pliotographic Society,

Mr. Macbeth read a very interesting com-

munication on the oxalate of iron develop-

ing bath, as modified by Mr. Audra, of

Paris. Tlic author has finally settled upon

the following preparation :

Di.stilled water, . 300 c.o. (10 II. „/.. I dr.)

Ferrous milpluito, !)!) graiiiiiie.>i (2 oz. 7 drs.)

Tiirtaiio acid, . ."i " (1(1 grains.)

These JiubBlancL'H an; mix...! a.ul gn.und ' and lie takes <,nr- part nf this solution, and •
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three parts of a saturated solution of oxalate

of potash.

The results were perfectly satisfactoiy,

and great praise was given to Mr. Audra.

"What is especially interesting is that after

having been used for some time, it is only

necessary to add a few crystals of tartaric

acid, and to expose the vessel to solar light

to restore the bath after exhaustion. In

this case, the action of the solar rays brings

back to the condition of a ferrous salt all

the ferric salt produced by the action of the

air and the development of the plates.

The Photographic News gives a descrip-

tion, with illustration, of the process of Mr.

Georges Scamoni for making electrotypes

for photo-engraving. The inventor has

worked this process at St. Petersburg for

some years. The apparatus is very simple.

The plate is plunged into a wooden galvano-

plastic bath lined with lead and covered

with gutta-percha and bitumen, applied

hot. The bath measures four feet in length

by eighteen inches in breadth and depth.

The plate is in communication with a single

element-pile, which is in the same bath.

The plates used are of medium size. Fine

results have been obtained ; but notwith-

standing all the progress which has been

realized in this kind of operation, much
practice and great patience are required to

succeed.

DECOLORIZING SOLUTIONS POB PRINTED

NEGATIVES.

CTp to the present time, a solution of alum
and citric acid has been used for decolor-

izing negatives developed with pyrogallic

acid
;
but when the plate is allowed to re-

main too long in this solution, the image
is dissolved by the acid, and the negative

loses in intensity. Mr. B. J. Edwards finds

that this may be avoided by adding a re-

ducing agent, such as sulphate of iron; for

as soon as the silver is dissolved by the acid,

it is again reduced to the metallic state by
the ferrous salt.

Alum, . . . . 1 part.

Citric acid, . . 1 "

Sulphate of iron, . 3 parts

Water, . . . . . 20 "

At the London Photographic Association,

a discussion arose as to the best method for

cleaning old gelatino-bromide plates. Per
a long time, the custom has been to plunge

the plates into a bath of bichromate of pot-

ash acidified with sulphuric acid, as was
done in removing collodion; but this bath

being very injurious in its action should

there be any slight cuts on the hands, it

has been abandoned ; and Mr. Ashmon
found that by means of a warm solution of

potash, in which the plates are allowed to

remain for a very short time, followed by a

washing in diluted nitric acid (five per cent.)

and a good washing in water, the desired

end was perfectly obtained.

—

Paris Moniteur

.

FRILLING IN THE FIXING BATH.

Doubtless many amateurs have had their

patience tried this last summer by this an-

noyance. I am happy, however, to say

that for my part I have not had, during the

whole summer, a single case of frilling.

In very hot weather, I utilize the prop-

erty possessed by several salts (including

hyposulphite) to render heat latent during

the solution ; for example, I made an ordi-

nary fixing bath, the water of which, at the

beginning, indicated 26° C. (79° P.) ; when
the solution was complete, the temperature of

the liquid had fallen to 16° C. (61° P.) By
fixing in a vertical dish of thick porcelain,

I had not the least difficulty in dissolving

the bromide of silver of six negatives, with-

out the temperature rising sufficiently to

cause any frilling of the pellicle.

—

Bulletin

de VAssociation Beige.

RECIPE.

15^- grains of gelatine and 23 grains of

nitrate of silver are dissolved in 5 ounces of

water, and the solution allowed to cool.

The gelatinized mass is now divided by

means of a silver fork into shreds, and put

into a solution of 30 grains of bromide of

potassium in as much water as will cover

the mass. In three hours the fluid is poured

oiF, the emulsion is washed, melted, and re-

duced to a volume of one ounce.—V. 0.

Driffield in Photo. Archiv.

Wight recommends the following in-

tensifier :

a. 5 grammes of gelatine are dissolved in
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50 cubic centimetres of acetic acid, and then

mixed with 100 cubic centimetres of water

and filtered.

b. 4 grammes of sulpiiate of iron, 120

cubic centimetres of water, and 10 cubic

centimetres of a.

c. 3 grammes of nitrate of silver, 100

cubic centimetres of water, and 4 cubic

centimetres of acetic acid

After treating the plate to the alum bath,

the above is flowed over till the desired

strength is obtained.

BROMIDE OF SILVER GELATINE.

1.—Bromide of potassium, 370 grains;

gelatine, 308 grains; iodide of potassium,

10 to 15 grains ;
water, 7 ounces.

2,—Nitrate of Silver, 465 grains ; water,

4 ounces.

3.—Gelatine, 465 grains; water, 16 ounces.

The first (No. 1) is warmed to 175° F.,

when No. 2 is slowly poured into it, with

constant agitation, and the mixture is suf-

fered to remain in boiling water for ten or

fifteen minutes. It is then poured into No.

3, which must be at a temperature of 100° F.

—J. M. Eder in Photographisehes Archiv.

CLEANSING OF SPONGES.

For removing grease from sponges that

have been in use for some time, M. Von
Yalta recommends the following: The
sponge is first washed with water as well as

po.ssible, then placed upon a plate, a little

powdered calcium chloride being sprinkled

over it and allowed to liquefy
; after about

thirty minutes it may be washed with water

and dried, when it will have the appearance

of a new sponge.

Photooraphy IN Hospitals.—A pho-
tographic studio has now been attached to

moBt of the French hospitals, for photograph-

ing the sick poiuons at ditlerent times. The
mpid dry-plate process is employed. An
electrioully operated camera, devised by Prof.

Cliarcot, i.f the Sullpetriure, is very useful in

taking, in mpid successon, a series of views.

Stuknotuknino ok Kkduckd Nkga-
TiVKH.—To iiiiiny it may bo desirable to

know by wliat moans a negative reduced
by Hulphiilc of cr.ppor may bo strengthened.

Hitherto I have used the direct agency of

the sunlight. The plate gradually darkens

to a purple-violet, and gives, when the ex-

posure is proper, very beautiful impressions.

But this plan was not applicable during the

cloudy winter months. By experiment I,

therefore, found that the ordinary oxalate

developer (three pints of oxalate to one pint

of iron, with ten pints of water) gradually

strengthened the negative reduced by cop-

per. The reduction by the copper salt

(three parts common salt, one part sulphate

of copper, and three hundred parts distilled

water) is analogous to reduction with bi-

chloride of mercury.

INTENSIFYING COLLODION PLATES.

The negative is dipped in a solution of

bichloride of mercury until it whitens, then

washed and poured over with a mixture of

equal parts of the following :

a. Water, 1000 parts ; ammonia, 50 parts
;

bicarbonate of soda, 75 parts.

b. Water, 1000 parts; pyrogallic acid, 6

parts ; citric acid, 12 parts.

If the negative is too strong, it is dipped

in a solution of: Water, 500 parts ; hypo-

sulphite, 120 parts; ammonia, 30 parts.

NEGATIVE VARNISH.

100 parts of spirits of wine ;
15 parts of

sandai-ac
; 170 parts of bleached shellac

; 85

parts of white shellac.

The shellac and sandarac are powdered

and the alcohol poured on the powder,

mixed with broken pieces of glass to prevent

the gum from conglomerating, and the

vessel well shaken to elFect solution. It is

then left stand for a month, when the clear

portion is poured olf.

GUM EMULSION.

a. 6 grammes of gum arabic
; 6 grammes

of iodide of potassium ; 50 cubic centimetres

of distilled water. The solution is warmed
and allowed to cool.

b. 15 grains of nitrate of silver
;
100 cubic

centimetres of water.

c. 12 grains of bromide of potassium
;
15

grains of gelatine
; 150 cubic centimetres of

distilled water.

d. 25 cubic centimetres of distilled water.

A is pounnl drop by drop into b, and
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the mixture of a and b in small portions

into c, then d. It is then heated by a

water bath and cut in shreds when cold,

and solution effected by heat.

In order to render the pyrogallic de-

veloper durable, I usually add sulphite of

soda (not sulphate or hyposulphite). Four

ounces of soda sulphite are triturated in a

mortar, and forty cubic centimetres of water

added thereto, and stirred until the salt is

dissolved. A few crystals of citric acid are

then added sufficient to tinge litmus-paper

red ; ten grains of pyrogallic acid are added

and sufficient water to make up one hundred

cubic centimetres. The solution is then

filtered and may be preserved intact for

more than a year. In using the developer

two mixtures are made:

1. 10 cubic centimetres of the above men-

tioned fluid ; 120 cubic centimetres of water.

2. 8 cubic centimetres of ammonia; 160

cubic centimetres of water; 1 grain of bro-

mide of ammonia.

The plate is laid in a shallow dish and as

much of No. 2 poured over it as is necessary

to completely cover it. The liquid is now
poured out of the dish, and the plate treated

to a solution consisting of twenty cubic

centimetres of No. 1 and forty cubic centi-

metres of No. 2. If the negative has been

properly timed, it will attain its minimum
strength in a minute or so. If it has been

over-timed, the picture will flash up too

quickly ; the developer is poured off, and
the pyro solution (1) mixed with some of

the developer poured over the plate. If

the image does not appear in consequence of

too short time, twenty cubic centimetres of

No. 2 are added to the developer.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Photography in Germany—Green Fog and

its Removal—The Photo-gravure Process

of Kiioand Oberneiter—Lewitzky's Photo-

electric Gallery in :^t. Petersburg—Photo-

graphic Exhibitions.

It is well known that green fog arises,

for the most part, from too long develop-

ment of gelatine plates with pyrogallic acid,

or with excess of ammonia. The same cause

renders difficult the copying of gelatine

plates, and destroys the flne detail in the

shadows. A number of plates which I de-

veloped, by way ofexperiment,with Cramer's

developer, exhibited this green fog in a most

striking manner. For its removal, Abney
recommends a solution of bromide of iron,

or a mixture of chloride of iron and bromide

of potassium. Starting from the fact that

the green fog is engendered from the re-

duced silver, I endeavored to remove it by

a simple preparation of iodine, and with

complete success. A solution of one part of

iodine and four parts of iodide of potassium

in one hundred parts of water, was diluted

with ten parts of water, and the fogged

plates laid in the solution. In a very short

time the green appearance was changed

to a yellow, by the formation of the iodide

of silver. I allowed the plate to lie in the

bath until the green color was no longer

perceptible; I then dipped it in the hypo

solution, in order to dissolve the iodide of

silver formed. A minute is sufficient, and

the plates are then thoroughly washed. All

the plates thus treated were perfectly clear

of the green fog, without having suffered

the least in the detail. When the green

fog is remarkably strong, and the treatment

with the iodide solution has not been con-

tinued long enough, a trace will always re-

main ; but this may be removed after the

fixing, by repeating the same process.

For a long time it has been the aim of

photographers to imitate Goupil's photo-

gravure process, by which he has obtained

such acknowledged good results in the re-

production of oil-paintings. Klio,inVienna,

first succeeded in producing sheets similar

to Goupil's. Concerning his method, which

has been purchased by several other German
firms, the following has become public. It

is known that Goupil produces a Woodbury
relief, but whether he uses a mixture of sand

with the gelatine to produce the copy is not

exactly known. The Photo-gravure pro-

cesses employed this side of the Vosges are

the etching processes. The granulation is

effected in a quite peculiar way. We have

received the following communication from

a foreign source. A copper plate is put in

a dusting-case, in which asphaltura is finely

dusted ; the fine particles are thrown upon

the plate like dust, and then carefully
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melted by heating. Upon this plate a pig-

ment print, copied from a positive, is put,

and then follows the etching, which is done

with solutions of chloride of iron, of various

strengths—the strongest being used first.

These coagulate the gelatine, and operate,

in consequence of this, only through the

thinnest layers upon the shadows. The

weaker solutions are next applied, which

penetrate through the thicker layers ; and

the weakest of all through the thickest (cor-

responding to the highest lights). In this

manner the shadows are etched first of all,

,next the half tones, and finally the highest

lights. The asphaltum particles give the

necessary granulation. According to our

authority, the plates are etched very super-

ficially, so that they cannot be electrotyped,

and onlj' a limited number of copies can be

taken from them; and even to obtain these,

care is required. Obernetter has discovered

an entirely new process, which depends
upon the application of his gelatine plates.

He prepares a negative therefrom, trans-

forms it in chloride of silver, and transfers

it to copper. The chloride of silver etches

the copper, and produces a plate of suffi-

cient depression, from which an electrotype

may he made. The impressions made by
this new process have just been laid before

the Society for the Progress of Photography
by Herr Milster, a recognized authority on
thegrafphic art. He declares that, in fineness

of detail and richness of tone, they exceed
everything of the kind which has hitherto
been produced in Germany in imitation of

Goupil's method. There is one peculiarity

about this process which makes it of especial

importance, and that is, that the impressions
are made from the original without the aid of
retouching. This is to be noted, since the
photo-gravure plates always require more
or less retouching, making them more ex-
pensive, as the work can only be trusted to

skilled engravers. :Moruovor, it is hardly
poHnible to judge from a plioto-gmvure of
the character of the original, since we can-
not tell how much is due to the engraver
and h(»w much is the work of the artist.

The plioto-L'ravftiies which have hitherto ap-
peared in (JiTinany .show not seldom a fail-

ure in the lights, which is to ho traced to
the cause that the very (lat plates will not

admit of sufficiently deep printing. More-

over, electrotypes from the same are not ad-

missible. On the contrary, the Obernetter

proofs are surprising for the wealth of tone

in the lights, and the process admits of

electrotyping, by which any number of

copies may be produced.

"We have read here with great interest

the discussion about Kurtz's and Van der

Weyde's method of electric illumination for

portraiture, which took place at the Photo-

graphic Section of the American Institute.

Here the system meets with hindrance, in-

asmuch as the driving force necessary for

the working of the dynamo machine would

not be allowed admission by every house-

owner. The Messrs. Lewitzky, of St.

Petersburg, have been compelled to discon-

tinue the use of the electric light. Mr.

Lewitzky, Sr., remarked at the last As-

sembly of Photographers that the landlords

were opposed to the further use of the gas-

motors. The President, while expressing

his regret that St. Petersburg should lose

so desirable and valuable an application,

considered it worthy of commendation in

Mr. Levitzky that he should have exerted

himself so strenuously in introducing the

electric light, of whose value and impor-

tance many members had convinced them-

selves by a visit to Lewitzky's atelier. He
thanked these gentlemen in the name of

those present.

At present there is no lack of photogra-

phic exhibitions. Scarce was that of Lon-

don completed ere that of Brussels began

—

the latter an international one. For next

year several are already laid out. Berlin

has projected two expositions: a national

one under the auspices of the German Pho-

tographic Society, and an international

one. We have very many associations

—

perhaps too many—in Germany, and the

harmony amongst them is not tlie greatest.

Two of the most extensive are opposed to

the project of an international exposition.

Truly yours,

1)K. II. W. VOGEL.

Berlin, January 6, 1884.

Securk a copy of .Vo,sY,/,-.v for 1884 and
ViMi will 1)0 trrcnllv licnclitcd.
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A DOT FROM THE WEST.

Ukiah, Cal., December 23, 18S3.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer:

By mail with this, I send you specimens of

my dry-plate work, which I think equal to

any you have published. 1. The large head

is of a boy eleven months old, light com-

plexion, and light-yellow hair. Eastman

plate, six and a half by eight and half; oxa-

late developer, time half second. 2. The

boy on the chair-back, is the same subject,

two years old. Williams' (San Francisco)

plate, four and quarter by five and a half;

one and a half second, oxalate. 3, 4, 5, are

Williams' plates, two seconds, oxalate de-

veloper ; 5-7. Some of them are a little

worn from having been handled, but I

could print no more now on account of bad

weather and press of Christmas work.

I have your Photographies, and have

profited immensely by its use. I have the

same fault to find with it that pervades all

publications for our benefit—too little ac-

count made of development. It seems to

me that the varying conditions of the other

chemicals and agencies, i. f., bath, collodion,

and exposure, may almost be met and sub-

dued by a proper handling of the developer.

I am entiiely unlearned in chemistry, and
have studied photography by the light of

experience and books, having never had
any instruction otherwise, and, therefore,

cannot give my views or summarize results

as you could, and should in future editions
of the Photographies. The great fault with
all the publications—magazines— is that
they deal too much with questions which
are out of the reach and too advanced for

cuuntry photographers. They become scien-
tific rather than practical in their handling
of the art.

I think I have discovered the true cause
of most of the blistering of albumen paper
—perhaps not. Having believed for some
time in the change of temperature theory,
I have been experimenting this winter in
that direction

; and though I have alter-

nated my prints in water too hot for the
hand and freezing cold, I could not cause a
blister. But heating a sheet when fresh oflF

the bath by drying it too fast with alcohol,

blisters them quick enough when they go

in the wash. I may be all wrong, but this

is what results with me.

Excuse my temerit}'. I am in a town of

only twelve hundred inhabitants, so that I

am a larger frog than I would be in Phila-

delphia.

Tours respectfully,

A. O. Carpenter.

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCKDEALERS
AND MANUFACTURERS' ASSO-

CIATION OF AMERICA.
New York, December 15, 1883.

Dear Sirs : At the regular monthly

meeting in New York on the 11th inst., of

the Special Committee, consisting of Colonel

V. M. Wilcox, of New York, Chairman

;

W. Irving Adams, of New York, Secre-

tary; and Edward Cope, of Philadelphia,

appointed by the President of the Associa-

tion in accordance with a resolution adopted

at the adjourned Annual Meeting of the

Association, held at Milwaukee, August 8,

1883, "for the purpose of harmonizing and

correcting any seeming grievance and abuses

in the trade," it was unanimously resolved

that, in the opinion of this Committee,

" Concert of action between the Manufac-

turers of Dry Plates and Photographic Mer-

chants is essential to the maintenance of the

established schedule of prices, and to the de-

velopment and preservation of that friendly

feeling, the existence of which is so desirable

among the members of our trade, and that

it be requested of the manufacturers to ad-

here in all their quotations and sales to con-

sumers to the fixed schedule of discounts."

All of which is respectfully submitted on

behalf of the Committee by

W. Irving Adams,
Secretary.

DUTY OF EMPLOYES TO THEIR
EMPLOYER.

Of the many assistants employed in pho-

tography how very few of them really look

to the interests of their employers, yet ex-

pect and demand good salaries ? In a great

many cases, the employe will simply fill in

time mechanically, so many hours per day,

seldom taking into account the amount of
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work he is producing, whether he has earned

his pay, or if his work is first-class. They

shirk the responsibilities of their positions,

are alwaj-s ready with excuses, and seldono,

if ever, come up to the mark, unless the em-

ployer is constantly punching them up, and

following their every detail. And yet when
paid the small salary of from six to eight

dollars per week for printing, or from eight

to twelve dollars per week for operating,

they complain of not being appreciated, and

that there's no money in the business (as

they term it) any more. There are many
such croakers, who plod along week in and

week out, who never really understand the

manipulations through which they pass

their work, and never try to learn them.

They do not read photographic literature,

never try anything new, never clean up in

cloudy weather, but instead, constantly

complain that there is no money in the

business. They expect more pay, yet do
not make themselves worth it. Printers

seem more apt to fall into careless ways
than operators, probably because they are

in a room away from the employer, who is

either operating or superintending his busi-

ness
; it may be that the lack of the em-

ployer's supervision makes them careless

and slovenly. I contend that if a man is

careful in saving wastes, does not over-

print many, tones evenly, etc., in fact, is

thrifty—tries to get the most work off, does
it promptly and well, and is reliable, he
will never want for a position and a good
salary. Too many printers are merely
mechanical, never displaying much (if any)
feeling and judgment in their work, which
requires as much judgment as that of an
operator; and to do so, the printer must
school himself. He must not be satisfied

with "good enough," but constantly seek
to improve and make himself invaluable to

his emplf)yer,and then he can demand good
pay. At present, salaries are low compared
to whttt they were six or ten years ago, yet
hi^h Bftlaries uro paid now as well as then
l<> Kood men, as such men are really .scarce.

One Held'im knows of a thorough, first-class

workrniin being idle any length of time
; on

the contrary, he \h sought after, and is al-

wuyit in donmnd. Still, sahirie.^, low as they
am, in nmnycan(;K un; still ln-llcrtlmn those

paid in England and Europe. A first-class

operator and poser in London scarcely ever

receives over thirty dollars per week, while

much more is paid in any of our large cities.

Printers who manage the work for a large

establishment receive, in America, as much

as thirty-five dollars per week, while rarely,

if ever, more than sixteen dollars per week

is paid in London for the same work. Cheap

prices may be a detriment to good wages, as

in some Instances carpenters, conductors,

etc. have been run into a printing-room,

and have learned the mechanical part of

printing, and considered themselves experts

—thus hurting really good men. Still, a

man can scarcely expect to receive fifteen

dollars per week when he makes himself

worth but ten ; he must first show that he

is worth fifteen before he can demand it.

Only the old croakers say that there is no

money in the business any more, and that

the chances of financial success are few. To
succeed, you must understand your art, and

possess some management. Our prominent

photographers are but human
; they must

all die sooner or later; others will take their

places. Here's your chance, if you want to

become a proprietor. Another great draw-

back among photographers is the liquor

question—so many of our best men have

been ruined by drink. Is there an appetite

created by our work ? It is a fact that

when a new assistant is engaged, the ques-

tion whether he is a steady man, is among
the first that is asked. W. H. R.

GETTING AHEAD *

UY M. P. BROWN.

Another year has quickly passed, and

the invitations are out to contribute our

mite for Mosaics.

I gladly respond, as I would feel lost

without our little friend. It gives such

broad hints to look over our work for the

past year, and see how much we have
gained. Like the compass, Mosaics always

points one way—toward progress ; and the

photographer who desires to make a success

of his business should read it, and profit by

* Written for Mosaics for 1884, but received

too late.
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its teachings. I feel that I owe it very

much more than I can repay, as I have

found it to be a valuable help on many

occasions. I can see a marked improve-

ment in the quality of my v?ork since I

began reading photographic publications,

and I feel that each year I am getting

ahead. I can also see that my patrons are

mindful of my progress, and are pleased to

see me succeed. By careful management,

and a fixed purpose in view, I have built

up a business that gives me a moderate in-

come above ray necessary expenses. Ex-

perience and observation teach me that

photographers (as a rule) are slaves to their

business. They abuse themselves, and de-

stroy their nervous systems in endeavoring

to satisfy the wishes of a never satisfiied

public. After such an experience for eight

years, I concluded it did not pay. I began

to take better care of myself ; I make the

preservation of health of more importance

than the growth of business. I now take

time to eat my dinner, and chew my food

while eating. How many of you do this

;

especially when it is a very busy day? I

saw my own wood for the exercise it gives.

I keep a horse, and find pleasure in the

care and use of him.

My plan of " locate, and then stick," has

been the secret of my success ; and having

a successful business has enabled me to en-

joy many comforts which I could not other-

wise have had. Did photographers study

and practise political economy, as well as

how to make fine pictures, and then com-

bine successful management of the business

with careful handling of the sitter, there

would be less galleries for sale on account

of poor health. And when the invitation

came to write your article for Mosaics, you

could look over the work of the past year,

and rejoice at your progress.

[To be continued.]

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—The regular meeting was held on

Wednesday evening, January 2, 1884, the

President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

Chair. Thirty-two members were present.

After adopting the minutes of the last

meeting, the following new members were

elected : Messrs. J. Vaughn Merrick, Ed-
ward Cohen, William L. Springs, William

A. Haines, William G. Piatt, and Dr. J.

Frank Lewenberg. Nine new members
were proposed for election at the next

meeting.

Dr. Jordan, referring to the question dis-

cussed at the last meeting regarding the

action of the bromides of potassium and

ammonium, read the following extract

from a letter he had received from Mr. 6.

Cramer

:

"I use both the bromide of ammonium
and of potassium, because the effect of both

salts is a little different on the sensitive

film, although their restraining action is the

same. You will find the same principle in

using different iodides and bromides in

collodion, such as iodides and bromides of

ammonium, potassium, cadmium, lithium,

etc., for a similar reason.''

In the Question Box were found the fol-

lowing questions

:

1. Is a swing-front to a camera—that is,

so that the lens can be made to stand at an

angle to the ground-glass—an eflicient sub-

stitute for the swing-back ?

They were considered to answer the same

purpose, providing that with the swing-

front the lens could also be moved up and

down, so as to bring the picture in proper

position on the ground-glass.'

2. Are there any disadvantages in using

a very small diaphragm ? Does it make a

less brilliant result?

Though many members were in the habit

of using small stops with apparently no loss

in brilliancy, particularly where the light

was very powerful, it was said that ordi-

narily' stops smaller than F. 30 to 40 tended

to give a flat picture, with loss of atmos-

pheric effect. A rapid lens, used with as

large a stop as was consistent with sharp-

ness, would produce the most brilliant pict-

ures with an ordinary light.

3. Do negatives that have not been in-

tensified ever get more intense by age?

If unvarnished, wet plates were said to

become much more intense in a few years,

as would also unvarnished dry plates if

much printed from, or if intensified with
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mercury and c^yanide of silver. Exposure

to sulphurous vapors also would darken a

plate. Some members had dry plates taken

as early as 1875 which were unchanged.

The subject of a public lantern exhibition

was discussed, and a committee was ap-

pointed to take charge of the matter of

giving an exhibition of the best productions

of the members and other first-class work.

With a view to encouraging the younger

members to show their work for criticism

and advice, and to exhibit to members and

their friends the work of the Society gener-

ally, a committee was appointed to consider

the holding of occasional exhibitions of the

work of the members alone.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson introduced to the

Societj' 3Ir. George Hamner Croughton, an

artist and photographer, of London, and a

member of the South London Photographic

Society, who had recently made his home
in Philadelphia, and who had attended with

interest several meetings of the Society.

Mr. Hood showed a new developing lan-

tern, made by the Scovill Manufacturing

Company, using orange instead of ruby
glass, and arranged so that glasses or paper

of different colors could be slid into grooves

in front of the original glasses of the lan-

tern, thereby modifying the color or in-

tensity of the light.

Mr. Carbutt also showed his lantern,

modified to use orange glass covered with
orange tissue-paper.

After a lantern exhibition, the meeting
adjourned.

llOBERT S. PtKDFIELD,

Secretary /rs^?;«.

AbSOciATiON OF Operativk Photoqra-
riiKKs OF New York. — Minutes of the
m.-eting held January 2, 1884. President
diaries Shaidnor in the Chair.

The usual foreign and domestic journals
were received with thanks.

Mr. llallerilieck presented to the Associ-
uiioti a b.iund cuijy of Vol. Xl\]. of the
/'/lotoffiajihic TiincH.

A t-|.ecml vole of thanks to the Scovill
Miinufucturing Company and W. Irving
AdiitDM, Pisq., WH.s passed.

The Secrolary unnounoed that Mr. F. C.
tiCACU, ofllie Sriciitijic American, liad vol-

unteered to exhibit at the next meeting of

the Association an enlarging camera of his

own construction, and to give other illus-

trations and demonstrations appertaining to

reproductions and enlargements, and moved
therefore that the discussion on enlarge-

ments now in order be postponed till next

meeting. Motion carried, and the Secre-

tary instructed to issue special invitations

to the next meeting.

Only a small number of members being

present, no regular discussion was held, a

few of them, however, conversed freely on

several interesting topics, viz :

The use of foggy plates. Emulsion fog, or

when light-struck, the plates can be cured

of the evil by exposing them to the action

of a weak solution of a bichromate, and
afterwards thoroughly washing ; the sensi-

tiveness will however materially decrease,

A long-continued development will cause a

foggy deposit of metallic silver, similar to

that of a wet collodion plate, or the mer-

curic deposit upon the daguerrotype under

the same circumstances. Green fog has

been shown by Abney, Woods, and Vogel
to be also finely divided metallic silver,

which occurs principally when one of the

silver haloids in the emulsion is very soluble

in part of the developer (ammonia).

Newton's mercurial developer has been
tried by several, and with success. With it

the time of exposure is reduced in the pro-

portion 10:7. It can be equally well used

with ammoniacal, potassa, or soda devel-

oper. The negatives fix slowly and lose

much of their apparent intensity. The pro-

cess is yet too little known to express a

distinct opinion about it.

A formula for the preparation of eau de

javelle was given, viz. :

Dry chloride of lime, . . 2 ounces.

Carbonate of potiissii, . . 4 "

Water, . . . . . 40 "

Mix the chloride of lime with ;'il) ounces of

the water, dissolve the jxjtassa in the remainder
of it; mix, boil, and liller.

Frill has happened to one member re-

cently, which quite astonished all present,

as the plates upon which it appeared,
the temperature of the season, and the de-

veloper used would hardly warrant sucii

annoyance. Sulphate of magnesia in the
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developer, and terchloride of iron in the

washing waters, were mentioned to be ex-

cellent anti-frills.

After other formulfe and modes of ope-

rating were spoken of, the meeting ad-

journed.
Charles Ehrmann,

Secretary.

Correction.

The report of the meeting of the Associ-

ation of Operative Photographers of New
York of December 5, 1883, as given in your

Januar}' number, appears in a state of

nmtilation.

The gentleman who so prominently took

part in the discussion, and who demon-

strated the process of printing on bromo-

gelatine paper, is Mr. T. C. Eoche, the

photographer of the firm of Messrs. E. & H.

T. Anthony & Co., 591 Broadway, New
York.

A Mr. Eoder or Mr. Kocher was not

present at the meeting, neither are such

gentlemen known to the Association.

Very respectfully, your obd't servant,

Charles Ehrmann.

KocHESTER Photographic Association.

—Regular meeting, Monday evening, De-

cember 31, 1883. President J. M. Fox in

the Chair.

Minutes of previous meeting read and

ap]iroved.

After some routine business the Secretary

read a communication from Mr Edward L.

Wilson, of the Philadelphia Photogra-
pher, extending best wishes for the welfare

of the Association, and a telegram from the

Messrs. Anthony, of the BuLletm, offering

congratulations and compliments of the

season to the new E. P. A. The communi-
cations were ordered filed, and Messrs.

Anthony and Wilson thanked for their

courtesy.

In the Question Box were the following

questions

:

1. What is the cause of woolliness in

albumenized paper prints, and what the

preventative?

2. What is the best way to keep mounted
prints previous to burnishing ?

3. What ofiice does gold perform in the

toning bath ?

4. What is the cause of greenish fog in

dry plates, and what is the remedy ?

Mr. S. D. Wardlaw, Chairman of the

Question Box Committee appointed at the

previous meeting, said that the questions to

be answered were received so late that the

Committee had had no time properly to

consider the subjects, which was to be re-

gretted, as the topics were of vital interest.

In regard to Question 1, Mr. W. said that

although he had not, at this time, given any
study to the question, still it had at times

been brought very forcibly to his notice,

and had caused him considerable trouble.

Woolliness, he said, was of two kinds; one

where the fibre of the paper showed through

the albumen—this kind is more noticeable in

albumenized Saxe paper, especially if it has

been albumenized some time—and is caused

by the albumen sinking into the paper ; this

kind of woolliness shows no regularity in its

markings, but is distributed all over the

sheet. The other is of a "checkered " ap-

pearance. If it is observed closely, it will

be found to run almost entirely in one

direction, that is, if a cabinet print stretches

in length, the woolliness shows in lines

across the print; if in width, then length-

ivise of the print. If a double albumen

print is left unmounted, no matter how
long a time, it will always burnish with a

good glossy surface; but cut the print in

two, mount one-half and let it dry thor-

oughly, and burnish both the mounted and

unmounted pieces, and you will find the

mounted print shows this woolliness, whilst

the unmounted piece polishes beautifully.

The reason is, the print, when mounted,

was stretched, and whilst wet the soft albu-

men surface yielded to the stretch of the

paper, but, in drying, the paper could not

contract with the albumen, on account of its

adhesion to the mount, hence the "check-

ered " appearance in the opposite direction

to the stretch of the paper. The albumen,

which until now was one perfect sheet, is

torn apart, and as it has been rendered in-

soluble by the action of the sensitizing bath,

no subsequent moistening of the surface

can join them again. Dampening the print

before burnishing will help considerably, but

the woolliness will eventually show. The

only preventative is to keep the prints damp
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until lubricated and burnished. The best

way to do this, Mr. "W. thought, was to

lay the prints face up, as fast as mounted

and rubbed down, on the damp cloth of a

stretcher inside, the frame of stretchers of

course making a series of drawers, as it

were, and piling them one stretcher on top

of the other as fast as filled on a flat glass

or board on top of all to keep in the moist-

ure.

Mr. Fox. Does paper albumenized on

the wrong side show woolliness?

Mr. W. said he had never noticed a case

of wool on paper so albumenized.

Mr. F. said he never had either, although

he often had paper that was albumenized on

the wrong side.

Mr. Nilson said he had used colored

blotters to keep his prints in until he was

ready to burnish, and had found no injurious

eflect.

Mr. W.'s objection to prints being left in

blotters was the deleterious matter con-

tained in them. He had seen samples of

white blotters which, on analysis, showed

considerable hypo.

Mr. Bacon asked what was the effect on

prints from being left in the blotters?

Mr. W. If the blotters are very damp, it

will destroy the prints. They will show in

places as if strong hypo or weak cyanide

had been in contact with them.

Mr. Fox thought a plan that worked well

was to pile prints all together after mount-

ing, thus letting them dampen evenly all

through. Of course, this only answers with

plain mounts, eiiameilod or printed backs

would not work.

M r Tomeroy thought the best plan would

be to burnish right after mounting.

Mr. Stone thought if the mounting was
done in the evening it would make quite a

diflerenco whether one worked for him or

not.

Ciuestion li. 'roning. What oflice does

gold jicrfortn in the toning bath.

Mr. VV. said that when an alkali is added
to chloride of gold an aclir)n is set up which
prt'ci pi lutes the gold in Bolution or as reduced

ciiloride of Hilver on tlie ])rint, gradually

•hanging the color of the print from a

warm brown to h deep purple, and if car-

ried farther a bluish color. The benefit of

gold toning is twofold : it gives to the print

a more pleasing color after fixing, and as

gold is not so easily acted upon by the

elements as silver, therefore it is more per-

manent. When warm brown tones were

fashionable, there was more complaint made
of faded prints than with the old-fashioned

black tones.

Mr. Pomeroy thought that the new plati-

num toning ought to be a decided benefit in

this direction.

Question 4. What is the cause of green

fog in dry plates, and what the remedy ?

Mr. W. said green fog was undoubtedly

something in the chemical construction of

the plates, as some plates would show it to

an alarming extent, whilst others would

only show it on being forced with ammonia
—acid in the developer would prevent it.

Mr. Nelson. What is the objection to

green fog ?

Mr. W. With green fog in the shadows

you have to make your negatives so much
stronger to counteract the veiling. For

instance, a negative that is just right is

thin, showing the fine texture of the flesh

and drapery, with enough sparkle to make
it brilliant, but if green fog is added it

becomes much flatter. As you cannot

eliminate the fog, you have to add strength

to the negative to preserve the proper bal-

ance between the lights and shadows,

thereby losing the delicate half-tones and

injuring the printing quality of the nega-

tive.

Mr. Bannister agreed with Mr. W. in

this.

Mr. Lee. What is tlie objection to acid

in the developer ?

Mr. W. The less added to a developer

the better ; besides, it keejis back the detail

in the shadows, especially if tlie negative is

in the least under- timed.

The President then announced the subject

for discussion at next meeting : Dry Plates

vs. Wet Plates.

After balloting for new members, and

collection of fees and duos, tlio meeting ad-

journed.

W. J. Lek,
Secretory
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THE DRY-PLATE MAKERS IN
CONVENTION.

It is sometimes real "fresh" to hear

what others say about our industries, and so

we reprint the report of the late convention

of the Dry Plate Makers entire, as it ap-

peared in a Cleveland daily as follows:

The Dry-plate Manufacturers of the

United States have been in session for three

davs past, at the Kennard House parlors.

The reader may not know what a dry plate

is, and yet it is more than probable, if he

has ever had his picture taken, that he has

contributed his mite toward the dry-plate

industry.

Formerly, when the customer visited a

photograph gallery, he heard a squeaking

noise proceed from the mysterious dark

room. It was the artist cleaning the glass

negative plate. A pungent odor of chemicals

floated out to greet his nostrils, and soon

the artist emerged with an enclosed sort of

a wooden portfolio. That contained the

wet plate. It was inserted in the camera,

and when the victim had been fitted into

his rack of torture and the camera aimed at

him, he was told to sit perfectly still, and

the camera was opened. Then, for what

seemed to him like an interminable space

of lime, he sat and looked stiff and un-

natural, while the artist, watch in hand,

timed him. Now all this is changed. In-

stead of the tedious task of cleaning and

coating the plate, the photographer buys

them ready prepared, and being dry when
they are inserted in the camera instead of

wet, as under the old regime, they are de-

nominated dry plates. A solution of bro-

mide of silver is applied to the plate by a

manufacturer who makes a specialty of the

business. It is dried by currents of air

flowing over it, sometimes for a period of

eight hours. Great skill is required in its

production, and it is somewht more expen-
sive to the photographer than the old-

fashioned wet plate, but the benefits accru-

ing from the improvement more than make
up for its additional cost. It is only since

dry plates have been introducad that pho-

tographers have been able to take good
pictures on dark days or even with artificial

light.

Nowadays when one goes to have his face

immortalized, the chemicals that used to in-

vest a photograph gallery with such an

awe-inspiring smell are not present. The
subject is told to assume a comfortable posi-

tion, the operator darts into the dark-room,

emerges with a dry plate sheltered from the

light in the slide, having inserted which,

he pulls the cap off the camera, in a minute

or less and before the subject has had time

to wink, the operator says, " That will do,

thank you," and all is over.

An ingenious device for street photog-

raphy has recently been invented. The
photographer carries the compact camera

on his shoulder, and when he sees a pretty

face in repose a moment, he aims his instru-

ment, gets a focus, and touches a spring. A
slide perforated with a hole drops down
and in its fall it exposes the plate the merest

fraction of a second. In that time, however,

a good negative is obtained.

The dry plate is the result of more than

fifteen years' experiment, and it is a little

remarkable that most of the discoveries that

have led to it have been made by amateurs.

The prime discoverer of the process was an

Englishman. The manufacture of these

plates has, during the past five years, grown

into an important industry in the United

States, where there are now twenty-eight

firms that ship plates all over the world. A
large order was sent by a Philadelphia man-

ufacturer to India, of plates thirty by sixty

inches in size, and Chinese photographers

buy their plates in America. The plates

cost from sixty cents a dozen to seven dol-

lars apiece. The utmost care must be taken

to never expose them to the light until used

for a negative, and for this reason they are

packed in a dark-room, whose only light

comes through a red or orange glass. The

box must never be unpacked save in a pho-

tographer's dark-room.

The following were the delegates to the

Annual Convention of the Dry Plate Man-
ufacturers' Association of the United States,

which finished its deliberations at the Ken-

nard House, last evening: G. Cramer, Dry

Plate "Works, St. Louis; C. E. Chase, Chi-

cago Dry Plate and Manufacturing Com-

pany; John Carbutt, Philadelphia; Messrs.

Taylor & Green, of Kockford, 111., are rep.
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resented by Mr. Taylor; George Eastman,

Eastman Dry Plate Company of Rochester;

William H. Eeid, of the firm of Inglis &
Reid, Rochester; G. H. Monroe, of the

Monroe Dry Plate Company, Rochester;

J. P. Ourdan, Hub Dry Plate Company,

Providence, and T. H. "Wilson, of the M.

A. Seed Dry Plate Company, of St. Louis.

One of the first steps of the convention

was to organize a permanent association

with the following officers: President,

John Carbutt, Philadelphia ; First Vice-

President, G. Cramer, St. Louis; Second

Vice-President, C. E. Chase, Chicago; Sec-

retary and Treasurer, George Eastman,

Rochester.

This is the second annual meeting of the

Association held at the Kennard House, and

the Association, determined to hold the next

annual session at the same place. Aside

from the formation of a permanent organiza-

tion, one of the objects of the convention

was to endeavor to harmonize the interests

of manufacturers, dealers, and consumers.

Of the twenty-eight manufacturers in the

United States, onl}' ten are members of the

Association, and there is considerable cut-

ting on prices. This, as well as other

branches of industry, has its drawbacks.

By actual count it was shown that seventy

or eighty firms have gone into the business

in Great Britain, only to give it up.

"And yet we American manufacturers,"

said one of the Association, "have to pay
an ad valorem duty on the materials which
we are obliged to import for the manufact-

ure of dry plates, and our prices are but
little in advance of those of European man-
ufacturers. We import all our glass. Why?
Because Americans have not yet learned to

make glass that will answer our purpose.

Our glass comes from France, England,
and Belgium. American glass manufac-
turers may not be able to make good enough
glass for us, but they have been able to send

the price up about fifty per cent. The
recent strikes and lockouts are to blame for

it, Eurojuran jirices being influenced by the

strike. It would take more than a year to

remedy the annoyance if the works down
in the I'ill.s|)urg region and elsewhere
hhoiild resurno l)U.HineHH to-rnorrow. Take,
for inHtanoe, a box of flfiy feet of our glass;

the price has advanced one dollar and sixty-

five cents on that box. There is one manu-

facturer who uses seventy-five boxes a day.

That amounts to an increase of one hundred

and twenty-one dollars and sevent3-five

cents per day in the cost of his material."

[There was nothing done at the conven-

tion except "harmonizing" and discussing

the practical interests of the craft at large.

Good, practical men are these " dry " people,

and we look for nothing but good from

them.

—

Ed.]

A FRIENDLY VISIT.

Query.

Can any reader of the Philadelphia
Photographer give a formula for prepar-

ing common crayon paper for enlargements

by development, using a lantern and com-

mon kerosene lamp?

Some time ago I developed a Cramer

plate with Monroe's developer, which

brought out the image all right; but as

soon as I immersed the plate in the hypo

it vanished, and after the plate was fi.xed I

could hardly see any image at all. What
was the matter? Could such a plate or

picture be reclaimed ; if so, how ? Again ;*

I developed a Cramer plate with his own
developer, then developed a Monroe plate

directly after with the same developer, and

then used it on a second Cramer plate, with

the same result as the one developed with

Monroe's developer—the entire loss of the

plate. In my ignorance, I argued that a

developer that would work with one plate

ought to work with anotlier
; but I found

out by the above experiments that it would

not. But I could not, and cannot yet, see

why the first one should vanish in the hypo

after apparently coming out all right in the

developer. Perhaps some one can enlighten

me.

John C. Patrick, Batavia, N Y.

Q. What can be added to a cyanide fixer

to prevent dark stains upon the film ?

S. L. Platt, Elgin, Illinois.

Q. Is there anything in whicli prints can
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be immersed before toning to prevent gray-

ness, or from showing the red spots ?

S. L. Platt, Elgin, Illinois.

Q. Can good work be done under a south

light, and would it be advisable to move

from a poor location with a north light to a

good location with a south light ?

L. W. ZuTER, Salamanca, N. T.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

to be continuei) until theke is a
Eefokmation.

"Without desiring to hurt any one's

feelings, we desire to discuss the matter of

prices. Recent travel in a number of our

cities has revealed to us such a sad state of

affairs among our craft as we had no idea

of. "We have heard the plaintive cry of the

sufferers time and again in our conventions,

but have shared in disregarding it because

it was (and still is) our impression that the

thing can never be " resoluted " right, in a

convention. The subject is too deep for

that ; and at the risk of losing fame, and

even friends, we are going to try to do

some good in the direction so much needing

help. Pirst, we shall generalize
;
then hold

up before you some good examples of those

who obtain good prices ; and then try to

help win your patrons and you to better

prices.

First, a few facts :

Don't you know that there are men who
have no right to write " Photographer "

after their names
; who are very inferior as

artists or workmen, and who are not as well

qualified to practise as some of the medical

quacks? This assertion is not to be dis-

puted. In this profession, as in other pro-

fessions, we cannot particularize. There
must be a fixed standard, up to which all

persons engaging in the profession must be

required to be educated if we would protect

one of the most important branches of art

employed for ±he comfort of humanity, and
such a requirement is also necessary as a

prevention of much loss. A bad photogra-
pher may do evil almost incalculable. He
does not only, through ignorance, do a per-

manent injury to those whn are so unfortu-

nate as to fall into his clutches, but artistic

photographers must help to bear the burden

of his transgressions. Condemn one, con-

demn all. That is customary. Lose faith

in the skill of a physician, and all physi-

cians share the brunt of the reproach of the

disappointed victim. And this suggests the

thought that the reputable photographers

of the country do not lay sufficient stress

upon the importance of discouraging that

class who are practising ignorantly. They
should, out of the love which they should

have for the advancement and perfection

of their science, and also out of the love

which they should have for the well-being

of those whose servants they are, discourage

bad work and low prices. One brings the

other. That they do not is suggestive of

laxity, of retrogression, of bad faith, and,

in a word, of a demoralized state of the

profession.

It is noticeable and commendable that

such- wholesale toleration of quacks is not

permitted at the bar
; it is not even per-

mitted in that most God-given of all call-

ings, in which to engage is commendable
even in the most ignorant person—the pul-

pit, the profession of preaching the gospel.

In no other profession is incompetency so

much tolerated or so widely existant as in

that of photography. And where's the

blame? It rests with the profession itself

—

those whose duty it is to purify their ranks,

and make at least a presentable appearance

to the public to which they look for support.

They must take cognizance of this crying

evil, and purge the profession of the run-

ning sores, the canker-worms that are ab-

sorbing their very existence. Let them

name the quacks, and the local press will

only too gladly repeat them to the public

as a matter of protection.

But first raise your own prices.

Now, what shall we do about it ? Think

over it a month, and we will make a sug-

gestion.
'

THE CINCINNATI CONVENTION.

Although no special arrangements have

as yet been made in the matter of the Con-

vention, the committee is actively engaged

in its endeavors to make it even more suc-

cessful than it was the last year.

We give this timely notice that the photog-
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raphers of America may prepare themselves

to outstrip what thej' did so well last Sep-

tember. They will have every opportunity

to display their hest work, and we send this

notice forth as a herald, that there may be

no complaint that the summons did not reach

everyone in time. The value of the free in-

terchange of ideas should he appreciated by

every photographer. There can be no prog-

ress but that which is along the line of com-

bined effort. No one, no matter how great

his knowledge or skill, will advance if, hermit-

like, he shut himself up within the bounds

of his own narrow opinion. Something is

to be learned from everyone, and unless

there be a mutual relation among the fra-

ternity there can be no harmony, and, of

course, no advance. Our art needs this

freedom in the circulation of opinion. Do
not fear criticism, or that your neighbor will

-outshine you. Eesolve that he shall not

outshine you, but that your work shall be

the highest your skill, your knowledge, and

the knowledge of others shall make it, and

you will succeed. You yourself will reap a

rich harvest in your own satisfaction, and in

the consciousness that you have put your

shoulder to the wheel to advance the cause

of our noble art.

Do not fail to attend the convention
;
you

will not regret it. Those who exhibit one

year are just those who are anxious to get a

place the next year. This is proof evident

that they know how to value it and the full

measure of the harvest it yields. The Ex-
ecutive Committee meets shortly, and full

particulars will appear in our next issue.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Wk have nccntiy been I'avored with a

number of works having a special or general

bearing u)ion photography.

As usual, wc have received, through the

kindness of K. Schwier, The Deutchcr Pho-
iographen Kalender, ur Day-book and Al-

manac for 1HH4, full of matter of value in

interest to the profession.

From Dr. Kd. Liosegang, of Dussoldorf, his
*

PluiUxji-aphxHchcr Abiumac and Kuiander,

wliicb is eiiriclied with gleanings from a

wide field of jjiacticul liints and suggestions.

An excellent portrait of the renowned Dr.

SclinauhH embf;llihli<-8 the front.

From the same we have received a pam-
phlet, entitled Die Heliochromie, a histori-

cal sketch of all that has been accomplished

in that branch of photography which has

engaged the attention of scientists since the

time of Niepee—the taking of pictures in

their natural colors. The work is a concise

and comprehensive survey, and full of in-

terest.

So great has the demand been for Paul E.

Liesegang's manual, Der Kohle-druck, or

Carbon Printing, that the author has been

obliged to issue a new edition. The work is

profusely illustrated, and contains the latest

experiments in this branch of permanent

photography.

The name of Di". J. M. Eder is sufficient

endorsement to a work on any subject con-

nected with photography to make it sure

that the work is worth reading.

We have before us Dr. Eder's Chemical

Effect of the Spect7-um, translated and edited

by Capt. Abney, E.E., F.K.S. The book

is small, containing only ninety or so pages,

yet it is doubly surcharged with matter of

the greatest interest. Its value cannot be

too highly estimated.

The practical photographer is apt to regard

such works as of no value but to the scien-

tific man or the theorist, but if any progress is

to be made in the art, it will result only from

the conscientious and careful investigation

of the matter in the manner in which it has

been done by the author of this book.

The notes appended are rich in sugges-

tion, and add materially to the value of the

work.

CURIOSITIES OF A COPYRIGHT
CASE.

To show how ingeniously some lawyers

puzzle their brains to libel photography,

we make the following extracts from the

transcript of record in a late session of the

Supreme Court of the United States (Octo-

ber Term, 1883, No. 1071), in the matter

of The Burrow-Giles Lithographic Com-
pany, plaintifl' in error, vs. Napoleon

Sarony. In Error to the Circuit Court of

the United States for the Southern District

of New York.

COMl'I.AINT.

" That heretofore, about the month of
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January, 1882, this plaintiff made an agree-

ment with one Oscar Wilde whereby the

said Wilde, for good and valuable consid-

eration paid and to be paid to him by this

plaintiff, sold to this plaintiff his, said

Wilde's portrait, and granted to this plain-

tiff the sole and exclusive right, privilege,

and authority, so far as he could confer the

same, to make, publish, sell, and dispose of

portraits of him, said Wilde, in the United

States; and that under and by virtue of

said agreement this plaintiff made, in-

vented, and designed a certain photograph

and the negative thereof of and from him,

the said Wilde, at his, this plaintiff's, place

of business, in the United States, and within

said southern district of New York, and

that the same is the photograph hereinafter

referred to, and that the title of such pho-

tograph is "Oscar Wilde No. 18," being

the number used to designate this particu-

lar photograph, and that a copy of said

photograph, marked " Exhibit A, April 14,

1882," is hereto annexed and made a part

hereof.

" Second. And this plaintiff further says

that the said photograph, the title of which

is " Oscar Wilde No. 18," and which is the

subject of this suit, is a new, useful, harmo-

nious, characteristic, and graceful picture,

and that the same is the original invention

and design of this plaintiff, for the reason

that it was made by this plaintiff entirely

from his own original mental conception,

to which he gave visible form by posing

the said Oscar Wilde in front of the

camera, selecting and arranging the cos-

tume, draperies, and other various acces-

sories in said photograph, arranging the

subject so as to present graceful outlines,

arranging and disposing the light and

shade, suggesting and evoking the desired

expression, and from such disposition, ar-

rangement, or representation, made entirely

by this plaintiff, producing the picture

which is the subject of this suit; and that

the terms "author," "inventor," "de-

signer," as used in this complaint and in

the art of photography mean the person

who so produces the photograph.

" Third. And the plaintiff further shew-

eth that he is the author, inventor, designer,

and proprietor of the certain photograph

and negative thereof, the title or descrip-

tion of which is "Oscar Wilde No. 18,"

and being such author, inventor, designer,

and proprietor, and being a citizen of the

United States, and desiring to obtain the

copyright of the same, in conformity with

the provisions of the Kevised Statutes of

the United States, this plaintiff, on the 14tb

day of January, A. D. 1882, and before the

publication thereof, did deliver at the oflBce

of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington^

District of Columbia, a printed copy of the

title of said book or other article, to wit, of

said photograph, in the following words, to

wit, " Oscar Wilde, No. 18," and duly paid

the fee required by law for recording the

said title, to wit, the sum of fifty cents, to

said Librarian of Congress, and that said

Librarian of Congress did record the title

of said copyright, book, or other article, to

wit, said photograph, in a book kept for

that purpose, as required by Section 4957 of

the Kevised Statutes of the United States
;

and the said Librarian of Congress, to wit,

A. E. Spofford, Esq., did thereupon give a

copy of the title or description thereof,

under the seal of the Librarian of Congress,

to the plaintiff as proprietor thereof, for

which the said plaintiff did pay him the fee

required by law therefor, to wit, fifty cents.

ANSWER OF DEFENDANT.

" The defendant herein, by Stine & Cai-

man, its attorneys, answering the complaint

herein, alleges

—

" I. That the statute under which plain-

tiff claims herein, to wit, the Kevised Stat-

utes of the United States, Section 4952, is

unconstitutional and void, in so far as it

grants copyright protection to photographs

and negatives thereof, and that therefore no

cause of action exists herein in favor of

plaintiff against defendant.

" II. That the notice of copyright inscribed

by plaintiff upon said photograph, to wit,

" Copyright, 1882, by N. Sarony," does not

comply with the terms and requirements of

section 4962 of the Kevised Statutes of the

United States, and chapter 301 of the Laws

of 1874 of the United States, in that the

name of plaintiff is not inscribed in said

notice as required by law, and that there-
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fore no cause of action exists herein in favor

of plaintiff against defendant.

" III. Defendant denies paragraph num-

bered 8 of both causes of action set up in

the complaint, in so far as the acts of the

defendant therein alleged as charged to be

a violation of plaintiff's copyright, this de-

fendant insisting that for the reasons above

stated the plaintiff has not acquired the

copj'right for said photographs.

" IV. Defendant admits all of paragraph

2 in both causes of action, except that

the defendant alleges that the terms "au-

thor," "inventor," "designer," "inven-

tion," "design," and "composition," as

used therein, are technical terms used in

Jirt to describe the various acts therein set

forth as having been performed by plaintiff.

And defendant further alleges that such

acts do not make plaintiff such an author,

inventor, or designer, nor make such pho-

tographs such an invention, writing, or dis-

covery as can be protected by copyright

legislation under the Constitution of the

United States.

"V. Defendant, further answering, ad-

mits all other allegations in the complaint,

except that by reason of the above-men-

tioned causes defendant alleges that plaintiff

has never obtained a valid copyright on the

photographs herein alleged to have been

copyrighted.

"Wherefore defendant asks that the com-
plaint herein be dismissed, with costs."

DECISION.

" COXE, J.

"This is an action to recover—pursuant
to Section 49G5 of the Kevised Statutes—for
the infringement of a copyright of a photo-

graph of Oscar "Wilde.

" Two defenses are interposed :

"First. That the act .securing copyright

protection to photographs is unconstitu-

tional.

"Second. Tliat tlie plninlill' in printing

upon the photograiih the initial letter of
his Christian name, N., instead of the name
itflclf, Napoleon, has not given the notice

required hy the statute.

"Article 1, Section 8, of the Constitution

vestJ) in Congress the power U) make laws
' to promote tlio j)rogro8s of science and

useful arts, by securing for limited times,

to authors and inventors, the exclusive

right to their respective writings and dis-

coveries.'

" Upon the authority of this Constitu-

tional grant Congress extended, or assumed

to extend, copyright protection to

—

" 'Any citizen . . . who shall be the

author, inventor, designer, or proprietor of

any . . . photograph or negative thereof.'

(Sec. 4952, E. S.)

" The contention of the defendant, briefly

stated, is this : That there was no consti-

tutional warrant for this act, that a photog-

rapher is not an author, and a photograph

is not a writing.

" The court should hesitate long, and be

convinced beyond a reasonable doubt, be-

fore pronouncing the invalidity of an Act of

Congress.

" The argument should amount almost to

a demonstration. If doubt exists, the Act
should be sustained. The presumption is in

favor of its validity.

" This has long been the rule—a rule ap-

plicable to all tribunals, and particularly to

courts sitting at nisi prius.

"Were it otherwise, endless complica-

tions would result, and a law which in one

circuit was declared unconstitutional and

void, might in another be enforced as valid.

" The result of a careful consideration of

the learned and exhaustive briefs submitted,

and of such further research and examina-

tion as time has permitted, is, that I do not

feel that clear and unhesitating conviction

which should possess the mind of the court

in such cases.

" Many cogent reasons can be, and have

been, urged in favor of the validity of the

statute."

"I find as conclusions of law :

" 1. That Napoleon Sarony, tlie plaintiff,

is the author, inventor, designer, and. pro-

prietor of tiic pliotograph and negative

thereof tiio title of which is " Oscar Wilde
No. 18."

"2. Tliat Napoleon Sarony, the plaintiff,

duly ooiniilied with all the requirements of

law to obtain the copyright of said photo-

graph and negative thereof, and had and
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has the sole liberty of printing, reprinting,

publishing, completing, copying, executing,

finishing, and vending the same for the

term of twenty-eight years from January

14, 1882, pursuant to the Eevised Statutes of

the United States, title LX, chapter three.

" 3. That the statutes of the United States

authorizing copyright protection to photo-

graphs and negatives thereof are not in

conflict with the Constitution of the United

States."

Thus far only are our readers at present

interested. We await the final decision

with zeal.

OUR PICTURE.

A BRIGHTER lot of contrasts than the

quartette of Mr. Sarony's pictures combined

in our Mosaics this month could hardly be

found, either in variety of subjects, pose,

lighting, or general management. We
have here one of our own lovely American

girls; a tragic-looking queen; and a twain

below which shows how the distinguished

artist has been influenced by his study of

Roman art. We selected these last on pur-

pose to show how Mr. Sarony has draped his

figures so as to give some indication of their

being human beings, instead of indulging

in the fantastic twirls and twists of the

draperies, for which he has so long been

celebrated. Look, too, how deftly and how
differently he has lighted his subjects, and

study the effects diligentl}', for in each one

many lessons are to be found.

Those who have "feeling" for this class

of subjects will understand them. Te who
have not, dust off your Wilson's Phoiogra-

phics, and learn

!

The four pictures are from the grand col-

lection exhibited at Milwaukee by Mr.
Seavey. As we looked upon that collection

we overheard more than once " a good ad-

vertisement for Mr. Seavey's backgrounds."

Do you see any such indication here? We
do not think photographers understand

that the exhibit was simply one of Eastern

photographers' work, gotten together in

order to show what a committee of one,

self-appointed, could do.

It would be no compliment to Mr. Sarony's

genius to mention the materials used. The

principal ingredient used in his work is

Sarony. We commend these pictures to you
and to your study.

The reductions and prints were made at

our own rooms, and Mr. G. Gennert sup-

plied US with his excellent paper for our

purpose.

More examples in our next issue equally

worthy of study.

MORE WORLDS TO CONQUER, IN
PHOTOGRAPHPy.

BY C. PIAZZI SMYTH, ASTRONOMER-ROYAL FOR

SCOTLAND.

Having been favored lately with a full

collection, by that admirable example of

the photographer, artist, operator, pub-

lisher, and man, Mr. Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia, U. S., of his Egyptian series

of pictures on glass for the lantern, I pro-

ceeded to wrestle with them in private,

comparing them with my own series of the

Great Pyramid, taken sixteen years pre-

viously. Mine had been taken not only on

wet collodion, but the wettest of the wet

—

viz., in the very silver bath itself; and this

was for the sake of securing a maximum of

rapidity, combined with that sensibility to

variations of quality, as well as of mere

light and shadow, which always made, in

my humble estimation, a good wet collodion

picture so much more luscious, fruity, pict-

uresque, and truly artistic than the mere

black-and-white results of the dreadfully

slow dry plates of those days.

Had the comparison ended otherwise,

any one would have been entitled to object

that I was too interested a party to give an

unbiassed judgment; but terminating as it

did, after several severe examinations, both

by daylight and artificial light, and with

magnifiers of various kinds, in Mr. Wilson's

favor, I may, perhaps, be listened to for at

least some of the details, and a few general

impressions also.

The fineness of the grain, then, the en-

graver's " color " of the shades, the delicacy

of some, and power of others, of the middle

tints, and the proofs of rapidity in Mr.

Wilson's plates, were equal to anything

accomplished with my wet; while his were

all dry plates, but of that transcendant va-
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riety, viz., the modern gelatino-bromo-

iodide plates. So behold what has now

been accomplished thereby for the traveller,

seeing that these plates were all prepared

in America before Mr. Wilson went out to

the East, and, with a few trifling excep-

tions, were all developed in America after

he came back—leaving nothing but simply

the camera exposures to be made in foreign

lands. Hence, no endangering of the burn-

ing at sea of the ships he sailed in, by car-

rying combustible fluids like ether and al-

cohol in his boxes; no vainly seeking after

supplies of distilled water in barbarous

cities, or water of any kind in rainless

regions of desert lands ; nor loss of precious

liquids by sand blown in, preventing glass

stoppers fitting close; no difliculty either

in making longest exposures in dark places,

nor holding a plate ready any length of

time at the tip-top of its sensitiveness for a

snap-shot at some momentary phenomenon

whose appearance cannot be compelled at

pleasure.

In short, at this rate, has not photography

risen at last to its full perfection—colors, of

course, excepted—for what worker expects

to see them come by the agency of nitrate

of silver and pyrogallol, or any combina-

tion on that principle? There is, however,

some practical improvement of possible

things still to be effected, and one of Mr.

Wilson's Cairo'views indicates it at once,

when showing us an orange tree with no

perceptible difference between the fruit and

the leaves, except the shape.

Can you be satisfied with such a presen-

tation as that, my friends—all of you, at

least, who have ever seen that most bril-

liantly contrasted thing in nature, an

orange tree in full fruit and full leaf, as Pro-

fessor Alexander Herschel has long since

pointed out?

A learned German paper, in a late num-
ber of Mr. Wilson's journal, published in

Philadeli)liia, discusses the particular part

of the spectrum of light most powerfully

represented in the new gelatino-bromide of

silver plates, and considers that in some
firms' make it is in the blue, and in others

in the indigo, or beginning of the violet;

in which cut^e, evidently, neitlier the orange

of the fruit, nor the green of tlic leaves.

can ever come in for a fair share in the

actinic effects produced, and constituting

the ultimate picture.

This is, however, an old, old story in

photography, and I only bring it up once

again on this occasion to append to the

catalogue of prospective advantages depend-

ing on its solution, some further conse-

quences derived from recent spectroscopic

experiments of my own on rather a large

scale, and carried out to a very intense de-

gree, as thus

:

Bromide of silver violet to transmitted

light is the first and easiest result which

bounteous nature yields to chemistry. But
if that born genius of military engineering

(Captain W. de W. Abney, R.E.), joined

to photo-science, has been enabled, by

peculiar processes of his own invention, to

make silver molecules deep red under the

same circumstances, why should not the

whole army of photographers throughout

the world prepare among themselves little

silver molecules of an orange or yellow

color?

Of this, at all events, they may be as-

sured, that man, barely, if at all, sees by

the spectrum's violet light. There is some-

thing in it, as it were, uncanny, and which

the human eye is not qualified to apprehend,

and never will. To man, a mixture of lake-

red and Prussian-blue makes beautiful vio-

let; but the spectrum will have none of it.

For such a mixture, if it could be kept

mixed, would be less, instead of more, "re-

frangible" than plain blue; and no man
can put any pigment into blue which will

increase its " refrangibility," or the only

test which the spectrum respects as to what

is violet.

Moreover, the human eye has not the

power to appreciate true spectrum-violet,

even when set straight before it; for though

a photo-plate of the violet bromide of silver

order copies the lines in that part of the

spectrum with any amount of sharpness of

definition—they appear to the living eye

only faint, broad, and hazy, focus as you

will.

In fact, with a large table spectroscope for

eye observation, when in the orange part

of the spectrum, I can never put on suffi-

cient prisms or ningnifying jK)wer to reach
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the limits of what seems like perfect defi-

nition; in the violet part, on the contrary,

I can never sufficiently reduce both the

prism, or the "grating," and magnifying,

power to come at tolerable definition, or

sharpness, clearness, and force of light,

whether with dark lines on a bright, con-

tinuous spectrum, or bright lines in a dis-

continuous or dark field, spectrum. Whence

we may reasonably hope, that with orange

bromide of silver, if such a thing should

ever be prepared, we shall, over and above

obtaining orange trees with their round

fruit in brilliant contrast to their dark

green leaves, we shall, I say, also have defi-

nition of all things red, yellow, citron, so

marvellously improved in sharpness, that

new applications in science will quickly

follow.

—

Fear-Book of Photography, 1884.

INDIVIDUALITY IN ART *

A Conversation with William Hart.

I VERY greatly enjoy visiting my artist

friends in their studios, and engaging in

conversation with them concerning their art

while they continue their painting and allow

me to feel that I am not an intruder. Very,

very often have I wished, when it was too

late, that I could recall some of those pleas-

ant talks, in their entirety, for I have felt

that they might be as interesting to others

as they always are to me.

This afternoon, I dropped into William

Hart's studio, in Twenty-third Street, and

while Mr. Hart called several cattle into the

foreground of one of his characteristic land-

scapes, I enjoyed watching him work and

hearing him talk at the same time. From
a conversation at first general and discon-

nected, we drifted into a talk about Individu-

ality in Art; and as it is only a little while

since I left the studio, I shall endeavor to jot

down something of our conversation while

I still remember it vividly. It began in this

way:

-•" The hints given in this paper by one artist

to another are so applicable to our profession

that we make the opportunity of noticing the

new publication from which we take it, also one

for commending ''individuality " in their work

to our artistic readers.

—

Ed.

"I am often asked," said Mr. Hart, "my
opinion regarding the ability of some young

person recently returned from a course of art

studies abroad—a person, possibly, who has

sent home works which seem to argue the

possession of the most decided talent, but

which do not sufficiently indicate to me
whether the talent belongs to the student or

to the master under whom he has studied.

To such questions I invariably answer that

we must wait for awhile and see how this

apparent genius survives a few years of ab-

sence from the master. Our young friend

is, at present, a mere grub in the chrysalis

state, and what color the butterfly is to he is

something that I feel is beyond my power

to foretell.

"I do not find fault with the young-

painter for being influenced by his master

;

he must copy him to a great extent to learn

from him
;
but after he has learned the prin-

ciples that can be taught, it is time for him

to set out for himself and modify and sup-

plement what he has learned by the impres-

sions he derives individually from Nature.

It was well to imitate the master at the out-

set, but it does not follow that that is to be

the end and aim of the learner's existence.

"In learning to draw correctly—and I

consider correct drawing the most necessary

basis for a thorough art education—the stu-

dent must most carefully imitate that which

he sees. As a student, he is not at first

called upon to originate ; he is expected to

imitate, and to obtain proficiency as an imi-

tator; but, after this, he must look about him

to discover the spirit that is in things, and

to interpret to us what Nature discloses to

him. This interpretation he must give us

in his own language, and we shall value it

in proportion as it possesses strength, direct-

ness, truth, and beauty. To please the high-

est sense, it should be refined as well as vig-

orous—and I assure you that a picture can

possess both strength and refinement, despite

what some of the self-assumed critics may

say. Strength does not necessarily imply

brutality, boorishness, or crudity ; nor does

refinement of necessity indicate weakness

;

the two exist together in the best pictures,

as in the best people.

" But an artist, all through his art life,

must keep up the imitative part also. He
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must exercise himself constantly in the al-

most merely mechanical matter of drawing,

in order best to express this spirit he finds in

nature. An artist is always a student."

"What would be your definition of Indi-

viduality in Art, Mr. Hart? "

" Individuality I should term the expres-

sion of the nature of the artist himself in

his work. The strong, as a student, will

display evidences of himself in his work,

even though the same work contains much
that is characteristic of his master. His

work will not so literally reproduce that

which his master places before him, perhaps,

as will the work of a man of less talent but

greater imitative ability. For that reason,

persons are apt to make great mistakes in

estimating the relative talents of art stu-

dents. The man who draws most literally is

not, by any means, necessarily the strongest

man in a school, but he who succeeds in

appreciating and incorporating the spirit of

what he attempts to reproduce into his work,

is the man who displays the most evident

promise. The imitative faculty, as I have

said, is an important element in the artist,

but one that is of small value compared to

the creative faculty. A monkey is a close

imitator, but a monkey does not invent any-

thing. An artist must be able to imitate,

but he must be able to do a great deal more,

and as he does more, he displays the indi-

viduality that distinguishes him from other

men, and wc enjoy his work because it is

different from that of other men.

" Thackeray and Dickens are authors

whose writings we enjoy, because they are

80 true to nature; but beyond that there

is a great charm in the ditlcrence of the

styles of the two men. We love Dickens,

we love Tliackeray, and yet the men are not

at all alike. And it is not so much what
they tell u.s ns their inimitable way of telling

it that wc dflight in
; not so much the books

afl the men tiieiii.selves disjilaying their char-

acteristics to u.s through their books. And
8o, in art, the artist'.s mind, as shown through
hiH work, iH nuich more fascinating to us
than tlic work itself.

"And in tlie matter of (ccliirKiuc, no two
men should \>n expected (o jmiiit aliUc, any
more than lliey hhould be exi)ected to think,

or write, or feel, or look alike. No two

men are alike. As to the best technique,

that is best for a man which enables him
to express his own feeling of Nature best.

A man may see Nature very broadly, or

with an eye to the most minute details,

and he should paint exactly as he sees.

It would not do for Jean Francois Millet

to try to paint like Gerome, nor may
Gerome attempt to paint after the manner
of Millet. Either of these men is a great

master in his way, and is great because in-

dividual, and—one might say—intrinsically

great in his Nature. I shall not say that

one of them is greater than the other, but I

may prefer one to th« other, because he sees

nature more nearly as I see her, or because

he has a fashion of showing- me those effects

which I admire most in Nature in a manner
that, to me, is particularly charming.

" To one who is forming an art collection,

this diflerence—this individuality of artists

—comes forward in full force ; this personal

nature is felt in its greatest degree. To me
Corot is charming by comparison. Let us

compare him with, saj^. Constable. There

is a masculine character in Constable's work
that is positively wonderful, while in Corot 's

pictures we see more of the sweet, gentle,

feminine influence. Corot paints with a pe-

culiar strength, too ! for, if you notice, his

pictures may hang in a gallery in the midst

of the most vigorously painted figure pieces,

yet they have a strength—a sustaining

power—that is marvellous, and shows the

innate power of the master behind that

dreamy, poetic feeling that is so conspicu-

ous in his work. I greatly admire both

Corot and Constable. Constable was not

appreciated in his own country, but in

France his works were received with the

greatest favor, and caused almost a revolu-

tion in French art. You may see that

Rousseau and Dupre were both very strongly

influenced by Constable, though, of course,

they did not imitate him. They possessed

plenty of individuality, and this influence

under which they painted was, under the

circumstances, of a most healthy nature. It

introduced elements of strength and fresh-

ness into French art which it had not pos-

sessed before, and had a luLsitivoly vivifying

influence. Corot and Constable diflcr in the
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quality of their strength, and that difference

is a most fascinating stud}'."

"What is your opinion, Mr. Hart, of

what are termed ' Schools ' of Art ? Do you

believe that Art gains anything from the

development of a French, a Diisseldorf, or a

Munich ' School ' of painting ?
"

" Most emphatically I do not. I consider

it a pitiable condition of affairs when the

existence of a ' school of painting' becomes

evident. A 'school ' of this kind is the bane

of originality. A master will never produce

the same evil effect upon a student that the

'school,'" which the master represents, will

extend. One is likely to gain a great deal

from an artist without necessarily acquiring

the academic stupidities founded upon his

method ; but the man who simply follows

the school or method only weakens himself

as he persists in it. The followers, in this

country, of the old Diisseldorf School ought

to serve as a ' frightful example ' of the per-

nicious effect of following a contemporary

fashion in art.

"A great deal of the academic instruction

of the day teaches the student how to paint

rather than how to represent. When one

represents, he thinks. When one simply

paints, he performs, in a great measure, a

mechanical function. Conventionality is the

great bane of the art schools. Insistence

upon a particular way of doing a thing is

most deplorable for real art. This academic

conventionality continually makes itself evi-

dent in men without a particle of ability,

who go abroad and send home strikingly

suggestive pictures, but who, after their re-

turn to America, can only weakly imitate

what they have done abroad, and paint us

dismal platitudes. We often search in vain

to discover a man who astonished us by his

work three years ago. What has become of

him ? He has gone and has left nothing be-

hind him.

" The desire to imitate is the beginning of

art, but after a man lays claim to being an
artist, we expect him to stop mere slavish

imitation alone, and tell us what he sees.

We do not want him to tell us what another

man sees. Art critics should make their

starting-point on the insistence of this in

the beginning, for upon this everything

hinges. Before men have thrown off the

shackles, so to speak, of their masters, and
are able to toll how things have impressed

them as individuals, they are in the position

of students merely, and should not, for a

moment, be dignified by the name of artists.

"We are vexed a great deal by the utter

lack of knowledge on the part of many art

writers in this city in this very direction.

They give men credit for being our greatest

artists who are nothing but copyists—and

poor copyists at that! I do not intimate

that these men connive with the writers, but

a man knows when he copies Monticelli, for

instance, that he is not doing honest work

;

that he is not painting his own impressions

of what he sees: and I have no hesitation in

characterizing such a man as a fraud in every

^ sense of the word. When Ave i-ead of such

men being the true apostles of art in this

country, it seems as though we must be on

the descending scale. The better the mon-
key, the greater the artist

!

"If a man is destitute of the ability to

create anything, it is his misfortune ; and if

he experiences pleasure in making imitations

of the work of other men, there can be no

possible objection to his doing it ; only we
should not dignify his performances by call-

ing them works of art : and when writers,

from ignorance, or something worse, laud

such men to the skies as great artists, it is

no wonder that the papers have so little in-

fluence in such matters.

" No great artist is a copyist, and no man
of real power will hold very long to the

characteristics or mannerisms of his master.

Van Dyck was a pupil of Eubens, but he

did not paint like him ;
Gerome studied

under Delaroche, but his pictures do not, in

the least, resemble those of his master.

"When the art student who has been

abroad returns to his own country, if he is a

man with any strength of purpose, he will

go at once to Nature, and apply in his own
way the principles he has learned abroad,

leaving ' method ' to care for and develop

itself. If he is a weak man, and clings to

the characteristics of his master, he will be-

come weaker and weaker as his impressions

of the master gradually fade away from him,

until, finally, we shall lose sight of him al-

together.

" I tell you, individuality is the great
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thing in art! ISTo matter how humble an

artist's work may be, let it show his own
study and communion with Nature, and it

will possess a value far above that of the

most exact copy or imitation of the work of

any great man.
" It is very pleasant, too, for one who is

familiar with art, to walk into an exhibition

gallerj- and be able to pick out pictures that

he can feel acquainted with without the in-

troduction given by a catalogue, though he

may never have seen them before. No mat-

ter in what form a man's individuality may
display itself, when you have once learned

its character you always may recognize it,

and no signature is necessary. And where

there is this individuality, you may recog-

nize it in the merest charcoal sketch, the

rough woodcut, or the commonest reproduc-

tion. You cannot kill it, however feebly

you may undertake to reproduce it. No one

can mistake the individuality of Claude,

Turner, Titian, Raphael, Rousseau, Diaz, or

Troyon, seen through the most ordinary re-

production.

" But when I go into an exhibition and

see picture after picture illustrating simply a

phase of the French school, or the Munich
school, or the ultra-impressionistic school,

containing no individually characteristic

work, I feel sad
;
my visit is not a pleasure

to me, and my recollection afterward of this

mass of dreary veri-similitude is as the

memory of a very commonplace hash."*

SOME MODEL BLANKS.
As we are going to turn this subject of

conducting business with better prices in

view all upside down, in and out, during the

present year, some hints as to how to reach
the hearts of the public and better prices too,

may not be out of place, and so we will from
time to time give somewhat of the methods
of those who prospei'.

Wc begin with a snatch or two from the

studio of Mr. J. Landy, a "ten-dollar a

* From tho Art Union, a new art magazine,
publinhcil by The Anicriciin Art Union, No. 44
E. I-llh St., N. V. Every photogrinihcr should
take H, rend it, iind htudy it; it contiiin.s miiny
adniirnble exaiii|)loH for study. Send 25 cents

for Haniplu copy.

dozen" man in Cincinnati, well-known to

us all.
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Bf& MuMt
Mk. Dallmeyer Dead.—For two or three

years Mr. J. 11. Dallmeyer, the highly re-

spected and highly excellent optician of London,

was afflicted with a disease of the brain, which

baffled the skill of the best surgeons Avho tried to
j,

combat it. He was forced to give up active busi-

ness and resort to milder climates, where, in the

care of an attendant, it was hoped that his life

would at least be prolonged and made easier if

his health could not be restored. While coasting

along New Zealand, on December 30th, he died

suddenly, and photography suffered the loss of

one of its most helpful opticians. Mr. Dall-
meyer's work is too well known to require us

to expatiate upon it here. Many of us are profit-

ing even now from the exacting calculations of

his overworked brain. Mr. Dallmeyer was

born in Prussia, in 1822. He was twice married
;

first to the daughter of the eminent optician

Ross, whose apprentice he was, and lastly to

the daughter of London's once-famed photogra-

pher, Williams. He had accumulated a large

fortune.

Messrs. Inglis & Reid, of Rochester, have
both made us personal visits of late, and are

pushing their plates with real vim. See adver-

tisement.

Mr. C. H, Scofield, Utica, N. Y., offers specia]

inducements to purchasers of his "Unique"
cameras. Refer to his advertisements for par-

ticulars. The " Unique " was one of the attrac-

tions at the Milwaukee Exhibition, and,;as a

consequence, Mr. Scofield is busy.

An Immense Camera.—We'think the largest

camera we ever did see is one made for a New
England photographer, and just finished by the

American Optical Company, New j^York. It

seemed as large as some of the dark places

where "green" photographers are developing

their emulsion plates in a red light. Its plat-

form extends twelve feet, and it is for plates

25x36. Of course, it was made immensely
heavy, and only needed wheels to make it look

like a regular photographic travelling establish-

ment. But then, develop it; there are no ferro-

type plates as large as that. We asked what
the man was going to do with it, and were an-

swered, "catch foxes." Perhaps the respondent

was correct. The camera is a fine piece of

workmanship.

The Photographic Times begins its new year

with a grand ornamental cover which will at-

tract attention and please. Inside, too, many
new things will be found, making our contem-

porary more than ever useful. We club with

it, and send the two magazines to one address

for $5.50.

The English Year Books are both received

for 1884, and are even fuller than usual of ex-

cellent photographic matter. We have a limited

number of copies for sale (English print) at fifty

cents each. Order early.

An Enterprising Dealer.—We wish, par-

ticularly to refer our subscribers who intend

being present at our next convention in Cincin-

nati, to the establishment of Messrs. P. Smith &
Co., 141 and 143 West Fifth Street. It is one

of the leading stock housesjof the West, and

the leading one in Ohio, having a branch depot

at Columbus, and both doing a rushing business.

Mr. D. K. Cody is the proprietor, or more prop-

erly, the senior member of the firm, and during

our recent visit to Cincinnati we found him lit-

erally up to his ears in business. His popu-

larity among the patrons of the establishment

appears to be unbounded, and Mr. Cody well

deserves the utmost confidence his cuf^tomers

can give him, as he has earned it by many years

of hard labor and upright business dealings.

We were glad to see the result of this in the

multitude of orders which were constantly pour-

ing in, and being as rapidly turned out by his

able corps of assistants. Among other things

we noticed one of the American Optical Com-

pany's largest portrait cameras, a magnificent

instrument, designed for the enterprising Secre-

tary of the Association, Mr. Weingartner, Mr.

Cody is fully alive to the importance of our next
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convention, and is already preparing extensively

for it. The delegates will find him a genial,

intelligent, and refined gentleman, who has the

faculty of making a firm friend of every person

he comes in contact with, and a visit to his es-

tablishment will well repay the time spent.

One hundred and eight pages, 9x12 inches,

make the splendid catalogue of Messrs. Zimjieh-

MAN Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., the most exten-

sive of all catalogues so far. It also announces

their removal to their new storerooms at 371

and 373 Sibley Street. In 1871 the business of

this prosperous firm " was done in a little back

room by a young man and a small boy." Now
an old man{?) and a young one, and a whole

staff of helpers are kept busy in the immense

new and double establishment just occupied.

Messrs. Allen Brothers.—One of the most

cheerful places we visited during our recent

western tour, was the establishment of Messrs.

Allen Brothers, 14 and 16 East Larned Street,

Detroit, Mich. Their quarters are crowded, but

they are doing a splendid business, and are im-

mensely popular with their patrons. Their

varied and extensive stock enables them to fill

orders promptly, and their integrity as business

men gives them a prominence which only in-

tegrity and the consideration of the interests of

those who purchase of them will command. We
gladly commend them to all convenient to them

for the purchase of photographic necessities.

The display-mats which they manufacture in

their own "estayblishment" are rich, and en-

tirely new in design.

No. 47 of The Bureau of Information has

been received from Messrs. Douglass, Thomp-
son & Co., Chicago. Gelatino-bromide paper,

Spanish lace draperi^, and Photographic Mo-
tuicB, for 1884, seem to be the chief articles of

mention.

The I'hiladelphia Photographer, for January,
is prefaced by one of the most remarkable por-

traits, by Kent, of Rochester, ever presented,

even in the strong work given in the Photogra-
pher. The number is unusually rich in informa-

tion to amateurH.— Philadelphia PreiiH.

Mosaics, 1884, never bad such a tremendous
sale. The demand ncems to be almost wild for

It. Some people will bo wilder to get it pres-

ently, for the pile Ih nearly all gone. Some of

the dealers are ordering their fourth and fifth

lots. See what is said about it below

:

I consider it the most valuable edition I have

yet seen of the little year-book.—J. C. Patrick,

Batavia, N. Y.

A Lucky Subscriber.—Mr. Alva Pearsall,

one of our oldest subscribers, sends us the fol-

lowing:

Official copy of the Judges' Report of the

Fifty-second Exhibition of the American Insti-

I tute, 1883.

Alva Pearsall, junction of Fulton and Flat-

bush Avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The exhibition of this artist was commended
in the very highest terms by your judges of

last year, and Mr. Alva Pearsall was awarded

the Medal of Taste. We would suggest the

award of the same medal this year, because

we have not in our power to award a greater

one for his special work of life-sized bust por-

traits from untouched negatives.

The specimens of his work are certainly the

best it has ever been our pleasure to look upon,,

and Mr. Alva Pearsall is deserving of the

very highest praise for his success in this branch

of the art.

We recommend that with the Medal of Taste

awarded to Mr. Alva Pearsall, a certified

copy of this report be sent, to show him that

although the medal is the same, yet your judges

feel that he has made great progress.

"The Medal of Taste Awarded."

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy

of the report on file.

John W. Chajibers,

Secretary.

The Medal of Taste has never been awarded

to but one other photographer in the history of

the American Institute.

Charles Wager Hull,
General Superintendent.

Wo congratulate our friend of taste.

Matters oi' the Month.—The Elgin, 111.,

Advocate gives Mr. S. L. Platt, of that city, a

fine notice of his studio and his work. Mr. L.

B. Kline, Huntingdon, Pa., suffered the loss of

his studio by fire on the morning of December

10th. His loss was very severe. Mr. H. H.

Waueh, Rochester, N. Y., has favored us with a

ticket of admission to the famous Warer Ob-

servatory.
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Death op an Old Photographer.

Louisville, January 10, 1884.

The many friends of Mr. M. Stuber will be

pained to learn of his death, which occurred at

his home in Louisville, January 9th.

Though comparatively a young man, being

only forty-one years of age, he was one of the

oldest photographers in the city. For twenty-five

years be has conducted a very successful business

in the same location. He was always a student

and kept well up in every improvement in his

business. Mr. Stuber was one of the best men

I ever knew. Quiet and uniform in his tem-

perament, always gentlemanly, he made no

enemies, for he treated every one justly, and all

his acquaintances were friends. He was gener-

ous to those in need, and the poor of his neigh-

borhood have lost a faithful friend. What higher

praise can be given him than this simple recital

of his virtues ? Would that the world was full

of such men

!

W. D. Gatchel.

Notice to the Craft.

14 and 16 East Larnard St.,

Detroit, January 8, 1884.

Dear Sir : We have taken the agency for the

M. A. Seed Dry Plates, and when we say they

are as good as any made, and better than most

others, we simply do them justice. Try them.

They will super-Seed most others.

We have added to our spacious storerooms

another for the display of apparatus of all kinds.

Come in, view it, and buy some.

If you haven't it, send for our Neio Catalogue.

It's not a " Daisy," but a complete Bouquet

(book eh ?). We carry a complete stock of every-

thing used in photography, including Picture

Frames, Mats, and Display Cards, and can fill

your orders promptly.

Respectfully yours,

Allen Bros.

Pictures Received.—-Messrs. Alex. Fore-

man, Grafton, W. Va., H. McNeill, Fredonia,

N. Y., Manchester, Factoryville, Pa., A. 0.

Carpenter, Ukiah, Cal., and E. D. Ormsby,

Oakland, Cal., have all favored us with admira-

ble examples of their cabinet work, all worth

much more per dozen than many photographers

are getting. Mr. William McComb, Muskegon

Mich., sends us some excellent examples of his

work—rich, brilliant, carefully posed and lighted,

and altogether creditable. Mr. S. H. Parsons,

St. Johns, Newfoundland, has favored us " with

the compliments of the season," as lovely a batch

of prints as it has been our pleasure to see. Some
of the marine views are exquisite, and some of

the colored efi'ects are as lovely as can be. No
little thought was expended on these pictures,

and the author whose name they bear deserves

great credit. We congratulate him on his

ability and success. Mr. Edward Cohen, of

Philadelphia, favors us with a print from the

negative which secured him honorable mention

at the Boston Amateur Exhibition. The cat

shows an almost human spirit. An excellent

picture.

Dissolution,

Rochester, N. Y., January 1, 1884.

The partnership heretofore existing between

the undersigned at the City of Rochester, under

the firm name of Walker, Reid & Inglis, for

the manufacture and sale of gelatine dry plates,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The

aflTairs of the firm will be adjusted by Messrs.

James Inglis and W. H. Reid, who have pur-

chased the entire right, title, and interest of

Mr. William H. Walker, and who will con-

tinue the business under the title of Inglis &
Reid. All liabilities of the old concern will b©

paid, and all accounts due, collected by the new
proprietors. Wm. H. Walker, [l.s.]

W. H. Reid, [l.s.]

James Inglis. [l.s.]

The new firm solicit a continuance of your

past esteemed favors, and guarantee entire pro-

tection in the matter of prices, and satisfaction

in the quality of our goods.

Yours respectfully.

Inglis & Reid.

Mr. W. a. Afgar, Somerville, N. J., sends us

some neat and curious designs for display ad-

vertisements in the gallery, which show taste

and tact.

Mr. F. Jay Haynes, Fargo, Dakota, favors

us with a list of his views of the Villard "Gold

Spike" Excursion.

Mr. H. a. Hyatt, St. Louis, Mo., sends us a

sheet -of artotype (Benecke) patterns of his

splendid photographic furniture and accessories.

Knight's Ne%o American Mechanical Diction-

ary, ,of which we have spoken so highly and

made elaborate extracts from heretofore, has
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reached part four, and the handsome volume is

before us. It contains two hundred and forty

pages, and includes letters P (continued) to Z.

The magnificent full-page and smaller cuts (al-

most uncountable), the specific indexes, and the

carefully selected and beautifully printed mat-

ter, all tend to make this magnificent work a

necessity to every genius in the country. And
who will say he is not a genius ? Messrs. Hough-

ton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, are the publishers,

to whom apply for a circular of particulars.

An "Awful Scratch."—In Mr, John R.

Clemons's excellent article in Mosaics, 1884, the

word "Dutch" is used as applied to certain

curious " spores," instead of " dusty." Mr.

Clemons's fear that some of our foreign readers

may get their "Dutch" up at such an insinua-

tion, compels us to make this important correc-

tion speedily.

The Scovill Manufacturing Company's

budget of circulars this month commends "The
Non-actinic Dark-room Lantern ($2), the Beebe

Dry Plates, the Inglis Insoluble Plates, East

India Grass Mats, ' Three Crown' S. & M. and

N. P. A. Albumen Paper, and Nickel-plated

Transparency Frames," of all of which they

"have new stocks and importations.

The Photographic Times and American Pho-

tographer, bound volume for 1883, has been re-

ceived from Scovill Manufacturing Company,

New York. It is massive and magnificent.

We club with the Times for 1884—$5.50 for the

two magazines to one address.

The business of Messrs. R. & J. Beck, 1016

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, has been pur-

chased by their former manager, Mr. W. H.

Walmsley, who has associated Messrs. Isaac

Collins (brother of Mr. A. M. Collins) and
Morris Earle with him, under the firm name of

W. H. Walmsley & Co., where, at the old stand,

they dispense optical goods and amateur pho-

tographic requisites.

A MAGNiricENT Chance.—Mt.IIenry Rocher,
the eminent Chicago artist, desires to dispose of

bis splendid studio in the Weber Music Hall,

corner WubaBh Avenue and .Jackson Street, on

account of declining healtii. No studio nor
work in America Btands ahead of Mr. Rociier's.

Hii* buHincss, etc., can be i)urcha8ed on fair

toriuH, and wo consider it one of tiio best oppor-

tunities ever oflFered in photography. See ad-

vertisement.

A tremendous catalogue comes this time from

Messrs. H. Lieber &, Co., Indianapolis, Ind. It

is 7 X 10 inches in size, and contains a hundred

pages, with almost countless engravings. A fine

work.

Mr. J. L. Clark, 823 Filbert St., Philadelphia,

calls the attention of the trade to his unusual fa-

cilties for the reduction of photographic wastes.

The dry plates sent us by Dr. S. 0. Passa-

vant, San Francisco, Cal., are among the best

we have ever used. Some portraits sent us by

the Doctor, from his plates, are magnificent.

Testimonials to the Value op our Publi-

cations.—I must have your magazine; I would

be lost without it. I have every volume since

it has been published, most of them bound, and

they make a very nice-looking library, with

other photographic publications. I wish you a

happy and prosperous New Year.—A. M. Allen,

Pottsville, Pa.

Mosaics received ; it is full of good things

as usual. I could not do without it.—C. H,
Colby, Fernandina, Florida.

I remit subscription for the year. It always

gives me the greatest pleasure to send you this

amount, and I can think of nothing that yields

such rich returns as this investment. I wish

you joy, and the abundant harvest you so richly

deserve.—B. F. Popkins, Greenfield, Mass.

After taking your valuable journal for nine

years, I feel I cannot do without it.—E. B. Rata-
BAUGH, Huntington, Ind.

Mosaics received to-day. It is immense, and
should be in every gallery in the land. I only

wish it was published ol'tener than once a year.

I notice in the article written by myself, the

printer used the word "Graphitic" in place of

"graphite."

—

Will A. Triplett, Blulltown. 0.

Kent has outdone himself this month. Glad

to see the face of one of our own sc.\ again. I

began to think the women of our country were

the only ones who patronized a photographic

gallery. Let us have some more of the same

sort. I wish the J'hitadcl/thia J'hotographer a

prosperous year.—W. J. IIillman, Richland

Centre, Wis.
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BULLETIN OF

L. W. Seavey, hys Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, N, Y.

Our new branch office is at 243 State

Street, Chicago, 111.

W. F. ASHE,
Of 106 Bleecker Street, New York, had the

largest show of interior and exterior

BACKGROUNDS
AT THE

MILWAUKEE CONVENTION.

He sold them all and received many orders

for more.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
Throws light on every conceivable photo-
grapliie subject. Read, advertisements.

4.00 376 Pages. $4.00

ROCKWOOD SOLAR PRINTINS CO,

17 Union Square, New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

G. HANMER CROUGHTON.

AKTIST TO THE TEADE.
Double First-Class Prize Medalist.

All kinds of photographic printing. Oil, water,

pastel, crayon, India-ink, and negative retoucher.

914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S

VIGNETTE Wj^ -lO

PAPERS, 1*U. lO.

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price $1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18.
NOW READY. No. 18.
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1864 1884.
M. WERNEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Fnrnished,

For Sale.—A number of Seavey backgrounds

and accessories, to make room for others. All

in good condition. For description and price.

Address J. H. Lloyd,

44 Third St., Troy, N. Y.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co., before pur-

chasinar.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
TeacUes how to get rid of every luouster

and trouble In the practice of the art.

$4.00 Read and consult it. $4.00

NoTiCB OP Removal,—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 661 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to .

inform her friends and the photographic pro-
fession that «ho has removed to 2104 North 20th
St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.
Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

ho office of the Philadelphia Photographer.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
Holds up to view all about nianipula-

tion, photographic art, posing, lighting,
etc. Nearly 4000 sold. See advertisements
and testimonials.

$4.00 $4.00

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is ready.

Like its predecessors, it contains articles of in-

terest to all persons connected with the art of

photography. The introductory article by Ed-
ward L. Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As
there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible.

GLASS REOOATED
BY THE

PELLA DRY-PLATE COMPANY,

Pella, Iowa.

We recoat glass from bxl up. Send for our

prices, also our circular on our dry plates. Send
one dollar and fifteen cents for a trial dozen of

our 5x7 plate—wet-plate effect. We sell only

to consumers.

Ad-Wanted.—Work by n good retoucher,

dress Box 54.'),

South Norwalk, Conn.
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PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is the best book I ever got possession of.

Those who want lightning or instantaneous pro-

cesses had better get a copy and work with

pleasure. Nothing like it; too good to be with-

out.

—

Joseph Theiring, Cincinnati, 0.

PROGRESS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

J.OO—Read Vogel's New Book.—$3.00

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist.

No. 813 Arcli Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CRAYON AND WATER-COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

The first short article that I read was worth

the cost of the book, and, in looking it over, find

it contains an inestimable amount of valuable

information which would not be found out in a

lifetime of practice.—B. F. Burchand, AVorth-

ington, Minn.

A Remarkable Offer.—In order to place

the " Unique " within reach of photographers

of limited means, it will be sold at the factory

or through any stockdealer on trial for two weeks,

and may be paid for in monthly installments of

$5.00, net. C. H. Scofield,

25 & 27 Columbia St., Utica, N. Y.

Wilson's Photographies.

Fourth Edition—Now Ready.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

METAL G-UIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Beyeled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

914 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

^WIIiSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
It leads the iiose riglit, and presents

to the eye " a perfect cyclopeedia of
photography."

$4.00 $4.00

Address Charles Ehrmann, Harlem, N. Y.,

Secretary of Association of Operative Photogra-

phers of New York City, for operators, printers,

and retouchers, or in care Wm. Kurtz,

233 Broadway, N. Y.

Gallery for Sale.—The finest location in

Jersey City. Just fitted up. Wide entrance.

Gallery on second floor. Every convenience for

doing a large business. Splendid opportunity

for a man with a few hundred dollars.

Address D. Rorty,

99 Montgomery Street,

Jersey City, N. J.

Wanted.—Printer and toner, who can assist

at retouching and operating. Address at once,

stating salary expected, age, experience etc.

A reliable man can have steady employment.

Address W. H. Tipton,

Gettysburg, Pa.
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J. ARNOLD BUNCH & CO.,

Box i24, Peoria, III..

Photographic printers, artists, and negative

retouchers, beg to inform the profession that we

are now able to execute all branches of work

for the trade generally, and will guarantee first-

class work with j^romjitUude. Prices for contact

printing, mounting on best cards, spotting and

burnishing:
Per doz.

Card size $0 60 I 8x10 each $0 25

Cabinet size 1 10
|
10x12 each 35

First-class negative retouching:

.$0 25

. 35
Card size SO 15

I

4-4 ...

Cabinet size 35 I S x 10

Half length, half price; full length, third

price. Highly finished, bust, India-ink, water-

color, or crayon portraits, including copying,

mounting, etc., with a beautiful mat:

8x10 $3 00 16x20 $8 00

10x12 4 00 20x24 10 GO

14x17 50 22x27 12 00

Satisfaction guaranteed. Every picture war-

ranted to deliver.

Terms, five per cent, discount for cash with

order. AVill send C. 0. D., with privilege of ex-

amination, when one-fourth the amount accom-

panies the order.

Time : One to three days for negative retouch-

ing, two to five days for contact printing, and

five to twelve days for artistic finishing. Give

plain directions in full.

DR. VOGEL'S "PEOGRESS."

Preface to the American Edition.

No apology is needed for the issue of another

work by Dr. Vogel. For nearly twenty years

ho has contributed largely to the knowledge

of American photographers by means of his

monthly correspondence in the Philadelphia

J'hiitogvapher, and three editions of his excel-

lent Ilundlook. Therefore a warm welcome is

confidently expected for this new contribution

to our literature.

13y hia own request, I have revised and
" Americanized " it as much as it would bear

without damage, and have added from his cor-

roHpondonuo such items of progress as have ap-

peared ainoo the isHuo of the German edition.

\)T. Wallace haa given us an excellent trans-

lation, oxerciiiing as he has, the most conscicn-

lioud care throughout.

1 cimitiiond tho work to the craft with a

knowlo'lgc of what it contains, and trust it will

prove UH useful hm I anticipate.

Ki)WAi(i) L. Wilson.
I'HII.AIilM.I-IIIA, July in, IKH.'t.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
Teaches every step in Pliotograpliy.

$4.00 To any Address. $4.00

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head; litnited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By first-class artist in cayon (specialty), In-

dia ink, water colors on plain or albumen paper,

with a reliable firm. Address Julius Mueller,

care Philadelphia Photographer, 912 Chestnut

St., Philadelphia.

As reception lady in a first-class gallery.

Unexceptionable reference from present em-

ployer, Mr. C. D. Mosher, Chicago, 111. Address

Mrs. S. E. Moore, 125 State St., Chicago, 111.

As art reception-room lady. Address Carrie

Beach, Canandaigua, N. Y., or A. E. Dumble,

44 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.

By an operator of twelve years' experience,

wet and dry plates. Has been employed for

some years past, in a leading Eastern gallery.

Salary twenty to twenty-five dollars a week, ac-

cording to location. Address A. 0. Kouth, 87

High Street, Hartford, Conn.

As retoucher and printer, with chance at

chemicals. Will work cheap first year. Ad-

dress Retoucher, P. 0. Box, 559 Oneonta, N. Y.

By a young man of general experience, as

operator, printer, and retoucher. Well instructed

in the dry-plate method. P. Keiser, 105 W.

Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

By a young man of well-earned experience, in

a good gallery as operator, retoucher, printer, or

general assistant. Good reference and sample,

of work. State salary. Address Photographer,

care Rank Brothers, Van Wort, Ohio.
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As operator, printer, or retoucher, or to take

charge of a small gallery. Fifteen years' ex-

perience. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address M.,

Box 281, Birmingham, Conn.

Permanently as operator, or printer and re-

toucher. Understands wet and dry, and indoor

and outdoor work. Address A. Mariot, 16 Mi-

netta Lane, New York.

By a man and wife, as operators, retouchers,

etc. Reasonable wages and travelling expenses.

Address J. V. K., Photographic operator, Ty

rone City, Pa.

By a young lady, to attend reception-room.

Understands the duties thoroughly having had
first-class experience. Address A. E. Allison.

Rochester, N. Y.

By a photographer well posted in all branches

of the business, and successful with dry plates.

Address W. H. Cook, 100 S. Salina Street, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.

By a good operator, in a good gallery. Can

do good work, and furnish first-class references.

Address N, W. Seguerre, care Hardy & Van
Arnam, Troy, N. Y.

J. L. CLARK,
Bold and Silver Phner,

ASSATER AND SIEEP-SMELTEE,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

e^ RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS.

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:
John Carbutt, Dry Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

OPEN SHUT.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
-A* folding 8 X ID box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8 x lo. Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket.

It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^
inches thick, weighing, complete, 7^^ pounds. Send
for circular.

1 box complete, with one plate holder, . $25 00

0. H. SCOFIELD,
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

ALBERTmm ^ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood street, Philadelphia.
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Insoluble Dry Plates.
MAlSrUFACTUBED BY

INKLIS & RBID, Rochester, N. Y.

These plates, on account of their rapidity, uniformity, and fine

quahty, are the most useful in the market for general studio work.

They will give that soft, rich mellowness, so characteristic of the

finest wet plate, and we guarantee the quality.

For Sale by GENERAL AGENTS,

ALL STOCKDEALERS. SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND SOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELOW
Owing 10 the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new one at less

cost, and now at a REDUCED PRICE, $4.00, we are enabled to place it within the
reach of everybody.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
EEADING MATTEE. PHOTO. ILLUSTKATIONS.

I. Inh-odudory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules, a^ui Maxims.

1. Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallioti oj a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady {interior).

5. Promenade, lady {moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman {bust).

VTT -r/, e/ V T. Cabinet, lady {^^ length).
VII. The Studio.

[ 8 Cabinel, lady {bust).

VIII. Formula: luell proved and used by the '\ 9. Cabinet, lady {\ length),

author in producing the rvork em- 10. Promenade, group,
ployed to illustrate his book. 1 1

.

Promenade, group.
IX. Printing and toningformulce. , 12. Promenade, seaside.

Tof/ether ivlth apian of Mr. Biffclowns tikf/UffJit.

aer A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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The Professional and Amateur PJtotographer
ivill find his every tvant supplied hy using the
following brands of KEYSTONE DRY PLATES.
They are now made on Chance's English Glass,
flat and uniform in thickness and dimensions.

SPECIAL ^ PORTRAIT,
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them
especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN GELATINE PLATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

J~iri, THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

\ /\ / on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

VC V/ parencies, and on thin crystal glass ^X^A-' ^^"^ Lantern Slides.

THE "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape,

Architecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's " Multum in Parvo " Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25

cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents

;

quart, ^1.75.

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS IJV PROTO. MATEBIALS.
PRICE LISTS FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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INGLIS & REID,
MANUFACTUBERS OF THE

Inglis InsolubleDrt Plates

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

OUR WEEK'S RESULTS IN PHILADELPHIA.

Your plate certainly gives the finest film or deposit of anything we have yet

seen. W. T. Humberstone,

Dark-room man for H. C. Philips.

Your plates are the first we have seen that would give us the desire to lay

aside the wet process. The facility with which negatives can be made, combined

with quality, is, to our mind, the greatest improvement in dry plates yet made.

Beoadbent & Taylor.

Your plates excel all others I have seen for ease of manipulation, and ex-

cellent quality, surpassing anything I have yet had.

P. E. Chillman.

Though we were so well satisfied with the plate we were using, and told you

there would be little use in your demonstrating with us, we cheerfully admit,

and add our testimony for your benefit, hd none the less for that of our fraternity,

that we have been most agreeably disappointed, and say that in every quality
your plates are away ahead of anything we have seen, and will adopt them us our

plate on condition that what follow keep up to those you demonstrated.

Chandler & Scheetz,

C. H. Buckwalier, Operator.

Without exception,, Ub every instance where we have demonstrated

here, we have had such testimony as the above.

INGLIS & REID,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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I
720 {5 gross) of these trimmers were sold to one party in J'uly.

^S'Sl. FH0T06RAFI TMMERS

!

13^

S ^

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PEICE, 50 CEWTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

se. PEICE (with one card guide) $1,00.

MADE OF SHEET-IRON.
We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.

2x2|

2fx3f
2fx3t
2ix4i

OVALS.
3|x4|
3fx4|
3Jx4|
3|x5J
4x5t
4|x6|

5x7
H X 7-1-

5|x7i
5|x7|
5fx7|
6x8

61 X 8i

ejxsj
7x9

4x4
7fx9f

SQUARE OE EOUND OOENEKED.
2Ax3a2tVx3| 2t\x3| 2fx4J 4x5|

2ix3| 2t«^x3| 2ix4| 4^x5f
2^x3^ 2fx4i- 3|x5^ 3^x6
2Ax3if 4x6i

FOE STEEEOGEAPHS,
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

33-^x31, 3x3 ^it^H, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as
iorders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inoli, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor theKnife for Trimming
Jrliotographs, and do the work tnuch ^nore expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.
They do not cut, hut pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at
once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

jfu Deiierii EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philada.
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTEEN INTERIOR DECORATINa CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGEAPHIO AOGESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. Ac HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

{£^i
^•;-'.f H^ :|?^^''T"r"iTni"n"n'i"n'i"i";j"i!u"i!aiM^^
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JlfES' DNwf^i
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FI0T06RAFHISCHE MITTHEIinNGEN.
^

Wu arc ii.nv i.rcpaied to receive subscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. Vogel's macaHne bcarine
ihe above title.

& & s

The MITTHEILUN6EN is i)u1)lislied in German and is issued semi-monthly at #3.00 ]ier year,
postaj^c paid, in ail ,,( „ur German photographers and many others this will be considered a
dcsiraljlc oppoitunity.

The Magazine is published at Berlin. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

^n mWW^ 0N EYEl^Y Bl^^NCP @F PP0W661^^PPY.3{E^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PMOTOGBAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK.
Covers Every Department.

352 Fages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

THE PRACTICAL RINTER.

By 0. W. Heabn. Price, $2.50. Second
edition now ready.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into

all the operations of plain and fancy silver printing,

and is/uU of good.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Two Vols.
Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

since: 1879.

By Dr. H. Voqel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 15th, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL.

Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing pro-
cess, this work gives the most detailed information.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION.

Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illus-

trated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic po-
sing.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Heabn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. EoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth hound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover,

50 cts. Back vols, same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo, Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philada.
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^-ts "THE!

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Go.

(INCOKPOKATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

-»^-SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST:

4x5.
i\ X 5i.

4Jx6J.
5x7.
5x8.
6} X 8i.

8 X 10

doz. $0 GO
'

Siz

90
These small

1 00 i^izo-s are put "

1 30 up in pack- a

1 55
ages of nut j,

loss than
1 75 one dozen "

2 30 plates. (1

3 40

Size 10 X 12 Per doz $5 00

11 X 14.,

14 X 17.

16 X 20.

17 X 20.

IBx 22.

20 X 24.

6 60

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this efi'ec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

C>RICE I I C* T^<-^ r L 1 o 1 -^^J'

ro. 1, forSJx 4i Plates, . . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 . 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5J . 1 30
" 4, " 4ix ei . 1 35
" 5, "5x7 . 1 40
" 6, "5x8 . 1 50
" 7, " 6^x 8J . 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO . 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Booces, dO cts. additional for each size.

Olotli Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PROTECTING CASE,
Witli Glass Bottle and Tntnbler, for Photo. Develojyer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the field have wished very often for some safe method of

carrying with them their developer and other chemicals in solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose. We allude to the patent metallic protecting cases invented

for similar purposes. The bottles may be of ordinar}' shape so they fit the metal case, which latter

is drawn from solid metal, with a lockin_g ring on each case to afford perfect protection for the

bottles containing the liquids which are trusted to their care. They are made of different sizes

:

bottles of one, two, four, and eight ounce mixtures, and each case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made ver)' light, and the corrugation makes them so strong as to

resist crushing. They can be packed in any position. The metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case closed, and the second open with the bottle therein. The
use of this arrangement assures the photographer that he has a safely kept stock on hand of any
needful solution.

^^=

—

*- PRICE LIST. *—

^

No 1 .,
p»ttniet«T, IJi In. LeuRtU, 3J< In. AVclgUt, 4i^^ oz. Fumlslied with 1 oz.llU. 1. bottle, eacli, SO 50

No 3 A ,
I>l"iiut«T, 2 In. I.en$;tli, 5'< In. Weight, 7M oz. Furnished wlUi*iv. u x&. 4 or. hottle, with tumbler, mnklng: !i p»»»t fl«>*l*.«"aih, 85

No 4 A ..
I>»Hmeter, 'Z' , In. Length, 7 In. Weight, 14 oz. Furnished yvitli

• » **• H 0£. bottle, with tuinbler, ninklng 'i pint fliiMk, each, 1 10

No. 13 A w
•"»"".'"' '^ '"• I-« »«•»». « »«>. AVeight, 17 oz. Furnished ^vlUiV. AW AA. H oz. bottle, with tumbler, making j; pint tlu.sk, each, .120

t&rTRY THEM. NO MORE LeAK OR BREAK."^
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO,,

w. ikviNG Adams, Agent. 42| Broome Street, New York.
\
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL,

By Rev. T. FREDERICK HARDWICH, M.A.
NINTM EDITION.

Edited by J. TRAILL TAYLOR.
Illuminated Cover, $2.00 per Copy. Cloth Bound, $2.50 per Copy.

Historical Sketch of Early Photography.

Outlines of General Chemistry.

Vocabulary of Photographic Chemicals.

The Salts of Silver Employed in Photography.

On the Development of an Invisible Image by
Means of a Reducing Agent.

Fixing Agents.

The Manufacture of Photographic Collodion.

The Chemistry of the Nitrate Bath.

On Positive and Negative Collodion Photo-

graphs.

On the Theory of Positive Printing.

The Photographic Dark Room.
Formulse for Negative Solutions.

Manipulations of the Wet Collodion Processes.

The Positive Collodion Process on Glass or
Metallic Plates (Ferrotypes).

The Negative Collodion Processes on Glass.

Portraiture—Positive and Negative.
Photographic Enlargements.
The Practical Details of Photographic Print-

ing.

The Gelatine Emulsion Process.

The Collodion Emulsion Process.

Willis's Process for Engineer's Plans.

Micro-Photography.
The Optics of Photography.
On Binocular Vision and the Stereoscope.

Chromotype or Lambertype.
Appendix.

Edition Selling Rapidly. Having, arranged for a special lot of this book from English sheets,

I offer them to the trade direct. Mailed on receipt of price.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

OELLOIDINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that with the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now the
most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion in its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out like any Pyroxyline,
and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
published from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half
of the time with the usual collodions.

Price, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
Address

BAOHRACH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

^JadeMo^

DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER

"^e^deM^

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.
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THE

AIR
BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

jtf.itfA/E^-,fl.^^ fiff^egj

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PRiNTiBe Medallion Pictures,

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five difi"erently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1,00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them out to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

,^^No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made^f common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

i nstruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Ready. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of opies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,
And for Answering all the Requirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production]

of Artistic Results in Printing. 1

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque..
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BRUSH, DRIES Q,riCKIiY AKD STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, SO Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AddroHH all orderH to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York, i
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DRES

^^6

^t^JV

EXTRA (ifWIj BRILLIANT

v^^t/MENPA
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

(t. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a

(•rodsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Tours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation
of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Kocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJfUFACTTIRE ALL KLJVDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographers
AND

MATS. MOUNTS. AND ENVELOFES
FOR

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T IT T7HE3 3VL!

WATMOUTH'S TI6NETTE PAPERS.

No. 15-A,
THE

Orislif Patten,

PEAR SHAPE

Now Ready,
$1.00 PER LOZ.

They are not chansy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They

needbut oneadjustment toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and

troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
ABE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belo^A^.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. ORMSBY, Sak Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAIi AND AMATKUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with theiB-, and shall thank you to send me another packet."

—

"\ did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—"I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested ;

can't be beat._ I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—"Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INOBEASE
THEIR ORDERS LARGELY

EVERT
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 fO 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors '. 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, tor Cartes, by number, per doz 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and loj^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
» 16,17 18, „ „ „ 'Half- „ • » » .. 125
When ordermg, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE^S^
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the white?' troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. fi^"" None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over the cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses.
!

For Ground Glass for Cameras.
" a Retouching Varnlsli.

j

" Glazing Shy and Side liights.
" Softening Strong Negatives. *' Obscuring Studio and Office Doors.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process.

|

" Printing Wealc Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TKIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Ill
Hance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

rrepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties
prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded ut the Centennial, Vienna, and I'aris E.\hibitions for photographs made with col-
lodion in which it was used.

It is especially adajited to the llembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness
renders it particuhirly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirtiblc as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.
Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE 1(11)7 701110 IffHANCE S DOUBLE IODIZED juUljLUlllUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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j^-ytBS ^- ^^°EE & Q^
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

Jio. Q22 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

-i^E+ STOOKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED .<-

PPfIJIPPS of GOJ.P and SIJ.VPP WASJP.
Waste sent through Stockdealers luill receive prompt atiention."-^^^

VIGNETTma ATTACHMENT
FOR PRINTING FRAMES.

To be used wih ^VAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
(Patent A.pplied for.)

J. F.SINGHI, Inventor.

The best arrangement for ad-

justing these best of vignetting

[
appliances in the world.

5x8 size now ready.

Price, by mail, $1.50.

See description in this Maga-
zine, June, i88i, or in Wilson^

s

Photographies.

BY ISt^ill-B^^ SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York, General Agents.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

^W\USON, HOOD &
^^ V *-^ 825 Arch Street, v> (J

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876.

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
"WE HAVE
NOW

IN STOCK

Portrait L>euses, from 1—4 to 8 x 10.
Cabinet Lieiises, Nos. S and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, !2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

[ Symmetrlcals. Rapid Symnietrlcals.

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.'
Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.
New TJnlversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the hest as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons'
-«NEW«-
APLANATIO Lenses.

We have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices .

No. 1— 1-4 size, 3% inch focus, $35 00
.) 3— 1-3 » 51^ » » 30 00
u 3— 4:-4: » 7 )) » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... 10i<( inch focus.
» 5—10x13 » ...13J^ » »

'.

» 6—13x16 » ...lei/ » »

Nos. 1 and fi are in. matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

.$60 00
.. TO 00
.110 00

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, and S. PECK & CO.

"WE MANUFACTUBE, IMPOBT. AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. AVe are indebted to our

customers for the patronage during the past Eighteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-
tinuance of it. We have been appointed Trade Agents for

Parys' and Lindsay's Cotton,

Cremer's French Lubricator,

Solar and Contact Printing-,

Coloring- in all Styles, for the Trade.

f.H.C."MaiitaiieoiisDropSliifc
Small Size, $6.00 ; Large Size, $7.00.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE TO
ALL APPLICANTS.



THE FIMDELFHIA PHOTOGRAPHER
FOR THE YEAR

2 1—2 1—2 1—21^2

1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the -world,

and solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons in securing for

THE TEAR OE ITS MAJORITY

A LARGE ADDITION TO ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST.
Since the blessed A7-t of Photography was born, and or a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that ONE MAN FOR TWENY-ONE YEARS undertook to edit a
Photographic Nkwspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia

Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasiug number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month, will be a representative of the best work emanating from
the skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain

grand studies by Messrs. Leon Van Loo, Pearsalls, Landy, Cramer, Wilson, and others.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.°^®S^

5^- WONT YOU 1 TATfPP A QP HTTP T TQT" J by gettinq one
TLEASE TEY TO j J-i^ UHIjiiUlj U UH XjIKJ 1 | NEW SUBSORIBEE

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

^2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums /^ir NEW subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

$1 per year, payable in any of our publications. No premiumfor an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps o the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-OflSce, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac.

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page |20.00 JllO.OO ^200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00

Eighth " ... 4.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

38.50

22.00

70.00

40.00

11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.
Terms, $1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate
insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can
insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a
line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

£DWARD L. WILSON, PnbUsher and Proprietor, 912 & 914 Chestnut St. Philada.



Dry Plate Works.

^ CRAMER'S ^

DRY PLATES.
USED BY THE

Lv 1). LEADIN& PHOTO&RAPHERS ^0-

<ft

*'*BvT..'**

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

4x5,
4^x5j,
4JxOA,
5 X 7,

5x8,
6J x8},

8 X 10,

per doz.
, $0 60

90

00

20

55

75

30

40

10x12
11 xl4
14x17
16 X 20

17x20
18x22
20x24

per doz. $5.00

6 50

10 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

SEE LIST OP DEALERS INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
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Number 243. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

ft0t00rapfon

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

>
PHILADELPHIA: EDW^ARD L. ^VILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

Nos. 912 & 914 Chestnut Street.

»oJ«<o«

SUBSCEIPTIONS RECEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOCKDEALERS.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.

Entered at the Post-Office at Philadelphia as second-class matter.

WILSON'S PHOTOQRAPHIOS, Fourth Thousand, $4.00. ^p^I'S't"
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
AIR BRUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

ANTHONY & CO., E. & H. T. Eastman's Gelatino-

bromide (special) Dry Plates.

BACHRACH & BRO. Celloidine.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
CARBUTT, J. Gelatine Dry Plates and Improved

Dry Plate Lantern.

CLARK, J. L. Gold and Sflver Refiner.

COLLINS, SON & CO., A. M. Photograph Cards.

COOPER, CHAS. & CO. Union Negative Cotton.

CRAMER, G. Extra-Rapid Dry Plates.

CROSSCUP & WEST. Engravers.

DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
DRESCIIER & CO.'S IMPROVED GELATINE

FOR EMULSION.
ENGRAVING DIAMOND.
FRENCH & CO., BENJ. •Voigtlander & Son and

Darlot Lenses. The Wonderful Euryscope.

OENNERT, G. Albumen Paper.

IIANCE'S SPECIALTIES.
IIARDWICH'S PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
JIKAKN'S ARTISTIC PRINTING.
HOWSON'S PATENT OFFICES.

HYATT, H. A. New Brand of Dry Plates.

INGLIS Sc REID. "Insoluble" Dry Plates.

MAOEE A CO., JAMES F. Photographic Chem-

icala.

MOOKE, ALBERT. Solar Enlarger.

MOSAICS, 1384.

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES.
PASSAVANT'S DRY PLATES.
PEERLESS ALBUMEN PAPER.
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRESS SINCE 1878.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
PHOTOGRAPHISCHE MITTHEILUNGEN.
PHOTO. PLAQUES. Lockport, N. Y.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
ROBINSON'S NEW MODEL PHOTO. TRIMMER.
SCOFIELD'S UNIQUE CAMERA.
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO. New Dres-

den Albumen Three Crown Paper. Negative

Washing Boxes.

SINGHI'S VIGNETTING ATTACHMENT.
SOMERVILLE, J. C. Outfits a Specialty.

THE ART UNION.
THE M. A. SEED DRY-PLATE CO,

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
WILKINSON & CO. Artists and Opticians.

WILSON, HOOD & CO. Ross and Steinheil

Lenses, Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereosoopes,

and Views.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
WILSON'S VIEWS OF THE ORIENT.

119 Sou til Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA.

Branch Office,

605 Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

H^j^m
H. HOWSOX,

Jthminecr aiul Solicitor ofPatents.

C. HOWSON,
A ttomey at Law, and Counsel in

Patent Oases.
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
Those who for the last sixteen years have known Mr. Wilson only as a photographic writer,

will be pleased, when reading these three volumes, to find him equally at home in his eye-photograph

descriptions, which are full of humor, accurate description, instruction, and entertainment. Next
to making these journeys yourself, is reading the eloquent collections of an eye-witness, as found
in these two grand books of travel. They should be read by everybody, old and young."

—

Press

These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They
help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as per

list below

:

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contains NIKJE tTourneys:

A—France and S"witzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
C—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Nor-way,

Sweden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Sj/ria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
F—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

JiV^ALL, OVEB 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—Switzreland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

.SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

«@-VOLUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW READY.-©a

by S^SilLrs. EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. PubUsher, PhUadelphia, Pa.

SEND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
1
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Benj, French & Co.

No. 319 ^A^ASHINGTON STREET, NE^V YORK,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIK FAMOUS

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

g@=^ THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DaRLOT L£|N5£D views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photographic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OOR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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GET THE BEST! GET THE BEST!

ST. IL.OXTIS

Extra-Rapid Dry Putes.
PRICES REDUCED.

Wamiitel Perfect fi Latest Formlas ai Comjilete Birectioiis for Use.

<^FOR SALE BY—4^-
D. N. McDonald, :

A. N. Oldfield, . ,

Theo. Schumann,
Bachrach Bros.,

Richard Walzl, . .

C. H. CODMAN & Co.,

Benj. French & Co.,

David Tucker & Co.,

Douglass, Thompson &
C. F. Rice., ....
N. C. Thayer & Co.,

Hiram j. Thompson,
Sheen & Simpkinson,
P. Smith & Co.,

Sargent & Co.,

R Smith & Co.,

Allen Bros., .

Geo. R. Angell,
A. M. Harris,
Blessing Bros.,
Peck Bros.,

James Lett,
A. Black & Co.,

H. Lieber & Co.,

E. J. Weeks, .

Mullett Bros.,

T. V. EscoTT & Sons,
W. D. Gatchel & Co.,
GusTAv. Bode, . . .

. Albany, N. Y.

. Atlanta, Ga.
. Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore.

. Baltimore.

Boston.

Boston.

. Buffalo, N. Y.
Co. Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati.

Cleveland.

Columbus, O.

. Detroit, Mich.

. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.

Galveston, Tex.
Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

. Indianapolis.

. Indianapolis.

. Jackson, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.

. Louisville, Ky.
. Milwaukee.

O. P. Havens, .

0. H. Peck, . .

S. T. Blessing,

G. Moses, . . .

G. Gennert, . .

ScoviLL Mfg. Co.,

E. L. Eaton, . .

Thos. H. McCollin,
John Haworth, .

Wilson, Hood & Co
Wolf & Cheyney,
Wm. S. Conner, .

John I. Shaw, . .

1. D. Dexter, . .

Jas. H. Smith,
H. D. Marks, . .

Sam. Partridge, .

T. F. Indermill, .

Rud. Uhlman,
H. A. Hyatt, . .

j. c. somerville,
Zimmerman Bros.,

D. J.
Ryan, . . .

A. M. Powers,
Geo. W. Sittler,
F. Hendrick

,

Sessions & Kohne,
Chas. S Cudlip & Co

J. H. Kirk, . . .

Chas. A. Tenney,

Savannah, Ga.

Minneapolis.
Nevir Orleans.

New Orleans.

New York.

New York.
Omaha ,Neb.
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Me.
Quincy, 111.

Rochester.

San Francisco.

St. Joseph, Mo.
•St. Joseph, \lo.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Schnectady.

Springfield, Mo.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toledo, Ohio.

Washington, D.C.
Wheeling, W. Va.

Winona, Minn.

If your Dealer will not supply you, apply to my Eastern Agent,

G. GENNERT, 105 William St., New York,

OR DIRECT TO

a. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatino-Bromide Dry Paites

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

Size, 3% X 4:}(,"4 X 5,
" 4j<x5>^,
" 4Xx6>^,"5 x7,"5 x8,
" Q'A X Q'A,
" 8 X 10,

AS FOLLOWS

Perdoz.,$0 60 I
Size, 10xl2,

90
1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 X 20,
17 X 20,
18 x22,
20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 OO
6 60

" 10 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

I>iscount as follows : Orders amounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE. MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the " Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
^-^2^ THE NEW 5^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a New Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«@'$40.00 A REAM.-^ ^^'A REAM $40.00."^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

^-^^^—1 3Vt F^FLcy\r:ni id—^^^

PRACTICAL DRYPLATE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor,

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security
with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes
so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently
near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,

3'Xx45<, per doz.
4 x5 »

45<x5^ »

4iXx6^,
5 x8 »

6^x8K,

$3 50

4 50
5 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10 X 12,
11x14,
14x17, .

16 x20,
20x24,6 00

MANUPACTtlRED AlVD FOR SALE BY

12 00
made

\ to
order.

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CRAMER DRY PLATE, Best in the "World.
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A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debility, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
A.CTS DIRECTLY upon the great nervous and organic centres, and cures hy a nat-

ural process of revitalization.

HAS EFFECTED REMARKABLE CURES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Rt. Rev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Richmond, Va., Hon.
Wm. D. Kellej', T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer hy ]->erniission.

IS STRONGLY ENDORSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its

curative power from many persons of high character and intelligence."

—

Lutheran Observer.

"The cures which have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
cases of natural healing."

—

Arthur's Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
ineness and positive results of this treatment."

—

Boston Joui-nal of Commerce.

THE OXYGENHOME TREAT3IENT cont&ins two months' supply, with in-

haling apparatus and full directions for use.

SENTFREE : a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-

covery and a large record of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, n09 and 1111 Girard St., PhiladelpMa, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST.
We have established a depository of our compound oxygen home treatment at

San Francisco, Cal. This will enable patients on the Pacific Coast to obtain it without the
heavy express charges which accrue on packages sent from Eastern States.

All orders directed to H. E. Mathews, 606 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will

be filled on the same terms on which we fill orders sent directly to our oflBce in Philadelphia.
Patients ordering from our depository in San Francisco should, at the same time, write to

us, and give a statement of their case, in order that we may send such advice and direction
in the use of the Treatment as their special disease may seem to require.

ALSO SENT FREE
** HEALTH AND LIFE,'* a quarterly journal of cases and cures under the Com-

pound Oxygdii Treatment. Nns. 1 and '2 now ready. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE.
WE GIVE SPECIAL PEICES ON COMPLETE

OUTFITS
5

AND KEEP

American Optical Co.'s Apparatus Only.

DRY-PLATE OUTFITS $10.00 TO $41.50.

BEEBE'S, CRAMER'S, EASTMAN'S & NORDEN'S DRY-PLATES.

Five per cent, off on all orders of $10.00 or over.

No. 1009 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS.

OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
^> IT IS RESPECTFULLY SUGGESTED TO—«^

Employers of Photographic Help, Wives of Amateur Photographers,

Relatives of Photographers Practical,

THAT NO MORE ACCEPTABLE PRESENT CAN BE FOUND THAN

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
Hundreds have made presents of this excellent book to their friends, and

from both givers and receivers we have had most pleasant letters of surprise,.

approval, and satisfaction.

One employer writes : "The ^4 I sent you for Photographies for my assistant,

saved—-nay, made—for me ^40 before New Year's Day. : I never saw a fellow pick

up as he did after reading your book."
.

A wife writes : "James was fairly overcome when he found your Photographies

on his table, and wanted to know where in the world I discovered such a moun-
tain of a photographic book."

An employe writes': "Mr. McCormick gave me Wilson's Photographies for

my Christmas present, and that one act has made me feel that after all he had a

soul. I have paid him back 'forty-seven times,' he says, in the quality and
amount of work I do for him, and I mean to keep it up."

We cannDtrrecoramend it too highly to our colleagues.
|

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

—MoNS. Leon ViDAL, Editor of the ParrV Moniteur.
\

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-

The success of this latest gem of photographic liter- I

tography piit together The idea is capital, as it is

ature will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the
I °'''^l?^'>

^"'^ gives us the whole thmg in a nutshell.—

work deserves. Among the photographic writers of 1

^- ^ I^ilburn, Littleton, IN. H.
America Mr. E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer
—Dr. H. Vogel, Editor of the Photo. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dk. E. Horning, Editor
of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to
photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. ' We
are doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N.Y.
The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson

I hope that every photographer will see to it that

his $i goes direct to you, without any dealer's com-
mission off, in order that you may have the full benefit

of its price—ra benefit indeed for the many years you
have played your part so carefully upon the photo-
graghic stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the sub-

ject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

My friend and tutor, allow me' to than-k you for your
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value by
giving' it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.

could hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and
i

Spencer; Mansfield, Pa.

practical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y. . ; I can assure you sincerely that I never invested |4

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.—
j

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.—

John R. Clemons, Phila.
I

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, i Your Photographies will supply a want long felt by
and I think yours is that book.—John Carbutt, Phila. the fraternity, more especially among those like our-

If is a complete library.-W. D. Gatchel, Cinn. !
??'^^^ "^^ ""',%

" 0"t of the world," so to speak.-J. R.

. , , i
Hanna, Auckland, Austrana.

•It demands a position in the library of every pho- • ,, „, , ,,..,, i_- .• i

tographer, and this position it will assuredly attain as Y""""
P^^otopaphics is the best thing out

;
practical

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic ^"^ to the point, and no nonsense.—Walt. C. North ,

Times and American Photographer. ' Utica, JN. Y.

That Wilson s Photographies is the best and biggest book photographic, and
is a whole library within itself. The fourth thousand is being sold.

$4.00-WILS0N'S PHOTOaRAPHICS—$4.00
Will be sent to any address on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.



ANY READER WILL SEE THE ADDITIONAL VALUE GIVEN
ANY WORK BY A FULL INDEX.

"PHOTOGRAPHICS" IS WELL SUPPLIED WITH SUCH.

SPECIMEN INDEX PAGE FEOM WILSON'S PHOTOGKAPHICS.
Intensifier, The.
Ammonia and Mercury,
Bichloride of Mercury.
Ferrid Cyanide.
Iron and Acid.
Perchloride of Iron.

Permanganate of Potash.

Pyrogallic Acid.

Schlippe's Salts.

Silver and Acid.

Interior Work.
Kaolin, Rectifying Printing-Bath

with.

Landscape Apparatus.
Photography.
Views, Formula for.

Lantern Slides and Enlargements,

Leaking of the Glass Studio.

Lens or Objective, The.
Lenses, Angle of View Possible

with.

Choice of.

Forms of.

Light and Accessories.

and Shade, or Chiaro-Oscuro.

Reflected.

Lighting, Rembrandt's Style of,

" Lightning " Processes.

Linen, Printing on.

Lubricating the Prints,

Managing the Model.
Manipulations, The.
Manipulatory Miseries.

Marbled Appearance of the Paper.

Red Lines on Prints.

Mealiness in Prints.

Measles or Mottles on Prints.

Measuring, Metrical.

Medallion Printing.
" Megatypes."
Metallic Spots in Prints.

Model, Study the.

Mounting and Finishing.

Paste.

without Cockling.

Nature, Study.
Negative, A Generally Wretched.
Negatives, Black and White,

defects in.

" Doctoring" for Printing,

for Solar Printing.

Preserving of.

Printing Dense.
Printing Weak.
Removing Stains from.

Network, Formation on the Film of.

Objective or Lens, The.

Objects, Distances of.

Only Lines in Negatives.

Opaque for Negatives, (Jihon's.

OutHide Photography.
ChcmiKtry of.

Work, Art Principles in.

Work, Exposure.
Over-KxpoHure of Bromo-(»clntino

I'ialfin.

Paper, Cockling of the.

Drying the.

ExpanHion and Contraction of.

Fuming the.

Keeping White the,

Marbled Appearance of the.

Sensitizing the.

Woolliness of the.

Perspective.

Photography, Landscape.
Phototypes, Basis for.

Exposure of the Negatives for.

Husnik's Substratum for the

Plates for.

Inking the Films for Printing.

Plain Paper, Printing on.

Platinotypes, Sensitizing the Paper
for.

Cleaning and Washing.
Development of.

Exposure of the Paper.
Porcelain, Printing on.

Posing, Suggestions about.
Preserving Negatives.
Printing, Art in.

by the Solar Camera.
Dense Negatives.
Development Process of.

Flat Negatives.
Medallions.

on Albumen Paper,
on Various Surfaces.

Stereoscopic Views.
Temperature in.

Vignettes.

Weak Negatives.

Printing-Bath, The.
Decolorizing the.

Strengthening the.

Printing-Room, The.
Prints, Acidifying the.

Blistering of the.

Burnishing the.

Defectively Toned.
Drying the.

Encaustic Paste for.

Fading of the.

Fixing.

Glace.

Imperfect Washing of the.

Lubricating.
Measled or Mottled.
Metallic Spots in.

Refuse to Tone.
"Spotting" the.

Touching Out.

Treatment with Alum of the.

Trimming.
Warm-Water Washing of.

Washing in " Lead Water."
Washing the.

With Red Marbled Lines.
Yellowness of the.

Productions of Photography, The.
Public, Relation of the Photogra-

pher to the.

Pure Whites in Prints.

Red Patches on Prints.

Reducing Process for Solar Nega-
tives.

Reinforcing the Negatives.
Rembrandt's Stylo of Lighting.
Removing Stains from Negatives.
Retouching IJroino-tjcliitine I'liites.

I'rocoHH, Solar Negative.
Ki)l)inH(in'H Print Triniincr.

Screens and Curtains.

Sensitizing Paper for Platinotypl

the Paper,
the Plate.

Shortening the Exposure.
Silver Iodide, to make.

Saving, Method of.

Solutions, Volumetric Test of.i

Sky and Clouds, The.
Softness in Lighting.

Solar Camera Printing.

By Artificial Light.

Camera Printing Negatives,

touching.
Negative Reducing Process.

Retouching Process.

Stains from Negatives, Remotiii

on the Hands.
Stereoscopic Views, Printing.

Negatives Preparing.
"Stop," Use of the.

Streaks and Stains in Negatives,!

Strengthening Gelatine Emulsi^
Plates,

the Printing-Bath.
Studio, the Glass.

Construction of the.

Curtains.

How to Build a.

Leaking of the Glass,

with Curved Light.

Working Plans for Construction

Subject, Choice of.

Treatment of.

Table for Converting Centigra|

into Fahrenheit,

for Converting Cubic Centime^
into Ounces, etc.

for Converting Metrical to Tro

Millimetres into Inches, etc.

Temperature in Printing.

Tent, The Dark.
Testing of Silver Solutions.

Toning the Prints.

Bath, Treatment of the Gold.

Defective.

Solutions.

Touching out Prints.

Transfers, Collodion, lodizers forj

Coloring.

Developer for.

Fixing.
Gelatine Paper for.

Printing.

Transparencies, Bromo-Gelatine.j

for the Magic Lantern, To mall

Treatment of the Subject.

Use of the Diaphragm.
Varnishes and Varnishing.

Ventilation of the Dark-Room,
Views of Interiors.

Ex])osure for.

Figures in.

Vignette Printing.

Paper, Waymouth's.
Wastes and their Worth.
Waymouth's Vignette Papers,

Weakness of the Film.

Woolliness of the Paper Surfaoeij

Yellowness of the Prints.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON THE OTHER SIDE.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; $2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Practical Printer. By C. W. Hearn Price, ^2.50. Second edition now ready.

—

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy silver

printing, and is _/i<// of good.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-book. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.—For
the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

American Oarbon Manual. Price, $2.—For those who want to try the carbon printing

process, this work gives the most detailed information.

The Perrotyper's Guide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

^i.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only $4. By Edward L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 \tx
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to $4.—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—-All should study it. A splendid

work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' Gruide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, $1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1883. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

The British Journal Photographic Almanac for 1883, as volume I., and The
Photo. News Year Book for 1883, as volume II. Price, ^r for the two volumes.

IIO"W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, $i

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The. Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnnt St., Phila.
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This Favorite Annual
t> :IS NOW REA DY. ^=:::^

Setter ttian any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photograjihic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Talk About the Last Year.
A Cause of Confusion. Dr. H. D. Garrison.
Lighting, in Out-door Photography, W. Curtis Taylor.
Selection of Out-door Subjects. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.
Points. O. Pierre Havens.
Proverbs. H. S. Keller.

A Hint or Two John H. Reuvers.
Success witli Dry Plates.

Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Densmore.
How to Photograph Children. W. J. Hillman.
"They Work Very Hard and Slow." A. C. Isaacs.
ShaU We Take Tintypes R. W. Hubbell.
Electricity and its Adoption in the Art Science of

Photography. T. M. Schteier.
A Changing Bag for Dry Plates Geo. Sperry.
Impurity of Photographic Chemicals. C. J Billing-

hurst.

How 1 Saved a Plate. J. Harmanns Fisher.
Lifting the Plate from the Bath. E. Long.
How 1 Work my Dry Plates with Success. Wm.

McComb.
What shall we do about Prices. Mrs E. N. Loekwood.
Cheap Developing Trays for Dry Plates. J. J. Eskil
The New Baby ! J. Pitcher Spooner.
Things by the Way. S L. Plait.

Cleanliness. H. M. Sedgwick.
Something about Toning. S. H. Sperry.
Hints to Retouchers. M. M. Mudge.
A Picture from Nature Unadorned.' F.

Casein Emulsion John Baftlctt

A Copying Dodge. W. J. Staples.
To Amateurs. J. H. Hallenbcck.
Sporic Matters. John R. Clemons.
How Ea.sy It is to be Mistaken. A W. Cadman
A Peck at Yellow Stains. C. E. Peck
The Latest and BcM M.niiitant. R. K. Wood.

My Method to Prevent Frilling. H. M. Beeles.

Light for the Dark-room. W. J. Staples.

How I Educate the People. M. H. Albee.
How D'ye Like the Building J. F. Ryder.
Make Your Own Dry Plates. H. W. Immke.
Hash. R. E. Wood.
The (Revolution—Photographic"!, Gelatine vs. Collo-

dion. Charles T. Stuart.

How to Remove Silver Stains from Clothing without
Affecting its Color. L. C. Overpeck.

Metrical Measures.
Sunday Work and Other Thoughts. John G. Patrick.
Health of Photographers. Irving Saunders.
Taste.
Trays and Sinks for Developing, etc. M. L. Daggett.
Concerning lUumi.iation. V. Leyde.
What to do with Old Negatives. W. H. Sherman.
Notes on Printing and Toning. S. S. Richards.
Platinum in Toning. A. Hester.
A New Developer for the Cramer Plate. H. McNeill.
Points for the Beginner. William H. Ran.
Retouching Medium for Dry-plate Negatives. Will

A. Triplett.

It is a Fact. Miss H. H. Flanagin.
Dry Plates, Prices, and the Progress of Photography.

G. V. Moelk.
My First Development. W. N. Jay
A Good Burnishing Compound. E. S. Hall.
" Bits" from a Southern Gallery. H. S Jenison.
The " Boss " Developer. E. D. Ormsby.
A Query and a Wrinkle. J. J. Eskil.

Bits from Abroad : Albumen Blisters on Paper ; Ger-
man Gems; Master-pieces of Portrait Artists as
Models; Proper Illumination ; Annoying Phenom-
ena ; Peculiar Process for Reducing Copy Pict-
ures

;
Silver fnun Gelatine Emulsion Resitlues.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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ISrO^ST^ 3F?. E3 J^ X> "ST-

(2 THE ^

PROGRESS OP PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.
|

I

By DR. H. W. VOGBL, i

Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years,

WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF EMULSION PHOTO&RAPHY,

AND

AN ADDITIONAL CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

$3.00. o^-z x=»jf^G^:E3s, $3.00.
With Seventy-two Illustratmns, and an admirable portrait taken with

Electric Lif/ht, by W. Kurtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)



READ CAREFULLY THE CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

Physical Effects of Light.

CHAPTER II.

Chemical Effects of Light.

A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Ac
The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of Copper.

Salts of Chromic Acid.

Combinations of Mercury.
Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

Emulsion Process.

Photo- chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER HI.

Photographic Chemistry.

Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

Photographic Optics.

New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers.

CHAPTER V.

Photographic Apparatus.

Camei-as, Changing-boxes, and Tripods.
Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

The New Photographic Processes.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.

a. The Author's Method.
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate

of Silver.

c. Eder's Combination Method with the

Author's Modification.

d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate

of Ammonia.
e. Precipitation Methods.

f. Vogel's Emulsion.

B. The Manipulation of the Gelatine Plates.

1. Gelatine Plates.

a. The Exposure.

b. The Development.
c. The Fixing.

d. The Intensifying.

e. The Drying and Finishing.

2. Vogel's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.

C. New Positive Processes.

1. The Platinum Processes (Platinotype).

2. New Silver Printing Processes.

3. New Enlargement Processes and Appa-

ratus.

4. New Permanent Printing Processes.

CHAPTER VII.

Photographic .^Esthetics and Portrait

Technique.

CHAPTER VIII.

Photography for Amateurs.

X append a Sample of the Elaborate Index Supplied with the Booh.

Mercadier, Thermophone.
Metals and their compounds, effect of

light on.
Modifications of chloride of silver,

of bromide of silver.

Negative processes, new.
Negrotype, Itterheim's.
Nelson's pyro-developer.
New styles of pictures,

of portraiture.
Nickelsen's instantaneous shutter.
Nitroprusside of sodium, sensitive-

ness of.

Obernetter's emulsion process.
application to enlarged
and reduced negatives,

washing of.

pyro-developer.
Objectives, new.

for amateurs.
Oleococca oil, sensitiveness of.

Ott, preparation of pigment paper.
Oxalate developer.

for line copies,
for under-timed plates,
hyposulphite in.

preparation of (Elder),
restoring the.

of mercury, its behavior in the
light,

photometer,
of potash, neutral.

Packing emulsion plates.

Perchlorate of silver, sensitivness of.

Peroxide of hydrogen for removing
green fog.

for purifying gelatine.

Phipson on actinium.
Photo-electricity.

-polymerism.
Photography for amateurs.
Photogravure process.

Photometer, chemical.
Dore's.
Mucklow and Spurge's.
Taylor's.
unit for.

Vogel's.
Warnerke's.

Photophone, Bell's.

Pigment paper, preparation of.

Pitting in gelatine plates.

Pizzighelli and Hiibl's platinotype.

anthrakotype.
cyanotype.
instantaneous shutter.

on the oxalate developer.

positive-blue process.

sulphide of soda in the pyro-

developer.
Plante's secondary battery for elec-

tric light.

Plaque picture. Clench's.
method ofoperating with.

Plate-holders, American.
bonanza.

Plate-holders, Flamming dry plate.

new styles.

silver saver.
the daisy.

Platinotype, Pizzighelli and Hiibl's.

Platinum paper.
printing, Willis, 45

Plener's emulsion process.
stripping gelatine negatives.

Portrait antiplanetic, Steinheil's.

lenses, new.
Portrait-making in rooms.

in the open air.

Potassic chloro-platinite.

Potassio-ferric oxalate.

-ferrous oxalate.

Precautions for amateurs.
Precipitation methods of emulsify-

ing.

Preliminary treatment of the glass for

gelatine emulsion and Vogel's emul-
sion.

Pressing the emulsion.
Printers' blocks from gelatine reliefs.

Processes with printers' ink.

Promenade lenses by Busch and
Voigtlander.

style of portrait.

PiUmm, keeping qualities of gelatine

plates.

reducing gelatine negatives.

Prussiate of potash in the devel-

oper.

PRICE, $3.00
MAILED ON EEOEIPT OF PRICE, BY

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, PhUadelpliia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

-^

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

Dou£lassJhompn & Co.

" Great Central,"

Chicago, ----- 111.

JAMES H. SMITH,

Quincy,

111.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo, Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C. SOMEEVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

SCOVILL MAUF'S CO,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

D, TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

BLESSING & BKO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

O.H.CODMAN&OO.

Boston, Mass.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

WM. J. HAZENSTAB,

406 Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,

912 &914 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia.

MDLLETT BROS.

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

^-
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THE
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CINCINNATI.

Just a word here to urge all to look fur-

the-r on and see what Secretary Weingartner

saj's on the subject of the convention and

exhibition at Cincinnati. It is to open July

29th, and the time to prepare is now!

''AN AETIST IS ALWAYS A
STUDENT."

BY JOHN C. PATRICK.

The February number of your excellent

journal has come to hand, as usual full of

valuable matter. The two numbers already

issued bid fair to make the volume for 1884

equal, if not superior, to any of its prede-

cessors. Especially interesting to me (as I

doubt not it will be to many other photog-

raphers and lovers of art) is the article you
take from the ^r^ Union, 011 "Individuality

?£"in Art." Some photographers may say, after

- reading or casually looking over it, "What
has all this to do with Photography ?

"

-''Muck, every way, we say ; for what is true

ib relation to individuality in art as regards

•the painter or sculptor, is equally applicable

to the photographer, even if photography
does not come under the head of the "Fine
Arts."

Too many of us are mere copyists. We
get into a certain rut, and seem unable to

get out of it ; and a glance at our show-cases

does not betray any individuality whatever.
On the contrary, the same positions, the

same lighting, and in many cases the same

scenery and accessories, stamp our work

year after year.

As Mr. Hart says: " It is very pleasant,

too, for one who is familiar with art to

walk into an exhibition gallery, and be able

to pick out pictures that he can feel ac-

quainted with, without the introduction

given by a catalogue, though he may never

have seen them before." And is not this

equally true of photographic pictures and

their authors ? I have never had the pleas-

ure of attending a photographers' conven-

tion, but I think there must have been at least

a dozen exhibits at Milwaukee that, to any-

one familiar with the work of the diii'erent

exhibitors, did not need their card attached

in order to be recognized as their work.

Some of us, who are on the bottom round

of the ladder, may look up to and envy

those who are standing at the top; and per-

haps we think they have been more highly

favored than ourselves, or that nature has

done more for them than for us. We forget

that they have had to fight their way up,

many of them battling against adverse cir-

cumstances at every step. Why is it that

one man in a city—like Landy in Cincin-

nati—can command ten dollars a dozen for

pictures, while others in the same city, per-

haps, are glad to get three? I am not ac-

quainted with Cincinnati, nor with Mr.

Landy, but I have no doubt that every

picture that leaves his studio is indelibly

stamped with his individuality ; and that is
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the cause of his and others' success. I thank

you, Mr. Editor, for that article; for such

articles tend to arouse our dormant energies,

infuse us with new zeal, and awake within

us higher aspirations.

Mr. Hart says: "An artist is always a

student." There are some old fogies in our

fraternity who think the}' know it all. You
ask them if they take a journal, and they

give you to understand that they do not

need to ; they cannot learn anything from

iournals. Oh. no! they know it all, and a

great deal more than those who write for

journals. They are generally of that long-

haired, self-importanttype of masculine con-

ceit which reminds us of certain pill-sellers

and sleight-of-hand performers we have

seen on the streets in the " Old Country,"

consequential and opinionated, with no

knowledge of their own ignorance. The
successful photographer is always a student,

and avails himself of all the means in his

power for promoting and adding to his

knowledge. We may consider ourselves

(as I did three years ago) too poor to take

a journal. I am too poor now to be with-

out one, for I consider it (or them, fori take

two) as necessary as many other accessories

in my business ; and what I have gleaned

from thejournals within the last two months
has already saved me three dollars in just

one thing; and I doubt not that they will

save me many more before the year is

out. And yet men who smoke several

cigars a day talk about being "too poor to

take a journal." Bosh!

Now for a wrinkle that I have not seen

in print, and that, to many of your readers,

may be worth more than all the preceding

rambling remarks. A few days ago, a "dry-

plate fiend," representing the firm whose

plates I use, called on me, and gave me a

point that has already been of some service,

as follows

:

In case you want to make an instanta-

neous picture, or have an undertimed nega-

tive, before applying the developer, im-

merse the plate in one or two drachms of

liquid ammonia with si.\ ounces of water,

and it will deveioi) quickly, will) tlie requi-

site intensity. The proper manipulation of

this treatment, however, requires some
practice I find, as you are liable to get too

much intensity, as the demonstrator did

here, though he only gave half the time I \

should have given to the exposure of the

plate.

WHAT AILS PHOTOGRAPHY ?

I AM greatly pleased to see you have >

formed a determination to do something >

towards a reform in prices, since seeing the I

demoralizing effect of one photographer ^
being forced down by another in the beau- \[

tiful city of Detroit, as well as elsewhere.

If you would but visit every hamlet of our

enterprising country—enterprising in every-

thing but photography, which is being day

by day brought into disrepute all over our

beloved land—I think you would be still

more of the opinion that something must

be done to put a little independence into

each and every worker of this trying busi-

ness; trying in more ways than one; our

tempers are sorely tried, our nerves be-

come unstrung, and our health more or less

shattered by all these things combined.

I see that the stockdealers, at their last

meeting, resolved that concert of action

between themselves and the plate-makers

was essential to mutual success. The factions

that control money investments do so with j
interest; but poor labor can go a-begging I
for support, unless the laborer is willing to

devote his whole energy to perfecting him-

self for any emergency that calls for action.

I see there is quite a movement toward a

cooperative association for the benefit of

those unfortunates in our profession who

leave nothing to their relatives but their

working tools. There are abundant provi-

sions made fur the poor now—so many, in

fact, that tliey foster a " don't care for the

morrow" spirit, and take away their self-

reliance ;
which is not for their own good.

It would be better by far to try and pro-

duce a healthy tone in our profession
;
one

by which a worker would feel encouraged

to aim higher, and be sure of a recompense

for his ability and labor, and thus be self-

supporting. Let me quote here something

in reference to j)olitical life : " There can be

no ambition, no self-respect, no interest in

improvement among men who know that

the most faithful and successful service can-
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not save them from being dropped." That

is what ails photography. Each and all

but the moneyed establishments fear that

they will be dropped if they do not come

down to their neighbor's scale of prices,

and it has a a very depressing effect ; and

so the run is swift and sure to destruction.

The sooner the young photographer rea-

lizes that photography of itself is not a fine

art, but a business that requires an artistic

person to conduct it successfully, and one,

too, with a great amount of business tact, the

sooner he will combine the two and get a

start in the world. But if he thinks him-

self an artist, and dreams that in time he

will be appreciated, he will be sadly mis-

taken. It takes business push to put you

to the front : examples are plenty
;
you can

look about and see them, without any being

cited.

I have a subject under consideration con-

cerning the illustrations in the photogra-

phic journals, but I fear if I send it you

may feel that I am radical—a snapper at

straws, a man who has been soured by con-

tinual ill-luck, and jealous of those who have

the wherewithal to produce results. But it

is not so. To my mind, there are depart-

ures from the truth, and a merging of

others' abilities into the sole possession of

individual, who carries off the palm, instead

of giving credit to the participants in his

fame. "Which is all right, as the world

goes ; but all wrong so far as truth is con-

cerned.

And now, my good friend, and that of

others, I leave you to your own reveries.

Tours truly,

M. H. Albee.

ART STUDY.

An address was recently delivered by
Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, F.K.S., at

the distribution of prizes to the students of

the Brighton School of Science and Art.

In the course of it he said there were two

important requisites or corner-stones to the

proper study of art. The first was that by
which a student was enabled to see things.

It was absolutely necessary, before anything

could be represented properly, that it should

be seen properly. He knew from his own

experience that it was one of the rarest

things in the world for a man really to be

able to see a thing properly. But he did

not know that a man could learn to see

things outside himself properly better than

by trying to represent them. A man could

not realize the beauty of a figure or a land-

scape, unless he had attempted to draw
them. Until he had a knowledge of the

essentials to the production, until he could

pick out the salient points in the landscape

or figure, he doubted much whether any

man could be said to have seen the one or

the other. With regard to the second

corner-stone, the power of representation,

he thought there was as great a dearth in

that direction as there was in the power of

seeing. He believed that many artists who
had reached the highest rank in their pro-

fession were deficient in the capacity of

adequately representing what they saw. He
therefore desired to impress upon the minds

of the young art students, that their first

duty was to represent in their art what they

actually saw, and what was true.

They must study the conditions and

master the surroundings of the picture

which they had to represent, and, above all

things, try to be true to nature. The Pro-

fessor then called attention to a number ot

rough sketches of animals, fishes, etc., ar-

ranged at the back of the platform, which,

he said, represented the earliest traces of

art known in Europe. Pointing to one

sketch, that of a reindeer feeding, he said

his audience would notice that the outline

was wonderfully well done. Its unmistak-

able contour was clearly defined, and was

altogether a piece of true art. When they

saw such a figure they were perfectly certain

that the individual who drew it represented

exactly what he saw. Yet those drawings

were originally produced upon fragments

of antlers and of bone and little pieces of

stone, while the drawing implements those

early artists had at their command consisted

only of rude splinters of flint. Those draw-

ings also indicated that the young artist

should not begin with the brush, painting

away with indistinct outlines, but first try

to represent objects by bold outlines, which,

he believed, was the best way of arriving at

a thorough mastery of art.
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In conclusion, the Professor stated he

would saj' a few words regarding some

other things. He thought there was in this

country most unfortunately an antagonism

existing between handwork and headwork.

In this country there were two distinct

lines, if he might so put it. There was one

which he might call the professional line,

where it was considered a very fine and

estimable thing for a man not to work with

his hand, but with his head or pen. That

antagonism seemed to him most unfortu-

nate, and he thought all students should

bear in mind that it was a thing which

really ought not to exist. It would not

exist if it were not for an intensity of

vulgar prejudice. He would say that the

old craftsmen of Italy, those men who were

the builders of Florence and other great

cities, were men who had no prejudice of

that kind, and he thought that, if they

really wished to do their work in the world,

they must get rid of that absurd and ridicu-

lous prejudice as quickly as possible. The

work truly done was equally noble, and the

man who made a table to the best of his

ability was equally great, as far as his work

went, with the man who painted a beautiful

picture or composed a beautiful piece of

music. That consideration led him to an-

other point, and that was—What was to be

the end of all this higher education? It

seemed to him that if the end of it all was

the production of more professional men

—

more doctors, more lawyers, more clergy-

men, more professors, and more clerks—the

less they had to do with it the better. The
professional classes were being overstocked,

owing to that vulgar prejudice, and if

education was to be of any good, it should

aim at making a man better fitted to carry

on his work in the world than he was be-

fore.

His opinion was, that the best education

was that which would make a man better

at his handicraft. If a man had the chance

of pushing forward in the world let him do

so, but if he tried to get out of his own line

of life, let him do it at his peril. It ap-

peared to him a most ridiculous thing tluit

a man who knew a great deal of Latin, or

geology, or chemistry, should on tliat ac-

count think himself entitled to be supported

by the State. The education he had in his

mind, was that which was not confined to

the rich, which belonged not to one class

any more than the other, but to all, and

which would enable all classes equally to

do their work better in the position in

which they found themselves. — Scientific

American.

A PERFECT AND CHEAP PASTE
BRUSH.

BY EiriL FREY.

Nearly every printer and mounter has

experienced more or less vexation and annoy-

ance resulting from the use of imperfect

paste brushes ; and many half-cocked bless-

ings have been sljowered upon the heads of

the unfortunate manufacturers.

It is certainly not conducive to good

humor to find, after spending from seventy-

five cents to one dollar and fiftj' cents for

a brush, that the hair is continually coming

out and lodging on the paint, or to see parti-

cles of rosin, glue, or cement, with which

the hair is generally fastened in the socket of

the brush, make their appearance like asmall

shower of sand on the back of the picture.

The device which I shall proceed to describe

further on, has been in use in my gallery

for the last two years, and has given me
such satisfaction that nothing could induce

a return to the old mode of mounting. This

is not a patented article, and I give it to

the fraternity on its own merits, as an ex-

change for the many valuable dodges I have

culled from your publications. Here is the

modus ojyerandi :

1st. Procure from a hardware or tin store,

a coi'k-j^uller (not cork-screw), an imple-

ment used for removing, or rather extract-

ing, corks from the inside of bottles, con-

sisting of four pieces of wire twisted together

and separating about six inches from the

lower end, with a sliding ring to bring the

four wires togetlicr. Each of the wires is

bent at right angles, about one-eighth or

one-quarter inch at the end, with points

inward.

2d. Purchase from a drug store, a fine

surgeon's sponge, such as is generally used

by surgeons for dressing wounds, and

which will be free from any grit or sand.
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Should there be any imparities, remove

them by careful washing ; squeeze the

sponge as dry as possible and insert the

same in your cork-puller, leaving about

one inch extending to serve as the brush
;

now push down the sliding ring, and the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

sponge will be held firm and steady. Make
your paste of the proper consistency and

use but little on the brush. The entire cost

of this contrivance will not exceed twenty-

five or thirty cents, and will last you three

times as long, work nicer, smoother, and

quicker than any ordinary hair brush The

same size sponge will do equally well for

any size photo., from card to fourteen by

seventeen. Having finished your mounting,

remove the sponge from the holder, wash

well, squeeze, and lay aside for future use.

A brush of the same construction may be

used with advantage in the dark-room, for

removing the surplus water from dry plates

after the final washing. It will absorb the

water and particles of sand quicker than a

camel's-hair brush. Keep the wires dry, to

prevent corroding.

CoRSicANA, Texas.

From the 24th of December to the 5th of

January, that is to say, for tioelve entire

days, there was no sunlight in London, and
it was almost impossible to obtain any pho-

tographic prints by exposing sensitive plates

or paper to the light of day, and during

that period of time artificial light was con-

stantly used.

A HOME-MADE NEGATIVE-
WASHER.

BY C. H. SCOFIELD.

A NKGATiTE-WASHER that you can make

yourself. Take a piece of zinc and bend it

in shape of an old-fashioned pig trough

any length you want it, stop up one end

and put the other in the sink; take a

piece of lead-pipe a little shorter, and make

holes about one inch apart, and hang over

it, and connect the water with a rubber

hose
;
you thus have the best washer that

can be made. Lie the plates across the

trough, and, of course, the smaller ones will

go nearer the bottom and the larger ones

near the top, so you can wash two or three

layers of plates at one time if necessary.

WISE'S ALBUMEN-PAPER
MOISTENER.

Having been bothered with albumen

paper curling up when silvering, and many
times becoming dizzy by constant breathing

on back of paper, to keep it down, I deter-

mined to contrive some device to obviate

this trouble ; and to say I have met with

success will hardly describe it. Some will

say at the start :
" Why, keep it in a damp

place, or cellar." That is well enough ; but

not one photographer in a hundred has such

a place at his command. To all such, and

others, I freely give what to me has proved

by a thorough test to be something long

needed. The device, which I shall call

Wise's Albumen-paper Moistener, is made
and operated as follows

:

Have a box made of half-inch stuff (pine),

twenty-five inches long, nineteen inches

wide, and six inches high inside (if meas-

ured from outside, half an inch larger every

way) ; then have box sawed so as to make
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cover two inches high, leaving the main

box four inches high inside. Put a handle

on each end of box, and on top of cover, in

centre. Have this box—cover and all

—

lined inside with zinc, and let the zinc ex-

tend above top of box all round, so that

when the cover is on it will fight tight, and

make it air-tight, or nearly so. Then have

a pan made out of galvanized iron, twenty

inches long, fourteen inches wide, and three

inches deep, with a pice of stiff wire around

the top, to make it substantial—same as

any ordinarj' pan. Have a wire handle on

each end of this pan ; also a leg under each

corner, not quite an inch high. Now put

water in the box, so that the pan, when it

has albumen paper in it, does not float. I

then cut the sheets of albumen paper in

half, as I only silver half a sheet at once,

and trim off the ends that have no albumen
on, and put from two to three dozen sheets

in the pan—albumen side down, after first

placing a piece of clean blotting paper on

bottom of pan
;
put on the cover of box, and

let it remain for forty-eight hours. The
pa>per is then in splendid condition for sil-

vering. The way I do is to take off the

cover, and carry the pan (paper and all) to

where I want to silver; have about two

thicknesses of blotting paper, which place on

top of all the paper whilst you are silvering

a piece ; this keeps the back of the paper

from drying. I leave these blotters now on

the albumen paper all the time, aftfr the

paper seems to be moist enough. The blot-

ters seem to absorb the moisture that would

otherwise fall to the paper. You can regu-

late it now to suit yourself. When through

silvering, carry the pan back and put it in

the box again, and shut it up. The next

lime you want to silver, whether it is a day
or a week, you will find the paper in splen-

did condition.

I give this to liio frul(;riiily, and if thoy

find it of any bcnelit 1 .sliall bo amply paid,

and consider it only what 1 owe the Puila-

DELPHiA Photographer for the many use-

ful bits of information I have had from its

To have this moistener made will cost

about four dollars and a half at any hard-

ware store ; but any photographer wishing

one, and not wanting to be put to the

trouble of having one made, can have one

shipped to him by express, by sending me
five dollars, as I am having some finished.

One thing I forgot to mention. Be sure

your paper ^s dry before filming. I have

noticed that Hearn, and others of authority

on printing, advise a room to dry the paper

before fuming. Now, such a room is not

within the reach of one photographer in a

hundred, and to ail such I would say, just

try such an arrangement as I use, which is

simply a large dry-goods box—which is

also my fuming-box; cut a hole in the

bottom of box, about the size of the top of a

large tin pail; cover the hole with sheet-

iron ; buy a one dollar oil-stove, put it under

the box (but don't forget to light it) ; let the

paper, after silvering, hang in the box for

half an hour, with a gradual heat under it

all the time from stove below ; and you

have as good a drying-room as needed, on

a small scale. You can then fume j-our

paper without having to move it. But be

sure to extinguish the light before you fume.

I have found that the nicest way to get

blisters (and plenty of them), is to fume

paper before it is thoroughly dry. I did

this once in a hurry, and I shall not forget

it very soon. I hardly ever have blisters

—

not one in six months—and I think the

secret is in drying the paper; at least I

shall contend it is until 1 learn different.

Trusting that I have not taken up too

much of your valuable space, and trusting

that some one may be benefited by these

suggestions, as I have been with others I

have found in your pages, I will close, with

best wishes for the success of your journal

and for the fraternity in general ;
also to the

Cramer dry ])late.

Yours fraternal)}',

Gkorok D. Wise.
EvANSViLi.H, Rock Co., Wis.

Wilson's PiioTooKAriucs—another edi-

tion demanded and ready I Ijii.
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THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC LAB-
ORATORY AT THE MASSACHU-
SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECH-
NOLOGY.

Since the recent invention of the gelatine

dry plate, photograjihy has been advancing

rapidly in the number of its applications to

the arts and to the industrial and applied

sciences. The Institute of Technology has

not been behindhand in recognizing this

fact; and in the new building, now nearly

completed, a large room in the southwest

corner of the basement has been appropri-

ated to the establishment of a photographic

laboratory, perhaps the first ever constructed

in connection with a scientific institution,

for the especial instruction of students in

photographic manipulations, and for pur-

poses of original research in this most in-

teresting department of applied science.

The following plan shows the arrange-

ment of a portion of the room, which meas-

ures sixty, feet in length by thirty in

breadth.

heliostat, microscope, spectroscope, or other

instrument. A and B are the two dark-

rooms, entirely separated from one another

by a partition, and by a wooden frame con-

taining the gas-jet G, which is partially sur-

rounded on three sides by sheets of Carbutt's

ruby paper. S, S, S, are soapstone sinks,

the two former of which are supplied with

vacuum pipes for the purpose of accelerating

filtration. T, T, T, represent tables, the

one in the window being used for printing

purposes, while the others are to support

photographic apparatus and accessories.

Gas will be introduced into the dark-rooms

over the sinks for lighting when they are

not in photographic use. It will also be

supplied at the small square table in the

larger dark-room for heating purposes, such

as boiling emulsions. C is a case of shelves

and drawers to contain books, paper, and

apparatus. iiTis a series of shelves for the

storage of plates and chemicals, ikf is a

squai'e wooden box resting on the pier, but

connecting by an aperture, measuring ten

inches by twelve, with the interior of the

P, P, are two brick piers surmounted by
solid stone slabs, and constructed on founda-

tions entirely independent of the building,

in order to avoid all possibility of shock or

jarring. Upon one of these, brick columns

are built, which pass through the ceiling

into the " fourth-year " physical laboratory,

which occupies the room above. The other

one reaches a height of three feet, and forms

a solid foundation for the support of a

larger dark-room. This is to contain a

microscope for researches in photomicro-

graphy, the light coming from the heliostat

through a small hole in the box. The

image is thence projected upon a screen

placed inside the dark-room, where the

operator can examine it at his leisure. This

screen is supported upon the focussing table

a, which rolls upon a track, and may be

placed at any distance less than three metres
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(ten feet) from the aperture at M The

dark-room is thus converted into a large

camera, inside of which the operator stands

and exposes his plate, while he may at the

same time be developing another one pre-

viously taken. The greatest efficiency, con-

venience, and economy of time are thus

combined bj' this arrangement.

Both dark-rooms are constantly ventilated

by a system of double walls, with openings

at the ceiling and floor, whilst the draught

of the lamp O is utilized to increase the

circulation. The light thus becomes a

source of health, instead of vitiating the

atmosphere, as is the case in most dark-

rooms. The room A is provided with

double doors, so that the operator may leave

the room at any time during an exposure,

without the slightest fear that even the most

sensitive plate could possibly be fogged by

a chance ray of stray light. This arrange-

ment, though convenient at all times, will

be particularly so when working with long

exposures of two or three hours in length
;

and, indeed, it is only by some such ar-

rangement that these exposures become

possible. Besides the aperture at M, a

smaller one, six inches square, is made
through the wall of the dark-room. This

is intended for spectroscopic and astronom-

ical work. Either window maybe closed

by a sliding shutter when the other is in use.

Between the brick columns of the pier P
is placed a shelf, on which will be kept a

large carboy containing a saturated solution

of potassium oxalate, from which the de-

veloper bottles may constantly be replen-

ished by means of a siphon permanently

attached. We thus avoid the trouble of

continually making up fresh solutions, and

at the same time do not require to have the

developer bottles inconvenienllj' large. The
hyposuljihite of soda and sulphate of iron

solutions will be similarly provided for, the

latter being covered with a thin film of oil

to prevent oxidation from the air.

The routine work of the department will

be arranged somewhat as follows. Only

those students at the Institute taking tlie

courses in mechanical and electrical engi-

neering, architecture, clieniistry, natural

history, physics, and the general courses,

will receive photographic instruction. Each

of them will be required to perform at least

ten hours' work, divided into five days of

two hours each.

Some experience has already been attained

in teaching photography upon a small scale

(last year this department had sixteen stu-

dents)
;

but, should the present venture

prove a successful one, it is hoped it may be

adopted by other colleges, and that photog-

raphy may in the future come to be re-

garded as a necessary portion of every pro-

fessional man's college education.

William H. Pickering.

SIMPLE PHOTO-ENLARGING
APPARATUS.*

BY S. C. BEACH.

With the introduction of gelatine sensi-

tive silver paper, which has the property of

being extremelj" sensitive to light, enlarged

life-sized pictures may now be readily made

in a few minutes with an artificial light at

night. Expensive apparatus and lenses,

such as are used in solar printing upon the

common albumenized sensitive paper, are

dispensed with, and in their place a simple

camera or magic lantern with an ordinary

lamp may be employed.

Gelatine paper may be obtained already

prepared, is used in a dry state, is always

ready for use, and will retain its sensitive-

ness for any length of time, so that it afl'ords

the photographer and amateur a ready

means for quickly making positive prints,

at any time.

Our engravings illustrate two forms of

apparatus for exposing upon the sensitive

paper. The upper engraving shows a pho-

togra])hic dark-room separated by a parti-

tion from the exterior room.

Upon a table is placed a board on which

a saddle slides back and forth. An upright

frame is hinged to the upper side of tlie

saddle, and vviien in use the frame is held

in a vertical position by a flat metal latch

as shown. At the upper end and in front

of the frame, is pivoted a board twice the

length of the frame, provided at one end

with a large rectangular opening covered

* Read boforo the Operative Photographers'

Association of New York, February 2, 1881.
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with a ground glass, the ground side being

set flush with the face of the board. The

board revolves edgewise in a vertical plane,

and is perfectly balanced. The small en-

graving shows the position of the board

when folded up. Arranged upon the in-

terior side of the partition of the room in

front of the focussing board is a camera box

made in two parts, the front portion, with

the lens attached, sliding over the rear half,

which is secured light tight around a rect-

angular opening in the partition.

A short focus lensof the portrait combina-

TlG

adjusted. On an adjustable shelf, which

can be raised or lowered, are located the

ground-glass, kerosene lamp, and reflector.

The centre of the lamp-flame reflector,

negative, and the lens of the camera should

be in one focal line.

The ground-glass in front of the lamp

diifiises the light equally over the negative

;

an ordinary magic lantern condenser may
be used in place of the ground-glass, thereby

materially decreasing the time of ex-

posure.

Our picture shows the operator in the

1.

Photo-enlarging Apparatus—Obtaining the Foous.

tion type, provided with a diaphragm of an

inch aperture, produces the best results.

The negative, with the film side toward
the lens, is held in the slide in an inverted

position, and is slid into the grooved frame

upon the exterior side of the partition, as

shown. This arrangement allows diff'erent

sized negatives to be quickly and easily

dark-room in the act of obtaining a focus
;

the room is supposed to be closed to all out-

side light, except that which comes through

the lens, and the enlarged image of the

negative is seen very distinctly upon the

ground-glass of the focussing board. The
saddle is moved back and forth until the

correct focus is obtained, as, for instance
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when the hair of the head or the pupil of

the eye looks sharp and distinct.

The picture appears verj' soft, and, viewed

at a little distance, shows a remarkably

pleasing, crayon-like effect. The size of

the enlarged image may be regulated by
varying the distance between the lens and

the negative. Our lower engraving illus-

trates the method of exposing the enlarged

negative image upon the sensitive paper,

showing how the operation can be carried

on in one room. The amateur photog-

rapher only needs to provide a board having

rear end of the wings is located the lamp

with reflector inclosed in a metal box. The

arrangement is clearly shown in the small

cut.

Holes are made in each side of the lantern

box at the top and bottom to admit a free

circulation of air, and are protected from

the light by interior deflectors. A door at

the rear end of the box allows the lamp to

be removed. A tin cracker box can be suc-

cessfully arranged to hold the lamp.

The space at the top between the rear end

of the camera and the top of the lantern

Fig. 2.

Photo-enlarging Apparatus—Making the Exposure.

box, is covered by a velvet or other black

cloth, to exclude the light. As before stated,

the centre of tlie light, negative, and lens

should be in one focal line.

Having obtained the correct focus on tlio

ground-glass on the focussing board, the

vorlicHl wings or sides which lit tightly

around the sides of the back of his camera,

allowing the bed of the same to slide in and

out easily. A frame holding the negative

is secured to the back of the camera in place

of the usual ground-glass, the latter is sus-

pended just back of tlie negative, and at the I operator covers the lens with a cap of ruby
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glass, turns the ground- glass end of the

focussing board up, and fastens on the lower

portion, in proper position, the sensitive

sheet. When the sheet is rightly located

the hook may be unlatched and the board

turned flat, as shown, so that the paper may
be more easily pinned to the face of the

board; the latter is again raised, secured,

and made ready for the exposure. As a

vignetted picture is the most pleasing, and

can be easily made, the operator needs to

provide before exposure a cardboard having

a notched oval aperture, which, during the

exposure, is held between the lens and

focussing screen, as shown. Looking upon

the screen the dull-red enlarged image may
now be seen, but the moment the exposure

is made by removing the red cap from the

lens, the picture becomes suddenly bright

and brilliant. The operator then moves

the vignetting card to and from the exposed

sheet, thereby decreasing and enlarging the

vignetting circle. In this way the beautiful

soft blending so characteristic of vignetted

pictures is easily produced. "With a lamp

like a No. 3 Leader kerosene burner, giving

a flame about three and a half inches wide

by an inch and a half high, and of about

twenty-six candle power, an exposure of

four minutes has been found sufficient. The

exposure may be quickly stopped b}' replac-

ing on the lens the red cap.

The exposed sheet, with the latent image

impressed thereon, should now be removed
to a light-tight receptacle, where it may re-

main ready to be developed at the conveni-

ence of the operator.

Full directions in regard to exposure,

development, and fixing are sent by the

manufacturers of this gelatine paper.

As the process is so simple, and the

manipulation so cleanly and easy, nothing

could be more pleasing, interesting, and in-

structive to the amateur than to amuse him-
self by enlarging as described.

The pictures are permanent, possess a

soft, crayon-like appearance, and when
finished form a beautiful adornment for

onS's walls.

Gelatine rapid printing paper is likely,

therefore, to come into extensive use, and
we predict for it a brilliant future.

THE ALBUMEN PROCESS AS AP-
PLIED TO POSITIVES ON GLASS.*

BY ELLERSLIE WALLACE, JR.

Before describing the practical details

of manipulation of albumen plates, it will be

well to make the following classification of

films prepared with, (1) pure albumen, (2)

collodio-albumen, the actual sensitive ma-

terial, or iodo-albuminate of silver (if we

may so term it), being the same in both cases.

The earlier experimenters devoted them-

selves almost exclusively to the pure albu-

men film, believing that the presence of

collodion injured both tone and delicacy of

detail, but as time passed by this was seen

to be an error, and collodio-albumen plates

were found to possess every good quality,

and to be decidedly easier of preparation

and development. Nevertheless, we find

an article by Mr. Willis, in the British

Journal Almanac^ as late as the year 1875,

giving full directions for the preparation of

iodized albumen plates without the use of

collodion, showing that the older
.
process

was still a favorite. The directions there

given may be condensed as follows : A
mixture of the white of egg, water, and

iodide of ammonium is beaten to a froth

and allowed to liquefy again, after which

it is applied directly to clean glass plates.

A piece of broomstick, about a foot long, is

tipped at one end with a small piece of

gutta-percha softened by heat ; this is ap-

plied to the back of the glass until it ad-

heres, and the iodized albumen having been

poured on the face of the glass and guided

out to the corners by a glass rod, the stick

is rapidly twirled between the palms of the

hands so as to throw off any excess and leave

a thin uniform coating. The plate is now
dried in a closed box, to prevent any dust

from falling upon it, and is then sensitized

in an aceto-nitrate of silver bath, after

which it is washed, dried, and exposed.

The development is conducted by pouring

a saturated solution of gallic acid into a

glass pan supported over a sand bath or

other convenient source of heat, and im-

mersing the exposed plate, previously adding

a minute amount of nitrate of silver. The

* Read before the Photographic Society of

Philadelphia, February 6, 1884.
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image appears in about twenty minutes,

and the plate is fixed in hyposulphite of

soda containing a little chloride of gold,

which tones the image at the same time.

Here then, it will be seen, we have an

albumeno-iodide of silver alone. The tedi-

ous development, and troublesome coating

of the plates, during which, by the bye, the

greatest care must be taken against dust,

have probably been the chief reasons why
this process was never a universally popular

one. The process now to be described ful-

fils, I believe, all the desiderata in an albu-

men positive, and, so far from being trouble-

some to work, is remarkably easy. I may
mention that it is not a dozen years since

this process was sold to the professional

photographers of Philadelphia at quite a

high price, and was used by a number of

them with great success. It was given to

me shortly after by a friend. The direc-

tions are substantially as follows : Glass is

cleaned, coated with any good bromo-iodized

collodion, and then washed under the tap.

"While still wet, it is flowed with iodized

albumen, and then dried. It is then sensi-

tized in aceto-nitrate of silver, washed,

dried, and exposed. The plate is developed

in the hand with acid pyro and a little

nitrate of sliver, using a spirit lamp to

keep the developer about blood warm.

Thus, it will be seen that while identical

in theory with the process as described by

Willis, this one is far less laborious. The
coating of the plate is easily and quickly

done, and seems not to require any further

precaution against dust than such as any

good operator would instinctively take.

The development is by no means as tedious,

being complete in three or four minutes,

unless the j)lates have been under-timed, or

the developer allowed to get chilled. It is

also simpler and more economical than the

Taupenot process, from the fact of only one

silver bath being used. Still it has its draw-

backs in being very insensitive when de-

veloped as described, and in the film being

so nearly transparent that in the event of

over-timing, solarization is almost sure to

occur. Another trouble which sometimes

makes itself iiuinCully felt is blistering or

slipjiing of tlio liini. This, however, can

be entirely gotten rid of by using no albu-

men substratum on the cleaned glass, and,

instead, giving each plate a rub off with

powdered French chalk, applying the col-

lodion directly thereafter. A number of

experiments recently made to test this

special point, prove it beyond doubt to my
mind.

All things considei-ed, however, the Tau-

penot process is the most generally useful

for slide-making. Although the labor of

preparing the plates is great, undoubtedly,

still it has this in its favor, that the manipu-

lations need not, indeed, ought not to be

done all at one time, and I feel safe in say-

ing that anyone, after a few trials, will be

surprised to see how naturally and easily

the process divides itself up (as it were) into

a series of operations that may be done at

any convenient time.

Every one knows the exquisite quality of

the French slides—both in tone, in detail,

and in brilliancy or perfect freedom from

deposit. "While I do not for a moment pre-

sume to place my own efforts in comparison

with the work of Levy and other famed

Parisian operators, I have still, in the

course of some experiments very carefully

made during the present winter, noticed a

number of points in which mj' own work

resembled the French so far that I feel con-

vinced that the latter are made on Taupenot

plates and toned by mercury followed after

a careful washing by cyanide of silver. I

have some reason to believe that the de-

velopment, instead of being conducted with

pyro, is done with gallic acid, by the aid of

heat, and the plates developed fi Im side down.

There are decided advantage? to be gained

by this method. In the first place, the de-

velopment of an albumen plate of any kind,

but particularly of those such as the Tau-

penot, where albumen is the principal con-

stituent of the compound film, must be slow

when compared to other plates if the finest

result is desired. This is a cardinal point

in the management of albumen films, both

positive and negative. In the next place,

the quantity of free nitrate of silver added

to the developer must be very small, par-

ticularly at the beginning of the develop-

ment. The solution being thus excessively

weak, heat forms a useful adjunct to the

process, which would otherwise drag along
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in a most tedious manner. Now, when

plates are developed in the hand over a

spirit lamp, the fingers get cramped when

the development is so long, and the tempta-

tion to add a little additional silver is well-

nigh irresistible. In the dish this, of course,

would not apply, and I may here say that

nothing but the impossibility of obtaining

the proper kind of glass pan with ledges on

the bottom to support the plate, has pre-

vented me from trying the older fashioned

method. Any article other than glass can

hardly be recommended for gallic acid de-

velopment, for the addition of the silver

makes a fluid highly susceptible of decom-

position by contact with the slightest im-

purity. This was alluded to as long ago

as the year 1858 by Hardwich.

The blistering of the film, of which I

have spoken before, is apt to cause the loss

of many plates in the hands of a beginner.

It depends partly upon the condition of the

substratum, or rather of everything which

underlies the albumen film proper, and
partly upon the albumen itself. It should

not be forgotten that the whites of eggs vary

in glutinosity, some ,eggs yielding an albu-

men so thin that it may be filtered with ease,

while that of others is a stiflF, gummy mass

that requires hard beating in order to be-

come workable. Under any circumstances,

however, when albumen dries it becomes

a dense, horny, impenetrable pellicle of

great contractility, so that it is not at all

strange that the tension on the film, pro-

duced by its desiccation, should often be

sufficient to blister the film, or even to draw
it entirely off the glass. It will, therefore,

always be well to add, say, sixty or eighty

grains of white sugar, or an equivalent

proportion of molasses or honey, to the

iodized albumen. This modifies the horny

structure of the latter, and will often be a

complete cure for blistering. If the plates

sh'ould be exceptionally obstinate, the ap-

plication of French chalk, as before alluded

to, will effect it. In comparing the process

by iodized albumen with the Taupenot, it

will be seen that in the former the collodion-

ized plate is dipped into water before the

iodized albumen is flowed on Evidently,

any substratum previously applied would
thus be dissolved away, and might as well

not be there at all. Some operators have

doubtless depended upon the coagulation

of the substratum by the alcohol in the

collodion. This is a false idea, a layer of

dry albumen not being susceptible of such

treatment. The attempt has indeed been

made to coagulate albumenized papers by

dipping them into a dish containing alcohol,

and partial success obtained, but the dift'er-

ence between a layer of albumen on a

spongy body like paper, which could absorb

and retain a large quantity of spirit, and a

thin layer on glass, approachable by only

one of its surfaces, is manifest. Now, in

the Taupenot, or any other process where

the plate is dipped into the silver bath be-

fore being washed, the silver salt, one of

the most efiicient coagulators of albumen

known, has an opportunity of penetrating

to the substratum and fixing it by rendering

it insoluble.

To obtain the best results with any kind

of albumen plates, they should not be kept

long after sensitizing in the aceto-nitrate.

Three or four days in winter, or twenty-

four hours in summer, would be an extreme

limit. But it fortunately happens that we

possess in gallic acid an agent which confers

almost unlimited keeping qualities upon the

film, provided that itbe applied immediately

after the aceto-nitrate of silver has been

washed off. The washing in this case must

be very thorough, any traces of silver which

remain causing a red stain. The sensitive-

ness is decidedly lessened by the gallic acid
;

at least thirty per cent.

The sensitiveness of albumen plates will

vary with the method of preparation, and

the presence or absence of a final wash of

gallic acid. As previously mentioned, pure

albumen films, even without gallic acid, are

very slow if developed with acid pyro ; and

when gallic acid is the developer the process

is so lengthy that it becomes impossible to

do it in the hand. But a freshly sensitized

Taupenot plate is quite the reverse, par-

ticularly when alkaline pyro is used at the

beginning. Under favorable circumstances

it would be quite feasible to take quasi in-

stantaneous views on these plates, i. e., street

views and marine studies. This is also con-

firmed by M. Terrier, the predecessor of

Levy in Paris, who ranks Taupenot plates
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as the very best of all known forms of dry

plate, suitable for both professional and

amateur protographers, and unexcelled for

keeping qualities when treated with gallic

acid. It will be understood that the gallic

acid wash is only intended for plates that

have to be kept for a long time, but when

lantern slides are to be made it is better

dispensed with, and the plates used as soon

as possible after sensitizing, the tone of the

image being finer without it. For nega-

tives, this is not of so much importance.

A deposit is apt to form on plates that

have been long kept, or when the developer

is overheated, or the process too much forced.

This may easily be removed by gently rub-

bing the film with a ball of soft, clean cotton,

thoroughly wet, holding the plate under

the tap. The coagulated albumen is hard

enough to bear this treatment perfectly.

Those who are familiar with the pub-

lished formula for the Taupenot process

will notice two differences in what follows :

first, the addition of white sugar to the

albumen, the reason for which has already

been given ; and, second, the wash of fifteen-

grain iodide of potassium, which is applied

to the film immediately before the albumen.

It might very pertinently be asked. Why an

aqueous wash of iodide immediately pre-

ceding the application of the albumen loaded

with the same salt, was necessary ? In order

to answer this satisfactorily, it must be con-

stantly borne in mind that the Taupenot

film is double, i. e., an albumeno-iodide of

silver superposed on a collodio-iodide. Now,
in order that the alkaline iodide may enter

thoroughly into the pores of the collodion

film, it is necessary first to apply it in a form

more capable of working its way in than

the viscid, thick albumen, which always

has more or less tendency to remain on tlio

surface. Mr. Hewitt was the first to notice

this fact, and to introduce the aqueous wash,

and I consider it a very important improve-

ment in the process. If llic nlhunien were

directly applied, we would have to expect

more or less irregularity in the film, and

perhaps partial .sensitiveness to daylight,

which is not the case in plates prepared by

the following fornuila; in fact, all the

manipulati(jns up to the second sensitizing

may be done in white light—a great prac-

tical advantage to the operator desirous

of having clean, well-coated plates. The
iodide wash completely obliterates what-

ever effect the white light may have had

on the collodion film.

Before concluding I will give the formula

for both processes. The iodized albumen

may be the same in both, and I have found

no reason to alter the formulse which were

given to me by Mr. Hewitt some years ago.

Iodized Albumen.

Iodide of Potassium, . . 35 grains.

Water ^ ounce.

Tincture of Iodine, . . 3 drops.

Dissolve and add to five ounces of white

of egg, taking care that there is no yolk

present. Beat to a froth, and let stand

until liquefaction has taken place, then add %•

from three hundred to four hundred grains

of white sugar, and one-half drachm of am-
monia. Keep it in small bottles filled to

the neck and tightly corked, adding to each

bottle a piece of camphor the size of a pea.

If stored in a cool place, it will be good
after some weeks.

For the simple albumen process, the plates

are coated as before 'described, and well

dried. For the Taupenot process the glass

(cleaned and albumenized as usual) is

coated with a rather thin and ripe collo-

dion, dipped in the ordinary silver bath,

and then washed free from silver, after

which it is flowed with a fifteen-grain solu-

tion of iodide of potassium, and drained.

It is then treated with two portions of

iodized albumen and dried.

Aceiu-nitrate Bath.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 400 grains.

Water 10 ounces.

Ghicial Acetic Acid, . . 1 ounces.

Nitric Acid, . . . 2|>i drachms.

This bath should not bo exposed to day-

light.

Developmeni.

Pyrogallic Acid, 40 grains

(jiacial Acetic Acid, . 1 ounco.

Distilled Water, 20 ounces

Citric Acid, 15 grains

(a) Nitrate of Silver, 10 grains

Water, 1 ounce.

(6) Nitrate of Silver, 20 grains

Citric Acid, .SO grains

Water, 1 ounce.
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Plain albumen plates are developed with

the above solutions by the aid of heat. I

rather prefer to use the second formula for

silver solution {b), in spite of the large

amount of acid. The development being

lengthy, there is less risk of staining if there

is a full amount of acid present. A fevp

drops of the ten-grain solution may be

added if more intensity be desired. It is

well to provide each bottle with a dropping

tube, so as to be able to measure the amount

exactly. A single drop of either is enough

to start the development.

In the case of Taupenot plates, the detail

should first be brought out by a two-grain

pyro solution containing one drop of a,

saturated solution of carbonate of ammonia

to each quarter ounce, the strength being

afterwards brought up with the acid pyro

and silver.

Fixing and Toning Bath.

Hyposulphite of Soda, . 6 ounces.

Water, .... 1 pint.

Dissolve, and add four grains of chloride

of gold dissolved in two ounces of water,

throwing in a small lump of white chalk

to neutralize acidity. All traces of de-

veloper must be washed oS before laying

the plate in this bath.

Toning and Intensifying.

(o) Bichloride of Mercury, . 1 ounce.

Chloride of Ammonium, . 1 ounce.

Water, .... 4 ounces.

(6) Cyanide of Potassium (pure) 20 grains.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 20 grains.

Water, .... 1 ounce.

Dissolve the silver and cyanide separately

and mix, stirring until the precipitate re-

dissolves. There must be a slight excess of

cyanide in the solution.

The plate, after being fixed and washed,

is flowed with the mercury (a), diluted ad

lib., then, after a thorough washing, followed

by the cyanide of silver {b), and again

quicklj' washed to prevent loss of intensity,

which will occur if the solution be left on

too long.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884, " is worth

its weight in gold," says a reader. Secure

it ; 50 cents, 144 pages.

Photographic Society of Philadel-

phia.—Minutes of the regular meeting held

"Wednesday evening, February 6, 1884.

The President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

Chair. Thirty-one members and eight

visitors were present.

The minutes of the last regular meeting

were read and approved.

Messrs. Lewis Eeichner, Jr., Herman E.

Bonschur, H. K. Nichols, Joseph J. Fox,

John Bartlett, George N. Tatham, Jr.,

John Lambert, Jr., Charles Bullock, and

Joseph H. Burroughs, were elected active

members of the Society. Two new mem-
Ijers were proposed for election at the next

meeting.

Mr. Coates reported that preparations

were being made for a lantern meeting, to

show the work of members, to be held at

the Franklin Institute, on Thursday even-

ing, February 21st.

A paper on " The Albumen Process as

Applied to Positives on Glass," was read by

Mr. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr. (See p. 75.)

The questions in the box were as follows

:

1. Is there any danger of leaving the in-

tensified plate in the cyanide of silver solu-

tion too long ? It was said that a reducing

action would probably be the result.

2. Is there any accelerator which can be

successfully used in case of under-exposure,

save a stimulant alkali like ammonia or sal

soda ? Newton's iodide of mercury acceler-

ator had been tried by a member, whose ex-

perience thus far was, that by its use ex-

posures could be reduced one-third.

A few drops of a ten grain solution of

hyposulphite of soda added to the ferrous

oxalate developer was recommended, though

there was danger of producing fog by its

use.

3. When there is a scarcity of water,

what is the best method of eliminating the

hypo from the film ? Can the hypo be suc-

cessfully eliminated after the film is dry?

Eau de Javelle, Labarraque's solution, or

acetate of lead was recommended, as was

also a solution of alum. When the latter

is used on prints, they must be washed

about fifteen minutes to remove the alum,

or they may suffer in the burnishing.
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4. What is the use of the swing-back ? Is

is necessary for landscape work ? Is a

double swing-back often required ?

The swing-back is needed in architectural

work to keep the lines perpendicular when
the camera is tilted. In landscape work it

is also useful to bring the near and distant

parts of the picture into sharp focus, and

for this purpose can often be used to ad-

vantage in instantaneous work.

A letter was read from Mr. Titian E.

Peale, acknowledging the compliment of

his election as an honorary member.

The Secretary announced that a copy of

the British Journal Photographic Almanac,

for 1884, had been presented by the pub-

lishers.

The President announced to the Society

with great regret, the death of Mr. J. H.

Dallmeyer, the famous optician of London,

which had recently occurred off the coast of

New Zealand, and whose loss to optical and

photographic science was greatly to be de-

plored.

Mr. Warmsley sent, for exhibition, one of

Mr. Carbutt's latest improved developing

lanterns, in which orange pot-metal cathe-

dral glass covered with mat varnish of a

reddish-orange color, was used, and with

which the most sensitive plates could be

safely developed.

Mr. Young had used orange glass with

green cathedral glass outside, to diffuse the

light. The light was quite pleasant to

work by. He thought that a light whose

direct rays were not safe for development,

could be used where the rays fell on the

plate at an angle and through the develop-

ing solution.

Mr. John K. demons, a visitor, showed

some prints made on ieatherized paper.

Saxe paper and some of American make,

were treated with a solution which increased

its strength thirty-five to forty-five per cent.

It could be aiif)lied to the paper or added

to the pulp in making. The prints were of

a variety of tones, and the hypo had been

eliminated by the use of alum, as used by

Mr. Clemons since 1873, only about fifteen

minutes' washing being required.

Some lantern slides were shown by Messrs.

"Wood, Smith, Wallace, liarrington, Fassitt,

Prank Bemont, Prank Kogers, Taylor, and

others, after which the meeting adjourned.

Egbert S. Eedfield,

^
Secretary /r^ tent.

EocHESTER Photographic Association.

—Eegular meeting, Monday evening, Jan-

uary 14, 1884. The President, Mr J. M.
Pox, in the Chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were

read and approved.

The Secretary read several communica-

tions from New York, Philadelphia, and

St. Louis journals. On motion, they were

placed on file.

A handsomely bound copy of the Photo-

graphic Times was received from the Scovill

Manufacturing Company. Moved a vote

of thanks of the Association for the gift.

Carried.

Messrs. Pomeroy, Nelson, and Howes,

Candidate Committee, made a favorable re-

port on all applicants.

On a ballot being taken, the following

new members were elected: Messrs. H. I).

Marks, George Eastman, G. N. Barnard,

George Monroe, E. P. Bowdich, and H. G.

Durgin.

The President, in presenting the subject

for discussion—Wet Plates vs. Dry Plates

—

said, that although his experience had been

mainly with wet plates, and be was of the

opinion that many operators still favored

them, yet there were so manj' making suc-

cessful work with the dry plates that the

subject was interesting, and he hoped to

hear the opinions of the members on both

sides of the question, as many strong

points could doubtless be brought forward

on either side. All would doubtless con-

cede the many conveniences of dry plates,

while in favor of wet plates many good

qualities could also be advanced.

]\rr. Wardlaw: In the Piiiladici.imha

Photographer for .January ])r. Vogel says

pictures can bo made just as good with dry

plates as with wet plates, but never belter.

In a certain sense 1 agree with the Doctor.

I have seen, as doubtless you have all seen,

negatives that delineated the human face

and form divine perfectly—as perfectly as

could be done in black and white; but stop

to consider all the points that go to make
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up those extra-fine wet-plate negatives.

First in importance the light; not only

must we have a good light bat plenty of it.

Next the model; a nervous model won't do

or we get an under-timed picture. I am
speaking now of negatives 10 x 12 and up-

wards. Next comes the glass, collodion,

and bath, all important in making a perfect

negative. Now here the trouble with wet

plates begins, and the convenience and

superiority of dry plates looms up, for if

we are sure our dry plates are right we
can go ahead. Granting that as fine re-

sults can be made with wet as with dry

plates, still I contend that it is easier for a

man equally familiar with each process to

make these fine results with dry plates.

Take a large head, for instance, of a child

or aged person ; think of attempting a neg-

ative of this sort with a rectilinear lens

with wet plates; it could not be done, nor

would it pay to try it, while such a lens is

the proper thing to use for such work; with

dry plates a picture of mother or child can

be made life-size direct.

Mr. Barnard : In my travels I have seen

a great deal of photographers and photo-

graphs, and I am decidedly of the opinion

that finer work is now being done than

was formerly with wet plates. Photogra-

phers are now learning to work dry plates

much more successfully than at first. Hav-
ing quick plates enables them to secure

many subjects they would otherwise lose,

therefore they now have fewer resittings,

and consequently can give more attention

to securing more artistic work.

Mr. Nelson : Does the fact of people

being able to have pictures taken quicker

increase trade ? Do amateurs hurt the trade

of the professional photographer?

Mr. Bowdich : In regard to amateurs

hurting the trade, I think they rather help

along the photographer than otherwise.

Mr. Wardlaw : Amateurs can now see

the efi'orts needed to make good work, and
by experience find out that it is not all

child's play to reach perfection in photog-

raphy. When they see good work they can

appreciate it.

Mr. Pomeroy: Are dry plates as quick

printers as wet plates?

Mr. Nelson : I think not ; they will print

much slower than wet plates. I can get off

a good many more prints from wet than

from dry plates.

Mr. Stone : I would much rather print

from dry plates than from wet plates, pro-

vided they are of the proper quality. I am
printing every day from dry-plate negatives

that will print equally as quick as a wet

plate, and with equally fine results ; besides,

I am able to make better vignettes, as the

negatives are now freer from defects than

when we worked the old wet-plate nega-

tives.

Mr. Barnard : Do you think there is any

benefit in a yellow negative ? Do they not

take much longer to print?

Mr. Stone : I prefer what is called a yel-

lowish negative, provided they are made
thin enough. Oxalate developed negatives

I have usually found slow printers.

Mr. Pomeroy : If the yellow color that

comes from pyro was removed, would the

negative make an equally fine print?

Mr. Stone : I think not ; the negative

could not be made so thin and yet so crisp

without the yellowish tinge.

Mr. Bacon : If the yellow color is re-

moved would it not aff'ect the entire plate,

thereby changing the quality of the nega-

tive?

Mr. Wardlaw : To make a fine print the

deepest shadows should be printed down to

bronzing, or until the bronzed point is

reached ; the bronze should show when the

print is taken from the press, but should

be absent when the toning is done. To get

this depth of shadow there should be a cer-

tain strength in the lights, the negative

must be made so that while the shadows are

printing the proper depth, the half tones

are printing just enough, and the high

lights are not printing at all. The high

lights give brilliancy to the print. Now it

does not matter what color a negative is

provided it has these printing qualities—it

may be ruby, yellow, or blue for that matter.

I have frequently had to strengthen dry

plates with iodide of mercury, which, on

washing, gave a bright yellow color, but

these negatives printed brilliant and quick.

If they did not have the yellow color, the

prints would have been flat and gray.

Mr. Barnard : This subject of color is

6
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very much talked of throughout the country.

It is a topic of general interest among pho-

tographers, and a wide diflference of opinion

appears to prevail in regard to it. Can it

not be demonstrated ?

Mr. Wardlaw : If some one will bring

me a wet-plate negative that is a quick

printer having good qualities, I will agree

to make a pyro-developed negative on a

dry plate that will print equally fine and

quick.

Mr. Teller : In my opinion short develop-

ment is desirable. Negatives should be

timed just right in the camera. Leaving

them too long in the p^^ro developer gives

the yellowish color.

Mr. Barnard : I think the cause of most

failures is from over-time, and then the

negative is not properly cared for during

the development.

On motion, the discussion was postponed

until the next regular meeting.

The meeting then adjourned.

W. J. Lee,
Secretary.

KocHESTER Photographic Association'.

—The regular semi-monthly meeting of this

Association was held Monday evening,

January 28, 1884. The meeting was largely

attended.

In the absence of the President, the Vice-

President, Mr. W. S. Nelson, called the

meeting to order. After the minutes of the

last meeting were read and approved, the

Committee on Applications reported favor-

ably on the names presented for member-
ship.

The President, having arrived, ordered a

ballot taken, which resulted in the election

of the following new members: Messrs.

Frederick P. Moore, Clarence Williams,

William Learned, S. Miller, and AV. H.

Walker. *

The members of the Association feel grati-

fied at the interest already shown by the

constant increase in membership. The aim

will be to make the meetings as practical

as possible in the manner of discussing the

various subjects which may be presented

from time to time.

The Question JJox furnished the following

queries, which, having a direct bearing on

the subject for the evening's discussion, viz..

Dry Plates vs. Wet Plates, a general talk

followed each question.

1. What is the best method for reducing

strong gelatine negatives ?

2. Is it advisable to use alum in the fixing

bath for dry plates ? If so, in what propor-

tion and what effect does it have on the

plates ?

3. If only a plain hypo solution be used,

how strong should it be made ?

Mr. Charles H. Howes, Chairman of

Question Box Committee, said he.had lately

been shown a plan by Mr. Wardlaw for re-

ducing strong negatives, which, for sim-

plicity and good results obtained, was the

best by far of any formula he had used. To
reduce a strong negative Mr. Wardlaw
proceeded as follows : After the negative is

fixed and before taking it from the hypo to

wash, if it is too strong to print well, simply

leave it exposed to the air, with the hypo

still on the plate. In a few moments the

desired reduction will have taken place;

then wash the plate in the usual manner.

Mr. Wardlaw here exhibited a negative

to show the result of the above method, one-

half of which was quite strong, while the

other half was of good printing quality.

The plate had been treated in the usual

manner, except that one-half was exposed to

the air while the remainder was allowed to

remain in the fixing bath.

Mr. Pomeroy inquired if the washing

checked the reduction.

Mr. Wardlaw said it did directly, and no

after-treatment was needed but to give the

negative a thorough washing.

Mr. Monroe : AVhat do you consider a

thorough washing for gelatine plates ?

Mr. Wardlaw : In my opinion dry plates

are seldom washed too long. To eliminate

the soda from a dry plate requires at least

an hour's washing. A good plan which I

am now using is to have a wooden box with

sides and bottom grooved, made of suitable

size to take the plates mostly u.sed. Fill

the box with water and let them soak. By
frequently changing the water, say five or

i

six times during an hour's wash, the hypo

will be pretty thoroughly washed out. I

am using a fixing bath nuulo in the same

maruier, which I find works well.
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Mr. Monroe said that a very fine clearing

solution for dry plates is a bath composed of

alum and citric acid—a handful of alum in

two quarts of water and half an ounce of

citric acid. This bath will remove any

stain produced by the pyro developer ; by

using the same formula made stronger,

strong negatives can be reduced. Moreover,

citric acid is valuable as a restraining agent

in the developer when over-exposure is

feared. In case it is found that the nega-

tive develops with too much contrast, by

using the pyro without the citric acid the

proper detail in the shadows may be ob-

tained. It is well in that case to have an

extra dish at hand with normal developer,

so that no time will be lost in transferring

the plate from one dish to the other.

Mr. Howes said, regarding the second

question, that he did not think that there is

any special benefit to be derived from the use

of alum in the fixing bath unless the plate

frills ; in that case use according to your

own judgment what is needed to prevent it.

Mr. Shelly: Is there any injurious effect

to the negative by the use of alum in the

fixing bath ?

Mr. Wardlaw: iSTegatives that are fixed

in a bath containing alum in any great

amount are made very hard, and I think

are more diflScult to wash thoroughly. I

never use alum, and never have favored

using it, but if I found my negatives frilled,

then of course I should use it.

Question 3. Mr. Howes said that the plates

will not fix as well nor yet as quickly in a

bath made too strong ; a weaker solution

worked better, and the fixing bath may be

used until it became discolored. He would

not advise using after the bath grows foul.

An old hypo bath will sometimes produce

stains on the negative, caused by particles

of other chemicals getting into it. Use the

fixing bath only while it remains clear.

Mr. Monroe exhibited two negatives

which he said Mr. Barnard made at his

place. They were developed with his sul-

phite developer. One was clear, while the

other showed green fog in the shadows.

He said that Mr. Barnard suggested to him
recently that by adding a small quantity of

nitrate of silver to the developer before

using, green fog would be produced.

Mr. Wardlaw: I don't think the green

fog shown in this plate, which is caused by

silver in the pyro developer, is identical

with the genuine green fog, which is a

chemical fault in some plates.

Mr. Monroe : I am not certain it is the

same green fog which is caused by an over-

dose of ammonia in the developer, but it is

at least a suggestion as to what may be the

cause of it in many plates. You will note

that the first plate is quite clear, while the

other shows fog. I learn that the pyro

developer is not generally used in England

because of green fog ; the opposite seems

to be the rule in this country, as nine out

of ten of the American photographers have

ceased using the oxalate over a year since,

which speaks volumes for our Yankee in-

genuity.

The Secretary read the following com-

munication from Mr. G. N. Barnard :

Rochester, N. Y., January 28, 1884.

To the President and Members of the R. P. A.

Gentlemen: Absence from town will

prevent my taking part in the dry-plate

discussion this evening; therefore I would

like to say a word or two on the question

in favor of dry plates and the manner of

working them. I wish to state briefly a

few observations.

In discussing processes, on which many
of our best photographers diff'er in opinion,

it would be difficult for me to advance any

theory without some practical demonstration

or other proof that would convince anyone

present for or against either wet or dry

plates.

It is known to most of you that I have

been actively engaged in our profession for

many years, having begun it in 1842, and

that I have been familiar with most of the

improvements in photography from the com-

mencement to the present time, and I now
think (taking into account all the photog-

rapher of to-day can do with dry plates)

that this is the greatest invention the art

has yet seen.

At the last meeting it was stated that Dr.

Vogel said recently that as good work could

be made with dry plates as with wet, but

never better. I will go a little further than

the Doctor, although I regard his views
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highly. I think better negatives, under

most if not all conditions, can be made
with dry plates, with the advantage of great

rapidity over wet plates. You are all

familiar with the fact that uniformity in

the manufacture of dry plates in the United

States can now be relied upon, and uniform

plates are within the reach of all. Fine
chemical results can now be obtained with

care in working.

Now to obtain the best results from dry

plates the manner of development must be

thoroughly understood
; in my opinion this

is all important. Within the past few

months I have visited many photographic

galleries throughout the country, where dry

plates of various makers were used. I

found that most failures came from improper

development. Quite a number of operators

would make a normal developer and pour

over the plate ; allowing it to remain until

in their opinion it was done, not taking

it from the dish to examine by transmitted

light until after the plate was fixed. I do

not believe uniformly good results can be

obtained by any such mode of working.

I hope this Society will take up the sub-

ject of development of dry plates for their

deliberations at an early day, "With the

difficulties of the old negative bath, and the

trouble incident to keeping collodion in

harmony with it, you are all familiar.

Wishing you all success in working dry

plates, I remain.

Fraternally yours,

G. N. Baknakd.

The January number of the Photograjihic

Times was thankfully acknowledged by the

Association.

After several changes were made in the

Constitution and By-laws, the meeting ad-

journed.

Association of Operative Photogra-
I'UERs OF New York.—Minutes of the

meeting held February 2, 1884. President

Charles Shaidnor in the chair.

The British Journal, Photographic News,
Philadelphia Photographer, and Pho-
tographic Times were received with the

thanks of the Association.

Mr. Koche introduced to the meeting

Prof. Dudley, Mr. William Bell, of Phila-

delphia, Messrs. David Cooper and Ward-
law, of Kochester.

The Chairman of the Literary Committee

introduced Mr. S. C. Beach, of the Scientific

American, who had kindly promised to ad-

dress the meeting on "Simple Photo-En-

larging Apparatus." (See page 72.)

Of the many' experiments made by Mr.

Beach, principally must be mentioned the

enlargements. He used for all of them the

bromo-gelatine emulsion paper, and with

admirable success. While at a former

meeting, he said, j'^ou have seen experi-

ments made by the hydro-oxygen light, I

demonstrate to you now only with the aid of

an ordinary petroleum lamp. The enlarge-

ments and contact prints T make must still

convince you of the immense rapidity with

which bromo-gelatine papers will work.

Copies I obtain with it and the scanty light

at our command, I make in about a minute,

while an ordinary piece, of albuminized

silver-paper would hardly give me a similar

effect in bright sunlight in from fifteen to

twenty minutes.

There are several kinds of gelatine paper

in the market now, and they all are well

known to me. The best and most reliable

are those made by Morgan & Kidd, of

London, England, Gaadsell & Steven, of

Glasgow, Scotland, Mons. Hutinet, of Paris,

and your esteemed member, Mr. T. C. Koche,

the latter two finding representation through

the Messrs. Anthony. Roche's paper un-

doubtedly must be given the preference

over all others; its mode of preparation

seems to differ from all others, as we see by

the results. His inodus 02Jerandi is a secret,

and that he keeps it so nobody can find fault

with, for it is worth keeping. At the present

time, gelatine paper is used in all branches

of photography, on account of its reliability

and rapid action. With it, proofs can bo

easily made in the camera from negatives

still wet, enlargements made, reproductions

of all manner of tilings—autographs with

all their intricacies, commercial papers,

including the water-marks, can be ren-

dered faithfully and correctly. It has been

applied to scientific research, to meteor-

ological and astronomical observations ; the

variations of the wind-vane and the mer-

curial column of the barometer and ther-
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mometer, all with equal success. The tourist

may employ it instead of the emulsion-

coated glass plate. A negative taken upon

it when rendered transparent by washing

will give very fine prints.

Of many experiments made, three were

remarkable vignetted copies, an enlarged

autograph of Capt. Abney, drawings upon

heavy cardboard and printed by contact,

and many others.

Mr. Beach withdrew under immense ap-

plause of the audience.

Mr. David Cooper, of the Eastman Dry
Plate Company : We have been asked to

produce photographic pictures with the

bromo-gelatine emulsion plates—the effects

and details of which were heretofore un-

known to the photographer—and the most

audacious speculation could hardly think it

possible ever to obtain such results as those

before you now. The great susceptibility

of the dry plate to render faithfully the

same efi"ects as are seen upon the ground-

glass screen is partly owing to the quality

of the plate itself, and possibly in a greater

proportion to the proper management of

the operator developing the negative. (Here

Mr. Cooper exhibited a large number of

photographs of sizes from carte-de-visite to

life-size (22x28), made by Mr. Kent, of

Eochester, Mr. Wardlaw operator; three

large sizes made with 18 x 24 rapid recti-

linear No. 3 stop Dallmeyer, in from twenty

to forty seconds.) All the pictures exhibited

were extremely fine in all details, and showed

a remarkable accuracy in their technical

management and artistic handling. The
mode of developing these pictures will be

explained to you by Mr. Wardlaw, who
developed every one of those you have

seen.

Mr. Wardlaw: You must not think it

so very difficult to get good results with

dry plates. Eastman plates bear a very

great reputation, and justly so. They are

invariably good, and you all have made
good pictures upon them, and can make
them every time if proper rules are ob-

served. I have made some alterations in

the original Eastman developer, and, as j'ou

have seen, have had some success. My
mode of operating is as follows

:

Pyro Solution.

Pyro, .

Alcohol,

h ounce.

Bromide Solution.

Bromide of Ammonium,
Water,.... . 400 grains.

4 ounces.

A^nmonia Solution.

Strong Ammonia Water, . 1 ounce.

Bromide of Ammonium, . 60 grains.

Glycerine, .... 1 ounce.

Water, . . . . . 6 "

Normal Developer.

Pyro Solution, ... 2 drachms.

Ammonia Solution, . . 2 "

Bromide Solution, . . 2 "

Water,..... 8 ounces.

Mr. Wardlaw says he finds it better to

wait until a number of plates have been ex-

posed before commencing to develop, and

then proceed as follows :

Have three trays large enough to hold

the size plates to be operated upon. Into

each tray pour a sufficient quantity of the

normal developer (as given above) to well

cover the plate—say eight ounces for an

8 X 10 dish. To dish No. 2 add one drachm

of the bromide solution ; and to dish No. 3

add two drachms of the pyro solution.

We then have in

—

Tray No. 1, eight ounces of normal de-

veloper.

Tray No. 2, eight ounces of normal de-

veloper, and one drachm of bromide solu-

tion.

Tray No. 3, eight ounces of normal de-

veloper, and two drachms of pyro solution.

The reason of this arrangement is, if a

plate is over-exposed you can quickly and

evenly check the development by slipping

it from one tray to the other. In case a

plate is m,uch over-exposed, this is extremely

important, and enables the operator to save

the negative, when if he had to stop and

measure it he might lose it. It also saves

time, for whilst the plate is in dish No. 2,

gaining intensity, another plate can be com-

menced in No. 1.

If sufficient strength is not gained in No.

2, remove the plate to No. 3, where the

extra pyro will quickly give it the desired

intensity.
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If the plate is right-timed but thin when
it comes out of No. 1, a short time in tray

No. 2 will improve it.

If the plate shows under-exposure in tray

No. 1, add one drachm of the ammonia
solution to get out the detail. In this case

the development should be carried to a com-

pletion in tray No. 1.

It is always better to o^-e?'-expose than

under-exTpose, as the plate almost always

suffers by forcing.

One lot of developer will answer for a

number of plates if developed in quick suc-

cession. If the plates are all over-exposed,

the development should be commenced in

tray No. 2, and finished in tray No. 3, if

necessary.

In the absence of three trays, use one,

and have the developer in graduates or

bottles, and change as required by pouring

off and on, taking care to avoid air-bubbles.

Fix in a half saturated solution of hypo

and water. Wash the plate thoroughlj^ in

running water five minutes, and then soak

for half an hour in two or three changes of

water.

As an ocular demonstration, Mr. Ward-
law developed several plates which had pre-

viously been expo.sed.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

Beach, Mr. Cooper, and Mr. Wardlaw,
and the meeting adjourned.

Charles Ehrmann,
Secretary.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Ruby and Qround Glass Combined for Illu-

mination of the Dark-room—The most

Convenient Enlarging Process—Failure in

Albumen Paper—Action of Ferri Prussiate

of Potassa on Oelaiine-cooking Emulsion.

Mr. Pritchard has recently published

in the Photographic News his results in the

employment of orange-colored glass for

the illumination of the dark-room, which

are not only interesting on account of their

practical importance, but likewise by reason

of the ajtparent contradiction they offer to

the results obtained by photography and
spectroscopy. To say that a glass medium
which allows the transmission of the green

rays along with the red is a better protector

from actinic rays seems at first sight like

a paradox. I repeated the experiments

however, and can, therefore, verify the

results obtained by Mr. Pritchard. I tried

photometrically ground glass, and found

that it absorbed nearly twenty per cent, of

the light. Orange glass intercepted the blue

end of the spectrum to the middle between

the line D and E, and allowed the trans-

mission of green, orange, yellow, and red,

but with an appreciable diminution in

intensity. A third sheet of red glass ab-

sorbed all the colors from violet to yellow

inclusive. Now it is an acknowledged fact,

that even red rays have a perceptible influ-

ence upon gelatine plates. In fact, three

years ago, I obtained a photograph of the

red line in the spectrum of hydrogen. It

is, therefore, to be presupposed that the light

percolating the red glass has an effect upon

gelatine plates. I exposed Monckhoven's

plates in Warnerke's sensitometer for two

minutes, at a distance of a metre from ihe

flame of a fish-tail burner behind a red

screen, and also a second plate behind an

orange screen covered with ground glass

;

the results were that both plates, developed

in the same manner, gave the number ten.

Therefore, in practice, a ground glass in

connection with an orange one maybe used

as a substitute for a ruby screen. Inas-

much as the chemical effect of the light

from behind the orange screen in connection

with the ground glass is not any greater

(although it allows the transmission of the

green rays) than the effect of the red, it

follows that rays transmitted from it, the

red, orange, yellow, as well as the green,

diminished in such an appreciable amount

as to have no more effect upon the sensitive

surface than those transmitted through the

ruby glass. In relation to chemical effect,

therefore, the action is the same with both

media. But the case is different when we

consider the action of the light transmitted

upon the comfort and health of the eyesight

of the operator. A suiierlicial comparison

may be here made in relation to the greater

or less ease with which jiriiit may be read

under these two media : orange and ground

glass have the advantage in every respect.

I instituted a comparison of both by means

of a photometric scale, holding, especially,
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the ruby and the orange and ground glass

against the light; I found that six was the

highest number behind the ruby, while

eight was found for the orange and ground

glass. The coefficient weakening of the

photometric paper was 1.7, so that the rela-

tive degree of healthfulness to vision behind

the orange and ground glass was 2.89,

greater than with the ruby glass. 1, there-

fore, emphatically confirm the results ob-

tained by Pritchard in recommending the

use (observe : orange glass, not yellow) for

the lantern in the dark-room.

Our Association recently discussed the

question of the application of emulsion for

enlargements. The high degree of sensibility

to light obtainable makes it now possible to

produce enlarged pictures by ordinary lamp

light, by the use of Lemay's emulsion

paper. In fact, Lemay, of Paris, has sent

to our Society remarkable specimens of

enlargements. Mr. Halms has used with

advantage such emulsion for the pre-

paration of enlargements upon canvas.

He is in the habit of washing over the

canvas with soda and then with citric acid,

by which it acquires a suitable surface, so

that the emulsion and oil color adhere very

well. The enlargements may also be effected

upon paper pasted upon canvas without any

danger of becoming detached. Herr G-raff

employs the same method, only using com-

mon canvas for economy's sake. The paper

is brushed over several times with gelatine,

and then painted over. The texture of the

canvas, which shows through upon the paper,

is regarded as an advantage, inasmuch as

it gives the picture more the appearance of

an oil painting.

Hasse and Sohn, of Preiburg, complained

that whenever they used a certain brand of

albumen paper, on hanging it up to dry

after silvering, the solution ran off in

greasy streams or stood in single drops

upon the surface, which spots subsequently

showed upon the paper as measles. The silver

bath had the strength of one to twelve.

Herr Graff has frequently noted the defect,

especially when the paper is quite fresh ; it

is rarer with the use of old paper. He pre-

vents the occurrence by rubbing the paper

with raw cotton before silvering. Herr

Haberlandt remarked that the defect was

frequently manifest when the paper was im-

perfectly salted, or when the bath was too

strong. Trapp and Munch always give the

precaution with their paper not to make
the bath stronger than one to fifteen, and to

float the paper only two minutes. Herr

Eoloff declared that this defect in the paper

had shown itself frequently in his experi-

ence, and especially with the first sheets

used, but when a number of sheets had been

floated and the bath in consequence weak-

ened, the defect ceased. He further declared

that the use of cotton in rubbing was of no

avail ; he saved such paper as began to ex-

hibit the stride, by laying them between

sheets of blotting paper until dry.

Eder recently made the remark that the

red prussiate of potash makes gelatine insolu-

ble in the same manner as alum. If such

gelatine be exposed to the light, it becomes

again soluble. The case is, therefore, just

the reverse of the insolation of bichromated

gelatine, which by the action of light is

made insoluble, not soluble. Besides, there

is another salt, the perchloride of iron,

which acts in a similar manner. This

led Poitevin to recommend it for obtaining

a direct carbon positive. Interesting as the

subject is for the heliographic art, yet there

is the drawback to- its application in the

diminution in sensitiveness which is occa-

sioned by the employment of the gelatine

saturated with the salt of iron, requiring so

much longer exposure. Mr. Graeter, of

Switzerland, has made the observation that

the process of gelatine emulsifying may be

much shortened by digesting it at a higher

temperature under pressure. The same re-

sults were obtained in one-quarter of an

hour, under a pressure of four atmospheres,

as would have been obtained with normal

pressure only in an hour's time. But, unfor-

tunately, there is a greater risk of decompo-

sition of the gelatine with exposure to high

temperature.

Yours very truly.

Dr. H. W. Vogel.
Berlin, January 30, 1884.

Dr. Vogel 's Progress of Photography since

1879, is the best work on dry-plate photog-

raphy there is. |3, post paid.
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CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION.

We are glad to be able to inform our

readers that the Executive Committee of the

P. A. of A. has had a meeting and decided

some of the preliminary arrangements of the

Convention to be held in Cincinnati, com-

mencing July 29th. Mr. Leo Weingartner,

Secretary of the Association, writes to us as

graving, is a large and magnificent building,

finely situated, and having every facility for

the exhibition of pictures, appliances, and
all the apparatus pertaining to photography.

The advantages offered should incite mem-
bers of the fraternity to their best efforts, and

as the time is not far distant, let us urge

upon our readers that now is the time to

prepare your exhibits and begin to save up
your pocket-money ; bearing in mind all the

while that we want to make this the best

Convention yet held in regard to the amount

of good accomplisKed for the fraternity at

large. Let the fact be impressed upon all

of us, that we meet not so much for social

intercourse as to compare notes and argu-

ments as to the great future opening for pho-

tography. We are on the threshold of a

new era, and it behooves us to be wide awake

and keep our lamps well trimmed and burn-

follows: "The Annual Convention of the

P. A. of A. will be held in Music Hall,

Cincinnati, commencing on the morning of

July 29th. All of the details have not been

definitely settled as yet, but arrangements

will be made that will allow of the very best

talent of the fraternity being exhibited with

practical demonstrations of methods," etc.

Mr. Weingartner also says he will send us

an article at some future date giving some of

the finest views in and about Cincinnati, and
the best places to secure pictures from, that

those who wish to may improve the oppor-

tunity to get souvenirs of the Convention.

Music Hall, as will be seen from the en-

ing, for we cannot tell what we may be

called upon to accomplish in the next few

years. These Conventions are just the means

to disseminate knowledge of our art, and the

only way .we can keep abreast of the times is

to put our highest endeavors into the work

we bring before our brethren.

Mr. Bkvan, of London, has produced a

singular substance, which he has named
"Lignosine." It is obtained by heating

sawdust or other fibrous vegetable sub-

stances with a solution of sulphite of soda.

After some time, tlie liquid contains a great
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quantity of organic matter. Afer being

acidified, albumen or gelatine is added,

which gives rise to a precipitate of the sub-

stance which he calls lignosine. This pro-

duct would make an excellent size for paper,

and serves as a vehicle for colors and pig-

ments. It is said that this preparation will

be patented.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
AMONG THE ALPS.

(Continued from page 24.)

BY PROFESSOR CHARLES F. HUfES, PH.D.

The proposition to add the camera and its

accessories to the other necessary impedimenta

of a vacation trip to Europe with a family

encountered adverse advice, even from pho-

tographic friends, as well as encouragement;

especially as the party already included a

daughter of three and a half years and all

that that involved. Without some personal

knowledge of what might be anticipated, and

consequent reliable data for an estimate of

the stock of patience, endurance, and good

nature that might be required under the in-

evitable annoyances so often encountered in

foreign travel, perhaps the camera would

have been abandoned. But the- half-faded

recollections of a pleasant photographic ex-

perience, some years before, off of the beaten

paths in Europe, came to the rescue, rein-

forced by the fact that photographic outfits

were comparatively cumbersome and clumsy

then, when tannin plates were the perfection

of dry plates, and the wet process indispens-

able in many cases, and seemingly never to

be otherwise.

There are doubtless many who would con-

template all the demands of photography

with a degree of complaisance if it was made
the controlling factor, and the company
especially shaped for it, but who would hesi-

tate to interject it as an incident into a trip

with widely difl"erent aims, and who might

be so impressed with an apparent incompat-

ibility of an infant and a camera as to leave

one or the other behind. To such it may be

said that modern photography may be made
compatible with any party and any plan, and

that even the infant on such a trip may be

found to pay as it goes, just as well as at

home, and to contribute its peculiar part to

the enjoyment of the trip in many unex-

pected ways, whilst it will often obtain con-

sideration even for photographic traps not

otherwise granted. Even custom-house of-

ficers seem to relent a little in the presence

of these little travellers, and look with less

suspicion upon the party. All in all, there-

fore, though it might not be advisable to

borrow one for the trip, if none happen to

belong to the family, it would be much lost

to leave one at home, and folly to abandon
or postpone a trip because of one. In the

plan of a trip, and no trip should be without

a plan, the status of the camera should be

clearly defined. ' Photography should be as-

signed its place, should be allotted its times

and places, and should be kept rigidly within

bounds. In most cases it would be well to

fix upon one, or perhaps upon several, pho-

tographic objective points. In this case

Switzerland was selected, and more espe-

cially the neighborhood of Zermatt. The
itinerary embraced other places of highest

interest, rich in photographic possibilities,

including Florence, Eome, Naples, with

Pompeii and Vesuvius, etc., but photography

was to be limited, simply because to attempt

to cover the whole course of a hasty trip

would be to give photography more than its

proper and profitable share of time, thought,

and energy, and might be in some cases not

only to waste time and opportunities, but to

be subjected to many annoyances, and finally

perhaps to get nothing satisfactorily or thor-

oughly. To unlimber the camera at every

castle, dog-cart, cathedral, old house, or

handsome peasant girl, as there might be

temptation to do, would be running photog-

raphy into the extremes, would almost con-

stitute photographic mania in the amateur,

and cramp the contemplation of any object

of interest within the narrow limits of pho-

tographic possibilities ; would, in short, be

making photography mistress instead of ser-

vant. By selecting some point, at which to

spend time more leisurely, photography can

be utilized to fix such views as more careful

study and inspection might lead one to crave,

and in this way be made to render a good

account of itself. A series of pictures ex-

haustive of the place, or of such features

as may be desired, can thus be made, which
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will constitute a complete study of it. On
this plan many views that would consti-

tute pleasant souvenirs of travel might be

passed, with some regret, perhaps, but

with decided gain in many other direc-

tions Desultorj- photography, somewhat

akin to desultory travelling, might bring

home odds and ends curious and interest-

ing, but, unless well under control, they

would frequently be purchased at too great

a sacrifice. A study of a view for photo-

graphic purposes is by no means the most

profitable or enjoyable, and as a rule an

amateur might omit any view that is in the

market ; there will be ample room outside of

those exposed for sale.

Just at this point the possibility of an

excellent business speculation suggests itself

to the professional photographer. There

are many objects of general interest un-

touched as yet by the professional pho-

tographer, and many of peculiar interest

to the American traveller, for which the

caravans of Americans that annually visit

Europe would afl'ord a remunerative de-

mand. This results in part, of course, from

the nature of photographic processes of a few

years ago, and will be in some measure cor-

rected ; but, on the other hand, there is, in

the first place, a lack of coiTiprehension of

what an American may find of highest in-

terest, and, in the second place, an absence of

that enterprise which avails itself of im-

proved methods to supersede old results. In
many cases old negatives, first-class in their

day, are doing service where modern pro-

cesses would furnish far superior ones, and,

in some cases, where the peculiar features

that gave them value have changed. As an

example, at the gates of one of the most

noted public gardens, views were exposed

for sale of the beautiful beds of flowers and
foliage, but which, taken at another season,

gave an arrangement so entirely difierent

that the pictures lacked much of the quality

of a souvenir. Tiiere was little toiiijjtation

to an American to buy, and none to a native

supplied the previous season. Certainly a

new negative each season wcmld more than

repay the investment. As u contrast to such

cases of indiflerenco to opportunities for busi-

ness expansion, the case may bo mentioned

of an American who studied up a German,

settlement in America, learned the localities

from which the families had emigrated and

the points of interest, and made the trip to

secure negatives of them upon his faith that

the love of the old fatherland, still deep in

the hearts of these voluntarily expatriated,

and now well-to-do citizens of America,

would not let him lose by the ventui-e. Nor
did he.

Carlisle, Penna.

OTJR PICTURE.

We ofi"er our readers this month another

memento of our Nile travel. The picture
j

before us is a view in the Nubian dis-

trict. Sailing along the Nile towards

the cataracts, there suddenly bursts upon

the astonished vision of the traveller one

of the most lovely sights imaginable ;
a

scene fantastic as a dream, an echo of the

past reflected in the present. The ruined

temples and palaces, the sculptured pylons

and colonnades mingling their shadows with

those of the palm and the sycamore, seem

to be in emulation to deck with beauty this

lovely prospect. Like the last surviving

child of old Father Nile, it lies calmly in

his fond embrace. The glory of the past is

still there, and our imagination once more

peoples it with the throngs of pleasure-lov-

ing people. The scene has a peculiar in-

terest at the present time. These old temples

and altars have witnessed some of the greatest

events in history, and have seen the rise and

fall of many a proud monarch. Here the

Ptolemies luxuriated in their pride, and the

great Antony lost his domain for the se-

ductive smile of Egypt's voluptuous queen.

These walls and ruined temples once echoed

to the shouts of triumphal processions and

the clash of arms. Now they are silent;

but it may not be long ere the thunder of

artillery may wake them from their reserve

and dreams of former glory.

The view before us was taken from the

top of the famous temple of Isis, on the

island of Phiho, and presents in tiie imme-

diate foreground the ruined kiosk of this

goddess, whose mysteries were worshipped

over the whole of Egypt, and even found

devout votaries among the most distin-

guisiicd of the Cireoks and Jlomans. Wind-
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ing about this lovely gem, we see the Nile

flowing in beautiful curves, and in the

distance the Nubian hills. It may be of

interest to know that the little steamboat

which lies moored has since been lost.

The plates upon which the subject was

made were six in number, every one of

which turned out perfectly satisfactory,

although the exposures were made in the

month of January, 1882, and not devel-

oped until the following October. Having

survived all the vicissitudes of travel, they

revealed to us again when placed in the

developing tray, a renewed impression of

the beautiful scene we had beheld, and we

trust that our readers may gain an ade-

quate idea of its loveliness from the beauti-

ful print we present them in this number.

The negatives were made upon Mr. John

Carbutt's plates, and developed with the

ferrous oxalate developer. The prints are

upon the excellent brand of albumen paper

known as the "Eagle," which is imported

by Mr. Gennert, of New York, and for sale

by all dealers.

THE "KEYSTONE" PLATES AT
THE "HUB."

Mr. Cakbtjtt's Demonstration in

Boston.

The professional photographers, amateurs,

and others interested in dry-plate photog-

raphy, assembled in full force in the studio

of Mr. J. W. Black, on the evening of the

6th instant, to attend a seance of Mr. John

Carbutt, of Philadelphia, who was an-

nounced to explain the method of securing

the most satisfactory results with his—the

"Keystone"—dry plates. Mr. Black very

appropriately introduced Mr. Carbutt as a

man who had performed valuable services

in the interests of photography, and who
had contributed very materially to the

present complete success of dry plates.

Mr. Carbutt then proceeded to develop

several of his "Special Portrait Plates,"

which had been exposed during the day in

the gallery of Messrs. Kitz & Hastings

—

one of the very few firms in the city pro-

ducing positively artistic work, and a great

deal of it, at excellent prices—the results

being completely satisfactory in all respects.

A difficult subject—a half-figure of a lady

dressed in black silk, was handled with

splendid success, the detail in the deepest

shadows showing up finely, while in round-

ness, delicacy, and brilliancy, the negative

was all that could be desired. The method

of developing, too, was much admired by

the deeply interested spectators on account

of its extreme simplicity and the ease with

which varying degrees of density could be

obtained.

Mr. Carbutt then explained his manner

of making window-transparencies. An 8 x 10

"A" plate, specially manufactured by Mr.

Carbutt for this purpose, was placed in a

deep printing-frame over a negative of a

child's portrait—taken on a "Keystone

Special " during the day at the above-

named firm of photographers—and exposed

at a distance of about twenty inches to the

white rays of Mr. Carbutt's " Multum in

Parvo " lantern for some twenty seconds,

with vignette between printing-frame and

the light. The plate was then developed in

a solution mixed in the proportions of oxa-

late solution five ounces, iron solution one

ounce, bromide solution one drachm, ac-

cording to the formula lately published in

the Photographic Times, and which now
accompanies each package of "A" plates.

The image appeared in about twenty sec-

onds, and progressed rapidly in clearness

and vigor, the development being continued

until in appearance it had gone to the point

a silver print is allowed to reach in print-

ing, or, in other words, when all the detail

was out in the high lights and the deep

shadows perfectly opaque. The plate was

then removed, rinsed, and fixed in clear

fresh hypo solution. After being allowed

to remain for five minutes in a saturated

solution of common alum, it was pronounced

finished, and was eagerly inspected by the

audience, who expressed themselves greatly

pleased at the sight of the sparkling trans-

parency. The enthusiasm with which it

was received induced Mr. Carbutt to pro-

duce several more, from 5x8 negatives of

Florida scenery ; and as for that, he might

have stood there all night making trans-

parencies ; his audience would cheerfully

have stood by, watching his fascinating

manipulations.
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Anticipating a call for lantern slides, Mr.

Carbutt then proceeded to disclose the secret

of making these little gems. A 3^ x 4 plate

of his "A" series was placed over a selected

portion of a 5 x 8 negative—a quarter-size

subject not being at hand—and exposed in

the same manner as the preceding trans-

parency plates. The developing solution

this time consisted of oxalate four ounces,

water one ounce, iron one ounce, and

bromide one drachm, from the same solu-

tions employed in developing transpar-

encies. The image showed up pretty much
the same as in the others, and the develop-

ment was stopped after the details in the

high lights were distinctly visible. After

being subjected to the same treatment as its

larger predecessors, the little one was held

up for examination, and was admiringly

gazed at by all, with the general remark

that it was matchless, displaying all the

features of a perfect lantern-slide. Of course

more had to be made, and only the lateness

of the hour put a stop to the work with

which Mr. Carbutt was being taxed by cer-

tain over-enthusiastic amateurs.

The light in Mr. Carbutt's admirably ar-

ranged lantern extinguished, the lights were

raised and a little time was spent in answer-

ing questions, which poured in from all

sides. In every instance Mr. Carbutt was

able to impart the desired information, and

was, no doubt, agreeably impressed by the

interest, enthusiasm, and intelligence mani-

fested at this gathering. Among the au-

dience were many of the leading artists from

all parts of the State, many noted amateurs,

the oflScers of the New England Photogra-

phic Association, and those of the Boston

Society of Amateur Photographers, besides

representatives of the press.

Mr. Carbutt was accompanied by his de-

monstrator, AFr. J. H. Weaver, of Phila-

delf)hia, a skilled photographer, who will

visit the professionals of Boston and other

cities to demonstrate the many excellences

of the "Keystone" dry plate.

Mr. C. J. B1G0.S gives, in the Photogra-

phic News of January Olh, his experience

with a hydroquinone developing bath. He
used the formula of Mr. Parkington, which

we have already made known. Nothing is

better, says he, when the plates have been

well exposed; but in instantaneous photog-

raphy the images almost always disappear

in the hj-posulphite bath. This is good to

know, as it may prevent the loss of many
interesting plates.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 51.)

II.—To BE Continued until there is a
Eeformation.

During the past month we have been

corresponding with some of the "good ex-

amples" spoken of in our last paper on

this subject. Kesponses are coming in, and

we shall have something important to tell

next month, and don't intend to have it

crowded out, either.

Please, all who read this, send us full

scale of prices obtained by you for card and

cabinet pictures, and for duplicate orders.

THE EASTMAN PLATE DEMON-
STRATION IN PHILADELPHIA.

Mr. Cooper, who is demonstrator for the

Eastman Dry Plate Company of Eochester,

issued a special invitation to the photogra-

phers of this city (both professional and

amateur), for an exhibition or social gather-

ing to take place in the Franklin Institute

Lecture Koom, on Tuesday evening, Feb-

ruary 19th. In answer to this invitation,

a large number of professionals and ama-

teurs were present. A large easel was

placed in the centre of the stage for show-

ing the samples of work made on Eastman

plates. On one side, on a large blackboard,

was written the following formula:

No. 1.

Sulphite of Soda (Crystals), . 8 ounces.

Water, . . . . .2 quarts.

Pyrogallic Acid, . . .2 ounces.

No. 2.

Washing Soda (Crystals), . . 8 ounces.

Water, 2 quarts.

For use take of No. 1 two ounces, No. 2

two ounces, water two ounces.

To restrain, add thirty drops of a saturated

solution of bromide of potassium.
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Mr. Cooper uses this formula in prefer-

ence to the one issued with the plates, be-

cause he thinks it much simpler, and gives

good results without green fog, also giving

a rich color, with crispness to the negatives.

Mr. Cooper is quite a fluent speaker, and

evidently was thoroughly acquainted with

dry-plate manipulations, as was evidenced

by the close attention that was paid to all

that he had to say. He gave a number of

reasons why his developer was preferable

to many others. One of them was, that

ammonia, no matter how well stop-

pered, would evaporate, and eventually

lose strength, whereas washing-soda, while

having fully the power that ammonia has,

will remain always the same. He thought

many failed with this because they did not

use the clean, clear crystals of soda. Again,

he said that many had green fog from using

a bad sample of sulphite of soda, a good

test for which is to dissolve a few crystals

in water, then add a few grains of pyro,

and let it remain about an hour, after which,

if the solution is clear, the sample is good,

but if muddy, it is of no use whatever.

He claimed the greatest advantage for his

developer because of its containing no

bromide acting as a restrainer, but this could

of course be added if required. His greatest

claim for the Eastman plate was for its

rapidity, which he thought was four times

that of any other plate in the market. He
pointed out the many advantages of dry

plates over wet, and the fact that so many
operators have entirely discarded the bath

and collodion. His talk became, in fact,

quite a lecture, and was listened to by an

appreciative audience, composed, as it was,

of some of Philadelphia's most prominent

photographers, both amateur and profes-

sional. During the lecture he exhibited on

the easel a number of frames containing

specimens of work made on Eastman plates,

by Mr. J. H. Kent, of Eochester. They
certainly were gems, and spoke volumes for

the plates as well as the operator who used

them, and made a truly magnificent dis-

play of artistic work. One frame contain-

ing some heads of children nearly life-size,

was especially commented upon, as the pict-

ures showed very little if any work on the

negatives with the brush and pencil. These

large negatives were made with a Dall-

meyer Kapid Kectilinear Lens, considerably

stopped down, in three and four seconds.

The fine display of cabinets attracted atten-

tion next, as much for their artistic posing

and lighting as for their chemical qualities.

These were made with a Dallmeyer 3 A
lens. All the display-frames were lighted

up with a concentrated oxyhydrogen light,

managed by Prof Holman, of the Franklin

Institute.

After Mr. Cooper had concluded his talk

he requested the audience to get up some

discussions on dry-plate working, and called

on his old friend, Mr. William Bell, of this

city for many points, which started quite a

number of others, and soon many of the

vexatious questions were propounded, and

ably answered, in most cases, by Mr.

Cooper, who seemed in his element. He
answered the question as to the best method

of reducing the density of a gelatine plate,

by giving an accidental discovery made

by Mr. Wardlaw, the tester of all of East-

man's plates. He used a rack placed in a

tank of hypo, for fixing plates after devel-

opment, and as he took out a number of

plates, leaving a few in the soda, he was

called away, and on returning found that

the parts of the plates that had been ex-

posed to the air, while still impregnated with

hypo, were considerably weaker than the

parts remaining covered with the solution.

He therefore attributed the reduction in

density to the action of the air and hypo.

Consequently a strong negative can be re-

duced by dipping into a hypo bath, and

allowing to remain a short time, and again

dipping, and a second or third time expos-

ing to the air before washing. This, of

course, applies especially to Eastman's

plates. Mr. Cooper suggested that a great

many thin negatives were caused by the de-

velopment being stopped before the shadows

were sufficiently developed or covered. He
said that a plate should never be judged by

transmitted light, but only by looking down

on the surface, as a negative may look

dense enough by transmitted light, yet be

insufficiently developed, and produce a thin,

sickly negative. The development should

proceed until the shadows are quite covered,

but, should the 'development proceed too
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rapidly, and the shadows cover too quickly,

then the bromide solution should he added,

and slowly gone on with. Of course, judg-

ment and experience would be necessary to

produce the best results, and no one should

expect to go hap-hazard about the exposure

and development, and get good results. In

speaking of the proper light for develop-

ment, Mr. Cooper thought that if the color

was right, then any quantity could safely be

used, yet he advised the use of just sufficient

ruby or very deep orange light to make
everything visible that was needed in de-

velopment of very sensitive plates. Mr.

Bell asked if Mr. Cooper did not consider

the orange post-office paper a safe light to

work by. Mr. Cooper said, in answer, that

it should be of double thickness, when it

would be safe. The question was asked.

What caused yellow stains in the negatives ?

To which he answered, that if a plate is

lifted from the fixing-bath when not en-

tirely fixed, and examined in- white light,

it would produce the yellow stains. At the

same time, if a plate not fixed is taken into

white light the same would take place, but

all over the plate evenly, so that no mark

was left, excepting a slight yellowness. He
thought a negative should never be printed

from until varnished, as the effect of sil-

vered paper coming in contact with the

gelatine was sure to produce stains some

time. Mr. Bell stated that if the negative

was put into a bath of chrome alum, two

grains strong to the ounce, and left from

two to ten minutes, it could be dried with

heat, and would bear any ordinary amount

of printing without risk of staining. To

this Mr. Cooper recommended that all in-

tensifying, etc., must first be done, or the

film would be so hardened that it would

scarcely again take up any moisture, and

he thought no satisfactory apj)lication of

an intensilier could be made after a plate

had been in the chrome alum solution.

To this Mr. liau staled that he had intensi-

fied a great number of negatives with nfer-

cury, followed by cyanide of silver, that

had previously been soaked in alum solu-

tion. The audience were now requested to

step uj) and examine the pictures closely,

which they did, taking special pleasure in a

large (18x22) negative of an old man,

which was as clean and fine as a small

plate. Mr. Cooper was ready and anxious

to demonstrate the Eastman plate to any
who desired it, and would always be ready

to give, cheerfully, all he could to help any
one working in the dark. The meeting

certainly taught many who were present,

some things they did not know before, and

partook more of the character of a photo-

graphic society's meeting.

DOTS OF THE DAY.

Mr. Audra has been making experi-

ments for increasing the sensitiveness of

gelatino-bromide of silver, and for that

purpose added starch to the gelatino-bro-

mide emulsion. This addition did not have

the desired result; but prints made on plates

prepared with this mixture had the appear-

ance of those made on ground glass. Some
positives of this kind were shown by Mr.

Audra at the January meeting of the

French Photographic Society. It is pos-

sible that this process might be utilized for

making diapositives for the stereoscope.

Complaints have been made of the de-

creasing brilliancy observed in lamps burn-

ing American coal-oil. From recentchemi-

cal investigations it appears that the quality

of these mineral oils is very variable. Some
of them carbonize the wick at the end of a

day, and the next day it is necessary to

change the lamp or the wick to obtain the

former brightness. Dr. Divers, an English

chemist, Professor in the college of Tokio,

Japan, and his learned pupil, Mr. Maka-
mura, have just proved that the bad quali-

ties of coal-oil which cause the lampwick

to blacken, are owing to the water which is

present in the oil, or whicli is formed by the

decomposition of certain carburets of hydro-

gen (impurities) during combustion. By
removing the wick and thoroughly drying

it in an oven, the water is driven off, and it

acts like a new wick when replaced in the

lamp.

A NEW photographic apparatus was re-

cently shown to the members of the Glasgow
Association by Mr. Mactear. It is called

the " Grimokistoscope," and seems to have

been invented for the use of caricaturists.
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In shape it resembles a stereoscope, and the

lenses have a rotary motion, producing a

distortion of the image. A portrait seen in

this instrument becomes a veritable carica-

ture, which no doubt could be reproduced

photographically by means of a suitable ar-

rangement of the camera. It is, perhaps,

with an appliance of this kind that are ob-

tained the hideous portraits of celebrated or

notorious persons which appear in certain

London papers.

When there is no sunshine, and it is not

possible to make a suitable print on albu-

menized paper, it is good to know that with

gelatino-bromized paper it is possible to

work with a gas-jet, or even with a simple

candle. A little more care in exposing and

developing, and. we have an image more

durable than that on albumen. In expos-

ing, the distance from the luminous source

depends on the density of the negative.

The greater the contrast, the further the

negative should be from the source of light.

It is only very soft and harmonious nega-

tives that can be very quickly printed by

placing them near the luminous source.

m »

Pictures Received.—From Mr. Charles E.,

Emery, Silver Cliff, Col. A remarkable pictures

with a peculiar appearance in the sky resembling

a falling meteor. We are having it investigated

by some of our astronomical friends. From Mr.

E. B. Core, Lincoln, Neb., a number of techni-

cally excellent pictures of a young lady, appa-

rently an actress, in a number of positions, the

pictures ranging from cabinets to 7 x 10. From

Mr. Walter N. Manchester, Factoryville, Pa.,

a series of cabinet portraits of old and young

people, being some of his best work. Mr. Man-

chester also sends us a curious picture of a pho-

tographer's kit dressed up in clothes, and shows

how, in time, a man gets to look like his work.

From Mr. H. M. Sedgwick, Zanesville, Ohio,

a number of cabinets of various subjects, and

excellent quality, together with some business

hints which we shall publish in our next issue.

From Mr. W. H. Hazer, Johnstown, N. Y., a

5x8 picture of an intelligent looking horse in

harness. An example of his dry-plate work.

Mr. J. Landy, Cincinnati, 0., sends us some fear-

ful "flood " photographs, and a catalogue. Ter-

rible !

The Art Union.—The February issue of this

admirable magazine, from which we quoted last

month, is received, and is an excellent number.

We wish all our readers would subscribe for and

study The Art Union. Not only does it contain

a great deal of matter of service to them, but

the etchings and engravings are capital studies

for all portrait and landscape photographers-

It will be seen by an advertisement in proper

place that we have arranged to supply The Art

Union to our readers. Do not neglect such an

opportunity for study and improvement.

Mr. C. H. Tonndorpf's " Stamp Portraits "

are going to make business for many. Send for

sample and write for particulars to 1423 Chestnut

Street, St. Louis. More next month.

Photographic Association or Canada.—This

is the name of a new body recently formed with

headquarters at Toronto. The following are

its ofiScers : Mr. R. D. Bayley, President ; Mr.

J. N. Edy, Vice-President; Mr. E. Poole (St.

Catharine's), Secretary. A great deal of enthu-

siasm characterized the first meeting, and we

shall look for some useful information from the

other side of the St. Lawrence.

The Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic

Association has been organized with promising

prospects. Its officers are Mr. Wm. C. Gibbs,

President; Mr. W. B. Tyler, Vice-President;

Mr. W. H. Lowden, Secretary. Headquarters

at San Francisco. Recently a meeting was held

to listen to a lecture by Dr. S. C. Passavant on

carbon printing. Suitable appliances were pro-

vided the lecturer, who demonstrated his sub-

ject in a practical manner to his audience.

Prints made during the day were developed be-

fore those present, and transferred to both glass

and paper, the whole process being exemplified
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and explained, and numerous questions an-

swered. After the lecture there was a general

informal discussion of the subject of the even-

ing and kindred topics. The members exhibited

some very creditable work of their own, and

there were also shown some beautiful samples of

Woodburytyes, artotypes, and phototypes, col-

lected by different ones. Mr. Tasheira showed

a new drop-shutter, having a pneumatic trigger,

which was examined with great interest and

closely criticised, as every amateur thinks he

has the best drop-shutter extant. Comparisons

and exchanges of prints were made, and several

new members were elected. After the members

and guests had discussed the collation provided

by the Refreshment Committee, the large Oak-

land delegation having to catch the eleven

o'clock boat, the Association adjourned. Dr.

Passavant, it will be remembered, is the manu-

facturer of the excellent dry plates to which we

have called attention, and which this month

are advertised.

Items of News.—Mons. Maurice Gallet,

Paris representative of the Rives Paper Manu-
factory, called upon us a few days ago. His

first visit to America. Mr. Edward Muybridge
has been interesting large audiences in this city

with his lectures on " The Romance and Reali-

ties of Animal Locomotion." He has arranged

with the University of Pennsylvania for the

further prosecution of his useful studies in the

same line. Mr. T. F. Indermill, St. Joseph,

Mo., favored us with a call recently. He speaks

favorably of business in his section of the

country. Mrs. E. N. Lockwood's article in

Mosaics, 1884, has excited a good deal of at-

tention, and in answer to several inquiries for

her address, we give it below—Ripon, Wis.

"What shall we do about prices ?" is her topic.

Messrs. Douglass, Thompson & Co., Chicago,

issue a special circular to their patrons, giving

a list of the contents of Mosaics, 1884. Mosaics

(144 pages for fifty cents) sells constantly, and

the great pile is nearly all gone. The World's

Expo.'iition and Cotton Centennial will be held

in New Orleans, from December, 1884, to May
31, 188.^. Photography comes under class 807,

Mr. E. A. BuKKi;, Director General. Mr.

Seavey's picture at the AVater-Color Exhibi-

tion, in New York, was snapped up at $100.

An Engravi.no Diamond.—Those who have

for «o long wanted somcthinfj by which their

negativcH could be easily numbered, will hail

with delight the introduction of an instrument

which is just what they want. It is an engrav-

ing diamond, mounted so that numbers or names

may be written or engraved with it upon glass.

Next month we shall describe it fully and illus-

trate its use. Meanwhile read the advertisement.

Press Notices of Photographers.—We are

in receipt of newspapers giving fine press notices

of their studios and their work from Messrs.

Stauffer, of Asbury Park, N. J., C. E. Orr, of

Sandwich, 111., and J. B. Leisenring, Fort

Dodge, Iowa. We rejoice with our friends, and

wish we had space to print all the good words

said about them.

We regret to learn of the death of the be-

loved wife of Mr. Theodore Lilienthal, New
Orleans, La.

Mrs. J. H. Fitzgibbon deserves great credit

for her energy and perseverance, and her maga-

zine honors her. She is good enough to send it

to us without charge.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co. have just

issued a splendid new price-list of card stock,

free to buyers. See the " Red-Letter " page.

An admirable quality of gelatine has been

sent to us by Messrs. F. Drescher & Co., Obem-

dorf, Sehweinfurt, Germany. We rarely see

anything more clear and pure. Emulsion

workers will do well to read their advertisement

this month.

The offer of his studio and business made by

Mr. Henry Rocher, Chicago, is a rare chance.

He has one of the best appointed places in the

world, and no one makes better work.

A Summer School op Photography, under

the care of Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. of

Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., will be organ-

ized at Mountain Lake Assembly this year.

Particulars in our next.

The "Air-Brush " continues to win favor on

all sides. It may be that our remarks upon it

last month were a little vague. It is useful only

with liquid pigments, and is not of service with

pastel crayon, water-colors, etc. The adver-

tisement is very plain.

The IMiihidclphia Photographic Club, com-

posed of amateurs, is a newly organized asso-

ciation. It will support a dark-room for the

use of the members. Its officers and proceed-

ings will bo reported in our next.
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BULLETIN OF

L. W. Seavey, hys Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Our new branch ofBoe is at 243 State
Street, Chicago, 111.

"THE SILVER PLAQUE."

Just out. Eclipses all our former produc-
tions. Prices, 5x8, $1.00; 8x10, SI.50;
11x14, S3. 00.

W. F. ASHE,
Of 106 Bleecker Street, New York, had the

largest show of interior and exterior

BACKGROUNDS
AT THE

MILWAUKEE CONVENTION. •

He sold them all and received many orders

for more.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to

inform her friends and the photographic pro-

fession that she has removed to 2104 North 20th

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

the office of the Philadelphia Photograjiher.

Wanted for Cash.—A photographic studio in

a live town. Must be well arranged in every

way for doing first-class work. Address, with

particulars, 0. N. Ranket,

Waltham, Mass.

EOCRfOOD SOLAR PRITINU CO,

17 Union §quare. New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec^-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, ice are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEOEGE H. EOCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

G. HANMER CROUGHTON.

AETIST TO THE TKADE.
DoDBLE First-Class Prize Medalist.

All kinds of photographic printing. Oil, water,

pastel, crayon, India-ink, and negative retoucher.

914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S

VIGNETTE
PAPERS, No. 18.

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.
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1864 1884.
M. WERNEE,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Fnrnislied,

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any jnirpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co., before pur-

chasing.

BARGAINS!
One five-inch portrait lens, tolerably

rapidj and will cut a 14 x lY plate, only. .$75 00

Terms C. 0. D. on four days' trial ; money

returned if not satisfactory. An excellent in-

strument with central stops.

One Roettger direct printing solar camera,

twelve-inch condenser, complete, with

object lens, only..., $75 00

One 5x8 acme stereo box, nearly new,

only 15 00

All goods warranted as represented.

BACHRACH & BRO.,

Cor. Eutaw and Lexington Streets,

Baltimore, Md.

Wanted to Buy.—A well-paying business,

or engage in a good gallery, with or without the

privilege of purchasing, by a first-class work-

man in every branch of photography. Young

man, with the very best of reference as to char-

acter. Speaks English and German fluently.

Address C. Schneiker,

:!88 Queen Street, West,

Toronto, Canada.

Wanted.—By April Ist, a strictly first-class

operator in wet and dry plates, who also under-

stands printing and toning. Address

Mlss E. p. Brainerd.

Wooster. Ohio.

Address Charles Ehrmann, Harlem, N. Y.,

Secretary of AsHocialion of Operative Photogrn-

phera of New York City, for oponttors, printers,

and retouchers, or in care Wm. Kurtz,

2:!:{ BroRdwny, N. Y.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
Holds up to 'view all about niaulpula-

tion, pliotographic art, posing, liglitiug,

etc. Nearly 4000 sold. See advertisements
and testimonials.

$4.00 $4.00

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is ready.

Like its predecessors, it contains articles of in-

terest to all persons connected with the art of

photography. The introductory article by Ed-

ward L. Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As

there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible.

GLASS RECOATED
BY THE

PELLA DRY-PLATE COMPANY,

Pella, Iowa.

We recoat glass from 6x7 up. Send for our

prices, also our circular on our dry plates. Send

one dollar and fifteen cents for a trial dozen of

our 5x7 plate—wet-plute effect. We sell only

to consume s.

Wanted.—Work by a good retoucher. Ad-

dress Box 545,

South Norwalk, Conn.
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PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire gr.)und, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

PROGRESS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

$.00—Bead Vogel's New Book.—$3.00

S. G. NIXON,
PoRTPAiT Artist.

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CEAYON AND WATEE COLOR POETEAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

The first short article that I read was worth

the cost of the book, and, in looking it over, find

it contains an inestimable amount of valuable

information which would not be found out in a

lifetime of practice.—B. F. Burchand, Worth-

ington, Minn.

A Remarkable Offer.—In order to place

the " Unique " within reach of photographers

of limited means, it will be sold at the factory

or through any stockdealer on trial for two weeks,

and may be paid for in monthly installments of

$5.00, net. C. H. ScoFiELD, .

25 & 27 Columbia St., Utica, N. Y.

^WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
It leads tlie nose riglit, and presents

to the eye " a perfect cyclopaedia of
pliotography .

"

$4.00 $4.00

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Beveled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

914 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wilson's Photographies.
Fourth Edition—Now Ready.
$4.00. Post-paid. $4,00.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
/\^o chargeforadvertisements under this head; limited
to/our lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As operator, or to run a gallery on shares.

Has had eight years' experience in leading gal-

leries. Samples furnished. Strictly temperate.

Those meaning business, please address Photog-

rapher, care Edward L. Wilson, 912 and 914

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Permanently as operator, or printer and re-

toucher. Understands wet and dry, and indoor

and outdoor work. Address A. Mariot, 16 Mi-

netta Lane, New York.

By a good printer and toner. Address Pho-

tographer, 383 Bunker Hill Street, Charlestown,

Mass.

By a young man as printer and toner. Has

had three years' experience. Reference given.

Address William Sinclair, 97 Elm Street, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

As first-class retoucher and crayon artist.

Address W. L. Haskell, 21 University Place,

New York City.

A permanent situation, by a lady retoucher.

Samples sent, if desired. Address Miss Cora

Blake, Elmira, N. Y.

By a first-class operator, capable of taking

charge of gallery. Does not retouch. Best of

references. Address N. W. Sequerre, care of

Hardy & Van Arnam, Troy, N. Y.
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As retoucher and reception-room lady. Rea-

sonable wages first year. Address Ada E. Star-

bird, care Mrs. E. N. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.

As printer and toner, in a first-class gallery.

"Good reference if needed. Prefer a large city.

Address J. F. Lynch, .323 Atwells Avenue,

Providepce, R. I.

As general assistant in a strictly first-class

gallery. Can do everything but retouch. Ad-

dress E. L. Williams, 179 Duffield Street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

By a first-class negative retoucher. Only good

galleries need answer. First-class reference fur-

nished. Address T. F., care of C. Foster, 219

Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.

By a first-class assistant operator, who is also

a first-class collodion transfer enlarger, and

well up in all other branches of the business.

Late of Messrs. A. & G. Taylor, 814 Arch Street,

Philadelphia. Address J. W. Waldron, 830

Arch Street, Philadelphia.

By a first-class retoucher. Can also work in

crayon and oil. Has had nine years' experi-

ence. Address Artist, Box 373, Ovid, Mich.

By a good practical photographer. Can do

first-class retouching (positive and negative),

oporating in wet or dry plates, printing and

toning. Wages twelve dollars a week. Phila-

delphia preferred. Address Photographer, 215

Lloyd Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

As printer and retoucher, by a young man.

Address Photographer, Box 438, Raleigh, N. C.

By a first-class operator, retoucher, printer,

and toner. Can do first-class wet or dry-plate

work. Salary not less than fifteen dollars a

week. Address William NefF, Lebanon, Ky.

By first-class photographer. Well up in dry

plates and all other branches. Will instruct

any photographer how to make his own dry

plates. Address Baskman, Photographer, Box

80, Newton, N. J.

By a lady, as retoucher and general reception-

room assistant. Can come well recommended.

Address Retoucher, care Campbell & Camp,

Mansfied, Ohio.

As operator. Has twelve years' experience.

Does not use liquor or tobacco in any form. Can

furnish first-class references. Only those de-

siring a good operator need ajiply. Address

Photographer, care Box 225, Delphos, Ohio.

As retoucher, and to take care of front office.

Address, stating terms. Retoucher, 39 Pynchon

Street, Springfield, Mass.

By a lady retoucher. Address L., Norristown

Post Office.

By a young man, with ten months' experience

in first-class gallery, as printer or printer's as

sistant, with a chance to learn all parts of the

business. Good recommendations. Address

Frank B. Feetham, Box 1705, Duluth, Minn.

J. L. CLARK,
gOLD AND Silver Refiner,

ASSAYEE AND SfEEP-SMELTEE,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SS- RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS.

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:
John Carbutt, Dry Pl.-ite Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

ALBERT MOORE ^ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
ARE CONCEDED BY THE TREADING PSOTOGRAPSERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CLP
HL
3X X 4X,4x5,
4X X Q%,

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,

' working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

—PRICE LIST.-
Per Doz.

80 60 5
90 i Q]

1 20 8

X 8,

X 10,

Per Doz.

$1 75 I
10 X 12,

2 30 11 X 14,
3 40 14 X 17,

Per Doz.

$5 00
6 50
12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
General Agent, OS 'AR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8 X lo box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
btereo lenses and any size plate up to 8 -v lo. Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the raci<et-

It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^;^

inches thick, weighing, complete, ]% pounds. Send
for circular.

1 box complete, tvith one plate holder, . $25 00

0. H. SCOFIELD,
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

F. DRESCHER & OO.'S

Improved Gelatine for Emulsion.
Made on a new and improved method, is the best and purest, the most reliable,

and gives the best results.

UNRIVALLED FOR THE PURPOSE.
T7r8-3r IT! x:rsE3 xm

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALEES IN PHOTOGKAPHIO MATERIALS..
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THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS. I

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association are to publish original etchings and engravings

of the highest grade,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its leading feature the contributions

of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.

BIGHEST CLASS OFMANI) PAINTED
DISSOLVING VIEW SLIDES,

As Used at the Late Koyal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIAJMS,

Not merely Colorists of Photographs, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special
attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,
commencing on the bare glass Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slifles, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo Slides in a far superior manner to any other
house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches
in diameter As these slides take a good while to do,
and are only done to order, customers must order
during the summer months. Samples may be had.

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND. )

Old or dnmageil Slides and Apparatus repaired. Condensers for all purposes, any size to order. '

Engraving Diamond.
FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.

After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making
use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their own Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are
exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a
matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.
In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

Notp:.—No amateur photographic outfit is complete without this Engraving
Diamond.

PRICE, $3.75.-

EDWARD L. WILSON, General Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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r^ I884-FIFTH.,YEAR
The Professional and Amateur Photographer

will find his evertf want su2)plied by tising the
following brands of KEYSTONE DRY PLATES.
They are now made on Chance's English Glass,
flat and unifo7-m in thickness and dimensions.

SPECIAL PORTRAIT.
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them

especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN GELiATINE PLATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

r^'jn-j THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

\ i\ I on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

W yl parencies, and on thin crystal glass 3^x4, for Lantern Slides.

J 7 THE "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape.

\ \m2ltl Architecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

\j^J / the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

« * The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's " Multum in Parvo " Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25

cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents
;

quart, $1.75.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IJV PHOTO. MATERLALS.
PRICE L.ISTS FORWARDED OX APPI.ICATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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INGLIS & REID,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

In6us Insoluble Drt Plates!

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

OUR WEEK'S RESULTS IN PHILADELPHIA.

Your plate certainly gives the finest film or deposit of anything we have yet

seen. W. T. Humberstone,

Dark-room man for H. C. Philij.

Your plates are the first we have seen that would give us the desire to lay

aside the wet process. The facility with which negatives can be made, combined

with quality, is, to our mind, the greatest improvement in dry plates yet made.

Broadbent & Tayloe.

Your plates excel all others I have seen for ease of manipulation, and ex-

cellent quality, surpassing anything I have yet had.

P. E. Chillman.

Though we were so well satisfied with the plate we were using, and told you

there would be little use in your demonstrating with us, we cheerfully admit,

and add our testimony for your benefit, but none the less for that of our fraternity,

that we have been most agreeably disappointed, and say that in every quality

your plates are away ahead of anything we have seen, and will adopt them as our

plate on condition that what follow keep up to those you demonstrated.

Chandler & Scheetz,

C H. Buckwalter, Operator.

Without exception, in every instance where we have demonstrated

here, we have had such testimony as the, above.

INGLIS & REID,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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720 (5 gross) of these trimmers were sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
FI0T06RAFH TMHERS

!

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
novf, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease vi'hen held as indicated in the dravs^ings belovs^. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CEWTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in
use. PEICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

OVALS.
2x2| 3fx4| 5x7 61x81
2^x3^ 3|x4f 5ix7i- 6^x8^
2|x3i ^^^ 5Jx7J 7x9
2|x3| 3fx5^ 5fx7t 7Jx9i
2|x3t 4x5f 5fx7f 7Jx9J
^^^ 4|x6| 6x8 7|x9f

iFLo:oiKrsoisr''s c3rXJii>E3S-
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of
:he aperture.

SQUARE OE ROUND CORNEEED,
2tVx3| 2^5_x3| 2fx4J 4x5|
2^x3| 2^5^x31 2|x4f 4^x51
2^x3^ 2Jx4i- ^x^ 3|x6
2A^3i| 4x6i

FOB STEBEOGKAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

33-^x31, 3x8 3^1^ x3|, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

dways had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as
)rders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

JOBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the Knife for Trimming
Photographs, and do the worh much more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.
They do not ctct, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge

,

vhich facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

\

mce. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

u DeiieJi; EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUada.
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE,
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTERIOR DECORATING CO.,
MANUFACTUREES OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC AOCESSOEIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTOGRAFHISCIE MITTIEILUNtlEN.
.^.

We are now prepared to receive subscrijilions for Dr. Hermann W. Vogel's magazine hearing
the above title.

The MITTHEILUN6EN is jiublished in German and is issued semi-monthly at #3.00 ])er year,
postage j.aid. i'o all of (uir German photograpliers and many others this will be considered a
desirable ojipoitunily.

The Magazine is published at Uerlin. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOeRAPHIC

rill

• .i^ .|-

^n ^W^WW 0N EYEl^Y mnW¥^ 0F PP@¥@61^^PPY.:|e^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not

go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S FHOTOGBAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOZ,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Two Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,

including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 18T9.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July loth, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUmE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work; Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philci.
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M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.

(INCOEPOKATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

^A7ORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST;

s ze 3.J
X 4.^ Per do/. $0 60

"

4 X f) .

4.1 X 5.]

.

4} X 6J.

5x7.
5x8.
6 J X 8i.

8 x 10

90

1 00

1 30

1 55

1 75

2 W
;{ 40

Size 10 X ^2 Perdoz. $5 00

These small

sizes mo put

uj) in )mci<-

jigcs of not

less thnii

one dozen
platoa.

11 X 14..

14 X 17.

10 X 20.

1

7

X I'O.

18 X 22.

20 X 24.

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00
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SOOVILL'S

NEaATIVE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where vrater will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this eff"ec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The
flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

No.

nM"^ 1 r> rr i ic»t
<^-t9 r 11 1 v-» !:< 1- 1 o I ayo>

1, for Six 4i Plates, . . $1 20
2, "4x5 1 25
3, " 4ix 5i 1 30
4, " 4ix 6J 1 35
5, "5x7 . 1 40
6, "5x8 . 1 50
V, " 6Jx 8J . 1 75
8, " 8 xlO 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Boxes, 4: cts. additional for each size.

Oloth Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot,

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
JiL. ME3T7-A- XCiJ

PROTECTING CASE,
WitJi Glass Bottle (Did Tumbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the field have wished very often for some safe method of
\

carrying with them their developer and olher chemicals in solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose. We allude to the patent metallic protecting cases invented

for similar purposes. The bottles may be of ordinary shape so they fit the metal case, which latter

is drawn from solid metal, with a locking ring on each case to afford perfect protection for the

bottles containing the liquids which are trusted to their care. They are made of different sizes:

bottles of one, two, four, and eight ounce mixtures, and each case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very light, and the corrugation makes them so strong as to

resist crushing. They can be packed in any position. The metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case closed, and the second open with the bottle thereni. Tlie

use of this arrangement assures the jihotographer that he has a safely kept stock on hand of any

needful solution.

«-=

—

-*• PRICE LIST. *'—

^

Diameter, 1^ In. Lieii^tli, 3% In. Weiglit, 4:>4 oz. Furnished vi^lth 1 oz.
bottle, each, $0 50No. 1.

Kti "i A Mlitiniter, 2 In. Length, 5'/ In. AVel^lit, 7K oz. Furnished with
IIU. U A. 4 or. bottle, with tumbler, makluK <( P'"t **«»•*> «'«*<'•>> *'*'''

Nn A A Diameter, iiyr, In. Length, 7 In. Weight, 14: oz. Furnished with
nU. t A. K oz. bottle, with tumbler, maklufj; ;; pint nask, each, 110

No X'i A Diameter, ^Jn In. I..en^th, (> In. Weight, 17 oz. Furnished with
H oi. bottle, with tumlder, making >., pint llaMk, each, 1 '^0

aayTRY them no more leak or break.-^^a

SCOVILL MAWUFACTURma CO.,
w. Irving Adams, Agent. 421 Broome Street, New York.
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THEORETICAL. AND PRACTICAIi.

By Rev. T. FREDERICK HARDWICH, M. A.

NINTS EDITION.

Edited by J. TRAILL TAYLOR.
Illuminated Cover, $2.00 per Copy. Cloth Bound, $2.50 per Copy.

-^oo—COKTENTS —.<>.-<$-

Historical Sketch of Early Photograpliy.

Outlines of General Chemistry.

Vocabulary of Photographic Chemicals.

The Salts of Silver Employed in Photography.

On the Development of an Invisible Image by
Means of a Reducing Agent.

Fixing Agents.

The Manufacture of Photographic Collodion.

The Chemistry of the Nitrate Bath.

On Positive and Negative Collodion Photo-

graphs.

On the Theory of Positive Printing.

The Photographic Dark Room.
Formulae for Negative Solutions.

Manipulations of the Wet Collodion Processes.

The Positive Collodion Process on Glass or

Metallic Plates (Ferrotypes).

The Negative Collodion Processes on Glass.

Portraiture—Positive and Negative.
Photographic Enlargements.
The Practical Details of Photographic Print-

ing.

The Gelatine Emulsion Process.

The Collodion Emulsion Process.

Willis's Process for Engineer's Plans.

Micro-Photography.
The Optics of Photography.
On Binocular Vision and the Stereoscope.

Chromotype or Lambertype.
Appendix.

Edition Selling Rapidly. Having arranged for a special lot of this book from English sheets,

I offer them to the trade direct. Mailed on receipt of price.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

OELLq][DINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that with the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now^ the
most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion in its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out like any PyroxyHne,
and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
published from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half
of the time with the usual collodions.

Price, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
Address

BAOHRACH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

"^SdeMi^ ^JadeMi^

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.!
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THE .^Kf 'W^^y^W THE

AIR I^BmB AIR
BRUSH ai:i*W», . . BRUSH

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, 111.

5
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GIHON'S

cut-out;
An Entirely New Variety for

PEiNTKe Medallion Pigtdres,i

1

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are cleaii

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the;

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted fo)

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Pachage. Sent hy mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^~No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, withi

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of opies, Ketouching Nega-'

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or amera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

nd for Answering aU the Eequire ments of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BRUSH, DRIES QUICKLY AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Addrest) all orders f(

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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DRES
^^A^

BRILLIANT

ENP
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS,

TESTIMONIALS.
1

Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

^J. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

I

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
iiodsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

VIr. G. Gennert.

i Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
i)ink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
l>est they have had for years; it keeps perfectly
fhite, which is one of the greatest features for us
n St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am

j

atisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

i.he past week, which is something, you know, I
Him hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
lend another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

SASfaRN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJ\rUFACTURE ALL KIJVDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOE

hotographerS
AND

MATS. HOUNTS. AND EMELOFES
FOE

'1

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T THESOVC!

mnOUTI'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. 15
THE

Imsliy Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
^OYf Ready,
'• $1.00 PER LOZ.
li

I

*j ney are not clu7nsy ; do not

eak ; are al'ways ready ; cost

t little, and are easy ofajipli-

'fiion to any negative. They

Iedbut
one adjustment ioprint

ky quantity. They entirely

i, away with all the old and

)ublesome methods, either

od, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
ARE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belo^w.

They, are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions /or use accotnpany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print
little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. ORMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
rpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
eat saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
-ich softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
ckets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
t need any copies of testimonials, having well known by e.xperience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
ything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested;
a't be beat._ I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

ve been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-BEALERS

INCIIEASE
THEIR ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVERY
MONTH

I
Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

I
PRICES:

\
parcels containmg one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 |0 50
parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
sorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Ds. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per doz 50
' 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
> 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15J^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
' 16,17,18, • ,, ,, „ 'Half » » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 «& 914 Chestnut St., PhUad'a
OR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

|To..18, pear shape, last introduced, $1.26.
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HANOE'S
~

SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion.
This is especially a ]Vi7iter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. g@" None genuine unless the signature of Elhert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over the cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Ground Glass for Cameras.JEfor Vignette Glasses.
" a Retouching Varnisli.
" Softening Strong Negatives.
" the Celebrated Berlin Process

" Glazing Sky and Side Lights.
" Obscuring Studio and Office Doors.
" Printing AVealt Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TKIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in whicli it was used.

It is especially adajited to the Ilembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitivenesaj
renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, tliougl

admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE ipnTinninKFlHANCE S DOUBLE IODIZED juUljLUjJlUill
PRICE, $1.60 PER POUND.

FOE SALE BY ALL STOOK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER^

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.

'
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T^SS F. MAGEE & oq
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

Jio. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality/ and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic u^e.

-s^^+STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.*^

PPFIjSippS Of GOJ^p and Sipvpp W^STP.
Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prom^jt attenition.

VIGNETTING ATTACHMENT
FOR PRINTING FRAMES.

To be used wih ^VAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS
{Patent A.pplied for.)

J. F.SINGHI, Inventor.

The best arrangement for ad-

justing these best of vignetting

appliances in the world.

5x8 size now ready.

Price, by mail, $1.50. 1

See description in this Maga-
zine, June, 1 88 1, or in Wilson^

s

Photograph ics

.

BY ISt%kll-^^^ SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York, General Agents.
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JOHN G. HOOD. £STABLISIIKD 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

^nUSON. HOOD &
^^J V *^ 825 Arch Street, V> (J

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4: to 8 x 10.
Ca1)iiiet Lenses, ]Vos. H and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, H, and 3.

TTVT omr^r^T^ '
Triplets, Nos. 1, a, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

1±N o ± UL/lV [ Symnietricals. Rapid Syinnietricals.

"WE HAVE
NOW

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.)
Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.
Ne^v Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the Ije8t as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons'
—NEW —
APLANATIC Lenses.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at tlie foUowintj prices :

No. 1— 1-4: size, 35^ inch focus, $35 00
» 3— 1-3 .. 5y^ » » 30 00
» 3— 4-4 » 7 » » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... 101/ inch focus,...$60 00
5—10x13 .. ...13J^ » » 70 00
0—13x16 >. ...X&Yi » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic Avork.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit vour orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AM E BIN OPICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, and S. PECK & CO.

'WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our

customerB for the patronage during the past Eif/hteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a c>'n-

tinunncc of it. We have been a|>pointod Trade Agents for

Parys' and Lindsay's Cotton,

Cramer's French Lubricator,

Solar and Contact Printing-,

Coloring in all Styles, for the Trade.

"W.H.C'MaiilaiicoiisDropSliiittcr.

Small Size, $0.00; Large Size, $7.00.

ILLUSTRAIKD PRICF, LISTS FREE TO
ALL APPLICANTS.
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1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the "world,

and solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons in securing for

THE YEAR OP ITS MAJORITY

A LARGE ADDITION TO ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST.
Since the blessed Art of Photography was born, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that ONE MAN FOR tweny-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer; therefore, as he attains his .editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Gilbert & Bacon, Leon Van Loo, Pearsall, Landy, Cramer, and others.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

fi@°"4 fetv Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.^W^

^ WONT YOU ] TATPPP A QP HTTP T TQT I by aETTiNa one
pleast; tey to liN UHIjiiKjrj U UH LilO 1 1 tjew snEsnuTBEi1 NEW SUBSOEIBEE

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums/^^ new subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

li per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps o the

denomination of two and five cents

•each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page g20.00 JllO.OO J200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00

Eighth " ... 4.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

38.50

22.00

70.00

40.00

11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.
Terms, $1 for six lines, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate
insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can
insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a
line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor, 912 & 914 Chestnut St. PWlada.



Dry Plate Works.

C^ CRAMER'S ^

DRY PLATES.
I I rii I I I I I I I

I

USED BY THE

\LEADIN& PHOTOGRAPHERS .«»•

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

Z\ X 4k,

4x5,
4}x5i.

4J x6^
5 x7,

5 x8,

6jx8i,
8 X 10,

per doz. $0 60 10 X 12,
U ((

90 11 X 14,

1 00 14 X 17,

] 20 16 X 20,

1 55 17 X 20,

1 75 18 X 22,

2 30 20 X 24,
••

3 40

per doz.

,

$5 00
•' "

6 50
' "

10 00
• "

16 00
'• "

17 00
" "

20 00
•' "

24 00

SEE LIST OF DEALERS INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

1
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Number 244. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

lt0t00rMkn
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PHILADELPHIA: EDWARD L. ^VILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

Nos. 912 & 914 Chestnut Street.

SUBSOEIPTIONS RECEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOZDEALEES.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.

Entered at the Post-Office at Philadelphia as second-class matter.

fILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS, Fourth Thousand, $4.00. ^p'itsTA'
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BACHRACH & BRO. Celloidine.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
CARBUTT, J. Gelatine Dry Plates and Improved

Dry Plate Lantern.

CLARK, J. L. Gold and Silver Refiner.
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SCOFIELD'S UNIQUE CAMERA.
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SINGHI'S VIGNETTING ATTACHMENT,
SOMERVILLE, J. C. Outfits a Specialty.

THE ART UNION.
THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.

THE M. A. SEED DRY-PLATE CO.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
WILKINSON & CO. Artists and Opticians.

WILSON, HOOD & CO. Ross and Steinheil LenseB,

Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes, and Views.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
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WASHINGTON, D. G.
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Miffineer and Solicitor ofPatents.

C. HOWSON,
Attorney at Lntn, and Oounsel in

Patent Cases.
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OFFICE OF

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATEWORKS

Shenandoah and Buena Vista Streets,

ST. LOUIS.

The Cramer Prize Offers.

For the best work produced on the Cramer Dry Plates.

I offer $600.00 in cash, to he awarded at the Cincinnati

Convention as follows

:

$300.00 for the best collection of large photographs

(portrait work), not smaller than 11 x 14.

$200.00 for the best collection of cabinets and other

sizes below 11 x 14.

$100 00 for the best collection of views.

Exhibits may be shown framed or unframed. Each

exhibit must have a card attached stating, ''Made on

Cramer Plates," and giving name of exhibitor.

Ihe awards will be made on the second day of the

Convention by a committee of five disinterested photog-

raphers.

All competitors for the above will please notify me of

their intention at least ten days before the Convention

meets.
G. CRA.MER, St. Louis, Mo.
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J. p. OUEDAN. GEO. G. STILLMAW". J. W. STILIiMAN.

-THE-

'mm Dff Ptote ©#i
Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and

warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better than any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

PLATE
WARRANTED.

TRADE MARK

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DET PLATE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1884,

SJx 41- per doz., §0 60

4x5 ,) 90

4|-x 5^- » 1 GO

4|x GJ » 1 20

5x7 » 1 55

5x8 » 1 75

6Jx 8^ ). 2 30

8 X 10 » 3 40

10x12 per doz., $5 00

11 X 14 »

14 X 17 »

16 X 20 »

17 x20 »

18x22 »

20x24 ).

30 X 60 each

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

9 00

THE ONLY MAKERS ^A/HO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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;

Benj. French ^ Qo-

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

m Mill

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

fl@-THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively hy yoigtla.ndeT & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DaRLOT IiENSES views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photof/rapliic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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GET THE BEST! GET THE BEST!

Extra-Rapid Dry Putes.
PRICES REDUCED.

famitefl Perfect With Latest Formulas anfl Complete Directions for Use.

-FOR SALE BY^0--
l D. N. McDonald, :

, A. N. Oldfield, . .

Theo. Schumann,
Bachrach Bros.,

Richard Walzl, . .

C. H. Codman & Co.,

Benj. French & Co.,

David Tucker & Co.,

Douglass, Thompson &
C. F. Rice., ....

: N. C. Thayer & Co.,

1 Hiram J. Thompson,
Sheen & Simpkinson,
P. Smith & Co.,

Sargent & Co.,

P. Smith & Co.,

Allen Bros., .

Geo. R. Angell,
A. M. Harris,

' Blessing Bros.,
Peck Bros.,

' James Lett,
A. Black & Co.,
H. Lieber & Co.,

E. J. Weeks, .

MuLLETT Bros.,

T- V. EscoTT & Sons,
W. D. Gatchel & Co.,

, Gustav. Bode, . . .

. Albany, N. Y.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore.

Baltimore.

Boston.

Boston.

. Buffalo, N. Y.
Co. Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati.

Cleveland.

Columbus, O.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.

Galveston, Tex.
Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Indianapolis.

Indianapolis.

. Jackson, Mich.
Kansas City, M(
Louisville, Ky.

. Louisville, Ky.
Milwaukee.

O. P. Havens,

0. H. Peck, . .

S. T. Blessing,
G. Moses, . . .

G. Gennert, . .

ScoviLL Mfg. Co.,

E. L. Eaton, . .

Thos. H. McCollin,
John Haworth, .

Wilson, Hood & Co
Wolf & Cheyney,
Wm. S. Conner,
John I. Shaw, .

1. D. Dexter, .

Jas. H. Smith,
H. D. Marks, .

vSam Partridge,
T. F. Indermill,
RuD. Uhlman,
H. A. Hyatt, .

J. C. Somerville,
Zimmerman Bros.,

D. J. Ryan, . . .

A. M. Powers,
Geo. W. Sittler,
F. Hendrick-,
Sessions & Kohne,
Chas. S Cudlip & Co

J. H. Kirk, . . .

Chas. A. Tenney,

Savannah, Ga.

Minneapolis.

New Orleans.

New Orleans.

New York.
New York.
Omaha ,Neb.
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Me.
Quincy, 111.

Rochester.

San Francisco.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Schnectady.
Springfield, Mo.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Toledo, Ohio.

Washington, D. C.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Winona, Minn.

If your Dealer will not supply you, apply to my Eastern Agent,

G. GENNERT, 105 William St., New York,

OR DIRECT TO

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Gelatino-Bromide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X ^ 4X,"4 X 5,
" 4Xx5X,
" 4Xx6>^,"5 x7,"5 X 8,
" Q'A X S%,
" 8 X 10,

Per doz., $0 60
" 90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17x20,
" 18 x 22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50
10 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

IHscount as folloivs : Orders aniounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished. Painter -who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the " Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER, NOW READY.
T-'i THE NEW ?^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Althoucrh my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a New Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

fi^$40.00 A REAIVI.°®a ^^A REAM $40.00.°^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

xnvc O^V^ESID

PRACTICAL DRYPUTEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

"WE APPEND PRICES,

|Kx6M,
5 x8,
6}i:s:Sy^,

I
4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10 X 12, ........ . " 12 00
11^14. "

I

made14x17 » I to
16x20, » (order20x24 loraer.<

MAWmFACTURED AND FOR SAIiE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORj^.
Eastern Agent for the G. CKAMEK DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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COMPOUND

TREATMENT

A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debility, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
A.CTS DIRECTLY upon the great nervous and organic centres, and cures by a nai-

U7~al process of revitalization.

HAS EFFECTED REMARKABLE CURES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Et. Kev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Kichmond, Va., Hon.
Wm. D. Kelley, T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer by permission.

IS STRONGLY ENDORSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its

curative power from many persons of high character and intelligence."

—

Lutheran Observer,
" The cures which have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
cases of natural healing."

—

Arthur's Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
ineness and positive results of this treatment."

—

Boston Journal of Comm,erce.

THE OXYGENHOME TREATMENT coui&\n& two months' supply, with in-

haling apparatus and full directions for use.

SENTFREE : a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-

covery and a large record of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST
We hate establishkd a depository of our compound oxygen home treatment al

^

San Francisco, Cal. This will enable patients on the Pacific Coast to obtain it without the [I

heavy express charges which accrue on packages sent from Eastern States. .!

All orders directed to H. E. Mathews, 60G Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will

be filled on the same terms on which we fill orders sent directly to our office in Philadelphiii.

Patients <jrdering from our depository in San Francisco should, at the same time, write to
|

us, and give a statement of their case, in order that we may send such advice and direction i

in the use of the Treatment as their special disease may seem to require.

ALSO SENT FREE
** HEALTH AND LIFE,'' a quarterly journal of cases and ciire.s ,1,1, I.m- the Com-

pound O.xygen Treatment. Nos. 1 and '_' now ready. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

' FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GEWEKAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
!,^
A circular, "How to Save Waste," sent on application.

CHAS. COOPER & CO.

I

194 Worth St., New York.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND MOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELOVv^
Owing 10 the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new one at less

lost, and now at a JREDUGED PRICE, $4.00, we are enabled to place it within the
feach of everybody.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
KEADING MATTEE. PHOTO. ILLUSTKATIONS.

I. Introdtictory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Ruks^ and Maxims.

-VII. The Studio.

YH. Formula well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em- \ lO. Promenade, group,
ployed to illustrate his book.

j

II. Promenade, group.
IX. Printing and tollingformulce

.

\
12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr. Sigelow's sTcylight.

|®° A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for pt'oducing them,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.

1

.

Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Pro77ienade, lady [interior^.

5. Promenade, lady [moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman [bust).

7. Cabinet, lady
(f-

length).

8. Cabinet, lady {bust).

9. Cabi7iet, lady (f length).
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wTlson's photographiM
4> IT IS RESPECTFULLY SUGGESTED TO—^^

Employers of Photographic Help, Wives of Amateur Photographers,

Relatives of Photographers Practical,

THAT NO MORE ACCEPTABLE PRESENT CAN BE FOUND THAN

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
Hundreds have made presents of this excellent book to their friends, and

both givers and receivers we have had most pleasant letters of surprise,

roval, and satisfaction.

One employer writes : "The ^4 I sent you for Photographies for my assistant,

ed—nay, made—for me ^40 before New Year's Day. I never saw a fellow pick

up as he did after reading your book."
A wife writes : "James was fairly overcome when he found your Photographies

on his table, and wanted to know where in the world I discovered such a moun-
tain of a photographic book."

An employe writes: "Mr. McCormick gave me Wilson's Photographies for

my Christmas present, and that one act has made me feel that after all he had a

soul. I have paid him back ' forty-seven times, ' he says, in the quality and
amount of work I do for him, and I mean to keep it up."

We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.
j

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.
\

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-

The success of this latest gem of photographic liter-
!

tography put together The idea is capital, a5 it is

ature will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the
j

original, and gives us the whole thing m a nutshell.—

work, deserves. Among the photographic writers of ^- ^ J^ilburn, Littleton, N. H.
America Mr. E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer. I I hope that every photographer will see to it that
—Dr. H. Vogel, Editor of the PJmto. Mitth.

|

his $4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's corn-

By far the best photographic book ever published in mission oflT, in order that you may have the full benefit

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
j

of its price—a benefit indeed for the many years you
terlyhandlingof the subject.—Dr. E. Horning, Editor ! have played your part so carefully upon the photo-

of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna. ,

graghic stage for us.—Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to
|

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the sub-

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryuek, Cleveland.
|

ject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for your
are doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adajis, N.Y. noble book, and may thousands testify to its value by

The plan of the book is novel. ... Mr. Wilson
\

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.
could hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and

i

Spencer; Mansfield, Pa.

practical \i\ih\\c?Lt\on.—Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.
I I can assure you sincerely that I never invested pi

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.— ' for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.—
John R. Clemons, Phila. ;

.C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography,
j

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt by
and I think yours is that book.—John Careutt, Phila.

j

the fraternity, more especially among those like our-

It is a complete library.-W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.
\

5?'^^^ "^^^ ^\% " out of the world," so to speak.-J. R.

/ . , , ,
' Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

It demands a position in the library of every pho- ,r i-./ » • • i , i • •
i

tographer, and this position it will assuredly attain as Y°"'' P'^°H'^'^P'^^^^ is the best thing out
;
practical

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic ^"? '° *^ P°'"'' ^""^ "° nonsense.—Walt. C. North,
Times and A^nerican Photographer. i

Utica, N. Y.

That Wilson'' s Photogi-aphies is the best and biggest book photographic, and
is a whole library within itself. The fourth thousand is being sold.

$4.00—WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS—$4.00
Will be sent to any address on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.

2 (over
)



ANY READER WILL SEE THE ADDITIONAL VALUE GIVEN
ANY WORK BY A FULL INDEX.

"PHOTOGRAPHICS" IS WELL SUPPLIED WITH SUCHi

SPECIMEN INDEX PAGE FROM WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
[ntensificr, The.
AinmoDia and Mercury.
Bichloride of Mercury.
Ferrid Cyanide.
Iron and Acid.

Perohloride of Iron.

Perniangannte of Potash.

Pyrogallic Acid.

SchlippeV Siiltv-;.

Silver and Acid.

Fnterior Work.
Kaolin, Rectifying Printing-Bath

with.

Land8ea|ic .Apparatus.

Photography.
Views, Formula for.

Lantern Slides and Enlargement.s.

Leaking of the Glass Studio.

Lens or Objective, The.
Lenses, Angle of View Possible

with.

Choice of.

Forms of.

Light and Accessories.

and Shade, or Chiaro-Oscuro.

Reflected.

Lighting, Rembrandt's Style of.

" Lightning " Processes.

Linen, Printing on.

Lubricating the Prints.

.Managing the Model.
Manipulations, The.
Maiiipulatory Miseries.

•Marbled Ajipearance of the Paper.
Red Lines on Prints.

.Mealiness in Prints.

M«>ii"les or Mottles on Prints,

iring, Metrical.

:iun Printing.

_ayj.es."
.Metallic Spots in Prints.

Model, Study the.

Mounting and Finishing.

Pa.-te.

without Cockling.

-, Study.
'Ive, A (Jencrnlly Wretched.

r;lack and White.

1

'

.iig " for Printing.

for holur I'rinting.

Pre^prvitiL' < f.

I'ri.,'

Pru
I'. 1 iv- froui.

riiiiiilon on the Film of.

I..t,., The.
i.f.

•iitivc*.

I'lf-. in.

Hromo-Oolatlno
PiMra.

ipfr, r,»y\\ag „f the

. and Coni

,. M.o.

Km|>Iok Whlt« the.

Marbled Appearance of the.

Sensitizing the.

Woolliness of the.

Perspective.

Photography, Landscape.
Phototypes, Basis for.

Exposure of the Negatives for.

Husnik's Substratum for the
Plates for.

Inking the Films for Printing.

Plain Paper, Printing on.

Platinotypes, Sensitizing the Paper
for.

Cleaning and Washing.
Development of.

Exposure of the Paper.
Porcelain, Printing on.

Posing, Suggestions about.
Preserving Negatives.
Printing, Art in.

by the Solar Camera.
Dense Negatives.
Development Process of.

Flat Negatives.
Medallions.

on Albumen Paper.
on Various Surfaces.

Stereoscopic Views.
Temperature in.

Vignettes.

Weak Negatives.
Printing-Bath, The.

Decolorizing the.

Strengthening the.

Printing-Room, The.
Prints, Acidifying the.

Blistering of the.

Burnishing the.

Defectively Toned.
Drying the.

Encaustic Paste for.

Fading of the.

Fixing.

Glace.

Imperfect Washing of the.

Lubricating.
Mensled or Mottled.
Metallic Spots in.

Refuse to Tone.
"Spotting" the.

Touching Out.
Treatment with Alum of the.
Trimming.
Warm -Water Washing of.

Washing in "Lead Water."
Wnshing the.

With Red Marbled Linos.
Yellowness uf the.

Productions of I'hotography, The.
Public, Relation of the Photogra^

I'ber to the.

Pure Whites iu I'rint*.

Red i'atchcB on Prints.
Reducing Process for Solar Nega-

tivoH.

Reinforcing the Negatives.
Rciiibrnndt's Stylo of Lighting.
Removing Stains from Negatives.
Retouching nromo-tJoliiiinc I'liitos.

Proci'SH, Soliir Niigntivc
Rol.iri^nn's Print Trimmer.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON THE OTHER SIDE.

Screens and Curtains.

Sensitizing Paper for Platinoty
the Paper.
the Plate.

Shortening the Exposure,
Silver Iodide, to make.

Saving, Method of.

Solutions, Volumetric Testj>i

Sky and Clouds, The. -f^'

Softness in Lighting. Jri

Solar Camera Printing. ^t
By Artificial Light. ,>j

Camera Printing Negative^,
touching. *;*

Negative Reducing Process^

Retouching Process.

Stains from Negatives, Removi
on the Hands.

Stereoscopic Views, Printing.
Negatives Preparing.

"Stop," Use of the.

Streaks and Stains in Negati'
Strengthening Gelatine Emi

Plates.

the Printing-Bath.
Studio, the Glass.

Construction of the.

Curtains.

How to Build a.

Leaking of the Glass.

with Curved Light.
Working Plans for Construt^

Subject, Choice of. fa

Treatment of.

Table for Converting Centl;

into Fahrenheit.
for Converting Cubic Centi

into Ounces, etc.

for Converting Metrical to

Millimetres into Inches, et
Temperature in Printing.
Tent, The Dark.
Testing of Silver Solutions.

Toning the Prints.

Bath, Treatment of the G
Defective.

Solutions.

Touching out Prints.

Transfers, Collodion, lodizeri

Coloring.

Developer for.

Fixing.
Gelatine Paper for.

Printing.

Transparencies, Bromo-Gelal
for the Magic Lantern, To

Treatment of the Subject.

Use of the Diaphragm.
Varnishes and X'ariiishing.

Ventilaticm of the Dark-R""iii.

Views of Interiors.

Exposure for.

Figures in.

Vignette I'rinting.

Piij)or, Waymouth's.
Wastes and their Worth. [

Waymouth's Vignette Papers, fl

Weakness of the Film.
Woolliness of the Pajjor Surface.

Yellowness of the Prints.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBUGATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

iiterature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch

of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. $5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Practical Printer. By C. W. Hearn Price, ^2.50. Second edition now ready.

—

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy silver

printing, and is yw// of good.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-book. By Dr. H."Vogel. Price, ^1.50.—For
the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

American Oartaon Manual. Price, $2.—For those who want to try the carbon printing

process, this work gives the most detailed information.

The Perrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standai-d work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^^1.50; paper cover,

j^i.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest' and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BigelO"W"'s Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—All should study it. A splendid
work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, ^1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1883. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

The British Journal Photographic Almanac for 1883, as volume I., and The
Photo. NeAWB "year Book for 1883, as volume II. Price, ^i for the two volumes.

HO"W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i
per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia
Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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This Favorite Annual
^t>=^ 18 NEARLY ALL GONE,^^^^-

Better than any of its jyredecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
lAteraUire in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Talk About the Last Ye.ir.

A Cause of Confusion. Dr. H. D. Garrison.
Lighting, in Out-door I'hotography. W. Curtis Taylor.
Selection of Out-door Subjects. EUerslie Wallace, Jr.
Points. O. Pierre Havens.
Proverbs. H S. Keller.

A Hint or Two. John H. Rcuvcrs.
Success with Dry Plates.

Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Dcnsmorc
How to Phxiograph Children. W. J. Hillman.
" They Wurk Very Hard and Slow. A C. Isaacs.
ShaU Wc 1 ake Tintypes R. W. HubbcU.
Electricity and its Adoption in the Art Science of

Photography. T. M Schleicr.

A Changiuji Hag for Dry Pliitcs. Geo Spcrry.
Impurity of Photographic Chemicals. C J Hilling-

hurst.

How I Saved a Plate. J. Harmanns Fisher.
Lifting the Plate from the Hath. E. Long.
How I Work my Dry Plates with Success Wni.

Wh..' Iiout Prices. Mrs E. N. Lockwood.
«"hr..i Prays for Dry Plates. J. J. Eskil.
I ' ' ' ''' her Spooncr.

I. I'lalt.

wi.k

My Method to Prevent Frilling. H.-M. Beeles.
Light for the Dark-room. W. J. Staples.
How I Educate the People. M. H. Albee.

.
How D'ye Like the Building. J. F. Ryder.
Make Your Own Dry Plates. H. W. Immke.
Hash. R. E. Wood.
The (Revokition—Photographic\ Gelatine vs. Collo-

dion. Charles T. Stuart.
How to Remove Silver Stains from Clothing without

Affecting its Color. L. C. Ovcrpeck.
Metrical Measures.
Sunday Work and Other Thoughts. John G. Patrick.
Health of Photographers. Irving Saunders.
Taste.
Trays and Sinks for Developing, etc. M. L. Daggett.
Concerning Illumination. F. Leyde.
What todo with Old Negatives. W, H, Sherman.
Notes on Printing and Toning. S. S. Richards.
Platinum in Toning. A. Hester.
A New Developer for the Cramer Plate. H. McNeill.
Points for the Beginner. William H. Rau.
Retouching Medium for Dry-plate Negatives. Will

A Triplett.

It is a Fact. Miss H. H. Flanagin.
Dry Plates, Prices, and the Progress of Photography.

G. F. Moelk.
My First Development. W. N. Jay
A Good Hurnishing Coiniiound. E. S. Hall.
"Hits" from a boulliern Gallery. H S. Jcnison.
The " Boss " Developer. E. D. Ormsby.
A Query and u Wrinkle. J.J. ICskil.

Bits from Abroad ; Albumen Hfistcrs on Paper ; Gcf-
iiiiin Gems ; Master-pieces of Portrait Artiste as
Mr>dels

; I'ropcr Illumination ; AnnoyinK Phenom-
ena ; Peculiar Prdcrss for Reducing Copy Pici-
urcv; Silver from ('.cLaiiic^liiuilsion Kcsiducs

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

A W, CadinMi.
Peck
I< v.. Wno.l
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T^O^STST' 1=1. E3 -A- 1> "S".

(? THE ^

PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE THE YEAR 1879-

By DR. H. W.VOGBL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years,

WITH SPECIAL CONSIEERATION OF EMULSION PHGTOORAPHY,

AND

AN ADDITIONAL CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

SO.OO. 3-i"Z I=»-A.C3rE3S, $3.00.
It ifh Sirriiiji-tirn lUu.sl tuitions, <inil an oilnihohfr ftortrait taken with

IJirtrir l/iffht, hy M . Kurtz, yew Yinh.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)



READ CAREFULLY THE CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

Physical Effects of Light.

CHAPTER H.

Chemical Effects of Light.

Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Ac
The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new. Metal.
Salts of Copper.
Salts of Chromic Acid.
Combinations of Mercury.
Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of Bromide of
Silver and the Chemical Principles of the
Emulsion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER III.

Photographic Chemistry.
Different Forms of Pyroxyline,
Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

Photographic Optics.

New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers.

CHAPTER V.

Photographic Apparatus.
Cameras, Changing-boxes, and Tripods.
Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

The New Photographic Processes.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.
a. The Author's Method.
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate-

of Silver.

c. Edei-'s Combination Method with the

Author's Modification.

d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate
of Ammonia.

e. Precipitation Methods.

f. Vogel's Emulsion.
B. The Manipulation of the Gelatine Plates,

1. Gelatine Plates.

a. The Exposure.
b. The Development.
c. The Fixing.

d. The Intensifying.

e. The Drying and Finishing.

2. Vogel's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.

C. New Positive Processes.

1. The Platinum Processes (Plalinotype).

2. New Silver Printing Processes.

3. New Enlargement Processes and Appa-
ratus.

4. New Permanent Printing Processes.

CHAPTER VII.

Photographic Esthetics and Portrait

Technique.

CHAPTER VIII.

Photography for Amateurs.

I append a Sample of the Elaborate Index Supplied witJi the SooJe.

Mercadier, Thermophone.
Metals and their compounds, efifect of

light on.
Modifications of chloride of silver,

of bromide of silver.

Negative processes, new.
Negrotype, Itterheim's.
Nelson's pyro-developer.
New styles of pictures,

of portraiture.
Nickelsen's instantaneous shutter.
Nitroprusside of sodium, sensitive-

ness of.

ObernEtter's emulsion process.
application to enlarged
and reduced negatives,

washing of
pyro-developer.

Objectives, new.
for amateurs.

Oleococca oil, sensitiveness of.
Ott, preparation of pigment paper.
O.Yalate developer.

for line copies,
for under-timed plates,
hyposulphite in.

preparation of (Elder),
restoring the.

of mercury, its behavior in the
light,

photometer,
of potash, neutral.

Packing emulsion plates.

Perchlorate of silver, sensitivness of.

Peroxide of hydrogen for removing
green fog.

for purifying gelatine.

Phipson on actinium.
Photo-electricity.

-polymerism.
Photography for amateurs.
Photogravure process.
Photometer, chemical.

Dore's.
Mucklow and Spurge's.
Taylor's.
unit for.

Vogel's.
Warnerke's.

Photophone, Bell's.

Pigment paper, preparation of.

Pitting in gelatine plates.
Pizzighelli and Hiibl's platinotype.

anthrakotype.
cyanotype.
instantaneous shutter.

on the oxalate developer.
positive-blue process.
sulphide of soda in the pyro-

developer.
Plante's secondary battery for elec-

tric light.

Plaque picture. Clench's.
method ofoperating with.

Plate-holders, American.
bonanza.

Plate-holders, Flamming dry plate.

new styles.

silver saver.
the daisy.

Platinotype, Pizzighelli and Hiibl's.

Platinum paper.
printing, Willis, 45

Plener's emulsion process.
stripping gelatine negatives.

Portrait antiplanetic, Steinheil's.

lenses, new.
Portrait-making in rooms.

in the open air.

Potassic chloro-platinite.

Potassio-ferric oxalate.
-ferrous oxalate.

Precautions for amateurs.
Precipitation methods of emulsify-

ing.

Preliminary treatment of the glass for

gelatine emulsion and Vogel's emul-
sion.

Pressing the emulsion.
Printers' blocks from gelatine reliefs.

Processes with printers' ink.
Promenade lenses by Busch and

Voigtlander.
style of portrait.

Priimm, keeping qualities of gelatine
plates.

reducing gelatine negatives.
Prussiate of potash in the devel-

oper.

PRICE, $3.00 MAILED ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, BY
EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Pbjladelphla.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The /o/Iowz7tg houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

+ ^
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

Doiigte^Tliompn&Co.

"Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

JAMES H. SMITH,

Quincy,

111.

H. A. HYATT,
Hound Oity Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C. SOMEEYILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

SCOVILL MANF'6 CO,

419 k 421 Broome St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

BLESSING & BEO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

C.H.CODMAN&OO.

Boston, Mass.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

WH. J, HAZENSTAB,

40C Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
(>I2 &914 Chestnut St.,

PhiJaclelpliia.

MDLLETT BROS,,

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN I SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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WORDS FROM THE WEST.
At a meeting of the Amateur Photog-

raphers' Society of Chicago, held on the

evening of the 18th of February, Dr. Gar-

rison read a very exhaustive paper on the

different kinds of glass used in the dark-

room. He procured samples of all the col-

ored glass he could find, exposed sensitive

plates to each of them, and carefully noted

the results, and exhibited the negatives to

the members. He also made experiments

with two colors in combination, green and

orange, etc. His conclusion was that the

red light was the best, but that it was not

perfectly non-actinic, and advised photog-

raphers to develop as much as possible in

the dark. Dr. Garrison spent a great deal

of time, labor, and expense in these experi-

ments, and his researches are of untold value

to the photographer. What professional

would undertake the same labor of love,

and yet many photograpoers are unjustly pre-

judiced against the amateur. They ought to

recollect that most of fhe valuable formulas

which they work, and many of the improv-

ments in the profession are due to these

same amateurs.

Business, since the first of January has

not been the best. In most localities bad

weather has been the rule, and sunlight the

exception. Throughout the ^Ohio Valley

unprecedented rains have prevailed, and

some photographers have not, on the 1st of

March, been able to get off some of thmr

Christmas work.

Chicago is cursed with the bane of low

prices. In an advertisement in the news-

papers we saw that one photographer adver-

tised one dozen cabinets and two large beau-

tiful panels for three dollars.

It is a serious question what effect the

low prices prevailing in many places is going

to have on the general business of photog-

raphy. Many well-informed persons have

a very discouraging opinion on the subject.

We would advise the photographer who
thinks he can improve business and make

money by reducing prices, solemnly and

seriously to deliberate upon the subject be-

fore taking a step in that direction.

We continue to hear good reports from

Cincinnati, as to the coming Annual Con-

vention in July. Mr. Weingardner, the

Secretary, is indefatigable, and everything

points in the direction of success.

Mr. Cady, of P. Smith & Co., Cincin-

nati, writes us that while the flood was im-

mense, it did not get up to the doors of the

"Old Keliable" depot. Forthe second time in

Cincinnati, they had more water than lager.

What a fearful punster is Brother Allen,

of Detroit. He is Orville (awful). Is a

key required ?

We hear of a new stock-house in Chicago.

It was opened in March. Mr. Smith, of
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Quincy, 111., and Mr. Patterson, for so many
years with H. J. Thompson, are the pro-

jectors. Success to them.

AVe leani that most of the photographers

on the Ohio Kiver, from Pittsburg to Cairo,

were submerged more or less by the flood.

Many of them had ten feet of water on

their first floor. Lawrenceburg, Ind., suf-

fered, probably tlie most, and we doubt

whether the chimney of Mr. Zingley's

gallery could be seen during the worst.

Ox what subject shall papers be read be-

fore the Convention? We would like to

hear from our subscribers what they would
most like to hear ventilated. Perhaps it

might be worth while to discuss something

besides dry plates.

names from Germany, France, England,

Scotland, South America, and Mexico.

Australia, indeed, has quite a list by herself,

twenty-six subscribers being supplied there

every month. "Wherever in the known

world a white photographer lives and works,

there you will find the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer, and we, can say with perfect

veracity that, like the Queen of Great

Britain, " the sun never sets on our patron-

age."

OUR INFLUENCE.
Ix order that our readers may get some

idea of the circulation of the Philadelphia

Photographer, and the extent of territory

included in our subscription list, we print

below a few of the letters received by us

from some nf our most distant patrons:

" Kindly mail a copy of Photographic

Mosaics to Carl Kicker, Nevskj' Prosp. No.

14, St. Petersburg, Kussia.

"Sampson Low cV: Co.,
" Fleet Street, London, Eng."

"Plea.se increase my order for the Phila-

delphia Photographer to tiventg-ttvo copies

for tlic year.

"\\ M. (Jakcjh.i,,

" Photographic Stockdealer,

"Sydney, New South Wales."

." Please send the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, for 1884, to the following parties:

Mes.srs. E. J. Iviidare & Co., Guatemala,

Central America; W. L. Zuber, Ma/.atlan,

Mexico; and also increase the order of tiio.se

.sent to my a<ldress 1o fourteen copies for

]8R4."

"0.s(.:ar Fo.ss,

" San Francisco, Cal."

Our li-.l al.'^n includes suliscrilKM-s in Singa-

pore, Katit Iiidie.s; Valparaiso, Chili
;
Tokio,

Japan; Auckland, New Zealand; Al(>xan-

dria, Kgypt ; Havana, Cul>a; Sl..Jolin, New-
foundbnd, to say notliinir of (lie lon.r Ijsi of

MORE WORLDS TO CONQUER, IN
PHOTOGRAPHPY.

BY 0. PIAZZI SMYTH,

Astronomer-royal for Scotland.

Having been favored lately with a full

collection, by that admirable example of

the photographer, artist, operator, pub-

lisher, and man, Mr. Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia, U. S., of his Egyptian series

of pictures on glass for the lantern, I pro-

ceeded to wrestle with them in private,

comparing them with my own series of the

Great Pyramid, taken sixteen years pre-

viously. Mine had been taken not only on

wet collodion, but the wettest of the wet

—

viz., in the very silver bath itself; and this

was for the sake of securing a maximum of

rapidity, combined with that sensibility to

variations of quality, as well as of mere

light and shadow, which always made, in

my humble estimation, a good wet collodion

picture so much more luscious, fruity, pict-

uresque, and truly artistic than the mere

black-and-white results of the dreadfully

slow dry plates of those days.

Had the comparison ended otherwise,

any one would iiave been entitled to object

that I was too interested a party to give an

unbiassed judgment; but terminating as it

did, after several severe examinations, both

by daylight and artificial light, and with

magnifiers of various kinds, in Mr. Wilson's

favor, I nuiy, perhaps, be listened to for at

least some of tlie details, and a few general

impressions also.

The fineness of tlie grain, then, the en-

graver's " color " of the shades, the delicacy

of some, and power of others, of the middle

tintf, and the proofs of rapidity in Mr.
Wilson's plates, were equal to anything
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accomplished with my wet; while his were

all dry plates, but of that transcendent va-

riety, viz., the modern gelatino-bromo-

iodide plates. So behold what has now
been accomplished thereby for the traveller,

seeing that these plates were all prepared

in America before Mr. Wilson went out to

the East, and, with a few trifling excep-

tions, were all developed in America after

he came back—leaving nothing but simply

the camera exposures to be made in foreign

lands. Hence, no endangering of the burn-

ing at sea of the ships he sailed in, by car-

rying combustible fluids like ether and al-

cohol in his boxes ; no vainly seeking after

supplies of distilled water in barbarous

cities, or water of any kind in rainless

regions of desert lands ; nor loss of precious

liquids by sand blown in, preventing glass

stoppers fitting close ; no difficulty either

in making longest exposures in dark places,

nor holding a plate ready any length of

time at the tip-top of its sensitiveness for a

snap-shot at some momentary phenomenon

whose appearance cannot be compelled at

pleasure.

In short, at this rate, has not photography

risen at last to its full perfection—colors, of

course, excepted—for what worker expects

to see them come by the agency of nitrate

of silver and pyrogallol, or any combina-

tion on that principle? There is, however,

some practical improvement of possible

things still to be effected, and one of Mr.

"Wilson's Cairo views indicates it at once,

when showing us an orange tree with no

perceptible difference between the fruit and

the leaves, except the shape.

Can you be satisfied with such a presen-

tation as that, my friends—all of you, at

least, who have ever seen that most bril-

liantly contrasted thing in nature, an

orange tree in full fruit and full leaf, as Pro-

fessor Alexander Herschel has long since

pointed out?

A learned German paper, in a late num-
ber of Mr. Wilson's journal, published in

Philadelphia, discusses the particular part

of the spectrum of light most powerfully

represented in the new gelatino-bromide of

silver plates, and considers that in some

firms' make it is in the blue, and in others

in the indigo, or beginning of the violet;

in which case, evidently, neither the orange

of the fruit, nor the green of the leaves,

can ever come in for a fair share in the

actinic effects produced, and constituting

the ultimate picture.

This is, however, an old, old story in

photography, and I only bring it up once

again on this occasion to append to the

catalogue of prospective advantages depend-

ing on its solution, some further conse-

quences derived from recent spectroscopic

experiments of my own on rather a large

scale, and carried out to a very intense de-

gree, as thus

:

Bromide of silver violet to transmitted

light is the first and easiest result which

bounteous nature yields to chemistry. But

if that born genius of military engineering

(Captain W. de W. Abney, R.E.), joined

to photo-science, has been enabled, by

peculiar processes of his own invention, to

make silver molecules deep red under the

same circumstances, why should not the

whole army of photographers throughout

the world prepare among themselves little

silver molecules of an orange or yellow

color ?

Of this, at all events, they may be as-

sured, that man, barely, if at all, sees by

the spectrum's violet light. There is some-

thing in it, as it were, uncanny, and which

the human eye is not qualified to apprehend,

and never will. To man, a mixture of lake-

red and Prussian-blue makes beautiful vio-

let; but the spectrum will have none of it.

For such a mixture, if it could be kept

mixed, would be less, instead of more, "re-

frangible" than plain blue; and no man
can put any pigment into blue which will

increase its "refrangibility," or the only

test which the spectrum respects as to what

is violet.

Moreover, the human eye has not the

power to appreciate true spectrum-violet,

even when set straight before it ; for though

a photo-plate of the violet bromide of silver

order copies the lines in that part of the

spectrum with any amount of sharpness of

definition—they appear to the living eye

only faint, broad, and hazy, focus as you

will.

In fact, with a large table spectroscope for

eye observation, when in the orange part
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of the spectrum, I can never put on suffi-

cient prisms or magnifying power to reach

the limits of what seems like perfect defi-

nition ; in the violet part, on the contrary,

I can never sufficiently reduce both the

prism, or the "grating," and magnifying,

power to come at tolerable definition, or

sharpness, clearness, and force of light,

whether with dark lines on a bright, con-

tinuous s[iectrum, or bright lines in a dis-

continuous or dark field spectrum. Whence
we may reasonably hope, that with orange

bromide of silver, if such a thing should

ever be prepared, we shall, over and above

obtaining orange trees with their round

fruit in brilliant contrast to their dark

green leaves, we shall, I say, also have defi-

nition of all things red, yellow, citron, so

marvelloi.sly improved in sharpness, that

new applications in science will quickly

follow.

—

Year-Book of Pliotogra'phy ^ 1884.

PASSAVANT'S PYRO DEVELOPER.
Ill DR. S. C. I'ASSAVANT.

Solution No. 1.

Di.stilled Water, . . 8 ounces.

Sulphite of Soda,

Citric Acid,

Pyrogiillic- Acid,

00 grains.

1 ounce.

Subd.ion No. 2.

Carbonate of Potash, C. P.,

Sulphite of Soda,

Distilled Water,

S ounces.

. 1 (1

Stoclc Solution : Equal parts of solutions Nos.

1 and 2. Pour No. 2 into No. 1. The stock

solution will keep from six to ten weeks if the

b( ttle is kept well corked.

For use lake, for s x l(» plali.', waU-r five

ounces, stock solution two drachms.

With over-exposed negatives, add more

water and six to ten drops of bromide of

polashium solution (lifly grains to the ounce).

With under-exposed negatives, add more

stock feoluiion, or a few drops of solution

No. 2.

Before llxing, immerse tin- jilulc in an

alum baih (lifly grains to the ounce), from

one to two minutes, whicii will lake out the

yellow slain.

]).i not |iut instiinlnn<'iMih views in (lie

alum bath, as they have a tendency to come

out thin, and the stain gives them hetter

printing qualities.

The longer the plate is washed after fix-

ing, the more intense the yellow stain will

become.

This developer requires less exposure than

any other; the negatives will never want

intensifying. \

San Francisco.

OUR AMATEUR CLASS.

BY AN OLD AMATEUR.

Selection or the Needful Apparatus.

(Continued from page 36.)

There is an old saying, "A good work-

man can work with poor tools," which,

though true in the main, is liable to misin-

terpretation. Experience teaches that good

workmen always, when possible, make use

of the best tools for their peculiar work.

The skill they have acquired is the resultant

of the habit which has been gained by the

constant handling of the best apparatus, and

when necessity demands it they can, it is

true, accomplish better work with poor tools

than less skilled artisans, but, from the nature

of things, it can be done only with a greater

outlay of energy.

The desire which some persons have of

courting difficulties, of enticing obstructions,

in their way, is not always praiseworthy,

and sometimes it betokens only a pugnacious

disposition. Why should we climb over

hills or jump precipices when we might

reach our goal more surely, and at the same

time more comfortably, by keeping along

the even road which art and science have

levelled for us ?

We have fro()uently heard the boast,

"This view was taken with the clumsiest

and most ungainly apparatus, but sec with

what good results considering the circiun-

stances." To those who delight to carry the

donkey on their own shoulders instead of

letting tlic donkey carry them over the

brook we have nothing to say by way of

advice in the selection of their apparatus,

but leave tliem to tlieir thoughtful cogita-

tions over oigar-liox cameras and pin-h'ole

li'MSOS.
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To those who wish to produce artistic

work and not feats of legerdemain the few

remarks which follow, we hope, may be of

service.

The first thing to which the amateur

should give his special attention is the

camera-box. Let it be light, but well made
;

perfect in workmanship and beautiful in

polish. Perhaps the advice of Polonius to

his son might be safely followed here

—

" Costly thy camera as thy purse can buy,

But not expressed in fancy; rich, not gaudy."

For the camera oft proclaims the operator.

The American Optical Company has

reached the acme in the production of appa-

~

ratus.

When short trips are taken it is best to

have a number of extra plate-holders. By
filling them in your dark-room at home you

can start out with your mind free, but if a

long excursion is contemplated, it may be

necessary to provide a changing bag, which

may be had of any dealer.

It is well to have a number of diiferent

fronts to your camera for the different lenses

which you may find necessary to use.

Never select a camera without a swing-

back. Old fogj'ism may extol the rigid

camera of our forefathers, but the progres-

sive photographer will take care to provide

himself with the best swing-back he can

find. The crooked lines produced by the

rigid back will make anyone possessed of an

artistic eye consign his old machine to the

precincts of the lumber-room. The single

swing-back will, however, suffice for ordi-

nary work. The double swing-back has its

peculiar advantages, but requires more care

and experience in its management to get a

true focus of the image upon the ground-

glass. It is sometimes necessary to use it for

short range when the foreground is close at

hand.

The amateur, captivated with the beauty

of the landscape, is sometimes inspired jvith

the idea of producing a l^rge picture of the

scene before him, and becomes possessed

with a longing for a large camera, and ac-

cordingly sells all that he has, his small 4x5
box included, and invests in an 8 x 10, but

only to find that what was easy to accom •

plish with the small camera becomes almost

insurmountable with the big one. It is best

to keep satisfied, for some time at least, with

the small box, until experience has ripened

the bud of ability into the full-blown flower

of perfection.

The selection of the tripod or stand which

is to hold the camera-box is not to be held

of small worth. The amateur too often looks

more to lightness than to stability. Now
while we by no means advocate the carrying

of too much luggage, there is a certain

amount of stability demanded which is in-

compatible with too great lightness. The
bed of the camera must have a solid base

upon which to rest, otherwise there will be a

constant vibration, which will tell wofully

upon the sharpness of the view.

Perhaps there is no part of the apparatus

over which the beginner expends so much
thought and worry as the selection of the

lens. Success in landscape, as well as in

portraiture,' depends in a great measure upon

the proper choice and right use of the lens.

Among the many forms and makes of lenses

it is no wonder that the inexperienced be-

come bewildered.

In the selection of a view lens the follow-

ing points should be determined

:

1st. The size of the picture.

2d. The amount of the subject intended to

be included.

3d. The character of the picture ; that is,

whether it is intended to be an architectural

view or a landscape.

"We have said before that on general prin-

ciples it is a good plan for the beginner to

confine his work to small-size plates, and we
here may add that this fact should be taken

into consideration in the selection of the lens.

The increase in the size of the plate is always

attended by an increase in the difficulties of

manipulation, and an increase in the labor

of transportation, and, we may also add, an

increase of the expenses.

Concerning the amount of view to be in-

cluded in the picture, that is, what is called

the angle of view, we may say it depends

upon the relation to the focal length of the

lens. That is, the angle will be larger with

a short focus, and less with a long focus.

It is a common failing with the beginner to

try to get the largest angle of view possible.

Now this is a mistake. If perfection of de-
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lineation is desired, or perfect truthfulness

of the translation of the scene upon the

ground-glass, a long-focus lens must be made
vise of, and hence a necessary limitation in

the field. If a short-focus lens is chosen,

there will be an exaggeration, often amount-

ing to such a degree as to give an entirely

false conception of the scene.

Now the question will be asked, How
much of the field is proper to include in the

picture ?

Here the judgment again or good sense

must come to our aid. The view which our

angle of vision includes is perhaps the best

guide. I believe the angle of normal vision

is not over sixty degrees, therefore if the pho-

tographer desires to convey to the mind of the

beholder a true impression of what his eye has

seen, he must limit his angle of view, other-

wise there will be exaggeration. The objects

in the foreground will be too large and the

distance diminished if not dwarfed. Hence

it follows that wide-angle lenses are to be

used with caution, and only when beauty is

paramount to truth.

The focal length of a lens should not be

less than the base line of the picture ; that

is, in a 4x5 camera it should not be less

than five inches, but rather more. However,

it is not well to rely wholly upon one lens to

do all kinds of work. Special work demands

special lenses. The same lens cannot make
an instantaneous work and a copy equally

well. The Euryscope and the rapid recti-

linear lens have a wider range in this respect

than any others. For architectural views a

rectilinear lens is indispensable, and one of

moderate angle is here also to be chosen.

Above all, select a lens perfectly free from

distortion and flare ; tliose points are of more

account than brilliancy of surface.

When a single combination lens is used, a

certain amount of distortion will be percep-

tible in the lines of buildings, but this may
he rendered less by keeping the line of build-

ings away from the extreme margins of the

picture.

A word, in conclusion, about instantane-

ous shuttorft. There are all varieties, from

tlie simple old-fa.shioned drop to the elab-

orate graduate shutter. On general princi-

ples it is best to make use of the simplest.

Thf pneuiriatin drf)|) oftV-rs peculiar advan-

tages in the ease and rapidity with which it

may be worked. A view is not infrequently

lost during the time consumed in arranging

an elaborate apparatus.

TO REMOVE OPAQUE SPOTS FROM
DRY PLATES.

How I take opaque spots off my dry-plate

negatives—I use the Cramer dry plate. I

make a weak solution of oxalic acid, and

pour it into a developing-tray ; I wet the

negative with the spots on it, and lay it

in the oxalic acid solution ;
I then rock it

back and forth, until the spots disappear.

I next wash my negative, and set it up to

dry. If this is of use to anyone, he is wel-

come to it.

E. J. Shadle.
Latrobe, Pa.

REMARKS ON THE CHLORIDE OF
GOLD AND CALCIUM TONING OF
MR. ENCAUSSE."

BY E. PERROT.

After many experiments—all more or

less unsuccessful—made with the double

gold and calcium toning of Messrs. Encausse

& Co., I feel obliged to give some advice to

amateurs about the toning baths to be used.

I will first give an account of my experi-

ments with the Encausse toning, which, it

appears, prevents sulphuration. Upon this

point I shall be silent; for in order to as-

certain this fact practically ten years would

be required, and ten years ago this product

was not known. Mr. Encausse b}' his toning

cannot certainly prevent albumen from be-

coming yellow, and consequently produc-

ing the complete coagulation of this sub-

stance, liichromatc of potash and alum,

even, would not do it. Again, concerning

the rapidity of his toning there is much to

say. I will content myself by stating what
has happened in using toning baths obtained

from different manufacturers, with that fur-

nished by Mr. Encausse, and with that [ire-

pared by me. The cases are similar.

I took twi> kinds of paper :

1. (iarini brand; nine Uilogrammes

;

Sco .luiiuiirv niuiil)er of tlie I'iiii.adkm'HIA

PlIOTOCIIAI-IIKII.
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pink; sensitized by the method indicated

by Monckhoven.

2. Ordinary commercial paper, already

sensitized.

In regard to the time of toning, the

Garini paper required from thirty minutes

to one hour ; and the other from forty-five

minutes to two hours. Some prints toned

to the blue even completely lost their toning

in the hyposulphite and in the sulphocyan-

uret of ammonium.
As a comparison, I will mention the fol-

lowing toning bath, which costs about the

same price :

2000 grammes of filtered rain or distilled

water; 25 grammes of crystallized acetate

of soda. Dissolve for half an hour, shaking

occasionally. Add 1 gramme of chloride

of gold.

In using this bath, take 250 grammes of

filtered rain-water, and add 100 grammes
of toning. This bath, without being strength-

ened, can tone thirty prints 13 x 18 centi-

metres. Keep the bath that has been used,

and after filtration it is sufficient to add a

few grammes of the fresh bath, according

as we wish to tone more or less rapidly.

With the indications given above, here is

the time required : Paper sensitized by the

Monckhoven process, five to fifteen minutes,

according to the temperature ; commercial

paper, twenty to fifty minutes. In operat-

ing with the commercial paper, it is neces-

sary to wash for two or three minutes.

If sulphuration esists by this process, it

is nevertheless true that I possess prints

which, although exposed for more than six

years to many causes of change, show noth-

ing more than the yellow color of the albu-

men.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Drying Gelatine Plates with Al-

cohol.—When much hurried, the drying of

sensitized gelatine plates may be hastened

by plunging the plate, after it has been

covered with the emulsion, in a dish con-

taining alcohol. After an immersion of two

minutes it is withdrawn, drained on bibulous

paper and dried, which is rapidly effected.

The alcohol, after a certain time, should be

poured upon dried potassic carbonate; the

upper layer of liquid in the vessel consists of

highly concentrated alcohol.

IN THE MATTER OF THE DRY.

BY E. B. CORE.

Mr. Cramer says: If you know your

plate to be over-exposed, use a weak de-

veloper. If you want fine, delicate nega-

tives, use weak developer; i e., if your

effects are too contrasting, use weak de-

veloper. ISTow to sum up: An over-ex-

posure, flatness ; weak developer, flatness
;

mix, shake

—

presto! change— a brilliant

effect.

Maybe, I do not shake enough ; but I

do not get the brilliant eflect any way. I

have found but one good remedy for an

over-exposure, and that is, throw it away.

If that is not to be thought of, I would say,

use oxalate with bromide added.

I have found that by using Cramer's de-

veloper—and that is what I prefer—strong,

say from six to eight parts to one of stock,

I am better able to regulate the exposure,

or, rather, am not so likely to get an over-

exposure as with the prescribed eleven to

one, and am in every way better satisfied

with the result obtained. As a hypo elimi-

nator, I am using something given me by a

gentleman whose name I am unable to fur-

nish, and here it is :

No, 1.—Dry Chloride of Lime, 2 ounces.

Water, , . . 24 "

No. 2.—Carbonate of Potash, 4 ounces.

Water, . . . S "

Mix and filter.

For use, take one ounce to sixteen ounces

of water. Wash the plate out of hypo and

flow twice, allowing it to remain on the

plate thirty seconds each time; after which

wash lightly and set up to dry. I don't

know if this is new to anyone, but I have

used it with good effect for nearly a year.

STAMP PORTRAITS.

Mr. C. H. Tonndorfe, 1423 Chestnut

Street, St. Louis, Mo., has introduced a

novelty lately which promises to be very

acceptable to photographers. The novelty

consists in portraits being made of about
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the size of a postage stamp, some twenty-

five to a sheet, perforated and gummed the

same as postage stamps, and the uses of

which will be suggested to any party who
owns a lot of them and tries to use them.

Of course, they cannot be used as a substi-

tute for postage stamps, but they can serve

a useful purpose for business cards, letter

head*, or an extra safety seal to an envelope,

for advertising purposes, and a thousand

other useful objects, which will increase in

number as the tiny novelty becomes pop-

ular.

Mr. J. F. Kyder, Cleveland, Ohio, has

become agent for Mr. Tonndorff, and will

supph' circulars and prices on application.

In order that our readers may see more fully

exactly what the new thing is, we have se-

cured from the new manufacturer sufficient

examples to supply each of our readers with

a copy. They will find it on the back of our

cover in the shape of a portrait of Mr. G-.

Cramer, the well-known and popular dry-

plate manufacturer. For further particu-

lars, send for circular and see advertise-

ment.

TAKING OF PETRA.*

When a lecture by a competent person

goes away from the beaten track to take us

into new fields of human interest, that is a

decided gain to the public. When, in addi-

tion to this, the lecturer has himself visited

the strange places he describes, and taken

accurate views of the objects he shows—
when he has been upon the spot and speaks

from his personal knowledge—his discourse

has large additional value. And especially

is this the case when the main subject is en-

tirely new to the great mass of the people.

Of this description was Mr. Edward L.

Wilson's illustrated lecture, " The Taking
of Petra," delivered and exhibited at the

Academy of Music on ^Fonday night. It

was a revelation to most of the large audience

* Tnasmuch aH thi.s arlicle is a coinplimcnt to

modern photogrnphic occoiiiplixliincnt, wo give

it |ilncc horo. Pliotogrupliy eiicli yeiir bocoines

more and more tho KrciitoHt helper to art, science,

and exploration. Wc hoimr it on all occasions.

— Ki). 1'. 1'.

present on that occasion. Of course, there

were those present who had heard or read of

Petra ; but there must have been very few

who were prepared for such a realizing sense

of that strange place. It is a ruined city

along streets that are sunk deeply in gorges,

or rather crevices, in the rugged mountains

of the Bible "land of Edom," and a city

where the temples, palaces, and burial places,

and nearly all the structures of which it is

composed, are chiselled or hewn out of the

solid rock. It does not appear that there

were any buildings there to be used as

dwellings, the Arab inhabitants of the

country probably dwelling in tents then as

they do in our day. The one great charac-

teristic of the place is that its monuments,

temples, circuses, castles, forts, palaces, or

whatever they may have been, were, with

but very few exceptions, hewn out of the

rock by chisel or axe. What people executed

these marvellous and colossal works—colos-

sal in the enormous labor they demanded

—

is not known. The time in the world's his-

tory when the work was done is equally

unknown. As to these matters, there is no

recorded historj^. Petra is mentioned in the

Book of Kings under the name of Selah,

which is said to mean a rock, as Petra itself

does in Greek. It is mentioned by Strabo

and Pliny, Josephus, Eusebeus, and Jerome,

but none of these tell us about the people or

the age to which the rock temples and monu-
ments are to be referred. It was the capital

of Arabia Petraea, that is, mountainous

Arabia, on that side of the desert, and is the

"Selah " which Amaziah, King of Judah,

took in the war, when he " slew of Edom in

the Valley of Salt ten thousand." Strabo

says it was the metropolis of the Nabathamns,
" shut in by rocks round about, but within

having copious fountains for the supply of

water and the irrigation of gardens." It

appears to have gone out of sight of history

from about the sixth century of our era to

quite modern yeai-s. John Ludwig Burck-

hardt appeai-s to have been the first modern
writer and traveller to revive the memory of

the place. This was about 1822, in his

Travels in Si/7-ia, when he sought to iden-

tify the wonderful ruins in \Vady Moosa
with tlie ancient Petra. Some few travellers

have succeeded in gutting there, but very
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few indeed. Our fellow-townsman, Edward

L. Wilson, who was the photographist of the

Centennial Exhibition, is one of them. By

dint of considerable personal risk, and no

little strategy among the suspicious and

jealous Arabs of the vicinity, he got to

Petra in 1882 with a caravan of camels and

horses bearing his cameras and other pho-

tographic outfit, and a small train of auxil-

iaries. The ruins are far out of the way of

ordinary caravan travel (about ten days'

travel, we believe, through the most barren

and difficult country), and the Arabs reso-

lutely resist every attempt to explore them

by reason of the tradition that they conceal

great treasures. Mr. Wilson did get there,

however, and we have the grand result in his

illuminated pictures and in the narrative

with which he accompanies them. He takes

his audience with him through the journey,

into the narrow mountain defiles, through

the sunken streets, and shows them the sur-

prising remains of a city almost unknown to

civilized man. The forms, dimensions, pro

portions, ornamentation, and grace of the

structures delight the obseever and the hearer

at every stage of progress. There is a strange

mingling of styles of architecture. Of course

everyone is ready to find architecture of the

Egyptian type as seen in pyramidal forms

and in obelisks ; but who could expect to

find Corinthian facades of the most graceful

forms in such a place ? Yet these abound,

and are the most prominent objects in the

photographic views, except those devoted to

burial purposes. In the absence of recorded

history with regard to these structures, the

observer begins to doubt whether we get our

Grecian colonnades, pediments, and entab-

latures from the people who inhabited this

Arab wilderness of barren rocks, or whether

that noble style of architecture was carried

there by means that no one can now under-

stand. And it is to be remembered always

that these structures, the comparatively well

proserved remains of which we are shown,

were made (not built) as no other Grecian

temples were ever constructed—their fronts,

columns, and all being hewn from the natural

rock standing in place, and their interiors

excavated by the same means.

W^e cannot go further into details, except

to add that the rock is sandstone of many

colors—red, purple, yellow, bluish-green,

and others in a variety of shades. This

gives unusual attractiveness to the pictures

in all cases where the natural colors are in-

troduced. As already said, the lecture is a

revelation of a world comparatively un-

known to archeology, architecture, eth-

nology, geography, and general science. It

furnishes materials not only for the study oi

the savant^ but of most interesting instruc-

tion to the popular mind. Petra and the

country round about it are impossible places,

in their present condition, to support life in

a numerous population
; and yet large num-

bers of people must have been there for

jeveral generations, or these wonderful works

could not have been constructed. Who were

they, and when was this surprising city cut

in the solid rock?

—

Philadelphia Public

Ledger (Mr. George W. Childs's paper).

THE GREAT MASTERS.
BY WJ(. H. SHERMAN.

Under this title I intend to write a series

of articles in which I shall endeavor to

give a brief review of the history of art,

bringing into notice its most salient points,

and especially the great masters whose

works have done so much to ennoble man-

kind, and of which, those that have been

handed down to us, are the most highly

prized treasures that the world possesses.

I hope to be able to instruct those who
have not given much attention to the sub-

ject, and that the subject may be of suffi-

cient interest to commend itself to their

attention. Thebest wish that I can express,

is that some who have nut studied art o'lt-

side of photography, may be tempted to do

so hy such glimpses of the great world of

art, of which we claim to form an humble

part, as maj- be given in these sketches.

It matters little that the kinship of pho-

tography to art is denied. With brush in

one hand and palette in the other, the por-

trait painter may proclaim that the pho-

tographer who produced the original of the

picture which he has faithfully and labori-

ously transferred to canvas, is no artist.

Still it remains an open question which is

the artist and which the mechanic ;
each

must win the title that befits him. It is no
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question of precedence which the rules of

etiquette may decide. A ploughman may
prove to be a poet, a blacksmith may prove

to be a sculptor, a sign-painter may develop

into a master of high art, and under the

garb of a photographer may be discovered

an artist. But each must prove his claim

to his title of nobility by his work. The
poet must do something besides tilling the

soil, the sculptor must leave his anvil and

forge for the implements of his higher call-

ing, and as the painter may paint signs till

doomsday, so may the man of the camera

make pictures up to the same eventful date,

and neither show signs of being an artist.

Paul Potter used the same tools when he

painted his "Young Bull," which made him
famous, that he used when working as a

mechanic for his employers. So the pho-

tographer may do commercial work, and

produce good mechanical pictures to please

his customers, with the same instruments

and materials that he uses to win the medal

of taste and artistic excellence. It is not

the question whether he be called painter

or photographer, but what is behind the

brush or the camera? Is it the soul of an

artist or the hand of a mechanic ? That is

the question.

As the poet will not fail to read the works

of the immortal bards who have climbed

Mount Parnassus before him, as the student

of literature will ponder over pages of for-

gotten and un forgotten lore, as the his-

torian will delve among the archives of the

past, so will every artist and every art-

student do well to study the great works
which the masters of past times have pro-

duced. So we, as photographers, may study

the lives of these great masters if we will.

We may acquaint ourselves with their

works by the aid of copies which our own
art, thanks to its aid, has placed within our

reach. We may draw ins])irati()n fmm tiic

treasures of art whicli they have bequeathed

to all, of whatever name or title, wlio have
the eye to see and the soul to enjoy the price-

less legacy. It matters not that we were
not named in the will. Tlio world's high
court of chancery will settle tlic cliiini in

equity in due time.

In the rneim time, wliat is there outside

of pliotogru|)hy that can be studied with

greater advantage by photographers than

the history of art illustrated by the works

of those who have achieved its greatest

triumphs ? As one becomes familiar with

these masterpieces " a change comes over

the spirit of his dream." Unconsciously

he begins to have new perceptions. He is

surprised that some beautiful object of other

days—some supposed delightful painting

perchance, has grown to be flat, stale,

and unprofitable, while he discovers that

some "ugly, horrid thing," an etching by

Eembrandt, for instance, is instinct with

beauty. Here is a fragment from the pedi-

ment of the Parthenon. One may doubt

his conversion if he fails to see the grace

and beauty of those chiselled lines. Educa-

tion in art is a door to a new life. Of those

who pass the portal, none ever choose to

return. Although it is not to be expected

that photographers, as a class, will become

thorough connoisseurs, they may and ought

for their own satisfaction and artistic credit,

acquire a fair degree of general knowledge

of the history and development of art, its

great periods of growth and decline, of

glory and effeminacy, of strength and decay.

They should acquaint themselves with the

most important masterpieces that mark the

distinct epochs and schools of art. They
should know something about Greek art and

its distinguishing traits, of the Great masters

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, of

Albert Durer, Michael Angelo, Raphael, and

their contemporaries and successors. Such

information as this, is not diflScult to ac-

quire, and once on the road, no one who
has within him a spark of love for art will

ever turn back or cease to find something

to study and admire, until he ceases to

breathe. We must look beyond the limi-

tations of photography for breadth of cul-

ture. In time we may be able to convince

an unbelieving world that a photographer

may be an artist.

In concluding these prefatory remarks

I shall mention some of the best works on
tlie subject, for the information of anyone
who may wish to possess an art library

of his own. For a comjjrehensive work,

Luebko's Outlines of the History of Art

(2 vols.) is tiio best. Next to this is

Kuf/ter's Handbooks of Painting (4 vols.)

;
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then Woltman & Woermann's Ancient,

Early Christian, and 3Iediceval Painting

(1 vol.). As an elementary work, RadcliflF's

Schools and Masters of Painting (1 vol.).

As a book of ready reference Clement's

Painters, Sculptors, Architects, and En-
gravers (1 vol.), also Bryan's Dictionary of

Painters and Engravers, a large volume.

With these books one is well furnished for

the study of the history of art. If he does

not feel like incurring much expense he

might find satisfaction in reading Eadcliff's

work mentioned. Taine's Lectures on Art

are excellent reading, and are worth possess-

ing by every studious photographer.

In my next I shall have something to saj'

about ancient sculptors and painters.

BACKGROUNDS FOR PHOTOG-
RAPHERS.

BY G. HANMER CROUGHTON,

of London, England.

The short paper upon this subject con-

tributed to the Year Book, for 1883, has

brought me several letters from photog-

raphers in various parts of the country, ask-

ing me to write a more extended paper,

pointing out what to choose and what to

avoid, with a hint to those who may wish to

make their own backgrounds. Thinking

that it may be a subject which would interest

manj'' more than those who have written to

me, I comply with that request.

Much has been written before, and with

good effect, for we do not see such glaring

inaccuracies in background painting as were

common some years ago ; but there is much
to be corrected by the background painter,

and still more by the photographers who
buy backgrounds without knowing exactly

what they want. Many photographers think

but very little upon the subject when buying

a plain or fancy background from the dealers,

buying them from photographs shown by

travellers, content that they look pretty and

troubling nothing about their fitness as back-

grounds to a portrait.

I am taken to task by one of my corre-

spondents for writing as if I took it for

granted that my readers know something of

the art rules which should guide photog-

raphers in their selection of suitable back-

grounds ; he says, "As I know nothing about

such rules I cannot understand you, and no

doubt there are numbers like me, so you will

perhaps excuse me if I suggest that when
you write again you should begin at the A
B C of the matter." I will try.

First then, what is the use of a back-

ground, and how are we to know what is

suitable ? I will try to answer this question

by detailing, in plain terms, what Ave aim at

in putting a background to a portrait paint-

ing.

About color, a photographer has nothing

to do, so I will confine myself to the question

of light and shade. According to the effect

wanted, and the character of the sitter, the

background is studied to bring out the best,

and tone down the worst points ; for in-

stance, unless the features were very striking

or strongly marked and rugged, an artist

would not put a very dark background be-

hind a white-haired old man or a fair maiden

in light draperies. I own there have been

exceptions, but they have only proved the

rule, which is that the light and shadow on

the background should lead up to and con-

centrate the attention of the person looking

at the picture, upon the principal object in

it, which in a portrait is, of course, the face.

Now I am afraid my friend will say I am
getting beyond him ; I will give him and

others a plain lesson ; those who do not want

it will please skip this portion as they may
find it tedious.

Provide yourselves with a few sticks of

charcoal, some sheets of cartridge paper, and

a half length or three-quarter length portrait

from any of the illustrated papers, cut the

figures from the background and all other

surroundings, and place it upon a sheet

of white paper. Does that form a back-

ground for it ? you will say no ; and now
why ? because the outlines cutting against

the white paper all round, the eyes find no

rest upon any one portion, or if they are at-

tracted to any one part more than the others,

it will be to where the deepest shades of the

coat or drapery cut with most contrast

against the white paper. Now what does

this teach ? That the way to get concentra-

tion upon the head, is to deepen those parts

of the background where the figure cuts too

sharply against it ; now take your charcoal
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and rub it upon the paper round the figure,

make it deeper at the bottom, deep enough

to almost lose the outlines of the drapery

into it and graduate upwards ; now some

upon the upper corners graduated down-
wards and inwards toward the head, and you

will by this time see, roughlj-, how concen-

tration in a portrait picture depends upon
the background. But to carry the lesson

further, darken the background upon the

lightest side of the head, and you deepen the

eflFect by the contrast of light against dark,

and thus you get what artists call focus, for

wherever there is contrast there the eyes will

naturally fall or focus themselves.

You will naturally ask. How is this to be

effected photographically ? It can be done

upon the usual flat photographic background

in this waj-, either by shutting off the light

which falls upon it hy curtains or screens, or

by graduating the light and shade upon the

background itself, by a method I shall de-

scribe further on. Both plans have their

advantages. I think the easiest method of

getting light and shade upon a tiat back-

ground, is by means of a hinged screen upon
that side of the background which is nearest

your light ; another screen, or, better still, a

curtain running upon wires, should be used

for shading the top. If a three-leaf screen

is hinged to the side of the background, any

amount of shade can be cast upon that side,

while the figure, standing clear, receives the

light in front of the shaded part of the back-

ground. To keep the lower part of both

figure and background lower in tone, you
will have to curtain your side light up to at

least four feet from the floor. When read-

ing a paper some yeai-s ago on this subject,

at the South London Photographic Society,

a member present objected to the lower part

of the picture having more .shadow than the

other part, by .saying that his sittei-s insisted

upon seeing every button ujjou their boots.

Well, there is no artistic objection to them
seeing every button ?/;/te?t they are looked for,

Imt there is every objection to each button

clamoring for the attention which should

only be given to the head. Detail you will

always get in a phntograj)]!
; to keep tliat

detail in its jdace niarUs tlie artistic pliotog-

raphi-r.

A pliolographcr is iilway.s .saft! with a phiiri

background ; it is when he ventures into the

region of scenic backgrounds that the greatest

incongruities are seen ;
in all cases the same

rules for light and shade and focus, or con-

centration, should apply, and here it is that

our background paintings fail as a rule. One

would have thought it would strike the

dullest mind, that it would be impossible to

light a figure through the background, and

yet I know a very favorite interior back-

ground, one which has had a very large sale,

where, if the figure is to be in keeping, it

should be lighted from behind, for the light

on the background is seen streaming through

tall windows behind the sitter and towards

the camera.

In buying a scenic background, see first

that the light represented in your painted

scene is from the same side as upon your

sitters ; next, that the shadows are painted

falling away from the camera, not toward it.

Avoid all backgrounds that show extended

perspective, as they all appear too small for

the figure, and very seldom carry out the

perspective of the room, so that your furni-

ture and other real accessories have a difler-

ent vanishing point and horizontal line to

the background. Avoid all backgrounds

crowded with detail, as they are sure to spoil

the concentration wanted, by dragging the

eye all over the picture.

When will background painters under-

stand that what are required of them are broad

masses of light and shade, with very little

detail ? Well, it is not all the fault of the

background painters ; when photographers

know what they want, and insist upon
having it, the demand will create the sup-

ply. That the painters are not all in fault,

was proved by an incident which I will re-

late as a warning to photographers, not to

go and do likewise. A photographer in a

fashionable visiting town, found a demand
for portraits showing a local view behind as

background. Naturally, he photographed

the view and sent the print to a painter of

backgrounds, who made a most faithful copy
of the photograph

; it was- sent home and
used, but the cftect was enough to set all

one's tectli on edge. Wliy ? Because the

view, in tl)c lii-st i)lace, was taken with a

view lens of ditlercnt focus to the portrait

lens used in the studio for the figure; ne.xt,

>
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it was impossible to get the same light and

shade upon the view at any time in the day

from that point of view as the photographer

got upon his sitter, and therefore the light and

shade upon the background and sitter were

out of keeping. Again, the view from which

the background was painted, was taken upon

a whole plate, and if a figure had been taken

at the same time, standing in the same place

as the sitters appear to stand when the back-

ground is behind them, he would not have

been more than two inches high. Now the

whole of that view being got into a space of

eight feet by six, the five feet six or eight

inches of the sitter, standing in front of it,

looks of brobdingnagian proportions, while

the view looks liliputian, and the whole thing-

has the effect upon even ordinary eyes that

a false note has upon a musician. If pho-

tographers would only cultivate the habit of

studying every one they see under every cir-

cumstance, in the house, in the cars, or on

the streets, with reference to portrait-making,

they would soon become convinced that to

put a whole room or a ten-acre field behind a

three-quarter or full-length figure, is simply

untrue fio nature, and most inartistic in effect.

A most easy method of making a back-

ground was published by me in the Photo-

graphic News at the time when Mr. Faulk-

ner was selling his method all over England.

It is as follows : Get half a ball of pipe-clay

beaten up ready for the moulder, some lamp-

black, and Indian-red, divide the clay into

about six parts, and mould it with the hands

into thick, short sticks
;
put aside one to be

used as it is, for highest light ; take your

lampblack and Indian-red and mix in pro-

portion of one of red to three of black ; take

a little of this mixture and very carefully

knead it into one of the sticks of pipe-clay

with the hands. Enough of the mixture of

black and red should be used to make a first

shade of gray ; next, take another stick ot

clay and mix with a double quantity of black

and red, and so on, each stick being made
darker, till the last has as much black and

red as the clay will hold together; let them

dry. You have n6w six chalks of difterent

degrees of density, and with these your back-

ground can be painted, any gradation being-

obtained by rubbing the chalks into each

other. Alterations and shading- upon back-

grounds you have, can be effected by these

chalks quite easily, and with the advantage

that they can as easily be rubbed off again.

F. A. WENDEROTH DEAD.

March 15, 1884.

One of the first artists of our land has

passed away; and with him photography,

as well as the old order of painting, loses a

grand worker.

Erederick Augustus Wenderoth was bom
in Hesse-Cassel, Germany, and came to this

country when he was about thirty-five years

old. The early part of his American career

having been passed in California, the cele-

brity he acquired in Philadelphia dates only

from about 1857. At this time he made a

great mark while associated with the late

venerable Mr. Williams, artist, by the intro-

duction of his ivorytypes. As Mr. Wende-
roth had adopted photography simply as an

aid to his already long-trained art, these

pictures soon gained for him great credit

from the most cultivated people of Phila-

delphia. He afterwards became associated

with various partners during a long course

of years in business at 914 Chestnut Street.

Becoming enamored of the photo- mechan-

ical department of pictorial illustration, and

expecting great results in every way from

it, towards the close of his connection there,

he largely abandoned his pencil, and with

the enthusiasm and the inventiveness for

which he was remarkable, spent, literally,

night and day in prtseculing the most ex-

haustive (and I may add exhausting) ex-

periments in this direction. The world

gained in knowledge, if Mr. Wenderoth

did not gain in money, by these pioneer

works ; and as he was a very free con-

tributor to the journals, had a wide Eu-

ropean as well as American reputation, and

was very frank in his communications
;

it

is certain that, whether the world recog-

nizes it or not, much of the valuable result

now witnessed in photo-mechanical printing-

is due to his ingenuity and poorly requited

labors. In his later years, our friend aban-

doned practical photogiaphy and devoted

himself to his pencil and his experimenle.

Space would fail to tell of the fertility of
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Mr. Wenderoth's inventive mind, and of

the variety of results to which it gave rise.

So long as there was hope in carbon printing

he held on to it ; and , as one of the outcomes

of it, he invented the argentotype, a carbon

picture on glass, with a background of mat

silver. As an example of his laborious

patience—truly German—it may be related

that the walls of his private working places

were covered in close writing, by the square

yard, with formula? and results, most of

them labored upon while the general run of

workers were either recreating or asleep.

In pure art, Mr. Wenderoth produced

some excellent pieces before he adopted

photography; notably, "The Lion Hunt,"

a large painting full of exciting suggestions

;

the animals in it having been sketched from

life, while enraged and feeding, at the

Jardin Dos Plantes. His " Battle of Get-

tysburg " is recognized as a remarkably

fine and truthful painting. It was his

most ambitious production ; but, unfor-

tunately for the artist, it did not receive,

in certain quarters, the unqualified credit

which was its due, because of his pro-

fessional connection with photographic

methods. This was an injustice, for no

more use was made of photography in its

production than is common to all oil paint-

ings, in which, as in this case, portraiture

is introduced.

A few days before Mr. Wenderoth's

death, he sent for the writer, to hear what

proved to be a dying statement concerning

an invention just perfected, which was to

be a last legacy to his family. Never was

the old aphorism of "the ruling passion

strong in death " more fully or more pain-

fully exemplified. With the last glimmer-

ing of that powerful will, for which he was

so noted; he fought his growing weakness

most manfully; and, with thickened tongue

and nearly inarticulate speecii, but without

one j)ause for rest, he rajiidly described his

last invention, its merits, and his expecta-

tions from it. It was in the line of j)hoto-

electrotyping, and notwithstanding his

specimens had been prepared, and very full

notes had been taken from his lips jirevi-

ousiy, he had to talk over his triumph, and

inHjiire somebody to carry it forward. It

was a painful scene: the once strong and

still confident man (his photographic friends

will recognize the picture) grappling, in

one last conflict, with physical weakness,

that he might assert and communicate to

those whom he would have take up his

work, that will-power which had always

sustained him.

But death, however delayed, takes small

note at the last of human wills
;
and at a

later visit, seeing every sign of approaching

dissolution, I left the dying man—still labor-

ing with his invention—promising, with

more significance than he suspected, to see

him the next day " if he wanted me."

Mr. Wenderoth for many years of his life

was indifferent to Christian belief; but six

years ago he became convinced of the

claims of Christianity, and when past fifty-

five made a public profession of his faith.

One of his latest expressions to his familj'

was an assurance of his entire trust in the

Eedeemer of men ; a trust exemplified by

his character while in the church. He
leaves a wife and four children, the latter

being the fruit of a former marriage.

W. C. T.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
AMONG THE ALPS.

BY PROFESSOR CHARLES F. HIME.S, PH.D.

(Continued from page 89.)

The first purely photographic matter de-

manding consideration, and upon the deci-

sion of which all else depended, was the

character of the outfit. There seemed to

be a preponderance of circumstances in

favor of a sort of vest-pocket camera. The
small plates were to be focussed sharply, by

the aid of a microscope, and the negatives to

be capable of indefinite enlargement. Upon
the whole, such an outfit would be most

advantageous to the amateur tourist upon

his first expedition. But a weakness for

stereoscopic, eft'ect, which alone in so many
cases gives the complete lendering of a

picture, led to the acceptance of an offer,

kindly made by a friend, of a stereoscopic

camera for 6x8 plates, with six double

backs, and supjilied with Morrison AVido-

anglo View Lenses. The camera had the

additional recommendation that it had seen
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service in similar expeditions, and had

proved itself worthy, so that, in the press

of other matters, it was taken at the last

minute on faitli without trial, almost with-

out inspection. On general principles, it

may be said to be risking too much to ven-

ture with an untried camera into untried

fields. The experience in this case in a

measure reinforces this statement. A
camera that has been tried in a dozen cam-

paigns, and has never proved false, should

not be displaced by the best in a friend's col-

lection, endorsed with his very highest com-

mendations, but about which nothing fur-

ther is known. The tried camera may have

its weak points, but these known are more

than half provided against. A friend's

camera may develop its weaknesses very

unexpectedly, and it is the unexpected that

generally occasions the trouble. Even the

patient Alpine mule, that ordinarily seems

absolutely inert, at times annoys by some

trifling eccentricities largely because they

are unanticipated. In packing the outfit for

a foreign tour, not only convenience and

safety are to ,be considered, but, as well, the

inevitable custom-house inspections. Whilst

upon the whole it is best to pack it all to-

gether, exception might be made in some

cases for plates, especially exposed ones.

These packed among the ordinary baggage,

in moderate numbers, would not be likely

to be disturbed even by the most conscien-

tious custom-house official. The writer has

never experienced any annoyance from this

source, but the possibilities of annoyance at

each frontier presented themselves as so

great, that until the baggage has the hiero-

glyphics of the American inspector upon it

on the return, there cannot be perfect

freedom from anxiety uJ)on this point. A
very stout sole-leather packing-case, about

a foot and a half high and a foot square,

furnished with the camera, held everything

photographic. A tin box, sliding tightly

into the bottom, held eight dozen Carbutt

A plates, and two dozen J. C. B. plates.

On top of it were packed the camera, the

filled double backs, two vulcanite develop-

ing-trays, developer, weighed packages of

hypo, small ruby lantern, screw-driver,

copper wire, gum bands, focussing cloth,

etc. This was shipped with the other bag-

gage, stopping and starting with it at

various points on the way from Antwerp to

Lucerne, receiving the same usage at hotels

and depots, and at the latter paying, in

most cases, as is the rule of the country,

as excessive baggage to the fraction of a

pound. The charge for baggage, however,

cannot be considered as excessive, and in

most cases has a species of compensation in

somewhat diminished charge for fare. The
leather and tin did not form a sufficiently

rigid combination. A light wooden box

encased in leather would be far prefera-

ble. The leather exterior, however, gave

it the appearance of a slightly overgrown

English hat-box, and imparted an air of

respectability to the party, which so im-

pressed the average European custom-

house official that he rapidly chalked every-

thing within reach without awaiting an

answer to the usual questions. But much
as it may have gained in character in such

cases, when it was seen and not handled, it

lost among the baggage agents. By num-
ber one it was generally laid hold of with

one hand, and as a small afl'air, but he

usually ended by using all of two hands,

frequently accompanied by words not to

be found in reputable dictionaries, whilst

number two, awaiting a hat-box, had his

toes surprised by a smasher that made him
bear the article no good will as he passed it

on through the further ordeal of weighing,

assorting, ticketing, etc. There was a

species of entertainment in this, to be sure,

perhaps, too, even a malicious sort of pleas-

ure in spite of the vexation of spirit and

anxiety for the contents of the box. There

is no greater source of annoyance to the

American traveller in Europe than, the bag-

gage nuisance. It is not the slight pay-

ment of money, for the amount finally de-

manded is frequently ridiculously trifling,

considering all the pomp and circumstance

involved in the transaction, but the loss of

time, when every minute is golden with

possibilities of pleasure and improvement,

that vexes. The transferring, the weighing,

the entries in the book, and upon the re-

ceipt, of weight, excess of weight, charges,

number of pieces, are all done with a slow,

dignified, imperturbable deliberation, even

when the train is about to move, that verges
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upon the exasperating. Occasionally the

baggage reception will cease with some
trunks unchecked, and the passenger has the

option to remain behind with it until the

next train, or entrust it to the care and

honesty of the porter in charge of it. Where
it is possible, therefore, a photographic out-

fit that can be carried readily in the hand>

and taken into the cars, can be made to save

at least half an hour at each station.

Arriving at Lucerne in the latter part of

July, in the midst of showers, that for ten

days had accompanied us with infrequent

alternations of sunshine, the outlook for

Swiss excursions was not very promising,

especially as there were no indications of

an immediate permanent change of weather.

Accordingly, regarding the chances as much
better for two weeks later, the photographic

outfit was shipped as rapid freight, by rail,

to Brieg at the foot of Simplon Pass, where

it could be picked up on our way back from

Italy, whither the journey was made by

way of the Lake of Lucerne and the won-

derful St. Gothard Kail way and tunnel.

After wandering about Italj'^, especially

visiting Naples and Pompeii, and ascending

Vesuvius twice, the whole peninsula seem-

ing to l>e suffering from a prolonged drought,

with large rivers dried up, and dust inches

deep in the highways, we emerged again

from the St. Gothard Tunnel, at Goschenen

on the Swiss side, in the midst, apparently,

of the same driving rain that had sent us

to Italy. Taking a carriage over the Furka

Pass to the Rhone Glacier, and diligence

thence to Jirieg, to pick up our baggage, if

able to do nothing more, we were fortunate

enough to strike the turn of the weather.

I'assing through light snow-storms on the

summit, the sun came out to stay before we
reached Brieg, and lines of tourists that had

been watching and wailing for fair weather

signals, seemed to be converging toward the

valley of the Vis[) and Zermatt. At Brieg

the trunk was found, ujiparentiy all right,

with fortunately an linur mid ImltOf time

t4j spend in getting it out of the freight

depot and on the train for Visp, most of

which was used up in the transaction, but

for the freiglit, storage, and all the annoying

attention, the cliarge was exceedingly mod-

erate. On the route from Andormatt, l>y way

of the Furka and the Rhone Glacier, were

many views that were passed with regret,

especiall^r as travelling by private carriage

seems not only best adapted to seeing, but

also to photographing. Arrived at Visp

early enough in the afternoon to make an

exposure or two at this picturesque little

earthquake-shaken and flooded village, lying

at the entrance of the narrow valley lead-

ing up to Zermatt, the photographic trunk

was carefully unpacked. It was here that

the unexpected was encountered in huge

proportions. Besides lesser damages, the

camera front was found to be badly dam-

aged, so that the lenses were not firmly held,

and light leaked in at different points.

Closer examination showed the damage,

trifling enough at home, to be worse than

at first supposed in this out-of-the-way

place. Some boxes of plates gave the

characteristic sound of broken glass when
shaken. The resources of the village for

repairs did not seem to be very great Al-

together the outlook was very unpromising

and lacking in inspiration. Whether to

repack and ship for the steamer, or to spend

the remaining few hours in attempts at

repairs was the question to be decided

promptl}'. The latter course was deter-

mined upon, and a tour of the village was

at once made, to see what assistance it could

render.

Carlisle, Pa.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Summer schools of science, of philosophy,

and even of theology, have been projected,

but it remained for the enterprising man-
agement of the growing mountain resort

of Mountain Lake Park to discover the

claims of amateur photograi)hy as a source

of recreative study and practice at a summer
resort. There is no branch of practical science

that combines in as large a degree entertain-

ment and profitable study and work. Even
its simplest processes repay well. The eye

and hand are trained, the judgment contin-

ually exercised, and patience and pci-scver-

ance, under discouragements, often tested

and developed. Whilst in'W fields of thought

and investigation open up all around, the
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tangible results of amateur photographic

practice yield a gratification peculiarly their

own. The school is intended chiefly to meet

the wants of amateurs, and to encourage the

pursuit of amateur photography. It will he

under the direction of Prof. Charles P.

Himes, one of the earliest amateurs in the

country, and a teacher of science, who is

thoroughly competent to make it a success.

We have as yet no detailed programme, but

learn that the exercises will include lectures

of a general and popular character upon the

history, theorj^, applications, and practice of

photography, and instruction by lectures,

and direction and supervision of practice by

the students. Courses will be adapted to the

disposition and time of different individuals.

The various printing processes will likely

constitute one course, and the wet-collodion

process and gelatino-bromide dry-plate pro-

cess each form separate courses. All neces-

sary apparatus and chemicals for practice

will be furnished by the Association.

Mountain Lake Park is a com-

paratively new name among the

semi-religious, semi-educationalsum-

mer resorts. It lies about midway
between the fashionable resorts Oak-

land and Deer Park, on the main

line of the Baltimore and Ohio Kail-

road, in the heart of the glade re-

gion, on the summit of the Alle-

ghanies. It comprises about nine

hundred acres, and the Little

Toughioghemy River flows through

it. It is said to be perfectly free

from malaria, and to afford com-

plete relief from hay fever. The
surroundings are just such as would
call out the camera from its hiding-

place, or send an order for a dry-plate

outfit if none were on hand. We
wish the enterprise all success, and
hope it may be but the forerunner

of many similar undertakings.

A NEW-YEAR GREETING FROM
SUNNY ITALY.

Many of our modern dry-plate workers

do not know how much we are all indebted

to a gentleman whose name we seldom hear

now, for much

—

very much—of the success

which has been attained by that great

helper in photography, the dry plate. He
was not only one of its earliest advocates,

but a most diligent experimentalist up to

the time when he suddenly dropped pho-

tography and the photographic magazine

he published in Italy. We allude, as our

older subscribers well know, to Signor

Ottavio Baratti, of Ivrea, Italy. Signor

Baratti, although now retired from our

number, is still an ardent lover of our art,

and a lo3'al amateur. He reads the Phila-

delphia Photographek regularly, and

each year sends us a pleasant new-year

greeting. We give below a fac-simile,

photo-engraved, of his last one:

/n-ti'977/'2-el-

%

My experience with home-made dry

plates continues to be of the most satisfac-

tory character. I am very confident that

the time will come when professional pho-
tographers will generally manufacture their

ov/n plates. The only trouble about it is

to get started.

—

Jay' Densmore.

4Vsi^'^^/T xif^m:!/ie^/a^y ,aitJ /e^^^^iuJ^—

We are sure that all who remember Sig.

Baratti will join us in reciprocating his

kind wishes.

A New Peice List.—Messrs. Chas. Cooper &

Co., 184 Worth Street, New York, have favored

us with tbeir price list for March, 1884, fuller

than ever with photographic requisites. Every

photographer should send for a copy.
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DENSMORE'S NEW RETOUCHING
MACHINE.

All professional photographers are aware

that one of the most important operations

in connection with photographic portrait-

ure is the retouching of the negative, and

that to do it properly requires a certainty

and delicacy of hand that are acquired only

after laborious effort and prolonged experi-

ence by comparatively few. Skilled work-

men in this department are difficult to ob-

tain, because of their scarcity, even though

the business of all galleries that aim to turn

out only first-class work, is on a scale suf-

ficiently large to justify the employment of

professional retouchers ; and as it is impos-

sible for the proprietors to find time from

the other numerous duties of the establish-

ments to do all of such work unaided, it

often becomes necessary to send negatives

away from home to be retouched, which is

not only risky, but unsatisfactory in many
respects.

^y^^.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a new

apparatus that is intended to put it in the

power (if anyone who understands a nega-

tive, to retouch it. The strokes of the pencil

being produced automatically, it is only

necessary to pass over those parts of tlie

negative which require retouching, the

pencil the operator is in the habit of using.

As will readily be understood by the cuts,

the motion of the pencil is produced by a

cord, which connects the piMicil willi suit-

able rncclianisni tiial is opcTalod by the foot

of the rfitouchcr. The strokifs of thi^ pencil

are readily adju.^tablo from inliiiitesinial

fineness to any extent iiMjuin^d, by simply

sliding the end of the cord along the vi-

brator at the side of the easel, shown in

Fig. 2.

^:^:^-

Having adjusted the cord to obtain a suit-

able touch, and regulated the rapidity of

the pencil strokes by the motion of the foot,

the operator guides the pencil over those

parts of the negative he wishes retouched.

It is suflicient to know what should be done

to be in a position to do it. Experienced

retouchers may also employ the machine

with advantage, both on account of the

fineness of execution and the rapidity of

work.

The machine is the invention of a prac-

tical photographer, Mr. Jay Densmore, of

Niles, Mich., and arrangements will soon

be completed to place it upon the market.

A PROCESS-VENDER ON THE
WAR-PATH.

The following ambitious and pliable offer

is given vei-batini, free of charge. Look

out for him.

Carthage, Mo Feb 20 (84

Dear Sir

I have a new jirocess for enlarging Photos

from smass Negatives, which has great ad-

vantages of the Solar Camera, first that

there is no additional expence for instro-

ments, and second that the work can be

don in cloudy weather, and third that the

])rints bj' it are pasable without the work of

an artist on tliem to finish up. My price

for instructions is JJiGO.OO or if prefered will

tea(;h for .^'jri.Od binding the parties nf)t to

tcacli the process for tlie term of one year.

If you iiave any idea tiuit you would take
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the proces (providing that it prove to you

that it is what I claim) I will call on you

shortly with specimens of the work, hoping

to hear from you soon.

I am Eespectfully

L. Taylor

Such words—to the wise—are sufficient to

make them " shake " such a Taylor.

VARNISHING AND PRESERVING
GELATINE NEGATIVES.

D. BACHRACH, JR.

My attention was called to an article in

the February number of this journal on

this subject, and I will give what little ex-

perience I have had, and my conclusions

thereon, in the hope that it may lead to a

full elucidation of the matter. Some may
think the subject of little moment, but it

becomes an important question, even to an

establishment like ours, which uses but a

limited number of gelatine plates (five-sixths

of our negatives as yet being made with

collodion).

We usually have about thirtj* thousand

negatives on hand, stored away in boxes,

and at present perhaps fifteen hundred are

gelatine plates—some of them dating back

to the time when Mr. Carbutt first intro-

duced the manufacture of dry plates into

this country. Now, at least three hundred

of this number are negatives which we
would consider it a very serious matter to

lose, and how must it be with those who use

gelatine plates altogether?

If anyone will varnish a gelatine negative

simply with the usual negative varnishes

—

upon which retouching can be done with-

out grinding the surface—he can make all

his retouching useless by simply allowing a

few drops of water to fall on the surface, or

by allowing his hand to rest on it while

perspiring or moist. The effect is at once

seen in semi-opaque spots, which show badly

in printing, and can only be got rid of by
revarnishing, thus making the labor in vain.

Ketouching direct on the surface of the

gelatine, and then varnishing, would ob-

viate this, but most retouchers do not find

it a desirable surface by itself.

But there is another aspect to this case.

A surface so easily affected by moisture is

not safe against other deleterious causes.

The reason for this is obvious. The varnish

mostly used is composed of gum sandarac,

alcohol, and sufficient gum turpentine to

give it a soft, yielding surface, causing the

pencil to take to it readily. Prom consider-

able experience with varnishes, I find this

one of the best for retouching purposes, and

the one most generally in use. The weak
spot in it for gelatine plates is Ihe gum tur-

pentine. It may be asked. Why not use

shellac entirely? True, this varnish does

not allow moisture to penetrate direct, if

thick enough, but it is the poorest of all

varnishes for practical use, because the sur-

face is so hard as to require grinding—

a

most pernicious practice, making collodion

plates hard and slow enough in printing,

but still worse for a gelatine negative of

good strength. A further objection is that

from its filmy, contractile nature, should

the negative ever be exposed to a continued

damp atmosphere, such as in basements or

cellars, it would cause them to peel off, as

in stripping plates. I have often witnessed

this effect on collodion plates ; and I have

also noticed that negative films varnished

with shellac are the soonest eaten off in the

acid dish, while those varnished with san-

darac hold on much longer. In fact, shellac

and mastic varnishes have the least stability

of any.

Now to the remedy, and a perfect safe-

guard for gelatine negatives. I have found

that the original method of first coating the

plate with plain collodion, and then var-

nishing, to be a perfect and reliable protec-

tion. We use a collodion containing six

grains to the ounce of gun cotton, and

about thirty drops of castor oil to the pound.

Our varnish is composed of two ounces of

sandarac, half ounce of the lightest orange

lac to one pint of alcohol ; to which one

drachm of castor oil is added, instead of

using gum turpentine, to give a tooth to the

pencil. Bleached lac may be used, but it

does not come regular in quality, and if

very old is insoluble. The color given by

the amount of orange lac used is not objec-

tionable, but those who object could use

sandarac alone, though it does not dry as

nicely or with as little heat as when a little
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lac is used with it. It will be seen that we
here have a varnish on a film of collodion

covering the gelatine; and I have found it

to stand immersion in water a long time

without moisture being absorbed by it. I

would warn others, however, that no amount

of protection can make a plate that has been

treated with mercurial salts safe against

deterioration ; the most of them will go.

I have found several negatives made in

1881, developed with oxalate and thoroughly

washed free from hypo, that have become

much weaker. They were not intensified,

were protected with varnish, and kept in a

dry place. The later ones have apparently

not been affected as yet, and it is also some-

Avhat premature to decide as to the perma-

nence of gelatine negatives. We have not

been convinced j-et that it will paj' to throw

our bath into the refiner's hands, and from

present appearances, are not likely to be in

a hurry in the matter, particularly as our

" old fogyism " in this matter pleases our

customers, and saves us about thirt}' dollars

a month.

AN ENGRAVING DIAMOND.

Wis append a drawing of a little tool re-

cently invented and introduced for the use

of professional photographers and amateurs,

the purpose of which is to supply a long-felt

want. Many a valuable negative has

been lost because no system adopted b}^ the

photographer has existed for numbering the

same. Thislittle engraving diamond, tlie in-

vention of a Philadel[)hia amateur photog-

rapher, will now prevent loss in this direc-

titm, if its use is adopted. It is, in form

of writing and figuring upon glass. We
are assured by the manufacturer that it

will even write on steel. The best about

this, of course, is the diamond, but thei'e are

other points to be considered in its use, and

suggestions as to whom it is useful are to be

seen in the advertisement. It is neatly. and

strongly made, and will soon pay for itself

in the increased orders that it will save and

secure to those who adopt its use.

and size, something like a shortstylographic

pen, and consists of a metal liandlo about

five inches lorifj, at the end of which a

fiiaiiKiiul is inTmunciiily set for Uu" piirpuse

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—Minutes of the regular meeting held

Wednesday evening, March 5, 1884. The
President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

Chair. Thirty-seven members and seven

visitors were present.

The minutes of the last regular meeting

were read and approved.

Mr. Coates moved that the matter of a

new room be left to the Executive Com-
mittee, with power to rent any room they

might think suitable for a period of one year,

with the privilege of renewal. Adopted.

The Executive Committee reported that

Mr. Browne's "History of the Photogra-

phic Society of Philadelphia " had been

published in pamphlet form as ordered, and

was ready for distribution to the members.

They also reported that a circular letter

had been sent to each member asking his

opinion (1) as to the advisability of raising

the annual dues, with a view to enable the

Society to procure a room more suited to

its present wants, and (2) as to the amount
of increase desirable. As many of the

members were decidedly opposed to an in-

crease of dues, and as no room in all re-

spects desirable was to be obtained at the

present time, the Committee thought it

best to continue to hold the meetings at the

Franklin Institute for the balance of the

season, iiojiing in a short time to be able to

announce having obtained a suitable room.

Messrs. Charles II. Colwell, Anthony AV.

llobinson, and George Hanmer Croughton

were elected active members of the Society.

Throe new members were i)ropo8ed for

election at liie next meeting.

Letters of resigjiation were received from

Dr. .1. II. WairiiiuMoii and Mr. W. E.
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Dobbins, and also from Mr. Charles E.

Pancoast, who tendered his resignation as

Secretary on account of his prolonged ab-

sence in India.

On motion, these resignations were ac-

cepted, and Mr. Eobert S. Kedfield was

elected Secretary.

The questions in the box were as follows:

1. How would a soapstone sink answer

for washing prints?

It was thought that it would answer very

well, but not any better than enamelled

iron, which is not so expensive, and can be

made any size.

2. What is the best method of numbering

dry plate negatives ?

It was suggested to use a writing diamond.

3. Has any member tried the new for-

mula for development given by Mr. Cooper

at the -Exhibition of Eastman dry-plate

work last month ? If so, will he tell us how
he liked its use and results ?

One member answered that he had de-

veloped thirty negatives with it. He
thought that it did not give enough density,

but that by its use a shorter exposure might

perhaps be allowed. He said that it would

stain the fingers, although Mr. Cooper

thought it would not.

4. Is it necessary to varnish dry-plate

negatives, and why?
It was thought well to varnish, to protect

them against silver stains from the sensitive

paper, and to stop the absorbent power of

the gelatine film. It was suggested first to

coat the negative with plain collodion, and

afterwards to varnish it.

5. What is the cause of a plate giving a

thin result, when in the normal amount of

developer it comes up very slowly, and
when taken from the developer the image

is very plainly seen on the reverse side? Is

it the fault of the plate ?

It was thought that this might result

from either over-exposure, or over-develop-

ment, or it might come from a thinly coated

plate.

6. Does soaking a gelatine plate in alum
solution of any kind, either before or after

fixing, prevent it being subsequently inten-

sified in any way ?

It was the general opinion that it did not,

except so far that if put in the alum, after

fixing it would render it difiicult to wash

out all the hypo, and then there would be

much danger of stains in attempting to in-

tensify.

Copies of the following foreign journals

were received from Mr. Charles E. Pan-

coast : Nature, Bulletin Association Beige

de Photographie, Liesegang's Photogi'ajoh-

isches Archiv, Photographisches Wochen-

hlatt, for the presentation of which the

thanks of the Society were rendered.

Mr. Eau showed some very fine large

photographs of Western scenery, taken by

Mr. W. H. Jackson, of Denver, mostly on

plates 18 X 22. He also read a letter from

Mr. Jackson, in which he said, " The views

were all taken within the last two seasons.

I develop entirely with oxalate and iron
;

have tried soda and sulphite developer, and

while I can find no fault with it, I can see

no advantage over my old stand-by. Three

months after exposure is about the longest

time I have allowed plates to remain with-

out development. Some of the plates used

during the past season have been on hand

a year before exposure. I saw no great de-

preciation except the greater depth of the

insensitive band around the edges, where

they have been in contact with the paste-

board rims. In some instances this has

been so great that only a 16 x 20 could be

had from an 18 x 22 plate. I have never

developed in the field, but on my trip

through Mexico this spring, I shall make

arrangements for developing most of my
plates. The Mexican Central Eailway Co.

provide me with a fitted-up car for working

in, so I can do this very easily. The in-

stantaneous picture of Old Faithful was

made with the back lens of a ISTo. 4 Dall-

meyer Wide-angle Landscape, largest stop

and drop shutter."

Mr. Coates then off"ered the following

amendments to the By-Laws, which he de-

sired should be acted upon at the next

meeting :

Article I., Section 1, to be amended to

read, "All nomination's for membership

must be in writing, endorsed by two mem-
bers of the Society. The names shall be

referred to the Committee on Election of

Members, who shall examine into the fitness

of the candidate, and report at the next
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stated meeting of the Society their recom-

mendations in the case. At the meeting,

in case of a favorable report of the com-

mittee, the Secretary may be directed to

cast one ballot for the Society."

Article X., Section 1, to be amended so

as to have added to the standing committees

a Committee on Election of Members.

Samuel Castner, Jr.,

Secretary/ro teftt.

Philadelphia Amateur Photographic

Club.—A special meeting of this Club was

held at the Club Koom, 907 Filbert Street,

on Fridaj' evening, March 7th. Mr. H. L.

Koberts in the Chair.

Report of Committee on Constitution and

By-laws received, and Constitution and By-

laws adopted, with few changes.

On motion, meeting went into election of

officers, with the following result:

President.—Mr. H. L. Roberts.

Vice-President.—Mr. Arthur P. Lewis.

Secretary.—Mr. George W. Pearson.

Treasurer.—Mr. J. Frank Gaskill.

Executive Coin^niiiee.—Messrs. H. L. Rob-

erts, W. West Randall, F. A. Cunningham.

Edward Cohen, W. A. Haines.

On motion, it was resolved that dues

should be collected quarterly, in advance.

On motion, it was resolved that the third

Monday in each month be adopted as the

regular meeting night.

On motion, it was resolved that a vote of

thanks be tendered to Messrs. W. H.

Wamisley & Co., James "\V. Queen & Co.,

John Caibutt, Edward Cohen, "W. A.

Haines, and W. West Randall, for fixtures

and furniture donated to " dark " and club

rooms.

On motion, meeting adjourned at 11 p.m.

G. W. Pearson,
Secretary.

Rochester Photookapiiic Association.

—Regular meeting, Monday evening Feb-

ruary 11, 1884. The President, I\Ir. ,J. :\I.

Fox, in the Chair.

The niinulos of lust meeting wore read

and a[«j)roved.

This meeting was largely attended, many
of the newly elected members being pres-

ent. The proHjicct of more applications

from among the amateurs seems favorable.

The Constitution and By-laws of the

Association having been left in an unfin-

ished condition, several amendments pro-

posed at the last meeting came up for final

adoption. The clause relating to " associate

members" caused considerable discussion,

thereby delaying the regular business until

a rather late hour.

The subjects from the Question Box were

finally presented by Mr. S. Miller, Chair-

man of that Committee, The questions were

as follows

:

1. Why is albumen paper more difficult

to work in winter than in summer, and

what is the cause of the albumen leaving

the paper after fixing?

2. Is it injurious to dry plates to remain

long in the hyposulphite solution? What
would be the result ?

3. How long should gelatine plates be

washed before and after developing before

fixing?

4. Is it better to retouch gelatine nega-

tives before or after varnishing, and what

plan will give the best surface for retouch-

ing?

Mr. Miller said that he thought printers

paid too little attention to the demands of the

paper to insure the best results, in working

albumen paper. In winter especially, the

temperature of the room in which the silver-

ing is done, as well as that of the water and

chemicals used in the operation, is liable to

be rather low. Now the temperature of the

silver bath for positive printing, and that of

the room in which the work is done, should

not be less than G0° F. Printers should

regulate the temperature of all solutions,

Try and work uniformly. It is not right

to take prints from very cold water in

which they were washed and place them in

a hot toning baih. Albumen paper newly

made is more liable to soften and leave the

paper after such treatment, or to show wool-

liness. Any extreme in the temperature

should be avoided.

The President : At what stage of the

operutiun does the albumen leave tiie paper?

Mr. Brown was of the opinion that it oc-

curred in the fixing. He thought the hypo-

sulphite of soda should not be made too

strong, nor used very cold.

The President exhibited a print which
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was made on a ten-grain silver bath. The

albumen surface was good ; there was no

sign of woolliness.

Mr. Brown asked how long the paper was

silvered.

The President: This paper was floated

three minutes; it was dried thoroughly and

fumed half an hour. This is only an ex-

periment, to show that the albumen has not

left the paper.

Mr. Nelson preferred his silver bath made

alkaline.

Mr. Brown recommended using silver

bath fifty or fifty-five grains to the ounce,

with the addition of a little alcohol. He
prefers it to test neutral or very slightly

acid. Add warm water to the first wash-

ings, and use the toning bath also warm.

Eegarding the second question, Mr.

Miller said that he did not know how long a

gelatine plate could be left in the hypo be-

fore it would spoil. He had left a negative

in the fixing bath over night by mistake,

still it came out all right ; the bath was

made rather weak, however. He would not

advise leaving plates in the fixing solution

longer than necessary to fix them properly.

If the bath is old it becomes charged with

impurities, which cause black spots on the

surface of the plate. While the negative is

fixing it is a good plan to move it occa-

sionally, or use an upright fixing bath.

Third question. Mr. Miller said that it was

not necessary to wash plates before develop-

ing ; still he prefers to do so. The developer,

flows more evenly over the plate than if it

was dry, and, moreover, there is less ten-

dency to form bubbles. The plate should

be thoroughly washed before placing in the

fixing bath, otherwise pyro would be car-

ried into the bath. Lay the plate down
under the tap and let it have a good wash-

ing before fixing.

Fourth question. Mr. Miller said there

are many advantages in retouching gela-

tine negatives before varnishing. An ex-

tremely freckled face, for instance, may be

worked tolerably well on the gelatine sur-

face, and then finished after varnishing.

"Work can also be done on copies of old

pictures ; spots and streaks cut out, and

many imperfections removed which could

not be so well done after the negative is

varnished. It is the best plan to dilute the

ordinary negative varnish, which is too

heavy for gelatine plates. The usual sur-

face caused by rubbing the varnish on the

gelatine surface with pumice-stone is a good

plan.

The thanks of the Association were voted

to Messrs. Anthony for the Bulletin, and to

Mrs. J. H. Fitzgibbon for the St. Louis

Photographer'.

The meeting then adjourned.

W. J. Lee,
Secretary.

Association of Operative Photogra-

phers OF New York.—The regular meet-

ing of the Association was held at their

rooms, 392 Bowery, on March 5, 1884.

President Schaidner in the Chair.

Minutes of last meeting read, and, after

several alterations, approved. Correspond-

ence read.

Received, with thanks, the British Jour-

nal for February 8th and 15th ; Photographic

News for February 8th and 15th; St. Louis

Photographer for January, and Philadel-

phia Photographer for March.

Mr. Jahr, on behalf of the President,

spoke of the subject of lighting the devel-

oping room ; he did not wish to say much,

as he intends to read a paper before the

Association at the next discussion meeting,

so that he only made a few passing re-

marks.

A member said that he had been using a

new plate, the Seed plate, and considered it

the most sensitive he had ever used. It

comes out perfectly clear. He had heard a

great deal of talk about the best kind of

developer. The English, he found, had gone

back to oxalate ; he himself had gone back

to pyro.

Mr. Jahr: I will give pyro the palm, for

I think it is the best; I prefer a yellowish-

green, and can get it every time with pyro.

I always lay my plates on a piece of white

paper to see if they are clear.

A Member : It seems to me that, if some

plates are put in a solution of alum, they

look more like wet plates.

Mr. Jahr : Some of these plates lose den-

sity, I think. You want fresh hj^po and

fix well and clear, not muddy. Sometimes
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plates are taken out as being fixed when

they are not.

Mr. Schaidner had had trouble from old

hypo, and thought it caused frilling. "When

he used fresh hypo there was no frilling.

Mr. Jahr : Perhaps the heat of the solu-
j

tion had something to do with it. I wish

you would see and let us know at next

meeting.

A Member : The trouble has always been

to get good plates. I think the Seed plate

is very reliable. He had occasion to use a

few to-day, and they came out very fine.

Mr. Jahr: Speaking of white drapery, I

was with a friend of mine, who said he

could not get white drapery with a dry

plate. I made some plates to show him

that he could get good whites. Tou want

to use less pyro than the formula. The

plates ought to stand the simplest developer.

A member said that he found the oxalate

developer sometimes gave a perfect relief

picture.

Mr. Jahr : What would be the standing

of photographers using dry plates and those

using wet plates ?

A Member: I only use them when it is

absolutely necessary. "With a wet plate I

know just what I have ; with a dry plate it

is not as easy every day to turn out good

negatives as with wet plates?

Mr. Jahr: I don't think in a few years

wet plates will be used at all.

A Member: About three years, ago Mr.

Notman used them altogether, and, not

having any experience with them, passed

many a sleepless night. If you can get a

good plate, rich in silver, you can make a

good negative. Some manufacturers are

now selling clieap jilates; they are weak in

silver, and will not make good work.

A Member: Tlie emulsion manufacturers

are making less body in the plates than

heretofore; the thickness of the plate and

the density have something to do with it.

Mr. Jahr: There are many gentlemen

who claim to make as good negatives with

dry plate-- as with the wet plates.

A Member: The lighting of the sitter

will not Hland good with bolli j)lales
; we

have not curluiiis in our skyligiit. There

are so many difl"<!rent opinions. You want

a more diffused liglit for dry plates, and it

is a mistake to look at the lighting through

the ground-glass. It is all a matter of

habit.

A Member : Don't you think you can get

a better idea in regard to timing by look-

ing through the ground-glass?

Mr. Jahr will present a paper on the

lighting of the dark-room, to be read at the

next discussion meeting.

The annual meeting of the Association

took place at 392 Bowery, on March 19th,

for the election of officers for the ensuing

year, which resulted as follows :

President.—Mr. A. H. Atwood.

Vice-Preside7it.—Mr. O. Buehler.

Secretary/.—Mr. T. W. Power.

Treasurer.—Mr. J. Heckel.

Financial Secretary.— Mr. A. Milden-

berger.

Trustees.—Messrs. J. Street, G. C. Con-

nor, D. W. Fields.

T. W. Power,
Secretarjf.

Photographic Section of the Ameri-
can Institute.—At the meeting of the

Photographic Section of the American In-

stitute in New York, on March 4th, the sub-

ject of the evening was " Photography in its

Kelation to the Useful Arts," by George G.

Kockwood, of Union Square.

Before proceeding to the subject an-

nounced, Mr. Eockwood called the atten-

tion of the meeting to a letter which he

had received from Cleveland, concerning the

" new and wonderful invention " in photog-

raphy, a report of which had recently been

sent throughout the country hy telegraph,

and which it was alleged would revolution-

ize the art. The alleged invention, accord-

ing to Mr. Rockwood's correspondent, was

a method of copying pictures by the electric

light, but was not quite perfected yet in the

way of portraiture. "In short," said Mr.
Kockwood, " it was an attempt to do that

which had been done for years by Van der

Wyde, of London, Liebert, of Paris, and
my friend, Mr. Kurtz, of this city, for j)or-

traiture, and for nearly two years in my own
eslablislimeiit for copying." Mr. Kockwood
then exhibited and explained an invention

of his own for decorating china or stone-

ware.
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Decoratio7i of Chinaware hy Photogra-

phy.—"What is known as printed ware,

formerly in common use, and of late being

introduced again, is decorated by a process

of ' offsets,' so to speak, from impressions

made from engraved copper plates. The

design for a dinner set is first drawn by an

artist, and then engraved in itaglio on large

copper plates costing from ten to one hun-

dred guineas, depending, of course, upon the

elaborateness of the design. When these

copper plates are engraved they are filled

with a mineral pigment ink, of any color

desired for the design. Soft paper, made

for the purpose, is pressed upon the plate,

and the ink printed on the paper practically

in the same manner as in ordinary copper-

plate printing. These sheets are trimmed

and cut into the desired forms, and then

applied to the ware while in the ' bisque '

or unglazed condition. The paper is then

removed, leaving the picture or design

upon the dish, after which the 'glaze' is

applied.

" It occurred to me that by reversing the

action of our photo-engraving or etching

process these expensive plates could be pro-

duced by our art; so, securing a 'line sub-

ject,' I first made a negative and from it a

positive on glass. I then coated a smooth

sheet of zinc with bichromated albumen,

and exposed the plate under the positive.

It is, of course, apparent that when inked

up, and the parts unaftected by the light

washed ofl" by water, the lines of the image

will be ba7-e instead of being covered, as

when printed with a negative. When etched,

the lines only are attacked, and we have

an image in itaglio, or below the surface,

instead of relief. This plate upon being

filled with pigmented ink, served the pur-

pose in every way as with the engraved

plates. As zinc would not retain heat—

a

nftcessary condition in a stage of the print-

ing—I tried the same experiment with a

copper plate, and secured, at a triflng ex-

pense, very delicate designs, which would

have cost a large sum to engrave. The tea-

plate which I exhibit here to-night was

made from a zinc etching. Any gentleman

desirous of experimenting in this line will

be given all the information desired, as I

have no idea of patenting the process."

Mr. Eockwood exhibited a tea-plate with

a humorous design, and also the zinc plate

from which the picture was printed.

Dark-room Illuinination. — Mr. Rock-

wood announced that, with Mr. Dellac, his

associate under the skylight, he had made
a series of experiments in dark-room illu-

mination, with a view to confirm, if possi-

ble, the experiments which have been made

by a number of gentlemen in England,

and which have been reported in the

English journals, concerning the uses of

various colored glasses, to wit : red, green,

orange, and yellow, separately, together, and

with ground-glass. His experiments were

made with a series of plates of extraordi-

nary sensitiveness, registering twenty-five

on the Werneke Sensitometer, the most sensi-

tive he had ever seen without fog. With
a Vogel Photometer placed two feet from

the lantern, he exposed strips of the same

plate to the light of a kerosene lamp for

two minutes, with the following results:

Euby with ground glass, no image.

Euby alone, a faint image of No. 1.

Orange, green, and ground-glass, a little

stronger image of No. 1.

Orange and green tvithout ground-glass,

No. 2.

Orange and ground. No. 3.

Orange alone, No. 4.

G-reen alone. No. 5.

Green and ground. No. 4.

His conclusion, therefore, was that a

lantern covered with orange, green, and

ground-glass was entirely safe with very

sensitive plates. The color of the light is

very agreeable to the eye and gives much

better illumination than the ruby. It has

none of the irritating qualities which the

ruby light possesses to some eyes. It will

be noticed that the use of ground-glass,

while interfering but little with the illumi-

nation, added much to the safety of the

light.

Messrs. Charles Wager Hull, Whitney,

and others then favored the audience with

reminiscences of daguerrotyping, photog-

raphy, etc., all of which was interesting.

Mr. Newton, the Chairman, spoke of the

"silver wedding," or twenty-fifth anniver-

sary of the Philadelphia sister society, which

1 had claimed the earliest organization as a
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photographic society in this country. Mr.

Hull said that he had dates and documents

which he alleged antedated the Philadel-

phia Society, and claimed for the present

New York Society—not always with the

American Institute—an earlier organiza-

tion by some years.

The photographers of the State of Illinois

have organized themselves into a Society

with fine prospects ahead, and the following

staff of officers were elected :

Presideni.—Mr. Joshua Smith.

Vice-Presidods.—'Sl&isv?,. H. Eocher, J.

K. Stevens, and Prof. L. M. Melander.

Secretary.—Mr. G. W. Gentile.

We expect now a great war upon low

prices, and wish success to the new organi-

zation in everything that will pertain to the

growth and honor of photography.

The Multiplication of Societies.—
Photographic societies seem to be spring-

ing up all over the country, and presently

we shall not only have an increased

number of local societies, but also a State

organization in every State in the Union.

We do not know that anything need be

done about it if they will all help us to do

what they can to raise prices. We are

sure that good will result from it. We
wish prosperity and success to every un-

dertaking of this kind, and hope that when

each one has a good Constitution that there

will be no lag in the work that will be done.

We are prepared to publish a weekly

magazine for the accommodation of all

business that comes. Do not fear but that

the Philadelphia Photographer will

keep abreast of the times, and stand up to

all it-s requirements.

PERTAINING TO THE

JjR. Stolzk gives, in the Wochenblait, a

method for cleaning zinc or tin vessels, which

are being u.scd more and more in i)hoto-

graphic (!.stal)li.shmcnt.s. For this ])>irpose he

used protociilorido of tin. The protochloride

of tin is dis-solvc'd in water to which suffi-

cient lino sand is added to form a rallirr finn

paste, whicli Ik to be spread on n ilnlh and

rubbe<l over llie article to ])C cleaned. The
surface Hoon bt'(;oii)CH bright, oven when it is

much fixidi/.ed. Kiriisli with a shamiiiy a.s

fur silver.

Still the bells are ringing in Cincinnati,

and now the sunshine has come, we look for

immense progress in matters pertaining to

the next Convention. Only think, that in

about four months from the time you see

these pages the Convention will open. The

Secretary will early make himself heard

again ; official invitations will be given

presently. They will be too late to secure

foreign representation, but we can get along.

We hope that the President will soon let us

have his views on the subject, and that

things will move along swimmingly and

prosperously.

New York, March 13, 1884.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir: One of the most interesting

and useful features of the exhibition of the

P. A. of A. at Cincinnati would be a col-

lection of English landscape photographs.

[ would respectfully suggest to the Execu-

tive Committee that invitations be sent to

the leading English photographers to favor

us with specimens of their work. The
same to be transported to and from the

Cincinnati Convention at the expense of

the P. A. of A. Kespectfully,

Lafayette W. Seavey.

"IIo! KoR Cincinnati."

My first subject will be the Highland
House. This is the finest resort in the city,

and when you take the cars that convey

you to the Highland House, you ascend an

elevated road about three hundred feet long,

and when you reach the top of tlie hill you
will find this tlie best j)lace to make views.

Highland House, wliich stands on the brow
of the hill, just below the old Conserva-
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tory building, and in sight of Eden Park,

is a place of universal attraction to the vis-

itors to Cincinnati. A bird's-eye view of

the city shows it surrounded on the east,

north, and west by prominent and beautiful

hills, and washed on the south by the finest

of our western rivers.

No one desiring to see the sights of the

city should fail to enter it, and any member

of the fraternity who wishes to take home
some fine views of Cincinnati, will do well

to come prepared, and with his camera

make a bold stand on the Hill, and take a

view of the city. After that, turn your

camera to the left, and here is another

grand opportunity ; across the river lie the

cities of Newport and Covington and the

surrounding hills, while below we have an-

other fine view of the suspension bridge,

and after we get through with the city we

gather our gripsack and take the cars for

Eden Park There the lovers of art will find

some of the most magnificent places to

take views, and will be well paid for their

trouble.

This park is the most extensive and best

improved of the parks, being two hundred

and six acres in area and all laid out except

about twenty acres The following are the

principal attractions of Eden Park: its

beautiful scenery, its fine drives, its large

and splendid reservoirs, which furnish the

principal part of the water supply of the city.

Now we return to the attractions of High-

land House in the evening, when it is all

ablaze with lights, and the bustle of the

throngs that assemble there. To those who
have never visited this resort in the evening

it will be a grand treat, and they can go

home saying that they were well paid for

their visit.

Now I hope the brethren will do all they

can to make this the grandest Convention

ever held. They must remember that they

have one who is not asleep, but wide awake,

and doing his utmost to make it a success,

but it also depends upon the fraternity to

do their share also. I hope they all will

arouse themselves and see that the Con-

vention is of more importance than merely

to meet one another, for here we can

compare notes, listen to great men, and
learn something that we never dreamed of.

So once more I call upon the brethren to

up and onward to Cincinnati.

Yours fraternally, Leo Weingartner,
Secretary. P. A. of A.

OUR PICTURE.
Nine examples of the celebrated work of

Messrs. Gilbert & Bacon, Philadelphia, are

given this month in the shape of a mosaic

print, each one suggesting material to our

readers for thought and practice. Having

carte blanche with a generous assortment

offered us by these gentlemen, we have se-

lected as great a variety of pose and subject

as we could. Most of the ladies are actresses

and a list of them is appended below. It is

true a photographer who has the advantage

of such subjects should be expected to make
superior work, for his models, understand-

ing, sympathize with him and help him
through it all. At the same time, there is

evidence here of excellent taste in the

choice of accessories, artistic knowledge in

the arrangement and lighting of the figures

of no mean quality. We commend these

studies to our readers because by showing

them we are enabled to give as many in

one issue of our Magazine as we can in

nine months, or nearly a whole volume,

when we confine ourselves to the ofd'pTan of

giving but one picture each month. Next
month, however, we shall vary the style

again, and present a beautiful child-group

from one of our celebrated western pho-

tographers. This will be followed by other

fine studies, chosen with the idea of making

our twenty-first volume, pictorially, the

most splendid, as well as the most varied,

in subject and style of any that we have yet

published. Some other gems are in prepara-

tion by celebrated photographers. Those

who desire can yet secure the back numbers

for this year, although the sets are going

rapidly.

1. 2. 3.

Madame Rhea. Jeflfries Lewis. Madame Modjeska.

4. 5. 6.

Madame Rhea. Madame Modjeska. Kate Forsyth.

7. 8. 9.

Lizzie Harold. Amiie Pixley. Rose Leigh.

Our pictures were printed us usual upon

the paper imported for us by Mr. G-. Gen-

nert, 105 Williams Street, New York.
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A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 92.)

iii.—to be contiisttjed until there is a
Kefokmation.

A Sermon on the Subject.—Our call

to the craft, last month, has brought us

enough matter to fill our magazine f»r all

the rest of the j'ear. If we could so accom-

plish what we desire in the matter of prices,

it would be wortli while to print nothing-

else but material on this subject. The fact

that we have had so many responses to our

request for price-list, etc., encourages us to

believe that some, at least, have faith in our

efforts, and desire to express it. It is this

kind of faith that we all want; and in view

of this fact, we propose now to take the

rostrum, and preach a sermon on the subject

of better prices. Our text will be found in

one of the letters alluded to above.

March 4, 1884.

Dear Sir : Enclosed please find our

price-list. We have only been here in

business about one year, and have been

trying to keep up without doing club work

as nearly all do ; but find it very hard. We
do not, even now, employ any canvassers

for club work, as some of the leading firms

in B do, oflering cabinets as low as

two dollars and a half and three dollars per

dozen. The great question with us now is,

shall we do as others do and exist, or shall

we be still, and finally find out that we
must give up in despair? We have felt

all along tliat .such work must have an end,

and that, sooner or later, good work at fair

prices must triumph
; but we are about dis-

couraged. We are ghid to see the journal

taking up the matter, but do not see much
chance for recovery.

Truly your well-wislier,

U & Co.

We gather from this text, a wail wliich

ia sounding from one end of tiiu land to the

other. Tlie writers arc sufferers, not from

the prices received liy them jiersomiily, but

from ihut whicli i.s undermining prices gen-

erally
;

namely, the pliniograpliers who
jjracli.se culling and making work at olub-

rate.s. This jiraclice KconiH to be one of the

growing ovIIh, and liardeHt things to over-

come in our present undertaking ; but it is

by no means the worst evil. We believe

that club-work will presently surfeit the

public with photographs, and then there

will be quite a dearth in the business.

During that dearth, the club-work makers

will have to step down and out, since they

will have saved nothing to live upon until

better times come. Those who have a little

money, and can hold out, will still come

out first best, if they will keep their prices

and have faith. We have seen things work

this way in other businesses, and do not be-

lieve photography will be an exception.

Good work does not bring all the trade. It

is the desire for pictures that stimulates it

likewise. In substantiation of what we
have suggested, we will relate two or three

conversations had recently with photog-

raphers who are getting first-class prices.

Those who can read between the lines will

not need a long dissertation from us, but

from these conversations will see what they

mean at once, and understand them.

The first was had with Mr. Leon Van Loo,

of Cincinnati, Ohio.

"What do you get for photographs, Mr.

Van Loo?"
"Fifteen dollars per dozen for cabinets,

and seven dollars for cards."

"What is it, do you think, that induces

some photographers to reduce their prices so

terribly?"

"Want. A time of depression comes,

and the photographer, having no means to

live on while he waits for better times, re-

duces his prices—the last resource of the

dying man."

"Why do }ou think some photographers

work for less than their work is worth ?"

" They don't want to raise their prices

.

they get scared at prosperity ; they have

been accustomed to living from hand to

mouth, and are afraid to do better."

" If they get enough to eat, and support

their families, what more do they want?"
"Why, a ])hotographer should always

improve himself in order to be able to im-

prove his work, lie should nmke money
and spend it in reading, travel, buying and
studying works of art, and experimenting

tcward llif improvement of the cpmlity of

his work."
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" Do you think there is much hope of a

better state of affairs coming to pass for even

the smaller photographers?"

" Certainly, to a degree. If the larger

ones would set the example, the rest would

he improved, as is the case in law, medi-

cine, and so on."

"What is the best way to overcome the

trouble?"

" Individual effort on the part of those

Avho have individuality about them."
" The small and obscure photographer

cannot always have opportunity to study

the example of others ;
what is he to do ?"

•' Save up a little, and then go at it, and

hold out until he wins. Let him take

trouble to make himself respected by his

patrons. Gain their confidence. It is easy

enough for a photographer to let his custo-

mers see that he is interested in them. I

will give you an example from my own
practice. All the proofs from my negatives

are sent to me ; as I get good prices, I

usually make two or three of the subject at

the first interview. Then, when the proofs

come to me, I pass upon them, tear off the

corner of the one that I consider the best;

and when they are all shown by my at-

tendant, it is suggested to the customer that

the one with the corner off is considered

the best by Mr. Van Loo. Nine cases out of

ten it will be the one selected."

"How else would you suggest that pho-

tographers may secure the respect of their

patrons?"

"Form principles and rules in business,

and then stick to them. Include good

prices. Then you can mould your subjects

as you will, and your business will be an

unmolested pleasure If the photographer

gets discouraged, then down goes the qual-

ity of the work, to be followed by lower

prices."

"You have your share of cranky custo-

mers with the rest ; how do you manage
them ?"

"I will give you one example. It is of

the individual who knows best how he or

she should be posed. In several instances

I have submitted to the wish of such parties,

and (opening his desk), I have here my
illustrations for a lecture. Here is a picture

of a woman who wished her portrait taken

according to her own ideas. I followed her

desire, and, as you see, made a botch of it.

The next picture is my idea of how she

should be taken. You see the difference?

Here is another twain, and another, all

teaching in the same direction. Now when
I have a customer who desires to dictate

how a pose is to be made, I get out the illus-

trations and deliver my lecture ; and I have

but little more trouble. I use the head-rest

when I wish to, and I make a profile when
I think it is right; and sometimes I am
even arbitrary enough to direct the size

which shall be chosen. For example, you

saw the young lady who just left? She

was sent by her parents to engage for a sit-

ting of a group this afternoon. Cabinet

size was preferred ; but soon I persuaded

the young lady that what her parents wanted

was not a cabinet group, but a twenty-dollar

size for framing. It was for a birthday

present for papa, and certainly mamma
would not want a tiny picture that could

not be framed. You see," said Mr. Van Loo,

turning to us, " there was no choking at the

price. They preferred an artistic picture to

a cabiuet size, even at a greater price."

Leaving Mr. Van Loo, we proceeded to

the studio of his neighbor, Mr. J. Landy,

and the following conversation ensued :

" Mr. Landy, what are your prices fur

cabinets ?
"

" For cabinets, ten dollars per dozen, and

six dollars per half dozen ; cards, five dol-

lars per dozen ; children, seven dollars per

dozen, and five dollars for six."

"What argument do you use in main-

taining such prices ?
"

" If I feel that I am paid for my work, I

can go about my duties with much more in-

terest than those who do not get paid for

what they do. I really give my customers

back in extra attention and quality of work

all that they pay for. As a rule, they under-

stand and appreciate it."

"You are aware of the fact that you are

getting better prices than photographers

generally over the country. Why is it?

Do you suppose that all cannot do as you

do?"
" They can. But, first, they must have

respect for themselves and their business.

Low prices bring low spirits, and low spirits
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produce a low quality of work. Result

—

ruin. Some photographers get scared to

death when they see (as you can see within

one block of my establishment) cabinet

photographs sold at five cents. It is true

<^ the}- are copies, and copies of very bad

work too ; but some thoughtless photogra-

phers, believing that they can make a dozen

pictures to cost them no more than the five-

cent picture costs its manufacturer by the

thousand, suddenly grow conscientious, and

feel that they are making too much money 1

Reduction and ruin follow each other

quickly. In no profession can a man who
is illy paid put himself in his work, make

it give good evidence of his individuality,

thought, and effort; in fact, make it look

like himself. He gets cross, surly, and sick.

Nothing has advanced in cost of production

like photographs. Each year portraits cost

more to make than they did the year before.

A photographer wants to take a bath occa-

sionally, and sometimes a square meal. Two
dollars and a half a dozen won't permit

him to do so."

"Will you give me an instance or two of

your experience with some of your patrons ?"

"Yes. The other day a newly married

couple came to me, saj-ing, ' Good morning,

Mr. Landy. We have just been married by

the Archbishop, and we want you to take

great pains with our pictures.' I took pains,

charged accordingly, and no complaint was

made."

"Have you had mucli trouble in reaching

the enviable height which you hold in our

profession ?
"

"Yes; I have. Tliere is one thing that I

became fully convinced of a number of years

ago, namely, that the sincere artists in our

profession are the worst paid men in it, and

degraded prices are what degrades them."

"Wliat has been the result of this effort

on your jiart? "

" Success, fame, good liorne, comfort; tlie

pleasure of s|)endirig time witli a good sub-

ject when T get it, without the fcarof losing

brr-ad and butter by it. Why, I sfient a

great deal <;f lime on my set of The "Seven

Ag08 of Man." They cost me lots of work
and thouglit; but I could afford it. I hud
enougli meatiH to invpht the time, and, as u

re«uU, I obtainfd a great deal more profit

than I would if I had adhered simply to

portraiture. I had customers come here

the other day from St. Louis. They had

paid three dollars a dozen for their pictures,

and brought them in to me to first see them, .

and then threw them away. I then took
j

negatives of them, and had the pleasure of
,

hearing them through my dumb-waiter say
{

to my attendant down stairs, ' Mr. Landy
took such pains with us we were much
pleased; but then, of course, he could not

take such pains unless he was paid, and we
are quite willing to pay him when we get

the results we desire.' "

We think we have said enough for this

time to keep the subject alive. We have,

as we have said, a large quantity of letters,

each da}' increasing, from which we shall

draw in our next paper on this subject.

Meanwhile, thanks to those who have re-

sponded. We want to hear from every-

body. It is possible that we may print

something for general distribution among
the craft, which they can hold in their

hands before their patrons, as a helper to

better prices. The scheme is working, and

shall be yours in due season. Read care-

full}' and thoughtfully what follows.

Views of the Flood at Cincinnati.—Mr. J.

Landv, Cincinnati, Ohio, has favored us with a

number of remarkable views of the flood at Cin-

cinnati. A little more of architectural splendor

in the buildings, and the transformation of the

ordinary boat into the gondola, would warrant

us in supposing that these are views of Venice.

The streets which we traversed dry-shod (e.xcept

from the snow) , a few weeks ago, are now flooded

to their second and third floors; some of them

with boats of all kinds moving in all directions

to and fro. A terriflc loss must have followed .

such a flood as this. Our readers are all familiar

with the fact that it did. It is a picturesque

scene, to say the least, though certainly a sor-

rowful one. The photographs were made on

dry ])lates, nnd are of excellent quality. Here
ana there, a developed instantaneous bit is

caught with men rowing boats, looking into the

camera as they rowed, steering themselves on

raft-x, etc. Mr. Lanov makes a series of forty-

one of those views. Send to him for a catalogue.

Mil. C. H. ScoriKi.i), Utica, N. Y., calls atten-

tion to hi." shutter for instantaneous work. Send

for his circular.

>v
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An Art Union.—Do not fail to read the ad-

vertisement of this admirable magazine, to be

found this month in our advertising columns.

Every photographer should secure this splendid

work, and derive benefit from its instruction. It

is invaluable to all who take it.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. Odin, Wheel-

ing, W. Va., views of the overflow on the Island

opposite Wheeling. From Messrs. Homer & Co.,

Temple Place, Boston, Mass., excellent examples

of their cabinet work, hard to excel. From Mr.

D. T. BuRUELL, Brocton, Mass., some excellent

composition pictures, together with the results

of cabinet pictures of excellent quality. Two

sets of companion pictures from Mr. Burrell.

The first, entitled Christmas Eve, " Good Night,"

and the other .Christmas Morning, " 0, Des

See;" and the others, " Stolen Fruit, Danger,"

and "Stolen Fruit, Enjoyment," are capitally

done; and show not only the true artist, but

true sympathy on the part of the subject. Mr.

Burrell has spent a good deal of time upon

these pictures ; and finds them to pay, not only

in the practice he receives, but in the remunera-

tion. He recently assisted at the Skating Rink

Carnival, at Boston, in making one hundred

negatives by electric light, five seconds expo-

sure, and not a negative lost. Pretty good for

a first attempt with artificial light certainly.

Mr. Burrell promises us his developer for

publication soon. The quality of his work

makes us want it. From Mr. W. H. Kibbe,

Johnstown, N. Y., a series of photographs of

excellent quality, including one of himself and

an amusing picture of his little son Arthur,

caught during a fit of yawning. From Mr. C. T.

Stuart, Hartford, Conn., two excellent pictures

of our friend Mr. J. F. Ryder, of Cleveland,

Ohio. We think we never saw a better picture

of our friend than the larger one sent us. From

Mr. F. Thors, San Francisco, Cal., some of the

most pleasing pictures it has been our privilege

to see for some time, pleasing because of their

artistic posing and lighting, and lovely quality

of the plates on which they were made. The

rendering of the softest lights and shades is

perfect, without the least trace of hardness. Mr.

Thors informs us that he uses plates manufac-

tured by Dr. S. C. Passavant. We do not see

how anything could be much better. From Mr.

E. T. Pierce, a picture of a caricaturist. Twelve

different grimaces. Very curious indeed. From

Mr. K. T. Sheldon, West Winsted, Conn., some

very pretty 8 x 10 views, from dry plates, of

scenery in the neighborhood of Mr. Sheldon's

home. A good deal of artistic judgment is

exerciHed in the choice of these views, and to-

gether with their photographic excellences they

make an admirable series.

Removal.—Mr. W. F. Ashe, artistic back-

grounds and accessories, has removed to 68

West 4th Street, four blocks west of Broadway,

and in a circular to the fraternity says :

" I wish to inform my esteemed patrons that

the past season has been a most successful one,

having increased the number of my customers

considerably.

" I attribute this gratifying result mainly to

fhe manner in which I perform my work, it

always being tasty and artistic in every respect.

" With my new studio fitted up with all the

modern improvements, the most refined demands

from a critical public can be satisfied, and a

visit to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

" I have again added numerous new designs

to my great variety of patterns for Backgrounds

and Accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders."

A New Dry Plate Manufactory.— Mr.

Chas. W. Hearn, well known to all our readers

as a contributor to photographic literature, and

the author of Hearn's Practical Printer, has em-

barked ip a new industry of manufacturing

photographic dry plates for the trade. Mr.

Hearn^s abilities as author and photographer,

practical in every way, should be a guarantee to

all for the quality of his plates. If any one

doubted this, they would only need to examine

the admirable collection of photographs which

are now in our oflHce from Mr. Hearn's dry

plates. They are mostly 14 x 17 in size, and

show most beautifully the excellent qualities of

this new manufacture of plates. If Mr. Hearn

can manufacture plates that will produce such

results continuously, and will have the wisdom

not to change his emulsion when he has it of so

excellent a quality, we predict for him an exten-
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sive business and a profitable one. One thing

is very certain, he is beginning business in the

right way. He worked at his process for a long

time, experimenting and testing until he was

sure he was right, before he allowed himself to

make known his intention to the trade. He
does not, therefore, come as a new and inex-

perienced manufacturer, but one who knows

what he is about. He has our best wishes for

his success.

The Inglis Dry Plate.— The Rochester

Herald devotes nearly a column to a description

of the Inglis dry plates, and the advantages

which the new firm have over many others. A
description of the faetorj' states that the ca-

pacity of this new institution is four thousand

plates per day. The good qualities of the plates

are commented upon, but since our patrons are

becoming each day more and more apprised of

these we need not repeat them here.

A New Stock-house in Philadelphia.—
Messrs. Buchanan, Smedley, & Bromley, have

opened a new stock-house at 25 North Seventh

Street, Philadelphia. See their advertisement

in proper place. These three young gentlemen

sprang from the house of T. H. McCollin, and

having a large acquaintance in the trade we
predict a bright future for them. They have

abundant capital, youth, energy, hope, and a

grand, newly selected stock of goods, and, doubt-

less, will succeed. Messrs. Willis & Clements
informs us also that their oflice will be with

these gentlemen, who are trade agents for the

sale of platinotype materials.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood &, Co., 825 Arch Street,

Phila., have favored us with their March price-

list of jihotographic outfits, which should be

given attention by all who are interested. The
price list is a model of convenience and com-
pactness. Accompanying it is a list of chemi-
cals, accessories, bngs, etc., together with a

bargain list, to which they ask special attention.

These bargain lists are becoming (|uite a feature

among the trade now, and should bo consulted

by buyers. Free copies of all these things will

bo Rent to a)>plicnnt.'<.

showing our readers an example of work made

on the Hub plates. More anon.

AVe regret to learn of the decease of Mrs. I.

N. Cook, wife of our old friend, and the well-

known photographer, Mr. I. N. CoOK, Tiskilwa,

Ills. Mrs. Cook was a lady highly esteemed,

and a warm friend of our art for over a quarter

of a century.

Thk III It Diiv I'l.ATi: Co., Providence, R. I.,

have favored um with their price list. Every
iiizo JH iiiado, from quarter sIko up to thirty by
HJxty. My reference to the advortiseiiient it will

bo nccn thnt IIiuhc Kcntloiiion come to us with ex-
cellent tohtimonialK iik to the qualities of thoir
|.li.tp«. We ("hall prpf«;ntly linve the jilcasureof

A BIG stir in the dry-plate business has taken

place during the past month. The Chicago Dry
Plate Company have made an assignment,

being unable to cope with the competition neces-

sary to keep up quality and production. A new

concern is rising from its ashes, we understand.

Judging from a circular we received, another

concern, whose advertisement was some time ago

withdrawn from our pages, finds something the

matter, since it is obliged to advertise for a cer-

tain lot of plates in the hands of dealers, who
assisted them to trade when they were in want,

are damaged and cannot be guaranteed. This

is one of the funniest things we ever knew to J
occur in business, and probably the secret will ^
be made plainer next month. In addition to

this dry-plate news, our readers will observe,

by referring to our advertisements, that two

new concerns have been started, and their ad-

vertisements appear in this month's issue. By
referring to our cover, they vpill see it decorated

in the usual way by our enterprising friend,

Mr. Cramer. '

Items of News.—Mr. F. C. Beach, of The

Scientific American editorial staff, is, with a

number of friends, working up an Amateur
Photographic Society in New York. The call

for a meeting at Room 24 Cooper Institute, on

March 2Sth, was heartily responded to by a large

constituency. From the circular we quote the

following, which sounds like business: "The
purpose of the new Society is to provide for its

members meetings of practical interest, illus-

trated by useful and interesting experiments, in

order that information maj' be gained by seeing

as well as hearing." Bravo ! We shall keep our

roailers posted on the movements of the new body.

A Grkat Fiue.—On the 2',)th of February, the

extensive Chemical Works of Messrs. PmvEns &
Wkioiitman, Ninth and Parrish, were destroyed

by fire. The loss anionntod to nearly a million

of dollars. But little suspension in business

occum, however, so far as photogniphors are

concerned.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
On and ;ifter May 1, 18S4, our address

will be

^16 East 9th St., Keiv York.
At the same date the Chicago Office will

be discontinued.

Lafayette W. Seavey.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
EEMOYED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West op Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-
ern improvements, and the most refined demands
from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-*

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and/ accessories, and keep also in stock a large

qjrfantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

Excellent gallery in Mississippi for sale

cheap for cash. Town healthy. Five thousand

inhabitants; growing rapidly. Only one other

gallery (an inferior one) in the county. Satis-

factory reasons for wanting to sell given on ap-
plication. Address K. G.,

West Pqint, Miss,

EOCKIOOD SOLAR PRKTINU CO.

17 Union Square, New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, ive are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEOKGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

G. HANMER CROUGHTON.

ARTIST TO THE TRADE.
Double First-Class Prize Medalist.

All kinds of photographic printing. Oil, water,

pastel, crayon, India-ink, and negative retoucher.

914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

No. 18.

WaYMOUTH'S

VIGNETTE
PAPERS, No. 18.

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pea,r-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.
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Wanted.^A gentleman and lady to take

charge of a photographic business in the South.

'• An unusual opportunity to do a fine business.

Studio has an excellent reputation of over nine

years' standing. Plenty of Dallmeyer and Ross

instruments. Seavey's accessories and back-

grounds. The whole premises were recently re-

fitted. Population of city estimated at 26,000.

To suitable parties a nice cottage and stable

will be furnished rent free. Send samples of

work and references to " Hiram,"

Box 1115, Dallas, Texas.

B A E G A I N S !

One 11x14 single-swing Semmendinger

view-box, nearly new, in the best order,

used only a few days, with silver-wire

corner-holders $27 00

One A. 0. Co. double dry-plate holder to

fit same, with kits, only 11 00

One A. Co 5 x 8 " 76 " box (finest qual-

ity made), with double dry-plate holder,

Morrison three-inch focus wide-angle

lens, one pair of single achromatic

lenses, and Taylor tripod, all complete

and in first-class order, only 30 00

Terms C. 0. D., or cash in advance. Goods

warranted as represented, and money refunded

if goods are returned uninjured.

BACHRACH & BRO.,

Cor. Eutaw and Lexington Streets,

Baltimore, Md.

Thk Piiotoguaphic Mosaics for 1884 is nearly

all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by

Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As
there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, .should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.

S. G. NIXON,
I'oiiTiiArr AiiTisT,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

CEAYON AND WATEE COLOE POETEAITS.

.Solar jiriiil.'* ami |iliotogriipliic enlargements

furnitihcd and rminhod in crayon, Indian ink, or

watercolorH. I'holographic coloring on jilain

or iilbuiiioiii/.od paper and porcelain. Copies fln-

inhod in Indian ink and water colorti.

KofuroncoN uimI toriiiH on appliiialion.

1864 1884.
M. WEKNEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Fnrnislied,

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

Address Charles Ehrmann, Harlem, N. Y.,

Secretary of Association of Operative Photogra-

phers of New York City, for operators, printers,

and retouchers, or in care Wm. Kurtz,

233 Broadway, N. Y.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to

inform her friends and the photographic pro-

fession that she has removed to 2104 North 20th

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

the ofiice of the Philadelphia Photographer.

For Sale.—Leading gallery in city of thir-

teen thousand in central Ohio. All modern im-

provements, and clearing $2000 per year. Only

cash will buy it. Price from $2000 to $2500.

Address Cash,

care P. Smith &, Co.,

Columbus, 0.

• Wanted.—A first-class view operator who can

work dry plates. A good salary for a man of

good qualities. Address

Alfred A. Adt,

Landscape Photographer,

Waterbury, Conn.

Operator wanted in a fine first-class reliable

gallery in Chicago. Must be a fine po.=er, steady

and industrious, successful with children, and

first-class with both wet and dry ]>latcs. Ad-

dross in confidence, sending photo of .self, and,

if possible, sample of work, which will be re-

turned. Address Erie,

Care Douglass, Thompson & Co.,

220 & 231 State St., Chicago, III.
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PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

A Remarkable Offer.—In order to place

the " Unique " within reach of photographers

of limited means, it will be sold at the factory

or through any stockdealer on trial for two weeks,

and may be paid for in monthly instalments of

$5.00, net. C. H. SCOFIELD,

25 &. 27 Columbia St., Utica, N. Y.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.
Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

914 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The genial well-known photographer, Mr.

C. H. A. TonndorfF, has presented the public

with a novelty in the photographic line. He
calls his new invention Stamp Portraits. They

are issued in sheets, gummed on the back and

perforated like postage-stamps. Each sheet con-

tains one hundred of these little gems. Their

elegance and neatness, combined with their

cheapness, will insure their popularity and cre-

ate a demand for them. It will not be long be-

fore business cards and invitations will be

adorned with these stamp pictures. John A.

Sholten has, indeed, made use of them in dec-

orating the programmes used at the Olympic

Theatre and the Opera House, with excellent

portraits of Mr. Irving, Miss Terry, and Maggie

Mitchell. These pictures received the highest

praise from all who received them. -St. Louis

Globe Democrat.

For Sale in the Bb.st Mining Camp in

America.—I have just received into my hands a

good photographic outfit and full stock, which

must be sold immediately. For particulars.

Address J. H. Eardley,

Grocer, Butte City,

Montana Ty.

PROGRESS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

$3.00—Read Vogel's New Book.—$3.00

SITUATIONS WANTED.
N'o chargeforadvertisements under this head ; Ihnited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As printer and assistant retoucher. Has had

several years' experience as printer. Address

W. G. B., Box 275, Petrolia, Ont.

As printer in first-class portrait. gallery. Can

do any imaginable style of printing. Address

Thomas E. Eagan, care C. W. Hearn, 514 Con-

gress Street, Portland, Me.

In a copying house, as ink and water-color

artist, operator, printer, or retoucher. Specimen

of work or reference on application. Address

J. A. B., care Mrs. H. A. Dillenbeck, Pulaski,

Oswego Co., N. Y.

In a first-class gallery by an experienced por-

trait painter. Thoroughly trained iu all branches.

Can operate and furnish solar camera and air-

brush. Address S. L. Van Auten, Harrisburg,

Penna.

As operator or to run a gallery on shares.

Has had eight years' experience in leading gal-

leries. Will send samples of work. Strictly

temperate. Those meaning business will please

address Photographer, care Edward L. Wilson,

912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Phila.

By a young man as printer. Has had a good

deal of experience. Address Charles Gerhard,

2437 Stewart Street, Philadelphia.

By young man, with good experience as

printer and toner. Reference given from pres-

ent employer Address Henry A. Piper, 308

River Street, Troy, N. Y.

By one who has had twenty years' experience

in the photographic business. Will fill any posi-

tion except retouching. Address P. 0. Box 37,

Wellesley Hills, Mass.

By a lady, in a first-class gallery, as retoucher,

Crayon, ink, pastel, oil, water-color artist. Nine

years' experience. Salary $15.00 ; travelling

expenses paid. Address Taylor, care of Joseph

Hamburger, 392 Race Street, Cincinnati, 0.
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By an Englishman, just out. Competent

printer and occasional operator. Wilting to

work. Address L. D. B., P. 0. Box 1764, New
York City.

By a young man, in good gallery, to finish

trade. Has had four months' practice. Best of

recommendations. Address A. R. Klingensmith,

Conneautville, Pa.

As printer and toner. Address Wm. House-

worth, No. 126 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia.

By a young unmarried man, as assistant in

any branch of the business. Anywhere, if in a

good gallery. Address Will A. Robinson, Bush-

nell, III.

By a first-class printer and toner, in a good

gallery. View or portrait work. Address Photo.

Printer, Scranton, Pa.

By a first-class artistic view photographer;

works all processes. Thoroughly posted (prac-

tically) in all branches of photography, includ-

ing carbon and platinotype printing. None but

strictly reliable men offering good pay need

answer. No postals. Address H. H., First floor,

940 L Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

By a young lady, who is a good retoucher and

fair printer. Address Mamie Comfort, Box 47,

Bereal, Ohio.

Permanently as retoucher and operator. Ref-

erences if required. Address A. B., Box 663,

Hamilton, Ohio.

As retoucher. Can print and tone. Am re-

touching in the leading gallery in the city of

Ithaca. References if desired. Address Wm.
Wurtenberg, Ithaca, N. Y.

J. L. CLARK,
gOLD AND Silver Refiner,

ASSAYER AND SWEEP-SMELTER,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS.

• REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION;
John Carbutt, Dry Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada,

ALBERT MOORE '^ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR
Photographic and Platinotype Supplies

|(

)

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seveiitli Street, Philadelphia,

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
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PASSAVANT'S DRY PLATES
ARE CONCEDED BT TJECE LEADING PSOTOGMAPBERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO HE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP.

HL.

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

Per Doz.

-PRICE LIST.-
Per Doz.

--»

Per Doz.

3% x4X, •
. . 80 60 5 X 8, . . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 OO

4 X 5, . 90 ey. ^S}4, . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X xG^/^, . . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
General Agent, OS "^AR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

SCO FIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8 X lo box Tor the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8xio Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and huilt to stand the racket
It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^^
inches thick, weighing, complete, y^ pounds. Send
for circular.

/ hoac complete, with one plate holder, . $25 00

0. H. SCOFIELD,
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

OPEN. oriUT.

F. DRESOHER & CO.'S

Improved Gelatine for Emulsion.
Made on a new and improved, method, is the best and purest, the most reliable,

and gives the best results.

UNRIVALLED FOR THE PURPOSE.

OBTAINABLE FEOM ALL DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS.
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—^^—FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.

After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making

use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their own Outline Slides

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a

matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.

In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

Note.—No amateur photographic outfit is complete without this Engraving
Diamond.

PRICE, $3.75.

EDWARD L. WISLON,
General Agent,

912 & 914 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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The Professional and Amateur Fhotographer
ivill find his every want supplied hi/ using the
follotvinff brands of KEYSTONE DRY PLATES.

' They are now made on Chance's English Glass,
flat and uniform in thickness and dimensions.

SPECIAL ^ PORTRAIT.
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them
especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IMPROVEMEIVTS I]V GELATINE PliATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

^Jih THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

\ /\ / on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

VC rl parencies, and on thin crystal glass 3^x4, for Lantern Slides.

T 7 THE "B " GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape,

y IZl / Architecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

\j^j/ the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

' I * The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's " Multum in Parvo " Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25

cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents

;

quart, $1.75.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS LJf PHOTO. MATERLALS.
PRICE L-ISTS FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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TO BE AWARDED
AT THE COMING

CINCINNATI CONVENTION
FOR THE

BEST WORK PRODUCED ON THE

Inglis Dry Plate.
. PRIZES AS FOLLOWS

:

For the FINEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs, framed,
made on a 14 x 17, or larger, INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs,
framed, made on a 14 x 17, or larger INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

For the FINEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in frame, 4x6
feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in

frame, 4x6 feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

GRAND TOTAL, $500.

The above is a bona fide offer. The committee of award will consist of five
disinterested gentlemen, appointed at the Convention. At the close of the Conven-
tion, the exhibits which are awarded the prizes, as also the negatives from which the
prints were made, shall become the property of Inglis c^ Reid, the frames to be
purchased by them at cost price.

All compeiitors for the above prizes will be required to enter their names with us
on or before July ist, on which date the entries will close.
The iNf'i-is I'l.ATE is for sale by all stockdealers, or a sample dozen of any size, for

trial, will be toruMrcIcd l)y ilic manufacturers on receipt of pi ice, /rf'?//VAv/ it is agreed,
that our formula for developer shall be used and our instructions followed
to the letter.

INGLIS & REID, Rochester, N. Y.
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720 [5 gross) of these trhniners were sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL FH0T06MFH TBIMIIIERS!

H .£

2 S
-

B 6 S

"^3

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and

now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PEICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

03BI KTSOIST'S C3rXJII>E3S.
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.

OVALS,
2x2i 3fx4f 5x7 61x81
2^x3i 3fx4-| 5Jx7i 6^x8*
2ix3^ 3ix4| 5Jx7i 7x9

. 2|x3
3|x5^
4x5f

5fx7|
5|x7f

71x91
7^x9^

:2|x4i 4fx6| 6x8 7|x9f

2,-Vx3|
2ix3f
2^x3i
2Ax3it

SQUARE OR ROUND CORNERED.

2^^x31
2^x41

2fx4J
2|x4|

"T6- -"Te

4x5|
4ix5i
81x6
4x64

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round

SJg-sSf, 3x3 3tVx3|, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to 77take their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the B.n\fe for Trimming
Photographs, and do the work much more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not ctef, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch , t

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

Si DelieJs^ EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philada.
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOeMPHIC STOCK HOUSE,
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTEEIOR DECORATING CO,
MANUFACTUBEKS OF

PHOTOaMPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

02 , j-ys^.N-^^^^ " ,^;^ .=^4.

a
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'
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5T,"'^E -HALF THE PRICE OF WOOD

J^^^OLUTELYWITHO
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^^

ani^^
::<l4.f-

FHOTOdMFHISCHE MITTIEMNGEN.
Wc arc now prepared to receive sul).scriptions for Dr. Hermann W. Votjers magazine bearing

e above tille.
»> t. fi

The MITTHEILUNGEN is puMislied in (lerman and is issued semi-monthly at ^3.00 ])er year,
postage paid. |.. all ..I our German ])h()to}.;raphers and many otliers this will be considered a
desirable upportunity.

The Mat;azine is piil)lished at Herliii. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

-A(

-Hic^ ¥]^E^WIgE 0N EYEl^Y Bl^^^CP 0E Pp0W061^^PpY.3l£^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PJSOTOGRAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGEAPHIO LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

3S2 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. AVilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Two Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,

including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 1.5th, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.

(INCOEFORATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO,

^A/ORKS AT JENNINGS, MO-

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them: Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develo])

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results. Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. »' 1 • a{l»-

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST:

Size .31 X 4.} Pordoz. $0 60

4 X r, .

4] X :,},.

4 1 X i\\.

5x7.
5x8.
6J X ^

.

H X 10

90

1 00

1 30

1 65

1 75

2 .30

.'i 40

Size 10 X VI I'or doz. I};5 00

Til CSC Pin a II

8izo8 lire ])iit

u|> in jnu'k-

ngos of not

loss than
one (loy.on

platex.

11 X 14..

14 X 17..

10 X 20..

17 X 20..

18 X 22..

20 X 24..

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00
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SOOVILL'S

NEGATIYE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them
where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this effec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The
flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

r^RICE I I O T^
"^-^s r L 1 o 1 -^r-^

No. 1, for Six 41 Plates, . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5i 1 30
" 4, " 4ix 6^ 1 35
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" 7, " 6ix 8J 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Boxes, 40 cfs. additional for eacli size.

Cloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot,

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THINQ FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
-A. IS/L'ESTJ^TL.lijiK::}

PROTECTING CASE,
fVith Glfitis Bottle and Tumbler, for FItoto. Develo2)er

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the field have wished very often for some safe method o'

carrying with them their developer and other chemicals in solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose. We allude to the patent metallic protecting cases invented

for similar purposes. The bottles may be of ordinary shape so they fit the metal case, which latter

is drawn from solid metal, with a locking ring on each case to afford perfect protection for the

bottles containing the liquids which are trusted to their care. They are made of different sizes

:

bottles of one, two, four, and eight ounce mixtures, and each case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They ai^e made very light, and the corrugation makes them so strong as to

resist crushing. They can be packed in any position. The metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machineiy which has the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

I

The first figure represents the case closed, and the second open with the bottle therein. Tlie

use of this arrangement assures the photographer that he has a safely kept stock on hand of any
needful solution.

(5-2 '*•—* PRICE LIST. *—

^

In. Lcii^tli, :{'.: In. \Vti^l\i,'L% OL. FurulsUcd with 1 oz.
$0 50

M^ 1 niniiu'tcr, i;
IIU. 1. bottlr, <uili, .

Wa Q a I)Ii«iih <«r, a In. I^<-n(^'(li, S^- In. AV«l«lit, Tl( ox. Furnlslica with
iiv». VJ J.X. .1 oz. hodir, with Ininlilt-r, milking i, |>lnt fliiHk, i-uch, S5

Nfi 4 A I>li»ni«l«r, •Z'. In. I><nKtli, 7 In. \V«l;;li«, 14 oz. Fiirnlishtd with
ii\f. -z n. H o/.. Iioltli-, with tuniliUr, iiiiikinf; ' pint lIuNk, «nih, 1 10

No 13 A IHaim tvr, ^^s In. I.<ii;;tli, i\ In. M'ti^lit, 17 ox. FninlHlud withiiv. M.\j xa,. H oi. liutlU-, with tnnibl. r, niuklnj; ' pint iluNk, fnih, .130
teJ-TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK.-??wh

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
vv. iKvjNG AiJA.Ms, Agent. 421 Broome Street, New York.
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

By Rev. T. FREDERICK HARDWICH, M. A.

NINTB EDITION.

Edited by J. TRAILL TAYLOR.
Illuinmated Cover, $2.00 per Copy. Cloth Bound, $2.50 per Copy.

-^.<>o_CO]VTEKTS —..0=-=^

Historical Sketch of Early Photography.
Outlines of General Chemistry.

Vocabulary of Photographic Chemicals.

The Salts of Silver Employed in Photography.

On the Development of an Invisible Image by
Means of a Reducing Agent.

Fixing Agents.

The Manufacture of Photographic Collodion.

The Chemistiy of the Nitrate Bath.

On Positive and Negative Collodion Photo-

graphs.

On the Theory of Positive Printing.

The Photographic Dark Room.
Formulas for Negative Solutions.

Manipulations of the Wet Collodion Processes.

The Positive Collodion Process on Glass or

Metallic Plates (Ferrotypes).

The Negative Collodion Processes on Glass.

Portraiture—Positive and Negative.

Photographic Enlargements.
The Practical Details of Photographic Print-

ing.

The Gelatine Emulsion Process.

The Collodion Emulsion Process.

Willis's Process for Engineei^'s Plans.

Micro -Photography

.

The Optics of Photography.

On Binocular Vision and the Stereoscope.

Chromotype or Lambertype.
Appendix.

Edition Sellijtg Rapidly. Having arranged for a special lot of this book from English sheets,

I offer them to the trade direct. Mailed on receipt of price.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

CELLOI^DINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that vs^ith the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now the
most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion in its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out like any Pyroxyline,
and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
published from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half
of the time with the usual collodions.

PricQ, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
Address

BAOHRAOH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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A GREAT SUCCESS!

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMS

THREE CROWN PAPER.

^ "^ ^
DRESDEN ALBUMEH PAPER'

f^(JadeMa^

iMMALEUMEN PAPERJ
i

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.
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THE

AIR
BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to
"

produce any given effect; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-'

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PRIMTIN& Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains .SO Cut- Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per JPackage. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or largo lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^^*No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

i nstruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Keady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen,

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS AI>IM>IKI> WITH A HUUSII, UKIKS q,lIICKl.V AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, SO Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

A'iilrocK nil (iriliTH to

SCOVILL MANUFACTUEING CO., New York.
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DRES
^^JV

BRILLIANT

IN P
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

Gr. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a

Grodsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the

best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us

in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholtbn.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality "ill remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJ^'UFACTURE ALL KLMDS OF I

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOE I

Photographers
AND

MATS. MOUNTS. AND ENVELOPES
roK

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us q;- to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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rr TCHE3 3VE!

WATMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. 15'A,
THE

Ormsliy Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
No^w Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

TAe}i are not clumsy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They
needbut one adjustinent toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and

troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
AEE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belo^w.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronzefor still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

eachparcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried- one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—".Vignetting Papers received and tested

;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers 1 have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-BEALERS

INCEEASE
THEIE ORDERS LARGELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 gO 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, tor Cartes, by number, per doz 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15%, assorted sizes and colors, Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
..16,17,18, „ „ „ 'Half ., » "^ » >, 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PMlad'a
FOR SALE BV ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE'S
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion,
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. g@^ None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Ajiderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over the cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses
to whicii it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vlguette Glasses. For Ground Glass for Cameras.
" a Retouctiiug VarnisU.

I

<« Glaxlng SUy and Side Lights.
" Softening Strong Negatives. »' Obscuring Stndio and Office Doors.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process.

|

" Printing Wealt Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TEIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared willi particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the jirincipal galleries in the country, where parties
prefer to nuikc; liieir own collodion, and its superio"r qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at tlie Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-
lodion in wiiich it was used.

It is especially adaf)lcd to the Ilembrandt style, and liglit drapery. Its sensitiveness
renders it particularly adapted for children or any work tiuit requires short exposure, though
adrniiiii>l<! as well for all worl<.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.
Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE (finT T 01110111
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED iuUilLUUlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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j^^ES y- MAGEB & OQ
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

Jlo. 622 Jlace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the rnc-^l

desirable and reliable for photograjjhic use.

-«fe3* STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED..

pj:rijipps of GOJ.P and SIJ^Ypjl WASTP.
Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prom'pt attmtion.

VIGNETTING ATTACHMENT
FOR PRINTING FRAMES.

To be used with WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
{Patent A.pplied for.)

J. F.SINGHI, Inventor.

The best arrangement for ad-

justing these best of vignetting

appliances in the world.

5x8 size now ready.

Price, by mail, $1.50.

See description in this Maga-
zine, June, i88i, or in IVi/son's

Ph otograph ics

.

BY ISI^SiiE^nB SCOVILL MFG. CO., New York, General Agents.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

ON, HOOD 4 _
^O^ V V> 825 Arch Street, v>Q

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, IS'j

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
WE HAVE
NOW

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4; to 8 x 10. InstaiitAiieoiis Doitt>lets, all sizes.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. H and 3. Medlunx Angle Donl>lets, all sixes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, H, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

c3mr\/~tTr '
Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. ! Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.

IN STOCK. (^ Syninietricals. Rapid Synimetricals.
[

New Uiiiversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons' APLAMTIO Lenses.
We now have n full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the followinc/ pricrs :

No. 1— 1-4: size, 3% Inch focus, $35 00
» a— i-a ) 5]{ .. » 30 00
» 3— 4-4 » 7 » » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... lOi^ Inclt focus,. ..$G0 00
» 5—10x13 » ...13^ » » 70 00
» 6—13x16 » ...lO'X » » ...110 00

Nos. 1 aiid 3 are In niatcUed pairs for stereoscopic work.
We feel sure thiit at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness .iml so sulicit your orders. .Always in stock, to suit aboye Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

"WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article ueoded we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPOKT. AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Viecus,
At |irii:oH iiK low hh arc oonHistont with the ((uiility of K">odH fuinishod. Wo arc indebted to our

ouHloinori) for the palronii«o iluring llio past Xhirtrm )',ii,h, and i.ur oll'orts shall be to merit a con-
tinuan<!0 of it.

Illustrated Price Lists sunplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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O. H. TONNDORFP'S

STAMP PORTRAITS,!
7 O

•-J

Furnished in Sheets of 25 or 100. g.
C+-
09

PERFORATED AND GUMMED LIKE POSTAGE STAMPS.
ô

Q
2 PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS, p

q3 "With. 33>3 per cent. Commission. ^
H N*

Q For each Hundred, $1 50 CD

^ For Five Hundred from same picture, . . . 7 50 2
o

jyrj For One Thousand, from same picture, .12 00 ci-

P3 _„„„ „...,. „„ „ „„„_„„, wZiarger quantity as per arranffement

Q ?°

P^ Stamp portraits are taken from cabinet bust photographs. Light and „

black backgrounds give very good effects. It is a recopying process, with P

^ an artistic design in form like postage stamps, made by a patent instrument. 2
. Regular customers can have special designs made when they wish g
Q their work done, with name and address on design. The charge for such ^
^ design is $6.00. o'
r/) . . . P
I—I I furnish also Stamp Portraits to order with no name on. I also q
2 furnish name and address free of charge to parties ordering ten thousand P,

Q in one order. .

^ All orders must be accompanied by the cash, or goods sent C. O. D. g
2 Letters of satisfaction received from such leading firms as John A. ^

Scholten, F. W. Guerin, G. Cramer Dry Plate Works, all of St Louis
; ^

J. F. Ryder, Cleveland ; P. S. Ryder, Syracuse, N. Y. ; G. Gennert, New g
York ; Latour, Sedalia ; R. Uhlman, St. Joseph ; Theo. Lilieuthal, New cr

Orleans ; Uhlrich, New York, and others. Address, t^
O
B

C. H. TONNDORFF, ^

Original Inventor of the Stamp Portrait, ^

1423 CHESTNUT STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO
OQ
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TH E

iUXXT^

EXTRA-RAPID

(jELATINE QrY PlATES.
Manufactured and tested under the immediate supervision of

Charles W, Hearn, of Portland, Me.

Combine Rapidity of Working, Exceeding Fineness of Texture

and Deposit in Film, Fine Rendering of Detail in Shadows, Purity

and Crispness of High-Lights, etc., etc.,

IN A VERY HIGH DBGRBB.
In placing these plates upon the market, we claim that we have only awarded to

them, merits which we are justified in doing. Every precaution will be taken in

selecting for packing in the boxes only those plates which are entirely free from

wavy irregular lines, spots, dirt specks, uneven flowing, and all other such imper-

fections that are more or less common with some of the dry plates in the market.

Give these plates a trial. You will be pleased with the results, and will want none

other in future.

For Sale by Stockdea/ers Eueryuuhere.

In ordering from your stockdealer, insist upon obtaining them, and don't submit

to their substituting plates of other manuficture in place of them. If you still have

trouble in obtaining them, address

THE HEARN DRY-PLATE COMPANY,
No. 514 Congress Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE.
WE GIVE SPECIAL PEICES ON COMPLETE

OUTFITS
5

AND KEEP

American Optical Co.'s Apparatus Only.

DRY-PLATE OUTFITS $10.00 TO $41.50.

BEEBE'S, CRAMER'S, EASTMAN'S & NORDEN'S DRY-PLATES.

Five per cent, off on all orders of $10.00 or over.

No. 1009 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the as.sociation are to publish original etchings and engravings

of the highest grade,

This illu.strateil monthly art journal has for its leading feature the contributions
of the artist niciiilx'r.s, both in the form of papers and illustrations.

HIGHEST CLASS OVHAND PAINTED
DISSOLVING riEW SLIDES,

As Used at the Late Royal Polytechnic, England,

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO
ARTISTS AND OPTICIAJMS,

Not nicKjly Colorists of I'liolographs, as nearly all

oilier slide producers are, beg to draw your special
attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,

commencing on the bare glass. Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slides, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
I'hoto. Slides in a far superior manner to any other
house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches
ill diameter As these slides take a good while to do,
and .'ire only done iookdkk, customers must order
during the sunimer months. Samples may be had.

HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
f/iil SUih-H mill A/>i>ar<ilu.H ri-jtnlrrd, C<>n<lfnf><'>'s for all purposes, any size to orderiltiimi
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FOR THE YEAR

2 1—2 1—2 1—2 1—2

1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the world,

and solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons in securing for

THE YEAR OF ITS MAJORITY

A LARGE ADDITION TO ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST.
Since the blessed Art of Photography was born, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in histoiy which tells that ONE MAN FOR tweny-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Nb.wspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active "Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Leon Van Loo, Pearsall, Landy, Cramer, Jackson, and others.

January, February, and 3Iarch, $1.25.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

^B^A few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.'^^g

p^aTAITo}INCREASE OUR LIST{f BY GETTING ONE
NEW SUBSOEIBER

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiunis/^r NEW subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent io

$1 per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ol

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page $20.00 JllO.OO $200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00 38.50 70.00

Eighth " ... 4.00 22.00 40.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.
Terms, $1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate
insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can
insert advertisements at the low price
of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a
line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.11.00 20.00

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor, 912 & 914 Chestuut St. Philada.



Dry Plate Works.

^>- ^i^ -^^^
<^ CRAMER'S ^
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DRY PLATES.
I I I I 1 I I i I I

I
I I i I I I M I I I I I I

USED BY THE

1>. LEADIN& PHOTO&RAPHERS ^•

^
"***svT..'*'-

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

3i X 41,

4 X .0,

41 X :,l

41 X ca.

ri X 7,

5 X H,

'>i X Ki,

H X 10,

l)er doz'. , $0 GO
" " 90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

10x12
11x14
14x17
16x20
17 X 20

18x22
20 X 24

(Stamp Portr;iit of G. Cramer, by C. H. Toiiiidorfl".)

per doz. , $5 00
" "

O' 50
" "

10 00
" "

10 00
" "

17 00
" "

20 00
•• "

24 00

SEE LIST OF DEALERS INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
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AH ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PHILADELPHIA: EDWARD L. ^A^ILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,
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SUBSCRIPTIONS EECEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOKDEALEES.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.
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OFFICE OF

a. CRAMER DRY-PLATEWORKS

Shenandoah and Buena Vista Streets,

ST. LOUIS.

The Cramer Prize Offers.

For the best worh produced on the Cramer Dry Plates

I offer $600.00 in cash, to he awarded at the Cincinnati

Convention as follows :

$300.00 for the best collection of large photographs

( portrait work), not smaller than 11 x 14.

iv $200.00 for the best collection of cabinets and other

sizes below 11 x 14.

$100.00 for the best collection of views.

Exhibits may be shown framed or unframed. Each

exhibit 7)%ust have a card attached stating, '^Made on

Cramer Elates, '' and giving name of exhibitor.

The awards ivill be made on the second day of the

Convention by a committee of five disinterested photog-

raphers.

1 All competitors for the above will please notify me of

heir intention at least ten days before the Convention

Yieets.

G. CRAMER, St. Louis, Mo.
1
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Benj. French & Co.

No. 319 V/ASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

a^°"THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DaRLOT L£N5£5 views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH "

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photographic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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GET THE BESTI GET THE BEST!

ST. XjOXTIS

Extra-Rapid Dry Plates,
I PRICES REDUCED.
Warrantei Perfect fith Latest Foriilas anfl Cofflplete Birections for Use.

-FOR SALE BY-
D. N. McDonald, :

A. N. Oldfield, . .

Theo. Schumann,
Bachrach Bros.,

Richard Walzl, . .

C. H. Codman & to.,

Benj. French & Co.,

David Tucker & Co.,

Douglass, Thompson &
C. F. Rice., ....
N. C. Thayer & Co.,

Hiram J. Thompson,
Sheen & Simpkinson,
P. Smith & Co.,

Sargent & Co.,

P. Smith & Co.,

Allen Bros., .

Geo. R. Angell,
A. M. Harris,
Blessing Bros.,

Peck Bros.,

James Lett,
A. Black & Co.,

H. Lieber & Co..

E. J. Weeks, .

Mullett Bros.,

J. V. Escott & Sons,
W. D. Gatchel & Co
iGusTAv. Bode, . . .

. Albany, N. Y.

. Atlanta, Ga.

. Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore.

. Baltimore.

Boston.

Boston.

. Buffalo, N. Y.
Co. Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Chicago.

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati.

Cleveland.

Columbus, O.

. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Detroit, Mich.
. Galveston, Tex.

. Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Indianapolis.

Indianapolis.

. Jackson, Mich.

Kansas City, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.

. Louisville, Ky.
Milwaukee.

O. P. Havens, .

0. H. Peck, . .

S. T. Blessing,

G. Moses, . . .

G. Gennert, . .

Scovill Mfg. Co.,

E. L. Eaton, . .

Thos. H. McCollin,
John Haworth, .

Wilson, Hood & Co
Wolf & Cheyney,
Wm. S. Conner,
John I. Shaw, .

1. D. Dexter, .

Jas. H. Smith,
H. D. Marks, .

Sam. Partridge,
T. F. Indermill,
Rud. Uhlman,
H. A. Hyatt, .

J. C. Somerville,
Zimmerman Bros.,

D. J. Ryan, . . .

A. M. Powers,
Geo. W. Sittler,
F. Hendrick

,

Sessions & Kohne,
Chas. S Cudlip & Co

J. H. Kirk, . . .

Chas. A. Tenney,

Savannah, Ga.

Minneapolis,

New Orleans.

New Orleans.

New York.

New York.
Omaha ,Neb.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg.

Portland, Me.
Quincy, 111.

Rochester.

San Francisco.

St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Savannah, Ga.

Schnectady.

Springfield, Mo.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Toledo, Ohio.

Washington, D. C.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Winona, Minn.

If your Dealer will not supply you, apply to my Eastern Agent,

G. GENNERT, 105 William St., New York.

OR DIRECT TO

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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ALL ONE PRICE !

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatino-Brobide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size,3X x4m:,
4 X 5,
4:% X 5K,
4X ^ 6K,
5 x7,
5 x8,
QVz X 8K,
8 x 10,

Per doz., $0 60
90

" 1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

Size, lO X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17 X 20,
" 18x22,
" 20x24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50
10 00

" 16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

I>iscount as folio ivs : Orders amounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and tinder $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS—-^

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
C~"~-^ -THE NEW

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne"W Brand, which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING" SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM."®^ «^A REAM $40.00.°®^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

6. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

^^^^^ XIS/L O^V^ESID ^

PRACTICAL DRYPUTEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently
near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.

In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions : First lay your ground-glass frame
on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions. Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. Aud finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,

334; X 41/, per doz
4 x5, »

41^x5^,
4'Xx6^, » /
5x8, » 5 00
6^x8^, » 6 00

$3 50

4 50

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10x12, ........ . » 12 00
11 xl4, » 1 Tnade
14x17, » l™tn
16x20, »

I order20x24, » I

order.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SAIiE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK,
Eastern Agent for the G. CRAMEB DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debihty, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
A.CTS DIJRECTLY M\ton the great nervous and organic centres, and cures by a nat-

ural process of revitalization.

HAS EFFECTED ItE3IARKABLE CUMES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Rt. Eev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Eichmond, Va., Hon.
Wm. D. Kelley, T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer by permission.

IS STRONGLY ENDORSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its

curative power from many persons of high character and intelligence."-

—

Lutheran Observer.
" The cures which have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
cases of natural healing."

—

Arthur's Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
ineness and positive results of this treatment."

—

Boston Journal of Comm.erce.

THE OXYGENHOME TREATMENT coniaim two months' supply, with in-
haling apparatus and full directions for use.

SENT FREE: a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-
covery and a large record of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST.
We have established a depository of our compound oxygen home treatment at

San Francisco, Cal. This will enable patients on the Pacific Coast to obtain it without the
heavy exiiress charges wliich accrue on packages sent from Eastern Slates.

All orders directed to H. E. Matukw.s, GOG Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will
bo filled on the same terms on which we fill orders sent directly to our office in Phihidelphia.

PalienLs ordering from our depository in San Francisco sho'uld, at the same time, write to
us, and give a statement of their case, in order that we may send such advice and direction
in the use of the Treatment as their special disease may seem to require.

ALSO SENT FREE
" HEALTH AND LIFE," a quarterly journal of eases and cures under the Co

pound O.xygen rrcatnienl. Nos. 1 and 2 now n-ady. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, PhUadelphia, Pa,
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OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD . DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

CHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELO^V
Owing 10 the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new one at less

cost, and now at a JEIBDUCED PRICE, $4.00, we are enabled to place it within the
reach of everybody.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
EEADING MATTEK.

,

PHOTO. ILLUSTEATIONS.
I. Introdtictory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backg7-ounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules, a^id Maxims.
VII. The Studio.

VIII. FormulcE well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-
ployed to ilhistrate his book.

IX. Printing and toningformulce.

Together with a plan of 3Ir. Sigeloiv's sTcylight.

S^^ A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.

1

.

Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Pi-omenade, lady [ititerior).

5. Promenade, lady {moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman [bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady (bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

1 1 . Prome7tade
,
group.

12. Promenade, seaside.
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N. p. A. WHITE.
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JUST THBEE YEARS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING

y^- ^^^^ ^.
^^^^^'

^^^^-A^ ^^ ^/P,

^3L-<S^

^>cy~'^^!-'<-'e^A^ 0^t,-t<.,^i^ <?2^-«*<x^ ><frt_^ ^C^Ji-i^ A„,^^
,

'^U.

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and it still sells at the rate of
lour or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00, by all stock and newsdealers, or
EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

I
s—e. -SEE TESTIMOMIALS ON NEXT PAGE.

2



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

•. are will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
B. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the J'hoto. Mink.

By far the best photDgraphic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance, and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Pliotoijrdjikic Corresjjondez, Vienna.

AVould not be without one for triple the price.-

—

Emmersox Goddaui), Woonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.—II. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

PhotogrrtphicH is the most impeding book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Jhdletiu, N. Y.

It is the very be.^t text-book upon our beloved art.

—

.ToiiN R. Clkmon.s, Phiia.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Cahbi'tt, Phila.

It is a pity j'ou can't send to every one the pages
from ] to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. II. IIai.i.knbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Ctatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brolhorhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. 11. FiTz-

uiliBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer,

It demands a position in the libra,ry of every photog-
rapher, and this ]>o8ition it will assuredly attain as
soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic
TiiiiijH and American Photographer.

I'hotographicH is my evening companion, and with it

t!ie evening.^ are verij short. It i.s just what I have
bton wanting for a long time.

—

Wki.i, (J. SiNtiHi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It i.s a Rood work, and I look to see you issue a
• :i'ond edition us soon as it has had tiino tn commend
I olf,—D. Baciiuai II, .III., Bait., MU.

I consider it grcntly miporior to anything yet pub-
lod.—J. 15. Li:isi'.NKi?«a, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

[t iH a moMt upcfiil book, iiikI its practical toachingh
' tbo etudiuus photographL«r contain the most valuable
i.foriiintion.- -C. D. Mosiieu, Chicago.

I'l i,l;gra),hte» hit.M tho nail right on Iho head. I

I rnther buvo it than nil the other books on pho-
y put together. Tho idea is capital, iis it is

LI lull, and j^ivi-K im tho whole thinj? in a nutFlu'll.
1.. W. KiUii'UN, Littleton, N. II.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission
off, in order that you may have the full benefit Of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have
played your part so carefully upon the photographic
stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillii'S, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon t!

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with

compound interest.—P. Kelljier, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am fully

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literature.

To mo it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow nie to thank you for y
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value I

giving it the chiefest. place in their library.—F. v

Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.(10

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.—

C. T.. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short time since I had the pleasure of perusing

your new book Photographies. As a result I toant it,

and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trenton,

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, this

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockton,

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises on

dry-platep, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute in

detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, III.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, one

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Shelh-
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. ThoM
who want lightning or instantaneous proooases had
better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nothing
like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Theihino,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the
of the book, and in looking it over find it containi _
inestimable amount of valuable information whi(

would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—B,

F. Burohand, Worthington, Minn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt

among the fraternity, more especially amon,!^ those likn

ourselves who are "out of the world," so to speak
J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I couW
not get another. I do not see how I managed so long

without it.

—

Oscar Cromwell, Gri/.zly Flat, Col.

Photographies suits rao bettor than any siuiilai- wi

1 have Come across. Tho giving of the o.xporioni

dillorent workers on tho same subject, nnd giving
tiioir own words, being an especially valuable faal

—S. B. lIiM,, Flcmiiigton, N. J.

Your Photographies \9 t\i& best thing out; praol

and to tho point, and no nonsense. —Walt. C. Nol
I'tica, N. Y.

usSp
vhim^

Will be mallGd, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L WILSON, Anthor and Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PI

roU HALM JtY AI,h UKAT.UHS.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOQRAPHIG PUBUCATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch

of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen

years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing

photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

Photographers' Pocket Reference-book. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, ^1.50.—For
the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

The Perrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, #1.50; paper cover,

$1.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. Tlie newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per.

volume —For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats

his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—All should study it. A splendid

work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By. C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, ^1.50.—The ne-west

and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
; paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

HO"W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i
per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching, Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How tO Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia
Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1879. By Dr; H. Vogel. A splendid helper
to all workers. Price, ^3.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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1884
nw.Mi'i.<n»."i»ium'.'."mJ-i»i'..*>- im'ii>»v»M'-ii mm—»!» ii^wiumBg

OSAIC
1884

This Favorite Annual
^1>=< 1S NEARLY ALL GONE.-^^^

Setter than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
JLite7'ature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Talk About the Last Year.
A Cause of Confusion. Dr H. D. Garrison.
Lighting, in Out-door Photography. W. Curtis Taylor.
Selection of Out-door Subjects. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.
Points. O. Pierre Havens.
Proverbs. H S. Keller.

A Hint or Two John H. Reuvers.
Success with Ury Plates.

Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Densmore.
How to Photograph Children. W. J. Hillman.
" They Work Very Haid and Slow. A. C. Isaacs.
Shall We Take Tiniypes R. W. Hubbell.
Electricity and its Adoption in the Art Science of

Photography. T. M Schleicr.

A Changing liag for Dry PUtes Geo. Sperry.
Impurity ol Photographic Chemicals. C. J Billing-

huist.

How I Saved a Plate. J. Harmanns Fisher.
Lifiiiig the Plate from the Bath. E. Long.
How I Work my Dry Plates with Success Wm.

McComb.
What shjjl we do about Prices. Mrs E. N. Lockwood.
Cheap Developing Trays for Dry Plates. J. J. Eskil.
The New Baby ! J. Pitcher Spooner.
Things by the Way. S L. Piatt.

Cleuiilinos. H. M. Sedgwick.
SoiiK'thiiig about 'I'oning. S. H. Sperry.
Hinis to Kctouchcr*. NI. M. Mudgc.
A Picture from Nature Unadorned. F.
Caocin Kiiiulsion John Barilctt.

A Cipyiiig Dodge. W J. Staples.

To Ainalcurs. J. H. Hallenbeck.
Sporit Mallcn. John K. demons.
How Kiisy it iit to be Mistaken. A W. Cadman.
A Peek at Yclluw StaJim. C. E. Peck
Ih- l.uic-M .-.Mil l>M M.,iii.Miil. k. K, Wood

My Method tc Prevent Frilling. H. M. Beeles.
Light for the Dark-room. W. J. Staples.
How 1 Educate the People. M. H. Albee.
How D'ye Like the Building. J. F. Ryder.
Make Your Own Dry Plates. H. W. Immke.
Hash. R. E. Wood.
The (Revolution—Photographic\ Gelatine vs. Collo-

dion. Charles T. Stuart.
How to Remove Silver Stains from Clothing without

Affecting its Color. L. C. Overpeck.
Metrical Measures.
Sunday Work and Other Thoughts. John G. Patrick.
Health of Photographers. Irving Saunders.
Taste.
Trays and Sfnks for Developing, etc. M. L. Daggett.
Concerning lllumi.iauon. V. Leyde.
What to do with Old Negatives. W, H. Sherman.
Notes on Printing and Toning. S. S. Richards.
Platinum in Toning. A. Hester.
A New Developer for the Cramir Plate. H. McNeill.
Points for the Beginner. William H. Rau.
Retouching Medium for Dry-plate Negatives. Will

A, Tripiett.

It is a Fact. Miss H. H. Flanagin.
Dry Plates, Pnces, and the Progress of Photography.

G. F. Moelk.
My First Development. W. N. Jay.
A Good Burnishing Compound. E. S. Hall.
"Bits" from a Southern Gallery. H. S Jenison.
The " Boss " Developer. E. L). Ormsby.
A Query and a Wrinkle. J.J. Eskil.
Bits from Abroad : Albumen Blisters on Paper; Ger-

man Gems; Master-pieces of Portrait Artists as
Models ; Proper Illumination ; Annoying Phenom-
ena ; Peculiar Process for Reducing Copy Pict-
ures ; Silver from Oel.iliiie Emulsion Residues.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.

FOR SAIiB BY ALL D1SALE3BS.
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@ ^THE

PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR. H. W. VOGBL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

ISrO^SAT- I^ :E3 j9l ID T2"-

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years,

WITH SPECIAL CONSIBKRATION Of EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

AN ADDITIONAL CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

$3.00- 34.V I=»jauC3^ESS- $3.00j
JFWi Sevftity-tu'o lUimtrotions, and an admirable portrait tahrn wit

Klevtrlc JAght, by W. KurtZy Netv York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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READ
CAREFULLY

THE CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.

CHAPTER II.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.

^. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Acid.

The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of Copper.

Salts of Chromic Acid.

Combinations of Mercury.

Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

Emulsion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER III.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS.
New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers.

CHAPTER V.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.
Cameras, Changing-boxes, and Tripods.

Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSES.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.

a. The Author's Method.
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate

of Silver.

c. Eder's Combination Method with the

Author's Modification.

d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate
of Ammonia.

e. Precipitation Methods.

f. Vogel's Emulsion.

B. The Manipulation of the Gelatine Plates.

1. Gelatine Plates.

a. The Exposure.

b. The Development.
c. The Fixing.

d. The Intensifying.

e. The Drying and Finishing.

2. Vogel's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.

C. New Positive Processes.

1. The Platinum Processes (Platinotype).

2. New Silver Printing Processes.

3. New Enlargement Processes and Appa-
ratus.

4. New Permanent Printing Processes.

CHAPTER VII.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ESTHETICS AND
PORTRAIT TECHNIQUE.

CHAPTER VIII.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

$3.00 -PRICE $300

MAILED ON RECEIPT OF JPRICE, BY

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recom7nended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SCOVILL MAHF'G CO.,

419 k 421 Broome St.,

New York.

O.H.CODMAN&CO.

Boston, Mass.

WM, J, HAZENSTAB,

406 Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

Dongte^Tlioiiipn&Co.'

" Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

D. J.
RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

D. TUCKER I CO,,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,

912 &914 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

V

PATTISOH I SMITH,

83 & 85 Wabash Ave.,|

Chicago.

J. C, SOfflERYILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo,

BLESSING & BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

B. FRENCH & 00.

Boston, Mass.

MULLETT BROS.,

Kansas City,

Mo.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

+
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EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSOlSr.

Vol. XXL MA.Y, 1884. No. 245.

THE SOCIETY OF AMATEUR PHO-
TOGRAPHERS OF NEW YORK.

That New York needed an influential,

active, progressive, and independent ama-

teur photograpiiic society has been well

known for several years. The wonderful

advance made in photography by the intro-

duction of the gelatine dry process has made
possible the successful formation of what is

likely to be a prosperous society.

Mr. F. C. Beach, of the Scientific Amer-
ican, realizing the wants of amateurs in

jSTew York, issued a call to those interested

to meet with him on March 28th, at room

24, Cooper Union. The interest in the

subject was intense, as was shown by the

large number of gentlemen present, many
of whom were strangers to each other. A
proposed constitution was distributed

among tbose present, arranged to be

amended as desired. Mr. Beach, who called

the meeting to order, was nominated Chair-

man, and Mr. W. E. Partridge Secretary

j)7'o tern.

The Chairman then made a few remarks,

as follows :
" The object of this meeting is

to take steps towards the organization of

a new, leading amateur photographic so-

ciety for New York, which shall give to its

members practical and useful information.

Nowhere are there so many amateurs in

proportion to the population as in New
York and vicinity, and it seems to me that

the time is ripe for the formation of a society

whose proceedings shall be an honor and a

benefit to the community.

"As amateurs, we need to compare notes,

to impart to each other new and better for-

mulae, to investigate, experiment, and talk

freely, to invent improved apparatus, to

have practical demonstrations and experi-

ments with a lantern exhibition occasion-

ally, so that our meetings may be made
interesting and useful.

" There has been a movement made
against amateurs in Chicago, happily, how-

ever, only by one firm, on the ground that

they seriously interfere with the profes-

sionals' profits and business. Amateurs, in

my opinion, really help the professional in

several ways ;
they take time and pains to

find out and test new and better formulje,

they investigate and invent improved ap-

paratus. Their acquaintance with photog-

raphy enables them to discriminate and tell

what is or what is not a good picture ; they

therefore compel the professional to raise

his work to a higher standard, and, lastly,

they throw new work into his hands. I be-

lieve in New York the feeling towards

amateurs is friendly, and I trust it will

continue."

In closing, Mr. Beach remarked : "Were
it not for the persevering, painstaking in-

vestigations of the amateur photographer,

photography would not hold the advanced

position of to-day." He thanked the gen-

tlemen for their attention, and read a few

9
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letters on the subject from Eev. George H.

Hepworth ; Joseph P. Beach, formerly

Editor of the New York Sun ; Dr. P. H.

Mason, of Peekskill, ISTew York ; Mr. G.

S. Pvead, Paymaster, TJ. S. Navy; Prof.

Daniel Draper, Director Meteorological Ob-

servatory of Central Park ; Mr. Kandall

Spaulding, of Montclair, N. J. ; Mr. Geo.

G. Eockwood.

We give below two or three letters of

interest

:

From P. H. Mason, M.D.

Peekskjll, N. Y., February 29, 1884.

r. C. Beach, Esq.

Sir : I see no reason why New York
should not have one of largest and best

amateur societies in the country, and now,

before another summer season sets in, is

just the time for the birth of such an associ-

action. I wish you every success in the pro-

ject, and heartily join you in the desires

you express in the Times.

I am very truly yours,

P. H. Mason, M.D.

Copy of Kev. George H. Hepworth 's

letter.

531 Fifth Avenue, March 20, 1884.

My Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your

courteous invitation to meet with the ama-

teur photographers. Did not my pressing

engagements prevent, I would gladly do so,

but a man who gets up at six and goes to

bed at midnight, whose cerebellum feels

like a lump of lead, may perliaps be ex-

cused from assuming more responsibility.

Give my regards to the craft ; tell them that

I am a photographer who always manages

to get a drop of soda in the ammonia and

spoil the picture. My efforts are embryonic,

I feel sadly conscious that I am still in the

preliminary steps of that process which is

known as the survival of the fittest. If I

should present one of my pictures to your

Society, it would adjourn sine die, and go

home with perfect faith in the good old-

fashioned doctrineof total depravity. There-

fore I spare you.

Yours sincerely,

Georqk H. Hepworth.
|

To Mr. F. C. Beach.

From Mr. George G. Kockwood, 17

Union Square, N. Y.

New YoiiK, March 26, 1884. |

My Dear Mr. Beach : I see no other,

way than to be honorables in the new so-

ciety, although, so far as the work of the

Society goes—the photographing of outdoor

views, etc., I am in the line of amateurs.

But it will be hard to draw the line, and I'

would not admit as active, voting members

anyone who gets his living, directly or in-

directly, by photography. I shall be heartily

with you in any way you can suggest.

Yours very truly,
1

George G. Eockwood.

After the reading of the letters, the Chair-

man slated that, in accordance with the

call, should there be a suiBcient number
present interested, they would proceed to

form a Society. To test the matter, he re-i

quested all those persons in favor of the

organization of a new amateur photo-

graphic society to rise ; about seventy re-

sponded. The sentiment was unanimous.

After a little confusion it was suggested

that those desiring to join a society shouldi

sign their names, which would entitle themi

to vote upon a constitution. The announce-

ment that fifty-three signatures had been,

given was greeted with applause.

Discussion then ensued as to the scope of

the society, whether professionals should be

active members, and if not, on what termsi

they might come in.

Dr. Erhmann considered it of much im^

portance that the scope of the society should

not be confined to amateurs ; it would suielyj

fail unless it included all. '

Mr. C. "VVager Hull explained at length,

how a society which Mr. Newton and liim-

self formed several years ago became banU^

rupt and useless through the pett}' jealousies

and ill feeling of stockdealers who were

admitted as members. The stockdealers,

he claimed, was the rock upon which they

split.

Mr Fiske said: I keep a small stock ol

photographic materials on commission, for

the accommodation of my friends, and

should like to know whether I am con-

sidered an amateur.
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The Chairman : That question has been

thought of, and I think a majority of ama-

teurs decline to allow that a person who is

engaged in the sale of photographic goods

or materials is entitled to become an active

member.

Mr. Hull : There is no question about it.

He is an amateur if he gets no profit out of

it ; if he gets a profit out of it, he ceases to

be an amateur.

Mr, Beach exhibited a few prints, made
from negatives by A. L. Henderson, of

London, which were taken in the ^jio^h

part of a second.

Mr. Newton remarked that he had prints

from JMuybridge's negatives, taken on Bath

plates in the yJg-gth part of a second, with a

shutter which worked horizontall}' under a

spring pressure of two hundred pounds.

The question was asked, Which was the

most rapid shutter ?

In reply, Mr. Hull said : The best shutter

that I have seen is the Prosch shutter. It

might be called a revolving shutter. I''

works with a spiral spring, and the motion

is exceedingly rapid. It goes so fast that I

think it is quick enough for all our work.

Mr. Gilder showed a novel metal shutter

of his own construction. It consisted of a

central shaft, provided with a large cog-

wheel which engaged in two smaller cogs,

one above acd one below, arranged upon

one side of the metal cap which fits over the

lens tube. Attached to each shaft of the

small cogs, at their ends, were two swinging

shutters. The small cogs were geared with

the large cogwheel in such a way that when
one shutter covered the lens the other was

down or out of the way. A milled head

was attached to the end of the shaft of the

large cogwheel. To operate the shutter,

the milled head was turned quickly with

the fingers, the large cogwheel imparted the

motion at once to the small cogs, and they

in turn rapidly raised the top shutter from off

the lens tube, and closed the bottom shutter

over the same. The motion was positive,

and the operation simple and quick. Mr.
Gilder said, in reference to the shutter: I

do not know in what time the exposure can

be made, but certainly it is quick enough to

take the quickest moving object.

The Chairman then requested the room to

be darkened, and gave a demonstration on

bromo-argentic paper, illustrating its use in

the copying of drawings. A sheet of gela-

tine paper was laid, with the film side up,

upon a cardboard drawing in a printing-

frame, and exposed for a minute and a half

to the flame of a No. 3 Leader kerosene

burner, and successfully developed with

oxalate and iron in the proportions of one

part of iron to four parts of oxalate, and

fixed in hypo, one to six. The Chairman

stated there was nothing specially new, ex-

cept that in exposing with the sensitive side

of the sheet away from the face of the

drawing, the letters and figures of the

drawing were reproduced non-reversed,

which was of great advantage. He copied

a letter in the same manner. To obtain a

copy of the drawing on ordinary ready-

sensitized silver paper, with bright sun-

shine, would require thirty minutes. The

gelatine paper used was Morgan & Kidd's,

of London.

After the demonstration, the Chairman

stated : I have been informed that Mr.

Newton has made some improvements in

developers, and as we are all interested in

developing instantaneous drop-shutter pict-

ures, I should be pleased to have him give

his formula to the Society.

Mr. jS ewton said, in response to the Chair

:

In developing dry plates that have had

instantaneous exposures, it is desirable that

a developer be used that will bring out all

the detail in the shadows, and not have the

high lights over-developed ; in fact, that

will give a picture that shows just the

right exposure to make a good printing

negative. That is what is desired. The

gelatine dry plates are now made so very

sensitive, that it is not very difiicult to get

a good negative on most any of the good

commercial plates by the developers which

are sent out with every package. Some of

them are accompanied with a formula which

calls for ammonia as the developing agent.

In my experience it is a bad developer,

especially if the plate has not been properly

exposed to fully develop in a limited time.

If you undertake to push the development

of a gelatine plate with ammonia, a green

or red fog is inevitable. I do not believe

that a gelatine plate can be developed with
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ammonia where the exposure has been short

and the development prolonged, without

that result. I went through a great many
experiments five or six years ago. I

tried almost everything in the form of an

alkali that would develop a picture, and I

settled down upon the use of carbonate of

soda. So far as I know, it had never been

tried. At that time I tried the carbonate

of potash
;
you will find that publishod in

the journals five or six years ago. Car-

bonate of potash would make a good nega-

tive, but required much more pyrogallic

acid ; more than double the quantity to get

the same intensity that was required with

the use of carbonate of soda ; but on another

account I choose the soda, for the reason that

its action was less corrosive. Now I have

used the carbonate of potash and the car-

bonate of soda, and you can get results wilh

the two that you cannot get with either one

of them separated. I have given it to quite

a number, and so far they have pronounced

it the best developer that they have ever

tried. Mr. Anthony told me it was the

best he ever tried. The way I make it is a

little different from what I gave it, because

I put it in a more concentrated form. Into

a quart of water I put three and one-quarter

ounces of carbonate of potash and three and

one-quarter ounces of carbonate of soda

;

that will give you (reckoning four hundred

and eighty grains to the ounce) very nearly

one hundred grains to the ounce; a little

short, but near enough for all practical pur-

poses. If you buy the carbonate at the

grocery stores, dry it before you use it—dry

out the water. Into another quart of water

I put three and one-quarter ounces of sul-

phite of soda. Those are the two stock

bottles. Three ounces of each of those two

stock solutions with six ounces of water

added, will give you twelve ounces. In

each ounce there will be twelve and one-

half grains of each of those ingredients

—

potash, soda, and sulphite. That will give

you twenty-five grains to the ounce of de-

veloping solution, that is, the carbonate of

potash and soda. The sulpliite will de-

velop a picture, but it is not roclconed as a

developer ; it is used here to give color to a

negative or to prevent color. The developer

given will develop a picture without any

restrainer, and give you a clear, beautiful

negative, if the exposure is right. If the

exposure has been too long, then you must

add a restrainer or make it weaker.

Now, in contrasting the soda developer

or the potash, with the ammonia developer,

there is this to be said in its favor : you are

limited to a very small range with the am-

monia developer. If you get up to six or

eight drops to the ounce, you are pretty sure

to get a fog any way ; I do not care how
much bromide you have in it; but with

this developer you cannot get a fog with

the strength that I have given you, twenty-

five grains to the ounce for a very rapid ex-

posure ; two and one-half grains of dry

pyro to the ounce, is the proper amount of

pyro. If you reduce the strength, however,

do not use but one grain and a half of

pyro. As you increase your strength up to

fifty grains, you run your pyro up to six

grains to the ounce. You can go on up so

that you will have to use twelve grains to

the ounce, by increasing the quantity of

alkali. The quantity of pyro must be in har-

mony with the strength of the alkali develop-

ment in order to get the proper intensity.

I havtt found, in my experience, that

acid solutions of pyro after standing two

months, lose four-fifths of their potency as a

developer, so that 1 do not use them any

more. I never was in favor of using pyro

in solution anyway. Dry pyro is the best

form in which pyrogallic acid can be used.

Put the dry pyro into the solution that I

have just given you
;
you can put it in half

an hour before you want to use it. You can

develop four or five negatives right in this

same solution, one after another. I have

developed four, and the last one was just as

good as the first. AVith the soda and potash

developer, Mr. Newton stated that no

matter wiiether a plate had been exposed

one second or sixty seconds, he was able to

obtain a good negative. When the plate

was known to be greatly over-exposed, lie

added a minimum quantity of the soda and

potash solutit)n, and restrained the develop-

ment with two grains, or twenty minims, of

aten per cent, solution of bromide of sodium,

to two ounces of developer; should this

prove insufficient, more should be added in

small quantities.
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Mr. Partridge stated that he had used a

potash developer somewhat different from

Mr. Newton's; he found it advantageous

in combination with carbonate of soda.

When he pushed the development too far,

he obtained a unique blue fog, perfectly

transparent.

Mr. Hull : I have nothing to say except

words of praise of the potash and soda de-

veloper. I have a few words to say in re-

gard to the light by which to develop. I

have spent a good deal of my spare time in

endeavoring to get rid of the offensive red

light. Instead of the red light I use an

olive-green glass, with a couple of thick-

nesses of lemon-colored tissue paper. It

will give you as pleasant and as delightful a

light as ever a man worked behind, pleas-

ant to the eyes, and so much in value that

there is no difficulty in reading the finest

print and doing anything behind it, and

not one iota of fog. You can watch the

whole process; you can judge almost as

nicely as if you had it in anj' bright light.

The olive-green glass alone will not answer

for the glatine plate. Place the olive-green

glass outside, then lay over it two thick-

nesses of this lemon-colored tissue paper

—

I use two thicknesses simply for the reason

that the paper is very thin. Place' a piece

of plain glass over the paper, so that in

splashing water does not strike the tissue.

The glass is a green with considerable yel-

low; that is what I should call an olive-

green.

The Chairman stated that he was fitting

up a new dark-room, the window of which

was exposed to diffused daylight. He used

one thickness of pot-orange glass, coated

with ground-glass substitute. In addition,

the window was screened on the outside

with a ruby curtain.

Mr. George H. Kipley made some remarks

upon his method of working with the carbo-

nate of soda and pyro developer. He pre-

serves the pyro with sulphite of soda and

sulphurous acid as one solution, and pyro,

sulphite of soda, and citric acid as another.

In using these solutions in combination with

carbonate of soda, he said: I have made a

practice of keeping my old developer as

long as it remains clear. I use one of those

patent lager-beer-bottle stoppers. No matter

whether it is an instantaneous plate or a full

exposure, I commence with the old devel-

oper. In this way I am able to ascertain

how the picture is going to develop; should

it develop rapidly in the old solution, I

pour that off, and apply the citric acid

solution of pyro, with a small quantity of

carbonate of soda. In case the exposure

has been very short, I substitute for the old

developer the sulphurous acid solution of

pyro with the soda. The use of the old

solution of pyro enables me to judge as to

the probable development required. With
a fresh developer, I develop, as a rule, three

or four plates, and then consider that an

old developer. If I have three or four

plates to develop, I pour out of my old de-

veloper bottle sufficient to cover the plates,

and use that, following it with the new de-

veloper, and then I throw away the old de-

veloper and use the new developer that has

been used on three or four plates as old de-

veloper, again mixing fresh developer as

needed. When through, I bottle the new
developer (which I now t'?rm old developer),

and use it as stated. If by any chance it

should become muddy, I never keep it.

The Chairman : Do you use the old de-
.

veloper more than once?

Mr. Kipley : I use the old developer for

three or four plates before throwing it away.

The Chairman called the attention of the

members to the advisability of having an

album, and wished them to furnish one or

two pictures of their best work ; he stated

that it was the intention of the Society to

have lantern exhibitions occasionally, and

asked them to prepare slides for the same.

A vote of a large majority of those pres-

ent soon decided that the new society should

be strictly amateur ; controlled and man-

aged exclusively by amateurs.

Much time was consumed in selecting a

name. Mr. Henry J. Newton had the

honor of being the successful man in this

respect, so " The Society of Amateur Pho-

tographers of New York " was voted to be

the name, and the Chairman wrote it for

the first time in full upon the blackboard

A large part of the evening was taken up

in discussion on the membership clause in

the Constitution.

The meeting adjourned to April 8th, at a
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late hour, but not until a constitution had

been adopted.

Among the gentlemen who signed the

roll were John H. Janeway, M.D., U. S.

Army; John Butler, M.D., J. F. Apgar

;

Henry J. Newton, President Photographic

Section of the American Institute ; C.

Wager Hull, Superintendent American In-

stitute ; Henry V. Parsell, Gilbert A. Kob-

ertson, and many other interested amateurs.

Meeting of the Society of Amateub
Photographers, held April 8, 1884, at

1321 Broadway. About forty gentlemen

were present.

The Chairman, Mr. Beach, called the

meeting to order. After some preliminary

business the Chairman announced that the

election of officers was in order.

On motion of Mr. Apgar, a nominating

committee was appointed.

The nominations which were afterwards

handed in were :

President.—Mr. P. C. Beach.

Vice-President.—Mr. "W. H. Gilder.

Treasurer.—Mr. Joseph S. Kich.

Secretary.—Mr. W. E. Partridge.

Mr. Partridge declined to serve, and on

motion, Mr. W. C. Canfield was selected for

his place.

On motion, the Secretary was requested

to vote the ballot of the Nominating Com-
mittee as the vote of the Society, which

was done.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Kui/sej-'s New Dry-plate Oiangiiig-box—

The Photographic Society's Standards for

Lenses, Screws, and Stops—New Experi-

tnentsfor Reproducing Dyes in the Rigid

Proportion of their Brightness.

There is a great variety in changing-

boxes for dry-plate photography, but which

kind is of the best construction is a sub-

ject of dispute amongst photographers.

Hence, it seems almost ridiculous to discuss

the merits of any new inventions in this

direction. The old story of Columbus's egg,

which every one could make stand upon

its end after being shown tlie inothod, holds

good in tiie invention of chnnging-boxcs as

well as in the discovory of a continent. Dr.

Kuyser, the second President of the Society

for the Advancement of Photography, has

recently taken the lead in this direction. In

place of the ordinary glass plate, he makes
use of emulsion films and collodion-leather,

which are not only very light in weight,

but less liable to break than glass plates.

Nevertheless, glass plates may, if desired,

be used with the same case. It has a dark

sleeve upon the side, which facilitates the

changing of the plates without the risk of

entrance of light. The changing takes place

in the box itself, by putting the hand inside

the dark sleeve. The first plate which has

been exposed is placed behind, and the sec-

ond plate advanced, ready for exposure. In

using the box, each film is loosely attached

to a black card, which not only gives it the

necessary firmness, but also protects the

sensitive film behind it from the influence

of the light. The box is about six centi-

metres thick, holds fifty plates, and weighs,

when full, two kilogrammes. These plates,

in connection with this changing-box, offer

many other advantages. For instance, it

will admit of the introduction of various

sizes of plates ; a notch may be made upon

the margin of the card, which will indicate

to the touch the size of the plate, and if it

is not the one desired, it may be exchanged

for something else ; other advantages are

the compactness and lightness of the box,

and the small space occupied by it. If it is

desired to put glass plates in the box instead

of the films, it is best to put to their backs

those squa'e pasteboard frames which are

used in America for packing dry plates.

The Photographic Society of Great Brit-

ain has appointed a committee to discuss

the advisability of the adoption of a uni-

versal screw for cameras, and an uniformity

in sizes of stops. Tlie great latitude in-

dulged in by opticians is a cause of much
trouble and vexation. There is no unifor-

mity in sizes of stops, and hence there can

be no safe data for exposures. The variety

in sizes of screws is very perplexing to those

who wish to change one objective for an-

other upon the same camera. The com-

mittee proposes the following:

1. The approximate equivalent focal length

of a lens is to be marked upon the mounting.

2. As the standard stop, that one should
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be selected whose diameter is equal to one-

fourth the focal length ; this stop should be

designated as No. 1. (In the case of the

aplanatic, such a standard is not practicable,

because the diameter of the aperture is one-

seventh of the focal length.)

3. Stops with smaller apertures should

be so made that the area of the aperture

should be the relation to the normal or

standard stop of, i, }, |, ^\, j\, ^\, and

should have engraved upon them the fig-

ures, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64. These figures in-

dicate for the particular stop the time of

exposure in seconds, if 1 represents the time

of exposure for the normal stop. I would,

however, recommend, in addition to the

sizes enumerated, the introduction of an

intermediate stop.

4. If the lens will not admit of a stop of

one-fourth focal length, the committee rec-

ommends the designation of the largest stop

with a number which indicates the relation

of one-fourth its superficial contents to the

normal stop. This, with aplanatic, equals

5, the other stops decreasing in the propor-

tion of area, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. If, for instance,

stop 32 is used, multiply 32 by 5, which

gives 160 as the time of exposure to be used

with that stop, supposing 1 to be the dura-

tion of exposure for the normal stop. If an

objective has larger stops, these should also

be designated with numbers indicating the

relation of their fields to the standard or

normal stop.

In refci-ence to flanges, the committee

recommends that the screws should have

the diameters respectively of IJ, 2, 2J, 3,

3J inches, and twenty-four threads to the

inch. With larger lenses the diameters

should increase in the same ratio, and only

have twelve threads to the inch. The com-

mittee further recommends a series of adap-

ters which may be screwed into the larger

flange, to admit the attachment of a smaller

objective. This will do away with the ne-

cessity of changing the flanges on the front

of the camera. It would be a good thing

if every optician would unite with the com-

mittee in bringing about this desired una-

nimity. Photography is an interesting art.

English apparatus has found its way to

America, and American and German is

entering England. What a boon it would

be if the harmony in makes was so estab-

lished that any lens would fit upon any

camera, no matter where made.

Just now the general interest of the pho-

tographic world is bent in the direction of

the eifort which is being made to overcome

the false representation of colors in photog-

raphy. I need not remind the photogra-

pher that yellow takes mostly black, blue

mostly white, and that this defect in the

art can only be surmounted by retouching

the negative. Now this is just a subject

which I have been working upon since the

year 1873. I have shown that it is possible

to make bromide of silver sensitive to the

so-called non-actinic rays of the spectrum

by the addition of elements which optically

absorb those rays. This discovery was,

immediately upon its publication, attacked

by Carey Lea and Monckhoven, who
sought experimentally to show its improba-

bility. The British Journal even went so

far as to hoot at the idea, and to make it a

subject of derision. But Becquerel, a year

later, demonstrated its truth experimentally.

In the year 1875, Waterhouse, while in

Calcutta, saw—on the occasion of the eclipse

of the sun—the exposure taken with my
colored collodion, the yellow and red por-

tions of the spectrum. He repeated the ex-

periments a year later, and with the best

results, introducing a new element—eosin

—

into the field of his investigations. Up to

that time the subject was interesting only

from a scientific standpoint; but even as

early as 1873 I happily succeeded in taking

a dark-blue band upon an orange ground

in the appropriate relations of tone and

color ; that is to say, the blue dark, the

yellow bright. But years rolled on ere

practical application was made of this dis-

covery. Ducos Du Hauron and Albert

made, in 1877, the first practical use of it.

Their aim was high. They endeavored not

only to reproduce color in tones of black

and white, but color with corresponding

color ; an attempt to which most serious

obstacles were pi-esented. They employed

colored collodion and colored glasses; by

the use of the latter they stopped the action

of color they did not desire. Recently, the

same principle has been employed with

gelatine plates. I have published my ex-
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periments, which demonstrate the effect of

color upon gelatine plates. Eosin, for the

latter, has proved itself the best absorbent

medium which was used ;
also in the ex-

periments upon collodion plates. Eosin-

gelatine plates, made by Clayton & Tailfer,

in Paris, are even ai'ticles of trade. Eosin

increases the yellow sensitiveness, and de-

creases the blue sensitiveness, of bromide of

silver. The latter peculiarity is not con-

fined to eosin, but is possessed by some other

colors. This circumstance of the decrease

of sensitiveness for blue, together with the

increase of the yellow sensitiveness, is of

the greatest importance, for without it the

representation of color could not be properly

accomplished. A series of experiments

which I have made upon the plates of Clay-

ton & Tailfer shows that they are for yellow

rays nearly double as sensitive as they are

for blue rays ; their sensitiveness to red

rays, however, is not greater than ordinary

plates. This yellow sensitiveness, more-

over, was not sufficient to represent yellow

pigment colors in connection with blue in

the right scale of tone colors.* I endeav-

ored to find if it were possible to increase

the yellow sensitiveness of these plates, and

at the same time to spur up the red sensi-

tiveness. I have succeeded in both attempts.

I have made wet collodion plates which are

eight times as sensitive to yellow light as to

blue, and at the same time we have a suflS-

cient red sensitiveness. The taking of a

table of colors with this collodion is very

interesting. The green is the brightest of

all
;
pink and blue, on the contrary, which

are usually represented as white, are here

shown dark : yellow is bright. I have pub-

lished a colorlype in the Phoiographisches

MiWieiiimgen which shows this change of

colors; but I am still deep in the investi-

gation of this very interesting study.

Yours very truly, H. W. Vooel.
Berlin, March .'JO, 1884.

Messus. MoNTFonn &, Him., Burlington, Iowa,

are rejoicing over their now pnliice of art. It,

with their Biilcndid work, receives a half column

in one of the city notice?, a copy of which they

have favored u.s with. Success to them.

* Yellow pigment colors are much darker than

spectrum yellow.

OUR AMATEUR CLASS.

BY AN OLD AMATEUR.

(Continued from p. 102.)

In a previous article, the writer endeav-

ored to give some general principles to guide

the amateur in the selection of suitable appa-

ratus; but it should not be forgotten that,

even with the most perfect camera and fault-

less lens, there may be wanting the ability

to produce a good picture from the lack of

knowledge in choosing the subject as regards

light and shade. It is not only necessary to

exercise the artistic sense in selecting a scene

or group for representation upon the ground

glass ; to properly balance the picture by a

judicious division of fore- and background
;

but the young artist must understand the

true and only method of lighting the sub-

ject ; and if he be willing to take the benefit

of the experience of one who has labored

long in the province of out-door photog-

raphy, he will be able to produce a picture

which will satisfy the most critical taste, and

will not be subjected to the mortifying trial

of having his picture "damned with faint

praise," or of being told by some profes-

sional friend, "Well, it is pretty good, con

sidering it was taken by an amateur."

It is a very good plan to go over the

ground you intend to photograph first with

out any camera or apparatus whatever, to

pick out little bits of choice scenery here

and there, and to note down in a book thei

location. Study whether the subject looks

best in shade or in sunshine ; notice the di-

rection in which the light comes, and the

manner in which it lights it up; note, also,

the time of day when the view looks best.

In my younger days, I remember travelling

with a professional photographer who, by

the way, was an amateur—an amateur in

the very sense of the wurd, since he was

thoroughly in love with his subject. I re-

member how much more a scene was beauti-

fied when he pointed out to me the nice

blending of light and shade which a certain

direction of the sunlight gave to it. Pho-

tcjgrajiliy is an art, and an art not to be

learned in a few Imurs. Beautiful eU'ects

cannot be obtained by merely pointing a

camera at an object, and giving it a certain

number of seconds. No, it must be dili-

i
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gently and carefully studied, like any other

art, and, if properly studied, •will not only

develop the artistic sense, but also create a

careful and conscientious disposition of mind.

When you start out on a trip, be careful

to look over your apparatus ; see that every-

thing is right, that all the screws work Avell.

Don't forget anything; make out a list of

all you need, and check it oif.

Such things may seem trifles, but expei'i-

ence will teach you that their neglect will

interfere with your success. Carry a small

screw-driver with you in your pocket. Do
not be in a hurry with anything; keep cool,

and start out leisurely. Have some system

to guide you ; it will be of service both on

the field and in the dark-room; for instance,

start out with the plate-holders packed with

the slide end up, and, as you make the ex-

posure, put them back in the box slide end

down, which shows you at a glance that

that slide-holder has been used.

One of the most amusing sights is to watch

the green photographer handle a tripod. It

will not stand straight for him ; at first, one

leg is too fi\r out, then the other, and it at

once "gives him away," as the boys say.

After you have selected your view, adjust

your tripod by having the camera screwed

on it, so that the front of the camera shall

be in line with one side of the tripod top,

or directly over one leg ; then, in planting

it, grasp two of the legs, one in each hand,

close to the top, in such a manner that the

camera shall point directly away from you,

and send the third or free leg from you away
in the ground; then level with your eye,

and bring down the two legs, spread wide

apart.

Perhaps no branch of photography has

greater charms for the amateur than instan-

taneous photography. Beautiful results may
be accomplished by the aid of instantaneous

shutters—yachts in full sail, scenes upon
the beach, etc. But the beginner should not

err in getting too rapid exposures; there is a

limit to rapidity in the representation of

motions which, if exceeded, destroys all im-

pression of motion to the beholder.

Science may have been benefited by the

curious results obtained as shown in the pict-

ures of the horse in motion ; but I do not

think artists will abandon their old-fashioned

method of painting animals and representing

them in attitudes which seem awkward and

unnatural to our normal vision. Neither

should the photographer picture his object

otherwise than it appears to his ordinary

vision.

I have seen sea views in which the ex-

tremely short duration of exposure com-

pletely destroyed all idea of motion or

volume in the water. If the time of expo-

sure exceeds the velocity of the object taken,

it gives only the appearance of rest or slower

motion, and so the aim desired is not hit.

The gun camera has been recommended

for instantaneous work ; but the gun-stock

is unnecessary ; in fact, it is only in the

way. All that is necessary to do is to rest

the box upon the left forearm, and at such

a height that the top is in line with the

eye. One of the best means of getting the

view properly upon the ground glass is by

using the finder. It is a little instrument,

consisting of a lens and a small ground glass,

covered with a hood to shut out extraneous

light. The image on the little piece of glass

is, of course, much smaller than that upon

the camera glass; but, if the finder be prop-

erly adjusted, it will give the corresponding

positions of the objects. For instance, if the

principal object be seen too much to one

side of the ground glass of the finder, all

that is necessary is to move the camera until

the view is properly balanced, and, holding

the camera level, make the exposure. Of

course, the focus of the lens has been pre-

viously adjusted upon the camera glass.

It will not be out of place to remind the

operator not to allow himself too much lati-

tude in the use of stops or diaphragms.

Confine your attention to one or two stops.

Study the disposition of your plate and lens,

and never tax their energies beyond endur-

ance. Endeavor to get some standard to

work by. Be careful, above all, to shield

your lens from the direct rays of sunlight

entering it, and always see that the stop is

completely in the slit ; otherwise portions of

the view will be entirely out of focus. Never

forget to cover up the plate-holder, and to

draw the slide with the covering cloth

over it.

Before you make an exposure, look to all

the screws. Nothing is more annoying than
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to have a camera go back on j^ou just at the

critical moment when any delay may make
you lose an interesting view.

Next to instantaneous views, the taking

of groups or portraits is, perhaps, the most

interesting work of amateurs.

On general principles, portraiture is less

satisfactory than landscape work, on account

of the restlessness of the subject, and the

difficulty in posing and lighting to secure a

good likeness. Friends are seldom satisfied

with a portrait, unless it looks like the work

of a professional, taken in a gallery with all

the accessories and special provisions for

lighting and posing.

The desire to make portraits, despite all

the drawbacks, is so strong that some gen-

eral principles may not be out of place. It

is best for the amateur, unless he have a

specially constructed glass house, to make
his portraits in the open air. For a back-

ground, stretch a gray cloth upon a frame

by means of rings and hooks. With rapid

plates, a head-rest is not necessary. The
principal thing to be attended to in out-

door portraiture is the selection of a suitable

place to pose and light the subject. Some
of the best results have been obtained upon

light cloudy days, as the contrasts in light

and shade are not so marked as they would

be in a very strong sunlight. A three-

quarter view of the face is the best, and the

eyes of the sitter should, if possible, be

directed towards some dark object. A very

good plan is to pose the sitter or group in the

shadow of a building, with the sun, of

course, behind the building, but at a suffi-

cient height to allow its rays to strike the

foreground a few yards from the sitter, so as

to nicely light up.

When grou[)S are taken, it is a good plan

to have them represented as performing some
action. If in a landscape, as forming some
necessary feature of it, nothing looks more

awkward than to have the group staring out

of the picture as if they had nothing to do

with it.

A little ingenuity in the management of

backgrounds will enable the amateur to

make many an effective view of domestic

life. Two sides of the background are neces-

sary to represent the interior of a room, and a

few well-chosen accessories, in tlie shape of

appropriate common objects, will make
charming pictures, niiive and natural ; but

do not for any reason introduce the conven-

tional balustrade and column, with the stiff,

unnatural vase of flowers.

In the next chapter, I shall endeavor to

give the methods of development by which

the objects the images of which have been

impressed upon the sensitive plate may be

called forth into beins;.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY AT MOUNTAIN LAKE, MD.

A RECENT interview with Prof. Charles

F. Himes, who is organizing the summer
school of photography at the above-named

place, resulted in filling us with enthu-

siasm equal to that of his own. Prof.

Himes read his programme to us in its full

details, and from the pamphlet which he is

about to issue, the manuscript of which we
have seen, we judge that he means to leave

no stone unturned that will make the school

useful to the students. The beginning of

the work will be in the direction of printing

processes commencing with the blue pro-

cess, magic photographs, leaf-prints, and

afterwards silver printing. The variety of

requirements needed by the students will

be supplied at low prices, and of the best

quality, including mounts, paper, etc. The

students will be allowed to retain their own
prints. Tney will also be expected to pro-

vide themselves with note-books, and to*

submit to rather stringent regulations. The

course^will last two weeks. After the print-

ing process is well understood, negative!

making will be pursued. Bad negativesj

will be provided. Good negatives will also!

be on exhibition, of various kinds. An|
exchange branch will be established, anc

lantern exhibitions will be held in thel

evenings, of positives made from the nega*

tives of pupils and others. There will also

be an exhibition of cameras, albums, pho-

tographic books, and examples of work,]

together with everything else that can bej

conceived of to add to the instruction and!

pleasure of the members of the class. The]

arrangements will be most complete, and]

their practice fascinating to the highest de-

gree. Wo wish the scheme great success,!
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and that from it will grow summer schools

of photography all over our country,

another season. We are sure that this first

one will be more than an experiment. It

will be a grand success. We are certain of

this because of the talented and energetic

head who for twenty-five years has been

one of our most enthusiastic amateur pho-

tographers.

ON THE SENSITIVENESS OF DRY
PLATES.

BY DR. S. C. PASSAVANT.

The subject of the relative sensitiveness

of dififerent dry plates has been frequently

discussed, and one often finds the wish ex-

pressed that manufacturers would mark their

plates according to their rapidity compared

with wet collodion plates ; in fact, some dry-

plate makers have begun doing so.

I consider this a mistake. The conse-

quence is that one finds in the market plates

marked "thirty, twenty-one, and ten times

as quick as collodion," and if one compares

these three brands, he will perhaps find that

the plates marked "ten " are more sensitive

than those marked "thirty," and at the same

time each manufacturer has marked his plates

according to his best knowledge and in good

faith.

What is the reason of these paradoxical

results ?

We have no standard collodion, and there

are hardly two collodions that work alike
;

in fact, I know photographers who expose

nearly double the time that others do, both

working with wet plates. This, then, is not

the only reason. The main reason is that

the relative sensitiveness of dry plates, com-

pared with the wet, is not constant, but varies

with the amount of light—i. e., the stronger

the light, the more sensitive the dry plate,

compared with collodion, and the weaker

the light and the longer the exposure re-

quired, the smaller is the relative sensitive-

ness of the former.

Take, for instance,a very sensitive dry plate,

with which a good instantaneous view, under

favorable conditions, can be made in from

one-fortieth to one-fiftieth part of a second.

To obtain an approximately equal result with

a good collodion plate would require at least

two or three seconds, so that in this case the

dry plate would prove from one hundred to

one hundred and fifty times as rapid as the

wet. Now, with the very same plates, make
a portrait under the skylight ; here the dry

plate will require say two seconds, while the

wet, under the same conditions, will have to

be exposed sixteen to eighteen seconds, so

that the former will this time prove eight or

nine times as quick. In a very dark wood,

or for an interior, the difference of the two

plates will be a still smaller one, and the dry

plate will here only prove three or four times

as rapid as the wet. How ought one to

mark this very sensitive dry plate? One

hundred, nine, or three times as rapid as a

wet plate?

This also explains the contradictory results

above mentioned. Some manufacturers test

their plates for an out-door view, others

under the skylight ; some use very powerful,

others less powerful, lenses; some use large,

others small, diaphragms; and they will,

therefore, in one case find their plates thirty

times, in the other about eight or ten times

as quick as collodion.

The reason why the sensitiveness of the

dry plate increases with the amount of light,

respectively with the shortness of exposure,

one cannot tell with certainty. Theoreti-

cally, the following may be given as the

reason therefor.

In a dry plate, the action of light converts

a certain amount of the silver-halogen into

silver-subhalogen, and halogen is freed.

With the wet plate, most likely the same

process takes place ; but there the free halo-

gen, coming in contact with the solution of

nitrate of silver, instantly forms fresh silver-

halogen on the surface of the plate, which,

in statu nascendi, is very sensitive to chemi-

cal reactions, and by the action of light is

again converted into silver-subhalogen and

free halogen, which latter again decomposes

nitrate of silver, and so on. Thus, with a

wet plate, a constant renewal of silver-ha-

logen takes place where this has been re-

duced by light, and this will quasi intensify

the negative, which intensification will take

place in a higher degree the longer the ex-

posure may be. In the dry plate there is no

nitrate of silver which can renew the silver-

halogen once decomposed ; the light has to
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penetrate the film to act on the silver-halo-

gen, which, if the light is weak, takes con-

siderable time. Thus, with the wet process

the picture is produced on the surface of the

film, and is formed from the coating upward,

while with the dry plate the picture is pro-

duced from the surface of the film downward
towards the glass. But I am getting into

theoretical speculations Avhich lead me too

far from the object of this article.

Some readers will perhaps ask here ; "How
ought one to mark the dry plates, so that

everyone can have an approximate idea of

their sensitiveness, and guess close to the

right time of exposure, even if he never

worked the brand of plates before?"

The best means for testing and determin-

ing the I'elative sensitiveness of dry plates,

up to the present time, is by a sensitometer,

either Vogel's or Warnecke's; and I would

advocate that every dry-plate maker should

test his plates with one of these instruments,

and mark the packages accordingly. I am
well aware that these instruments have many
pros and contras, which to discuss here would

lead too far; but as long as we have no better

means, they should most decidedly be used.

But marking sensitometer degrees by the

manufacturers alone will be of very little

use if the customers are not acquainted with

these instruments, and know what, for in-

stance, "15 or 20 "VVarnecke" means. If

not practically, they ought at least theoreti-

cally be acquainted with the sensitometers.

Our photographic journals will have to ex-

plain these instruments, and everyone ought

to read these journals, and profit by them.

INTENSIFICATION.

Intknsification, not intense suifocation,

was what I was after the other night, as I

snuffed the aspiring flame of my oil lamp

and went to work.

Laying an under-exposed plate in tlic usual

bichloride of mercury solution until its sur-

face attained the density of city milk, I

washed it thoroughly.

Soda takes tlie place of amiiKniia in llie

pyro developer, why shouldn't it do so here,

thought I, so I tried the effect of a weak
soda bath on the mercury-coated plate, and

after leaving it in tlic solution for a few

minutes, a rich, brown-toned negative was

the result. A number of experiments lead

me to think a strong solution of sulphide of

soda works best, producing clear black tones

of good printing quality. I hunted up a

number of my " first attempts," and by the

above method saved a good many of them.

This may be old news to some of your

numerous readers, thovigh quite new and

highly satisfactory'- to the writer, who thinks

it is worth a trial, anyhow.

W. N. Jay.

THE RIGHT SORT OF PLATES
FOR VIEWS.

BY D. BACHRACH, JR.

As the season is rapidly approaching for

outdoor photography to become the rage, it

will pay those who follow that branch to

give some attention to the hints herein

given. It is a settled fact that no one

would now think of dragging out any wet-

plate apparatus for landscape work, in spite

of the snap and brilliance that good collo-

dion plates possess, and the question of the

most reliable sort of plates for such work is

an important one. I have developed a

large number of views for amateurs and

others, besides my own work, and I often

exclaim, "Why will most men use the ex-

tremelj" sensitive plates for all subjects, and

get flat, over-exposed effects in most cases?"

Now suppose the subject is a landscape,

with much distance and sky. If a Cramer,

Eastman "Special," or other equally rapid

plate be used, the chances are, in many
cases, that a very little over-exposure will

utterly ruin the effect. In strong liglits

such plates are fit only for animal subjects,

or drop-sliutter exposures. Where there is

much sky the solarization from over-ex-

posure is fatal to all good printing qualities.

Of course, in the hands of an expert they

will succeed. I have secured the very best

results with plates tliat allowed a little lati-

tude of exposure and will still develop with

vigor and snap. Such plates, I find, are

Carbutt's " B " brand, which, though too

slow for rapid studio work, give nearly all

the good qualities of a wet plate in land-

scape work. In a strong light they require

about one-third the exposure of a wet plate.
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while in a very weak light, nearly as much

exposure as for collodion may be given

without harm. My advice in this matter

has been followed with profit by many
amateurs as well as professionals, and a

view made on one of them has qualities

utterly lacking in many of those on the

more rapid plates. They develop clean, are

not so liable to stain, and the skies are not

solarized out of sight in case of a little over-

exposure. Should the soda developer be

used, one-fifth or one-sixth of the exposure

of a wet plate is more than sufficient, but I

prefer a slower developer, one like that

recommended by Cramer in the directions

accompanj-ing his plates. 1 always feel

safe in going out to make a view with one

of Carbutt's "B" plates, and I hope the

quality will be maintained.

DR. VOGEL'S PROGRESS IN PHO-
TOGRAPHY.

A VERT gratifying reception has been

given to Dr. Vogel's excellent book, and it

continues almost like an ovation. This is

just as well as generous, because of the great

popularity of Dr. Vogel in this country,

and because of the actual excellence of the

book. Few living men have done more to

uphold and advance photography than Dr.

Vogel. Fewbooks of the many that have

been issued to assist in that work, are more

worthy of patronage than his Progress in

Photography since 1879. To renew the

interest of some who may have forgotten

it, we append below a few extracts from

this excellent work, that a fresh idea of its

practicability and usefulness to everybody

may be had. This is for amateurs. Let

the Doctor's noble work continue to be

generously patronized

:

''^Photography hy Gaslight.—Mr. Law, of

Newcastle, has been taking portraits by
gaslight with excellent success for some
time; gelatine plates of course being used.

His apparatus consists of a very powerful

burner and suitable reflector. It is ar-

ranged as follows : The burner stands on
an iron rod with a foot, A, four feet six

inches high. Over the round burner is a

chimney whose lower end B, is made of

mica, which is not affected by heat. A
cock, C, serves for controlling the flow of

gas, being so arranged that the flame is not

entirely put out on being turned down, but

continues burning. The burner is made
after Wighan's model; it contains sixty-

eight openings, and gives a light of 1250-

candle power (?). A Siemens' (Dresden)

generative burner would do the same, and

these are manufactured up to 1000-candle

power.

"The reflector is made of galvanized

iron and strips of silvered glass ; the top

part gives the top light, and the side part

the side illumination. It hangs on an iron

-rod by which it may be turned in any di-

rection, and its width in front and the

height of its sides are forty inches. When
about to be used, its upper part stands about

six feet from the ground. A burner of this

power so close to the sitter is disagreeable,

the light and heat being felt. To modify

this. Law erects a screen of blue glass be-

tween the apparatus and the sitter, measur-

ing about 40 X 40 inches ; this cuts off about

one-fourth of the light. The exposure for
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a carte-de-visite is eight seconds, and for a

cabinet twelve or fifteen.

" Portrait Taking in Ordinary Rooms,

after H. P. Robinson.—Before the intro-

duction of the marvellously sensitive gela-

tine plate it might be said that " portrait

taking without a skylight " virtually meant

working in the open air, with all its accom-

panying evils. Now, however, by the aid

of highly sensitive plates, which render a

powerful illumination superfluous, portraits

may be made, not only in the open air, but

even in ordinary rooms, with the best

success. I have even seen portraits made
in rooms that were better than those made
under the skylight, the reason doubtless

being that the former were free from the

stereotyped, model-like appearance of the

latter. Then, too, the work is undertaken

now-a-days with more artistic knowledge

than formerly ; the lighting of the sitter is

better understood, and satisfaction not given

by monotonous lighting of the features,

relieved by an equally monotonous back-

ground.

" The simplest form of picture that may
be made in a room is the bust, showing

only the head and shoulders. Frequently

the operator will be cramped for want of

space, finding it impossible to get far enough

back for full-lengths and three-quarters, the

bust then ofi"ering itself as the only possible

form.

" The best room for this purpose is a

corner-room, with a broad window on one

side and a narrower one in the right-hand

corner. There the lighting arranges itself.

The sitter should be placed near the princi-

pal window, and only sufficient light ad-

mitted from the other to relieve the shadows.

Any modification of light and shade may
thus be obtained. If there is no smaller

window, a reflector may be used to illumi-

nate the shaded side. A light stand sup-

porting a sheet of paper, or a screen cov-

ered with white cloth or paper, serves a

good purpose. Another plan is to place

the sitter at ten to twelve feet distance from
the window, the camera being near the

window, cither at the right or loft, taking

care to clioose its position so that there may
be a shaded as well as u lighted side of the

sitter, the front light alone giving a flat,
\

monotonous result.

" Certain bold eflfects of light are more
easily made in a room than in a studio

; in

fact, they frequently form themselves. Such

are silhouettes and Rembrandt eflfects, which

may sometimes be made with but little

trouble ; care must be taken, however, to

shield the lens from light which might fall

directly upon it and fog the plate, particu-

larly a gelatine one.

" Groups may also be made in rooms

where there is sufficient space. A group

taken in a parlor in accustomed attitudes is

far more natural than the hackneyed pict-

ure of the studio. Gelatine plates, when
used with aplanatic lenses (the Euryscope,

etc.), will render success possible, the depth

of focus of this form of lens being a great

point in its favor. The natural background

will often be the best, but spotty high-lights

must be guarded against. The bright white

frame of a picture appearing behind the head

of the sitter may produce a very bad effect,

as may also white marble mantels, shining

porcelain, etc. Such objects must either be

removed or thrown into shadow. Many
varieties of carpet (not those with brilliant

colors) make a good background.

"A pleasing efl'ect may be made by ar-

ranging the dark side of the background

behind the lighter side of the sitter, and

vice versa. Some corner of the room will

often aflTord such an effect, or it may be

artiflcially produced by setting a screen

with two folds behind the sitter. If the

latter be lighted from the side, the screen

will be light behind the shaded side of the

face, and dark on the other side."

Mr. Hart, of London, has just made

some small developing baths out of celluloid.

They are very light, very clean, resemble

ivory, and are highly resisting. For uje in

the photographic laboratory they seem to be

all that could be desired, as it is said that

they are not attacked by the liquid of the

bath. This is a point that should be c.\nni-

ined with care; alkaline solutions probably

would, after a certuin time, decomjwse the

celluloid, and, moreover, this substance is

highly combustible, and dangerous for the

stores that deal in articles made of it.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S DREAM.
BY H. S. KELLER.

Photographically speaking,

The artist has a load,

Who climbs the steep declivity

Of the artistic road.

There's the maid in pucker garments,

With freckles on her nose,

And the lad in knickerbockers.

With the shiny copper toes.

Ah I the aunties, so adoring.

And the baby, all in white

—

Oh ! it makes the artist weary

When this army heaves in sight.

Then the grandpapa so tremulous

Drops in for a sitting now.

With grandchildren strolling after

In multitudinistic row.

Ah, the duderette emphatic

Lifts the shingles from the roof.

And declares it's " very horrid !"

When she gazes on the proof.

Next the gent in lower garments

Pitting closely to the skin,

Says the weather is so charming

He will have some made on tin.

Oh, we hung him in the dark-room.

Victim of that fatal saw.

Said " He'd rather have a tooth pulled,

Than to face the cam-e-raw."

Then the big fat man, all oozing

From the pelting rays of sun,

Wheezily climbs up the stairway

Where the operators run.

Oh, it made the artist happy,

There was rapture in the scene,

When the man sat in the chair and said

:

" Look out for your machine."

'Tis a pleasure just to listen

To the aged puns that drop

From the lips of gentle patrons

Of the photographic shop.

AN ART OPPORTUNITY.

Those of our readers who want to be real

artists should study art and art journals.

One of the best opportunities possible is now
given them. The Ameyncan Art Union, one

of the leaders of which is Mr. Wm. Bradford,

the prince of good artists, the Arctic ex-

plorer, and the first painter who recognized

our art, has been organized for the general

advancement of the fine arts, and for pro-

moting and facilitating a greater knowledge

and love thereof on the part of the public.

Nearly all of the leading artists of the

country, representing the different schools,

are enrolled among its active members, and

its President and Vice-President hold sim-

ilar offices in the National Academy of De-

sign.

The purposes of the association are,

among other things

:

To publish original etchings and engrav-

ings of the highest grade.

To issue an illustrated monthly art jour-

nal, of which a leading feature will be the

contributions of the artist members, both in

the form of papers and illustrations.

The subscription to the Art Union is five

dollars per annum, and each subscriber for

the present year will receive at the time of

payment

:

1st. A season ticket to the exhibitions of

the Union.

2d. A proof beforeietters, on India paper,

of the etching of the year, by Walter Shir-

law, from Eastman Johnson's picture " The
Keprimand." This etching is mounted

upon heavy plate paper, and is of a size

(13 X 16 inches) and quality such as the

leading dealers sell at from twenty to

twenty-five dollars.

3d. The illustrated Art Union, which will

be issued monthly, for the current year.

(The price of the journal to non-subscribers

will be $3.00 per year.)

4th. One-half of the subscription will be

set apart for the formation of a fund, to be

expended for the joint account of the sub-

scribers in the purchase of works of art,

which will be held in trust until the end of

the year, when they will be delivered un-

conditionally to the whole body of the sub-

scribers represented by a committee. This

committee will then make such disposition

of the works as may be determined by the

majority of the subscribers, each of whom
will be entitled to send in one vote as to the

manner of disposal.

There are several feasible ways in which

to dispose of the purchased works. They

may be sold at auction or private sale, or at

an auction which will be attended only by
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subscribers, and the proceeds divided equally

among all the subscribers, or they may be

divided among the bodies of subscribers of

the several States, each one to receive its

quota according to the amount of subscrip-

tions from such State. The several State

Committees might then dispose of the works

in one of the aforenamed methods, or pre-

sent them to form nuclei of new public art

galleries, or additions to some already in

existence. Or they may be distributed

among the subscribers by lot.

In enumerating these various methods of

disposition, the Art Union expresses no

preference of one above another ; its desire

and interest are only that the disposition of

the collection shall be equitable and satis-

factory to all concerned.

No exorbitant prices will be paid to the

artists, but such only as are generally ob-

tained at the studios for a similar class of

work, and the prices to the subscribers will

be exactly those paid to the artists.

The latent taste for art that has existed in

the country, has been developed in a won-

derful degree during the past twenty years,

until there is scarcely to be found a home
in any section that does not contain some

form of art production. It is believed by

the projectors of the American Art Union

that the time is at hand for such an enter-

prise, and that the lovers of art will be

eager to avail themselves of its benefits.

A subscription to this grand project ($5)

and the Philadelphia Photographek
for 1884 can be secured by sending us §9.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC COL-
ORIST'S GUIDE.

Another useful book, which for some

reason or other was dropped from our cata-

logue this year, is the last work of the

lamented Jolin L. Gihon. Not only is it an

excellent work for the colorist as a guide, but

as a guide to the retoucher, and to workers

in the various departments of the art. The

chapter on " Photograpliic Art" should be

read by every worker under the skylight.

We give a hintor two from its pages as an ex-

ample of its usefulness, and of the terse way

in which the talontod author put things.

His death was a great loss to photograpliy,

but his works live after him, and will do so

for a long time to come. The last chapter

alone, on " Rudimentary Perspective," is

worth to old photographers or amateurs, the

price of the whole work. What follows is

one page from that chapter :

" To Represent mi Avenue of Trees in Per-

spective.—Establish your distance between

the two first, which you will mark A and

B. From the point A raise a vertical line;

mark on this line the equal distances C, E,

F, H, etc. ; from these points draw lines to

the point P. From the point A, and

through the point G, draw a line till it

intersects a vertical line drawn from P; the

points /, K, L, thus procured, will show the

places for the third, fourth, and fifth trees.

To obtain a still greater number, draw a

line from M, the base of the last tree, to X,

and proceed as before.

:ii^

"Where a landscape background is in-

troduced, and is made up principally of

trees or of indefinite forms, mistakes in

drawing will often pass unobserved. When
houses are introduced and badly man-
aged, even the uneducated eye will detect

that something is wrong, without being

abe to explain the difficulty. The most

glaring faults are generally found in the

setting of the roofs upon the buildings."

Mk. Bapen Pritciiard has just acquired

a pliotograph made in 1827, by Niccphorc

Nicjicc, on his airival in England and jtrn-

Bontod to the Koyal London Society.

—

Dr.

Puii'.'^ON, Mt Paris Moniteur.
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SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-

phia.—The regular meeting was held on

Wednesday evening, April 2, 1884. The

President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

Chair. Forty-five members and eight visi-

tors were present.

After the reading of the minutes of the

last regular meeting, the Excursion Com-

mittee reported that a tugboat excursion

on the Delaware was planned for the 5th

inst., also another single day trip on the 26lh

inst. , and a longer trip about May 19th.

Messrs. Alfred P. Edge, Edward E. Shar-

wood, and William T. Elliott were elected

active members of the Society, and six new
members were proposed for election at the

next meeting.

The resolution offered by Mr. Coates at

the March meeting, amending the By-Laws
relating to the election of members, was

discussed, and it was finally agreed to amend
the By-Laws so that names of proposed

members should be referred to a committee

of ni.ie on Election of Members, and be

subsequently balloted for by the Society, six

black balls excluding a proposed member.

Mr. Bell exhibited a large photograph nf

the Washington Monument, taken on a

gelatine dry plate, by Mr. Prince, Photog-

rapher for the U. S. Treasury at Washing-

ton In this picture the white marble

column, full of detail, was beautifully

shown against the sky—an effect which it

had been claimed dry plates could not pro-

perly produce.

Mr. Carbutt also showed two large pict-

ures, showing the perfection to which the

manufacture of dry plates had been brought.

One was a view of " Bank Bow," on Chest-

nut Street, below Fifth street, in which

white marble buildings in full sunlight

were successfully taken on a Carbutt "B "

plate, with an 8-inch Morrison wide-angle

lens, the negative being the work of Mr.
Levy. The other picture was an interior

of St. Agatha's Church, Thirty-eighth and

Spring Garden Streets, taken with a Zent-

meyer lens on a Carbutt Special plate.

A large transparency of the Capitol at

Washington, and two fine large portraits,

all by Mr. Gutekunst, and on gelatine dry

plates, were shown.

Mr. Geo. A. Cooke, a visitor, exhibited a

number of colored photographs known as

" Bonnaud-types," which were mucb ad-

mired. Washes of various colors were first

put upon a piece of paper, upon which was

sketched the outline of the different parts

of the picture. A transparency was then

made by the usual process upon a film of

gelatine, which was afterwards transferred

to the sheet of colored paper. The colors,

of course, were visible through the trans-

parent parts of the gelatine film, and the

dark portions gave the effect of the neces-

sary shading. The process was considered

both ingenious and effective.

Mr. John G. Bullock was added to the

Lantern Exhibition Committee, and the

Exhibition was announced to be held April

16th, at Association Hall.

On motion, adjourned.

Egbert S. Eedfield,
Secretary.

Amateur Photographic Society of

Philadelphia —The second monthly

meeting of the Amateur Photographic So-

ciety was held in the assembly-room of the

Club, 907 Filbert Street, President Eoberts

in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting

were read by the Secretary, and approved.

The Excursion Committee reported that

the first excursion of the Club had met with

the entire approval of those who partici-

pated in it. A number of interesting ob-

jects were taken, and much useful. photo-

graphic information gathered.

The Executive Committee acknowledged

the receipt of a number of books and pho-

tographic material from Messrs. E. & H. T.

Anthony, from the Chicago Dry-Plate Com-
pany, from the St. Paul Dry-Plate Com-
pany, from Mr. W. H. Walmsley, and from

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co.

A motion was made to dispose of the

package of St. Paul Dry Plates to the highest

bidder. The motion was seconded, but.was

objected to by several members of the Club.

Mr. Lowenberg urged that it was entirely

contrary to the intention of the sender to so

dispose of the gift ; that the plates were

sent by the Company to be tested by the

Society, and that the opinion of the members

as to the quality of the plates was solicited

,

10
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and that if they were consigned to any

special individual, he could do what he

pleased with them, and give no report of

their merits.

Mr. Lowenburg further remarked that all

apparatus, plates, etc., were given to the So-

ciety not for the individual benefit of the

Society, but with the purpose of exhibiting

thoir merits, and that if the Society accepted

the gifts they were in duty bound to use

them in this spirit.

He closed by moving that the Executive

Committee be instructed to test all plates

or other matter submitted to the club,

when the amount was not suificient to sup-

ply each of the members, and that they re-

port the result of their investigation. The

motion was passed. A motion was also

passed to invest the Executive Committee

with power to contract debts not exceeding

five dollars in the aggregate for the month.

Mr. Haines offered an amendment to the

By-Laws, by which the assessment of an ini-

tiation fee upon new members should not go

into effect until the June meeting, so that

members entering prior to that date need

only pay the assessment imposed upon origi-

nal members.

Mr. Haines presented his resignation as a

member of the Executive Committee, which

was accepted by the Society with regrets.

Mr. Stewart was elected to fill his place.

A recess was taken, during which the

members exhibited a number of slides of

their own make. The lantern employed was

the Queen Improved Lantern.

A number of instantaneous shutters were

shown, and also photographs and transpar-

encies by the members.

On motion, the Societj' adjourned.

EocHESTER Photographic Association.

—liegular meeting, Monday evening, March

10, 1884, Vice-President Nelson in the

Chair.

After the usual routine business, Messrs.

Dumont and lloevos were elected associate

members of the Association.

ISIr. Mawdslcy, photographer, IVoni Lon-

don, 7']nghind, was presented by .Mr. Ward-
law as a visitor.

On motion, lie was accorded tin' ]irivilcge

of the floor.

The Question Box Committee, Messrs-

Bowdich, Learned, and Williams, had the

following questions to present to the meet-

ing:

1. Are small blisters detrimental to the

keeping qualities of albumen prints?

2. Is it desirable to use small stops in

connection with dry-plate work?

Question 1. Mr. Bowdich did not think

such small blisters hurtful ; they dried down

all right, and he believed that the prints

kept just as well.

Mr. Nelson agreed with Mr. Bowdich.

He had never seen prints show signs of

fading because of blisters, and when the

blisters were not too large or broken, he did

not believe they affected the prints injuri-

ously.

Mr. Pomeroy had noticed prints, after

being in the show-case for some time, show

decided marks of fading where there had

been small blisters. He wished to know if

these faded spots would have shown if the

prints were placed in the album instead of

exposed in the show-case ; he would like to

hear from Mr. Wardlaw on the subject.

Mr. Wardlaw : A long time ago my at-

tention was called to some prints with round

greenish-yellow spots on them. As the

prints were fresh (in fact, only a day or two

old), it was a mystery to me what could

have produced the discolored spots, but, on

investigating, I found that every place

where these little albumen blisters had been

was, on the application of heat—for we used

a hot press then, instead of a burnisher

—

burned to a greenish-yellow mark at first,

and afterwards rapidly faded.

Mr. Monroe said that these blisters were

undoubtedly cells filled with hypo.

Mr. Wardlaw : The albumen film is

waterproof, and the underside of the blister

is coated with hypo, and the air in the

blister intervening, prevents the water

washing out the hypo, which, fading, slmw-

itself often immediately on the application

of heat. The best remedy he knew of nmi;^

> to use salt in the first wasliings after fixing,

and then, if blisters still showed, to open

them by pricking.

Question 2. Mr. Williams said that lie

used a stop suitable to the subject to be

treated ; if he had an interior to make which
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required all definition, possibly he would

use a very small stop.

Mr. Wardlaw hoped that Mr. Mawdsley

would favor the members of the Association

with his views, not only in regard to the

stops suitable to different subjects, but to

working in general.

Mr. Mawdsley said that he was pleased to

be present at this meeting, and to hear and

take part in the discussion. If we, in land-

scape work, use too small stops, we lose in

a great measure the beauty of the picture,

by the want of proper atmospheric effect

;

on the other hand, we may spoil an other-

wise pretty picture by too much diffusion of

focus; there is a happy medium which is

right. If, as Mr. Williams says, an interior

is the subject to be treated, then by all means

use a small stop, so as to secure as much
definition as possible, but in landscape work,

in extended views, be careful not to stop

down too much, for by doing so you bring

the distance into undue prominence.

Mr. Learned said Mr. Mawdsley 's point

was well taken
;
atmospheric effect was the

desirable thing in landscape work ; the effect

is lost by stopping down.

Mr. Wardlaw : In fact, you make a pre-

Kaphaelite picture of it.

Mr. Pomeroy : Is it desirable, in portrait

work to stop down ?

Mr. Eox thought not usually
;
you will

often meet people who object to pictures

being too sharp
;

pictures should not be

made too wiry.

Mr. Wardlaw believed in considerable

sharpness, especially in the case of ladies

with frizzed hair, and in three-quarter or

whole length pictures.

Several questions were postponed until

next meeting.

Meeting adjourned.

W. J. Lee,
Secretary.

KocHESTKR Photographic Association.

—The regular semi-monthl}' meeting of this

Association was held on Monday evening,

February 25, 1884, President Fox in the

Chair,

The minutes of the previous meeting

of the Association were approved as read.

After the usual routine business was dis-

posed of, the topics for the evening's discus-

sion were presented.

It was suggested by a member that the

questions in the Box be left over until the

next meeting for discussion, as Mr. Ward-
law had promised to give astereopticon ex-

hibition of lantern slides made on the new
transparency plates.

Mr. Wardlaw thought the questions from

the Box were really the principal business

of the Association ; they should be first dis-

cussed, as some members might be anxious

to hear the discussion. There would still

be time to show the lantern slides after-

wards.

The President said that as there was no

Committee on Questions appointed at the

last meeting, the questions would be read

off and any remarks from members would

be in order.

Question 1. Which form of development

would an amateur be most successful with,

pyro or oxalate ?

Mr. Learned said, speaking for the ama-

teurs (whom he thought mostly used oxalate),

that they would find the pyro the best de-

veloper. Oxalate seems the most simple to

work, but after giving both a fair trial he

much prefers the pyro developer.

Mr. James Inglas (who was present as a

visitor) was asked to give his opinion on the

subject. He said : I was at first a firm be-

liever in theoxalatedeveloper for dry plates,

but I have changed my mind now regard-

ing it. I find that pyro gives more latitude

in the development than could be obtained

with oxalate. The developer will allow of

more modifying; if one formula of pyro

will not work quite satisfactorily on a cer-

tain brand of plates, it can be made in most

cases to work with slight changes, and pro-

duce the finest qualities in the negative. I

should think pyro would suit amateurs

much better than any other form of de-

veloper.

Mr. Wardlaw said that he had come

across plates that would not develop satis-

factorily with the pyro developer ; with such

plates, whether amateur or professional,

they would of course succeed better with

oxalate, but if amateurs used some of the

best brands of dry plates, and used pyro and

stuck to it, they, in the long run, would be
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much more successful. With pyro they

could get negatives with good printing

qualities. A negative of this sort is easier

to judge of as to intensity ; with oxalate de-

veloped negatives they were obliged to have

more density for two reasons. Oxalate de-

veloped negatives lose more in fixing than

those made with pyro, and the color not

being as non-actinic, exti'a density was re-

quired, which makes it harder to judge

when the development is carried far enough.

Pyro developed negatives have more "ten-

derness " than those developed with oxa-

late.

Mr. Miller thought amateurs should use the

formulae sent out by the makers of the plates

used. He had known of photographers who
changed plates continually, yet stuck to one

form of developer ; this he did not think

was doing justice to the plates.

Mr. Inglis hoped soon to see a universal

developer in use. On his recent visit to

Chicago, he said, he was favorably im-

pressed with a formula he saw used there,

which he thought would ultimately be uni-

versally used.

Question 2. Which is best to fix prints,

seven or fifteen minutes ?

Mr. Pomeroy thought seveji minutes long

enough.

Mr. Wardlaw said he thought the sooner

prints were removed from the hypo bath

the better, provided the prints were of the

right tone and not too dark ; three minutes

was the time he usually allowed for fixing,

though he had used imported brands of

albumen paper that required eight to ten

minutes to fix ; the brand of domestic jjaper

he used (Hovey's special) would fix in three

minutes in the same fixing solution.

Mr. Inglis: What is the advantage in

fixing prints so quickly ?

Mr. Wardlaw said that the purity of the

whiles was better preserved, and the prints

were brighter by short fixing.

Mr. Inglis thought much would depend

on the condition of the silver in the prints,

and the gold in the toning solution. lie

generally allowed ten minutes in a warm
solution of hyposuliihite of soda.

Mr. Wardlaw : How warm do you use

your fixing batii ?

Mr. Jnglis : About 100° F.

The President: Don't you think warm
hypo would cause yellowness in the prints?

Mr. Inglis : No.

Mr. Wardlaw: What advantage is there

infixing fifteen minutes?

Mr. Inglis : It is better to leave them in

long enough to insure thorough fixing.

Mr. Wardlaw: If the first prints taken

out are examined, it is easy to tell whether

they are fixed or not by looking through

them. Some prints require longer fixing

than others.

Mr. Inglis : I use a fixing bath of satu-

rated solution hyposulphite of soda one part,

water seven parts ; add warm water to make
it 100° F. ; fix the prints fifteen minutes.

Mr. Wardlaw uses hyposulphate of soda

(crystals) one pound, dissolved in water.

Mr. Nelson thought slow fixing was best,

as more time is thereby given to move
prints while in the solution.

Question 3. What is the best light for the

developing room ?

Mr. Inglis said he favored the orange

and green light combined. He had recently

seen it in use in Chicago ; the dark-room

was so well illuminated that fine print could

easily be read in any part of it, yet the

plates used showed no signs of fog.

Mr. Wardlaw said he thought the ruby

was the only perfectly safe light for the

dark-room where very sensitive plates were

used. He, for one, preferred a strong light

immediately in front of the developing

stand and no light behind, on the same

plan as a retouching frame, and for the

same purposes

The President always thought the orange

and green would never combine.

Mr. Inglis said the benefit of a good gen-

eral light was that it eiuibled the operator

to see better everything about the dark-

room. Orange and green gives fine illunii-

nation.

Mr. Wardlaw said that a modern dark-

room should only contain the plates ai.d

holders to be used, on one side of the room,

and a developing sink on the other side, di-

rectly in front of the light. On tliis sink

siu)uld be kept the dishes and developing

solutions; with the washing and fixing

boxes to tiie rigiitin tiie sink. Jri tiiis way

the room can easily bo kept clear. Having a
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grooved fixing box the right size for the

plates used makes it very convenient where

a number of plates are to be developed at

one time.

Question 4. "What is the best plan to take

pictures of babies and children ?

]\Ir. Inglis explained his manner of tak-

ing babies' pictures He used a chair, placed

so that the child could be held from behind,

while the child could be fastened by a string

or otherwise, the child's attention being

obtained meanwhile by the operator at the

camera.

The President thought no plan succeeded

so well with children as being able to amuse

them. Many operators fail for this reason;

most children can be taken if sufficient

patience is used. He had known a pho-

tographer, who, after making several fail-

ures in trying to take a baby's picture,

pinched the child, causing it to cry, so that

the mother would take it away.

Mr. Wardlaw thought that the photog-

raphers who made the best babies' pictures

were those having the most winning way
with the children. As an example of them
he mentioned Mr. Kent, of Kochester, and
Mr. Liindy, of Cincinnati. He thought

these men could claim a large measure of

their successful baby pictures as a result of

good management with the children.

Mr. Wardlaw then gave the members a

stereopticon exhibition of slides made by
Mr. Eoche, of New York. These slides

were mostly made on the new albumen
transparency plates of the Eastman Dry-
Plate Company. They were very much
admired.

On motion, Mr. Wardlaw was thanked

for the amusement as well as the instruction

derived from the exhibition.

On motion, it was decided to have another

stereopticon show of slides made by mem-
bers of the Association.

Two 8 X 10 prints shown by Mr. Wardlaw,
which were made on gelatine bromide

paper were also greatly admired.

The meeting then adjourned.

W. J. Lee,
Secretary.

Do not fail to read the Society Gossip

through. Some good hints this month.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 126.)

ly.—To BE CONTINXJED UNTIL THERE IS A
Eeformation.

Answers from the Audience.— Our

sermon last month on this subject has

created no little interest, of which we are

glad to learn. On the corner of our desk,

while we write, is a huge stack of responses

from all parts of the country, and some

from parts out' of the country. It makes us

feel, already, that we have had success

started with our agitation of the subject.

Not only this, two or three of our wise

contemporaries have taken up the cudgel

wiih us, and are creating excitement on the

subject. We expect to see some little ex-

citement on the part of the sensitive ones,

and hereby and herein express our absolute

willingness that anybody whom the shoe

pinches may freely feel hurt. We want

this thing to go right; but, as we said in

the beginning, we do not look for immedi-

ate results. We are sure, however, that

the thing is working right, and it is only a

question of time when the low-priced man
will grow tired, and starve from want, and

will quietly disappear as a faded leaf in

autumn time. It is no new thing for people

to work against each other. In the time of

the ancient Greeks, it was a most difficult

thing to unite the people. Each man
wanted a miniature theocracy established

in his own household, and in time of war

it was almost impossible to organize the

people to resist the foe. This was not alto-

gether due to jealousy, but due to the dis-

position on the part of the Grecians to prefer

quietly to have their own way. They could'

not understand why any of them should

make a sacrifice for the good of somebody

else. To-day, as we can testify by sad ex-

perience, among the Bedouin Arabs the

same sort of opposition occurs with a similar

desire to establish theocratic governments

at home. But here, however, the result is

difi"erent. The chief and governing prin-

ciple of the Bedonin seems to be that of

the large majority of photographers to-day

—

" against everybody, and everybody against

me." The consequence, there never was a

more starved, hungry set of wretches on
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the face of the earth, than the Bedouin

Arahs. Photographers, please take -warn-

ing. We step aside now for a month, from

the discussion of this subject, in order to

give place to some of the answers from the

audience who have been stirred up by our

sermonizing thus far. Such words given

from so many must work good. Having

now started the work, we await results for

one month more, then we shall have more

to say. The leaflet suggested in our last

issue is being prepared, and will be duly

announced; possibly next month.

I believe the dignity, respectability, and

success of photography find their pulse in

price. They influence the quality of the work

and ambition of the worker. The tendency

is to lower prices, which means, among
other things, poorer work. Many good

men are pulled or pushed into meeting

prices made by their inferiors; and many
of our proudest cities and prominent pho-

tographers are a reproach to themselves in

this matter.

It has been shown that it is out of the

power of our Association to regulate the

evil. Men will not be dictated to, or be

controlled by legislation. In the language

of Tillman Joy, we can "Resolute" till

the cows come home, without efi'ect, while

an appeal to pride or shame might reach.

My idea is to publish the names of photog-

raphers, and the prices they get for cabinet-

size photographs. "Whether it would be

wise to take them city by city, in continu-

ous numbers of The Philadelphia Pho-
tographer, or to embody the matter in

pamphlet form at once, and off'er it fur sale,

I am not competent to say ; but that it

would be good information and salable, I

do believe I think it would be of more

interest than a description of prominent

galleries, and I believe such a book would

be largely bought.

Wliere I think the chief benefit would

come, would be in stimulating a jiride that

would bring the lower strata right up. My
idea was, that for Buch cities as were cited,

the top and bottom prices be given, with

the names of the parlies, It would at once

•stand as a roll of honor and a black-list.

Most men have pride—some have shame.

I think those getting honorable prices would

feel applauded and strengthened in having

their names given in a matter that would

reflect credit upon them. I think many
who are working for disreputable prices

might be induced to reform through a desire

to rise in the scale of respectability—a few

might be shamed into it. No better or

surer means could be taken of showing the

status of the art throughout the country.

The showing it, I think, might be a means

of starting an improvement.

True, the low-priced men, desirous of ad-

vancing their prices, might find advantage

in having the list of first-class prices to

refer their customers to. You have corre-

spondents in all cities j'ou would care to

cite, who would readily give'you a list.

I feel pleased that you take my suggestion

as worth something; it confirms me in the

value of the project as a means of getting at

a great evil, and of doing something to re-

form it. I will be glad to do all I can to

help push.

J. F. Ryder.
Cl-KVELAND, O.

I have given the subject of prices much
thought, and don't see how we can make

prices, that will be lived up to, for each

other. I think there might be an associa-

tion established in every State, and I do

not see why it could not be as well, or

better than a national affair; that no member
shall make cabinets for less than four dol-

lars, or cards less than two dollars per dozen
;

and that each member shall give a note for

fifty or one hundred dollars, due and payable

to the association, when it is proved he broke

his pledge of honor, and forfeited his mem-
bership. Let this be the lowest graded jtrice

for a third-class gallery, seven dollars and

three dollars for second-class, and ten dollars

and four dollars for first-class galleries.

When such a distinction is made in gal-

leries, every true artist-photographer will

strive to excel, to make his work command
the highest prices, so that liis gallery will

be classed first; tlien, instead of everyone

striving to cut prices, and make cheap work,

and degrade his profession, and dishonor

his reputation, ho will strive to elevate and

edutato himself and employes, so that his
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work and prices will equal the best. To ac-

complish this, there must be created a photo-

graphic board of awards, known as Ameri-

can Photographers' Art Board of Awards,

whose duties are to classify the photograph

galleries of the United States, to promote

and elevate the art of photography, and

to establish a bar from galleries making

cheap, poor photographs, and passing them

off upon an uneducated public as first-class

work. This will place photography and

the profession where it rightfully belongs

—

among the fine arts of the world.

C. D. MOSHER.
Chicago, III.

I take pleasure in enclosing a copy of

a price-list which hangs in my gallery for

reference.

" Harmony " is amongst photographers
;

" To be or not to be." I don't know why
there should not be a friendly understand-

ing club-society amongst us here, there has

been, but, oh dear ! it was jealousy, pricking

each others feathers, etc., and nothing else.

I suppose you heard all about it. I have to

keep modestly quiet, being the youngest

started among the photographers, and have

only learned the whole business from hear-

ing and looking on, so it would be rather

forward of me to set the ball rolling about

prices. Thedifficult point is here: I know of

places ranging amongst so-called first-class,

who ask ten dollars for cabinets ; if people

say they will not pay that much, they take

eight dollars, or less. I seldom or never

make reductions ; the public has a great

deal better opinion of you, and you are not

the loser by it. Then the most of us have

not enough business capacity to manage a

gallery successfully. The public of taste

and culture will never go to cheap places,

and good work can command good prices.

My prices are not high, because I am not

right down town, and consequently do not

pay as high rent as others—four or five hun-

dred dollars a month, which is rather steep.

For the common good, I would advise every

photographer to compete in surpassing each

other in work ; the work will command its

own value. I could tell you lots more, but

will not trespass on your too valuable time.

Thors.
San Francisco, Cal.

I am surrounded by cheap operators who
are making "stuff" at two dollars per

dozen, and "intelligent looking" people

often tell us that " the two-doUar ones are

just as good as any." Where ignorance is

bliss 'tis folly to pay four dollars more per

dozen.

A. BOGAEDTJS.
New York.

I have no trouble in getting my own
good prices, although pictures are made at

almost any price in our city. I depend

on the custom of persons who are willing to

pay a reasonable price for a good article.

G. Cramer.
St. Louis, Mo.

Brooklyn is no exception to other cities

in regard to cheap pictures ; the average

price for cabinets is four dollars per dozen,

and by clubs, one dollar and fifty cents, two

dollars, and three dollars per dozen. There

are two galleries out of sixty-five that charge

six dollars, and two that charge ten dollars

for cabinets. I am afraid you have set

yourself an herculean task. The under-

taking is a very laudable one, and I truts

you maj' meet with success. I have no

suggestions to offer as I really can not see

how the thing is to be accomplished.

Alva Pearsall.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The great cry about the so-called " cheap

Johns " is nonsense. Take the city of

Chicago, or Detroit, where such men as

Kocher, Brand, and Kandall & Watson are

making good work for from two dollars and

fifty cents to five dollars per dozen for

cabinets. Can you expect the poorer pho-

tographers, without reputation or ability,

to compete with such men at equal pi-ices ?

It is a wonder to me how they can even get

a sitter. Let our better photographers unite

and raise their prices, and, if possible, secure

the cooperation of the cheaper class to also

raise theirs correspondingly ; it may be a

difiicult task, yet it would result in great

good. I have found that the higher your

prices and the more attention to pleasing

your patrons, the better class of trade you

get; and it is far more satisfactory to have

fewer sittings per day and take more pains

with each sitter, at high prices, than to do
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a vast amount of work, most of it unsatis-

factory, and at ruination prices. I have

often thought that a general union of pho-

tographers into State societies might accom-

plish some good, as follows :

Let each State organize with first, second,

and third class membership ; said society to

meet, at least, once a year, and every pho-

tographer to send at least two dozen cabinets

for inspection. The members present to be

the judges, by ballot; every member to de-

posit a vote in a box in front of each dis-

play ; said vote to state whether in the

opinion of the voter the artist is entitled to

a first, second, or third class certificate. If

awarded first class, he shall not make
cabinets for less than, say eight dollars per

dozen ; second class, six dollars, and third

class not less than four dollars. Those hold-

ing first-class certificates could advertise the

same and gain by it ; those holding second

or third-class certificates could make work

at lower prices, if they choose, and gain

thereby. This I know would be difficult to

bring about, and may be a far-fetched idea;

I give it to you for what it is worth. Let

the better artists raise their prices and I

think the others will soon follow, as they

will certainly need a spring renovation

befcre long, and at present prices cannot

afiford to indulge in luxuries.

W. F. Van Loo.

Toledo, O.

I am glad 3-ou have attempted something

in that direction, and hope you will succeed.

So far as I am concerned, however, I do

not suppose it will make any very great

difference, as I stick to my own rates, re-

gardless of others. There are in this city,

80 many cheap Jacks, who are so stubborn

withal, that nothing short of an earthquake

would reach them, that I never hope to

have prices adjusted in any satisfactory

manner.

J. H. Kent.
Rochester, N. Y.

I have two prices. The reason is, there

are some of the " cheap Johns " in our city.

I get next highest price to Mr. Clench ; he

is the best here in prices, also in work. If

1 stay in the pliotograpli business here much
longer, I sliall have but one price, three

dollars for cards and six dollars for cabinets.
'

We have had a hard winter and no money
for pictures.

\

C. A. Stagey.
\

LOCKPORT, N. Y.

I desire to add my mite to the good cause

that you have undertaken, but I must say

that I am sick at heart and disgusted with

a great many in the profession. They have

no principle seemingly, only to cut the

throat of their neighbor, thereby com-

mitting suicide themseh'es. I have had a

Lard fight of it for the last thirty years,

from daguerrotype days to- the present.

My motto always was to keep up the dignity

of the art. But what can you think of your

neighbor artist when he will copy your

work and put it in the market for less

price than you value your work at, thereby

lowering the dignity of the artist that had

all the trouble of making the original nega-

tives. There are a great many people who
do not know the difference between the

original and the copj'. Of course there is

a remedy by the copyright, but this is some

expense and trouble. What I do not like

is the unfair spirit shown by him in attach-

ing his name to the work as photographed

by him. If he would say, copied from so

and so's artistic work, it would be justice to

the original artist. I do not fear competi-

tion, but court it, because it is the life of

trade. If they will but meet me on the same

standpoint I do not fear, but to stab a man
in the back, in the dark too, is too degrading

for your humble servant to stoop to. This

is in reference to my large work, 14 x 17 and

20 X 36 negatives. When I look around

among my fellow-citizens and see neighbors

who started life at the same time that I

did, choosing different occupations in life,

and contrast their financial condition with

my own, I working as hard, if not harder

than they, the common mechanic is in

better condition than a great nuuiy photog-

raj)liers of the present da_y, and has more

to show for his labor. The trouble is we
do not tliink of our investment in our busi-

ness and the interest thereon, the rents wo

have to pay, and our hel|>, tlie stock and

chemicals that are used uj), the many dark

days that we have to put up with, and the

varied experiments we have to make in
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order to make things work right. Take

all together, we would be happier and feel

more noble, and have more respect for our-

selves and our fellow artists, if we had

better prices for our work.

John Keid.
Paterson, N. J.

SOMETHING DRY FROM THE HUB.

BY THOMAS PRAY, JR.

In the Philadelphia Photographer
for April, page 103, I notice what Mr., E. B.

Core says with reference to bis plates. I

don't use u Cramer plate ; I can find nothing

equal to Carbutt's. These I use by the

gross, not professionally either. He speaks

of his hypo-eliminator. He can do a great

deal better with his Eau-de-Javelle than

his formula, for what he gives is nothing

more or less than Eau-de-Javelle, but

the proportions are not correct. Let him

take two ounces of dry chloride of lime

which has been kept well corked, not the

wet stuff which comes out of the paste-

board boxes, and it will pay him to get two

or three pounds at a time. Put it in a two-

quart bottle, and don't put the cork in too

tight, turn it over, roll it around occasion-

ally, let it have a chance to thoroughly dry,

keep the air away from it, but don't cork it

up so tight that it will blow up. When he

wishes to make the eliminator, let him take

forty ounces of water (measured), divide it

into two parts, and the warmer it is the

better. Into one part containing twenty-

five ounces, put two ounces of dried chloride

of lime, beat it up with a glass rod, and be

careful not to stir it with a pine stick or any-

thing else which has in it resin, pitch, or

anything of the kind. After it becomes

thoroughly dissolved put it into a clean

kettle, either porcelain or iron, and while

it is heating dissolve four ounces of car-

bonate of potash (in crystals, don't use

the granular) in the other fifteen ounces of

water. This will readily dissolve ; when
finished your chloride of lime will com-

mence to boil, use the glass rod till it is

white and thoroughly dissolved, then, while

stirring it gently, add the carbonate of

potash water, bring it to the boil, keep

stirring it, boil for about five minutes, turn

it out of the kettle immediately into a large

graduate or bottle, cover it up with a glass

plate, leave it over night, filter through a

loose cotton plug, turning out gradually.

There will be a thick mass at the bottom
;

leave it for twenty-four hours, filter again,

and you will have a quart of as fine Eau-de.

Javelle as you can purchase, and here at

the Hub they charged me eighty cents a

quart, till I commenced to make it. Now
I make it eight ounces of lime to a pound

of carbonate of potash in ten pints of water,

dissolving a half pound of chloride of lime

in six pints, and the potash in four pints;

I boil it fifteen minutes, filter twice, and

have just a gallon which costs me forty

cents for chemicals, a half hour's time, and

a half cent for filtering-cotton. I don't use

it on my plates as he does. I have a special

tray in which I put two ounces of Eau-de-

Javelle and a pint of water. After my
plates leave the hypo, or nearly as soon

(many take them out, at that), I wash them

thoroughly under a tap, put them into the

bleaching-bath of alum and oxalic acid for

one minute, wash them at the tap again,

and the water runs with considerable force,

just for a minute, then into the Eau-de-

Javelle bath they go for one or two minutes,

according as the negative is thick or thin,

then into running water for a half or three-

quarters of an hour, where the water runs

over the face of the negative. Now, when

I take them out of the box I have a bit

of absorbent cotton, perhaps as large as

a good-sized hen's egg ; this I draw to-

gether with my fingers at the top, wet it,

and the moment the plate is lifted from the

water, wipe off, if you choose, with the wet

cotton, the face of the negative film side,

until it is perfectly smooth, hang it up to

dry, varnish it, and go ahead. I have nega-

tives of this kind of treatment, by the hun-

dred. Never saw green fog, red fog, or

any other kind of fog on my plates yet, nor

upon a lantern slide ;
never had a film frill

except once or twice, when by mistake I

turned on hot water ; never had a negative

go back on me with hypo stains either in

green or yellow, but a handsome bluish-

black, and people have frequently said they

looked very considerably like a properly

handled collodion negative. And there is
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another thing which I do not do. These

plates, which I am a little proud of, are not

developed more than three a minute, nor

in the back yard in the shade of the house,

and they are not printed from till they are

thoroughly dry ; and if you want a boss

gelatine negative keep the alcohol, methylic

spirit, and all these spirits of moonshine

away from it. You have seen some of my
prints yourself, and of all sorts of matters.

They are made with care, just a little brains

mixed in the developer, a little more put

into the focussing and toning, and out of

it we get a passable print. I have given up

getting brilliant effects, such as your friend

refers to. But I am spinning this out too

long, especially for a greenhorn. If my
friend wants to make fine prints, tell him,

after the prints come from the hypo-bath to

use this same amount of Eau-de-Javelle in

tepid water, just barely turned from cold
;

may turn his prints over and over, just as

he would in the acid water, but as in ton-

ing, don't let them stick together, and if

he has an extra lot of portraits that he

wants to be sure of, make up two of these

Eau-de-Javelle waters, running them care-

fully through each for about five or six

minutes, then put them in his washing-

tank, and an hour or two is as good as all

night. He will have fine, clear, bluish-

black negatives on Carbutt's plates, provid-

ing the brains in the developer are all right,

and he will have prints that will be (by the

most delicate tests that I have been able to

use) free of hypo. But I have written about

more than I intended, and perhaps more

than he will want to read. He can find out

whether it is of any value or not, as Josh

Billings's duck found out how long she

could stand on one log, namely by trj'ing it.

PERSONAL.*
Wrimak, February 29, 1884.

Hkrk Huknkr.jaeokr, a worthy gentle-

man, more than eighty j'ears old, a pupil of

Dngueire, and in all pr(;bability tlie oldest

j)li()tographcr living, is now in indigent

circumstances. Restlessly following liis pro-

fession in various parts of the world, and

( ) the Deutsche Photographen Zcitung.

having experienced many changes of for-

tune, he a few years ago resolved to return

to his fatherland. Being shipwrecked on

the voyage homeward, he lost his all, and

reached his destination a poor man. The

old gentleman has since tried to make a

living by working in one of the ateliers of

his native town, Brunswick. His advanced

age and enfeebled health make that impossi-

ble now. The City Councils of Brunswick

and a few colleagues have assisted him to a

limited extent, and the Society for the Cul-

tivation of Photography has aided him

with a present of one hundred marks, but

not enough has been contributed for him to

live. upon. He deserves and is worthy of

our sympathy. Herr A. Sternitzky, of

Brunswick, and the publishers of this

journal, will receive contributions, for

which proper acknowledgment will be

made. Mr. W. Irving Adams, agent of

Scovill Manufacturing Co., New York, has

kindly volunteered to receive donations, and

transmit them to the Deutsche Photographen

Zeitung.

PERTAINING TO THE

Since our last issue it looked for a little

time as though our splendid exhibition

building was going to be moved to some

other place, but if Cincinnati remains quiet

wo shall still have our exhibition and con-

vention. Below we give the report of the

proceedings of the Executive Committee,

which shows real business enterprise. We
are sure that a grand success will bo made

of tiio Convention. Mr. Weingartnor's

suggestion last month that jjhotogruphcrs

photograph Cincinnati largely, was a timely

one, for if many more floods and nuiny

more such uffuirs as they had there a few
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weeks ago occur, there would be nothing

but photographs left of it, and the more

they are scattered over the country the

better it will be for the friends of Cincinnati

who remain. We presume Mr. Landy took

care that abundant photographs of the riot

were taken, and we are expecting to hear

from him.

TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS OF AMERICA.

There has been so little said in the

journals, and so little disturbance made
during the past months of 1884, that possi-

bly there may be some of you who need to

be reminded that the time is fast approach-

ing for the greatest and best convention

and exhibit of photography ever held in

this country.

There is not the least doubt but the Cin-

cinnati meeting will, in many ways, be

more profitable and interesting than any

this or any other society has ever held ; and

it is really difficult to see how any of you

who have progress written upon your

escutcheon, can afford to stay away from

this meeting. What with the wonderfully

rapid progress made in the art, during the

past year or two, and the added stimulant

given by the liberal offers of prizes by our

leading dry-plate manufacturers, there will

be shown some remarkable achievements in

photography. Of course, every photog-

rapher should go and be benefited by the

opportunity ; also, of course, every one

should take along some samples of his work,

the best he can make ; and by the way, you
don't know what a fine display you can

make until you get about it. Try it any-

way, and if you don't succeed to your entire

satisfaction, be sure that is a hopeful sign,

as it will leave some chance for improve-

ment, after you have studied carefully the

successes and failures of others. By all

means, Hurrah for Cincinnati and a good
time. There is a possibility that the pho-

tographers may be more successful in taking

the city than were the rioters, during their

late attempt in that direction. Oh ! by the

way, I came near forgetting to remind you
all, that the treasury possesses still further

capacity, and that Treasurer Armstrong
stands smiling and ready to acknowledge the

receipt of dues and subscriptions from any

who may have deferred the pleasure of

settling up until this time.

Music Hall, where the Convention is to

be held, is a magnificent building, and will

afford splendid facilities for the exhibition

and the business meetings. Also, Secretary

Weingartner will see that nothing is left

undone to make it pleasant for all who
attend.

J. H. Kent,
President P. A. of A.

MEETING OF THE EXECUTITB COMMITTEE.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Photographers' Association of Amer-
ica, held in Cincinnati, April 8th, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were present : J. H. Kent,

President ; Leo Weingartner, Secretary
;

. W. A. Armstrong, Treasurer; E. Klauber

and J. F. Eyder, Executive Committee.

Mr. Kent called the meeting to order.

On motion of Mr. Eyder, Mr. Klauber

was called to the chair, and Mr. Armstrong,

acted as Secretary.

The Secretary was empowered to employ

a stenographer to report the proceedings of

the Convention, and furnish a copy of the

same to all the journals that apply for it.

On motion of Mr. Eyder, in view of the

increased expense attending the coming

Convention, the Treasurer was instructed to

urge on all dealers, manufacturers, and im-

porters the necessity for notifying the Secre-

tary without delay, of the amount they are

willing to subscribe.

After considerable talk, the Committee

prevailed upon Mr. Kent to give a practical

demonstration of the handling of a sitter

under a light, and as Mr. Kent stands at the

very pinnacle of his profession, these experi-

ments will attract widespread attention.

The platform upon which the demonstration

will be made will be thirty by fifty feet, and

the Committee will have everything in

shape so that those desiring to make sittings

can do so. There will be several other promi-

nent men of the profession who will demon-

strate under the light, but at present the

Committee cannot tell who they are.

As the matter of business at the present

is of the greatest importance, the Executive

Committee prevailed upon Mr. Eyder to

address the Convention upon the business

management of photography.
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Those wishing to make demonstrations

will please address at once, Leo Weingartner,

Secretary of the Photographers' Association

of America, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tours fraternally,

Leo Weingaktner,
Secretary P. A. of A.

The Executive Com.mittee meeting held

on April 8th, at Cincinnati, to arrange for

the coming Convention was very satisfactory.

Music Hall, where the Convention and

Exhibition will be held, is a grand edifice,

giving ample room for all our wants. The
floor of the great auditorium, which seats

five thousand persons, will be occupied by

manufacturers, importers, and dealers, in dis-

playing their goods. The session-room is

all that could be desired.

The photographic exhibits will be made
in the large and well-lighted corridors, and
can be arranged to suit the tastes or whims
of the exhibitors.

Arrangments were made for the construc-

tion of an ample skylight, and a platform

thirty by fifty feet upon which to demon-
strate lighting and posing of the figure.

President Kent and other prominent pho-
tographers will each day handle the camera
and sitters, giving all an opportunity to see.

All of the leading dry-]ilate manufacturers

will have their own developing-houses, and
the Association will also have one for the ac-

commodation of its membei-s. These prepa-

rations tend to practical work on a better

scale than heretofore given.

Our Secretary, Mr. Weingartner, is hard

at work getting everything in trim for the

meeting. The Association is very fortu-

nate in having the assistance of Mr. D. K.
Cady, the " old reliable " stockdealer of

Cincinnati, to hclj) push the business of

preparation. The liberal prizes ofl'ered by
plate manufacturers for best collections of

photographs upon their respective plates,

will doubtless bring out a grander exhibit

than ever before seen in this country, and
the Cincinnati Convention is expected to

outrank nil former cttbrts.

Yours truly, J. P. Kyukk.

Raise your prices vow.

well for its <jot to comet

Yn\i ini"ljt as

OUR PICTURE.

The beautiful child-group which graces

our magazine this month is from the studio

of Mr. Leon Yan Loo, Cincinnati, Ohio. It

needs no commendation from us. The
work of the practical, careful artist is upon

the face and in every line and contour of

the group. It is rarely that we see a trio of

children arranged so naturally, and who
seem to sympathize so entirely with the

efl^orts of the photographer. The story is

told by expression, by attitude, by lighting

and composition most satisfactorily. Some
of those from whom we look for better

things may declare that "photography is

not an art," and the United States Courts

may declare that " the law copyrighting

photographs is unconstitutional because the

production of photographic pictures is a

mere branch of mechanics requiring neither

brains nor artistic talent to secure them ;"

and yet, when we look upon such pictures

as this, we certainly see the impress of the

real artist upon them. Once upon a time a

certain Grecian artist from a distant city

called upon a brother artist in Athens.

The stranger was disappointed in not find-

ing his compeer at home, and so left upon

his table a hastily drawn sketch upon a

panel that lay close by. When the Athe-

nian artist returned to his home, finding

the sketch upon his tablet, he drew another

by its side, even more delicate in contour

and light and shade than that of his stranger

friend, and again left his home on a sketch-

ing tour. When the stranger friend re-

turned for a second call, a third sketch wa?

drawn by him which combined all the ele-

ments of the other two and exceeded them.

Again returning, theproprietor of the studioj

seeing this third sketch said, " No one iaj

the world but Apelles could have drawn]

that. Lo, I have found my master. " Thus!

the artist of old understood the principle ofl

finding the individuality of a brother in hisl

work, though his name was not appended.

So we can see, in this splendid group, thel

individuality of the man who produced it—

1

Leon Van Loo.

We liave witnessed his novel method of i

handling children under his skylight. Hej

has the faculty, by his treatment of them,
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of making them feel that they are in a par-

lor, engaged absolutely in the recreations

and diversions of home, rather than in the

studio where the painful operation of hav-

ing the head taken off must be undergone.

The little ones are first shown the various

attractive objects of the studio, their interest

secured on all that is about them, and their

minds diverted from the business in hand.

Then, almost vrithout their knowing it, an

exposure is made while they seem to be

actually engaged in the line of their amuse-

ments. Mr. Yan Loo has the faculty, too,

all his own, of securing their coopera-

tion. The results are such as you see before

you. After the play is over, then his arms

are offered to the little ones, and they are

escorted to the dressing-room as though

they had partaken of a feast. Indeed, it is

quite a feast to see the tact with which Mr.

Van Loo secureshis results. We commend
the group as a study to our readers. The
prints were made at our own rooms upon

the Dresden paper, supplied for the purpose

by Mr. G. Gennert, the well-known im-

porter of New York.

Items of News.—The Society of Amateur

Photographers of New York is the name of the

new organization successfully accomplished

April 8th. The oflRcers are as follows : Presi-

dent, Mr. F. C. Beach; Vice-President, Mr.

W. H. Gilder; Treasurer, Mr. Joseph S. Rich;

Secretary, Mr, C. W. Canfield. By reference

to the minutes, it will be seen that this new body

is organizing in the right spirit, and means to

do good work. Success to it. Mr. F. M. Pick-

erell, for a long time connected with the estab-

lishment of Mr. James H. Smith, Quincy, III.,

has established himself in a gallery at Homer,

111., where he will devote his energies to the

arrangement of that business. May he have

much success.

Obituary.—Mr. Clarence S. Peck, one of

our valued subscribers, died at his residence,

Zumbrota, Minn., March 31st. Mr. Peck was
not only a good photographer, but a highly re-

spected and valued member of society. Mother,

wife, brother, and son are left to mourn his loss,

with hosts of sympathetic friends.

An Immense Catalogue.—Mr. Robert Demp-
ster, successor to Mr. James H. Smiuh, 20 and
22 North Fifth Street, Quincy, 111., has issued

the mammoth catalogue of the lot. It is two

hundred and twelve pages in size, royal oc-

tavo, elaborately illustrated, and includes lists

of about everything that a modern photogra-

pher would desire to have. Few people, in

reading such a catalogue as this, appreciate the

labor, thought, and time required for its publi-

cation. The one before us would do great credit

to any one. We wish Mr. Dempster a real good

business as the result of his enterprise.

Six Hundred Dollars.—A magnificent prize

offer from Mr. G. Cramer surprised our readers

in the last issue of our magazine, and will again

attract attention this month. Certainly such

an offer as this should not be neglected, or be

awarded either without sufficient eliort being

made on the part of many to secure it. Let the

rivalry be generous, and let it be extensive also.

The greater the competition in such cases, the

greater the honor to the one who triumphs.

Please read the otfer over carefully.

Another Fine Offer.—Messrs. Inglis &
RiED also made a magnificent ofler last month
of five hundred dollars in prizes, which photog-

raphers will also compete for if they are wise.

As a matter of justice, these gentlemen should

be encouraged in their course, for the money ex-

pended is considerable, and the offer is prompted

a great deal by the desire to increase artistic

efl'ort among the fraternity. Let them be rec-

ompensed by a liberal competition and a worthy

one. Be particular in understanding what they

say.

Mr. W. L. Bates, of Denver, Col., has sent

us a remarkable picture of a distinguished

wheelman balanced on his bicycle so dexter-

ously that not a single spoke is out of focus.

This picture is well named " No Visible Means

of Support."
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Annual Lantern Exhibition of the Photo-

graphic Society of Pdiladelphia.—The annual

Lantern Exhibition of the Photographic Society

of Philadelphia was held at Association Hall,

Philadelphia, on the 16th instant. Henry T.

Coates, Esq., announced the pictures. Some

beautiful work was exhibited from negatives by a

few of the members, giving evidence of no ordi-

nary talent on their part. A good deal of in-

dignation was expressed at the conduct of the

members of the Committee on Selection of Slides.

Some excellent ones made by members of the

Society were rejected for reasons known only to

the Committee. The exhibition was then supple-

mented by the introduction of some foreign

slides by professional manufacturers, some of

which were exceedingly badly chosen. More-

over, some splendid examples of portraiture

were ruled out by the Committee, made by one

or more of the liberal members of the Society.

In their stead there were introduced no less than

six photographs of u-indmilh, made by Mr.

Samuel T. Fox, the Chairman, we believe, of

. the Committee. There were seven windmills, if

we include the tolerable instantaneous view of a

yacht under sail. Only two or three of these

windmills had been shown before the audience

began to feel that there was a joke somewhere,

and thus Mr. Fox won the loudest applause of

any gentleman whose name was mentioned as

one of the artists of this occasion. Whether

Mr. Fox, during his rambles last summer, im-

agined that he was the Don Quixote of photog-

raphy, and therefore was called upon to fight a

second "battle of the windmills," and thus lorce

his victory upon the public, we know not. But all

jokes aside. We think that the Committee ren-

dered themselves liable to the severest censure

on account of their want of judgment both in

the selection of the slides, and in the pushing

forward so prominently of their own work. AVe

ought to say, however, that this action was not

the work of the Committee of the Whole. Con-

siderable dissent was expressed to us by one of

the Committee. It is believed that the Pho-

tographic Society will be asked for an explana-

tion from its Committee.

Dr. Vogkl's new address is as follows : Prof.

Dr. il. W. VoGi:i,,W. Kurfiirstenst., ^2la, licrlin,

Prussia.

A Nkw and Extknsivic Dhv-i-lati; Manu-
factory PuKiiicTKD.— It is not often that we
have logo abroad for photographic now?, but we
are informed by the Jlrilink Journal of I'hoUxj-

rajilnj that an extensive dry-plute manufactory

is to be started in America by English capital,

and will soon be under way. W. Irving Adams,

Esq., the well-known agent of the Scovill

Manufacturing Company is to be offered the

presidency of the company. Surely if such a

thing is to be, no more worthy president could

be chosen from our photographic fraternity than

Mr. Adams, whose capability as a manager and

business qualities are well known. Success to

the new enterprise. There is plenty of room.

Testimonial.—Mr. H. E. Matthews, of San

Francisco, Cal., says, "I am happy in the pos-

session of Photographies and Mosaics. Both

are very highly prized and studiously investi-

gated. Mosaics is my multuni in parvo, and is

all going to pieces with use. The item on page

fifty-eight has alone been worth the cost of the

book to me. I shall go for it every year."

Mr. Henry Rocher, Weber Music Hall, Chi-

cago, III., informs us of his continued desire to

dispose of his magnificent business in that city.

An ordinary business would have met with a

prompt sale, but Mr. Rocher has no superior in

this country, if in any other. As we have said

before, there is a magnificent business for some-

body to be had from Mr. Rocher.

Paddle and Portage is the title of a new

book by Thomas Sedwick Steele, Esq., of

Hartford, Conn., author of Canoe and Camera,

a book so well known to many of our health-

loving readers. A number of photographs per-

sonally made by the author accompany the

work, and altogether it is a splendid success.

Price, $1.60. For sale by the author, or Messrs.

EsTES & Lauriat, publishers, Boston, Mass

The New England Photographic Association

is organized for the ensuing year under the fol-

lowing named officers: President, Mr. A. A.

Glines, of Newton ; Secretary, Mr. H. W.
Whitney, 563 Main St., Cambridgeport, Mass.

\

The Insurance and Beneficial Society

Craze.—For several years past a good deal of

discussion has taken place in our national and

other orgnnizations on the subject of beneficial

and insurance companies for photographers.

As a rule, wo have had very little to say on this

subject, because we saw no immediate danger of

any such unwise work being undertaken. Even

liow it is only necessary for us to issue a word

of caution to those who do not think very

deeply, that they part not too readily with their

money in any such direction. If the photog-
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rapher will think a moment, he will see that the

insurance and benevolent organizations of our

country are in charge of men of large experi-

ence and careful judgment in every direction.

This is necessary, because the accumulation of

funds that occurs in any such organization, must

be carefully invested and taken care of, which

is no easy matter in this time of money plenty.

If photographers are prepared to select officers

whom they are willing to entrust with their

savings, and consider it better to do so than to

invest in some well-established and well-known

organization, now is the time to go ahead. We
cannot see what advantage there can possibly

be in anything of this kind for our craft. We
await results.

The Photographic Stockdealers and Manu-

facturers' Association of America is doing a

benign and useful work quietly but surely. The

dealers are gaining confidence in each other,

and are beginning to work more and more to-

gether. As a member of this Association we

see nothing in it that can interfere with the

photographer or do him injury. In fact, it is

quite the reverse. The time will come when the

dead-beat photographer will be put out of ex-

istence, as one of the results of this Association.

The gentlemen at the head of it are men of the

strictest integrity, and have the constant good

of the craft in view in their management.

Magnificent Microphotographs.—During a

recent visit to Boston we had the pleasure of

inspecting some of the most delicate micropho-

tographs it has been our pleasure to see. They

were the result of the skill of Mr. Thomas

Pray, Jr., Editor of the Manufacturers' Gazette,

Cotton Spinner, and Steam User, No. 31 Milk

Street, Boston, Mass. The subjects were all of

cotton fibres, enlarged to many thousand diame-

ters most exquisitely. Those who have not

undertaken this most delicate of all photo-

graphic work know little of the difficulties and

how to appreciate them. Mr. Pray has had

such success as will win him a name all over

the world. He is one of our most industrious

amateur photographers, and one of the most

intelligent and successful, too, as he proves by

the excellent article from his pen on another

page. He evidently does not intend to sit down
upon photography, or to set down in it, without

doing some good for the craft.

be had. All the wrinkles and dodges of modern

printing are embodied in Wilson's Photographies

to such an extent that we hardly think it pru-

dent to reprint the Practical Printer, Our readers

will please make note of this in order that orders

may not continue to come for it.

The Copyright Law.—Several correspon-

dents have inquired of us as to the copyright

law for books, photographs, etc. We shall have

an elaborate communication on the subject of

photographic copyright in our next issue by one

of our best literary newspaper men. With ref-

erence to the copyright of books by a foreigner,

no foreign citizen can copyright a book in this

country. If he wishes his work protected, it

must be done in the name of an American citi-

zen. This has been done several times in the

matter of photographic books, and their authors

paid, but, as a rule, books are stolen by American

publishers without any consideration being paid

to the author.

Mr. Charles Latham, Bradford, Pa., has

favored us with some examples of his dry-plate

work, which far exceed anything that we have

seen from him heretofore, although he has been

working the dry process but a little time.

Stamp Portraits.—Mr. C. H. Tonndorfp, of

St. Louis, Mo., finding the advantage of adver-

tising in the Philadelphia Photographer, repeats

his picture on the outside cover this month.

This little picture is bound to attract a good deal

of attention. We were in error last month in

stating that Mr. J. F. Ryder, of Cleveland, had

undertaken the exclusive agency for these pict-

ures. Mr. Ryder is only the agent for Cleve-

land. As will be seen by his advertisement,

Mr. ToNNDORFF has arranged with other parties

for agencies in different pares of the country.

We are asked to call attention to the advertise-

ment jointly of Messrs. Tensfeld & Kuhn,

in which it will be seen that they have combined

on a list of prices.

Hearn's Practical Printer.—We have to

announce that this capital book on printing is

now out of print, and that no more copies are to

Mr. W, F. Van Loo, of Toledo, Ohio, has also

favored us with some beautiful examples of his

work. Mr. Van Loo's enterprise is evidenced

by his communication this month on the subject

of prices.

Removal.—Mr. J. L. Clark, whose advertise-

ment is familiar to our readers, has removed to

larger and better quarters at 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia. As a refiner of wastes, Mr. Clark

is well and favorably known to many of our

readers, and is worthy of trial by all.
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Fiat Justitia, Ruat Caelum ! Which may

mean, speak the truth or your roof might fall

in! Concerning that "immense camera " men-

tioned in the February number of the Philadel-

phia Photof/rapher, it /s a fair-sized camera; but

for years I used a field camera with which I

made negatives 26 x 42, and had three different

lenses for the same. The first negative we made

with it was " Cobb Dock" near the Navy Yard

(in 1874) ; then the " Big Guns " of Fort Hamil-

ton, the U. S. Watch Co.'s building, etc. Your

journal I think mentioned the fact at the time,

and the camera is still in existence, although

badly damaged by the fire of '76 in my estab-

lishment. If you try your mathematics on the

subject, you will find my negatives are one hun-

dred and ninety-two square inches larger than

the little pocket-camera of our New England

friend. Very truly yours,

Geo. G. Rock wood.

Stereoscopic Groups.—Mr. B. W. Kilburn,

Littleton, N. H., has favored us with some thirty-

six admirable stereoscopic groups of children,

in all the sweet and pretty attitudes which the

photographer with his child-loving and poetic

mind could suggest. Moreover, we guess that

here and there a fair hand and head have been

enlisted in the vpork of posing and arranging.

Among the attractive titles given to these ad-

mirable groups are the following :
" Don't Stick a

Pin in the Baby, Sue," " Bean Porridge, Hot,"

"A Stitch in Time Saves Nine," " Flower of the

Family," " Jack Spratt and AYife," " The Sick

Doll," " The Prettiest Girl I Ever Saw," and

"Sucking Cider Through a Straw." Mr. Kil-

BURN is now, undoubtedly, at the head of the

stereoscopic business of the United States, and

has won this position by his industry and ar-

tistic talent.

A New Stock-house in Chicago.—Messrs. J.

H. Smith, formerly of Quincy, Ills.; and T. H.

Pattiso.n, formerly with IIiuAM J. Thompson,

have opened a new stock-house at 83 and 85

Wabash Avenue, Chicago. They hope to have

their catalogue ready shortly.

Mu. S. A. Stoddaui), Glen's Falls, New York,

has sent us a photogrn))hic catiiluguo of the

views made by himself, about one thousand in

number. Few who have not tried this experi-

ment know the immense amount of labor re-

quired to get up such a catalogue. Mr. Stoddard

ofTors to send it to intending purchasers for live

dollars, the money to bo refunded in case the

catalogue is returned. Send to him for circulars

His landscapes are among the most picturesque

in the world, Mr. Stoddard being an artist of

true festhetic feeling and education.

The Compact Camera and Ruby Plate-holder

invented by Mr. G. F. E. Pearsall, is winning

some grand testimonials from the press and peo-

ple. Mr. Pearsall has just issued a new price

list and descriptive circular, which all interested

in this subject ought to send for. His address

is 298 Fulton Street, New York City.

The New Amateur Society in New York.—
A splendid beginning has been made by the

]

new organization in New York City, and we

congratulate the officers on their success. We
devote considerable space to its proceedings.

li is rarely that a new Society starts out so well.

It was pleasant, too, to see some of our veteran

amateurs present at, and taking part in, this

meeting. All photographic societies should en-

deavor to do some good for the advancement of

the art, even though it be only a hobby with its

members.

Our friend, Abram Bogardus, Esq., well

known to everybody, amused and entertained

the Photographic Society of the American In-

stitute, a few nights by his delivery of an ad-

dress entitled '' Thirty-seven Years Behind the

Camera." Nothing has occurred at this Society

for a long time which brightened and snapped

it up so, as did this address of Mr. Bogardus.

It has been printed in full in two or three of the

other journals, so that all of our subscribers

must have seen it; and crowded space prevents

us from indulging in following suit. The whole

of the paper reminds us of the old good N. P.

A. days, when such brilliant addresses were for

years sent out from the Presidential chair.

The works of the American Optical Co. were

burned Thursday, April 24th. Everything is

going on nicely again at the new factory.

Information Wanted.—A correspondent asks

the following questions: "Are dry plates afl'ected

by beat and cold the same as wet ? If your dark-

room is very cold, and your dry-plate developer

and water almost to the point of freezing, could

a good negative bo made with good light and

reliable plates? The instruction is to keep your

developer cool and have cool water; can they not

be too cold?" Will soiuo ono please answer.



MAKE OUT YOUR OWN BIliLi, and remit cash with your advertisements, or they will not be

inserted.

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES Six lines, one insertion, p. 00, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter

must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations.

-6®" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement. Postage-stanaps takeu.^

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
On and after May 1, 1884, our address

will be

%16 East 9th St., Jfew York.
At the same date the Chicago OflBee will

be discontinued.

Lafavette W. Seavey.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AKD

ACCESSORIES,
REMOVED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-
ern improvements, and the most refined demands
from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

For Sale in the Best Mining Camp in

America.—I have just received into my hands
a good photographic outfit and full stock, which

must be sold immediately. For particulars.

Address J. H. Eardley,

Grocer, Butte City,

Montana Ty.

ROCKIOOD SOLAR PRINTINa CO.

17 Union Square, Ne-wr York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. EOCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

G. HANMER CROUGHTON,

ARTIST TO THE TRADE.
Double First-Class Prize Medalist.

All kinds of photographic printing. Oil, water,

pastel, crayon, India-ink, and negative retoucher.

914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is nearly

all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by

Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As

there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.
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.18. No. 18.

A?AYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old foiiu of No. IS, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-s7ta])ed style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

1864 1884.

NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No. 813 Arcli Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CEAYON AND WATER COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indiiin ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized ])aper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
IIoIiIh up to view all itboiit niHiiipiiIii-

floii, iiIioto;;ia]thic arl, poising, llji^litiiig,

c-tc. Nearly 1000 soUl. Sec advcftlscinciitB
nn<l teMtiiiioiiialN.

$400 $4.00

Wa.ntkk.—A lirst-chvss young man to run
a giillery on shares. Also fast workman to make
tintypes in park for picnic parties.

Addre.-s J. C. Leshkk,

Carlisle, I'm.

M. WEKNEE,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnished.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for aiii/ j^urpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

Address Charles Ehrmann, Harlem, N. 1''.,

Secretary of Association of Operative Photogra-

phers of Now York City, for operators, printers,

and retouchers, or in care Wm. Kurtz,

233 Broadway, N. Y.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to

inform her friends and the photographic pro-

fession that she has removed to 210-1 North 20th

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

the office of the I'hiUidelphia /'huttii/raplier.

WILSON'S PlIOTOURAPHICS.

/'/iuloi/r((jj)iict: suits me better than any similar

work I have come across. The giving of the

experience of different workers on the same sub-

ject, and giving it in their own words, being an

especially valuable feature.—S. B. Hill, Flem-

ington, N. .J.

Platinotvi'e Materials.—Thomas II. McCol-

lin, 635 Arch Street, Pliiladelphia, manufact-

urer, importer, and dealer in all kinds of plalino-

type materials for M'illis's Process.

Wanted.—A strictly first-class printer and

toner. To such we offer a permanent situation

and good wages. Incom])etent workmen are

especially requested not to apply.

Address Egan & Heinuj,

Urbana, Ohio.

Wilson's Photographies.
Fourth Edition—Now Ready.
$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.
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PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. AVilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now
kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mer^tioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

914 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The genial well-known photographer, Mr.

C. H. A. TonndorfF, has presented the public

with a novelty in the photographic line. He
calls his new invention Stamp Portraits. They

are issued in sheets, gummed on the back and

perforated like postage-stamps. Each sheet con-

tains one hundred of these little gems. Their

elegance and neatness, combined with their

cheapness, will insure their popularity and cre-

ate a demand for them. It will not be long be-

fore busifiess cards and invitations will be

adorned with these stamp pictures. John A.

Sholten has, indeed, made use of them in dec-

orating the programmes used at the Olympic

Theatre and the Opera House, with excellent

portraits of Mr. Irving, Miss Terry, and Maggie

Mitchell. These pictures received the highest

praise from all who received them. -St. Louis

Globe Democrat.

AVILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is a most useful book, and its practical

teachings to the studious photographer contain

the most valuable information.—C. D. Mosher,
Chicago.

Don't do that any longer. Get Schindler's

Picturesque and Easy-Posing Chair. Send for

prints and lists to the factory. West Hoboken,

N. J. Our photographic studio furniture is a

leading specialty, unequalled in usefulness, qual-

ity, and cheapness. For sale by all dealers.

FEENCH'S
Ornamental Eeliep Borders,

OR

FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.

The above is the title given by the Patent

OfBce to what has been known as French's Em-
bossed Foregrounds. See full-page advertise-

ment.
BARGAIN LIST.

Send for price-list of fiecond-hand instruments,

fixtures, etc., goods that were reserved in the

sale of my gallery. All in good order and cheap.

Address C. M. French,

Manufacturer of Ornamental Foregrounds.

Garrettsville, Ohio.

Photographic Rooirs for Sale.—In Middle-

bury, Vermont. Shire town of Addison County.

A splendid country seat of about three thou-

sand inhabitants, containing a prosperous col-

lege and graded school. The business centre of

the county. Now doing a good business. Will

be sold at once, with or without apparatus. For

particulars, call on, or address

A. V. Brown,

Middlebury, Vt.

Wanted.—A first-class operator. One who

has been head operator in leading gallery of

some city. Address Genelli,

St. Louis, Mo.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
All about emulsion vvorlc and plate mak-

ing—a -whole big cliapter. See index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

BAKGAINS!
One 11x14 single-swing, eone-bellows

view-box (Semmendinger), silver-wire

corner-holders, nearly new $27 00

One double dry-plate holder, A. 0. Co.,

with kits, which fits the above box 11 00

One A. 0. Co 5 X 8 " 76 " stereo-box, three-

inch focus Morrison wide-angle lens,

one pair of single stereo-view lenses,

Taylor folding tripod, all in excellent

order, for lot only 30 00

One A. 0. Co. 11x14 double-swing por-

trait-box, finest finish, bonanza holder,

new, used only for three or four trial

plates, only 55 00

All the above goods warranted as represented.

Terms C. 0. D., or cash with order. Money

refunded if goods are returned in good order in

five days. BACHRACII & BRO.,

Cor. Eutaw and Lexington Streets,

lialtiiuore, Md.

Wanted.—At once, a first-class retoucher, who

can print and tone. Will give a permanent po-

sition and pay good salary to right party. Send

fiainples of retouching, and .salary wanted.

Address II. W, Kelley,

1020 0. Street,

Lincoln, Nob.

Wanted.—Operators on copies
;
printers, re-

touchers. One solar printer by electric light

and development; also artists in all branches.

Address American Photographing

AND Copying Company,

329 Market Street,

Harrisburg, Pa.

This Company was incorporated April 3d,

1884, and is prepared to execute first-class pho-

tography in all its branches.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements undef- this head : Ihnited

to/our lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

In a copyiag-house for oil and water-colors,

Indian ink, crayon and pastel. Large and small

work. Fine finish and correct likenesses. Very

rapid and steady worker. Operates solar camera

and air-brush. Address Marie Soupher, Harris-

burg, Penna.

By a photographic operator and retoucher.

Would take charge of a gallery. Address J. V.

K., Photographic Operator, Philadelphia, Pa.

As general assistant in a gallery where good

work is made. Several years' experience. Free

from whiskey and tobacco. Can make frames,

or do the letter-press printing in large gallery.

Address Beecher, P. 0. Box 2773, New York.

Permanently by a lady retoucher. Address

Cora Blake, Elmira, N. Y.

As operator, in any branch. Long experi-

ence. Steady work at no less than fifteen dol-

lars per week, and expenses paid to destination.

Address Photographer, 2 Stuyvesant Street,

New York.

As a retoucher, crayon, ink, and water-color

artist. Address C. H. D., care of Edward L.

Wilson, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street,Phila.

By a young married man, as printer and re-

toucher, or as assistant operator, well up in the

business. Good reference. Not afraid of work.

Address Arthur B. Eaton, Potsdam, N. Y.

As oj)erator in a first-class gallery. Five years'

experience. Recommendation.^ exchanged. Ad-

dress Operator, Box ISd, Mi\i-ietta, Ohio.

In a first-class gallery, by a first-class re-

toucher, printer, and fair operator, who studies

his employer's interests. Adrress A. B., care of

W- J. llolbrook, 182f< Christian Street, Phila.
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J. L. CLARK,
gOLD AND Silver JlEnNER,

ASSAYER AND SWEEP-SIELTER,

n REMOVED TO

pl 823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS.

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:

I 11
John Carbutt, Dry "Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

f-"'-^ Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.
* Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

ALBERT MOORE ^ SOIAR ENLAReER.
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

The FH0T06RAPHIC COLORISTS' RDIDE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—ThQ growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

led to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.
III. The Materials used in Finishing

Photographs with "Water Colors.
IV. Water-color Painting as Applied

to Photographs.

°The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is iinely illustrated

Chap. V, Relative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten,
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.
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§) fi 1,
<r—^.>—FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.—-..^

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.

After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making

use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their o^wn Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a

matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here cjuoted.

In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

Note.—No amateur photographic outfit is complete without this Engraving
Diamond.

•PRICE, $3.75.-

EDWARD L. WILSON,
General Agent,

912 & 914 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, New York.
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The Professional and Amateur Thotograplier
rill find Ms every want supplied by using the

^following brands of KEYSTONE DRY PLATES.
' They are now made on Chance's English Glass,
flat and uniform in tliickness and dimensions.

SPECIAL ^ PORTRAIT.
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them
especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN GEL-ATINE PLATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

parencies, and on thin crystal glass 314^x4, for Lantern Slides.

THE "B " GELATINO-ALBTTMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape,

If"^"7 ^•'chitecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

kJ^j/ the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

'
' The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's " Multum in Parvo " Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25
cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents

;

quart, $1.75.

FOB SALE BY ALL DEALBBS LJV BHOTO. MATEBLALS.
PRICE LISTS FORWARDED OJV APPIilCATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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iiti IS 19
TO BE AWARDED

AT THE OOMINa

CINCINNATI CONVENTION
FOR THE

BEST WORK PRODUCED ON THE

Inglis Dry Plate.
PRIZES AS FOLLOWS

:

For the FINEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs, framed,
made on a 14 x 17, or larger, INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs,
framed, made on a 14 x 17, or larger INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

For the FINEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in frame, 4x6
feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in

frame, 4x6 feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

GRAND TOTAL, $500.

The above is a bona fide offer. The committee of award will consist of five

disinterested gentlemen, appointed at the Convention. At the close of the Conven-
tion, the exhibits which are awarded the prizes, as also the negatives from which the
prints were made, shall become the property of Inglis & Reid, the frames to be
purchased by them at cost price.

All competitors for the above prizes will be required to enter their names with us
on or before July ist, on which date the entries will close.

The iNfiLis Platk is for sale by all stockdealers, or a sample dozen of any size, for

trial, will be forw.ndetl by llic manufacturers on receipt of pi'icc, />>o7'/t/,t/, it is agreed,
that our formula for developer sliall be used and our instructions followed
to the letter.

INGLIS & REID, Rochesler, N. Y.
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720 {5 gross) of these trimmers were sold to one party in July.

^W^iSSiz. PHOTOGRAPH TRIMfflERS

!

r ° 5

-o ^ o

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and

now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the St7-aight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

se. PRICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

OVALS.
2x2i 3|x4f 5x7 61x8-1-

2^x3i Bfxdf 5ix7i 6Jx8J
2^x3^ 3^x4^ 5*x7J 7x9
2tx3| 3|x5^ 5fx7f 7ix9i
2fx3f 4x5f 5|x7| 7^x9*
2|x4i 4fx6| 6x8 7fx9|

MADE OF SHEET-IRON.
We have,the following Regular Sizes always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.
SQUAEE OR ROUND CORNERED.

2^1^x3-1 2/^x3| 2fx4J 4x5|
2|x3| 23-\x3|- 2|x4| 4-^x5|
2|x3| 2fx4| 3|x5i 3|x6
2^x3 If 4x6^

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3yi^x3f, 3x3 3,-Lx3|, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to 7nake their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the Knife for Trimmituj
Photographs, and do thework much more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cut, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge

^

which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

I

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

fii Dealer! EDWARD L. WILSON, Manofactarer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUada.

4
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTO&RAPHIC STOCK HOUSE,
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTEEIOR DECORATING CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTOGRAFHISCHE^MITTHEILnNKEN.
We are now ])reparcd to receive subscription.s for Dr. lleniiann ^Y. Vogel's magazine bearing

Uie above title.

The MITTHEILUN6EN is published in German and is is.suod scnii-montlily at ^3.00 per year,

postage paid. 'ID all of our German photographers and many others this will be considered a

desirable oi)i)i)ilunity.

The Magazine is published at Berlin. .Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pd
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

M^n WWW^ ®N EVERY BR^NCP 0E PP0¥06]^^PPY.3!E^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S rnOTOGBAFHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Two Vols.
"Price, 12.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Yogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 15th, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. EoBiNsoN. Por the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE,

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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^-(9 "rHE!

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.
(INCOEPOKATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

-J^SEND FOR PRICE LIST.^*^#-

\

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST;

Size 3^ X 4| I'er duz. |0 GO

4x5.
i\ X SA.

41 X e>L

5 X 7 .

5 X H .

6J X 8i.

8 X 10

00

1 00

1 30

1 5.0

1 75

'J 30

;{ 40

Size 10 X 12 Perdoz. |5 00

Those Biiiall

Hizos uro ))ut

up in pnck-
Hgo8 of not

less tlian

one dozen
plates.

11 X 14..

14 X 17.

10 X 20.

17 X 20.

18 X 22.

20 X 24.

6 60

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00
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SOOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES,

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photogiaphic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this effec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry ofi" the waste water to an outlet.

, After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

^s PRICE LIST— (s^J»

No. 1, for six 4i Plates, . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5h 1 30
" 4, " 4ix 6^ 1 35
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" 7, " 6J X 8J 1 75
" 8, " 8 xro 2 26

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Bonces, dtO cfs. additional for each size.

Oloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PROTECTING CASE,
With Glass Bottle and Tumbler, for Photo. Develoxier

and other Solutions.

Thosk who have worked in the field have wished very often for some safe method of

carrying with them their developer and other chemicals in solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose. We allude to the patent metallic protecting cases invented

for similar purposes. The bottles may be of ordinary shape so they fit the metal case, which latter

is drawn from solid metal, with a locking ring on each case to afford perfect protection for the

bottles containing the liquids which are trusted to their care. They are made of different sizes

:

bottles of one, two, four, and eight ounce mixtures, and each case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very light, and the corrugation makes them so strong as to

resist crushing. They can be packed in any position. The metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case closed, and the second open with the bottle therein. The
u.se of this arrangement assures the photographer that he has a safely kept stock on hand of an)
needful solution.

^-^ •«.

No. 1.

No. 3 A.

PRICE LIST. •^—

^

Diameter, 1^ in. Length, 3,>< In. 'Wi'lgUt, 4^ oz. Furnished with 1 ox.
lioltic, each, . .

ntuintUr, a in. L.<-n;;4h, 5^ in. Weight, 7% oz. Fnrnlsiied with
4 «z. Iioltle, ivltii tiinihlcr, making i^ pint flnslc, each,

Wn ^ A ninmeler, a;,4 In. Lengdi, 7 in. AVel^ht, 14 oz. FurniHhed 'ivith
IIU. TO.. H ox. Iiottle, with tumbler, making '.; pint flask, each,

Nn 1*^ A Dlameler, «7h In. Length, 6 In. AVel^ht, 17 oz. FurniHhed with
1%\J. lU XI. K ox. bonie, with tumbler, makluf; ^.; pint flawk, each, ....
«e?-TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK.-^Jll

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
W. Irving Adam.s, Agcni. 421 Broome Street, New York.

$0 50

89

1 10

1 30
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THEORETICAL. AND PRACTICAIi.

By Rev. T. FRKDERICK HARD^^^ICH, M.A.
NINTS EDITION.

Edited by J. TRAILL TAYLOR.
liluminated Cover, $2.00 per Copy. Cloth Bound, $2.50 per Copy.

^oo.^_CONTENTS—<!>o^

Historical Sketch of Early Photography.
Outlines of General Chemistry.
Vocaljulary of Photographic Chemicals.

The Salts of Silver Employed in Photography.
On the Development of an Invisible Image by
Means of a Reducing Agent.

Fixing Agents.
The Manufacture of Photographic Collodion.

The Chemistry of the Nitrate Bath.

On Positive and Negative Collodion Photo-
graphs.

On the Theory of Positive Printing.

The Photographic Dark Room.
Formulae for Negative Solutions.

Manipulations of the Wet Collodion Processes.

The Positive Collodion Process on Glass or

Metallic Plates (Ferrotypes).

The Negative Collodion Processes on Glass.

Portraiture—-Positive and Negative.

Photographic Enlargements.
The Practical Details of Photographic Print-

ing.

The Gelatine Emulsion Process.

The Collodion Emulsion Process.

Willis's Process for Engineer's Plans.

Micro -Photography.
The Optics of Photography.

On Binocular Vision and the Stereoscope.

Chromotype or Lambertype.
Appendix.

Edition Sellhig Rapidly. Having arranged for a special lot of this book from English sheets,

I offer them to the trade direct. Mailed on receipt of price.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

CELLOI^DINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that with the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now the
most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion in its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out like any Pyroxyline,
and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
published from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half
of the time with the usual collodions.

Price, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
Address

BAOHRACH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

^ '^ ^
DRESOEM ALBUMEN paper!

^JadeMa^ '^fade^a^

For Sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.
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THE

AIR
BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

g>*trfl/Cg-
ff^^g^

C/r/eyji:^

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, 111.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PRisTise Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. Thej' are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut- Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order prouiptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^^No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

i nstruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM. .
Promenade Size now Keady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen,

GIHON'S OPAQUE'
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPL.IKD WITH A UUVSH, DRIES Q,UICIiL,V AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AddrcHH all or<iorM to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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DRES

EXTRA
^f^JV

BRILLIANT

WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

-^a. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

'•Dear Sir: The paper works lovely, and is a

-..Grodsend to the photogi-aphers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir: One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had lor years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am

: satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

I am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly. J. A. SCHOLTEN.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST, NEW YOEK

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

UEASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJVUFACTURE ALL ICIJVDS OF _

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOE

Photographers
AND

MATS. MOUNTS. AND ENTELOFES
FOR

l^ii IB^ "la

'ii

{

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T TE" T7IIESM!

WATMOUTH'S VIGNETTE FAFERS.

No. 15y.,
THE

Oriiislii Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
No^tf- Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

Tkey are not clujnsy ; do not

break : are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They

needbut one adjustment toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and

troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
AKE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belo^A/.

SEE TESTIMOXIAIS.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Prancisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL, AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."^" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a

:
great saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—" 1 have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me

; packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
; not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
i anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested

;

: can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
I for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—"Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

I have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-BEALERS

INCREASE
THEIR ORBERS LARGELY

EVERT
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containmg one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 SO 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, lor Cartes, by number, per doz 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
> 16, 17, 18, „ „ „ 'Half » .. .. » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 «&; 914 Chestnut St., PhUad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANOE'S
—SPECIAL-

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait OoUodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the tolnter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. B@^ None genuine unless the signature of Elbei-t

Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

fi^or Vignette Glasses. I For Groiiiid Glass for Cameras.
a Retoucliliig Varuisli.
Softening Strong Negatives,
tlie Celebrated Berlin Process-

« Glazing Sky and Side Liglits.
'< Obscuring Studio and Otiice Doors.
" Printing "Weak Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TKIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHanoe's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer. I

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties

prefer to nuike their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is esj)ecially ada[)ted to the Kembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness
renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as well for all woric.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE ipnTTnniniVT
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED juUljLUJJlUil

PRICE, $1.60 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER,

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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jIv^ES P- MAGEE & Q
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

Jlo. G22 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

•#s+ STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.-se*.

PPfIJIPPS of GOJ.P and Sipvpp W^STP.
Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive jprompt attention.

.^SXSL r'O THE3

Dry Plate.
The BEST in the MARKET for STUDIO and INSTANTANEOUS WORK.

We solict a trial and will deliver them free of charge at the following Standard Prices.

3Xx 4X,4x5,
4X X 5>^,

4X X Gy^,5x7,5x8,
6^ X 8X,
8 X 10

Per Dozen, $0 60
i

lOx 12,
90

i

11 X 14,
1 00 14 X 17,
1 20 16x20,
1 55 17x20,
1 75

j

18x 22,
2 30

i
20 X 24,

3 40 I

Per Dozen, $5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

TABER & RUTHWICK,
No. 8 Montgomery Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

ON. HOOD ^
^yjj V *^ 825 Arch Street, V>Q

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876.

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
^WE HAVE

isroTV

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4: to 8 x 10. I Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 3 and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 3, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

i^z-i-rr- I

Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereograpbic Lenses, all sizets.

IN STOCK. [^ Symmetricals. Ilapid Symmetricals.
|
New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the hest as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons' APLANATIO Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the followinQ prices :

No. 1— 1-4: size, 3^ inch focus, $35 00 I No. 4:— 8x10 size,... lO'X inch focus,. ..$G0 00
» 3—1-3 » 5'/ » » 30 00 i> 5—10x13 » ...13;^ » » 70 00
» 3— 4:-4: » 7 » » 45 00 |

» 6-13x16 » ...16!4 » » .-HO 00
Nos. 1 and 3 are In matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMEKICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIE, etc.

WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Auy article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At prices u.» low as are con-sLstent with tbo quality of goods furnished. Wo are indebted to our

cuRtoinors for the patronage during the past Nineteen Yearn, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-

linuan<;c of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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O. H. TONNDORFF'S

STAMP PORTRAITS ^

o

Furnished in Sheets of 25 or 100. g.

PERFORATED AND GUMMED LIKE POSTAGE STAMPS. »
o
B

8 PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS, O

€^ With 333/3 per cent. Commission. &
p3 m
^ For each Hundred, $1 50 g-

Q CD

f5 For Five Hundred from same picture, ... 7 50 _
!D For One Thousand, from same picture, . . 12 00 ^
rn c+
_a Larger quantity as per arrangement, O

1^ - . . .

"

Q Stamp portraits are taken from cabinet bust photographs. Light and ^
55 black backgrounds give very good effects. It is a recopying process, with ^

an artistic design in form like postage stamps, made by a patent instrument. ^

Q Regular customers can have special designs made when they wish 2
their work done, with name and address on design. The charge for such §

O design is $6.00. *%

CQ I furnish also Stamp Portraits to order with no name on. I also 2
J/2 . . .

'-'

g furnish name and address free of charge to parties ordering ten thousand q
^ in one order. ^
O All orders must be accompanied by the cash, or goods sent C. O. D.

Letters of satisfaction received from such leading firms as John A. ^
9 Scholteu, F. W. Guerin, G. Cramer Dry Plate Works, all of St Louis; °

G. Gennert, New York; Latour, Sedalia ; R. Uhlman, St. Joseph; Theo. ^
Lilieuthal, New Orleans ; Uhlrich, New York, and others. 2

AGENTS:
DOUGLASS, THOMPSON & CO., Chicago ; P. S. RYDER, Syracuse, N. Y.

;

J. F. RYDER, Cleveland; C. T. STUART, Hartford, Conn.

C. H. TONNDORFP, $
CD

Original Inventor of the Stamp Portrait, 9^

1423 CHESTNUT STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
6
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THE

EXTRA-RAPID

jELATiNE Dry Plates.
Manufactured and tested under the intniediate supervision of

Clinrles W, Hearn, of Portland, Me.

Combine Rapidity of Working, Exceeding Fineness of Texture

id Deposit in Film, Fine Rendering of Detail in Shadows, Purity-

id Crispness of High-Lights, etc., etc.,

IN A VERY HIGH DEGREE.
In placing these plates upon the market, we claim that we have only awarded to

:m, merits which we are justified in doing. Every precaution will be taken in

ecting for packing in the boxes only those plates which are entirely free from

-jy irregular l,nes, spots, dirt specks, uneven flowing, and all other such imper-

tions that are more or less common with some of the dry plates in the market.

e these plates a trial. You will be pleased with the results, and will want none

;er in future.

For Sale by Stockdealers Eueryuuhere.

'. ordering from your stockdealer, insist upon obtaining them, and don't submit

:heir substituting plates of other manuficture in place of them. If you still have

,;ble in obtaining them, address

THE HEARN DRY-PLATE COMPANY,

No. 614 Congress Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
OOLORISTS'
GUIDE

By the kte JOHN L. fllHOK

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORM*

'T^HE

The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full in-

structions on all the new and improved methods—for

like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved

and progressed—has led to the publication of the above.

Chap. I. On India-ink Work.

II. The Principles to be Con-

sidered in the Application

of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-

ishing Photographs with

Water Colors.

IV. Water-color Painting as Ap-

plied to Photographs.

ITS COIVTEIVTS ARE:
Chap. V. Relative to the Use ofPaints

that are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-

types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.

IX. Crayon Work.

X. Negative Retouching.

XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and/resh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on, receipt of price,

$1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
PBOTO. PUBriSHJER,

912 «fe 914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
etcbiugs and engravingsThe purposes of the association are to publish original

of the highest grade,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its li adiug feature the contributions

of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustration.'*.

HIGH ICSTCLA SS O /' lit ND PAINTED
DISSO r VINO J IKW S I in ES,

As Used at the L.ate Royal Polytechnic, England,

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIANS.

Not nu-rcly Colorists of I'lioiogiaplis, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special
attention to the fact that they can paint any snoject,
coniMiencing on the bare gUiss Any Engraving.
Print, Drawing, etc., can he copied as blidcs, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo Sliiles in a far superior manner to any other
house. Slides may he had from 3 inches to 10 inches
in diameter As these slides take a good while to do,
and are only done to (iudhk, customers must order
during the summer months. Samples may be had.

IB HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Olil or (hnmifffil SUiI<-h ami A}>j)ar<itus rrpalrrd. Comlrtisfrs for all purposrs, any size to order.
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AT THIS SEASON
THE BEST book: FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL IS

Pictorial Eflfect in Photography.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I. Introductory.
II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

{continued).
VI. Unity.

VII. Examples—E.xpression.
VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
IX

.

Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
XIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose-

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.

XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.

XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX. Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.

XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of
Light and Shade.

XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of
Light and Shade (continued ).

XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULAR PHOTO. WORK EVER PUBLISHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK WANTED NO \V BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Illustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellence

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."
—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, Al Y.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
ever published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."

—

James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PMlada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
AnE CONCEDED BY THE LEADINO PHOTOGRAPHERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP.

HL,

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

fr-^^* PRICE LIST. ^-»

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

3X X 4X, •4x5,.
4^ X Q%, .

. . $0 60

. . 90

. . 1 20

5x8,.
6Kx8>^, .

8 X 10,

. . $1 75
. . 2 30
. . 3 40

10x12, .

11x14, .

14x17, .

. . $5 00
6 50

. . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
General Agent, OS '"AR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8 X lo box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8 x lo. Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket.
It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^
inches thick, weighing, complete, 7^^ pounds. Sena
for circular.

1 box cotn2ilete, with one plate holder, . $2!> 00

C. H. SCOFIELD, '

25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.OPEN SHUT.

F. DRESOHER & CO.'S

Improved Gelatine for Emulsion.
Made on a new and improved method, i.s the best and pure.st, the mo.st reliable,

and gives the best results.

UNRIVALLED FOR THE PURPOSE.
Trt^K" IT! XJSES IT!

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS.
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J. p. OURDAN, GEO. G. STILLMAN.

(2 THE

J. W. STILLMAN.

Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This pldte is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and

warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better than any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

PLATE
WARRANTED.

TRADE MARK

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DRY PLATE MAKEES' ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1884,

S^x 4} per doz., ?0 60

4x5 » 90

4ix 5i » 1 00

41 X G^ .. 1 20

5x7 » 1 55

5x8 .) 1 75

6Jx 8^ » 2 30

8 X 10 » 3 40

10x12 per doz., $5 00

11 X 14

14x 17

16x20
17 x20
18x22
20x24
30x60 each 9 00

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

THE ONLY MAKERS yVMO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
PATENTED APRIL 9, 1884.

New Designs Just Out, and Old Designs Greatly Improved.

Owing to the great favor with which this new and novel style of printing in work was received at the Photog-
raphers' Convention at Milwaukee, and continuing all through the holiday season, our resources were taxed lo the
utmost to fill the orders, and having our regular gallery work to attend to besides, we were obliged to withdraw our
advertisements from the journals in order, if possible, to lessen the great demand upon us. Now, however, we are
pleased to announce to the fraternity that, having disposed of the gallery and having fitted up a suit of rooms solely

for the manufacture of the Foreground Negatives, we solicit your orders, and we feel confident that you will be
pleased with the improved appearance of the work, aswe are taking great pains in producing work of a first-class

and meritorious order, and a perusal of the following testimonials, selected from the many at hand, will show that
this new and novel style of embellishing photographs is meeting with approval among our best workers in the art

photographic. We shall reduce the price to $i 25 for 5x8 or cabinet size, and gi 50 for 4 x 4 or boudoir size,

believing, with our increased facilities for turning out work, and complete arrangements for doing good work, that
the use of them will become more general. By
this arrangement no discounts can be made on
orders less than ten dollars, either to user or dealer.

"

The sending of photographic samples to the host of
inquirers is a great expense to us, and hereafter
we will send free a sample blue print, or on receipt
of six two-cent stamps, will send a 4 x 4 size mo-
saic sample photograph, mounted on cloth.

TESTIMONIALS.
" The ornamental Foreground Negatives we had

from you are just the nicest thing of the kind we
have ever seen. There is an artistic quality about
them that is quite unusual in such adjuncts to

photographs, and as something new and nice we
can heartily recommend them to our co-workers."
—Decker &. AVilljer, Cleveland, O., April 3,
1884.

" I am much pleased with your Border Nega-
tives for cabinets. The designs are very pretty
and novel, and the effect charming. I shall want
more if future designs take as well as these we
Tiave."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, O., April 10,

1884.

" Embossed Foreground Negatives duly re-

ceived. Allow me to congratulate you on your
happy hit. For simplicity of manipulation,
cheapness, as well as beauty and novelty, they
are ahead, and must be a success and a pleasure
to all concerned. Find enclosed $} 25 for two
more negatives, and with your permission I will

keep samples, for I fear I shall be compelled to get
other designs. Wishing you the abundant success
you so richly deserve, 1 remain, etc."—A. R.
L>auiiey, Shelbyville, 111., Nov. 25, 1883.

" The Foreground Negatives were received
some time ago all right, and I am so well pleased
that I want more. You may send me ....
Forward by U. S. Express."—Geo. W. Hls-
soii^, La Grange, Ind., Dec. 6, 1883.

For those to whom I am a stranger, and who
may hesitate about sending an order direct with a

remittance, I would refer you to the following
letter from Cleveland's leading photo, stockdealer
; nd President of the Stockdealers' Association of
merica.

'F4i'w»!miMiMmijiwii"iftm(»jirimniiic(n^

Patented April 9, 1884.
"This is to certify that wc have known Mr. C. M French, Proprietor of French's Embossed Foreground and

Border Piinting Negatives for the past fifteen years, having had business relations and a personal acciuaintancc
with him during the most of this period, and can confidently commend him a sa thorough Christian gentleman of the
strictest integrity and worthy of the fiillest confidence and trust of those with whom he may have dealings."—
Sar|B;ent &> Co., Cleveland, O.,April 10, 1884.

ff-fi TITLES O
No. Size on Platk.

Sx8 4x4
1. " ' Who's T hat? ' says little rabbit," . Cab. or Boud.
2. Palette, with design of flowers, . . " »

3. A Sunny Corner, winter scene, birds, >i »

4 • For Clench's Plaque, or full cabinet, »

5.» Plaque imitation for 6 inch circle

cards n

6. " Owly Moses ! What's the mailer?
"

i.omic » ,.

7.* Our Reflections, a great favorite, .
..

Cut-outs or masks arc furnished with ncgativesTreciiii
over vigiicUcd portraits, the others by double vignetting.

For negatives scml to your stockdealer or lo

Inventor and Maniiractnrer. C

F DESIGNS.
No. Size of Platk.

5x8 4x4
8. Golden Kod, in tasteful arrangement, Cab. or Boud.
9.* A Birtl's eye View, very pleasing, . » »

to * By Moonlight, quite effective, . . » »

II.* " Snow-Flakes of Memory," for the
Holidays,.^

It* Border to Clench's Large Plaque, . 8 x 10

11 " Shells from the Sea Shore," . . Cab. or Boud.
14.* Up in a Baloon Sailing Around the

Moon, » »

ring them. Numbers marked thus are used as medallions
Send for mosaic sample : blue print free

;
photos , 12 cents.

M. FRENCH, Garretsville, Portage Co., Ohio.
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1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the world,

and solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons in securing for

THE TEAR OF ITS MAJORITY

A LARGE ADDITION TO ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST.
Since the blessed A^-t of Photog7-aphy was bo7-n^ and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that one man for tw£NY-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia

Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and. Active W"orkers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Pearsall, Landy, Cramer, Jackson, Motes, and others.

January, Febrxiary, and March, $1.25.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

'^g^A few Sets only of Volume XJT. for Sale.-^WIH

s^ WONT YOU 1 TATPP'P A QP HTTP T TQT I by getting one
PLEASE TRY TO j J-i^ UHJJiiKDIj U U lb J-illO i \ NEW SUBSCRIBER

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums y"^?' NEW subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

ii per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions muLt be ac.

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Szx One
Mo?ith. Months. Year.

One Page ..J20.00 JSIIO.OO S200.00

Half " .. 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page .. 7.00 38.50 70.00

Eighth " .. 4.00 22.00 40.00

Cards, 6 lines

or less .. 2.00 11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
I those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.
Terms, $1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

I each additional line, seven words to a

j

line, always in advance. Duplicate

j

insertions, 50 cents less, each.

i
We have added an Exchange Column

to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can
insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a
line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor, 912 & 914 Chestuut St. Philada.
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Dry Plate Works.

'^^ -^^ '^'^.

^ CRAMER'S ^

DRY PLATES
USED BY THE

1>.LEADIE PHOTOGRAPHERS ^-
''

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

:il x4.|,

4x6,
4i X 5i.

\\ x fU,

5 X 7.

5 X «,

r.A x S^,

H X 10,

MA

)cr (loz. , $0 60
•• •• 90
" " 1 00
.. .1

J 20

10 X 12

11 X 14

14 X 17

16x20

per doz

I ( I.:

1 5r, .T\ 17 X 20 u u

1 75 r' ^ * 18x22 (1 i(

•
^

2 ao

:] 40

20 X 24 .( 11

(Stamp Portrait of G. Cramer, by C II. ToniulorfT.)

SEE LIST OF DEALERS INSIDE.

NUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S.

, $5 00

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

A
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AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,
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OLSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS, Fourth Thousand, $4.00. "ii^iil'}''
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For Sai.k.—The (incsl arranged grouiid-lldiir
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I
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OFFICE OF

G. CRAMER DRY-PLATE WORKS

Shenandoah and Buena Vista Streets,

ST. LOUIS.

The Cramer Prize Offers.

For the best ivorh produced on the Cramer Dry Plates

I offer $600.00 in cash, to he awarded at the Cincinnati

Convention as follows:

$300.00 for the best collection of large photographs

(portrait work), not smaller than 11 x 14.

$200.00 for the best collection of cabinets and other

sizes below 11 x 14.

$100.00 for the best collection of views.

Exhibits may be shown framed or unframed. Each

exhibit must have a card attached stating, ^^Made on

Cramer Plates/' and giving name of exhibitor.

The awards will be made on the second day of the

Convention by a committee of five disinterested photog-

raphers.

All competitors for the above will please notify me of

their intention at least ten days before the Convention

meet ?

G. CRA.MER, St. Louis, Mo.
1
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Benj, French & Qo.

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

(Pli

Wliich is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery^ and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

g&^ THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS DARLOT L£NS£S views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALKKS IN ALL KINDS OK

Jfhotof/raphic Materials and J\Iaf/ir Linittrn Slides.

SEND FOE OUE NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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IIAHtSI;
:.

—

FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.

After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making-

use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their own Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a

matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.

In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

NOTE.—No Amateur Photographic Outfit is Complete without

this Engraving Diamond.

•PRICE, $3.75.-

EDWARD L. WILSON,
General Agent,

912 & 914 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, New York.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatino-Bromide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Si/,e,3X x4X,
" 4 X 5,
" 4Xx5K.
" 4Xx6>^,"5 x7,
" 5 X 8,
" QVz X Syi,
" 8 X 10,

Ter doz., $0 60
90

1 00
1 20

" 1 &5
1 75
2 30
3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11 X 14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17 X 20,
" 18x22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50

" lO 00
" 16 00

17 00
20 00
24 00

I>iscoutit as follows : Orders (unoiintinff to $50, 5 per cent.: orer $50,
and under $100, 10 jter cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

I

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE. MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter who has taken up Aniatevir Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-^—FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
t-a;^ THE NEW

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands -will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a New Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM."^ «^A REAM $40.00.°^
For .Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

invE OTTESID 3^i

PRACTICAL DRYPLATEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions : First lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the e.xact dimensions. Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEWD PRICES,
3^x45^, per doz.
4 x5, »

41^x5^
41^x6^,
5 x8
6}^x8^,

I
$3 50

I
4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10 X 12 .... .. 12 00

\\l\iV. : : : : :
'-

I To""
roil;: ::;::::: : J

"<>«•

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CKAMEK, DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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A NEW TREATMENT
For Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dys-
pepsia, Headache, Debility, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,

and all Chronic and Nervous Disorders.

ADMINISTERED BY INHALATION.
jiCTS DIJRJECTLY uyon the great nervous and organic centres, and cures by a nai-

ural pi'ocess of reviialization.

HAS EFFECTED JREMAliKABLE CUKES, which are attracting wide
attention.

HAS BEEN USED BY Et. Eev. John J. Keane, Bishop of Eichmond, Va., Hon.
Wm. D. Kelley, T. S. Arthur, and others, who have been largely benefited, and to whom
we refer by pertnission.

IS STRONGLY ENDOMSED: " We have the most unequivocal testimony to its

curative power from many persons of high character and intelligence."

—

Lutheran Observer.
" The cures which have been obtained by this new treatment seem more like miracles than
cases of natural healing."

—

Arthur^s Home Magazine. " There is no doubt as to the genu-
ineness and positive results of this treatment."

—

Boston Jou7-nal of Connmerce.

THE OXYGEN H03IE TREATMENT coni&ms two months' supply, with in-

haling apparatus and full directions for use.

SENTFREE : a Treatise on Compound Oxygen, giving the history of this new dis-

covery and a large record of most remarkable cures. Write for it. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEPOSITORY ON PACIFIC COAST.
We have K.'iTAHMSlIKD A DEPOSITORY OF OUR COMPOUND OXYGEN HOME TREATMENT at

San Francisco, Cal. Tliis will enable patients on the Pacific Coast to obtain it without the
heavy express charges which accrue on packages sent from Eastern States.

All orders directed to H. E. Mathew.s, 006 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal., will
be tilled on the same terms on which we till orders sent directly to our office in Phihulelphiaj

Patients ordering from our depository in San Francisco should, at the same time, write to

us, and give a statement of their case, in order that we may send such advice and directior
in the use of the Treatment as their special disease may seem to require.

ALSO SENT FREE
** HEALTH AND JjIFE,'"' a quarterly journal of cases and cures under the Com-

pound Oxygen Trcatnicnt. Nns. 1 and 2 now ready. Address

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I
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OUR SPECIALTIES.
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GEWERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, "How to Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELOV/
Owing 10 the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new one at less

cost, and now at a REDUCED PRICE, $4.00, we are enabled to place it within the
reach of everybod3^

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.
KEADING MATTEE. PHOTO. ILLUSTEATIONS.

I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-osctcro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessoi'ies.

VI. Composition, Rules^ and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. FormulcE well proved and used by the

author in prodtuing the work em-
ployed to ilhistrate his book.

IX. Printing and toningforj}iulce

.

Together with a plan of Mr. Bigelow's skylight.

^^ A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing the^n.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Fhila.

1

.

Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady [interior).

5. Promenade, lady [moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman [bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady [bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, grotip.

1 1 . Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.
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JUST THKEE YEARS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING

1^~ <i^^^

^^^^'^?C^^---c^-^^,,«f,^.J^ ^^ ,/p.

tr~<-^A^jg-<^j,g^ (a_^^ i^-z.'ur^ ^eiCel ^Ss>tj^

/^ 2-^»--c-e^j^i_ /-»-^ '^C^-'/Cj^/C ^-^^xi-c^ a^^c^ti^e^ /ta-^ ^^'U.a^A.^
,

'^'^ ^ CyO-C^L^ p''t>-zv-al_- ^^-t^ <s=?-'«ii^-2.--«t-6<,HSwtc<^ ^^C^ C^(^/l .st^'-'i^t-c^

.<-c/ -^--t:-^ Ct, ^S.^9--^i^^^^i::ZLc.,jZJ^ /4c^Bi^t..^<L.tJ2fe^ ^^^^^z.<dL^>^>^.-i

''^^'Cc-c^-f^t^^i.,!^ o^. ^^^0-^«/L^t^cA^

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and it still sells at the rate of
four or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00, by all stock and newsdealers, or
EDWARD L. "WILSON, Author and Publisher 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GT-EL, SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE.t"—t=:i

2



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues'.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Muniteiir.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

; are will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.— Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the F/iutu. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of riiiitographlc Corresponded, Vienna.

Would not be without one for triple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard, AV'oonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopsEdia of the photographic art

up to date.—II. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photoffrophics is the most \m]iOsm^ book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

P/iiitngrnphlcs looks fine, and is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . JMr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and jirac-

tical publication.

—

Anthoni/'s Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photographj-, and
1 think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from ] to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. II. IIallenbeck, New I'ork.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

Wo know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. H. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photo(jrapher.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this ])Osition it will assuredly attain as

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photoijrajihic

Times and American Pholoyrapher.

PhotoijrapMrs is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wiinting for a long time.

—

Weli, (1. Sinchi, Bing-
ham])ton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
cecond edition as soon as it has had tiuie to commend
itself.—D. Bachuaiii, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet jiub-

lishod.—J. B. Li'.iSK.NRiNO, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It is a nio.-it useful book, niul its ]iraotical teachings
to the studious pliotograjihor contain the most valuable

information.—C. D. Mosueii, Chiciigo.

Phot'ii/rtijihi) s hits the nail right on the head. I

wiiuld rather have it than nil the other hooks on pho-
to)(r»pliy put tngothcr. Tho idea is capital, as it is

orijjinal, and xivcs us tho whole thing in a nutshell.--

B. W. Kii.mni.s, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that hi

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commissio:

off, in order that you may have the full benefit of it

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you hav
played your part so carefully upon the photograph!
stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon tb

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price witl

compound interest.— P. Kellsier, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photograph ics through, and am full;

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literature

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for you
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value b;

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M
Spencer, Munsfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.01

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.-

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short time since I had the pleasure of pcrusinj

your new book Photographies. As a result I n'ant it

and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trenton
New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, thii

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockton
Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises oi

drj'-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minnte ii

detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, on*

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheldoh
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Tho»(

who want lightning or instantaneous processes bad

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nothinj
like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Theirino
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the cost

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains ar

inestimable amount of valuable information which
would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—

E

F. Burchand, AVorthington, Minn.

Your Phiitogrnjihics will sujiply a want long felt

among the fraternity, more especially among those like

ourselves who are ''out of the world," so to speak.

—

J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I could

not get another. I do not see how I managed so long

without it.

—

Oscar Cko.mwell, Grizzly Flat, Col.

Photographies suits mo better than any similar work
I have come across. Tho giving of tho e.\]H"riciK'o of

(litTereiit workers on tho same suliject, and giving it in

their own words, being an especially valuable feature.

—S. B. Hill, Flemington, N. J.

Your /Photographies \ii tho best thing out: practical

and to tho j>oint, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. Noktb,
I'ticn, N. Y.

Will bo mailod, poat-paid, to any address, on reoeipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L WILSON, Anthor and Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PhUa.

jrojt SALK ny .i/./y imAi.iiHf
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every brancli

of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photogi-aphs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

Photographers' Pocket Rsference-book. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, I1.50.—For
the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formulas—short, practical, and
plain.

The Ferrotyper's Guide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper,

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Efifect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

^l.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only $4.. By Edward L. Wilson.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. W.lson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelcw's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Burnet's Hints on Composition. Price, ^3.50.—All should study it. A splendid
work, largely illustrated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic posing.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Colorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, $1.50,—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, $1 ; paper cover, 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

How to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, $1
per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia
Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, $l per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1879. By Dr. H. Vogel. A splendid helper
to all workers. Price, $3.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the
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EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Phila.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SCOYIIL MANF'G CO,,

419 A 421 Broome St.,

New York.

C.H.CODMAN&OO.

Boston, Mass.

WM. J. HAZENSTAB,

406 Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

^

Douglass, Thompson & Co.

"Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.'

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,

912 &914 Chestiuil St.,

Philadcliihia.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

PATTISON & SMITH,

53 & 85 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

J, C, SOMERVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

BLESSING & BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

MULLETT BROS.

Kansas City,

Mo.

SHEEN k SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

The Latest Discovery—Photographing Col-

ored Subjects in the Right Proportion of

thei7' Intensity.

Since the despatch of my last letter many
important events have taken place in the

province of photography. My only regret

is that I am compelled to be too personal in

discussing these important things, and there-

fore judge perhaps too subjectively in the

matter. I have previously told you how I

succeeded in conquering the false eflTects of

the diiferent colors upon the photographic

plate ; how I prophesied that the yellows

of nature would no longer ' be pictured

as blacks, nor the blues as whites. A
fundamental defect of photography has

been, therefore, triumphantly overcome

;

so completely that the interest in the sub-

ject has become general, and pecuniary con-

siderations offered me for the application

of the discovery to the reproduction of

oil paintings. The process had then re-

mained a secret in the hands of a few firms.

But the Society for the Advance of Photog-
raphy has forestalled all others, inasmuch as

it has offered me considerations of honor,

under the condition that I make public the

new process in so far as it touches upon the

method of rendering collodion sensitive to

the influence of colors.

I herewith give you a description of this

collodion process in detail, premising that I

am still busy in the elaboration of a new
process for gelatine plates.

Common collodion exhibits its highest

degree of sensitiveness in the dark-blue por-

tion of the spectrum, which is incorrectly

called the indigo band. It is only after

long exposure that the sensitiveness for

green, yellow, and red is manifest, and in

the degree as named.

Now, by the application of a principle

which I had the honor first to discover and

prove, the tardiness of these colors may be

overcome and their sensitiveness increased,

bj^ the employment of substances which ab-

sorb these rays. The majority of these sub-

stances operate best upon collodion dry

plates ;
only comparatively upon wet collo-

dions.

To this class belong those dye-stuffs known

in commerce as the eosin. There are two

varieties: (Gelbstich) yellow shade, scien-

tifically called tetraiobromofluorescene, de-

rivative of potassium, and (Blaustich) blue

shade, tetraiodofluorescene, derivative of

potassium. Besides others which I have

investigated, methylated, chlorinated, and

nitrogenated products. Leaving the con-

sideration of these in detail for the present,

I may merely remark that they are at pres-

ent important pigments in dyeing, and are

not to be had commercially in a state of

purity, being frequently mixed with dex-

trine, etc. These foreign ingredients act

detrimentally upon the silver bath. Of the

11
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two eosins, Gelbstich and Blaustich, the

latter gives more intensity than the former.

Combined with alkalies, both exhibit a

peculiar fluorescence. In dilate solutions

they are readily soluble in water, less so in

alcohol, and absorb powerfully the yellow,

green, and blue-green rays. Added to col-

lodion in the proper proportion in the em-

ployment of dry plates, they render them

sensitive to the rays above mentioned.

Besides the eosins, there is another pig-

ment substance which I owe to Dr. Martins

—cyanosin—which characterizes itself as a

powerful yellow sensitizer for wet plates.

This cyanosin, in its power of absorption, so

far exceeds eosin, that its absorptive band

lies more to the red end of the spectrum, in-

cluding, therefore, not only (as with eosin)

a yellow-green sensitiveness, but also an

orange sensitiveness. Unfortunately^ this

substance cannot be had commercially in

suflScient degree of purity.

If experiments be made with these dye-

stuflfs with gelatine and collodion plates, it

will be observed that the form-er, for spec-

trum yellow, can be made double as sensi-

tive as for spectrum blue. Practically,

these would be of little advantage, since the

yellow of dyes in comparison with the

yellow of the spectrum is so dark that, as I

have previously shown [Lehrbuch, 157), the

yellow sensitiveness must be twenty-five

times as great as the blue sensitiveness to

make the dye-yellow really brighter than

the blue'. Much more favorable results

have been obtained with collodion dry

plates. Even with my earliest experiments

I succeeded in making plates which were

eight to ten times as sensitive for yellow as

for blue. I am therefore justified in pi-e-

suming that in the pursuit of this interest-

ing problem (the taking of colored bodies

in the proper relation of their tone-color) I

should apply mj'self to the collodion pro-

cess.*

The effect of these dye-stuffs, as I have

previously said, depends essentially upon

the constitution of the collodions. If to

* My experiinentH with gelatine I shall de-

scribe later, merely remarking hero that theiso-

chromatic platoH of the Parinian linn of Clayton

it Tailfer are only twice a« i-cnsitivo for yellow

af for blue.

ordinary iodized collodion there be added

about five per cent, of a solution of one part

by weight of eosin or cyanosin, but slight in-

crease in yellow sensitiveness will be per-

ceived. I made the same experiments with

iodized collodion with various amounts of

bromide, which tended to show that the

yellow sensitiveness increased in proportion

to the richness of the collodion in the bro-

mine salt.

This experiment would therefore of itself

tend to the recommendation ofa bromodized

collodion, but it has been shown that a

small percentage of iodine acts favorably

upon the yellow sensitiveness. If the silver

bath by long use has become surcharged

with iodine, there is precipitated upon the

plate a sufficient iodide of silver, so that

pure bromodized collodion may be em-

ployed, but with fresh collodion it is well

to add five per cent, of pure iodized collo-

dion. In general, the sensitiveness of a

bromo-collodion plate containing iodide of

silver and eosin, is for white light threefold

less than ordinary portrait collodion.

RECIPES.

Plgme7it Sohciions.—As there are none

but such as may be had in commerce, we
are compelled to recommend the ordinary

eosin—Gelbstich and Blaustich.

i gramme of eosin is dissolved by long

agitation in 160 ccm. of water at 95°. The
insoluble portions are suffered to settle, and

the clear portion decanted.

2 grammes of bromide of cadmium are

dissolved in 30 ccm. of alcohol and filtered.

Then 1 part of this filtrate is mixed with 3

parts of raw collodion containing 2 per

cent, of cotton.

For many purposes a thicker consistency

is needed ; such may be had by using a so-

lution of 2i grammes of cadmium bromide

in 30 ccm. of alcohol, in the same propor-

tion as above, only using collodion contain-

ing 2.\ per cent, of cotton instead of 2 per

cent. Such a collodion does not flow as

readily, and is longer in silvering.

To 'J5 ccm. of the above collodion (a) are

added o ccm. of eosin solution (b) and well

shaken. This collodion should be kept in

the dark in a yellow flask.* ^__
* Increase in the amount of eosin has no eflFect

in increasing the yellow sensitiveness, but only
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Silver Bath.

Crystalized Nitrate of Silver, . 50 grammes.

Water,...... 500 ccm.

Iodide of Potassium (1-100), . 13 ccm.

Acetic Acid to bring about an acid reaction (a

few drops at most).

jSIitric acid is not to be recommended for

acidifying, because it acts too powerfully

upon the colors. Special caution is neces-

sary in this respect, inasmuch as the excess

of acid, by acting prejudicially upon the

eosin, prevents any yellow sensitiveness in

the plate.

With respect to the danger of the intro-

duction of foreign bodies (from the impurity

of the commercial dye-stuffs), I would re-

commend the employment of a separate

bath for this purpose.

Develojier ; Intensifier ; Fixer.—Those al-

ready employed with wet plates may be

' used as such. The plates are manipulated

like ordinary wet plates, hence requiring

no change in tactics. Pyro or mercury or

uranium and lead intensifiers may likewise

be employed.

Modus Operandi.—The plates are gela-

tinized— 1 gramme of gelatine in 300

1 grammes of warm water, filtered, and on

cooling 6 ccm. of filtered cold-prepared

chrome alum (1 : 50) added. The plates

are cleaned in acid, washed, and laid in a

dish of distilled water, and afterwards twice

I flowed over with the gelatine solution. The
I first serves the purpose of expelling the water

1 from the plate. The excess is poured off and

! thrown away. The operation is best per-

' formed in a room not too cool. The flowing

with collodion is done as usual. The silver-

ing, however, requires more time ; at least

six minutes. If the bath is strong the time

is lessened.

Before beginning the operation it is nec-

; essary to test the bath for acidification, and

r if it be not acid in its reaction on litmus,

acetic acid must be added.

In reference to the lighting of the dark-

room, there is no need of extraordinary

anxiety. I recommend the orange lamp-

diminishes the entire sensitiveness of the plate.

i
Diminution of the amount of eosin diminishes

I
the yellow sensitiveness. The above proportions

I
have been deduced from repeated experiments.

cylinder. Eosin itself makes the collodion

only slightly sensitive to red light. If the

plate is shaded, the yellow light ordinarily

employed in the dark-room may be used,

care being taken to keep it from the direct

action of the light.

Exposure. — As before mentioned, the

sensitiveness of eosin bromide plates is

about one-third the usual sensitiveness of

ordinary iodo-collodion plates. This is

datum, therefore, for the time of exposure.

"With the taking of colored pictures, for ex-

ample, the color scale of my Handbook, the

increased yellow sensitiveness is not so strik-

ing as many might be led to expect.

Chrome yellow and ultramarine blue are

perhaps about equally bright. On the

other hand, the madder dyes with eosin are

quite manifest. These appear in their true

tone colors.

The action of the eosin for other colors

(greens) is very striking
; but if it be de-

sired to diminish still moi'e the action of the

blue, it is necessary to make use of a yellow

glass. It is very important to have the

right tone to the yellow glass. If it be too

dark, the time of exposure is lengthened
;

if too light, it diminishes too little the blue.

I determine the proper tone by the spectro-

scope. Or the tone may be obtained pho-

tographically by those who do not know
how to operate with the spectroscope.

Now it is not here asserted that every

picture must be taken by the yellow glass.

There are, in fact, pictures which are taken

best without the glass. Experience will di-

rect the operator in any particular case

whether to use the glass or not. It is how-

ever to be remarked that the yellow glass

constantly lengthens the time of exposure

(often threefold). Even the best yellow

glass absorbs not only blue but also, par-

tially, yellow light. I am accustomed to

make use of the aplanatic, which gives,

even with full opening, sufllcient sharp-

ness. With long exposures a box is recom-

mended which will admit of placing in

front of the prepared plate a second plate.

To prevent the drying this front plate may
be yellow.

The Second Silver Bath.—After exposure,

the plates may be developed like any other

wet plates, provided the bath has not been
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too much contaminated by foreign bodies

in the coloring substances employed, giving

rise to the so-called organic faults. These

consist partially in fog, partially in an un-

equallj^ cloudy precipitate, partially in

striffi running from the edge to the middle

of the plate. The latter are more frequent

than the former. They may, however, be

prevented by judicious movement of the

iplate in the bath. If, however, the bath is

much affected by the organic substances, it

may be necessary to use a second bath,

which may be called a developing bath.

The plates, before the development, are

dipped in the following bath :

Nitrate of Silver, . . . . 50 grammes.

Water 500 "

Nitric Acid (1.22 sp. gr.), . . 4-6 drops.

The plates are moved about in the solu-

tion for about two minutes, the impure

silver by this means being washed off. The
development may afterwards be done with-

out danger.

Development.—The plates may, on gen-

eral principles, be developed with the usual

iron developer of wet plates, but the alka-

line developer may also be emploj'ed equally

as well, and, moreover, has the advantage

of showing less the eflects of organic im-

purities than the acid developer.

A silver bath is used for alkaline develop-

ment. The exposed plate is first washed

with distilled water, then under the faucet

for about five minutes, then again with dis-

tilled water ; the development is done best

in a dish with the following solution :

Carbonate of Ammonia So-

lution (1:6), . . .2 ccm.

Bromide of Potassium Solu-

tion (1:4), . . . \
"

PyrogalHc Solution, Alco-

holic (1 : 10), . . . 1 "

AVater, 30 "

"With too short time the carbonate of

ammonia may be omitted (the ammonia
must always be fresh).

1)K. 11. W. VOQEL.
I3BKLIN.

Dr. Vookl'.s I'rogress hi I'holixjrapliy is

a most valuable book. 83 per copy, post-

paid. See advertisement.

OUR AMATEUR CLASS.

BV AX OLD AMATEUR,

(Continued from p. 138.)

Ik former papers we have endeavored to

give the method of using to advantage the

photographic apparatus in securing an im-

pression upon the sensitive plate, and in

the present article we shall try to give clear

and simple directions for calling into ex-

istence the latent image.

There are many theories to account for

the marvellous action of development, but

we shall not at present trouble the reader

with consideration of the philosophy of the

subject, knowing from experience that after

a daj''s exposure the photographer is too

anxious to behold the fruit of his labor to

bother his head about theories. Therefore,

we shall, without delay, speak of the dark-

room .

The amateur cannot be too careful in the

fitting up of the room where he is to criti-

cally test his skill. He cannot afford to

allow extraneous light to creep in from

numerous crevices, whereby his plates may
suff'er fogging, and all his field labors be

lost in a moment.

It is true any room will do for a dark-

room, but it is best to select one having as

many conveniences in supply of water and

gas as possible. An ordinary bath-room,

having the water-supplj^, will serve every

purpose, provided it be made perfectly

dark. On general principles it is best to

use a lamp or gas-jet screened by the ruby

or orange light, because ordinary daylight,

not being constant in its intensity, but vary-

ing with the time of day and season of the

year, and with cloudiness and sunshine,

cannot furnish the beginner with data on

which to work. He will have no uni-

formity in his method, and cannot judge

how his development is progressing. After

thorough exclusion of white light the

next important consideration is thorough

cleanliness in every particular. Do not use

one dish for everything, or you will have

woful results. Have tlie dishes marked

so that the contents of the developing-

bottlo may not be poured into tlie liypo

dish. Provide j'ourself with several funnels,

and witli more tiian one trraduate. Wash
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everything thoroughly after using it. Keep

the table upon which you work as dry as

possible, so that the pan which stands upon

it will not carry with it any solution when
you wish to pour back the developer into

the bottle. As regards the table, have it

perfectly level, so that your scales will stand

level also. Do not weigh the material di-

rectly upon the pan of the balance, but

have two pieces of paper of the same weight,

one for each pan, to counterbalance, and

put the chemicals upon one of these papers.

Also in measuring the liquids, be careful to

see that the surface of the liquid reaches

exactly the mark on the graduate ; this is

best effected by holding the graduate up

about the level of your eye.

If possible, have the darkened portion of

your window so arranged that you may
readily admit daylight when not having any

sensitive surface exposed. There is no need

of weighing chemicals in semi-darkness.

Be careful, however, that the frame be

made to fit tightly, so that no light leak in

from the crevices. Having lit the pro-

tected lamp (ruby or orange), open the

plate-holder and take out the first plate,

then close the holder until you need the

second plate, place the plate m the develop-

ing-tray, sensitive side uppermost ; having

the developer in proper condition ready at

hand, pour it over the plate in such a manner

that the surface is submerged as quickly as

; possible, then rock the dish gently back

I
and forth, so as to have a uniform effect

upon the surface, and watch intently the

progress of development.

j

Now, one word as to the use of de-

f
velopers. Do not be fickle in your choice.

i Choose either oxalate or pyro, and do not

change your mind with every suggestion

( some friend may have the kindness to give
' you. You can only hope for progress by

' adhering to one process until you gain suf-

ficient ideas from it to serve you in any
particular case.

The proper development of a plate is a

[
work of skill, and not a feat of legerdemain,

and skill can only be attained by patient

i

and careful study and close observation of

i detail. Emphatically, there is no royal

road to development. It is good advice to

follow literally the formula given with the

special brand of plates you are using—do

not deviate an iota. The makers of the

plates, be assured, have tried everything

likely to give the best results. Do not

blame any brand of plates until you have

thoroughly and conscientiously tested them

according to the plain law laid down by

their maker, and by no other method. A
general formula for developer fresh for fer-

rous oxalate, is as follows :

Having saturated solutions of oxalate of

potassa and of sulphate of iron, take one

part of the iron to five parts of oxalate, mix
the two, and pour the mixture over the

plate as above directed.

If you notice that the negative comes up

too quickly, you may safely conclude that

the plate has been overexposed, and the

developing solution needs a restrainer to

check its action. Lift the plate from the

tray, add an equal bulk of water, replace

the plate, and continue the development.

This procedure will give what is denomi-

nated a soft negative—that is, one not pre-

senting fine contrast in light and shade

—

not having vigor and brilliancy. If more

vigor is wanted with an overtoned plate,

recourse must be had to the bromide solu-

tion.

Make a solution of bromide of potas^

slum in water in the proportion of ten

grains to the ounce, and add about one

drachm of this to about every four ounces

of developer ; do not measure it, but esti-

mate it ; however, do not be incautious in

its use. Lift the plate up as before, and

add the bromide and allow it to mix well

with the developer, then replace the plate

and continue development. "With some

brands of plates the bromide will act more

vigorously than with others. The retard-

ing action of the bromide will enable you

to save an overtimed plate, but nothing will

give as good a picture, one having vigor,

crispness, and beauty, as the proper timing

of the plate in the camera.

If, after a reasonable time, the plate does

not show detail in the shadows, you may
conclude that it has been undertimed. Lift

it up from the bath, and add to the devel-

oper about ten drops of a solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda (strength of three grains

to the ounce) to about every four ounces of
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solution. Be careful in the use of the

hypo, as an excess will cause the negative

to be dull and flat. Hypo should be used

as a last resource to save an undertimed

plate, and I may caution you here to throw

away this doctored developer immediatelj'

after using it, and to wash thoroughly the

tray, so that no trace of hypo remains to

contaminate the next plate you may place

in it.

A properly timed plate may be told by

the beauty of detail which will exhibit

itself with the normal developer. After

developing, have ready a dish containing a

rather strong solution of alum in water;

wash the plate from the developer and

place it in the alum bath, the object of

which is to harden the film and prevent

frilling of the surface. Wash the alum

well out before fixing in the hypo, and be

sure the plate is thoroughly fixed, otherwise

an ominous yellow streak will exhibit itself

in a short time, and the negative will be-

come worthless. After fixing, wash thor-

oughly to eliminate the hypo. Then dry

and varnish, and the work in complete.

THE GREAT MASTERS.

BY WM. H. SHERMAN.

The beginnings of art belong to the

period of unknown duration, which preceded

the earliest date of written history. Human
events transpired and their story was handed

down from sire to son through long ages in

legends and tradition, many of which grew

into myths as they were viewed through the

mists of centui'ies. Men were transformed

into heroes. Mighty men came to be re-

puted gods, and Olympus was at length

peopled with imaginary deities. This trans-

formation of the human into the divine, is

part of the poetry which comes down from

the earliest ages. And poetry is art as well

as sculpture and painting. Eloquence,

music, and architecture are other names for

it in its varied manifestations.

One of the greatest masterpieces of an-

cient art, is the " Iliad of Homer." Con-

sidering that it was produced long before

books were known, it is not too high ])raise

to as.sign it the first place among the works

of human genius. Hut great events had

taken place and heroic deeds had been per-

formed which kindled the poet's fire. He
piainted the scenes and incidents of the

Trojan war, in glowing and unfading colors

and with matchless skill. The immortal

epic abounds in inimitable descriptions of

valiant deeds, their actors and equipages,

chariots, steeds, ships, individuals and

groups, the beleaguered city, the invading

army, scenes of pathos^and of furj-, combats

and victory. But of special interest here,

is the description of one of the most impor-

tant works of art of the prehistoric period,

namely, the " Shield of Achilles."' Accord-

ing to the legend, Achilles was the son

of the Goddess Thetis by a mortal father.

In order that her son might be suitably

equipped, she requested Hephtestos, the

artist of the Gods (also called Vulcan), to

furnish Achilles with armor of his own

divine workmanship. The God grants her

request, and after it is completed she carries

the resplendent present to the warrior.

Although perfect in every part, the shield

had received the special attention of the

artist.

"And first he forged the huge and massive shield,

Divinely wrought in every part—its edge

Clasped with a triple border, white and bright."

Then follows a full description of the

scenes from every-day life and from nature,

which were represented on the sides of tlie

shield, and having borne it to her son,

" The Goddess spake, and laid the armor down

Before Achilles ; as they touched the earth,

The well-wrought pieces clanked, and terror

seized

The myrmidons. No one among them all

Dared fix his gaze upon them : all shrunk

back.

Achilles, only as he saw them, felt

Ilis spirit move within him. . . .

'A God indeed, my mother must have given

These arms, the work of heavenly hands ; no

man
Could forge them.'"

Now wo may infer that for this heavenly

artificer of legend and poetry, there must

have been a human prototype, and that

whatever may have been his human name,

ho must have been an artist. Tlio descrip-

tion of the poet was inspired by the creation
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of the artist. The sublime conception of

the former, based not on what he had seen,

but on what he had heard, and which had

been transformed from history into my-
thology, may have transcended the achieve-

ment of the latter, yet no doubt exists that

it was a work of high order that had so

worked upon the imaginations of those who
saw it, as to create the notion of its super-

human origin.

In Egypt, art is believed to have flour-

ished 4000 B.C. In Assyria, Chaldea,

Persia, and India, its date also belongs to a

remote antiquity. There were gorgeous

temples and palaces with elaborate carvings

and rich decorations. But for the most

part, the art of those oriental nations ap-

pears to have been restricted to conven-

tional styles, and under the restraint of

hierarchical domination. The figures are

stiff and often grotesque : human forms

with birds' heads
; winged bulls with human

heads
;
human figures with arms and breast

in front view, while the face and feet are

11 profile; Kings were represented much
larger than common men. King Rameses

II., for example, was represented with his

horses and chariot, followed by his six sons

in three chariots, all of whom, similarly

conveyed, occupied only one-third the space

of the King and his equipment. In As-

syrian art, the hair was represented by
stiff parallel lines, while the beard was

made to appear like a rectangular block,

closely covered with scrolls. Such art as

this was destined to exist in after-ages,

like the nations themselves which gave it

birth, only in its fossil remains, and not in

its influence on civilization.

It is to Greece we must turn for the type

that was to survive in the struggle for ex-

istence, and become the example for all

future time. The first epoch of Greek

sculpture, known as the Archaic period,

begins after the seventh century B.C., and
extends to the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury, or about 480 B.C. This period was

marked by great activity in the develop-

ment of plastic art, which reached the coast

of Asia Minor and adjacent islands. A
wonderful chest of cedar wood covered with

carved mythological subjects, and inlaid

work of gold and ivory, was sent from

Corinth to the Temple of Hera, in Olympia.

A famous throne was executed in Lacedse-

mon, elaborately carved and supporting a

bronze statue of Apollo. In the Pelopo-

nessus were celebrated masters, and an in-

fluential school was founded. Among their

works were statues of gods and heroes often

in groups, in which marble was for the first

time used. A combination of gold and

ivory was also employed, which was called

" chryselephantine."

The most important works achieved dur-

ing this period, which have been preserved,

were the groups of statues from the Temple

of Minerva, at iEgina, an island near the

coast, afterwards subjugated by Greece.

These statues were discovered during the

present century, and are now in the Glyp-

tothek at Munich. There are eleven fig-

ures from the western pediment, in nearly

a perfect state of preservation, representing

the contest between Greeks and Trojans,

for the dead body of Achilles ; Pallas

Minerva steps between the combatants to

protect with her shield the body of the

fallen warrior. The figures are in various

attitudes : standing, kneeling, lying, ad-

vancing, reaching forward, drawing the

bow, and throwing the lance. All except

the Goddess and Paris are entirely nude,

and are executed with exact knowledge and

great skill ;
" life and action are expressed

with unsurpassable power in the strongly

strained muscles and swelling veins. . . .

At the same time, nothing is to be seen here

but a strict and coarse observance of nature

unsoftened by idealism." {Luebke.)

Thus we note the steps by which art ad-

vanced during the Archaic period. The

last works mentioned were executed about

500 B.C. We find a masterly technical

skill, exact anatomical knowledge, and

close observation ; but with all this, a

notable lack of the higher qualities of

artistic feeling and a sense of ideal beauty.

We have the body without the soul; the

j

form of passion without the emotion. Every

figure wears the same set smile and expres-

sionless features. Physically speaking, the

materials and machinery of art are at hand.

It needs but the touch of genius to awaken

the marble into life. The confines of the

Archaic period are reached, but not passed.
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A CONVENIENT DEVELOPER
HOLDER.

Amongst the many new things which are

being daily added to the ah-eady long list of

photographic conveniences, there are few

which the professional photographer can,

with so clear a conscience, recommend to the

fraternity as possessing peculiar excellences

of the highest degree as the little metallic

case which forms the subject of our cut.

As a holder for the developer used in dry-

plate photography when travelling, it is

simply perfect. Long before it had been

furnished with the neat graduated glass, it

had suggested itself us it ready incims df cur-

rying the developing lifjuid wlien long )»h<i-

tograpliic journeys were necessary, thougli

not originiilly iiilcinlcd for tliis purpose by

its inventor.

Personal o.xperieni'e is iiIwmvs convincing,

and accordingly we may add that a well-

known amateur photographer, intending to

make an extended tour in the Alps, and

through France, Switzerland, and the Py-

renees, was induced to employ the metallic

case for the particular purpose we have men-

tioned. His developer was accordingly put

in the bottle, and the metallic case securely

screwed down upon it.

It withstood all the hard usage of moun-

tain travel, and the still rougher handling of

railroad officials. His camera being made

of more delicate material, succumbed, but

on his return to America, the developing

case presented as clear and undented a svu-face

as on the day when first he put the developer

in it.

In fact it seems almost impossible to dent

the hard surface of the drawn metal ; the

corrugations add also to the strength and

power of resisting crushing weights. More-

over, these cases are light in weight and

highly ornamental in appearance, being

doubly plated in nickel with gilt, and hand-

somely finished. They are also made adjust-

able to bottles of any size, so that there is

here an additional protection from breakage.

In a word, they are pronounced hj the pro-

fessional photographer as the only perfect

and truly convenient developer carrier, and

no one who has ever known their conve-

nience would do without them.

W'e understand that the dealers all sell

them.

FROM AN OLD PHOTOGRAPHER.

It is good to hoar from tliesc old pho-

tographers sometimes. Our friend, Ex-

President Abraham Bogardus, entertained

the members of the Photographic Society,

in New York, a short time ago, with an

account of what he called " thirty-seven

years behind the camera." It is published

in several other magazines, so we do not re-

pent. There arc but few of these forty-year-

old vrtornns loft now, and we arc always

-hill to lir;ir iVoiii tliciii. Wi' add some ox-

tracts from a couple of letters recently re-

ceived from anotlior, whose name is familiar

to many of our subscribers :

" Forty years ago, in the City of Miingor,

Me., I learned to niitkc diiguorrotyjics from
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Mr. A. B. Vinning and wife, of Massachu-

setts, who, with an old French tube, made

the first pictures that were gilded with gold.

A man by the name of Roper had a short

time previously made a few daguerrotypes,

and sold them without gilding, for at first

the art of gilding was unknown
;
you have

likely seen such pictures. In those days we
sat the subject from one to five minutes ; I

am now making sittings in one seeoncVs time,

and some of them are over-exposed. What
a change ! Two or three years after I be-

gan, I remember, a man came to me to have

his picture retaken. The day was dark and

stormy, but I undertook to beat the other

fellow, so I coated a plate and sat the man
in as comfortable position as possible. I

think I kept him looking at the lens seven

minutes. After mercurizing the picture I

asked him to look at it. It pleased him very

much. 'Why,' said he, 'the other fellow

didn't sit me half as long as you did.' I

thought that was a good joke. As the day

is a stormy one, I have been making some

chloride of gold, and thinking what a thing-

dry plates are for our people. Our rooms

are now free from the fumes of iodine,

bromine, and ether. Head-rests are not

needed much now, though from force of

habit I still feel as though the rest must be

used. I suppose the great majority of pho-

tographers are using dry plates. I am so

confined to my business that I do not get

out to see what the fellows are using. I

have tried many of the brands put on the

market, but have had the most success with

the plates of Allen & Rowell, of Boston. I

see by the journals that the national meeting-

will be held in Cincinnati, but unless they

stop firing guns so recklessly out there I

shall feel safer at home. I hope to attend a

convention when they come east as far as

Boston, though I know we are on the verge

of creation up here in New England. I

feel as though I have yet much to learn of

our beautiful art. It has been a most ab-

sorbing business all these years to me, and

I never took more pleasure than at present

in operating. I know very few of the

leaders of our business. Mr. Eyder, of Cleve-

land, whose place I visited in 1857, kindly

sent me, two years since, some samples of his

work, and they were beautifully done.

" We have had the most dubious weather

the past winter I ever saw, but with the ad-

vent of spring- we shall soon forget the

cloudy days.

" I was much impressed with a letter of

yours, published in the PhotografhAc Times

recently. You plead for specialties among
photographers. You hit me hard when you

speak of want of success, because photog-

raphers undertake everything possible to do

with a camera. Well, you are right so far

as making fine work is concerned. Opera-

tors in large towns and cities, where there is

a large population to draw from, I have no

doubt, would make a reputation by so doing,

but many men are to be found now who do

most of their work with their own hands,

and to make a living- are obliged to do all

sorts of work.

"Well, well, how it rains ! Do you know
it has rained in this locality since the first of

February, most all the time ? I never have

spent but one day in your city, and then it

rained so I could not go out. In 1868 I

took the steamer Hendric Hudson, bound for

Havana, Cuba. I had a friend with me

;

we were going to open in Cuba, but the

fates were against us ; we were wrecked right

in sight of Havana, and lost our goods. I

have spent five winters in Cuba, on the

south side. It is the most charming climate

I have ever been in, and the Spanish people

are fine people to work for, and you will see

many queer sights. If any of your readers

wish to go to Cuba to work, tell them to

start in the month of November, take plenty

of material, and go into some one of the

many cities, hire a house on a good street,

get a license from the mayor, which costs

twelve or fifteen dollars for six months, and

then go at it. It costs very little to get to

work, perhaps twenty-five dollars. A sky- ,

light can be made by taking- off the tiles

from the roof and covering the place with

white cloth. I never found any trouble

about business. You can stay there through

the winter and return, if you choose, in the

spring. It is a fine change for any one who

likes variety. But I am spinning this out,

so I'll stop right here. Wishing you success

in your efforts to elevate the craft, I remain

" Yours truly,

"John P. Burnham."
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A NEW COLLODION PROCESS.

The dear old collodion method ! How like

a charm its mere mention acts in rousing

the attention of its old votaries. And it is

not to be denied that it has some peculiar

advantages over the new gelatine method.

First, in the ease with which everj' photog-

rapher may prepare his own plates indepen-

dentlj' of the manufacturer. Second, in the

comfort by which he may work in his dark-

room without fear of injury to the eyesight

from ruby lights.

Moreover, there are to be taken into con-

sideration the ease and rapidity by which

the plate may be developed. The fixing,

likewise, is accomplished more rapidly, and

the washing effected in a much shorter time.

Moreover, the price of the collodion method

is less than the gelatine. The latter is a

factor of no small consideration to the pro-

fessional photographer. Now let us consider

if there be any advantages in the results

accomplished. We have had ample time to

test the respective merits of the two methods.

Granting the superior sensitiveness attain-

able with dry plates over the wet collodion,

I think it will be admitted that a collodion

negative has a superiority in sharpness and

brilliancy. The superior sensitiveness of

gelatine plates is often at the cost of these

qualities of the wet plate.

The fact is so generally acknowledged,

that it has become the aim of dry-plate

makers not merely to manufacture highly

sensitive plates, but also such as will give

strong and brilliant negatives. The addi-

tion of the iodide, which is reluctantly intro-

duced, may conduce to this happy result.

The lovez-3 of the collodion process have

not been idle in trying to improve it.

It is, therefore, with pleasure that we
make known a new process by Moller, in

"Wedel, which, so to say, is a compromise

between the wet and dr^- process ; a harmony
between tiie two.

The process is about as follows : A plate

collodionized as usual with iodized collodion,

is dipped in the silver bath, then without

flowing off the superficial nitrate solution

from tlie back, the plate is flowed over with

a solution of tannin, and the plate moved so

as to ofTect a comidolo niixlurc of the nitrate

and the tannin solution uniformly over the

entire plate. The tannin solution should

be about one to one hundred.

After about one-half minute the plate is

thoroughly washed with pure water to

eliminate any soluble substance from the

film, the plate is then placed for a short

time in water. The plate after exposure is

developed with an alkaline developer. The

ferrous oxalate developer is very advan-

tageously employed,

The image appears quickly, almost in-

stantaneously, if the negative has been fully

timed, and the details are soon attained.

The often scarcely perceived details of the

transparent portions are strengthened with

pyrogallate of silver intensifier.

The iodide of silver which has not been

affected, is easily eliminated by the hyposul-

phite of soda.

For comparison with the earlier renowned

dry process of Kussel, we give of the latter

a short description. Well-cleaned plates

thoroughly dried are flowed over with a

solution of gelatine, and are then suffered

to dry either spontaneously or by the aid of

heat.

The collodion is now flowed over the plate

in the usual way, sensitized in the silver

bath, and washed in water until all apparent

greasy streaks disappear. The tannin solu-

tion is then poured over the still wet plate

and dried as before. The plates may be

used immediately or be kept for later use.

The plates are developed with pyrogallic

acid solution, supplied with silver nitrate

and citric acid.

Eussel was the first who made use of the

alkaline developer, by which their sensitive-

ness is heightened in the most extraordinary

degree.

Moller's plates have a sensitiveness of

about five times thatof an ordinary wet plate.

They may be kept for many days unchanged

if kept in pure water.

AVhether the Moller plates require a sub-

stratum of albumen or gelatine we are not

told, but it is proboble that they require

such an application.

Moller has a patent ujiiin liis process;

therefore, his method is only given in gen-

eral, otherwise there would be no protection

for him. Dk. .1. Sciinatss.
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TO SET THINGS RIGHT.

BY M H. ALBEE.

The following communication is written

because of the burning desire to have credit

rendered to those who are the actual workers

in the examples you and others publish for

our benefit.

In none of the examples put forth in the

magazines that I can remember, is there

any mention of any but the proprietor of

the gallery from which the work emanates.

Only in very rare instances is any credit

given others.

Now, in justice to the scene-painter,

papier-mache worker, operator, printer, and
retoucher, due credit should be awarded them,

and the production should not be buried in

one name without even a mention of assist-

ants, and for that matter, the entire produc-

tion, for aught we know, in some instances, is

due to others than the one specified. Only
inasmuch as he occupies the position of

manager is he entitled to mention, for no
part has his hands wrought out the essential

elements of the work. As business mana-
gers they deserve all credit for their enter-

prise and the successful manipulation of the

public. As to their art qualities, I will not

speak only as the examples display them.

And now, as I have tried to put things in

their right light as concerns truth and jus-

tice, I would speak of the mismanagement
of the accessories as displayed in the exam-
ples put before us for our criticism. Take
that mosaic in the December number of the

Philadelphia Photogkapher, where the

lady is about to enter the porch. In every

way but one it is perfection as a photographic

production, but that one thing mars it. She
is a giantess, and if one more step is taken
either she "stoops to conquer," or the scene-

painter's art must give way to let her pass.

There is one other of a similar nature in

the setting, but the centre picture is some-
thing grand to contemplate. The choice of

accessories and background displays an ar-

tistic mind in the operator, and only the
transition from light to deep shadow,without
detail, as would be rendered if a painter

were to represent the scene, is open to objec-

tion. But for such shortcomings photog-
raphy is not responsible.

There is one example in the St. Louis

Journal I would speak of. The fault is so

glaring I wonder the operator's eye was not

offended before the result was joroduced.

It represents a young lady with a sunshade

poised before ; a beautiful setting of the scene-

painter's art, representing house, lawn, and

foreground. All is pleasing to contemplate

but the ugly line of background and the

grass-plot of foreground, Avhich give one

the impression that grass has grown up in

an instant in the driveway, and a plowman

seeing it would turn up the avenue, or

tiirn a furrow to prevent any further en-

croachment on that domain. Faults of like

character often happen, but more especi-

ally do they occur because of their being-

half paid and hurrying on to get the next

quarter, a condition too often the case all

over our fair land, and one that does not

encourage the development of art in our

noble calling. But if you, as instructor,

keep on giving us examples for considera-

tion, and knock off the barnacles from the

hulk of our now old ark, photography, she

will be a better sailing craft for the pruning.

The war of prices has commenced in

earnest in our town ; cabinets down to three

dollars. The old story. Sold out—new man
in place at prices that defy competition.

Old stagers come down to meet him, but I

intend to hold the fort at five dollars if

crackers and cheese will fatten, for I have

no help to pay nor children to feed.

There is no use in disguising the truth ;
if

you try to palm yourself off for more than

you are worth you will eventually wake up

to the knowledge of what others knew

before. How often when we dive down to

the bottom of things we discover the thin-

ness of the covering, and realize how much

there is of show and deceit in this world

of ours. Every one is seeking to outshine

his neighbor by appropriating whatever

he can to himself, that he may shine the

brighter while the world remains ignorant

of what his real worth is. One of the real

lessons of the hour is to see rightlj^ and

this can only be done by observation and a

sifting of ways and means that will eventu-

ally place a just estimate on all things which

challenge our criticism.
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THOUGHTS ABOUT AMATEURS.
BY ROBERT T. TKAIIOH.

This morning, as it is raining and dark,

having nothing to do, and believing that

when a photographer cannot work he should

read up about his profession—not only about

his own branch, but all branches appei'tain-

Ing to it—it accordingljr occurred to me to

read the Mosaics for 1884, for every time I

reread the Mosaics of any year I learn some-

thing new.

"Well, I got along to the subject "Talk

about Things Generally," and I read the

following, which set me to thinking, and,

induced me to write this letter for the benefit

of the profession: "The amateur photog-

rapher seems to be increasing as rapidlj' as

has the English spai-row in our country, and

we believe the same improvement in health

and comfort is going to follow. The English

sparrows were imported, at first, to rid us of

the troublesome worms which used to turn us

from our walk in life as they dangled down
from our shade-trees, and crept over our per-

sons. The birds did their work effectually,

and we are no more troubled Avith caterpillars.

So will the amateur serve to destroy the

worms in our art, and preserve and keep the

beautiful, which will remain."

Let us reflect. Since the introduction of

English sparrows into this country', they

have increased greatly ; they have destroyed

the dreaded crawling and flying insects.

Not satisfied with that, they have turned

upon our home birds that used to warble so

sweetly, sending joy into every heart by

their glad notes of spring, and have driven

them away ; not satisfied with this, they are

constantly fighting amongst themselves, and

are properly called the "little English fight-

ing cock." So, after all, what they have

cured in one way, they have killed in an-

other. Now, if the amateurs are going to

increase so rapidly, and follow the course of

the sparrow, I think it is high time for the

photographer t<j stand up for his rights.

While we agree with Dr. Vogel tliat we are

indebted to amateurs for the amount of

knowledge we liavc accumulut«d, we do

most emphatically say that we have some-

thing to fear, and we cannot say, (iod bless

them as a class, for tlie most of them, instead

of elevating our jjrofcssidii, Ii.im' (Jcgradcd

it. I hardly think that, within the last

half a dozen years, any other profession has

been so raided upon by a class of conceited

individuals as has photography ; and yet the

majority of this class, after a little experi-

ence, claim that they have been duped, and

are the loudest in their cry that all photog-

raphers are frauds. Dr. Yogel says that

Germany is the most musical land in the

world because the}' have so many amateurs.

But he does not say that these amateurs have

studied under eminent directors, and did not

learn "the whole business for ten dollars."

Of course, they are esteemed. "Why ? Be-

cause they do, or rather, must, pay for the

service rendered.

It is not my object to condemn amateurs

who have done so much for the elevation of

photography. When I recall to mind the

men in Europe—Dr. Vogel, Leon Yidal,

Captains Abney and Waterhouse, and the

editors of Photographic News and of Vear-

Book, and in this country the editors of the

Philadelphia Photographer and the

Photographic Times, and a few others— I

can say, God bless them. But the class

which I am bitterly opposed to, and which

is increasing rapidly, and must ere long-

force the profession to retire in disgust, will be

found at watering-places and pleasure resorts

in the summer time. You see them with their

outfits, ranging in value from $10.00 to

$125.00, firing away at anything they may
fancy, no matter in what position the

sun may be. Th'^y cannot develop their

plates, or print from the negatives ; so they

get some poor inland photographer to de-

velop, print, mount, and finish for them at

the exceedingly low rate of eight and a half

cents apiece. This is not exaggeration ; I

know it to be a fact, for I have seen and

heard tlio same ofier made repeatedly. When
these prints are finished, he (the amateur)

takes them to his friends, who tell him that

they are excellent (tlic professional would

have tliniwii them in the waste), and really

excel those of the men who make a living

by making pictures. Our .'iniateur gets con-

ceited, and thinks lie knows it all. This

j)uts nir in mind of mu incident which oc-

curred last sunniicr, when I was making

some views around I'lmifort, Conn, {^ov I

am a view jilidtograplirr, an itinerant). 1
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was met there by several amateurs. One of

them was with me while I made several ex-

posures. I was using the wet plate, for I

found that it was the best for the work that

I was doing. After a little conversation, I

found out that he had an outfit (amateur's),

but he did not understand tlie method of the

wet process. He said he knew all about

photography by the dry plate ; he could do

this and that. I got interested, and told

him that I had followed the profession for

quite a little time, and did not know much
about it, but would be much obliged to him
if he would tell me where I could learn.

He said, " Oh, that is easy enough. I bought

my outfit at a stock-house in New York,

paying twenty-five dollars for the whole ; 1

had one book, entitled Hoiv to Make Pict-

ures, thrown in, and I bought another. The

Amateur Photographer, paying fifteen cents

for it." I said nothing, but thanked him.

I have only quoted the above to show you

the conceit of amateurs. I have again and

again met the same kind of amateurs. This

is the class which is doing so much harm

;

this is the class that is coming into the field

and gallery, and are now becoming the levers

by which unscrupulous men pull down
prices; this class has no practical expei-i-

ence, only book knowledge. Hence, they,

after a while, hire out for eight dollars per

week, and their employers can very easily

cut prices, and let cabinets go for |1.50 per

dozen. This is the class that is robbing our

customers, and causing them to look with

disgust upon our best work. "What, then,

is the cause of all this trouble ? Is it dry

plates ? No. What then ? Is it the stock-

dealer? No! Yes; when they advertise

that anybody can make pictures, they ad-

vertise that which is false. Everybody can

not make pictures. Successful photographers

are born; the art is born into them. For
amusement you may say

; but I cannot per-

ceive the amusement of throwing money
down the sink, and getting no return. Let
the stock-houses, then, stop advertising

falsely, and come out upon the broad plain

of truth. Let our journals, instead of laud-

ing amateur photographic exhibitions, turn

around and see what they can do towards

encouraging exhibitions of a similar nature

where prizes are to be awarded to profes-

sionals, and thereby cultivate ambition for

general excellence amongst those who make
the business the means of earning a living,

and not amusement. Then will we be able

to go on more and more, and there will be

no need of amateur help.

Now, sir, I hope you will please give me
space in your highly esteemed journal. I

have read it a long time ; but never until

now have I felt like writing for it. It is

only because I see the evil which the stock-

houses are unknowingly doing to our craft,

and, therefore, write a sort of warning. I

shall attend the next meeting at Cincinnati,

and probably read a paper which I shall

prepare.

THE AIR BRUSH.

We call attention once more to this useful

invention because of the great pains which

the Air-Brush Manufacturing Company
really exercise in perfecting their instru-

ment, and in making it all they claim.

Some undoubted testimonials are sent us

by the Company, and recently we had the

pleasure of seeing the apparatus demon-

strated in our own city. Any photogra-

pher doing "artist" work will find the

air-brush of great service to him. The re-

sults which the agents show are evidence,

too, of the excellence of the apparatus.

We cannot see how the air-brush instru-

ment can become an instrument "for cheap-

ening work and producing results which will

not be artistic." The real fact of the case

is, that it can only be used by an artist who
has ability to think. At a recent meeting

of the Illinois Photographers' Association

Mr. McEntree, of the Air-Brush Company,

demonstrated the use of the instrument,

after which the managers visited the col-

lection in the rooms of the Bohemian Art

Club. The result of this was the gather-

ing in of the opinions of several leading

artists, and the approval of many photog-

raphers, portrait painters, and others. Even

those who have been heretofore prejudiced

against mechanical appliances that would

conflict with or weaken the free hand of

the artist, have accepted this new-born nov-

elty, and are free in their unqualified praise

of it as a rapid-working auxiliary in the
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hands of artists who work in crayon and

liquid colors.

USEFUL ENGAGEMENT CARDS.
Below we give pattern for engagement

cards, sent us by Mr. Sedgwick, of Zanes-

ville, Ohio. They maj^ be useful to a num-

should I not? In my room, one week ago,

last Saturday, I made some twenty exposures

of scenes representing childhood, children

at play, etc. In the evening I tried to de-

velop them by the quickest method known
to me, and lost three gems in succession.

Cause : under-exposure of half a second on

^

^

^ ^ ^

ENGAGEMENT CARD.

M..

WILL BE AT THE OFFICE OF

SEDGWICK^S GALLERY,

On the. at. .in.

It is expected, that in your engagement, you will be Punctual. Should you not be able

to fill your appointment, please notify ns. We shall do all in our power to please you, but

do not ask us to make sittings "just to see how it looks."

^

^

^1 ^
? S

Zanesville, Ohio, i88

Received of.

$ in payment for Doz.

Photographs from negative

No

No.

SEDGWICK, the Picture Man.

Per

ber of our readers, and help them to get more

encouragement from their patrons. They
will explain themselves. Approi)riate stubs

are attached for retention by the artist.

THE DRY FEVER.

A PHOToaKAi'UKit who wus long wedded
to hi.s "wet" work and hard to persuade

away from it, now writes us as follows

:

"Yes, 1 have u ^dnj fever,' and why

a snowy, dark day. This would not do at

all, so the brains had to work for a while,

and after half an hour I succeeded in saving

every one of the plates, with ample time and
splendid detail. I made one hundred and
twenty-live exposures last week, and did

not have a day but wliat it stormed more or

loss, and yet 1 did not lose a single negative

from under-exposure. The time was from

half a second to a second. I am now dry

all the time."
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THE MIDNIGHT METEOR
PICTURE.

Some time ago we noticed a stereoscopic

moonlight view sent us by Mr. Charles E.

Emery, of Silver Cliff, Colorado, wherein

could be seen in the distant sky, and stereo-

scopically away beyond the snow-clad moun-

tains, what seemed to be in effect the track

of a falling meteor. It is a puzzle to the

scientist as well as to the photographer who
took the view. Mr. Emery says, in his

letter, " I thought at first that possibly

something might have reflected on to the

lenses during the exposure, but the view

was made from the roof of my gallery, and

there is nothing, I can assure you, in the

vicinity that would cause such an effect on

the plate. You will notice on the supposed

meteor that it shows lightest at the starting

point, where it is naturally the brightest,

and, of course, the falling of the meteor was

almost instantaneous, while the plate was

exposed four hours and fifteen minutes. It

seems to me, then, that the fiash of the

meteor would be darker than the sky from

the fact of the short exposure it had. Of

course, if I am deceived, I will be glad to

be undeceived, and will be interested to

know what some of our learned men say, if

they will favor us with an opinion."

We have consulted with one or two

scientists on this subject, and are waiting

for responses from others. One noted pro-

fessor says, " I put little confidence in my
own opinion about it. There are certain

difficulties in accepting what is claimed for

it. First, red or white-hot bodies—as all

meteors in fragments are in the lower' at-

mosphere—ought to photograph as a white

streak. Moreover, any defect on the glass

or dry plate would make a dark line like

the one in the print. Secondly, assuming

—what is scarcely probable—that the body
was non-luminous, my guess would be that

it would print lighter than the sky in this

position as lighted by moonlight, but per-

haps I am wrong in this."

Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth, the distinguished

Astronomer-Eoyal of Scotland, writes us on
the subject as follows: " The photographic
curiosity wants some explanation. As a

plate taken in nothing but moonlight, it is

marvellously ahead of the wet collodion

and silvered bath views. As a view of the

Rocky Mountains in any light, it is grand

and delightful too, and the real perspective

very soft ; but the sky appears to have been

worked upon or tinted, and the stars are all

false ones. Notwithstanding, the meteor

track is a very notable effect. There is a

perspective in its track true to a shooting

star going past the earth which I doubt if

any artist could have put in so perfectly

and alike in both views. Also the lumi-

nous effect at the beginning of the track.

But why is the greater part of the track

black rather than white ? Was the meteor

so bright that it solarized the sensitive sur-

face? Oh! that the Denver photographer

had had his cameras one hundred feet apart

instead of two and a half inches, to get the

distance of such a phenomenon beyond the

Rocky Mountain Tops."

Prof. S. P. Langley, of the Alleghany

Observatory, was also quite mystified by the

effect of this meteor picture, and would

scarcely endeavor to explain it. It seemed

plausible, and he would not say that it was

impossible. The light of the meteors varies

from red to yellow, and so on, and this one

may have been either of these colors.

The opinion below is from a gentleman

who professes to be an expert, and which

we give for what it is worth. We are quite

sure he is in error in some of his guesses.

Altogether, we are at a loss j'et to understand

what it was that Mi\ Emery secured in the

sky of his negative.

"I return the photo which you sent me
by this mail, with thanks. I doubt if the

line upon it was caused by a meteor, and I

doubt if the view was taken by moonlight.

I do not think, in the first place, that any

meteor would give out such an overwhelm-

ing amount of red rays as to entirely over-

power the other end of the spectrum. Even

a red-hot coal fire takes decidedly white in

the daytime. Secondly, I don't see, if the

meteor was exposed long enough to have

the red rays take an effect, why such a

marvellously sensitive plate should not show

the trails of the brighter stars upon it.

"I should explain the plate thus : It was

exposed early in the morning, perhaps ten
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o'clock, on a rather hazy day—judging by

the shadows. The camera was then left in

place till evening, and the lights taken.

The ' meteor ' track, which you will notice

is double at the top, was made by two

scratches with a knife on a sky negative,

and printed in with tissue-paper, as clouds

are often printed in, the upper extremity of

the track being produced by a touch of

rouge or lake. The photographer may have

adopted some other method, perhaps, but

by this means a photograph similar to this

one could, undoubtedly, be produced."

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

The Photographic Society of Phila-
delphia.—The regular meeting was held

on Wednesday evening. May 7, 1884. The
President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

chair. Forty-six members and four visitors

were present.

The Excursion Committee reported that

two single-day tug-boat excursions had
been made, one on the Delaware Eiver and
one to New York Harbor. Both were well

attended and good results were obtained.

Arrangements were in progress for the an-

nual trip of the Society, which would oc-

cupy about ten days, beginning May 19th.

It was proposed to make Asheville, N. C,
the objective point.

The Public Lantern Committee made a

report regarding the exhibition held April

16th, at xYssociation Hall. Slides selected

from the work of nineteen members were
shown, together with some specimens of

foreign work. The report was unanimously

accepted, and the Committee discharged

with the thanks of the Society.

The following gentlemen were elected

active members : Messrs. W. West Randall,

Ell wood H. Newell, Randall T. Hazzard,
I. Norris Cochran, Jacob Eckfeldt, and
David Pepper, Jr.

A letter of resignation was received from
Dr. Carl Seller.

The Secretary announced the presenta-

tion to the Society, by the publishers, of a

copy of The Amateur Photographer, by Dr.

Ellerslio Wallace, Jr.

A question in the box asked if a Japaiuiod

iron tray would iinswcr for silvering jiajicr.

It was not considered suitable unless the

Japanning was perfectly free from cracks,

though if kept well coated with shellac it

might answer.

Mr. Browne spoke of the difficulty ex-

perienced in finding a paste for mount-

ing which would keep, and gave the fol-

lowing recipe for flour paste as used by

Dr. Camac, and which he had found to

keep perfectly : Dissolve one-half teaspoon-

ful of alum in a pint of hot water ; when
cold, stir in enough flour to make the mixt-

ure as thick as cream. Break up all lumps

by constantly stirring, then add a small

pinch of powdered rosin. Put a saucepan

on the stove, and in it place a teacupful of

boiling water, then stir in the mixture.

Stir constantly so that it shall not burn.

When about the thickness of mush pour

into a glass bottle or jar. When cool it

will be quite stiff. When needed for use

take out a little and soften with warm
water. A little carbolic acid or oil of cassia

may be added to the warm mixture before

bottling, to assist in preserving it.

Mr. Wallace had found the addition of

salicylic acid to paste to preserve it very

eflPectually.

Mr. Samuel Sartain thought that paste

frequently spoiled owing to contamination

from particles of foreign matter getting

into it, such as bits of glue, etc., from the

brush.

Mr. Fassit recommended, when a gelatine

plate was known to be overexposed, or to

have a tendency to fog, that before develop-

ment it be soaked a few moments in a five

or ten grain solution of bromide of potas-

sium, the idea being that in this way the

restraining power of the bromide operated

on the plate before the developer had a

chance to produce fog.

"The committee appointed to select the

presentation pictures for 18S4, reported that

tliey had chosen from the work of members
of less than two years' standing, " Bass-fish-

ing on the Elk River, W. Va.," by Dr. J.

M. Jordan, and of that of other members,

an instantaneous view of "Chickens Feed-

ing," by Mr. VV. D. H. Wilson.

Some excellent instantaneous work with

a Darlot Jiapid llemisjiherical Lens, was

shown by JVIr. David Popper, Jr. They
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represented athletes leaping, etc., the i]gures

being caught in raid-air very successfully.

After a lantern exhibition, the meeting

adjourned. Robert S. Redfield,
Secretary.

Association ok Operative Photogra-

phers OF New York.—Regular meeting,

April 2, 1884, held in the rooms of the So-

ciety, 392 Bowery. President Atwood in

the Chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Mr. Atwood requested Mr. Jahr to read

the paper to be given to the Association on

the lighting of the developing-room.

Mr. Jahr asked for the indulgence of the

members, as he had not prepared the paper

on the subject, and hoped it would be de-

ferred till next discussion meeting.

It was decided, on motion, that Mr. Jahr

should be granted time till next discussion

meeting.

Mr. Roche showed to the members two

negatives he had made,, developed by a

peculiar formula. He had taken all the

known developers, and put them all to-

gether and developed the plates he had on

exhibition. They were good, clean nega-

tives.

Mr. Jahr: I would like to ask Mr. Roche

for the formula. I prefer a grayish yellow.

You want a tine, clear plate to print quick.

If there is a developer that can be given to

us to do that I would consider it a great

boon to photographers.

^Mr. Roche: I will give the formula, it is

as follows

:

No. I : Water, oO ounces
;
pyro, 90 grains.

To keep the pyro, oxalic acid, 10 grains.

No. 2 : Water, 20 ounces
;
pure carbon-

ate of potash, 600 grains; pure carbonate

of soda, 400 grains; sulphide of soda, 100

grains; liquid ammonia, J ounce.

For a 62 X 8^ plate, take 3 ounces of No.

1 and add 1^ ounce of No. 2. If your plate

don't come out, all you have to do is to put

in more of the alkaline solution.

Mr. Jahr: The normal sulphide of soda

is alkaline, and contains a certain amount
of carbonate of soda. When you want to

keep a pyro solution, you have to make it

acid, which is a detriment. Put for 1

ounce of pyro, 30 grains of citric or nitric

acid. It is best to have your pyro dry.

Dissolve your pyro, just enough for the

morning; then, fresh again for the after-

noon, but do not keep it till next day, as

having it acid makes it a restrainer. 2

grains of sulphide of soda and 1 grain of

pyro make a nice color for a plate. Keep

your solution with ammonia where it was

little acid as possible.

Mr. Buehler: I can never get rid of the

yellow color. I make up the formula as

near as possible. I have come near to it

with ammonia, but I give the preference to

the carbonate of soda.

Mr. Roche: 1 ounce of alum; 1 ounce of

citric acid ; dissolve and filter. Take your

plate after it is fixed and place it in the

solution ; it makes it firm. If you take

any gelatine plate for very fine work, they

are not good, they are too coarse. Old col-

lodion is the finest. Mr. Buehler has been

asking for a formula for getting rid of the

yellow color. That depends upon the plate

you use. Take 1 ounce of alum, 1 ounce of

citric acid, and 20ounces of sulphide of iron
;

then fix, wash well, and place in the clear-

ing solution a minute, then wash. There is

no staining of the shadows, and do not

wash too well when taking out of the hypo.

When you develop a plate with pyro you

get a finer grain than with iron. I examine

my emulsion under a microscope. The

more you cook the emulsion the coarser the

grain.

Mr. Jahr : Captain Abney has written a

paper on the adaptability of gelatine plates

for microscopic work. It all depends on

the emulsion
; if you want a very fine grain,

do not take a vevy sensitive plate—the more

sensitive the plate the coarser the grain.

Mr. Atwood : If one plate is intense and

the other weak, it shows that there is no

uniformity. I can print twelve prints in

one day, in a big frame an inch and a half

deep, from the negatives before you, and

will give you the formula for developing

which is used in our gallery :

No. 1 : Water, 32 ounces
;

pyro, 90

grains ; bromide of potassium, 45 grains
;

12 drops of nitric acid.

No. 2: Water, 32 ounces; 2^- drachms of

liquid ammonia.

12
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Developer: jSTo. 1, 21 ounces; No. 2, 1

ounce.

After a lengtliy discussion, the meeting

adjourned.

T, W. Power,
Secretary.

May 7, 1884. President Atwood in the

Chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Philadelphia Photographee for May
received with thanlcs.

3Ir. Alwood handed in his resignation as

presiding officer ; he having become a pro-

prietor, which debars him from holding the

office.

Mr. Jahr, who was to have read a paper

before the Association, could not do so, as

he was not prepared, in consequence of un-

foreseen circumstances. He said the sub-

ject was being discussed all over the world.

Mr. Debenhauer thinks yellow and green

the best light for the most sensitive plates.

Some, again, uphold ruby. Captain Abney,

again, thinks that the real stained red,

flashed or stained with gold, making for it

a red yellowish color is ihe best light for

plates. As soon as he received the samples

of glass he would give results, and he thought

it was only wasting time now to be speaking

about it.

Mr. Schaidner, Chairman of the Literary'

Committee, said that he thought as there

was no special subject on hand, it would be

well to take up the prints sent by a photog-

rapher who was having trouble, and find

out the cause.

Mr. Atwood said that he knew of plenty

of people having trouble with the paper

and baths, and he himself was in the habit

of using an alkaline bath, but on account of

the weather had used it a little acid, and

got mottled ])rints. In so doing he came
back to slightly alkaline again, and got

over the trouble. lie considered most of

the albumen paper we are getting nowadays

HH of a very poor quality.

Mr. Schaidner: We had a roam of jiaper

that went through the same process as for-

merly, yet we could n(»t get good prints.

When the |)rinler tuned he used to got

blotches and sores all over his hands. Wc
tried lluvcy's paper and llii^ silver b.itl)

turned yellow. We found that the " N. P.

A." paper worked the best.

Mr. Buehler : In our gallery we have
the same trouble with the paper ; it comes
out yellowish.

Mr. Atwood : A friend of mine showed
me his hands, they were sore from the

manipulation of prints. I thought they

were poisoned from the chloride of gold.

In regard to these prints, it is hard to judge

from them the cause. I think he has doc-

tored his bath with some foreign matter,

and it is out of order, which can be got

over by boiling down. It would also be

well for him to dispense with the sal soda;

the kind most used by photographers is ob-

tained from grocery stores, and is impure

and not fit for our purpose.

Mr. Mildenberger : If my prints came
out that way I would make a new bath. If

a gold bath did not work right, I would

change the formula. When I use sal soda

I get pure cai'bonate of soda.

Mr. Buehler : I think cold weather is

apt to produce a flatness in prints.

Mr. Mildenberger : I make the tempera-

ture in my room very high before I silver
;

it is more sensible to wait till the room is

warm than to silver in a cold room and then

throw the prints away after all the trouble

you have gone through. I think that sil-

vering in a cold room softens the albumen.

Mr. Mayne: Can you make the bath

alkaline with sal soda? On the back of the

prints it saj-s that the bath was made alka-

line with sal soda. If you add sal soda,

you form carbonate of silver. If you test

the bath next day, you will find it neutral.

Mr. Heckel : From the appearance of the

prints, they look as if they had been toned

in a bath with chloride of silver in it.

The Secretarj' jiromised to enlighten the

brother ]ihotographer as much as possible,

after which the meeting adjourned.

T. W. POWKK,
Secretary.

'I'liK LowKLF, Association of Amatkuk
PiioToaitAPiiKRs met, by invitation, at the

studio of Mr. N. (J. Sanborn Thursday

evening. May l.lth, and were entertained

with a dcMU)nstralion of dcvelnping by Mr.

Sanbcirii, who usi'd his now fnrinuhi and

f
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produced some fine results. Sample nega-

tives and prints were exhibited by several

members. Five new members were re-

ceived. Mr. Charles E Edson was elected

Librarian, and thanks for publications

given to the Association were voted to

Messrs. Edward L. Wilson, Philadelphia

Scovill Manufacturing Co., New York
E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., New York
Eochester Optical Co., Eochester, N. Y.

and Mrs. J. H. Eitzgibbons, St. Louis.

Mr. Sanborn also received a vote of thanks

for his courtesy.

Eochester Photographic Associa-

tion. — Eegular semi-monthly meeting,

Monday evening, March 24, 1884.

Mr. E. Eockwood, of New York, was in-

troduced to the members by Mr. Wardlaw.

The President announced the subject for

discussion : The carbonate of soda devel-

oper ; what are its advantages over the

plain pyro and ammonia? A long debate

followed.

Mr. Nelson : Can as much latitude be

given with soda as with the pyro and am-
monia ?

Mr. Wardlaw had tried the carbonate of

soda developer in connection with the sul-

phite of soda. He liked the developer very

well ; the tone of the negative was very

good, although not quite the color he pre-

ferred. The formula he had used was Mr.
Cooper's, as follows:

Solution No. 1.

Sulphite of Sodium, Crystals, .

Distilled AVater,

Pyro,

i pound.

2 quarts.

2 ounces.

Solution No. 2.

Washing Soda, ^ pound.
Water from Tap, .... 2 quarts.

Mr. Eastman said, in regard to the claim

of carbonate of soda bringing more out of a

plate than ammonia, that he had never seen

the claim substantiated, although he had
frequently seen it tried.

Mr. Wardlaw requested Mr. Eockwood
to give his manner of developing dry plates.

Mr. Eockwood said the formula he used
was one taken from the Bv.lletin; it was as

follows :

No. 1.

Pyro, ...... 1 ounce.

Citric Acid, . . . . .60 grains.

Sulphite of Sodium, . . . 1^ ounce.

Water, ...... 12 ounces.

No. 2.

Epsom Salts, ..... 3 ounces.

Water, 8 ounces.

Use 2" ounce of each in 12 ounces of water.

This formula, he said, worked excellently

in his hands. The negatives, as developed

with this formula, gave excellent wet-plate

eifects, and, on the whole, it was easily

worked.

Mr. Monroe . The formula which I have,

although not wholly original, is arranged

to embrace simplicity in use together with

economy and desirable color. I also find

that by using sulphurous acid instead of

sulphuric (although it takes more) that the

solution does not change on exposure to air.

It can also be used on a dozen or more suc-

cessive plates, and by pouring it back into

a bottle and corking it, no scum can form

on the surface—thereby enabling one to use

it several hours after mixture. This is the

formula :

No. 1.

Sulphite of Sodium, Crystals, . . 4 ounces.

Hot Water, 11 ounces.

No. 2.

Carbonate of Soda, Pure, . . 0^2 ounces.

Sulphite of Sodium, ... J ounce.

Water, ...... 64 ounces.

When dissolved and cool, add from oA- to 4

ounces of sulphurous acid, suiBcient to show red

by testing with litmus paper; pyrogallio acid

(dry), 1 ounce. Then filter.

To use, take one drachm of No. 1 to each

ounce of No. 2, and by using more or less

of No. 1, any change in density may be

secured.

Mr. Inglis : I have found that with the

carbonate of soda I can get greater density

than with ammonia in its normal state ; of

course, any degree of density can be ob-

tained with ammonia as well, by adding

more or less bromide. Mr. Inglis gave his

carbonate of soda formula, as follows :

Saturated Solution of Sal Soda, . 2 drachms.

Sat. Sol. of Sulphite of Sodium, . 1 drachm.

Water, . . . . . .0 ounces.

Add dry pyo, 4 to 5 grains.
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Mr. Monroe said: If (in using his for-

mula) the plate is found over-exposed, pour

over it a solution containing two per cent.

of bromide of ammonium, then, without

washing, place it hack again into the devel-

oper. An
J'
degree of density may he oh-

tained.

April 21, 18S4. The President, J. M.

Fox, in the Chair.

Mr. James Inglis said, in answer to the

question, " Is it hetter to use quick or slow

plates in taking views ? " that he was of the

opinion that plates could not be made too

quick. In England, plates with an expos-

ure of six seconds sold for about double the

price of plates requiring twenty seconds

exposure, which would prove that English

photographers preferred the quick plates.

Mr. Mawdsley was decidedlj' of the

opinion that rajjid plates were preferable for

viewing.

Silvering paper, and removing the surplus

silver from the sheet by drawing it over a

glass rod, was next discussed at length.

Mr. Nelson had seen several articles re-

cently, advocating the washing of silvered

paper by drawing the sheet through a pan

of water after silvering. He had tried it,

and found the plan worked well on general

principles.

The President asked for the experience

of members regarding the fuming of paper,

and the proper length of time to fume. He
had scmelimes been obliged to fume an

hour and a half.

Mr. Nelson suggested that the dish be

warmed slightly during the operation.

The President said that the paper he

used refused to print properly with less

fuming.

Mr Wardlaw : You did the mischief

with your little rod. I prefer to silver and

fume albumen paper as the temperature

shall decide. Mr. Wardlaw said that he

had lately been ex])erimenting, with good

success, with a formula for reducing strong

negatives. lie u.sed about one grain of per-

manganate of potash, six ounces of water,

and one or two drops of nitric acid. He
thought the formuhi, when |)roporly used,

would assist many wlio nuide strong nega-

tives to reduce Ihoiii.

Mr. Lee had tried the above plan, and

found that it did the work of reducing well.

He had also used it for removing the stains

of pyro from the hands, and found it excel-

lent for that purpose ; it leaves no stain of

its own.

Mr. Wardlaw thought that the propor-

tions might have to be varied slightly, but

he had used those given above.

Mr. Marsau (who had lately returned

from South America) gave some interesting

facts in regard to photography in that

country. He had found that as good pict-

ures were made there as here, and the pho-

tographers are very expert in working the

dry plates, which they have used for up-

wards of a year and a half. The majority

of the plates in use are of English manu-

facture ; still, American plates are used.

The length of time seemed to be about the

same as in working here ; but three hun-

dred and twenty days out of the three hun-

dred and sixty-five are clear in Chili.

Mr. Inglis did not want such very bright

sunlight.

Mr. Mawdsley agreed with Mr. Inglis

;

he thought light, fleecy clouds in the sky

gave a better eftect.

May 5, 1884. After the reading of the

reports of the Secretary and Treasurer,

which were accepted, the following oflScers

of the Association were elected for the en-

suing year :

President.—J. M. Fox.

Vice-Presideni.—Charles T. Pomeroy.

Secretary.—William J. Lee.

Treasurer.—S. D. Wardlaw.
Members of the Executive OwimHtre.—

George Bacon, W. S. Nelson.

Finance Coynmittee.—Willis Jaynes, Fred.

Stone, Willis Bannister.

During a short recess whicli followed tlie

election of oflScers, a detective camera and

several difi'erent drop-shutters were ex-

hibited, and exaniined by tlie members.

Oh reassembling, the question, "What
causes large blisters?" was taken up, and

Mr. Bostwick, to whom the question was

referred, thought that they were caused by

being placed in too strong hypo.

Mr. Hoover said tluU tiie blisters were

largely owing to a change oi lem[ieralure.
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As a rule, the hypo bath should be mixed

the day before it was to be used. "When it

is freshly made the temperature is lowered,

and when the temperature is raised gas is

formed, causing the blisters.

Mr. Wardlaw thought that the hypo

should be dissolved and left in the dish for

twenty-four hours; in that case blisters will

seldom be formed. He had found that if

the blisters are taken off, the albumen will

be found to have stretched.

The President said that he had experi-

mented with four different kinds of paper :

one was free from blisters ; the other three

blistered. He thought that acetic acid

should be used after taking the prints from

the soda bath.

Mr. Wardlaw had experimented with

citric acid, and found that so much sulphur

was liberated that the prints were discol-

ored and spoiled. He had found that where

alum was used the prints could not be bur-

nished satisfactorily.

Mr. Hoover had found that where the

prints were taken from the soda bath and

placed, with the face up, in a clear water

bath, and allowed to remain until they sank,

no blisters would be produced.

An extended discussion followed on the

question, "What causes bubbles in the pyro

developer ?
"

Mr. Lee said that they were not caused

by the glycerine; for if they were they

would appear on the first plate.

Mr. Inglis said that he never attributed

them to. the developer, but to the method
of manipulation. If the developer is used

frequently, bubbles are apt to be produced.

He had noticed, after developing a plate,

placing it in the fixing bath, and bringing

it to the light, that parts were not fixed.

After putting it back in the fixing bath,

these portions become fixed at once. In

such cases it is something on the plate, and
not bubbles, that causes the trouble.

Mr. Eastman said that if a plate is held

up the moisture will recede in spots; then,

if the plate is placed in the solution again,

it will not act on these spots. Said spots

are caused by the action of the air on the

surface, which prevents the action of the

solution. When a developer contains am-
monia, which is a solvent of gelatine, after

the developer has been used it will contain

portions of gelatine, and cause air-bubbles.

All alkalies are solvents of gelatine.

The following questions were submitted

for discussion at the next meeting :

"What causes blue marks and white spots

on gelatino-bromide paper?"

"With a group of three to make—a lady

dressed in black, a man ditto, and a child

in white; the lady is of light complexion,

the child the same, and the man dark—How
to develop ?

The Society then adjourned for two

weeks.

German Photographic Society of

New York.—The regular meeting of this

Society was held on May 9, 1884, Vice-

President Vintscher occupying the Chair.

The thanks of the Society were voted to

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, for sending The
Philadelphia Photographer ; to Messrs

Anthony & Co., for The Bulletin and the

loan of the new photo-enlarging apparatus
;

and to W. Irving Adams, Esq., agent of

the Scovill Manufacturing Company, for

The Pliotographie Times and Dr. Eder's

Chemical Effect of the Spectrum.

The subject for the evening was Enlarge-

ments, by means of the solar camera upon

bromo-gelatine paper.

Mr. Jahr : The courtesy of Messrs An-

thony & Co. supplied us this evening with

one of their new enlarging cameras, and I

should like, before we proceed, to make a

few specimens to explain it to you.

As you see, this apparatus is very simple

in construction, and is chiefly intended to

make enlargements on bromo-gelatine paper

by artificial light ; but is also very useful

in making lantern transparencies, and on

account of the non-actinic glass panel on one

side, will do well as a dark-room lantern,

so that we can develop right here by the

same light, without needing another lamp.

The relative positions of negative and con-

densing lens can be easily changed.

The paper we are going to use, is made

by coating our ordinary photographic paper

with argento-bromide gelatine emulsion,

but is enamelled with an emulsion of sul-

phate of barium before coating it with the
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sensitive film, thus overcoming the dul-

ness which would result without it.

This is the same paper we used in our

last meeting for making some contact

prints, and for the sake of those members

who were not here to see those highly

interesting experiments, I shall give a short

repetition.

We exposed several pieces of this paper

under negatives in ordinary printing frames,

to the gaslight, from ten to sixty seconds
;

also to the flash of a match ; then we de-

veloped with

Neutral Oxalate of Potash, . 3 ounces.

"Protosulphite of Iron, . . i ounce.

(Both saturated solutions.)

Bromide of Potassium, . . J drachm.

(12 grains to the ounce.)

The developing has to be carried only so

far as to bring out all the details, then

washed and fixed as usual. All our prints

proved to be good and .showed the big

margin we have in timing, if developed

properly.

The use of this paper is almost unlimited

for scientific pur))oses as well as gallery use.

For example, you can, by means of this

camera, almost in no time, make a proof

from a wet or dry plate, and can show it to

your customers before they leave the

gallery.

The committee appointed was now ready

for work, and proceeded to make two pict-

ures nearly life-size, by an exposure of one

minute on the extra-rapid, and fifteen

minutes on the ordinary sensitive paper.

The developing was similar to that of the

smaller pictures, and hud tlie same good

result.

A member put the question, " If the price

will allow of its being used instead of the

albumen paper?" and was answered by
Mr. .lahr, that it is not likely to interfere

any with the mode of printing now in use,

but will have its own position, on its own
particular merits.

Adjiiurned. J.ui>wio ScHiLL,

Secretary.

'J'lIE SOCIKTV OK AmaTKUR PiIOTOGHA-

I'HKKs <)V Nkw '\'<)KK.— Kc'gular meeting,

May l:ilh.

Afti'i' the riMiline business liad br^en trans-

acted, the subject of the future work of the

Association was discussed. Dr. John H.

Janeway gave the details of a plan he had,

which will be shaped into a paper for our

next issue.

Mr. Gilder followed Dr. Janeway, and

showed to the members a camera fitted up

with his shutter, which he had improved

since it was shown at the last meeting. He
had added a spring and a trigger, thereby

making the shutter work automatically on

pulling the string. The attachment per-

mitted the upper shutter to be retained in

an inclined position over the front of the

lens like a bonnet or sky shade, thereby

cutting off the sky and allowing more ex-

posure in the foreground. The spring could

be detached and the shutter operated by the

fingers, as explained at the last meeting.

Mr. Gilder's offer to give the amateurs the

benefit of his labor was applauded by all

present.

The President next showed and explained

an improved cheap camera, which had been

sent by the Rochester Optical Company, of

Rochester, N. Y. Although a 5x8 camera,

it was as light as many made to take 4x5
pictures. The camera was provided with a

rising front, adjustable diaphragms for the

single lens, a swing-back, a hinged ground-

glass, and a folding bed. A separate at-

tachment on the tripod allowed the camera

to be held endwise, making it easy to take

a picture either way. The wood-work was

of polished cherry and the metal trimmings

were nickel-plated, giving to the camera a

very neat and attractive appearance. The

plate-holder was as simple as the camera
;

it consisted of a frame divided by a metal

partition. Inserted on the inside of the

frame, next to each side of the partition,

were three metal pegs with bevel-shaped

notches in their ends. One pin was mov-

able and was actuated by a spring. To put

in the plate you simply- drew the slide and

dropped the plate, film side towards you,

into the two lower stationary pegs, and

pulled out the upper pin with the fingers,

letting it lly back after the plate had

dropi)od into the notch. The plate was

then held clamjied between tiiree |iins.

Among the advantages of the holder were

its simplicity, its adjustahility to various
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thicknesses and widths of glass—an impor-

tant advantage when the carelessness of

manufacturers is considered—and, lastly,

hut a small fraction of the sensitive surface

of the plate is cut off.

Mr. Beach next explained and lighted up

a new enlarging camera recently patented

by Mr. T. C. Koche, and kindly sent to the

Society for exhibition by Messrs. E. & H.

T. Anthony & Co. The advantages claimed

for it were the ease and facility with which

negatives could be enlarged upon bromo-

argentic gelatine paper. It consisted of a

box whose interior sides were provided with

a series of vertical grooves to hold the neg-

ative and condensing lens, permitting them

to be adjusted easily with reference to each

other. The lens-front formed part of a bel-

lows attached to the front of the box, and

was easily moved back and forth by a slide

under the bottom of the box. By this

ineans the picture could be readily focussed.

A common kerosene lamp with a reflector,

in the rear of the box, furnished enough

light to make the picture. The top of the

box was provided with a cover, which al-

lowed easy access to the negative and con-

denser. In the sides of the box opposite to

the lamp were panes of ruby glass, the ob-

ject being to provide a non-actinic light for

development.

A permanent room has been secured,

which will enable the Society to do some-
thing in the way of giving a few interest-

ing experiments in photography.

P. C. Beach,
President.

THE COPYRIGHT OF PHOTO-
GRAPHS.

BY TALCOTT WILLIAMS,

Editor of the Phila. Daily Press.

Mr. Napoleon Sarony has done wide ser-

vice to artistic photography in the United
States by his work in the studio, but it may
be questioned if he has ever rendered a more
important service than in fighting to the

Supreme Court the right of a photograph
to the protection of copyright.

The decision* of the Supreme Court in the

*" This decision was rendered March 17, 1884,

by the Federal Supreme Court, in the case of the

Burrow-Giles Lithographic Company, plaintift'-

case carried up to the court of last resort by

Mr. Sarony's opponent, the Burrow-Giles

Lithographic Company, narrows and widens

the protection of the photograph under

copyright law. It widens it because it es-

tablishes, by a decision of the court of last

resort, that the artistic element, the power

of invention and creation, so far enters into

the making of a photograph that it is sub-

ject to copj^-ight for the same reason that a

drawing, a model, a poem, or a book is

—

each fit matter for copyright. It narrows

the protection of copyright because the Su-

preme Court expressed no opinion as to

whether this protection would extend to a

-mere mechanical reproduction by photo-

graphic process of the physical features or

outlines of an animate or inanimate object,

where there was no originality of thought

or novelty in the intellectual operations

connected with its visible reproduction in

the shape of a picture.

This leaves the protection of the law in

this respect exactly where it was left by the

decision of the lower Federal Courts in

passing upon the constitutionality of the

Act of 1865, extending copyright to photo-

graphs. Judge Coxe, of the Federal Dis-

trict Court, held in the Sarony suit, June 6,

1883,* that this Act was constitutional

;

but Judge Butler, three months earlier, in

passing in this city—April 24, 1883f—on

this point in the suit brought by Messrs.

Schreiber & Sons, declined to decide whether

or no Congress had the power to throw the

shield of copyright about the photograph of

a baby elephant. The practical legal result

is that the photographer who brings to his

work something more than camera and

chemicals, has the unquestioned power to

protect his work by copyright against all

comers. In all probability the same con-

clusion will be reached as to all photographs

in-error, against Napoleon Sarony; in error to

the Circuit Court of the United States for the

Southern District of New York. The suit was one

brought by Sarony against the lithographic

company, under the provisions of Section 4952

of the Revised Statutes, for alleged infringement

of a copyright upon a photograph of Oscar Wilde.

* The Daily Register, vol. 23, No. 132.

-|- Weekly Notes of Cases, vol. 13, p. 340.
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by the Supreme Court; but until it is- so

decided this will remain in doubt.

Limited as the protection extended by the

Supreme Court is, it is an advance on the

past, and marks one more step in the slow

march of law in the rear of discovery. Pho-

tography was unknown when the Copyright

Act of 1831 was passed. Daguerre had

been for seven years patiently at work, but

the production of daguerrotype plates was

not announced for eight years. Talbot's

patent for the first negative was still ten

years distant.

Copyright in photographs, like the same

privilege for all artistic productions, has

been for a century and a half in common
law the creation of statute, not matter of

right, as it should be. A man owns a cow,

and its reproductions, as a matter of course;

but if he draws a picture, he can only pro-

tect his property-right in that and its re-

productions by establishing it in legal form

and fashion under the Copyright Act. It

is true that as long as a drawing, a poem,

or a photograph is not "published," it is

private property;* but as putting a photo-

graph in a shop window may be publica-

tion, this protection amounts to little. The
result of the artificial character of copy-

right property was that, in spite of the gen-

eral terms of the Act of 1831, Judge Ship-

man decided in Wood v. Abbottf that the

privilege of copyright must be construed

strictly. While the general language of

the statute as to " printing " a copy might

apply to photographs, the court held that, in

view of their not being specifically men-
tioned, they must be excluded. At the

same time, this did not prevent the same
court from holding, at the the same term,

in Rossiter v. Hall, J that a photographic

copy of an engraving was an infringement

of the copyright in the latter. Under these

two decisions, while the photogra])her had
no protection himself, everybody else was

protected against him. His work had not

enough of " printing " or " reprinting " in it

to get copyright; but it did have enough
to create iiifrini^oiiKMit as fur as copyright

* Drone od Co|>y right, p. 102.

t 6 Blatchford, C. C, 325.

I 6 niiiti:hfonl, C. C, ;iC2.

was concerned by " the photographic method

which," said Judge Blatchford, " more

easily than any other, produces a perfect

copy."

The Act of 1865, since incorporated in the

Revised Statutes, brought any " photograph

or negative thereof"* under copyright pro-

tection. Manj^ nice points involved in what

constitutes a copyright of a photograph, de-

cided in England, remain to be passed on

here. Several of them were involved in

the suit brought by Messrs. Schreiber &
Sons of this city to recover the penalty pro-

vided by law from Messrs. Sharpless & Sous

for infringement of the copyright of the

former in their picture of the baby elephant

"Americus." This interesting photograph

was copied and used by the defendants as a

label for a new brand of cambric. As the

case, both in the District and Circuit courts,

was decided on a side issue, it left the law

of the photograph about where it found it.f

The attempt to use Mr. Sarony's picture

of Oscar Wilde, however, by the Burrow-

Giles Lithographic Company, has had more

and better results. This Company copied

Mr. Sarony's popular photograph in a litho-

graph, and Mr. Sarony obtained an injunc-

tion against the Company for infringing

his copyright. The lithographers set up the

double claim, first, that a photograph could

not be copyrighted, and, next, that anyone

was at liberty to make a picture of Oscar

Wilde in knee-breeches.

The only important point, however,

raised by the case was whether Congress

had and has tlie constitutional right to pro-

tect jihotographs and negatives thereof by

copyright. The court held, first, that there

is no doubt that the Constitution is broad

enough to cover an Act authorizing copy-

right of photograi)hs, so far as they are

representations or original intellectual con-

ceptions of their authors; second, that the

finding of facts shows tluxt tlie pliotograph

sued on in tliis case was an original work

of art, which was the product of the plain-

tiff's intellectual invention, mid of which

the plaintiff was the author ;
and that it

belonged to a class of inventions for wiiicii

* R. S., 2d ed., 1878, p. 957, sec. 4932.

f Weekly N.itos of CaHex, 10, y. lOii.
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the Constitution intended that Congress

should secure to him the exclusive right to

use, publish, and sell, as it has done by

Section 4952 of the Eevised Statutes.

This establishes all a photographer like

Mr. Sarony needs
; but it leaves, as already

pointed out, the copyright of photographs

of a different order under some question,

and subject to the future action of the

courts.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 153.)

Y.—To BE Continued until there is a

Eeformation.

The answers from the audience say more

for the cause this month, and say it better

than we can. We are glad to see this inter-

est, and shall have more to say in our next.

You will be blessed by the photographers

of the higher class if you will continue to

strive towards their getting better prices

for their photographs. Portland has not

escaped the fever, which some places have,

to a greater extent, of cutting in prices,

and offering the productions of their skill at

barely living rates. I am not inclined to

lower mine, nor will 1, till bread and butter

will not come to me unless I do ; but as I

see no such dire catastrophe pending, what-

ever, I do not concern myself much aoout

the matter, except this one thing—if I am
the onlj' photographer in the State who
gets fair prices, I shall stand alone in my
isolation

; for my tendency ever since 1 first

went into the practice of photography has

ever been to uphold the quality, and, as far

as my own personal though feeble efforts

were concerned, to raise photography to a

higher standard, and not to depreciate it.

Such men as Gilbert & Bacon, Sarony,

Mora, Rocher, Max Platz, Ryder, Taber,

Grutekunst, etc., are the ideal men in our

profession, and such I am pleased to call

my friends—at least I am sincerely theirs.

These parties all obtain good prices and
enjoy a liberal trade. It may be well for

some to say, " They can do so, for they are

well up in their art." Certainly they are;

and why is it they are well up ? Is it be-

cause they charge living prices for their

work? Certainly not ! It is because they

love the art, and have no sympathy towards

anything that has a tendency towards de-

grading it. They are our peers, to be sure,

but what of that? If we love the art as

thoroughlj', and devote as much time, care,

and study to it as they do, we can all up-

hold it, and wave the banner aloft, just as

well as thej' can, and each in our little

sphere or place in this fleeting world do as

much good, perhaps, in many places as they

can , because our heart is in it, and it has our

symj)athy and respect, and we are ever ready

to do all ive can to improve and elevate it.

How can we expect the public to respect an

art which we are ever ready to slash at,

conveying to the public mind the idea that

photography is machine work ?

I am glad that you have raised this ques-

tion, for I trust it will meet the support of

thousands of our striving and enthusiastic

brother-workers, who will rally around a

flag to prevent this danger of war upon our

love, as we would all rally to prevent the

invasion of a dreaded and powerful foe,

about to make war upon our nation. It

may seem that I am rather rabid on the

subject of prices, but when I hear how rates

are cut in other cities, and see that the ten-

dency is to do so here among some of my
competitors, I cannot but see that the result

is ruin financially to all who try it, and is,

of course, disastrous in a measure upon the

public mind towards the art I love.

In regard to my own prices, I will say

that there are a dozen or so photographers

in Portland who all enjoy a very good pa-

tronage, and as the place has only a popu-

lation of about thirtj'-six thousand, it fol-

lows that there is only a small percentage

of the people who are able to pay a very

high price for photographs.

Charles W. Hbarn.
Portland, Me.

I claim that the public are not judges of

the work, so much as they are judges of the

man ;
therefore, let a photographer locate

in a place, conduct himself properly, turn

out nothing but good work, act honestly

and honorably, and he can command the

trade of the best class always and get fair

prices ; for those who want good work are
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willing to pay good prices, and want a re-

liable man to do that work, one whom they

can trust—for they are not judges, and are

willing to leave it to one in whom they

have confidence. By good, honest work

get the confidence of your patrons, and one-

half is done.

L. C. OVERPECK.
Hamilton, Ohio.

If we could have a thorough uprising of

the whole fraternity by States, it would

undoubtedly do much good ; a little move-
ment here and there does little good. A
general movement along the whole line is

what we want.

I would suggest that an organization be

formed in every State ; or, first, let there

be formed a national committee to throw

its whole efforts on some one State, and test

the matter by appealing to the fraternity

in the larger cities to organize. It is the

large cities that control the price in the

small ones. In many towns it is dog eat

dog with the boys ; in that case an outside

committee might arrange matters. Again,

they are often in harmony with each other,

and work low prices because larger places

near by compel them to, and would readily

advance if others did in the surrounding

towns.

Perhaps a little of my past experience

may benefit some. About five years ago,

the low prices in Kochester were often

quoted to me, and some of my trade from

the small railroad towns left me ; fearing I

would lose trade, I reduced my price from

$G to $4.50. This reduced price I kept for

two years. By referring to my books, I

found the reduced price increased my sit-

tings from 80 to 100, with the following

result: 80 sittings at ?6, .$480; 100 sittings

on the reduced plan, $450—$30 less money,
and 100 negatives instead of 80 to make
and i)rint from. As I had got down, I

8ui)po.sed it would be diflScult to get back.

I found customers ju.st as troublesome to

please, and they had just as much fault to

lind as with the high price. One day I

resolved that the price would go up to the

old rate—$6—and up she went. Very few

found any fault; about the same increase

im the low price fell ..H" with the hiLrher

price. And I was well satisfied with the

change, which I have kept for the past

three years. If you find anything worthy

of notice in these rambling thoughts, you

are welcome to it.

F. B. Clench.
LOCKPORT, N. y.

We have one price for every size photo-

graph produced at our establishment, and

stick to it, too; while in our city there

are galleries which furnish cabinets, for in-

stance, as low as |2, $2.50, and $3 per

dozen. In reference to the latter, you do

not need to see them to know what they

are.

I make quality of work the grand central

objective point, and will not permit patrons

to have pictures which to me are unsatis-

factor}'. I make all sittings personally at

my gallery, and exact of. myself the pro-

duction of negatives as near right as, under

existing circumstances, I can make. A\ e

have all the work that seven, constantly

busy, can produce, and the business is con-

tinually growing.

I wish you prosperity as a proper reward

for your untiring effoi'ts for the elevation of

photography.

C'HAKLBS T. SrUART.
Hartford, Conn.

PERTAINING TO THE

Clinton, Iowa, April 21, 1884.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir: Through your magazine, I

would like to ask the photographers of the

Association if it would not be a good plan

at our next Association meeting to have one

or two sessions in the interest of practical

photdgrajjlicrs only, in which business,

plans, and suggestions may be discussed
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pertaining especially to their interests

—

financially and otherwise? The stock-

dealers hold separate sessions and devise

plans for their mutual protection and bene-

fit, which is all perfectly right, and I would

propose that we do the same.

To a certain extent, the interests of the

manufacturer, stockdealer, and photogra-

pher are identical, but beyond a certain

point they seem to see the expediency of

guarding their interests separate from the

photographer. Now I think there are

issues which present themselves which

ought to be looked after especially by the

photographic fraternity. At any rate, 1

will venture to throw out the suggestion,

and if thought worthy of attention, let us

hear what the photographers think about it.

Yours, etc.,

J. H. Reed.

ONWARD TO CINCINNATI !

There is nothing which so much entitles

Cincinnati to be called a picturesque city

as the striking beauty of her suburbs.

Clifton and Burnt Woods are attractions

which the fraternity should visit. Visitors

to Clifton are permitted to drive through

the various private grounds. The great

summer attraction of Burnt Woods is the

music given every Thursday afternoon,

and the fraternity will have ample time to

go there after the afternoon session. Visi-

tors should not fail to visit Spring Grove
Cemetery, unexcelled for extent, beauty,

and improvement by any in the United
States. In summer a more handsome and
delightful spot cannot be well conceived.

The Zoological Garden is one of the places

of amusement which no comer to Cincinnati

should fail to visit; there is no city in the

United States which has so large and beau-

tiful a garden, and so extensive and valu-

able collection of animals. Do not fail to

have a collection of negatives made of these

beautiful places, and keep them as pleasant

recollections of your trip.

The fraternity have a special invitation

from the Superintendent of the Young
Men's Gymnasium, No. 102 Fourth Street,

to visit this famous institution during their

slay in the city. The following railroad

companies have generously reduced the

rates to members of the Association who
shall attend the Convention, namely:

Chesapeake & Ohio; Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton; Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St.

Louis & Chicago
; Cincinnati, New Orleans

& Texas Pacific ; Cincinnati, Washington

& Baltimore; Cleveland, Columbus, Cin-

cinnati & Indianapolis
; Kentucky Central

;

Louisville & Nashville
; New York, Penn-

sylvania it Ohio ; Ohio & Mississippi

;

Pittsburg, Cincinnati & St. Louis. Kates

equivalent to two cents per mile each way.

The companies will probably make one fare

for the round trip. See June and July

numbers of the journals, for exact rates.

We will also notify all the stockdealers in

the country the exact rates, and if the

half-fare is adopted will send them certifi-

cates to distribute among the members.

Applications for space should be made at

once to the Secretary, Mr. Leo. Weingart-

ner, corner Sixth and Central Avenue,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Make your applications

early, stating the number of square feet re-

quired. There will be plenty of room for

the display of photographs, backgrounds,

and accessories ; send them on. Stock-

dealers, manufacturers, and importers will

never have a better opportunity for the dis-

play of their goods. In all cases freight

must be prepaid ; no attention will be paid

to goods shipped otherwise. Every mem-
ber is requested to send samples of his work,

be it ever so small. The prizes oftered by

the dry-plate manufacturers should induce

every member to do his best.

I have so much to say to the fraternity

that I hardly know when to stop; but all I

can say is that they will never regret

that the Convention came to Cincinnati,

and if all do not have a good time it will

be their own fault. I have done my best

to show them how to enjoy themselves.

Leo. Weingartner,
Secretary P. A. of A.

SOME SPLENDID WORK,

resulting from the tempting prizes offered

by dry-plate manufacturers for superior pro-

ductions, will be shown at Cincinnati. A
prominent feature of the meeting will be

the attractive exhibition. Since the aim of

all is to improve upon the quality of their
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productions, if any way behind in that im-

portant point, or to hold their own, if in the

front rank, a sharp strife maj^ be expected.

The exhibition of work is important as a

spur and an educator. "Talk" has its

value in describing processes and methods,

where a single sentence of half a dozen

words dropped upon the ear of an earnest

worker will sometimes prove a key to the

unravelment of mysteries. But "Work "

speaks for itself—tells its own story, and

carries conviction.

It is believed that the Cincinnati gather-

ing will surpass all former ones. Secretary

Weingartner is awake and pushing. The

accommodations are all that could be de-

sired, and nothing stands in the way of a

large attendance and successful meeting.

Every member should make it a matter

of pride and duty to be on hand with his

exhibit. With the glorious success of last

year at Milwaukee yet fresh in our minds,

let us determine to outdo it at Cincinnati.

J. F. Kyder.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Sir: Will you insert for the fraternity

the following :

Richmond, Va., April 1'2, 1884.

Geo. W. Kirk, Esq.,

Huntington, W. Va.

Sir : The Chesapeake & Ohio Eailroad

will make one fare for the round trip to

Cincinnati for your Convention. Tickets

can be obtained by communicating with

either Frank Trigg, N. E. P. A. C. & O.

R. R., 513 Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash-
ington, D. C, or with meat Richmond, Va.

A reduced rate will also be made from New
York via the Old Dominion Line Steamers

by applying to H. W. Carr, G. E. A. C. &
O. R. R., 339 Broadway, New York.

Yours truly,

II. W. Fuller,
(ieneral Passenger Agent.

Huntington, W. Va.

I'HOTOORAPiiH wnimi r sii.vkk ok ooi-d

Oli I'AIMCK

would certainly bo a novelty that most

people would consider very wonderful, if

not impo.ssible. Yet jiictures could bo pro-

duced quite a.s easily without these materials

as the Photographora' Association of Am-

erica can be successfully run with the same

essential elements lacking.

The Executive Committee and other offi-

cers are not the Association, and the mem-
bers would feel unwilling to allow them the

privilege of supplying the necessary funds.

These officers would feel too puifed up with

their importance if allowed to do all the

work and furnish all the means for conduct-

ing the affairs of the Society. In this view

of the case I would suggest that those pho-

tographers who have so far deferred the

pleasure of paying their dues, and the manu-

facturers and dealers who have not yet sub-

scribed, should embrace the earliest oppor-

tunity of getting their names recorded on

the books of Treasurer Armstrong, and then

nothing can possibly be lacking to make

Cincinnati a grand success.

J. H. Kent,
President P. A. of A.

EXTRA BULLETIN.

Photographers^ Convention, July 29, 1884.

To THE Fraternity : As there are but

a few short months before the Convention,

it behooves all photographers to be up and

doing to make it a success. The time has

come for the fraternity to come together

and unite as one person, cast all bickerings

aside, and try to advance the art instead of

lowering it. The question of prices has

been agitated so often that it is hardly worth

while to say any more on the subject; but

there will be a time to come when the fra-

ternity will have their eyes opened, and see

that it is folly to reduce photographs to

starvation prices. It is very easy to lower

prices, but much harder to raise them again.

The first Convention I ever attended was at

Milwaukee, and I saw enough there to con-

vince me that the work exhibited left me

plenty of room to improve my own. I

made up my mind then that when I ar-

rived home I would do so. So it is with all

of us ; there is plenty of ronm for improve-

ment, and there is nothing that tends to

improve a man's work so much as the

.studies offered at the Convention. Hoping

that the fraternity will do their best, I re-

nuiin, Yours fraternally,

Leo. Weinqartnkr,
Secretary P. A. ol" A.
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OUR PICTURE.
It is not often that we have the opportu-

nity to present to our readers two pictures

from such distinguished knights of the

camera as Messrs. Van Loo and Landy,

in quick succession. Moreover, it is quite

as rare for us to be able to present such rare

gems as that in our last issue and the one

in this, from photographers both in the

same city. We are able, however, to do

this in making our selections for the twenty-

first year of our magazine life, and this

month have great pleasure in accompanj'-

ing our current number with a child-study,

from the studio of Mr. Landy. We could,

were it not for the fact that history does

not always do well to repeat itself, go right

on and repeat what we said for Mr. Van
Loo last month, in commenting on Mr.

Landy's splendid child-picture.

Anyone who enters the richly adoi-ned

studio and reception-rooms of Mr. Landy,

will conclude ver}^ rapidly that Mr. Landy
is certainly the child-photographer. We
all remember his side-splitting and tear-

starting pictures of babies called " Landy's

Pets," several years ago. They gave Mr.

Landy an international reputation, and

since then it has been acknowledged that he

is the chief of baby-takers. The moment a

child looks into his bright, genial, and

pleasant face its confidence is won; Mr.

Landy is its friend, and in his very look

seems to say to the child what the Arab

says to his sweetheart when he desires to

quiet her fears, " Be not afraid, I am as

your father." Not only is this a fact, but

in the pictures themselves we are compelled

to say, when looking at the faces of these

little ones, " Mr. Landy must love and un-

derstand children, or he never could secure

such gems as these are." Not only are they

gems as likenesses, but they are attractive

as works of art. Mr. Landy possesses a

most fertile genius for placing these little

ones in cute and attractive positions. As a

rule, he gives them something to do—causes

them to represent some picture, or some

little scene in home-life, or almost dramatic

bit from the playroom and playground ;
so

that we see not only photogfaphic talent,

but artistic genius, displayed in his work.

They bear the individuality of Landy upon

them just as plainly as in their physical

make-up they bear the image of their pa-

rents. We have witnessed and wondered

over Mr. Landy's treatment of children

under his skylight, and to see not only how
artistically he poses them, but how rapidly

he makes their pictures. After the last

baby of the day had been taken—a little

time ago, when we visited him—he came

to us as bright and genial as though the

day was just beginning, and, rubbing his

hands together, said, " It is a real pleasure

to make the pictures of the little ones ; they

are so responsive, they help one so, and

they inspire a man with the feeling and

desire to do his best. Moreover, I feel that

the price which I receive for my pictures

enables me to take pains with the little

ones, and to make myself sure of getting

the best results possible. To do this, while

the child is posed, I expose, sometimes, five

or six plates, and out of them all I am sure

to get a most natural result." This is the

real secret of Mr. Landy's success: First,

he understands his art ; second, he insists

upon being paid for it; and, third, being

paid, takes pleasure and interest in his work.

In olden time Sertorius, though in the

height of his power in Spain, sent word to

Metellus and Pompey that he was ready to

lay down his arms and lead a private life if

he were but allowed to return to his home in

Kome, declaring that he would rather live

as the meanest citizen than, exiled from it,

be supreme commander of all other cities

together. So it is with this photographic

Sertorius ; for more than once he has de-

clared that he would rather spend his days

at his camera, moulding and shaping the

pleasure and comfort of the populace

through his splendid art, than he would to

be a commander of a great city. And it is

just such a feeling as this that makes the

true artist ; and the more all of us can

imbibe, and absorb, and make it a portion

of ourselves, the better we shall succeed in

anything that we undertake. Great success

to the noble knights of our art who are able

to give us such examples to study

!

Our prints were made, as usual, at our

own rooms, upon the Dresden paper im-

ported for us by the well-known photo-

graphic merchant, Mr. G.,Gennert.
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Pictures Received.—Mr. Van Loo, of Toledo,

Ohio, is one of the most enterprising and prom-

ising photographers of the West, full of feeling

for his art, and well skilled in its manipulation.

lie favored us with a number of examples of

his work. We have also examples of their work

from Messrs. Stcbbert, of New Sydney, and

Fredbrick Mueller, of Owatonna, Minn. The

latter gentleman sends us examples both of his

wet and dry-plate work, and they prove him to

be entitled to be called equal to the emergencies

of both.

by every intelligent person. It is sent by mail,

on receipt of two dollars, to any address.

That New Store.—Scovill Manufacturing

Co. have just occupied their new store at -423

Broome Street, next door to their old localitj'.

We shall presently describe it throughout. We
suppose we shall have better Times than ever

when all things are fixed. It is the grandest

photographic stock establishment ever known

in the world.

A New Firm at an Old Place.—The firm of

BitOADBENT & Tavlor, 912 and 914 Chestnut

Street, Phila., has been dissolved; and the busi-

ness is continued with all the old appurtenances

at the same place by Messrs. Broadbent Bros.,

sons of the veteran whose name they bear.

Recent Wonders in Electricity, Electric

Lights, Etc.—This is the title of a very inter-

esting book edited by Henry Green, Esi;., and

published by the New York Agency College of

Electrical Engineering, 122 East Twenty-sixth

Street, New York. The work consists of one

hundred and si.xty-eight pages, is the size of

our magazine, beautifully illustrated by a num-

ber of fine engravings, and, as its title indicates,

gives a most interesting list of descriptions of

the various uses made of electricity. The au-

thor has proved himself too bright to omit a

notice of photography, and has included in his

oxucllent book a full description, illustrated, of

Mr. Kurtz's method of photographing by elec-

tric light. The postal telegraph system, the

telephone, eloctro-plating, electric lighting, elec-

tric iiiotors, storage of electricity, the tologrn])h

HyHtein, and the application of electricity to

surgery, with iniiny other departments, are all

elaborately un<l plainly described. The work

will become very popular, anil it should bo read

Items of News.—A stereopticon exhibition

was given by the Cincinnati Amateur Photo-

graphic Club on Thursday evening, May 8th. We
received a very prettily printed invitation to be

present, but could not do so. The Bureau of

In/oi-mafioii for April, has been received from

the publishers, Messrs. Douglass, Thompson &
Co., Chicago. It is much enlarged, and looks

better each time it makes its appearance. We
have received a call from Mr. N. L. Stebbins,

of the Blair Tourograph Company, Boston.

This company is doing a fine business. Prof,

A. E. Willis, ex-photographer, gave a very

pleasant physiognomical entertainment in New
York recently. He is gaining fame in his new
profession constantly. We have received a

copy of the constitution of the Society of Ama-
teur Photographers of New I'^ork. Thanks to

the President, Mr. F. C. Beach. Dr. Charles
Forbes delivered a lecture on dry-plate devel-

opers, before the Rochester Photographic Society

on Monday evening. May 19th. A report of the

lecture will be given next month. Mr. T. Jl.

McCoLUN, 635 Arch Street, supplies a very

superior article of draughtsman's sensitive paper

for the Blue process. Send for sample.

Mr. T. C. Roche.—A very happy incident oc-

curred in New I'ork on March 18th, when Mr.

T. C. Roche, the veteran photographer and e.\-

perimentalist, was given an ovation at Marti-

nelli's by his employers, Messrs. E. & H. T.

Anthony & Co., and invited guests. Not only was

a sumptuous banquet set before the assemblage,

but a presentation to Mr. Roche of a gold watch

took place. No one more deserving than I\Ir.

Roche could have been thus honored. An-

thony's Bulletin for April devotes a good deal

of its space to the report of this meeting, and

the responses to the various toasts. Some of

them were quite bright and humorous. Ouo

of thein gives unmistakable evidence })ef »< of

the influence which the repast had upon the

good humor of the gentleman who made the

address. He evidently believes that variety is

the spice of life, and has given us variety in his

speech, if ixitliing else. We hope Mr. Rociii;

may live a long while to follow the "new time,"

bv which ho must work hereafter.
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The Chemical Effect of the Spectrum, by

Dr. J. N. Eder.—This excellent work has been

republished by the Scovill Manufacturing
CoMrANv, New York, and will be found of great

value to all thoughtful photographers and

students in our art. The learned author has

given us fourteen chapters of explanations of

his experiments in the most practical shape pos-

sible. Only those who are accustomed to make
up such works as these know of the immense
amount of labor involved and how to appreciate

it. No more valuable contribution to photo-

graphic literature has been given us for a long

time than this splendid work of Dr. Eder.

The AirATEUR Photographer.—A manual of

photographic manipulation intended especially

for beginners and amateurs, with suggestions as

to the apparatus to purchase and the prices, by

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr., M.D. Philadelphia:

Porter & Coates, Publishers. Price, $2.00,

bound in leather. This little gem of one hun-

dred and seventy-four pages, from our old ama-
teur friend, comes to us like a ray of light, so

full of aetinicism and photographic quality, that

it is practically what the name of the author

guarantees. He has long since been one of our

most successful amateurs, and therefore his book
tells in plainer language and more detail, than

would be usually the case with the everyday

worker, of what the amateur desires to know.
After going over the old story with great care,

he adds an appendix of over twenty pages. It

is really the most valuable part of the work—

a

sort of a brief schedule of the different terms

used in photography, and of hints and dodges

useful in the practice of the amateur department.

The book is embellished by a 4x 5 specimen of

amateur work of excellent quality. On page 25

the learned author declares his preference for

English apparatus, but he illustrates his book

with cuts from "Scovill's " American models !

Messrs. Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley, 25

N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia, have received

a complete line of ebonized rubber developing-

trays of a very superior quality, which they

offer to the trade at low rates. A circular, giving

list of sizes and prices, will be supplied on appli-

cation. This new firm is pushing business with

great vigor. Through some mistake of our

own their advertisement was left out last month,

but it will be found in place again, and will so

continue. Do not judge of this house by the

size of its advertisement. They have just re-

ceived a new importation of albumen paper from
abroad.

Messrs. Hodge &, Huston, well known in

Philadelphia, have established themselves at

25 N. Seventh Street, as solar and electric-light

printers. A specialty is made of permanent
platinotype enlargements. These can now be

made about as cheap as silver prints, as all will

learn if they send for size and prices to the

gentlemen named above. We wish them suc-

cess in their new enterprise.

P. A. OF A.— Cincinnati now rings in the ears

of all live photographers as does the music of

the birds in the ears of the world at large.

Everybody who is alive will go. Enthusiastic

and urgent remarks are made on the subject by

Messrs. Ryder, Kent, and Weingartner in

proper place, and we can only add our mite in

extenuation of what they say. We hope to be

present at the Convention as usual, and to see

most of our subscribers there. Be sure to come.

The Amateur Question.—This subject is

discussed on both sides in our current number.

AVe are disposed to give a fair chance to every-

body, and hope that everybody will act fairly.

We have only to look at the work already done

by some of our new societies, to convince us that

more good than evil is to be expected from the

amateur. We must not look at things narrowly,

but sensibly.

Do not forget to read Mr. Sherman's excel-

lent article on the "Works of the Great Mas-

ters." Mr. Sherman is a veteran in our art,

and a veteran artist as well, thoroughly under-

standing art-history and practice. What he says

is well worth reading. He is devoting his time

to the reproduction of the works of the old

.

masters, and a catalogue of his splendid photo-

graphs may be had by sending to him, William

H. Sherman, 455 Jackson St., Milwaukee, Wis,

Dr. Vogel's New Discovery.—What a won-

derfully industrious experimentalist is our friend,

Dr. VoGEL, of Berlin. All who read his com-

munication on the first page of our current

issue must be impressed with this fact. Ureat

strides in photographic accomplishments will be

based upon the Doctor's discoveries, and we are

glad to know that his research and industry are

to be rewarded by the Society of which he is

the honored head. This is the way things

should be. We know that Dr. Vogel has done

much good work for science with very little re-

muneration to himself, even sufiiciently to pay

him for the time and labor expended, to say

nothing about anything further. He is very
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free and full in his instructions this month, and items enter into their cost. "We hope more wis-

we hope the subject will be taken and made
\

dom and good advertising will ensure better

profitable to all our readers. 1 success for the new establishment.

Mr. J. Landy, of Cincinnati, will have to be

considered the hietoriccd photographer. He has

sent us a series of photographs illustrating the

destructive propensities of the mob at the court

house in his city, a few weeks ago. They are

excellent pictures, and well chosen to display

that reign of terror.

Now Ready for Delivery.—Picture-Making

hy Photography, by Mr. H. P. Robinson. New
York: Scovill MANnPACTURiNG Company, Pub-

lishers. Price, paper cover, 75 cents; cloth, $1.00.

A most excellent book for the outdoor worker.

Mailing Photographs.—All sorts of con-

trivances have been devised for mailing photo-

graphs. As a rule, they reach their destination

badly broken up and spoiled. The use of the

patent wooden mailing-box of the H. C. Under-

wood Company will avoid all this. We have

seen them and like them. See advertisement.

Genelli & ToNNDORFF, of St. Louis, are

making the best stamps we ever saw, for the

trade, at 37A to 75 cents per one hundred, accord-

ing to quantity, and how they can do it at a

profit is an enigma. They have patents pending

on the only camera ever made which will make

thirty-five perfect negatives at one exposure on

a 5 X 8 plate. Their stamp trade is over 10,000

per day. They have also copyrighted a beauti-

ful stamp album.

H. Baden Pritchard Dead.—With extreme

regret, just as we close our current issue, we

learn of the death of our long-time colaborer

and friend, H. Badkn Pritchard, editor of the

Ijondon Photognqihic News. His decease oc-

curred on Sunday evening. May 11th, of pneu-

monia. Our art has met a sad loss in this un-

timely death. A sketch of Mr. Pritciiahd's life

and work will appear in our next.

Dry-Plate Ciiange.s.—Mr. H. Norden, nn-

able to maintain himself at the low prices at

which he supplied his plates, has disposed of

his work.s to the St. Louis Dry-plate Company,

which will continue the business at the old

Htand, 827 Chouteau Avenue, with Mr, Nordkn
as an employ/;. The desire of the new company
in to transact their business wholly through the

(lealers. Mr. Xokiikn's case should be a warn-

ing. «Slla8« and emulsion do not represent the

cost of dry platen by any uieiins. Many other

The secret-process monger is on the war-path

again. This time he springeth from Boston,

"Office of the Everett Studios." He offereth

how to make your own plates, a la emulsion, for

$10 and giveth (in lieu of a chromo) the "new

developer, best in the world." The "form of

agreement " is unique. Beware. More soon.

The North American Photographic Pub-

lishing Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., are send-

ing out circulars with offers to photographers,

which those who receive will understand. We
are proceeding with an investigation of this

concern as to its motives and so on, and hope to

report in our next issue.

The New Haven Apparatus Factory, also

owned by the Scovill Manufacturing Com-

pany, is where the grade of apparatus known

as the " Standard " is made. A large business

is being done here, as heretofore, and is some-

what increased by the fire at the American

Optical Company's Works.

The American Optical Company's Factory.

—We are glad to know that this great necessity

in our art has now, ph(X»nix-like, risen from its

ashes, and that its proprietors are better able

than ever before to meet the wants of its pn-

trons. A splendid new factory with five floors,

fifty by one hundred feet each, is in full blast.

and the American Optical Company is in shape

to turn out apparatus better, quicker, and more

of it than ever before. Long may it continue

so to do.

Mr. John Barnett, 107 4th Avenue, New
York, offers a new dry-plate holder with fine

recommendations. Mr. E. T. Whitney whose

name is so familiar to our readers, has the retail

department under his charge. Send for o circular.

For Sale.—One of the best galleries 'in the

Northwest. Dallmeyer lenses ; Seavey'.- grounds ;

best location, iind doing first-class trade. For

particulars and price, address with stamp,

FuEIir.RlCk'S it Kokstkh,

1(1 E. Third St.. St. Paul. Minn.

(Jelatine Ageniues.—Scovill Mancfactuh-

iNG Company, of Now York, have been made

trade-agents for the sale of the gelatine products

of Mr. CiiARLKs W. Heixrich, and of Messrs.

Nelson, Bell i Co.
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each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators desiring situations , no charge. Matter

must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations.

-6®^ We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement. Postage-stamps taken.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Since May 1, 1884, our address is at new

quarters,

^16 East 9th St., J{ew York.
At the same date the Chicago OflSce will

be discontinued.

Lafayette W, Seavey.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
REMOVED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West op Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-

ern improvements, and the most refined demands

from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

For Sale in the Best Mining Camp in

America.—I have just received into my hands

a good photographic outfit and full stock, which

must be sold immediately. For particulars,

Address J. H. Eardley,

Grocer, Butte City,

Montana Ty.

^^ROCKWOOD SOLAR PRINTING CO,

17 Union Square, Ne-w York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, loe are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

The Photogkaphic Mosaics for 18S4 is nearly

all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by

Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As

there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.

For Sale.—Being obliged, on account of health

to remove to a difi'erent climate, I will sell my
gallery, either complete, or only stock, fixtures,

show-cases, negatives, etc., to a first-class work-

man. Gallery is one of the best equipped in

the State of Ohio, and clearing $2000 per year.

Address 0. M. Pausch,

Newark, Ohio,
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No. 18. No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a nejo

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No, 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CRAYON AND WATEB COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

sihed in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
IIoIiIm up <ft vl«'\v all jilxiiil iiiRiitiiiilu-

Iton, iihdtoKritplilc iirt, poHlii{{, Ii;;li(tii|{;,

rtv. IVrurly lOOO moI<I. .Set- H(IvfrttN<-iuvii(s

mill t«-H(tiiioiilnlH.

$400 $4.00

Adprkss T. W. Powkr, N. Y., Secretary of

ABSOciation of Operative Photographers of New
York City, for oporatorw, ))rinter8, and ro-

touchorH, .'592 Bowory, or 187 Eighth Avenue.

1864 188^
M. WERNEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIEST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia

Photographs finished in crayon, India in

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the vei

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Ealargements Furnished

Every photographer in want of excelle

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his intere

by consulting the new illustrated price-list

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pu

chasing.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, la

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs

inform her friends and the photographic pr

fession that she has removed to 2104 North 20

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy

receive any commission for water-color paintin

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or

the office of the Philadelphia Photographer.

First-class operator wanted. One who i*^

gentleman, skilled, and of good habits. Perm

nent situation. Address C. D. Mosher,

125 State St., Chicago, 1

Wanted.—A first-class retoucher, printer, ^

finisher. None other need apply. To such, gi

wages, a permanent situation, and railroad f:i

will be given. Address Mullett Bros.,

Photographic Stockdealers,

Kansas City, M

DISSOLUTION.

Rochester, May o, ISSI.

Thk partnership heretofore existing betwci

the undersigned at the City of Rochester, N. '\

under the firm name of Inglis & Reid, for tl

manufacture and sale of gelatine dry plate?,

this day dissolved by mutual consent. Tl

affairs of the firm will be adjusted by Jam

Ingli.s, who has purchased the entire rigli

title, and interest of William II. Reid, and wl

will continue the business under the title

.Iamks Inglis. All liabilities of the old coi

cern will be paid, and all accounts due collectc

by the now proprietor. .Jamks Inglis, [ls.]

Wm. Rkiii. [l.S-I

By a photographic i)rinter ; single man. ^^ i

assist at operating. Experienced. Roferenc

Address N. R. Potts, Philadelphia, Pa.
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PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
roR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow

-

ng shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

::ross $1 0.5

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by EjnvAUD L. \\ilso.\,

914 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The genial well-known photogr.apher, Mr.

. H. A. Tonndorff, has presented the public

ith a novelty in the photographic line. He
alls his new invention Stamp Portraits. They
ire issued in sheets, gummed on the back and

erforated like postage-stamps. Each sheet con-

ains one hundred of these little gems. Their

egance and neatness, combined with their

heapness, will insure their popularity and Cre-

te a demand for them. It will not be long be-

ore business cards and invitations will be

domed with these stamp pictures. John A.

holten has, indeed, made use of them in dec-

rating the programmes used at the Olympic
Theatre and the Opera House, with excellent

(ortraits of Mr. Irving, Miss Terry, and Maggie
tlitchell. These pictures received the highest

raise from all who received them. -St. Louis

flohe Democrat.

Wanted.—A first-class dry-plate maker by
he 15th inst. To one who can take full charge,

will pay good salary, or will give him an in-

erest. No capital required. Address

Business,

Care Wilson, Hood &. Co., Phila.

Wanted.—A first-class operator. One who
has been head operator in leading gallery of

some city. Address Genelli,

St. Louis, Mo.

DR. VOGEL'S "PROGRESS."
Preface to the American Edition.

No apology is needed for the issue of another

work by Dr. Vogel. For nearly twenty years

he has contributed largely to the knowledge

of American photographers by means of his

monthly correspondence in the Philadelphia

Photographer, and three editions of his excel-

lent Handbook. Therefore a warm welcome is

confidently expected for this new contribution

to our literature.

By his own request, I have revised and
" Americanized " it as much as it would bear

without damage, and have added from his cor-

respondence such items of progress as have ap-

peared since the issue of the German edition.

Dr. Wallace has given us an excellent trans-

lation, exercising as he has, the most conscien-

tious care throughout.

I commend the work to the craft with a

knowledge of what it contains, and trust it will

prove as useful as I anticipate.

Edward L. AVilson.
Philadelphia, July 15, 1883.

Thirty-four Years in the Harness ought

to entitle a person to the freedom of his country.

During these years I have had my share of the

glory, and laid by a sufficient competency for

old age, and will sell my gallery cheap for cash,

and retire from business. To any person who
wants to buy, there it) no gallery offered with

such inducements as I will give.

Address C. D. Mosher,

Artistic Photographer,

125 State Street, Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—By an artist in water-color, India-

ink, and crayon, a position with a photographer

for the summer months. Coast of Maine pre-

ferred. Address Alice Hart,

117 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.

J. N. BRENGEL,

SOLAR PRINTER.
Photo Enlargements by Electric Light.

PEINTS MADE EAIN OR SHINE.

Address for Price-list,

No. 55 East Thirteenth St., New York
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WILSOaSS PHOTOGRAPHICS
Teaclies every step in PUotograpliy.

$4.00 To any Address. $4.00

Wanted.—A single young man as operator

—

wet and dry plate—-and to make sittings, and

also able to take charge if necessary. A relia-

ble, steady, and courteous person may hear of

a steady position, provided as above, by ad-

dressing M. E.,

care E. L. Wilson,

(112 & 914 Chestnut St.. Phila.

A TESTIMONIAL.

Washington, May 2], 1884.

.John Carbutt, Esg.

Dear Sik : I made some splendid drop-shutter

views on your " specials," of the wheelmen, yes-

terday. Never missed one out of twenty, by

J. A. Cole and myself. Tried two of 's

specials—both ni.x. We say " Hurrah for the

Carbutt Specials." There is uolhin;/ to compare

with them. 's, 's, and 's all

failed on the trial yesterday but yours, which

were used by one other party, who made ex-

cellent views.

Yours truly, E. R. Knight,

Foil Sai.i;.—S])lcndid gallery; north light.

Population 7000. llcasons for selling, am

obliged to change, so will sell with or without

instruuenls. Price, from $}0() to ifOOO. Terms

easy. If not sold by June 20th, will hire a

good operator to take entire charge.

AddreHH J. N. Ciiamukulain,

Webster, Mass.

-WILSON'S PHOTOaRAPHICS.
All aljoiit emulsion woi-h antl plate mak-

ing—a whole Ijig chapter. See index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

The German Photographic Society of New
will receive correspondence of employers as well

as employes, for help or situations.

THE PLATINOTYPE PKOCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of

Willis's Platinotype Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

&, Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the onli/ ait-

thorized general agentH for the sale of materials

in the United States, 26 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

I'HINTINO. FOR AMATEURS
II V THE

V L A T 1 N () 'I'
^' 1* K V K C) C K S S .

Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Wii.M.s A Clements,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under thishead; limited

to/our lines. Insertedonce only, unless by request.

By a young married man, as operator under

light or outdoor, wet or dry plates. Has been

in the business eight years. AVill work on trial.

Address Gus. Theilkuhl, 15 Fourth Street, S. E.,

Washington, D. C.

By an No. 1 retoucher. At present with one

of the best establishments in New York, but

wants a change of air. Address E. R., care

Dawson, 317 E. Eighty-fifth St., New York

City.

As a first-class printer, toner, and operator,

also a good retoucher. Address Elmer Smith,

Box 275, Meadville, Pa.

By a first-class printer, to take charge of a

printing-room. Address W. T. Blanchard, Box

766, Middleburg, Vt.

By a foreigner, who speaks German and

French, in some town in the South. Negative

and positive retoucher. Address Bram, 61 Bond

Street, New York City.

As operator. Has had large experience. Has

lately discovered a method for makhuj gray-

tinted dry-plate negatives
;
quick printer. Ad-

dress W. H. C, Box 356, Altoona, Pa.

XL. CLARK,
Gold and Silver pnNER,

ASSATEE ASD SWEEP-SMELTER,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

e^ RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:
John Carbutt, Dry Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

ALBERT MOORE "^ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood street, Philadelphia.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR

Fhotographic and Platinotype Supplies
TO

Buclianan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They

help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as per

list below

:

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contauis NINE JTourtieys

:

A—France and Switzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
O—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Norway,

Sw^eden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
F—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

INA LLyOVEM 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—Switzerland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

Bfe^y VOLUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW KEADY.-®a
PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

Cilvt-N clt^HcrlplloiiN ofult the HlldcM iiiadt.- 1>}' Mr. Kdwni-d Ij. WIIhoii of IiIh pt-rHOiiuIIy
takfii vleivH of Tlie Stunl PcnliiHiiln ; Tl»f DeHcrt of tli<- KxotliiM ; Tli»>

Iloiitv of (lit- IsrnellteH to the ProniiHCfl liitiid; mid

THE TAKING OF PETRA.
by lu^elx.r.. EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FIFTEEN GENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
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The Professional and Amateur Fhotograiyher
will find his every want stipplied by using the
[follotving brands of KEYSTONE IHtY PLATES.

' They are noiv made on Chance's English Glass,
flat and uniform in thickness and dimensions.

I SPECIAL ^ PORTRAIT,
This brand is prepared from a new and special formula that secures the extreme

of rapidity and perfect uniformity one batch with another, and that makes them

especially suited for Portrait and Instantaneous Photography.

FURTHER IMPROVEMBIVTS IN GEIiATINE PLATES.
We desire to call the attention of all interested in Photography to our Improved

Brands of "A" and "B" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES, that for the use they

are intended for we challenge the world to produce their superior.

-A ^ /y THE "A" GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for slow exposures

\ /\ / on Landscapes, Buildings, Reproduction of Negatives and large Trans-

VC V/ parencies, and on thin crystal glass 3^ x 4, for Lantern Slides.

J==^ THE "B " GELATINO-ALBUMEN PLATES are for rapid Landscape,

\ 1^15 / Architecture, Machinery, and General Photography, yielding negatives of

\j^j/ the highest quality and with a brilliancy equal to the best wet-plate work.

« ' The "A" and " B " brands can be worked in plenty of orange-colored light.

Carbutt's " Multum in Parvo " Lantern, with new improvements. Universally

acknowledged the most perfect Dry Plate Lantern made.

Carbutt's Ruby Paper, a most perfect medium for the dark-room. Price, 25

cents per sheet. Size, 20 x 25.

Carbutt's Keystone Varnish, for Gelatine Negatives. 8 ounce bottle, 50 cents

;

quart, $1.7'^.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IJV PHOTO. MATERLALS.
PRICE lilSTS FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Factory, Philada.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y., General Agents.
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TO BE AWARDED
AT THE COMING

CINCINNATI CONVENTION
FOR THE

BEST WORK PRODUCED ON THE

Inglis Dry Plate.
PRIZES AS FOLLOWS

:

For the FINEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs, framed,
made on a 14 x 17, or larger, INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs,
framed, made on a 14 x 17, or larger INGLIS PLATE.'

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

For the FINEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in frame, 4x6
feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in

frame, 4x6 feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

GRAND TOTAL, $500.

The above is a bona fide offer. The committee of award will consist of five

disinterested gentlemen, appointed at the Convention. At the close of the Conven-
tion, the exhibits which are awarded the prizes, as also the negatives from which the
prints were made, shall become the property of Inglis & Reid, the frames to be
purchased by them at cost price.

All competitors for the above prizes will be reiiuired to enter their names with us
on or l)efore July ist, on which date the entries will close.

The In(;li.s Platk is for sale by all stockdealers, or a sample dozen of any size, for

trial, will be forwanled by the manufacturers on receipt of pnce, pn>v/t/tt/, it is agreed,
that our formula for developer shall be used and our instructions followed
to the letter.

JAIYIES INGLIS, Rochester, N. Y.
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720 {5 gross) of these trlm'nief^s ivere sold to one party in <Jtily.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL FHOTOGBilPH TRIMMERS

!

£ 6
-

2 6 3

3 ho .S
•-

.s £:>

-2 3 >
Z. > -

•£

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and

now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CEKTS,
Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PKICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

OVALS.
2x2J 3fx4| 5x7 ejxSi-
2^x3^ 3|x4f 5ix7i ^x^
2ix3i ^x^ 5J X 7^ 7x9
2|x3| 3|x5i 5fx7| 7ix9i
2|x3f 4x5f 5|x7f 7^x9^
2|x4i 4fx6| 6x8 7|x9f

IKTSOI^'S C31-XJI ID EZS-
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular Sizes always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.
SQUARE OR ROUND CORNERED.

2tV^3| 2/^x3| 2|x4i 4x5|
2^x3f 23-^x31 2ix4| 4^ x 5i
2^x3^ 2fx4i 3^x51 3^x6
2^x3^ 4x6^

FOK STEEEOGBAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3tVx3|, 3x3 3^^x31, 3x3 3x8
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the apertua-e.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS aresubstitutesfor theKnife for Trimming
Photographs, and do the work much more eocpeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cut, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

fll Dealers! EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., PUlada.

4
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOaRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourlh St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGclNT FOR THE

WESTERN INTERIOR DECORATING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Adclresfi oil Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

jK?rr^_
^v~

jXi M I M 1 iTTTT-m-rrnjn (
'- 1 n

; )-rm-m.TT-' 1 1 1 n 1

1

1 iTmTT

T-rrri 1 1 1 1 m rxrixcixriiiriJxrTi ii u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii im

'>^|!^B^ING CO.
?mm-. i. i->.i-i--T-<.i.i.i.i.T-T.

HENf:atht ^^

1
6

O H

E•5S^ ^'^N
HfllF THE PRICE OF WD""'

Absolutely WITHOUT fl"'"".*^*-
-*/

FHOTOGRAPHISCHE MITTHEILUNGEN.
We are now ])rc]jare<l lo receive sul)scri])li()iis for 1 )i-. 1 kinianii W. Vogel's magazine luarini,'

e al)ove title.

The MiTTHEILUNGEN i^ puiilished in Ciernian and is i.ssued .semi-monthly .it $3.00 ]ier year,

postage paid. In all <jI our ( lerman pliotographers and many others tlii.s will he consiiiered a

desirahle o|>|)orlunity.

Ilie Magazine is pidilislied at ilerlin. Sul)scri])tions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
914 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

3,^1^^^^^. J^

M^n TREATISE 0N EVERY BmWV^ ^^ PP0¥0ei^^PKY.]{^^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a j'ear

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHILS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Ilhtstratfd. Oiili/ $4.()(K

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

Bv Edward L. "Wilson. In Two Vols.
"Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 15th, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is tht

only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $100.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POsT-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE,

EDWARD L. WILSON.
Photo. Publisher. 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philei.
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^^9 THES

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.
(INC.OKPORATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

them. AVe have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them: Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results. Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in ajjpearance the wet-plate negative.

-H^^SEND FOR PRICE LIST.^^^!*-

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST;

Si/.c .'?1 X 4.1 1'ordo/,. $0 (10

4 X 5 .

4.1 X 5A

.

41 X CA.

r> X 7 .

5 X K .

6i X 8i.

8 X 10

!i()

1 00

1 30

1 r^ry

1
7;')

2 :{()

:} 40

Size 10 X I'J I'ordoz. lA 00

These small
sizes aro put
up in pacl<-

aj^os of not

loss than
(ino dozen
phites.

11 \ 14.,

14 X 17.

l(i X 'JO.

1

7

X L'O.

IH X 2'2.

20 X 'J4.

60

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photogiaphic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this eff'ec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The
flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment ot one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off" the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

r>R1CE LIST—

g

^--fs r \_?

No. 1, for 31 X 4] lates, . . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 . 1 25
" 3, " 41 X 5* . 1 30
" 4, " 4ix ei . 1 35
" 5, "5x7 . 1 40
" 6, "5x8 . 1 50
" 7, " 6ix 8^ . 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO . 2 25

LARQER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washitig Boaces, dQ cts. additional for each size.

Cloth Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot,

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PROTECTING CASE,
tyith Glass Bottle cuul Tinnbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with them

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinary

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid melal, with

a locking ring on each case to aftbrd

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They are made of dif-

ferent sizes: bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resi.-t crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery wliich has

the weight of thirty thou.sand |ounds.

The first figure rei)reseiUs the ease

closed, and the second open with the

bottle therein. The use of this arr.inH,. -

ihLi.t assures the jihctographer that lie

has a safely kept stock on hani.1 of any

needful solution.

->^—• PRICE LIST. -*'—

^

IUianieter, ly^ In. l>eii};tli, 3>< In. Wt-i;;lit, 4>^ oz. Furnldlied with 1 oz.
• bottle, each, . . $0 50

Diameter, 'Z In. L.en((tli, 5<^ In. AVel^ht, 7% oz. Furnished with
} ox. lioUIe, ^vltU luiiihler, making </( pint fliiMk, each, O 85

Furnished with

No.

No.

No.

No.

l>ottle, each,

3 A.

4 A.

13 A.

Diaineter, '4]i In. I.,enKth, 7 In. Weight, 14 oz.
K o7.. Ixkllle, Willi tiiniltler, iiiakliif |ilnt llaNk, each, 1 10

Dtaiiieler, ;^^ In. 1.4 ii^ni, O In. AVel^ht, 17 oz. Furulahed with
H ox. bolfle, ivltli tiiiiil>l<i-, iiiiikln;; >j pint llaMk, eiuli, .ISO

fl^-TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK."^

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
w. ikviNc; Adams, Agcni. 421 BrooiTie Street, New York.
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Tee photographic GOLORISTS' GUIDE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

PHOTOQBAPHIC COLORIJSrG.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photography itself. Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

led to the publication of the same.'

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface. i
Chap. V. Relative to the Use of Paints that

1 are Mixed with Oil.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
j

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

II. The Principles to be Considered j VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
in the Application of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Finishing
Photographs with Water Colors.

IV. Water-color Painting as Applied
to Photographs.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. PuMisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut Street, Philada.

CELLOIDINE!
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTICLE.

We are gratified to announce to the fraternity that with the recent improvements introduced
into its manufacture by us, and adopted by the Schering Chemical Works of Berlin, it is now the

most absolutely perfect form of Pyroxyline ever offered to photographers ; and those who have
not tried it have never seen Collodion iu its perfection of sensitiveness and fine texture. It now
comes in dried shreds, instead of moist, jelly-like cakes, can be weighed out like any Pyroxyline,

and can be relied on for absolute uniformity of work. The many commendations we have
published from time to time are but a sample of what we receive constantly, and these late

improvements are sure to give it the preference over all other forms of Pyroxyline wherever
Collodion is used. To ferrotypers it is an immense gain, as the exposure required is less than half

of the time with the usual collodions.

Price, $1.00 per package, for making 5 lbs. Collodion.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
Address

BAOHRACH & BRO.,
CORNER EUTAW AND LEXINGTON STREETS,

BALTIMORE, MD. •

Importers and Sole Agents for the United States.

DEALERS SUPPLIED.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER. «

dib '® <sb)gy trJ yxtf

DRESOEM ALBUMEN PAPER

^ ^ 'g'

DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER

^^ade^M^^

/7?r Sa/g A^ all Photo. Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO

,

NEW YORK.
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THE

AIR
BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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m\.
B^^^yji!

W^' "i '

\ IF*^ /
^!^e;^«liV^lli !'^^^

GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

Printins Medallioh Pictures,

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, witli corresponding Insides, assorted for

fiVe differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^"No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd sliapus and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new vai'iety and of a

new paper. TRY TIIEM.

Promenade Size now Keady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Requirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BllUSH, DRIKS QUICKLV AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AddrcHH all onlora to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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^B^ DRESD^^
EXTRA

'^LB

BRILLIANT

t/MEN P
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October Uth, 1881.

(1. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir: The paper works lovely, and is a
Ijodsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir: One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I
am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. SCHOLTEN.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation
of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher,

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAMUFACTURE ALL KLJVDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographers
AND

MATS. MOUNTS. AND ENVELOPES
FOR

c^,

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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TFL THESnVC!

WATMOUTH'S VIGNETTE FAFERS.

No. WA,
THE

Omstij Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
Noiw Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

TAey are not cluinsy ; do not

break ; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any tiegative. They

needbut one adjiist7nent toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and

troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
AEE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices BeloAA^.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. ORMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL AMD AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—"I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"! did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested ;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
tor printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCI-BEALERS

INCREASE
THEIR ORDERS LARGELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any patent machine -trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 §0 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors - 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, lor Cartes, by number, per doz 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15J^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00

Lu^^'^^i^^' » •' » Half » » ., » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 912 «& 914 Chestnut St., Philad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANOE'S
—SPECIAL-

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait OoUodion,
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. Jl®" None genuine unless the signature of Elbert

Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tfle cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or crroiind-glass surface.

Pov Vignette Qlasses.
" a Retoncliliig Varnlsli.
" Softening Strong Negatives.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process.

For Crround Glass for Cameras.
" Olazing SUy and Side Liiglits.

" Obscuring Stwflio and Office Doors.
" Printing Weals Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TKIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
Cotton Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its wa}' steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where jiarties

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

Jt is es]iecia]]y adapted to the Rembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveno-

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE ipnTTnilTnKF
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED jUUIlLUUlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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3^^ES F. MAGEE & ^o.
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals*

Jio. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic v^e.

4^+ STOOKDBALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.-

PPPIJJPPS of GOJ-P and SIj:.Ypp WASJP-
Waste sent through Stockdealers ivill receive jwompt attention.

.A.SIS. DF^O THE!

Dry Plate.
The BEST in the MARKET for STUDIO and INSTANTANEOUS WORK.

We solict a trial and will deliver them free of charge at the followiiifr Standard Prices.

3Xx 4X,4x5,
4X X 5K,

5x7,5x8,
eyi X sy.,
8 X 10

Per Dozen, $0 60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16x20,
17x20,
18 x 22,
20 X 24,

Per Dozen, $5 OO
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

TABBR & RUTHNICK,
No. 8 Montgomery Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIdlSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

ON, HOOO ^
^y>J V V^' 825 Arch Street, V^Q

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876.

- -
f

- —

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
WE HAVE
NOW

IN STOCK

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4: to 8 x 10.
Ca.I)iiiet Lenses, Nos. ^i and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 3, and 3.
Triplets, JVos. 1, a, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

[ Syniinetricals. Rapid Symntetricals.

Instantaneous Doii1>Iets, all sizes.
Medinin An&fle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Do«l>lets, all sizes.
Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.
Ne^v Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign I/ensos ever

ofiFered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, anil promptly till all orders.

Steinheil's Sons'
—NEW*-
APLANATIC Lenses.

ire hfn I /nil slock of tliese Celebrated Lenses, at (lie folloiDiiiy j>.

No. 1— 1-4: size, 3% Incli focus,
» 3— 1-3 » 5)4 » »

» 3— 4-4: ) ..... 7 » »

$35 OU
I

No. 4:— 8x10 size,... 10|^ IncU focus,. ..$r>0 00
,

30 00 » 5—10x13 » ...13>4 » " '« 00
45 00 » 6—13x10 » ...16'/ » » ...110 00

Nos. 1 and 3 are in iiiatclied pairs for stcri-osr.opic work.
We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is ncciit'ul for the successful prosecution of your Ivi.^i-

noss, and so solirit voiir orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES uuido by
]

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSOKTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPOIIT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At pri'TS as low as arc consistent with the cjuality of go(jds fuinished. Wo are indolitod to our

oustoiiicra for tho putronii);o <luring the past Niuvtcrn Yearn, and our olT'orts shall bo to merit a con

iinunnco of it.

Illustrated Price Lists sunplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred, $1 50

Per 500, from the same picture, . . 7 50

Per 1000 " " "
. . 12 00

With 3Sy^^ pei' cent, commission off, to

Photographers on all orders of more >%^
than 500. Mo less than 100 made.^r^^

SPECIALTY:

My Most ARTISTIC
DESIGNS of own

Taken from Cabinet

and Card Size Bust

Pictures only.

My Portraits are endorsed by

the following-

leading busifiess firms :

Gr. Cramer Dry Plate Works.
John A. Scholten, Photographer
F. W. GUERIN,
Latour,
R. Uhlmann,
J. F. Eyder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,
Theo. Lilienthal, "

St. Louis. •

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedalia.

St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

Syracuse, N.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

DOUGLASS. THOMPSON & CO.,Mkm %\ the Stale Of 111.

To better introduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a
special design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise
themselves and inform the public where same can be procured. Such design will cost $6.
Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Origrinal Inventor,
]54(i Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, 3[o.
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
LANTERN SLIDES.

Nearly twenty years' experience as a D6aler, Manufacturer, and User <if these goods,

enables nie to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

.|> : EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.-^^^I-
LKCTl RE BOOKS OX

Send for New Catalogue. (15 Cents in Stamps.)

A ^iiperl) li>t iif Slides (Voni recent |iersiinally made

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

^•e- CATALOG UKS HEADY. THE MOST UNIQUE COLLECTION EVER OFFERED.

READ WILSON'S TaNTERN JOURNEYS.
Tiii:i;i-; n'oi.s. vol. iii,"'niK oinKNT/'JUST issued.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

/;/>M (/./> /,. ;; //.son. Ao.s. .'>/> a UI4 r/n stunt Stirrt, rhnmli'lphio.
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being fitted with one optical system, projecting in front, and

another projecting from one side. The light through the first system is transmitted on to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the e.xtremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
neans a disk can be projected on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-

ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lantern, the centre of rotation being as

near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser' alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.
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To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system

is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illumination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

a practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jef1)eing thereby obtained, further ad-

justment becomes unnecessary. The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efiicient. The conical

fronts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The whole lantern is of

metal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

in the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
of extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.

%We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

We have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a

minute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
SEOURED BY LETTERS-PATENT IN ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

outfit, Sa^s, tubing, generator, Sr'c &=£. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on application.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Sole Agent for the United States, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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~SAVE
Photographs

FROM BREAKING IN TRANSPORTATION
BY USING

OUR PATENT MAILING BOX.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.

WABASH, IND.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association are to publish original etchings and engravings

"

()( the highest grade,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its hading feature the contrihutit)nti .

of the artist niendiers, both in the form of papers and illustrations.

HIGHEST CT.ASS OfHAXD PAINTED
DISSOLVING VIEW SLIDES,

As Used at the Late Eoyal Polytechuic, Englaud,

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIANS,

Not merely Colorisls of I'liolograplis, as nearly all
other slide proiliicers are, beg to draw your special li

attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,
||

commencing on llie bare glass Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slides, ami
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo Slides in a far superior manner to any oilur
house. Slides may be had from j inches to lo inchi-;
in diameter As these slides take a good while lo do,
and are only done lo okdkk, customers must ordei
during the sun)mer months. Samples may be li.ad.

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
(Hil or iliiiiiiif/t;( SlltliM unit A/>/tariitUM rr/miml. ('timh'iisrrs /'or all piir)>nsrn,attif si-jr tofirtlrr.
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AT THIS SEASON
THE BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AMD ALL IS

i=to:oiisrso2Nr's

Pictorial Effect in Photography.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
I. Introductory.

II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.
III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V'. Balance—Examples

—

{continued).
VI. Unity.
VII. Examples—Expression.

VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
IX. Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.

XIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose-

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.

XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.

XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX. Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.

XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of
Light and Shade.

XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of
Light and Shade {co-ntimied ).

XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULAR PHOTO. WORK EVER PUBLISHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK WANTED NO W BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE ATtT OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Illustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gern, the par excellence

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable
instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."
—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
ever published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."—James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 912 & 914 Chestnut St., Philada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
ARE VONCEDED JiV THE LEADING I^UOTOGJiAPHERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP.

HL,

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

c-~.i£ -PRICE LIST.- "»

Per Doz. Per Doz. Pel- Doz.

3V x4X, • . . $0 60 5 X 8, . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . $5 00
4 X 5, 90 6 '4 x8>^, . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X ^e/z, . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous tostimonisils from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Agent, OS ~AR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8xio box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8 .v lo. Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket
It forms when closed a solid bo.x 14x14 inches and ^'^

inches thick, weighing, complete, ;% pounds. Sei\d

for circular.

1 hn.f complete, iviffi one /)lfife holiler, . $2{i 00

C. H. SCOFIELD,
25 &, 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

-— ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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J. p. OUBDAN. GEO. G. STILIiMAW. J. W. STILLMAN.

Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

I highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and
' warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

, and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

''veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better than any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens -D

PER DAY.
TRflDE MARK

EVERY

P LATE
WARRANTED.

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DRY PLATE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES POR 1884.

4 X

41 X

4:1 X

4| per doz

5i

X 8

X 8^

X 10

SO 60

90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

10x12 perdoz., ^5 00

11 X 14

14 X 17

16 X 20

17 X 20

18x22
20x24

» 6 50

» 12 00

» 16 00

17 00

„ 20 00

24 00

30x60 each 9 00

THE ONLY MAKERS WHO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
PATENTED APRIL 9, 1884.

New Designs Just Out, and Old Designs Greatly Improved.

Owing to the great favor with which this new and novel style of printing in work was received at the Photog-
raphers' Convention at Milwaukee, and continuing all through the holiday season, our resources were taxed to the
utmost to till the orders, and having our regular gallery work to attend to besides, we were obliged to withdraw our
advertisements from the journals in order, if possible, to lessen the great demand upon us. Now, however, we are
pleased to announce to the fraternity that, having disposed of the gallery and having fitted up a suit of rooms solely

for the manufacture of the Foreground Negatives, we solicit your orders, and we feel confident that you will be
pleased with the improved appearance of the work, as we are taking great pains in producing work of a first-class

and meritorious order, and a perusal of the following testimonials, selected from the many at hand, will show that
this new and novel style of embellishing photographs is meeting with approval among our best workers in the art

photographic. We shall reduce the price to $i 25 for 5x8 or cabinet sii;e, and $1 50 for 4 x 4 or boudoir size,

believing, with our increased facilities for turning out work, and complete arrangements for doing good work, that
the use of them will become more general. By
this arrangement no discounts can be made on
orders less than ten dollars, either to user or dealer.

The sending of photographic samples to the host of

inquirers is a great expense to us, and hereafter
we will send free .-v sample blue print, or on receipt

of six two cent stamps, will send a 4 x 4 size mo-
saic sample photograph, mounted on cloth.

TESTIMONIALS.
" The ornamental Foreground Negatives we had

from you are just ihe nicest thing of the kind we
have ever seen. There is an artistic quality about
them that is quite unusual in such adjuncts to

photographs, and as something new and nice we
can heartily recommend iliem to our co-workers."
—DecU^r &, AVilber, Cleveland, O., April 3,

1884.

" I am much pleased with your Border Nega-
tives for cabinets. The designs are very pretty
and novel, and the effect charming I shall want
more if future designs take as well as these we
have."— J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, O., April 10,

1884.

" Embossed Foregr und Negatives duly re-

ceived. Alloy me to congratulate you on your
happy hit. For simplicity of manipulation,
cheapness, as well as beauty and novelty, they
are ahead, and must be a success and a pleasure
to all concerned. Find enclosed JS3 25 for two
more negatives, and with your permission 1 will

keep samples, for I fear I shall be compelled to get
other designs. Wishing you the abundant success
you so richly deserve, 1 remain, etc."

—

A. R.
liauiify, Shelbyville, 111., Nov. 25. 18S3,

"The Foregroimd Negatives were received
some time ago all right, and 1 am so well pleased
that I want more. You may send me ....
Forward by U. S. Express."

—

Geo. AV. Hl«-
soii;;, La Grange, Ind., Dec. 6, 1883

l',.r iIhki; It) whcMi I am a stranger, and who
may hesitate about sending an order direct with a

remittance, I would refer you to the following
letter from Cleveland's leading photo, stockdealer
and President ot the Stockdealers' Association of

Patented April 9, 1884. America.
" This is to certify that wc have known Mr. C. M French, Proprietor of French's Embossed Foreground and

Ijorder Printing Negatives for the past fifteen years, having had business relations and a personal acijuaintance
with him during ihe most of this period, and can confidently commend him a sa thorough Christian gentleman of the
strictest integrity and worthy of the fullest confidence and trust of those witli whom he may have dealings."

—

Sar{i;en4 & Co., Cleveland, f)., April 10, 1884.

S^^
No.

jx8
Who's Thai? ' says little rabbit," . Cab. orBoud.

-TITLES OF DESIGNS
Size oh Plate. No.

4x4

J. Palette, with design of (lowers,

3. A Sminy Corner, winter scene, birds,

4 * For Clench's Plaque, or full cabinet,
5.* Plaque Imitation for 6 inch circle

cards
6. "OwlyMosesI Wh. it's the matter?

"

t omic,
7.* OxiT Rcllcclionii, a great favorile, . .

Cut-outs or masks arc furnished with negatives requiring tl

over viKncllcd jiortrnits, tlic others by double vignetting. S
F'Vjr ni-yalives scml to your stoi kdealcr or Ki

Sl/.H OH Pl.ATK.
5x8 4x4

8. Golden Rod, in tasteful arrangement. Call, or Houd.
y.* A Bircl'seye View, very pleasing, » »

10 * By Moonlight, tpiite effective, . . » >i

II.* "Snow-Flakes of Memory," for the
Holidays >i 11

i-j.* Itorder to Clench's Large Plaque, . 8 .\ m
13. " Shells from the Sea Snore," . Cab. or HouJ.
4.''' Up in .1 lialuon Sailing Around the

Moon I) i>

Ninnbcrs markeil thus * arc used as medallions
,d f. ini) lie: bl

Inventor iiikI MiiiiiifiK'direr.

print free; photos , i.' cents

C. M. FRENCH, Gari sville, Portage Co., Ohio.
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TIE FIIIADELFHIA PIOTOGRAFIEE
FOR THE YEAR

2 1—2 1—2 1—2 1—2

1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the world,

and solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons in securing for

THE TEAR OF ITS MAJORITY

A LARGE ADDITION TO ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST.
Since the blessed Art of Photography was born, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that one man for tweny-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active "Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Pearsall, Cramer, Jackson, Motes, Gilbert & Bacon, and others.

January to June, $2.50.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

'^^A few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.'^^S.

s^wo'ST YOU 1 TATPPT A QP HTTP T TQT I by getting one
PLEASE TEY TO I UN UlllJiilOlj U UH LiiO 1 | NEW SUBSOKIBEE

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum ;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiunis/^^NEW subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

$1 per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Inremittingby mail, a post-office or- i ADVERTISING sheets are bound

der, or draft, payable to the order ot i

with each number of the Magazine.

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to
Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the
^""^'"^ '^'*''

=

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page $20.00 $110.00 $200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00 38.50 70.00

Eighth " ... 4.00 22.00 40.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00 11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, %1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a

line, always in advance. Duplicate
insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can

insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

EDWARD L. WILSOm, PabUsber and Proprietor, 912 & 914 Chestnnt St. Philada.



Dry Plate Wobks.

C^ CRAMER'S ^

DRY PLATES.
USED BY THE

1). LEADIN& PHOTO&RAPHERS ^^

^.

"^^svAi-x.
«•**'

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

3ix4i, perdoz.,$0 60 10x12, perdoz.,$5 00

4x5,
4} X 5i,

4J X 6i,

5 x7,

5 x8,

6jx8j,
8 x 10,

90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

11 xl4,

14 X 17,

16 X 20,

17 X 20,

18 X 22,

20 X 24,

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

SEE PRIZE OFFER INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
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50 Cents.

PHILADELPHIA
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AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PORTRAIT OF MR. H. BADEN PRITCHARD.

PHILADELPHIA: ED"WARD L. WILSON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

Nos. 1 1 25 Chestnut Street.

SUBSCRIPTIONS EECEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOKDEALEES.

Foreign subscriptions may be sent to our European Agents, TBE INTEB,NA.T10NJ.Ij
NEWS COMPAUrr, 11 Bouverie Street (Fleet Street), London, England.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.

Entered at the Post-Office at Philadelphia as second-class matter. I
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
AIR BRUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

ANTHONY & CO., E. & H. T. Eastman's Gelatino-

bromide (special) Dry Plates.

BACHRACH & BRO. Celloidine.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY & BROMLEY.
CARBUTT, J. Gelatine Dry Plates and Improved

Dry Plate Lantern.

CLARK, J. L. Gold and Silver Refiner.

COLLINS, SON & CO., A. M. Photograph Cards.

COOPER, CHAS. & CO. Union Negative Cotton.

CRAMER, G. Extra-Rapid Dry Plates.

CROSSCUP & AVEST. Engravers.

DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
DRESCHER & CO.'S IMPROVED GELATINE

FOR EMULSION.
ENGRAVING DIAMOND.
FRENCH & CO., BENJ. Voigtlander & Son and

Darlot Lenses. The Wonderful Euryscope.

GENNERT, G. Albumen Paper.

HANCE'S SPECIALTIES.
IIARDWICirS PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
HEARN GELATINE DRY PLATES.
HEARN'S ARTISTIC PRINTING.
HOWSON'S PATENT OFFICES.
HYATT, H. A. New Brand of Dry Plates.

INGLIS, JAMES. "Insoluble" Dry Plates.

MAGEE & CO., JAS. F. Photographic Chemicals.

MOORE, ALBERT. Solar Enlarger.

MOSAICS, 1384.

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES.
j

PASSAVANT'S DRY PLATES.
j

PEERLESS ALBUMEN PAPER. I

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.
'

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRESS SINCE 1878. j

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
\

PHOTOGRAPHISCHE MITTHEILUNGEN.
f

PHOTO. PLAQUES. Lockport, N. Y.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
ROBINSON'S NEW MODEL PHOTO. TRIMMER. |i

SCOFIELD'S UNIQUE CAMERA. "

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO. New Dres-'

den Albumen Three Crown Paper. Negative

Washing Boxes.

SINGHI'S VIGNETTING ATTACHMENT.
SOMERVILLE, J. C. Outfits a Specialty.

THE ART UNION.
THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.

THE M. A. SEED DRY-PLATE CO.

TONNDORFF, C. H. Stamp Portraits.

WAYMOUTirS VIGNETTE PAPERS.
AVILKINSON & CO. Artists and Opticians.

WILSON, HOOD & CO. Ross and Steinheil Lenses,

Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes, and Views.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
WFLSON'S VIEWS OF THE ORIENT.

119 South Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA^

Branch Office,

605 Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

^m
S. HOWSON,

Engineerand Solicitor ofPatents,
j

C. IIOWSO]¥,
AtlOTmcy at Lain, and Counsel in

Patent Cases.
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MANUFACTURERS OF THE

NEW ARTIFICIAL &RASS MAT.
No Dirt, No Loose Straws, Clean, Neat, Durable.

EVERT fsotoghapher has long felt the want of a first-class mat
TO REPRESENT GRASS.

Price, 25 Cents per Square Foot, any Size.

DESIRABLE SIZES:
2x5, Price, $2 50

I
2 X 3, Price, . $1 50

2 X 4, » 2 00
I
1 X 6, » 150

Send 25 cents and we will send sample, one square foot, by mail, which you

can use to cover the foot of your headrest, and readily see the great improvement.

We also keep in stock a line of Photographic Draperies, Curtains, Spreads,

Floor-Cloths, Carpets, Screens, etc.

PHOTOGRAPHS SENT ON APPLICATION.

LEHMANN & BROWN,
Nos. 93 & 95 Duane Street, N. Y.

1
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Benj. French ^ QO'

No. 319 V\^ASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON
ALSO, THEIB FAMOUS

mJwm

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

jB^-THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DARLOT LENSES views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photoffrajihic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides,

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES,
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-—-«—FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.—*-—

»

This is not the old-fashioned Writing Diamond, but a New Thing.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or
pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.

After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making
use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their o"wn Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a
matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.
In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

READ WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The diamond is very neatly and substantially put up, and engraves more easily

than a writing diamond. C. H. Haines, Ph.D.
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa.

Diamond to hand, and works like a charm. Am more than pleased with it.

Frank Thomas,
Columbia, Mo.

NOTE.—No Amateur Photographic Outfit is Complete without

this Engraving Diamond.

PRICE, $3.75.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, NEW YORK.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN'S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

GrElATINO-BROfflDE ]^IX PlATES

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X X 4X, . Per doz., $0 60
4 x5, 90
4X X 5%, 1 00
4X X Qyi, 1 20
5x7, " 1 55
5 x8, 1 75
6Kx8K, " 2 30

" 8 X 10, . 3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17x20,
" 18x22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
" 6 50

10 00
16 00
17 OO

" 20 00
24 00

Discount as foUoivs : Orders amounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 2>er cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 2^0' cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
f

Are the ONLY ONES that can be
used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter -who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
r-'i THE NEW 9^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactoiy sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne"W Brand which I ofier

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM.^a m^A REAM $40.00.°®a
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

I m: r» 3F5- <3 x^ e; _ii^^

PRACTICALDRYPLATE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.
3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions. Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. Aud finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

AVE APPEND PRICES,
3^x45^, per doz
4 x5.

5x8,,

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

8x10 per doz., $7 2 5
10x12,
11x14,
14x17, .

16x20, ,

20x24,.

12

I
made

} to
order.

G. GENNERT, No. 105 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for tlie G. CRAMER DRY PLATE, Best in the "World.
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PENSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

THE BEST ALBUMEN PAPER,

THE

" EXTRA BRILLIANT " N, P. A.,

^A^ITH WATER-MARK,
AND THE 1

" EXTRA BRILLIANT " S. & M.,
^A^ITH ^VATER-MARK.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE WATER-MARK.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

PENSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS,

No. 591 Broadway, New York.
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OUR SPECIALTIES
BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application,

CHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.

-A. I>JEJ"W .A.C:JC3E!SSC>H~S".
Q Q Q I^ ' g

FOLDING HAMMOCK STAND
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

I
We invite the attention of photographers to our Hammock

Stand as a new and novel accessory. It makes up prettily on the

lawn, yard, porch, veranda, or studio. It can be used anywhere, being

constructed in such a way that it can be lengthened or shortened

at will. The beautiful Awning with which the Stand is covered,

is so arranged that it can be placed in any position, thus securing

many changes.

Price of Stand, with Mexican Hammock, Awning and
Hammock Stretcher, ...... $13 50.

Manufactured and For Sale by

13 & 15 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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WE WENT TO THE CONVENTION LAST YEAR, AND CA3IE
AWAY ffAFFY, THEMEFOME NOTHING BUT

AN IMMENSE PRIZE PURSE
WILL KEEP US AWAY THIS YEAR.

A Line of Our Qoods
WILL BE THERE,

WITH MANY NEW NOVELTIES.

You are earnestly solicited to examine the same and
procure a copy of

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

THIRD EDITION.

SomelMiii tM mil attract the ATTENTION of ETERY PHOTOGRAPHER

WILL BE THERE IN THE SHAPE OF

m COMBINATION PORTRAIT CAMERAJ

DON'T FAIL TO SEE BLAIR'S CAMERAS,

THE BLAIR TOUROGRAPH AND DRY-PLATE CO.

Nos. 471 & 475 Tremont Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
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WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
"We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

tare will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the Photo. Mittk. >

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

AVould not be without one for triple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard, Woonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. P. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. AVe are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel, . . . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. H. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this position it will assuredly attain as

goon as its msrits become known.—Editor Photographic

Times and American Photoyrajiher.

Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well O. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D, Bachbach, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished.—J. B. Leisenrinq, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It is a most iipcful book, and its practical teachings

to the studious ])hot()graphisr cr)ntain the most valuable

information.—C. D. Moshkr, Chicago.

Pkoiogrriphirs hits the nail right on the head. I

would riithor hnvo it than all the other books on pho-
tograjthy put together. The idea is cajiital, as it is

ori^iDal, and givoH us the whole thing in a nutsheU.

—

B. W. KiLJiuuN, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that hi

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commissioi
ofiF, in order that you may have the full benefit of it

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you hav
played your part so carefully upon the photographi
stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon th

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price wit

compound interest.—P. Kelljier, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am full

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literatun

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y
My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for you

noble book, and may thousands testify to its value b

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. U
Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.0

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short tims since I had the pleasure of peruein

your new book PhutograjMcs. As a result I want
and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trentoi

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, thi

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stocktoi

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises o

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute i

detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, or

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheldoi
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Thoi
who want lightning or instantaneous processes ha

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nothin
like it; too good to be without.^JosBPH Theirini
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the ooi

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains a

inestimable amount of valuable information whic
would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—

I

F. BuRCHAND, Worthington, Minn.

Your Phiifographics will supply a want long fe

among the fraternity, more especially among those lik

ourselves who are ''out of the world," so to speak.-

J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I ooul

not get another. I do not see how I managed so Ion

without it.

—

Oscar Cromwell, Grizzly Flat, Col.

Photographies suits mo bettor than any similar wor
I have come across. The giving of the experience i

(litTorent workers on the same subject, and giving it i

their own words, being an especially valuable featur
—S. B. Hill, Flcmington, N. J.

Your Photographies is tho best thing out; praotioi

and to the point, aud no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. Nobti
llticB, N. Y.

SALE DON'T STOP.
Will be mailerl, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphi
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

Th6 Perrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^^1.50; paper cover,

^i.—For the art photographer.

^Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Edward L. Wilson*.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelcw's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to $4..—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, $1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, ;^i
;
paper cover 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

HO'W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of Ho*W tO Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

to all workers. Price, $3.

Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^i. Paper, 50 cents.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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CAiRBUTT'S

KEYSTONE

NEW SERIES

1884.

DRY PLATES

TUis year's make of" KEYSTONE SPECIALS" far excel in rapidity and quality
any otlier plate made, liere or else^vliere.

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF ITS SUPERIORITY.

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES, I

A
B

'"SPECIALS" FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.

(Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

(Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photography.

MADE OJS^ CHANCES' BEST ENGLISH GLASS.
Per Doz.

$0 70
60
90

*3^ X 4 Lantern Slide Plates,
3i/(x4'/
4 x5, .

^%>^5y2
4K X B'A, ....
5 x7.
5^x7,5x8
6}^x8^ .

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 65
1 75
2 30

7x9,
8 X 10,
10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 x20,
17 X 20,
18x22,
20x24,

Per Doz.

$2 75
3 40
5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

* These plates are made on special thin cjystal glass, cut to the Standard Optical Lantern size of 31^ x 4.

For price of Stripping Plates for Photo-Mechanical printers, add 25 per cent, to the cost of any size on list.

All plates guaranteed, and can be procured of any dealer in Photo. Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'S MULTUM IN PARVO DRY-PLATE LANTERN
PATENTED APRIL, astli, 1883. IMPROVED .TANUARY, 188*.

L.uUi-iii .iiuiuyed fur developing, and, after fixing,
examining negatives by opal light.

LaiiiriM ..rr:iiigi;(l for making positives by contact.

Price $6.00. Boxed Ready for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Works, Philada.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following hotcses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

^
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo, Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

DouglassJlioiiiBSon & Co.

"Great Central,"

Chicago, - - - - 111.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

SCOYILL MANF'G CO,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

G.H.OODMAN&OO.

Boston, Mass.

BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY

& BROMLEY,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelpliia.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

SMITH & PATTISON,

^2, & 85 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

J, C. SOMERmiE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

BLESSING & BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

fILSOH, HOOB & CO,,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EBfAEB L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,

912 & 914 Chestnut St.,

Philatlcli)!!!.!.

G. B O D E,

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

MOLLETT BROS.

Kansas City,

Mo.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

-^
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OUR REMOVAL.
QmcKLT, noiselessly, like the Arabs, we

have folded our tents, and removed from

our old quarters at 912 and 914 Chestnut

Street to 1125 Chestnut Street.

The rooms we now occupy were formerly

occupied by a photographer, and Janentzky

& Co., the art dealers are underneath—all

the better.

With better quarters it will be our en-

deavor to produce therefrom a better maga-

zine. Please direct your letters accord-

ingly, and come and see us.

OBITUARY.
Henry Baden Pritchakd.

As briefly announced in our last issue,

Mr. Henry Baden Pritchard, the Editor of

the Photographic News, died suddenly on

Sunday evening. May 11th, of pneumonia,

at his home in London. Mr. Pritchard

was one of the most talented of the little

circle which comprises the editors of photo-

graphic magazines. Not only was he tal-

ented, but, as we know from personal ac-

quaintance with him, he was pleasant in

his life, a warm friend, and a genial com-
panion. Mr. Pritchard was born in No-
vember, 1841, and at the age of twenty
entered the Eoyal Arsenal at Woolwich,

and there remained until his death, as

Chief Director of the Photographic De-

partment. He was a member of all the

photographic societies abroad, of the Coun-

cil of several, honorary secretary of one,

and treasurer of the Photographers' Benevo-

lent Association. He was also a member

of several literary and art clubs. He num-

bered among his companions some of the

most distinguished artists and literary men

of his day. He was himself an author of

no mean repute, and was quite distinguished

as a romancist. He was very fond of travel-

ling, roaming about in curious places among

curious people, and embodied the notes of

his travels in his romances. We have a

large number of these books in our library,

the gift of the distinguished author. When
last in London we spent an evening with

him at his club, dined with him alone, and

afterwards was with him until near mid-

night, discussing photography in our sev-

eral countries, and planning for our future

work in its behalf, Mr. Pritchard was in

sincere sympathy with the working pho-

tographer. He was entirely practical, and

was ever ready with a generous heart and

an open hand to advise and assist those who

needed such help. We shall remember our

contact with him with great pleasure, and

join with his many friends in sorrowing at

his untimely end. He was followed to the

grave by a large circle of acquaintances,

from whose faces it could be seen that they

13
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came not from idle curiosity, but out of

sincere respect for the one who had gone

before. Through the kindness of The Brit-

ish Journal we have obtained a very excel-

lent portrait of Mr. Pritchard, a reduction

of which will be found on the first page of

our cover this month. It is from a nega-

tive by Chevalier Lafosse, of Manchester.

While it is quite excellent, it does not give

the bright and genial expression which we
rememember our friend to have had. His

death will cause a great void in photo-

graphic circles—avoid which will not easily

be filled. Personally we regret the loss of

the pleasure which we had in his com-
panionship and correspondence, and feel

that our little photo-editorial circle is

broken beyond repair. Our number is too

few to spare such men as Mr. Pritchard

without feeling the wound deeply.

THE DEVELOPER AGAIN.

So much has been written about de-

velopers, that the subject is monotonous to

the casual reader, but I venture this on a

point that I never saw in print:

I am enabled to develop out more detail

on my interior exposures, and with less time,

by using the ferrous oxalate developer, sub-

stituting the double salt of iron and am-
monia in place of the sulphate of iron.

Try it

W. L. Shoemaker.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Prof. Charles F. Himes, Conductor of

the Summer School of Photography at

Mountain Lake Park, Maryland, made us

a visit recently, and left with us the follow-

ing list of regulations for the School of

Plmlngi-aphy :

UEfiULATlONS FOR TIIK SCHOOL OF

I'UOTiiORAl'HY.

The details of the conduct of the School

will bo under control of the JJiroctor in ac-

cordance with the following general regu-

lations :

The School will be oj)en on same condi-

tions to ladies and gentlemen.

Formal application for admission to any

of the courses maj^ be made at any time to

the Secretary of the Park Association, J. M.
Davis, Esq., Oakland, Garrett Co., Md.,but

simple notice of intention to participate

will be received after the 1st of July and

placed on file ; and should the applications

in any course at the opening of the School

exceed the limit of accommodations, pref-

erence will be given to those taking three

of the practical courses, and in order of no-

tification, provided formal application be

made on or before July 31st, the daj^ pre-

ceding the opening of the School.

No applicant will be enrolled by the Di-

rector in any class, except upon exhibition

of the receipt of the Secretary of Mountain
Lake Park Association for the fees in the

case.

Students admitted after the opening of

the School will be assigned to classes and
sections already formed, and will have no

claim for the repetition of instruction al-

ready given.

The students pursuing any course will be

regarded as a class for purposes of instruc-

tion, but classes may be divided at any time

by the Director into sections for practice.

The time of the School will be appor-

tioned as equitably as possible among the

different classes and sections, according to

the character of the work, and the numbers
in each, and the hours for instruction and
practice of the classes will be arranged ac-

cordingly by the Director, and announced
as soon after the opening of the School as

practicable, subject to change by the Direc-

tor at any time as the interest of the School

may require, and students will be expected

to conform to hours so announced, but ex-

ceptions may be made from time to time in

individual cases for time of practice, for

satisfactory reasons.

Students will be expected to practise in

accordance with the suggestions of the Di-

rector as to time, places, subjects, etc., and
cameras and ail apparatus and nuiterial, or

supj)Iies for use, are to be used as directed

in each case, and not to be taken beyond
the limits prescribed, but cameras for dry

,

plates may be used anywhere by special per-

mission of the Director in each case.

All ordinary wear of apparatus and use
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of material will be included in the fee for

each course, but any damage or loss arising

from gross carelessness or negligence will

be charged to the student occasioning it.

Students desiring to purchase additional

material and apparatus must make timely

application to insure a prompt supply.

Students having cameras of their own
will not be restricted in their use, and will

as far as possible, without interfering with

the regular work of the School, be granted

facilities for additional practice with them.

Exchange of work among students will

be allowed, but not sales by students.

By sending to Prof. Himes, Dickinson

College, Carlisle, Penna., a full list of the

course of studies and the terms for instruc-

tion may be had. Items of Information are

above. Let us say, in addition, that we be-

lieve this "Summer School" will be a

grand succcess, for the reason not only that

photography is now a popular source of en-

tertainment and diversion, but because of

the talent of the gentleman whose name
stands at the head as conductor. Prof.

Himes was one of our very first amateurs
and contributors to photographic knowl-
edge. To him we all owe much for his

discoveries and suggestions; and, since he
has never lost his enthusiasm for our art, we
are sure that this new undertaking of his

will be a grand success, as is everything else

he undertakes is. We look for a great deal

of good to grow out of these schools of

photography which are sure to follow in

large number after Prof. Himes has estab-

lished, the fact that they are possible. It

is none too soon to engage a scholarship

under his guidance and care, when recrea-

tion and knowledge can be enjoyed at she

same time.

THE TRUE STORY OF THE BALTI-
MORE PRICE WAR.

As some false and malicious accounts
have lately been circulated (and we un-
derstand more are about to be, in pam-
phlet form) by interested parties, who are
trying to shift the responsibility and dis-

grace from their shoulders to that of the
honorable portion of the fraternity here, I

have been requested, by several of the lead-

ing photographers, to have a concise and

true account of the matter published. This

is especially important, on account of the

coming convention, where the matter may
again come up ; and, though your journal

has contained true accounts from the begin-

ning, commencing with the January num-
ber of 1882, yet the memories of photog-

raphers are short ; and a concise history

supported by the evidence of the craft, will

enable our brethren throughout the coun-

try, to judge us fairly. Up to November,

1881, there had been no advertised cutting

of rates in this city, in spite of the raid of

the "cheap John" on Eichmond and

Washington, and business generally had a

prosperous outlook. The following were

the prevailing prices : The leading gal-

leries were getting eight and nine dollars

per dozen for cabinets, while the general

average were charging five and six dollars
;

no one but two or three very small and

obscure establishments getting less than

four dollars. Only one who did a fair busi-

ness (at the eastern end of the city) worked

that low ; this, however, not being adver-

tised.

. There was only one exception to this

rule among the larger establishments. A
former employe of K. Walzl has in his

possession, club tickets issued previous to

the time mentioned, by which, as well as

other evidences, it is proved that card pict-

ures were made for one dollar and twenty-

five cents and one dollar and fifty cents per

dozen, and cabinets for three dollars, at

Walzl's establishment ; but, not being ad-

vertised much, did not do the harm that

his later movement entailed on the craft.

Early in November, 1881, six months after

having removed to the largest and most

expensive studio in the city, E. Walzl sud-

denly announced, in flaming advertise-

ments, cabinets by the "instantaneous"

process, at three dollars per dozen, resulting

in a regular rush to the place on the part

of the public. Let it be said, to the credit

of the honest photographers of Baltimore,

that, poor as many of them were, it was re-

served for the wealthiest one among them

(and that wealth mostly acquired as a

dealer in photographic materials), to com-
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mence the degradation of the profession

here. These are the exact facts to that date,

aiid loe pronounce any other version as db-

sohdely false, and call to witness the fra-

ternity of this State in support of it. The

subsequent meeting of photographers, and

resolutions passed, have all been published

in your journal. About five or six weeks

after this event, Mr. H. L. Perkins, doing

business two blocks below Mr. Walzl, felt

compelled to reduce prices in order to main-

tain his patronage, followed by Mr. Cline-

dinst in one of his galleries, and Mr. Rogers,

who was next door to him, then followed.

Mr. Robinson (who gave up his old gallery

and rented our former stand on the opposite

corner to our present place, under owr un-

expired lease, and subject to such conditions

as to prevent his injuring us) then felt the

pressure to such an extent that we allowed

him to cut his prices. We had compelled

him before that, to hold them at not less

than five dollars for cabinets; he then com-

menced an active advertising campaign

against the aggressor. And thus it spread.

The next spring and summer Mr. Walzl
purchased both Mr. Clinedinst's galleries

as branches (on Lexington Street), one of

them in charge of Prof. Woodward ; and

he cut the prices still lower, with the

avowed purpose, according to common re-

port, of crushing us out. These galleries

were, until lately, run under Mr. Cline-

dinst's name, although the latter had re-

moved to Washington. Finally, all but

Messrs Busey, Cummins, and Bachrach &
Bro., reduced their prices to three dollars and

lower for cabinets. Last j'ear, in the spring,

Walzl, in his branches, reduced the prices

advertised, to one dollar and fifty cents per

dozen for cabinets. After about six months,

Mr. Robinson, in retaliation, reduced to

one dollar per dozen, which was, of course,

followed again by Walzl in turn ; and thus

matters stand here, and are likely to, for

some time to conie.

Now, as to the cause of this raid, some
say it was revenge on the photograjihers of

this city for patronizing our stock-houso;

some say it was to crush us for our opposi-

tion to his monopoly in tluit line, etc. My
own opinion is, it wii.s because the public

did not patronize his huge ])lace sufiiciently,

in spite of his having been for over twenty

years in business in this city. The

work that has been, and is being turned

out there, supports this theory ;
and the

matter is further elucidated by his putting

a light in his studio, the lowest point of

which is eleven or twelve feet from the

floor, and that in times whemvet plates ivere

worked, and by a man who pretends to he a

teacher {?) in photography. That is sufiS-

cient, but I shall have something more to

say about this individual should he give

the occasion for it. This is what there is

in the Baltimore price business, and it will

serve as a lesson to photographers elsewhere.

A fine establishment adveiHising low prices,

must he met by lower ones at once, by the

body of photographers in the sam.e place, if

they don't want such a concern to prosper at

their expense. Only such as occupy a solid

position with plenty of backbone, can afford

to ignore the fact. We, of course, feel the

benefit now, of not having reduced prices,

but it cost us some sacrifice.

Respectfully and fraternally,

D. Bachrach, Jr.

We hereby certify that this article con-

tains the true history of matters photo-

graphic in this city, and is exact in every

respect.

N. H. Busey. D. J. Wilkes.
Daniel Bendann. J. P. Blessing.

Wm. F. Shorey. W. M. Chase.

A. L. Rogers. M.L.Robinson.

All proprietors of studios.

A NEW MAILING-CASE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PHOTOORAriiERS liavc been annoyed and

put to great expense because of the real

want of a proper mailing-case for their

photographs. All sorts of material have

been used for the nuuuifacture of these

goods, such as cardboard, iron, and so on,

but experience has proven that after all

there is nothing like wood. Therefore, all

will hail with delight the announcement

that the trade will soon be supplied with

wooden cases, made very light but strongly

dove-tailed, with a sunken lid, and fastened

by double gum bands. Photographs mailed
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in these cases cannot be injured. We have

some samples of them upon our desk. They
are very neatly made, very strong and very

cheap. The manufacturers are the H. C.

Underwood Manufacturing Company, Kal-

amazoo, Mich. Please refer to their ad-

vertisement for list of sizes and prices. The

little cut above is a good picture of one of

these cases, and shoves better than any de-

scription how compact and acceptable they

are. We commend them to those who have

suffered through the mails, and who need

protection.

FLEXIBLE NEGATIVES.

Once more this subject has been brought

under the notice of one of the societies—this

time that of the London and Provincial

Photographic Association.

Several years ago, when collodio-bromide

held sway, attempts were made to apply it

to paper instead of glass; none of these,

however, were attended with such a degree

of success as to have led to glass being su-

perseded. Other peculiar systems in addi-

tion to paper were introduced, but before

these had a chance of becoming developed

in the form of being generally worked,

collodion emulsion was deposed in favor of

gelatine. The union of gelatine emulsion

with paper as a support has already proved

not only possible, but quite practical; and,

notwithstanding the great advantage pos-

sessed by glass as a basis on which to form

the sensitive gelatine film, especially in

portrait operations, it does not require much
acumen to prophesy that for landscape work
one department of gelatino-bromide which

will ere long become developed in an ex-

tensive manner is that of the employment
of paper as a support for the sensitive layer.

What are its disadvantages ? That which

would at first suggest itself is the fear of

the grain of the paper producing an effect,

greater or less, of granularity in the print.

But it was shown by one of the speakers at

the meeting to which reference has been

made that even in prints from someTalbot-

type negatives, to which some transparency

had been imparted either by waxing or by

some other of the means adopted by calo-

typists for effecting this purpose, the grain

seemed to have been practically eliminated,

or, at any rate, rendered innocuous. Since

those early times in the history of our art,

when the recognized system of imparting

transparency to a paper negative was the

somewhat primitive method of laying it

down upon a heated slab and rubbing wax

over it, which melted and effected the de-

sired end, the superfluity being absorbed by

blotting paper—since those days, we say,

although the making of paper negatives has

been discontinued, the art of making paper

translucent has been steadily advancing,

and in this respect we stand upon higher

ground at the present time than at the

earlier epoch of which we have spoken.

A second disadvantage that might be

imagined to be a concomitant of paper as

against glass is the inferiority, as regards

sharpness, which would result from its em-

ployment. This objection, if closely ex-

amined will not be found tenable. The

image will not be in the texture of the

paper, but superimposed upon its surface in

a thin pellicle. This being the case, it

stands to reason that, no matter how great

would be the granularity resulting from

the backing of paper—if any such granu-

larity really existed—the quality of the

definition in the paper negative would pre-

cisely equal that obtained upon glass. If

the printing were effected through the paper

support, the case would be different; but

here the gelatine pellicle and the sensitive

albumenized paper are placed in contact

during printing.

But sharpness of a high order has been

obtained in negatives taken on paper alto-

gether ; that is, upon paper which has not

received any superficial coating, but con-

tains interspersed throughout its substance

the atoms forming the picture. This is the
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condition that existed in the now extinct

Talbotype process, in which the paper was

salted by immersion in a solution of iodide

of potassium, and sensitized by a wash of

gallo-nitrate of silver. And yet, in Talbot's

Pencil of Nature, examples of this process

are before the world from which it is seen

that the sharpness is such as to enable any

person, by the aid of a magnifier, to de-

cipher the titles on the backs of books in

Talbot's photograph of a library, a further

noteworthy element in this photograph

being that it is printed upon plain, and not

upon albumenized paper.

It will not, we believe, be said that there

exists any exceptional difiiculty in coating

the paper. A speaker at the meeting al-

luded to said he laid the paper upon a plate

of glass and then applied the emulsion as if

coating a glass plate. It is presumable that,

after the system comes into more general

use, methods will be employed of a descrip-

tion similar to those now adopted in the

preparation of carbon tissue. We have

coated paper with perfect success by means

analogous to those employed in albuminiz-

ing, namely, by floating.

With respect to the nature of the paper

that will prove best as a support, stiffness

conjoined with homogeneity and transpar-

ency are requisites which claim the chief

place in the selection. Paper mineral has

been mentioned as suitable, and, despite its

thinness, it maj^, perhaps, answer well.

Still, we think it will in practice be found

to be too thin.

At this period we are introduced to some-

thing which may turn out to be just what
fulfils every requirement. In " Eecent Pa-

tents," in this week's Journal, we publish

the specification of an invention which, if

it prove all that its introducers claim on its

behalf, may serve a useful end as a support

for gelatine emulsion. Suitable ])aper as

regards thickness is rendered transparent

by impregnation with copal varnish. When
dry the surface is smoothed by means of

powdered pumice-stone, and a coating of

isinglass is then given, followed by treat-

mcni with ox-gall. Jt is probable that the

transparency and stillness imparted by the

vamisli will give to the paper such j)ropcr-

tioH as will obviate the necessity of carrying

out the patented invention in all its details.

We have no doubt that varnished paper

has, for purposes of negative photography,

been tried by many.

The applications of negative pellicles of

the character here spoken of are too nume-

rous and obvious to require noticing in this

article. We trust soon to learn that this

application has been brought to such a de-

gree of perfection as to be very generally

adopted.

—

British Journal of Photography.

A PERFECT NEGATIVE PROCESS.

During the many years that collodion

held its place in the dark-room its difficul-

ties and defects came to be accepted as the

necessary adjuncts of a process which after

all combined most of the qualities desirable

in a negative process. It was simple and

inexpensive, comparatively quick, and left

little to be desired in chemical effect.

But when the extraordinary sensitiveness

of gelatino-bromide of silver became known

,

new possibilities were revealed, and that

quality of itself proved sufficient to enable

the new process to oust the old after a

struggle, the short duration of which we

all have witnessed, and that, too, in the

face of a host of difficulties, most of which

we are glad to say has since been overcome.

Whether the new process is to prove an

unmixed blessing is a question which is

now agitating the minds of many photog-

raphers who find themselves hampered in

the free use of gelatine dry plates by their

cost. This increased expense over the wet

process, no doubt, often influences the pho-

tographer to pass a negative not wholly

satisfactory from an artistic standpoint, and

which under the old system would have

been discarded, and a resitting made. To

what extent this interferes with good work

it is impossible to say, but there can be no

doubt that it would bo a great benefit ,to

the art if dry plates could bo made as cheap

as wot; at any rate the increased cost is a

tax which falls directly upon the fraternity,

and from which there is, under the ])ros('nl

condition of things, little prosjiectof relief,

if wo accejit the statements of those most

familiar with the risk and expense of the

muiiufucturo of the jjlatcs as now made.
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The skill and care required to coat and

handle so uneven and unmanageable a sub-

stance as glass, the loss from breakage, and

the expense of transportation of so fragile

and heavy a material, all combine to en-

hance the cost of the resulting product.

So that the glass alone in passing through

the hands of the dry-plate maker, necessarily

represents an increased cost of nearly one

hundred per cent. In addition to this

the manufacterers find it impracticable to

recoat this glass for the photographer, so

that everything conspires to render gela-

tine dry plates expensive. The accumula-

tion of waste glass to be found in every

gallery where dry plates are exclusively

used, bids fair to become a serious burden,

and already indicates the great waste that

is going on. Until this is corrected we can

scarcely be said to have a perfect negative

process.

The growing demand for a process that

will combine the advantages of both the

wet and the dry is already stimulating the

efforts of experimenters in that direction,

and we see indications of these attempts en

every hand. One of the latest of these is

noticed in a recent editorial in the British

Journal of Photography (see page 197), and

shows the direction that they have gener-

ally taken, namely, the endeavor to find a

substitute for glass.

This is an old idea, and involves the dis-

covery of an entirely new substance, in-

stead of a makeshift such as is proposed by

making paper transparent. There is so

little prospect of success in this, that we
should prefer to see the problem attacked

from some other direction.

What is wanted is a process that will

make available the rapidly increasing stock

of idle glass in photographers' hands, and

give us good chemical effect, rapidity, con-

venience, and economy combined.

One revolution precedes another, and it

is quite possible that the gelatine plate is

only paving the way for a more perfect

negative process.

EoBiNSON's Pictorial Effect in Photogra-

phy is the book for " the season "—for the

worker under the skylight or sky. See

advertisement.

A NEW ACCESSORY FOR PHOTOG-
RAPHERS.

The litile cut below represents E. C.

Cook & Brothers' folding hammock-stand,

made by these gentlemen at 13 & 15 Dear-

born Street, Chicago, 111. Amateur pho-

fpmmmm^^^mm

tographers, and those who work in the

studio as well, are always looking out for

new accessories, and we believe here is one

that is novel and unique, and can be used

in a great many pleasant ways in pictures,

of all sexes and ages. The thing speaks for

itself. Any photographer who is at all an

artist, can see what lovely positions can be

made with the help of such an accessory,

either indoor or outdoor. Moreover, the

whole arrangement is so cheap that, every

one can afford to have it. Kefer to the ad-

vertisement.

A HINT TO PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETIES.*

BY JOHN H. JANEWAY. M.D.

For quite a number of j'ears I have had

the honor of bei ng a member of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and

up to within the last twelve years the work

was spasmodic, and oftentimes three or four,

or more members were working with the

same object, and trying to arrive at the

same point from different standpoints, and

generally clashing. Sometimes a discovery

would be made by two or more, they would

announce it at the meeting, each claiming

priority, resulting frequently in bad feeling.

Between twelve and fifteen years ago a

member suggested the plan of dividing the

work of the Academy into sections, and

they commenced then with three^ or four

sections. One section on Conchology, an-

other on Zoology, and another on Chemis-

* Read before the Society of Amateur Pho-

tographers of New York.
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try. They found that the meetings became

very interesting. A member well advanced

in any one particular branch was appointed

a director of a section, and he selected

another member as Secretary to note down
and report the results of the section at any

regular meeting.

Prior to the adoption of this plan the

average attendance at the regular monthly

meetings was from forty to fifty members,

but since then the attendance has run up to

as high as two hundred and fifty.

The sections have worked thoroughly,

and they have had to increase them to

divide theii work. The Section on Zodlogy

has now been divided into seven or eight

sub-sections. Biology has been divided

into several sections. They have taken up

microscopy. The work done by each of

these sections is very thorough
; there is a

constant steady pressure forward in the

work.

The great aim of the Academy has been

to get good directors, members who thor-

oughly understand the branches of science

they wish to study. Their work has been,

in consequence, constantly advanced, and

the membership has more than trebled. If

a similar plan is adopted by this Society, I

am satisfied you will have good work, and

especially if you have a room fitted up with

appliances.

You can have a section, for instance, on

developers and developing, placing some
one of our best men as a director, and he

choosing from among the other members
one or two assistants; then take in the

younger ones—the tyros—and try the de-

velopers. Of the different formulas that

are sent broadcast over the country, some
are good and some are not, yet there may
be good in all of them. Let the secretary

report the results. Various other sections,

devoted to different branches of photogra-

phy, can be formed, to be carried on in the

some manner. The information thus gained

will be concise, and of much vahic to mem-
bers of tlio Society.

CRAYONTYPY.
TiiK production of lyjiograjiliic prints,

rnudc witiiout liaving recourse to the

graver of the artist, is a question now
attracting much attention. Notwith-

standing the impi'ovement made in helio-

engraving, it is not yet possible to obtain

directly from a photograph an engraved

block to be used in the printing press We
know that it is impossible to print with a

typographic press on the reliefs of an en-

graved plate if these reliefs are not level,

and separated from each other by sunken

lines more or less broad. Wood engraving

is nothing more than a number of cuts

more or less broad and close to each other.

Wood-cuts being very costly, a substitute

has been sought in metal plates automati-

cally engraved by means of acids, from a

photographic print.

Among the processes that have met with

some success we have that of Ives, which

gives granulated prints by the interposition

of a network between the photographic

negative and the zinc plate which is to be

bitten by the acid. But these prints are so

monotonous in appearance, and the grain is

so regular, that all artistic features are want-

ing. This process, nevertheless, is in use,

which proves the need for an economical

mode of engraving. My photographic ex-

periments have led me to make some in-

vestigations in this direction, and I have

reached a result which I now have the

pleasure of placing before our Society. It

is not yet perfected, as my leisure moments

have not permitted me to follow out these

experiments, but it is possible to judge by

these specimens that crayontypj- may lead

to the results sought for.

This process gives with the greatest ease

heliographic engravings having the ap-

pearance of a crayon drawing on grained

paper, hence its name. Here is my mode

of operating : In the first place, I procure

a gelatine clich(5 having a relief of from one

to one and a half millimetres of the object

to be engraved. These cliches can now be

obtained of the trade and arc specially used

in photolithography [Licht-druck). In all

places where the imago has whites or light

tints, the gelatine film is thinner than

where are the non-lighted details. For ex-

ample, the bars of a window show them-

selves in relief, and the panes of glass in

liollow lines. I now take a sheet of auto-
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graphic paper grained or gauffered by the

machine. This paper is in general use to-

day by designers for chemical engraving on

zinc. The greater number of illustrated

papers have been using this process for a

year. The artist traces his design on

gauffered paper, and gives his sheet to the

zincographer, who transfers the drawing,

by means of a lithographic press, on a

sheet of planished zinc, which is then to be

plunged into an acidulated bath. Wher-
ever there is fatty ink the acid does not bite

the zinc; but on the uncovered parts the

metal is attacked and leaves the design in

relief. The plate thus engraved is mounted
on a wooden block, and may be now used

on the printing press. There is also needed

tracing paper having a blue or black fatty

coating, and an autographic lever press.

Having these different objects ready, I pro-

ceed as follows

:

I take the gelatine relief cliche, place

it on the press, and cover it with a piece of

the tracing paper coated with a mixture of

tallow and pigment, the prepared side up-

permost. On this paper I place a piece of

the gauffered paper of suitable size, the

strias resting on the fatty preparation.

Finally, on the whole I place a very plane

plate of polished steel, and give a very

regular pressure in the press; after which
I separate the different sheets. On the

grained paper I find the exact counterpart

of the gelatine design, but stippled. This

image being formed of a fatty matter, may
easily be transferred to a lithographic stone,

or zinc, and engraved with acids. In this

manner may be reproduced all the grada-

tions of the original, which are given with

more or less delicacy according to the text-

ure of the paper that has been selected.

Thegrainof the paper, having great variety,

the crayontype presents a more agreeable

appearance than if the engraving had been

produced by uniform strise.

We hope that those whose leisure is

greater than ours will take up and continue

our experiments, and give to industrj^ a

process of reproduction as economical as it

is artistic.— Ad. P. Eggis, in the Paris

Moniteur.

Eead Dk. Vogel's Book. $3.00 per copy.

KEEPING aUALITIES OF
GELATINE PLATES.

BY AVILLIAM H. PICKERING,

Institute of Technology, Boston.

The following instance of the keeping

qualities of a gelatine dry plate has come

under my notice, and may, perhaps, interest

some of your readers. A year ago a friend

gave me two unopened boxes of Carbutt's

extra rapid plates, which had been purchased

in August, 1881. He also gave me half a

dozen plates of the same make, which had

been exposed at that time, but had lain since

then undeveloped in the plate-holders. On
development the pictures came out without

spot or stain, and would have been excellent

had they not been slightly over-exposed.

The two boxes were laid away, and a few

days ago, I opened one of them, and tested

two or three of the plates. They were in

fine condition and as good as new, although

they are now very near three years old. On
testing them with a sensitometer, they

proved to be of very nearly the same sensi-

tiveness as the present Carbutt Special Por-

trait, but slightly more rapid. It seems to

me that if any internal decomposition were

going to take place in the plate, it would

have done so by this time ; and that one

may feel justified in saying that a plate

which will keep perfectly for three years

will keep indefinitely.

On the other hand, if we take a very

rapid plate, like the Edward's (English), or

the Monckhoven (French), or the Eichard-

son (American), we find they do not keep

so well by any means. I have specimens of

all these plates, which were purchased in the

spring and summer of 1882, and all are

more or less decomposed, some in fact so

badly as to be absolutely worthless.

It is proposed shortly to publish a list,

showing the relative sensitiveness of several

of the best known photographic plates, as

determined by experiments recently con-

ducted, with specially devised apparatus, in

the new photographic laboratory of the In-

stitute of Technology. In the meantime,

if any plate-maker thinks he has produced

a specially sensitive emulsion, if he will for-

ward me a few plates, I shall be very glad

to test them for him.
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And now a hint to the newly fledged

amateur, of whom there are nowadays so

many. Ten to one, when he comes to select

a plate for this summer's use, he will ask for

the quickest thing in the market. Now if

he is going to make a specialty of instan-

taneous work, with a drop-shutter, or is

going to take portraits in a studio, whei'e if

one plate fails he can try another, and where

he has all the conveniences for development

at hand
; that is one thing. But if he in-

tends to undertake merely landscape work,

with exposures ranging from one second up

to twenty, then hy all means let him choose

a slow plate. It may he objected that a

quick plate is better on a windy day ; but if

there is any breeze at all, one cannot get a

satisfactory picture without a drop-shutter

;

and whether the exposure is one second or

five it will make very little difference in the

appearance of the plate. The only way is

to make the exposure between the gusts,

and then one plate has about as good a

chance as the other. And now, "Why do I

recommend a slow plate? In the first place,

it is much easier to time an exposure of five

seconds than it is one of one, or of a half a

second. In the second place, the slow plates

give greater contrast between the high lights

and shades, so that the foreground seems to

stand out more, and does not appear as if

the whole picture were seen under a veil.

And in the third place, the slow plate is less

liable to be disfigured by spots and stains,

and plates made from different emulsions

are more likely to be uniform in sensitive-

ness and in appearance during development.

I do not wish in the above remarks to be

understood as denying the usefulness of the

rapid plate, for it undoubtedly has its place,

but I do wish to caution beginners against

using one class of jjlate, when another kind

will do their work very much bettor.

There is one item I noticed in a recent

number of one of the photographic journals,

recommending the use of a lead pencil to

number the plates before they are wet. We
have used tliis method for over two years

now, but have recently found that a much
better plan is to luimber the ])late in the

corner with a styl()gnii)hic pen. Probably

common i)en and ink would do quite as well.

It is unnecessary to let the ink dry before

putting the plate in tlie tray for the super-

fiuous ink will be washed off, and when
finished the numbering will be as distinctly

seen as if written on paper.

[An engraving diamond is better, and the

mark not liable to be removed by accident.

—

Ed. P.p.]

WISE'S DEVICE FOR STORING
BACKGROUNDS.

A SHORT time ago I sent you a descrip-

tion of my albumen paper moistener, which

appeared in due time in your journal. I now

take the liberty of troubling you again for

space in your columns to describe a device

that I have contrived for storing back-

grounds. This, like ni}' albumen paper

moistener, is so sim|)le that I cannot un-

derstand why it has not been in use be-

fore. If it has, it has not been my for-

tune to see it. You will see by the enclosed

photograph perhaps better than I can de-

scribe it. First, I have an ordinary frame

made, such as backgrounds in all gal-

leries are fastened on. On each side of

this frame I fasten a ground ; tiion on each

end of tlie frame I fasten firml}' wit"
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screws, a strip of pine (the height to be de-

termined according to the ground) about

an inch thick. The width will have to

be regulated according to the number of

grounds to be used. I have six on mine,

and use the strip three and a half inches

wide, but it would do no harm to have it

five, as it would admit of more grounds.

Then I have a good solid leg, as shown in

cut, with two good strong castors under

each end. Of course this has to be the same

on each end of the frame. It is nothing

more than an ordinary frame, built more

substantial, with the pine strips running

full height of the ground. Next I fasten

another ground on a frame, and fasten this

frame on the original one by means of two

hinges six inches from top and bottom, in

front of one of the grounds on frame. The
hinges must be fastened on the inside of

one of the pine strips, according to which

way you wish the foremost ground to swing
;

then fasten another frame with ground, in

front of the one just hung, only fasten the

hinges on the front edge of strip, if it is

made for that number of frames. Now,
under each opposite corner of frame fasten

a small castor, also a hook about half way
up the side of frame, so as to hold the

grounds all fast together. Eepeat the same

on the other side of the original frame, and

you then have six grounds in good working

order, and taking up no more room than

one frame. "When you fasten the frames

on the other side be sure to fasten them
so that when you turn the frames around

the four grounds swing the same way
from the sidelight. I find this a very

simple and useful device, tgiking but little

room, at the same time having six grounds

at my service. The castors under the

corners of grounds hold the heft, at the

same time working with the greatest of

ease, simply swinging one or two grounds

aside as the case may require. I give this

to the fraternity, trusting some one may
be benefited by it, and any information

I can give to any one who does not under-

stand it, regarding its construction, will be

freely given if they will write to me. No
photographer will ever use any expensive

or complicated contrivance could he once

see with what ease and little room I handle

mine. One of ray grounds is narrower and

lower than the rest, but by having that for

one of the outside grounds it works equally

as well. I also have a ground that I use for

large groups. This I also have for one of

the outside grounds, as I have a side slip

to make this ground wider, therefore it is

more convenient to have this outside so as

to use the slip.

Fraternally yours,

George W. Wise.
EvANSviLLE, Rock Co, Wis.

THE DRY-PLATE DEVELOPER.*

A TECHNICAL Iccture was delivered by

Prof. Charles Forbes at the last meeting of

the Rochester Photographic Association,

which was listened to with much interest.

The following is a synopsis

:

The topic of the lecture was the theoreti-

cal consideration of the action of the alka-

line development of the gelatine dry plates.

The subject proper was prefaced by a brief

review of the atomic theory of matter as it

is now received by scientists. This pre-

pared the Society more readily to under-

stand the various technical terms used in

the discussion. The manner in which the

silver salts are formed in the gelatine emul-

sion was next explained. The principal

salt formed is, in all emulsions, silver

bromide. Small quantities of silver iodide

and silver chloride are often used in com-

bination. Inasmuch as the silver bromide

is the foundation salt in the emulsion, the

lecturer gave his attention principally to

this in his consideration of the action of

the developer. The silver bromide in the

emulsion is formed as follows : An aqueous

solution of silver nitrate is added to some

bromide salt, as potassium bromide. A
double decomposition occurs, which may be

indicated as follows

:

Potassium Bromide and Silver Nitrate become

KBr + AgNOs =
Silver Bromide and Potassium Nitrate

AgBr + KNOs.

The silver bromide is held in suspension

in the gelatine. The soluble salts are thor-

* Read before the Rochester Pbotographio

Association.
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oughly washed away. Now, when the

molecules of silver bromide (AgBr) are

acted upon by light, they undergo a change,

and molecules are formed having the com-

position represented by Ag^ Br, called silver

sub-bromide. Thus

:

Silver Bromide acted on by light becomes

AgBr
Ag Br

Silver Sub-bromide and Bromine

AgsBr + Br.

From the molecules of silver sub-bromide

the metallic silver may be quickly precipi-

tated by the developing solution, whereas

from the silver bromide it is very slowly re-

duced. It will be understood, then, that

when the plate is exposed in the camera

that the developable image is formed by the

light changing the molecules of silver bro-

mide to those of silver sub-bromide. The

office of the developer is to precipitate the

silver from the silver sub-bromide, and

form the visible image on the plate.

The credit of the discovery of the alka-

line development is due to Mr. Borda, of

Philadelphia, and Mr. H. T. Anthony, of

New York. Mr. Glover and Mr. Leahy,

and Major Kussel, of England, gradually

brought it up to its present condition. To

the latter we are indebted for the potassium

bromide.

The alkaline developer consists of three

things—a strong absorbent of oxygen, like

pyrogallic acid, an alkali, and a soluble

bromide, like potassium bromide. The first

two are the only ones necessary to reduce

the silver from the silver sub-brOmide.

The clremical reaction of the pyrogallic

acid and alkali (ammonia) on the silver

subchloride may be indicated as follows :

Silver Sub-bromide Ammonia
Ag„Br
Ag^Br

Silver Ammonium Bromide Water

Nil Br
Nil, Br

^ „ , NII.IIO
+ ^y'-" + Nil no. =

4Ag2 + Pyro + + IIoO.

That is, the pyro having a strong affinity

for oxygen, takes it from tlie ammonia,

converting it into ammonium and water.

The ammonium thus liberated combines

with the bromine of the silver sub-bromide,

forming ammonium bromide, and the me-

tallic silver is deposited to form tin; viniblo

imago on the plate.

The newly deposited (nascent) silver has

this peculiar property, it will combine with

the adjacent molecules of silver bromide,

and form silver sub-bromide, thus :

Nascent Silver and Silver Bromide

Ag + AgBr =
Silver Sub-bromide

Ag2Br.

From these new molecules the silver is

deposited in turn, and thus the process goes

on until a much larger quantity of silver is

reduced than could be possible from the

original sub-bromide.

Just what is the chemical reaction of the

potassium in controlling development is not

positively known. It has been suggested

that the bromine combines with the silver

sub-bromide and converts it into silver

bromide, thus

:

Ag2Br + KBr = 2AgBr + K.

So that when a small quantity of the bro-

mide salt is added the effect of the light is

partially udone. The effects produced by

using first, an increased amount of am-

monia, and then an increased quantity of

pyro, were explained.

Dr. Forbes's remarks were listened to

with marked interest by the members of

the Society, and at the conclusion of the

lecture, on motion of Mr. Wardlaw, he le-

ceived their thanks.

Discussion.

The first question for discussion was as

follows: In a group of three, a lady and

gentleman in black, and a child in white,

the lady and child light complexioned and

the man dark, how ought the grouj) to be

lighted and developed ?

Mr. Wardlaw: If time were taken to

bring out the drapery in the man, the

lighter portions would be over-dovelnped.

When the image of the man was developed

nearly enough, I would stop and proceed to

get a proper density for the lady. A weak

solution of bromide might be laid over the

image of the lady and child, and allowed

to remain a little while, then I would wash

it off and proceed to obtain density. A
good deal could be done in lighting such a

group.

Mr. Kent thought it was not so didicult
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to handle such a subject as the question im-

plied. In every picture there are dark por-

tions. The stronger lights should be thrown

on the darker objects. The exposure should

be for the darker portions of the picture.

Light for the darker portions is the rule,

and the light portions will take care of

themselves. It is often diflScult to light for

a single subject. Sometimes a lady will be

dressed in white, with dark hair or her face

shaded. You must, in such case, time for

the darker portions. Dry plates are su-

perior to wet plates for handling the sub-

ject described by the question. Mostly all

workers with dry plates will agree that

there is greater latitude in the use of dry

than of wet plates.

After the usual routine business the So-

ciety adjourned.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 186.)

y.—To BE Continued until there is a
Eefoemation.

The interest continues to grow in this

subject, and the thing is working as we
would wish it—except, perhaps, a little

slower than is desirable.

Some of those disposed to lower prices, or

who have lowered them, are getting tired,

and a better state of things is coming. Some
months ago an old and long-established firm

dissolved partnership, and • the seceding

party opened a new studio alone and for

himself, starting with fair prices. To
counteract any possible chance of the new
establishment drawing away their patron-

age, the old firm issued some thousands of

neatly and prettily printed circulars, not

only setting forth the great advantages of

" the old house," but offering, " for the next

two months only," to make "cabinet pho-

tographs at the greatly reduced price of five

dollars per dozen." This was not a " low "

price comparatively, but it was a come-

down for this veteran and high-standing

firm. They are sorry they made the offer.

Their old partner still holds out ; they

added nothing to their business (for no great

avalanche of trade came in answer to their

circular), and it will be a trouble to them to

get back to seven or eight dollars per dozen.

Don't try it.

We are not ready yet to publish the leaflet

of prices, etc. ; it will come soon. We have

been favored by many with lists of their

prices and—please send many more.

The following card was placed in our

hand soon after breakfast the other day :

CLUB TICKET.
GEORGE C. POTTER,

Artist and Photographer,

(Formerly of Eighth Street) now at

N. W. cor. 13th & Market Streets,

Offers, in order to show style of his work,

the holder of this ticket, 12 Fine Cabinet

Photos for 11.50. A Crayon for $8,worth |30.

Eemember, 13th and Market Streets.

It is about the lowest yet.

When in Detroit a few weeks ago we
found a better state of affairs beginning.

One firm, which had been running cabinets

at three dollars per dozen, then advertised

as follows :

" Attention !
"

"
, & Co. will hereafter charge

$6 per dozen for their best cabinets, and for

this price we can and shall make you the

finest work to be had. We still make |3

per dozen cabinets. They are upon different

cards, yet not near as fine as our best."

This is a good way to kill the three-dol-

lar business, and the only way to creep up

to higher prices. Try it, gentlemen and

ladies ; show the two kinds, and as a rule

the extravagant propensities of the people

will lead them to have "the best."

Another good thing has been done in the

right direction. The photographers of

Syracuse, N. Y., are acting like men. They

met some time ago and agreed to divide

themselves into two classes ; to arrange two

scales of prices and adhere to them. Their

prices fixed were, with rules and regula-

tions, printed on large colored cards and

placed conspicuously in the several galleries.

What follows is taken from them

:

PRICE LIST—GRADE FIRST.

Cards: One, |1 ; half doz., |2 ;
one doz.,

$3. Duplicates : One, 25 cents ;
half doz.

$1.25; one doz., |2.
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Cabinets: One, $2; half doz., $4; one

doz., $7. Duplicates: One, 50 cents; half

doz., $3 ; one doz., $5.

Boudoirs: One, $2.50; half doz., |5; one

doz., $9. Duplicates: One, 75 cents; half

doz., §4 ; one doz., $7.

8x10 Panels: One, |3 ; half doz., $6;

one doz., $10. Duplicates: One, $1 ;
half

doz., $5 ; one doz., 5!8.

4x4: One, $3; half doz., $6; one doz.,

$10. Duplicates: One, |1 ; half doz., $5;

one doz., $8.

8x10: One, half doz. ,$7; one doz.,

$12. Duplicates: One, $1.25; half doz., $6;

one doz., $10.

11x14: One, $5; half doz., $15; one

doz., $25. Duplicates: One, $2; half doz.,

$10; one doz., $18.

14x17: One, $8; half doz., $20; one

doz., $30. Duplicates : One, $3
;
half doz.,

$10; one doz., $25.

Rules and Regulations.

I. All photographs must be paid for at

the time the sitting is made, or, in the case

of duplicate orders, when the order is given.

II. An extra charge will be made (in

proportion to the size or style of the picture)

for all resittings.

III. An extra charge will be made for

all groups of more than three persons, in

proportion to the size of the picture and

number of persons in the group.

A cheerful compliance with the above

rules, by our friends and patrons, will se-

cure our best endeavors that all work en-

trusted to us shall be properly and satisfac-

torily executed.

CuRTiss & Smitu,

P. S. Kydkk,
]\r. Kdwahd Curtis,

W. V. Kanqer.

The announcement of the lower grade,

with the same rules and regulations, is

Ijolow :

Card.s :. One, $1; half doz., $1.50; one
dnz., $2. Dujilicates: One, 15 cents; half

doz., 75 cents ; one doz., $1.50.

Cabinets: One, $1.50; lialf d(i/.., $;i ; one

doz., $5. Duplicates: One, ;'>5 cents; half

do/,., $2; one doz., $3.

Boudoirs; One, $2; lialf do/,., $1; ono

doz., $7. Duplicates: One, 50 cents; half

doz., $3 ; one doz., $5.

8x10 Panels: One, $2.50; half doz., $4;

one doz., $7. Duplicates: One, 75 cents;

half doz., $3.50 ; one doz., $6.

8x10: One, $2; half doz., $5; one doz.

$8.50. Duplicates : One, 75 cents ; half

doz., $3.50; one doz., $6.

10x12: One,$3; half doz., $6; onedoz.,

$9. Duplicates: One, $1; half doz., $5;

one doz., $8.

11x14: One, $4. Duplicates: One, $1.50

Rules and Regulations.

Same us above.

EoBT. A. Goodwin,

I. U. DOUST,

A. H. Parker,
Phares & Sullivan,

Allgier a Wells.

These are all cheerful signs of the times,

and things are working as we want them.

Now a few more voices from the craft in

this matter

:

Prices for photographers seem to be the

most difficult and vexatious question just

now to settle. It certainly is very annoy-

ing to one who has spent several years work-

ing up a business to have a stranger come

along and try to get the trade by cheap

prices, it being his only recommendation,

this same party having run himself out in

some other locality by cutting prices there.

While he cannot take good trade away, he

makes them unsettled and dissatisfied. My
experience is, that the best way to treat

these fellows is to pay no attention to them

directly. Instead of reducing your prices,

spend some money for printer's ink, and

have your advertisements gotten up in good

readable shape ; fresh matter every wcok or

oftener. It is much better to spend fifty or

sixty dollars a month this way for two or

three months, or even six, than to cut your

prices two dollars a dozen for a year or

longer. The cut costs you more each montii

than the advertisement. For two years a

fellow has been jjounding away here willi

this ad. :

"Cabinets, in clubs of ten, $2 per dozen.

To the former of the club, ono dozen free.

n. Clay Jones, lato with Sarony, operator."
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The three leading galleries get the same

prices they did before he came. He has

made no money here and never will.

It is a great mistake to think that good

work can be made less than six dollars a

dozen for cabinets. Your customers think

less of you and your work at cheap prices

than at fair prices. Those who catch at

cheap prices would not patronize a good

gallery. ]^ly prices for cards are §3 a dozen,

$2.50 for half dozen. Cabinets, ?6 a dozen,

|4.o0 for half dozen. Plain mounts, $8 a

dozen, §5 a half dozen. Cabinets on black

and gold bevel edge, 7 x 9, §12 a dozen, §8 a

half dozen
; 7i- x 13, $20 a dozen, §12 a half

dozen.

Out here I catch a good deal of Eastern

trade. They speak of cheap prices, but do

not hesitate to order here and to order

duplicates, .showing that they appreciate the

work as well as prices.

There are twelve diflerent places in town
where prices are from two to five dollars a

dozen for cabinets, and three places where

they are higher. Strauss.
St. Louis.

1 am sorry to see such a deadlock in the

matter of prices among photographers in

the United States. I get pretty good prices

here, and fancy, had I to work for less, that

I would have to get out of the business. $7

per dozen for cards, §9 for cabinets, prom.

§J2. J3ut then I suppose that a gallery of

the same standing as mine would do as

much work, or at least have as much trade,

in one week as we have in a month or two.

However, I hope to hear through your ex-

cellent journal of a steady rise in prices all

over the States, as low prices I think are

degrading to the profession. A private

letter from a photographic friend of mine
in New York tells me that times are ex-

ceedingly bad there in photography. He
says the club system has ruined the busi-

ness, and that there are numbers of pho-

tographers who were in real good standing

trying to sell out of the business altogether.

Thank goodness, we have no clubs here.

S. H. Parsons.
St. Johns, N. F.

I see a good deal said through the photo,

publications about low prices and how to

prevent them, etc. etc. But just as long

as a photographer holds such contracted

ideas or selfishness, I think there is no way

to prevent it. If there could be some way
to shame them, perhaps it could be accom-

plished, but I do not know how to get at it.

I would, for one, like to see better prices

established. I would like to see all the

Cheap Johns wiped out, but how to accom-

plish this I cannot conceive—only to shame

them ; but to do this is the rub again
; they

do not appear to have any. Their ideas

do not soar very high.

A. M. Allen.
POTTSVILLE, Pa.

I see no other way out of the trouble but

for photographers to take a firm stand Set

their prices on their work, and then put it

before the public by advertising in their

home papers. I have no trouble in regard

to prices. I get all I ask, and I do believe

I could raise a dollar per dozen in most

any style and get it without any trouble.

We have three galleries in our place

May send you some work soon. Was
pleased with last Photographer. Give us

more pictures. Yours, etc.,

H. G. Parcell.
KiRKSVILLE, Mo.

Your war on prices suits me to a dot, as it

is something I commenced with the picture

business nearly twenty years ago and am
still waging, but have never yet worked as

cheap as my opposition. I live in a small

town in "grasshopper Kansas," and have

always been able to keep up my prices

against an opposition of two and three all

the time besides tents, and now I have more

than I can do, although I have been told

I do more work than a gallery in an ad-

joining town where there are six workmen

busy all the day.

I think the plan proposed by Mr. Van

Loo seems to be the best I have heard, and

far better than I could have conceived.

Trusting in your prosperity, I am most

truly, Yours,

D. Rodocker.
WiNFiELD, Kan.

It is true the "cheap" class of men hurt

good photographers of intelligence and skill,
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acquired by hard study and long practice,

to some extent; but, after all, they catch

only a class of trade that would not be de-

sirable for the genteel photographer. And
this leads me to think that if we had an in-

stitution to educate young men to become

good photographers— an institution that

would not only teach them the theoretical

and technical points of the profession they

have chosen, but also teach them that a

photographer, as well as a member of any

other profession, has a right to surround

himself with that professional dignity that

commands the respect of his patrons—this

tedious question of prices would soon be

disposed of. H. Pietz.
Springfield, III.

I am glad you are making an effort to

secure the cooperation of the fraternity in

raising the prices for photographs, which I

hope will be accomplished ; but I have

hardly faith in the ultimate success of same

for the reason that my long experience has

taught me that the photographer who is

capable and willing to do the best work will

always get the best prices, while those who
treat the art lightly will offer their produc-

tions at great discount, and in most cases

accept any price rather than lose the

ignorant customer. With much esteem,

and trusting that your labors may warrant

the success they deserve, I am,

Yours very truly,

Theodore Lilienthal.
New Orleans, La.

You know I do not stop the Philadel-

phia Photographer till the North wind

stops. I have all the years it has run, and

will be in the race as long as both are in it..

As regards prices, I hope some effort will

be successful in breaking up the low-price

system. "We are cursed with cheap work

here. I am happy to say no one is getting

better prices than I am ; but we let a

great many callers go to the cheaper gal-

leries, because we don't come down to their

lower level. I tliink it will end in having

galleries graded—first, second, and third

class, and arrange a price for each. But
when you look at it in a certain sense, one

would prefer to have these establishments

called first-class, and it might spur them up

to better prices to obtain it. But there will

always be a class that cannot recognize the

difference between good and poor work
that will go for cheapness any way. Well,

it is a good thing, to have a few such gal-

leries to turn such people to, and get the

cream of the trade by good, honest work

yourself.

Hoping the journal will help the craft

generally as it should be, mutual for all

parties to strive for better prices, and better

prices to follow, I will close.

Walter. C. North.
Utica. n. y.

I, for one, am grateful for any effort to

raise our profession. The signs are not en-

couraging, however, so long as there are so

many of us to live off so many customers. It

is only here and there that anyone can rise

so far above the common level as to make
the public willing to pay three or four com-

mon prices for his work. When I came to

Springfield, three and a half years ago, I

took my scale of prices from my predecessor.

Kaise them I could not, though some, at

least, are too low ; but they have not been

lowered.

I do not believe it is possible for any

league or association to be formed to control

prices, for the men who will ruin others'

trade to fill their own pockets are not men
to be trusted, and I would not take their

word for anything where their interest was

concerned. You will more than ever merit

the thanks of the photographic community

if you can succeed in making the profession

more respectable bj' raising prices; but I

think it is a battle to be fought by ever}'

man for himself, on the basis of his artistic

and business ability, his honor, and his

pluck—a true "survival of the fittest."

¥. W. Hardy.
Springpikld, Mass

I do much the largest business, and have

no difficulty in getting my price. The
others say that if they were to charge the

same price as I do they would get nothing

to do, as the public will go to the largest

place, where they can get the best work, if

they have to pay the same price for it.

All towns and cities will have second- and

third-class galleries, as their proprietors
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have not the means to rent and furnish a

first-class place, nor the brains to produce

first-class work. Brains will command
their price as surely as water will find its

level, and as we all make our own prices,

we charge what we think our work is

worth, or all we can get for it. We have

low-priced preachers, lawyers, and doctors,

and probably they all get all their services

are worth. And so it will ever be in all

professions. A man naturally finds his

level in society or business.

I will gladly second any eflTort to elevate

our profession, or take it out of the hands

of those men who have no love for it and

are willing to work for laborer's wages, if

you will point the way.

George Pine.
Trenton, N. J.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

The Photographic Society of Phila-

delphia.—-The regular meeting was held

on Wednesday evening, June 4, 1884. The

President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

chair. Porty-five members were present.

The minutes of the last regular meeting

were read and approved.

The Excursion Committee reported that

the excursion to North Carolina was aban-

doned, owing to lack of a sufl5cient number
of members to make it a success. It was

then decided to make a trip through Pike

County, Pa., and the following members

—

Messrs. J. W. Bates, Frederick Graff, S. P.

Corlies, P. T. Fassitt, Charles Barrington,

Samuel Sartain, W. D. H. Wilson, Frank
Bement, Edward L. Springs, and Caleb

Cresson, with visitors Messrs. Tripler, Judd,

and Paul Sartain—left Broad Street station

at 8.20 A.M., May 22d, for Stroudsburg.

Carriages were there taken for Dingman's

Ferry, arriving at Dr. Fulmer's Dingman
Hotel about 6 p.m., where the party were

comfortably and very pleasantly entertained

for a week, taking daily rarriage drives to

the many beautiful points of interest, such

as Milford, Sawkill, Kaymondskill, Adams
Creek, Factory Falls, Indian Ladder, Soap
Trough, High Fall, and Bushkill, having

good weather and a delightful time gener-

ally. Six hundred and nineteen plates were

exposed, with results, as far as heard from,

entirely satisfactory. Kegretting that they

could not make a longer stay, the excursion-

ists arrived home at 10 p. m., Thursday,

May 29th.

Mr. Pancoast, on behalf of Mr. Thomas
Bolas, F.C.S., of London, presented to the

Society the first six volumes of the Photo-

graphic News, thereby completing the file

of that journal belonging to the Society.

The thanks of the Society were unanimously

tendered to Mr. Bolas for his valuable gift.

Mr. McCoUin showed a new drop-shutter,

of a combined flap and drop form. Either

long or very short exposures could be given

with it, the foreground receiving longer

time than the upper part of the picture.

Mr. Browne moved that the monthly

meetings of the Society be continued during

the months of July, August, and Septem-

ber, but that no legislation except the elec-

tion of new members be transacted. Carried.

Mr. Carbutt showed some fine instanta-

neous pictures of the recent bicycle parade

in Washington, taken on his " Special

"

plates, by Mr. E. 0. Haight, of that city.

Two questions were in the box, asking:

1st. If a plate happens to be properly ex-

posed, does the addition of citrate of soda

have any other effect than to make it de-

velop more slowly ?

Mr. Carbutt replied that the effect was

simply to lengthen the time of development.

2d. What means is there of ascertaining

when a silver print is properly fixed ?

Plain paper will become translucent when

thoroughly acted upon by the hypo, but

with albumenized paper this test is less reli-

able. From ten to fifteen minutes in a bath

varying in strength from six to eight ounces

of water to one ourn-e of hypo should be

sufficient time for fixing.

Mr. Pancoast gave an account of his trip

to India, relating his experience with Eng-

lish dry plates, his manner of working in

India, facts about the scenery and the

buildings of the Calcutta Exhibition, and

also much that was interesting about the

English societies and photographic matters

in England. He stated that in England

dry plates were used exclusively for all or-

dinary purposes. Several convenient pieces

of English photographic apparatus were

14
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shown by him, among which were a small

folding plate-rack, and a rubber tray made
so that it could be rolled up into a very

compact form for packing.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

Pancoast for his very interesting narrative

of his trip.

Mr. Fassitt stated that he had tried a re-

cipe recommended in one of the journals

for the reduction of over-exposed gelatine

negatives, by the use of sulphate of iron

and common salt. Though he had diluted

the mixture to one-fourth the strength

given, the picture had been entirely obliter-

ated.

On motion of Mr. Coates, the Secretary

was authorized to procure a blank-book, to

be kept in the room of the Society, in which

members could make a record of any desi-

rable photographic localities or subjects they

might know of, with the time of day when
properly lighted, means of access, and other

points of interest to those in search of sub-

jects.

A number of pictures taken during the

Pike County trip were shown by those who
had participated in the excursion.

On motion, adjourned.

KOBERT S. KeDFIELD,
Secretary.

Cleveland, Ohio, May 27, 1884.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson,
Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Sir : A new Society was organized May
6, 1884, under the name of "Cleveland
Amateur Piiotographic Association," with

the following officers : Mr. Wm. T. Higbie,

President; A. H. Hough, Secretary and
Treasurer; C. C. Lee, L. S. Corning, W.
T. White, and II. C. Corning, Trustees.

A. H. Hough,
Secretary.

The second meeting of the Missouri and
Illinois District Pliotographic Convention
was held at Quincy, Illinois, June 25th.

Samples of work were shown and a good
time had.

.J. C. Deane,
Secretary.

Pnii.ADKLi'iiiA Amatkur Piiotogra-
PJIIC Cluh.—Tlio regular monthly meeting
of the Phi!u(lel|ihia Amateur Tliolographic

Club was held Monday' Evening, June 16,

in the Assembly-room of the Society. Mr,

H. L. Eoberts in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The Executive Committee reported that

the work on the printing-room was in pro-

gress, and hoped in a few days to be able

to afford members the means of doing their

own printing.

The Executive Committee also reported

that two excursions had been made, one on

Decoration Day, and the other on the 15th

of June, and that the members who had

participated in them had experienced much
pleasure and profit.

A number of excellent negatives taken on

these excursions were shown, those bj' Mr.

Frank Gaskill, of scenery along the Wissa-

hickon, being very artistically chosen.

The Committee on Kevision of Constitu-

tion and By-Laws reported that a draft of

the new Constitution had been made, and

that it was in condition to be presented be-

fore the members. It was, however, thought

best to defer the matter to a subsequent

meeting, when a fuller attendance of mem-
bers might discuss its defects and merits.

Mr. Haines moved that a temporary in-

crease of two members be made to the num-
ber of the Executive Committee, to lighten

the duties imposed upon it. The motion

was passed.

A letter of thanks was directed to be sent

to the St. Paul Dry-plate Company, for a

package of plates presented to the Club,

and inquiry made as to what stockdealers

in Philadclj)hia kept this brand of dry plates

on hand.

A letter was received from Mr. Bonscure,

a former member of the Club.

A good idea of the Club is the institution

of a question-box, after the example of tlio

Philadelphia Societj', where all communi-

cations may be deposited, or questions on

any photographic subjects which are to be

read publicly and made the subject of dis-

cussion by the members.

Mr. Haines thouglit that some method

should be taken to excite an interest in the

meetings, lie hojiod that the question-box

would call forth the latent energies of the

members, but thought that papers on special
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subjects might be written by some of the

members, and be read at the meetings, to

the edification of the rest.

Dr. Lowenberg thought that the subject

should be of an original character—the re-

sult of experiments of the members, indi-

vidually or collectively. He firmly believed

that there is enough talent in the Club to

make such a scheme a complete success.

The Club is, indeed, progressing rapidly,

and the harmony and goodwill which exists

among the members argues well for its con-

tinuance in growth.

After an exhibition of lantern-slides, the

Society adjourned.

The Society of Amateur Photogra-

PHEKS OF ISTew York.—This Society cele-

brated the opening of its new permanent

rooms, in the Sloans building, on the eve-

ning of June 4th, with a lantern exhibition

(the first of the kind given by the Society)

of slides made by amateurs.

The lantern used was manufactured by

Charles Beseler, of New York, and loaned

by him for the occasion. It was very suc-

cessfully manipulated by Mr. George H.

Johnson, of Bridgeport, Conn., an amateur

of some note, and many of the slides shown
were made by him, embracing a variety of

scenes in the Adirondacks. He stated that

most of the slides were made upon wet and

colldion-bromide plates. Several of them

elicited very favorable comment.

Dr. John Butler and Mr. Eobertson fur-

nished some interesting microscopic slides.

Mr. Gilder brought slides of instanta-

neous subjects ; some of his marine views

were especially good.

Mr. James Brush, an amateur of only a

year's standing, exhibited slides made upon

albumen-gelatine plates, which were re-

markable for their clearness and brilliancy,

and excited the admiration of all present.

They demonstrated the possibilities of gela-

tine plates, and surprised many old ama-
teurs in the audience. He stated that his

method of working was to expose the sensi-

tive plate in contact with the negative in

front of an artificial light for from ten to

fifteen seconds, about one foot away, the ex-

posure varying according to the density of

the negative. The development was made

with oxalate of potash and iron, the latter

being strongly acidified with citric acid.

Mr. George Eiply showed a few slides

made upon ordinary gelatino-bromide plates,

which he said were developed with sulpho-

pyrogallol and carbonate of soda, the jsyro

being preserved with sulphurous acid and

sulphite of soda. The slides were perfectly

clear in the high-lights, free from all stain,

and possessed a very agreeable tone. He
claimed that it was perfectly feasible to ob-

tain clear transparencies with pyro and soda

when sulphurous acid was used.

After the exhibition, which was enjoyed

by everyone present, a social reception took

place, in which a few lady friends partici-

pated. Members invited their friends to

inspect the rooms, and many were interested

in the dark-room, which is commodious and

well adapted for the work intended. A pe-

culiar system of ventilation, invented by

Mr. Beach, has been adopted. Lockers

are arranged along one side of the room for

the use of members, and upon the other are

several sinks, faucets, shelves, lamps, etc.,

aflFording every convenience for work.

It is expected that the dark-room feature

will become quite popular, as many ama-

teurs in New York are obliged to put up

with poor substitutes for dark-rooms.

Conveniently arranged at the Broadway

end of the main room is a large table, upon

which are placed all the English and Am-
erican current files of photographic litera-

ture, including copies of the latest English

and American patents ; and in a neat book-

case near by are many volumes of some of

the latest and best works on photography,

which have been supplied through the gen-

erosity of Mr. Wilson, editor of this jour-

nal, the Scovill Manufacturing Company,

and Messrs. Anthony & Co., of ISTew York.

Equipped with a fine library, a well-ar-

ranged dark-room, a good meeting-hall

—

centrally and conveniently located—The

Society of Amateur Photographers has a

future before it such as no other similar

society has enjoyed.

The rapid increase of membership be-

tokens for the Society a prosperous career.

The first regular meeting of the Society

in their new quarters was held on the even-
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ing of June 10th. A large number of

members were present, including a few

ladies.

The President occupied the Chair, and, in

calling the meeting to order, congratulated

the members upon the auspicious start the

Society had made.

The minutes of the last regular meeting

were read and adopted.

Interesting communications were read

from Mr. Bolas and Mr. Fry, from abroad,

and from the Cincinnati Amateur Photo-

graphic Club, and Mr. Greenleaf and others

at home.

Resolutions of thanks were passed to the

various parties who had contributed to the

Society's library and treasury.

Amendments to the Constitution, which

had been proposed at a former meeting,

were voted upon and adopted; their chief

tenor being to raise the annual dues, and

to establish an initiation fee, thereby put-

ting the Society upon a better financial

basis, and making it self-sustaining.

On motion of Mr. Joseph Beach, the Sec-

retary was directed to notify other amateur

asssociations of the opening of our rooms,

and to extend to their members who may
be visiting this city an invitation to avail

themselves of the privileges of the same.

The President stated that Dr. Janeway

had requested him to extend a general in-

vitation to all the members of the Society

to visit Governor's Island, and avail them-

selves of the use of his dark-room, should

they require it.

After Mr. Newton's remarks, the Chair-

man spoke as follows : I had a little ex-

perience not long ago in developing an in-

stantaneously-exjiosed plate with carbonate

of potash solution. After it was all de-

veloped and ready to be removed from the

developer, the gelatine film gradually floated

up off the plate, which was supposed to be

what they term an insoluble plate—requir-

ing no alum or anything of that kind. The

manufacturer stated that this difficulty

sometimes occurred when the plate is loft

too long in an alkaline developing solution.

Mr. Newton : I have experienced the

same diflicully, and attribute it to the coat-

ing of the plate on the wrong side. The

alkali exerts no solvent jtosver on the gela-

tine at the strength ordinarily used in de-

veloping. The first process in the manu-

facture of most gelatine plates is the coating

of the glass with a substratum of a very

thin solution of gelatine in which a small

quantity of bichromate of potash has been

dissolved. This is exposed to the light,

which hardens the film, and the coating of

the emulsion is then spread on the prepared

surface. But it sometimes happens that in

this process the emulsion is spread on the

unprepared side, and in that case the film

is almost sure to rise in blisters, and fre-

quently slips oflT during development. I

have frequently had plates that were coated

in this way, and the fault can be easily ascer-

tained by examining the side opposite the

one coated with the emulsion
;
you can feel

it and see it.

Mr. Joseph Beach : I would like to have

some one tell us about the strength of the

developer to begin' with.

The Chairman : The method I generally

practise is to put into a given quantity of

water what I consider the requisite amount

of pyro for the plate (difl'erent brands of

plates require different amounts of pyro),

and commence with a minimum quantity

of alkali solution, continuing to add a small

quantity at a time until the image comes

up with suflficient rapidity, and until all the

details in the shadows appear to be fully

out. In that way you will succeed in de-

velopment, no matter if a plate has been

greatly over-exposed. By careful manipu-

lation you can generally obtain good nega-

tives.

Mr. Joseph Beach : How far should the

development be carried ?

The Chairman : "When the shadows turn

a dark, steel-gray color, it is then time to

stop the development, unless the density is

not sufficient. If you think the density is

insuflScient, then add a little more pyro,

and continue the development for a short

time. The advantage of using sulphite of

soda in connection with pyro is that all

stains are prevented, and you can keep the

plate in tlie develoiicr without danger for a

long ])eriod of time.

A lantern e.\hibition of a few albumen-

gelatine slides made by Mr. Hrush then fol-

lowed ; and the meeting closed witli a de-
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scription and explanation by Mr. Padding-

haus of a model of Mr. Frank Pearsall's

compact camera for amateurs, and also his

improved dr^'-plate holder.

The Chairman gave notice of the first

field-club excursion, which is to embrace a

trip on a steam-yacht up the Hudson, be-

tween Peekskill and Cornwall.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Photograiyhy of Colors in the Right Propor-

tion of their B?'ightness—The Grain in

Photography with Films Sensitive to Col-

ors— Azaline — Purifying Gelatine for

Emulsions—A New and Interesting A]^-

pLieation of Photography—Photograjyhy

in Private Residences.

The publication of my experiments with

the colored collodion process has given rise

to much discussion and to many articles

upon the subject. Everywhere experiments

are being made in the same direction, and

if a new impulse be given to the science, I

shall be abundantly gratified. It is, how-
ever, a well-known fact that the moment
any new discovery is made known to the

world, there spring up a thousand and one

claimants, who argue that they long ago

had found out the same fact. My discovery

in colored collodion is no exception to the

rule. It is possible that a similar process

may have been recently worked by others,

as, for instance, that of Braun's, in Dor-

nach, for the process is not of yesterday.

It is now ten years or more since I first

made known my experiments; but the

gentlemen who since that time have worked
in the same direction have kept the subject

secret, and the credit, therefore, belongs to

him who first made the discover}'. Liebig

says, in his Chemical Letters, " Every new
discovery, every new idea, every new truth

in science, as well as in life, has two tests

to which it is subjected. In the first period

of its existence it is proved that it is not

true, or that its value is nothing. If, hap-

pily, it survives this period, then the cry is,

' Oh ! that was known long ago ; that is as

old as the hills.' It is only in the third

period that it is suffered to yield its fruit."

The third period for my discovery has,

however, been reached, since the process is

at present practically in operation in differ-

ent galleries of Germany.

I must now make known a peculiar ad-

vantage in the colored collodion process,

which was even a cause of surprise to my-
self. On taking pictures with the ordinary

iodo-collodion, there is manifest a peculiar

grain, which is not present in the colored

collodion process. Frequently I took the

same picture in succession with ordinary

iodized collodion and with the colored col-

lodion. With the former there was a per-

sistency in this grain, while with the latter,

under the same conditions of light, often

not even a trace of granulation was visible.

These phenomena I and my pupils have so

frequently verified that we have no longer

any doubt upon the subject This establishes

a predominance for^the new process. The

rationale of the process is that the shadow

of the grain of the paper is illuminated by

the yellow reflected light of the gallery;

this light acting upon ordinary collodion

plates like black ; but with the colored col-

lodion plates it acts like white, andjience

the shadows are not dark, but light—and

hence do not appear.

I have not confined my experiments

wholly to colored collodion, but have ex-

tended them to gelatine plates, which are

sensitized to yellow by being subjected to a

bath of eosin solution, two parts of eosin solu-

tion (1 of eosin, 400 of alcohol) to a hundred

parts of water. But the bathing of the

plates in the eosin solution does not give as

good results as when the eosin is added to

the emulsion. The bath is apt to occasion

fog, and there is likewise a tendency in the

plate to resist in certain spots the absorp-

tion of the liquor, and hence remain in

such points unaffected. It is better, there-

fore, to make a fresh emulsion, with two

per cent, of eosin solution.

It is worthy of remark that with differ-

ent emulsions eosin acts differently, that is,

it is unequal in its action. Many emulsions

excellent in every other respect, are not at

all rendered sensitive to yellow by its addi-

tion, while others exhibit this yellow sensi-

tiveness. This sensitiveness varies also,

sometimes one-fifteenth, sometimes one-

third the blue sensitiveness. The yellow
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sensitiveness is also more striking when the

exposure is made with the plate in a wet

condition than when in a dry state. Clay-

ton, of Paris, has now eosin plates in the

market which for yellow are double as sen-

sitive as for blue ; but they do not exhibit

any red sensitiveness. I have investigated

the coloring substance of these plates, and

have discovered that it is not eosin ; in con-

sequence of which I have instituted an en-

tirely new series of discoveries on the action

of coloring substances upon gelatine plates,

and have obtained some surprising results.

I have discovered a coloring process which

I call Azaline, which communicates both a

yellow and a red sensitiveness to gelatine

plates. Azaline plates will soon play an

important part in portrait photography.

Since the emulsion process has made its

boundaries wider and wider, it has been

the aim Qf manufacturers to furnish suitable

gelatine for the process. There are varie-

ties enough in trade which do not give very

favorable results, either by the digesting

metHod or by the ammonia process. I have

had m^ own troubles to battle with in this

dirfeclron, until I found a method of thor-

oughly and easily purifying gelatine. I

have tried it for years, and with the poorest

sorts of gelatine, and can recommend it

with good conscience. It is as follows

:

The doubtful gelatine is soaked in water

(distilled water is to be preferred), and

allowed to stand eight minutes, then poured

off; this is repeated seven or eight times.

This is all. The gelatine is now clean, and

may be trusted in the making of emulsions.

I usually weigh out the proper quantity of

gelatine for the emulsion process, and sub-

ject it to the washing process, draw off the

wash-water, and melt the residue. Of the

melted portion, I take one-fourth for emul-

sification, and three-fourths to add after

digestion. Very bad gelatine is best em-

ployed directly after the washing, at least

it is best not to let it stand for any length

of time. Gelatine which, wlien used im-

mediately, gave good results, twenty-four

hours later showed traces of decomposition.

That the washing process is effectual any-

one may be convinced of by referring to my
gcluttne tests, which have been published

for years.

An ammonia-silver solution may be pre-

pared by adding to a silver solution (1-10)

ammonia until the precipitate formed is re-

dissolved. This is added to the gelatine,

which is to be tested after the swelling in

water and warmed; if the mixture turns

brown, or even yellow, the gelatine is not

to be used.

Eecently Dr. Broucki, in Mesopotamia,

informed me of an interesting application

of photography. He writes :

" Some time ago, by a lucky accident, I

came in possession of a work which up to

the present time, despite the most diligent

search, has remained hidden, namely The

Book of the Jeziden, erroneously called

'The Devil's Prayer-book.' This book

contains the religion and partial history of

this mystic sect, a single copy of which

alone exists. All that Mr. Layard and

other authors have written from hearsay

concerning the matter is false. These gen-

tlemen were intentionally deceived by their

informants, and they were credulous enough

to take the knowledge offered them for pure

coin. They probably were not aware that

it is the solemn duty of every Jeziden to

keep inviolate the mysteries of their reli-

gion to the minutest detail from the infidels

of other sects. When this treasure came

into my possession, having been entrusted

to me for a few hours only, and for the

joke of the thing (many a more innocent

man than myself has returned from the

Jeziden district with his locks shorn), I for-

tunately had with me a small photographic

outfit, and copied, as quietly as possible, the

book, page for page. Fortunately every

shot was a success (ferrotypes). Now I

am in condition to translate the Je/.iden

bible from Arabic into German."

The following is from the Political Tages-

hlatter : "A Parisian photographer, Pierre

Petit, ^is, has introduced a novelty which

bids fair to meet with the high favor of the

fair sex of his city. If a pretty danic is

anxious to have her picture, she telegraphs

to Mons. Petit, and in the course of an

hour the photographer is in condition to

begin the interesting operation. Photog-

raphy a domicll is at present all the rage in

the high circles of Paris, and ladies who

consider it a bore to visit the gallery of the
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photographer are hence waited upon by the

obliging operator at their own residences.

Although we are well aware that Mons.

Petit can beat his own drum to perfection,

yet we know that with the aid of modern

dry plates that photography a doinicil is a

possibility. This new application is, no

doubt, a convenience, but the tables are

turned. Hitherto the public was obliged to

wait upon the photographer. Now the

photographer must wait upon the public.

This is something noble, something grand!

Now can the photographer aspire to the

high dignity of the carpenter or the paper-

hanger I But this application has its draw-

backs. There are dwellings so situated as

not to afford even light enough to make
the products of any value."

Whether photography shall be elevated

by this association is a doubtful question.

H. W. VOGEL.
Berlin, May 31, 1884.

METALLIC CASES FOR DEVELOP-
ING AND OTHER PHOTOGRA-
PHIC SOLUTIONS.

Some time ago we called the attention of

our readers to a very neat invention, which

we believed would prove of great service to

have, namely, metallic cases drawn from

solid metal, and supplied with a lock-joint

arranged for the complete protection of

bottles containing liquids when travelling.

These cases are made of a variety of sorts,

for bottles of one, two, four, and eight

ounces measure. Each case is made adjust-

able to bottles of diiferent lengths, and is a

perfect protection against breakage. They
are double-plated in nickel and gold, and

handsomely finished. For the travelling

photographer, they are indispensable. (A
full description can be found in the June
number of this magazine, p. 168.) The
amateur, especially, will find them of great

service to him in carrying the solutions

during the coming season. They are very

light, and the corrugations make them
strong. They can be packed in any posi-

tion. They are made of drawn metal, of

even thickness throughout, by machinery
which has a weight of thirty thousand

pounds. An extra advantage to the pho-

tographer has recently been added at our

suggestion, namely, a graduated glass,which

fits in the case. These cases are now sup-

plied by all the dealers in the market.

Scovill Manufacturing Company, New
York, are the trade agents.

PERTAINING TO THE

HITCH TOUR HORSES AND COME IN.

True friendliness and hospitality are here

expressed. With all the heartiness of the

honest farmer or the frontiersman, for

friend or stranger, the management of the

P. A. of A. bids the photographer, whether

great or small, prominent or obscure, wel-

come to the Cincinnati meeting. Much
has been done in preparation for a grand

success, and nothing short of that figure

will do.

Members should promptly remit two dol-

lars to pay their dues. Merchants and

manufacturers of photographic goods, who
believe in encouraging progress and are

friendly to the " boys," should send their

check to the treasurer, W. A. Armstrong,

389 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Eespectfully, J. F. Ktder,
of Executive Committee.

ONWARD TO CINCINNATI AND THE PHOTOG-

RAPHERS' CONVENTION, JULY 29, 1884.

As the coming Convention will include

one of the finest exhibitions that has ever

been held, it is the duty of every photogra-

pher who loves the art to lay aside his work,

and not only try, but to induce his brother

photographers also to come. We have

received so many applications for photo-

graphic exhibits that it is with pleasure

we announce that the fraternity is awake,
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and will make Cincinnati feel proud of the

Convention. Even the Exposition Com-
missioners are up in arms, and will try to

induce the fraternity to leave their speci-

mens of work for the Exposition.

The skylight under which these demon-

strations will take place is situated in the

Horticultural Department, and the Expo-

sition Commissioners will have this de-

partment in first-class order, and with its

beautiful cascade and fountains it will be a

splendid place to take a number of views.

To the right of the platform will be the

meeting-room, where chairs will be pro-

vided so that you can have an elegant view

of everything that is transpiring on the

platform. There will be abundant room
for everybody, so that all can see. Having
worked hard for its success, it is with pride

that I call your attention to this grand ex-

hibition of art. Erom the reports we re-

ceive daily it is believed that it will eclipse

any of the former exhibitions. Now, my
friends, don't stay at home, for is it not for

your benefit that we are working? Let us

come together and try to cast all jealous

feeling aside. Work together with a will,

and the day will come when the fraternity

will feel proud of their work, and have a

better feeling for their fellow-beings. Those

who intend to exhibit will please not forget

to have their goods marked in plain letters,

and the name on the reverse side of lid.

In all cases have the goods prepaid ; have

them sent to Leo Weingartner, Secretary,

care of Music Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

There will be abundant space for all. All

wanting railroad certificates should address

the Secretary for them. Now, for the last

time, don't fail to cowe. Hoping to see you
all at the largest exhibition ever held, I re-

main Yours fraternally,

Lko Weingartnek,
Sccrct.iry of P. A. of A.

OUR PICTURE.

Our picture this month is another ex-

ample of the excellent work which comes
from the studio of Mr. G. Cramer, St.

Louis, Mo. There are but few of our pho-
tographers, we are sorry to say, wlio at-

temjit such subjects. Tlicy ought to bo

much more popular. It is true that the de-

mand is but meagre, but if it were known

that artists were able to produce such beau-

tiful pictures, as well as such good photo-

graphs as this, the demand would soon

grow. This picture has been entitled

"Gretchen." The scene is one of domestic

comfort and homeliness, and is so well de-

picted by the picture itself that it needs no

description. It reminds us of a scene in

"Cinderella," and yet it is of such a nature

as can be found in almost any German

peasant home. The fair maiden is here with

all her beauty and loveliness, alone with

her pets, resting, perhaps, from her house-

hold duties, while she sports, innocent of the

emotion she may be causing in the hearts

of half a dozen lovers in the neighborhood,

and caring, perhaps, less. Ah ! who can

tell what is in a maiden's heart? It may
be, that if we could place our ear at the

door of this humble apartment, we should

hear her singing in monotone the sweet

words of Schiller

:

"Fare thee well, fare thee well my dove !

Thou and I must sever;

One fond kiss, one fond kiss of love,

Ere we part forever."

At the same time outside of the little

door we might hear one of the smitten

lovers humming to himself:

" Dear little maiden with the flaxen hair,

Thou knowest me fond as thou art fair. [tree.

I go. Rude winds are whistling through the

Wilt let me share my hut with thee?"

The whole conception is a very beautiful

one indeed, and has been admirably man-
aged by the skilful photographer. The
Cramer plates were, of course, used for the

purpose, and with excellent effect. Mr.

Cramer's developer has been given often,

but since he has recently modified it wc add

a few portions of his formula wliich nu\y

be useful in connection with his picture.

Pyro and sal-soda developer can be rec-

ommended as superior to other formuhc

previously published. Prepare:

Pyro Stock Solution.

Wiitcr, .

Sulphnrid Acid r..

Pyrogallic; Aoid,

]•.

() ounces.

10 minims

I ounce.
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Soda Stock Solution.

Water, 30 ounces.

Sulphite of Soda, granular, . 4 "

Sal Soda 4 "

The sulphite of soda and the stock solu-

tions must be kept in well-stoppered bottles.

Developer.

To one ounce of soda stock solution add

seven ounces of water, and from one-quarter

to one-half ounce of pyro stock solution

(according to the degree of intensity de-

sired, which is governed by the amount of

pyro used) ; three-eighths ounce (3 fluid-

drachms) will probably suit best. If plates

work intense, use less pyro stock solution
;

if they come thin, use more.

The developer can be used for several

plates in succession, as long as it remains

clear. A suflBcient quantity for one day's

work may be mixed at once in the morn-

ing, but same stock should not be used next

day any more. Stock solutions save the

trouble of frequent weighing, but the de-

veloper may also be mixed ready for imme-
diate use as follows :

Water, . . . . .10 ounces.

Sulphite of Soda, granular, . 80 grains.

Sal Soda 80 "

Pyrogallic Acid, . . about 40 "

Pyro varying from twenty-five to fifty

grains, according to the degree of intensity

desired.

Watch the development of the negative

carefully and examine the intensity by
taking it out of the solution and looking

through for a moment.

Develop until the lights are dense enough,

and the details in shadows are fully brought

out.

This is easily accomplished if the time of

exposure was correct. Counting from the

moment the developer is poured on the

plate, it will generally take about half a

minute before the image appears ; all the

detail in shadows should be completely

brought out in two minutes, and in about
three minutes the lights should have at-

tained sufficient intensity.

The prints were made at our studio on the

paper imported for us by Mr. G. Gennert,
of New York,

AS TO THE "METEOR" PHOTO-
GRAPH AGAIN.

Dear Sir : The journal for this month
is received, and as usual is full of good

things, but of course my interest naturally

centres about the moonlight view article.

I am much interested in the gentlemen's

remarks, although they may not be alto-

gether favorable to my opinion, and the last

gentleman quoted would even insinuate as

to the veracity of the photographer who
made the view, at the same time giving

him great credit as a skilful manipulator

of the " knife."

I would be pleased to see a negative

worked up in the manner he describes, so as

to give as perfect a result without showing

the work, and as to his doubts about its

being an actual moonlight view, I can get

a number of affidavits from persons who
saw me making the exposure. I am certain

that I am not ^o anxious for fame as to at-

tempt to secure it by false representations.

I only wish, though, that I was as positive

of the meteor as of the fact that I have a

moonlight view.

It is not my first attempt at making

moonlight pictures since the introduction of

the gelatine plate. I made one exposure

during the winter of 1881, and secured a

fair negative, but fogged one end of the

plate in carelessly closing the slide, and al-

lowing one end of the plate to be exposed

to the moonlight in descending from the

housetop. Then, on March 2, 1882, I made

another with better results, and the last one

of January 12th, the best, with the accident

of what I think is a falling meteor thrown

in. I appreciate the candid remarks of

Prof. Smyth, of Scotland, but am sorry

that he speaks of stars, since no claim had

been made to that effect. I am positive

that none were visible, and what he takes to

be false representations of stars are simply

a few pinholes spotted out, and the only

work done on the negative.

I would only desire that the negative

might have been some benefit to science

aside from its being a wonderful eflect.

Tours fraternally,

Chares E. Emert.
Silver Cliff, Col.
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HOME AND ABROAD.

Mr. L. Meyer publishes a simple and

easy method for bronzing iron. This may
be useful to photographers to protect the

parts of their appliances that are made of

iron. The articles, thoroughly cleansed, are

exposed to the vapors of a mixture of nitric

and hydrochloric acids, heated between 300°

and 350° C. (572° to 662° F.) until the bronze

color makes its appearance. When- cold

they are rubbed with vaseline and again

heated until this substance commences to

decompese. "When cold the operation is

repeated. The shade may be modified by

varying the proportion of the acids and

by adding others—acetic acid, etc.

It was shown that iron bars that had been

thus treated, had resisted for ten minutes

exposure to acid and other vapors, without

showing any change.

It is with regret that we have to announce

the death of tho distinguished optician John

Henry Dallmeyer, of London, who died at

sea, on the coast of New Zealand, during a

voj^age that he had undertaken for the bene-

fit of his health, aged fiftj^-three years. It

has been said of him that he did more to

reconcile theoretical and practical optics than

any other scientist of his generation. Since

three years, Mr. Dallmeyer has been obliged

to abandon his useful labors to his son Mr.

Thomas Dallmeyer, who continues the direc-

tion of the establishment in Bloomsburgh

Street.

At the last meeting of the London Photo-

graphic Society, Mr. Addenbrooke showed a

lantern made of pasteboard and bookbinders'

muslin, very light, with red glass, and lighted

by a candle. He recommended this little

appliance as very useful in travelling. Mr.

Debenham remarked that, the light being

red, it would be apt to injure the eyes, which

would not be the case if a combination of

green and yellow light was used.

&t»

The Stamp Portrait.—We are free to say

that the first stamp portraits that came to us

were from Mr. C. H. Tonndorff, 1546 Chateau

Avenue, St Louis, Mo., and, so far as our knowl-

edge goes, he was the first to make them. Mr.

ToNNDORFP writes us a letter of regret at the

blunder in connecting his name with Mr. Genkl-

Li's last month. He says, for some years he has

had no connection with that firm, but is alone.

Not only this, he says that he has been one who

has always maintained hit^ prices, and given the

trade a better opportunity of making monej' on

stamp portraits than any one else. There is no

reason in the world why these little novelties

should be reduced in price, since they are low

enough at the highest. Mr. TonndorI''!'' gives a

quality, too, which cannot bo excelled. He says,

" I am not one of those to put down prices, and

have dissolved partnership twice on that ac-

count, because my partners were going into

cheap work. I trust you will make this matter

right before the trade and call their attention to

the fact that it is to their interest to purchase

stamp portraits of first quality, and to get the

best jirico, for any one witii half a head can

see that a trade profit on a dollar and a half per

hundred is much better than the same percent-

age on seventy-five cents. It is, therefore, to

the mutual interest of all to keep the price up."

Read Mr. Tonndorff's advertisement in the

proper place, and send to him or one of his

agents for his list of prices.

Our types made us blunder in our last issue

in connecting the names of Messrs. Gknklli and

ToNNDOKFF, of St. Louis, with reference to stamp

portraits. These gentlemen both assure us that

they have no business connection whatever,

and moreover the Messrs. Ghnelli desire us to

say tliat they produce stamps at tho rate given

in our last notice, as follows, for the trade only :

from thirty-seven and a half to scvcnty-fivc

cents per hundred, according to quantity. They

also call attention again to tho fact that they have

patents pending on the only camera ever made

which will make thirty-five negatives at one ex-

posure on a !> X 8 plate. They claim that their

stamp trade is over ton thousand per day, and

that they have also imported a beautiful stamp

album.
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The Air-brush.—The hundreds of photog-

raphers and artists who saw the Air-brush at

Milwaukee, and others who have had their curi-

osity aroused, will be glad to know that this

great helper in photography will be exhibited at

the Cincinnati Convention, together with a large

display of work. The Air-brush Manufact-

uring Company assure us that every pains will

be taken to enlighten the art-world regarding this

most wonderful tool. We are informed, also,

that the Company will execute a portrait head

of small size for members of the Association

who desire it, provided they bring their own

prints on plain paper for the purpose. A light

print is preferred. It gives us pleasure to call

attention again to this most useful article, and

to this splendid offer.

Human Nature under the Skylight.—^This

is the title of a very entertaining lecture lately

given at the High School Building, Freeport,

111., by our friend and subscriber, Mr. Samuel

V. Allen. We hope the authorities of the P.

A. of A. will induce Mr. Allen to repeat it at

Cincinnati.

A Substitute for Glass for Negatives.—
There has been a good deal said about a substi-

tute for glass for negative purposes, and the ques-

tion is discussed in our issue this month. We
also print an article bearing on the subject,

from the British Journal of Photogra2}Jiy, in

order that our readers may discuss the thing in

their minds intelligently. The question is, Is

a flexible negative a thing so much to be de-

sired after all ? There are diflRculties in the

way of producing it properly. There are diffi-

culties in its use also. We have seen a good

deal of it in France, of a kind, but never have

been sufBciently impressed with its advantages

to advocate it in this country. However, we

are open to conviction.

An Enterprising Stockdealer.—Mr, H. A.

Hyatt, 411 N. Fourth Street, St. Louis, Mo., is

one of the most enterprising dealers of the West,

and will be on hand at the Cincinnati Conven-

tion. Mr. Hyatt is giving special attention to

his agency for the Western Interior Decorat-

ing Company, and will have some magnificient

specimens on exhibition. Last year these back-

grounds and accessories created quite a conster-

nation at Milwaukee, and this year, though they

will not be such a great surprise, at the same

time they will attract attention. We wish this

enterprising dealer all success, since he is in-

dustrious in providing for the real wants of the

fraternity.

Mr. George W. Kirk, of Huntington, W. Va.,

issues a circular urging his patrons to attend

the P. A. of A. Convention, which we are glad

to see. It is a token of enterprise. As an-

nounced before, Mr. Kirk has secured with the

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Company an

arrangement which will make one fare for the

round trip. Tickets may be obtained by appli-

cation to Mr. Frank Trigg, 513 Pennsylvania

Avenue, Washington, D. C, or Mr. H. W. Field,

G. P. A., Richmond, Va. A reduced rate will

also be made from New York by way of the Old

Dominion Line of steamers, by applying to Mr.

H. W. Carr, 339 Broadway, New York.

The Sutter Lens. -We have seen some re-

markable pictures made by the new Swiss

lenses of Sutter, for which Messrs. Allen

Brothers, Detroit, Mich., are the American

agents. Their wonderful softness, sharpness,

and general beauty is something remarkable.

Moreover, their low prices in comparison with

the work they do, is sure to make a great de-

mand for them. See both work and lenses at the

Cincinnati Exhibition. They are the novelty

of the day,

Messrs. Willis & Clements, proprietors of

the Platinotype, 25 N. Seventh Street, Phila-

delphia, have been compelled to issue a circular

calling attention to a statement made in The Pho-

toc/rajiher at Chicago, that Mr. T. H. McCollin's

advertisement as to the Willis's Platinum Print-

ing Process offer, is misleading. Messrs. Willis

& Clements say that Mr. T. H. McCollin does

not control the platinum process in the United

States, and never has done so for a moment.

He has been agent for the sale of materials,

nothing more, and is now a licensee only, the

same as hundreds of others. If parties have re-

ceived any circular or any information whatever,

bearing upon his connection with the platinum

process, or advising them what they can do with

the process, the patentees will be greatly obliged

if such will favor them with either the original

matter or a copy of it. They say : "We are the

proprietors of all the patents, and our only gen-

eral agents for the sale of platinotype materials

in the United States are Messrs. Buchanan,

Smedley & Bromley, whose address is the same

as our own. The publication of the process

does not of course affect the patent, and if those

who desire to work this special process are to

work it well, they will, of course, purchase their
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materials where they know them to be right,

and so we recommend the inventors and pat-

entees. It is easy to see why these complica-

tions should occur when we understand that the

firm of Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley was

largely a secession from the house of Mr. T. H.

McCOLLIN.

During a recent visit to Mr. Henry Rocher,

the veteran artist and photographer, of Chicago,

we were assured that he had been wronged (not

wilfully) by Mr. W. F. Van Loo when the latter

gentleman classed him with the parties who had

reduced their prices. Mr. Rocher says that he

maintains his prices and the quality of his work

as well, and has never given any cause for class-

ing him with the " cut price" fraternity. We re-

gret that any such intimation should have been

printed in in our pages, knowing full well how
much more than anybody else Mr. Rocher has

done for the advancement of photography in

America.

Excursion prom Chicago to Cincinnati and
Return.—For the round trip ten dollars. Messrs.

Douglass, Thompson & Co., 229 & 231 State

Street, Chicago, III., announce that they have

made arrangements for photographers attending

the Cincinnati Convention, for an excursion and

special train, leaving Chicago Monday after-

noon, July 23d, at the above fare. Remittances

should be sent to them at once to secure this

privilege. The excursion will undoubtedly be

a grand one.

Carbutt's Keystone Dry-plate Factory is

temporarily located at the northeast corner of

Tenth and Filbert Streets, Philadelphia; only,

however, until Mr. Carbutt's new and splendid

factory at Wayne Junction is completed. Due
notice will be given of the removal, and a de-

scription of the factory in good time. Mr. Car-
butt's pyro and potash developer is printed in

circular form, and supplied to photographers

free.

Black Japanned Trays.—Scovill Manu-
facturing Company announce a complete as-

sortment of these, made of extra heavy iron and
japanned in a superior manner. These goods

are becoming more and more popular.

Prize.—Do not forget to read the fourth page
of our cover this month—the prize offer of Mr.

0. Cramer for the best groups of negatives on

bis plates at the Cincinnati Kxhibition. With
such a splendid chnnco to make money and to

gain honor, surely photographers will give this

competition fair attention, and compete largely.

We should be very sorry to see the effort made

without any result, since Mr. Craaier is so

liberal. Notice particularly the conditions of

the prize, and let the competition be generous.

Lectures by Mr. Wilson.—Mr. Edward L.

Wilson will give illustrated lectures as follows

:

Egypt and the Egyptians, The Taking of Petra,

and Picturesque Palestine, at Island Park As-

sembly, Rome City, Ind., on July 25, 26, and

28. The same at Monona Lake Assembly,

Madison, AVis., August 4, 5, aud 6. Others to

follow.

Another Prize Offer.—Mr. James Inglis,

of Rochester, N. Y., also offers a great induce-

ment to photographers to be lively in the pro-

duction of good work upon his plates. His ad-

vertisement will be found inside, and should

not be overlooked. The offer is bona fide. The

Committee will consist of disinterested gentle-

men appointed by the Convention, and the

awards will be made carefully and conscien-

tiously. We hope that this competition will

also be generous, because great good grows out

of these prize competitions provided they are

entered into with the right spirit.

A New Book.—Amateur Plwtograpliy. A
practical instructor in the new recreation, by D.

J. Tapley, Esq. New York : S. W. Green's

Son, 69 Beekman Street, Publishers. Price,

cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. This is an ad-

mirable little manual written with due apprecia-

tion of the ignorance of the beginner, in a style

that is pleasant, attractive, and fascinating. It

will find its place among those who are inter-

ested in this all-important subject. It Is pro-

fusely illustrated with diagrams and cuts, which

are used upon a rather new plan. The book is

full of good ideas and acceptable ones too, be-

cause the author is a most enthusiastic and suc-

cessful amateur, thoroughly acquainted with

the subject, knows well, apparently, the obsta-

cles that lie in the path of the beginner, and

has proven himself eminently qualified to point

the way to success. His book is bright, and

will prove very readable. It is sure to have

success.

Those army corres])on(lonts at the battle of

Tamanicb, who plied their revolvers with one

band, and their pencils with the other, should bo

able to send rattling reports home to their

papers. All that was needed to cap the climax
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of journalistic enterprise was a photographer

exposing a dry-plate negative at each crack of

the pistol.

Items of News.—The San Francisco Call, of

February 7th, devotes nearly a column and a

half to "Sun Pictures; or Modern Photography

as described by an Expert." The article is well

written, and such articles we are always glad to

see because they help to push forward blessed

photography. Mr. E. W. Fellows, of Cleve-

land, Ohio, continues to experiment with his in-

vention for taking prints by electricity, and

more developments are expected before very

long. The Chicago Amateur Photographers'

Club have sent us a copy of their Constitution and

By-Laws, etc. The Massachusetts Charitable Me-

chanic Association will hold its Fifteenth Exhi-

bition, opening September, 1884, and continue

about ten weeks. For particulars, address Box

2361, Boston, Mass. The china wedding of Mr.

and Mrs. Henry G. THOirpsoN was held at their

residence, 98 Winchester Avenue, Chicago, 111.

during last month, at which a large company

was present to add to the happiness of the occa-

sion. Mr. Thompson, it will be remembered, is

of the well-known firm of Douglass, Thompson

& Co., and we congratulate him on his twentieth

anniversary. Mr. George H. Kirk, of Hunt-

ington, Va., has made arrangements for the

conveyance of delegates to the Convention at

Cincinnati. We hope others have done the same

thing, and will report the whole together in an

early number of our magazine. The Lowell Ama-
teur Photographic Association has been organ-

ized with the following officers : President, F. H.

Pullen; Vice-President, R. G. Walsh; Secre-

tary, R. T. Hemenavay. Nearly twenty amateur

photographers were present at the organization.

The p. a. of A. proceedings will be carefully

reported personally for our pages. We expect

to make it concise and the best of all.

Scovill's Novelties.—Scovill Manufactur-
ing Co. announce in their latest circulars the

Hanover Retouchers for negative work, and also

the fact that they have introduced three new
dry-plate outfits for the season of 1884, namely,

601, 602, and 603. Send for circular.

A New Studio in Photography.—Mr. Wm.
Curtis Taylor, well known for a long time to

our readers as a contributor to photographic

literature, and late of the firm of Wenderoth &
Taylor, and Taylor &, Brown, in this city, has

opened a new studio at 1328 Chestnut Street,

where, under the most favorable conditions, he

hopes to uphold the honor of photography, and

to do a prosperous business. Mr. G. H. Crough-

ton, the celebrated English artist, will do the

colored work for Mr. Taylor, and is introducing

a new specialty, namely, painting on ivory.

Splendid success to the new firm, say we.

Good Words.—Mr. John C. Patrick, of Ba-

tavia, N. Y., says, " I think if the first chapter

of your Pliotographics could be studied by art

students it would be a valuable help to them."

Mr. Frank B. Cook, of Owosso, Mich., says, "I
think your magazine is worth double the amount

invested." Mr. John K. Miller, of Elizabeth-

town, Pa., says, " I am trying to rise to the top

of the ladder, and your magazine gives me a

good push." Messrs. Abell & Son, Portland,

Oregon, writes, "Your valuable publication is a

credit to you, and more than interesting."

The "phunny " man of the Neio York Times

has concluded very wisely that "the real cause

of the increase of insanity here and abroad in

the last two years, is photography." We pre-

sume that he might add that the most of the

victims are from the amateur ranks, over which

some of our practical men are wicked enough

and ignorant enough to rejoice, and some, we

suppose, will fear that the whole thing is a grim

joke.

A Splendid Catalogue.—Mr. H. A. Hyatt,

411 N. Fourth Street, St. Louis, Mo., favor us

with a copy of his splendid catalogue of one

hundred and ninety-two royal octavo pages, il-

lustrated most elaborately, and supplied with

descriptions of all sorts of articles required by

the photographer in the manufacture of his

work, and for its elaboration in the homes for

which it is intended. Mr. Hyatt deserves the

greatest credit for his patience in producing

such a catalogue as this. Personally we well

understand the labor of such work, and are able

to congratulate him on his success. A full list

of books is given by Mr. Hyatt, which covers

fully two pages. All who contemplate being

posted up in their business should send for this

splendid catalogue.

Scovill Registering Slides.—Scovill Man-

ufacturing Company, have introduced a nov-

elty which will be found to be very accept-

able to all, namely, a plate-holder whose slides

are covered with silicate so that the photographer

can record with lead-pencil his exposure upon
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the slides, and afterwards erase without injury

to them. This will be found a real advantage.

A Deserved TESTi.>roNiAL.—Mr. J. H. Smith,

formerly of Quiney, 111., and now of the firm of

Smith & Pattison, Chicago, 111., received a very

handsome testimonial, before departing from

Quiney, from a number of his fellow-citizens.

Mr. Smith, is a public-spirited citizen and well-

esteemed gentlemen, and this testimonial must

have been very gratifying to our old friend.

No. 13.—This is the number given by Mr.

OsBOKNE to his new background and accessory

combination. It is a very unique thing, and is

for summer use particularly. It consists of a

gateway which really opens and closes, with

vines and festoonery about it with the latticed-

work window, and, greatest novelty of all, an

attachment which consists of the floor back-

ground, if we may use the expression, repre-

senting the steps which lead down with excel-

lent perspective from the above-named gateway

toward the camera. The delusion is perfect,

and the effect in the picture, as we know from

studies we have of it, is admirable. Mr. Os-

borne is a genius in his particular line.

Testimonial.—Mr. W. 0. Matzger, Dayton,

AYashington, Ty., says " I flatter myself that I

have the best photographic library in either

Oregon or Washington Territory. It contains

the Philadelphia Photograjyher from the first of

the year 1S75 to date. Mosaics from 1875 to 1884

inclusive, besides a number of other books of

minor importance." A good example is this

given by a far distant photographer.

Mr. Franklin B. Hough, Counsellor at Law

and Solictor of American and Foreign Patents,

has our thanks for notes concerning recently

obtained photographic patents. We wish we

had space to print these lists, but anybody de-

siring a copy of photographic patents can ob-

tain it of Mr. Hough by writing him and re-

mitting twenty-five cents for each copy.

SoMB Marvellous Pictures.—Mr. I. W.
Taiier, San Francisco, Cul., has favored us with

a large batch of very remarkable jihotographs

made upon dry plates manufactured by Messrs.

Taker A Kuthnkk. The first series is of ani-

mals in motion. These give us remarkable evi-

dence of the rapid improvement made in in.stan-

tanoous dry plates of lato. These pictures have

been so admirably exi)08od as to give the full

detail of the animals while at the highest rate

of speed. If Mr. Muybridge could have such

plates with which to continue his work in the

line so peculiarly his own, photographically his

pictures would be far superior to those we have

seen made by him. The second series of Mr.

Taber is of a number of views of Kiralfy Bros.'s

spectacular play " Excelsior," photographed by

means of electric light. These are very suc-

cessful also, though better effects could have

been had if a little more study had been given

to the disposition of the light. The groupings

are fine, and the photography is also something

remarkable. The third and best series of all is

of some marine views, which show more vividly

than anything else the wondrous quality of the

plates from which these photographs were made.

A view of the beach at Cliflf House we think is

the most remarkable water-picture we have ever

seen. A breaker is caught just as it has fallen

upon the rocky beach, with most wondrous de-

tail, graded from the soft, filmy, cloud-like spray

to the rich and round half-tone secured by ice-

eflfects. One can see into the shadows back of

the wave-curl. There are a dozen different quali-

ties of water in this one picture. Some views

of the Bay of San Francisco full of vessels are

also remarkable, but none equal to that of the

steamer "Mariposa," under full sail, seaward.

Her name upon her flag and side, are sharp,

while the stars and stripes floating at her bow is

perfect, though fluttering in the breeze. The

natural clouds, the smoke from the stacks of the

vessel, the distant ship under full sail, water

and all, give us an effect that seems like that of

magic, and would be most difiicult to understand

were we not already learning to believe that

with photography all things are possible. No. B,

877, of the steam tug " Hercules," is also a re-

markable picture, showing the wake of the ves-

sels at the stern, the group of camera-gazing

creatures on deck, the flag, and dense clouds of

smoke from the stack, and so on, making the

picture full of glow, go, and photographic e.x-

cellence. Such effects make us frantic to leave

our desk, with camera in hand, to go out into

the world and gather them in.

Art Recreations.—A guide to decorative art,

edited by Marion Kimble. Scovill Manueact-

URiN(j CoMi'ANY, Publishers. New York : Price,

$2.00 ])er copy. This little manual is intended

to help niiiko beautiful the homos into which

it is introduced. It is sure to succeed wherever

it goes, so carefully is it ])rcpared, and so phiinl.v

is the reader made to understand its author's

moaning. Its elaborate index is one of its beet
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features. Two chapters of the book are devoted

to amateur photography, and following it are

chapters on etching, drawing, painting in water

colors, painting on silk, velvet, tapestry, pottery

decoration, painting on china and wax-work,

etc. The ladies, especially, should read this

little beauty.

Books Keckived.—From Ed. Liesegang, of

Dlisseldorf, Ber Silher Druck tmd das Vergros-

seren Phoiographischer Aiifnahmen, by Dr. Paul
Liesegang; an exhaustive and very practical

treatise on silver printing and solar enlarging.

The information is conveyed in a clear and con-

cise manner, and as none of the details of the

process are omitted, it cannot fail to be of the

highest value to the profession. Not only are

the means of producing good prints given, but

also all the faults and defects enumerated to

which the process is subject, and the latest

methods of preventing or; remedying them.

Also, by the same author, the eighth edition of

Die Collodion Verfahren (Collodion Method);

one of the most complete and practical works

upon the subject, written in the characteristic

exhaustive German style.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. C. A. Stacey,

Medina, N. Y., some very taking pictures of

children, and some nice examples of animal

work, those of cattle being particularly well

done.

"Is'e Rich."—Messrs. Strauss Bros., St.

Louis, Mo., have sent us a 16 x 20 character

picture, which represents a bit of street life in

St. Louis, hard to beat. The subject is a little

negro boy, with clothes all tattered and torn,

and mended to distraction, and toes out, seated

upon a bucket, outside of a stable door, appar-

ently, his head leaning against a post, and in

one hand is his hat and in the other a silver

dollar. Whether this be a "standard dollar"

or not, we know not; but the animated expres-

sion of the boy, and the title given to the pict-

ure, lead us to believe that he is truly what he

says, " rich." As a photographic work it is

very successful. The plate was probably taken

very quickly (emulsion), and has been developed

for all it is worth. It does credit to the photog-

rapher who secured it.

A Voice from New Zealand.—Mr. J. R.

Hanna, one of our pleasant correspondents and
subscribers in New Zealand, writes to us as fol-

lows: "During my rambles round the Colonies

I was always on the lookout for something new

in photography, but failed to find any notions

worth imitating. There was however, one great

defect in most of the work that I saw exhibited,

and this was more noticeable in the American

studios than in any others. I allude to retouch-

ing. Now, sir, is it not provoking to see a fine

picture, well lighted, position good, drapery

nicely arranged, and, indeed, the composition

as a whole all that could be desired, to find such

a negative retouched to death ? In fact, the

whole of the character touched out, leaving the

faces in many cases of middle-aged persons as

smooth as that of a three year old child. I be-

lieve in a judicious use of the pencil ; it is the

abuse of the same that I complain of. There is

no place where this is carried to such an extent

as in your country. At least this is the conclu-

sion that I have come to from a careful study

of the various English, American, and Conti-

nental pictures that have come to my notice of

late years. I think, therefore, that the time

has come vphen you should raise your voice

against this most ruinous practice, as there is

nothing like a good wholesome criticism to

remedy evils such as this one." We think the

remarks of our correspondent very just. It is

sometimes good to see ourselves as others see

us. We have often raised our voice, etc.

P. A. OF A.—We have to thank Messrs. P.

Smith & Co., of the old reliable stock-house in

Cincinnati, for a copy of the announcement

pamphlet of the Fifth Annual Convention of

the Photographer's Association of America. Our

readers will not forget that this great event is

to occur in Music Hall, Cincinnati, opening July

29, and closing Friday afternoon, August 2d.

For further particulars, please refer to the regu-

lar P. A. of A. column. This is the last time

we will have the opportunity to urge our readers

on this subject, and we hope they will give it

heed. The Convention promises to be a great

success.

The Lambertype suit issued by Mr. Lillien-

thal against W. W. Washburn, Esq., of New

Orleans, has been decided by Judge Pardee in

favor of Mr. Lillienthal. The case has been

long pending, owing to complications which

arose from time to time.

Correction.—In noticing the new establish-

ment of Messrs. Hodge & Huston, last month,

our types made us give their address at 25 N.

Seventh Street. This, however, is not the fact.

These enterprising gentlemen do their solar

printing and enlarging by electric light at No

622 Arch Street, the old photographic centre, so
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well known. Examples of their work that we

have seen lately bespeak success for them.

The Engraving Diamond noticed by us at

length some time ago is winning testimonials

continually. Mr. Frank Thomas, one of our

old subscribers and contributors, says of it,

" The diamond works like a charm. I am more

than pleased with it." Prof. Charles P. Himes,

the projector of the Summer School of Photog-

raphy, also writes us as follows : "The diamond

is very neatly and substantially put up, and

writes more easily than the ordinary writing

diamond." Personally, we have seen the work

of this little tool, and can recommend it for all

that is said about it. It can be carried in the

vest pocket and protected when not in use, and

works beautifully.

The World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial

Exposition at New Orleans is something that

our fraternity must not overlook. It is to open

some time in December, and will continue for

about six months. It will rival in extent and

interest the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, and

in some respects will excel it in beauty. Of

courfe, an immense art department will be or-

ganized, and every effort will be made by the

management to secure a splendid exhibition of

photography. Photographers who intend to

exhibit should at once send for blank applica-

tions for space to Samuel Mullen, Esq., Chief

of Installation, New Orleans, La. The Southern

Industrial Record, published at 205 Gravier St.,

New Orleans, gives full information on this sub-

ject. Monthly; .§1 a year.

A Portuguese photographic journal is the

last visitor to our table. It is entitled, A' Arte

Photographica. Two numbers of this magazine

have reached us, both illustrated by beautiful

examples of photography. We wish success to

our new contemporary, and gladly add it to our

exchange list. In size it is about the same as

our own magazine. Its reading matter is ex-

cellent and abreast of the times.

Mr. AV. D. Gatciiel, 327 W. Jefferson St.,

Louisville, Ky., has favored us with a copy

of his splendid catalogue, about the size of

our uingHzino; it contains one hundred and

twenty-four pages of the usual class of matter

found in photographic catalogues, and shows

great skill and tasto in the getting up. Mr.

(Jatchol is one of our veteran stockdoalers, and

is so well known in the West for honesty and

probity that he needs no recommendation from

us. Buyers convenient to him cannot do better

than to patronize him.

A Catalogue of photographs of works of art

by the great masters, published by William H.

Sherjuin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Sher-

man's admirable articles in our pages on the

subject of the works of the great masters, has

been a revelation to some of us, so complete

does his knowledge seem to be, and so familiar

is he with these works, apparently. The cause

is easily understood when we explain that for

some years Mr. Sherman has been making an

unrivalled collection of negatives of these beau-

tiful studies from all parts of the world, and is

now prepared to supply prints from them, a

catalogue of which we have mentioned above.

Photographers who are really earnest in their

desire to improve their knowledge and to im-

prove their work in the art direction, should

consult this catalogue, and draw from the splen-

did opportunity which Mr. Sherman offers them.

No other such will probably ever be given them.

ScoviLL Manufacturing Company have is-

sued from their new store, 423 Broome Street,

another edition of How to Make FJiotographs, to

which is appended a descriptive price-list and

catalogue of Scovill's Amateur Photographic Re-

quisites. This little work is teeming with mat-

ter interesting to the amateur worker, and should

be secured by all. It is sent free to any address.

" Picture-making by Photography," by H,

P. Robinson, author of Pictorial Effect in Pho-

tography, etc., ScoviLL Manufacturing Com-

pany, Publishers, 423 Broome St., New York.

This is a truly enjoyable book, as is every

book by Mr. H. P. Robinson. There are few in

our art who excel him as artist and artist pho-

tographer. This little work is full of original

and fresh matter, and the subjects of composi-

tion, light and shade, work in the field, what to

photograph, models, the genesis of a picture,

the origin of ideas, subjects, what is a land-

scape, figures and landscape, effect of light,

sunshine, on sea and shore, the sky, animals,

old Clo',^__picture- making by photography,

strong and weak points of the picture, and

the conclusion, make it a most enjoyable and

readable book, sugar-coating an amount of

knowledge and information which is simply re-

markable. It is illustrated by a large number

of woodcuts and several ink photos from Mr.

Robinson's pictures. Better studies of these

latter have appeared in our own magazine, in

the mosaic which we made up of Mr. lUibinson's

works some time ago.
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We are now located in our four-story and

basement, seventy feet deep building. We
have a stock of summer accessories on hand,

and can deliver backgrounds at short notice.

Several nevr articles, very desirable for

summer, ready.
Lafayette W. Seavey.

216 E. Ninth St., N. Y.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
KEMOVED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-

ern improvements, and the most refined demands

from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for hachgrounda

and accesBories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

For Sale in the Best Mining Camp in

America.—I have just received into my hands

a good photographic outfit and full stock, which

must be sold immediately. For particulars,

Address J. H. Eardley,

Grocer, Butte City,

Montana Ty.

ROGKfOOD SOLAR PRINTIN8 CO,

1 7 Union Square, New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEOKGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of materials for

Willis's Platinotype Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

&, Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the only att-

thorieed general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

See French's new advertisement of Relief

Borders and Foregrounds in this issue. A new

Illustration.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
l,ATEST-BEST-$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, AVaymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price 5i-25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CKAYON AND WATER COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

sihed in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOO-RAPHICS
IIo1<1m lip to vlt!\v nil about niaitlpiila-

tloii, i>ltotof;ruphlc nrt, poxlit^, li^litlii^,

etc. Ntarly 1000 Holtl. Sec advcrtltienieittH
and t«-MtliiioitlalN.

$4.00 $4.00

Adduks.s T. W. PowKii, N. Y., Secretary of

AHSoeiation of Operative Photographers of Now
York City, for operators, printora, and re-

toucheru, 392 Bowory, or 187 Eighth Avenue.

1864 1884.
M. WEENEE,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnished.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for ani/ inuyose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

Notice of Removal.—Mrs. Clarke, Artist, late

of 561 Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, begs to

inform her friends and the photographic pro-

fession that she has removed to 2104 North 20th

St., Philadelphia, Pa., where she will be happy to

receive any commission for water-color painting.

Terms, etc., on application to Mrs. Clarke, or to

the office of the Philadelphia Photographer.

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL G-UIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can bo supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 0,")

Star 1 00

Palette '.Ml

Leaf Oil

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Kgg 00

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

1125 Chestnut Street,

IMiilndcIphia, Pa.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
L.ATKST-IIKST- $3.
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The Fifth Annual Convention of the P. A. of

A. opens July 29th, and continues until August

1st. It will be held at Music Hall, Cincinnati.

IT WILL BE A STUNNER.

The finest exhibition of dry plates ever known
will be there.

The best methods and the highest skilled ex-

perts to demonstrate them will be there.

A Thousand Photographers will be There.

The best opportunity ever offered for securing

knowledge will be given.

Solid sociability will run high.

Some fun will be had.

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE—GO !

J. P. Ryder,
Of Executive Committee.

Wanted.—A first-class printer and toner in a

first-class gallery. Fifteen years' experience.

Best reference given. Address

Carl Von Moelke,

Care Robert Dempster,

Quincy, 111.

A First-class gallery for sale in town of

20,000 inhabitants ; on Hudson River. For par-

ticulars address Photographer,

396 Fourth Av., New York.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
I.ATEST—BEST—$3.

Don't do that any longer. Get Schindler's

Picturesque and Easy-posing Chair. Send for

prints and lists to the factory, West Hoboken,

N. J. Our photographic studio furniture is a

leading specialty, unequalled in usefulness, qual-

ity, and cheapness. For sale by all dealers.

Genelli, of St. Louis, is making the best

stamps we ever saw for the trade, at 37i to 75

cents per one hundred according to quantity,

and how he can do it at a profit is an enigmn.

He has patents pending oh the only camera ever

made which will make thirty-five perfect nega-

tives at one exposure on a 5x8 plate. His

stamp trade is over 10,000 per day. He has

also copyrighted a beautiful stamp album.

For Sale.—At a bargain, one of the finest

and most thoroughly equipped galleries in Ohio.

Dallmyer and Euryscope lenses, A. 0. Royal

camera-boxes, fine Seavey backgrounds and ac-

cessories, etc. It is situated in a pleasant town of

8000 inhabitants, with a very weathy surround-

ing country, and is the best reputed gallery in this

section. It is doing a fine business ; last year's

receipts amounted to about $4000. Will sell for

$2000; $1000 cash, balance on time. Gallery

will invoice $2500. Fine living-rooms connected

with the gallery. Only those meaning business

need address Egan & Heinig,

Urbana, Ohio.

Wanted.—-To purchase a good gallery for

cash. One where first-class -work only is done.

In a town of not less than 15,000 population.

Address, with particulars regarding prices, loca-

tion, light, rent, etc., A Vignetter,

care Edward L. Wilson,

1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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Take your 5x8 cameras to the Convention,

and test the "Reliable I. C. Plates. A commo-

dious developing-room and plates free.

Your truly,

Iowa City Dry Plate Co.

Glass-bottom developing-trays, made of black

walnut, lined with a chemical-proof substance,

with chamber at one end to inspect development.

For plates i and 4ix6A, 50 cents each; 5x8
and 4-4, 75 cents ; 8x10, $1.00 ; 11 x 14, $1.75

;

14x17, $2.00. Chambers made either length

wise or crosswise. Address

W. L. Champlin,

Whitestown, N. T.

All departments of our large new studio are

in good working condition—orders are being

promptly filled. Visitors will find a large stock

on hand for selection ; several novelties. Do
not wait for the Convention for summer back-

grounds and accessories.

Lafayette W. Seavey,

216 E. Ninth St., New York.

For Sale.—The finest arranged ground-floor

gallery in America. The leading gallery in a

city of one hundred thousand inhabitants. First-

class prices for work. Average, from $200 to

$350 per week. Cheapest rent known. Price,

$6000 cash, worth double. Satisfactory reason

given for selling. Address J. L.,

care E. L. Wilson, Phila.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
LATEST—BEST—$3.

THE NEW RECREATION.

Amateur Photography.
By D. J. TAPL.EY.

Containing full and explicit instructions, by

following which any person of fair intelligence

will become a successful photographer. It is

pleasantly written, popular in style, and free

from technicalities.

" Mr. Tapley has written a bright, breezy, and

amusing book, practical and simple in its in-

structions. It will doubtless make hosts of new

devotees to this charming out-door recreation."

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. Post-paid.

S. W. GREEN'S SON, Piiblislier,

69 Beelsmaii St., New York.

For sale by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

-WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
1'«'U<-li4'H evtT}' Hl«'|t III i'liolof^ritpliy.

$4.00 To any Address. $400

PRINTING FOR AMATEURS
BY THE

PLATINOTYPE PEOCESS.
Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Willis & Clements,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisetnents under this head; litnited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a first-class retoucher. Address Photog-

rapher, 620 Wood Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Permanently by a lady to retouch and attend

reception-room. Address Jennie Leroy, Pitts-

burg P. 0., Pa.

By a young lady to retouch and attend recep-

tion-room in a good gallery. Samples sent. Ad-

dress M. Lowry, 134 Clinton St., Cleveland, 0.

By an operator who can retouch and print.

Can run gallerj'. Strictly temperate. Address

"Photographer," care of L. E. Steinman, 119 S.

Clark St., Chicago, III.

By a young man as printer and toner, or oper-

ator. Very fair retoucher. Wages not so much

an object as a steady ))laco where I can become

good retoucher. Address E. R. Sherman, Frank-

linvillo, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y.
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By a young man who has had over twenty

years' experience in photographic printing and

retouching. Address Edward Grove, Muncy, Pa.

As a first-class printer and toner. Eight years

in the business. Henry A. Pirpra, Willimantic,

Conn.

As landscape photographer in either New
York, New Jersey, or Pennsylvania. Samples

of work obtainable. Address A. S., 132 Dean

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

In any capacity except retouching. Have

had several years' experience. Capable of taking

charge of a gallery. Address Box 37, Wellesley

Hills, Mass.

As operator in a first-class gallery. Fourteen

years' experience. Understands the making of

dry plates. Will rent a gallery in a city of

10,000 inhabitants, with privilege of purchasing.

Address E., care of S. S. Phelps, Waseca, Minn.

By a lady of experience, as clerk and re-

toucher. Can spot mounts and finish. Address

Lady Clerk, Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa.

By a first-class printer and operator. Nine-

teen years in photography in the best galleries

of Germany and America. Can furnish the best

references. Address Frank Hohmeier, care of

Messrs. Schneitzer, 910 Franklin Avenue, St.

Louis, Mo.

J. L. CLARK,
Bold and Silver Pfiner,

ASSATER AND SWEEP-SMELTER,

REMOVED TO

823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RETURNS MADE IN STRICTLY PURE CHEMICALS

REFERS TO, BY PERMISSION:
John Carbutt, Dry Plate Manufacturer, Philada.

Wm. H. Rhoads, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

Gilbert & Bacon, Photographers and Artists, Philada.

Wm. H. Clifford, Photographer and Artist, Philada.

ALBERT MOORE 'HB SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR

Photographic and Platinotype Supplies
TO

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

® & ®o.
Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHB7) 1843.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

r^>
^..^±

Members attending the Convention a7'e invited to make tkejnselves

''AT HOME'' at the Old Reliable Depot.

For convenience they can have their letters directed to our care.
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Dry Plate Works.

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

3|x4i, perdoz., $0 6.0

4x5, " "
90

4i-x52S
" "

1 00

4|:x6i,
" "

1 20

5x7, " "
1 55

5x8, " "
1 75

Hx8h " "
2 30

8 xlO, "
.

"
3 40

10x12, perdoz., $5 00

11x14, " "
6 50

14x17, " "
12 00

16x20, " "
16 00

17x20, " "
17 00

18x22, " "
20 00

20x24, " " 24 00

SEE PRIZE OFFER INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
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isii HI f'Mill
TO BE AWARDED

AT THE COMING-

CINCINNATI CONVENTION
FOR THE

BEST WORK PRODUCED ON THE

Ing*lis Dry Plate.
PRIZES AS FOLLOWS: I

For the FINEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs, framed,
!

made on a 14 x 17, or larger, INGLIS PLATE.
j

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

.

|

For the SECOND BEST collection of THREE OR MORE Photographs,
framed, made on a 14 x 17, or larger INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

For the FINEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in frame, 4x6
feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $100. Also a Gold Medal, value, $50.

For the SECOND BEST collection of Cabinets, 8x10, and others, in

frame, 4x6 feet, made on INGLIS PLATE.

Cash, $75. Also a Gold Medal, value, $25.

GRAND TOTAL, $500.

The above is a bona fide offer. The committee of award will consist of five

disinterested gentlemen, appointed at the Convention, At the close of the Conven-
tion, the exhibits which are awarded the prizes, as also the negatives from which the
prints were made, shall become the property of Inglis & Reid, the frames to be
purchased by them at cost price.

All competitors for the above prizes will be required to enter their names with us
on or before July ist, on which date the entries will close.

The Inglis Plate is for sale by all stockdealers, or a sample dozen of any size, for

trial, will be forwarded jjy the manufacturers on receipt of price, //v'7'/V/<v/, it is agreed, ji

that our formula for developer shall be used and our instructions followed
to the letter.

JAMES INGLIS, Rochester, N. Y.
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720 (5 gross) of these trimonet's were sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS

!

5 o

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now^, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVBRSALiLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

flan ul liuiuuig the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PKICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PKICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

OiiBi nxrsoisr's Gt-xji lESS-
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular Sizes always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of
the aperture.

SQUAEE OR ROUND CORNERED.
!tVx3| 2^56x31 2Jx4^ 4x5|

_2ix3J 2Ax3i 2|x4f 4^x5|
U X 5i- Zl X 6

OVALS.
2x2i 3|x4f 5x7 &\ X 81-

2lxZl 3fx4f 5^x7,^ ^x^
H^H ^x^ 5Jx7J 7x9
2fx3t 3|x5^ 5|x7f 71x91:
2|x3| 4x5f 5|x7f 7^x9^
2|x4^ 4|x6f 6x8 7|x9|

2Jx3i
2x^x31*

"T6
9 5 x ,^i

2ax4t
4x6|

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round

3xVx3|, 3x3 3xVx3|, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, a?-

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the Knife for Trimniinf/
Photographs, and do the tvork much tnore expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.
They do not cut, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

S Dett EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 1125 Chestnut St., PhUada.
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTO&MPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTERIOR DECORATING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

•^^-^ --^,
M' ri M III I LLUXLIXLLlXLXU-Ult.i rnTTTXTnXl

.
l l lim il l llJXI-LU i

o

>>i -dSh'; ^«°CESS JHE^IESIINVEN " :>^^^^

DcL^..^A.°;VHflLr THZPR.CE OF ^g,.^^ -"BSOLUTELY WITHOUT A ""' -

I

PHOTOBRAFHISCHE^ffllTTHEILnNGEN.
We are now ]Hepared to receive subscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. Vogel's magazine bcaiiiiL;

the above title.

The MITTHEILUNGEN is published in German and is issued semi-monthly at #3.00 ]3er year,

po.stage ])aid. To all of our German photographers and many others tins will be considered a

desirable ojjjxirtunity.

The Magazine is published at Uerlin. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1125 Chestnut Street, Fhiladelpliia, Fa.
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WILSON'S PHOTO&RAPHIC

m^/>

^^n WWft^W @N EYE^Y Bl^^p^CP 6E Pp6¥06]^^PpY.3lK.

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a suiBcient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGEAPHIO LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilsoit. In Two Vols.
Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July loth, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By 0. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON'. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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^-^ THE3

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.
(INCOEPOEATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

hem. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
ai-e just what we claim for them: Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Eapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

41}* ( -fSEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Size 3.[x4i Tcrdoz. $0 GO

4x5.
41 X 5i.

4,1 X (\l.

5 X 7 .

r^ X 8 .

(;A X 8.).

8 X 10

00

1 00

1 ;!o

] 55

1 75

'J no

8 40
J

These small

sizes lire put
up in pack-
Mgcs of nut

less than
one dozen
plates.

RICE LIST:

Size lOx 12 Per doz $5 00
" 11 X 14 6 50

" 11x17 12 00

" k; X 'JO l(i 00

" 17x20 17 OOi

" 18x22 20 Of)

" 20x24 24 <i(i
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHINQ BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this eff'ec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

^^s F)Dir^C T IQTT' n 1 U t L 1 o 1 er-^

1, for Six 41 lates, . . $1 20
2, "4x5 . 1 25
3, " 4^x 6J . 1 30
4, " 4ix 6J . 1 35
5, "5x7 . 1 40
6, "5x8 . 1 50
7, " 6Jx 8* . 1 75
8, " 8 xlO . 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing JBooces, dO cts. additional for each size,

Clotli Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOQRAPHERS

PROTECTING CASU
WitJi Glass Bottle and Graduate Tuinbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in

field have wished very often for soi

safe method of carrying with th

their developer and other chemicals

solution. A most useful article is

the market which answers the purpo;

We allude to the patent metallic pi

tecting cases invented for similar pi

poses. The bottles may be of ordin

shape so they fit the metal case, wli

latter is drawn from solid metal, \v

a locking ring on each case to affo

perfect protection for the bottles cc

taining the liquids which are trust

to their care. They are made of d

ferent sizes : bottles of one, two, fo

and eight ounce mixtures, and ea

case is made adjustable to bottles

different lengths. They are made v

light, and the corrugation makes th

so strong as to resist crushing. Th

can be packed in any position

metal is drawn of even thickn

throughout, by machinery which 1

the weight of thirty thousand pound

The first figure represents tlie cr

closed, and the second open with t

bottle therem. The use of this airan

ment assures the photographer that

has a safely kept stock on hand of a

needfal solution.

T

PRICE LIST.

No. 1.

No. 3 A.

No. 4 A.

No. 13 A.

DlaiiivU-r, 1^^^ In.
bottle, enclt,

Len^tli, 3^ iu. "W^elglit, ^% oz. FiirnlsUed ivlth 1 oz.
$0

Dliiiiietcr, a in. Leiifi^tU, 5% *>»• Weight, 7-%' oz. Furnished witli
4 oz. bottle, wltU tumbler, making '/ pint flask, each,

Diameter, 'i% in. Lengtli, 1 in. AVelglit, 14 oz. Furnislied with
H oz. buttle, with tumbler, making J< pint flask, each,. . . . . '

l>iameter, ^J^ In. Length, » in. Weiglit, 17 oz. Furnished with
H ox. bottle, with tumbler, making < , pint flask, each, .... 1

asSrTFlY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK.-^

SGOVILL MAI^UPACTURINa CO.,
W. Irving Adams, Agent. 423 Broome Street, New Yor
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HE FH0T06RAFHIG COLORISTS' GUIDE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

THOTOGRAPHIC COLOBIIf^G.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

OTOGRAPHic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

,hods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

iface.

ip. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.
III. The Materials used in Finishing

Ph otographs with "Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as Applied
to Photographs.

^"'The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Chap. "V. Relative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

"VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

1884

OSAIC
1884

'his Favorite Annual
•IS NEARLY ALL GONE.-^^I^

iter than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
Literature in the World.

4 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

^jSeMj^ r^de/W:^^aQfc!/wa^r

For Sale by all Photo. Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK,
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THE

aXxv

BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

//

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

1 produce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

: portrait work oyer his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

I way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

i liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

' form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

I time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application,

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
I 50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PRiHTiNfi Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1,00 2>er Pachage. Sent hy mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^^"No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

TiiEY Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIIION'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Keady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen,

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Betouching Nega- \

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production if

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque. 1

IT IS APPLIED WITH A UUVSH, DRIES Q,tfICKL.Y AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders t,i

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.;
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DRES

EXTRA
4

^^AA
BRILLIANT

^BVMENP
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

(t. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
I Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Suttkr.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir: One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

' white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

' the past week, which is something, you know, I
I am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

;

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir: I wish to express my appreciation
. of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being.the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannoc be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocheu.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
105 WILLIAM ST., NEW TOEK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MJ JfUFA CTURE ALL KLJ^TDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographers^
AND

MATS. MOUNn. AND ENTELOFES
FOR

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,!

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T miEsnvE!

WATMOUTI'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. lb/.,
THE

Ormsliy Pattem,

PEAR SHAPE
Now Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

They are not clumsy ; do not

break ; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They
needbut one adjustment toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and
troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
ARE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices BeloM^.

SEE TESTIMONIALS.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronzefor still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

eachparcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes 1 have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."-—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of tqafimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to

anything I have ever used. —*' I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested ;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM !

ALL STOCK-DEALERS
INCREASE
THEIE ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVEET
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containmg one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 i^ ^^
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 ^^
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 ^ ^ ^^
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, lor Cartes, by number, per doz ^

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz '5

» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15 J^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00

» 16,17,18, » ,, >, Half » » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., Philad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANOE'S^
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony', and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. fi®"" None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many. uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses.
" a Retouclxing VariiisH.
" Softening Strong Negatives.
" tlie Celel)ratecl Berliit Process

For Ground Glass for Cameras.
" Glazing SUy and Side Liglits.

" Obscuring Studio and Ollice Doors.
" Printing 'Weak Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TEIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Ill
Hance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOttOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with fiarticular caro, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made:
its way steadily and surely into most of the j^rincipal galleries in the country, whore jiarties

prefer to mak(! their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals,

awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used. - 1

It is esjiecially adapted to the Rembrandt style, and liglit drapery. Its sensitiveness!

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, thoughfl

admirable as well for all work. '|

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK S FERROTYPE ipnTTnnTnitfHANCE S DOUBLE IODIZED jUUljilUlllU if.

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
'

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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^00^ F. MAGEE &
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

JIo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

-«^3+ STOOKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.*

PPfIJJPPS of GOJ.P and SIJ^Vpp WyiSTP.

Jl^^^ Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prompt attention."^^

-A.SISL F^OFL THES

^^^^ Dry Plate.
The BEST in the MARKET for STUDIO and INSTANTANEOUS WORK.

We solict a trial and will deliver them free of charge at the following Standard Prices.

3Xx 4X,4x5,
4Xx 5K,
4Xx Qy^,5x7,5x8,
6;^x Q%,
8 X 10

Per Dozen, $0 60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16x20,
17x20,
18 X 22,
20 X 24,

Per Dozen, $5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 CO
24 00

TABER & RUTHNICK,
No. 8 Montgomery Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON

y^ V »^ 825 Arch Street, V>Q
PHILADELPHIA,

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876 Centennial,

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
Portrait Leiises, from l-4r to 8 x 10.
Cabinet Lienses, ?fos. ^ and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, H, and 3.

TTvT om^/-.x- Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
IN STOCK L Symnietricals. Rapid Symmetricals.

WE HAVE
NOW

Instantaneous Doublets, all sixes.

Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes,

Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Stereographlc Lenses, all sizes.

"Sew Universal Liens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses evei

oifered to the American Photographer. A¥e will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders,

Steinheil's Sons' aplamtio Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the folloiviny prices :

No. 1— 1-4 sixe, 3^ inch focus, $35 00 I No. 4:— 8x10 8ize,...10J/ incU focus,...$60 00

„ 3—1-3 » 5>/ » » 30 00 » 5—10x13 » ...13J4 » » 70 00
), 3— 4-4 » 1 » » 45 00

I

» 6—13x16 » ...161/ » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and a are in matclicd pairs for stereoscopic work.
We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prcsecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMEBA BOXES made by

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

"WE KEEP IN" STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.

Any article needed we can supply, as

^A7"E MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Viem,
At prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our

customers for the patronage during the past Nineteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-

tinuance of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST

!

PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred, $1 50

Per 500, from the same picture, . . 7 50

Per 1000 " " "
. . 12 00

With SSVi per cent, commission off, ^^ y^ ^
Vhotographers on all orders of more >^*i^

^

than 500. Mo less than 100 made.^^
SPECIALTY:

My Most ARTISTIC
DESIGNS of own

make. >^'v

Taken from Cabinet

and Card Size Bust

Pictures only.

My Portraits are endorsed by

the following

leading business firms :

Gr. Crajmer Dry Plate Works
John A. Scholten, Photographer,
P. W. GrUERIN,
Latour,
R. Uhlmann,
J. P. Ryder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,
Theo. Lilienthal, "

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedalia.

St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

S3T.'acuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

JOUeiASS, THOMPSON & CO., Sole Apts for tie» of 111,

To better introduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a

pecial design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise

hemselves and inform the public where same can be procured. Such design will ooBt $6.

Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Origrinal Inventor,
1546 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
LANTERN SLIDES.

Nearly twenty j'ears' experience as a Dealer, Manufacturer, and User of these goods,

enables nie to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

.

{> : EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.-^
LECTURE BOOKS ON

^

Send for New Catalogue. (15 Cents in Stamps.)

A super]) list of Slides from recent personally made

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

^rsO- CATALOGUES HEADY. THE MOST UNIQUE COLLECTION EVER OFFERED.

READ WILSON'S~LAFrERN JOURNEYS.
TiiiiKi': VOLS. VOL. iii,"TnL ohilnt;must lssued.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

Einy ilil> L. IflLSON, No. mr, CheMunt Strwt, rhiladelphiu .
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being fitted with one optical system, projecting in front, and

another projecting from one side. The light through the first system is transmitted on to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the extremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
Cleans a disk can be projected on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-
ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lantern, the centre of rotation being as
near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.
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To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system
is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illumination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

a practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jet being thereby obtained, further ad-

justment becomes unnecessary, The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efiicient. The conical

fronts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The whole lantern is of

metal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

in the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
of extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.

We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

We have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a

minute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
SECURED BY LETTERS-PATENT IJf ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

outfit, bags, tubing, generator, &=€ &'c. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on application.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Sole Agent for the United states. 1 125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS

FROM BREAKING IN TRANSPORTATION BY USING
OUR PATENT

MAILING BOX.
SEND FOB LIST, SIZES, AND PRICES.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association are to publish original etchings and engravings

of the highest grade,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its leading feature the contributions

of the arti.st members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.

HfOHESr CLASS OrilANnj^AIXTED
niSSOL, VING VIEW ST.IDES,

As Used at the Late Royal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON «& CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIAJVS,

Not merely Colorists of I'holograplis, as ncirly all

other slide producers arc, beg to draw your special
attention to the fact that they can paint anysuDJect,
coninienciiig on the bare gh>ss. Any Engraving.
Print, Drawing, etc.. can be copied as Slides, ana
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo. Slides in a far superior manner to any othef
house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches
in diameter. As these slides take a good while to do,
and are only done to okdhk, customers must order
during the summer mouths. Samples may be had.

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
OhI or <latnii{/ed SUdva and ApjtartUtM rejmlred. Condensers for all purposes, any size to order.
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JSJF THIS SESja-SOlVr
THE BUST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL LS

ROBINSON'S

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I.

II

III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX,
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.

Introductory.
The Faculty of Artistic Sight.
Balance of Lines and Contrast.
Balance—Example.
Balance—Examples

—

{continued )

.

Unity.
Examples—Expression.
Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
Simple Rules.
Figures in Landscape—Truth.
The Sky.
The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
The Composition of the Figure.
Pyramidal Forms.
Variety and Repetition.
Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose-

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.
XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.
XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX . Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.
XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade [continued).
XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULAR PHOTO. WORK EVER PUBLISHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK AVANTED NO W BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

, HIM ON THE jLRT OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $L50; Paper, $1.00. Lllustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellence

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."

—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. V.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
ever published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."

—

James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Philada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
^BE CONCEDED BY TJECE LEADING PSOTOGMAPSERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP.

HL

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

C-^-5*

—

-PRICE LIST.- SJu^-»

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

s% x4X, •
. . SO 60 5 X 8, . . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 00

4 X 5, 90 6'^ x8>^,- . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X xG%, . . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Agent, OS"AR FOSS, 841 Mission St , San Francisco, Cal.

SCO FIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8xio box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or
stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8x10. Simple,
rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket.

It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^
inches thick, weighing, complete, 7^ pounds. Send
for circular.

1 box complete, with one plate holder, . $35 00

C. H. SOOFIELD,

bHUT.
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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J. p. OURDAN. GEO. G. STILLMAIvT. J. "W. STILLMAN.

THE

Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and
warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better ih in any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

P LATE
WARRANTED.

TRADE MARK

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DRY PLATE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE UMITED STATES FOR 1884,

3;

4

41 X 5:

4ix G:

5x7
5x8
6|x 8

8 X 10

4:\ per doz.

5

^0 60

90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

10x12 per doz., §5 00

11 X 14

14 X 17

16x20
17x20
18x22
20x24
80x60 ..each 9 00

) 6 50

) 12 00

. 16 00

17 00

20 00

) 24 00

THE ONLY MAKERS WHO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.



Fl^ENCP'3 ei^N^MEP^Ii RELIEF B0]^DER3,
OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.

PATENTED APRIL 9, 1884.

New Designs Just Out, and Old Designs Greatly Improved.

Owing to the great favor with which this new and novel style of printing in work was received at the Photog-
raphers' Convention at Milwaukee, and continuing all through the holiday season, our resources were taxed to the
utmost to fill the orders, and having our regular gallery work to attend to besides, we were obliged to withdraw our
advertisements from the journals in order, if possible, to lessen the great demand upon us. Now, however, we are
pleased to announce to the fraternity that, having disposed of the gallery and having fitted up a suit of rooms solely

for the manufacture of the Foreground Negatives, we solicit your orders, and we feel confident that you will be
pleased with the improved appearance of the work, as we are taking great pains in producing work of a first-class

and meritorious order, and a perusal of the following testimonials, selected from the many at hand, will show that
this new and novel style of embellishing photographs is meeting with approval among our best workers in the art

photographic. We shall reduce the price to $i 25 for 5 .\ 8 or cabinet size, and $1.50 for 4x4 or boudoir size,

believing, with our increased facilities for turning out work, and complete arrangements for doing good work, that
the use of them will become more general By
this arrangement no discounts can be made on
orders less than ten dollars, either to user or dealer.

The sending of photographic samples to the host of
inquirers is a great expense to us, and hereafter

we will send free a sample blue print, or on receipt

of six two-cent stamps, will send a 4 x 4 size mo-
saic sample photograph, mounted on cloth.

TESTIMONIALS.
" The ornamental Foreground Negatives we had

from you are just the nicest thing of the kind we
have ever .'•een. There is an artistic quality about
them that is quite unusual in such adjuncts to

photographs, and as something new and nice we
can heartily recommend them to our co-workers."
—Decker &. 'Willier, Cleveland, O., April 3,
1884.

" I am much pleased with your Border Nega-
tives for cabinets. The designs are very pretty
and novel, and the effect charming I shall want
more if future designs take as well as these we
have."

—

J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, O., April 10,

1884.

" Embossed Foregr und Negatives duly re-

ceived. Allow me to congratulate you on your'
happy hit. For simplicity of manipulation,
cheapness, as well as beauty and novelty, they
are ahead, and must be a success and a pleasure
to all concerned. Find enclosed JI3 25 for two
more negatives, and with your permission I will

keep samples, for I fear I shall be compelled to get
other designs. Wishing you tht abundant success
you so richly deserve, I remain, etc."

—

A. R.
Liauiiey, Shelbyville, 111., Nov. 25, 1S83.

" The Foreground Negatives were received
some time ago all right, and I am so well pleased
that I want more You may send me ....
Forward by U. S. Express."

—

Geo. \V. His-'
80iig, La Grange, Ind., Dec. 6, 1883

For those to whom I am a stranger, and who
may hesitate about sending an order direct with a
remittance, I would refer you to the following
letter from Cleveland's leading photo, stockdcaler
and President of the Stockdealers' Association of

Patented April 9, 1884. America.

"This is to certify that we have known Mr. C. M French, Proprietor of French's Embossed Foreground nnl
Border Printing Negatives for the past fifteen years, having had business relations and a personal acquaintan
with him during the most of this period, and can confidently commend him a sa thorough Christian gentleman of 1:

strictest integrity and worthy of the fullest confidence and trust of those with whom he may have dealings."

Sargent & Co., Cleveland, O., April 10, 1884.

-TITLES OF DESIGNS.
No. Size of Plate.

5x8 4x4
1. " ' Who's That? ' says little rabbit," . Cab. or Boud.
2. Palette, with design of flowers, . . » »

3. A Sunny Corner, winter scene, birds, » »

4.* For Clench's Plaque, or full cabinet, >>

S,* Pla(|ue imitation for 6 inch circle

cards, »

6. "OwlyMosesI What's the matter?"
t omic 1) 1)

7.* Our Reflections, a great favorite, . . » »

Cut-outs or maiiks arc furnished with negatives requiring them. Numbers marked thus * are used as mcdallioni

over vij:ncltcd |)ortraits, the otlitrs by double vignetting. Send for mosaic sample : blue print free
;
photos , 12 centl.l

Ffir nrg.Ttivcs send (o your stockdcaler or to I

No. Si/B OP Plat v .

5x8 4 .\ .(

8. Golden Rod, in tasteful arrangement, Cab.orBouil.
9.* A Bird's-eye View, verj' pleasing, . » "

10.* By Moonlight, quite eflective, . . » »

II.* " Snow-Flakes of Memory," for the
Holidays, n »

12."' Border to Clench's Large Plaque, . 8 x 10

13. " Shells from the Sea Shore," . . Cab. or Bond
14,* Up in a Baloon Sailing Around the

Moon, » "

Iiivnilor niid'Maniiffietnrcr. C. M. FRENCH, Garretsville, Portage Co., Ohio.



TIE PHIUDELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER
FOR THE YEAR
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1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best PhotogTaphic Magazine in the world, and

solicits the aid of all its old friends- and patrons during the

SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR OF ITS MAJORITY.
Since the blessed Art of Photography was born^ and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that ONE MAN FOR TWENY-ONE YEARS UNDERTOOK TO EDIT A
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active 'Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand

studies by Messrs. Pearsall, Jackson, Motes, Gilbert & Bacon, Ely, and ethers.

First Half, January to June, $2.50. Few Copies Only Left.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

t^°A few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.-^WSi

B®- WONT TOU 1 TTVTnPP A Q"P HTTP T TQ!T J BY getting one
PLEASE TEY TO J

ii^ UIl£jiilOlJ vJ U II LiilO 1 \ NEW SUBSOEIBER

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums/br new subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

}i per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Ofl5ce, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page J20.00 JllO.OO pOO.OO

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00 38.50 70.00

Eighth "
... 4,00 22,00 40.00

Cards, 6 lines

or less... 2,00 11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a

line, always in advance. Duplicate

insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-

phers having articles for exchange can

insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no

charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.



OFFICE OF

G, CRAMER DRY-PLATEWORKS

Shenandoah and Buena Vista Streets,

ST. LOUIS.

The Cramer Prize Offers.

For the best ivorh produced on the Cramer Dry Plates

I offer $600.00 in cash, to he awarded at the Cincinnati

Convention as follows

:

$300.00 for the best collection of large photographs

(portrait work), not smaller than 11 x 14.

$200.00 for the best collection of cabinets and other

sizes below 11 x 14.

$100.00 for the best collection of views.

Exhibits may he shown framed or unframed. Each

exhibit Diust have a card attached stating, "Made on

Cramer Plates," and giving name of exhibitor.

The awards will be made on the second day of the

Convention by a committee of five disinterested photog- '

raphers.

All competitors for the above will please notify me of

their intention at least ten days before the Convention

meets.

G. CRAMER, St. Louis, Mo.
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Number 248. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

It0t00rapfon

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PHILADELPHIA: ED^A^ARD L. WILSON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

Nos. 1 1 25 Chestnut Street.

S JBSOEIPTIONS EECEIYED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOKDEALERS.

Foreign s^tbscriptions may be sent to our European A.gents, THE IKTERNATlONAIi
KEWS COMPANY, 11 Bouverie Street {Fleet Street), JLondon, England.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.

RE.VIOVED TO 1125 CHESTNUT STREET.

Entered at the Post-Office at Philadelphia as second-class matter.

riLSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS, Fourth Thousand, $4.00^
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OUR SPECIALTIES.

BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GEWEKAL LIISTE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & 00.
194 Worth St., New York.
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Benj, French & Co.

No. 319 \VASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated. Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

pilf IfTH

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

ii5@^THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively hj YoigtVa.nder & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.
I

PORTRAITS. DARLUT L£iNd£iS views.

I

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH
j

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

I^hotof/raphic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.—^--^

This is not the old-fashioned Writing Diamond, but a New Thing.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.
After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making

use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their o-wn Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a
matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.

In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

READ WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The diamond is very neatly and substantially put up, and engraves more easily

than a writing diamond. C. H. Haines, Ph.D.
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa.

Diamond to hand, and works like a charm. Am more than pleased with it.

Frank Thomas,
Columbia, Mo.

NOTE.—No Amateur Photographic Outfit is Complete without

this Engraving Diamond.

PRICE, $3.75.-

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, NEW YORK.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

(jEiatino-Bromide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X X 4X,"4 x5,
" 4Xx5K,
" 4;ix6K,"5 x7,"5 x8,
" Q'A X 8K,
" 8 X 10,

Per'doz., $0 60
" 90

1 OO
" 1 20

1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17 X 20,
" 18x22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
" 6 50
" 10 00
" 16 00

17 00
20 00
24 00

Discount as follotvs : Orders atnountiug to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 jf^r cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 iter cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-r-—FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS—-^

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW EEADY.
^-^^ THE NEW

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne'W Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAIVI.°®8 «^A REAM $40.00."^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

PRACTICAL DRYPLATE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders^ and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size 01

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions. Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. Aud finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,
3iXx4i<, per doz
4 x5 »

4i/x5><,
. . • »

41/X654,
5 x8
6^x8%, ..

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00 20x24,

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

8x10 per doz., $7 25
10x12, ........ . ' 12 00
1 1 X 14, » made
14x17, » I to
16x20, »

I order.

G. GENNERT, No. 54 EAST TENTH ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CEAMER DRY PLATE, Best in the World,
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PBNSE, PINK, PEARL, WHITE,

THE BEST ALBUMEN PAPER,

THE

"EXTRA BRILLIANT" N, P, A.,

^A^ITH ^A^ATER-MARK,

AND THE

" EXTRA BRILLIANT " S. & M„
WITH \VATER-MARK.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE WATER-MARK.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

PENSE, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS,

No. 591 Broadway, New York.



-THE-

HELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY
Desire to draw the attention of Photographers and Printers to their unequalled

facilities for the production of all classes of photo-mechanical printing or print-

ing plates. They have recently introduced improvennents by which they are

able to produce better work at lower prices, WITH A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS. They especially draw attention to their new
pIX0tCf'^C<ltt5tiC methods by which the photographic effect is produced
either on lithographic stones or in the shape of cuts to print with type.

Samples and prices of any desired class of work forwarded on application.

Specimen books on receipt of 25 cents.

Our processes are divided into

gtotcr^ptecTxauicat griwtitig. (pure heliotype and
AUTOGLYPH.) — For the reproduction, in printer's ink, on the printing press,

of Portraits and Views from Nature, and all descriptions of PHOTOGRAPHIC work.

glX0t0^SitTX00VitpfTXg,— For the reproduction of Artists', Architects',

Engineers', Surveyors', and other Drawings, and other originals in black and white.

glX0t0 gU0VaXr,ilI0 and %X\Xt gtcTxitXg,— For the production

of Cuts to print with type, from originals in black and white.

grX0t0-®aXXStXC grtlXtXU0,— For the lithographic reproduction of

photographic subjects, without redrawing,

gIX0t0-^aXX5ttC 'gU0raVrXtt0.— For the production of Cuts to

print with type, from photographs, brush drawings, and all subjects in half tone

or shading, without redrawing in line.

©Txr0m0^SitT%00ra:p^lxi0,
j

§ilC^X:t %XViXiSttX,— ^ patented process for the speedy reproduction

(from originals made with ordmary ink on ordinary paper) of autograph letters,

sketches, caricatures, etc., either as cuts or lithographs.

5CSi0tXilX0,— Artistic designing of all kinds.

Employed by the United States Government in illustrating Scientific and Medical Reports;

by Scientific, Historical and other learned Societies; by the leading publishers, and for illustrat-

ing Town and Family Histories, Trade Catalogues, Show Cards, etc.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Sketches and

Autograph Circulars, Views and Portraits from Nature, Medical and Scientific Objects, Antiquities,

etc., etc.

Special attention paid to the reproduction of Architects', Engineers' and Surveyors'

Drawings.

Our establishment Is fitted to produce photo-mechanical and lithographic

work, of all kinds, by the best available methods, and we shall be pleased

at all times to advise on any work that may be required. .

(
THE HELIOTYPE PRINTING CO.,

2il TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE, . . . 658 BROADWAY.
WASHINGTON OFFICE, . . 29 CORCORAN BUILDING.
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JfJE WENT TO THE CONVENTION LAST YEAR, AND CA3IE
AWAY HAPPY, THEMEFOBE NOTHING BUT

AN IMMENSE PRIZE PURSE
WILL KEEP US AWAY THIS YEAR.

A Line of Our Goods
WILL BE THERE,

WITH MANY NEW NOVELTIES.

You are earnestly solicited to examine the same and
procure a copy of

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

THIRD EDITION.

Sonieii that will attract tie ATTENTION of EYERY PHOTO&RAPHEB

WILL BE THERE IN THE SHAPE OF

OUR COMNATION PORTRAIT CAMERA

DON'T FAIL TO SEE BLAIR'S CAMERAS,

THE BLAIR TOUROGRAPH AND DRY-PLATE CO.

Nos. 471 & 475 Tremont Street,

BOSTON, MASS.



JUST THKEE YEARS A.GO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING

.

/^'^-'Z' r.-e^^;«kJ!_a /^'~^ ^tJ^~:^C-«-J<^ ^-t.-t^L^c^ a-Z-^-^f^Jl^ /ta^ ^^Jl^y^^tJjC
.

/^etf-^j^-rf^i^ll, c^ '^^^i^^:^4^:<*«^

.

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and it still sells at the rate ol

four or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00, by all stock and newsdealers, or

EDWAKD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GT^-^ SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE.^"-
2



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

ture will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the Photo. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

Would not be without one for triple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard, Woonsocket, E. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. AVe are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.—
John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. H. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this jjositiou it will assuredly attain as

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic

Times and American Photograpjher.

Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well G. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Baohuach, Ju., Bait., IMd.

I consider it greatly superior to anything 3'et pub-
lished.—J. B. Leisenrino, Fort Dudgc, Iowa.

It is a most useful book, and its jiractical teachings

to the studious photographer contain the most valuable

information.—C. D. MosiiEii, Chicago.

PholographiiH hits tlio nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-
t<>gr!i|ihy put together. The idea is capital, as it is

originiil, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

15. W. Kii.iuiiN, I,iltlfton, N. II.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that 1

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commissi
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of

price

—

a benejit indeed for the many years you ha
played your part so carefully upon the photograpl

stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon t

subject I have ever seen.—-J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price wi

compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am fu

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literatuj

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovev, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for y(|

noble book, and may thousands testify to its value
]

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F.
j

Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short tims since I had the pleasure of porusi

your new book Photographies. As a result I want
and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trent
New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published,

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockt
Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minutfi

detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book,

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheld
AVest Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Th
who want lightning or instantaneous processes 1

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Noth
like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Thkiri
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the i

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains
inestimable amount of valuable information wb
would not be found out in a lifetime of practioe.-

F. Burchanh, Worthington, Minn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long
among the fraternity, more especially among those 1

ourselves who are "out of the world," so to speak
J. R. IIanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I 00

not get another. I do not see how I managed so 1<

without it.

—

Oscar Chomwell, Grizzly Flat, Col.

Photographies suits me better than any similar W
I have come across. The giving of tlio oxporienci

dilforent workers on the same subject, and giving i

their own words, being an especially valuable feati

— S. B. Hill, Flomington, N. J.

Your Photograph icn is the best thing out; praot:

and to the jioint, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. Nob
Utioa, N. V.

SALE DON'T STOP.
Will bo mailed, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON. Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, PhiladelpM
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A GLOW OF PHOTOBRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the
literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes
about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of
superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Perrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Eflfect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, $1.50; paper cover,

$1.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.
Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats

his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Heam. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, $1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, |i
; paper cover 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-

pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

HO"W" to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-

tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, $1

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents pe

copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How tO Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

to all workers. Price, ^3.

Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^[. Paper, 50 cents.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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CARBUTT'S

KEYSTONE

NEW SERIES

18 84.

DRY PLATES

This year's make of" KEYSTONE SPECIALS" far excel in rapidity and quality
any otlier plate made, here or else^vliere.

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF ITS SUPERIORITY.

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES

^'SPECIALS" FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.

.£jL (Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

±J (Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photography.

MADE OA" CHANCES' BEST ENGLISH GLASS.
Per Do2

$2 7
3 4'

5
. . . . 6 5

12
16 Oi

17
20
24

* These plates are made on special thin ciystal glass, cut to the Standard Optical Lantern size of 3^ x 4.

For price of Stripping Plates for Photo-Mechanical printers, add 25 per cent, to the cost of any size on lis

All plates guaranteed, and can be procured of any dealer in Photo. Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'SMULTUM IN PARVO DRY-PLATE LANTERfi

*35^ X 4 Lantern Slide Plates,

3y,x4:y„ ....
4x5,
41/ X 5^. . . .

4iXx6J^, ....5x7
5y2x75x8
6J^x8J^ .

Per Doz.

$0 70 7x9,
60 8 X 10,
90 10 X 12,

1 00 11 X 14,
1 20 14x17,
1 55 16 X 20,
1 65 17 X 20,
1 75 18x22,
2 30 20x24,

PATENTED APRIL, astli, 1883. IMPROVED JANUARY, 188*.

ai j-.iiigod lur devclopiii>;, :\nd, after fixinj

examining negatives by opal light.

Lantern rnrangril for making positives by contact. l,.i

Price $6.00. Boxed Ready for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plale Works, Philada
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@ THE y

PROGRESS OF PHOTO&RAPHT

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR H. W. VOGBL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

TQ^O^STST' I=L E3 -A. 3D T^-

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years.

READ \A^HAT HE SAYS ON

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY^
AND

THE CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITIOI

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer]

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

With Seventy-two JlluHtrttt'nnis, and an admirable portrait taken ivit\

Electric Liffht, by If. Kurtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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READ
CAREFULLY

THE CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.

CHAPTER II.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Acid.

The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of Copper.

Salts of Chromic Acid.

Combinations of Mercury.

Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

Emulsion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER III.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS.
New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers.

CHAPTER V.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.
Cameras, Changing-boxes, and Tripods.

Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSES.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.

a. The Author's Method.
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate

of Silver.

c. Edei^s Combination Method with the

Author's Modification.

d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate
of Ammonia.

e. Precipitation Methods.

f. Vogel's Emulsion.

B. The Manipulation of the Gelatine Plates.

1. Gelatine Plates.

a. The Exposure.

b. The Development.
c. The Fixing.

d. The Intensifying.

e. The Drying and Finishing.

2. Vogel's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.

C. New Positive Processes.

1. The Platinum Processes (Platinotype).

2. New Silver Printing Processes.

3. New Enlargement Processes and Appa-
ratus.

4. New Permanent Printing Processes.

CHAPTER VII.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ESTHETICS AND
PORTRAIT TECHNiaUE.

CHAPTER VIII.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

$3.00 PHICB $3.00

MAILED OW RECEIPT OF PRICE, BY

EDWARD L. WILSON, 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

I
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recommended as\

the bestfor photographers in their localities.
|

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La,

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

THE

BEST BOOK
IS

WILSON'S

PHOTOGRAPHICS,

$4.00.

SMITH I PATTISON,

83 & 85 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

SCOVILL lAHF'e CO,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

O.H.CODMAN&OO.

Boston, Mass.

BUCHAMN. SMEDLEY

& BROMLEY,

25 N. Seventh St.,

IMiiladelphia.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

BLESSma & BEO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

WILSOB, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

EDWARD L, WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
1 125 (,'hcstnul St.,

I'hilaiiclphia.

lULLETT BROS,

Kansas City,

Mo.

G. BOD E,

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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EDITED BY EDVv/'ARD L. ^A^ILSON.

Vol. XXI. AUGUST, 1884. No. 248.

NOTICE

!

The office of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer is removed to ISfo. 1125 Chest-

nut Street.

The Annual Convention of the Photog-

raphers' Association of America opens in

Cincinnati, July 29th You will miss a

great deal if you are not there.

We issue our current number earl^^ that

it may reach our readers before the Con-

vention, for reasons seen further on. Eead

them all.

Our report of the Convention will be

better than any other, but it may delay our

September number a few days.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY'S NEW WAREHOUSE.
A Model and Convenient Estab-

lishment.

"We knew of the building of the new pho-

tographic warehouse of the Scovill Manu-
facturing Company for some months back,

and waited impatiently until its comple-

tion that we might inspect it, and post

our readers fully as to such an important

event as the opening of the largest stock-

house in the world. In due course of time

we received the following :

"On the first day of May, 1884, we com-

pleted the removal of our stock of mer-

chandise to our new warehouse, No. 423

Broome Street.

" This well-appointed structure, embrac-

ing seven floors and a double basement, we

have erected to meet the special require-

ments of our business. This building, with

its improved interior arrangements, will

greatly enlarge our facilities, and enable us

to respond to the wants of our patrons in a

more expeditious manner than heretofore.

For the accommodation of our friends, a

well-constructed dark-room and skylight

have been added to the many other con-

veniences introduced, all of which will sub-

serve in various ways the interest of our

customers.

" Thanking you for past favors, and so-

liciting you continued patronage, . .

"Very truly yours,

"Scovill Manufacturing Co."

Accepting the above as a hint to come

and see, we made the journey to New York,

and what follows is, as near as we can nar-

rate, a description of what we saw. The

exterior architecture of the building is brick

and iron decorated with red tile. It is very

tasteful and artistic, and does credit to

architect and builder. The pediment is

surrounded by a splendid cornice, and mag-

nificent display signs which notify the

visitor long before he reaches Broome Street

that the occupants are the well-known firm

of Scovill Manufacturing Company. As

15
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stated above, the structure is seven stories

in height. The first floor is occupied by a

branch of the business of Scovill Manu-
facturing Company which does not pertain

to photography, namely, to the sale of sheet

metal of various kinds, metal buttons,

brass hardware in variety, and other arti-

cles made of brass at the manufactory of

the Company at Waterbury, Conn. Each

floor is one hundred and ten feet in depth,

and connected with every other by two ele-

vators—one at the rear for freight, and one

near the centre of the store,, for passengers.

The latter is presided over by the veteran

" Billy," who has been connected with the

establishment some time, and who has been

metamorphosed since we saw him by the

application of a blue military suit, and by

some of Scovill Manufacturing Company's

best brass buttons. No wig had been pur-

chased for " Billy," however. In obedi-

ence to his genial invitation, we removed

our tile and was about removing our shoes,

as was our habit on entering a mosque at

any time in the East, but we were told by
" Billy " that that was unnecessary. We
therefore stepped lightly into the carpeted

elevator, and in less time than is required

to tell it, we were landed at the second

floor. Here the business of the photo-

graphic department begins. Here are sam-

ple cases ; long lengths of counters ; a huge

chiffonniere for the. reception of albumen

paper of various kinds ; a variety depart-

ment where samples of all goods on the

adjoining floors are kept, and where male

and female attendants are ready to meet

the wants of patrons, together with every-

thing else to make a complete photographic-

supply establishment. In the front of this

floor are the counting-room, the private

office of Mr. Adams the agent, and the

various apartments used by his secretaries

and assistants. This floor is supplied also

with all the modern improvements in the

line of electric calls, alarm whistles, and

what not, to make access to the various

other floors easy and quick. On this floor

there are two fire-proofs, whore lens stock

is kept at night, and another where the

treasury is established. A most singular

and [iicturesquo view is had from the

rear of thi.s floor, which is none less than

"a bit of old Naples," for lo ! through the

window we can see a bit of the Italian

quarter of New York, resembling what one

may observe from the quay at Naples.

There are the tall-storied houses, whose

back portions are opposite each other, and

from one to the other are stretched lines

upon which clothing is hung, while at every

window is a balcony. It is a grand photo-

graphic subject for visitors when plates are

to be tried, close at hand. We forgot to

mention that a portion of this floor is also

devoted to an extensive book-rack, where

photographic books and magazines are con-

stantly exposed, and where sales of these

useful articles are made.

The next, or third floor, is devoted from

one end to the other solely to apparatus.

Here is undoubtedly the finest display of

photographic apparatus to be found in any

part of the world. Such a stock as is kept

would appal a European dealer, and would

excite the envy of any enthusiastic amateur

or practical photographer. One side of the

floor is lined with magnificent cases which

would do justice to any international exhi-

bition, filled with apparatus from the works

of the American Optical Company, and

from the factory of the Scovill INIanufact-

uring Company, at New Haven. Nothing

that we have ever seen approaches it. Here

are sample lots of the various amateur

outfits supplied by this concern, together

with samples of the entire stock of every-

thing in the apparatus line for use in or

out of doors. This floor seemed to hold for

us the most attraction, since one of our

weak points has always been to own good

apparatus. There is enough here to meet

the desires of, and satisfy the most craving

heart. We reluctantly left it to go up

higher, first, however, examining a second

series of oflSces in the front portion of the

third floor, where the various clerks whose

time is occupied by these departments, are

found when wanted. The fourth floor be-

gan to look more like solid business, or

rather more like the shipping of goods than

the selling thereof. Here are various desks

for the entry clerks. Here, too, largo orders

were laid out; and diflcrent departments

for the sale and storage of largo cardboard,

roll ]>apcr, the gniat variety of dry plates
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now necessary for each dealer to have on

hand, card stock in its infinite variety, sun-

dries of various kinds, Waymouth's vignette

papers, books in large variety, the whole-

sale stock in another immense chiifonniere

of articles such as camel's-hair brushes,

blenders, Robinson's trimmers, Opaque,

guides, colors, and other similar wares too

tedious to mention, but familiar to all our

readers. We noticed on this floor what we
afterwards observed on every floor, com-

plete arrangements for fire, apparatus ready

at any moment for use in case of necessity, a

precaution well taken. Again stepping into

the elevator, we were lifted instantly to the

fifth floor. It seemed as though we were

going through all the transformations of

some practical fairyland, so very different

is every floor from the one below. The
ideal of Mr. Adams in arranging this es-

tablishment has been to make this branch

of Scovill Manufacturing Companj^'s prop-

erties one grand salesroom. Nothing is

manufactured here. The factories are in

Waterbury and New Haven, Conn., and in

several places in New York, besides drafts

being made from all parts of the world for

the various articles sold. The practice of

this ideal has resulted in making this new
establishment " one magnificent sales-

room," as was intended. The reserve is in

the factories. An immense stock is kept

here, which is drawn from every day. Now,
we see shelved in all its variety and shapes

and sizes, porcelain ware, glassware, agate-

ware, and wooderiware. Here, too, are im-

mense piles of negative boxes of various

sizes, negative washers, printing-frames.

Japanned trays, and travelling-cases for

amateur outfits, with immense piles reach-

ing to the ceiling, on shelf and floor of all

parts of this story. Another elevation, this

time by one of the beautiful stairways,

strong and wide, and.we are standing upon
the sixth floor. More than ever are we im-
pressed with the amount of stock necessary

to be carried by this immense concern.

Below, we saw first the retail stock for city

sales, then the well-laden shelves for whole-
sale orders, and now we see the unbroken
cases fresh from the various factories, or

from foreign parts^cases of albumen paper
of various brands, hogsheads and cases of

glassware, immense boxes of gelatine, hun-

dreds of boxes of glass, stacks of apparatus,

dry plates in quantity uncountable, tons of

ferrotype plates in unbroken packages as

they came from the factories, an immense
weight of head-rests, together with various

other articles in their original packages as

sent from the factories, ready for the first

customer, or to replenish the shelves below.

In the rear of this important floor are

the packing-rooms and the department

where all the goods are entered. After

these necessary operations are ended, the

freight elevator is put upon its reverse

action, and the goods are lowered to the rear

of the first floor of the establishment and

are shipped to various parts of the world,

as required. Is there no end to this ?

we asked, as our attendant blandly said

to us, "Once more, and we are done."

Lo ! we are now upon the seventh floor.

To our surprise we found here not only a

completely accoutred skylight and a well-

started picture gallery, but a splendid dark-

room for the development of emulsion plates,

and for manipulations required by the visi-

tors of the establishment. Intuitively we

made for the door of this dark-room, and

there found five other men occupied in the

interesting process of watching the devel-

opment of a plate. Scarcely had the solu-

tions been applied when some one knocked

at the door. He who developed the plate

cried out "No button on that door, don't

push." The voice from outside cried

"Who's butting on your door?" But he

was not allowed to come in until the devel-

opment was finished. After watching the

operation and hearing one of the attendants

of the amateur department dissertate upon

development, we made our departure, and

were taken upon the roof. Here an im-

mense tank is established for the supply of

water to the dark-room below, and for the

various uses of the whole establishment.

We were assured that no building south of

Broome Street is so high as this new estab-

lishment of the Scovill Manufacturing Com-

pany. The views from the roof are mag-

nificent, of the whole city, and give one an

opportunity on a cloudy day to select and

secure glorious cloud studies of the feathery

messengers from above. We were much
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pleased with our visit and inspection, though .

we could by no means take it all in by the

sheer glance that we were enabled to get in

so short a time. Quickly " Billy " attended

us to the lower regions again, and permitted

us to go even below the first floor. When
we placed our hand upon his arm as though

to stop him, he turned and smiled grimly,

as much as to say, " It is my turn now, to

take advantage of you, since you have

been smiling at my buttons." No harm
was intended by " Billy," however, for in-

stantly the elevator stopped at the bottom

of the great " well " through which it slides,

moved by hydrostatic power ; we were

asked to "step out." We were now in the

basement, where we saw all the arrange-

ments of the engineer's department, prep-

arations for the fire brigade, and all con-

veniences for the motive power and

machinery of the great building. The

whole department of employes of this es-

tablishment seem to be truly loyal to pho-

tography. The engineer was absent for a

moment when we visited his room, though

the machinery was going under full sway,

and we discovered lying on his bench, open,

with the page turned down, a copy of the

Photographic Times, and near by a copy of

Wilson's Photographies, showing that even

the engineer of the establishment was not

permitted to work in ignorance of the art

to which the establishment is devoted, thus

proving Mr. Adams to be not only a good

organizer and executive head, but a strict

disciplinarian. The engineer, we were as-

sured, is " a skilful amateur photogra-

pher," but since he is rarely permitted to

leave his post, no harm may be expected

from him by the photograjjher at large.

In every direction we were surprised by

the completeness of the arrangements

thereof, although we were assured by Mr.

Adams that they were " by no means fixed

yet." The system of alarms and calls

adopted is known as the " Bogart's Oral

System." By its means all waste of time

on the part of cmployds may bo avoided,

and each cull that is made, if it is thought

necessary, can be heard at the principal

office, so tliat the directing head may, if ho

so desires, be aware of everything that goes

on from the basement to the roof. Photog-

raphers who visit New York should by all

means make it a point to see this grand es-

tablishment, whence goes out the larger

portion of the photographic goods supplied

to the photographers of the United States.

We wish it the continued success which the

amiable and useful agent, Mr. W. Irving

Adams, deserves for his enterprise and

pluck.

A SUBJECT OR TWO FOR
THOUGHT.

We believe our past record will show

that we have always been enthusiastically

and warmly in favor of association among
photographers. We know of no better

way to promote the growth and welfare of

any class of business men in these bright

days of progress than that which comes

through association, one with the other.

The talking over methods and means, and

matters of practice by practical people, is

sure to result generally in good. If we
have appeared at all lukewarm in the mat-

ter of our Association, it has not been at

all from any real lukewarmness in our

heart, or because of any personal feeling,

but because we were puzzled to know what

to suggest to make our Association do more

good than it does. We may be accused of

being a gourmand in our disposition, and

expecting a great deal more to result from

the amount of efibrt put forth than we
reasonably ought to, and yet we feel that

we have reason to be dissatisfied, and* are

warranted in making one or two sugges-

tions, which we hope will be taken as

meant for the real good of the whole.

Withoutany spirit of fault-finding whatever,

and disclaiming all disposition to find fault

with any one personally, or with the man-

agers collectively, wo feel justified in saying

that we do not think our Association ac-

complishes as much as it ought to. Some
eight to twelve hundred of us meet every

year in convention for about a week. We
are at great expense of time and money
and hibor to be present. Considerable

money is collected and expended for the

exhibition and i)ropuration of work of the

Convention, and what good is accomplished

in any great measure for the growth and
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honor of our art? Those who attend,

it is true, if they are attentive have oppor-

tunity to gather a good deal of good for

themselves ; but should the work of an As-

sociation like ours end merely with doing

good to the comparative few who are pres-

ent at its annual meetings ? We think not,

and here comes our point. We should do

more to diffuse information for the benefit

of those who cannot come. If this was

done, there would be a great deal more en-

thusiasm, increasing with each year, than

there is now over our Association and its

conventions. It would cost less to excite

such enthusiasm. The results for good

would be far greater. Those who go to the

conventions each year find it hard, proba-

bly, to understand this, but if they will

place themselves in the position of the stay-

at-homes they will see things in a different

light.

The man who is compelled by circum-

stances to remain at home, much as he may
want to go to the Convention, will say to

himself, "Why should I send my member-
ship fees or contribution to this organiza-

tion when I do not gather the least bit of

good from it? If those who convene together

would make effort to secure lecturers on

subjects kindred to our art, papers treating

of the various difficulties and departments

of practice, and criticisms of the work ex-

hibited, then I should feel quite willing to

contribute my share of the expenses and

maintenance of such a body, and would

give it my cordial cooperation each year,

whether I could be present or not." A
single hint that more effort be made in the

direction we name is what we have to

suggest.

Our next suggestion must be made in the

form of a query. Would not the Photog-

raphers' Association of the United States

do more good work, feel more independent,

and act in a more dignified manner if they

did not each year expect eleemosynary aid

from the dealers and manufacturers? Cer-

tainly there are enough photographers, and
among them enough earnestness and zeal

and independence too, to support the ex-

penses of an Association like ours, without

asking their expenses as a gift from the

dealers and manufacturers. One of the

queerest elements we saw in a meeting once

upon a time was when a long series of dis-

cussions took place as to whether or not

stockdealers should be admitted to member-
ship of the then newly organized Associa-

tion. This was followed by resolutions of

thanks to the dealers and manufacturers for

their contributions towards helping bear

the expenses of the Association's conven-

tion. We believe that any one interested

in photography should be entitled to mem-
bership, but we cannot understand what

claim photographers have upon dealers for

the expenses beyond their dues. It is true

that the dealers are supported bj- the pho-

tographers, but it is a business bargain be-

tween them. The dealer buys his goods to

sell at a fair profit, and a good honest pho-

tographer will pay him, and expect him to

majie a fair profit on his goods. But is it

right that the dealer should so manage

matters as to increase the profits on his

goods to such a degree as to enable him to

make a large contribution to the expenses

of the convention by which only a few of

his patrons are benefited? Did it ever enter

the head of the photographer—the patron

of the stockdealer—that he, and not the

dealer, bears the burden of this contribu-

tion to the aforesaid expenses? We have

seen in our city, from time to time, crowds of

delighted women and children leaving cer-

tain large retail establishments with their

arms laden or decorated with balloons, litho-

graphic plaques, chromos, and so on, and

an expression upon their faces which seemed

to say, " This was given to me ; it cost me

nothing," never seeming to realize for a

moment that the merchant of whom they

made the purchases could not afford to

make these gifts except from a proportion

of the increased profits which he made

upon the customers who felt that they were

getting them free, or, in other words, the

recipients of these gifts themselves paid the

bills for them. So, you may be assured,

must it be with us in the matter of receiv-

ing money to help support our conven-

tions. We believe that the membership

should support them, and we believe, too,

that the membership could support them if

each man would honestly pay his dues year

after year. We do not wonder that this is
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not done, unless it be that the party can

attend our Convention, for why should it

be done ? What good does a photographer

outside get from these conventions ? What
inducement is there for him to pay his

dues? Until he gets more good from the

P. A of A. , he will not do it. Let every pho-

tographer in the Union join this body and

support it thoroughly, as the very best thing

he could possibly do. Support it promptly

so that its management can feel that they

have something to work on, that there is

no danger of their being left in the lurch

with the burden of expenses to pay them-

selves, and then there will be great im-

provement in the amount of good, and in

the amount of useful knowledge diffused

for the use of the photographic world.

Here endeth our second suggestion, and

we have but one more.

As we have stated before, it is our belief

that a great deal more good for the amount
of money expended would be received if

an entire change in organization and con-

duct of the Association could be had. This

we believe could be arranged by deciding

upon some central point where the Conven-

tions could be held year after year. There,

a permanent building should be erected,

large enough for all the purposes of the

convention and the exhibition, and for

practical demonstration. A permanent ex-

hibition could be established, a system of

prizes (not necessarily of much value, but

bearing a good deal of honor) could be in-

stituted, whereby a committee appointed by

the convention each year, would select

from the pictures exhibited a dozen or

more which were considered as the best in

the exhibition, such to be honored by being

hung in the permanent exhibition. A cer-

tificate declaring them thus honored, signed

by the committee, could then be furnished

to the fortunate photographer lionored

througln his work, and borne to liis home
as a trophy which he had well earned. By
some sucli system as this the interest in

producing good pictures would be increased,

a great deal of good practice would follow,

a groat deal of bencflt would result, and
it would help lift up photogra])hy to that

dignilied lieiglit whicli we who love it

most, desire for it. Laist year a committco

was appointed to look into this subject

of a permanent locality. For reasons

which will be made known at the con-

vention nothing has been done. It may
be that during the coming convention

overtures will be made that may prove

acceptable, and something done actively

toward the consummation of such a thing,

which we should like very much to see car-

ried out. If such a project is perfected, five

times the amount of good done now will

result from the annual convention and ex-

hibition, and at one-half the cost. Pho-

tographers then would have a place of pil-

grimage where, if they could not attend

the conventions, they could visit at some

other convenient time. It should be located

at a place not necessarily an expensive one,

but perhaps at some of our summer resorts,

where all could have the opportunity to

derive some of the benefits therefrom by

visitation. A hundred good things would

grow out of such a project as this ; but we

cease now lest we be accused of being vis-

ionary. Take these thoughts with you to

Cincinnati, and let us see what can be done.

A NEW METHOD OF DEVELOPING
DRY PLATES; ECONOMY AND
UNIFORMITY SECURED.'-

BY D. BACHRACH, JR.

It may seem rather parodoxical for such

a consistent and persistent advocate of wet

plates for portraiture to write so much on

dry plates, yet no one rejoices more at the

improvements made in their quality, even

though I believe that they have been largely

instrumental in the " cheap John " degrada-

tion which now alilicts the craft. I believe,

however, that I am more consistent than

those dry-plate demonstrators, who con-

stantly proclaim with great glibness of

tongue that the dry plates give far superior

results to those obtained with collodion, and

then advertise their plates as "having all

the richness, softness, and snap of a tine

wet plate," (?) etc. IJut enough of that,

and to my subject. It has for a long time

* For the benefit of the frivtornily, Mr. Wilson

gives iionnisHlon to other journals to copy this

article.
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been my opinion, both from theory and

some experiments that I made, that the

present method of mixing both the pyro

and alkaline solutions when developing, was

neither the best nor most economical method,

if, as I think, we can now mix up an

aqueous solution of pyro that is stable

and will not change. Those who under-

stand the chemical action involved, are

aware that pyro occupies almost precisely

the place of free nitrate of silver on a col-

lodion plate, and the sal soda or ammonia
the place of the sulphate of iron or pyro,

whichever was used. I formerly acted on

this theory in the case of tannin plates, and

used to immerse them in a fifteen to twenty

grain solution of nitrate of silver, and then

applied the pyro developer, instead of, as

usual, mixing a few drops of silver solution

with the pyro before developing, and I

always obtained a more uniform develop-

ment. Acting on this theory a few months

ago, I developed a few plates by first im-

mersing them in a strong pyro solution for

a minute (which I then drained ofi" again

into the bottle), and then developing them
with the sal soda solution, using the same

quantity of water as if the solutions had

been mixed in the usual way. The result

was as good as the best developed plates bj^

the other methods, but something intervened

to take the matter entirely out of my mind.

On a recent visit to Philadelphia, I com-
municated my ideas to Mr. Trask, who at

once acted on the suggestion, and a letter

from Mr. Carbutt, tells me it works excel-

lently. Since then I have developed a num-
ber of successful plates this way, and I will

here give the formula I found best (I used

both Carbutt's and Cramer's plates), which
I submit to others, in the hope that they

may improve on it, as we are not using dry
plates as largely as many others. It will be

seen that several advantages are gained

:

First, the immersion in strong pyro causes

a uniform absorpton of it all over the plate.

Second, at least two-thirds of the pyro is

saved.

For plates, say up to 11 x 14 inches, have
a dipping bath (your old silver bath-holder

will do, rubber as well as glass), in which
permanently keep the following solution in

quantity sufficient to cover the plate. An

occasional filtering is all that is necessary

to keep this in order indefinitely.

Water, sixteen ounces
; sulphite of soda,

four ounces ; dissolve, and add enough sul-

phuric acid to turn litmus paper decidedly

red. Then add one ounce of pyrogallic

acid, one-quarter ounce of bromide of po-

tassium, and one ounce of sulphate of mag-
nesium. "When a plate is to be developed,

dip it in this bath not over a minute, then

take out and drain it, and develop with the

alkali.

Developer, Stock Solution.

Crystallized Sal Soda, . . i pound.

Water, 1 quart.

Sulphite of Soda, . . . \ pound.

Bromide of Potassium, . . ^ ounce.

Of this take one-half of an ounce to two

and one-half ounces of water, and develop

the plate as usual.

It will be noticed that I put the sulphite

of soda in the second solution as well as in

the first, because so little of tiie latter is

used that the desirable color given by the

sulphite to the plate would otherwise he

absent. The sulphate of magnesium is

added to the first solution to prevent the

softening of the gelatine which is likely to

occur when the solution is either warm or

tepid. Should the plate develop too rapidly

from over-exposure, have your bromide so-

lution at hand to add to it. But this is not

to be feared as much as with the other

methods, as the negatives, even with rapid

development, do not come out weak and

flat, unless a very great amount of over-ex-

posure has been given. They have more

body and snap to them. These proportions

may not work best with all plates, and the

proper strength can easily be determined.

Should the negative be undertimed, add

water to the developer. As the latter costs

but little by my method, use plenty of it to

cover your dish, as it can be used over and

over without impairing its efficiency for a

large number of plates (so little pyro being

present), and it only changes by absorbing

pyro from the plates, thus causing them to

develop harder and more intense ;
it should

then be thrown away. Those who desire to

use ammonia, can do so by simply using the

same quantity of it in the developer as they

do now, but the sulphite of soda addition
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must not be neglected. The English sulpho-

pyrogallol, as sold, will do for the dipping

bath without addition or dilution. I would

not advise the use of ammonia, however, as

I do not find the result as good.

With very large plates the use of a hori-

zontal dish will save large baths, but the

pyro solution should always be poured back

in a bottle unless the dish is tightly covered.

The bath-holder also should be well cov-

ered when not in use. I believe I am rather

under than over the mark when I say that

two-thirds of the pyro is saved by my method.

I hope others will take hold of this and give

us the benefit of their experience, as from

the short time I have used it, I cannot as

yet give such exact information as longer

experience may furnish.

I find that the slight discoloration of the

pyro solution caused by dipping a large

number of plates does not impair the qualitj-

of the negatives a particle. An addition of

about fiften grains of salicylic acid in one-

half ounce of alcohol to each ounce of pyro

would probably even prevent this, as that is

known to be a good preventive of decompo-

sition.

I will add that the addition of one-half

ounce of glycerine to the pyro solution, as

given in this article, would not only aid the

keeping qualities, but may also improve the

quality of the negative. Let us hear from

some experimenters.

In very hot weather it is necessary, in

using this developer, to keep the solution in

the bath-holder at a temperature not exceed-

ing 60°, and if possible 50°, and the water

used to mix the soda developer should be

cold, ice-water if convenient. This remark
will apply to any developer in which sal

soda is the active agent in hot weather. If

the ammonia developer is used with this

method, ice-water in the developing solution

is not requisite, if the bath solution is cold.

It must not be forgotten that greater body
can be obtained by a longer soaking in the

pyro bath, and per contra by shortening it.

With various samples of plates it can soon

be determined what is the correct time.

So the same dovclojjcr, it will bo seen, can

be used for any kind of j elates or exposures.

N. IJ. In a tlireo weeks' experience with

the above developer since writing the article,

I find my theory fully confirmed. Bach

plate having but a certain quantity of pyro

absorbed and on the surface, a little pro-

longed development does not increase the

density too much while bringing up detail,

and any lack of contrast apparent from

over-exposure is easily corrected by an ad-

dition of bromide and pyro to the developer.

But anything like a correct exposure always

comes up to the proper printing density

without any "doctoring." I also find that

the addition of fifteen grains of salicylic acid

in one-half ounce each of alcohol and glyc-

erine to the pint of solution of pyro, as

given above, keeps it almost colorless. In

fact, I find the negatives more uniform

in quality than by the old method.

IMPROVED PYRO DEVELOPER
FOR AMATEURS.

At the meeting of the Society of Ama-
teur Photographers of New York, held

June 10th, Mr. Henry J. Newton made

the following remarks in regard to a new

pyro developer which he has used

:

At the suggestion of Mr. Edward L.

Wilson, of the Philadelphia Photographer,

I have put into concentrated form my new

developer of soda and potash, for the use of

amateurs during the summer. I would

recommend :

Water, ...... 32 ounces.

Granulated Carbonate of Soda, or

the crystals from which the water

of crystallization has been ex-

pelled, 3 "

Carbonate of Potash, . . . 3 "

Sulphite of Soda, . . . . 3 •'

A quart of water will dissolve all these,

and it is about all it will dissolve. The pro-

portion of the ingredients given contains a

little short of one hundred grains to the

ounce of alkali. I never use pyro in solu-

tion ; use it dry— it is a little more trouble-

some, but you will always get the best re-

sults with dry ])yro. Put in your developer

very soon before using. IJut for amateurs it

is more convenient to have it in solution,

and to preserve it I have adopted concen-

trated formic acid. Formic acid is a de-

veloper of itself One minim to the ounce

of water is sufficient for four grains of
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pyro, and it will preserve a pyro solution

of almost any strength you wish to make,

that is, it will prevent oxidation. To illus-

trate, you make a solution of

Water, . . . . .12 ounces.

Concentrated Formic Acid, . 12 minims.

Pyrogallic Acid. . . .48 grains.

If you wish, you can double or treble

that quantity of pyro to suit your conve-

nience.

To develop a 5x8 plate I take water,

three-quarters of an ounce, and add the

alkali and sulphite of soda solution, one-

quarter of an ounce
;
pyro solution, one

ounce; total, two ounces. Then you have

two grains of pyro to the ounce in the two

ounces of the developing solution, and six

grains each of potash, soda, and sulphite.

That is sufficiently strong for all ordinary

work.

The one-quarter ounce of potash and

soda solution contains about twenty-five

grains of alkali and twelve and a half grains

of sulphite of soda, which is a little short

of one hundred grains to the ounce, but not

short enough to make any dilference in its

use. For very rapid exposure with a small

diaphragm, use double the quantity of the

alkali solution, and nearly double the quan-

tity of pyro.

This developer is probably the most ener-

getic of any of the alkaline developers that

have been given to the photographic public.

It has the advantage in this form that you

can use it with perfect safety with either a

long or a short exposure. When you know
what the exposure has been you can adapt

the strength of the developer to suit the ex-

posure, and be sure of obtaining a satisfac-

tory negative. The citrate of soda can be

used as a restrainer, if a restrainer is found

to be necessary. At a recent meeting of

another society I exhibited two negatives,

one exposed two seconds and the other

twenty seconds, on the same subject and

developed with this formula. Both were

perfect negatives, and no one could tell

which had the longer and which had the

shorter exposure.

You have the elements in your power to

develop a negative under most any condi-

tion of exposure, and it makes just as good

a negative whether the exposure has been

one second or twenty or thirty, provided

you know before commencing to develop

what the exposure has been.

I have experimented upon a large variety

of plates of different manufacturers, and

have only found one brand which required

the presence of a bromide to produce a

perfect negative, where the citrate of soda

failed to keep the shadows satisfactorily

clear, and would therefore recommend, in

a case like that, the use of from a quarter,

as a minimum, to one grain as a maximum,

of bromide of soda to the ounce of develop-

ing solution.

THE GENESIS OF A PICTURE.

It will bring the subject of picture-

making more home to the student if I take

a picture that has been really done in pho-

tography, and describe Its life-history from

its conception to its realization in a nega-

tive.

And, first of all, how do subjects origi-

nate ? In great part this question is very

difficult to answer. Many of my pictures

arise before my mind's eye in a most inex-

plicable manner, and remain there until I

lay the ghosts by making sketches of them.

I see these

" Dreams that wave before the half-shut eye,"

absolutely an^d definitely, and can recall

them when I please. They come like a

dream but do not fade away till they are

done with. I often try to trace any cir-

cumstance that might have given birth to

the thought contained in the visual design,

but can seldom come to any satisfactory

conclusion. But to go much into this part

of the subject can have little of interest or

use for the student. These visionary images

come without rhyme or reason ;
the designs

that will most instruct the learner will be

those that come from both these proverbial

causes—those, in fact, which have some tan-

gible cause, that can be traced and assigned,

for being born.

Most designs obtain their origin from

suggestions found in nature. A picturesque

bit of landscape will almost certainly sug-

gest to the artistic eye where a figure or
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figures should be placed ; this will lead on

to the questions : What are they to do, how
should they do it, and how be dressed?

Then the subject ought to appear to the

artist, and will do so if he tries his best to

see it, although it might be only a poor or

hackneyed one ; he will find that experience

will improve both the quantity and quality

of his ideas. It is astonishing how practice

assists the imagination. That art breeds art

is a well-known aphorism, and it is as true

that subjects breed subjects. The picture you

last produced leads up to the next, and the

better you make it the better will be those

that follow. The student after much prac-

tice will find himself half unconsciouly

storing up hints of wayside beauty and

suggestive facts, and composing them in

his mind into pictures, always with an eye

to their possibility in photography.

In my own practice I never now feel at

a loss for a subject. They seem to come
naturally when required, but this is the re-

sult of experience rather than a natural

gift, for I remember many j'ears ago being

for a whole twelvemonth without a single

idea. Neither could I work up one by any

means. I tried every device I could think

of. I read a great deal, visited picture

galleries, and tried to borrow thoughts

from illustrated books, but all to no pur-

pose; no workable idea would arise. I was
fallow for about a year, and then the fac-

casionally find that his mind is a blank.

It would be almost reasonable to suppose

that the more of your ideas you used up

the less you would have, but this is not the

case. I know this, not from my own ex-

perience only, but from questioning many
artists.

Sometimes incidents you meet with in

the streets, or in country walks, will sug-

gest subjects; not necessarily the actual in-

cident one sees, but something that may be

worked into some other scene, with perhaps

many alterations. Sometimes a fine pose

may be seen, or a lovely bit of light and

shade
;
sometimes an expression or a quaint

costume—all these things should be noted

for future use. No suggestive bit should be

allowed to escape ; all should be sketched or

noted. It is good practice also to try to

analyze why the pose is beautiful, or the

light and shade eflPective. This a knowl-

edge of the rules of light and shade will

enable you to do, and to do this easily, the

student will find an added pleasure to his

life—another feather to the wing of his

artistic flight.

We will now take a picture that has been

really produced by photography, and see

how it was conceived and finished. To

analyze and dissect a picture in a cold-

blooded way, as I am going to do now, is

to rob that picture of any poetry it maj^

contain, and leave nothing but a mechani-

ulty returned, limi bus always been more or

less present. This I |)ut down to constant

use, and I mention it for the encourage-

ment of the young beginner, who may oc-

cal interest, but I know of no bettor moans

of conveying the information ; I will there-

fore take one of my own—that one I have

called a "A Merry Tale " will be suitable
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for the purpose. The frontispiece is an

ink-process reduction of this picture, and
will assist the reader in understanding

what follows.

In the drawing-room of a country house

in North Wales five young ladies in even-

ing costume were amusing themselves after

dinner. One of them was relating some

funny circumstance to the others, who ar-

ranged themselves in a picturesque group

round the story-teller. Here was the germ
of the picture. A few seconds sufficed to

make a sketch of the composition. The
illustration is a reproduction of the jotting

in my note-book, and I may remark, by the

way, that the practice of making rough

sketches of composition and light and shade

is very useful, especially if accompanied by

a few descriptive notes. It teaches the

student how to observe, if it does no other

good. Correct drawing is by no means
necessary; the "effect" is what should be

noted. To return to the picture. By an

easy transition the mind easily changed the

young ladies into peasant girls and sug-

gested suitable surroundings. A sketch

was made of the arrangement, and the

dress for each figure decided on. In select-

ing the costumes, the light and shade of the

group, and its relation to the landscape,

were not forgotten, neither were the acces-

sories—the basket, jug, and stick. The
colors were taken into account only as to

how they would translate into black and
white.

It was arranged that the group should

form part of our work for the next day,

but, as often happens in the mountainous

districts of Wales, man proposes and the

weather imposes; the morning opened with

a deluge of rain, which continued more or

less for several days. Those days were not

wasted, for young ladies now-a-days cannot
only play tennis, but some of them can
shoot and throw the fly, to say nothing of

ratting and ferreting. At last the storms

were over, and the sun shone again, but

with a great deal more wind than a pho-

tographer thinks pleasant. However, we
determined that we would have some pict-

ures, good or bad, that morning. We were
getting hungry for work, and a conscien-

tious photographer is as anxious to make a

good bag as a sportsman, but a photogra-

pher's desire for picture-making is nothing

to that of a set of really enthusiastic models.

Mine, I know, go into the business with the

greatest energy. Off we started to a quiet

lane about a mile away. The photograph

conveys no idea of the picturesque effect of

the five girls in their humble but brilliantly

colored garments. The effect of colors

under the green hedgerows and through

the fields was quite beautiful. The choruses

sung on the way had, perhaps, nothing to

do with photography, but the foxgloves

and other wild flowers the singers gathered

came in very useful in the picture. Arrived

at the selected spot, the camera was un-

packed, and the models placed approxi-

mately in their proper places, interfering

branches cut away, aud everything got

ready, so that the last moments might be

devoted to the quite final touches, expres-

sions, and other little things. The sun

shone a cold steely blue, and the wind was

so troublesome that we had some thoughts

of giving it up after all, but we decided we

had taken too much trouble to go home

without spoiling at least one plate.

Now for the arrangement of the group.

The girl to the left was sitting up at first,

as will be seen in the sketch, but being a

young hand at the business, she could not

control herself, and, enjoying the fun, threw

herself back on the bank screaming with

laughter. This was a happy accident,

which much improved the composition,

and was seized immediately. She was at

once shouted to keep her place, which,

being an easy one, required little further

thought on the part of the photographer,

who could now turn his attention to the

other figures. The seated figure, the one

in the straw hat, was a steady old stager,

with plenty of experience and no nerves

;

she required but a moment's attention. The

next figure, always dramatic in pose, and

with a charming expression, is, perhaps in

consequence of other good qualities, rather

shaky as a sitter. She required a rest of

some kind. The stick was useful here, and

was of immense value in the composition.

A bit of straight line to contrast a number

of curves is always effective. This settled

the three figures that were easiest to keep
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still. The standing pose being by far the

most difficult to keep—for a standing figure

without a rest often sways like a pendulum

—was left until last. The figure telling

the story was now settled ; the pose came

easy, the model being an admirable story-

teller, and thoroughly up to her business,

but it was necessary to give all possible

eflPect to the hand, for the hand, if well

placed, would do more towards showing the

intention of the picture than anything else

in it. It, in a way, leads the chorus of ex-

pressions. It emphasizes the situation—it

makes you feel the girl is speaking. It was

so arranged that, to make it more conspicu-

ous, it should appear partly in sunlight and

partly in shadow, and every leaf or twig that

came behind it was hurriedly removed. The
standing figure, who could not be expected

to keep the pose for above a minute or two,

was placed last. The jug, basket, and fox-

gloves, which form the keynote of the com-

position in the foreground, had been pre-

viously arranged, and all was ready. But

a last glance from the camera showed the

photographer that the tree was exactly over

the head of the standing figure, and cut the

composition into two parts. This would

never do. But instead of moving the model

the camera was moved. This corrected the

error to some extent. It would have been

better to have moved it a little further, but

it was feared the other tree would interfere

with the story-teller. A few last words—at

the special request of the models I use fic-

titious names—" Now, girls, let this be our

best picture. Mabel, scream ; Edith, a

steady interest in it only for you ; Flo,

your happiest laugh ; Mary, be sure you

don't move your hand, or all the good ex-

pressions will go for nothing; Bee, I will

say nothing to you, but leave you to your

fate. Steady! Done!" and two seconds'

exposure settled the matter. I scarcely ex-

pected a successful result, the thing was so

difficult ; but as the wind was blowing al-

most a gale, I did not care to trj' another

plate. As it happened, I found, when I de-

veloped the plate a fortnight afterwards, I

had got a good negative. Tiie sky was

white and blank, but the use of a second

negative, delicate and not too obtrusively

printed, soon put this matter to rights.

This seems a long story to tell, but the

picture was exposed in under six minutes

from the time the models first took their

places. The quickness is one of the secrets

of success, but when your picture is to in-

clude figures it should not have the appear-

ance of hurry, for "hurry hinders haste,"

and besides, has the efl'ect of flurrying your

models ; it should be the result of a perfect

knowledge of what you want to do. A
model should never be kept waiting longer

than is absolutely necessary. It is better

to give up little things rather than ,to lose

a fine effect.—H. P. Eobinson, in Picture

Making hy Photography.

[If our readers vrill look at "Our Picture,"

February, 1883, they will see a reduction of

"A Merry Tale."—Ed. P. P.]

PHOTOGRAPHY IN GERMANY.
Film Images axd Superficial Images.

There are two methods for development

now in general use amongst photographers

for the production of negatives ; the one

employed with the wet collodion process,

and the other with the gelatino-bromide of

silver and coUodio-bromide of silver plates.

The action of the developer employed

with the wet collodion plate consists in the

superficial deposition of metallic silver upon

those portions of the plate acted upon hy

the light; while with the gelatino- or col-

lodio-bromide, the agency of the developer

operates to produce a chemical decomposi-

tion of the sensitive substance acted upon

by light, by which it acquires a dark color,

the effect being through the entire film, or

through the greater part of it.

Now, since the introduction of the ferrous

oxalate developer we cannot properly speak,

by way of distinction, of an acid or alkaline

developer, I would propose that we call

the pictures developed with presence of sil-

ver nitrate superficial images, and those de-

veloped without its presence film inuiges.

By a certain treatment with nitric acid

before fixing, the film image may be con-

verted from a negative to a positive. An
unfixed superficial negative does not thus

change by the agency of the nitric acid; it

remains almost the same as it was when it
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came out of the silver bath. It is true that

it will be perceived in the dejosest shadows

that the film has been somewhat acted upon.

That is, there is, even in the superficial

image, a tendency towards the film image,

but it is not sufficient to characterize it.

Four years ago, Carey Lea called atten-

tion to the fact that it would be a deside-

ratum to combine the two methods of de-

velopment, and pointed out that with the

intensifying of a wet collodion plate with

oxalate of iron both could be employed—to

be sure, not simultaneously, but through

their effect upon the same material. He
continues as follows

:

" The following results I will not offer as

definite, indeed, I would not publish them

were it not for the fact that I must suspend

for a long time my labors in this direction.

Yet I hope it may give an impulse to fur-

ther investigations.

" The solution with which I experimented

consisted of:

Tartrate of Sodium or Potassium, 20 grm.

Borax, . . . . . 5 "

Protosulphate of Iron, . . 5 "

Water, 190 ccm.

" The first two salts were dissolved in

water, then the iron was added, and the

whole acidified with tartaric acid.

" This developer, although not entirely

satisfactory, is the only one which can be

used indifferently for a wet plate or a dry

plate. Mixed with silver nitrate, or poured

upon a wet collodion plate, it acted exactly

like the common iron developer. No other

single developer is capable of doing this.

As I say, I am not fully satisfied with it,

nevertheless it is a step in the right direc-

tion.

"The ordinary iron developer, when
flowed over an exposed dry plate without

the silver nitrate has no effect in calling

forth an image—not even a trace. The
oxalate developer cannot be mixed with

nitrate of silver, because it decomposes it.

Pyro, it is true, will, if alkaline, develop a

dry plate, and when acid a wet plate; but

that which gives it one peculiarity destroys

the other. I have convinced myself of this

fact by weakening a strong solution of pyro-

gallic acid with tartaric acid, and laying a

plate in it for several hours; not a trace of

an image was perceptible."

The above-mentioned boro-tartrate devel-

oper gives, with wet plates, intense black

images, and with dry plates, brown images.

The solution remains clear for a long time,

and deposits gradually metallic silver with-

out turbiditv.

—

Photo. Ai-chiv.

GLEANINGS FEOM ABROAD.
It has recently been ascertained that

when pressed pyroxylin is plunged in

acetic ether or in nitro-benzine for a few

moments, the surface takes, on coming from
this short bath, the appearance of a varnish,

and thoroughly protects the other portion

of the substance from dampness, etc. No
doubt acetic ether could be used in this way
to improve the collodion varnish used in

photography.

Carbonate of Potash and Pyro De-
TELOPER.—The following is adapted from

Eder :

Solution A.

Carbonate of Potash, . . 432 grains.

Water, . . . . .2 ounces.

Solution B.

Sulphate of Soda, ... 4 drachms.

Citric Acid, . . . .15 grains.

Water, ..... 2 ounces.

Dissolve, and add pj'ro one hundred and

fifteen grains.

To use, take forty minims of a solution

and add about three ounces of water, also

forty minims of B, then add three ounces

more of water. Then mix the two and

pour over the plate.' If more density is re-

quired, add more of solution B. This de-

veloper works slowly but surely, and gives

crisp, clean, and clear plates, and does not

stain the fingers.

Mr. Baden Pritghard asserts that it

possible, by using a little care, to remove suc-

cessfully the film of a bromized gelatine nega-

tive, provided that the plate is well polished

and has no irregularities on the surface. By

means of a knife, the film is cut all round,

an eighth of an inch from the edge, and then

carefully raised ; by iising a mild heat, the

operation may sometimes be aided. As this
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film is extremely thin, the operator should

be careful not to breathe on the plate, as the

humidity of the breath would produce wrin-

kles difficult to correct. This process is espe-

cially applicable to the commercial plates

called patent plates. But the process of Mr.

Plener may be applied to all kinds of plates.

It consists in plunging the negative in a

highly diluted solution of hydrofluoric acid

—a few drops of the commercial acid in

eighty cubic centimetres of water. As soon

as the acid penetrates the film and attacks

the plates^ the separation is effected, and the

film floats on the surface of the liquid. It

may be dried by pressing it on a plate which

has been slightly waxed, from which, when
dry, it may be easily removed. Should it

be necessary to strengthen it, it may be cov-

ered with a film of plain gelatine, previously

soaked, and then pressed upon the first film

after it has been placed upon the waxed

plate.

Mr. Arnold Spiller, of London, writes

that he has experimented, a year ago, with

the starch and gelatine emulsion of Mr.

Andra, which has been brought to notice by

Mr. Leon Yidal. He found that by substi-

tuting a small quantity of starch for one-

half of the gelatine (in a bromized gelatine

emulsion), the sensitiveness of the plate is

not afiected, and the film may be fixed and

washed as rapidly as collodion. He thinks,

however, that this application will be lim-

ited to exceptional cases, and this on account

of the ground-glass appearance resulting from

the operation. He explains this effect by

calling attention to the fact that the starch

is not in solution, but simply in suspension

in the liquid, which causes the granules to

swell. The autlior loses sight of the fact

that this argument is quite as applicable to

gelatine as to starch, but with tbc flrst of

these substances tlie swelling is much greater

than with the starcli.

At tiic l*li<jtogra})hic Society of Halifax,

a long discussion occurred on the best devel-

oping liqiaid for golatino-bromized plates,

and the great majority of the members

present declared themselves in favor of the

ferrous oxahiti^, for wliicli the greater inun-

ber allowed a veritable entliusiasm. Mr.

Pocklington, however, has just modified this

developer by the addition of a very small

quantity of bichloride of mercury, over

which modification he is equally enthusi-

astic. To thirty cubic ceiatimetres of the

ordinary ferrous oxalate developing liquid,

he adds one drop of a saturated solution of

bichloride of mercury. Expose, in the ordi-

nary waj^, amply, but not too much ;
develop

the image as usual; wash well, and fix. The

color of the negative is a very rich black,

with vex:y light shadows. For transparent

images, for use in the lantern, obtained on

slow plates, this slight modification in the

ferrous oxalate liquid has given excellent

results.

An anonymous correspondent of the Pho-

tographic News calls attention to the ex-

pansion of albumenized paper. He possesses

two prints made from the same negative.

"When they are dry, these two prints are

absolutely of the same size ; but if soaked in

water for an hour, one becomes longer and

the other wider. In the case of a portrait,

this effect would be very curious, as in one

print the face would be longer and in the

other broader. Up to the present time, this

eftect has been attributed to the imperfect

manner in which the albumenized paper has

been placed upon the cardboard, etc. ; but

the examples mentioned above show that the

defect occurs before the prints are mounted.

Mr. Leon Vidal remarks that the efl'ect may
be obtained at will, according as the paper

is printed in the direction of its length or

its breadth. This is old here.

I HAVE l)cen trying hydrokinone, two

thirds of a grain of hydrolcinoiie and one-

sixth of a niiiiiin nl' liquid ammonia to the

ounce, for "ordinary" weather and wet

plates, exposed fifteen seconds to a north

sky (clear) with stop /-42—ordinary nega-

tive—making positives on the three-quarter

jtlate. Manner and results, as follows :

Soak one minute in water, and one minute;

in two-thirds of a grain of hydrokinone to

the ounce ; then add one-sixth of a minim

of liquid ammonia to the ounce. In six

minutes, faint inuige appearing ; in ten

minutes (four minutes from last note), rec-

ognize jiielure
;

in fuuiteen minutes, details
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out very faint ; in twenty-one minutes, in-

tense enough for transparency. Fixed and

yellowish-reddish green fog, not removable

by the Edwards's modification of CowelFs

clearing solution (one ounce of alum, one

ounce of citric acid, and three ounces of

iron to twenty ounces of water) ; nor by

bleaching with ferric oxalate and redevelop-

ment by ferrous oxalate developer.

The same exposure and plates, develop

beautifully with one-half minim of am-

monia, one-quarter of a grain of bromide of

potassium, and one grain of pyro to the

ounce ; with perfectly clear shadows—using

the sulpho-pyi'ogallol of the Platinotype

Co. ; but take five minutes before they show

the faintest image, beginning, in fact, a very

slow development.—H. L. Vercoe, M.D.

Mr. L. Vidal, in the Paris MonUeur,

calls the attention of his readers to the im-

provements made in photo-typography by

Messrs. Petit, of Paris ; Ives, of New York
;

Meisenbach, of Munich ; Angerer and

Goschl, of Vienna.

Mr. Vidal remarks in this connection that

the idea so successfully treated by the skilful

inventors above mentioned, dates back

several years, as in 1873 a patent was talien

out by our eminent colleague, Mr. Walter
"Woodbury, for a process similar to those now
in use.

The Moniteur publishes two prints, ob-

tained through the courtesy of the Photo-

graphic News, and made by the process

described by Mr. Woodbury, as follows :

" I prepare, says he, sheets ofbichromatized

gelatine similar to those used in photo-

glyptic, and I expose them to the action of

light, but place between the positive and the

gelatine film a network printed on a trans-

lucent sheet of collodion, or mica, or a piece

of cambric, or tulle, or any other tissue or

network of the same nature, such as a

grained surface resulting from a print on
a lithographic stone, or an impression of

fine lines very close together. When the

sheet of gelatine is washed in warm water
it gives a relief representing the photo-
graphic positive cut by numerous lines, in-

stead of preserving the continuous modelling
of the original. I now take an impression
with the hydraulic press, or in any other

manner, upon a sheet of soft metal, and I

use the cliche', thus obtained, for making
typographic impressions. If many prints

are required, I make galvanotypes from this

impression. I prefer using diflused light

for printing reliefs. Sometimes I take a

negative in the camera from a network at

the same time that I reproduce the negative,

the relief is thus obtained without the inter-

position mentioned above."

Dr. Phipson, in his letter to the Paris

Moniteur, gives what he styles an excursion

among the English photographic advertise-

ments taken from a single journal.

Although fiftj^-three advertisements are

mentioned. Dr. Phipson remarks that they

give but a very imperfect analysis and idea

of the number and variety of the advertise-

ments that now take up so much space in

our photographic journals. This is perhaps

a more important matter than is generelly

supposed, as the number of advertisements

indicates the measure of the prosperity of

any industry.

Mr. John Bartlett has made some ex-

periments with the view of utilizing casein

in place of gelatine in the preparation of pho-

tographic emulsions. He uses pure casein,

obtained from skim-milk, from which all

fatty matter has been completely removed.

Nitrate of silver precipitates the solutions

of casein used by the author, and this pre-

cipitate is dissolved in the ammonia, which

should be added with care ; the solution is

then heated to the boiling-point, yielding a

rather fine emulsion. In fine, Mr. Bartlett

has shown that it is very probable that

casein could take the place of gelatine in

the preparation of bromized plates, and that

its sensitiveness might be very great ;
hut

he does not yet know if any advantage is to

be obtained by this substitution.

—

Archiv.

OUR PICTURE.

" Our Picture " this month was printed

from a series of splendid negatives sent us

by Mr. C. W. Motes, of Atlanta, Ga.

There are two phases of art which lie

within the province of photography to re-

present : the power of conveying the con-

ception of actual motion in the external
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world, and the presentation of the beauty of

nature in repose. Instantaneous photog-

raphy has recently accomplished some won-

derful results in depicting animated nature

with all the grace and charm of motion,

showing with accuracy and beauty the deli-

cate play of the muscles of animals.

It has also given us in the inanimate

world the gentle agitation of the waters,

and even the tempestuous loveliness of the

sea ; but, marvellous as are these exhibitions

of skill, it should not be forgotten that the

power of giving to the beholder the concep-

tion of repose, without degenerating into

weakness of expression, is a far more diffi-

cult task.

The portrayal of passion, as exhibited in

a human being, is the legitimate province

of painting, but in sculpture the greatness

of the artist is more manifest when the

image he creates has that calmness and re-

pose which give the conception of strength

combined with beauty.

Mr. Motes has undertaken this difficult

feat. He has shown his excellent good taste

by choosing a theme, not trite and hack-

neyed, but at once novel and chaste, and

associated with incidents of classical my-

thology. There are mythological subjects

whose nature precludes them from represen-

tation by photography. Had he chosen

such a subject as Psyche, no art could have

concealed in the living model the tinsel

wings attached to the shoulders. The de-

vice would have been at once manifest, and

the whole effect of plasticity destroyed. He
has called his conception "A Daughter of

Danaus." The story in briefest form is as

follows :

According to mythological history Danaus

was the son of Belus and grandson of Nep-

tune. He was a native of the Thebais of

Upper Egypt, whence he migrated into

Greece. His brother, whose name was

yEgyptus, had received from his father

Arabia as his possession. Danaus either

imagined or had reason to believe that the

sons of vEgyptus were conspiring against

him to deprive him of his possessions, and

fear or the advice of the oracle induced him

to build a large ship and to embark with

his fifty daughters. He arrived in good

time at ArgoH, where the fifty sons of his

brother met him and assured him of their

good intentions, suing for the hands of their

cousins. Danaus gave them his daughters

to wife, but still mistrusting them, he fur-

nished his children with daggers, making

them promise to kill their husbands the first

night of their marriage. They all fulfilled

their promise with the exception of Hyper-

mnestra alone, who was married to Lynceus.

Love got the better of her vow ; his life was

spared. Danaus afterwards found it diffi-.

cult to get husbands for his daughters, and

was obliged to invite heroes to public con-

tests of skill, offering them as prizes to the

successful contestants. The poets relate that

the daughters were punished in Hades by

being compelled everlastingly to pour water

into urns full of holes.

Mr. Motes has represented his model with

the instrument of her punishment in her

hands. The young lady he has chosen to

personate this daughter of Danaus possesses

just that classical pose and Grecian type of

feature which lend such charm to the repre-

sentation. She has entered into the spirit

of the conception, and has given that repose

to her countenance which is essential to a

work of sculpture. Mr. Motes, by judicious

lighting and artistic taste in the disposal of

the drapery, has heightened the effect.

The picture has all the appearance of a

statue. We congratulate all concerned on

the result, and commend this style of picture

to the craft.

The prints were made at our new rooms,

No. 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, on

the Dresden paper imported for us by Mr.

G. Gennert, 54 E. Tenth Street, New York.

A PHOTOGRAPHERS METHOD OF
MAKING HIS OWN EMULSION
PLATES.

uy KANALD DOUGLASS.

Bklow is given a good way for making

one's own plates, which, if carefully and

exactly followed, will give absolutely reli-

able results. Extreme care and cleanliness

are necessary at all stages of the process.

In the first place, select the glass—use the

flattest lights for larger plates, and cut

down the curved or irregular ones to be

used for smaller plates. The edges are to
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be roughened as usual. The plates are then

laid one by one, in a porcelain or stoneware

dish, which holds the acid—1 part acid to

5 or 10 parts water. Pure acid allows more

water to be used than does the common
article. I use a mixture of nitric and sul-

phuric acids. After several hours' soaking,

take them out and wash and albumenize as

for wet.

Below is an excellent formula, I believe

Brooks's :

Albumen of one egg.

AVater, 20 ounces.

Shake or beat to a froth, then add 20 drops

of carbolic acid in 1 ounce of alcohol

;

add this mixture to the albumen and filter

through cotton or paper. In coating with

albumen, let the first application run off

into the sink, then give the glass a second

coat, and rack up to dry.

"No. 1. Weigh out 200 grains of Swiss

gelatine, put it in a pitcher or any conven-

ient vessel, and cover it with cold water

—

tap-water is good—and allow the gelatine

to soak till swollen, which takes fifteen

minutes or so
;
pour off the water and drain,

then add to it the following : 360 grains of

bromide of potassium dissolved in 4 ounces

of pure water, to which is added enough

dilute hydrobromic acid to turn blue litmus

paper fairly red—not too red. The hydro-

bromic acid is diluted 1 to 5. Now, dis-

solve in a water-bath the gelatine and the

bromide, and pour it into a bean pot, which

can be found in any grocery or crockery

shop. It has a loosely fitting lid.

No. 2. Dissolve 450 grains of nitrate of

silver in 7 ounces of warm water, which

should be pure ; tap-water is good.

No. 3. 25 grains of iodide of potassium

dissolved in a drachm of water. Now
carry Nos. 1, 2, and 3 into your dark-room

and close the door; allow orange-red or

ruby light in it. Add No. 2 slowly and a

little by little into No. 1, which is dissolved

in the bean pot. Now, with a strip of glass,

keep stirring briskly while the silver is

being added. This prevents coarse particles

from being formed. After all the silver is

added, add lastly No. 3; stir for a little

while longer, then put on the cover of the

bean pot, tie over the top several thick-

nesses of orange or red cloth or papl^r,

which will allow steam to escape, and at

the same time keep out the light. By this

time I suppose your water-bath is boiling.

Put in your bean pot, but not to quite touch

the bottom of the water-bath ; something

must be arranged to hold it an inch or so

above the bottom. If you want ordinary

rapid plates, say as rapid as those marked

six times as rapid as wet (if you are a

novice in plate-making, you should begin

with this grade), let it boil for half an

hour, taking the bean pot out once in a

while and shake it and replace. One hour's

boiling will give as rapid plates as the best

commercial plates, at least it has been my
expei'ience.

Suppose the time of boiling is now up,

take the bean pot out and set it where it

can cool down gradually. In the mean-

while, soak 400 grains of Swiss gelatine in

enough water to cover it, and when it is

swollen, drain and dissolve carefully and

gently in six ounces of water. The heat

must be just enough to slowly dissolve it

with stirring at, say, 110° F. to 120° F. Too

much heat will spoil it, and your plates will

frill. Here use the greatest of caution.

When it is dissolved, in the dark-room, add

it gradually, with constant stirring, to the

contents of the bean pot, which latter should

first be cooled down to 90°, or lower. Stir a

while longer ; then put on cover
;
place the

bean pot in cold water ; in summer, ice is

necessary ; in two hours the gelatine will

be set firm. It should be firm. If it is not,

add more ice to the water by which the bean

pot is surrounded. Now, cut up the solid

jelly with a strip of glass, take some of it

and put it on some open meshed-cloth. I

use linen -having meshes of about one-six-

teenth of an inch. Strain the jelly through

the cloth into a one gallon stone jar half

filled with cold water ; do so till all your

emulsion has been strained through the

cloth. In straining the emulsion your

hands must be clean and kept cold. If they

are dirty, your plates will be dirty also
;

if

they are warm, part of your emulsion will

redissolve and be lost. When all your

emulsion has passed through the cloth into

the one gallon jar, tie the cloth over the

mouth of another jar which should be two

16
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gallons capacity or more, stir the contents

of jar No. 1 and pour it on the cloth
;
put

a gallon of water into the jar and pour it

on the cloth again. The water will run

through the cloth and leave the emulsion

in the form of a cluster or bunch of strings

behind. If any passes through, it can be

caught in the second jar.

If you have any reason to suppose light

has got in your emulsion in any part of the

process since you mixed it with the silver,

you can put two or three ounces of saturated

solution of bichromate of potassium in the

first jar, fill it three-fourths with water,

and return your emulsion to it, and stir and

leave it there half an hour, then wash it.

Fog will be removed, but the sensitiveness

will be considerably reduced.

Eeturn your emulsion to jar No. 1, fill it

two-thirds with water, stir it, cover it, and

leave it ten minutes; then pour it back on

the cloth over jar No. 2, which, of course,

is first emptied of slops. Kepeat this opera-

tion six times or so and your emulsion is

well washed. Now, allow your emulsion

to drain over the cloth till it is free from

sloppiness, when it can be now remelted in

the bean pot, which has been well washed

with warm water to free it from scraps of

old emulsion. Again, here, great caution

is necessary with the heat. Use no more
than will slowly dissolve it, or it will make
your plates frill—110° to 120° F. is about

right with stirring. Add to it 1 ounce of

alcohol to which have been added 25 drops

of carbolic acid. You can now coat a few

trial plates, but I would advise to reset the

emulsion and let it stand in a cool place,

not less than three days, by which means
it becomes ripe and more rapid for being

kept. The carbolic acid makes it keep well

for months; alcohol facilitates ripening

and flowing. When wanted for use, take

out of the jelly, with a strip of glass, as

much as you want, and remelt at a gentle

heat, filter through canton flannel into any
convenient vessel, the bottom of which

must come very near to the nozzle of

the funnel to avoid air bubbles. I coat

with an ordinary Anthony H ounce bottle.

Pour, to avoid air bubbk's, a little on one
corner of the plato, which must be slightly

warm or the gelatine will chill on it and

produce markings of uneven coating.

Spread it with a glass rod, or, better, with

your little finger, then rack it to equalize

the coating, slip cautiously on a slab of

glass or stone previously well levelled, wash

your finger and proceed till your slab is

full. Take up your plates and put them in

a rack, as soon as they are set. If the coat-

ing-room is too hot, plates will not set; the

room should be kept below 90°, or, better,

below 80° F.

In summer you should coat early in the

morning, at or before sunrise. Your plates

should be set inside of five minutes, or they

are prepared wrong, or too much heat has

been used somewhere, supposing your slab is

quite cold. In such a case, dissolve a sheet

of gelatine in as much water as it will ab-

sorb, and add it to the emulsion and it will

correct the emulsion, and make it set better.

But if you have followed out the above di-

rections carefully, you will have no trouble

anywhere. Leave the plates alone in any

well-ventilated dark-room for twenty-four

hours. In the absence of such, you can get

a light air-tight box, large enough to hold

a batch of plates, put in a saucer of chloride

of calcium, then your plates, and close down
the lid and do not disturb them for two days.

The calcium salt absorbs the moisture from

the air and becomes wet ; the air in its turn

takes up the moisture from the plates and

they become dry, when they can then be

used at once, or packed for future use. The
calcium can be dried over a stove and used

over and over. It is indeed very conven-

ient and very eflectual.

Plates made by the above formula can be

developed by any of the published formula}.

I prefer pyro and carbonate of potassium.

I have given the way that I do, and I do not

see any reason why it cannot be followed by

others with equal success.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.
Photoqrapuic SociKxr of Philaoel-

PuiA.—Minutes of the meeting hold AVcd-

nesday evening, July 2, 1884. The Presi-

dent, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the Chair.

In view of Iho informal character of the

summer meetings, on motion, the reading of

the minutes of the previous meeting was

disj)cnscd with.
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The Secretary reported two donations to

the Library, from the Scovill Manufacturing

Company, viz., Dr. J. M. Eder's "Chemi-

cal Effect of the Spectrum," and Mr. H. P.

Kohinson's " Picture Making by Photog-

raphy." On motion, a vote of thanks for

the same was passed.

It was announced that a blank-book had

been provided for the use of the Society, en-

titled "Where to go with the Camera."

Members were requested to send to the Sec-

retary for entry in the book any useful in-

formation in regard to photographic societies

or subjects.

Circulars were received from the Boston

Society of Amateur Photographers, in re-

gard to their Second Annual Exhibition,

which it is proposed to hold in Boston

during the coming fall, and inviting mem-
bers of the Society to send specimens of their

work,

Mr. Browne called attention to a method

mentioned to him by Mr. Galloway C.

Mon'is, of reducing such parts of gelatine

negatives as might be too dense. The pro-

cess consists of rubbing down the dense

portions with very fine emery or crocus

powder, applied dry, with either the finger

or a fine stump. ISTegatives and prints were

shown in which over-dense high lights had

been very successfully reduced by this

method.

Mr. Bartlett exhibited one of Bedding's

Improved Pocket Buby Lanterns, recently

brought from England. It consisted of a

three-sided lantei-n, two of the sides being

covered with a translucent ruby fabric, and

the third being made of tin, which served as

a reflector. The top and bottom pieces were

tin, the light being supplied by a short,

thick candle. When not in use the top and

bottom are removed, and with the three

sides folded, it occupies about as much space

as a pocket note-book.

Several members showed specimens of

their recent work, among which were some

fine figure-pieces by Mr. Geo. B. Wood.

Adjourned.

Egbert S. Eedpield,
Secretary.

German Photographic Society of

New York.—Kegular meeting of the So-

ciety on June 13, the President, Mr. Th.

Gubelman, in the Chair.

Eeceived, with thanks, St. Louis Photog-

rapher, from January, 1883, to June, 1884,

Anthony's Bulletin, and Philadelphia
Photographer.
Mr. Jahr, Chairman of the Literary Com-

mittee, announced the subject as " Instanta-

neous Views."

Mr. Gubelman : For making instanta-

neous street or marine views, I employ

exclusively Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear

lenses with medium to smallest stop, with

what success, you can see from these speci-

mens. I find street scenes to be easier than

water scenes ; for the former I prefer a

slightly cloudy sky, because it will give

a softer picture by avoiding the heavy

shadows, and does not need any more time
;

in marine views the water itself reflects so

much light everywhere, as to lessen the

heavy contrasts. In putting my camera up

for street views, I never omit to use the

level in order to get my lines straight, and

never use a swing-back j in fact, my camera

has none. Then I do not lose any time in

focussing, as I know exactly how far I have

to pull my bellows, by marks on the plat-

form for every particular lens. On top of

the camera in front, are two little nails

at an equal distance from the centre, which

correspond with the size of the plate. On

the back, exactly in the centre, is a little

ring (screw-eye) through which I only need

to look in order to see the fleld within the

two nails, which will make my picture.

This arrangement is essential with moving

objects like a ship, as after my instrument

is up and the slide drawn, I have only to

look through the screw-eye, and as soon as

the ship is in the centre and suitable in

size, I can shoot away. In case I am on

board of a tug or steamboat, the difficulty

is to catch the picture just when it is neither

too high nor too low ; but a wire frame on

the front top will make it possible to get it

always correct in the centre. It is of great

importance to have a good shutter. A drop

shutter is not quick enough without rubber

straps, which are apt to shake the camera.

In the one I use, a spring moves two cut-

outs in opposite directions past the lens, thus

neutralizing each other's force, and can be
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adjusted to any rapidity. A rubber bulb

and hose set the spring free. I estimate

my time of exposure from y^^ to y^th
second. The shutter is on the back of the

lens, and I believe that I may get a little

more exposure or light on the plate than if

the shutter was in front. Also any strange

light that may come through the opening

from the straps or elsewhere is excluded.

Now as to developing. There are so many
good developers recommended that it is diffi-

cult to select one as the best. However,

I use with success the following formula:

Stock Solution.

Carbonate of Soda, . 25 grs

Sulphite of Soda, . . 4 grs

Water, 1 oz.

For use, take four grains of dry pyrogallic

acid to every three ounces of the stock solu-

tion. I use the pyro always dry, as a so-

lution of it necessitates an addition of acid,

and acid restrains. It may be said that the

quantity is small, but you must remember
the brief time I could give my plate, so

that I cannot afford to lose anything, how-
ever little.

For under-exposure a little carbonate of

soda is added, for over-exposure bromide

of potassium, and I .^ndeavor to avoid an
intensifier. To get an A 1 negative, you
have to give correct time. You can doctor

a negative. You^can get a fair negative

from a plate that was much overtimed, but

hardly a perfect one. If you value a nega-

tive, never strengthen it ; but, if necessary,

take weak mercury and ammonia and plenty

of water.

Mr. Jahr: Mr. Gubelman, who in his

line is undoubtedly one of the best pho-

tographers we have here in America, has

given us some of his great experience, for

which he deserves our thanks. The sharp-

ness of his instantancou.s pictures speaks for

his shutter, the fine chemical effect for his

manipulating, and the selection of objects

for his artistic eye. In not using a swing-

back outdoors, he is correct; but in portrait

work it is sometimes indisjicnsable. I

would recommend his way of dovcloj)ing,

too, if ii was not so difficult to got the right

amount of j)yro at a guess. It takes cer-

tainly much j)ractice, for wiiich reason 1

prefer the solution ; but I do not think a for-

mula good which mixes pyro, sulphite of

soda, and citric acid, in water together, as

the common sulphite of soda is usually

alkaline—it contains a considerable amount

of carbonate of soda. To neutralize that, it

takes too much citric acid,which forms citrate

of soda, which is one of the best restrainers

we have, consequentlj^ we have to give more

time. I take thirty grains of citric acid or

thirty minims of nitric acid to twelve ounces

of water and one ounce of pyro, and keep

the sulphite of soda with the ammonia or

carbonate of soda, whatever you may use.

Each ounce of this developer contains one

or two grains of pyro and one-twentieth to

one-thirtieth grain of citric acid, a quantity

too small to have any restraining effect.

The mercury intensifier is much abused.

Steward Wadley has collodion negatives

from 1861, which were treated with it, and

they have not changed yet.

Mr. Esselborn : That Mr. Gubelman has

his shutter back of the lens is certainly

better than in front, but I think it impos-

sible that it gives him more light on his

plate. The shutter is open for a certain

time, and a certain amount of light passes,

no matter where the shutter is placed.

After Mr. Nagel had shown a number of

instantaneous horse pictures, taken with

Steinheil's aplanatic, which were liked

very much, the meeting adjourned.

LXJDWIG SCHILL,
Secretary.

The Philadelphia Amateur Photo-

graphic Clttb.—At a late meeting of the

Club, the Executive Committee reported

that the " printing room " was ready for

use, and that by Friday, June 20, the

camera for enlarging or reducing negatives

would be ready and in the Club room. It

is intended, witii this camera, to make a

negative of from 4x 5 to 8x10 inclusive.

G. W. Peakson,
Secretai-y.

The Illinois State Photographers'

Association seems to be moving in a good

direction, and when it gets settled down to

real solid work, it will, no doubt, accom-

plish a good deal for the growth of our art.

Several meetings have been held, at which

the constitution lias been properly tinkered,
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and a very pleasant visit was made recently

by the Association to Elgin, where a number
of Chicago photographers met the amateurs

and practical workmen of Elgin, and had a

pleasant time. A number of addresses were

made, and pleasant intercourse had with

each other by those present. One good

thought was advanced by a lawyer who
addressed the meeting. He said that " law-

yers took mental pictures to present to the

jury a photograph of the character, while

the artist before him photographed only the

features. Lawyers transfer their views to

the court
;
yours are diffused all over the

world." In closing, he said: " I am glad

to see you together. Tou must be a studious

people to bring this art to its present per-

fection. Any profession that is advancing,

requires talent in its members. You are

acting, thinking men." The visit included

a day and evening. Several hours were
spent in view-taking, professionals and
amateurs alike levelling their instruments at

groups of beings variously placed for most
striking effects. Many charming views

were secured. After which, experiments

were made with different dry plates by
electricity at the gallery of Mr. G, H.
Sherman. Six varieties of plates were used.

After this pleasant meeting it was resolved

to hold the next one at Cincinnati during

the session, of the National Convention.

These meetings and greetings cannot but

bring good for the cause.

PERTAINING TO THE

NOW FOR CINCINNATI.

There are only a few days remaining in

which to complete our arrangements for the

coming Convention to be held in Cincinnati

July 29th. In this time let every one make
preparation for the grand event that will

surely eclipse all former efforts.

Secretary Weingartner is daily besieged

with letters from photographers, dealers,

and manufacturers engaging space ; and
new members are being added to the list

every day. The indications are that the

Convention of 1884 will be unequalled both

as an exhibition of artistic photography and
also as a promoter of interest and good-will

among the fraternity.

I would urge that this invitation be re-

sponded to by all sorts and conditions of

photographers—especially would I advise

those of you who are young and inexperi-

enced in the profession to be present, that

by study and comparison you may gain

ideas, and encouragement to renew your

efforts in making first-class pictures. Do
not be afraid to exhibit your work—the best

you can make, and submit it to the criticisms

of others, thereby gaining more instruction

in a few days than you could at home, alone,

in several months. Not only will you ad-

vance in a photographic way, but the change

of air, the fine exhibition, the intercourse

among your fellow-laborers, and the little

respite from the tedious and perplexing

routine of every-day life behind the camera

will send you back to your native skylight,

not only a wiser and better man, but one

with a more healthful and buoyant spirit,

that will infuse sprightliness and enthusiasm

into your subjects which even chronic dys-

peptics will be unable to withstand.

The Secretary is alive to the requirements

of the occasion, and will leave nothing

undone that will conduce to the welfare of

the Association or the pleasure and conveni-

ence of the participants. There will be ex-

cursions to various points of interest in and

about Cincinnati. The hotel accommoda-

tions are first-class and very moderate in

price ; in fact, everything seems to indicate

a grand success. Facilitate the duties of

the Treasurer by sending on your annual

dues before the Convention.

Persons desirous of becoming members

have no initiation fee to pay other than the

annual membership fee of two dollars, which

should be forwarded (with name and ad-

dress) at once to Treasurer "W. A. Arm-
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strong, Milwaukee, Wis., or to Secretary

Weingartner, of Cincinnati.

J. H. Kent,
President of P. A. of A.

The Photographers' Convention, to be

HELD IN Music Hall, Cincinnati, 0.,

July 29 to August 2, 1884.

Special Eailroad Kates have been obtained

for the above occasion from the following-

roads :

Chesapeake »& Ohio.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis &
Chicago.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.

Cincinnati, Washington & Baltimore.

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & In-

dianapolis.

Kentucky Central.

Louisville & Nashville.

New York, Pennsylvania «fe Ohio.

Ohio & Mississippi.

To secure the advantage of these reduced

rates, members should write the under-

signed for certificates, as certain rules laid

down by the railroad companies must be

complied with before reduction is granted.

Some of the lines entering Cincinnati will

sell on presentation of certificate, which can

be obtained from the undersigned, round

trip local tickets on a basis of rates at four

cents per mile, counting the distance one

way.

Other lines will return delegates to local

points at the rate of one cent per mile on

certificates furnished by undersigned, which
must, however, be procured by the membei-s

before leaving their homes, so that the ticket

agent at starting point can endorse thereon

that regular rate had been paid for going

passage.

The Pittsburg, Cincinnati & St. Louis

Railway Company (Pan-Handle lioute),

operating the following-roads:

Chartiers Eailway,

Pittsburg, Wheeling & Kentucky liuil-

road,

Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Kailroad,

Little Miami Kailroad,

Columbus, Chicago & Indianapolis Cen-
tral Railway,

will sell excursion tickets (both ways) at

the rate of four cents per mile, one way.

Tickets will be good two days before

opening of the Convention, and three days

after close of the Convention.

For certificates, address

Leo. Weingartner,
Secretary of P. A. of A.

Cor. Sixth and Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

ANOTHER EXHIBITION.

Cambridge, Mass., July 10, 1884.

Dear Sir: Enclosed find prospectus for

our next Exhibition, which we shall be glad

to have you make such mention of in the

Philadelphia Photographer as you may
see fit.

There will also be provision made for the

exhibition of prints not intended for com-

petition, either by desire or ineligibility of

the maker. We intend to circulate these

invitations as largely as possible, and wish

to make the Exhibition a grand success.

Tours trul^",

John H. Thurston,
Secretary.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Dear Sir : With this we send you a copy

of the rules governing the Second Annual

Competitive Exhibition of this Society, and

ask j'our assistance to make it an interesting

and representative collection of the photo-

graphic work of to-day.

Rule II., admitting only those who are

members of photographic societies, is not

intended to debar any amateur worker, for

if they are not near a society we will be glad

to correspond with them in regard to be-

coming associate or corresponding members

of this one.

The Exhibition will be held in one of the

art galleries in this city, and will be open to

the public for several days.

Those who intend to send prints are re-

quested to inform the Secretary as early as

possible, so that he may forward particulars

as to date, etc., as soon as decided upon.

The names of any amateur photographers
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who would probably wish to contribute are

also desired.

Further information if desired may be ob-

tained by addressing the Secretary,

John H. Thurston,
Cambridge, Mass.

Boston, June 2, 1884.

The Boston Society of Amateur Photog-

raphers has adopted the following rules to

govern its Second Annual Competitive Ex-

hibition, which will be held some time dur-

ing the coming fall

:

Eule I. The Hanging Committee reserves

the right to reject all, or portions, of any

contributions.

Eule II. Members of any photographic

society (either active, honorary, or corre-

sponding members) are invited to con-

tribute, and with the exception of Classes

6, 7, 8, 21, 22, 23, and 24, professionals as

well as iamateurs may enter in competition,

Eule III. Each print must be marked on

the back with the name of the contributor,

or a private mark or character which has

been registered with the Secretary, and ac-

companied by a tag filled out, and num-
bered to correspond. Tags will be furnished

by the Society in quantities as desired, and

will be as follows :

Subject,

Exhibitor,

Lens,

Plate,

Entered in Class,

Eule IV. No prints will be received later

than three days before the opening of the

Exhibition.

Eule V. The prize to be awarded in each

class shall be the Diploma of the Society.

Eule VI. If the best print in any class, in

the estimation of the judges, is not worthy

of a Diploma, none will be given.

Eule VII. No prints entered at the last

Annual Exhibition will be admitted for

competition in this.

The following classification of subjects

has been made :

Layidscapes.
Class.

1. General Landscapes.

2. Cloud Eflects.

3. Snow Effects.

Seascapes.

4. Surf.

5. Sail.

Portraits.

6. Full Figures.

7. Heads.

8. Groups.

Miscellaneous.

9. Animals.

10. Flowers.

11. Trees.

12. Transparencies.

13. Lantern Slides.

14. Microscopic.

15. Stereoscopic.

16. Machinery.

17. Manufactured Objects other than Ma-
chinery.

18. Copies.

Architectural.

19. Exteriors.

20. Interiors.

Composition.

On the following subjects only:

21. Haymaking.

22. Lone Fisherman.

23. Happiness.

24. Indecision.

25. Best Entire Collection.

ABOUT AMATEURS.

As many amateurs are overstepping the

bounds a little and encroaching on the pro-

fessional photographer, I would like to give

a little of my own experience, and ask if

there is no remedy for the evil of which

it treats. The firm with which I am con-

nected makes a specialty of instantaneous

work on moving objects, and, I believe,

makes negatives with about as short an ex-

posure as any one else has ever done.

About two months or so ago, it became

necessary to photograph a gentleman riding

a bicycle down the steps of the Capitol, at

Washington, and owing to certain controll-

ing circumstances the camera had to be

placed very near the object to be photo-

graphed. Thus we were obliged to contend

with the two opposing facts, that a near

object requires a longer exposure, while at
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the same tirae, a near moving object ought

to have a shorter exposure than a distant

one, in order to prevent blurring. These

facts are only mentioned to show that special

care and trouble had to be taken, and more

than usual time used in preparing, etc. A
shutter worked by a very quick rubber band,

which was quite fast enough to make good

views from moving trains, was not quick

enough to catch the rapid motion of this

descending bicycle. A more rapid shutter

than could be found for sale had to be con-

structed.

The negatives were made successfully and

boudoir-size prints issued from them ; we
expected to make our profit by selling the

pictures as a record of a remarkable bicycle

feat, but in order to do so, we were obliged

to enter into an agreement with the bicyclist

to retail them at thirty-five cents each.

After a few were issued, the other interested

part}"-, the bicyclist, came and told us that

he had several friends who were amateur

photographers, and they all said that thirty-

five cents was too much for that size photo-

graph, they were not worth more than fifteen

cents ; and a stockdealer here offered to

print all he wanted for eight cents each, and

use the same maroon gold bevel-edge mounts

that we were using. We, of course, reasoned

with him to the best of our ability, and he

appeared satisfied. A few days later an

amateur told a friend of ours that he did not

think we would sell many of those prints at

thirty-five cents, as they were not worth

more than twenty-five cents, and a good

profit could be made on them at that price.

Again, after that, our friend, the bicyclist,

came back. Some amateur had been at bim

again ; this time he said that he was afraid

the price was too high, and if we would let

him have the negatives some of his friends

would print them for eight cents. We told

him that we would immediately stop print-

ing them, and he could get his friend or any-

one else to make his negatives and have all

the eight-cent prints made lie wanted to, but

we would keep our negatives. Shortly after-

wards we were notified by him to continue

our printing, and have done so ever since.

In this ])articu]ar instance we happened

to have a remedy, in the fact that the sub-

ject was one too difficult for most amateurs

to undertake ; but this does not always

occur, and it is true that many of them who
know how to print will make prints and sell

them at the bare cost of the materials, for

the questionable honor of having it said that

they made the photograph.

Another thing, there are in this city some

amateurs, who, although they buy in very

small quantities, get a larger discount on the

stock they use than many photographers

can get, and that too from one of the largest

stockdealers in the Atlantic States. Is

there no remedy for these evils ?

Harry Platt.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 209.)

yil.—To BE CONTINtTED UNTIL THERK IS

A Keformation.

The good work goes on. Photographers

are awakening. They will work up the

subject of advance among themselves as

they chat together at Cincinnati, and the

result will be a general rise of prices in the

fall. Get ready. To help you, we have

issued the' promised leaflet, and will send a

sample free. It contains a scale of prices

from twenty States—some higher, the most

of them lower, than you get. It is accom-

panied by many reasons why you should

advance your prices, and why the public

should agree. In fact, it is a photographic

pow-wow with the public, and you should

put it into the hands of everyone you can,

for your own good. Further particulars on

the cover of the leaflet. It is copyrighted

to secure its use to those who pay for it.

June number of Philadelphia Pho-

tographer received this a.m. Keading
" Discussion on Prices " I notice Brother

Hearn's; good for him, I say. But let me
inform you, Mr. Wilson, that I hold in my
possession a Cheap John circular, far below

Hartley, of Chicago, whom you have said so

much against

:

" Hearn, Photographer."

"514 Congress Street. Branches: Old

Orchard and Bridgton, Me.; Bethlciiein,

White Mountains, N. H.

"Portland, Mn., April, 1884.

" Our New Plan in selling or letting out
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clubs is as follows : We sell fourteen club

tickets for twelve dollars to the agent who
starts the club. Twelve of those tickets you

dispose of at one dollar each, thus getting

back your twelve dollars which you have

paid for fourteen tickets, with two extra

tickets besides."

And a lot more lingo too numerous to

mention at present. You can get one of the

circulars if you get a friend to write for one

to be agent for his club rates. I am going

to keep mine ; I can do some good with it,

I think. Mr. Hearn puts his books, his

plates, etc., on the market for photographers

to buy, and then claims he is for high prices,

and cuts the very same photographers'

throats. I could write more, but I have not

the time to do so.

Yours for right on all sides,

J. Paul Martin.
Boone, Iowa.

I am very glad to read your efforts to raise

prices, and certainly hope something will

be done during our coming Convention

which will do the fraternity good and help

to put prices where they should be. May
success attend all efforts in this direction,

and everyone who has any respect for them-

selves or art, stand firm for living prices

and good work.

Mrs. E. IST. Lockwood.
RiPON, Wis.

I am glad to see a movement made in the

right direction, as it is very much needed.

My prices range : for cabinets, three dol-

lars, and for cards, two dollars per dozen.

There are places in the city where they are

much less ; any photographer who works

for less is simply starving out the business,

or his work is not worth the price he asks

for it, and degrades photography altogether.

Experience has taught me that the lower

you cut your prices the less people estimate

your pictures. Using their own language,

they cannot be worth much when they are so

cheap. Yet, when old-established photog-

raphers undervalue their work, it is hard

for a man like myself, a new beginner, to

keep up the prices. I think that the very

lowest figure that cabinets ought to be of-

fered for should be five dollars per dozen,

and cards ought to bring two dollars per

dozen. Of course, I am speaking for the

middle-class galleries. In charging a rea-

sonable price we would have less hard labor

and more profit. Hoping that I have not

intruded too much on your time, and wish-

ing you every success, I remain.

Yours, etc.,

H. C. SCHAEFFER.
St. Louis, Mo.

We are in receipt of your letter ; will say

that we are very happy to make a reply in

that direction, as we have thought there

ought to be a fixed and established price.

Our prices last year for cards were three

dollars per dozen ; cabinets, four dollars.

This year we advanced our prices on cab-

inets to five dollars per dozen. Whole-size

pictures, three dollars.

Truly yours,

NicKERSON & Smith.

Provincetown, Mass.

[Good for the advance.

—

Ed.]

I.am careful in my work and do the best

I can. Have all I can do ; consequently, do

not care what other photographers charge.

There is one thing certain, I can tell the

Cheap John photographers by the "cut of

their coat," and if it happens that I get in

conversation with one of them, I find their

education and principles as small as the

price they ask for their work, and no doubt

their work is often not worth the money

they get for it.

Most respectfully,

J. H. Dampf.
Corning, N. Y.

Business is and has been very good since

the last Convention, which was a great boon

to us; it seemed to have a good effect on us all;

first, in making us try to better our work, and,

secondly, the public have taken more inter-

est in photography. Cheap Johnism is rag-

ing here the same as elsewhere, but it has

little effect on me. I demand living prices

and will not work for less. May your effort

in securing higher prices to the fraternity

prove a success. I am,

Yours respectfully,

S. L. Stein.

Milwaukee, Wis.

I am sorry to say that my efforts to get

the Detroit photographers into a more
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amiable feeling toward each other, with a

view to the advancement in price for work,

have failed. The low prices in the city

affect the country photographers, especially

those within a certain distance of the city,

and they complain wofully, and perhaps

they are right, but I remember the time of

the old bromide war, when the city gave

liberally, and the country photographers,

who had no faith in the good fight, said, if

won, they would not be found backward in

making all things straight, but after the

fight was won and they were asked to help

pay money that had been borrowed, one

man in the State of Michigan outside the

city sent in a solitarj^ fifty-cent scrip. It is

something like tit for tat. However, I am
very sorry that it could not have been man-
aged. $1.50 to 12.50 per dozen for cabinets

is very bad. Tours fraternally,

Jex. Bardwell.
Detroit, Mich

I see so much said about prices in your

magazine that I will try and give you an

idea of what we have done here. On April

24, 1884, we formed what is known as

the Photographers' Association of Jackson-

ville, 111., for the purpose of establishing

prices at a fixed rate. The prices agreed

upon were as follows : cards, |3 per doz.
;

cabinets, $5 per doz.
;
panels, $6 per doz.

;

8x10, $10 per doz.; 71x13^- panels, $15.

We have a printed price-list put up in our

studios, with the name of each photographer

here signed to it. Since our introduction of

new prices we find that it works admirably

well. Once each month we meet and dis-

cuss topics such as come up before the meet-

ing. If this is of any value, you may pub-

lish it. Fraternally yours,

J. W. Denton.
Jacksonville, III.

The question of prices is a very difficult

one to handle. Every one has the undoubted

right to charge what he sees fit, so long as

he pays one hundred cents on the dollar of

what he owes. It must be very humiliating

to any photographer to advertise himself as

inferior, as an artist, by cutting prices to

retain business, for tliat is sinij)ly what it

means in most cases; and the unfortunate

part of it is that ho will never bo able to

regain tlie advantage thus lost with any

surety of making a permanent success.

There is too much competition everj^where,

and some will have to succumb to the in-

evitable failure which is sure to come sooner

or later where such low rates are in vogue.

There is a class who cannot afford to pay

high prices in all communities, and for

this class the cheap photographs are legiti-

mate; and there are also those who appre-

ciate and are able to pay for a good and

finely finished picture, and to the photogra-

pher who meets that want with artistic

work, and at a reasonable price, his place is

secure, provided he is a man of culture and

refinement, gentlemanly and courteous in

all his dealings, and conducts his business

on sound business principles.

Ch. Tomlinson.
Elmira, N. Y.

I have been thinking a great deal about

your " price " question. That is a move in

the right direction. The example of the

Syracuse photographers ought to give back-

bone to the rest of us. Though I feel that

I might possibly be classed in the seventh

or tenth class, at least in my estimation, yet

I would vote the biggest vote I could cast

(and I am six feet tall) for such classifica-

tion all over the Union. Of course it would

have many disadvantages, doubtless, but at

the same time it would give an "excellence "

to strive for. We poor but earnest "min-

nies " would do our best to reach the plane

the " whales " are occupying ; while at the

same time we would be given a place in the

rank and file, which we could point to with

pleasure. Law, medicine, literature, the-

ology, art, all have their degrees, and men
must possess certain qualifications before

they have degrees conferred upon them.

Photography is no sneaking, half-starved

profession, that it must stand forever aside

and have the everlasting stigma of " machine

art " thrust upon it. A conference of de-

grees implies a standard
; that standard, a

head whence issue the highest icnowledge

of the art, and the proper adjustment of the

means of conferring degrees and titles. Let

this be accomplished, and put it in proper

shape before tlie public, and then the matter

of prices will regulate itself. Much depends

on the community in which a person does

business as regards prices. A first-class
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doctor or lawyer commands fees in propor-

tion to the amount of skill and brains he

possesses
; in short, fees as a rule represent

and are parallel to the amount of skill and

brains a given individual has : good pay,

good service, and until the mass of photog-

raphers are better educated in photographic

chemistry and photo, fine art, simply putting

up prices is not laudable. It is only too

true, that those who are making first-rate

and superior work are, through selfishness

and jealousy, cutting prices that is nothing

short of ridiculous. People of sense see that

jealousy is generally the cause of such cut-

ting, and never look on approvingly. The
public never demand low prices for good

work, only a certain class, never of much
good to most galleries, twist the life out of

the eagle on a twenty-five cent piece. Ask
some of the Harrisburg, Pa., photographers

what they think of cutting prices, and they

will show you a scar on their reputations'

fingers deeper than silver-stains. Their

pocket-books have the dyspepsia, or maras-

mus bad enough, and no doctor but that of

experience could do them any good, and,

fortunately or unfortunately, that doctor is

of the " old school," and believes in physic.

They are tame enough now. There is a

clear case of the superiority of talent well

applied over mere pretension coupled with

jealousy, and I am sorry to say that the

panic struck the very foremost artists the

hardest, but now old sores are healing, and

things are steadying up. With best wishes

for your continued success, I am.

Yours truly,

John K. Miller.
Elizabethtown, Pa.

SOME PLAIN TALK.

Dress your hair and arrange the toilet

about your neck just as you wish to appear.

Avoid all strong contrasts of black and

white, dress with taste, and your portrait

will always look well.

Please remember, that I have not the

physical or financial ability to try experi-

ments on your various toilets, unless you
are willing to pay for the extra sittings.

It will be to your advantage to leave your

position to me, unless you are the better

educated in art ; then I will gladly defer to

your superior judgment.

Under all circumstances I will endeavor

to please you, and to give the very best

possible result in position, lighting, expres-

sion, and finish.

My prices are more than moderate for

the class of work I give you, and I trust

you will acquiesce in my business rules.

All work is finished as rapidly as possible
;

there are no unnecessary delays.

C. TOMLINSON-.

116 Baldwin Street, Elmira, N. Y.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Visit of Mr. Kilburn to Be7'lin—Old Stories

and New Inventions—Practical Experi-

ence with Azaline Plates—The Second

Silver Bath in Eosin Collodion Process—
Photograpliy in the German Navy.

Last week we were favored with a visit

from our mutual friend, Mr. Kilburn, of

Littleton, N. H., who made known to his

coUegues of the Society for the Promotion

of Photography, an enlarging process which

met with much favor. In the year 1872,

Gsensli, a photographer, came to New York

in order, to make known a discovery of his

partner Guetzlass. This discovery was a

method of shortening the time of exposure

by the use of a certain medium, which

medium was a yellow fluid, the details of

which were published in your journal for

1872. Time passed on and this discovery

was forgotten, because no practical results

flowed therefrom.

Now I only refer to this to answer certain

objections which have been urged against

the priority of my discovery. I have fol-

lowed up in the line which Guetzlass began,

and while I acknowledge him as my prede-

cessor in this direction, I do maintain that

my process and his are as diametrically op-

posed as heaven and earth. His was a

method of sensitizing after exposure, while

my principle involved a method for mak-

ing bromide of silver sensitive to the so-

called non-actinic colored ray, by the addi-

tion of bodies which absorb those rays.

One might as well compare a Voigtlander

portrait-lens to a telescope, because a brass

tube is used for mounting both.
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I have recently been making some experi-

ments with azaline for coloring gelatine

plates, and have achieved some surprising

results. The results are better than when
eosin was employed. I subjoin in tabular

form, which will show the comparison be-

tween the two

:

mation of spots. These spots are occasioned

by an excess of nitric acid. Kecent experi-

ments have demonstrated to me, that the

eosin silver formed in the first bath is very

soluble in ammonia, and that the addition of

this body to the second bath favors the solu-

tion of the eosin silver in a very remarkable

I. II.

Color.

a. Naples yellow.

b. Chrome yellow.

c. Ochre.
d. Dark red.

e. Kose.

/. Bright green.

g. Dark green.

h. Cobalt.

i. Ultramarine.

Wet Eosin Plate. Dry Gelatine Eosin.

Black.
• Black.

Darker than chrome.

Like chrome.

Gray.
Dark gray.

Black.

The brightest.

A little darker than
Naples yellow.

Black.
Black.

Like chrome.

Brighter than
chrome.
Gray.

Like chrome.
Like chrome.

According to this, with wet as with dry

eosin plates, the greens operate too strongly

—that which was darker than chrome yel-

low appeared brighter in the photograph.

Further, the ochre acted insufficiently ; rose

madder, on the contrary, with the dry better

than with the wet. Very striking was the

difference of the two plates for blue ; this

color appearing on the wet plates decidedly

dark ; on the dry, bright as chrome yellow.

The wet eosin plate therefore give§ a truer

relation of colors than the dry ; far more

marked is the behavior of the azaline dry

plates, not alone by their sensitiveness for

reproducing red, but also by the proper rep-

resentation of the blue and the green.

Herr Quidde, in experimenting with ordi-

nary gelatine plates, and azaline with plates

in the reproduction of- oil paintings, re-

marks : The first impression showed harsh

white lights without any modulations, to-

gether with pitch-black shadows without

details ; certain portions of tlie picture did

not appear at all, looking like an over-ex-

posed image. It was quite difi'erent with

the second exposure, when the right relation

of shade of color was eflected, full of modula-

tions and detail and transparent sliadows.

In place of the dense black, flat shadows of

the first, we .see detail and nice gradation of

light and shade, clearness and sliarpncss.

The object of the second silver bath in the

eosin collodion process, is to prevent the for-

III.

Dry Azalin Plate.

Gray.
Black.

Somewhat darker than
chrome.

Darker than chrome.

Dark gray.

Dark gray.

Black.

manner. I have therefore added it to this

second bath with great advantage ; to every

100 c.cm. of bath, 20 grammes of nitrate of

ammonia. In the first bath, nitrate of am-

monia is not only useless, but in many cases

operates against the sensitiveness of the

bath.

Photography is playing an important 7'ole

in the German Navy. The outlines of coasts

are perhaps of as great importance to sea-

men in navigating the ship as charts for

sailing. Such outlines have hitherto been

drawn, and hence their accuracy depended

greatly upon the skill of the draughtsman,

and frequently left much to be desired. The

thought occurred to make use of photog-

raphy, by which even instantaneous views

could be taken with our highly sensitive

dry plates, of sailing ships. Last year ex-

periments were made in this direction by

the Imperial Navy, but no favorable results

were secured. An ordinary landscape camera

with tripod and a short focus lens were em-

ployed—sufficient for the land, no doubt, but

impractical on board ship, where every

motion of the vessel is appparent. More-

over, wo must recollect that the camera is

not under the control of an experienced

hand, but o])erated by seamen without prac-

tical exj)erience. The images obtained were

too small, not sharp, over or under-exposed.

Under such circumstances the outlines ob-

tained were often as long as broad and hence
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of no practical use. There was too much
foreground and sky. It is clear that since

the views must be taken at some distance, a

lens of long focus is demanded.

Under these conditions I began to devise

an apparatus specially for taking the coast

outline upon a moving ship. I made use of

a flat camera with a long focus lens, a Stein-

heil aplanatic of 54 cm. focus. To prevent

the motion of the ship from affecting the

camera, it was fastened to a four-foot-long

upright having a cubical projection at the

top, this rested on a perforated hollow socket
;

the upright, which passed through the hole

or the cube, carried a hook to which a

weight was attached. The socket rested

upon a stand screwed down upon the deck

of the vessel. By means of the heavy

weight the rod was kept in an upright posi-

tion and the camera in a horizontal position.

Very great sharpness of the detail was not

necessary. A finder was attached to the

bos, by which the position of the coast upon

the plate could be noticed.

Gurny's shutter was used for instan-

taneous work, but it did not always serve

the purpose, inasmuch as sudden gusts of

wind would occasion an exposure often at

the wrong time. Sach's plates were em-
ployed with the second smallest stop, which
gave very good instantaneous work.

Engineer Smidt, of the Eoyal Navy, has

made himselfperfect by laboratory work in the

Technical High School. When the weather

was cloudy or light bad, a larger stop was

used ; of course the image was not as sharp,

but this did not interfere with the general

accuracy demanded. Many plates were, as

may be supposed, over-exposed or under-

exposed, but the general results secured

were excellent, when we consider the difii-

culties which were to be surmounted. Part

of the plates were developed on board. I

have mentioned this new application of pho-

tography inasmuch as it opens a broad field

for its usefulness, and these experiments

will no doubt lead to others.

H. W. VOGEL.
Berlin.

Pictures Eeceived.—From Mr. Ktihns, At-
' lanta, Ga., a very carefully made composition

picture of the " Gate City Guard at Home."
There are about fifty figures in this group,

nearly all standing, carefully arranged without

any stereotype efi"eot, and excellently photo-

graphed. The scene is the interior of the

armory, while in one corner in a little circle is

an exterior view inserted, making the whole a

very pleasant souvenir. Mr. R. Moore, of

Seattle, Washington Ty., has favored us with a

number of examples of his dry-plate work, show-

ing Mr. Moore to be quite up to the times in

the manipulation of this new element in photog-

raphy. His child-effects are very prettily ar-

ranged, and his grouping is carefully done.

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., 591

Broadway, New York, have favored us with a

copy of their new catalogue. It is a model of

completeness. It contains one hundred and
forty pages of closely printed matter the size of

the Bulletin, is elaborately illustrated and care-

fully compiled. It seems to include everything

that is abreast of the times, in the way of ap-

paratus, accessories, tools, articles of use, etc.,

pertaining to our art. What adds to its value

is an extended table of contents, making it not

only a catalogue but a useful book of reference.

Its ornamental cover is in keeping with the

beauty of the whole.

Beautiful Examples of Engravings.—The

Crosscup & West Engraving Company, 702

Chestnut Street, generally well known to our

readers by their work and their advertisement,

have favored us with some lovely examples of

the various processes of engraving which they

practise, namely, wood-engraving, photo-en-

graving, and the Ives process. A sheet contain-

ing these examples may be had free from these

well-known gentlemen. A large portion of the

engravings in the Philadelphia Photographer

for the last fifteen years has been done by this

house, and we recommend them thoroughly as

excellent workmen, and pleasant men to deal
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with, besides being moderate in price. Every

photographer could get more or less of this work

to do il he would push, and make a commission

on it. "A word to the wise is suflBcient."

The Sutter Lens.—One of the attractions of

the Cincinnati Exhibition will be a series of

these new candidates for public favor made by

Mr. Sutter, of Basle, Switzerland, together with

some of the wonderful work produced by them.

The principal points in the Sutter Lens are won-

derful sharpness and softness of definition, flat-

ness of field, and great depth of focus. They have

as great rapidity, if not greater than most any

other make. Experts declare that they are the

most wonderful lens they have ever tested.

Messrs. Allen Brothers, of Detroit, Mich.,

well-known gentlemen, and agents for these new

lenses, have received testimonials of the strong-

est kinds from English and American photog-

raphers, including in England Messrs. Lock

& Whitfield, York & Son, and others. It is

safe to speak most stronglj' of these lenses,

some of which we have seen, besides examining

a variety of the work done by them. Be sure

to inquire for them at the Exhibition.

The Summer School of Photography at

Mountain Lake, Md.—Visitors to the Cincin-

nati Exhibition, when convenient, will find it

to pay them to make a halt at Mountain Lake,

and see the workings of the Summer School of

Photography under the care of Prof. Himes.

We are half looking for a delegation from this

quarter to the Cincinnati Convention, since we

learned that already the most pleasant fraternal

relations has grown out of this pleasant starting

of a new enterprise. More shall be said when

we are at liberty to speak.

Messrs. Smith & Pattison, 83 & 85 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, have sent us a variety of cir-

culars, which will be duplicated free to any one

applying for them. Among the most useful

articles which they offer is the Studio jRe(jiiiter,

which enables the photographer to keep his

books systematically. Send for the whole list.

The Crescent City Photographic Stock Supply

House is the name given by Mr. Tiikodore Lil-

ienthal to his now establishment at 121 Canal

Street, New Orleans. In addition to this, Mr.

Limknthai/s factory and warcroonis are at 'M

ChartroH Street. Mr. Lilikntiiai, expects to bo

ready for orders by August 1st, and jireviously

to issue his catalogue, llin stock department

will be under the supervision of Mr. Okorgk A.

Laiibu, who has had nearly twenty years' ex-

perience in the business. Mr. Lilirnthal

proves himself to be up to the times by putting

this important query on the fourth page of his

circular letter : "Are you a subscriber to any pho-

tographic journal ? If not, send me your sub-

scription and keep posted.'' And we add, choose

as the beat, The Philadelphia Photographer.

Look out for " secret processes." Have nothing

to do with any which are offered you for money.

They are either old, or they will be made public

before very long. Do not bite, lest you be

bitten.

About Plate-making. -Several of our sub-

scribers have urgently desired that we should

publish formula for the manufacture of dry

plates. We have never done much in this di-

rection, for the reason that we do not believe it

is good policy for the photographer to manufact-

ure his own plates. However, in order to show

our willingness to please all classes, we have

persuaded a gentleman whom we know to be

skilled in this direction to give us his modus

operandi. For this we are indebted to Mr.

Ranald Douglass, who will be heard from in

another column on this subject.

The Photographer in the Northland.—Mr.

R. Maynard has just returned from a wonder-

ful trip to Queen Charlotte's Island by way of

Straits of Georgia, and describes his interesting

trip in one of the local papers.

Mrs. E. N. Lockavood, Ripon, AVis., favors us

with a prettily printed "Anniversary Circular,"

one year having elapsed since she has been

sailing under her own flag. Prosperity seems

to have attended her from the beginning.

Mr. C. M. French, Garretsville, Ohio, has

one of the most attractive advertisements in the

magazine. Not only this, he offers to the pub-

lic a most attractive article for their use. Sev-

eral designs have been added to Mr. French's

stock of engravings, which will appear from

time to time in the advertisement. A new one

appears this month. Look out for him at the

Convention with his beautiful examples of work.

Mr. U. Ounnhkt, the veteran stockdealer,

has removed to No. 51 East Tenth Street, New
York, where ho has now one of the most com-

plete and beautiful establishments in our line

We shall make iv visit to Mr. Gknnkut's pres-

ently, after which a full dcscri])tion of his es-

tablishment will be given. Meanwhile road his

advertisements, and be sure and get all the good

out of them. His albumen-paper business alone

is now becoming an immensity.
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An Old Stand for Sale.—Our old friend,

Mr. Abram Bogardus, the veteran photogra-

pher of 872 Broadway, New York, has taken it

into his heart to sell out. His stock of appara-

tus, negatives of distinguished persons, and the

paraphernalia generally must be very valuable,

and the opportunity is well worth looking into

by those seeking for business.

Kind Words.—If we ever do have a fear that

the artistic feeling among photographers is some-

times at too low a grade to appreciate our work,

and that the pains we take to push them upward

and onward is lost, it is all removed by the com-

ments on us by the press. Here are two exam-

ples, the first from Thomas Pray, Jr., Editor of

the Manufacturers' Gazette, Boston, Mass. (he is a

distinguished amateur photographer), and a sec-

ond, from the Public Ledger, of Philadelphia,

Mr. George W. Child's well-known paper

:

" Mr. E. L. Wilson, editor and proprietor of

the PhiladelpMa Photographer, one of the best

journals published anywhere, moves from his

old quarters, 912 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

to 1125 Chestnut Street, on the first of July. Mr.

Wilson publishes photographic prints, makes

transparencies from his extensive travels abroad,

and is reliable in every way. We wish him all

the joy that moving means."

" The Philadeljihia Photographer for July,

published by Mr. Edward L. AVilson, who has

removed to 1125 Chestnut Street, has an exceed-

ingly attractive illustration in "Gretchen," a

composition picture that fairly deserves to be

classed as a work of art. The magazine is full,

as usual, of valuable hints to professional and

amateur photographers in every branch of the

business or art. It is to such journals as the

Photographer that the profession and the public

are indebted for many of the improvements

that have taken place in the art in the last

dozen years, for it is a convenient medium of

communication between earnest workers, whose

hints and suggestions are developed almost as

rapidly as their plates, and lead to visible ad-

vances, not only by those who serve as pioneers

and missionaries, but by all who keep abreast

of the literature devoted to their calling."

Human Nature Under the Skylight.—An
address with the above title was delivered at

Freeport, III., on June 17th, by Mr. Samuel
V. Allen, of that city. A correspondent writes:

The lecturer was introduced to the audience

by Prof. Charles C. Snyder, with a few com-

plimentary remarks, and in a short time Mr.

Allen was in the midst of his subject. With a

preliminary request for indulgence in presenting

views of the subject that might at first seem
disjointed, the plan and scope of the address

were soon laid bare, and the audience saw the

speaker surrounded by the different branches of

his subject, stretching out into indefinite possi-

bilities on all sides. The embarrassment pecu-

liar to those who only occasionally speak in pub-
lic was plainly discernible, and it was some

minutes before the lecturer really got possession

of his audience, but sympathy once established

was thoroughly maintained to the close. Under
the thin disguise of a humor that was fully ap-

preciated, the various complicated relations of

artist and sitter were considered, and many of

the problems so intensely interesting to those

who visit photographers' studios, came up for

elucidation. The kindly sympathy of the

speaker with nearly all the classes of sitters was

manifest, while the many compliments paid to

eminent members of his profession gave force to

his remarks. Though the lecture throughout

was mostly narrative in its character, and

abounded with incidents peculiar to life under

the skylight, there was almost an entire absence

of anecdotes considered as such. During his

lecture the speaker was frequently and heartily

applauded. It is to be hoped Mr. Allen can be

prevailed on in the next course of High School

Lectures to deliver one upon the subject of pho-

tography, considered purely from a scientific

standpoint. He is an enthusiastic artist, and

makes a profound and thorough study of all the

technical features of his profession, and such a

lecture from him would be of great and practical

value to all who- might hear it.

Mr. E. D. Ormsby, of Oakland, Cal., has been

interviewed by the Daily Times' reporter, and

states some interesting facts pertaining to some

of his patrons. We are afraid if he did much

of this thing he would cause his customers to

become suspicious lest he expose their peculiari-

ties.

Mr. C. H. Tonndorpf, the " chief" of the

stamp-portrait men, has prepared for us a very

neat little card for distribution at the Conven-

tion, illuminated by our own portrait, which we

expect to be busied in giving away while at the

Convention. We do not want to forget anybody

or slight any one, so applicants will be supplied

free. Mr. Tonndorff appears to be doing an

immense business in these little things, and no

doubt they are going to find their way in many

places where photography, as a rule, does not go.

Mr. a. H.'Plecker, Lynchburg, Va., gener-

ously issues a circular calling all the fraternity
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to the Convention at Cincinnati, and announces

that the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway will

make one fare to the round trip to Cincinnati

for the Convention. A reduced rate has also

been made from New York by way of the Old

Dominion Line of Steamers, and also some of

the other roads, particulars of which can be had

by referring to Mr. Flecker. Also see Mr.

Weingartner's list.

Messrs. Bachrach &, Brc, Baltimore, not-

withstanding the competition they find there,

have been so prosperous as to be enabled to

occupy the first floor of their building as an

oflBce and reception-room, and connect their

other floors with a hydraulic passenger eleva-

tor. We are glad to see them prosper.

will buy building, instruments, furniture,

chemicals, etc.; north light, good location, and

doing a good business.

F. H. FoLTZ,

Bedford, Pa

What Can I Do?—This is the title of a very

touching poem recently read before the New
England Woman's Club, the production of our

late good friend, Mr. Charles H. Codman, of

Boston, a copy of which has been sent us by

Mrs. CoDMAN. It is characteristic of its author.

The spirit of the poem is found in the following

excerpt

:

" How can I make this busy world

The better for my living ?

How can I make some slight return

For all it is me giving?"

Doctor Vogel's Letter.—A pleasant, newsy

letter is that of Dr. Vogel. We are always glad

to get his useful, practical correspondence, and

wish sometimes he would tell a little more about

himself. AVe learn from a private source that in

October, when he begins his autumn work at

the University at Berlin, where he has been a

Professor of Physics and Photography these

many years, the Doctor is to have new and

splendid quarters, sumptuous, massive, grand,

and convenient in every respect. This corre-

spondent truly says, "Dr. V()(;el is to be con-

gratulated on this beautiful change from his old

quarters, and ho deserves it richly, for, aside

from his well-merited distinction and celebrity

at a professor and a jjhotognrphcr, ho is one of

those good, largo-hearted, cheerful, and kind

men, full of the milk of human kindness. May
he live long, and may you and I bo blessed with

his genial friondshi|( for a lung time to come,

and often be with him." To this last wo echo

"bo bo it," and wish the Doctor continued suc-

cess in his new laboratory. AVe personally con-

gratulate him on getting out of the old rat-trap

which he has borne with during so many years

of hard labor.

A Note from Mr. Ives.

Philadelphia, July 10, 1884.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : I am sorry to see in your maga-

zine the republication of such a lot of falsehood

and nonsense as is contained in the article

signed " Ad. P. Eggis," and credited to the

Paris Moniteur. Eggis states that my process is

something entirely difi'erent from what it is, and

then describes a slightly modified form of what

really is my process, and claims it as his own.

His talk about the superiority of a stipple to

mechanical lining simply proves his ignorance

of what has been accomplished in both ways.

I commenced with a stipple, almost exactly in

the manner described by Eggis as an improve-

ment, and then really did improve by discarding

the crayon paper and adopting the method I

now employ. No better proof of the quality of

my process plates is needed than the fact that

they are now in demand for the illustration of

some of the highest-class illustrated magazines

in the world. Yours truly,

Fred. E. Ives.

AVe regret that such an oversight as that

pointed out by Mr. Ives should occur. AVe have

opportunity to know that he is correct, and

would not take one iota from him of his credit

as an ingenious inventor. The examples of his

work tell better than any argument that he is

ahead in this matter, and when others produce

as good, it will be time enough for them to put

in their claims.

Messrs. Charles Cooper <fc Co. have favored

us with their monthly price-list. Our readers

who have not dealt with this firm will find them

one of the most pleasant and agreeable con-

nected with our business. They are not e.xclu-

sively manufacturers of photographic chemicals,

by any means, that branch of their business

being comparatively a very small one. AV hat they

do make is excellent in quality and reliable in

every sense, as are the gentlemen themselves.

Their drug and medicine business is an immense

one, too, and their factories in Newark and New
York employ a great many people.

Photoyraphy is the name of "a record of the

progress of the art sciences," issued in Chicago

semi-monthly, by Mr. J. Sawtellio Foud, at

$.'?.()0 per year. It is neatly printed, and has a

good ap])earance.



MAKE OUT YOUR OWN BILL, and remit cash with yonr advertisements, or they will not be

inserted.

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter

must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations.

4®°" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement Postage-stamps taken.

We are now located in our four-story and

basement, seventy feet deep building. We
have a stock of summer accessories on hand,

and can deliver backgrounds at short notice.

Several new articles, very desirable for

summer, ready.

Lafayette W. Seavey.
216 E. Ninth St., N. Y,

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
REMOVED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West or Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-

ern improvements, and the most refined demands

from a «ritical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for hackgrouncU

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

For Sale in the Best Mining Camp in

America.—I have just received into my hands
a good photographic outfit and full stock, which
must be sold immediately. For particulars,

Address J. H. Eardley,

Grocer, Butte City,

Montana Ty.

EOCKfOOD SOLAR PRINTIN& CO,

1 7 Union Square, New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, loe are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the .^.ale of materials for

Willis's Platinotype Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

&, Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the only au-

thorized general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

I.ATEST-BEST-$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

WATMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. IS, 'Waymoutli's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a neic

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price Sl-25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
PoRTPAiT Artist,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelpliia, Pa,

CEAYON AND WATEE COLOE POETEAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water- colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

'WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
IIoItlH lip to vlfw all about inaitlpiila-

tlon, photographic art, po.tlIl^, Il^htiiit;,

etc. Nearly 1000 »ohl. See advert l«cinciits
and tcittliiioiitHlM.

$400 $400

Address T. W. Power, X. Y., Secretary of

Association of Operative Photographers of New
York City, for operators, printers, and re-

touchers, 392 Bowery, or 487 Eighth Avenue.

'WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
All abont enmJsioii >vork aiid plate mak-

ing— a >vhole big chapter. See index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

PORTRAITS IX CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLI^S, SOX & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 O.'j

SUr 1 00
Palette t)U

Leaf 90
Bell yo

Crescent 80
Kgg fiO

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

J 125 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
L..\TKST-BKST- S3.
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THE NEW RECREATION.

Amateur i hotography.

By D. J. TAPLEY.

Containing full and explicit instructions,

by following which any person of fair in-

telligence will become a successful photog-

rapher. It is pleasantly written, popular in

style, and free from technicalities.

PKESS NOTICES.

"The instructions are given in a clear, simple

style."—i\^. Y. Herald.

''Not published in the interest of any appa-

ratus or dealer, and free from any bias or preju-

dice."^

—

Publishers' Weekly.

"The author has stated clearly the technicali-

ties, and smoothed the way so that the novice

may easily learn the art."

—

Boston Globe.

" In addition to its value as a manual and

trustworthy guide for amateurs, the book is es-

sentially readable, abounding in bright breezy

pictures of outdoor life, pervaded by a quiet

humor."

—

N. Y. Star.

" The book is full of good ideas, and accepta-

ble ones, too, because the author is a most enthu-

siastic and successful amateur, thoroughly ac-

quainted with the subject, knows well appar-

ently the obstacles that lie in the path of the

beginner, and has proven himself eminently

qualified to point the way to success. His book

is bright, and will prove very readable. It is

sure to have success."

—

Philadelphia Photog-

rapher.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Paper, 50 cents. Clotli, $1. Post-paid.

S. W. GREEN'S SON, Publisher,

69 Beekman St., ^ew York.

For sale by all booksellers and newsmen.

A TESTIMONIAL.

Washington, May 21, 1884.

John Carbutt, Esq.

Dear Sir : I made some splendid drop-shutter

views on your " specials," of the wheelmen, yes-

terday. Never missed one out of twenty, by
J. A. Cole and myself. Tried two of 's

specials—both nix. We say "Hurrah for the

Carbutt Specials." There is nothhuj to compare

with them. 's, 's, and 's all

failed on the trial yesterday but yours, which

were used by one other party, who made ex-

cellent views.

Yours truly, E. R. Haight,

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is nearly

all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by

Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As

there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.

The German Photographic Society of New
will receive correspondence of employers as well

as employes, for help or situations.

For Rent.—A photograph gallery, furnished

complete. Good backgrounds. Best instru-

ments of all kinds. One of the best skylights

in the State. Finished and furnished at an ex-

pense of $5000. Beautiful location ; 3500 inhabi-

tants
;
good surrounding country ; terms reason-

able.

Any good, sober, industrious young man will

do well to give us a bid. Too much other busi-

ness to attend to it. A good opening for a young

man. Address D. Harris,

Tyrone, Pa.

Pre-eminently first-class operator wanted to

go to Sydney in Australia, in about six months.

Passage will be paid from San Francisco. Salary

one hundred and eighty dollars per month. En-

gagement for two or three years. Address,

sending copious examples of all classes of work,

inclusive of carte de visite, cabinets, and boudoir,

W. H. N.,

843 General Post Office,

Sydney, N, S. W., Australia.
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1864 1884.
M. WEKNEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Fnrnished,

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
LATEST—BEST—$3.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any i^nuyose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

AVILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is the best book I ever got possession of.

Those who want lightning or instantaneous pro-

cesses had better get a copy and work with

pleasure. Nothing like it; too good to be with-

out.

—

Joseph Theiring, Cincinnati, 0.

PRINTING FOR AMATEURS

BY THE

PLATINOTYPE PKOCESS.

Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Willis & Clements,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
It I«a(l« tlie iiOMe rl{{ht, and preneiit*

to the c-ye "a \wrtvvt cycloptvilla of

I)liotof{i'U|>liy."

Vogel's Progress of Photography,

LATEST—BEST—$3.

$4.00 $4.00

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
Teaches every step In Pliotography.

$4.00 To any Address. $4.00

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As operator in a photograph gallery by a

French artist, who has had years of experience

in Europe as well as New York. Rural views a

specialty. Best of references. Address Marius,

160 Sullivan Street, New York.

By a first-class printer or general workman.

Reference given and required. Address Printer,

Box 1643, Rockford, 111.

By a good printer and retoucher, understands

operating. Nationality Polish. Understands

German some. Address Leon Nekolezts, Berea,

Ohio.

By a first-class operator of long experience,

as operator, or will rent or run a good gallery on

shares, with privilege of j)urchasing. Samples

and references exchanged. Address Dry Plate

Expert, cure E. L. AVilson, 1 125 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.

By a good operator and retoucher, after Au-

gust Ist. Can work wet and dry plates success-

fully. Roforoncos oxcliangod. Address J. E. M.,

Lock Box 49, Troy, Ohio.
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SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR

Photographic and Platinotype Supplies
TO

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

ALBERT MOORE "^ SOUR ENUR6E,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND SOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELOV^.

Owing 10 the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new one at less

cost, and now at a REDUCED PRICE, $4.00, we are enabled to place it within the

reach of everybody.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.

KEADING MATTER.
I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules, and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Forniulce well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate his book.

IX. Printing and toningformulae.

Together with a plan of Mr. JBigelow's shylight.

B®"- A fine lot of studies and capital instrtictions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Fhila.

PHOTO. ILLUSTEATIONS.

1

.

Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede

4. Promenade, lady [interior).

5. Promenade, lady [rnoonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman (bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady {bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

1 1

.

Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.
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SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS

FROM BREAKING IN TRANSPORTATION BY USING
OUR PATENT

MAILING BOX.
SEND FOR LIST, SIZES, AND PRICES.

SEE FUTURE ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association are to publish original etchings and engravings

|

of the highest grade,
i

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its leading feature the contributions

of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.
j

HIGHEST CT,ASS OFHANI) PAINTED !

DISSOI^riNO VIEW SLIDES,
As Used at the Late Royal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON & 00.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIANS.

Not merely Colorists of I'liotograiihs, as nearly alt

other slide producers are, beg lo draw your special

attention to the fact that they can paint any siiDJect,

commencing on the bare glass Any Engraving.
Print, Dr.iwing, etc., can be copied as Slides, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo. Slides in a far superior manner to any other
house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches

in diameter. As these slides take a good while to do,

and arc only done to okuhk, customers must order

during the smnmer months. Samples may be had.

13 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Old or daindffril Sliihs iinil Aji/mrtitu.'i re)>aired. Condvnsets for nil purpoars, any nise to order.



What is said by the Readers of Photographies:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues

rho desire to possess a complete photographic library.

-MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur de

a Photographic.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

ure will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
ieserves. Among the photographic writers of America
3. L. Wilson stands without a compeer. A thorough
nowledge of the literature, an elegant style of writings

concise but comprehensive manner of expression,

nd enthusiasm for the object of his efforts, distinguish

im in a like degree, and he once more claims our

hanks and admiration by his excellent work Photo-

raphicm—Dr. H. Vogsel, Editor of the Photo. Mitthei-

ungen, Berlin.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

imerica. It is written with great elegance and mas-
erly handling of the subject, and it is very compre-
isnsible. It is magnificently gotten up. The author
as sacrificed much time and money repeatedly for the
artherance of photography, and will certainly meet a
rell-merited success with his new work.

—

Dr. E. Horn-
SG, Editor of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

Please forward me one more copy of Photographies,

s I have sold the first, and would not be without one
or triple the price.

—

Emmeeson Goddard, Woonsocket,
1. 1.

I should not hesitate to recommend both the style

ijd the matter, adapted, as it is, to the novice and the
ractical worker.—S. P. Tresize, Granville, 0.

I have your Photographies, and get the Philadelphia
Photographer regularly. I could not do very well with-
utthem.— W. F. Staples, Dallas, Texas.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

p to date, and I am much pleased with it.—H. L.
iLiss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

hotography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are
oing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

If there is a photographer that cannot get some
aluable information from this work, he must be ex-
remely well posted.

—

John F. Singhi, Rockland, Me.

I think it will go first-rate. It is an elegant book,
nd ought to go. I recommend it as the best.—T. W.
'attison, with H. J. Thompson, Chicago.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could
iardly fail by this plan in making a "seiul and prae-
ical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, W. Y.

We have no hesitation in saying that Wilson's Pho-
igraphics is an elementary masterpiece from which all

annot fail to obtain a vast quantity of information.

—

'K. R. Shelton Mackenzie, Editor Philadelphia
hening News.

*Itis the very best text-book upon our beloved art.
he some two hundred and twenty-five authorities you
uote from was a task of itself, and its whole arrange-
lent is superb.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I am much pleased with it. It is a valuable com-
endium.—W. H. Jackson, Denver, Col.

I have inquiries tor a good book on photography,
and I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbdtt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it,—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn., -

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of
compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson. His constant
intercourse with our best artists, his knowledge of art
matters, his close study, observation, and writings for
nearly a score of years, have made him master of the
situation.—J. H. Fitzgibbon, in St. Louis Practical
Photographer.

This valuable and suggestive book is without any
doubt the greatest effort yet made by its author. We
have spent some pleasant hours in its company, and
shall hope to spend many more. It demands a position
in the library of every photographer, and this position
it will assuredly attain as soon as its merits become
known.—Editor Photographic Times and American
Photographer.

i..
Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well G. Singhi, Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Bachrach, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished. It is complete.—J. B. Leisenring, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.

It is a most useful book, and its practical teachings
to the studious photographer contain the most valuable
information.-—C. D. Moshbe, Chicago.

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-
tography put together. The idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. KiLBURN, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have
played your part so carefully upon the photograpjiic

stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas. ^

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the

subject I have ever seen. I have tested it pretty

thoroughly, as questions have arisen in my daily prac-

tice, both as regards the manipulation and manufacture
of dry plates as well as the ordinary practice of silver

work, and in no case have I found it wanting. But
above all, the fraternity and public owe you a debt of

gratitude for your ceaseless and loving iteration of the

need of art study; as an art student of many years, I

can appreciate your labor in this direction, and hope

that you will live to gather and enjoy much fruit from

the tree you have helped to plant and so carefully nur-

ture.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with

compound interest.—P. Kellmeb, Hazleton, Pa.

-USE-

Will be mailed, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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WESON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They

help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as per

list below :

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contains NINE Journeys:

A—Prance and S"witzerland..
B—Belgiura, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
O—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Nor-way,

S^veden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
P—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

INALL, O FEB 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—S-witzerland—The Pour Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

fi@"VOLUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW KEADY.-^a
PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

GlvvM (leMcrliitioiiH of all llic NIi(l<^N made liy Mr. Kflwai-fl \a. WIImoii of his personally
taken vlewH of Tltt- Sinai Pviiinsiila ; The UcM<-ri uf (Itc KxofliiH; The

lloiile of (he iHraeliteM to (lie PronilHed I^aiKl; and

THE TAKING OF PETRA.
by lii^ellr.. EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
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720 {5 gross) of these trimmers tvere sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL FI0T06MPH TRIMMERS
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These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

^ ^^/^m & -^gf^^^B
yS^^^^^ ^i ibJ^T^a^9^<yp£l^ ^**^'WM)p

1
jS^^^ Vjr^ *^S.^^ ^i^

1 i
ff '^ '^^l^^^^ ^

Mfm ^^

Plan

3
^ht Cut 'I'rimmerof h siding the Strai^

when in use. PKICE , 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PRICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

3:01 nNrsoisr''s csi-xji id ess-
made OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lO cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.

2x2f

2|x3|
2fx3|
2*x4i

OVALS,
3| X 4f
3|x4|
3Jx4f
3|x5^
4x5f
4|x6i

5x7
5,^x71

5Jx7^
5|x7|
5|x7f
6x8

6i X 81-

6|x8J
7x9

7|x9|

SQUAEE OR ROUND CORNERED.
2j-Lx3| 2/sx3| 2Jx4.^ 4x5|
.2^x31- 2/^x31 2ix4| 4^x51
2^x3J 2|x4i- 3^x51- 3^x6
2^x31* 4x6j

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3j-i^x3|, 3x3 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the Knife for Trimming
Photographs, and do the ivork much more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cut, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

SfoelieS EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 1125 Chestnut St., PhUada.

4
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTERIOR DECORATING CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

-^^^^ ^tf.
IirrnTirii MMi iTTii'il'M-[;ii! i ;

i iii iii ii i ) iiiiil! l ll !lJ l]

AfiNGIfc«JIN« CO.

vl0

DCB5S-. "NQs
i'^SOLUTELYWIIHOUT fl B""":;,^^

1
O
I—

(

:i3

FH0T06RAFHISCHE MITTHEILUNdEN.
We are now prepared to receive suhscrii^tion.s for Dr. llcrmaiiii W. \'oger.s magazine bearing

the al>ove title.

The MITTHEILUN6EN is inil)lishc(l in German and is issued semi-monthly at Jjij.oo jier year,

postage )iai<l. To all of (jur German pholograpliers and many others this will he considered a

desirable oi^portunity.

The Magazine is ])ublished at Berlin. Subscnj)tions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Fa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

M^n IWmW 0N EYE^Y Bl^^NCP 0F Ppe5f06R^PHY.=i£^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustj-ated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. |5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGBAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOaEAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 fages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Three Vols.
Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts
in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SIIVCE 18T9.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, |3.00.

Issued July loth, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to |4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, |3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. EoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, 11.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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<Ms !H Ej ^^ ~y

M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.
(INCOEPOEATED.)

OFFICE, 306 WALNUT STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

hem. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Eapidly, giving the finest results, Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

-i^^SEND FOR PRICE LIST.4>^|?-

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST:

Size 3\ X 4.1 Per doz. $0 GO
]

Size 10 x V2 Per doz. $5 00

G 60

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

"4x5 " DO ,,., ,,
" 11 X 14.,

lliose small
" ^x^ " 100 sizes uro put

" 14x17.
"

4,f X 64 " 130 up in pacit- .< ]G x 20.

"5x7" "
1 55 ( "P^"''""' << 17 v'>0" ^ ' ^ ^'^

loss tiian ^' -J^ -"•

" 5 x8 "
1 75 ono (lo/.on " 18x22.

" Gi X 8i,
" 2 30 J'''^'"-"- " 20x24.

" 8 X 10 " 3 40
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES,

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this efiec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

emploj'ment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off" the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

r5RICE I I Q T
'^^a r L 1 O 1 eJ^-'

ro. 1, for Six A\ Plates, . . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5* 1 30
" 4, " 41- X 6* 1 35
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" 7, " 6.^x 8^ 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Booces, dOcts. additional for each size.

Cloth Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PROTECTING CASE,
IVitli Glass Bottle and Graduate Tumbler, for Photo. Developer

and otJier Solutions.

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with them

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinary

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid metal, with

a locking ring on each case to afford

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They ai^e made of dif-

ferent sizes : bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resist crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has

the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case

closed, and the second open with the

bottle iherem. The use of this arrange-

ment assures the photographer that he

has a safely kept stock on hand of any

needful solution.

No. 1.

No. 3 A.

No. 4 A.

No. 13 A.

^M^

—

.+. PRICE LIST. ••—

^

Diameter, l^s in. Leu^tli, 3yi in. Wclglit, 4}^ oz. Furnished with 1 oz.
hottlc, euvh, $0 50

Diameter, a in. Length, 514. in. "Weight, 7% oi. Furnished with
4r oz. Iiottle, witli tumbler, mnklug ]{ pint ArhIc, eaeli, O 85

Diumeter, 'Z'/^ in. Lengtli, 7 in. AVelglit, 14 oz. Furnished with
H tri.. hottle, witii tumbler, miiltinK y, pint flask, each, 1 10

Diameter, ;ij^ in. I.eiigtii, <> In. AVeigltt, 17 oz. Furnished with
8 oz. bottle, witli tumbler, making <: pint tlask, eueli, . . . . 1 ao

B^TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK."^^

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
W. Irving Adams, Agent. 423 Broome Street, New York.
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The FIOTOGMFHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE
By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

FHOTOGBAPHIC COLORING.—T^^xq growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved
methods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed— has

led to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Finishing
Photographs with "Water Colors.

I'V". "Water-color Painting as Applied
to Photographs.

Chap. "V, Kelative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.
"VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Eetouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

e last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

1884

This Favorite Annual
•IS NEARLY ALL GONE

Better than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest FJiotographic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

# ^ #
DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER

^JadeMa^

For Sale by all Photo, Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK
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THE

AIR
I BRUSH

THE

AIR
BRUSH

gjtta/gg-_gg- ^Hi^ACl
J^

- The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and halftone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

j

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

1 way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on fiat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

' years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

j time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

I ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

Printins Medallion Pictures,

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receijJt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^~No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Ketouching Nega- p

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production \t

of Artistic Kesults in Printing.
i

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED AVITH A BRUSH, DRIES dUICKLY AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, SO Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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^BNN?

EXTRA

DREs
'^^JV

BRILLIANT

WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE from BLISTERS and IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

(i. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir: I wish to express ray appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and

8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you

sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
54 B. TENTH ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Gollms, Son & Co.

MAJ\rUFACTURE ALL LCLJVDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographers^
AND

HATS. MOUNTS. AND ENVELOPES
'J

FOR

FERROTYPES.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T ^THESIMC!

WATfflOUTH'S VIGNETTI PAPERS.

19 Sizes
ARE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Below.

No. 15/2,
THE

Oriisliy PatterD,

PEAR SHAPE
NoiAT Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

They are not clumsy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy of ajipli-

cation to any negative. They ^SB^/tll ^^IH^^ TV&y are printed in black

tieedbut one adjustment toprint ^^H^B^WlftfelllViil^^BH^r ^°^ ordinary negatives, yellow

any quantity. They entirely ^^^^BSSSUB^^^^^^ bronze for thin negatives, and
do away with all the old and ^^H^^^^l^^^^^ '<=d bronze for still weaker ones,

troublesome methods, either
^^™^^^^^

Directions /or use accompany
wood, metal, or cotton.

. each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."—" They answer the

purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—"I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me anothcrr packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to

anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers" received and tested
;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner,
have been wanting for years."

' Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what 1

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INOEEASE
THEIE ORDERS LARGELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 i^ ^^
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 '^^

Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 ^^
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per doz ^0

" 2*'^'^^'^^'^"'^^^' " " " Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 7o
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15 J^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00

"16,17,18, ,, „ „ Half » » » >'
125

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., PhUad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANOE'S
—SPECIAL-

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the lointej- troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. S^^ None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses.
" a Retouclilng Varnish.
" Softening Strong Negatives.
" the Celehrated Berlin Process

For Ground Glass for Cameras.
« Glazing Sky and Side Liglits.

'< Obscnrlng Studio and Office Doors.
" Printing Weafe Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TRIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Ill
Hance's Delicate Cream Gun
Cotton Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in tlie medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photograplis made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is especially adapted to the Rembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASKS FERROTYPE ipnTTnUiniff
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED juUljLUlllUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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MANUFACTURERS OP PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

JIo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic u^e.

-«^ STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED..^*.

PJIPIJJPPS Of GOJ.P and Sipvpp WASJp.
Waste sent through Stoekdealers will receive prompt attention.

.i^SZSL. JF'O THES

^^^ Dry Plate.
The BEST in the MARKET for STUDIO and INSTANTANEOUS WORK.

We solict a trial and will deliver them free of charge at the following Standard Prices.

3Xx 4X.4x5,
4X2: 5/^,
4Xs: 6}i,5x7,5x8,
8 X 10

Per Dozen, $0 60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 SO
3 40

10 X 12, .

11 X 14, .

14 X 17. .

16x20, .

17x20, .

18 X 22, .

20 X 24, .

Per Dozen, $5 00
" 6 50

12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

TABER & RUTHNICK,
No. 8 Montgomery Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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JOHN G. HOOD. KSTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

ON.' HOOD ^
OsJ V V> 825 Arch Street, V>Q

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
WE HAVE
NOW

IN STOCK

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8 x 10.
Cabinet Lenses, IVos. 3 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, !3, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symnietricals.

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Lar^e Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Stereosraplxic Lenses, all sizes.
New Uiiiversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cliea})est Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

SteinMl's Sons' APLAMTIO Lenses.
We 1)010 hive a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the foUowinc/ prices :

JVo. 1— 1-4 size, 3% inch focus, $25 00
» 3— 1-3 » 5]4 » » 30 00
» 3— 4-4 » 7 » » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... lO'X iMclifoc\i8,...$60 00
I) 5—10x13 » ...13J4 » » 70 00
» 6—13x16 » ...lO'X » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and 3 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic '^vork.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, ami so solicit y^ur orders. Always in stock, to suit above TiCnsos, CAMERA BOXES made by

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc,

WE KEEP IN STOCK PULL ASSORTMENT OP

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF A - L MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OP

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and V/'eujs,

At prices as low as arc oonsistent witK the quality of goods furnished. Wo are indebted to our

cuBtornors for the patronage during the i)U8t Nineteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-

tinuance of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred,

Per 500, from the same picture,

Per 1000
"

With SSVi per cent, cormnission off, to

Photographers on all orders of more
than 500. JVo less than 100 made

My Most ARTISTIC Xp^
DESIGNS of own

$1 50

7 50

12 00

4
SPECIALTY

make.

T

1^^
^
1^

.^

AV/^Taken from Cabinet

A^VX^and Card Size Bust

,^^^/^ Pictures only.

My Portraits are endorsed by

the foLlowijig

leading business firms

.

Gr. Cramer Dry Plate Works
John A. Scholten, Photographer
F. W. GrUERIN,
Latour,
R. Uhlmann,
J. F. Ryder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,
Theo. Lilienthal,

"

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedalia.

St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

SjTacuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

DOUGLASS, THOMPSON & CO., Sole AEfiiits fir lie State of 111.

To better introduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a

special design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise

themselves and inform the public where same can be procured. Siich design will co.'^t $b.

Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Origrinal Inventor,

154:6 Chouteau Ave., St. JPouis, 3Io.
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
AND

LANTERN SLIDES.
Nearly twenty j'ears' experience as a Dealer, Manufacturer, and User of these goods,

enables me to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

^EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.^
LECTIRE BOOKS 0^'^

Send for New Catalogue. (15 Cents in Stamps.)

A supoil) list of Slides from recent personally made

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

^i>-CATALO(iUKS HEAUV. TIIK iVIUST liNKiUE CULMXTIdN EVER OFFERED.

READ WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
TUHKH VOJvS. vol.. Ill, "Till-: OJMKNT,",) UST ISSUED.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

E/*U ti:J> L. n fLSON, Ao. 7/?.> fhrstmif Stirrf, I'hifadclp/iio.
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being litted with one optical system, projecting in front and

another projecting from one side. The light through the iirst system is transmitted o°n to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the extremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
neans a disk can be projected* on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-
ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lantern, the centre of "rotation "being as
near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.

tH IN * rH rH rH

To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system

is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illumination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

a practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jet being thereby obtained, further ad-

justment becomes unnecessary. The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efficient. The conical

fronts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The whole lantern is of

metal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

in the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
of extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.

^We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

We have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a

minute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
SECURED BY LETTERS-PATENT Ii^ EIITGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

outfit, bag^s, tubing-, generator, &=€ &'c. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on application.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Sole Agent for the United states. 1 125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

P. iHIfH & ft,
Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHBT) 1S4S.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

Members attending the Convention are invited to inake themselves

''AT HOME'' at the Old Reliable Depot.

For convenience they can have their letters directed to our care.
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THE BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL IS

ROBINSON'S

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN FH0T06RAPHT.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I

CHAP.
I. Introductory.

II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

(continued).
VI. Unity.

XVII. Portraiture.
XVIH. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.

XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX . Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.

VII. Examples—Expression.
! XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.

VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
IX. Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
XIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose

—

Fitness.

XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.
XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade (continued).
XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX. Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULAR PHOTO. "WORK EVER PUBIilSHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK WANTED NO IP BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. niusirated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.

"Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellerice

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."

—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. V.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
ever published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."

—

James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Philada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
AltE CONCEDED BY TSE LEADING PSOTOGHAPHERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP,

HL

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape. *

Per Doz.

-PRICE LIST.-
Per Doz.

-»

Per Doz.

3'^ x4X, • . . 80 60 5 X 8, . . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 00
4 X 5, 90 6V?. x8)4, . , 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X x6>^, . . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Agent, OS^AR FOSS, 841 Mission St. , San Francisco, Cal.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8 X ID box Tor the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or

stereo lenses and any size plate up to 8xio. Simple,

rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket.

It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3ji

inches thick, weighing, complete, 7J2 pounds. Sena
for circular.

1 box complete, with one I'iate holder, . $25 00

G. H. SOOFIELD,
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N.Y.

OPEN SHUT.

HODG-B & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

— ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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J. p. OURDAN. GEO. G. STILLMAN, J. W. STILLMAN.

Cor. Aborn 'and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and
warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better th^n any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

PLATE
WARRANTED.

P RICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DRY PLATE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE UMITED STATES FOR 1884,

3} X 4\ per doz., $0 60

4x5 » 90

i}(X 5| ,, 1 00

41- X Gh .) 1 20

5x7 , » 1 55

5x8 » 1 75

6^x 8h » 2 30

8 X 10 » 3 40

10 X 12 per doz

11 X 14

14 X 17

16x 20

17 X 20

18x22
20x24
30 X 60 each

$0 00

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

9 00

THE ONLY MAKERS WHO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.



FPNCP'3 e^N^MENT^li l^EIiIEF B0PE^^,
OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.

PATENTED APRIL 9, 1884.

New Designs Just Out, and Old Designs Greatly Improved.
|

Owing to the great favor with which this new and novel style of printing in work was received at the Photog
raphers' Convention at Milwaukee, and continuing all through the holiday season, our resources were taxed to the

utmost to fill the orders, and having our regular gallery work to attend to besides, we were obliged to withdraw oui
advertisements from the journals in order, if possible, to lessen the great demand upon us. Now, however, we ar«

pleased to announce to the fraternity that, having disposed of the gallery and having fitted up a suit of rooms solely

for the manufacture of the Foreground Negatives, we solicit your orders, and we feel confident that you will bel

pleased with the improved appearance of the work, as we are taking great pains in producing work of a first-classi

and meritorious order, and a perusal of the following testimonials, selected from the many at hand, will show thai]

this new and novel style of embellishing photographs is meeting with approval among our best workers in the arl

photographic. We shall reduce the price to J1.25 for 5x8 or cabinet size, and $1.50 for 4 x 4 or boudoir sizej

believing, with our increased facilities for turning out work, and complete arrangements for doing good work, thai

the use of them will become more general. Bj
this arrangement no discounts can be made or,

orders less than ten dollars, either to user or dealer^

The sending of photographic samples to the host Oj

inquirers is a great expense to us, and hereafter

we will send free a sample blue print, or on receipi

of six two-cent stamps, will send a 4 x 4 size mo
saic sample photograph, mounted on cloth.

TESTIMONIALS.
" The ornamental Foreground Negatives we hai

from you are just the nicest thing of the kind w
have ever seen. There is an artistic quality abou
them that is quite unusual in such adjuncts t

photographs, and as something new and nice w|
can heartily recommend them to our co-workers.

'|—Declter &. Willjer, Cleveland, O., April -*

1884.

" I am much pleased with your Border Neg:'

tives for cabinets. The designs are very prettj

and novel, and the effect charming. I shall warj

more if future designs take as well as these w|

have."—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, O., April ici

1884. 1

" Embossed Foregr..und Negatives duly r|

ceived. Allow me to congratulate you on yoi
happy hit. For simplicity of manipulatioi,

cheapness, as well as beauty and novelty, the

are ahead, and must be a success and a pleasu

to all concerned. Find enclosed J3 25 for tw

more negatives, and with your permission 1 w
keep samples, for I fear I shall be compelled tog
other designs. Wishing you the abundant succe
you so richly deserve, 1 remain, etc."

—

A. X
Liaiiiiiey, Shclbyvillc, 111., Nov. 25, 1883.-

"The Foreground Negatives were receiv*

some time ago all right, and I am so well pleasi

that I want more. You may send me . . .

'

Forward by U. S. Express."—Geo. W. Hi
song, La Grange, Ind., Dec. 6, 1883.

For those to whom 1 am a stranger, and w
may hesitate about sending an order direct with

remittance, I would refer you to the follow!

letter from Cleveland's leading photo, stockdea'

and President of the Stockdealers' Association:!

Patei»te»l April 9, 1884. America.

"This is to certify that we have known Mr. C. M. French, Proprietor of French's Embossed Foreground a
Border Printing Negatives for the past fifteen years, having had business relations and a personal acquaintar|
with him during the most of this period, and can confidently commend him a sa thorough Christian gentleman of I

strictest integrity and worthy of the fullest confidence and trust of those with whom he may have dealings.'

Sargent d& Co., Cleveland, O., April 10, 1884.

(?-=- -TITLES OF DESIGNS.

-

No. Size 01' Platij.
5x8 4x4

1. " ' Who's That? ' says little rabbit," . Cab. or Houd.
2. Palette, with design of flowers, . . » »

3 A Sunny Corner, winter scene, birds, » »

4 * For Clench's Pla(|ue, or full cabinet, »

5.* Plaque imitation for 6 inch circle

cards, »

6. "OwlyMosesI What's the matter?
"

Comic, » "

7.* Our Reflections, a great favorite, . . » »

Cut-outs or masks arc furnished with negatives rcqui
over vignetted portraits, the others by double vignetting.

For negatives send to your slockdcalcr or to

Inventor and Maiiiifufdirer. C.

No. Size of Pla'
5x8 4>

8. Golden Rod, in tasteful arrangement. Cab. or Be
9.* A Bird's-eye View, very pleasing, . »

10.* By Moonlight, quite eflective, . . »

II.* " Snow-Flakes of Memory," for the
Holidays »

I.;.'' Iiurder to Clench's Large Placiue, . 8x
13. " Shells from tile Sea Snore," . . Cab. or Bo
14.* Up in a Baloon Sailing Around the

Moon, »

ring them. Numbers marked thus * are used as medalli
Send for mosaic sample : blue print free ;

photos., 12 ce

M. FRENCH, Garretsvllle. Portage Co., Ohic^
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1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the world, and

solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons during the

SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR OF ITS MAJORITY.
Since the blessed ^;-^ of Photography was borji, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that one man for tweny-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active "Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from^ the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messi^s. Pearsall, Jackson, Motes, Gilbert & Bacon, Ely, and others.

First Half, January to June, $2.50. Few Copies Only Left.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OP A FRIEND.

W^A few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.'^^^

fl®- WONT YOU 1 TTVTn"PP A QP HTTP T TQT" I by getting one
PLEASE TEY TO j -LiN UHJjAio£j U UH LillO 1 I NEW SUBSOEIBEE

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums/^^ new subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

$1 per year, payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page ^20.00 $110.00 $200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00

Eighth " ... 4.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

38.50

22.00

70.00

40.00

11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a

line, always in advance. Duplicate

insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-

phers having articles for exchange can

insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no

charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, PubUsher and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia.



Dry Plate Works.

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

3J X 4i, per doz. $0 60 10x12, per doz., $5 00

4x5, 90 11 xl4, ' 6 50

4^ X 5J,

4}x6j,

1 00

1 20

14x17,
16 X 20,

' 12 00
' 16 00

5 x7, 1 55 17 X 20, ' 17 00

5 x8. 1 75 18 X 22, ' 20 00

f^\ x8j, 2 30 20 X 24, ' 24 00

H X 10, 3 40 ^^m A
(Stamp PorlraiiJil, •^^Sj^^'^'li H. Tonmlorff.)

SEE IAST OF DEALERS I^rSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
J
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DRESCHER k CO.'S IMPROVED GELATINE

FOR EMULSION.
ENGRAVING DIAMOND.
FRENCH A CO., BENJ. Voigtlander & Son and

Darlot Lenses. The AVonderful Euryscope.

GENNERT, G. Albumen Paper.

HANCE'S SPECIALTIES.
HARDWICH'S PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
HEARN GELATINE DRY PLATES.
HEARN'S ARTISTIC PRINTING.
HOWSON'S PATENT OFFICES.
HYATT, H. A. New Brand of Dry Plates.

INGLIS, JAMES. "Insoluble" Dry Plates.

MAGEE <t CO., JAS. F. Photographic Chemicals.

MOORE, ALBERT. Solar Enlarger.

MOSAICS, 1384.

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES.
PASSAVANT'S DRY PLATES.
PEERLESS ALBUMEN PAPER.
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRESS SINCE 1878.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
PHOTOGRAPHISCHE MITTHEILUNGEN.
PHOTO. PLAQUES. Lockport, N. Y.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
ROBINSON'S NEW MODEL PHOTO. TRIMMER.
SCOFIELD'S UNIQUE CAMERA.
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO. New Dres-

den Albumen Three Crown Paper. Negative

Washing Boxes.

SOMERVILLE, J. C. Outfits a Specialty.

TABER A RUTHNICK. Dry Plates.

THE ART UNION.
THE BLAIR TOUROGRAPH AND DRY PLATE

CO.

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.

THE M. A. SEED DRY-PLATE CO.

TONNDORFF, C. H. Stamp Portraits.

UNDERWOOD MFG. CO. Mailing Box.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
WILKINSON A CO. Artists and Opticians.

W ILSON, HOOD A CO. Ross and Steinheil Lenses,

Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes, and Views.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
WILSON'S VIEWS OF THE ORIENT,

119 South Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA.

Branch Office,

60B Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

isni

H. HOWSOX,
Knuiiieer and Solicitor ofPatents-

c. nowsoiv.
Attorney at Law, and Counsel in

Patent Cases.
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mmw- -<—«'-.-

The Most Remarkable Lenses Made. Everybody Can Afford One.

TESTIMONIALS.
Messrs. Allen Bros.

Gentlemen : You ask me my opinion of the No. 6 B Suter Lens. It is really

wonderful. A lens that you can almost carry in your vest pocket, that can make
from a cabinet to a six inch head without any distortion. I have used nearly all

the makes of lenses in the market. Have used a lens that cost four hundred and

fifty dollars, and none will begin to do the work that this will; it is "The Boss."

Respectfully, S, S. Hull, of S. S. Hull & Son.

Battle Creek, Mich., July 26, 18S4.

Messrs. Allen Bros.

Gentlemen: No. 3 A Lens. All satisfactory. A No. i.

Very respectfully, W, E. Hart.
Watertown, N. Y., July 26 1884.

Messrs. Allen Bros.

Gentlemen : We have thoroughly tested the No. 5 B Suter Lenses (bought o

you) on every size, from a cabinet to a 14 x 17 both in-doors and out. We find it

perfectly satisfactory and will gladly recommend it whenever we have an oppor-

tunity.

Yours truly, T. B. Perkins & Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich., July 27, 1884.

Messrs. Allen & Bros.

Dear Sirs : I find that the No. 5 B Suter Lens is a most excellent one, both for

rapidity and depth of focus ; the more I use it, the better I like it.

Respectfully yours, N. P. Jensen.

Howell, Mich., July 17, 1884.

Messrs. Allen Bros.

Gentlemen : The No. 7 B Suter Lens which we bought from you we have

used for all styles of work, and consider it one of the finest instruments we ever

looked through.
Yours truly, Arthur & Philbric.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 9, 1884.

Messrs. Allen Bros.

Gentlemen : The No. 7 Suter Lens bought of you recently, I consider the

most wonderful lens I have ever seen, and expect to make some extraordinary

pictures with it.

Yours truly,

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 12, 1884.

B. L. H. Dabbs.

ALLEN BROTHERS,
14 & 16 E. Larned Street, DETROIT, MICH.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
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Benj, French & Co.

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

III,

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

j(j@-THE EURYSCOPE is made ea;c^wsiW3/ by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DaRLOT LIiNSES views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photographic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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<-—FOR NUMBERING NEGATIVES.—.>-.^^

This is not tlie old-fashioned Writing Diamond, but a New Thing.

Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or
pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable
After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making
use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagraras, etc., like it for

making their o^wn Outline Slides.

Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are
exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest

on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like

a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a
matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.
In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

READ "WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY,
The diamond is very neatly and substantially put up, and engraves more easily

than a writing diamond. C. H. Haines, Ph.D.
Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa.

Diamond to hand, and works like a charm. Am more than pleased with it.

Frank Thomas,
Columbia, Mo.

NOTE.—No Amateur Photographic Outfit is Complete without

this Engraving Diamond.

PRICE, $3.75.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, NEW YORK.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN'S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatino-Bromide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X X 4X,"4 X 5,

" 4X X Q%,"6 x7,"5 X 8,
" Q'A X QYz,
" 8 X 10,

Per doz., $0 60
" 90

1 OO
" 1 20
" 1 65

1 75
" 2 30

3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17 X 20,
" 18x22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
" 6 50
" 10 00

16 00
" 17 00

20 00
24 00

Discount as folloivs : Orders amounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

'

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distinguished Painter -who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the "Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-—FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
^-^^ THE NEW ^^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne^w/ Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING- SUPERIOR.

^^$40.00 A REAM.^^ «^A REAM $40.00.°^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

^^^^^—I is/L I* rto ^\7^ E3 az>—^^

PRACTICAL DRYPUTE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.
_

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size ot

camera you propose to work them with.
In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions : First lay your ground-glass trame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions. Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,
31/ X 434;, per doz.

4iXx5'^,'. '. '. '. '. '. '. '.

4:'ix6}^,
5 x8 >.

6Kx854,

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10 X 12, ....•••• » 12 00

" made
" I to
" order.

11x14,
14x17,
16x20,
20x24,

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 54 EAST TENTH ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CRAMEB DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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PBNSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

THE BEST ALBUMEN PAPER,

THE

"EXTRA BRILLIANT" N. P, A„
VVTITH ^A^ATER-MARK,

AND THE

" EXTRA BRILLIANT " S. & M.,

^VITH WATER-MARK.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE WATER-MARK.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

PENSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY ^ CO
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS,

No. 591 Broadway, New York.



r
-THE)-

HELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY
Desire to draw the attention of Photographers and Printers to their unequalled
facilities for the production of all classes of photo-mechanical prJYiting or print-

ing plates. They have recently introduced innprovements by which they are
able to produce better work at lower prices, with a liberal DISCOUNT TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS. They especially draw attention to their new
pTX0ta^i:aXt5tiC methods by which the photographic effect is produced
either on lithographic stones or in the shape of cuts to print with type.

Samples and prices of any desired class of work forwarded on application.

Specimen books on receipt of 25 cents.

Our processes are divided into

gTx,crt0^gi^e.cTxatxix:aI gtrititing. (pure heliotype and
AUTOGLYPH.) — For the reproduction, in printer's ink, on the printing press,

of Portraits and Views from Nature, and all descriptions of PHOTOGRAPHIC work.

gtotCr^SitTXXrjgiCaprlxXj;,— For the reproduction of Artists', Architects'.

;
Engineers', Surveyors', and other Drawings, and other originals in black and white.

^ gtotCr %\lQXKmUQ and XxUt gtcMtXg,- For the production

of Cuts to print with type, from originals in black and white.

glX0ti:r^C!raUBtiC gritXthX.g.— For the lithographic reproduction of

photographic subjects, without redrawing,

glXat0-^aXX5tXC gtXgraXrXtig.— For the production of Cuts to

print with type, from photographs, brush drawings, and all subjects .in half tone

or shading, without redrawing in line.

SitTx00mpTxxj, In/ n i

i (£^\txixmo^%mtGQXup\x\^. j
°^ '" '"''"'

^iX^CJCt %XV^X^SftX,— ^ patented process for the speedy reproduction

(from originals made with ordmary ink on ordinary paper) of autograph letters,

sketches, caricatures, etc., either as cuts or lithographs.

^.CSlgtXitXg,— Artistic designing of all kinds.

Employed by the United States Government in illustrating Scientific and Medical Reports;

by Scientific, Historical and other learned Societies; by the leading publishers, and for illustrat-

ing Town and Family Histories, Trade Catalogues, Show Cards, etc.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Sketches and

Autograph Circulars, Views and Portraits from Nature, Medical and Scientific Objects, Antiquities,

etc., etc.

Special attention paid to the reproduction of Architects', Engineers' and Surveyors'

Drawings.

Our establishment is fitted to produce photo-mechanical and lithographic

work, of all kinds, by the best available methods, and we shall be pleased

at all times to advise on any work that may be required.

THE HELIOTYPE PRINTING CO.,

211 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE, . . . 658 BROADWAY.
WASHINGTON OFFICE, . . 29 CORCORAN BUILDING.
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The Blair Tourograph and Dry Plate Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS,
^^^cm^;g^

Their Cameras are Original in Design, and are Warranted to be Equal to the

Best in the Market, and are now too well known

to need new mention.

THEIR COMBINATION PORTRAIT CAlftRA,
WITH FLEXIBLE SLIDE-HOLDEB,

Was the Admiration of all the Visitors at the late Convention.

-j^^ASK TO SEE IT.^'^i-

Do not get a New Camera, but have our Patent Extension

put on your old ones.

MmM Circulars will soon l)e out, aply for ttiem at your Icalcrs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475 & 477 TREMONT ST.,



"^ST THREE YEARS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING:

^ >*&

cy^ X^-'TJ^^ ^5»»**oo^

ts^c^-t-^^C

<sc<-t-*^ ^2<.,i^-1^i^

^T^'A-**--*'^.

^^^<-^

C—^—e-t-

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and "sWll sells at the rate of

four or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00 by all stock
^^^iiWiXI'.®^^'

""^

EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, i-niiaaeipnia.

S-e., SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE.
2

x<<



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

Ittre will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.—Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the Phoio. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Photographic Correspondez, Vienna.

AVould not be without one for triple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard, Woonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.-—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. H. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this position it will assuredly attain as

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic

Times and American Photographer.

Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well (i. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Bachuach, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished.—J. B. Leise.nhi.no, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It ia a most useful book., and its practical teachings
to the studious photographe-r contain the most valuable
information.—C. D. Mosher, Chicago.

Phologrnphies hit.s tlio nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-
togrnphy put tof^ether. The idea is (;a{)ital, as it is

original, and givos us the whole thing in a nutshoU.

—

B. W. KiLJJUKN, liittlcton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that hi

$4: goes direct to yoit, without any dealer's commissioi
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of it

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you havi

played your part so carefully upon the photographic

stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon th'

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price witl

compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am full;

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literature

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for you
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value b;

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M
Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.0

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.-

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short tim3 since I had the pleasure of pcrusin

Jonv n^yi hook Photographies. As a result I want.'v

and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trentoi

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, thi

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stocktoi

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises o

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute i

detail.—J. A. Van Dbelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, on

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Shbldoi
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Thof
who want lightning or instantaneous processes ha
better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nothin
like it; too good to be without.

—

.Toskph THKiRim
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the ooij

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains a

inestimable amount of valuable information whic
would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—

1

F. Burchand, Worthington, Minn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long fe

among the fraternity, more especially among thofe lili

ourselves who are ''out of the world,'' so to speak.

J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I cowl

not get another. I do not see how I managed so Ion

without it.

—

Oscar Cromwell, Grir.zly Flat, Col.

Photographies suit*nio better than any similar wm
I have come across. The giving of the exporieni'c '

difTerent workers on the same subject, and giving it i

their own word.-*, being an especially valuable featur

— S. B. Hii.L, Flemington, N. J.

Your Photographies is the best thing out; praotioi

and to the point, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. Nobti

Utioa, N. Y.

SALE DON'T STOP.
Will be mailed, post-paid., to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphi
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
— *

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the
literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes
about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of
superior merit. $S a year; $2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working crowing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Ferrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper
this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Eflfect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,
J^i.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.
Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2 000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BigelO"W's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats
his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing'. By C. W. Heam. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, |S 1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
; paper cover 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—-Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents. .

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

Ho"W to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i
per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents per
copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How tO Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

to all workers. Price, $^.

Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^r. Paper, 50 cents.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

I

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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CARBUTT'S

KEYSTONE DRY PLATES

This year's make of" KEYSTONE SPECIALS '' far excel In rapidity and quality
auy otiier plate made, liere er elsewhere.

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF ITS SUPERIORITY.

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES,

'SPECIALS' FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.

x\. (Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

JD (Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photograi^hy.

MADE ON CHANCES' BEST ENGZISB GZASS.
Per Doz.

'Sy^ X 4 Lantern Slide Plates, . . $0 70
3'Xx4'/. .... 60
4 x5, 90
4iXx5J^. .... . . 1 00
4j<x6J^, . ... . 1 20
5 x7, . . . . 1 55
6j^x7, . . . . 1 65
5x8, . . 1 75
6Kx8>^ . . . 2 30

7x9,
8x10,
10 x 12,
11 X 14,
14x17,
16x20,
17 x20,
18x22,
20x24.

Per Doz..".... $2 75
. ... 3 40

5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

* These plates are made on special thin crystal glass, cut to the Standard Optical Lantern size of 2,% x 4.

For price of Stripping Plates for Photo-Mechanical printers, add 25 per cent, to the cost of any size on list.

All plates guaranteed, and can be procured of any dealer in Photo. Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'SMULTUM IN PARVO DRY-PLATE LANTERN
PATENTED APRIL a5tU, 1883. IMPROVED .TA]VUAR\ , 1884.

Lantern arran),'cil for developing, and, after fixing,
oxaniiiiiiig nc);:iiivis liy opal light.

Lantern arranged for making positives by contact.

Price $6.00, Boxed Ready for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Works, Philada.
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@ THE ^

PROGRESS OP PHOTO&RAPHT

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR. H. W. VOGEL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

T>^C^ ^SAT" n. E3 -A. ID "K".

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years.

READ \A^HAT HE SAYS ON

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND

THE CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

^3.00- 34:"Z I*.A.C3^E!S. $3.00.
With Seventy-two Tllustrdtiona, and an adtnlrable portrait taJcen with

Electric IJyht, by W. Kurtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the best for photographers in their localities.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SGOVIIL MANF'e CO,,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

O.H.OODMAN&CO.

Boston, Mass.

BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY

& BROMLEY,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia.

THE

BEST BOOK
IS

WILSON'S

PH0T0GRAPHIC8,

$4.00.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L, WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,

1 125 Chestnut vSt.,

rhila{lcl])liia.

SMITH & PATTISON,

83 & 85 Wabash Ave.

Chicago.

D.
J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

BLESSING & BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

MDLLETT BROS,,

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

Vol. XXI. SEPTEMBER, 1884. No. 249.

CINCINNATI CONVENTION
CORRESPONDENCE.

Cincinnati, July 29, 1884.

I ARRIVED in Cincinnati early Tuesday

morning, July 29, and was not long in

reaching Music Hall, where preparations

were being made for the Fifth Annual Con-

vention and Exhibition of the Photogra-

phers' Association of America.

Paying my two dollars at the door to

Treasurer Armstrong, I received a white-

ribboned badge, garnished and printed in

gold, and became at once privileged to share

all the rites and rights and ceremonies within

the vast mysteries of the hall beyond.

I entered. What an overwhelming sight!

Hundreds of hammers were busied there,

impelled by heated and coatless individuals

who seemed to feel that there would be

another flood, or a second riot, if their work

was not ended ere night came on.

But of the exhibition, more anon.

Let us to the Convention chamber at once.

A vast apartment, devoted to the interests

of the inner man when the exhibitions of

Art are going on, had been provided with

seats, and was now transformed into a

chamber, of Science. One side opened into

its garden appendage where were all the

accessories of a tropical pleasure place

—

fountains, rills, plants, lovely promenades,

and what not to make up a scene of beauty.

Between it and the impromptu auditorium

a large platform was erected. On this sat

the presiding officer and his staft', supported

by a series of picturesque backgrounds pro-

duced by the deft hands of Ashe, and Seavey,

and Spurgin. Beyond these the staging

continued, covered by a tremendous curved

skylight. Here it was planned to have

practical photographic demonstrations, by

masters in the art, from time to time.

When I entered this apartment of art,

science, and beauty, I found that the gavel

ofPresidentJ. H.Kent had already sounded,

and that the Convention had been formally

opened. The address of welcome of Secre-

tary Weingartner was read with neatness

and despatch.

President Kent then followed with one of

his original and happy impromptu addresses

as follows

:

Gentlemen of the Association: I should

say Ladies and Gentlemen (as I see there

are some ladies in the audience), I have to

make an acknowledgment in opening this

Convention of a weakness I possess. I

17
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never possessed but one, but the one I speak

of has troubled me all my life, and I regret

to say that it does not decrease with my
increasing years ; I refer to my inability to

remember names and faces. I am able to

remember the names of my most intimate

friends ; for instance, I can remember our

friend and coworker here, Mr. Eyder, I

think hisname is, and whom I shall never

forget ; also I can remember our friend

Weingartner ; and our distinguished friend

here Mr. Wilson ; he, I think, will never

forget me—if he can help it. And here, too,

is our distinguished and vigilant ex-Presi-

dent, who has so peculiar a name, I don't

recollect it at this time. I remember to

have read it in the Bible, I think, when I

was younger. I believe it comes somewhere

before Judges—a position I trust he will

never occupy. I make these remarks as an

excuse to ask each one of you when you

arise to address the Convention, or to make
an elaborate speech, to announce distinctly

your name and address, rather than to place

dependence on my memory, and if I should

chance to call Brown, Smith, or Smith,

Brown, I trust you will not take exception

to it, and remember that your identity is not

impaired by the mistake. Without further

remarks we will now proceed to business.

By this time nearly four hundred had
become seated in the hall, and the number
was being continually added to.

The routine business being called, the

roll-call and reading of the minutes were

dispensed with.

The Committee on the " Progress of Pho-
tography," owing to the fact that its mem-
bership was scattered, had not organized,

and was unable, therefore, to make a united

report. Pieports were received separately,

therefore, from two of its members, Messrs.

Gentile and Taylor.

Mr. Gentile read his as follows :

The President of our Association has

informed mo that Mr. J. Traill Taylor has

resigned his position on the Committee ap-

pointed at the Milwaukee Convention to

report on tiie Progress of Photography, and
that he would expect rue to make a report

or get llio Committee to do so.

As the Committee has had no opportunity

to confer together or make a joint report, I

will endeavor to the best of my ability to

make an individual report which I hope

will only be supplemental to those by others

who are more capable than myself to furnish

one.

I much regret that we have not a report

from the able pen of Mr. J. Traill Taylor,

as I know it would have interested us and

been appreciated.

As regards the Progress of Photographj'

during the past year, it will appear that

there has not been any very marked im-

provement to record. But let us reflect and

see what has been done, for most assuredly

there has been a great progress in the spread

of the knowledge of our art-science. Never

has there been a year so prolific in the crea-

tion of photographers in America as during

the past year. If we go on increasing as in

the past, it will not be long before the num-

ber of amateurs will outnumber the profes-

sionals. In my opinion this influx of edu-

cated men of an enquiring turn of mind

will be anything but hurtful to our profes-

sion, it will assuredly tend to elevate it in

the estimation of the public; a thing we

stand in need of.

One rapid stride that photography has

recently taken, is the use that is made of it

in courts of law as a means of aiding juries

to form just and exact opinions on matters

that otherwise would be in doubt.

In cases of forgery, duplications of pre-

cious documents, comparisons of specimens,

of textile fabrics, blood, and crystals, it is

constantly used with ever-increasing ad-

vantage, and the veracity of the testimony

of the expert is put beyond the question of

a doubt. The detective camera has also

been brought into practical use, and adds

its assistance to the detection of the criminal.

In jails and penitentiaries likewise, the

camera and photographer have penetrated

and an instantaneous likeness of each new

inmate puts the prison authorites in posses-

sion of a description of a prisoner far more

accurate than any verbal explanation.

Many experts luivc been brought from tlic

ranks of the auuilcur photographer because

the professional plu)tograplier has not the

time or means to make a study and specialty

that an amateur is capable of doing.

In Europe one of the most marked im-
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provements or discoveries has been made by
Dr. Herman Vogel, of Berlin, he having

discovered a process by which colors can be

photographed in a manner that will render

their just values more correctly than hitherto

has been the case. The learned Doctor has

given his process to the world, which has

been appreciated by his countrymen who
have voted a handsome testimonial prize for

his services in this and other improvements

in our art. However, from recent European

advices it seems likely that Dr. Vogel's

claims to this discovery are to be disputed,

as Mons. Attaut Tailfer, a Frenchman,

claims that he is the inventor and patentee

of the isochi-omatic gelatino-bromide of

silver plates, and in a long discussion that

occurred on the 4th of July before the

Photographic Society of France, it was

proved that Major Waterhouse, of Calcutta,

had a prior claim, being the first to propose

coloring the film to obtain different results.

In many branches of what would be

called commercial photography, great prog-

ress has been made during the past year.

I have reference to the mechanical means
of rapidly multiplying photographs by

means of processes known as typographical

or lithographic ; a process known as the

ink process gives very beautiful results,

being extensively used in England, and we
frequently receive illustration in their jour-

nals that prove the perfection they have

arrived at in this mode of producing a plate

that can be employed in tbe steam press as

the Sprague ink photograph which has

been used for book illustrations.

We have every reason to believe that the

time is not far distant when our daily papers

will be illustrated by the aid of photog-

raphy, for there have been many and great

improvements in block work by Ives, Meis-

enbace, and several others well known to us

The bromo-gelatine dry plate, as we see

from the exhibition before us in these halls,

has made immense strides in popularity

during the past year. It is needless for me
to try to say much on this subject when we
have such examples before us that are facts

indisputably proving the superiority of the

dry plate over collodion and the negative

bath, which are being very rapidly put aside

by all progressive photographers to-day.

An operator now who cannot work dry
plates satisfactorily, stands a poor show of

obtaining a first-class situation.

The dry plate has caused a revolution in

our business in many ways; the smallest

country photographers can now claim to

use exactly the same chemicals as the best

operator in our profession; but I would
remind them of a recent remark made by
Colonel Stuart Wortley, at the last meeting

of the Photographic Society of Great Brit-

ain, that " he could teach a person how to

make a plate, but that to develop a plate

was a science," a most true remark as re-

gards the developing. The making of a

really first-class plate is no easy matter, as

any thoroughly conversant with their manu-
'

facture will adixiit.

I regret to say that during the past year

we have lost several leading lights in photo-

graphic literature. I allude chiefly to the

recent loss to photographic journalism of

Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, who has done much

for us, and I am sure his death will be a

great loss. There have been several other

losses of men prominent in the profession in

England and other countries in Europe, but

it gives me great pleasure to state that I

have not to record the death of many in

America.

As regards the progress of our literature,

it seems to be rapidly increasing ; for in-

stance, in Chicago we have a weekly and

also a fortnightly published in tbe interest

of our art.

In Europe the governments take an inter-

est in photography that is not done in this

country: the King of the Belgians has in-

vited a congress of photographers to assem-

ble at Brussels to take into consideration the

advisability of greater accuracy in the use

of terms and uniformity with regard to

photographic dimensions.

In England the Photographic Society of

Great Britain has accomplished something

on this subject by establishing standards

for screws and flanges.

It seems to me it would not be inappro-

priate for this Association to take steps to

be represented at this congress to be held in

Belgium. Whether or not the government

of the United States has been invited to

take any notice of the coming congress, I
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am unable at present to furnish any infor-

mation. I know that other governments

have. We are certainly interested as much
as our European brethren in the proper

accuracy in the use of all terms connected

with our profession.

Dry-plate photography, together with the

rapid increase in the number of amateur

photographers, has caused the manufacturers

of all kinds of apparatus to bestir themselves

to endeavor to produce the most portable,

elegant, and useful apparatus. During the

past year many improvements have been

made which are of value to us all.

Every year the artists (the paicters I

mean) are becoming more closely allied.

The portrait painter finds it difficult to get

along without the assistance of the photog-

rapher, and I find that the more a painter

knows of photography, the more willing he

is to leave his sitter in the hands of the pho-

tographer to light and pose his subject; he

is more willing to look on and content him-

self with a few suggestions only, knowing
that the good photographer understands

the eftects that can be obtained under his

own skylight better than one who knows
nothing about it.

I am satisfied that the demand for photog-

raphy, in all its branches, is on the increase,

and will be so.

Lastly, but not least, of the improve-

ments that can be recorded during the past

year, is the great progress in illuminating

the dark-room for the dry-plate work. I

most thoroughly endorse Mr. Debenham's
system of orange and green glass as a means

of satisfactorily lighting the dark-room.

Mr. Taylor's instalment was received by

post from London, where he resides, and

without reading was ordered |u-intcd witii

the proceedings.

Mr. 7V/7//or'.s Report on Photographic

ProfjrcHs.

Pholograpiiy advances witli such imper-

ceptible strides as to make it somewhat diffi-

cult to indicate definitely the jjrogross it has

made within a circumscril^ed period, more
csjiecially wlien such period embraces the

comparatively brief sjian of one j'ear.

While the past twelve monliis luivo not

been so fruitful in invtintion niul discovery

as to cause that period to stand out in contrast

with others, neither have they, on the other

hand, been characterized by stagnation.

During the past year, innumerable print-

ing processes of a mechanical description,

or involving the use of printer's ink, have

been invented, patented, or published. Of

these, some have reference to the production

of intaglio surfaces for employment as in

copperplate printing; others—and these the

most numerous—come under the category

of relief- or surface-blocks, for printing in

conjunction with type.

There is another, to which none of these

distinctions apply, inasmuch as it is neither

an intaglio nor a relief process. It has not

beeiL patented or published, but is worked

as a secret process. And yet it is in place

to refer to it here, because during the past

year it has been selected as the process ap-

parently best adapted for preparing the

illustrations of the leading European pho-

tographic journals. From the brief descrip-

tion which I shall give, its character, and,

possibly, its modus operandi, will be per-

ceived. To commence at the end : The

printing is executed at the lithographic

press from a transfer laid down on a litho-

graphic stone, which is smooth or polished

—not grained ; and yet the print possesses

a fine stippled grain, similar to a chalk

drawing, or a print from a grained stone.

From this, anyone conversant with the pro-

cess of lithographic printing will necessarily

infer that the granularity has beem imparted

at a stage prior to that of placing the trans-

fer on the stone. A film of bichromatized

gelatine, supported upon paper, glass, metal,

or any other substance more convenient, is

exposed to light under a negative. It is

now submitted to the action of chemicals,

by which granularity is imparted to the

surface, although tlie gelatine film nuiy bo

so prepared as to possess within itself the

requisites for imparting the stipple. In an

outline sketcii, like the present, however, it

is unnecessar}- to describe the means em-

ployed for producing tliis indispensable

effect—the more particularly as they are,

doubtless, known to most of those for whom
this subject possesses interest. The requi-

site granularity of surface having been ob-

tained, it is rolled up with transfer ink,
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and, an impression having been taken on

transfer paper, is conveyed to the stone,

from which impressions are obtained in the

usual mode. From such experiments as I

have made, I am enabled to say that the

fineness or coarseness of the grain is under

complete control, and ranges between the

most delicate touch of a blacklead pencil

to the coarse granular texture characteristic

of the large portraits of actors and others

utilized as public show-bills.

Desirous of ascertaining the possibility of

applying this process to the production of

surface-blocks, I laid a transfer upon a

polished zinc plate, etched it in such man-
ner as not to undercut the delicate stippled

grain, and in this way produced a block

which was capable of being printed when

surrounded by type. This, however, is a

deviation from what I commenced with,

which is that the process as printed from

lithographic stones is an accomplished fact,

whatever may be the nature of its details,

and is one which, from now being exten-

sively made use of by European, and espe-

cially by English journals, is worthy of

notice.

No topic has of late engrossed more at-

tention than that of the illumination of the

operating-room. The yellow light by which

wet collodion operations could be safely

conducted was found totally inadequate for

gelatine-plate manipulations, and was su-

perseded by light of an intense, deep, ruby

color. In a physiological point of view,

this was found to be productive of results

positively deleterious to the eye-sight in

some cases, and inconvenience in others.

Hence, a reaction set in, and the question

was propounded, "Which is the light that

produces the least amount of action on the

sensitive plate, combined with comfort to

those in the dark-room?" Mr. W. E.

Debenham, of London, a professional por-

trait painter, constituted himself the cham-
pion of reform. He found that perfect

safety to the plates, together with comfort

to the eyes, and a resulting light of a char-

acter which, by contrast with others, may
be termed a very subdued white light, was

obtained by interposing between the lamp
and the manipulating-bench a compound
layer composed of green glass and yellow

paper. Two thicknesses of paper of a deep
canary color, along with a plate of green
glass, or of gelatine or paper stained of a
peculiar green color, have in my own case

been made to supersede a deep ruby glass

with much comfort and satisfaction. The
particular tints are of importance.

But the special advantages of green light

as a useful source of illumination in the

dark-room, are not now pointed out for the

first time. In January, 1870, an American
gentleman, whose name is as much honored
in Europe as in the United States (for

science is of no nationality), strongly rec-

ommended the substitution of green glass,

pure and simple, for the orange glass hith-

erto employed in dark-room illumination

;

and this recommendation of Mr. Matthew
Carey Lea was enforced by arguments de-

duced from his own experience of its use.

The light he employed was gas, and the

green glass was neither the darkest nor the

lightest kind, but that of an intermediate

shade, care being taken that it was not of a

bluish-green. Such a light, while possess-

ing all that comfort and safety for the eyes

claimed ou its behalf at the time by Mr.

Lea, was safe for collodion plates only, and

this when the light was not too powerful.

The addition of the yellow paper referred

to appears to fulfil all the requirements of

the present time. Even when it may prove

inconvenient to at once remove the red

glass from a window or lantern, a marked

improvement in the quality of the light

will be immediately perceived by the addi-

tion of one thickness of yellow paper.

The subject of increasing and reducing

the intensity of gelatine negatives is one

which has received and is still receiving

much attention. As regards intensification,

chloride of mercury, followed by other

agents, still enjoys popular favor, notwith-

standing many recorded cases of deteriora-

tion. The first action of chloride of mer-

cury upon a negative, as we all know, is to

turn it black. If the action be arrested at

this stage by copious washing, the image

appears to be permanent. Certainly I have

found no change in some that were treated

in this manner about nine years ago; while

in connection with other negatives treated

with this salt combined with iodides and
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other preparations, I have not experienced

the same immunity from change.

A method of adding iodide of mercury to

the developer, as suggested by Mr. Henry

J. Newton, by which an increase of inten-

sity is obtained by the developing operation,

is a fitting subject for, and doubtless will

receive consideration by the members at

this Convention. A solution which is at

once a decolorizer and—with the addition

of a few drops of silver—an intensifier, was

introduced by Mr. B. J. Edwards just in

time to permit of its being alluded to in my
report on photographic progress last year.

It consists in adding to the usual clearing

solution of citric acid and alum a quantity

of protosulphate of iron, in the proportion

of about one-third more than the combined

weight of the other two ingredients. Wheu
employed without anj' nitrate of silver, it

decolorizes a yellow negative; with silver,

it intensifies the image. Since the last con-

vention it has been much tried, and enjoys

popular favor. Pyrogallic acid, as a re-

ducer of the nitrate, is also now being em-

ployed. These, it will be observed, are

analogues of the methods long since sug-

gested for collodion intensification. I fail

to discover among my negatives any which

have faded after having been treated first

with chloride of mercury, and then with

diluted ammonia, or old cyanide fixing solu-

tion nearly saturated with silver. Excep-

tional care was taken in the washing of

these.

Keducing intensity may be effected by

a variety of processes. Those only which

are of recent introduction will be here no-

ticed. Mr. A. L. Henderson has found

that the fumes of cyanide of potassium, act-

ing upon a gelatine negative to which air

has free access, will effect a gradual reduc-

tion of its intensity. This reducing action

is not a rapid one. It may be safely pre-

dicted that a method of reducing intensity

proposed by i\Ir. E. Howard Farmer will

prove to be the process of tlie future. If a

solution of ferricyanide of potassium (red

prussiate) be applied to a gelatine negative,

the silver forming the negative becomes

immediately converted into ferrocyanide of

silver, to remove which all that is necessary

is to apply hyposulphite of soda. Mr.

Farmer mixes these together in the follow-

ing proportions: An ounce of the ferri-

cyanide is dissolved in a pint of water, and

when about to use it, a few drops are added

to a solution of hyposulphite of soda of the

same strength as the other. When the

negative is immersed in this, a gradual re-

duction of intensity takes place; for as the

silver forming the image becomes converted

into the ferrocyanide of silver, it is imme-
diately dissolved by the hypo. I have tried

numerous experiments with this system of

reducing negatives, both wholly and locally,

and beg leave to bear testimony to its merits.

Its description will suggest the somewhat

analogous solution of iodine in cyanide of

potassium ; but the latter is unmanageable

and dangerous by comparison.

Much ingenuity has been displayed in

the devising of instantaneous shutters, into

which have been imported numerous me-

chanical appliances. Portrait photographers

require, however, not so much a shutter

giving instantaneity of action as a prolon-

gation of the exposure at will. Without

intending any slight to the many ingenious

inventions designed to eff'ect this end, I may
adduce, as an example of one of the latest,

that recently introduced by Mr. Cadett, the

gentleman who, it will be remembered, was

the first to apply the pneumatic principle to

exposures in the camera. This most inge-

nious eff'ort of Mr. Cadett may be described

as a square cap, which is fixed upon either

the inner or outer end of the lens. A very

fine piece of rubber tubing is attached to

the side, the other end of which terminates

in the well-known pneumatic ball. Upon
pressing this, a tiny rubber bellows, con-

cealed in the body of the cap, actuates a

lever, by which a sliding shutter, working

between guides, immediately darts upward,

leaving the lens uncovered for either a frac-

tion of a second or a period that may be

prolonged into minutes, according to the

nature and duration of the pressure upon

the rubber ball.

Shutters suggest lenses. Since the con-

vention of last year, no new form of lens

has been introduced ; but immediately bo-

fore that meeting, an amateur optician, Mr.

Thomas Furnell, devised a form of com-

bination wbich, from its character, appears
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to hold out a promise of good so soon as it

is introduced by the manufacturing opti-

cian. Although it cannot be said to possess

either novelty of principle or, indeed, any-

thing startling—inasmuch as it is only a

slight departure from what has been pre-

viously effected—yet curves other than those

hitherto adopted have been imported into

it, and, while there is no difficulty in its

construction, it defines sharply over a mode-

rately large field. It is a triple lens—

a

class, by the way, which has been out of

favor for several years. Its front lens is

achromatized. The central element is a

single lens of flint glass, double concave,

and its back a plano-convex of crown glass.

Nothing has of late transpired with nega-

tive gelatine emulsion calling for special

mention, unless it be the fact that the value

of an addition of iodide to the bromide is

more and more fully recognized. The pre-

paration of paper, opal plates, and plain

glass plates, with gelatino-chloride emul-

sion, is now an established branch of com-

merce, at least, in certain parts of the world.

For producing enlargements by the lantern,

the application of emulsion to paper offers

exceptional advantages, for the operation

may be conducted quite independently of

daylight. Opal pictures, either enlarged or

printed in the frame, possess a peculiar

charm ; while, for lantern transparencies, a

point of value is found in chloride emul-

sion, as with any given brand of plate any

desired tone—from the warmest red to the

coldest black, including sepia, brown, and

purple— can be obtained at will by the

action of the developer.

It is several years since eosine was sug-

gested as a substance which, when added to

collodion, tended to give a more truthful

representation in light and shade of the

colors of nature. It is pleasing to be able

to state that Prof. Vogel has of late made

further advances in this department of pho-

tography.

Among the deaths of those more or less

known in the ranks of photographers may
be noticed that of Mr. C. W. Codman, of

Boston, and in the old world those of Mr.

H. B. Pritchard, of the PhotograpJiic News,

and the Rev. F. F. Statham, who was Pre-

sident of the South London Photographic

Society since the period of its organiza-

tion.

There are many other subjects of a less

important description which have transpired

in the photographic world, but even to refer

to them all would unduly lengthen this com-
munication.

J. Traill Taylor.

A vote of thanks was given the Com-
mittee.

Mr. J. F. Ryder, the veteran and faithful

Associationist, read a brief report, as Chair-

man of the Executive Committee, depicting

a healthful, cheerful outlook for the Associa-

tion, which he declared to be growing in

numbers and influence, holding its position

abreast the noble art-science which it advo-

cates.

Mr. Joshua Smith reported on the Fitz-

gibbon testimonial. The sum of $560 had

been collected from various sources and

handed over to the widow of Mr. J. H.

Fitzgibbon.

Messrs. Carbutt, Hesler, Carlisle, Motes,

and McMichael, were appointed a committee

to nominate officers for the ensuing year,

with instructions to suggest a locality for

the next convention.

Some amendments to the By-Laws were

offered, and laid over until the next session.

The peace of the seance was much inter-

fered with by the hammering of the earnest

staff of exhibitors and their assistants, who

were yet at work completing the arrange-

ment of their exhibits.

It was therefore announced that no after-

noon session would be held to-day, and thus

an opportunity would be given the visiting

photographers to become acquainted not

only with each other, but with the attrac-

tions of the exhibition.'

Moreover, as Secretary Weingartner an-

nounced an excursion had been arranged

for the afternoon, the objective point being

the Zoological Gardens, and the cost of

tickets (for sale by him) thirty-five cents.

A grand fireworks exhibition had also

been arranged for Wednesday evening, at

the Highland House, to include the "Bom-

bardment of Alexandria." Tickets for sale

to-morrow, at thirty cents.

From the applause accorded these an-
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nouncements, I judged that the diversions

met with more favor than the legitimate

work of the Convention.

The hammering was now intense, and

immense. Sometimes continuous—deafen-

ing
; sometimes spasmodic—like the touches

of a horrible, demoniacal neuralgia.

Yet, amid all, the courageous President

bravely fulfilled the injunctions of the

constitution, and closed the first session

with his "Annual Address."

It was made all the more impressive by

the pounding which it received at the hands

of the responsive exhibitors near by.

President Kent said :

Ladies and Oentlemeji : It would be an

assumption on the part of the presiding

officer, and an act wholly unwarranted by

the necessity of the case, to enter into any

detailed statement of the condition of this

Association, or to devise or advise any par-

ticular course of action on the part of the

members.

The various interests or requirements are

matters as well understood by most of you

as by myself, and so I have omitted doing

any more than comply with Section 8 of

of the By-Laws, which prescribes that the

first session shall close with the President's

annual address.

The meeting last year, at Milwaukee,

was the first one of the Association I had

the pleasure of attending. That meeting,

under the direction of my able and distin-

guished predecessor, Mr. Beebe, was re-

garded as the most successful and interest-

ing in every particular of any previously

held by the Society, and naturally, I have

looked upon the management of it as some-

what of a pattern to be followed in our

present business session.

Those of you who were so fortunate as to

be present at Milwaukee will remember

how expeditiously the business aflairs of the

Association were conducted, and how little

of dissension and dissatisfaction was appar-

ent in those taking part in the discussions

and proceedings of that meeting. I may
be pei-mitted to hope that our present de-

liberations may be characterized by the

same harmony and absence of strife and

animosity that ])revailt'd at that time.

You also remember how little of your

valuable time was consumed by your Presi-

dent at the meeting of '83. Even his an-

nual address detained you but little more

than five minutes, and yet covered all ne-

cessary grounds, except, possibly, a display

of his ability to prepare an elaborate ad-

dress, which all would concede him capable

of doing.

It will be my endeavor at this time, with

your cooperation and assistance, to have

brevity and despatch as prominent features

in our proceedings as was then apparent.

The constitution enjoins upon the presid-

ing officer the duty of making an annual

report of the progress of the Society during

the year past. In compliance with that re-

quirement, I submit for your inspection

and consideration the elaborate address

(more eloquent than any I can utter) dis-

played upon the screens in the adjoining

rooms and corridors, and in the manufac-

turers' and dealers' department, upon the

other floors of this building.

While that display may not, in quantity,

greatly excel all former exhibits of this

Association, you will admit that in quality

it has not been equalled by anything here-

tofore shown ; and I am safe in saying we

may indulge in justifiable pride in regard-

ing this as the finest example of the possi-

bilities of our beautiful art ever made at

any time or any place; and I feel like con-

gratulating you on the evidence there pre-

sented; not that we have achieved the end

desired, or arrived at the point where the

photographic stage puts up, but that we

have gotten a start that in the end may ac-

complish results that shall entitle the plio-

tographers of America to be ranked as artist;-'

preeminent above all others.

The time has been when the profession

of photographer was not held in as high

esteem as that of statesman or expoundei- of

the law; in fact, to bo a photographer then

was not regarded as any great credit to a

man, and the t)ccupalion entitled him to

the distinction of being set aside as of small

consequence.

But, gentlemen, we are able to discern in

the present status of the art, a condition of

things quite dilVercMil from what obtained

at that time. Piiotogra|)hy and ])li(>logra-

phers are to-day accorded the higii rank to
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which it and they have been elevated by
the energy and intelligence of such men as

I see before me on this occasion, and whose

works are now displayed in the adjoining

corridors.

It is well for the profession that men ex-

perienced in the occult qualities of photo-

graphic and artistic conditions, men of

energy, who are abreast of the times in

every way, are to-day engaged, heart and

soul, in lifting photographic science and

photographic art to the importance to which

they are entitled. For this condition of

things, so apparent all about us, the P. A.

of A. is entitled to a large degree of credit.

While we, as a National Association,

would not undervalue what has been done

by State and local societies, we may feel a

just pride in contemplating the amount of

good the National Convention has been in-

strumental in accomplishing.

Let us hope that this Association in the

future will be able to advance the interest

and welfare of all connected with it to such

an extent that every reputable photogra-

pher in this broad land will be proud to be

enrolled as a member.

There is one matter of vital importance

to every photographer to which I regret the

necessity of alluding at this time ; a matter

that concerns the welfare of all more inti-

mately than anything else connected with

photography—I refer to the subject of

prices. It is lamentable that there are those

in our profession who, by necessity or greed,

feel compelled to put a price on their own
productions that will barely pay for mate-

rial and labor employed. Unfortunately,

too, the evil is not confined to those com-

monly denominated "Cheap Johns." If

such were the case, and cheap prices always

meant cheap pictures, photographers of

ability could well afford to pay no attention

to this troublesome matter. In some loca-

lities this is doubtless the case ; but many

of us have reason to know and regret that

work of an excellent, if not superior quality

is made at prices which these men are

pleased to say "defies competition." This

fact, that good work, made by men of con-

siderable ability, is sold at such ruinous

prices, is the source and sum of all the price

troubles.

Cheap pictures, as such, are not, by any
means, an unmitigated evil, if, indeed, they

are not an actual benefit to the better class

of photographers
; and really, too, such pro-

ductions are a necessity with the masses,

who would be deprived of these luxuries if

compelled to pay extravagant prices. The
necessity is that there should be a corre-

spondence between price and quality, and

the effort of this or any society should be

to promote that equality, rather than to

stimulate strife and bitterness among those

engaged in the business.

We cannot if we would ignore the fact

that photographers, and even those who do

not think exactlj' as we do, have rights

that we are bound to recognize and respect.

It should be remembered, too, that since

they are possessed of such rights, we are,

and will continue to be powerless to coerce

them into our way of thinking and acting.

It is indeed a matter for serious consid-

eration, and I fear no satisfactory solution

of the difficulty will be reached in the near

future—certainly I have no scheme or sug-

gestion to offer other than what I have al-

ready intimated, that a conciliatory course,

in opposition to such measures as I have

latterly seen advocated by some of our pho-

tographic publications should be pursued.

We may organize into societies and com-

mittees, and legislate low prices out of ex-

istence—on paper—but the evil will still be

as prevalent as ever, while the perpetrators

of such will smile at our futile efforts to

regulate their business and establish their

prices.

What action, if any, this Society should

take, is for others, who may possibly have

clearer ideas than your President, to sug-

gest or advocate.

It is apparent to my mind that, while

there is no subject of equal importance,

there is none more difficult to compass. At

any rate, no one likes to be driven. Men

are more easily won by argument and ap-

peal to their convictions of right and justice,

or at least to what would appear to be their

own interest, than they are forced into com-

pliance with the views of others.

It is hardly necessary that anything

should be said at this time relative to the

subject of gelatine plates—not that the sub-
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ject has lost any of its importance or inter-

est to practical photographers, or that it is

so familiar to all workers that nothing new
can be said or suggested. On the contrary,

it appears to me that there is no subject at-

tracting more attention at the present time

than that of dry plates.

While we have learned much of the ad-

vantages of this process, we are still far

from having discovered all its possibilities.

There are those who are still reluctant to

concede its superiority over the wet process,

many still contending that the crispness

and vigor of the old method is not attain-

able with the new. It is noticeable, how-

ever, that most of those entertaining this

view are the ones least familiar with the

process. And it is doubtful if any who
have adopted the dry plate and become

familiar with it have given up its use and

returned to the old bath and collodion.

Its advantages are so many that its aban-

donment would be such a long step back-

ward that no progressive photographer

would think of taking it. In spite of all

opposition, it is evident that the gelatine

process has come to stay, at least until some-

thing possessing superior advantages takes

its place.

But, having promised that our proceed-

ings shall be characterized by brevity and

despatch, I shall not now proceed to violate

that agreement by keeping you longer than

to express the hope that every member of

this body will be actuated by a desire to do

all in his power to promote the welfare of

the National Association, realizing that in

doing so he is working for his own interests

and the interests of his fellow-workers.

An adjournment was now moved.

The President announced that to-morrow

ex-President J. P. Kyder would be the

orator of the day, and deliver his address

on the "Business Management uf Photog-

raphy."

Mr. Poole, of St. Catluirines, Ontario,

announced the coming convention and ex-

liibilion (jf the Canadian pliotogrnpliers, to

be held in Toronto, Canada, in tScptcmber,

and invited all to participate.

"Stop that hammering," cried President

Kent; and then the motion to adjourn was

seconded and carried. E. L. W.

Cincinnati, July 30, 1884.

Those hammers, yesterday, were so em-

phatic that they caused the convention to

stampede, and this morning we met in a

hall in another portion of the great build-

ing. It was quieter, but the classical pho-

tographic surroundings, which made yes-

terday's quarters so entirely agreeable and

apropos were absent.

President Kent called the Convention to

order, and asked for the report of the Nomi-

nating Committee.

Mr. Carbutt, Chairman, being absent,

no response was made to the call.

In answer to the statement from the

Chair that miscellaneous business was in

order, Mr. J. P. Blessing, of Baltimore,

addressed the Convention upon the subject

of " Prices "

Much interest was expressed in these

soundings from Baltimore, where the in-

sinuating Octopus, " Low Prices," has

wound tightly some of its most cruel feelers.

Mr. Blessing said :

Last year I had the honor of addressing

you a letter on the subject of prices, which

was read and discussed at some length

;

but, unfortunately, my views and sugges-

tions were misunderstood, and the discus-

sion took the wrong direction. I was un-

derstood as wanting the Convention to fix

the price to be charged for photographs,

which was entirely' foreign to mj' idea, and

altogether impracticable. What I did want

the Convention to do was to say what

ought to be charged for good photographs.

If first-class cabinet photographs are worth

eight or ten dollars per dozen, let us say so.

If second-class photographs are worth six

dollars per dozen, let us tell the public so;

and if another class of photographs can be

made honorably and honestly for three or

four dollars per dozen, let us call them

third-class, and tell the people so.

But if good work cannot be.made for one

dollar per dozen, one dollar and a half per

dozen, two dollars {)cr dozen, or two and a

half dollars per dozen, let this Convention

say so in terms not to be misunderstood by

the public, so that everybody will know

what estimate to place upon the produc-

tions of the "Cheap Johns," who are so

lavishly advertising the best work for one
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dollar a dozen, and absolutely humbugging
many intelligent people into their places of

business. I have prepared a set of resolu-

tions embodying my ideas concisely, and

ask this Convention to adopt them or sub-

stitute something better

:

Resolved, By the Photographers' Associa-

tion of America, in Convention assembled,

that first-class cabinet-size photographs can-

not be made for a less price than eight dol-

lars per dozen ;
second-class not less than

five dollars, and third-class not less than

three dollars per dozen
;

Resolved, That the price charged by the

proprietor of any gallery shall class his

work
;

Resolved, That the photographer who
works for prices less than those quoted is

compelled to use cheap material, employ

cheap and unskilful assistants, and will give

his patrons inferior and unreliable work.

Mr. President and Gentlemen, brother-

laborers in the field of art, do not leave

Cincinnati until you have put yourselves

squarely on the record in regard to prices.

For the evil is growing, spreading, and

widening, and will continue to eat as doth

a cancer, until photography becomes a by-

word and a reproach.

We all know that silk can be had at fifty

cents a yard, and silk at five dollars a yard,

and it is no hard matter for the ladies to

understand which is the best. Let us make
the price of photographs as easy of com-

prehension. If my competitor next door

makes photographs for half what I am
charging, and my patrons ask why I can-

not make them as cheap, I have to make

the best defence I can. In doing so, if I

make the case strong, they condemn me for

it on the ground of being uncharitable and

unneighborly. But let the Convention

sanction a basis for prices, and then each

one of us can make such local use of it to

suppress the fast widening circle of cheap

pictures as he thinks best.

If all of us were in your position, whose

work stands extra No. 1, then there would

be no necessity for urging this Convention

to take action on this matter. But come

with me to Baltimore, and see the pitiable

condition of photography to-day, brought

about by one man through spite. But I

will not harrow up your feelings by recit-

ing the condition of our fair art there.

Suflice it to say that prices range from one
to two and a half dollars for cabinets in the

majority of the galleries.

You all live in glass houses, and are as

liable to suffer from the same cause as we
in Baltimore. Therefore, I earnestly en-

treat you not to let this opportunity pass of

putting your condemnation upon the ruin-

ous practice of cutting prices.

Mr. Blessing's noble appeal was met by
silence at this time, and his resolutions not

seconded, for a reason that is inexplicable.

One would be justified in thinking that

everybody present was in the low-priced

boat.

Certainly Mr. Blessing's propositions

should receive the sanction asked, so that

those who wished could show the documents

to their patrons when making an efi'ort to

raise their prices.

The price question seems to be a ghost,

of which all are afraid.

As I sat there, and from the platform

witnessed the non-effect of Mr. Blessing's

earnest address, I could not help but think

of one or two famous scenes in Hamlet—one

where something like the following dialogue

occurred

:

PoLONius : Do you know me, my lord?

Hamlet : Excellent well. You are a

low-priced photographer ; cutting down

your rates to a ruinous notch, injuring your-

self and your neighbor, and your art de-

grading, too.

PoLONlus: Not I, my lord.

Hamlet : Then I would you were a

more honest man.

Yes, if the truth were known, I believe

one-half of those present had dirtied their

fingers with cut prices, and had grown into

fearing to have the subject broached. And

yet, the writer hereof may misjudge the

good photographers. " The spirit (of fear)

that I have seen may be the Devil, and the

Devil hath power to assume a pleasing

shape
;
yea, and perhaps (as he is very

potent with such spirits) abuses me to damn

me. '

'

Various motions now were made : one to

elect a permanent Secretary; another, to
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appoint a committee to revise the Bj'-laws

;

a third, to preface resolutions of condolence

over the death of Mr. H. Baden Pritchard.

Messrs. Klauber, Bankes, and Bellsmith

were appointed to revise the By-Laws.

Mr. A. Gentile was appointed to draft

resolutions on the death of Mr. Pritchard.

Mr. A. L. Henderson, of London, being

present, was invited to the platform, intro-

duced, and made a neat address.

Among other things, he said :

I can consider myself highly honored at

this kind reception. It is certainly more

than I expected when I left my native

shores to come to your great country here.

I must say that there are several things in

connection with your country that I do not

like. It is too large, for one. I do not

like your mosquitoes either. My wife

doesn't like them either ; she is confined to

bed this morning from the effects of mos-

quito bites. I am sorry to say that I am
not a photographer at all ; vay forte is more

in the chemistry of photography, and I

have done the best 1 could to forward

photography by that means. You are,

no doubt, all familiar with the articles

that have appeared from my pen in the

English journals, and have been often

copied in the American journals. I am
here as the representative of an English

Society—the London and Provincial Pho-
tographic Association. I came over to

make a short visit, and while I have been

here I have been very courteously treated

by your citizens. I am no speaker ; I am
a photographic chemist, as I mentioned

before to you. I thank you very much for

allowing me to visit your Society, and I

shall go home with a very pleasant recollec-

tion of the great progress that I have seen.

Mr. J. F. Ityder, tlie orator of the day,

was now called forward, and made tlic fol-

lowing address :

On the BuhIhchh Management of Photography.

Mr. Prenident, Ladien, and Gentlemeu : As a,

rule, men think well of theiiiselvos, :ui<l (lunt

care to be told what they already know. There

i8 probably not a man here who doubts his ability

to run the ])hotograi)h business. You will please

understand, therefore, that 1 feel embarrass-

ment in so delicate a matter as umlortiiking to

tell you you don't understand your business, and

if you will only listen, I shall tell you all about

it. I do not take such liberty, but if you will

tolerate me a few minutes I will give you my
convictions upon the subject.

The first necessary requirement—the founda-

tion stone—^is a thorough knowledge of every de-

partment of the work. An intelligent understand-

ing of one's business is solid capital. The more

of that element a man carries, the greater is his

strength. As we have no established system of

apprenticeship, no regular course of study or

practice for the requirements of our young art,

the learner is dependent upon a haphazard

chance. His aptness at catching an idea, with

a natural handiness in taking to new work, a

taste for art, even in a small way, prove his good

friends in grasping photography.

Considering the many intricate points in

chemical requirements, the judgment necessary

to be exercised at every stage of the work, the

many handlings and processes which depend

one upon another, and all necessary to the

proper production of a finished photograph, it

is really a matter of surprise how successfully

it is accomplished with the small chance the

workman has had for acquiring knowledge. I

say this, believing that the instances where pho-

tographers are really educated in the art-science

of the profession they claim to be masters of, are

very few. I hope the time is near when regular

schools of photography will be established and

sustained in this country, where the learner

may have the benefit of good teaching under

competent professors, where study shall be neces-

sary, that he should be compelled to pass a rigid

examination in chemistry, optics, physics, light,

lighting, composition, and drawing, before he

would be entitled to a diploma, which should

be a voucher for his competency.

Then we could expect intelligent skill in our

employes, and the public could feel assured that

they were being served in a proper manner.

Truly, knowledsje is power. It is recognized

and respected by the learned and ignorant alike.

The colored servant of a surgeon, explaining

why his master charged twenty-five dollars for

the performance of an operation in surgery

which took but ten minutes to do, said he

charged five dollars for the work, and twenty

dollars for the " know how."

In all departments of the arts, the sciences, or

in mechanics, a man of recognized attainments

commands the confidence of his patrons, and the

right to be well paid for his services.

To fit ourselves in the best way for the pur-

suit of our art, which is becoming yearly mure
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an art and more closely allied to science, buy

books, subscribe for journals, magazines, and

papers on tbe subject: make your collection of

pbotographic literature a special library, then

make its acquaintance—tbe more intimate tbe

better. In this way you become master of tbe

requirements of your lousiness, which is a rock-

bottom foundation upon which you may build

with all confidence and security.

Educate your help, teach them in the little

points and in the greater ones, train them to

your ways, give them your ideas and listen

fairly to theirs—you may sometimes get the best

of the bargain in such exchange.

Make a collection of studies, and encourage

yourself and your operator to frequent examina-

tion of them.

I have large specimen books, tbe leaves of

which are of tarboard, twenty-two by twenty-

eight inches. To these tarboards,on both sides,

I glue mounted photographs—the best exam-

ples of work I can find. I purchase and T ex-

change. I have the work of friends and of

strangers. It is a valuable collection for refer-

ence. They are kept where my operator has

constant access to them. From them he can find

almost every style of lighting and posing as

well as the peculiarities of many noted op-

erators.

A man who takes interest and pride in his

work likes to know how he stands as compared

with others ; it is a spur to him, and keeps him

on the alert.

Next in value to superior quality in your pro-

ductions is a safe and careful system in all the

various departments, from writing an order for

a sitting to delivering the finished picture into

the hands of your customer. Such system

should be observed. The soul of that system

should be order and cleanliness.

There may be to some an afi'ectionate interest

in collections of antiquated relics of good, old

days, whose dust-coated and deep-stained fronts

attest to long years of service, and certify to the

claim of " old stager." Many a well-meant op-

erating-room harbors in its corners and along

its side walls, collections of crippled head-rests,

rickety camera-stands, faded chairs with long-

fringed upholstery, broken balustrades, old

camera-boxes, etc., which are in no sense orna-

mental or advantageous.

It is a mistake to make a museum or a junk-

shop of the operating-room. Remove the old

trash, give the scrub-brush, the paint-pot, and

the whitewash tub a chance. If there be a

worse smell than the atmosphere of a justice's

office, it is the musty odor sometimes encountered

in a slovenly kept photograph gallery.

The man who satisfies his conscience that he

cannot aff"ord to expend money in thoroughly

renovating as often as once a year, and refur-

nishing when needful, is a poor manager, and

works against his own interest. Nothing com-

mands more prompt respect than tidiness. A
seeming of prosperity soon brings the reality

:

people like to patronize a prosperous man, and

naturally avoid a poor or unfortunate one; aill

of which shows that an air of thrift and sys-

tematic order should be practised and enforced.

Keep your show of specimen pictures fresh by

frequent changes. Your customers will visit

you oftener if you have new attractions. They

will take pride in you, and make your establish-

ment one of the places to be visited by strangers

and their visiting friends, among whom you

will often find good customers.

How to treat with customers. Here comes

the place for exercise of judgment—for real

generalship. To be polite, attentive, genial,

and at the same time firm in adhering to safe

rules for your own protection, is a difficult thing

to do, yet it can be done. A correct start often

saves misunderstandings,which are to be avoided

by all means. It is a great mistake to have

serious diiferences with your patrons
;
you must

remember that great consideration is due your

sitter. Perhaps you sometimes sit yourself, and

find you are whimsical and exacting. You like to

try again for some reason you can't quite explain.

Perhaps when you go to your tailor you are not

at once suited with the fit or hang of your coat

:

his telling you it is all right does not quite con-

vince. Remember these things, and be patient.

You can make another sitting as quickly as you

can make an argument. The sitting would per-

haps convince and satisfy ,• your argument

would not. Make your prices sufficiently high

to justify the use of a number of plates and a

half hour's time if necessary. You can afford

to do this occasionally. If the exactions of your

sitter be too great, you are entitled to charge

for extra service ; state it pleasantly but firmly.

Sugar-coat your words where the subject is dis-

agreeable.

In bargaining or arranging the details for a

sitting have everything clearly and distinctly

understood. If additional styles beyond what

is described in your order are asked for, then is

the time to mention the additional price, and to

stand by it.

It is the good-natured fellows who can't say

no, and who in their anxiety to please the dear

ladies, get most imposed on.
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It is not an uncommon thing for a lady to

have a dozen dresses and as many toilettes pho-

tographed before an order is given to finish.

She gratifies her curiosity as to how they will

take, and the more sittings she has the more

undecided she is which to order. Is the lady to

blame? By no means. The man has helped

her to impose upon him, and is helping to es-

tablish the custom of having his neighbors im-

posed upon also.

I believe it entirely fair to make for all sitters

two good negatives difi"ering in position, that

they may have a choice. If they desire more

plates used, it is very proper they be required to

pay extra for them. Particularly should sitters

be made to understand that a change of dress or

toilette means an extra charge for new sittings.

Don't be obsequious to your aristocratic cus-

tomers and domineering with those of modest

means, who are generally sensitive. Be polite

to all. Remember where you get one dollar

from the capitalist you get ten from the middle

class, the working people. Be prompt as pos-

sible in finishing and delivering your work;

make no promises on that point except you are

sure of keeping them. Impress your customers

with the fact that your word is to be relied upon.

Never put off the securing of an order for

another time ; clinch it on the spot. It is never

too late in the day to make a sitting—that is, to

take a man's order for a sitting. Many a time

have I written orders for sittings by gaslight,

and given my client into the hands of the op-

erator. AVith his money in the till he is sure to

come for his proof in the morning, and well

satisfied to try again on learning that last

night's eS'ort was not entirely a success. Had I

told him it was too late in the day, and advised

his coming again, I should probably not have

seen him more. AVith a desire for sitting while

his mind was upon the subject, he would possi-

bly try my ne.\-t neighbor, who, with more

enterprise than I had shown, would gobble

him up.

The time to take money is before the sitter

goes into the operating-room. Particularly

should this apply to strangers and parties re-

garded doubtful. All j)hotogra])hors who fail

in this important rule are practising an injustice

upon themselves. Prices for photographs have

become greatly demoralized. Many of our

prominent and good men have been led or

driven, I might say, "clubbed " into tliis great

wrong. I will venture to assert that four in

every five who have fallen into low prices, are

ashamed uf it, and would be glad to gel back to

more respectable figures and a more respecta-

ble standing among their fellows. Low prices

are in every way degrading. The work is care-

lessly made, the standard of excellence is low-

ered—in fact is lost, ambition sinks to indif-

ference, and enthusiasm is killed. The work

becomes drudgery, devoid of interest or pleasure.

It is an injury and an insult upon our young

art. It is a shame to the men who have helped

bring it about.

Is there a remedy ? Let us see. In all places

where photography is practised are men and

women who want the best that can be made,

and will pay good prices for what they believe

to be superior work. It is possible for photog-

raphers to invest their business with a tone and

dignity that will be recognized by the people.

There are many prominent instances to prove

my assertion. This good city of Cincinnati

stands at the front as an example to all other

cities and photographers of this country. The

gentlemen who practise photography here are

not devising schemes for decorating the fences

with the skins of their neighbors. They are so

wise as to be upon the best terms with each

other both in a business and a social sense;

they are quite willing each other should live

and thrive. They are prosperous ; they are

honored.

What is possible to Cincinnati is possible to

all other cities. I think it a fitting time and

place to bring this fact to your attention.

The curse of our business is this curse of low

prices. There is no good reason for it. There

is no wisdom or advantage in it. It is a wrong

to yourself, your neighbor, and to the art you

should be proud of, and which you should feel

bound to protect.

Year by year this blotch is growing blacker

and deeper. In many instances photographs

are sold at prices which show that it is not pos-

sible for the proprietor to pay his help or his

stock-bills and make a profit on his work. This

means folly, ruin, and death to photography as

a means of securing a livelihood.

Reform must come. I heard when a child

that the city of Rotterdam, in Holland, was the

cleanest city in the world, and the way it came

about was by everyone scrubbing their own

doorstep. I have always remembered it. My
friends, the way to bring about reform in tho

abuse we are talking of, is not to wait for your

neighbor, but to ciuiimonce scrubbing your own

door-stone.

If you are a skilled and competent jihotogra-

pher, straighten up and nssert yourself. Put

your establishment in proper train for an ad-

vance to a higher grade of work and a higher
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scale of prices. The public, recognizing your

progress, will follow you. If your neighbor will

follow also, so much the better for you both. If

he will not, you have, by your act, proved your-

self his superior, and will hold the advance

ground you have taken. Elevate your art, and

it will elevate you. Make your prices high, and

make your work worth all you charge for it.

This, gentlemen, is the road to success. Look

about you and prove its truthfulness. The men
who have been fortunate in our business have

been faithful to the course I have here laid

down.

Loud applause followed Mr. Ryder's

splendid address, and a motion was made
by Mr. J. Inglis to have it printed in pam-

phlet form and distributed over the country

at the expense of the Association. Although

remonstrated against modestly, by Mr.

Eyder, the motion was carried.

Mr. Ryder's address thoroughly awakened
the Convention again on the subject of

prices, and a few extracts from the steno-

graphic report made will be of service to the

readers of the Philadelphia Photogra-
pher, and show how the atmosphere is stir-

ring in this important direction. The craft

is evidently awakened, and I am glad of it.

Now for what was said :

Mr. Bellsmith : Mr. Ryder has struck

the kej'-note, I think, on the subject of

greatest importance before this Convention.

There are thousands of photographers in

this country whose eyes are turned towards

Cincinnati, and who are depending upon

this Convention for an action that will

amount to something. I urge upon the

Convention to treat the subject as one the

importance of which everyone must recog-

nize that it bears towards our business

;

and as the time seems to be open at the

present, I move that the subject be taken up

for discussion
; that all the arguments that

may be brought to bear may be concen-

trated at one time, and that as much influ-

ence upon that subject may be used as pos-

sible. I, therefore, move that the subject

of prices be taken up now ; that all argu-

ments that may be made may be concentra-

ted in this session. Agreed to.

Mr. Cross: The subject before the house

is one of the utmost importance to all; it is

one that we are all interested in. I think

this Convention should show its position on
this question at this meeting. A man should
raise his price to such a figure as will enable
him to turn out good work and make a fair

profit. I move that this Society puts itself

on record as favoring an advance in prices

all along the line. It is a move in the right

direction. One man cannot do it alone;

but if the Society has made a move, he has

a start. Let us make the start and move to

advance the prices. I move that there be

introduced a resolution that we all raise our

prices.

Mr. Hessler : We know that there are

lots of men in the profession who believe

that their work is not worth more than they

charge for it; they have no good opinion of

themselves or of their work. If they put

their prices at two dollars, the public will

pay for it ; if at a lower figure and a chromo

given in the bargain, they think that that

is all their work is worth and the best they

can do. Now all the resolutions we can

offer here will do very little towards lifting

the thoughts of such men or their prices
;

the point is for every man to constitute

himself a committee, and appeal to the

world through his prices, through the quality

of his work, and through his own estima-

tion that his work is worth all he charges,

and not give them a premium to buy his

work, but charge a price that will pay for

the work and leave him a fair and reason-

able profit.

Mr. Cross : "What Mr. Hessler has stated

is true. We want to raise the prices; we

want to show that this is the feeling of this

meeting ; it will help ; it is a little start

that points in the right direction. I move

that the sense of this meeting be that every-

one raise the prices to the best possible

figure.

Mr. Brooks : I want to state to this Con-

vention that I feel that this honorable body

of American photographers should not con-

descend to allow a man upon the floor of

this Convention who would make cabinet

photographs at the pitiful sum of a dollar

and a half a dozen.

Mr. Blessing: From the discussion that

has ensued, I have not seen anything that

covers the ground as well as my resolutions.

Let this Convention put itself squarely upon
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the question of prices, and say that third-

class photographs cannot be made for less

than three dollars a dozen, without giving

our patrons unreliable work. It is a square

proposition and one that cannot be misun-

derstood. Let us take no doubtful action

upon the question of prices, and if we say

that three dollars is a fair price for third-

class work and cannot be made for less, it

covers the ground. We all know that silk

can be bought for fifty cents a yard and for

five dollars a yard, but we also know the

difference. Let us make our prices as easy

of comprehension.

No final action was taken upon the sub-

ject further than carrying the amendment

of Mr. Inglis to Mr. Cross's motioii, which

was to print Mr. Kyder's address. Upon
the call being made for the original motion,

the President said :
" The amendment pre-

vails and is in the line of the original

motion. I do not deem it necessary to put

the original motion in this case. It is not

required."

Kather a queer ruling, but no one ap-

pealed. The feeling of the Association,

however, is unmistakably in favor of raising

prices.

I had said my say through these pages

and reluctantly kept quiet. I had a batch

of things to offer, however, of which Mr.

Flynn, the able stenographer, gives the fol-

lowing report

:

Mr. Wilson, of Philadelphia: Mr. Presi-

dent, I have enough material here to take

the rest of the morning ; but I will only

take about four minutes. First, I have

here a stenographic copy of the minutes of

the last meeting, a present from the pub-

lishers of the Pliotographic Times and the

Philadelphia Photographer. Second,

I have a motion to make that the Executive

Committee take some means of notifying

the public to witness this most magnificent

exhibition of photfjgrajjhic work known in

the history of photngraphy, and that the

matter be referred to liie Executive Com-
mittee to devise and use all the means they

can to get the public of Cincinnati here to

see this exhibition to morrow and next day,

80 that some of the world may know what

we can do. This will be one great step

towards the elevation of prices. First lift

yourself, then your prices and the world will

help you.

The next thing I have is a letter of invi-

tation. It is written to Professor C. F.

Himes, one of our oldest amateurs, who
to-day is conducting a school of photography

at Cumberland, Maryland. The letter is

from Charles E. Baldwin, President of the

Mountain Lake Association. It is an invi-

tation for the Association to hold its session

of 1885 at Mountain Lake Park. (Mr.

Wilson then read the letter; also a letter

from Prof. Himes.) I now move that this

communication be referred to the Commit-

tee on Location ; or if not, that when the

report of the Committee on Location is re-

ceived, this courteous offer be considered.

I have here a description of Mountain Lake
Park which accompanies the invitation to

the Committee.

It was then moved and seconded that the

invitation to Mountain Lake Park be re-

ferred to the Committee. Carried.

The President: The Committee will please

take this matter into consideration in fixing

a place of meeting in 1885.

Mr. Wilson : One thing more and I am
done. It is on the subject of prices. Those

of you who have read the best (as I be-

lieve) of all photographic magazines, cannot

doubt the sincerity of the editor in the

matter of raising of prices. To prove this

further, I have published a little pamphltt

(copies of which I have brought with me)

on this subject. It hits the thing on the

head, and is intended to be a help to those

who want to be helped. I believe, if we
could find the truth, we would learn that

two-thirds of those who are here would con-

fess that their prices are not what they desire.

Our Brother Kyder has discussed the thing

thoroughly, and this little pamphlet will

follow it up.

Applause was followed by the distriluilion

of the leaflet mentioned, entitled "A Quiet

Chat on the Prices of Photographs." I

will send a copy to all of my readers who
did not get one, if aj»plied to for it.

The Committee on Nominations now re-

ported, and their report was referred back

with instructions as to changes desired.

It was announced that a group would be

made in front of the hall at 3 p.m., and "an
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excursion to the 'Zoo' arranged for the

afternoon, tickets for the round-trip, in-

cluding admission, thirty cents."

In answer to a query it was announced

that the sun was upon the platform and no

demonstration could be made under the

great skylight during the afternoon.

Mr. Seavey announced that he would

demonstrate there during part of the after-

noon.

Mr. Kyder said : In the matter of Mr.

Seavey's demonstration to morrow, I will

further announce that he has a special model,

a very beautiful young lady who will be

draped in the Greek costume, and it will be

a great treat to all to see the effects that

Mr. Seavey purposes to show and produce at

the time mentioned, 2.30 p.m. I hope that

he will have a fine audience which will be

something rather attractive and interesting

to everyone.

The President: Mr. Wilson, will you

please state your resolution in regard to the

matter of admitting the public to our exhi-

bition.

Mr. Wilson : I did not make any.

The President: Will you make it as a

resolution ?

Mr. Wilson : I merely suggested that the

Executive Committee do what they can to

get the public here to morrow or next day,

either by advertising in the public papers

or letting them know in some way that

there is such a show and let them come and

see it. Yesterday I had a talk with General

Goshorn, who was walking around alone,

and he said he had offered himself to adver-

tise at his own expense this magnificent and

surprising exhibition. He says it is remarka-

ble, and so it is. The people do not see what

a beautiful exhibition we have here. Let

the people come in and let us pound the fact

into their heads that photography grows

and we are going to grow with it, and our

prices are going to grow.

A Member : The object of bringing pict-

ures to this exhibition is for the public to

see them and know what photography is

and can do. If we charge them twenty-five

cents, but a very few will come to see them.

Por that reason the public should be notified

that they can come here free and see the

progress that has been made, and I would
move that the President notify the public.

The President : The public will be noti-

fied through the journals of this afternoon

and to morrow morning. We will see that

that is attended to.

On motion, the Convention adjourned

until July 31, at 10 o'clock a.m.

E. L. W.

Cincinnati, July 31, 1884.

The session this morning was devoted

wholly to routine business, all of which
could have been transacted by the Execu-

tive Committee without taking up the valu-

able time of so many people who had come

so far with the hope of learning something

about the practice of their art.

But there is a certain element in all such

conventions—not peculiar to photography

—

the disciples of which might be termed con-

stitutional cranks, who could not exist if a

certain portion, all if possible, of the Con-

vention's time is not taken up in tinkering

the constitution.

The proprietors of " Eeady Kemedies,"

"Sure Cures," and " Reliant Eradicators"

live on such people, who are also ever tink-

ering at their physical constitutions.

Such personages are often very good

people, but in a convention are a real trial

and a bore. It is not the right thing to do

to monopolize the time of a whole conven-

tion with matters which could safely be left

to the Executive Committee, in order that

there may be a wholesale slinging all around

of the parliamentary information possessed

by a very few.

As proof of this, I only have to point to

the fact that thus far an assemblage of pho-

tographers from nearly every State in this

great republic has held sessions, and not one

moment has been devoted to the discussion

of photographic practice.

The element alluded to has become a dis-

ease, and should be eradicated.

This morning, at the opening of the ses-

sion, Mr. J. H. Nugent, of Chillicothe,

Ohio, read a tribute to the memory of the

late Mr. F. A. Simonds, of the same city.

It was pleasant to see a friend, and a com-

petitor as well, thus remember and recognize

la
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the virtues of the deceased, which was done

in tender and fitting terms.

As a man and a photographer, our late

member was characterized as one whose

record was excellent.

A letter was read from Mr. J. Traill

Taylor, accompanied by his personal report

in behalf of the Committee on the Progress

of Photography, which latter, being rather

wordy, was received without reading, and

a vote of thanks extended.

A gavel made from a portion of the

famed "Washington Elm of Boston Common
was presented to the Association by Mr. T.

H. Blair, and at once put to use by Presi-

dent Kent.

President Kent announced, in relation to

the admission of the public to this building,

that he had seen General Goshorn, the Sup-

erintendent of the Music Hall, this morning,

and he kindly consented to remove the

doorkeeper and allow the public access to

the building, including the art museum.

For this a vote of thanks was tendered

General Goshorn, in consideration of his

great liberality in opening the building to

the public.

Mr. A. Hesler, the Chicago veteran,

now brought up an important matter. He
said : I want to call the attention of this

Association, and the members here as-

sembled, to the postal law in reference to

the carriage of photographs, in which pho-

tography is placed at the foot, in the esti-

mation of the postal authorities. I have

here a copy of the ruling of the Third Post-

master-General of the United States, which

I beg leave to read, as follows

:

" Fourth Glass.—Mailable matter of the

fourth class embraces labels, patterns, pho-

tographs, playing cards, address tags, paper

sacks, wrapping paper, blotting pads, bill-

heads, letter-heads, envelopes with printed

addresses tliereon, and all other matter of

the same general character which is not

designed to instruct, amuse, cultivate the

mind or taste, or impart general informa-

tion. This class includes, also, merchandize

and samples of merchandize, ores, minerals,

and seeds. Postage, one cent per ounce or

fraction of an ounce.

" Third Class.—Mailable lualler of the

third class embraces books, newspapers,

periodicals, proof-sheets and corrected proof-

sheets, and all matter of the same general

character which is designed to instruct,

amuse, and cultivate the mind or taste.

Postage, one cent for two ounces, or a frac-

tion thereof."

Mr. Hesler : This class (fourth class)

also includes merchandize, samples of mer-

chandize, ores, minerals, seeds, etc. You
see, photographs are placed in the same

category as paper bags, etc., and are of no

use to people in general ; or, at least, such is

thought by post-oflBce authorities. I think

this classification of photographs is an insult

to photography and every man engaged in

it. I do not mean so much the postage as

the insult placed on the art; and I think

this Association should take action in the

matter, and memorialize the postal authori-

ties—to enlighten them that there is some

amusement and elevation in photography.

Mr. Overbeck, of Hamilton, Ohio, fol-

lowed Mr. Hesler, and said : I have a reso-

lution to oflTer on this matter, as follows:

Resolved, That the recent ruling of the

Postmaster-General of the United States of

America, by which photographs were placed

as fourth-class matter, be, and is hereby

declared by the Photographers' Association

as unjust, and against the business interests

of the photographers, as well as the mer-

chants and manufacturers of the Union
;

Resolved, That this body respectfully ask

the Honorable Postmaster-General to re-

consider said ruling ; and that the Secretary

of the Association be instructed to forward

a copy of these resolutions to the Honorable

Postmaster-General of the United States.

After some discussion, the resolutions

were carried, and the following committee

was appointed to intercede accordingly:

Messrs. A. Hesler, Edward L. Wilson, and

the Secretary of this A.«sociation.

Mr. Wilson read the following telegram:

Nitw Orlijans, July iiO, 1.S81.

E. L. Wilson, Cinciniuiti : Please ex-

tend invitation to National Photographic

Association to hold next meeting and c.vlii-

bition here, at our Exposition.

(Signed) E. A. ]Jurke,

Dirccloi-Gcncr.ll World's Exposition.
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Mr. Wilson : I cannot imagine that any-

one here is ignorant of the fact that a

World's Fair is to be held at New Orleans,

commencing in December and ending in

May. As to the telegram from the Direc-

tor-General of that great exposition, which

has just been read, of course if any action

is taken on this matter favorably, our meet-

ing would have to be between December
and July next—as early as we choose. I

have here a resolution that I would like to

read in connection with this matter:

Resolved, That this Association accept,

with thanks, the kind invitation of Director-

General Burke of the World's Exposition,

and that the committee named below be

appointed, with power, for the purpose of

securing a national representation of pho-

tography at the New Orleans Exposition

:

Edward L. Wilson, Philadelphia; J. E.

Ej'der, Cleveland; W. Irving Adams and

V. M. Wilcox, New York ; E. W. Guerin,

St. Louis; .Tames Landy, Cincinnati ; James
Mullen, Lexington, Ky. ; S. T. Blessing,

New Orleans; Charles F. Himes, Carlisle,

Pa.; G. H. Eipley, Brooklyn, N. T. ; with

power to add to their committee, if neces-

sary to do the work.

The resolution was followed by some dis-

cussion, and adopted as above.

A desultory discussion now followed,

caused by a little clash, which grew out of

the reception of a motion at the last session

to amend certain clauses in the constitution,

and the after appointment of a committee

to take charge of such matters.

Here the parliamentary snag lifted its

head and swayed about, first mildly and

then wildl^^ until everything was perturbed

and muddy, and then the waters were

calmed and the boat moved on by a series

of complicated resolutions, which do not

interest the general public, so I omit them.

The stenographic peporter was once

aroused from his wrestle with tough pho-

tographic terms, and his diligent studj' of

Wilson's Photograjihics (a sort of scientific

pepsine, which assisted him in digesting

the phrases named), and was brought to

the witness-stand.

He acted like alum on the troubled de-

veloper, and retired conscious of having

done one good deed in his lifetime.

The report of the Committee on the Alter-

ation and Amendment of the Constitution

and By-Laws was now read by sections,

and again perturbed the Society emulsion

so that it would not flow evenly at all. The
temperature arose, and aroused the ire of

sundry of the parliamentarians pi-esent, and

a long and tedious and uselss discussion

followed.

Eor the life of me, I cannot tell what
precipitate was derived from the immense

action, but, alas ! the whole thing was laid

over until the afternoon session.

While the excitement was at its height,

some Toledo man announced the loss of his

pocket-book, and an aspiring photographer

shouted out his intention of taking a group

of the members immediately after adjourn-

ment—a large one.

The President appointed Messrs. Edward

L. Wilson, John Carbutt, and A. Gentile

as the Committee on the Progress of Pho-

tography, for 1885.

The report of the Committee on the nomi-

nation of officers for the ensuing year was

now received, and the election followed,

with this result

:

President.—James Landy.

Secretary.—Leo. Weingartner.

Treasurer.—Q. M. Carlisle,

Executive Committee.—Y^ . A. Armstrong

and Joshua Smith.

This result, however, was not secured

without the usual number of additional

nominations,, balloting, etc.

Tired, and worn, and heated, the Conven-

tion was adjourned to 2.30 p. m.

E. L. W.

Cincinnati, July 31, 1884.

A hot afternoon, a heated discussion, and

a broken-down and patched-up constitution

and by-laws, are the result of this after-

noon's emulsion.

A good long session, which should have

been ''employed in discussing the work of

the studio, was wasted in a constitutional

clinique, which has left that immortal docu-

ment in such condition that you wouldn't

know it in your own familiar dark-room.

I am not going to bore ray good readers

by a detailed report of said seance. If I

have unravelled the thing correctly, here-
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after the initiation fee of new members is to

be: for emploj'ers, |3 ; employes, $3; and

$2 per year for employers', and f 1 per year

for employes' dues.

The following essential changes were

made

:

Section 1. The officers shall be a Presi-

dent, two Vice-Presidents, a Eecording

Secretary, and a Treasurer, who shall be

elected annually, and shall hold office until

their successors are elected and installed.

Sec. 2. The President shall preside at all

meetings, and administer the rules of order

usual in deliberative bodies; he shall nomi-

nate all special committees, unless other-

wise directed ; he shall countersign all or-

ders on the treasurer; and shall also annu-

ally appoint a Local Secretarj', subject to

approval of the Executive Committee, for

the place where the annual meeting is to be

held.

We strike out all of Section 5, Article

III., after the words " The Treasurer shall,"

in line 13 of said section, and add the fol-

lowing, so as to read, " The Treasurer shall

be required to give an indemnitj^ bond that

shall be deemed sufficient and satisfactory

to the members of the Executive Committee,

and said bond shall remain in the custody

of the President of the Society."

The Committee was comprised of Messrs.

E. Klauber, T. W. Bankes, and H. S. Bell-

smith.

The next discussion was on the subject of

the appointment of a Vice-President for

each State.

It was resolved, finally, to refer the mat-

ter to the Executive Committee, with power.

This was one of the wisest things done

by the Convention.

The selection of a locality for next year

now came up, and renewed the excitement.

Some little of the discussion I append.

A member of the Committee said :

In the absence of Mr. Carbutt, our Chair-

niun, I would simply say, briefly, on look-

ing over the different locations, that the

Committee think well of Buffalo, for many
reasons. It is a cool, thriving little place;

it is also easily accessible by rail from many
directions; it is reached by all the loading

trunk-lines of the country; it is also acces-

eiblo by VK>at; and the locution would be

very desirable, I am sure. It is within

twenty miles of Niagara Palis, and many
of our members have not, perhaps, visited

that beautiful spot. Excursion trains can be

run up there from Buffalo at a very small

sum. Then, they have fine hotels, and an

excellent hall. It is fairly central, and of

late years it is well known that eastern

people have not attended the conventions

as they formerly did—they will not come

far west. I do hope that if we get this As-

sociation to convene at Buffalo next year

that we can get the New England and New
York City people to be present, and I am
sure our Western friends would be equally

willing to go there ; and I know our South-

ern friends would find it a cool and comfort-

able retreat from the heat. I hope it will

be chosen as the place.

Mr. Poole, of St. Catharines, Ont. : I

most emphatically endorse that nomination,

from this standpoint: We have not a great

number of photographers in Canada, but it

is fairly well represented. If the Conven-

tion meets in Buffalo, it will very materially

increase our attendance as Canadians, and

it will add a very large number to the at-

tendance, as it is only one hour's ride from

that picturesque and beautiful city.

A Member : The only objection to Buffalo

is that the place is so beautiful, cool, and

comfortable that the members of the Asso-

ciation may all go down and leave the

rooms of the meeting as empty as they are

to-day. I think the members of this Asso-

ciation ought to consider the benefits of this

Convention rather than going about the

streets with their cameras under their arms

taking views, and it would be much to their

advantage. It is almost a disgrace that they

leave this hall empty, and allow all such

important things as ought to come before

the A8sociatii)n to the number here this af-

ternoon.

The Pi'esident: It is intended toimpo.se

a penalty for non-attondnncc at the next

meeting.

Butlalo was decided upon.

Mr. Gentile: 1 have here a report on the

death of IJ. Baden I'ritchard, which 1 de-

sire to read. It is as follows :

The Committee appointed at yesterday's

session to report on the death of the late II.
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Baden Pritchard, the distinguished English

author, beg to report as follows :

Resolved^ lu the course of human events

it has pleased Almighty God to remove from

this world of cares our much esteemed friend

and co-worker, H. Baden Pritchard, by the

loss of whom two hemispheres are called

upon to mourn

;

Resolved, That this Association do hereby

take cognizance of this our severe loss by
expressing our deepest sympathy with the

fraternity at large; the same to be spread

upon our records.

It was moved and seconded that this re-

port be placed on file for publication.

Mr. Klauber : I move you, Mr. President,

that this Association tender a vote of thanks

to the citizens of Cincinnati, and to the

press, and to all who have assisted in making
this such a pleasant and successful meeting

as it has been. (Carried.) Gentlemen: one

word more. There has not been one single

thing said as far as chemicals and business

are concerned, which I must say I much re-

gret. Before closing, I wish to recommend
to your use the foi-mula of Dr. Eder in regard

to the yellow color and dry plate.

Thus Mr. Klauber barely saved the Con-

vention from being dubbed inoperative and

unpractical.

The President : The battle is fought, and

I am glad to say that our party has the

victory. We have had a grand and success-

ful meeting; and as we are about to close

this meeting I would like to express to you

my appreciation of your kindness and con-

sideration
; and thanking you again for your

courtesy to me, I would cheerfully resign

the office of President to my friend, James
Landy, of Cincinnati, and request of you for

him the same kindness and consideration you

have shown me. The exposition will be

open until to-morrow night, while the busi-

ness part of the Convention will be closed

by this adjournment. If there is no further

business, the motion to adjourn sine die is

now in order.

Mr. Klauber : I forgot to include one

little thing. I think this Association ought

to pass a vote of thanks for the efficient ser-

vices and the hard and the good work that

our Secretary, Mr. Leo. Weingartner has

done in' making this Convention the success

it has been. I therefore move a vote of
thanks and endorsement to our genial and
efficient Secretary, Mr. Leo. Weingartner
(Great applause), and to all the executive
officers.

The motion to adjourn si7ie die and the

vote of thanks were carried unanimously,
and the Convention adjourned.

And thus ended the great Convention of

1884, for which so much preparation had
been made.

Further on will be found notes, which,
with these letters, is about all I could get

out of the emulsion for the benefit of my
stay-at-home readers. And so, adieu.

E. L. W.

THE EXHIBITION.

Divided as my time was between duties

at the meetings of the Convention and the

calls of the grand exhibition, it was impos-

sible for me to make a complete list of the

exhibitors.

So, seeing how I was prevented from

making a complete list of the exhibitors, I

beg those whose names are omitted below

to be lenient, knowing that I will quite

willingly add all that are sent to me here-

after in my next issue.

There is no intentional slight ; though I

know the list is very imperfect.

I had no " headquarters " at the exhibi-

tion, though I believe my contemporaries

all had, and scattered many sample copies.

My timidity was rewarded by many, who

came to me and subscribed for "the very

best of all."

The Times was circulated in all direc-

tions, and made a fine show with its elab-

orate cover.

The Bulletin box contained, I should

judge, about four thousand copies, which

were "free to the public."

The Photographer was offered by pub-

lisher, editor, and a fair damsel, at its head-

quarters, in the main hall.

The Eye was opened in the middle of the

stage, with its publisher and a young lady

to keep it watchful over all.

The St. Louis Practical was attended by

its amiable and popular editress and pub-
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lisher, Mrs. Fitzgibbon, also on the stage.

Her attendants were two casks of lemonade,

which she generously dispensed to the pub-

lic, free.

The "Air Brush " people had a continu-

ous crowd about them, witnessing their

"works of creation," on the rear of the

stage.

Near by was Mr. W. W. Sherman, with

his interesting and beautiful enlargements,

made by his new process. He and the air-

brush are sure to be great helpers to each

other.

Mr. Sherman says

:

These prints may be made with any pig-

ment (color) or combination of pigments,

but for general use are made with lamp-

black for black and white work (crayon,

India-ink, air-brush, etc.), and with neutral

tint for colored work.

The prints made with lampblack will be

found to match exactly the tone of the

crayon, India-ink, or other black used for

finishing. The best of neutral tint is used

for colored work, making a most desirable

color to work over.

There are no chemicals whatever used in

the paper.

The pigments used are of known perma-

nence.

The texture or grain of the paper is pre-

served as in no other process; no soaking or

prolonged washing of the paper being re-

quired.

These prints have a " tooth " possessed

by no other prints, for the above reason.

The whites are warranted not to lose

their unequalled brilliancy, or the prints to

fade in the least degree.

The prints are unsurpassed for crayon,

stump, or point ; they are especially adapted

to the air-brush, and unequalled for water-

colors.

They are the only cheap and reliable

prints in the market.

The exhibition was dotted thickly in all

directions with the red and shining color of

apparatus.

The American Optical Company, under

the leudenship of Mr. W. Irving Adams,
and tlirough representatives, exliibited an

immense assortment of apparatus. The
groat square in the centre of tlic main liall

was surrounded by this, and presented a

splendid appearance.

The Kilburn Gun-camera was among the

novelties, and attracted great attention.

A throng was gathered in the great trade

centre of the Scovill Manufacturing Com-
panj-, continually, of stockdealers from the

various cities, and purchasers from all parts.

It was a scene.

Nearly opposite was the department of

Messrs. P. Smith & Co., headed by the pop-

ular Mr. D. K. Cady, assisted by the vete-

ran, Mr. Maginnis. But the "show" of

this well-known, "old reliable" firm was

not confined to their fine central exhibit of

curtains, chairs, and apparatus, including

Wilson's photographic publications. They

had standing here and there as many as

fifty-two backgrounds, painted by Seavey,

Ashe, and Spurgin—the finest assortment

ever placed on exhibition.

Messrs. Allen & Bro., of Detroit, Mich.,

made a fine exhibit of the already cele-

brated Suter lenses, and the work produced

by them. We understand that orders were

taken for "bushels" of them, and that the

enterprising importers feel well recompensed-

for their efforts in securing such useful and

low-priced lenses for the use of the frater-

nity. They will undoubtedly meet with a

hon marche in this vast republic.

Mrs. E. TST. Lockwood, Kipon, Wis., ex-

hibited her Negative Washing-box, which

is made of metal, and supplied with grooves,

so as to accommodate thirty-six plates of

various sizes, up to 11 x 14. An apartment

for ice is supplied at one end. The Lock-

wood Clips were also much admired.

The Devoe Chair, and Background-

bracket, with castors, were among the nov-

elties which attracted much attention.

Messrs. Sheen & Simpkinson, of Cincin-

nati, wore devoted to their department,

which was well supplied with all the trade

novelties.

The Blair Tourogiaph and Dry Plate

Company, of Boston, made a magnificent

display of their manufactures. The great-

est object of attraction was the Combination

Portrait Ciunera, wliicli could quickly be

transformed from an 8 x 10 into an 11 x 14

size. It was a sjileudid piece of workman-

ship. It was supplied with all tiic convoni-
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ences for nice adjustment, and with a flex-

ible, jointed slider. It was ordered "in
duplicate," many times.

One of the finest exhibits, of course, was
that of Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

of New York—located at the end of the

hall, at the stage. A portion of the wall

of enclosure was made up of copies of the

Bulletin. Their large glass cases, with Dall-

meyer Lenses and the Detective Camera,
added novelty and beauty to their depart-

ment. Col. V. M. Wilcox was seen there,

blandly explaining the merits of the various

wares on show.

Mr. C. M. French, of Garretsville, Ohio,

seemed to be doing a thriving trade in his

Belief Borders, which grow more and more
into use.

Messrs. Wolf & Cheney, of Philadelphia,

exhibited the patent instantaneous shutter

of Mr. Service, which is excellent and at-

tracted a great many buyers.

Mr. John O. Hood, of Wilson, Hood &
Co., of Philadelphia, and Mr. Buchanan, of

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley, of the

same city, attended to their patrons in per-

son, without any special exhibit.

Messrs. Willis & Clements were repre-

sented by Mr. Clements in person, and
made a nice exhibit of platinum prints on
paper, muslin, and satin.

Mr. W. Gr. Entrekin gave personal atten-

tion to a handsome display of his well-

known burnishers, which added lustre to

the whole grand, brilliant exposition.

One of the most attractive novelties was

the Plastic Background of Mr. C. A. Schind-

ler, of Hoboken, jST. J. This is a real new
departure, consisting of a series of plastic

figures, curtains, and decorations, which are

a great relief from the "scenery" back-

ground, and must meet a want long felt.

The Schindler " Elite " Chair was also a

favorite attraction.

One of the busiest men present was Mr.

W. F. Ashe, of New York, the justly famed

background painter. Mr. Ashe presented a

fine exhibit of his interior and exterior

backgrounds, which attracted many ad-

mirers and purchasers.

Scofield's Camera should not be forgotten

in our mention of the splendid novelties in

the apparatus line. It is well named
"Unique."

Mr. G. Gennert, of 54 E. Tenth Street,

New York, who was everywhere, upon
being asked, "Where is your exhibit?"
would point proudly to the grand display

of pictures, and say, "These are ?w?/ exhibit,

as nearly all are printed on ' Eagle' paper."

Mr. H. A. Hyatt, of St. Louis, Mo., made
a fine exposition of general photographic

merchandise, and of the backgrounds and
accessories for which he is the headquarters.

Mr. J. C. Somerville, of St. Louis, Mo.,
also made a good showing, among which
the Cramer Ice Box was considered a great

attraction. It is made of iron, lined, and
is the most practical dark-room accessory

of its class.

Mr. L. W. Seavey, of New York, has

educated the craft into expecting much
from him, and he did not disappoint them
this year; for beside his display of back-

grounds, and photographs illustrating their

use, he posed a lady model within the en-

closure of his exhibit, and upon the plat-

form, under the skylight, to delighted

crowds, on several occasions.

The Dry Plate makers—Messrs. Cramer,

Carbutt, Inglis, Eastman, Monroe, Norden,

and others, were all supplied with dark-

rooms, and illustrated the manipulation of

negatives practically. This was one of the

most useful features of the whole grand

affair, and was a help to many.

Dozens of interesting things have not

been mentioned, simply because the days

were not sufficiently long to allow one to

examine them.

Messrs. Benj. French & Co., of Boston,

exhibited a full line of Voigtlander Portrait

Lenses, Euryscopes, and Darlot Portrait

and View Lenses. The power of the Eury-

scope was practically illustrated by a group

of twenty-five persons (the Engineer Corps

of the Austrian Army), made on a 30x42

inch dry plate by Victor Angerer, Photog-

rapher to the Austrian Court. Although

by far the largest group ever seen in this

country, it possesses all the merits of an ar-

tistic and skilfully-executed picture, its

most noticeable features being uniform

sharpness and illumination, extending to

the very edges of the immense plate. A
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full-length figure of a Viennese beauty,

made on the same sized plate by the same

artist, spoke volumes of praise about the

unequalled capacity of the Euryscope—No.

8 being the size used in both instances. In

connection with this exhibit, the firm

showed Garland's Invisible Shutter, for

portrait lenses, for which they are agents.

As direct importers of the well-known

Trapp & Miincli Albumen Paper, they also

invited the attention of the interested visi-

tors to the splendid qualities of this favorite

article. The exhibit was in charge of Mr.

Wilfred A. and Mr. James French.

Mr. W. A. Lindop, of St. Thomas, Ont.,

exhibited his apparatus for the economical

storing of backgrounds, which has been

greatly improved this year. Photographers

are impatient for its introduction into the

market.

The Picture Exhibit.

Here the array was so overwhelming, and

surprising, and extensive, and the time for

examination so short, that it was impossible

to make a full list of the exhibitors, to say

nothing of their elegant work.

We are safe in saying that no such exhibit

ever took place before. It was a grand

affair.

One of its most attractive features was

the displaj' of emulsion plate work collected

by the dry plate manufacturers.

Most prominent was the collection of Mr.

G. Cramer, from the studios of Messrs.

Scholten, Guerin, and Gilbert & Bacon, to

which was added the splendid collection

from Mr. Cramer's own studio, under the

care of Mr, Hans Kreuger.

The two methods of development

:

a. With pyro.

h. With pyro and sal soda,

were also illustrated by these negatives.

There can be no question as to the last being

the best. "You must be careful not to make
them too strong," said Mr. Cramer.

Now, witliout more than one general tes-

tifying to the excellence of the work as a

whole, only the names of some of the pict-

ures whiclj ajjpeared to us most worthy of

praise will be given ; for were we to attempt

to mention all the limits of our cover would

not contain it.

By Mr. P. W, Guerin, of St. Louis, " I'se

Eich," and other groups of negro boys,

"Waitingfor a Bite," and " The Bite," were

very natural, and his whole grand exhibit

twice halted and captured the Committee

on Awards.

Mr. John A. Scholten, of St. Louis, was

expected to make a superior exhibit, and he

did, of magnificently managed portraits of

various sizes, and on Cramer's plates.

Mr. G. Gennert, of New York, displayed

a number of Gei-man pictui'es on his Eagle

paper, among which some groups of chil-

dren and a portrait of the King of Saxony

were the gems.

Messrs. Gilbert & Bacon, of Philadelphia

were distinguished by their fine collection

of pictures of children and of brides.

Mr. G. Cramer, of St. Louis, perhaps,

made the most extensive collection of any.

"The Easter Babbit," "Our Teacher,"

"The Broken Pitcher," "Success," "Punch

and Judy," " Cinderella," and " The Sleep-

ing Beautjr," with pictures representing

German legends, were all most attractive

—

all on a par with '
' Gretchen. '

'

Mr. John Carbutt's dry plates were ex-

hibited by many splendid pictures by various

exhibitors, and were uniformly excellent.

Mi-, p. Gutekunst, of Philadelphia, made

a choice exhibit of portraiture of various

sizes, and, probably, as a whole, represented

the best printing in the whole exhibition.

Mr. A. K, P. Trask, of Philadelphia, also

sent a fine variety of his excellent port,rait-

ure, which attracted many admirers.

Dr. H. N. Howe, of Philadelphia, ex-

hibited a great variety of pictures represent-

ing the capabilities of our art and of the

amateur plbotograjiher. His cattle pictures

were unexcelled. The Peacock, the Bicycle

Eider, a trio of crow's nests and landscapes

—all instantaneous—were very fine.

Messrs. W. J. White, of Cleveland, Ohio,

and S. E. llaight, of Washington, D. C,
also iimuteurs, were well represented by

their work.

Mr. W. H. Eau, of Philadeli)hia, also

made a display of his lino liuulsciipe woric of

Pennsylvania scenery.

Mr. J. Monaghan's interior ol' tiic. catlie-
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dral of St. Agatha was, perhaps, the best

shown.

Mr. John Carbutt, Ji\, exhibited his first

picture—a hmdscape, worthy of his "dry"

paternal.

Mr. C. H. James, of Philadelphia, ex-

hibited the only Indians, and they were

good.

Mr. D. A. Clifford, of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

made a creditable show of interiors and ex-

teriors, which awakened interest.

Some splendid transparencies of the Gov-

ernment buildings at Washington, by Mr.

F. Gutekunst, of Philadelphia, were by far

the best shown, and were on Mr. Carbutt's

"A" plates.

Mr. Geo. B. Wood, of Philadelphia, made
an artistic display of platinum prints.

Mr. C. H. Tonndorff, of St. Louis, distin-

guished himself by his fine collection of

" Stamp " portraits.

Mr. W. H. Potter's best Indianapolis

picture was " The Doll at the Piano "

Mr. G. H. Croughton, of Philadelphia,

made the only display of colored work and

miniatures.

Mr. D. E. Clark, of Indianapolis, was

made famous by his large plate portraits.

Mr. J. Landy, of Cincinnati, Ohio, ex-

celled in his large heads of Murdoch, Jeffer-

son, and Khea.

Bushby & Macurdj^, of Boston, displayed

some fine cabinets.

Mr. Prank Thomas, of Columbia, Mo.,

had some nice examples of sculpture-pho-

tography.

If Mr. Max Platz, of Chicago, had shown

nothing but his " Oriental Maiden "he would
have won great fame. But he did show

many other excellent pictures.

Mr. E. L. Ptussell, of Blossburg, Pa.,

made a fine showing of his work.

Mr. H. Rocher, of Chicago, gave us some

examples of his work, made to sparkle as a

whole by his "best portrait of Langtry." A
young maiden in easy pose was the gem of

the exhibition.

Mr. A. N. Hardy's picture of Blaine was

the best thing from Boston.

Mr. Walker, of Philadelphia, gave "A
Woman with Flowers," which was fine.

Mrs. E. N. Lockwood's Egyptian photos

were most carefully done.

Mr. W. A. Armstrong, of Milwaukee,

excelled all others in his poetry-inspiring

collection of 8 x 10 landscapes.

Mr. C. W. Motes, of Atlanta, Ga., ex-

hibited a large picture of " The Daughter of

Danaus," and a similar one of " Little Bo-
Peep "—both splendid.

The M. A. Seed Dry Plate Company were

done credit to their plates by several ex-

hibitors, among whom were Messrs. Gasall

and Fischer, whose fine work attracted

much praise.

Mr. W. A. French, of Boston, made a

curious display of the "Famous Home-
steads '

' of the Hub—a good idea.

Mr. A. S. Atchley, Rockford, 111., had a

creditable exhibit.

Mr. J. H. Kent, of Eochester, IST. T.,

with a Dallmeyer rectilinear lens and East-

man plates came up to the expectations of

his admirers. His sheep and human lambs

were fine, as were his pictures of old people.

Mr. Dixon, of Toronto, made a good

showing of enameled pictures, now much

out of date.

Mr. Sherman Gregg, of Eochester, N. Y.,

exhibited some fine large heads on Hovey's

paper.

The Eastman Dry Plate Company ex-

hibited thirty-two negatives of one person,

of uniform excellence.

Messrs. C. Heimberger & Son, of New

Albany, Ind., were honored by their display

of general work, but especially by their ex-

amples of landscape, which did them great

credit.

Messrs. Allen Bros., of Detroit, Mich.,

exhibited some attractive examples of por-

traiture, done by the new Suter make of

lenses. These lenses are aplanatic. A price-

list is now supplied free. They come with

many excellent foreign testimonials, and, as

will be seen elsewhere, are daily winning

American laurels, too.

Many of the choice exhibits were left for

the Autumn Art Exposition, at Cincinnati.

Good.

Thus must end our list—very imperfect

and unsatisfactory, but the best we could

collect.before the impatient exhibitors began

to remove their work.
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THE DRY-PLATE AWARDS.
For some months back, our readers

have seen the offers of our dry-plate makers,

Messrs. Cramer and Inglis, of prizes for

the best collections of work upon their

plates. The following report shows the

result of these offers.

The Committee on Awards made their

report, as follows

:

Cincinnati, July 30, 1884.

Mr. G. Cramer :

Your Committee on Awards, having per-

formed the duties assigned to them, beg

leave to submit the following report:

For first prize on work 11 x 14, and larger,

F. W. Guerin, St. Louis, Mo.

For first prize for best collection of cabi-

nets and other sizes below 11 x 14, J. E.

Hale, Seneca Falls, New York.

For first prize for best collection of views,

J. Landy, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Your committee would recommend hon-

orable mention of the following exhibits :

Scholten. St. Louis
;
Max Platz, Chicago;

Gilbert & Bacon, Philadelphia, Pa. ; 0. P.

Scott, Quincy, 111. ; Blessing & Kuhn, Bal-

timore, Md. ; A. N. Hardy, Boston, Mass.

;

D. A. Clifford, St. Johnsbury, Vt. ; P. M.
Pausch, Newark, Ohio. Had Mr. Cramer

permitted the collection made by his opera-

tor, Mr. Krueger, to be entered for compe-

tition, it would certainly have secured the

prize, and should have special mention,

llespectfully submitted,

Joshua Smith,

W. H. Potter,

G. M. Carlisle,

C. T. Stuart,

S. J. Dixon,
Committee on Awards.

The St. Louis Dry Plate Company offered

six prizes of one hundred dollars each for

the best display of photographs made on

their plates.

The awards were made to W. H. Potter,

Indianapolis, Ind. ; D. R. Clark, Indianapo-

lis, Ind. ; F. W. Guerin, St. Louis, Mo.
;

Strauss Bros., St. Louis, Mo. ; C. W. Motes,

Atlanta, Ga.
; T. II. D<jerr, Louisville, Ky.

Honorable mention for first-class work:

J). P. Thomson, Kansas City, Mo. j P. P.

Kirkness, Haltimore, Md. ; Loo. "Weingnrt-

ner, Cincinnati, Ohio.; Tenfeld & Kuhn,
St. Louis, Mo.

;
George Heyn, Omaha, Neb.;

C. H. Tonndorff, St. Louis, Mo.

Cincinnati, July 30, 1884.

Mr. James Inglis :

The Committee on Awards beg leave to

submit the following report:

For best collection of photographs, 14x17,

Cook Ely, Oshkosh, Wis.

For second best collection of 14 x 17 pho-

tographs, G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y.

For best collection of cabinets, G. M.

Elton, Palmyra, N. Y.

For second best collection of cabinets,

Brainard, Eome, N. Y.

C. T. Stuart,

Joshua Smith,

J. Landy,

G. M. Carlisle,

D. A, Clifford,
Committee on Awards.

OTJR PICTURE.

There has never been a great painter

of historical subjects, or an imaginative

painter, who has not been equally great in

the province of portraiture. Michael

Angelo, Raphael, Titian, Da Vinci, are not

exceptions. Their pictures possess in a su-

perlative degree everything that a portrait

requires—dignity, the expression of charac-

ter, and a keen perception of the beautiful

in man and woman.
There is, indeed, no branch of the art re-

quiring more careful treatment than that

demanded in the delineation of the human
countenance. To give to the face that

mingling of softness and force which we
see in the works of lleynolds, Gainsborough,

and llubens, demands not only a careful

study of the principles of art, but also a

mind capable of appreciating nature in her

fairest works.

It has been well said that no painter can

put more sense into a head than he pos-

sesses himself. Now, this is equally true

of photography, in which the rendering of

the head is the paramount object. The

same sitter may be represented by two pho-

tographers. The production of the one

may be all grace, ease, softness, and deli-
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cacy of finish, with a mild blending of

lights and shades—full of force and vigor
;

while that of the other falls flat, stale, and

unprofitable ; the former no more like the

latter than " Hyperion to a Satyr." Nature

is not to blame here. It is the lack of that

art which seizes and moulds Nature to its

liking.

In the days which are past, the public

was satisfied with anything which bore

some resemblance to the original, no matter

how crudely rendered ; but now, unless a

picture possesses high artistic merits it is

refused.

A feeling for art has been engendered

amongst the people, and photographers in

this country have ministered to that feeling

—as the high artistic excellence of their

work at the recent convention bears witness.

The ability to conceive beautiful postures,

and to arrange the drapery so as to give it

the appearance of a natural negligence, so

to light the features as to bring out the

character in the expression—such heads

generally rivet our attention at once, and

we return to them again and again, im-

pressed with the thought that the taste and

feeling of the photographer have very much
to do with the proper and artistic rendering

of the human face.

Since the object of this magazine has

ever been to foster a taste for true art

amongst the fraternity, it is with pleasure

that we present our readers this month with

a fine rendering of a female head, the pro-

duction of Mr. Cook Ely, of Oshkosh, Wis.,

entitled, "A Daughter of the West."
Though named a daughter of the west,

the subject is conceived in a true Grecian

spirit, with gracefulness and simplicity, yet

with force and vigor. The face is beauti-

fully lighted, and there^is a thoughtfulness

in the eyes, which seem to be looking into

futurity. The fillets which bind up the

tresses of her hair add much to the general

effect, and the simplicity of the garment

harmonizes the whole subject. The words

of Wordsworth are very appropriate :

" There she sits

—

With emblematic purity, attired

In a white vest, white as her marble neck

Is, and the pillar of the throat would be

But for the shadow by the drooping chin

Cast into that recess. The tender shade,

The shade and light both there and every-

where,

And through the very atmosphere she

breathes,

Broad, clear, and toned harmoniously with

skill

That might from Nature have been learnt

in the hour

AVhen the lone shepherd sees the morning
spread

Upon the mountains. Look at her, whoe'er

Thou be, that kindling with a poet's soul

Has loved the painter's true promethean craft

Intensely."

The pictures were made upon the excel-

lent paper imported by G. Gennert, of New
York. For sale by all dealers.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 209.)

VIII.—To BE Continued until there is

A Eeformation.

Reference to the "Cincinnati Corre-

spondence" will be enough to keep this

subject alive this month.

The leaflet promised is now ready, and

copies will be sent free. It contains prices

from twenty states and of thirty-six photog-

raphers. It is called A Quiet Chat on Prices

of Photographs. Its introduction is as fol-

lows :

Photographers,

This little leaflet has been compiled with the

view of helping you to raise your prices. Look

it over carefully and see if you cannot make it

serve you a good purpose. Nerve yourself up

in the matter. Make the effort and you will

succeed.

You can have whatever you want on the first

and fourth pages of the cover without extra

charge. Add your new scale of prices, and get

advertisements to help yay you. The rest is

stereotyped.

PRICES.

1000 copies, . . . . $15 00

3000 " . . . .
' 36 00

5000 " .... 50 00

The following is the preface :

To the Patrons of My Photographic Studio.

In order that I may keep pace with the growth

of my art, introduce into my practice the im
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provements which come up continuously, main-

tain my standing as an artist, and gain a fair

competence, I am obliged to announce an ad-

vance in prices.

In no department of the arts and professions

have the costs of production advanced so steadily

and largely as in photography. You have hut

to contrast the photographs of to-day, in finish,

style, and general excellence, with those made

ten, or even five years ago, to understand this

fairly.

A few years ago our negatives were not re-

touched, and we seut your faces to you either

rough and coarse, or so white and black that all

the natural undulations of the flesh were de-

stroyed in our manipulation in order to avoid

roughness.

Our cards on which the pictures were mounted

were also tasteless, inharmonious, of inferior

quality, and unfit for use with first-class photo-

graphs. Now, we can give you a choice of hun-

dreds of styles, elegant as pieces of jewelry.

Once upon a time the pedestal, the arm-chair,

and the curtain composed the assortment of the

average studio accessories, entailing stereotype

positions and dismal looking portraits. Now,

by the help of the very best artists, we can

choose harmonious and artistic backgrounds,

tasteful and ornamental furniture, and other ac-

cessories which enable us to produce not only

portraits, but lovely pictures—natural—home-

like—beautiful.

By means of modern skylight construction

and arrangement, we may also so illuminate our

models as to produce results which are as natural

as those seen in conversation at your homes,

rather than the hideous distortions of old.

The time required for the always nerve-trying

operation of "sitting for a picture" has been

largely reduced by modern improvement in our

manipulation. We can take you now "as quick

as a wink."

All this done, the (jrund finish, so much ad-

mired, is obtained by a delicately constructed

burnishing tool, costly, and difilcult to work.

A large list of these extra costs of jiroduction

could be added, but enough has been said to as-

sure you that they substantially exist.

And yet, withal, during these few j'oars of

great improvement and progiess in ]>hi)tography,

never has our art been so cheapened and de-

graded by bad workmen and jioor jiroductiona.

Ah in everything else, ho in photognij)liic ma-

lerialH lias the " cheap and naw.sty" been catered

to, Ko that it has boon mudo possible to jjroduce

Home moHt e.xecrablo resultH, which, noverthe-

Jeas, are called " pholognipbH."

In appearance they resemble photographs, and

an ignorant public is taken in by them just as

by inferior silks and boots, and adulterated

flour, and spurious articles used in the house-

hold.

Such 2)hotographs cannot last, for the ones who

produce them cannot afi"ord to, and do not take

the time to give them that care and attention

in the various processes of manufacture which

they 7nust have in order to make them last; nor

do they use proper chemicals and material.

It is true, some photographers to-day are

making good work at extremely low prices ; but

they are deceiving themselves as to the cost of

their productions, and must continue dropping

out of the business, or raise their prices.

"We who are conscientious only ask a fair com-

pensation for our outlay and our work, and be-

lieve you will not think us unreasonable when

you read what follows.

A careful table has been arranged of the

prices obtained by artists of good repute in

twenty States of our Union. Many more could

be added were it necessary to illustrate the fact

that our new scale is not unfair.

Many you see are higher—very few lower.

By careful attention and by keeping up with

all that will make our work the best, we expect

to earn all we ask.

In most cases prices are given only for Cabi-

nets and Cartes-de-Visite. In a few, prices of

various sizes are added as examples.

You cannot do better than scatter a thou-

sand of these among your customers.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Landscape PJiotograpliy and Amateurs—A

Very Simple Instanianeons Shutter—Eo-

sine Plates in Oermany and France—
Working with Azaiine Plates— Photo-

graphic Laboratory of the New Technical

High School.

The dead season of professional pliotog-

raphy has reacliecl*its culmination. Every-

body is out of town, and landscape photog-

raphy blooms in all its glory. To be sure,

the amateurs arc wide awake, besieging hill

and forest, meadow and plain, swamps, seas,

and mountains. I do not know how it is

elsewlierc, but in (Jermany they do not in-

terfere in any manner with the professional

photographer. They arc in no way danger-

ous. They do not sell their productions

—

thoy give them to tlieir friends. Kvnn
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princes of the royal house have buckled on

their armor and become knights of the

golden camera. In the villa Liegnitz, in

Potsdam, as the Potsdatn Zeitung recently

informed us, an elegant and spacious room
has been fitted up, transformed into an

atelier ^ where Prince Henry, son of "TJnser

Fritz," Crown Prince, pursues his studies

in oil-painting. Very often. Prince William

and his brother-in-law, Prince Sachsen

Meinengen, associate themselves with him
in his art studies. Prince Henry is also a

photographer. Almost every day he makes

excursions into the surrounding country,

and takes views of the beautiful landscapes.

He affords his subjects the greatest pleasure,

inasmuch as he takes their pictures entirely

himself, and presents them to each, as a

lively memento of his good-heartedness.

Perhaps I may be doing not only the ama-

teurs a service, but also the professionals, by

describing a not very novel but still very

simple and effective instantaneous shutter

which I have used, and with which I have

obtained some excellent results. A piece of

pasteboard is taken, covered with unglazed

dead-black paper, and an oblong opening-

cut in it, the width of the diameter of the

objective. The pasteboard is so held that

the slit is above the lens. If an exposure is

desired, the board is moved quickly by the

liand in front of the objective downwards
till the slit is below the lens. An exposure

may be made in this manner very rapidly,

indeed, more rapidly than with more com-

plicated apparatus. If it is desired to make
the arrangement more complete, the paste-

board may be secured to a black sleeve made
to fit tightly over the tube of the lens. This

shutter has been known for the last three

years in -England as Yogel's Sleeve. The

Photographic News says in connection with

it :
" It is exceedingly light and convenient,

but has the serious fault, which will condenn

it in the opinion of many amateurs and deal-

ers, of being neither complicated nor dear."

The degree of rapidity of this shutter is

easily estimated. By experimenting, I found

that with an objective of fourteen lines the

duration of motion was only one-fifth of a

second. The pasteboard moving in this time

was fully nine inches, the width of the slit

was also fourteen lines, therefore, the time

of exposure was about one-fortieth of a sec-

ond. ISTow, this, for all practical purposes,

is rather too rapid; but the little shutter

may be made to move slower.

The subject of the so-called isochromatic

plates is still daily talk, and the claims to

priority of discovery are still looming up in

the field.

Pvecently, Dr. Lohse made some remarks

about Eosine plates
; immediately appeared a

host of claimants. Clayton, who, with

Tailfer, has had the plates about a year in

the market, calls attention to the fact that

eosine plates were patented by him in May,

1888, and adds the following veiy emphatic

remarks :
" Hence it follows that this sup-

posed new German discovery is nothing but

the repetition of an old French invention."

This is about equal to the insult the Patriotic

League gave to the German flag at the na-

tional festival in Paris. Dr. Lohse never

intended to claim any novelty for the eosine

plates. He was well aware that Waterhouse,

before his time and before Clayton's time,

had employed eosine for photographic pur-

poses. Hence, it is no French discovery

after all. It is only begging the question

for Clayton to urge that he used gelatine

while Waterhouse employed collodion. The

argument is on a par with that where a new

instrument was invented in which the origi-

nator made use of beech wood, which an-

other claimed as his own because he substi-

tuted a better sort of wood in the manufac-

ture. I have already spoken of the defects

of eosine as an optical sensitizer, and how I

overcame the difficulty by the use of azaline.

The azaline plates are now upon the plat-

form, and at present are being made in Berlin

for tradei. For portraiture, those in the

market are not yet sensitive enough, but the

sensitiveness may be increased in a very

simple manner. The chief thing is that the

manipulation with the plate be so facilitated

that every photographer and skilful amateur

may be enabled to take with little trouble

paintings with brilliant colors, flowers, and

tapestry, in the right intensity 9f color. If

azaline plates be compared with ordinary

gelatine plates, by employing ordinary yel-

low screen, the azaline plates will show

great sensitiveness ; but in white light, the

sensitiveness is less by about one-half or one-
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third. Azaline plates are treated in the

same manner as gelatine plates. The only

difference is the employment of the yellow

screen, and the greatest precaution in the

use of the red light in the dark-room. The

placing of the plate in the holder must be

done in the shadow of a lamp with a red

cylinder. After exposure, the plate is put

into the oxalate developer and covered for

twenty seconds, by which time the colored

material is destroyed by the developer, and

the plate may be examined for a short time

by red light. As the development proceeds,

the danger diminishes. Fog is the result of

want of care in the employment of the red

light. Oil paintings require about double

the exposure of water-color paintings.

Loescher & Petsch, who have been making-

use of the azaline plates, recommend longer

exposure, and, hence, shorter development;

but the time of exposure depends much upon

the character of the object. I will soon give

you an opportunity to test these plates in

America. I have repeatedly been asked

whether the pyro developer cannot be used.

This question I can answer in the affirma-

tive. I prefer, however, oxalate, inasmuch

as it destroys the color, and if pyro is used,

the same result can be obtained only by dip-

ping the plates in alcohol before develop-

ment, and then washing them in water.

The superb building of the Technical

High School approaches completion. A
special space has been set apart for the lab-

oratories, among which the photo-chemical

section is accorded a most beautiful situation.

It promises to be a pattern for all subsequent

buildings designed for like purposes. In

my next number I shall give full descrip-

tions, accompanied by drawings and plans,

but have only space here to say that arrange-

ments have been made for the employment

of daylight and the electric light. The ar-

rangement of tlic hxttor is after the plan of

your renowned countryman, Mr. Kurtz, of

New York. Youi-s truly,

H. W. VOGKL.
Beklin.

Thk restoration of old phitcs by means of

hydrofluoric acid, as given out by Mr.

riener, continues to give very satisfactory

results. Several photographers have used

the process with satisfaction; and recently

a well-known operator, having received a

stock of damaged plates, which seemed only

fit to throw away, plunged them into a

bath composed of commercial hydrofluoric

acid, six parts, ordinary water, forty parts.

This liquid mixture being placed in a vase

of gutta-percha, the plates were plunged

into it for ten seconds, and then thoroughly

washed.

FORMULA FOR USE WITH THE
HUB DRY PLATES.

The " Hub " Dry Plate grows more and

more into favor. Since the formulas for

working them are a little special, we give

them below

:

Develojyer.

No. 1.

Pyro, .... 1 ounce.

Salicylic Acid, . . .30 grains.

Nitric Acid, C. P., . . 30 drops.

AVater, . . . .48 ounces.

Dissolve the salicylic acid and nitric acid

in the water, adding the pyro after the

salicylic acid has thoroughly dissolved.

Filter.

No. 2.

Carbonate of Potassa, . 2 ounces.

Carbonate of Soda (dried), 4 "

Sulphite of Soda, . . 4 "

Water 48 "

Equal parts of each of these make a very

energetic developer which will require no

bromide, but will develop fully and beauti-

fully without fog or stain, and give all the

intensity required by simply allowing its

actions upon the plate to continue.

The exposure may be shortened for this

developer or the developer may be mixed

and then diluted with water, if it is desired

to give longer exposure.

Always wash thoroughly after develop-

ing, and do not allow white light to reach

the i)latc until fully fixed, or a yellow stain

will be the result.

Fir, hi

llypii, Siiturnted Solution, 1 quart.

Powdered Alum, . . * ounio.

Citric Acid, . . • i "
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After fixing, wash and immerse in a

bath of

Javelle Water, ... 1 ounce.

Water, . . . .16 ounces.

Leave the plate in this for a few minutes

and then rinse thoroughly under the tap
;

this will fully eliminate all traces of hypo,

and a plate so treated will not turn yellow

or fade.

To prepare Javelle water, take

Carbonate of Soda (Sal), . 14 ounces.

Water, .... 1 gallon.

Boil fifteen minutes and add four ounces of

dry chloride of lime ; continue to boil a few

minutes, allow to cool, and then filter.

Deeoloi-izing or Graying Solution.

Sulphate of Iron, . . 3 ounces.

Citric Acid, ... 1 ounce.

Pulverized Alum, . . 1 '•'

Water, . . . .20 ounces.

This solution poured over a plate, after

fixing, will remove a yellow tinge, or con-

vert a strong printing brown negative into

a delicate gray.

Varnish.

The best varnish for dry plates is the

following, applied without heat

:

White Shellac, ... 2 ounces.

Gum Sandrac, ... 1 ounce.

Gum Mastic, . . . 1 "

Oil of Lavender, . . i "

Wood Alcohol (refined), sufficient quantity.

Remarks.

Should opaque spots appear on a plate,

soak in a weak solution of oxalic acid until

removed.

In using alum between developing and
fixing, be careful to wash thoroughly, or

corrugations will be the result.

Do not be guided in development by the

appearance of the image on the back of the

plate; examine by transmitted light and do
not allow the shadows to fill up.

Parties can get copies of this to paste on
the dark-room wall, from the Hub Dry-

Plate Co., Providence, K. I.

At the meeting of the London Photogra-

phic Society, Mr. Warnerke said that he

had used a method for restoring tho oxalate

bath which consisted in dissolving therein

a little salt of magnesium. By means of

the hydrogen produced, which results from

this action of the magnesium, the oxidized

oxalate bath was restored to its primitive

strength, and even beyond. Baths thus

treated are extremely active, and give

negatives much more intense than those

obtained with a developer in its ordinarj'^

state. It is evident, however, that this ex-

periment can only be repeated once or

twice, as the bath would end by becoming

charged with salt of magnesium, and would

become more and more weak.

It is Not True.—We have heard repeated

rumors that we were about to sell the Phila-

DELTHiA Photographer, and retire from its

publication and editorship. It is not true, as

our readers and our contemporaries will have

more reason than ever to realize after we have

attained our editorial majority.

The Photographic Association of Canada

holds its first annual convention and exhibition

at Toronto, September 10th, 11th, and 12th,

K. B. Poole, Secretary and Treasurer, St.

Catharines. Good success to them.

Items op News.—Mr. I. R. Martin, Paris,

111., receives a very flattering notice of his

studios from the Chicago Bullethi of Commerce.

The Photographic Society of Great Britain holds

its annual exhibition from October 6th to No-

vember 13th. Mr. McIntee exhibited the air-

brush at the Kit-kat Club, in New York,

July 21st.

The Bureau of Information has been enlarged

by its publishers, Messrs. Douglass, Thompson

& Co. The issue for July is before us, full of

information.
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( Card from Dr. Dio Lewis.)

Office of Dio Lewis's Monthly,

Bible House, New York, Aug. 12, 18S4.

Mr. Editor: I have at length gained posses-

sion of my magazine

—

Dio Lewis's Monthly.

Hereafter all communications to its Editor or

Publisher, and all business about my books,

must be addressed, Dio Dewis, Bible House,

New York.

Those who have sent money to others for Dio

Lewis's Monthly, or for his books, and have re-

ceived nothing in return, will please communi-

cate with me at once. Very respectfully,

Dio Lewis.

Wilson's Photographies is a most useful book,

and its practical teachings to the studious pho-

tagrapher contain the most valuable informa-

tion.

Pictures Received.—We have just received

from Mr. Taber, San Erancisco, Cal., a series of

instantaneous views of the Bay of San Fran-

cisco, which are not only excellent photographic-

ally, in the variety and softness of gradations

of light and shade, and in the clearness with

which the minutest detail is represented, but

have the additional charm of artistic beauty.

They represent the sea in all its tempestuous

lovliness, when " the visitation of the winds"

" Takes the ruffian billows by the top.

Curling their monstrous heads, and hanging

them

With deafening clamor in the slippery clouds."

Or, when in its gentler mood, it breaks in ripples

upon the " beached margent of the sea." With

true artistic sense, Mr. Tabeu has seized the right

moment for securing these beautiful effects. The

motion of the scudding yachts, the puffs of smoke

from the stacks of the steamers, the curling

wreaths which follow the firing of a salute, are

represented, not blurred and obscured, but just as

they were presented to the eye of the beholder.

We have also received from Thomas Pray, Jr., of

of Boston, several views of places of interest in

Nashville, Tenn. From J. K. Miller, of Eliza-

bethtown,l*a., portraits well lighted and carefully

finished. From Mr. J. H. Hamilton, of Siou.v

City, Iowa, a number of stereoscopic views of

horses in rapid motion. Mr. IIamilto.n has also

favored us with tranH|)arencie8 of some of his

negatives of the wild country of the West, also

some stereos of similar subjects, equal to his

boat work. From Mr. Hosk, of (Jalvoston, Texas,

sovoral superb female beads, in which the light-

ings are most artistically conceived, and the

tone and finish everything that can be desired.

We must not forget the large picture of the Fifth

Annual Convention of the P. A. of A. at Cincin-

nati, which has been kindly sent to us by Mr.

Inglis, of Rochester, N. Y., proving the excel-

lent quality and rapidity of the Inglis brand of

dry plate. It was made with a half second's

exposure, No. 8 Euroscope lens, and second

smallest stop.

Almost any photographer ca-n get orders for

the Heliotyppe Printing Company, No. 211

Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., and make

money. They are producers of illustrations by

the most approved photo-mechanical, photo-

lithographic, and photo-engraving processes.

They are employed by the United States Gov-

ernment in illustrating scientific and medical

reports, by scientific, historical, and other

learned societies, by the leading publishers,

and for illustrating town and family histories,

trade catalogues, show-cards, etc. Facsimiles

of medals and coins, ancient manuscripts, paint-

ings, drawings, sketches and autograph circulars,

views and portraits from nature, medical and

scientific objects, and antiquities are made, and

special attention paid to the reproduction of

architects', engineers', and surveyors' drawings.

Estimates and specimens are furnished on ap-

plication. Look into it for yourself.

Business Cards, with photographs of the

party, were exchanged numerously at Cincin-

nati.

Mr. M. L. Cormany, Augusta, Ga., has fav-

ored us with some excellent examples of his

work. His portraiture is fine. All who want

stereo views of the South should send for Mr.

Cormany's catalogue. He was at the Cincin-

nati Convention.

Wilson's I'hototjraphics is still the popular

book—the many low-priced ones nevertheless.

A private letter says :

San Francisco, July 'J, ISSl.

Edward L. Wilson, Esy.

Dkar Sir : Ploaso send to me by mail, (\vo

copies of Wilson's I'holoijriiphivs, and send to

Messsrs A. M. Collins, Son & Co., to bo packed

with goods to bo shipped to me, ten copies of

Wilson's /'holographies, and oblige

Yours trul}',

OscAK Fobs.



MAKE OUT TOUR OATN BILLi, and remit cash with your advertisements, or they will not be
inserted.

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES—Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 2.5 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter
must be received by the*23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations.
4®=" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement. Postage-stamps taken.

Wb are now located in our four-story and

basement, seventy feet deep building. We
have a stock of summer accessories on hand,

and can deliver backgrounds at short notice.

Several new articles, very desirable for

summer, ready.

Lafayette W, Sbavey.
216 E. Ninth St., N. Y.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
REMOVED TO 68 WEST FOUETH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-
ern improvements, and the most refined demands
from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have ag:iin added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds
and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of
Messrs. Benjamin Fhench & Co. before pur-
chasing.

ROCKWOOD SOLAR PRINTIN6 CO.

17 Union Square, New York,

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Businees Manager.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCoIlin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of materials for

Willis's Platinotype Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

& Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the only au-

thorized general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

liATEST—BEST—$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

AVAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, AVaymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a new

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No, 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

CRAYON AND WATER COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
HoI<Ih lip to view all about inaiilpiila-

tlon, {illoto^ra pillV art, poHlii^, llf;lktliig,

«-t€. Nearly 4000 aoltl. Sec advertlHcnients
and teKtlmoninlM.

$400 $4.00

Address T. W. Powkr, N. Y., Secretary of

Ansociation of Oponitivo Photographers of New
York City, for operators, printers, and re-

toucherH, .'i92 Bowery, or 187 Eighth Avenue.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.
All about enmlsioii work and plate inak-

iiig— a vi'liole big cliapter. See Index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON »& CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bkvelled-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fa.'jhionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $\ 05

Star 1 00

Palette DO

Leaf 1)0

Bell 90

Cieiicent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

1126 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
L.ATEST-BEST- 83.
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THE NEW RECREATION.

Amateur Photography.

By D. J. TAPLEY.

Containing full and explicit instructions,

by following which any person of fair in-

telligence will become a successful photog-

rapher. It is pleasantly written, popular in

style, and free from technicalities.

PKESS NOTICES. :

" The instructions are given in a clear, simple

style."—iV: T. Herald.

" Not published in the interest of any appa-

ratus or dealer, and free from any bias or preju-

dice."

—

Publishers' Weehly.

"The author has stated clearly the technicali-

ties, and smoothed the way so that the novice

may easily learn the art."

—

Boston Globe.

" In addition to its value as a manual and

trustworthy guide for amateurs, the book is es-

sentially readable, abounding in bright breezy

pictures of outdoor life, pervaded by a quiet

humor."

—

N. Y. Star.

" The book is full of good ideas, and accepta-

ble ones, too, because the author is a most enthu-

siastic and successful amateur, thoroughly ac-

quainted with the subject, knows well appar-

ently the obstacles that lie in the path of the

beginner, and has proven himself eminently

qualified to point the way to success. His book

is bright, and will prove very readable. It is

sure to have success."

—

Philadelphia Photog-

rapher.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. Post-paid.

S. W. GREKN'S SON, Publislier,

69 Beekmaii St., New York.

For sale by all booksellers and newsmen.

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is nearly
all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by
Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-
tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As
there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-
selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.

French's Relief Borders.—5 x 8 or Cabinet

size reduced to $1.00 at the Convention. Large
sales and small profits is our motto now since

our work is well introduced. Secure samples

early, and work up a good holiday trade.

C. M. French,

Garrettsville, 0.

For Sale or Exchange.—One 9x11 landscape

and one 9 x 11 interior background, 1 cottage

window, steps, and doorway, 1 set tree and base,

1 Japanese screen, 1 garden wall, 1 antique

mantle and fire-place. All in fine condition and

by the best of makers. I wish to replace with

new. Samples of any of these furnished those

who mean business. Chas. E. Smith,

Peoria, 111.

For Sale.—Wishing to retire from the pho-

tographic business, I now ofTer my well-known

establishment for sale, after thirty-eight years'

continuous existence in this city.

The reputation of the gallery is too well known

to require one word of comment.

The stock of registered negatives is very valu-

able, containing a large line of regular cus-

tomers, and also very many of our prominent

men, Presidents, Senators, etc., and for which

orders are constantly received. They include

Blaine and Logan. Entire apparatus first-class
;

Dallmeyer lens, etc. For further information,

address Abraham Bogardus & Co.,

872 Broadway, cor. 18th St.

New York.

For Sale.—The finest gallery in New Eng-

land, in a city of 100,000 inhabitants. Elegantly

furnished, large operating-room (with north

light), and finely stocked with apparatus and

accessories. Established ten years, and doing

a good business ; best trade in the city. Must

be sold, as the proprietor is obliged to go West,

by advice of physician. Address

F. B.,

care Philadelphia Photographer.

1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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1864
M. WERNEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

1884.

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Famished.

GILBERT'S AUTOMATIC RETOUCHER.

Haviag met with so large a sale at the Con-

vention, and given such perfect satisfaction, we

have concluded to continue receiving cash orders

ior thirty days at the reduced price, $7.00.

Give us your orders early, that we may send

to the factory all together, as this is the only

way you can get one at the price.

Seventy -five sold at the Convention.

Address all orders, with cash, to

E. A. Gilbert,

Ravenna, Ohio.

What Prop. Henderson says after

Bdying One.

I have tried your Automatic Retoucher, and

it appears to me to meet a want (in our country),

and the price is moderate.

A. L. Henderson,

London, England.

PRINTING FOR AMATEURS

BY THE

PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Willis & Clements,

26 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. Decker, formerly with Rockwood, late

with Anderson, 785 Broadway, is open for an

engagement. Practical photographer. First-

class galleries only address J. P. Decker,

•M6 Fourth Av.

C li A YO N I' O li T R A 1 T S

FOR THE TRADK.

25x30, $12.00.

,T. V. DECKER, ARTIST,

;J96 Fourth Avkniie, New Yuhk.

Don't do that any longer. Get Schindler's

Picturesque and Easy-Posing Chair. Send for

prints and lists to the factory. West Hoboken,

N. J. Our photographic studio furniture is a

leading specialty, unequalled in usefulness, qual-

ity, and cheapness. Eor sale by all dealers.

Wanted.—A first-class retoucher. Salary

twenty dollars a week. Send samples, and pho-

tograph of self. Address 0. P. Scott,

Quincy, 111.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
N^o charge/or advertisements under thishead ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a young man of good habits and some ex-
perience in first-class galleries, as finisher in a
first-class country or small town gallery. Ad-
dress Ed., 422 AV. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

By a first-class retoucher of six years' experi-

ence in first-class galleries. Only those desiring

a first-class retoucher need apply. Samples of

work sent. Address A. D. Mitchell, Clarkes-

ville, Tenn.

As printer and toner. Samples and best of

reference furnished. Address William Bair,

Salem, Columbiana Co., Ohio,

By a young lady thoroughly acquainted with

every branch of photography. PMrst-class ref-

erence given. Address, stating terms, Miss

L. E. M., Philadelphia P. 0,

By a good general assistant, will work cheap
in the right place, must be a good gallery.

South preferred, also large town. Address As-
sistant, P. 0. Box 3.'>, Thomasville, Ga.

Permanently, as operator, in City gallery.

Understands all branches of the business

thoroughly. Has now charge of a City Gallery.

Address L. L. Allen, 174 1st Ave., New York.

By a first class operator and retoucher. Good
and temperate habits. Work wet and dry plate,

crayon and India ink. Would run or rent

gallery. Address " 11," care of Leio, Green
Street, Bridgeport, Conn.

At once, by a good operator and retoucher.

Address E. Liibbers, I^ebunon, Ky.
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send your orders for

Photographic and Platinotype Supplies
TO

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

ALBERT MOORE '-^ SOUR ENLAR6ER,
THfi LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, "How to Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & CO.

194 Worth St.. New York.
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SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS

FROM BREAKING IN TRANSPORTATION BY USING
OUR PATENT

MAILING BOX.
SEND FOR LIST, SIZES, AND PRICES.

SEE FUTUME ADVEBTISEMENTS.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association are to publish original etchings and engravings

of the highest grade,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its hading feature the contributions

of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.

HIGHEST CJ.ASS OE HANJ*I'A INTED
DISSOL VINO VIEW S h I I>ES,

As Used at tlie Late Eoyal Polytechuic, Englandi

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIAJMS.

Not merely Colorists of Pliotograplis, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special

attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,

commencing on the bare glass Any Engraving.
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slides, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo Slides in a far superior manner to any other

house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches

in diameter As these slides take a good while lo do,

and are only done to oki>kk, customers must order

during the summer mouths. Samples may be had,

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Old or dainayi-il Slidca and Apparatus repaired. Condetmei-a for nil purposes, any size to order.



What is said by t/ie Readers of Photograpfiics:
le cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues

» desire to possess a complete photographic library.

[ONS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur de
^hotograpMe.

he success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

I will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
jrves. Among the photographic writers of America
j. Wilson stands without a compeer. A thorough
wledge of the literature, an elegant style of writing,

Dncise but comprehensive manner of expression,

enthusiasm for the object of his efforts, distinguish

in a like degree, and he once more claims our
aks and admiration by his excellent work Photo-

oMcs.—Dr. H. Vogel, Editor of the Photo. Mitthei-

len, Berlin.

y far the best photographic book ever published in

erica. It is written with great elegance and mas-

Y handling of the subject, and it is very compre-
sible. It is magnificently gotten up. The author
sacrificed much time and money repeatedly for the
herance of photography, and will certainly meet a
1-merited success with his new work.

—

Dr. E. Horn-
Editor of Photographic Corre82)ondez, Vienna.

lease forward me one more copy of Photographies,
'. have sold the first, and would not be without one
triple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard, Woonsocket,
[.

should not hesitate to recommend both the style

the matter, adapted, as it is, to the novice and the

etical worker.—S. P. Tresize, Granville, 0.

have your Photographies, and get the Philadelphia
tographer regularly. I could not do very well with-
them.— W. F. Staples, Dallas, Texas.

t is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

to date, and I am much pleased with it.—H. L.

ss, Bufi'alo, N. Y.

^holographies is the most imposing book devoted to

tography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are
ig our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

f there is a photographer that cannot get some
lahle information from this work, he must be ex-

aely well posted.

—

John F. Singhi, Rockland, Me.

think it will go first-rate. It is an elegant book,
ought to go. I recommend it as the best.—T. W.
PTisoN, with H. J. Thompson, Chicago,

'he plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could
dly fail by this plan in making a "«eful and prac-
1 publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, ]\ . \

.

'^e have no hesitation in saying that Wilson's Pho-
aphies is an elementary masterpiece from which all

act fail to obtain a vast quantity of information.

—

t R. Shelton Mackenzie, Editor Philadelphia
fling News.

; is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

some two hundred and twenty-five authorities you
;e from was a task of itself, and its whole arrange-
t is superb.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

J

am much pleased with it. It is a valuable com-

i

lium.—W. H. Jackson, Denver, Col.

I have inquiries tor a good book on photography,
and I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ,• all would be sure to go for the rest of it.—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—AV. D. Gatchel, Cinn.,

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of
compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson. His constant
intercourse with our best artists, his knowledge of art
matters, his close study, observation, and writings for
nearly a score of years, have made him master of the
situation.—J. H. Fitzgibbon, in St, Louis Practical
Photographer.

This valuable and suggestive book is without any
doubt the greatest effort yet made by its author. We
have spent some pleasant hours in its company, and
shall hope to spend many more. It demands a position
in the library of every photographer, and this position
it will assuredly attain as soon as its merits become
known.—Editor Photographic Times and American
Photographer.

1, Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well G. Singhi, Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to cdlamend
itself.—D. Bachrach, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished. It is complete.—J. B. Leisenring, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.

It is a most useful book, and its practical teachings

to the studious photographer contain the most valuable

information.—C. D. Mosher, Chicago.

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-

tography put together. The idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. KiLBURN, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission

off, in order that you may have the full benefit of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have

played your part so carefully upon the photograp.^iic

stage for us.—Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the

subject I have ever seen. I have tested it pretty

thoroughly, as questions have arisen in my daily prac-

tice, both as regards the manipulation and manufacture

of dry plates as well as the ordinary practice of silver

work, and in no case have I found it wanting. But

above all, the fraternity and public owe you a debt of

gratitude for your ceaseless and loving iteration of the

need of art study; as an art student of many years, I

can appreciate your labor in this direction, and hope

that you will live to gather and enjoy much fruit from

the tree you have helped to plant and so carefully nur-

ture.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with

compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

-USE-

"Will be mailed, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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iNGLis' Photograph
OP THE

Cincinnati Convention.

Copies from thk Negative Now Ready. Price, $1.00.

SIZE OF NEGATIVE, 18 x 22.

Printed in ink by tlie Photo-mechanical process, malcing it a

permanent Soitvenir o{ the Convention of 1884. Our design in

offering this photo, for sale is to show the more than ordinary

quality of our plate, and not for the ^i.oo we charge to cover

expenses. The negative was made in a dull light at 3.30 v. m.,

with a No. 8 Euryscope" (kindly provided for by B. French & Co.,

Boston), with the second smallest stop, in exactly half a second.

Timed by A. L. Henderson, London, Eng., with a Chromograph.

Along with great rapidity there are strength, softness, and bril-

liancy, which (jualities must be admitted go to make the Inglis

Plate the nearest yet to perfection.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO,, AGENTS.
AnO, lor Side Inj nil Deiilers who tue WIDE AWAKE.

JAMBS INGLIS, 106 & 108 Court St.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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720 {5 gross) of these tritmners ivere sold to one party in July.

&°4°S§?^ PHOTOGRAPH TRIMIERS!

c ° s
rt <=

,

•o > o
ui "U ,«

S C

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease vi^hen held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of^holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CEWTS.
Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PHICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

I KTS ISr^S C3rXJII>E3S.

OVALS.
2x2| 3|x4f 5x7 6i-x8i-

2^x3i 3fx4t 5ix7i ^^^
n^.H ^^^ 5^x7* 7x9
2fx3| 3|x5J 5fx7| 7^x91
2fx3f 4x5f 5|x7f 7Jx9J
2|x4i 4|x6| 6x8 7|x9|

MADE OF SHEET-IRON.
We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.
SQUARE OB, ROUND CORNERED.

2^15x81 2^5^x31 2|x4^ 4x5f
2^x3| 2t\x3J 2|x4t 4^x51
2^x3^ 2|x4i- 3|x5J 3^x6

2T5,x3i4 4x6J
FOB STEREOGRAPHS.

Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3,1^x31, 3x3 3tVx3|, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S HOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the K.nlfe for Trimming
Photographs, and do the work ^nuch more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Tim,e, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cut, but pinc/t off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

S'dIJiotJ. EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufactarer's Agent, 1125 Ghestoat St., PWlada.

4
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTEEIOR DECORATING CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOaMPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

FH0T06RAFH1SCHE MiniEILUNdEN.
^

We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. Vogel's magazine bearing

the above title

The MITTHEILUN6EN is published in German and is issued semi-monthly at ;5!3.oo per year,

postage |jriiil. I'o all of our German photographers and many others this will be considered a

desiraijlc opportunity.

The Magazine is published .it Berlin. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1126 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PaJ
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

,. .*. ,. ^ I. .<^, i-

^^n ¥^E^5^IgE 0]\[ EYEl^Y BR^^CP 0E Pp0¥66R^PKY.*<-

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

|2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S FHOTOGBAFHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Three Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,

including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

since: 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July loth, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard woric. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. "W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC GOLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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M. A. Seed Dry-Plate Co.
(INCOEPOKATED.)

OFFICE, No. 1118 WASHINGTON AVENUE.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WORKS AT JENNINGS, MO.

IMPROVED PROCESS. BETTER PLATES.

Our Plates have already become a great favorite with those who are using

hem. We have received a number of congratulating letters, stating that our

ARROW PLATES
are just what we claim for them : Perfectly Clean, Working Quickly, Develop

Easy, and Print Rapidly, giving the finest results. Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful,

resembling in appearance the wet-plate negative.

-*^SEND FOR PRICE LIST.-^-^i-

THE FOLLOWING IS OUR PRICE LIST:

S ze 3,1 X 4\ Perdoz. $0 60

4x5.
4}x5^
4ix6i.
5x7.
5x8.
6J X 8J.

8 X 10

00

1 00

1 30

] 55

1 75

L' 30

3 40

These small

sizes are put
up in pack-
ages of not
less than
one dozen
plates.

ize 10 X 12 Per doz. |5 00

" 11 X 14 " 6 50

" 14 X 17 " 12 00

" IG X 20 " 16 00

" 17 X 20 " 17 00

" 18x22 " 20 00

" 20 X 24 " 24 00
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
Tt is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this effec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry ofi" the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

D RICE I I o nrc-^ F L 1 o 1 (S)^J>

1, for 3i X 4i Plates, . . $1 20
2, "4x5 . 1 25
3, " 4Jx 6i . 1 30
4, " 4ix 6^ . 1 35
5, "5x7 . 1 40
6, "5x8 . 1 50
7. " 6^x 8i . 1 75
8, " 8 xlO . 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative WasJiing Boxes, 40 cts. additional for each size.

Oloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURINQ CO.
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A SPLENDID THINQ FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
.A. JSa:iEiTA.TL.TL.XC:}

PROTECTING CASE,
fVtiJi Glass Bottle and Graduate Tumbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with thein

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinaiy

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid metal, witli

a locking ring on each case to afford

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They are made of dif-

ferent sizes: bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resist crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has

the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the casej

closed, and the second open with the]

bottle therein. The use of this arrange-

ment assures the photographer that heJ

has a safely kept stock on hand of anyj

needful solution.

Diameter, 1;*^

bottle, each, .

-^' PRICE LIST. -^—

^

In. LeiiKtli, ZYz 111. "Weight, 4^^ ox. FurulMhed »vlth 1 oz.
$0 50No. 1.

Ttfn Q A Diameter, 'Z In. Length, 5^ *»• "Weight, 1M oz. Furnished with
WU. O a.. 4 oz. bottle, with tumbler, making '/ pint tIaHk, each, <> 851

No. 4 A.

No. 13 A.

Diameter, '-4^2 In. I..eiigth, 7 In. Weight, 14 oz. Furnished with
H oz. bottle, with tumbler, making >^ pint flask, each,. ....

Diameter, aj„ In. Length, 6 In. Weight, IT oz. Furnished with
H oz. Iiottle, ^vltii tumbler, making lit pint flask, each, ....

1 10

1 -^0

B®"TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK.-^Sal

SCOVILL MAWUFACTURINa CO,
w. Irving Adams, Agent. 423 Broome Street, New York.
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The photographic COLORISTS' GUIDE
By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOItlJ^fG,—The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

led to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Finishing
Photographs withWater Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as Applied
to Photographs.

Chap. Y. Relative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

"VI. Coloring with Pastels.

"VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

e last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

1884

AICX
1884 HP

This Favorite Annual
>t>=^ lS NEARLY ALL GONE-^^I^

Better than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE GROWN PAPER.

^ "& <g>

DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER

^JJdeMj^

For Sale by all Photo. Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.]
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THE .^^^ -^^^ '^IP^ THE

AIR MIgili AIR
BRUSH

^•f4*4L^^_-<aaiaca. ^^//

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PRiNTiNfi Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently si2ed ovals and one arch-top.

PricCf $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^*No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a ,

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady. Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen,
i

GIHON'S OPAQUE
Is designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Requirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Productionj

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BllUSII, DRIES Q,UICKL,Y AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.^

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AddrcHH all orders to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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DRES
^^JV

BRILLIANT

EN P
WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE FROM BLISTERS AND IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

ft. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir: One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the

best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us

in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1881.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Hare^- '^

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the j and

8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper wuieh you

sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping

the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
54 B. TENTH ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJVUFACTURE ALL KLMDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographers
AND

MATS, MOUNTS, AND ENTELOFES
FOR

FERROTYPES.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T THE3M!

WAYfflOUTH'S VlfiNETTE PAPERS.

No. iSH,
THE

OriBsliy Patten,

PEAR SHAPE
No^M- Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

They are not clumsy ; do not

break: are always ready ; cost

but little, andare easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They
needbut one adjustment toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and
troublesome method^, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
AKE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Below.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronzeforstill weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OEMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIOKALi AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."—" They answer the

purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested ;

can't be beat._ I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—"Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INCREASE
THEIE ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any paatent mchine -trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 ^^ ^^
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors ^

^JJAssorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 ^ "**

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per doz ^0
» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75

» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15>^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00

» 16,17,18, „ „ „ Half » » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., Philad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANOE'S
—SPECIAL-

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait OoUodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the lointer troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. S^^ None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Ground Glass for Cameras.
« Glazing Sky and Side Liglits.
" Obscuring Studio and Office Doors.
" Printing 'WcaU Negatives.

For Vignette Glasses.
" a Retoucliing Varnish.
" Softening Strong Negatives.
" the Celebrated Berlin Process.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TRIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
OOutOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is especially adapted to the Rembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short e.\posure, though
admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE ipnTTnUTnitf
RANGE'S DOUBLE IODIZED iuUllLUlllUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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jAJttES
!•• MAGEE & ^

MANUFACTURERS OP PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

J^o. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make, them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

'^^a* STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.-

PPFIJJPPS of GOJiP and SIJ.Ypp W^STP.
g®"" Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prompt attention.'^'^^

-A.SIS. :b^o:e\. thes

J^^^ Dry Plate.
The BEST in the MARKET for STUDIO and INSTANTANEOUS WORK.

We solict a trial and will deliver them free of charge at the following Standard Prices.

3Xx 4X.4x5,
4Xx 5>^,
4^2: eyi,5x7,5x8,
Qyi x syi,
8 X 10

Per Dozen, $0 60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14x 17,

«

16x20,
17x20,
18x22,
20x24,

Per Dozen, $5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

TABER & RUTHNICK,
No. 8 Montgomery Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, PAL.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHEO 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

>A| V •^ 825 Arch Street, V>Q
PHILADELPHIA,

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 18,

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
WE HAVE
NOW

IN STOCK

Portrait Lieuses, from 1-4 to 8 x 10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. H and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, !2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

I Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Medixini Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Stereograpliic Lenses, all sizes.
New Uiiiversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever (<

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons'
-hNEW —
APLANATIO Lenses.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

.

No. 1— 1-4: size, 3% inch focus, $25 00
» a— i-a » 5]i » » 30 00
.1 3— 4-4: » 7 » » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... 101^ inch focus,. ..$60 00
» 5—10x13 » ...13^ » » 70 00
» 6—13x16 » ...16'X » » ...110 00

Nos. 1 and H are in matched pairs for stereoscopic tvork.

AVe feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

"WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSOKTMENT OP

AMATEUB PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.

Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
At |)riccH as low as arc consistent with the quality of goods furnished. Wo are indebted to our

customers for the patronage during the past Nineteen Ycurs, and our efforts shall bo to merit a con-

tinuan(}o of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred,

Per 500, from the same picture,

Per 1000 "

$1 50

7 50

12 00

With 3Syi per cent, cominission off, to

Photographers on all orders of more >^^
than oOO. j\^o less than 100 made. /^>^

SPECIALTY: X. "r

My Most ARTISTIC //^
DESIGNS of own y/^

make.

Taken from Cabinet

and Card Size Bust

Pictures only.

My Po7^traits are endorsed by

the following-

leading business firms :

G. Cra3ier Dry Plate Works.
John A. Scholten, Photographer
P. W. GUERIN,
Latour,
R. Uhlmann,
J. F. Ryder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,
Theo. Lilienthal, "

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedalia.

St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

SjTacuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

lOUGLASS, THOMPSON & CO., Sole Apts for tie State of 111.

To better inti-oduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a

I

ecial design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise

jemselves and inform the public where same cnn be procured. Such design will cost $6.

IjSend for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Original Inventor,
1546 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
LANTERN SLIDES.

Nearly tAventy j^ears' experience as a Dealer, Manufacturer, and User of these goods,

enables nie to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

^EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.-!
LECTURE BOOKS ON

o
EH

Hi
H

W p^

EH
T Eh

Send for New Catalogue. (15 Cents in Stamps.)

A su))orl> list of Slides iVoni ruconl persdniiUy iiiiide

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

^ft- CATALO(JURS READY. TlIK MOST IINIQUK ('OUJlCriON KVEU OFFEKEI*.

READ WILSON'STaNTERN JOURNEY.^.
TIIKKK V()J.S. VOL. HI, "THK OIIIKNT," .JUST ISSUED.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

EDUAltl) L. ff fESOy, Ao. / r*r, C/irstmif Street, rhiladelp/tio.
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being fitted with one optical system, projecting in front, and

another projecting from one side. The light through the first system is transmitted on to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the extremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
Tieans a disk can be projected on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-

ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lantern, the centre of rotation being as

near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.

oooooooooooooooo

rt ,1; :
—
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To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system

is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illumination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

1 practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jet being thereby obtained, further ad-

ustment becomes unnecessary, The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efficient. The conical

Tonts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The whole lantern is of

netal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

n the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
'i>f extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.

We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

Ve have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a

ainute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
EOURED BY LETTEES-PATENT IfT ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.
It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

;tfit, ia^'s, tubing, generator, &=€ <&=<:. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on application.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
>le Agent for the United States. 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

W, iBlfU & €0«
Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHED 1843.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

Membci's attending the Convention are invited to make themselves

''AT HOME'' at the Old Reliable Depot.

For convenience they can have their letters directed to our care.
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THE BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL IS

ROBINSON'S

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN FHOT06RAPHT.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
HAP.

I. Introductory.
II. The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

[contimted).
VI. Unity.
VII. Examples—Expression.
VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.

IX. Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
SIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and 'Re'pet\\.\on {continued)—Repose-

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.
XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.

XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX. Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.

XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro '— Various Arrangements ot

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade (coniitiued).
XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX. Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
ompose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

nskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

alue to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

an but see when their eyes are open.

1 IT IS THE MOST POPUI.AR PHOTO, WORK EVER PUBLISHED IIV EUROPE.
ir IS THE BOOK AVANTED NOW BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE ART OP PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Illustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellence

j

all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

istruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."
jG. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. V.

!"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Jibinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
jer published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
er. Every page teaches a grand lesson."

—

James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Philada.
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FASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
ARE CONCEDED BY THE TjEADING PMOTOGMAPBERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

OIP.

HL

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

«-^-^*

—

-PRICE LIST.- SSl^-s

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

3^4 x4X, . . $0 60 5 X 8, . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 00
4 X 5, . . . 90 ey,. ^8}4, . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X xej4, . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

734 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Agent, OSCAR FOSS, 841 Mission St. , San Francisco, Cal.

SCOFIELD'S

Unique Camera.
A folding 8xio box for the studio or field, solid ma-

hogany, reversible swing back, sliding front, for single or

stereo lenses and any size plale up to 8 x lo. Simple,

rigid, compact, elegant, and built to stand the racket.

It forms when closed a solid box 14x14 inches and 3^
inches thick, weighing, complete, 7}^ pounds. Send
for circular.

1 hoop complete, with one plate holder, . $25 OO

C. H. SCOFIELD,

OPEN. SHUT.
25 & 27 Columbia St. UTICA, N. Y.

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS,

" ELECTRIC LIGHT. '
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J. p. OUKDAW. GEO. G. STILLMAN.

-THE-

J. W. STILLMAN.

I

Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

1 ighest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is carefully examined and

warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

\ eteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

I leaner, and better than any other make East or West.

CAPACITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

PLATE
WARRANTED.

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DRY PLATE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE USITED STATES FOR 1884,

3> X

4 X

41 X

41-

X

5x7
5x8
6^-x a

8 X 10

4| por doz.

5

H
c*

?0 60

90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

10 X 12 per doz

11 X 14

14 X 17

16 X 20

17 X 20

18 X 22

20x24
30 X 60 each

$5 00

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

9 00

THE ONLY MAKERS WHO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PBOVIDENOB, R. I.
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F^ENCP'3 e^N^MENT^Ii RELIEF B0RDER3,
OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.

PATENTED APRIL 9, 1884.

New Designs Just Out, and Old Designs Greatly Improved.

draw our
;

r, we are
,

ms solely

u will be

Owing to the great favor with which this new and novel style of printing in work was received at the Photog-
raphers' Convention at Milwaukee, and continuing all through the holiday season, our resources were taxed to the
utmost to fill the orders, and having our regular gallery work to attend to besides, we were obliged to withdraw our
advertisements from the journals in order, if possible, to lessen the great demand upon us. Now, however,
pleased to announce to the fraternity that, having disposed of the gallery and having fitted up a suit of rooms i

for the manufacture of the Foreground Negatives, we solicit your orders, and we feel confident that you
pleased with the improved appearance of the work, as we are taking great pains in producing work of a first-class

and meritorious order, and a perusal of the following testimonials, selected from the many at hand, will show that
this new and novel style of embellishing photographs is meeting with approval among our best workers in the art

photographic. We shall reduce the price to ^i 25 for 5 x 8 or cabinet size, and J1.50 for 4 x 4 or boudoir size,

believing, with our increased facilities for turning out work, and complete arrangements for doing good work, that

the use of them will become more general. By
this arrangement no discounts can be made on
orders less than ten dollars, either to user or dealer.

The sending of photographic samples to the host of

inquirers is a great expense to us, and hereafter

we will send free a sample blue print, or on receipt

of six two cent stamps, will send a 4x4 size mo-
saic sample photograph, mounted on cloth.

TESTIMONIALS.
" The ornamental Foreground Negatives we had

from you are just ihe nicest thing of the kind we
have ever seen. There is an artistic tjualily about
them that is quite unusual in such adjiuicts to

photographs, and as something new and nice we
can heartily recommend them to our co-workers."
—DecUer & AVillber, Cleveland, O., April 3,

18S4.

" I am much pleased w ith your Border Nega-
tives for cabinets. The designs are very pretty

and novel, and the effect charming I shall want
more if fiuure designs take as well as these we
have."— J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, O., April 10,

1884.

" Embossed Foregr und Negatives duly re-

ceived. Allow me to congratulate you on your
happy hit. For simplicity of manipulation,
cheapness, as well as beauty and novelty,' they

are ahead, and must be a success and a pleasure

to all concerned. Find enclosed $j 25 for two
more negatives, and with your permission I will

keep samples, for I fear I shall be compelled to get

other designs. Wishing you the abundant success

you so richly deserve, 1 remain, etc."

—

A. R.
Lauiiey, Shelbyville, 111., Nov. 25, 1883.

" The Foreground Negatives were received

some time ago all right, and I am so well pleased

that I want more You may send me ....
Forward by U. S. Express."—Geo. 'W. Hl8-
8011$;, La Grange, Ind., Dec. 6, 1883

For those to whom I am a stranger, and who
may hesitate about sending an order direct with a

remittance, I would refer you to the following

letter from Cleveland's leading photo, stockdealer

and President of the Stockdealers' Association of

Puteiiteil April 9, 1884. America.

"This is to certify that we have known Mr. C. M. French, Proprietor of French's Embossed Foreground and

Border Printing Negatives for the past fifteen years, having had business relations and a personal aequaintance

with him during the most of this period, and can confidently commend him a sa thorough Christian gentleman of the

strictest integrity and worthy of the fullest confidence and trust of those with whom he may have dealmgs.* —
Sarj^cnt &> Co., Cleveland, O. .April 10, 1884.

No SlZK cil' Platk.
5x8 4x4

" ' Who's That? ' says little rabbit," . Cab. or Boud.
Palette, with design of flowers, . . » »

A Sunny Corner, winli.-r scene, birds, » »

For Clench's Plaque, or full cabinet, »

Phupie imitation for 6 inch circle

cardK "

6. " Owly Moses! What's the matter?" .

Comic, " ><

7.* Our Keflcclions, a great favorite, . . m i>

TITLES OF DESIGNS.
No. Size OH Pi atk.

5x8 4x4
Golden Rod, in tasteful arrangement, Cab. or Boud.

A Bird's-eye View, very pleasing, . » "

By Moonlight, quite eflective, . . » •'

" Snow-Flakes of Memory," for the

Holidays, » »

Border to Clench's Large Plaque, . 8 x 10

" Shells from the Sea Shore," . . Cab. or Boud.

Up in a Baloon Sailing Around the

Moon,

Cut-outs or masks arc furnished with negatives requiring them. Numbers marked thus * are used as mcdalhoni

over vignetted portraits, the others by double vignetting. Send fur mosaic sample : blue print free
;
photos., 12 cenU.

For negatives scml to ydur stockdealer or to

Inventor and Manufavturcr. C. M. FRENCH, GarretsvlUe, Portoge Co., Ohio.
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THE PIILADELPHU PHOTOGRAPHER
FOR THE YEAR
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1

1884 OF ITS LIFK 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best Photographic Magazine in the "world, and

solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons during the

SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR OF ITS MAJORITY.
Since the blessed Ari of Photography was l>07-n, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in history which tells that ONE MAN FOR TWENY-ONE YEARS UNDERTOOK TO EDIT A
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Pearsall, Jackson, Motes, Gilbert & Bacon, Ely, and others.

First Half, January to June, $2.50. Few Copies Only Left.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

^^A few Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.'^^m

fl@°- WONT YOU ] TATPPP A Q'P HTTP T TQT" I BY GETTINa ONE
PLEASE TKY TO j ii> UltlJiilOlj U UH JLilO 1 | ueW SUBSCRIBER

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums/^^ new subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

$1 per year, payable in any of our publications. Nopremium for an old subscriber.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page ^20. 00 $110.00 ?200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00

Eighth "
... 4.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

38.50

22.00

70.00

40.00

11.00 20.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, %1 for six Imes, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate
insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-
phers having articles for exchange can
insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, PubUsher and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.



Dry Plate Works.

3} X 4}, per doz. , $0 60

4x5, " " 90

4} X 5J,
" " 1 00

4} X 6i,
" " 1 20

5x7, " " 1 55

5 x8, " " 1 75

e>h X 8J,
" " 2 30

8 X 10, " " 3 40

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

10 X 12,

11 X 14,

14x17,
16 X 20,

17 X 20,

18 X 22,

20 X 24,

(Stamp Portrait of G. Cramer, by C. H. TonndorfT.)

per doz. , $5 00

6 50

12 00

16 00

17 00

20 00

24 00

SEE LIST OF DEALERS INSIDE.

MANUFACTORY, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.
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AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JODRNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.
EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PORTRAIT OF THE LATB C. JABEZ HUGHES

PHILADELPHIA: EDWARD L. WILSON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

No. 1 1 25 Chestnut Street.

SUBSCRIPTIONS EEOEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOKDEALERS.
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ISDN'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS. Fourth Thousand. $4.00. ^p¥^sT/tI^
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Attorney at Law, and Counsel in

Patent Oases.
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Benj. French & Co.

No. 319 V^^ASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON
ALSO, THEIK FAMOUS

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

JB^^-THE EITRYSCOPE is made exclusively hy Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DARLUT L£N5£d views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photoffraphic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLnSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.
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Engraving Diamond
FOR ^

PRICE,

NUMBERING

_^-ZIl $3.75.
NEGATIVES.

——'~

This is not tlie old-fasliioned Writing Diamond, but a New Thing.
Professional Photographers and Amateur Photographers find this instrument or

pencil (only five inches long and less than a half inch in diameter) indispensable.
After using it a photographer will wonder how he ever got along without it.

Public Schools, Lecturers on Science, Lecturers on Travel, and all making
use of Magic Lanterns, Maps, Diagrams, etc., like it for

making their own Outline Slides.
Artists and Designers find it very useful for engraving on glass. Microscopists are

exceptionally enthusiastic in their praise of it for marking objects of special interest
on their slides.

The point of this Engraving Diamond is finished under the microscope, so that like
a pencil it will mark, cut, or engrave in any direction in which it is turned. The
high priced labor necessary for this work under the microscope, makes it rather a
matter of surprise that the Engraving Diamond can be sold as cheaply as here quoted.
In using it should be held perpendicularly and firmly.

SCOVILL MFG. CO., Trade Agents, NEW YORK.

jl^tfES F. MAGEE & OQ
MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

I JJo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

-*
i?~"^~t -»' STOOKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.-v^#»

[IPPIJJPPS of GOJ.P and Sipvpp W^STF-
Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prompt attention.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN'S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

(jEiatimo-Bromide Dry Plates

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, 3X X 4X,"4 X 5,
" 4Xx5>^,
" 4Xx6>^,"5 X 7,"5 X 8,
" 6^x8K,
" 8 X 10,

Discount as folio

Per doz.,$0 60
90

" 1 OO
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

Size, 10 X 12,
" 11x14,
" 14x17,
" 16 X 20,
" 17x20,
" 18 X 22,
" 20 X 24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50
10 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

ivs : Orders atnoitntiuff to $50, 5 per cent.; ocer $50,
and tinder $100, 10 jt^t^ cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 'p^^' cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
Are the ONLY ONES that can be'

used in HOT WEATHER without
ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-;
PLATES ever made. J

A Distinguished Painter -who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the " Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS-

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW EEADY.
f~^£ THE NEW S-^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne^w Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING- SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM.-^ »^A REAM $40.00.^^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

^^^^ 1 IS/L I* FLO "V E3 33 ^^^

PRACTICAL DRYPLATE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff hoard slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

nade and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

vith which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

:hanging plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and e.xpensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

lo frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

Kiear the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

'^ving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

amera you propose to work them with.

I In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions : First lay your ground-glass frame

|n a piece of paper and outline the e,xact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

lis to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,
8x10, per doz., $7 25

10x12, ........ •
» 12 00

1 1 X 14, » made
14x17, »

I to
16x20, » order.
20x24, » J

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

I. GENNERT, No. 54 EAST TENTH ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CKAMEK DRY PLATE, Best in the World.

Kx4^, per doz
x5, »

'^/ix5^, »

:Kx65^,
x8 »

:'/^x8>^,

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00
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PENSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

THE BEST ALBUMEN PAPER,

THE

'EXTRA BRILLIANT" N, P. A.,

V/ITH WATER-MARK,
AND THE

' EXTRA BRILLIANT " S. &, M„
"WITH V/ATER-MARK.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE WATER-MARK.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

PENSE, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
PHOTOCiRAPHiC MATERIALS,

No. 591 Broadway, New York.



-THE-

HELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY
Desire to draw the attention of Photographers and Printers to their unequalled

facilities for the production of all classes of photo-nnechanical printing or print-

ing plates. They have recently introduced innprovements by which they are

able to produce better work at lower prices, WITH A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS. They especially draw attention to their new

P'lXOtCr-'Ci.tXlSttC methods by which the photographic effect is produced

either on lithographic stones or in the shape of cuts to print with type.

Samples and prices of any desired class of work forwarded on application,

Specimen books on receipt of 25 cents.

Our processes are divided into

glxoto'^UtecTtaiilrat grmtiixg. (pure heliotype and
AUTOGLYPH.) — For the reproduction, in printer's ink, on the printing press,

of Portraits and Views from Nature, and all descriptions of PHOTOGRAPHIC work.

glXCrt0-S^tTt0.gt*aprTXg.— For the reproduction of Artists', Architects',

Engineers', Surveyors', and other Drawings, and other originals in black and white.

gTX0t0 %UQXKViXn^ and ^ttXC gtcTxlXXg,— For the production

of Cuts to print with type, from originals in black and white.

gIX0tCr^®aXXStXC grttXtitXg.— For the lithographic reproduction of

photographic subjects, without redrawing,

P glXCrt0-^aXX6tXC glXgraxriug.— For the production of Cuts to

print with type, from photographs, brush drawings, and all subjects in half tone

or shading, without redrawing in line.

SitttoBvaptoj. )

I ®teomij-Sxtto8ra}jlJ;tj.5"

^XX^^Ct ^XKXXSttX*— k patented process for the speedy reproduction

;i(from originals made with ordmary ink on ordinary paper) of autograph letters,

jisketches, caricatures, etc., either as cuts or lithographs.

!; 5I.C6X,0lXXUjg[.— Artistic designing of all kinds.

Employed by the United States Government in illustrating Scientific and Medical Reports;

'by "Scientific, Historical and other learned Societies; by the leading publishers, and for illustrat-

ing Town and Family Histories, Trade Catalogues, Show Cards, etc.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Sketches and

kutograph Circulars, Views and Portraits from Nature, Medical and Scientific Objects, Antiquities,

ptc, etc.

1' Special attention paid to the reproduction of Architects', Engineers' and Surveyors'

Drawings.

Our establishment is fitted to produce photo-mechanical and lithographic

work, of all kinds, by the best available methods, and we shall be pleased

at all times to advise on any work that may be required.

,
THE HELIOTYPE PRINTING CO.,

I

211 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
UEW YORK OFFICE, . . . 658 BROADWAY.
JVASHINGTON OFFICE, . . 2fl CORCORAN BUILDING.
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The Blair Tourograph and Dry Plate Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTO&RAPHIC APPARATUS.
A(

Their Cameras are Original in Design, and are Warranted to be Equal to the

Best in the Market, and are now too well known

to need new mention.

Blair's Reversible Back Combination

Camera, Open for use and folded for

carrying.

THEIR COMBINATION PORTRAIT CAMERA,
WITH FLEXIBLE SLIDE-HOLDEB,

Was the Admiration of all the Visitors at the late Convention.

-*^-*ASK TO SEE IT.>>^#-

Do not get a New Camera, but have our Patent Extension

put on your old ones.

Descriptive Circulars will soon le out, apply for tlieui at your iealers.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475 & 477 TREMONT ST.,

:^C:>ST03>J, 3VE.A.SS.



YEAKS AJUST THREE YEABS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING;

^ias^ti^d- -

^ ^!3!tEr

c^y yCpi'f^j^^ *«»-

'>^^<t^-ae^

dL-^.^ <*^Z-O^A.

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and it still sells at the rate ol

lour or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00, by all stock and newsdealers, or
3DWAED L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

cr-EL -SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE.^"^
2



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

- -MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

. J re will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Vogel,
ivlitor of the -P/(o/<>. 1/!'«A.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

Aiaerica. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

i:{ Photographic Correapondez, Yierma..

AYould not be without one for triple the price.

—

Kmmerson Goddard, Woonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

PhotograjMcs looks fine, and is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adajis, jST. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilfeon could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Bnlletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clejions, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
1 think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallknbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-

graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—.J. H. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this position it will assuredly attain as

.soon as its merits become known.—Editor I'hotographic

Times and American Photographer.

Photogrnj)hies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Wei.i. (>. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a gooil work, and I look to see you issue a
second editimi as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Bachracii, Jr., Bait., Md.

I conKider it greatly superior to anything yet jiuh-

lisheil.—J. B. Lkiseniu.nu, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It is a most useful book, and itd ])ractical teaehin^js

to the studious photographer contain the most valuable

nformation.—C. D. Moshek, Chiciig".

Photograph irs hits tlie nail right on the head. I

•vould rather hnvo it than all the otlmr books on pho-
logrnphy j)ut together. The ifloa is capital, lis it is

iriginal, and gives us the whole thing ;n a nutshell.

—

H. W. KiLBUUN, Littleton, N. II.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commiss
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of

price

—

a henttfit indeed for the many years you hi

played your part so carefully upon the photograp
stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon
subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price w
compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am ft

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literati

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for y
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value

giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F.

Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4

for reading with -as much satisfaction as in this case

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short timg since I had the pleasure of porus'

your new book Photographies, As a result I ivant

and enclose cheek for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trent

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, t

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockt

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute
detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photogvajihics a very valuable book, >

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheld
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Th
who want lightning or instantaneous prooesees 1

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Notb

like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Thiibi

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the c

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains

inestimable amount of valuable information wh
would not bo found out in a lifetime of practice.—

F. BuKCHANi), Worthington, Minn.

Your Photiigrnphics will supply a want long k

among the fraternity, more especially among those I

ourselves who are "out of the world," so to spenk

J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I ooi

not get another. I do not see how I managed so k
without it.—OscAii Cromwell, (Jrizzly Flat, Col.

I'hutngraphirs suits me better than any similar w(

I have ciinie across. The giving of the e.xpcrienoe'

different workers on the same subject, and giving it

their own words, being an especially valuable fentu

—S. B. Hill, Flemington, N. J.

Your I'hiitiigraphics is the best thing out; practi

and to the point, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. Nob'

Iltica. N. V.

SALE DON'T STOP.
"Will be mailed, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Fiibiisher. 1(25 Chestnut Street, Philadelph
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

iterature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

ibout everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
)f photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

uperior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
ears of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
ihotographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Ferrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper

lis is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

I.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only $4. By Edward L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
olume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000
laces and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to $4..—For the lover of art. Beats
is "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

ne cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, $1.50.—The newest
nd best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, $1 ; paper CO \rer 50 cents,

better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photogra;0hic Amateixr. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-
her, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

;

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
IL.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

;. Hew to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-
ijgraphy. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

: Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i

Ii'er

copy.

t
Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents per

i^py-

^ The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

pThe Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

'sdicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

all workers. Price, $3.

Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, $1. Paper, 50 cents,

AH orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

ice of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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CARBUTT'S

KEYSTONE

NEW SERIE S

1884.

DRY PLATES

This year's make of" KEYSTONE SPECIALS " far excel iu rapidity and quality
any otiier plate made, bere or else^vliere.

ONE TEIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF ITS SUPERIORITY,

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES,

"SPECIALS" FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.
j

Xa. (Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

Jj (Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photography.

XADE ON CHANCES' BEST ENGZISS GLASS.

*3y. X 4 Lantern Slide Plates,

35^x45^, ....4x5,.
4'/x5^. ....
4^x6]^, . . . .

5x7,
5J4x7, . . . .

5 x8

er Doz.

$0 70 7x9,
60 8x10,
90 10 x 12,

1 00 11 X 14,
1 20 14x17,
1 55 16x20,
1 65 17 X 20,
1 75 18x22,
2 30 20 X 24,

Per Doz
$2 75
3 40
5 00
6 50
12 OC
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

* These plates are made on special thin crystal glass, cut to the Standard Optical Lantern size of 3}^ x 4.

For price of Stripping Plates for Photo-Mechanical printers, add 25 per cent, to the cost of any size on list.

All plates guaranteed, and can be procured of any dealer in Photo. Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'SMULTUM IN PARVO DBT-PLATE LANTERN
PATENTED APRIL asth, 1883. IMPROVED .TANUARY, 1884.

I.aninii arraiin<'d 0>r d<;vel()piiin, ami, after fixing,;

examining negatives hy opal light.

I,iiii';iii ;.irangi<l for making positives l>y contact

examining negatives hy opal light.

Price $6.00, Boxed Ready for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers. ^'

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Works, Philada.
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(2 THE- ^

PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPH^

SINCE THE YEAR 1879.

By DR. H. W. VOGEL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperia

Technical High School.

TSrO'\PS7' rL ES -£L ID "K".

A Review of the more Important Discoveries ii

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years.

READ \VHAT HE SAYS ON

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY
AND

THE CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITIO

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Eevised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographei

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

$3.00. 3-i"Z X^^j^LG^DESS. $3.00
With Seventy-two Illustrations, and an admirable jtortrait taken wit

Electric Light, by IV. Kurtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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READ
CAREFULCY

rHE CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.

CHAPTER II.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended as

the best for photdgraphers in their localities.

^
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SCOVILL MANF'd CO.

419 h 421 Broome St.

New York.

C.H.OODMAN&CO.

Boston, Mass.

BHCHANAH, SMEDLEY

I BROMLEY,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia.

THE

BEST BOOK
IS

WILSON'S

PHOTOGRAPHICS,

$4.00.

D. TUCKER SCO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
1 125 ClK-slmit St.,

riiiladclphia.

SMITH & PATTISON,

Zi & 85 Wabash Ave.

Chicago.

D. J.
RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

BLESSING & BEO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

MULLETT BROS.

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. B O D K,

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN & SIMPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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THE NEW ORLEANS EXHIBITION.

Our readers will have been made aware

by the Cincinnati correspondence last month,

that a strong committee was appointed to see

that our art is well taken care of at the New
Orleans Exhibition. This committee will

undoubtedly organize soon, and we shall

report their proceedings.

Certainly a great exhibit must and will

be sent to New Orleans, and photographers

should begin at once to prepare for it. Full

particulars will be given by us from time

to time.

An exposition lasiing through winter to

summer is, indeed, a stupendous novelty,

and New Orleans, famous already for her

annual carnival pageants which attract

thousands of visitors, will undoubtedly be-

come still more so from this colossal exhibi-

tion.

Though steam and electricity have

brought its ends nearer together than of

yore, the world is still a vast affair, and to

group its specimen products and specimens

of its people in one city and in one park is

no light and easy enterprise. Yet reports

are current and increasing from day to day
that amply substantiate the claims of this

announcement.

Not only will the stranger get an oppor-

!

tunity of learning more in one week about

j

the peculiar products of Mexican and
1; Central American countries than he could

learn by months of reading or even of

travel in those lands, but he will see, side

by side with the work of our own factories,

the most gorgeous fabrics of Persian looms,

the silks of China and India, the lacquer

ware of Japan, the curiosities of Siam, and

all that can serve to illustrate the habits,

customs, arts, and religions of that won-

drous East, which has been aptly called the

mother of mysteries.

It is hardly exaggeration to say of New
Orleans next winter that the world will be

there. The World's Exposition began by

promising enormous attractions, and is now

undoubtedly on the high road to perform-

ance. No former enterprise has received

such favor or created so wide-spread an

interest. Its rapid progress in publicity is

almost as wonderful as the progress of its

work. Its main building, now finished, is

the largest ever erected—thirty-three acres

under one roof, a quarter of a mile long and

a sixth of a mile wide.

The Horticultural Hall, also close on to

completion, is the largest, for that object,

ever built, 600x194 feet, and designed to

display in one pyramid 20,000 plates of

fruit, twice as many as were ever grouped

before. A Government building 885x565

will be erected. Mexico having appropri-

ated $200,000, has decided to spend half of

it in the construction of an iron building;

and many other Nations, States, Territories,

and cities are demanding space for appro-

priate structures.

19
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Held under the auspices of the General

Government, which has appropriated the

sum of $1,300,000 towards it, and held in a

city where the entertainment of visitors has

for years been a special glory, a city too, by-

the-by, which is the natural portal of

Mexico and Central America to the com-

mercial world, this exposition shows every

guarantee of opening in accordance with

its claim, as the largest and most attractive

ever yet proposed. Photography must be

well cared for there.

THE NAMES WE WERE CALLED
BY THE PRESS HEADLINES.
" Clans of the Camera."
" The 'Now, Look Pleasant' Crew."
" Taking their own Medicine."

" The Pveal in Life Idealized."

" Shadow-savers."

" Are you Comfortables ?"

"Artists of the Camera."

"Visiting Photographers."

" Then I must Move You's."

" Photographers."
" They are Gone."

PRESS PARTICULARS.

Without the public trumpeting indulged

in as a rule by business organizations, they

arrived unheralded, bringing with them

samples of their appliances and the best

specimens of their art. The former occupy

the main hall with its stage, also the cor-

ridors and vestibule. The finished work of

the photographs is displayed in tlie balct)ny

overlooking the Horticultural Department

and in the Art Gallery. There are hun-

dreds upon hundreds of the specimens, com-

prising all varieties of art, from "life-size

direct photographs" down to vignettes.

There are collections of views, .subjects for

artists' studies, colorcnl pictures, and "black

and white."

The press of Ciiiciniiiiti rnuiid the Exhi-

bition u little too much for the descriptive

talent of its reporters. A flood or a riot or

some such trifle as that would have excited

all their elorjuence. A few excerpts, how-

ever, will show how thny looked upon tilings,

and will Ik; fiMiiid inlfresliiig.

" On the stage, directl}' in front of the or-

gan, is perhaps the most curious of all the

inventions. It is called the air-brush. Its

inventor is there all day giving practical

illustrations of its use. Contained in a small

hand-machine, looking like a bell-punch,

only much lighter in weight, is a quantity

of liquid ink. A small rubber tube leads

from it to an air-pump worked by a treadle.

Stretching blank white paper upon the table,

the artist begins working the treadle, and a

stream of almost vaporized ink, more deli-

cate in size than the finest cambric needle,

is projected through an apertine in the ma-

chine upon the paper. An artistic hand

with these mesins rapidly forms a picture

exceeding in beauty the best of crayon

work. The pictures are marvels of shading

and softness."

"The big hall is entirely devoted to the

mechanical appliances. One exhibitor, the

Scovill Manufacturing Company, has in

his display what might be termed a shot-

gun camera, used principally in taking birds

in their flight or animals on the run. The

camera, about the size of a cigar-box, is

perched upon the end of the barrel, and

sight is taken on the object through a tele-

scope three inches in length that rests on

the top of the camera. AVhen the bird is

covered the operator pulls the trigger, in

obedience to which the slide uncovers the

lens for an instant, then flies back to its

place, and in this brief interval the bird's

picture has been secured by the instanta-

neous i)late. Near by is the now celebrated

Suter lens. By its use it is now possible to

take large pictures with a small lens. Pho-

tographers of limited means starting in a

small way can compete in size, if not in

finish, with the more aristocratic artists. A
hundred dollar Suter lens does the work nf

what formerly cost five hundred dollars.''

"The National Photographers' Associa-

tion may well be proudof itsexhibit in Music

Hall. Entering the main door, the visitor

finds himself immediately in the midst of a

wilderness of garden scenes, miniature cot-

tages with latticed windows, llomeo-and-

Juliet balconies, cascades, rustic seats, mo88-

covercd logs, and all other accessories that

go to make pretty background cftects in

modf^rii plii'tngraph y.
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Motions were as thick this morning as the

Vine Street mud.

The ladies of the camera were well repre-

sented at the morning's session.

Chairman Kent makes a good presiding

officer, and there is no mistake about it.

It is rather a difficult matter to get a

second to a motion. It seems all want to

have the first.

Some of the photographers came up here

on bicycles. But few of them are able to

attend the meetings.

The official reporters are kept busy taking

down the proceedings, which are of a tech-

nical character and difficult of reporting.

The amateur photographer was "numer-

ous " yesterday in the Hall, and their efforts

were mainly concentrated on " taking " the

best displays.

The delegates were extended an invitation

from the Order of Cincinnatus to attend the

opening of the Grand Central Station this

evening.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, of the Quaker

City, is jotting it down for his paper, The
Philadelphia Photographer, the oldest

paper of the kind published in the United

States.

Mr. D. Clifton Shears, proprietor of the

Palace Hotel, made his appearance about

noon to-day. When he walked through the

centre aisle he is reported to have muttered

to himself, "Oh, what appetites !"

Mr. W. C. A. Crowell, of Rochester, Pa.,

very generally extended an invitation to the

members of the Association to have their

" picter took " on a 20 x 24 plate, one of the

largest plates that can be used.

Mr. Edward L.Wilson, editor of the Phil-

adelphia PHOTOGKAPHEKof Philadelphia,

isaprominent flgureintheConvention. Mr.

Wilson is the gentleman whose illustrated

lectures on the Orient entertained so many
Cincinnatians last winter. He travelled

through Europe and parts of Asia and

Africa, and stole into the hidden city of

Petra, taking photographs at every place

visited. His lectures were wonderfully fas-

cinating.

Cincinnati photographers have not dis-

j

tinguished themselves by attentions to the

i

visitors. It is the first convention of any

[kind in this city where there has been a

failure in this respect. Local committees on

various duties should have been appointed

months ago, so that the details could have

been intelligently systematized. Such ex-

hibitions of professional jealousy are unbe-

coming a city of the first class.

It is estimated that at the present time

not less than forty tons of silver and three

tons of gold are used annuallj^ for photo-

graphic purposes in the United States.

Taking the amount of gold and silver re-

quired for each cabinet picture, and finding

the number of pictures that can be made
with the amount of gold and silver above

named, and the average price for which

these cards are sold, it will be learned that

the sum of |27,080,000 is expended annually

for portraits.

Mr. W. A. Armstrong, of Milwaukee,

has specimens indicative of the true artist.

The newest effect, statuesque photography,

is handsomely shown by Mr. C. W. Motes,

of Atlanta, Ga.

One of the earliest workers was Dr. John

William Draper. His sister, now living,

her face plentifully besprinkled with flour,

sat for thirty minutes in the full sunlight to

obtain a picture.

The " detective camera " is another novel

contrivance, exhibited by Messrs. E. & H.

T. Anthony & Co. All told, this camera is

scarcely as large as an ordinary cigar-box,

and can be carried about in the pocket. Its

total weight, with lens, shutter, and double

dry-plate holder, is only three and one-

eighth pounds. A small lens, in the upper

left-hand corner, serves to throw the picture,

not larger than a postage stamp, on a piece

of ground glass on the top of the camera,

thus showing the position of the image on

the plate. When the picture appears in

proper position on the ground-glass, it is

only necessary to touch a spring on the side

of the camera and " the likeness is took," so

to speak. Thus without observation an in-

stantaneous picture may be taken of any

person or object, even though they be in

rapid motion at the time.

Spurgin, of St. Louis, Seavey's younger,

but equally enterprising, rival, is there as

well, with acres of canvas representing his

work, all of which is exciting praise in the

highest.
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Grasses of every description, stumps, logs,

papier-mache dogs, jointed wooden horses,

sleighs, boats, set cottages, carpets, rugs,

curtains of tapestry and velvet, patent pic-

ture holders, revolving photographic show-

cases, and all sorts of miniature cameras are

among the curious things to be seen ; but

none are more novel or more interesting,

however, than a small machine for print-

ing photographs. This instrument, which

closely resembles an ordinary clock, is the

invention of a Mormon from Salt Lake City.

Music Hall is at present the largest photo-

graph gallery on the face of the globe. The

artists are the thousands of photographers

from almost every part of the United States,

who have assembled in the Queen City to

meet in the fifth annual convention of the

National Photographer's Association.

During the course of reading hammering
was heard, and the Chair was interrupted.

After a little reflection he announced the

important fact that he did not prepare an

address to be hammered out. [Laughter.]

Every available inch of space is occupied,

even Horticultural Hall and the interven-

ing courts being utilized. Just here, be-

tween Horticultural and Main Hall, nine

splendid dark-rooms have been erected, each

suitably supplied with water, shaded light,

and every facility for the development of

plates. At the west end of Horticultural

Hall, beautiful and picturesque with its

plants, vines, and living fountains, a spacious

platform has been provided. The arching

skj'light is thus made to do service, and

with the curtain, screens, and backgrounds,

the appearance is given of a mammoth
photographic gallery, which it really is,

and where demonstrations will be given

each afternoon by President J. H. Kent,

Messrs. J. F. Kyder, W. A. Armstrong, and

other celebrities in the handling of " sitters"

and the management of lights.

After adjournment the rcjuirtor strolled

out into the main building, inspecting at

leisure the many curious things exhibited.

The sliotgun camera was among the first to

which the attention was called. This is a

email instrument mounted upon the stock

of a gun, and operated nuicli in the same
manner. The plates and all having been

prepared, tlie gun is placed to the shoulder,

sight taken through a focussing instrument,

and when everything is in readiness, the

trigger pulled, and the picture taken.

The air-brush is another new invention

both useful and interesting. A little holder

is charged with India-ink, and by a bellows

operated with a foot-pedal, after the manner

of a sewing machine, the fluid is blown

upon a faintly outlined portrait, the result

giving a picture superior in many respects

to the best crayon drawing. A life-size

portrait may thus be made in a few hours,

whereas formerly by the use of the stump

and pencil as many weeks were required.

The artist Cole exhibits some splendid work

done in this way.

The displays of pictures are large and

numerous. Landy has a collection among
which are portraits of Murdoch, Archbishop

Elder, Mary Anderson, Keene, and Ray-

mond, which, in beauty of workmanship,

are not excelled by any in the hall.

Motes, of Atlanta, Ga., has another praise-

worthy exhibit. "Summer and Winter,"

depicted in twelve scenes, by Mr. W. S.

Porter, of Covington, attracts considerable

attention, as does a group of the famous

homesteads of the Colonial period in the

vicinity of Boston from 1632 to 1780. The

name of the artist is not attached to his

work, though it is of the highest order of

photographic art.

This afternoon the members and their

lady friends left for the Zoological Garden.

The evening will be spent in dancing, and

as there are fifty genilemen to one lady, the

serious question arises, " Who'll furnish the I

partners?"

INTERVIEW WITU PRESIDENT KENT.

President Kent said to an Enquirer re-

porter yesterday :
" The Convention is onlyl

the smallest end of the annual gathering.

The exhibition is the main thing. The dis-1

play you see in these buildings is as far!

ahead of last year's at Milwaukee as nextl

year's will be ahead of this one. So rapid!

are the strides of improvement in photog-

raphy that it is difficult for a man to keep,

up. Each year it seems as if perfection!

must have been reached, but some one is

always experimenting and producing won-

derful and unlool<ed-ror results. One of the
|
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great needs just now is something to prevent

pictures from fading. We know the cause,

but must submit to it, for the present at

least."

ISTor must dry plates be omitted. Cincin-

nati exhibitors are scarce. Was it because

they were afraid to stand the test of com-

parison ? The specimens are magnificent,

and it seems a pity that they should be on

exhibition but three days. By this after-

noon the entire display will be in apple-pie

order.

The general public, as it seems, has not

as yet awakened to the fact that a great ex-

position is now in progress at Music Hall,

A photographers' convention it is called,

but, as was set forth in these columns yester-

day, it is more in the nature of a grand and

mammoth display of instruments, acces-

sories, supplies, and specimens of the best

results obtained by these in the hands of

skilful o-perators, rather than a conclave of

wrangling artists and manufacturers en-

gaged in the discussion of subjects of no

interest whatever to the non-professional.

A good-sized platform has been erected

in Horticultural Hall for practice use during

the Convention. To-day and to-morrow

several eminent photographers will use the

platform in giving exhibitions of lighting,

posing, and sitting, and particularly of the

management of sitters, which is an art in

itself.

A rented room covered with a cheap

carpet, two or three chairs, a camera, some

panes of glass, and a few old dirty bottles in

a dark closet, comprise, in the belief of

many, a photographer's outfit. Such per-

sons would find out their mistake by visit-

ing Music Hall within the ensuing three

days, and there see the multiplicity of de-

vices used by the photographers who are

here in attendance upon the National Con-

vention which began yesterday.

There are plenty of experiments going on

in almost every part of the hall.

The fiood pictures on exhibition recall to

the passer-by dismal reminiscences.

A simple white badge with golden fringe

I

costs the delegates just two dollars.

; Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony are obliging

1 the visitors with neat memorandum books.

1;
The entertainment prepared for the mem-

bers of the Convention consists of fire and
monkeys, and—yes, of thirty-five cents.

The real idealized was given a splendid

illustration at Music Hall yesterdaj'. Just

before the Convention of Photographers

started for their little excursion to the Zoo,

the delegates were all assembled upon the

steps of the great Springer edifice, in order

to have a picture taken of them in a group.

A huge camera was gotten ready upon the

opposite side of the street, at the Washington
Park gate, which was to be operated by Mr.

Inglis, of Eochester, N. T., while Mr.

Seavey, the famous background painter, ar-

ranged the " sitters." Then the fun began.

All the street Arabs, pan-fish, hoodlums,

and stragglers from the park began to push

to the fore. All of course had something to

say, while amid the babel of voices the shrill

whistle of the small boy could be heard, and

cat-calls and peals of laughter so augmented

the frightful din that chaos seemed come

again. Then other photographers broke

from the crowd, and, seizing cameras, lenses,

and plates, sought out convenient places,

and in less time than is required in the re-

lation, upward of twenty boxes were in

operation, varying from the diminutive de-

tective camera to the size of an ordinary

dry goods box. Street cars and wagons

rushed to and fro between the operators and

the group, thus increasing the confusion,

and many fleeting moments galloped by be-

fore 3Ir. Seavey called "All ready ! G-o!"

and in another half second, the caps were

off the lenses, the shutters clicked, the plates

flashed from the boxes, and the howling

mob, quieted only for a second, were shown

up in miniature as the most orderly assem-

blage imaginable. Pan-fish and all were so

idealized, that there, in the sombre shadows

of the stately temple of art and song, one

saw a gathering representative of the refine-

ment, intelligence, and civilization of the

nineteenth century.

Inglis, Weingartner, Rombach, 3Ionroe,

Allen, Wardlaw, Kent, and many other

famous photographers secured negatives,

and while the band on the balcony still

tooted its inspiring strains, there was a

general scampering for the "dark-rooms,"

where the developments were made.

The march to the Zoo then began, dozens
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carrying with them cameras, intending to

secure pictures of the animals and birds of

that famous garden.

VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE P. A.

OF A. FOR 1884.

New Hampshire : W. Gr. E. Kimble,

Concord.

Vermont: D. A. Clifford, St. Johnsbury.

Massachusetts: M. V. Foster, New Bed-

ford.

Rhode Island : G. M. Carlisle, Provi-

dence.

Connecticut: C. T. Stuart, Hartford.

New York: S. D. Wardlaw, Rochester.

New Jersey : — Bellsmith, Trenton.

Pennsylvania : Geo. Dabbs, Pittsburg.

Virginia: A. H. Blunt, Danville.

West Virginia : G. M. Kirk, Hunting-

ton.

Maryland : J. P. Blessing, Baltimore.

Ohio: H. M. Piatt, Oberlin.

Indiana^ D. A. Clark, Indianapolis.

Kentucky: E. Johnson, Lexington.

Illinois: Joshua Smith, Chicago.

Michigan: Hugh Steel, Jackson.

"Wisconsin : S. L. Stein, Milwaukee.

Iowa: J. H. Reed, Clinton.

Minnesota: E. S. Kibby, Rochester.

Oregon : A. Bradford.

Wyoming Territory : P. M. Baker, Car-

bon.

Nebraska: E. F. Eaton, Omaha.
Kansas: S. L. Conklin, Atchison.

Missouri : Fitz Guerin, St. Louis.

Arkansas: T. W. Banks, Little Rock.

Tennessee : — McCorniick, Clarksville.

Mississippi : A. L. Blanks, Vicksburg.

Georgia : E. W. Motes, Atlanta,

Alabama: Charles E. Wallin, Mont-

gomery.

Canada: — Poole, St. Catherines, Ont.

OUR CALIFORNIA LETTER.

TlIK PllILAUICLI'UlA PllOTOUKAl'IIKK for

June, No. 240, did not reach me, and

though it is now the glorious " ]*'ourth of

America," has not yet come ; and as the

customers are all off celebrating—whore,

by the way, I ought to be—time can now
be taken to tell you of this great mistake

our wonderful post-office has made ;
it is

not every day one can let the lines drop to

do writing.

Us humans are a queer set, we cannot

realize the full value of any good thing

until deprived of it a while ; water, food,

and fresh air are generally in plentiful sup-

ply, and we hardly ever think of their

value, but once let a scarcity of any one of

these necessaries of life come upon us, and

then we know what is the uppermost idea

of the mind. Contrast is what makes the

picture, either real or ideal. So it has been

with me in regard to the " P. P." the last

month; just because it missed coming, it

has been thought of and wanted more than

anj- other paper, and its real value more

than ever realized. I do not want more

than one month to pass without knowing

what is taking place in the photographic

world. I have the complete volumes since

1877, with the exception of 1878, and intend

to get that as soon as possible, as I find it

pays to look them over once in a while, as

old ideas forgotten or new ones not before

noticed are most sure to come to the mind.

Lately I have been bothered with a

north-west light, and have been looking

over the old Photographers to see what

has been said about such nuisances, or

whether anyone else ever had experiences

to match mine, not so much because of the

saying that " misery loves companj',"' and

for the want of such poor comfort, but to

see if a team could be found to pull me out

of the mud. Am not sure, but I did smile

at the fellow who had a light clear around

to the west, and was rather glad to know
mine is not the worst skylight in existence.

If it be possible for any one who edits or

reads the P. P. to throw any light on this

ver}' poor light, so as to enable me to see to

use it to advantage, I shall be very thank-

ful. My confirmed opinion at present, is,

that it is not possible to do the best work

with it unless for a short time in the morn-

ing, just the time when ladies and babies,

and in fact the best and most poj)ulous por-

tion of j)liot<)grai)hic customers cannot come.

People are more at leisure in the afternoon,

and unless some of the bright lights of our

art say this light can be maiuiged to advant-

age in the afternoon, it will have (o he
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moved to some locality where a northern

exposure can be had. Why would it not

be still better when practicable, to veer

around somewhat to the northeast, and thus

keep out the sun from the side light all the

time. Practical questions of business ought

to become a prominent feature of our

journal. I was much interested in the few

questions already propounded, and wish for

more, especiallj' the answers. There is

much for us all to learn, yet, and I think it

would be a good idea to consider the P. P.

a telephone and go to talking to each other

with it in an easy conversational manner,

as we would if making an evening visit.

Do not forget to send me that long missed

June number, as I cannot afford to have

a break in the volume.

Yours photographically,

K. E. Wood.
St. Helena, Napa Co., Cala.

THE LATE MR. C. JABEZ HUGHES.
The late Mr. Jabez Hughes, whose de-

cease we announced a fortnight ago, and

whose portrait we present in the present

number, was interred on the 14th instant

at Abney Park Cemetery, side by side with

his only son, the late Alfred J. Hughes,

and within but a short distance of more

than one old friend. By the special request

of Mrs. Hughes, the arrangements were

made as quietly as possible, and conse-

quently the ceremony did not partake of

the public character that would have been

expected in the case of one so well known
and universally esteemed as Mr. Hughes.

Her Majesty, immediately upon hearing of

the death, addressed an autograph letter of

condolence to Mrs. Hughes, and also for-

warded a beautiful wreath for the coflBn.

The latter was of polished oak, and bore at

the foot a plain brass plate with the inscrip-

tion, " Cornelius Jabez Hughes, died lltli

August, 1884."

The late Mr. Hughes was born in Lon-

don in 1819, and when quite young took

great interest in debating societies and

similar associations. He became a lecturer,

and teacher on memory, and in that ca-

pacity made the acquaintance of Mr. J. E.

Mayall, then in business in the Strand as a

daguerrotypist, whose secretary he became,

and with whom he obtained his first knowl-

edge of photography. After remaining

two or three years with Mr. Mayall, Mr.

Hughes, in 1849, established himself as a

daguerrotypist in Glasgow, purchasing the

business of Mr. Barnard, in Buchanan

Street, which he raised to the front rank in

that city. Though strictly a daguerro-

typist during his sojourn in Glasgow, he

adopted and worked the collodion process

to a small extent soon after its introduction.

In 1855 he returned to London and com-

menced business as a photographer in the

Strand, working here nothing but the col-

lodion process, but this venture not proving

a success, in 1859 he opened a warehouse in

Oxford Street. He was one of the earliest

to recognize the future field for photogra-

phy which the " carte mania " foreshad-

owed, and as the business of a dealer was

not congenial to his temperament, he cast

about for a new opening as a photographer.

This presented itself toward the end of

1861, when, upon the death of Mr. Lacy,

of Ryde, the business was offered for sale,

and Mr. Hughes became the purchaser,

being succeeded in Oxford Street by his

friend and previous manager, Mr. John

Werge. He very shortly afterwards re-

built the studio and reception-rooms in the

Arcade, Kyde, erecting in their stead the

handsome suite of business premises that

have since become recognized as amongst

the most perfect in the kingdom.

His contiguity to Osborne, and the high-

class character of his productions, secured

for Mr. Hughes the patronage of the Queen,

for whom he executed a large amount of

work. One of the latest pictures taken for

Her Majesty, a copy of which is in our pos-

session, consists of a group of twenty figures

—composed of the Queen, her children, and

grandchildren. By order of Her Majesty,

Mr. Hughes produced a series of portraits

of the late Earl of Beaconsfield, which are

said by those who were personally ac-

quainted with the late Earl to be the most

truthful portraits of him produced in late

years.

Ever ready to avail himself of what

seemed to be improvements, Mr. Hughes

some years ago adopted the carbon process
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to the almost entire exclusion of silver

printing from his establishment ; new forms

and sizes of pictures were also readily taken

up if they possessed the features of artistic

novelty.

The death of his only son in 1878 was a

great blow to Mr. Hughes, and since that

time he had never recovered his old business

energy, though he was seldom absent from

themeetingsof the societies, much of his time

being spent in London. His long photo-

graphic connection with the metropolis had

necessariljr familiarized him with all the so-

cieties, in the management of most of which

he had taken part. We find his name on

the committee of the now defunct North

London Photographic Association up to

1862; he was on the council of the parent

Society from 1866 to 1871 inclusive, and

again from 1876 until last year. He was

also a vice-president of the South London
Photographic Society from 1873 until the

time of his death, and though not an oflBcer

of the Photographic Club, he presided at

the inaugural meeting, journeying from

Eyde for the purpose, and never missed the

ordinarj' meetings when he happened to be

in town. He was, in addition, one of the

oldest members of the Solar Club.

In connection with the literature of pho-

tography, Mr. Plughes was also well known,

for, in addition to the numerous papers

read, and articles contributed to our col-

umns, he was a constant speaker at the

various meetings he attended, being ever

ready to share with others the knowledge

his extended experience had given him.

There was not a branch of photography

—

scarcely a branch of science—on which he

was not qualified to speak, and the fluency

of his diction combined to render his dis-

courses especially interesting and instructive.

But the chief work by which he will be

remembered is his Principles and Pi'actice

of PhoUi(jraphy, originally published in 1860,

and which has run through many editions.

This is, perha])S, tlie most complete jjracti-

cal instruction book that lias ever been

published in connection with photography,

as, while dealing with every branch of the

science, it gives descriptive details without

prolixity and without shirking minor points,

while it is a model of cf)nciseness.

Our portrait is an ink-photo from[a pho-

tograph taken in Mr. Hughes's own estab-

lishment at Kyde, I. W.
[We reproduce on our cover this portrait

of our lamented friend. Through a long

series of years we found him a most

amiable and obliging correspondent. Pho-

tography can but ill aflord to lose such

men. We mourn over this loss as that of

a personal loss not soon to be recovered

from.—Ed. P. P.]

A GOOD POTASH DEVELOPER.

At a late meeting of the New York

Amateur Society Mr. F. C. Beach gave a

formula for a potash developer, with which

he had had much success. It is well adapted

for instantaneous plates.

No. 1. Pyro Solution.

Warm distilled or melted ice water . 2 ozs.

Chem. pure sulphite soda (437 grs. to oz.) 2 ozs.

When cool add: sulphurous acid . . 2 dzs.

And finally add : pyrogallol (Sbering's)

i oz. or 218 grs.

which is done by pouring the sulphite solu-

tion into the pyro bath, repeating the pour-

ing until the pyro is dissolved. The solution

which will now measure five fluidounces,

should be filtered, and will contain 44 grains

of pyro to each ounce.

No. 2. Potash Solution

is prepared by making two separate solutions

as follows

:

Water 4 ozs.

a i. Chem. pure carbonate of potash (437

(. grs. to the oz.) . . . .3 ozs.

r Warm water . . . . .3 ozs.

h \ Chemically pure sulphite of soda

I (437 grs. to oz.) . . .2 ozs.

a and b are next combined in one concen-

trated solution, a small quantity of which

when mixed with the pyro will be sufficient

to develop 3 or 4 plates. The strength of

the sohition will be uniform, and it will

measure between eight and nine fluidounces.

Supposing a plate to have been greatly

overexposed, or i)roperly timed, or the length

of the exposure is unknown, to devcloj) a

5x8 plate take 2 ounces of water and add

thereto 3 drachms of No. 1, and from .', to 1
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drachm of No. 2, of the potash solution.

Then pour the solution upon the plate ; after

a minute's interval, should no part of the

image appear add a second drachm of No. 2,

putting it into the graduate first, and then

pouring the developer from the tray into

the graduate. The solution is again flowed

over the plate, and if after a minute's in-

terval no image appears, repeat by adding a

drachm of No. 2 at a time, until develop-

ment commonces. In this way the picture

will be brovight out very gradualh', the de-

velopment will be under perfect control, and

can be prolonged until all details appear,

without the slightest danger of fogging the

plate. The principle involved is to add

sufficient pyro at first to give proper density,

and then add minute quantities of the alkali

at stated intervals until the right strength is,

reached to commence the development.

In place of the No. 1, or the pyro in solu-

tion, dry pyro may be used with good effect,

6 to 8 grains being sufficient for 2 ounces of

water.

If a plate has had what is termed a drop-

shutter exposure, or, in other words, an in-

stantaneous exposure, to 2 ounces of water

add 3.] drachms of No. 1 and 3 drachms of

No. 2, increasing it a drachm at a time, in

case the shadows fail to come out, up to 5

drachms.

The sky will appear rapidly, but the dark

portions will develop gradually.

Brilliant, clear, bluish -gray quick print-

ing negatives are produced with this devel-

oper on almost any brand of plate, the

necessity of using clearing solutions is

avoided, and all chance of stain to the nega-

tive disappears. The developing solution re-

mains clear, and from four to eight plates

may be developed successively in it at one

time. Should the negatives be too dense,

the amount of No. 1 may be decreased a

third to a half.

Among the advantages claimed for the de-

veloper are simplicity, certainty of uniform

action, and production of clear negatives.

The solutions being in concentrated form

may be kept in small bottles, convenient for

handling.

|i Now is the time to send in your orders

for Mosaics.

PHOTOGRAPHING INSIDE A
COAL MINE.

Even in direct sunshine one would

hardly undertake to photograph a heap of

anthracite coal, and yet Mr. George M.
Bretz, of Pottsville, Pa., one of our oldest

subscribers, has succeeded in making some

admirable views of the interior of a coal

mine, far beneath the surface of the earth,

and far underground from the descending

shaft. .

- Mr.- James M. Whiting, Superintendent

of the Eeading Coal and Iron Company,
also one of our oldest subscribers, and an

amateur photographer, gave Mr. Bretz

every facility, as will be seen below. The

whole story is enthusiastically told by

several reporters, and since the event marks

an important step in photographic progress,

we gladly place on record here an account

of the transaction made up from the several

sources supplied us by Mr. Bretz, whom we
congratulate on his pluck and on his suc-

cess:

Last evening, Mr. Bretz, in company

with Mr. James Temple Brown, agent of

the Smithsonian Institute, returned from

Shenandoah to Pottsville, the happiest men

in ten counties. The object of Mr. Brown's

visit to the coal regions is the collection of

specimens of coal deposits, and colliery

utensils and apparatus for exhibition at the

New Orleans Exposition. What with speci-

mens of coal deposits and colliery tools and

machinery, there was one link in the chain

missing. The breaker, with all its ma-

chinery, could be photographed, or, if de-

sired, a miniature breaker in its entirety

could be made; this would show only the

preparation of the coal for the market.

What Mr. Brown desired was to get back

one step further, and show the actual dig-

ging of the coal in the breast. An imagin-

ary coal breast might be produced, but Mr.

Brown wanted the picture from nature. As

Mr. Bretz was engaged to photograph

other parts of the colliery, he desired to

know whether there was any way of getting

a photograph of the interior. It was a sug-

gestion that put Mr. Bretz to thinking, and

kept him thinking for a week. He deter-

mined to make the experiment. If he sue-
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ceeded, he would not only oblige his friend

Brown and the Smithsonian Institute, and

make a valuable acquisition to scientific

knowledge, but would have the proud satis-

faction of knowing that he had been suc-

cessful in an unprecedented experiment.

The idea of a photograph by electricity

suggested itself, and a consultation was had

with Mr. Whiting, Kichard W. Kear, and

others. The result was that it was resolved

to make the experiment. Mr. Kear, who is

connected with the Arnoux Electric Light

Company, kindly' volunteered not only to

supply the plant, but take the entire charge

of its erection and operation. The Kohi-

noor colliery at Shenandoah was selected as

the scene of operations. The mine is worked

by the Philadelphia Coal and Iron Com-
pany, and Mr. Whiting gave the operators

every possible facility for the success of their

experiments.

The apparatus, when ready for operation,

was taken down into the mine by sections.

The plant was placed on East slope, No. 1

lift, at the foot of what is known as the

long slant gangway, about five hundred feet

below the surface. From this point lines

were run to breast 39, which is about forty

feet high and sixty feet from the face to the

entrance from gangway. The engine was

to be run by compressed air. Five lights

were then erected in the breast, and every-

thing was in readiness for the experiment.

The engine was started, and at 8.45 o'clock

Wednesday night the electricity was turned

on. The effect was grand. These under-

ground chambers had never before been

illuminated by other than the dull blaze of

a miner's lamp. Through its agency the

workman's eye was able to take in a radius

of a few yards, and then only because it had

so accommodated itself by experience. But

here was light brighter than day, five hun-

dred feet below the surface! Tiie breast,

from the entrance to the face, and from the

floi.r t" the dome, so to speak, was brighter

than your own parlor under gaslight. This

ex|)()8ure lasted ton minutes, during which

time Mr. Bretz's camera was turned upon

the beautiful scene. The exjieriment, to

his great sati.sfaction, was a complete suc-

cess, the negative showing beautifully the

whole interior of workings. The experi-

ments were repeated with equally good re-

sults. The exposures lasted from ten to

thirty minutes each. Eight exposures were

made and five negatives taken. The first,

second, and third views show the naked in-

terior of the breast from different positions.

The fourth exposure shows, three miners at

work, one using the hand-drill, another

cutting coal, and the third loading coal into

a mine wagon. The fifth exposure shows a

man working the boring machine, or coal

auger. The object of the sixth view was to

show the entrance to the breast from gang-

way, exposing the props and track. David

R. Reese, the mine boss, occupies a con-

spicuous position in this view, but he paid

dearly for the honor. The object of giving

him a place in it was to use him as a rule of

• measurement, but in order to get into the

picture it was necessary for him to remain

in the one position for the space of thirty

minutes, the time occupied in taking the

picture. He choose a painful attitude, but

had to maintain it. He did it without a

break. By the eighth exposure a beautiful

view of the electric plant, showing the

Arnoux light and engine was taken. These

experiments, as we have stated, were com-

menced night before last, and completed

yesterda^^ The negatives indicate that the

pictures will be first-class. They will not

only be a valuable addition to the curiosi-

ties of the Smithsonian Institution, but will

be of equal interest to our own people. Mr.

Bretz may well feel proud of his achieve-

ment, and Mr. Brown can report to the de-

partment with peculiar satisfaction, for had

it not been for the latter's persistence in

getting down to the very beginning of

things, the work would not have been un-

dertaken.

The views that were taken we believe to

be the first that were ever taken in a coal

mine by electric light on this side of the

Atlantic, and Messrs. Brown, liret/S, and

Kear, and all associated with them, may

foel proud of their share in the enterprise.

Those who may chance to see the views

will be afforded a rich treat, as they are not

only reproscntatiotis of a coal mine under

ordinary conditions, but they exhibit the

nature of a working breast to far better ad-

vantage than the iiiiiuir himself can see it
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with the ordinary light. The roof of the

breast wherein the views were taken can be

but faintly seen, if it can be seen at all with

the ordinary miners' lamps, so that the

views will not only be of interest to the

general public, but miners themselves will

appreciate them for their rareness and ex-

cellence. People will be generally inter-

ested in them also, because the breast

photographed is one of unusually large di-

mensions, even for an anthracite colliery,

although the working places in this region,

as a rule, are larger than they are anywhere

else in the world.

OBITUARY.

The Abbe Moigno, of Paris, is dead. A
man in whom talent of the highest order

was united with a purity of heart and an

earnestness of purpose. His mind rose

superior to the narrow principles of the sect

in which he was educated. Though a

Eoman Catholic by profession, he was ex-

ceedingly broad and liberal in his views, and

bold in the defence of truth, no matter how
much it clashed with prejudices and precon-

ceived opinions. With him truth was the

ultimate goal of his endeavors, and he

feared not truth.

His advanced opinion subjected him to

pei-secution. Not a corporal persecution,

for the days of bodily torment for defence of

truth are past, but there is a social persecu-

tion under which sensitive minds suifer in-

tensely. Though sincere in his religious

opinions, they never warped his mind. He
Avas ever bold in defending what he con-

sidered to be true, no matter though it should

be opposed to the views of his Jesuit

brethren.

He advocated the theory of the divine in-

spiration of the Great Pyramid of Cheops,

and became a member of the Society which

supports this doctrine, though by so doing-

he met with the displeasure of his fraternity

and of the French people.

He was forced to resign his position as

editor of the Cosmos les Mondes, a paper

for whose welfare he had labored for years.

The Abbe JF. Moigno, Canon of the

isecond Order of the Chapter of St. Denis,

was born at G-uemene (Morbinm), in the

year 1804. Son of a gentleman of Brittany,

Moigno de Villebeau, who abandoned his

title of nobility in the French Kevolution.

Having joined the Order of Jesuits, he was

forced to retire from it, in 1844, because the

publication of his Lessons on Differential

and Integral Calculus was opposed to the

views of the Superior of his Order ; the

Abbe preferring to go out of his Order

rather than renounce his independence of

thought.

- He was a contributor to a number of

Parisian journals, and finally established a

journal of his own, The Cosmos, which he

afterwards joined to a paper, Les Mondes,

the two being united under the title Cosmos

les Mondes.

The relation in which he stood to men of

science may be appreciated when we know
that he was the friend of Ampere, Arago,

Binet, Beaudant, Thinard, Humboldt,

Dumas, and other distinguished men.

He held many important positions of

trust and honor, and, in 1873, was made
Canon of the Chapter of St. Dennis. He
was Chevalier of the Legion of Honor.

Among his important publications we
may cite the treatise on the Electric Tele-

graph, a work on Optics, A Course of Science,

a work on Physics and Chemistry, and above

all his great work. The Splendors of Faith.

He had travelled all over the world, and

spoke fluently twelve languages.

It was also his intention to translate

Prazzie Smyth's great work. Our Inheri-

tance in the Great Pyramid, but death closed

his mortal labors ere his work was accom-

plished.

OUR PICTURE.

ISTo doubt it is a source of great satisfaction

to every true-spirited photographer, that year

by year photography is forcing its way
further and further into the domain of art,

so that now there are few painters who are

not candid enough to acknowledge not only

the great service rendered by it to art, but

also to admit its productions to a place

amongst their own as genuine works of art

in themselves.

To what is this triumph due ? Surely

not wholly to the great perfection in the
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details of processes of a purelj' mechanical

character, for this excellency in technical

quality was effected j^ears ago. But essen-

tially to the artistic feeling which has been

engendered, manifesting itself in the daily

routine work of those who have an apprecia-

tion of its value as the great factor in success.

We are, it is true, capable of performing

technical operations by modern processes

which were never dreamed of twenty years

ago, but the chemical quality of the work is

not very much better than the productions

of the days that are past.

It may be dilHcult to attain a high artis-

tic standard in every-day work, but it can

be accomplished. The old complaint that

it does not pay to make artistic work, can

no longer be pleaded in excuse for poor or

even indifferent worli. The photographer

who fails, is he who will not advance with

the times. The production of even ten

years ago will not suit the standard of to-

day. Our exhibitions everj' year exclude

more and more works partaking too much
of trade productions and too little of art,

and to help this wise advance in the right

direction should be the aim of every pho-

tographer. It is therefore with pleasure

that we are enabled from time to time to

give our readers productions of those pho-

tographers who are foremost in the ranks of

art, and who have been barriers against the

inundation of cheap prices and necessarily

inferior work. Messrs. Gilbert & Bacon,

with whose production we are favored this

month, have chosen a very graceful subject

for representation—Miss Effie Ellsler, so

widely known for her excellent characteriza-

tion in the pathetic drama of Hazel Kirke.

A portrait, like a poem, has always an

additional interest when we are acquainted

with the subject. The wonderful sonnets

of Shakespeare would be of greater value to

us were the love to whom they are addressed

known to us. And so when the jiliotogra-

pher or painter gives us some object with

which wo arc familiar, and not an ideal rep-

resentation, we feel that we are better able

to appreciate its excellences and to enter

into the spirit of the conception. It is like

judging of a familiar friend.

Me.s.sr.s. Gilbert A: Hacnn have suc<'(!e(k'd

in tratislutiiiii; the iaini,iiiiu;c of I'xprcssion in

the countenance of this pleasing actress.

No less have they displayed by the attitude

of the figure the sentiment which animated

her at the special moment. There is a mixt-

ure of feeling and good humor which is true

to nature, yet an individualitj^ about the ex-

pression which brings up vividly before our

minds the scenes in which she played her

part.

The negatives from which these photo-

graphs were made were by the old wet

process, yet the work, from a chemical stand-

point, is not inferior to our best dry-plate

work, thus proving our assertion that artistic

excellency is at present the banner under

which advanced photographers have en-

listed.

The prints were made upon Mr. Gennert's

excellent brand of albumen paper, in our

own establishment, 1125 Chestnut Street.

THE INTERNATIONAL INVEN-
TIONS EXHIBITION.

This Exhibition will open in London, in

May, 1885, and continue open half a year

Full particulars can be had at the otfices

—

Exhibition Eoad, S. Kensington, S W.,

London, England.

Photography is Group XXIX., and classed

as follows :

Class 15S». Processes cmd their results.—
Methods of gelatino-bromide plate-making,

apparatus for making emulsion, apparatus

for separating the sensitive constituent, coat-

ing drying, and packing machines; emul-

sion and other processes
;
printing processes,

silver, carbon, Woodburytyjie, platinotype,

gelatino-bromide, collodio-chloride of silver,

etc. ; apparatus for washing, etc.
;

prints

and negatives ; methods for making plioto-

graphic lantern slides.

Class KiO. Apparatus {excluding lenses).

—Cameras, shutters, changing-boxes, slides,

tents, lamps
;
apparatus for making enlarge-

ments and for micro-photography.

Class 16L Application of Photography to

various purposes, Typography, Ceramics,

Relief-JHoiUds, etc.—Method of producing

printing surfaces
;

photograi)hic enamels,

photographic printing on pottery; photo-

gra|ihic rdiclV. Vi'c nf jiliotography in
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self-recording apparatus, in scientific ob-*

servations, etc.

Class 148. Includes lenses.

Class 140. Includes Photo-mechanical

printinff.

THE AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.'S

NEW WORKS.
Sometimes a fire, though it paralyzes

trade for a time, does a great deal of good.

Such has been the result of the fire which

destroyed the works of the American Optical

Co., a few months ago, because new and

better quarters have been found, and every-

thing is going on more prosperously than

ever.

We visited this new factory recently, and,

escorted by its able foreman Mons. Flam-

mang, saw its workings. It seems to be

about perfect now.

Here are over eighty men at work, manu-

facturing apparatus for the use of photog-

raphers. Two of these men are wholly

occupied in sweeping up the shavings and

chips which result from the work of the

others. And what a busy scene is presented.

Eirst we see piles of seasoned wood, which

are attacked by saw-men ; dove-tailers
;
glue-

men
;
men who, instead of the plane, use a

great grindstone for polishing true the vari-

ous delicate parts of the camera and the

holders, until the semblance of a camera is

attained. Then to their work is joined that

of the bellows-maker
; the metal parts are

attachedj and, finally, the varnisher and

finisher have their turn in the good work.

Some of the machines used are not only

powerful, but intricate. Of the former

class, the card-cutter is one. Of the latter,

the small, but ingenious, machine for cut-

i

i ting the racks and pinions of the camera

movements. And the holders—"holders!

holders ! holders !—like wolves they con-

tinuall}" cry for holders," said !Mons. Flam-
mang, as he pointed to "great stacks of

holders," of all sizes, "ready to go to the

=tMre of the proprietors—Scovill Manufac-

turing Co. I should have one hundred men
busy to satisfy their demands for holders,

;but I cannot get them."

i
We saw a splendid 14 x 17 outfit " get

kip," for the last touches previous to being

sent to Guatemala, S. A. And on ail sides

were stacks of cameras in the various stages

of manufacture. There were not many
finished ones here, for the orders are always

ahead, and the stock is removed to the store

for shipment as quickly as it is ready.

Altogether this new factory is one of the

most interesting and busy places we have

ever seen, and it is largely due to the push

and faith in our art of Mr. W. Irving-

Adams, the well-known agent of both con-

cerns.

A STILL BETTER LIBRARY.

"We have the following from one of our

intelligent readers in Seattle, W. T., and
the cause of his intelligence may be dis-

covered in his letter. Such men are bound
to succeed. We want Mo7-e as well as

Moore. He writes :

" Our friend Matzger, of Dayton, W. T.,

' flatters himself that he has the best photo-

graphic library in Oregon or Washington

Territory.' Now, while I don't flatter my-
self that I have the best photo library in

the United States, I think I have one of the

best and considerably larger than his

Following is my catalogue :

Philadelphia Photographer from 1866 to

1884 inclusive, bound.

Philadelphia World, vols. 1 and 2, bound.

St. Louis Practical, 1878 to 1882 inclusive.

St. Louis Photographer, 1883 and 1884.

Walzl's Photographer's Friend, 1872,

1873, and 1874.

Anthony's Bulletin, 1872, 1873, and 1875.

Photo Times, 1881, 1882, and 1884.

Western Photo News, 1874, 1875, and

1876.

Mosaics, since 1870.

British Journal Almanac, since 1873.

Tear Book of Photographj^, since 1873.

Vogel's Hand-Book.

Hearn's Practical Printer.

Silver Sunbeam.

Wilson's Photograpliics.

Kobinson's Pictorial Elfect.

Anderson's Skylight and Dark-room.

John Burnett's Practical Hints on Paint-

ing.

John Buskin's Lectures on Art, etc.

Pretty good library, isn't it ? Situated as
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I have been for years, where I could see but

little, my library has been my life, and is

the secret of the good work which brings

me compliments from many Eastern and

European people of culture.

Yours very truly,

Geo. N. Moore."
Frequently examples of his excellent

work, received from Mr. Moore, shows him
to be amone' ovrr " best."

WHERE OUR PAPER COMES
FROM.

The door was absolutely blockaded as we
tried to enter it, by great cases of albumen

paper that had just arrived from Dresden,

and were being packed.

Of course, we allude to the door uf the

new store of Mr. Gr. Gennert, No. 54 East

10th Street, New York, whence cometh all

the fine albumen paper of "satin" finish

used for "Our Picture."

Mr. Gennert's new quarters are light, airy,

convenient, and splendidly located. Clean-

liness too seems to be one of the chief rules

of this well-regulated establishment, for the

place is absolutelj^ clean.

On exhibition were the splendid Austrian

pictures, which attracted so much attention

at Cincinnati, printed on " satin " paper.

A new importation of porcelain ware had

just arrived, and the " Cramer " and "St.

Louis " plates were going out in great quan-

tities.

Mr. Gennert seemed quite contented with

business prospects, and with his new and

beautiful store.

Mr. John Barnett manufactures holders,

etc., in one of the apartments of the same

building. Success to all.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

I'lioToiiKAruic Society ov Piiii.adkl-

riiiA.—Tiic roguiui' meeting was liold on

Wednesday evening, September ?>d. Mr.

.lohn (;. Browne in the Clniir.

Mr. Wood mentioned tliat lie had e.vpcri-

mented with .some pyro and .soda developer,

wliicli after ii.se had bet^n leftstunding a day
or two, and found that it had deteriorated

but little. Though its aft ion was slower,

.he was quite successful in devoloping other

plates with it.

Mr. Carbutt stated that he had used the

same developer after keeping it a week, it

being preserved by the citric acid and sul-

phite of soda contained in the mixture.

A number of interesting views taken in

the Ivohinoor Mine, by Mr. George M.
Bretz, Pottsville, were shown by Mr. Car-

butt. The light was supplied by five elec-

tric lamps, operated by a dj'namo in the

mine driven by compressed air. The ex-

posures varied from eight to thirtj'^ minutes.

These are supposed to be the first pictures

ever taken in a coal-mine, by electric light,

in this country.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co. presented

a fine instantaneous view of the yacht

"Gracie," taken in New York harbor by

Mr. W. C. CuUen, on an Inglis plate. The
lens used was a Eoss 6^ x 80 Kapid Symmet-

rical, with i stop, a Prosch shutter being

used in making the exposure.

Specimens of their recent work were

shown by Dr. Jorda n and Messrs. Eeicliner,

Wood, and Redfield, which included view^

taken at Mount Desert, the Adirondack.s.

Virginia, etc.

Adjourned. Robert S. Eed field,

Secretary.

EocHESTER Photographic Associa-

tion.—Eegular meeting, June 30, 1884.

President J. M. Fox in the Qhair.

After the usual routine business, the fol-

lowing new members were elected : Eev.

W. W. Walsh and Mr. J. H. Iloagland.

The motion to adjourn the meetings of

the Society until the hot weather was over

was lost.

The question of how to mount prints on

cloth was then discussed.

Mr. Monroe stated that his plan was to

lay the cloth upon a board or other level

surface, tack the edges, and then proceed to

mount the prints in the usual manner,

using the paste cold, and having it first

strained tiirough muslin. To facilitate tlie

mounting, the clotli sliould be tirst damp-

ened.

Mr. Godfrey asl<cd if it would not bo well

to pusto the clolli also, before mounting tlie

picture?
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Mr. Monroe said that he had tried that

plan, but did not think it would always

work satisfactorily.

Mr. Wardlaw suggested coating the board

(upon which the print was laid to be pasted)

with paraffine ; by doing so no trouble would

be had from the cloth adhering to the board.

Mr. Godfrey said that he had seen many
excellent prints mounted upon cloth by the

President, and would like to have him ex-

plain his method of working.

Mr. Fox : After trying many experi-

ments in double mounting on muslin, I

have adopted the following method : I pre-

pare several yards of cloth at a time by siz-

ing with starch, and always keep a roll of it

on hand ready for use. While damp, the

cloth is stretched, not too tightly, on a

frame, and sized plentifully with warm
starch paste, made rather thin, and spread

on evenly. Where large quantities of mus-

lin are used, perhaps tenter hooks might be

employed to advantage for stretching.

When dry, the cloth is cut to the size re-

quired before mounting, allowance being

made for the expansion of the prints. If

the starch for mounting is used while warm
(which I think preferable), it should be as

stiff as can be conveniently spread on the

print, for tlie reason that it will expand the

cloth less and dry quicker.

From the moment the first print touches

the cloth, despatch is important, therefore

both prints are first pasted, one being laid

aside ready to be picked up quickly. The

first print is rubbed down with a hand-roller,

which can thus be done more expeditiously

than with the hands. When the second

print is properly laid on the opposite side

there is less occasion for haste, and rubbing

down by hand is preferable, because, al-

though the roller does the work perfectly

on the first print, mounted, it is liable to

leave air-bubbles in rolling down the second

one. To avoid bubbles in the hand-rubbing

the strokes should be toward the right and

left or up and down from the middle of the

print, and not in every direction from the

centre. When the mounting is completed

the prints are put between papers and cov-

ered immediately with several folds of cloth

of suflBcient weight to keep them in place.

To facilitate drying they may be aired after

an hour or two and placed between dry

papers and again covered with the cloth.

The question, Which is the best place for

an instantaneous shutter, the front or back

of a lens ? was answered by Mr. Wardlaw
;

he said : The place for instantaneous shut-

ters, in my opinion, is at the back of the

lens ; or better than either the back or front

of the lens, is between the lenses, next the

stops. The reason is, that the vibration

which occurs more or less in all shutters

will be less noticeable than if placed in

front of a lens.

The question. How to produce cold tones

on ready sensitized paper? was also an-

swered by Mr. Wardlaw ; he said : Several

years ago I used ready sensitized paper ; the

greatest difficulty I had was from insufficient

fuming, and, judging from prints on this

paper which* I have seen of late years, that

still seems to be the principal fault in work-

ing it. It has been suggested to me that if

after the first four washings the prints were

made alkaline by immersing in a weak so-

lution of sal soda the tone would be greatly

improved, and I have seen a printing for-

mula by one of our members (Mr. Learned)

recommending the same treatment, only

using borax instead of sal soda, but I still

think that sufficient fuming before printing-

is the proper way to do.

During the discussion the subject of en-

amelling photographs was mentioned. Mr.

Inglis recalled the fact that the glacg finish,

which was once popular, had now gone out

of style.

Mr. Wardlaw said the reason it was no

longer worked was that it required great

care in the operation, resulting frequently

in failure.

Mr. Inglis did not think so, the process

he worked was not only simple but prac-

tical, and could be easily worked success-

fully.

Mr. Godfrey was of the opinion that the

glace process was both difficult and expen-

sive. He would like Mr. Inglis to explain

his manner of working.

Mr. Inglis : A very simple and reliable

plan of making the enamelled or glace pho-

tographs is as follows

:

A sheet of any smooth-surface glass (plate

is best) is cleaned by any of the usual pho-
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tographic methods, then rub over the plate

a solution of alcohol containing about five

drops of nitric acid to the ounce ; rub over

the glass and polish with a drj- piece of

Canton-flannel ; finally, dust a little soap-

stone or French chalk from a small, muslin-

covered box containing the chalk ; brush it

off lightly with a clean piece of Canton

flannel—be careful not to rub hard, as in

that case the chalk would deaden the polish

of the glass plate. This done, the glass is

then coated with plain collodion—five grains

of cotton to the ounce of equal parts of alco-

hol and ether. The plate is then allowed to

dry, and can be kept in this state any rea-

sonable length of time ; when dry, lay the

plate upon some level place and cover with

a solution of plain gelatine about the con-

sistency of cream, at a temperature of 90°

or 100°. Allow the plate to lay flat until

the gelatine sets, which will depend on the

temperature of the room.

When dry, stand the plate (or plates) up

to dr}', and store them away. In this state

they will keep indefinitel}', and it is well to

keep a stock on hand in this condition, as

pictures can be mounted in a few moments.

To mount the pictures, lay one or more of

these plates upon some level place over the

sink, so that the water to be used will have

free escape to the waste pipe. Cover the

plates fully with water, allowing as much
to remain upon the surface as possible, lift

the pictures from the water they have been

washed in, and lay them face down upon

the prepared surface of the plate, filling it

with as man}' prints as it will hold, arrang-

ing them according to their sizes. Pay no

attention whatever to bubbles ; have a piece

of thin rubhor cloth and a squegee. Lay
tlif; niblier clotli over the plates, and with

the squegee j)ress the pictures into contact

with the glass, at the same time take out all

air-bells by passing it back and forth over

the plate.

This done, run around the edge of the

plate with a knife to take off the gelatine

and collodion for half an inc'h
; this is to

allow the paper that is mounted on the back

of tlic picture to adhere to the glass, which

will thus bind the whole thing down until

liberated by being cut inside of tiiis safety

edge, otherwise, the pictures would In; apt to

leave the glass before thej' are thoroughly

dry, and thereby lose the brilliancy thej'

would otherwise have if properly dried.

After the pictures have got surface dry,

give them a coat of thin gelatine and cover
j

them with a wet sh'eet of manilla paper, or
i

any common paper of the same size as the
J

plate. Then mount them with cardboard

known as printers' board, because it is cheap

and answers every purpose ; finallv, cover

the whole with an enamelled sheet of paper

of any tint desired, thus having an enam-

elled mount when the picture is finished as

well as an enamelled photograph. After

they are thoroughly dry, cut inside the

safety edge, when the prints will come off"

with all the beautiful finish possible. The

prints may now be stamped out with a

round or square-cornered die, or cut with a

knife anj)- desired shape. The edges may be

bevelled and bronzed with a little gum-
arabic and bronze, applied with a camel's-

hair brush.

The whole operation is simple and not

nearly so complicated in its working as it

appears from the description of how to do it.

The Secretary announced the receipt of

The Times, The Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, The Bulletin, St. Louis Photog-

ra'pher. The Eye, and Photography, after

which the meeting adjourned.

Another meeting of this Association was

held on the evening of July 14.

"Why do some dry plates lose more

strength in fixing than others?'' asked a

member.

Mr. Inglis : I suppose the question means

different plates made by the same makers.

Mr. Lee: An undcrtimed plate will

sometimes appear to the eye to be developed

suflSciently, but when it is printed it will

come out weal<.

.Air. Inglis: \ tliiiik in many cases tiic

trouble is with the manipulator. In many

cases the plate would develop quickly ^^
where there had been a short exposure, b^^tj^H

would not have any density. It would ap-^ *

pear to the eye to be developed sufliciently.

Mr. Mawdsley : I have met with plates

which would develop superficially, and

would not linvo proper strength. Tlie
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trouble is owing to some peculiar condition

of the silver.

In reply to an inquiry by Mr. Lee, as to

modifying the developer and continuing

the process, Mr. Mawdsley said he would

use a strong solution rf hypo and restrain

with bromide.

Mr. Inglis : I have found that a thickly

coated plate requires longer time for fixing

thanly a thinly coated plate.

]Mr. Lee: The plates of some makers re-

quire longer to fix than others. There

seems to be an objection among photog-

raphers to using a strong fixing solution.

Mr. Mawdsley : I don't see any objection

to using a strong solution of hypo, I have

seen it recommended that when a visible

fixing has taken place, the plate should be

allowed to i-emain a little longer.

Mr. Inglis : I have seen yellow soda spots

caused by light fixing.

President Fox : Could the soda spots be

caused by lack of washing ?

Mr. Inglis : I think not. I do not know
of anything which would cause them but

imperfect fixing. I have seen plates that

could not be fixed by leaving them in the

soluiion an hour.

Mr. Mawdsley : Iodine calls for a stronger

fixing solution than simple bromide.

Mr. Inglis : A strong soluiion will un-

doubtedly fix a plate quicker than a weak

solution.

The second question was : " On which

side does the bevel around the aperture of a

I stop go ? Towards or away from the plate ?
"

I Mr. Inglis thought it made no difference.

llHe had never paid any attention to the

bevel in his practice. It was the general

expression of the members that the bevel

was more for^ornament than anything else.

Messrs Miller and Pomeroy thought that it

might have some reference to the diffusion

of the light.

The following questions were presented

for discussion at the next meeting :

"Why does a lens illuminate a plate

JTiore in the centre than on the sides? "

I
" Does it pay to save washings, and what

[s the best process ?
"

|i

After some routine business the meeting

jidjourned. W. J. Lee,

[
Secretary.

AssocrATiox OF Operative Photog-

raphers, 392 Bowery, New York, June 4,

1884. President Buehler in the Chair.

The Philadelphia Photographer,
Anthony's Bulletin, Photographic Times,

British Journal, Photograjihic News, and

the May number of Photography, were re-

ceived with thanks.

Mr. Schaidner : The subject this evening

was to have been on printing. I have seen

several parties who promised to come and

^bring something to-night, but they have

disappointed me, and we must do the best

we can with what we have. There has been

a great deal of talk lately about artistic

printing, and I think that would be a good

subject to start on. At Kurtz's they would

take a dry-plate negative with weak

shadows and cover the shadows with a

little opaque. I would like to know if that

is artistic printing?

Mr. Buehler : There is no doubt that the

nature of dry plates is different from that of

wet plates ; the relations between the high

lights and deep shadows are very different

in the dry plate from those in the wet plate.

I would like to know the opinion of some

practical man in relation to the dry plate;

it is a point of great interest, because ope-

rators are blamed for making their plates

too intense, or the other way, and it is hard

to hit the right way.

Mr. Atwood : In the matter of artistic

printing, I do not know as it can be made

a specialty ; one must use his own judgment

in the matter.

Mr. Buehler : Do you find that dry plates

differ materially from the wet plates in re-

gard to printing.

Mr. Atwood: Not in the least.

Mr. Schaidner : Mr. Hendrickson said

that the artistic work of the future in the

photographic gallery would be in the print-

ing room.

Mr. Atwood : There can be no rule laid

down, as a man must use his own judgment.

Mr. Buehler : It is true that a printer

with taste can improve a negative, still,

printing in itself, especially silver printing,

is just the same as it was five or six years

ago, and there is no prospect of material

improvement.

Mr. Schaidner : There is a great difter-

20
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ence in printing vignettes, and there is a

good deal of art in that; there is a differ-

ence in a sharp one and a nicel}' divided

one. 3rr. Sprotle can tell us something

about them.

Mr. Sprotle: In making a vignette when

we have a weak negative, we use more

tissue-paper, but it never makes a print like

a good negative ; if the silver is too strong

it looks muddy. A good many people

print a strong negative in the sun, and a

weak one in the shade. We do just the

reverse and get a good deal softer print.

Mr. Buehler : There is nothing new that

I can understand. It rests with the printer

to bring the negative by proper treatment

up to beauty. It depends upon the man
who made the negative, how he arranged

his accessories. I have seen printing done

from two or three negatives to make a group,

and that I call art.

Mr. Mildenberger : Some years ago in

reading one of the periodicals, I came

across a letter from Mr. Lambert, in which

he said silver printing was played out. A
year or two after the dry plate came out, I

found it was more difficult to make a good

print with the first dry plates than with

wet plates; tiiey were not negatives, they

were positives. In printing from a weak

negative use a stronger bath than for a

strong negative; fume the paper more for

a strong negative tlian for a weak one. In

(iermany very few fume the paper, but

they use a stronger bath, from 60° to 70°,

and silver from four to five minutes ; a

weak negative treated in this way makes a

better print than with paper silvered in a

weak bath and fumed for half an hour.

Mr. Buel)ier: Do you find more difficulty

in using the dry plate than the wet?

Mr. Mildenberger: A good dry plate

will make as good a print as a wet plate.

Mr. Acker: When I made a vignette

the other day, I had to place the frame in a

certain ])osition to get it straight. Mr.

Sprotle can ])lace th(;m any way and get

them straight.

Mr. IJuelilor: It i.s sujijiosed that dry-

plate work is up to the standard of wot

plates, and if it is not so now, it will bo in

the near future; it is l)ardly possililc, con-

sidering a mini liii^ In |)riiit cuf iniiHiicd

negatives in a day, that he can bestow the

same attention on every one of them ;
he is

compelled to rush out a certain number of

them every day, and that prohibits many
men from bestowing much time on each

one.

3Ir. Acker: I think part of the artistic

printing Mr. Buehler referred to, bringing

in back-grounds and groups, will decrease
;

it is done more or less in the small galleries

where they do not have the back-grounds.

In large galleries such a case seldom oc-

curred, they have the back-grounds foi-

every scene they wish, and their instru-

ments are much better.

Mr. Schaidner : A short time ago Mr.

Coonley read a paper before the American

Institute, on "Art in Connection with Pho-

tograph}'," but he did not say how to print.

Mr. Mildenberger : Some time ago I had

to make a print from a 14 x 17 negative of

a lady ; there was a deep yellow stain in

the middle of the plate ; we took another

negative of the back-ground, and printed

that part of the original negative from the

second negative, so that the print was made

from two negatives. One was not so in-

tense as the other, and there was a slight

difference in tdiie, but ynu could nut point

out the lines.

Mr. Buehler: Does anyone know how

Moreno makes those cloudy back -grounds '.'

Mr. Atwood : I understand he has tinted

glass, I don't know how large, of which the

centre is clear; the clouds are jiainted by

Seavey on this glass; the subject is lichind

the glass.

Mr. Mildenberger: Some time ago 1 liml

to take a view in Philadelphia; the room 1

was in had a ver}' large window which

moved on a pivot. I had to set the camera

behind the window and take the view

through the glass.

Mr. Buehler: If the glass is good it does

no liaiiii to lake the picture through tin-

closed window ; it has a softening ellect mi

the j)ictui(' and doi's not show the grain '<i

the paper so much.

Mr. Schaidner: In nmny cases when

copying prints on albuiiiuii-pa|)er, if tli*!y

are put behind a glass they will lake much

better.
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FRILLING OF GELATINE PLATES
AND OTHER MATTERS.

BY RANALD DOUGLAS.

Frilling is a name commonly given to

a very peculiar behavior of gelatine plates,

though it is sometimes to be met with in

collodion. Many photographers may not

have had this trouble; such, very probably,

have no idea what frilling is. It will be

recognized v/hen some plates on being wet

with solutions commence to blister (like al-

bumen paper) in one part, extending to

others, then the film expands, small

wrinkles running about in all directions;

finally, the whole film detaches itself from

the glass.

On my own part, when I used commercial

plates 1 never saw frilling, though I often

had defects in other forms. Since making
my own plates for the last year I have had

the good luck (?) to meet it and study it as

well as I could. It is only in summer that

the trouble comes to me. I have traced the

cause to this origin, and have come to this

conclusion, that they are solely due to ex-

cessive temperature of the weather, or the

atmosphere of the coating-room, or the

emulsion being too hot while coating.

Also, if the second portion of gelatine

(which should not be more than necessary

for its dissolution) be too hot when the

boiled portion is mixed with it, frilling is

almost certain to result. We will suppose

you use good gelatine only. I use Swiss,

and find it very reliable. In summer, I

would advise that the coating be done early

in the morning, before sunrise. The glass

must be slightly warm ; or perhaps better,

to be exact, the temperature of the emul-

ision, say 100° F., or as near that as possible.

;

Now suppose frilling occurs, some advise

lalum as a remedy. I have found alum a

very poor help at best. I have lately had a

valuable negative frill after fixing, and for

a while the total destruction of the negative

was threatened. Alum would not save it.

I was in a quandry for a few minutes, when
ii bright idea occurred to me. I flowed over

[he plate several times with strong alcohol,

Und dried it rapidly. The blistering settled

jjirm, and allowed the plate to be afterwards

vashed and strengthened. I have since ex-

perimented with the batch to find out the

best remedy in case the plates would frill.

The best way I have yet found is this :

Before developing, run a stick of paraffine

round the edges. This keeps water from

getting under the film. After developing,

rinse a little, and immerse in the alum bath

for a few minutes, say five or ten, then rinse

again and allow it to dry
; or better, hasten

its drying by alcohol. After it is once dry

it can be again washed, fixed, and intensi-

fied without the blisters or frill reappearing.

I have made a good many plates for my
own use, and when the above precautions

in making the plates are adhered to, frilling

never occurs.

For a reliable formula, I can strongly

recommend that given by Mr. H. W.
Menke in this year's Mosaics. I use the

same, with this difference, I add fifteen to

twenty-five grains of iodide of potassium,

which not only helps to keep shadows clear,

but also allows longer boiling. "When

iodide is used, blurring in landscapes is en-

tirely done away with. The sensitiveness

is the same as though no iodide is used.

The only disadvantage with iodide is that it

takes longer to fix. Under no circumstances

would I use emulsion fresh. Like collo-

dion, it Avorks best after it is a little old;

from three to six days' ripening improves it

greatly. A little carbolic acid, say ten to

twenty drops, and one ounce of alcohol

added to every twenty ounces of emulsion,

will make it keep indefinitely.

THE NEW PHOTO-LABORATORY
CONNECTED WITH THE TECH-
NICAL HIGH SCHOOL IN BER-
LIN.

For many years the space accorded to

the Technical High School in this city had

been found entirely inadequate for the im-

provements and advances of recent times.

After the necessary delay in negotiation had

been overcome, a magnificent structure be-

gan to exhibit the framework of its future

grandeur. Scarce ten years have flown, and

the work has reached its completion—

a

building which in proportions exceeds the

royal castle at Berlin.

Adjoining this structure are clustered the
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various laboratories belonging to the insti-

tution—the chemical, technological, metal-

lurgical, and photographic. It is to this

last one that I wish specially to call your

attention.

Hitherto the part played by photography

in the curriculum of studies was that of

Cinderella. Very contracted were the

quarters to which, in the old high school,

she had been confined. Some latitude, it

will be confessed, was allowed to the atelier,

but the rest of the space allotted made her

indeed "cabined, cribbed, confined." It

was hardly possible for four persons to move
comfortably around in the dark-room, but

when eight individuals, pe?- necessitas, were

obliged to crowd themselves within this

confine, it was almost insuflPerable.

To add to the discomforts of the situa-

tion, the roof was covered with zinc, and

as the ceiling was only about eight feet

from the ground, you may fancy that we
had an elysium to work in during the hot

days. The want of ventilation had never

entered the consciousness of those who had

constructed this pandemonium. Now, im-

agine, I was compelled daily to share this

pent-up hole with my scholars. A retreat

wherein I might pursue my labors unin-

terrupted I had not. With patience had I

endured this for twenty years. ISTow, add

to this a corresponding modesty in the

nreans allotted to me for carrying on ex-

periments, and j'OU will not envy me in the

enjo^'ment of the same.

My Great Discovery.

The discovery of the sensitiveness of

films to red and yellow light, so much dis-

cussed at present, I made here with a bor-

rowed spectro.scope. But, as with Aladdin's

magic lamp, all this has disappeared, and in

its place, ease, comfort, convenience, and
beaut}'. Thanks to the generosity of the

Council that all this has been effected,

which compensates for the defects of the

old building.

I can give a .sketch of a part only of the

new building, one side of which is devoted

to spectrum analysis, and the other to pho-

tography, both of which are provinces of

my Hold of lectures. We have an abund-

ance of liglil, being .situated in an open

space in a park called the Hippodrome. The

location likewise afiords the low tempera-

ture necessary. Moreover, the engine-house

has a five-horse power gas-machine driving

a Siemen & Halske light-machine capable

of supplying six arc lamps, each of twelve

hundred candle-power. Wire leads from

this to the atelier in the third story, where

the lamps are made to give the combined

effect of seventy-two hundred candles, so

that we are entirely independent of time of

day or season of the year. A broad, easily

mounted stairway (see Figs. 1 and 2, Tr)

leads to the upper story, where we find

upon a corridor c c, a multitude of places

devoted to special operations. Along this

corridor are hung photographs of technical,

artistic, scientific, and historical subjects,

as well as beautiful landscapes—examples

of the old as well as the new method. These

are the results ofmy collection during twenty

years' sojourn in the institution. These

pictures have therefore become a permanent

exposition and a constant source of pleas-

ure and instruction. The adjoining space

(Fig. 1) is devoted to the positive process.

Fig. 1.
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The spaces P D, V C, S R, are for silver-

printing, pigment printing, platinum and

carbon pi'inting. A glazed platform, Al,

towards the east, and one not gla/.i'd, lil,

towards the west, are for exjtosing tiic

copies to the light, the dark spaces P C! and

P D for preparing and washing, and space

S II for retouching, mounting, and (Inisiiing.
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Upon the other side lie the bureau and

operating-rooms of the teachers, L L L, and

the room for Lichtdruck, Li Li. The audi-

torium adjoins this, Au. Another room for

enlargements (so-called microphotography)

lies more westerly—not seen in the sketch.

This is also for relief and depression pro-

cesses (phototypes, autotypes, heliotypes,

heliogravures, etc.).

Fig. 2.
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The room devoted to the negative process

(see Fig. 2) is immediately above. An ele-

vator, M, is intended for carrying heavy

apparatus upstairs.

Upon this floor you are conducted into

the glass-house or skylight, At, thirty-five

feet long and twenty-two feet deep. Room
sufficient for all purposes ; the front lying

directly towards the north. The dressing-

rooms adjoin, Pu. La laboratory, and Di

D'^'^, dark-rooms.

J)//// serves specially for the wet process.

It was the intention to have this nearer the

atelier, but changes in the plan necessitated

its removal to its present situation.

The dark-rooms D^ W^ D^^^ are for dry-

plate work. This branch requiring several

special dark-rooms for digestion, cooling,

^'ying) 6tc. Besides these there are sev-

eral other rooms intended for those inter-

ested in ai.y special work or investigation.

These rooms are indispensable, and the

number has greatly increased of those

students of art and science who, having

enjoyed the privilege of the Technical

High School, are now desirous of increas-

ing their knowledge by personal investiga-

tion, and it is apparent that with the in-

creased facilities, the number will be

increased still more.

The rooms, one and all, are well supplied

with hot and cold water, and excellently

ventilated, and with the exception of the

dark-rooms, are lighted with Edison's glow-

light.

The elegance of the furnishing and fit-

ting up of these rooms, as well as the photo-

chemical auditorium (Au, Fig. 1), the spec-

troscopic laboratory, and the photometric

room, make the whole an object worthy of

the admiration of all photographers who
visit Berlin.

Want of space prohibits further enlarg-

ing upon its excellences. At another time

we shall enter more in detail. What has

been said will, however, satisfy the reader

that in Berlin an institution has been

founded that is of the greatest importance,

both artistically and scientifically, to the

photographer.

PHOSPHORESCENT PHOTO-
GRAPHS.

A GOOD deal of inquiry has been made of

us lately as to what phosphorescent photo-

graphs are and how to make them. Phos-

phorescent photographs result from the

property possessed by certain metallic sul-

phides and other phosphorescent objects of

absorbing light when exposed to its influ-

ence, and giving out the same when brought

into a dark room. One of the most striking

effects consists in spreading a sulphide upon

a flat tablet and exposing it to a strong

light for a few seconds under an ordinary

photographic negative. When the tablet

thus impressed is taken into a dark room

and the negative removed, the picture on it

will be found glowing in quite a mysterious

and wonderful manner and will continue

for some time to radiate the light which it

absorbed. Mr. A. S. Henderson, a gentle-

man whose name is well known as a genius

and photographic experimentalist, has sug-

gested the mixing of one of the most sensi-
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tive of these phosphorescent sulphides with

the bromide of silver, now so generally

employed in the preparation of photographic

drj' plates, and after emulsifjnng this mixt-

ure with gelatine, spreading it upon the

surface of glass plates and exposing them

for a moment only, thus securing very pretty

results. The light falls upon the atoms of

phosphorescent powder incorporated in the

films, and as these in turn radiate such

light, it follows that it will complete a per-

fect exposure settled in the bromide by the

direct action. The plates thus prepared

have such exceeding sentitiveness as to be

impressed by what Mr. Henderson calls

"the flash of a match." Phosphorescent

sulphides may be found at chemical labora-

tories or may easily be prepared by heating

the carbonate of lime, of baryta, of stron-

tia, or other carbonate found most suitable,

in a covered crucible with half its weight of

sulphur. After an hour's exposure to

heat, the preparation is complete. The

substance obtained being briefly exposed to

light, is then withdrawn to a dark room

when it will be seen to glow brightly. The

color of the light emitted depends upon the

kind of carbonate originally selected. This

is about as far as the matter has been de-

veloped, but we hope something will be

done to advance it further, and shall be glad

to hear of the experiments of any of our

readers in this direction.

PHOTOGRAPHY ABROAD.

The manufacturers of cherry fabric have

given to the trade another substance, which

they have cnWedi golden fabric on account of

its color. This was made hy Messrs. Law
& Co , on tiie recommendation of Mr.

Zachensdorft", the jihotographer, who spoke

of it in the most enthusiastic numner ut the

London Photograpliic Club. This article,

it is said, is well adapted for the windows of

the photographic laboratory; it allows the

pas.sage of the liglit-golden rays, which ex-

ercise no action on the plate and do not seem

to fatigue tlic eyes of the operator. The

body of thi.s new color seems to be derived

from naplillialino, probably the trinitro-

naplitlial alrf^ady known under the name of

Martin's yfilow.

Mr. Stebbing has made an interesting use

of his sensitive pellicles for obtaining coun-

ter-types by contact from a chloride of silver

positive. A positive photograph, the cliche

of which has been injured, may be used di-

rectly to form a new negative. The sensi-

tive negative, being flexible, maybe pressed

as strongly as desired against the positive

used as the cliche in the pressure-frame, and
the result of this very close contact is a

counter-print sufficiently perfect to be favor-

ably compared with the original negative,

We have here a very useful application.

and the specimens shown by Mr. Stebbing

are a proof of it.

The English journals of chemistry de-

scribe the process adopted by M. Borowski

for the manufacture of yellow amber var-

nish, which is generall}' considered the best

of all varnishes, and the one used, it is said,

by the famous violin-makers of Cremona to

varnish their violins (this, however, has

never been proved), and which is now buried

in the tombs of the Amati, Stradivarius,

etc. In this process the amber, melted and

mixed with the oil, is diluted with a con-

siderable quantity of turpentine, and then

the whole is set aside for several weeks. At
the end of this time the impurities are found

at the bottom of the vessel, and the clear

liquid may then be withdrawn by means of

a siphon. This clear liquid is placed in a

distilling apparatus in which the excess of

the solvent is eliminated by means of a cur-

rent of air passing through the liquid, which

thus acquires the density of a syrup. Be-

fore using, it should be diluted with a suffi-

cient quantity of turpentine. The apparatus

in question consists of a series of perforated

plates through which the air is driven ;
it is

heated by means of a steam-box, which en-

velops the whole ; the varnish enters at tlie

top and comes out at the bottom of the ap-

j)aratus. Tlie vapors given out, together

with the air, escape by an opening at the

top.

A skilful chemist, i\I r. M. Zingler, has

given the description of an aitilit'ial product

suitable to take the place of gutta-percha in

photography, as well as for the other pur-

poses to which it is put. In an enamelled

pot, furnished with an agitator, are jilaced

50 kilogrammes of pulverized copal, T.-') to
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GLEANINGS.

At the last meeting of the French Pho-

tographic Societj', M. Davanne, in the name
of M. Cheysson, Director of the Bureau of

Plans and Maps of the Public Works,

described a process of " Photo-transfer,"

which may be summed up as follows : The

silver print upon salted and albuminized

paper, on which the transfer is to be made,

is used to receive directly the drawing upon

15 of flowers of sulphur, and from 15 tu 30 of

essence of turpentine, or, instead of this last,

from 50 to 60 litres of petroleum. The

whole is heated to from 120° to 150° C,
until complete solution, and then cooled

down to 38° C. On the other hand, 3 kilo-

grammes of caseine are emulsionized with

the aid of a weak solution of ammonia, to

which is added a little alcohol or wood-

spirit. These two solutions are mixed, and

heated a second time from 120° to 150° C,
and until a thin syrupy consistence is ob-

_

tallied. This is now heated with an extract

of tannin (15 to 25 per cent.), obtained from

nut-galls, or with caoutchouc to which about

half a kilogramme of ammonia has been

added. After cooking for several hours,

the product is worked up in cold water, then

in warm water, passed through rollers, made
I

into rolls, and dried.

The purification of shellac has always pre-

sented great difficulties, but it appears that

the new process of M. Andes will cause

them to disappear. Our journals of chem-

istry say that this process consists in taking

3 pounds of .soda dissolved in 45 quarts of

water to which 11 pounds of crude shellac

have been gradually added. A violet liquor

is obtained, which is boiled for a few min-

utes, and when it is still hot the vessel is

hermetically closed. When cold the cover

is raised and the grease which has accumu-

lated on the top of the liquid removed ; this

last is passed through a cloth, and the filtered

liquid is decomposed bj' means of diluted

sulphuric acid. The purified shellac which

is precipitated is washed in cold water, sub-

mitted to pressure, and finally melted in hot

water, giving it thus the desired forms.

The product is completely soluble in alcohol.

—Dr. Phipson, in PutIs Moniteur.

it, following the lines or outlines which are

to be preserved. They are traced with a

pencil, or with an ink of a nature to resist

the ulterior baths and washings. This being

done, the print is immersed in bichloride

of copper, which converts the silver of the

image into a chloride of silver. The image
whitens and disappears, and the lines made
by the pencil remain alone visible upon the

surface of the paper. Nothing now re-

mains to be done but to remove the chloride

of silver by means of a bath of hyposulphite

of soda, then to wash, so as to remov^all

trace of the fixing bath.

If it is desired to make a photo-transfer

to be used on a lithographic stone or on

zinc, a fatty autographic ink is used, and
the drawing is transferred to stone or zinc,

the operation being proceeded with in the

same manner as for ordinary lithographic

prints. In .his case, it is useless to remove

the photographic image.

If the drawing is to be used for making
polychroraic impressions, it is transferred

on a number of stones equal to the number

of colors to be used, and on each of these,

proceeding by elimination, those parts alone

are preserved which are to. furnish their

share of color.

Mr. Balagny gives his formula for toning

as follows : Place one gramme of chloride

of gold in one litre of distilled water. In

another vessel, dissolve thirty grammes of

borax in a litre of boiling water. After

reposing, add two hundred grammes of this

solution to the preceding one, the whole

being heated to a temperature of 70° to 80°

centigrade. The dish is now removed from

the heat, and the prints plunged into it,

placed back to back—the image on the out-

side—and allowed to remain from thirty to

forty seconds, at the most. They are then

fixed in hyposulphite of soda, to which one

or two per cent, of ammonia has been

added.

—

Paris Moniteur.

DEVELOPMENT OF OVER-EXPOSED PLATES.

—Mr. Scolik, whilst experimenting with the

process indicated by Mr. Sautter, of Geneva,

to utilize over-exposed plates, has obtained

very remarkable results. In the conditions

in which he worked, an exposure of three
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seconds gave, with the iron developer, a

perfect cliche. He increased the time of

exposure to two minutes; in developing in

the usual manner, he now hardly obtained

any image; but by plunging the plate for a

minute and a half in a bath of bromide of

potassium, at ten per cent., removing with-

out washing, and developing it in a bath of

ordinary oxalate, to which six drops of a

solution of citric acid at fifty per cent, had

been added, he obtained an almost perfect

cliche.

—

Phot. Corresp.

At the meeting of the Amateur Society

of Liverpool, Mr. Svatts read a learned

paper on the development of instantaneous

plates. The author made use of pj^rogaliic

acid, bromide of potassium, and a few drops

of ammonia, and varies the proportions ac-

cording as the plate has been too much or

too little exposed, as with instantaneous

plates these two effects may take place be-

tween the limits of the commencement and

the end of a second. The average formula

for a quarter-plate is : three grains of pyro-

gallic acid, one grain of bromide of potas-

sium, and two drops of ammonia.

At the same meeting, Mr. Roberts showed

a negative which he had developed with a

bath of which he speaks with enthusiasm :

Ordinary Carbonate of Soda, 30 grammes.

Bromide of Potassium. . 0.2 "

Pyrogallic Acid, . . . O.G "

Water, .'500 c.e.

According to the account of the com-

mittee, which has just been published, the

subscriptions for the Daguerre monument
amount to 8120 francs. The inauguration

of the monument took place on August 20,

1883, at Carmeilles-en-Parisis, the birth-

place of Daguerre. The workmen gave their

time without charge, and, owing to this,

the committee was enabled to produce a

monument worthy of the man.

—

I)k. Piiip-

sf)>.', in Paris Moniteiir.

'\'\\c application of piii)t<)gra|)liy l<> paint-

ing has just undergone a curious modifica-

tion. "VVlien we reproduce on canvas from

the photographic negative an enlargement

of the s ibjecl to bo painted, we obtain the

image in black lines, difficult to modify or

obliterate, if so desired, and which cannot

always be made to disappear by means of

the color applied. Painters use, ordinarily,

charcoal for their sketches, and the lines

traced by this substance are easih' removed.

To-day, instead of making an enlarged

print on the canvas prepared to receive it,

it is only necessary to project on the unpre-

pared canvas an enlarged image of the

negative, the outlines of which are traced

by the artist. It is easy to conceive that in

this manner photography may be very use-

ful to the painter, whilst it leaves him a

latitude for the development of his poetical

ideas.

LIGHTNING WORK ALL
THROUGH.

INSTANTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY AS THE

TERM IS UNDERSTOOD IN THE CONEY

ISLAND STUDIOS.

" You may talk about your instantaneou-

photogi'aphy," observed a man who producer-

tin-types for the masses at Coney Island,

" but if you want to see lightning work all

the way through you s-hould looic in here

some day when it isn't raining. The in-

stantaneous process is quick work only for

an instant. This is something that requires

lightning speed from the instant the subject

darkens the door to the moment of handing

him back his change. How will he have it,

standing or sitting?—all right, take this seat

—sit still—now look pleasant—there you are

—twice as natural ts life—half a dollar

—

thank you sir—next

!

"Posing? AVell, no ; we don't do nuuli

artistic posing. There are only two jioses

known and recogni/.ed by us—the standing

and the silting. But there are variations —
and .such variations! However, our cus-

tomers attend to those, and we don't trouble

ourselves. Tiie main thing is to get the sub-

ject still fiT a niouient. You can't .satisfy

anybody with a picture in which he njipfai-s

as a group; you must have him still, and

when you have got him there your trouble

ends. A good and artistic pose with us is

one that doesn't change wliilc the ]vu^ is un-

covered.
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'• Yoii would think posing would be an

easy matter here, wouldn't you? Suppose

you should have half a dozen fellows, full

as goats, come in and insist upon being-

taken in a group, what would you do ?

Give it up ! Well, we don't; we just take

'em. They can't count, and if some of them

appear two or three times in the picture it

doesn't matter. So you would be right in

thinking posing an easy matter. The solici-

tude of the young man and his best girl

from the country to appear to the best ad-

vantage on tin, might give us trouble but

for our long experience. We don't give

them any preliminary voice in the matter.

The j'oung man is at once seated, and warned

not to stir. Then the girl is stood up just

back of his right shoulder, and her left arm

is brought across the back of his neck so

that her hand rests on the left lapel of his

linen duster. Then we have got him ; he

doesn't want to stir. The girl never makes

any fuss. These things have to be done

you see. The populace is waiting to be tin-

typed, and there is no time for experiment-

ing as to postures and points of view.

"But after all, the principal thing is to

have the background what it should be If

the portraits don't resemble the original it's

of little consequence. The friends of the

subjects will believe them when they say the

pictures are theirs. If any further evidence

. should be needed, we would cheerfully cer-

tify that they had paid for them. But the

background must be appropriate—an angry

sea lashing a picturesque wreck ; a still ex-

panse of water with a glimmer of light

coming down from the moon on the horizon
;

a boat left high and dry by the receding

tide ; or something of that sort. Of course,

these things are painted in the city, and

could be used there as well as here. Per-

haps the negatives and the finishing could

be done as well in the city as at Coney
Island

; it don't want a drawing-room back-

ground. It wants the marinest kind of

marine surroundings, and shall have them,

if enterprise on our part can furnish them."

Wilson's Photographies is the most com-

plete and thorough photo-instruction book

I

ever published. It has passed through sev-

j

eral editions in the last few years.

HUMORS OF THE ARCTIC.

HOW THE EXPLORERS CONTRIBUTED TO

EACH other's amusement AT THE FORT.

Sergeant Rice's diary abounds in evi-

dences of the attempt of the members of

the Greely party to enliven each other's

spirits during the long periods of desolation

at Fort Conger. To judge from his notes

and suggestions Sergeant Rice was himself

no small contributor to the general amuse-

ment. They had a paper, which they

printed on the polygraph, called The Arctic

Moon, and some articles intended for it are

found in the diaiy. Sergeant Rice also

translated a French romance for the benefit

of his comrades, their increasing interest

being evidenced by the decreasing length

of the chapters, and the great condensation

of the latter part, so anxious were they to

reach the denouement quickly. Speeches

and lectures appear to have formed part of

their amusement. In one place Sergeant

Rice has the following " suggestions for an

(attempted) humorous sketch :

"

" A WORD FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS."

" Suppose the photographing of a baby,

which has been given to a couple whose

motto for years has bee.T ' hope.' Describe

said babe a beautiful, innocent, dew-eyed

darling—the preparation of the baby for

the photographer's manipulation. The babe

is gorged by the mother as the Bedouin

would a camel before starting on a desert

journey, so that it would be quiet and con-

tent.
'
Results in the babe's indigestion.

Then the attending troop of relatives. The

photographer must await the arrival of

some one who is said to charm the babe.

Baby gets tired, but must be photographed

smiling. He must vouchsafe a smile of

benevolence, while in heart he desires to

out-Herod Herod.

" The next subject is the beauty—or the

faded beauty—who is, as are also her friends,

dissatisfied with the photograph of her in

the sere and yellow. Or the young-old

lady, who resembles Mary Anderson or

Adelaide Neilson. Or the ignorant lady,

who will not tolerate a shadow under her

chin. Or the General with the battle scar,

which his patriotic wife worships.
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" Suggestions from cartes-de-visite ? The

social equality of the arrangement of pho-

tographs in a shop window—Henry "Ward

Beecher cheek by jowl with Pat Eoone}'.

" It is easy to recognize a photographer

(unless he makes all his pictures by chance)

by the manner in which the subject is

posed, and the arrangement of the light.

A photographer has negatives in number
equal to the population of a country town.

Quote the criticism on Walter North's gar-

den scene. The sense of beauty, and best

momentary pose of the body is a gift which

cannot be picked up as a mechanical art

can be. Instance among diflScult subjects,

the fat woman— ' like heavenly pastures,

large and fair.' The trials of the jail pho-

tographer, the 'Bashful Sitter.' Custom

House ofBcers and dry plate. Speaking of

troubles of photographing nature, writer

might mention experience with a seal in

the Arctic."

INTENSIFIER FOR GELATINE
PLATES.

BV H. W. VOGEL.

Gelatixk plates recommended them-

selves at once to the photographer by their

high degree of sensitiveness over collodion

plutes, but experience found that they had

some drawbacks—that it was not all plain

sailing with them.

One of the rough seas was their intensi-

fication. The strengthening of a collodion

]ilate is mere child's plaj', but it requires

all the ])atience of a Saint to strengthen a

weak gelatine plate.

Pyrogallate of silver, mercury, platinum,

uranium, and a host of others act like a

chariii u|i(jn collodi(m ])lates, but have no

effect ujion gelatine.

This trouble with gelatine plates has led

many operators to come to the conclusion

that it IS belter not to tinker with them, but

to let them alone.

Full of ibis C()nvicli(jn niiiny iilatcinakers

have s'Miglit every method to make these

plates so that they shall demand no further

strengthening, that tiie}' shall give at once

crisp, clear, and intense negatives. Hat

iiero again, the wind of trouble blows from

another quarter. Tu bad wfatlier these

original strong negatives are hard to print

from, require almost a day to get one im-

pression, and as customers are clamorous,

and want their pictures almost as soon as

the camera is pointed at them—telling you

that the new processes are instantaneous,

you are anxious to get as many impressions

as possible.

We have found out the reason why in-

tensifiers act so tardily on gelatine plates.

The chemicals employed acting direc'ly

upon the gelatine film form with it com-

binations which render it impenetrable to

the further action. This is not the case

with collodion. The collodion film is rather

indifferent to the chemical action. Hence

the ease with which the various intensifiers

act. Eder has recently found out that not

merely the red prussiate of potassa, but also

uranium act as tanning agents. The film

is hardened, and the way to the action of

the inteiisitier blockaded to the interior.

Hence, it is clear that the same intensifier

cannot be used for both.

In five minutes, at the most, a collodion

plate is intensified ; a half hour is frequently

consumed before any strength in a gelatine

plate is manifest. A proof how difficult it

is for the chemicals to force their way

through the tough, leathery gelatine film.

It, therefore, follows that those intensi-

fiers will be found the best for gelatine

plates, whose action is least upon the film in

converting it to a leathery consistency

;

those which penetrate easiest and are easiest

eliminated.

As far as our present knowledge extends,

the mercury intensifiers answer tlie de-

mands best. Now mercury has been recom-

mended in various forms, but I prefer the

bichloride of mercury and ammonia, or

Edward's intensifier, or Eder's bichloride of

mercury, iodine, and cyanide of potassium

intensifier.

The latter is excellent, but does not keep

well, hence requires tt> be made fresh every

time.

Edward's intensifier, on the other hand,

keeps well, but gradually decomjioses as

Eder has sliown ; but I have heard practical

men complain of Edward's developer, say-

ing that Willi time the negative becomes

yi'llow, liut the bii'hjoride of mercury and
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ammonia does not act injuriously. This is

favorable to the use of the latter, but I can

add my word in approval to it. Some will

object that this too acts ruinously upon the

negative, but the fault is that the negatives

are not sufficiently washed after using it.

Kemember the necessity of thorough wash-

ing is insisted upon. The want of. washing

is the cause of the ruin. Wash immediateh^

before treating with the intensifier, and

after.

Every trace of hypo must be got out be-

fore a drop of mercury is put upon the

plate, and after it is intensified wash it for

half an hour to get rid of every minute

portion of mercury. If j'ou proceed in

this way, you will never have to complain

of spoiled negatives.

ISOCHROMATIC GELATINE
PLATES.

BY DR. 0. H. LOHSE,

Potsdam, Germany.

In the course of my experiments con-

cerning the modification of the sensitive-

ness of bromide of silver by the action of

colored bodies, I have made use of the

following : orthonitrophenol, orthonilsani-

line, paranthaniline, metanitranilin, quer-

citrin, thymochinon, aloe diamidoazoenzoe,

phospni aurantia, and numerous others.

These bodies were without exception

treated in the same manner, as I have

alreadj- described in the application of

eosine, 0.02 gr. of coloring matter dissolved

in 100 c.cm. of water, with ten per cent, of

ammonia, and filtered. When necessary

the coloring material was first dissolved in

a little absolute alcohol before adding it to

the water. I made use of the extra rapid

plates of Nelson, of London, which I

bathed for two minutes in the solution and

then dried.

Without going into details, it will suffice

to say that of the twenty-six bodies I made
use of, two proved more active than the

J
rest in the operation. There names are

diamidoazobenzol hydrochloratum and

I chrysanilinenitram. The former increased

jl

the sensitiveness of the bromide for yellow
' and green very considerable, so that in pho-

tograpiiing the sun spectra, a second maxi-

mum of effect takes place in the space lying

between the Fraunhofer lines D and b. In

the vicinity of F towards G, there was a

spot of less activity, similar to that mani-

fested by eosine.

Chysanilinenitrieum increased, in con-

nection with ammonia, the sensitiveness of

the bromide of silver in general, and also

the sensitiveness to color. The photograph

of the spectra extended upon the plate with

normal exposure of twenty-five seconds to

the ultra violet, and on the other side be-

yond D.

The effect was more rapid when the solu-

tions were purer. I prepared a solution

containing 0.004 gr. of chrysanilinenitrium

and 2 c.cm. of ammonia, to 100 c.cm. of

water, and exposed a plate prepared there-

with, and, at the same time, another plate

unprepared. The chrysaniline plate was

considerably more sensitive, going to 'No. 9

of the scale, while the unprepared plate

onl}' registered 4.

PHOTOGRAPHED WHILE
KISSING.

A CORRESPONDENT informs us of a ro-

mantic incident which has recently occurred

in a prosperous London suburb. A devoted

young High Church curate of interesting-

appearance, and great popularity in his

district, was waited upon by a young lady

of considerable attractions, but with an air

of deep melancholy, and clad in a some-

what ascetic garb. After some confusion

and the shedding of a tear, she revealed to

him that she had ventured to visit him on

a matter deeply aftecting her happiness,

she feared her life. The curate naturally

asked what it might be, but after several

attempts to speak, choked by sobs, she in-

formed him that the matter was one of

such deep importance that she could not im-

part it except at her own abode, where she

adjured him as her spiritual friend, by all

he held sacred, to visit her. After some

little conversation the reverend gentleman

promised to do so, and the next day he

called at the address given him. Then the

vonng ladv, with a look of still deeper de-

kll
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jection and a voice indicative of remorse

and shame, revealed to him the fatal secret.

She had conceived a deep, a passionate love

for the curate himself. She knew, she

said, that her passion was hopeless; he in

his devotion to the Church, for which she

loved him all the more, had vowed himself

to a life of celibacj^, and she would resign-

edly carry her attachment to the grave,

which she felt was not far off. But there

was one kindness which it was in his power
to grant her, the remembrance of which

would bring consolation to her dark and

dreary path. Would he, before they parted

forever, give her one kiss? After some

timidity and agitation the young curate,

touched with pity, complied. The lady

shed another tear, bade him adieu in a

hollow voice, and he departed. A few days

afterward he received a neat little parcel

gracefully tied with a piece of blue ribbon,

and on opening it found an instantaneous

photograph (cabinet size) of himself kiss-

ing the young lady. Accompanying this

was a communication from the fair creature

herself that there were eleven more copies,

and that he might have the whole dozen at

£20 a piece. Should he not be in want of

them it was her intention to dispose of

them in another quarter. Negotiations on

the subject are said to be proceeding.

PHOTOGLYPTIE.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us the following

notice of an art for the reproduction of

])hotographs, which he has written after a

visit to the atelier of M. Goupil, at the

village of Asnieres, near Paris. Any one

who has seen the marvellous reproduction

of Curtois's oil painting of a young lady

with flowing hair and a gauze scarf leaning

against a moorish lattice, which is now for

sale in Bond Street, will be interested to

learn how so wonderful a result is produced.

M. Goupil's establishment at Asnieres is

close to the station, and consists of two
villas thrown together, shut off from the

street by a high white wall, and with gar-

dens—formerly, no doubt, tidy and produc-

tive, but now given over to chemistry

—

which inlf-rvcne between the houses and iIh^

river Seine. Many processes are here car-

ried on, some of them in the profoundest

secrecy. Of what I saw, as a very unskilled

observer, that which most appealed to my
imagination was the process of " photn-

glyptie," the object of which is to multiply

photographs with cheapiiess and rapidity,

and to render the impressions not only true

and delicate, but also permanent. The

subject that was being treated at the time

of my visit was one of those substantial

ladies whose smiling faces and decollete

costumes adorn the windows of the E,ue de

Kivoli, probabl}' a singer or an actress.

Her portrait, which was of the usual cabi-

net size, had been previously treated by

some photographic method, which had re-

sulted in the formation of a thin pellicle, as

it is technically termed, of pure and trans-

parent gelatine not much thicker than a

piece of note-paper, and of the exact size

of the original photograph. Figured upon

this delicate transparency (when held to the

light it reminded me of the pictures which

are sometimes seen in glass lampshades)

was the exact image of tlie original picture.

This pellicle was next laid upon a slab of

lead about half an inch thick, and subjected

to heavy pressure in a hydraulic press.

When one looked at the leaden slab and

considered the enormous pressure, amount-

ing to one thousand pounds to a quarter of

an inch, to which it was subjected, it might

have been reasonably imagined that the

frail pellicle of transparent gelatine would

have been crushed out of existence. But,

no; it is, on the contrary, the lead which

gives way, and the result is that, on press-

ure being removed, it is found that the

plate of lead has received on its compressed

and hardened surface an image of the

decollet(5 lady precisely similar to that

which had been originally transferred from

the photograph to the pellicle. The rest of

the process is in appearance simple enough.

The leaden jilates (it is possible to obtain

several from one pellicle) are smeared wiili

thick ink, and the copies are printed otf

half a dozen at a time, which are subs>v

(luciitiy niDuntcd and sold at prices far more

moderate thun could be allowed by any pro-

cess of ordinary pliolography at present in
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Pictures Received.—We are again in posses-

sion of a number of views representing marine

scenery, the gift of Dr. S. C. Passavant, of

San Francisco, Cal. In richness of quality, in

vigor and brilliancy of effect, in softness, in the

gradations of light and shade, combined with

delicacy of detail, it seems impossible to go be-

yond. Add to this, the charm of a true artistic

conception in the graceful grouping of the vari-

ous objects upon the surface of the sea, and the

transparency and mobile representation of the

water giving the actual idea of motion, and we

have pictures true and pleasing from their re-

alistic beauty.

Good instantaneous views are too often the re-

sult of a happy chance—one in a thousand—but

when we are presented with a number of such

views, each having its individual excellences to

recommend it to an artistic taste, and among

which it seems difficult to determine which de-

serves the highest praise, we are convinced that

the photographer who made them did not point

his camera at random, trusting to a happy fate

to impress a fair image on his plate, but calmly

and deliberately selected that moment of time,

and that portion of space, when the scene ap-

peared to his eye the most beautiful. They are,

therefore, the transcript of his own feelings.

Actual in nature, not ideal, but only perceived

by an artistic eye.

We are ready to exclaim with the poet

:

"Praised be the art whose subtle power could stay

Yon cloud and fix it in that graceful shape,

Nor could permit the thin smoke to escape,

Nor those bright sunbeams to forsake the day.

i And showed the bark upon the glassy flood.

Forever anchored in the sheltering bay.

Soul-soothing art! which morning, noontide,

even.

Do serve with all their changeable pageantry.

Thou with ambition modest yet sublime.

Here for the sight of mortal man has given

To one brief moment caught from fleeting time.

The appropriate calm of blest eternity.'

We are glad to give the name of the gentle-

man who took these views, Mr. W. H. Lowden,

an amateur. The plates were exposed on the

4th of July last, and developed according to Dr.

Passavant's formula for carbonate of potassa

and pyro developer, published some time ago.

The lense used was a Darlot No. 3, and had to

be stopped down considerably to cover the

6i X 8J plate used. An evidence of the extreme

rapidity of the Passavant plate. Contrary to

the rules laid down in the books, some of the

views were taken directly against the sun, giving

a beautiful effect.

We have not seen the negatives, but judging

from the prints which were taken directly from

from them, we can say that they testify . to a

brilliancy and clearness in the plates, with a

beautiful modulation of tone and an evenness in

the working which justify the reputation these

plates have upon the Pacific coast.

We are glad to know that Dr. Passavant has

bought the flourishing dry-plate works of the

Taber Manufacturing Company, of San Fran-

cisco. It is unnecessary for us to wish him suc-

cess in bis enterprise. Good plates, like good

wine, need no bush.

Mr. Wilfred A. French, of Messrs. Benja-

min French & Co., has sent us a 5x8 photo of

the Cincinnati Convention, remarkable for the

excellent detail. There is not a blur in any

part of the picture, not even upon the extreme

edge. Every face in that vast multitude of

knights of the camera can be recognized. The

print is excellent, being made upon Krupp &

Munch's paper by the Notman Photographic

Company. It was made with Mr. French's pet

lens, and, we might add, everybody's pet, the

celebrated Euryscope (No. 2), small stop, one-

quarter second exposure—cloudy day — on

Cramer's " Lightning Gelatine Plate." It is

without doubt the best picture of the Conven-

tion, and we are glad that Mr. French is willing

to let everybody have one at the small price of

twenty-five cents.

Fine Art Work.—Nothing in the Floral Hall

Art Gallery attracts more favorable attention

than the landscapes and pictures photographed
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by Mullen, of Lexington, Ky. The landscapes

are inimitable, and elicit unbounded admiration

from every lover of art. Among other beauti-

ful landscapes is a beautiful toll-gate scene,

which is exquisitely realistic. All the land-

scapes are equally beautiful. The scenes and

views are all admirably brought out. Mullen
took the premium on landscapes, and it is need-

less to add that he richly deserved it. His pho-

tographs were much admired both for their

trueness to nature and their fine finish. The

photographs of babies and children made by the

instantaneous process were admired by all who
beheld them. Mullen's art of photographing

children cannot be excelled. Prominent among
his photographs is a large cabinet photograph

of Miss Martha Bryan, of Fayette County.

All who have ever seen Miss Maltha admired

the picture very much. Her queenly form, flash-

ing black eyes, and beautiful expression, are won-

derfully well portrayed, making a picture of

which any artist might well be proud. It is

needless to add that Mr. Mullen captured all

the premiums ofi"ered for photographs at the fair

this year, both for photographs and landscapes,

We congratulate Mr. Mullen on his well-de-

served success. Having seen so much of his

work we can testify to its excellence.

We have received the following

:

St. John's University.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 3d instant, re-

questing me to help you to get up Mosaics for

1885, received. I would gladly comply with

your request, but being only an amateur of a

few years' experience. I prefer to take instruc-

tions, at least for some time to come, before I

attempt to teach others. I took to photography

about three years ago, and the little I know
to-day I almost exclusively owe to my friend,

Mr. E. L. Wilson. I have never spoken to you,

but since the time your Photoffvnjjliics made its

first appearance hardly a day has passed that

you did not speak to me through your book. I

never failed to get MuuaicH from the time I

began, and I am, these two last years, a diligent

reader of The Philadelphia PHoro(;uAi'HKR,

and intend to keep it as long as I have anything

to do with ])hi)ti)graphy.

With to-day's mail I send you a few samples

of my work. Of course, I am fully convinced

that they cannot compare in any way with those

that you receive from othcri*. I send them

merely as a grateful acknowledgment of the

.HerviceB you rendered mo through your valuable

publications, for I have received no instruction

whatever from any other. You have many an

encouraging word for the poor amateur, wli"

must struggle hard before he sees bis efforts

crowned with success. I can never read the

"Concluding Confab" of your Photogya2)hiv^

without receiving a neTv impulse to work and

labor to perfect myself in the art.

Yours Respectfully,

Peter Engel, O.S.B.

COLLEGEVILLE, MiNN.,

September 13, 1883.

Were the work which Mr. Engel has had the

kindness to send, merely first-class, we should'

be pleased to know that we have contributed by

our publications, our little to the advancement

of the great cause; but we are proud when we

look at the beautilul work this gentleman has

sent us. We do not know any professional pho-

tographer who would not be glad to own them

as his work. The subjects are well chosen, and

highly artistic, beautiful effects being given by

a choice and judicious selection and grouping

of the objects.

Ppof. Himks, of Carlisle, Pa., who carried un

so successfully the summer school of photogra-

phy, has suggested the organization of a national

association of amateur photographers. The idea

seems to have met with great favor. Mr. F. C.

Beach, President of the Society of Amateur

Photographers of New York, rightly thinks that

such an association, composed of representatives

from everj' amateur club and society in the

United States, would be of the greatest interest

and value to photography among amateurs. He
well remarks " that photography is certain to

grow in popularity, and those who practise it

have a natural desire to display their work. The

best means to accomplish this is by local organi-

zations and clubs. It will have a tendency' to

increase the number of new clubs when the ad-

vantages which photography gives arc known.

There should therefore be some national associa-

tion under whoso auspices annual conventions

of roi)resentatives of the various clubs could be

held. In this way the work made by amateurs

in all parts of the country can be compared, and

exhibitions given of the viirious interesting sub-

!

jeots treated."

I
The society of which Mr. ]5oach is ['resident

ha.", we learn, ])assod a motion to communicate

with other societies uj)on thi:; important subject.

There is no doubt that il will meet with a

' hearty response. Wo can unly add a word to
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what Mr. Beach has already expressed—that

the value to be derived from competition in a

good cause cannot be overestimated. Photog-

raphy as an art is every year widening its

borders, and we believe that much of its prog-

ress is due to the free interchange of the ideas

which are called forth in annual conventions

and exhibitions. The desire to excel is planted

in every well-constituted man, and if we are

ignorant of what others are doing, how shall we

attempt to rise above ourselves. Our own efforts

will be our standard, and we will retrograde

rather than progress. We would urge all con-

cerned to further this good idea of Prof. Himes

and Mr. Beach, and the advance which the art

will make amongst amateurs will abundantly

repay.

with new goods, and alive to every improve-

ment, and all who deal with them will find

that they may safely depend upon their repre-

sentations.

0. P. Scott, Photographer.—-Down in the

southeastern end of Floral Hall, occupying a

large space, and so displayed that passing

thousands must see it, is the splendid collection

of pictures from the studio of Mr. 0. P. Scott.

It is a travelled exhibit, and has been admired

by critical and professional eyes as well as by

simple visitors at the Exposition. It has added

fame to the Gem City, for it has been heralded

all over the United States that the collection of

Mr. 0. P. Scott, of Quincy, 111., was given

second place at the great National Photogra-

phers' Convention recently held at Cincinnati.

This distinction will be better appreciated by

our readers if they will but pause to think that

Mr. Scott's exhibit came into competition with'

the largest, best, and most thoroughly appointed

photograph galleries and the ablest artists in

America. It was not an empty honor he re-

turned with ; it was a proud reward to be

proudly possessed and zealously guarded.

It was for this exhibit of pictures, as well as

for plain photographs, that the Quincy Exposi-

tion Committee awarded Mr. Scott diplomas

and medals.

There is something about Scott's works that

challenges admiration. It is characterized by

cleanliness of features, sharpness of expression

and brilliancy of tone or shading.

Thb enterprising firm of Buchanan, Smedley

& Bromley, photographic stockdealers of our

city, have favored us with a beautiful engraved

1 glass plate bearing their name and place of busi-

I

ness. Messrs. Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley
1, are well equipped to supply the trade with every-

j
thing needed in the photographic line. They

\

are an enterprising firm, well up to the times

We are sorry to learn that the veteran pho-

tographer Mr. A. Bushby, of the firm of

Bushby & Macundy, has determined to lay aside

his photographic armor after an active service of

over twenty-two years, and retire from the field.

The firm has enjoyed a long and well-earned

reputation. Mr. Bushby is desirous of secur-

ing a successor who will enter into an engage-

ment with his present partner, who is anxious to

carry on the business. This is an excellent

chance for some one who would like to invest in

a profitable business. They have thirty thou-

sand negatives, a lease of five years on the

building, beautiful operating-rooms, studios,

printing- and reception-rooms, and every fa-

cility for business, are located in the best por-

tion of the city for trade, and command the

best prices for their Avork. 521 Washington

Street, Boston, Mass.

We have received from Messrs. Zimmerman

Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., a large and beautiful

map of the Yellowstone National Park. No-

where in the world are there so many wonders

grouped together than in this space of sixty

miles square. It is just the place for the ama-

teur photographer to revel in, and Messrs.

Zimmerman Bros, are well prepared to supply

all who purpose going thither, with all the requi-

sites necessary for doing good work.

Change of Business.—The great demand for

the Passavant Dry Plates upon the Pacific Coast

having increased to such an extent that the

quarters formerly occupied have been found in-

adequate. Dr. Passavant has purchased Tabbr's

extensive works and incorporated them with his

own, making one of the largest and best fitted

up factories in the West. With these increased

facilities he will be able, in a measure, to meet

the demand, which is not confined to the United

States, but has extended to China and Japan.

His new address is No. 306 Guerrero Street, San

Francisco, Cal.

Summer School of Amateur Photography.—
We learn that the enterprise conducted • at

Mountain Lake Park by Prof. Himes, was a

most gratifying success to all parties concerned

—to the Park authorities, to the students, and

to all who had in any way contributed to its

success. The project was so novel that prepara-
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tions for it at the Park were of a very imperfect

character, and few had indicated a purpose to

participate, but after an introductory lecture by

Prof. Hi>[ES, explanatory of the scope and

methods of the school, a class was organized

which soon reached thirty, more than half of

them taking the complete course in both wet-

and dry-plate photography. The enthusiasm

and application of the students are represented

as remarkable, and there were few wasted op-

portunities or privileges. A large number sup-

plied themselves with outfits at the close of the

school, and have been practising with encour-

aging success. A marked featnre ot the school

was the fact that it was not left exclusively, or

even in great part, to the patronage of the

young, but the contagion took hold of even

staid doctors of divinity. An exchange club

was organized, and it is proposeato make pho-

tography a feature at this summer resort. We
are promised fuller details for our next, and

also expect to present Prof. Himes's plan for a

national amateur association, as first suggested

by him several months ago.

Marriage of Mrs. Fitzgibbon.—Mrs. J.

H. Fitzgibbon, widow of the late photogra-

pher of that name, was married last evening

at 8 o'clock, to Mr. Clark, of Washington,

Ga., who recently disposed of his business in

that city to make his home in St. Louis.

Yesterday's wedding was the consummation of

a romantic attachment which originated sev-

eral months ago in a brisk correspondence,

both parties having mutual friends, and there

was only a brief meeting of fifteen minutes

until the wedding day. A small circle of friends

assembled to witness the ceremony, which was

performed by the Rev. Dr. Berkley, according

to the rites of the Episcopal Church, at Mrs.

Fitzgibbon's residence, 2'.'>'.ii OU>'e Street.

Piiotoguai'hk; Mo.saics for 1885.—This fav-

ored annual is in process of evolution, and will

shortly appear, greeting the jihotographer with

the best thoughts of the )irofession. Contribu-

tions lire rai)idly coming in from all quarters

—

from home and abroad. Wo still invite those

who have something good to communicate to

the fraternity to send in ns soon as possible

their essays, so that vve may satisfy those who

arc already clamoring for it. Good as it has

been in the past, it will surpass, this year, all

previous issues. The demand for it increases

from year to year, a sure indication of the value

that is sot upim it. To tlmso who scnil u.x con-

tributions we present a bound copy of the book,

post-paid. Please let your article be of a prac-

tical character, pointed and clear, but if possi-

ble, not dry.

The World's Exposition at New Orleans.—
This year another great exposition is to be held

in our country in the far South, at New Orleans,

which in magnitude and importance will out-

strip our own Centennial, great as it was. The

Centennial was a preparatory school, we might

almost say, where we learned to appreciate the

importance of our own domestic resources, and

to understand the great value of foreign coun-

tries ripe in the experience of the past. Now,

again, the world is called together at New
Orleans, and we, as a nation, are better prepared

to meet them upon the high vantage ground of

competition. By the photographer, especially,

this Exposition should be taken advantage of.

Our art, since, 1876, has made wonderful prog-

ress, and the work of American photographers,

by its excellency of character, and artistic

beauty, is recognized and appreciated through-

out Europe. We, as editors of this magazine,

receive frequent comments from foreign journals

upon the beauty of the embellishments which

grace our pages from month to month. Do not,

therefore neglect the great opportunity to widen

the horizon of your reputation. The great

world of the southern continent, full of energy

and young vigor, will look to you as guides,

therefore begin at once to prepare for the great

event. The call has already gone forth for

trained hands to lalior. They leave their homes

not for a barren and inhospitable region of op-

pressive heat and insalubrious atmos])here, but

for one of the loveliest place in the world, away

from the frost and chill of winter and regions of

thick-ribbed ice, to an elysium, to a world of

))leasure and gay festivities, to a people cour-

teous and agreeable, who have made every

preparation as the world's host to receive her

guests magnificently. We therefore cull es-

pecial attention to the advertisement in nur

(iiiges.

Wantki) 1'1ioto(;rai'hers— puintkus, toners,

ANIi MDIINTEUS—TO WORK AT THE WoKLB's In-

iirsiiiiAi. I'^M'osiTioN, AT New Ori.eans. Pak-

TIKS DEMIUNd TO WINTER IN THE LOVELIEST

rl.IMATK, AND MOST CURIOUS CITV IN AMERICA,

IIEUE HAVE A CHANCE FOR EMl'LOVMENT AND

I'LEASANI' WORK. AdIIRESS NeW OrLKANS, CARE

OF I'hiltiiluljilnn /'/ii/lnyriiplicr, 112.') ClIESTNI'T

Street, Piiilahei.imii a.

In press, MuHuirH for iss,).
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6®=" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement. Postage-stamps taken.

We are now located in our four-story and

basement, seventy feet deep building. We
have a stock of summer accessories on hand,

and can deliver backgrounds at short notice.

Several new articles, very desirable for

summer, ready.

Lafayette W. Seavey.
216 E. Ninth St., N. Y.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
KEMOYED TO 68 WEST FOUETH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-
ern improvements, and the most refined demands
from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for anj/ purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-
chasing.

ROCKWOOD SOLAR PRINTINfi CO,

17 Union Square, Ne-w York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every^order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, toe are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

THE PLATINOTTPE PEOCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. MeCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of materials for

Willis's Platinotype Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

&, Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the only au-

thorized general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa,

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
liATEST—BEST—$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a neto

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by

all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CRAYON AND WATER-COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
HoIiIh up to vlc-w all about inauipula-

tlon, photoju^aphtc art, poMliiK, ll^litliii;,

etc. Nearly 4000 (told. See advertlMenicntH
and t4;Mtiiinoiilalti.

$4.00 $4.00

Addrkhs T. W. Powku, N. Y., Secretary of

Association of Operative Photographers of New
York City, for operators, ])rinters, and re-

touchers, .'i92 Bowery, or 187 Eighth Avenue.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS.
All about emulsion work and plate mak-

ing—a wliole big cUapter. See index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. AVilson,

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevklled-edqb Cards.

The fiincy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by Edward L. Wilson,

1125 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
I^ATEST-HKST—»3.
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^miis^

3:^55^^^^

]^e\ju OxleDinJ,

Opening December 1,1884; Closing May 31, 183S.

— UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE —

United States Gevernment.

$1,300,000,
Appropriated by the General Government.

Cotitributed by tlie Citizens of New Orleans.

$200,000,
Appropriated by Mexico.

$100,000,
Appropriated by the Slate of Louisiana.

Appropriated by the City of New Orleaaj.

From $5000 to $25,000,
Appropriated by Innumerable States, Cities

and Foreign Countries,

Every State and Territory in the Union represented,

and nearly all the Leading Nations and
Countries of the World.

The Biggest Exhibit, the Biggest Building and the

Biggest Industrial Event in the

World's History.

APPLICATIONS FOR EXHIBITS ALUKADY RECEIVED
COVER MORE SPACE AND A GREATER VAPIETY

OF SUU.IKCTS THAN THOSE OF ANY
EXPOSITION EVER HELD.

't'he cheapest rates of travel ever known in
the annals of transportation secured for the
people everywhere.
For information, address

E. A. BURKE,
Director General, W. I. & C. C. E.,

New Orleans, La,

The Photographic Mosaics for 1884 is nearly-

all gone. Like its predecessors, it contains ar-

ticles of interest to all persons connected with the

art of photography. The introductory article by

Edward L.Wilson is teeming with useful informa-

tion, and should be read to be appreciated. As

there is but a limited number of copies printed,

those who wish to have a useful as well as orna-

mental work for their studios, should avail them-

selves by sending in their orders as quickly as

possible. Nearly all gone.

WILSON'S PHOTOQRAPHIS

Teaches how to get_rid of every monster
and trouble In the practice ofthe art.

PRINTING FOR AMATEURS

PLATINOTTPE PKOCESS.

Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Willis & Clements,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

$4.00 $4.00
WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

It is the best book I ever got possession of.

Those who want lightning or instantaneous pro-

cesses had better get a copy and work with

pleasure. Nothing like it; too good to be with-

out.

—

Joseph Theiring, Cincinnati, 0.
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For Sale.—A fine gallery in a fine town of

six thousand inhabitants. Price, $1200. Ad-

dress, enclosing stamp, Bargain,

care H. D. Marks,

72 State Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

For Sale.—A well-established gallery in a

thriving town of 9000 inhabitants. But one

other gallery in opposition. Gallery on ground

floor, and thoroughly equipped. Anyone de-

sirous of purchasing a place will do well by ad-

dressing Photographer,

532 N. 12th Street,

Philadelphia.

For Sale.—Gallery in Providence, R. I. Store

and skylight on the ground floor. Will sell

the whole complete, or as little as you want,

provided, you buy negatives and immovable

fixtures. For further information, address

A. S. Barber,

296 Westminster St.,

Providence, R. I.

A FULLY competent business manager, with

from $5000 to $10,000, wanted in a large dry-

plate business in full running order. Plant and

appliances most complete; factory large and well

located. Plates second to none. Only those

who are competent to manage finances and

office need reply. Address D, P. W.,

care E. L. Wilson,

1125 Chestnut St., Phila.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS.

It Icadtf the tkonv rlgUt, uikI preseuta

to tike eye " a i)«rfcct cycloiMullla of

photo§prapIty."

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
L.ATKST-UBST—93.

WILSON'S PHOTOG-RAPHICS
Throws light on every conceivable photo-

graphic subject. Read advertisements.

1864 1884.
M. WEENEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnished,

Vogel's Progress of Photography,

LATEST—BEST—$3.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
Teaches every step in Piiotography.
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Wanted.—Photographers, printers, toners,

and mounters, to work at the World's Indus-

trial and Cotton Centennial Exposition, at New

Orleans. Parties desiring to winter in the love-

liest climate and most curious city in America,

here have a chance for enjoyment and pleasant

work. Address New Orleans,

care Philadelphia Photographer,

1125 Chestnut Street, Phila.

The firm of Taber & Ruthnick, manufacturers

of dry plates, in San Francisco, having dis-

solved, Mr. J. C. Ruthnick is desirous of pro-

curing an engagement to make emulsions or

take general charge of a factory.

Address care I. W. Taber,

8 Montgomery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

We are Ready.

Owing to the sudden increase in the demand

for the Rockwood Dry Plates, we were obliged

through the months of July and August to de-

cline many orders. We have now more than

quadrupled our facilities, and introduced im-

provements which will, we hope, enable us to

fill orders with promptness, and give us plates

possessing, if possible, still more sensitiveness

and uniformity. For price-lists and samples of

icorlc done by the " Rockwood Plate,"

Address J. A. Randel, Manager,

17 Union Square, New York.

BARGAINS!
One No. 9 Voigtlander portrait lens for

17 4 20 plates, one of the best of the

series, and cost over $400, only $200 00

Terms C. 0. D., with privilege of one week's

trial, and return of money by agent on return

of lens.

One (twelve-inch condenser) Roefi'ger di-

rect printing solar camera, complete,

in good order, will make 29 x 36 prints,

only $70 00

One A. 0. Co.'s 11x14 double swing-

back portrait-box, with all the latest

improvements, bonanza holder, used

only two days, ori\y 50 00

Address BACHRACH & BRO.,

cor Eutaw and Lexington Street,

Baltimore, M^.

A FIRST-CLASS Operator and business manager

of over fifteen years' experience in photogra-

phy, and for many years in full charge of one

of the leading establishments of the country,

desires to make an engagement, or enter into a

partnership in a first-class house. Has used

dry plates for several years with the greatest

success. Is also a good accountant and corre-

spondent, and can furnish the very best ref-

erence. Communications strictly confidential.

Address M. C. T.,

care of Bknj. French & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
1^0 charge/or advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a lady. Can retouch, spot, mount, and

attend-reception room. Address C. Tracy, Hart-

ford, Conn.

In a first-class house, by a first-class re-

toucher, who also understands operating and

printing. Recommendations furnished. Speaks

English and German. Address Henry Borgfeldt,

Broadway House, Mauch Chunk, Pa.

By a leading operator, in a first-class gallery.

Address G. Schlickeisen, 950 Summit Avenue,

Jersey City, N. J. Would also like to rent a

gallery.

By a young lady of five years' experience, in

a first-class gallery, to attend reception-room

and finish. Reference given. Address Pho-

tographer, 3d Floor, 27 Pine Street, Chicago, 111.

In a good gallery, by a first-class operator

that understands both wet and dry plates. Ad-

dress A. J. Gould, 144 Pearl Street, New York

City.

By strictly first-class retoucher in some good-

paying house outside of New York. Refer-

ences best; Sarony, Kurtz, and Gambier. Ad-

dress W. E. R., care Holmes, 175 E. 125th

Street, New York City.

By a young lady, as retoucher and general

assistant. Address Mamie Comfort, care of

J. C. Gibson, Coatesville, Pa.

Permanently by an operator with twenty

years' experience. Understands the business

thoroughly in all its branches. Would take

charge of a gallery. Address L. L. Allen, 174

First Avenue, New York.

Permanently, by a lady, as retoucher. Can

also spot, mount, and attend reception-room.

Address Cora Duncan, Allegheny City, Pa.
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As first-class printer and toner. Ten years'

experience. Can assist generally, and furnish

best of reference if required. Address J. A. Mc-
Donnell, 973 Notre Dame Street, Montreal,

Canada.

In any position, if absolutely necessary, or

will run any one branch in a good gallery. Situ-

ation lost by fire. Address E. G. Maire, Wheel-

ing, W. Va.

By a strictly first-class printer and toner.

Ten years' experience. Best of reference.

Terms moderate. Address A. W. Gilman, Photo,

printer, Cleveland, 0.

By a young man of one year's experience in

operating, retouching, printing, and toning.

Best of feference given if desired. Address

C. E. Jay, Wabash, Ind.

As operator (dry plate preferred) fifteen

years' experience in studio and landscape pho-

tography. Distance no objection. Address

stating salary, W. D., care Mr. Suddart, 6 South

Main Street, Fall River, Mass.

By a young man of good habits, as printer

and retoucher in a first-class gallery. Refer-

ences and samples furnished. Address M. F.

Cross, Batavia, Genessee Co., New York.

SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS

FROM BREAKING IN TRANSPORTATION BY USING
OUR PATENT

MAILING BOX.
SEND FOR LIST, SIZES, AND PRICES.

SEE FVTUME ADVERTISEBIENTS.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
Tlui |)urj)oso8 of tlie association are to publish origiiuil etchings and engravings

of the liighcst grade,

Thin ilhistrated monthly art journal has for its leading feature the contributions

(jf tlie artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.



What is said by the Readers of Photographies:

^e cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues

I desire to possess a complete photographic library.

[oNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Moniteur de

''hotograpMe.

he success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
irves. Among the photographic writers of America
1. Wilson stands without a compeer. A thorough
wledge of the literature, an elegant style of writing,

mcise but comprehensive manner of expression,

enthusiasm for the object of his efforts, distinguish

in a like degree, and he once more claims our

iks and admiration by his excellent work Photo-

)MoB.—Dr. H. Vogel, Editor of the Photo. Mitthei-

<en, Berlin.

y far the best photographic book ever published in

srica. It is written with great elegance and mas-
j handling of the subject, and it is very eompre-
sible. It is magnificently gotten up. The author
sacrificed much time and money repeatedly for the
herance of photography, and will certainly meet a
-merited success with his new work.

—

Dr. E. Horn-
Editor of Photographic Corre8p>ondez, Vienna.

lease forward me one more copy of Photographies,

have sold the first, and would not be without one
;riple the price.

—

Emmerson Goddard. Woonsocket,

should not hesitate to recommend both the style

the matter, adapted, as it is, to the novice and the

stical worker.—S. P. Tresize, Granville, 0.

have your Photographies, and get the Philadelphia
tographer regularly. I could not do very well with-
them.— W. F. Staples, Dallas, Texas.

; is a perfect encyclopsedia of the photographic art

to date, and I am much pleased with it.—H. L.

3S, Buffalo, N. Y.

hotographies is the most imposing book devoted to

tography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

hotographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are
ig our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

i' there is a photographer that cannot get some
\ahle information from this work, he must be ex-
lely well posted.

—

John F. Singhi, Rockland, Me.

think it will go first-rate. It is an elegant book,
ought to go. I recommend it as the best.—T. W.
|fison, with H. J. Thompson, Chicago,

jieplanof the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could
fly fail by this plan in making a "seful and prac-

\
publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, JV. Y.

'5 have no hesitation in saying that Wilson's Pho-
'j phics is an elementary masterpiece from which all

; Dt fail to obtain a vast quantity of information.

—

f R. Shelton Mackenzie, Editor Philadelphia
^' 'ng News.

is the very best text-book/ upon our beloved art.
li ome two hundred and twenty-five authorities you
^ from was a task of itself, and its whole arrange-
b! is superb.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

ilj m much pleased with it. It is a valuable com-
E um.—W. H. Jackson, Denver, Col.

I have inquiries tor a good book on photography,
and I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbctt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.,

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson. His constant
intercourse with our best artists, his knowledge of art

matters, his close study, observation, and writings for

nearly a score of years, have made him master of the
situation.^J. H. Fitzgibbon, in St. Louis Practical
Photographer.

This valuable and suggestive book is without any
doubt the greatest effort yet made by its author. We
have spent some pleasant hours in its company, and
shall hope to spend many more. It demands a position

in the library of every photographer, and this position

it will assuredly attain as soon as its merits become
known.—Editor Photographic Times and American
Photographer.

^ Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well G. Singhi, Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see you issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Bachrach, Jr., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished. It is complete.—J. B. Leisenring, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.

It is a most useful book, and its practical teachings

to the studious photographer contain the most valuable
information.—C. D. Mosher, Chicago.

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all tho other books on pho-
tography put together. The idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. KiLBURN, Littleton, N. H.

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have
played your part so carefully upon the photograp.^ic

stage for us.

—

-Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas. v

It is the most unique and powerful work upon the

subject I have ever seen. I have tested it pretty

thoroughly, as questions have arisen in my daily prac-

tice, both as regards the manipulation and manufacture
of dry plates as well as the ordinary practice of silver

work, and in no case have I found it wanting. But
above all, the fraternity and public owe you a debt of

gratitude for your ceaseless and loving iteration of the

need of art study; as an art student of many years, I

can appreciate your labor in this direction, and hope
that you will live to gather and enjoy much fruit from
the tree you have helped to plant and so carefully nur-

ture.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with
compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

-USE-

I

"Will be mailed, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

! EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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iNGLis' Photograph
OF THE

Cincinnati Convention.

Copies from this Negative Now Ready. Price, $1.00.

SIZE OF NEGATIVE, 18 x 22.

Printed in ink by tlie Ptioto-mechanlcal process, making it a

permanent Souvenir oi the Convention of 1884. Our design in

offering this photo, for sale is to show the more than ordinary

quaHty of our plate, and not for the 5^1.00 we charge to cover

expenses. The negative was made in a dull light at 3.30 r. m.,

with a No. 8 Euryscope (kindly provided for by B. French & Co.,

Boston), with the second smallest stop, in exactly half a second.

Timed by A. L. Henderson, London, Eng., with a Chromograph.

Along with great rapidity there are strength, softness, and bril-

liancy, which qualities must be admitted go to make the Inglis

Plate the nearest yet to perfection.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURma CO., AGENTS.
And For Sale hij all Dealers who arc II IJJE AWAKE.

JAMBS INGLIS, 106 & 108 Court St.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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720 {5 gross) of these trimmers tvere sold to one party in Jnly.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL F10T06RAPI TRIMMERS!
o »^
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These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and

now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

se. PHICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

OVALS.
2x2i 3|x4f 5x7 6i x 81^

2Jx3i 3fx4f 5}x7i 6Jx8J
2^x3^ 3^x4| 5Jx7J 7x9
2|x3| 3|x5^ 5-1 x7| 7ix9i
2|x3| 4x5f 6|x7f 7Jx9J
21x41 4fx6| 6x8 7fx9f

IPg"S01Sr^S C3-XJI ID ESS-
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of
the aperture.

SQUAEE OR ROUND CORNERED.
2tLx3| 2^-^x31 2fx4^ 4x5|
2Jx3| 2^5^ x3i 2^x41 4Jx5|
2^x3^ 2fx4i 3|x5i 3|-x6
2Ax3i| 4x6J

FOB STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3tVx3|, 3x3 33-1^x31, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per incli, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the :Knife for Trimming
Photographs, and do theworh much more edcpeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cut, but pinch off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

ioiD'elier^ EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent, 1125 Chestnut St., PMIada.

4
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"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
H. A. HYATT, Proprietor, 411 N. Fourth St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BEST GOODS AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists.

AGENT FOR THE

WESTERN INTEEIOR DECOEiTINa CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES, BACKGROUNDS, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.
Address all Orders

H. A. HYATT,
411 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

FIOTOGMFHISGIE MITTHEILUNGEN.
We arc now ])icp,irc(l to receive sulxscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. \'ogers magazine bearing

the above title

The MITTHEILUNGEN is inililishetl in German and is issued semi-monthly at ;!!3.oo per year,

postage ])ai(l. 'ID all of our German photographers and many others tliis will be considered a

desirable ojjportunity.

The Magazine is published at Berlin. Subscnjitions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1126 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Fa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthlj' Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tnoji-aphs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighleen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Images. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Three Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including '200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July loth, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions..

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard woric. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. HmRN. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1884.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 1125 Chestnut St., Phiia.
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NOW READY

!

The most successful thing yet devised in the

warfare against Low Prices.

44

uiET Ihat on the ; RICES OF ; HOTO&RAPHS."

A Leaflet compiled to aid Photographers in

getting better prices.

It presents the subject in a clear, concise way, that is sure to

convince the most obdurate customer,

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

You can have whatever you want on the first and fourth pages

of the cover without extra charge. Add your new scale of

prices, and get advertisements to help pay you. The rest is

stereotyped.

-^—PRICES.—^-

1000 copies, $15 00
3000 " 36 00
5000 " 50 00

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADA.
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SCOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES,

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a suflBcient length of time to accomplish this effec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The
flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

emplojTnent of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred ; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry ofi" the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

^ PRICE LIST— e)^-9

No. 1, for Six 41 Plates, . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5i 1 30
" 4, " 4ix 6* 1 35
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" V, " 6Jx 8J 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO 2 25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washing Boxes, 40 cts. additional for each size.

Oloth Rubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THINK FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
.A. IVtESTA. ICJ

PROTECTING CASE,
irtih Glass Bottle and Graduate Tinnbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with, them

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinary

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid metal, with

a locking ring on each case to afford

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They are made of dif-

ferent sizes: bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resist crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has

the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case

closed, and the second open with the

bottle therem. The use of this arrange-

ment assures the photographer that he

lias a safely kept stock on hand of any

needful solution.

PRICE LIST.—•—=^

No.

No.

No.

No.

1.

3 A.

4 A.

13 A.

Ulainctcr, 1^

l>ottle, cacli,
111. IieiiKth, 3% ill. 'Weight, 4>^2 oz.. Furnished with 1 o%.

Dtninctcr, 2 In. I>«'iigtli, 5'i In.
4 oz. l>ottI«-, wlfli tuiiiblt-r, innktiig

DIaniftcr, 'i'.i *i». Lit'iijjfth, 7 In.
H 07.. l>oltl«-, %«'t(li tiiinlilt-r, niiikliiK >

l)lHiii«'(»-r, ^"u 111. I.,eiiKtli, (> til.
K ox. Iiotlh', with tiinibU-r, ninkliit;

AVfl^ht, 7).,' uz. Furnished with
4 pint fliiHk, eaeh,

WelKhl, 14 oz. Furnished ^vltli
^ pint tlank, eiich,. ....
AVelfflit, 17 oz. FiirnlMlied tvKli

'.' pint tlank, euch, ....

$0 50

1 riO

**-TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK.^i^

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO,
W. Irving Adams, Agent. 423 Broome Street, New York.
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Tee FIOTOdRAPHIG COLORISTS' GUIDE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

mOTOGRAPHIC COLOmWG.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photogi-aphy itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

led to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.
III. The Materials used in Finishing

Photographs with "Water Colors.
IV. Water-color Painting as Applied

to Photographs.

Chap. V. Relative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Ketouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

1884

This Favorite Annual
*IS NEARLY ALL GONE- Cl^

Better than any of its predecessors. It is the Cheapest Photographic
Literature in the World.

144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

^ ^ ^
pRESOEN ALBUMEN PAPER

trS^^S^

For Sale by all Photo. Stockc/ealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.il
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THE ^^ ^—.»™r
^^^

AIR V^yh AIR

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

icing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

:ertainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and halftone, and

Detween half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

A^ork ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

:t should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

irtist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

:ontrol the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

Droduce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

[t does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

:loud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

i^ears of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

ime and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

ogether with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

md specimen of work furnished free on application.

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.

5
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pk
^11

1

^w
m^^^~

GIHON'SJ

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

Printing Medallion Pictures,

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. The}' are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^®~No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and of a

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Keady, Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouehing Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Requirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing. •

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BRUSH, DRIES Q,UICIiL,V AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all ordorK to

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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^B^
EXTRA

DRES
^^JV

BRILLIANT

WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE FROM BLISTERS AND IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

Q. Gknnert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
hest they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I
am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d,18S^

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
54 B. TENTH ST, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

SASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJ\rUFACTURE ALL KLJVBS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOE

Photographer^
AND

MATS. MOUflTS. AND ENTELOFES
FOE

FERROTYPES.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully sohcited.
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T THESIMC!

WAYMODTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. 15'/i,
THE

Omslij Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
Noi«^ Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

19 Sizes
ARE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belov^^.

SEE TESTIMONIALS.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
he desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. ORMSBY, San Francisco.

FR03I PROFESSIONAIi AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—"^_1"he sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."-—" They are the best vignettes 1 have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—"They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—"I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything 1 have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested

;

can't be beat. I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when lam ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—"Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

nave been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!

They are not cluinsy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, andare easy ofappli-
cation to any negative. They
needbut one adjustjnent toprint
any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and
troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

ALL STOCK-DEALERS
INCREASE
THEIR ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any paatent mchine -trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 %^ 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, tor Cartes, by number, per doz 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15J^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
» 16,17,18, ,, „ „ Half » -> » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., Philad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE'S
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait OoUodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the whiter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. J8^° None genuine unless the signature of Elhert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Viguette Glasses. I For Orouiid Glass for Cameras.
'< a Retoucliiug Variiisli. " Glazing Sky and Side liiglits.

" Softeuiug Strong Negatives. " Obscuring Stndio and Office Doors.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process.

|

" Printing AVeak Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TRIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
GottOn Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It lias made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where i)artics

])refer to nuike their own collodion, and its superior qualities arc shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions fur photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is especially adapted to the Rembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as well fur all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE IfinTTnilTnKf
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED jUUljLUUlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF TOUR DEALER

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern I'xhibitor and Lecturer. They

help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the puljlic want to know aboui the

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as p^r

list below :

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OYER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Cotitains NIKE Journeys:

A—France and Switzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
O—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Norway,

Sweden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
P—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME II. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—.Switzerland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

INALL, OVER 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

fi^-VOLUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW READY.^^a

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.
Gives descriptions of all the slides made l»y Mr. Edward L.. Wilson of liis personally

taken views of The Sinai Peninsula ; The Desert of the Exodns ; The
Route of the Israelites to the Promised Land ; and

THE TAKING OF PETRA.
EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Pnblisher, Philadelphia, Pa.For Sale

by All Dealers.

SEND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHSO 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

SON. HOOD
<fe

^^^ V •^ 825 Arch Street, V>Q
PHILADELPHIA,

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 187i

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
^WE HAVE
NOW

IN STOCK

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8 x 10.
Cabinet lienses, Nos. ti aiid 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, H, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, S, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

i Symmetrlcals. Rapid Symmetrlcals.

Instantaueons Doulblets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Stereograpblc Lenses, all sizes.
]Vew IJiilversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the beat as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons'
—NEW«-
APLANATIO Lenses.

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the foUowin(j prices :

No. 1— 1-4 size, 3J^ inch focus, $35 00
» a— i-a » 5% » » 30 00
» 3—4-4 » T » » 45 00

No. 4— 8x10 size,... 101/ Incli focus,...$60 00
5—10x13 13J4 >. .. 70 00
6—13x16 » ...16!4 » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and 3 are in matclied pairs for stereoscopic tvork.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

"WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vieuus,
At pricoK as low an arc consistent with the quality of goods furnished. Wo are indebted to our

customers for tho patronage during the past Nineteen Yearg, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-

tinuance of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred,

Per 500, from the same picture, . .

Per 1000 " " "
. .

With SSVi per cent, commission off, to

Fhoto^raphers on all orders of more
than 500. Mo less than 100 made

$1 50

7 50

12 00

4
SPECIALTY:

My Most ARTISTIC
DESIGNS of own

make.

!^#

and Card Size Bust

Pictures only.

My Portraits m-e endorsed by

the following

leadhig business firms :

Gr. Cramer Dry Plate Works.
John A. Scholten, Photographer

F. W. GuERiN,
i;

Latour,
R. Uhlmann,

"

J. F. Etder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,

Theo. Lilienthal,
"

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedaha.
St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

Syi-acuse,. N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

DOUGLASS, THOMPSON & CO., Sole Apnts fir tlifi State of 111.

To better introduce the novelfy, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a

special design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise

themselves and inform the public where i^amc cau be procured. Such design will cost $6.

Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Origrinal Inventor,

154:6 Cliouteuu Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
6
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
LANTERN SLIDES.

Nearly twenty years' experience as a Dealer, Manufacturer, and User of these goods,

enables nie to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

^EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.^
LECTURE BOOKS ON

a
Ul 12!

o -

^ 1-3

O

Send for New Catalogue. (16 Cents in Stamps.)

A >ii|icrli list (iC Slides IVmii i-ocont pei'snnally iiindc

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

j?r?J- CATALOGUES READY. THE MOST UNIQUE rOLLKTTION EVER OFFERED.

READ WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
THEEK VOLS. VOL. Ill, "THE OEIENT," JUST LS8UED.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

EDWARU JL. II lESOA, Ao. II'*.-, ('hrsttuff Strcd, rhiltulHphia.
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SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR

Photographic and Platinotype Supplies
TO

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley,
No. 25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS. CAREFUL PACKING. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

ALBERT MOORE ™ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
TH£ LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OP

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

CHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

f) mmi

t ^MSfiJ
(tmi & ft.

Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHB¥> 1843.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

Members attending the Conventioii a^^e invited to make themselves

''AT HOME'' at the Old Reliable Depot.

Fo7' convenience they can have their letters directed to our care.
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j9lT7 "Tills SE3.A.S03Nr
THE BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL IS

ROBINSON'S

FICTORUL EFFECT IN PH0T06RAFir.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I. Introductory.
II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

{continued).
VI. Unity.

VII. Examples^Expression.
VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
IX . Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XL The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
XIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and 'R.e-ptt\t\on (contimied)—Repose

—

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.
XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.

XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX . Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds. .

XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.
XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro —• Various Arrangements ot

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade {continued ).

XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX. Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULiAR PHOTO. WORK EVER PUBLISHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK AVANTED NOW BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM OIV THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Illustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellence

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."

—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works
ever published on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and
over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."

—

James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., PMlada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
A.RE CONCEDE!) BY TSE ZEADING PMOTOGMAVBERS

OF TSE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CIP.

HL

Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

e--^s? -PRICE LIST.- Si^-»

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

3J< x4X, •' . . $0 60 5 X 8, . . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 00
4 X 5, . . 90 ey,. x8>^, . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X ^e/z, . . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,
* 306 GUERRERO STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

General Agent, OSCAR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

HIGHEST CLASS OFHAND PAINTED
DISSOLVING riEWSLIDES,

As Used at the Late Eoyal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON «fe 00.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIANS,

Not merely Colorists of Photographs, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special

attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,

commencing on the bare glass Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slides, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo. Slides in a far superior manner to any other
house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches

in diameter. As these slides take a good while to do,

and are only done to order, customers must order
during the summer months. Samples may be had.

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Old or danifif/ed Slidfs and Apparatus repaired. Condensers for all jrurjioses, any size to order

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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J. p. OUKDAN. GEO. G. STILLMAN". J. -W, STILLMAN.

-THE S)

nil
Cor. Aborn and Mason Streets,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE HUB DRY PLATE.
This plate is manufactured by a process not employed elsewhere, and yields the

highest desirable grade of sensitive plates. Every plate is 'carefully examined and

warranted perfect. All Emulsions are submitted to the most critical scientific tests,

and are entirely uniform in every respect. All plates are packed in our triple boxes.

Our factory, which is large and commodious, is under the careful supervision of a

veteran Dry-Plate Maker, Chemist, and Photographer. The Hub Dry Plate is quicker,

cleaner, and better than any other make East or West.

OAPAOITY,

1500 Dozens

PER DAY.

EVERY

PLATE
WARRANTED.

PRICE LIST
ADOPTED BY THE DET PLATE MAKEES' ASSOCIATION OF TBE UNITED STATES FOE 1884.

3

4x5
4J-X 5:

41: X G^

5x7
5x8
6Jx 8:

8 X 10

4-1 per doz., $0 60

90

1 00

1 20

1 55

1 75

2 30

3 40

10x12 per doz., $5 00

11 x 14

14 X 17

16 X 20

17 x20
18x22
20x24

6 50

12 00

» 16 00

» 17 00

» 20 00

» 24 00

30x60 each 9 00

THE ONLY MAKERS WHO MAKE A SO x 60 PLATE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO OUR TRADE AGENTS,

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO., 319 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,

OR TO US DIRECT,

THE HUB DRY PLATE CO.,
PROVIDENOB, R. I.
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OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
PATENTED APRIL 29, 1884.

NEW AND IMPROVED DESIGNS FOR THE

HOLIDAY TRADE.
We are preparing a new Mosaic Sample-sheet of all designs on a larger scale

than formerly, by a new process. Send for one

—

only six cents. They are

worth that to keep, if you don't want any negatives.

No. I.

» 2.

TITLES OF DESIGNS.

" Who's That? " rabbits. Imp.

Palette, with flowers. Improved.

)) 3. A Sunny Corner, birds. Old, but

good.

» 4. P. A. of A. Monogram in one

corner. Improved.

)) 5 A. Horseshoe and daisies. New.

» 6A. " Snow-Flakes of Memory." Imp.

n 7. Our Reflections. Improved.

» 8. Golden Rod, vignette or medallion.

Improved.

Nos. I and 8, formerly used only foij

vignetting in, are now remodelled, allowing'

the use of oval medallions, either style

as desired.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are for medallion

printing only. Cut-outs or masks are fur-

nished with all negatives e.xcept Nos. 2

and 3, which are for vignetting only.

PRICES OF NEGATIVES.

5 -x 8 or Cabinet size, . each, $1 QO
6>-2 X 8)4 » Boudoir » . » 1 50

Our list is now smaller than formerly, having weeded out the poorest and
improved the best, also adding one new design. Our customers will find every
one a beauty and of practical use ; they are easy to manipulate, any printer can
use the medallion style, and they are so attractive that it is easy to

RAISE YOUR PRICES
liy introducing them, or by making one in the first order of your customer; it

is sure to bring a thiplicate order for more of them. Send six cents for Sanijjlc

Sheet and Circular. For negatives send to your stockdealer or to

C. M. FRENCH, Garretsville, Portage Co., 0.Inventor ntxl MHniiJ'ticturnr.



TIE PIILADILPHIA F10T06RAFIER
FOR THE YEAR

2 1—2 1—2 1—2 1—2

1

1884 OF ITS LIFE 1884
Will maintain its character as the Best PhotograpMc Magazine in the world, and

solicits the aid of all its old friends and patrons during the

SECOND HALF OF THE YEAR OF ITS MAJORITY.
Since the blessed Art of Photography was born, and for a number of years previously, we find

nothing in histoiy which tells that one man for tweny-one years undertook to edit a
Photographic Newspaper, except in one instance—that of the editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer ; therefore, as he attains his editorial majority, he promises to bend his energies

more earnestly than ever to provide for his constantly increasing number of subscribers the first

and best information which will be of value to them in the prosecution of their art and their

business.

Amateurs and Active Workers will find this magazine always ahead and
substantially the best.

Notwithstanding the existence of several magazines much lower in price, its circulation is

much larger than any of them.

OUR PICTURE, each month will be representative of the best work emanating from the

skill of the most distinguished professionals and amateurs. The future numbers will contain grand
studies by Messrs. Pearsall, Jackson, Motes, Gilbert & Bacon, Ely, and ethers.

First Half, January to June, $2.50. Few Copies Only Left.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND ADD THE NAME OF A FRIEND.

J^"^ feiv Sets only of Volume XX. For Sale.^W^

sm- WONT YOU 1 Tl\Tn"DP A Qr" nTT"D T TQT I BY aETTING ONE
PLEASE TEY TO j UN VjHIjAJOlJ U U It Liik) i t NEW SUBSOEIBER

The Subscription Price Remains $5.00 per Annum

;

$2.50 for Six Months; 50 cents per Copy—in Advance.

Premiums y^^r new subscribers in addition toyour own are given equivalent to

$1 per yearJ
payable in any of our publications. No premium for an old subscriber

.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

er, or draft, payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One
Month. Months. Year.

One Page $20.00 $110.00 $200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00 120.00

Quarter Page... 7.00

Eighth " ... 4.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00

38.50

22.00

70.00

40.00

11.00 20.00

The attention of advertrsers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages

Terms, fl for six hues, and 25 cents fot

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate

insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-

phers having articles for exchange can

insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, no
charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON Publisher and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia.



TO MEET THE DEMAND FOB,

An Extremely Rapid Plate

I am now making the above new brand (blue label), which is about twice as rapid

as my "Extra Rapid" and nearly

TWENTY TIMES MORE RAPID THAN COLLODION.

THIS NEW PLATE COMBINES

EXTREME RAPIDITY,

FINE CHEMICAL EFFECT,

PERFECT CLEARNESS,

GOOD INTENSITY,

EASY TO DEVELOP,

And CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

For all cases where Extraordinary Rapidity is desirable and for Large
Work these "Lightning Plates" will, upon trial, prove their superiority over

all others.

My regular brand, the "Extra Rapid" (yellow label), which is so well

known and sufficiently sensitive for general use, will be kept up to its usual high

standard.

BOTH BRANDS SAME PRICE.

WILL BE FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

DRY-PLATE WORKS, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Number 251. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

fe0t00rapfon

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PHILADELPHIA: EDWARD L. AA/'ILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

No. 1 1 25 Chestnut Street.

SUBSCRIPTIONS EEOEIVED BY ALL NEWS AND STOOKDEALEES.

Five Dollars per Annum, in Advance.

^^^^^ Entered at the^Post-Office at Philadelphia as second-class matter.

WILSON'S PH0T06RAPHI0S, Fourth Thousand, $4.00. ^p^e^s^eVt'."
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JUST THREE YEARS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLO"Wl]SrG:

9^ ^^^

O^ •r^i-^s-C^

-^-^T^^-*^^

^f-'C^A^e-t-tg^ ^^-^^ ^I'-Zt-e^ ^^iScjel ^>rf^Ji'ci_

^^^t-^—T_-c-^^^^:;J?_ji_^ J--o-^ ^^cr--^C,.-<^/(^ ^2^^-*t-c^ <5=z<i<^^ ^««_^ (C^ji^A^

Since then nearly four thousand copies have been sold, and it still sells at the rate
four or live each day. Sent prepaid, by post, for $4.00, by all stock and nevi'sdealerB,

EDWARD L. WIliSOIM, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

tr-t^- -SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE.^"-
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being fitted with one optical system, projecting in front, and

another projecting from one side. The light through the first system is transmitted on to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the extremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
neans a disk can be projected on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-
ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lantern, the centre of rotation "being as
near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.
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To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system
is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illumination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

a practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jet being thereby obtained, further ad-
justment becomes unnecessary, The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efficient. The conical

fronts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The lohole lantern is of

metal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

in the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
of extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.

• We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

Wa have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a
minute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
SECURED BY LETTEES-PATENT IN ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

outfit, bags, tubing-, generator, b^c. dfc. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on application.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Sole Agent for the United States. 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They

help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the I

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOIJIINEYS or selections as per
j

list below

:

;

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contains NINE JTourneys:

A—France and S^w^itzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
C—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art G-alleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Norway,

Sweden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
F—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia.
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—Switzerland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins.
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

INALL, OyElt 900 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

fltey VOLUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW
PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

Cilvea dcHcrliitioiiH of alt the hIIiIcn iiiufir Ity ]>Ir. Kd-wnrd li. WIIhoii of IiIm i><-rMOiinIly
taken vl4;\vM of Tli«; Sliiiit Pt'iiliiNiiIa ; Tlit- DcHcrt of < lie Kxo<Iiim; Tlic

Iloiitc of 4ll<^ lNi-iivlit«-N to (lie ProiiilHt'cI liHiid ; anil

THE TAKING OF PETRA.
by IiTDe'iferB. EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW EEADY.
^-^^ THE NEW-—2»^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactory sale, and the old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, I have a Ne"W Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING- SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM.°^ «^A REAM $40.00.°^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

^-^^^—ina: O-VESID

PRACTICAL DRYPLATEHOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor,

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing of the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates can be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of preparation, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera, this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Plate-Holders, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size ot

camera you propose to work them with.
^

In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the following instructions ; First lay your ground-glass trame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. Aud finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

AVE APPEND PRICES,

35^x4^, per doz. 1

4 x5, »
J

45^x5^,
4Kx65^,
5 x8 »

6y2:s.8% »

$3 50

4 50
5 00
6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10x12,
11x14,
14x17,.
16x20,
20x24,

12 00
made

] to
order.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SAL.E BY

G. GENNERT, No. 54 EAST TENTH ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CKAMEE DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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PBNSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

THE BEST ALBUMEN PAPER,

THE

"EXTRA BRILLIANT" N. P. A.

V^ITH ^^^ATER-MARK,

AND THE

"EXTRA BRILLIANT" S. & M„
V/ITH \VATER-MARK.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THE WATER-MARK.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

PENSB, PINK, PEARL, WHITE.

E. & H. T, ANTHONY & CO
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS,

No. 591 Broadway, New York.



-THEJ-

HELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY
Desire to draw the attention of Photographers and Printers to their unequalled

facilities for the production of all classes of photo-mechanical printing or print-

ing plates. They have recently introduced improvements by which they are

able to produce better work at lower prices, WITH A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS. They especially draw attention to their new
P'TX0t0^X:<iWStXC methods by which the photographic effect Is produced
either on lithographic stones or in the shape of cuts to print with type.

Samples and prices of any desired class of work forwarded on application.

Specimen books on receipt of 25 cents.

Our processes are divided into

gIx0t0^pXje,cteixii:aX gviixtittg, (pure heliotype and
AUTOGLYPH.) — For the reproduction, in printer's ink, on the printing press,

of Portraits and Views from Nature, and all descriptions of PHOTOGRAPHIC work.

glX0ta^SitTX00Vap-ltlJ.-For the reproduction of Artists', Architects',

Engineers', Surveyors', and other Drawings, and other originals in black and white.

gtot0 gtX0mXrm,0 and XiUt gtcTxltX0,-For the production'

of Cuts to print with type, from originals in black and white.

gTX0ta^®aUStiC gritXtitlg.— For the lithographic reproduction of

photographic subjects, without redrawing,

gIX0t0-^aXX6tXC gtXgraxritXg.— For the production of Cuts to

print with type, from photographs, brush drawings, and all subjects in half tone

or shading, without redrawing in line.

$itTx00ra^jlxxj, )

®te0m0-$itlx00m^lxxj,|°^ '" '^^''''-

^XXt^CX ^XViXXSXZX*— A patented process for the speedy reproduction

(from originals made with ordmary ink on ordinary paper) of autograph letters,

sketches, caricatures, etc., either as cuts or lithographs.

gjesi0tXitX0.— Artistic designing of all kinds.

Employed by the United States Government in illustrating Scientific and Medical Reports;

by Scientific, Historical and other learned Societies; by the leading publishers, and for illustrat-

ing Town and Family Histories, Trade Catalogues, Show Cards, etc.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Sketches and

Autograph Circulars, Views and Portraits from Nature, Medical and Scientific Objects, Antiquities,

etc., etc.

Special attention paid to the reproduction of Architects', Engineers' and Surveyors'

Drawings.

Our establishment is fitted to produce photo-mechanical and lithographic

work, of all kinds, by the best available methods, and we shall be pleased

at all times to advise on any work that may be required.

THE HELIOTYPE PRINTING CO.,
211 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE, . . . 658 BROADWAY.
WASHINGTON OFFICE, . . 89 CORCORAN BUILDING.
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The Blair Touroqraph and Dry Plate Co.

MANUFACTURERS OP

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS,
<\(

Their Cameras are Original in Design, and are Warranted to be Equal to the

Best in the Market, and are now too well known

to need new mention.

Blair's Reversible Back Comliination

Camera, Open for use and folded for

carryincr.

THEIR COMBINATION PORTRAIT CAMERA,
"WITH FLEXIBLE SLIDE-HOLDEK,

Was the Admiration of all the Visitors at the late Convention.

-?^-^ASK TO SEE IT.^-^li-

Do not get a New Camera, but have our Patent Extension

put on your old ones.

DcscriDtiye Circulars will soon lie out, apply for tlieiu at your iealers.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475 & 477 TREMONT ST.,
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Benj. French & Co.

.No. 319 VS^ASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

illi,

1»

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

«@^THE EURYSCOPE is made exclusively by Voigtlander & Son, and' their

name is engraved on the tube.

PORTRAITS. DaRLOT I|£|N5£5 views.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photographic Materials and Magic Lantern Slides,

SENB FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST OF LENSES.



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS READERS:
AYe cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—Moxs. Leon Yidal, Editor of the Paris Muniteur.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

vare will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Yogel,
Editor of the Fholo. Mitth.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Photographic Correspondex, Yienna.

"Would not be without one for triple the price.

—

Emmerson" Goddard, Woonsocket, R. I.

It is a perfect encyclopsedia of the photographic art

up to date.—H. L. Bliss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Photographies is the most imposing book devoted to

photography I have seen.—J. F. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, and is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . • . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this plan in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

Anthony's Bulletin, N. Y,

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila.

It is a pity you can't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all would be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. H. Hallenbeck, New York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. GtATCHEL, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more capable of

compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood than Mr. Wilson.—J. H. Fitz-

GlBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this position it will assuredly attain as

soon as its merits become known.—Editor Photographic

Times and American Photographer.

Photographies is my evening companion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It is just what I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well U. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to see j'ou issue a
second edition as soon as it has had time to commend
itself.—D. Bachracii, Jii., Bait., Md.

I consider it greatly superior to anything yet pub-
lished.—J. B. Lkisknrino, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It is a most u.-^eful book., and its practical teachings

to the studious photograplier contain the most valuable

information.—C. D. Mosheu, Chicago.

Photographies hits the nail right on the head. I

would rather have it than all the other books on pho-
tography put together. Tiio idea is capital, as it is

original, and gives us the whole thing in a nutshell.

—

B. W. KiLDUUN, Littleton, N. H. <»

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4: goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have
played your part so carefully upon the photographic!
stage for us.

—

Fred. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon the I

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with
compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am fully

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literature.

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovey, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for your
noble book, and may thousands testify to its value by
giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.
Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.00

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.

—

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short tima since I had the pleasure of perusing
your new book Photographies. As a result I want it,

and enclose cheek for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trenton,

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, this

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockton,

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises on

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute in

detail.—J. A. Yan Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, one

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheldon,
West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. Those
who want lightning or instantaneous processes had

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nothing
like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Thuirino,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the cost

of the book, and in looking it over find it contains an

inestimable amount of valuable information which
would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—E.

F. BuRCHAXD, AVorthington, Minn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt

among the fraternity, more especially among those like

ourselves who are ''out of the world," so to speak.

—

J. R. Hanna, Auckland, Australia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mine if I could

not get another. I do not see how I managed so long

without it.

—

Oscar Cijomwkll, Grizzly Flat, Col.

Photographies suits mo better th;in any similar work
I have come across. The giving of the cxperienoo of

dilTcrent workers on the same subject, and giving it in

their own words, being an especially valuable feature.

—S. B. Hill, Flemingtnn, N. J.

Your Photographies is the best thing out; iiractioni

and to the ])oint, and no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. North,

Utica, N. Y.

SALE DON'T STOP.
"Will be mailed, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00. ^

EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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A GLOW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philad.elph.ia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

The Perrotyper's G-uide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Effect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

^i.—For the art photographer.

"Wilson's Photographies. Tlie newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per

volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 2,000

places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

Bigelow's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats

his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.—EmbeUished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' G-uide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, |i. 50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1884. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
;
paper cover 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateur. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-

pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, jo cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

How to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-

tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, ^i

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents per

copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How to Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. Price, ^i per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

to all workers. Price, $t,.

I
Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^t. Paper, 50 cents.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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CARBUTT'S

KEYSTONE DRY PLATES

This year's make of" KEYSTONE SPECIAIiS " far excel in rapidity- aiid quality
any otlier plate made, here or elsewhere.

ONE TEIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF ITS SUPERIORITY.

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES,

''SPECIALS" FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.

jC^ (Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

±5 (Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photography.

MADE OK CUANCES' BEST ENGLISS GLASS.

*3V X 4: Lantern Slide Plates,

3}<x4iX, ....
4x5,
4:5^x5^4. ....
^V^xQ%, . . . .

5 x7,
5j^x7, . . . .

5x8,

Per Doz.

$0 70
60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 65
1 75
2 30

7x9,
8 X 10,
10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 X 20,
17 X 20,
18x22,
20x24,

Per Doz.

$2 75
3 40
5 00
6 50
12 00
16 00
17 00
20 00
24 00

n siz e of i'A X 4.* These plates are made on special thin crystal glass, cut to the Standard Optical Lanter

For price of Stripping Plates for Photo-Mechanical printers, add 25 per cent, to the cost of any size on list.

All plates guaranteed, and can be procured of any dealer in Photo. Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'SMULTUM IN PARVO DBT-PLATE LANTERN
FATENTED APRIL. 35tU, 1883. IMPROVED .TAIVUARV, 1884.

S A

Lantern arranged for making positives by contact. Lanlcrn arranged for dcvclopiiiK, and, nfler fixing,

cxaniiiiinK n.'g.itivi's by opal light.

Price $6.00, Boxed Ready for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Dry-Plate Works, Philada.
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(2 THE -^

PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

FROM 1879 TO 1884.

By DR. H. W. VOGEL,
Professor and Teaclier of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

KTO^W^ n. E; .A. X> "ST-

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years. I

READ WHAT HE SAYS ON

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND

THE CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THffiD EDITION

OF THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

$3.00. 3-i"z :e=»j^o;-:his. $3.00.
tyUh Seventy-tivo Illustrations, and an admirable portrait taken tvith

J£lectric JJffht, by W. Kvrtz, New York.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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VOQEL'S

ROGRESS m Photography.

CQNTENTS:

CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.

CHAPTER n.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Acid.

The Iron Lichtpaus Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of Copper.

Salts of Chromic Acid.

Combinations of Mercury.
Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Silver.

The Various Modifications of Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

Emulsion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER ni.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS.
New Objectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.

Chemical Photometers.

CHAPTER V.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.
Cameras, Changing-boxes, and Tripods.

Instantaneous Shutters.

CHAPTER VI.

THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSES.

A. New Negative Processes (Dry Processes).

Preparation of Gelatine Emulsion.
a. The Author's Method.
b. Eder's Method with Ammonio-nitrate

of Silver.

c. Eder's Combination Method with the

Author's Modification.

d. Eder's New Method with Carbonate
of Ammonia.

e. Precipitation Methods.

f. Vogei's Emulsion.

J5. The Manipulation of the Gelatine Plates.

1. Gelatine Plates.

a. The Exposure.

b. The Development.
c. The Fixing.

d. The Intensifying.

e. The Drying and Finishing.

2. Vogei's Emulsion Plates.

3. Failures in Gelatine Plates.

4. Notes on the Gelatine Process.

C. New Positive Processes.

1. The Platinum Processes (Platinotype).

2. New Silver Printing Processes.

3. New Enlargement Processes and Appa-
ratus.

4. New Permanent Printing Processes.

CHAPTER VII.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ESTHETICS AND
PORTRAIT TECHNIQUE.

CHAPTER VIII,

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

$3.00 PRICE $3.00

MAILED ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, BY

EDWARD L WILSON, 1125 Chestnut St., Pfiiladelphia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the best for photographers in their localities,

^
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

H. A. HYATT,
Mound City Photo. Stock House,

411 North Fourth St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SCOVILL MANF'fi CO,

419 & 421 Broome St.,

New York.

O.H.OODMAN&CO.

Boston, Mass.

BUCHANAN . SMEDLEY

& BEOMLEY,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia.

THE

BEST BOOK
IS

WILSON'S

PHOTOGRAPHICS,

$4.00.

D. TUCKER & CO.,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

WILSOH, HOOD I CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L. WILSON,

Photo. Publisher,

LANTERN SLIDES,
1 1 25 Chestnut St.,

PhiLidcliihiri.

SMITH & PATTISON,

2>i & 85 Wabash Ave.

Chicago.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

BLESSING & BRO.,

Galveston,

Texas.

B. FRENCH & CO.

Boston, Mass.

MULLETT BROS.

Kansas City,

Mo.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

G. BODE,
Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

SHEEN & SIIIPKINSON,

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

-f
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EDITED BY ED^WARD L. 'WILSON.

Vol. XXI. NOVEMBER, 1884. No. 251.

THE NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION.

Since our thoughts on this subject, pre-

pared for our last issue, we have very unex-

pectedly made a visit to the scene of action.

It appears to be the habit of Director-

General A. E. Burke, when he needs help

in any particular department, to send per-

suasive telegrams to parties au fait in their

various professions, inviting them to a con-

ference.

By no means did he intend to overlook

photography. His invitation, telegraphed

to the Convention at Cincinnati, to hold

the next P. A. of A. Convention and Ex-
hibition there, was an evidence of the fore-

sightedness which characterizes all his

transactions in the great work of which he

is chief. Therefore, when the photographic

exhibit came up for consideration, he re-

sorted to his usual plan of securing it, and
we became the victim. We responded to

his call in person, and came away with the

appointment of the Superintendency of the

Photographic Art Department added to our

work. We consented to this because of the

deep interest in our art. More than we
could possibly make plain in the brief time

given us at the Cincinnati Convention, do

we now feel the great importance of pho-

tography making an immense display at the

New Orleans Exposition.

Not only will it show our art to be equal

in enterprise to the other industries of our

great country, but it will enable our frater-

nity to compete with the world for the

prizes offered. It will win our art fame,

and it will place American photography at

the head of the world. Moreover, it will

teach the world what attainments have been

made by our art, and how useful it has be-

come to the household, to business, to sci-

ence, and to the kindred arts. Let the

exhibit, then, be a grand one, and let a

glorious meet of the fraternity be held there

some time during the half year of the Ex-

position.

With the hope that this will be so, the

committee appointed at Cincinnati have

caused to be sent to all whose addresses are

obtainable a circular, having a part of the

matter below, and a great deal more, and a

blank application for space. (See a report

of their plan in another place.) The latter

are sent, that some idea may be given your

Superintendent what preparation to make.

Let all who are able to make a creditable

exhibit respond. We cannot appeal per-

sonally to all, for the time is insufficient.
.

Please respond now if you have not done

so, and prepare to attend the Convention in

the spring.

It may be an informal one if necessary,

but we believe the committee in charge will

prepare some matters and a programme

which will interest and help all who come.

What follows will show what ample prepa-

ration has been made, and yet it does not

tell a tithe.

21
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We were delighted with New Orleans

personally, and rest assured the whole Ex-

hibition affair will be a grand one.

In the matter of health physical and

health photographic, a visit there cannot

but prove beneficial.

Under the shade of the moss-bedecked

live-oak ; breathing the blossom-scented air

of the magnolia and the orange, with pic-

turesque scenes on all sides, oh, who will

not enjoy it all?

Some idea of the preparation made for

the grand Exposition may be had by exam-

ining the ground plan.

foreign countries, so that, if our American

friends do what they can, the grandest

showing of photography ever known to the

world will be seen by millions of people.

Buffalo will grow cleaner and better for

our purpose in a year more ; and, although

scientists predict the contrary, Niagara

Falls will remain a while longer
; but there

will be only one New Orleans Exposition.

Join in making it a credit to us all.

The Main Building is the largest ever

erected. It is 1378 feet long by 905 feet

wide, without courts, and has a continuous

roof composed largely of glass so arranged

THE GROUND PLAN.

iririrrrr innn rinnlinE
A—Main Building.

B—United States and State

Exhibits.

C—Horticultural Hall.

D—Mexican Buildings.

Scale 1430 feet to the inch.

E—Art Gallery.

F—Factories and Mills.

G—Live Stock Stables, etc.

H—Restaurants and Refresh-

ments.

I—Grand Fountain, eighty feet

high.

J—Live Stock Arena.

K—Saw Mills and Woodworking

Machinery.

L—Wharf, Mississippi River.

The grounds embrace the space of 247 acres, bounded on the north side by St. Charles Avenue,

on the south by the Mississippi River. The buildings front east, toward the main portion of

the city.

An electric railway encircles the ground.

The North Gallery, east section of the

Main Building, has, at our request, been

set apart for the grand photograjihic dis-

play. No better could be luid. The ar-

rangement fur lighting the alcoves will be

just right and all alike, so that there can be

no choice, no accusation of favoritism being

shown. It seems as though the architect

must have conceived the spot for the pur-

pose.

We are promised many lino exhibits from

as to afford an abundance of light without

subjecting tiie interior to the direct rays of

the sun. Within, the view is unobstructed.

From one side or corner of the building to

its opposite, llio interior showing all the

phases of industrial activity is seen. There

are no partitions ; and the lofty pillars,

wide apart, supporting the roof structure,

present no impediment to one's vision, but

only serve to assist the eye in measuring

the vast oxjianso. The interior is surrounded
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THE MAIN BUILDING.

by wide and spacious galleries, 23 feet high,

which are reached by 20 elevators having

the most improved safety appliances, and

by convenient stairways.

The machinery department occupies a

space of 1378 feet long by 300 feet wide,

within the main building, and has an ex-

tension added in iron 350 feet long and 150

feet wide for heavy machinery, described

under the headitig of Factories and Mills.

From the galleries overlooking, more than

two miles of shafting can be seen driving

every known character of machinery.

Music Hall, with a seating capacity, in

commodious chairs, for 11,000 people, a

platform capacity for 600 musicians, and a

mammoth organ built to order for the

Exposition occupies the centre of the in-

terior.

The main building will contain general

exhibits. It is situated (as will be seen by

the ground plan on another page) about in

the centre of the grounds.

The photographic exhibit will be in the

gallery snown on the right of the picture.

The United States and State Exhibits

building is 885 feet long by 565 feet

wide. It is one of the largest Exposition

buildings ever erected. At the time of the

adoption of the plans, it was supposed that

the Main Building, having the largest ca-

pacity of any building heretofore erected,

in conjunction with the Horticultural Hall

and such minor outside buildings as were

necessary, would aiford ample space and

accommodation for all exhibits ; but the in-

terest in the World's Exposition had be-

come so wide-spread, and the inquiries and

applications for space became so numerous,

that the necessity for additional accommo-

dation became imperative, and the manage-

ment determined upon the erection of this

magnificent structure specially for the

United States and State Exhibits. The

Government exhibition will be complete

—

of itself, almost a mammoth Exposition.

Each department will have its distinctive

exhibit. The Department of State showing

samples of cotton, wool, and cosmos fibres,

and of the fabrics made from them from all

parts of the world. This exhibit will be

arranged in continental groups representing

the geographical divisions of the world's

commerce, etc. The Post Office Depart-

ment will exhibit all the improvements in

mail facilities, and establish a branch office

in the building for the accommodation of

visitors, and to show the practical workings

of the Postal System. The Treasury De-

partment will exhibit coast survey, light-

UNITED STATES AND STATE EXHIBITS BUILDING.
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housing, life-saving service, customs, inter-

nal revenue, engraving, printing, etc. The

"War Department will show arms, ordnance,

engineering, medical, surgical, and hospital

services, progress in same, etc. The Navy-

Department will show naval arms, ord-

nance, projectiles, torpedoes, dynamo-elec-

tro machines for firing, models of war ves-

sels—ancient and modern, etc. The Interior

Department, everything pertaining to the

inventions and improvements in American

industries and to the history, customs, and

habits of the aboriginal races, etc. The

United States Fishery Commission, the De-

partment of Justice, Bureau of Agriculture,

the Bureau of Education, and especially the

Smithsonian Institution, will beexhaustively

represented. The Government exhibit will

vastly exceed that made at Philadelphia.

In addition to the Government exhibits, the

collective State exhibits, and the general

educational display will be located in this

building.

The Horticultural Hall is 600 feet in

length and 194 feet wide through its centre.

It is the largest conservatory in the world.

It is substantially built as a durable struc-

ture, becoming, by arrangement with the

city, a permanent feature of the Park. It

is located on high ground, in the midst of

live-oak groves. Surmounting the centre

is a magnificent tower, 90 feet high, roofed

with glass. Beneath this tower, in constant

play, is a grand fountain. 20,000 plates of

fruit, double the amount ever before dis-

played at any Exposition, will be shown on

tables extending through the hall. Around
the hall will be arranged an infinite variety

of rare tropical and semi-tropical plants,

flowers, and shrubbery. There is a tropical

hot-house, 250 feet long by 25 feet wide, in

which the most delicate flowers from the far

South will be nurtured and made to bloom

in their most brilliant perfection. Tropical

fruits ill the various stages of growth will

be exhibited. Fruits of every section and

the production of all seasons will, by ar-

rangements for stated supplies and.thorough

processes of cold storage, be available for

exhibit.

I
^«.»-V'-|^''*'''^%!^^/f^/(^--^'«ii^
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TIIK HUILDING FOR FACTORIES AND MILLS.
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The most eminent horticulturists of the

United States are engaged in arranging and

perfecting the display.

The Art G-allery is 250 feet long by 100

feet wide. It is a structure built of iron.

The building is an elegant and artistic

structure, so arranged for mounting, acces-

sibility, and light, as to present the best ef-

fects, and with ample accommodation for as

large a collection as was ever exhibited on

this hemisphere. It will be fireproof—even

the partitions being of iron. It was intended

to place our art within this building, but

there was not room, and the space accorded

it is far preferable.

The buiiding for factories and mills

is a large iron building 350 feet long by
120 feet wide. In it will be exhibited

cotton in all stages of manipulation, from

the boll to the bale. The newly invented

" Cotton Pickers, Openers, and Lappers,"

as well as the various and complex ma-

chinery for ginning, cleaning, baling, and

compressing, will be in constant operation.

The supply of field cotton for this purpose

will be abundant.

In addition to cotton machinery, this ex-

tension of Machinery Hall will contain the

various kinds of machinery used in the

rolling of cane and manufacture of sugar,

and in the harvesting and milling of rice.

Various kinds of factory and mill ma-

chinery for wood-working, brick- and tile-

making, etc., will be located in this struc-

ture. Adjacent to this building there will

be a line of saw-mills, extending toward

the river showing forty saw-mills in mo-

tion.

A hundred other structures will be added

here and there, of all sorts.

Thesignificanceof the World's Exposition

is readily seen. Nothing can be more con-

tracted than the notion that the World's

Industrial Exposition is a small afl'air that

has no widespread and lasting influence and

no significance outside the Southern States.

It is not only a world's fair in the best sense

of the term, but it is the biggest in build-

ings, in number and variety of exhibits, in

special features, in the number of nations

and peoples who have contributed to give it

a universal character. It impels Slates to

enter the lists as honorable rivals; it causes

the foreign manufacturer to contend with

home producers for the mastery in many
lines of human endeavor. It makes the

whole nation know its weakness and its

strength at a glance. It will enable more

people to come together who have hereto-

fore been left out of the procession, and

present opportunities of forming friendships

and promoting a general good will among
all nations, such as have never occurred be-

fore. It will enable hundreds of thou-

sands of visitors to become acquainted with

the natural wealth of the South. The Cen-

tral and South American Republics will

be brought to the front for the first time.

Manufacturers will have a chance to see

and talk with many representatives of the

forty millions of consumers who live to the

South of our ct)untry, and with whom it is

one aim of the Exposition to cultivate such

friendly relations that they shall become

desirable customers for our manufactured

articles. The exhibit of the products of

American and Mexican mines displayed at

the Exposition will be larger than has been

heretofore attempted. The Cotton Centen-

nial feature alone will engage the attention

of the people of every country.

The Exposition is not sectional nor purely

American, except in the idea of its magni-

tude. It ought not to be a difficult matter

to understand thesignificanceof the World's

Industrial Exposition of 1884-85. Come
and see it.

THE COMMITTEE ON PHOTOGRA-
PHY AT THE NEW ORLEANS
EXPOSITION.

A MEETING of the committee appointed

at the Cincinnati Convention to see that

photography was properly represented at

the great Exposition to open in New Or-

leans in December, met at the office of The
Philadelphia Photoorapher on Wed-
nesday, October 8ih, Edward L. Wilson in

the Chair. Mr. Wilson was elected perma-

nent Chairman of the Committee, and Mr.

F. C. Beach Secretary. Mr. Wilson staled

that he had made a recent visit to New
Orleans in his official ca|>acity, and had se-

cured from the Directur-Geueral and Chief

of Installation the refusal of all needful
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space in the northeast corner of the Main
Exposition Building for the national photo-

graphic display, free from all entrance

charges ; that he had also secured the

cooperation of the management, and their

promise that no pains should be spared to

give photography the best possible showing

and opportunity. Moreover, the Chief of

Installation agreed to send to every pho-

tographer in the United States a circular

letter, with a blank application for space,

in order that the time and trouble of the

photographer might be saved and expedition

secured, since the time is short. These

blank applications are to be filled and

returned by all intending exhibitors at once,

and they may expect no response. As to

space, abundant will be secured for what-

ever may be sent, as photography can be

represented on alcoves as a rule, and they

can be multiplied without end quickly.

On motion of Professor Himes, the Di-

rector-General was tendered a vote of thanks,

and Mr. Wilson's action in this matter was

approved.

After considerable discussion as to the

best plan of securing exhibits for this enter-

prise, it was resolved that four committees

be appointed by the Chair, and they were

appointed for the various divisions of the

work as follows : On photographic apparatus

and requisites. Col. V. M. Wilcox Chair-

man ; on education, history, and literature,

Prof. Chas. F. Himes
;
on amateur photo-

graphic societies, Mr. E. F. Beach ; on prac-

tical photography, Edward L. Wilson.

Mr. Wilson stated that while in New Or-

leans, at the request of the Chief of Instal-

lation and Director-General, he had accepted

the honored position of Superintendent of

the Photographic Department ; that he ex-

pected to be present during the necessary

time of installation, and would give his

best services for the interest of the craft, and
see that photograj)liy was duly taken care

of and honored.

The committee desire tluit great interest

be taken in tliis subject, and tiiat every pho-

tographer wlio feels that lie bus work of

quality worthy of being shown will make
some exhibit. Amateur societies will be

called upon to make their exhibits collect-

ively, so that the various cities blessed with

amateur societies will have their work ar-

ranged collectively, unless it be the request

of individual members to h4ve their work

exhibited alone. We also trust that great

interest will be taken in this matter, and

that everybody will come and see what a

magnificent display has been secured by the

means of this committee and their co-

workers.

A NOVEL AND BEAUTIFUL
SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS.

We are no longer surprised at anything

photography does, but we cannot refrain

from expressing our admiration occasionally

at what some of its votaries do. A pho-

tographer with artistic feeling and taste

has an unending source of pleasure in the

practice and prosecution of our art. Nothing

affords the amateur more enjoyment than

does his photographic camera. Those who
have a scientific bent will find both their

physical and chemical inclinations gratified

in the practice of our art. Those who are

bent artistically will also find much to give

them pleasure and enjoyment. Mr. W. A.

French, of Boston, must be one of this lat-

ter class. Not only this; he must have a

keen admiration for the historical.

Those who were at the Cincinnati Con-

vention will remember him. He has made

an attractive series of negatives which he

classified there of some old homesteads of

the colonial period in Boston and vicinity.

So interested were we in this unique collec-

tion of Mr. French that we asked him to

supply us with a list of his pictures, together

with some historical points concerning the

subjects. We did this, thinking it would

be an admirable and useful suggestion to

many of our amateur friends to make their

hobby useful as well as ornamental. Mr.

French has kindly responded to our request

and supplied us with a list, with some re-

marks concerning his excellent work, which

may be found below.

Boston, September 17, 1884.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Deak Sir: I enclose tiie list of old home-

steads I had at Cincinnati. My collections

include many more, but these are tlie most
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interesting. They are valuable as studies

of the peculiar style of architecture em-

ployed since the settlement of Boston, and

as souvenirs of places rendered famous by

events which occurred during the "War of

Independence and at later periods. Some
have no other significance than being iden-

tified with some of our oldest and best fam-

ilies, and on that account alone are held in

high esteem. Many of these old landmarks

are so situated that there is no danger of

their suffering the fate of the old " Hancock

House," one of the greatest relics of Bos-

ton's history, and a genuine desire pervades

the community that these silently eloquent

witnesses of the beginning of this great na-

tion may never be touched by a vandal

hand. I send you this and other particu-

lars, since I understand that you desire to

publish the list. A little information of

this sort is of no detriment to the photog-

rapher, especially when he claims to be a

man of feeling and artistic temperament.

Hastily yours,

Wilfred A. French.

The following is the list enclosed by Mr.

French

:

Old homesteads of the Colonial period in

Boston and vicinity, all standing as origin-

ally put up, and occupied by the lineal de-

scendants or tenanted.

I. Craddock House, erected in 1632 or

1634, the first brick building in New Eng-

land. Built for Governor Craddock, the

first Governor of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, but not occupied by him, as he

never left England. Now used as a tene-

ment house. Soon to be acquired by the

town as a valuable relic, and to be kept in

order.

II. Pierce House, built by Eobert Pierce

in 1640. Finely preserved, only the chim-

neys are modern.

III. Fairbanks House, in Dedham ; erected

in 1636. One of the most picturesque spots

in the State
; a constant delight to the art-

ist, and photographed at least once every

fair day.

IV. Aspinwall House, built by Peter As-

pinwall in 1660. A fine example of the

few remaining Puritan dwellings, with

double gable front. Still in the possession

of the Aspinwall family, who are deter-

mined to preserve the old relic ; together

with a shapely elm close by. It forms an

exquisite picture.

V. Auchmuty House, built by the younger

Judge Auchmuty, a noted Tory, in 1761.

Some of the most important events in Ameri-

can history were planned or executed within

its precincts. Now occupied by C. F. Brad-

ford, Esq.

YI. Shirly Place, the grand old Tory

mansion, elegant and imposing. Built by

Governor Shirly in 1748, of material brought

from England, the home of Governor Eustis.

Such men as Washington, Franklin, La-

fayette, Webster, Clay, Calhoun, and Burr

were numbered among its distinguished

guests.

VII. PTe^^siToMse, on Salem Street. Built

in 1680, from timber grown on the spot.

Most perfect existing example in Boston of

overhanging stories, which afiorded shade

and enabled the occupants better to defend

themselves against Indian attacks.

VIII. Curtis Homestead, 16—. An im-

mense elm gives grateful shade to the old,

time-worn structure. Identified with Eliot,

the Apostle.

IX. Blake House. Built prior to 1650,

by Elder James Blake It remained in the

Blake family till 1825 ;
still counted among

the first in Boston.

X. Willow Court House, erected in 1750,

by Ebenezer Clapp. It prides itself by

having sheltered Washington.

XI. Hallowell House dates back to 1738;

owned by Captain Benjamin Hallowell, a

strong Tory, who hastily vacated the place

in 1775. Commanded a British war-ship

during the Kevolution. Appears as solid

and fresh as though but very recently put

up. Charming grounds.

XII. Holmes House, near Harvard Col-

lege, built in 1730. Figured very promi-

nently during the Revolution. The Com-

mittee of Safety met here, the battle of

Bunker Hill was planned here, and many

other events of note could be enumerated.

It is also the birthplace of our beloved

Oliver Wendell Holmes, who occupied it

until recently. The old structure was re-

moved last July, giving way to the march
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of improvement, the land being required

for another purpose.

XIII. Home of Paul Revere, erected soon

after the great fire of 1676, which swept

away this portion of the old city. Paul

Kevere resided here at the time of his fa-

mous ride, and gave the striking exhibitions

of transparencies on the evening of the

Boston massacre. This is the second best

example of houses with projecting stories

now standing within the limits of Old Bos-

ton. The windows in the front are modern

;

portions of the interior have also been re-

modelled. The kitchen yet remains, with

only slight changes to suit the requirements

of the present day.

XIY. Newman House, built about 1720-35.

Eobert Newman, the Patriot, who, from

North (Christ) Church, displayed the lan-

tern signal to Paul Eevere, lived in this

house at the time, and was the sexton of

the church.

XV. Shedd House, built in 1674, and situ-

ated in the Brighton District. Fine example

of double-pitched roof, the rear part having

three inclines.

XVI. Davis House, dates back to 1707.

XVII. Dana ikfansioji, two hundred years

old, both situated in the Brighton District.

XVIII. Wadsworth House, built in 1726,

the "Presidents' House," occupied by the

Presidents of Harvard University from

President Wadsworth to President Quincy.

Now occupied by Harvard students as a

dormitory.

XIX. Longfellow House, erected in 1735,

by Colonel Vassal. Used by General "Wash-

ington as his headquarters during the siege

of Boston ; afterwards owned by Andrew
Cragie, and occupied by Sparks, Worcester,

and Everett. Longfellow bought it in 1837,

and lived there until iiis death. The in-

terior is quite interesting—the "old clock,"

the late jtoet's apartments, etc. The grounds

are extensive and very beautiful. Now oc-

cupied by the heirs of Longfellow.

XX. Royal Place, Medford, built in 1737,

and long considered the finest estate in

North America. Isaac Koyal was a large

slave-owner, and the brick negro quarters

arc still intact.

XXI. Edes House, the oldest house in

Bunker Hill District; the first dwelling

erected after the destruction of the town

during the battle of Bunker Hill, June 17,

1775. It was built by Captain Kobert Ball

Edes. Birthplace of Samuel F. B. Morse,

the inventor of the electric telegraph.

XXII. Gardner Mansion, built prior to

1800, by Dr. Gardner, father of Governor

Gardner, the first candidate for that office

of the Know-Nothing party. Very singu-

lar shape, like an ellipse, and a veranda ex-

tending nearly around the house.

XXIII. The Charter House, built over

two hundred years ago, by John Foster, an

eminent merchant of his time. In this

house was secreted the Colonial charter of

the Massachusetts Bay Colony during the

troublesome times of 1681.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Some Corrections in Regard to my Letter i^i

the August Number—Concei'ning Photo-

mechanical Printing Establishments in

Vienna and the Processes Employed in

Them.

I HAVE returned from a trip through

Bavaria and Austria, and I find at home a

great many photographic journals, among
them the August number of The Phila-

delphia Photographer, which is always

wefcome to me. But you will kindly ex-

cuse me if I take the opportunity to correct

some mistakes in the German Correspond-

ence, on page 251. These letters, published

under my name, are translations of my
papers written in German. I fear I have

written them in language difficult to under-

stand. I can conceive of no other explana-

tion of the many mistakes in the translation.

Mistakes which distort wholly the meaning

of my letter, and give statements of facts

of which I know nothing at all. For in-

stance, it is said that Mr. Kilburn, of Lit-

tleton, made known to his colleagues of the

Berlin Society for the Promotion of Pho-

tography, an enlarging process. Allow me

to state that Mr. Kilburn, when he was

present in our Society, did not say a single

word about an enlarging jirocess, and you

may know best tliat lie has no enlarging

process at all. Further, my remarks in re-

gard to Gulzlafl", are made by the translator

to express the opposite to what I said. I
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neither said that I followed G-utzlaff, nor

that I acknowledged him as my predecessor.

On the contrary, I stated that Gutzlaff was

not my predecessor, and that his process

(making bromide of silver sensible to the

so-called non-actinic rays) of shortening ex-

posures by after-exposures has not the least

connection with my discovery. Again, we
are told Herr Quidde is experimenting with

ordinary gelatine plates and azaline plates,

etc. I correct this at the request of Mr.

Quidde, who states that he has not made
comparative experiments with azaline and

other plates. The remarks imputed to him

were made in the Berlin Society in general

by different members, in regard to the two

reproductions of new oil pictures of Prof.

Menzel, taken with an ordinary gelatine

plate and an azaline plate by myself.

On my trip I made very many studies of

photographic printing processes, and saw a

good deal of interesting matters. For a

long while nearly all the processes of photo-

mechanical printing were kept a secret.

Now, the veil is raised considerably, and it

is generally confessed that it is not the for-

mula, but the ability and the training of the

man who uses it which give success. In

Vienna, I visited one of the oldest and most

renowned establishments for photo-mechan-

ical printing—-the Military Geographical In-

stitute
;
that renowned institute whose object

is the multiplication of maps, and which has

taken so eminent a part in the development

of heliography. The situation is excellent,

lying behind the imposing new Vienna

Court House, and affording a beautiful,

wide prospect. There are three stories, two

of which form a quadrilateral saloon, whose

four angles have side lights of about four

metres in width. This adjoins an equally

broad upper light. Corresponding to this

arrangement there are in the vicinity of the

four side-lights four supports for stretching

drawings, and opposite these four large

cameras, running on tracks. White cur-

tains serve for cutting off the sunlight.

But in the third story the sunlight is used

with advantage for taking drawings. Here

the upper-lights and side-lights can be

shoved aside so that the free sunshine may
be used upon the drawing. The time of ex-

posure is in the sunlight from eight to ten

times as quick as in diffuse light. The ex-

posures are made with wet plates. Here

one has the opportunity once again to smell

the now almost forgotten collodion. Herr

Angerer pertinently remarked that the

rapidity of the dry plate would serve well

for the exposure, but that the subsequent

processes in the dark-room , the development,

fixing, and washing, demanded too much
time. So that with the introduction of the

rapid plates no time would be gained but

rather lost, in making reproductions. The

large plates are laid for preparation on a

cross of wood, resting at the centre upon a

ball-and-socket joint easily movable by a

wooden handle. One man is sufficient to

assist the operator with the flowing of the

plate. The silvering is done in a large as-

phaltum receptacle. The plates are imme-

diately fixed after the development, and

then subjected to strengthening. The last

operation takes place in a second light labo-

ratory by dry light. The plates are fixed

after the development, first strengthened

with chloride of mercury, then with a solu-

tion of gold(l to 1000), which per litre has a

drachm of ammonia added to it. The nega-

tive is reproduced partially heiliographi-

caliy, and partially photographically. The

former, by the method devised by the Insti-

tute itself, that is, copy upon pigment paper, \

transfer upon silvered copper, develop next,

and impressions by the galvano-plastic. The

photo-lithographic process, which is done in

an especial establishment, is by a transfer

process. Gelatine paper is sensitized in bi-

chromate of potassa, 1 to 30, copied under

a Vogel photometer, 16° to 18°, dipped

thirty seconds in cold water, superficially

dried with blotters, blacked with velvet

roller, again dipped in cold water, again

dried, again rolled, and finally washed with

sponge. The sheet is laid upon the stone

and drawn twice through the press. Of

special interest to me was the manner of

preparing the grain for the heliography by

the flowing over of an ordinary negative

with collodion in which the carbon powder

is suspended in a fine state of division. A
large sheet, one of Makart's paintings,

done in this manner afforded a good means

of watching the operation. At the same

time, the Institute make use of an original
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pigment process of Mariot, and it is made
interesting by reason that the transfer pro-

cess is dispensed with, the picture remain-

ing upon the original bed. The process

was most profitably employed for the repro-

duction of maps. A negative almost a yard

in extent was exposed under the black pig-

ment paper, prepared in the Institute,

copied under a Vogel photometer to 15°, the

paper dipped in cold water, and afterwards

sprinkled with warm water. The picture

appears in a few minutes, and the ground

is washed clean with a sponge.

The process published by Col. Volkmer,

as far as concerns the reproduction of en-

gravings, has also lately been applied, with

good results, for half-tone pictures. Herr

Mariot showed me several very interesting

pictures of this kind. The same showed, to

be sure, some granulation, but prove the

applicability of the process, or predict a

new resurrection of the pigment process.

Not less interesting than the Military

Geographical Institute was the Photo Es-

tablishment of Arger & Gosche, who em-

ploy one hundred and forty men, and present

a true power of an excellently constituted

establishment. This firm prepare only

blocks for the printing in a photo-mechani-

cal way. The originals were of dififerent

kinds, either drawings prepared on grained

paper, made in the establishment in large

quantities by brushing over with chalk.

These have the necessary grain for photo-

type reproductions, but then pictures in

half-tone must be translated. This grain is

efiected by after-photography, first the orig-

inal, then with the same plate a fine setting

of various degrees of fineness, or a granular

plate is taken, or a transparent granular

plate is between, objective and negative.

The negative is copied upon colored pig-

ment paper, under control of Vogel's photo-

meter, and this blackened by tlio known
photo-[)roce.s8, and transferred to zinc or

stone. The drying is eft'ected by ventilators

in a short time. The zinc plate is first

planed and polislied until it shines like a

mirror. The transfer is effected by means
of a lithographic press, in the well-known
way, and ready for the ctciiing, all the

places necessary to be protected with coat-

ing of asphalt, and then treated with the

etching fluid, dilute nitric acid. After

short action of the etching the plate is

taken out, and by melting of the superficial

layer protected, then fui ther etched. There

are about five etchings necessary for a plate.

Asphalt dishes are employed, and in a

place where the disagreeable vapors may be

conveyed off. The plates rest upon gum
projections, which afford a ready means of

lifting them up and examining them.

There is still another thing to mention, that

for certain originals which demand a tone

for certain spots of the picture, a fine grain

is produced upon the zinc plate. This is done

by dusting with fine asphalt powder thrown

by a duster upon the zinc plate, and then

carefully melted, similar to the half-tone

process of the heliograph. The zinc plate

etched in this manner is cleansed and fas-

tened upon a wooden block of suitable

height for printing. There is a special

apartment for the preparation of these

blocks. Near by is the retouching room for

negatives. Further on is the room in which

the impressions upon zinc or stone are con-

veyed, and, last of all, the room for storing

the negatives. The most favorable impres-

sion of the great establishment was height-

ened by the excellent order, and the kind

regard for the health of the workmen. All

the rooms were large and airy, and well-

ventilated, the foul air drawn off and fresh

air constantly pumped in. All operations

which evolved oftensive odors were done in

the digestorium.

Concerning many other things which I

saw, I will tell you in my next letter.

II. W. VOQEL.
Berlin.

THE HELIOTYPE DISPLAY AT THE
MECHANICS' EXHIBITION.

Onk of the smaller rooms of tlio art gal-

lery of the Mechanics' Exhibition is devoted

to the hcliotype display of James U. Osgood

& Co. Here are to bo seen examples of

one of the best of the many reproductive

processes which have been developed in re-

cent years for the dissemination of works

of art among the masses, and in looking at

them one cannot avoid being impressed

with a feeling of adininition for their ex-
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cellence and with the thought of the great

educational power which lies latent in

them. The great pictures of the world are

here brought out for the enjoyment of all

lovers of art in copies faithful to the orig-

inals in everything but color, while in

some instances even tone and color are

suggested in no slight degree. Some of the

finest examples of these reproductions, which

now number several hundred, are exhibited

in this gallery, and it is needless to particu-

larize any as surpassing others in excel-

lence. The reproduction of several of the

works of Millet, notably " The Sower,"

from Maris's etching, will, however, per-

haps attract more than ordinary attention.

The print not only reproduces with strik-

ing fidelity the character and even the feel-

ing of the original painting, but it also

preserves all the softness and delicacy of

the etching. The examples of heliotypes

in color are interesting, but do not seem to

us as satisfactory as those painted in black

and white. The gallery also contains other

examples of work done by this heliotype

process. Among them may be mentioned

portraits from life, work which, compared

with that about it, shows the comprehen-

sive character of the process. There are a

number of frames of reproductions of the

best pictures in the foreign exhibition of a

year ago ; an attractive group of theatrical

souvenirs, showing the heads of characters

in the play " Young Mrs. Winthrop,"

bills of fare, mercantile cards, labels, book-

covers, circulars, etc., in color, and a fine

picture in color of the Parker House exten-

sion as it will appear when completed.

—

Boston Post.

GLEANINGS.

A NEW application of photography con-

sists in imitating the skin of the crocodile

by dealers in leather. Briefly, here is the

manner of operating. Bj' means of the

camera a photograph of the skin is obtained.

jj
. Such photographs reach us from time from

to time from the East. A reproduction is

made on bichromatized gelatine, from

which a metallic cliche is obtained. This

is strongly pressed on calf and other skins,

and the result is that they show the mark-

ings of the crocodile skin so exactly that

when the operation is finished it is impos-

sible to distinguish, even by experts, be-

tween the true skin and the imitation.

—

Paris Moniteur.

At the Photographic Society of Leeds,

Mr. Wildy made known his process for ob-

taining prints on ferrocyanide paper. Here

is the formula he makes use of

:

No. 1.—Citrate of Iron and Am-
monia 81 grains.

Distilled Water, . . 8 fl. ozs.

No. 2.—Ferrocyanide of Potassium, 50 grains.

Distilled water, . . . 8 fl. ozs.

These two solutions are mixed and kept

in a black glass bottle in the dark. A
paper with a fine grain, but not glazed, is

used and the sheets are wet before being

sensitized. After sensitizing, drain and

dry in a dark room. No more paper should

be prepared than is required, as with time

it loses its sensitiveness. Expose under a

negative until the shadows appear of a

strong metallic gray, and the details begin

to lose themselves. Wash well in cold water

until the drops which come from the corner

of the sheet no longer appear yellow. To

write on the print, use as an ink a saturated

solution of carbonate of soda, and a new

steel pen.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Attention has recently been called to

the retarding action of gallic acid used con-

jointly with a pyrogallic acid and ammonia

development (alkaline development). Mr.

"Wellington submitted this subject to direct

experiment. Two plates identically the

same were exposed—one, three seconds, and

the other, forty seconds. The first was de-

veloped with

Pyrogallic Acid, . . .3 grains.

Bromide of Potassium, . . 3 "

Liquid Ammonia, . . 3 drops.

Water, 2 fl. ozs.

The second received the action of the

same developer and in the same manner, ex-

cept that thirteen grammes (three drachms,

twenty grains) of gallic acid had been

added to it. The negatives were absolutely

similar in quality, which fully demonstrates

that gallic acid exercises a marked retard-

ing action. These results have been con-
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firmed by the observations of Mr. Haddon,

who, having overexposed certain plates,

added a few drops of an alcoholic solution

of gallic acid to the developing liquid, and

obtained excellent results. It appears that

gallic acid possesses a much greater retard-

ing action than bromide of potassium.

—

Paris Moniteur.

At the Photographic Society of London,

Mr.Debenham said thatsorae photographs of

interiors, in which the plates had been very

much overexposed, gave superb negatives

by means of the retarding action of a strong

solution of bromide of potassium, and he

asked the question, if, in general, it would

not be preferable to expose much longer

than usual, and to use in the development a

large quantity of the retarding salts? The
plates thus obtained have what may be

called " the character of a wet plate."

Kecent experiments have shown that

gelatino-bromized plates heated to 105° or

110° C. (221° to 230° F.) are much more

sensitive than when cold. Messrs. Abney
& Schuman have utilized this fact in repro-

ducing the spectrum ofcertain metals, etc.

Preservation for an Unlimited Time
OF A Concentrated Standard Solution
OF Pyrogallic Acid.—Mr. Andra gives

the following formula:

Distilled Water,

Sulphite of Soda,

110 parts.

12 "

After solution add ten parts of water

acidulated with one-tenth of sulphuric acid,

agitate and complete by the addition of

eight parts of pyrogallic acid. We have

here a solution containing one gramme
(fifteen grains) of pyrogallic acid for each

tiCieen cubic centimetres (fourteen fluid-

draohmsj. It is therefore easy to dilute, at

the rnoiiioiit of using, so as to make use of

it in suitable propcjrtions in regard to the

ammonia and bromide used. The presence

of the sulphite of soda lessens the color of

the negative, and the concentrated solution

owes its almost indelinite jiresorvation to

the presence of sulphurous acid, resulting

from the action of .nulphuric acid upon the

8ulj)hite of soda.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Elimination of the Hyposulphite of

Soda from Negatives.—Mr. Felisch has

recommended for removing the hyposul-

phite of soda from negatives, a bath con-

taining equal parts of iodine and iodide of

potassium dissolved in water \intil it attains

the color of port wine. The washed plate

is allowed to remain in this bath for a few

minutes, after which it is properly rinsed.

By this means, it appears, we avoid the de-

struction of the negative by the badly

eliminated iixing-agent. Care should be

taken not to prolong the contact, as other-

wise the image might be converted into an

iodide of silver, which would change the

value of the negative.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Alloy Fusible at 160° Pahr.—Prof.

Gutherie has just discovered an alloy which

melts at 160° F., and which consequently

can easily be used for making moulds from

gelatine reliefs :

Bismuth,

Cadmium,

Lead,

Tin,

47.38 parts.

13.29 "

19.36 "

19.97 "

Kestoring Discolored Photographs.
— World and Science gives the following

process for removing the yellow color of

old photographs : Plunge in a diluted solu-

tion of bichloride of mercury until all trace

of the yellow disappears. It is not neces-

sary to remove the print from its mount,

but in this case, place on it a sheet of bibu-

lous paper which has been steeped in the

bichloride. The print thus treated becomes

more brilliant, and it is asserted that the

image is more permanent, being less ex-

posed to change in the whites, and the loss

of details.

The Moniteur de la Photographie calls

attention to the beautiful print in the Pho-

tographic News, made from typographic

blocks furnished by Crosscup & West (Ives's

process). The editor remarks that this

process has been improved. The continuity

of tone, owing to a closer network, is almost

comj)lete, and the general appearance very

pleasing.

The British Journal publishes a patent

for obtaining a flexible suj)port to be used
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instead of glass plates. A paper of suita-

ble thickness is rendered translucent by an

immersion in copal varnish. When dry it

is polished with powdered pumice, coated

with soluble glass, and then rubbed with

ox-gall. The editor of the journal says

that the paper gives a smoothness equal to

that obtained with glass.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Keducing the Intensity of Nega-
tives.—We read in Photography that Mr.

Martine has remarked that if an intense

negative is allowed to remain for half a

day in a mixture of two parts of the ordi-

nary solution of hyposulpnite with one

part of fresh solution of the ferrous oxalate

developer, all traces of the image disap-

pear. It is therefore possible, by using a

mixture of hyposulphite of soda and fer-

rous oxalate, to obtain the gradual reduc-

tion of negatives that are too intense.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Anatomical Prints.—Mr. Pinard, pho-

tographer of the School of Medicine at

Nantes, France, laid before the Photo-

graphic Society a painting made on a pho-

tograph representing an interesting ana-

tomical subject, and two platinum prints

representing another anatomical reproduc-

tion. Mr. Pinard made the painting in

the following manner : He first photo-

graphed the subject life-size by the silver

gelatino-bromide process, and from this he

made a positive print by the carbon process,

selecting the sepia tint, which is that gen-

erally adopted by painters for their back-

grounds. This positive image was devel-

oped on a temporary support. On the

other hand he took a painter's canvas

mounted on a frame ; after having rubbed

the surface with a clove of garlic, which, it

appears, entirely removes the grease, and

after having well washed it in water, he

covered it with a coating of gelatine, to

which a little chrome alum had been added.

On this coating he made the final transfer

of the image. The canvas was then floated

for twenty minutes on an alum bath, about

five per cent., then well washed under the

tap, dried, and stretched. The photographic

image thus fixed on the canvas is ready to

be painted in any manner that may be de-

sired, either by glazing or impasting. The
other two anatomical prints sent by Mr.

Pinard, had especially for an object to

draw the attention of photographers to the

facilit}' offered by platinum printing when
rapid execution is desired. The object to

be reproduced, brought at 9 o'clock in the

morning, was immediately photographed

upon a gelatino-bromized plate. The nega-

tive, well washed and dried with alcohol,

gave oflf platinum prints which, as had been

requested, were washed, dried, mounted,

and delivered at four o'clock in the after-

noon ; this would have been diflScult to

do by the silver process. These prints

ofl^er besides, a probability of preservation

which silver prints do not possess.

—

Paris

Moniteur.

Specification of the Patent of Mr.

W. Winter.—The object of this invention

is to reproduce photographic enlargements

on tissues made from cotton, silk, linen,

and wool, by using preparations of iodide

or bromide of silver. My process consists

essentially in impregnating the tissues used

for receiving the image with iodide or

bromide of silver, and in impregnating

them I render them insensible to light, and

with which I can obtain with a photo-

graphic negative of sixty square centi-

metres (ten square inches), enlargements

exceeding sixty thousand square centi-

metres (ten thousand square inches). By

using electric light this may be done in

from one to four minutes. To proceed

with precision, I will mention the propor-

tions that I use in a temperature of from

20° to 30° C. (68° to 86° F.) with textures

of cotton, fine or medium, or of wool, in

obtaining results particularly fine and cer-

tain. The tissue used, before being pre-

pared, should be freed of all injurious

chemical substances, and then treated as

follows

:

1. Application of the bromide. The tissue

is impregnated with a solution composed as

follows

:

Bromide of Potassium, . 4 parts.

Bromide of Cadmium, . 1 part.

Water, .... 240 parts.

So that is equally wet on both sides, and it

is then hung up to dry.
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2. Application of the silver. The tissue,

when dry, is in the same manner plunged

into a solution composed of

Nitrate of Silver, . . 4 parts.

Nitric Acid, ... 1 part.

Water, .... 140 parts.

3. Exposure to light. I use an electric

appliance and proceed in other respects in

the same manner as with the solar camera.

The sensitized tissue is exposed until the

image appears clearly visible, which is ob-

tained in from one to four minutes, accord-

ing to the size desired, and the strength of

the negative.

4. Development. Make a solution in a

flat dish of suitable size, of

Pyrogallie Acid, . . 10 parts.

Citric Acid, . . . 45 "

Water 410 "

In this solution the image is plunged and

allowed to remain until developed to the

required strength.

The other manipulations are similar to

those used in ordinary photography. Wash
well the image after development, and treat

in the ordinary way with a gold solution
;

then fix, and finally wash again in abun-

dant water.

—

Journal de I'Industrie Photo-

graphique.

A PHOTOGRAPHER of Berlin has been

sent to the penitentiary for a fraud which

would probably entitle him to be called a

"smart" man in this country. He pre-

tended that he could make photographs of

gentlemen so life-like that their dogs would

be able to recognize them. When the pho-

tographs were held up before the dogs of

the owners, the dogs would wag their tails

and lick the pictures. The other photog-

raphers of Berlin grew jealous. They

watched their colleague and finally dis-

covered that he put a thin layer of lard

over the jncture, which the dogs, of course,

smelled, and then licked oil".

PiiOToGRAiMiic NovKLTY. — Uranium
photography is becoming ])opular in France.

The salts of the metal are gold, green, and

greenish-l«rown, and in thin layers pro-

duce very delicate tints. For photograph-

ing forests and landscapes they are supe-

rior, giving pictures that are nearly perfect

reproductions of nature.

A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.

(Continued from page 284.)

IX.—To BE Continued until there is

A Keformation.

A reformation has arrived or is coming. Wit-

ness the following

:

Rochester, N. Y., September 30, 18S4.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer:

Tlie photographers of Rochester organized a

meeting this evening, with Mr. J. H. Kent in

the Chair, and agreed to advance their prices on

cabinet and card photographs one dollar per

dozen. Good feeling exists among the frater-

nity and all present expressed themselves as

anxious for a still further advance as soon as

the public are accustomed to the step just taken.

S. D. Wardlaw,
Secretary.

Good for Rochester. The sound of reform is

started now—may the good work continue

throughout our whole land. This is the right

method; a gradual, steady, but certain advance.

We think our arguments in favor of increased

prices for photographs are doing their good

work, and we can only add that if photogra-

phers would now purchase and distribute among
their patrons the little leaflet we have published

called A Quiet Chat on Prices that the way
for advance would be made so easy that it may
be done without scarcely being noticed. A little

backbone, gentlemen and ladies, is all that is

needed in this direction, and you will be as-

tonished and pleased at the results.

In the little pamphlet entitled A Quiet Chat

oil the Prices of Photographs, we have already

recorded the names from twenty-four States, of

those photographers who rightly believe that

good work of necessity demands a fair compen-

sation ; now we are glad to add the voices from

nine more States and Territories. The cheap

man is beating against the natural laws whioh

govern production and value, and must supinely

drop, like all fools who fight against natural lawB,

A distinguished English photographer has said

the great bane of our art has been the "cheap,"

combined, as it proverbially is, with the nasty.

Cheap ))hotographers may doj)cnd upon it thai

the public does not value them above the price

they put upon themselves. If photogra|ilicrs

want to compete with their opponents, let them

oompeto by all means. Lot them utterly cni."!"

them if they like, but let them do it by skill in

their art, not in the lowness of the prices they

charge for their iiroductions. Wc call ujion the
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cheap men to make an effort to begin to study

their art from a new position, to determine to

excel the best, and above all, when they have

done this, to charge a good price, and give them

their money's worth.

Some Plain Talk.—What do we notice

in the photographic journals of to-day?

One of the prominent topics that agitates

the photographic mind is price. Photog-

raphy having been ten'ibly convulsed for

some years past, is now awakening to the

fact that something must be done for the

financial part of the business, or those who
persist in the downward course must even-

tually go to the wall. As a sample of what

is said in the journals, we clip the following

from The Philadelphia Photographer
of last month, by the pen of John K. Mil-

ler, of Elizabethtown, Pa.: "The public

never demand low prices for good work :

on]}' a certain class, never of much good to

most galleries, twist the life out of the eagle

on a twenty-five cent piece. Ask some of

the Harrisburg, Pa., photographers what

they think of cutting prices, and they will

show you a scar on their reputations' fingers

deeper than silver stains. Their pocket-

books have the dyspepsia or marasmus

bad enough, and no doctor but that of

experience could do them any good, and,

fortunately or unfortunately, that doctor

is of the "old school," and believes in

physic.

Some More Plain Talk.—Dress your

hair and arrange your toilet about your

neck just as you wish to appear. Avoid all

strong contrasts of black and white, dress

with taste, and your portrait will always

look well. Please remember that I have

not the physical or financial ability to try

experiments on your various toilets, unless

you are willing to pay for the extra sittings.

It will be to your advantage to leave your

position to me, unless you are the better

educated in art; then I will gladly defer to

your superior j udgment. Under all circum-

stances I will endeavor to please you, and

to give the very best possible result in po-

sition, lighting, expression, and finish. My
prices are more than moderate for the class

of work I give you, and I trust you will

acquiesce in my business rules.

All work is finished as rapidly as possible

;

there are no unnecessary delays.

C. TOMLINSON,
Elmira, New York.

We endorse the above as a move in the

right direction to secure good work to the

patron, and pay to the workman.

M. H. Albee,

W. F. KUHN,
L. Spear.

—Maj^lboro, Mass., Paper.

THE REPORT OF THE TREASU-
RER OF THE PHOTOGRAPHERS'
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

Below we append the official report fur-

nished us by Treasurer Armstrong of the

Photographers' Association of America.

Our readers will find many new items and

names on both sides of the account. Some
of them are difficult for us to understand,

but we well know the difficulties of man-

aging such exhibitions, having been through

the mill a good many times, and we know,

too, how very easy it is to find fault. It is

always for the ignorant to find fault. The

gentlemen having charge of the late Con-

vention were appointed to the trust, and it

is our duty to accept what they consider is

the best they can do, with no howling or

grumbling. We think, however, that a

little more care could have been exercised

in a matter which certainly should have

had the utmost care, namely, in managing

the amount of money which was received

from contributors. The item " extra collec-

tions by Secretary $1845.00," does not fill

the bill; each individual who contributed

to this matter should be mentioned by

name as a matter of common courtesy. We
speak what we know, when we state that at

least one party was neglected in this way.

We refer to the Blair Tourograph and Dry

Plate Co., 471 and 475 Tremont Street,

Boston. They received from Mr. Wein-

gartner. Secretary, under date of June 11th,

a bill for half-page advertisement in book

110.00, and |50.00 subacription to fund,

total 160.00 with the following note ap-

pended :

" Please remit, and I will send receipt.

The Convention is booming. Let me know
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how much space you want. How do you

like the book? How many railroad certifi-

cates do you want, and on what railroad

will you come over.

" Yours fraternally,

" Leo Weingaktner,
" Secretary."

This letter was answered by a check for

$60.00; and, as we have said, no careful

record was made of it, so as to see it pro-

l)erly acknowledged. We have no further

comment to make, except to say that our

motive is only to ask our friends to be

courteous in all matters. The Blair Touro-

graph and Dry Plate Co. do not hold them-

selves up as models of charity, but we think

and they think they are entitled to credit

for what they do if other people get it.

Below we append the report

:

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION OP

AMERICA.

Annual report of W. A. Armstrong,

Treasurer of the Photographers' Associa-

tion of America

:

Receipts—188S.

Oct. 24, cash from J. H. Keid

Nov. 1, cash from C. A. Schindler

1884.

June 12, cash from A. M. Collins

& Son

June 12, cash from E. & H. T. An-

thony

Aug. 1, cash from

—

Scoville Manuf 'g Co., N.Y. City

W. F. Ashe

Lehman & Brown

Mr. Schofield, Utica, N. Y.

S. Wing, Charlestown, ]Mass.

Benjamin French & Co., Boston

C. M. French, Garretsville, O.

Mr. Cope, Hamilton, ().

Toledo Moulding Co., Toledo

E. C. Gilbert, Itavenna, 0.

P. Smith & Co., Cincinnati, O.

Mr. Cirayback, La Porto, Ind.

J. M. Bryant, La Porte, Ind.

Allen Bros., Detroit, Mich.

Hock ford D. P. Co.,Rock ford. 111

N. C. Thayer & Co., Chicago, 111

Douglass, Thompson & Co., Chi

$497.30

10.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

25.00

25.00

10.00

10.00

50.00

10.00

10.00

25.00

5.00

50.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

50.00

25.00

25.00

Carried forwards, $1132.30

Brought forwards, $1182.30

Mallinkrodt C. Co.,St. Louis,Mo. 25.00

St. Louis D. P. Co., St. Louis . 25.00

A. L. Seward .... 5.00

Devoe c% Co . . . . 25.00

Extra collections (by Secretary). 845.00

Dues from members . . . 1,553.00

For lumber and screens . . 70.00

Sept. 1, cash from C. A. Schindler,

Hoboken, N. J 15.00

Sept. 8, cash from memb'ship dues. 2.00

Total .... $3,792.30

Expenditures—1884.

April 16, paid J. H. Kent for Sec-

retary .... $ 200.00

Expenses of Executive Committee

called to Cincinnati in April . 131.98

April 30, paid for blank books . 1.75

Aug 1, paid

—

Mr. Bonte's carpenter bill . . 400.00

For sign 15.00

Mr. Cady 100.00

For badges 200.00

For clerks 20.00

For printing posters . . . 40.00

L. Weingartner (clean 'g build'g 22.50

(Bills audited at Cincinnati)

Paid L. Weingartner

—

Five per cent, of receipts . . 188.87

Music 90.00

Plants 10.00

Muslin for decorations . . 25.00

Gas bill 17.00

Rent of hall . . . . 500.00

Stamps, telegraphing, station-

ery, and E. Klauber's ex-

penses on committee's call . 125.00

Rent of awning .... 40.00

Reporting ])roceedings . . 175.00

Paid draft on New York . . 1.35

Paid exchange on draft ... 50

Paid C. Gentile, advertising . . 40.00

Paid J. F. Ryder, advertising . 6.50

Paid on President's and Secre-

tary's voucher.-^ .... 661.75

Paid W. A. Armstrong 5 per cent.

of receipts . . . . .188.76

Total .... $3,200786

To balance in bank . . . 591.44

$3,79 2.3
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SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society or Philadel-

phia.—Minutes of the regular meeting

held "Wednesday evening, October 1, 1884,

Mr. John C. Browne in the Chair.

The Chairman announced the death of

Mr. James L. Claghorn, which occurred

August 25th. Mr. Claghorn's name was

the first enrolled upon the original list of

members of the Society. With his well-

known interest in all matters pertaining to

art, he had been, particularly in the early

days of the Society, very zealous in pro-

moting its welfare. His loss was one for

which all must feel a most sincere regret.

Dr. Jordan, on behalf of Mr. I. W. Taber,

of San Francisco, presented a fine large

photograph of El Capitan, Yosemite Val-

ley, taken on one of Mr. Taber's 18 x 22

dry plates. The beautiful quality of the

picture was greatly admired, and a vote of

thanks was passed for the gift.

A discussion on instantaneous photogra-

phy was participated in by several mem-
bers. Dr. Jordan had found the light

better at Mt. Desert than in either Florida

or California.

Mr. Carbutt described the shutter used in

taking the picture of a bicycle being ridden

down the steps of the capitol at Washing-

ton. The slide, with a pear-shaped open-

ing, worked with a rotary motion from side

to side. It was made of wood soaked in

paraffine, and rubbed with plumbago to

reduce friction. The necessary speed was

attained by a rubber band having a pull of

six pounds.

Mr. Croughton mentioned the beautiful

results obtained with the Edwards (English)

shutter, which was in the form of a curtain

with a narrow slit passing downwards di-

rectly in front of the plate.

Mr. Smith showed an instantaneous pict-

ure of a horse and sleigh taken by Mr.

Herzog, in which the action of the horse

was wonderfully well shown, the feet being

in a position such as is generally accepted

by artists as correctly representing the im-

pression on the eye.

Mr. Corlies showed a group of tennis

players, in which three balls were taken in

midair with remarkable success.

A number of pictures were shown by

Mr. Wood, among which may be men-

tioned a very life-like instantaneous view

of " Schoolboys at Play."

Mr. Frank Bement showed a number of

views taken at Lake George.

Dr. Lowenberg asked thequestion, "What
is the equivalent focus of a lens, and what
use is made of it ?"

Mr. Carbutt stated that in a rough way
it could be considered the distance from the

ground-glass to the diaphragm when the

lens was focussed on a distant object. The
exact equivalent focus was one-quarter the

distance from the ground-glass to an object

so situated that the image on the ground-

glass, when in sharp focus, was exactly

the same size as the object itself. In prac-

tice it gives a means of comparing the

working of one lens with another. Two
lenses using stops whose diameters bear the

same proportion to the equivalent foci of

their respective lenses, will require the same

exposure though the lenses vary greatly in

size. Thus a lens of six-inch focus with

a one-half inch stop |= —.) will require

the same exposure as one of twelve inches

focus with a one inch stop (^^ — also )

the diameter of the stop in both cases being

one-twelfth of the equivalent focus.

In order to proceed with a lantern exhi-

bition of pictures by Mr. Wood, the meet-

ing adjourned. Kobert S. Redfield,
Secretary.

Philadelphia Amateur Photo-

graphic Society.—The beautifully ar-

ranged reception-room of the Philadelphia

Amateur Photographic Club accommodated

a goodly attendance of the regular members,

and also several visitors.

The President, Mr. Roberts, called the

meeting to order, and the Secretary read the

minutes of the last meeting, which met with

a few objections, but were finally adopted.

It seems that the Society had agreed to

subject several different brands of dry plates

to certain tests, and had appointed a com-

mittee to decide upon their relative merits.

Dr. Lowenberg, as Chairman of this com-

mittee, was invited to give the report of the

22
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experimental tests. He desired to preface

his remarks by saying that the Society wished

it to be distinctly understood that the experi-

ments were not made with any design of fur-

thering the interests of any plate-maker, but

solely for the good of the members, to save

them the mortifying results as well as ex-

pense, which some incurred with the use of

plates not adapted to the special work in-

tended.

Dr. Lowenberg continued his remarks

and explained the method of procedure.

Several well-known brands of gelatine

plates were taken of professed rapidity and

used upon instantaneous exposures, under

exactly the same conditions with the various

drop-shutters, and with Darlot No. 1 , 2, and

3, and Eoss Wide Angle Instantaneous.

Six plates of each brand were used, and, as

Dr. Lowenberg affirmed, the experiments

were conducted accurately and in a scientific

manner. The results were in favor of Car-

butt's special plates, which gave the clearest

and most vigorous negatives, and the great-

est detail in the shadows. Good results had

been obtained by one experimenter with the

Inglis plate.

The English brands of Wrattan and Wain-
wright and Kingston plates were last upon

the list. Many of the members objected to

the value of this report as an indication of

the merits of the plates, and claimed that

the tests had not been conducted scientifi-

cally. The Wrattan and Wainwright and

the Kingston plates had been used by them,

and had given most excellent results.

It was thought the mere fact of placing

such plates as those of established excellency

and of undoubted merit last upon the list

was a sure indication that the experiments

had been conducted in an unscientific man-

ner. It was agreed that a further test should

be made ; the plates to be exposed, and then

sent to the makers themselves for develop-

ment.

The resignation of Mr. Pearson as Secre-

tary was accepted, with the regrets of the

Society at his retirement. Mr. Randall was

appointed to fill the vacancy.

A letter was read by the Secretary from

Mr. Beach, President of tlio New York So-

ciety, asking the cooperation of the Club in

representing amateur photography at the

great Exposition at New Orleans.

Mr. Walmsley, Jr., exhibited a number

of drop-shutters, and also a very ingenious

washing apparatus, by which the constant

change of water was secured, and the hypo

thoroughly eliminated from the print.

A test of the various magic lanterns was

made—French, English, and American.

Hughes's, of English make, and J. W.
Queen's, of Philadelphia, were acknowledged

to be superior to the others in illuminating

power, and distinctness of the image pro-

jected. E. L. Wilson's were not tried.

A number of excellent slides, made by

the members themselves, or from their nega-

tives by professional slide-makers were

shown.

Many excellent prints from negatives, the

work of the members themselves, were

shown ; noticeably those by Messrs. Ran-

dall, W. D. H. Wilson, Getty, Taylor, Cun-

ningham, Van Beil, Gray, and Dr. Lowen-

berg.

On motion, the Society adjourned.

Association of Opkrativr Photogra-
phers.—September 3, 1884, 392 Bowery.

President Buehler in the Chair. Minutes

of last meeting read and approved. The

thanks of the Association were returned

for the various journals received.

Mr. McGeorge introduced to the Associa-

tion Mr. Moreno, as follows : Mr. Moreno
came here to night at my solicitation. He
has the misfortune not to hear much, and

is not able to speak our language, but he

has the good fortune to turn out some very

tine work. It must be encouraging to see

that a person laboring under such disadvan-

tages can do work worthy of any one. Mr.

Moreno is an employ^ as well as an em-

ployer—an operative j)hotographer, us it

were, for he does his own work.

Mr. Buehler : Here are pictures from

plates that have been fogged ;
not ligiit-

struck, but made with foggy emulsion.

Mr. Moreno, by his process, which was

published in the Bulletin for August, has

been able to clear them.

Mr. McGeorge: Two of these prints rep-

resent—one fifteen years' experience with
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the wet plate, the other fifteen minutes'

work with the dry-plate process.

Mr. Buehler : With any good emulsion a

dry-plate negative can be made for the first

time by an expert operator. These are all

made on Eastman plates. In this picture of

the same lady taken twice on the one plate,

a mask was cut suflicient (illustrating) only

to show this part. The mask was put right

in front of the sensitive surface, and that

was first exposed. It opened like a flap,

and closed again, and the person changed

position. It is very ingenious. The ex-

posures have to be made as near alike as

possible in order to avoid a dark line where

they join. Mr. Moreno has succeeded in

getting four exposures on an imperial plate

—one person changing position four times.

Mr. McGeorge : I have done what little

I could to further the interests of the A-sso-

ciation, in the hope of filling the gap

caused by the resignation of several of its

best members. Mr, Duchochois, who is an

old chemist as well as an old photographer,

and probably knows as much about photo-

graphic chemistry as any one in the city,

has generously offered to give a course of

lectures before the Association, in a popular

way, explaining inorganic chemistry and

chemistry as applied to photography. Mr.

Duchochois has been a chemist all his life,

and if I may be permitted to say it, it has

been his aim to discover and reveal a pro-

cess of photography in colors, in which he

partially succeeded at one time. I have no

doubt his words will be of interest to many
of the younger photographers, at least to

those who have not had an opportunity of be-

coming familiar with the subject elsewhere.

Mr. Buehler: You have heard what Mr.

McGeorge has brought before the Associa-

tion, and I can only heartily welcome the

gentleman, and would like a motion made
conveying our thanks to Mr. Duchochois.

The motion was made, and carried.

The Secretary : 1 move that a vote of

thanks be given to Mr. Moreno for kind-

ness in coming here this evening with his

fine collection of negatives and portraits,

and also for the information he has given

us about fog. I hope he will soon learn to

speak English, and attend our meetings

often. Carried,

Mr. McGeorge : I desire to see some day

that line which has hertofore existed be-

tween the employer and employe oblit-

erated. I hope the time will soon arrive

when every employe will be at once his

own employer and his own employe.

Mr. Buehler: If the photographic em-

ployers would acknowledge the work of

each department—the work of the operator

printer and retoucher—there would be a

great deal better feeling between them.

Mr. Hickle, printer for Eockwood, ex-

hibited some very excellent work of steamers

passing up the Sound, made with Anthony's

twelve-dollar camera. T. W. Power,
Secretary.

A New Amateur Societt.

Columbus, Ohio, Oct 16, 1884

Dear Sir : About a dozen amateur pho-

tographers of this city, on October 13, met

and organizt-d the Amateurs' Photographic

Club of Columbus, Ohio. Prof. W. S. Good-

nough was elected President, Mr. Will H.

White Secretary. The meetings will be held

semi-monthly. Several of the members are

old workers, one or two commencing in wet-

plate times, and two are Professors of Sci-

ence in the State University. On this ac-

count the discussions will be of value, and

cover a wide range of topics. Best hopes

for them. Tours,

W. S. GOODNOUGH,
President.

At the recent meeting of the American

Association for Advancement of Science,

held in Philadelphia, several papers on pho-

tographic subjects were read. Professor W.
H. Pickering exhibited spectrum photo-

graphs of the infra red rays upon ordinary

commercial dry plates of different makers.

Gelatine plates are ordinarily regarded as

proof against red rays, and yet in this case

the rays below the red in the spectrum that

are invisible as light impressed the plate.

This has been done with expressly prepared

plates by Abney, Vogel, and others. It is

only necessary to say that the spectrum pho-

tographed by Professor Pickering was very

short—perhaps an inch and a half Iqng

;

and that, with greater dispersion, so much

longer time would have been required that

no impression would have been made by the
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red rays. Professor Kowland remarked,

upon^rough calculation, based on the time

employed hy Professor Pickering, that it

would take 1000 hours' exposure for the

spectrum of the dispersion given by his

grating.

Professor Pickering also read a paper, giv-

ing the results of his experiments upon the

sensitiveness of different brands of dry plates

in the market.

A NATIONAL AMATEUR
CONVENTION.

BY PROF. CHAS. F. HIMES, PH.D.

The suggestion made by me to you several

months ago, in regard to the combination

of the various Amateur Photographic Asso-

ciations of the country, and which found its

way into print inadvertently, has been so

promptly responded to, and so well seconded

by Mr. Beach, President of the New York

Amateur Association, that its ultimate suc-

cess may be regarded as certain. The best

plan will doubtles develop itself upon con-

ference, by correspondence or otherwise,

of the different Associations. My own
original suggestion did not contemplate an

entirely new and independent National

Amateur Organization, but a closer relation-

ship between existing Amateur Associations,

through an organization that would recog-

nize a sort of ad eundem membership in all.

It would not need elaborate machinery, and

some Amateur Society might be appointed

from year to year as an Executive Com-
mittee, with power over all minor details.

The profit and pleasure to be derived from

a frequent informal interchange of sugges-

tions, of work supplemented by the amateur

camera-meets that might be arranged from

time to time, would be incalculable. Feeble

associations not only would be encouraged,

but some of tlic stronger ones might be

carried thrmigh tlie dead-point of some acci-

dental dei)rossion that might prove fatal, as

has often liaj)pcncd to similar organizations.

A business meeting of tlie National Organi-

zation need only necessarily be a representa-

tive meeting of a limited number of dele-

gates from each. As a member of one of

the earliest and most effective amateur or-

ganizations of twenty-five years ago, which

was not at all of a local cha7'acter, as all our

amateur organizations now are, I cannot but

realize how much is lost by the absence of

some bond of connection, however slight, be-

tween amateurs of widely separated localities.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS FOR
1885.

Soon after our readers see these lines the

twenty-first issue of Photographic Mosaics

will be ready. It is not in taste for us to

make more than this announcement. We
have expended more than usual effort to

secure not only filled pages for Mosaics, but

to fill it with matter from our best practi-

tioners of a quality that will tell every line

to somebody. The past year has been an

unusually fruitful one for photography,

both practically and aesthetically—a year of

the greatest growth in our art of any of its

life. Although our magazines have all

teemed with excellent contributions, keeping

the photographer well posted as to photo-

graphic progress, still there remains a vast

amount of useful experience that is bubbling

up to the surface all the time, and which

the editor of Mosaics endeavors to catch and

arrange in pleasant and profitable form for

those who are devoted to the art. We trust,

therefore, that Mosaics, 1885, will not only

prove to be new to the most of our readers,

but acceptable and useful in helping them

over difficulties, and in making the art of

photography pleasanter to them. The great

charm about photography is that it not only

gives pleasure, but enables us to give pleas-

ure to others by the products of our cameras.

Mosaics will add to this pleasure just as sure

as it is carefully read. We refer the reader

to the partial list of the articles it contains,

in the advertisement in proper place. There

is something marvellous in the thought that

144 pages of condensed photographic matter

can be supplied for the low price of fifty

cents. Cloth bound co))ies are, as usual,

one dollar.

IIoNoii AccuuDKDA I'lioToc; It Ai'iii; R.—Our old-

timo subscriber, Mr. Wh.mam Mylks, of Wheel-

ing, W. Va., has been elected a member of the

Legislature of that uiountainouH State, by a

largo majority.
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OBITITARY.

HENRY T. ANTHONY.

New York, October 11, 1884.

"E. L. Wilson, Philadelphia:

"Our Mr. Henry T. Anthony died this

morning suddenly.

"V. M. Wilcox."

The above telegram was received by us

early on Saturday, October 11, informing

us of the death of one of the most useful men
that ever was known in the photographic

art. Only three days previous to the receipt

of this sad news, Mr. Wilcox, with several

other gentlemen, was in our oflBce as a com-

mittee to see that photography was properly

represented at the New Orleans Exposition.

One of the gentlemen of this committee was

Professor Charles P. Himes, who was also

one of our earliest amateur photographers.

While discussing that department of the

committee work which referred to photo-

graphic history, the subject of fuming was

broached, and the name of Mr. Henry T.

Anthony with his invention mentioned,

whereupon Professor Himes revealed a

little bit of history that was new, to us at

least, and we imagine to the rest of the

committee, if not to most of the photog-

raphers who are to-day living. Professor

Himes stated that during an early meeting

of the old First Exchange Club, of which

he was a member, Mr. Anthony communi-

cated to them his discovery of the advan-

tages of fuming. Among those who received

this secret was Professor Edward Emerson,

also a member of the club, and now resident

in Munich, Bavaria. Professor Emerson,

with all the enthusiasm of an earnest ama-

teur, communicated Mr. Anthony's dis-

covery to The British Journal of Photog-

raphy, and thus the fuming process became

first published in England. This publica-

tion has since been set against Mr. An-
thony's claims as the real inventor of the

fuming process on several occasions. This

fact being made known to Professor Himes,

he stated his resolve to communicate what
he knew to Mr. Anthony, and thus confirm

him in his claims. Alas 1 before Professor

Himes could return to his home and pen

his communication, the news comes, first

that our friend is very low, and then that

he is dead. Who is not familiar with the

name of Henry T. Anthony? Where is

the photographer who can boast of ten years

in the art, and who has ever met Henry T.

Anthony, who can say that he has not

learned wisdom from his teachings? Not

only as the editor of Anthony's Photographic

BuUetiti since its conception, but as a free

giver of knowledge, Mr. Anthony has been

one of our most useful men. Early in our

editorial life he became our personal friend,

and many happy hours have we spent with

him in his " den," as he was pleased to call

it, watching his experiments, learning from

his investigations, and listening to his dis-

cussions upon his theories and matters of

practice. When the National Photog-

raphers' Association was formed, Mr. An-

thony became, year after year, an attendant

upon its Conventions, and there went about

dispensing information to the fraternity,

many of whom will have cause to remember

him gratefully. Another strange coinci-

dence is, that just before the news of his
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death came, we received in our mail the

issue of The British Joui-nal of Photography

of September 26, containing a sketch of Mr
Anthony's life, together with his portrait.

As the B7'itish Journal puts it, "an ad-

mirable likeness of a cultured and worthy

gentleman." On our cover will be found

another portrait of Mr. Anthony, though

all American readers have been made fa-

miliar Avith his face by his portrait in The

Bulletin. Mr. Anthony was a little past

seventy years of age, having been born Sept.

18, 1814. He was a graduate of Columbia

College in New York, and was, in turn, a

civil engineer, employed upon the Croton

aqueduct, and upon various public works of

New York State. He was also a bank clerk

for a portion of his time, and otherwise em-
ployed until, in 18-52, he assumed the manu-
facturing department of the great photo-

graphic stock-house of Edward and Henry
T. Anthony.

Photography never had a more devoted

votary than the subject of our notice. His

familiarity with the sciences enabled him to

grasp fully and widely every bit of material

which came to his hands on the subject of

his own art, and enabled him to apply it

practically to the services of the fraternity.

Being in charge of the manufacturing de-

partment, he produced many specialties for

the photographer which are as familiar as

household words in the dark-room. It will

be a long time before our art can discover

one able to take his place. The Bulletin

will have no diflRculty to secure an editor

with much photographic knowledge (though

never as a beloved brother). But no one

can take the place of Henry T. Anthony,
who, seated in his private office, led many
a photographer from darkness to light;

lifted him up from the rut, on to the

smooth and easy road
, excited his ambition,

and made him produce better results in

spite of discouragements. He was a photo-

graphic dictionary, cyclopajdia, and text-

book combined, and tlie mere indication of

a desire to gain information was sufficient

to cause these great volumes, which in him
were combined, to open freely and fully to

all who needed them.

1"o his remaining jiartners, Me.ssrs. Edw.
Anthony and V. M. Wilcox, aiid to their

great staff of employes, we tender our cor- I

dial and heartfelt sympathy. How we shall

miss him when we next visit his wonted

place of business ! But how much more

severe will be their bereavement and de-

privation, because it must daily come to

their minds ; but the familiar form will no

longer be seen walking in and out among
them.

The following was issued by the Photo-

graphic Merchants' Board of Trade :

Office of the Secretary of the Photographic

Merchants' Board of Trade.

Detroit, Mich., October 11, 1884.

Dear Sir : A little more than a year has

elapsed, and death has a second time entered

our ranks : Henry T. Anthony is dead. A
veteran in years and service has passed

away. His reputation has gone beyond the

narrow limits of our Association, beyond

our own land, making for him a respected

and honored name wherever the art of pho-

tography is known. The following tele-

gram announcing his death reached me to-

day :

New York, October 11, 1884.

Geo. K. Angell, Detroit:

Henry T. Anthony died this morning at

seven o'clock.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.

I mail this to you with regret. Frater-

nally yours, Geo. K. Angell,
Secretary.

FILM NEGATIVES.
On page 198 of our issue fur July last,

after discussing "a perfect negative pro-

cess," we closed our remarks as follows:

" One revolution precedes another, and it is

quite possible that the gelatine plate is only

paving the way for a more perfect negative

process."

We little tlioiight thi'u, tliat in less than

a third of a year, any one of our bright and

successful American manufacturers of gela-

tine emulsion plates would enter our office

able to cry " Eureka !
" But we are happy

to say that such is the real fact, and some

of the results are at our good right hand

while we drive our stylo across the sheet.

While many anotlier ingenious plodder

has been experimenting with golatino sheets

and transluc.fnt pujicr, reviving tlie old
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Talbotype process, or treading on the heels

of the manufacturers of carbon tissue, one

of our advertisers has turned aside from all

makeshifts, and, as we suggested, has at-

tacked the conundrum in an entirely dif-

ferent direction, and met with the succes

he deserves.

The gentleman we allude to is Mr. George

Eastman, of Kochester, N. Y. Mr. East-

man's product is an einulsion fibn supported

on paper or its equivalent, and is to be sup-

plied to the purchaser either in " endless "

rolls, or in " blocks " of a dozen or more
sheets together, flat and compact.

We are hardly called upon to go into the

details of the manufacture of these films,

for the possible processes are various. The
paper could be coated by flowing with a

brush or dabber, or it could be made to pass

over a vessel of emulsion and take up on its

way sufficient of the fluid emulsion to

suffice.

Given the " film," what concerns us most

is how are we to make it available ?

First a word or two more of explanation.

Wore the paper or other support simply

coated with sensitized emulsion, there would

be no profitable way of utilizing it for nega-

tive purposes. Kefer to the diagram which

follows, and this fact will be made plain.

A, is the support; C, is the layer of emul-

sion ; and B, is ?k gelatine layer which comes

in between for a purpose which will be

found necessary when the method of using

the film is further explained.

The const7'uctio7i of the film is now un-

derstood, and we exppse it in the camera.

It is developed and fixed as though it were

on glass. After being thoroughly washed,

the film is detached from the paper in the

following, or in some equivalent manner:

The fixed and washed film is floated face

downward in water, and a glass plate being

introduced under it and lifted out of the

water, the plate will lift the film with it,

which is then made to adhere closely to its

surface by pressure on the back of the

paper. The adhesion is preferably secured

by^the sliding pressure of the edge of a

straight piece of rubber or other flexible

substance carried along the back of the

film. The application of the pressure

should be repeated until contact is secured

at all -points by the entire removal of the

water between the glass and the film. The

paper support is now detached from the

film by the application of the requisite de-

gree of heat to the glass plate, the effect of

which is to soften the gelatine layer be-

tween the paper and the relatively insoluble

gelatine layer containing the image, so that

the paper may be readily stripped off or re-

moved, leaving the image adhering to the

glass. The heat may be applied uniformly

by placing the glass on a heated plate of

metal, or on a water bath, or by the appli-

cation of hot water to the plate. Any re-

maining traces of the soluble gelatine layer

may be sponged or washed off with warm
water, and the glass and adhering film,

when dried and varnished, if desired, is

ready for the printer.

By the use of wax on the glass or other

support, the film may be stripped and used

or preserved independently. Thus the glass

having been coated with beeswax dissolved

in turpentine, and subsequently polished,

the gelatine image may be removed there-

from by applj'ing a moist gelatine sheet to

it and allowing it to dry, after which the

two gelatine sheets,may be removed together

from the glass or other support, and may

be subsequently used to print from, or

mounted, or preserved in any preferred

manner.

The operations may be performed in dif-

ferent order. Thus, the paper may be

stripped from the film before development

or after development, and before fixing or

after fixing.

We ought to have said as to the gelatines

in the composition of the gelatine layer C,

and the emulsion layer B, that the last is

less soluble than the first (though both are

insoluble in cold water), because of the ad-

dition of chrome alum, and is rendered so

in order that it may be transferred to glass

or entirely detached from any support, if

preferred, as described above.

The matter will be made still plainer to

our readers if we quote the claims of the

inventor from his patent specifications :
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"I claim :

" 1. As a new article of manufacture, a

sensitive photographic film consisting of a

coating of insoluble sensitized gelatine, a

paper or equivalent support, and an inter-

posed coating of soluble gelatine.

" 2. In a photographic film, the combina-

tion of the support A, the insoluble sensi-

tive gelatino-argentic-emulsion film C, and

the soluble interposed gelatine layer B, sub-

stantially as described.

" 3. In a film for photographic purposes,

the combination of a backing sheet or sup-

port of paper or like material, a film of sen-

sitized gelatine adapted to withstand the

solvent action of water, and an intermediate

film of soluble gelatine.

" 4. The herein-described sensitive flexi-

ble photographic film, consisting of the sup-

port A, having a layer of insoluble sensitized

gelatine C, attached thereto by means of an

interposed soluble gelatine substratum, said

film being rendered flexible by means of

glycerine, substantially as described.

" 5. As an improvement in the art of pho-

tography, the process consisting in, first,

providing an insoluble sensitive gelatine

film affixed by solvent material to a sup-

porting-sheet ;
second, in exposing and de-

veloping said film ; third, attaching the

developed film to a rigid plate by means of

wax or its equivalent; fourth, in detaching

the support from the film by the application

of heat ; and, fifth stripping the film from

the waxed surface.

" 6. As a new article of manufacture, a

sensitive photographic film composed of a

paper or equivalent support, an insoluble

sensitized film, and an intermediate soluble

attaching-film insoluble in the developing-

fluids, and at normal temperatures, but ren-

dered soluble by the application of heat in

watery solutions, substantially as described.

" 7. As a new article of manufacture, a

sensitive photographic film composed, es-

Bentially, of a paper or equivalent support,

a film of sensitized gelatine, and an inter-

posed attaching-flliii, the said sensitized

film being insoluble, and the said inter-

mediate attaching-film being insoluble with

respect to tlic dovcloping-lluids, but ren-

dered .s<ilublu in water by the apiilication of

heut, substantially us described."

When Mr. Eastman was working the

process described above in connection with

his friend and partner, Mr. William H.

Walker, they found that when the support

was coated on one side only, the coating

would swell from the absorption of water

during the various stages of development,

and the films would consequently manifest

a tendency to curl backward. Patient ex-

periment revealed the fact that this annoy-

ance could be overcome by giving the sup-

port a coating of gelatine on its back or

reverse side. A new invention was thus

born, and jointly the gentlemen named

have received a second patent for process

and product. The following figure repre-

sents the film as it will be soon oflTered to

the trade. S, represents the flexible sup-

port; E, the sensitive coating; L, the in-

terposed gelatine layer ; and B, the gelatine

backing.

In practice, the emulsion layer contain-

ing the image may be stripped from the

flexible support by the application of warm
water, which dissolves the interposed gela-

tine layer L, and the detached film may
then be used alone or affixed to any suitable

support for printing purposes. The in-

ventors prefer to attach the film to a glass

support before removing the paper, as de-

scribed by Mr. Eastman in his individual

patent.

Jointly these gentlemen claim :

" 1. As a new article of manufacture, the

herein-described sensitive photographic

film, consisting of a sijitable flexible support

coated on one side with a layer of gelatine,

and on the other side with a layer of sensi-

tive gelati no-argentic emulsion attached to

the support b}' an interposed layer of rela-

tively more soluble gelatine, substantially

as described.

" 2. As an improvement in the art of pho-

tography, the herein-described process of

making sen.sitive flexible jiliotograpliic films,

consisting in coating a suitable llexible sup-

port on the reverse side with a solution of

gelatine, in drying the said coating, in ap-
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plying to the face side a coating of soluble

gelatine, in drying the said coating, and in

subsequently applying thereto a coating of

gelatino-argentic emulsion of relative in-

solubility, and in drying the same, substan-

tially as described.

" 3. As an improvement in the art of pho-

tography, the herein-described process of

making sensitive flexible photographic films,

consisting in coating a suitable flexible sup-

port on the reverse side with a solution of

gelatine, in drying the said coating, in ap-

plying to the face side a coating of soluble

gelatine, in drying the said coating, in

calendering the coated support, and in sub-

sequently applying to the face side of the

coated and calendered support a coating of

gelatino-argenitic emulsion of relative in-

solubility, substantially as described.

"4. The combination, with the flexible

support S, of the gelatine backing B, and

the layer of relatively insoluble gelatino-

argentic emulsion E, attached to the sup-

port by the layer of more soluble calendared

gelatine L, substantially as described.

" 5. The flexible support S, provided on

one side with the insoluble gelatine backing

B, and on the other with the soluble gela-

tine layer L, substantially as described.

" 6. The flexible support provided with a

layer of soluble calendered gelatine, and

having a coating of relatively insoluble

gelatino-argentic emulsion applied thereto,

substantially as described.

" 7. The combination, with a flexible
^

support S, for a layer of sensitive gelatino-

argentic emulsion, of the backing B, con-

sisting of gelatine treated with chrome-alum

or other chemical, and glycerine, substanti-

ally as and for the purposes set forth.

" 8. As a support for the fllni of sensitive

gelatino-argentic emulsion", a flexible sheet

coated with a layer of soluble translucent

gelatine and calendered on the coated sur-

face, substantially as described.

" 9. As an improvement in the art of pre-

paring sensitive photographic films, the

process consisting in applying to a sheet of

paper, or like support, a layer of soluble

gelatine and drying the same, then calen-

dering the sheet to harden and polish its

surface, and finally applying to the soluble

layer of the calendered sheet a coating of

relatively insoluble gelatino-argentic emul-

sion."

As we have already said, the manufac-

turers will supply these new films in

"blocks" of a dozen or more, or upon

rollers containing sufficient film for fifty

or more exposures. Those preferring them

in blocks, can remove them film by film,

and use them backed with glass in the ordi-

nary holder.

For greater facility in their use Messrs.

Walker & Eastman have invented a holder,

which may be attached to any camera of

proper size. At one end of the holder, the

roll of film is inserted, and its loose end

drawn across and fastened to a roller on the

other side. After the first exposure is made

a light and peculiar system of machinery

within the holder is then wound up, and set

in motion. Thus, the film is drawn across

the face of the holder until a given signal

is sounded, when the works halt, and the

film is ready for another exposure, and so

on to the end of the film. A method of

registering the exposures is supplied, and a

puncture is made in the film automatically,

as the film moves from roller to roller, to

show where one exposure ends and another

begins. We hope to have a drawing of it

soon.

This is a most ingenious and satisfactory

arrangement, and proves the consideration

of the inventors in not only giving us a

new product, and a new process, but in pro-

ducing the wherewithal to maice its use

easy, certain, and therefore enjoyable. Only

think of going into the studio or into the

fields with sufficient sensitized material for

fifty exposures, 8 x 10 size, within a space of

9 X 11 X 2| inches, and not weighing four

pounds. The roller-holder, for fifty films,

weighs one pound less than two ordinary

double holders filled.

Here is a great advantage among a hun-

dred others. The inventor modestly states

but a few in his specifications, as follows :

" The advantages which my improved

sensitized films possess over the ordinary

glass dry plates are too obvious to require

description. Thus I am enabled to dispense

entirely with the glass, the original cost

and the expense arising from the handling,

cleaning, breakage, and transportation of
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which I save. I am also able to effect a

considerable economy in the amount of

emulsion used, as the glass, owing to its

curvature and uneven surface, requires to

be coated thicker than the gelatinized

paper ; and, as the operation of coating the

gelatinized paper with the emulsion, may
in manufacturing operations be carried on

by machinery in absolute darkness, the

highest sensitiveness may be given to the

emulsion employed in my improved films

without danger of fog from too much light

;

and the operations necessary to secure the

desired image bj' the use of my improved

films, in so far as they differ from the ordi-

nary process now employed, are so simple

as to be readily learned bj' the most inex-

perienced person."

We have received several of their film

negatives from Messrs. Eastman and Wal-
ker, and have made satisfactory prints from

them. Also an excellent portrait from a

film negative from Mr. J. H. Kent, which

is equal to his best work in every particular.

The Eastman Dry-Plate and Film Com-
pany (the incorporation of which is noticed

in another column) are, we are informed,

making preparations to manufacture the

new film upon a large scale.

As it is proposed to perform all the opera-

tions of coating, calendering, recoating,

drying, and cutting by automatic ma-

chinery, some time will be required for the

completion of the machines, which are now
well under way. In the meantime we shall

keep our readers fully informed in regard

to the new process.

OUR PICTURE.

The idea of representing a female in a

simple garment miglit suggest itself to

almost anyone, but it is not everyone who
could make it interesting. To make a face

speak, it must not only be photograjthed in

the right light, with nice perceptions in the

gradations of shadows, but the peculiar

character of the individual, the disposition

of the mind, must mirror itself in the

countenance. This is wluit wo call oxj)res-

sion in portraiture, and the j)hotographor

who possesses the genius to call forth those

feelings peculiar to un individual charac-

ter is more entitled to the name of artist,

though it is grudgingly granted him, than

the wielderof paint and brushes, who forms

upon the canvas an unmeaning soulless rep-

resentation called by courtesy a work of art.

Mr. H. Eocher, of Chicago, whose pro-

duction we have the privilege of giving our

readers, has chosen with good taste a subject

of artistic rendering. The fair model is

the renowned and beautiful English woman,

Mrs. Lillie Langtry, who like Cleopatra,

" The laughing queen has taken the world's

great hands."

During her visit to our shores, Mr.

Eocher was fortunate, or rather we may
say she was fortunate in securing so excel-

lent a photographer for giving an impres-

sion of her grace and loveliness. The char-

acter which she personifies is that of Galatea,

in the mythological story of Pygmalion and

G-alatea.

Pjrgmalion, it will be remembered, was a

young Cyprian sculptor who had made with

wonderful skill a statue in marble so beauti-

ful that no living woman could be compared

with it for beauty. It seemed to be alive

in its perfections, and lacked only motion.

His art was perfect in its reflection of

nature in her most beautiful mood. Pyg-

malion, though a married man, fell in love

with this wonderful creation of his own

imagination. He told not his love to

any, least of all to his wife, but secretly

caressed it, and decked it with jewels, and

^clothed it with costly garments of Tyrian

purple and gold, forgetful that it was only

cold and lifeless marble incapable of return-

ing his affections. It chanced that some

circumstance caused a temporary separation

between Pygmalion and his wife. She

laughingly told him, as she bade him good-

bye, that during her absence he might con-

sole himself by loving his statue. The

festival of Venus was at hand, celebrated

with great pomp by the people of Cyprus
;

and while the odor of sweet incense as-

cended to the Queen of Heaven, Pygmalion

mingled with the crowd of worshij)pors and

placed his votive offering upon the altar,

praying at the same tiuu; to the (Joddess

that she might transform his statue into u

living woman. The altar llumed upward

in token that liis piaycr wmild be answered.
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On reaching his home he visited his statue,

and leaning over gave it a rapturous kiss of

love. Lo ! a warmth exhaled from the

parted lips, the eyes looked lovingly upon

him, and a blush of maidenly modesty

mantled the cheeks. Stepping down from

the pedestal, she fell upon the neck of him
who had created her in her loveliness.

The story has a sad ending, as we might

naturally suppose. The injured wife calls

down the vengeance of Heaven upon him
for his broken vows. He is punished with

blindness, and the statue returns to the

marble. In his Earthly Paradise, Morris

has beautifully rendered the feelings of

Galatea on realizing her awakening from

the marble, and meeting with Venus:

" My sweet, she said, and yet,I am not wise,

Or stored with words aright the tale to tell.

But listen, when I opened first my eyes,

I stood within the niche thou knowest well.

And from my hand a heavy thing there fell.

Carved like these flowers, nor could I see things

clear.

And but strange, confused noise could hear.

" At last my eyes could see a woman fair,

But awful as the round white moon o'erhead.

So that I trembled when I saw her there.

For with my life was born some touch of

dread

;

And therewithal I heard her voice, which

said

:

' Come down and learn to live and be alive

For thee a well-prized gift to-day I give.'

"Then on the floor I stepped, rejoicing much.

Not knowing why, not knowing aught at all.

Till she reached out her hand my breast to

touch
;

And when her fingers thereupon did fall.

Thought came into my life and therewithal;

I knew her for a goddess, and began

To murmur in some tongue unknown to man."

We can almost excuse Pygmalion for his

love to G-alatea, were her charms aught of

which we see represented in the beautiful

photograph before us.

Beauty in itself is always interesting,

but it becomes infinitely more powerful

when it is inaction, and associated with the

graces which art is capable of furnishing.

With great skill, Mr. Eocherhas beautifully

posed the body of his model, so that there

is nothing but the natural attitude of the

limbs, free from all constraint and in har-

monious motion. The position of the head

upon the shoulders is exquisite. It reminds

us of those inimitable works of art of ancient

Greece. The drapery is so arranged as to

cover without concealing the flowing form

beneath, and the whole conception is full of

truth and vigor.

Mr. Eocher may well be proud of his

work. It is acknowledged to be the most

faithful and artistic photograph of Mrs.

Langtry, not only by judges in this coun-

try, but by those of her native land.

The negatives were upon dry plates, and

the prints upon the excellent brand of

paper imported by Mr. G. Gennert, of New
York, known as the " Eagle Satin Finish."

AN INTERVIEW WITH A LENS
LOVER.

Those who visited the Cincinnati Expo-

sition will not forget the displaj^ of photo-

graphs made by Messrs. Allen Brothers,

14 and 16 E. Larned Street, Detroit,

Mich., the product of negatives secured by

the new lens marvel, manufactured by Herr

Suter, of Switzerland. They will also re-

member how they marvelled that such mag-

nificent results in quality and size could be

secured by the diminutive instruments on

exhibition. While this wondering was

going on, a ship laden partially with

Suter's lenses was crossing the sea. Now
these lenses are distributed to delighted pur-

chasers in various sections of the country.

What some of these purchasers say may be

seen by reference to the upside down adver-

tisement of Messrs. Allen Brothers, in our

cuiTcnt issue. What a particular operator

with one of these lenses said to us will be

tound below.

During a recent visit to the West, we

were delayed a couple of hours on our home-

ward journey, at Grand Eapids, Michigan.

We have a number of old subscribers there,

and among them the oldest we think is Mr.

Warren Wykes, 35 Monroe Street. Mr.

Wykes has been over a quarter of a century

in the service, and expressed himself as

thinking he had done his duty, but he is

still doing. His chief of staff, however, Mr.
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K. M. Wilson, generally presides at the

camera. On the occasion of our visit, we
found these gentlemen admiring some nega-

tives, which had just been secured, of 14 x 17

size, with their ISTo. 6 Sutter lens. Mr.

"Wilson exhibited half a dozen on this

cloudy day that were made after three

o'clock in the afternoon with next to the

largest diaphragm, each in about five sec-

onds. After inspecting these negatives we

were shown various specimens upon the

wall, all of which bore out the opinion given

us by Messrs. Wykes and Wilson. Mr.

Wilson in answer to our interrogatories

said:

" You ask my opinion in regard to the

Sutter lens ? Well, I can only speak good

of it. I have been using a No. 6 since Jub/,

and have made all sizes, from cabinet, stand-

ing up, to a seven inch figure. In fact, I

have two 14 x 17 size, which you see here

on the wall, that measure ten inches from

the top of the hat to the lowest point of the

chin."

" Yes," we answered, " this is very good

for head, but how are they for sitting and

standing figures?"

" Oh," answered Mr. Wilson, "here is a

14 X 17, of a gentleman, sitting, half length,

a side position, both the hands cut perfectly

sharp, where one hand was three feet back

of the other. These negatives are as finely

cut as any cabinet or card I have ever seen.

They do not possess that wiry sharpness

given by some old lenses, but are beautifully

soft. It is perfectly astonishing the work

that can be done by so small an instrument,

and with the open diaphragm."

" How are they as to time, Mr. Wilson ?"

"Oh, as to time they are quicker than

any other instrument I have ever used. I

made a plain seventeen negative of a rest-

less child, late in the afternoon, in three

seconds with the open lens. Everything

about it is perfectly sharp, as you see. We
consider it almost a miracle. I had set the

plate aside, intending to do nothing with it

on account of the shortness of cxpusiire for

such a light, but trying to get another plate,

and failing to get the child in the chair a

second time, I made uji my mind to develop

the lirsl one, and thii.s obtained a fine nega-

tive."

'
' Do you not think you are a little san-

guine for these lenses ? "

" Well, here are the results, and really I

feel that I cannot speak too highly of the

Suter lens, and only hope that it may find

its way into all the leading galleries of the

country."

" It may well be called universal, though

I- cannot speak rauch of its excellence in

viewing, since I have only made one view

with it. I never saw a 14 x 17 plate filled

so nicely and cut so sharply, even into the

very corners, plowing out the subject there

as nicely as in the middle of the plate."

With such results and such sanguine testi-

mony, we feel free to recommend our

patrons to look into this important subject of

the Suter lens.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The following extract, from an account

of the season at Mountain Lake Park, Md.,

taken from the New York Christian Advo-

cate, shows the prominence given to pho-

tography. We are promised from Professor

Himes interesting details as to the methods

employed in conducting the school which

succeeded so well.

" The first thing to be noted in the pro-

gramme for the current year is the session

of the Summer School of Photography,

which occupied the first two weeks in

August. It is singular that the growth of

photographic science has not suggested to

some bright mind before this summer the

idea of a summer school where amateur

photographers might receive instruction.

The progress made of late in the direction

of amateur practice is amazing. Thousands

of cameras have been sold within the last

two or three years, and great establishments

have grown up into prosperity upon the

business created by the demand for photo-

graphic materials. Not till this summer,

however, has a summer school for these

amateurs been organized. This work was

done by Prof. Charles F. llimcs, Ph.D., of

the Dei)artiucnt of Natural Science in Dick-

inson College. He hud as his assistant Mr.

A. A. Line, of Carlisle, Pa., an expert in

his profession. Dr. Himes has been recog-
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nized for years as an authority in the line

of theoretical and practical photography.

No better man for such a task could have

been found in the country. His success was

complete. Thirty pupils enlisted themselves

in the school, and for weeks the one topic

of conversation, lectures, instruction, in the

school, at the station in the woods, on moun-
tain cliffs, in glades and shady nooks, was

photography. Diaphragms, blue prints,

dry plates, wet plates, cameras, negatives,

developments, silver prints, toning, fixing,

mounting—all these technical terms of pho-

tography took on a new meaning for these

neophytes, who, with exuberant enthusiasm,

set to work to master a new science and art.

Their success was surprising. Young folks

who had never had a camera in hand at the

opening of the school, and who did not

know that there was any other sort of a dia-

phragm besides the ones that they possessed

as a part of their own internal arrange-

ments, who had never had an idea of how
a photograph is taken, were able at the end

of two weeks' instruction to take a fairly

good negative, develop it, and print from it

pictures that would pass muster anywhere
as admirable specimens of photography.

The Professor showed himself a master in

his art, and the pupils won from him and
from all who saw their work cordial praise

for their proficiency.

" Many a charming glen, and graceful

glade, and frowning cliff, and sparkling

brook, and dashing cascade, and forest

vista, and pretty cottage with its frame-

work of trees, were caught by the camera,

fixed indelibly upon a dry plate, transferred

to paper, and now they form parts of valu-

able collections, which will be to their

owners for years to come charming me-

mentos of the First Summer School of

Amateur Photography ever organized."

Let us hope for more such schools.

Pictures Received.—Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth

has favored us with some very beautiful

photographs of Winchester Cathedral, collected

during a recent visit of his to that old-time struct-

ure. We do not have such subjects in this country.

We have received some very artistic pictures of

St. John's University and Abbey, at Collegeville,

Minn., from one of our amateur friends, which

are well worthy of having his name upon them,

which they have not. Mr. E. A. Bass, Socorro,

New Mexico, has favored us with a very char-

acteristic group of donkeys and donkey-boy. A
portion of the group represents the milk ped-

dler with the kegs of milk tied upon the back

of the donkey. This last-named individual is

the same apparently all the world over, with

variations. Mr. Fred. Muller, Owatonna,

Minn., sends us an example of his cabinet work.

A Photograph of Lightning by Itself.—
Mr. G. P. MuNGiER, of New Orleans, has fav-

ored us with a very curious photograph of a

flash of lightning taken during a violent storm

on April 21, 1882, at 9 p.m. The bolt struck

about three squares from the camera, and set

fire to the gallery of a house. A very curious

reflection of distant lightning below the house is

also visible in the picture. Mr. Mungier, we
think, rightly claims to be the first who success-

fully photographed lightning. The path of the

flash is as erratic as the Mississippi River in its

course, as well defined, and very curious.

A Successful Photographer.—Mr. J. A.

Shoaff, Fort Wayne, Ind., is an example of a

successful photographer. His success is due to his

long continuance at one place, to his enterprise,

to his excellent work, and to his good prices.

During a recent visit we found him busily en-

gaged in erecting a pleasant homestead, where

he will enjoy the profits of his past industry.

May continued success attend him.

A New Stockhouse.—During our recent visit

to New Orleans we had the opportunity of in-

specting the new photographic-stock establish-

ment of Mr. Theodore Lilienthal. It was

neatly arranged, well stocked, and well eared

for by Mr. Lilienthal's staff of employes. Be-

sides the stock business, under the same roof.
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Mr. LiLiENTHAL conducts a large photographic

business and an immense trade in frames and

works of art. We were courteously received by

him, and appreciated his attentions.

Mr. S. T. Blessing's New Orleans Estab-

lishment.—Very few photographers in the

South are unacquainted with Mr. S. T. Bless-

ing, of New Orleans. His establishment has

grown from small beginnings to an immense

concern, and now includes not only photographic

apparatus and requisites, but a tremendous

frame manufactory, and an establishment for

the sale of pictures and works of art. When
we called upon Mr. Blessing he was busily

engaged in preparing his frame catalogue,

which is to be followed by an elaborate one of

photographic materials and stock, to be used

for distribution during the great exposition

forthcoming. Mr, Blessing's stock depot, under

the charge of Mr. Harrington is a model, and

no wonder it is so popular. May it have con-

tinued success.

Two Splendid Works op Art.—Our readers

will not forget "Our Picture" of the " Daugh-
ter of Danaus," issued with our August number,

from negatives by Mr. C. W. Motes, of Atlanta,

Ga. Our praise then was as high as we knew
how to express it in words, and now we are

entirely overwhelmed when we attempt to tell

of the magnificence and artistic beauty of the

large edition of the "Daughter of Danaus,''

just received from Mr. Motes. It is on a card

12 X 20, and the figure is sixteen inches in

height. We do not think in all our experience,

in a generation, that we have seen anything of

its class to equal in classic beauty and artistic

arrangement this splendid picture. It is really

a marvel. What more can we say ? Both sub-

ject and artist have done their best to produce

a splendid result, and they have wondrously

succeeded. This picture is accompanied by a

companion, or one of similar style, rather,

called " Bo-Peep." It is very different in gen-

eral features from the other, not nearly so

classic nor so pretentious, in fact, but still a

magnificent result. Many of our readers saw
these pictures at the Cincinnati Exhibition, and
admired them, and it is rarely that any one
enters our office now without stopping to look

at these wonderful results. Wo congratulate

Mr. MoTKH on being able to produce them.

Wi: were recently favored with a visit from

Mr. Ali-uei) Fiikkman, of Decatur, Texas, who
has just returned Irom a sojourn in Europe,

A New Studio in Philadelphia.—Mr. W. G.

Entrekin has recently opened a magnificent

studio at No. 1204 Chestnut Street, Philadel-

phia. Mr. Entrekin is well known to most of

our readers either personally or by reputation,

as the inventor of that great helper of photog-

raphy known as the Entrekin enameller or

burnisher. Therefore anyone told that he was

about to open a studio in any city would con-

clude at once that it would be one that would

be a credit to the highest polish of any com-

munity ; and such is the fact. The entrance of

the Philadelphia studio is graced by a series of

beautifully formed display cases, in which the

work of the new studio is already exhibited.

By means of a tastefully contrived stairway, the

reception-room is reached, where a series of fine

examples may already be seen. Close to these

is the drawing-room of the establishment for

the accommodation of patrons. It is supplied

with every convenience that money, skill, and

experience could suggest or desire. Mr. Entre-

kin in person, is producing some magnificent re-

sults. All the departments of the establish-

ment are, of (jpurse, supplied with the best talent

and every convenience that taste could suggest,

including the new production of Mr. Entrekin's

machine shop, a splendid twenty-five inch

enameller. This last has a new attachment

rendering it superior to anything else that has

yet been shown in its line. Mr. Entrekin is a

genius not only in his art, but in the art of pro-

ducing burnishers, and his new studio is well

worthy of a visit from all who can make it con-

venient. We congratulate him on such a mag-

nificent place in such an excellent locality, and

wish him every success. In this connection it

is but proper to say that Mr. Entrekin's enam-

eller has had an unprecedented sale. Over four-

teen thousand of them are now in use, and

large agencies are established in Berlin, Vienna,

and London. Each month, in "Our Picture,"

our subscribers may see the work of the Entre-

kin Enameller. The new " twenty-five inch,"

with recent improvements, will be illustrated

and described by us before long, and one is now

in use in our establishment.

Removal.—Mr. Tiioma.s Pray, Jr., the skil-

ful amateur i)hotographer and editor of the

Maxiiftiftitrer'H (Idztttc, has removed from Bos-

ton to 319 Broadway, New York, Rooms 3and'l,

where he expects to be able to attend to the

increased circulation and business connected

with his splendid weekly, which is bright and

full of snap and vim always. How ho is to

better it we do not know.
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Messrs. DotGLAss, Thompson & Co., have

sent us their Bureau of Information for Oc-

tober and a very elaborate catalogue or book of

designs for card-mounts and card stock gener-

ally. The last is perfectly marvellous, that such

a variety of designs, as are here shown, should be

in use by photographers. It seems almost un-

ended, but it is no more extensive than is the

variety of card stock now supplied by the chief

manufacturers, Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co.,

of this city. This catalogue is gotten up with

a great deal of care, and is really a beautiful

production.

Glossy Rubber Trays.—This is the name
given to the new, prettily formed, and light

trays recently introduced by the Scovill Manu-
facturing Company. It is supplied with paral-

lel ridglets at the bottom, which for developing

purposes will prove of great advantage to the

photographer in enabling him to take up his

plate without spoiling. There are four sizes

made of this pretty ware at present, and they

are ready for the market.

A NEW stock-firm was started in Boston a

short time ago, but was very short-lived. It

was headed by Mr. George S. Bryant, well

known in the business in Boston, but he soon

grew tired of it, and disposed of his stock to

Messrs. C. H. Codman & Co., who continue

business at the old stand, 34 Bromfield Street,

more vigorously and enterprisingly than ever.

A Request.—If photographers who send us

newspapers will kindly mark the passages

which they desire us to see, it will often save

them disappointment. We cannot take our

time to hunt out the reasons why the vast

amount of matter sent to us is thus sent.

Good for Photography.—At a recent baby
show held in Batavia, N. Y., Miss Eula Pat-

rick, daughter of Mr. &, Mrs. John C. Patrick,

of Batavia, received the first prize.

Platinotypb Paper.—Messrs. Buchanan,
Smedley & Bromley have sent us a very pretty

sample of this paper, which they now supply

in endless roll fifty-four inches wide. It seems

to be without a fault.

Mr. John Ross, corner of Main and McWil-
liams Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, sends us the

first half dollar for Mosaics, 1885. Who comes

next ? Soon after this reaches our readers,

Mosaics will be ready. Let the half dollars

come on for early copies, for it will be out un-

usually early this year.

A Fine Improvement.—As will be seen by his

advertisement, our old friend, Mr. H. A. Hyatt,

of St. Louis, has recently removed to new quarters

at the corner of Eighth and Locust Streets, di-

rectly opposite the new custom house and post-

office. The building is entirely new, elegantly

lighted and splendidly arranged for the business.

Everybody who visits it expresses great pleas-

ure and satisfaction at the change. A step for-

ward and in the right direction. Mr. Hyatt occu-

pies the three upper floors of the building, and,

to use his own language, " has one of the nicest

and best arranged stockhouses in the country."

As a first emanation from this new establish-

ment, we have received an elaborate catalogue

of frames, mouldings, etc., supplied and manu-

factured by Mr. Hyatt. Since all this new ar-

rangement is the result of push and pluck, and

enterprise and popularity, we are glad to see it.

We congratulate our friend, and wish him a

degree of success commensurate with his enter-

prise.

An Important Notice to the Trade, and a

New Invention.—The Eastman Dry-Plate

AND Film Company, a corporation organized

under the laws of the State of New York, with

a capital stock of $200,000, has purchased the

entire stock, plant, patents, and good will of the

firm of Strong & Eastman Dry-Plate Com-

pany, and will continue the manufacture of the

well-known brands of Eastman's dry plates, as

heretofore carried on by the old concern, keep-

ing them up to the highest standard of excel-

lence, and will about January 1st next, or as

soon as the necessary machinery can be com-

pleted, introduce a new photographic film,

which it is confidently believed will reduce the

coit of negative making very materially and

relieve the photographer from the present rapid

accumulation of old glass, besides having various

other advantages, both chemical and mechani-

cal which will duly appear upon presentation.

The officers of the new company are: President,

Mr. Henry A. Strong; Vice-President, Mr. J.

H. Kent ; Treasurer, Mr. George Eastman ; Sec-

retary, Mr. William A. Walker; Trustees,

Messrs. E. 0. Sege, H. A. Strong, J. H. Kent,

W. A. Walker, and George Eastman. All

outstanding accounts will be settled by the

Eastman Dry-Plate Company, Strong &

Eastman, proprietors.

The Photographer on Wheels is the title of a

little newspaper published by Messrs. Reed &

Wallace, travelling photographers at Mo-

bile, Ala.
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Messrs. Charles .Cooper & Co., 194 Worth

Street, New York, manufacture "Anhydrous

Ammonia Cylinders," for ice and cooling ma-

chines—a hint for photographers who are

troubled with hot weather in the summer time.

Mosaics, 1885.—It is almost ready for distri-

bution. See the advertisement. A new feature

is introduced this year, namely, the addresses

of the contributors, so far as we are permitted

to give them. This will enable correspondence

to be carried on by those who wish it. We
hope that none of our readers will make it a

burden to our contributors by writing to them

needlessly. If they do, perhaps they won't get

answered. Mosaics we have taken pains to make
the most useful edition of any yet. Some of

our readers tell us that we " say that every

year," and yet every year the saying is true.

We think that any one who will glance over the

advertisement and see what is only a, partial

list of the contributions, will agree that we are

right, though judging only from the titles.

Orders can be sent in now, and will be supplied

very shortly. Fifty cents, as usual, for one

hundred and forty four pages of the best pho-

tographic information ever put together.

The firm of Messrs. Garrison Bros., Chicago,

Ills., of whom the well-known Dr. H. D. Har-
rison is the head, will soon open their rapid

gelatine dry-plate manufactory. They expect

to produce a plate that will meet all the neces-

sities of the photographer, and that will develop

rapidly, and at the same time be free from fog.

We anticipate something excellent from this

source.

Messrs. Bcjchanan, SirEDLEY & Bromley, 25

N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia, send us a list

of their " bargains " for the month of Novem-
ber, which includes many a good chance. On
the list are some pretty groups of statuary for

stand and table ornaments. Also things rang-

ing in size from a solar camera down to a

" female bust." Send for the circular. Corre-

spondence is solicited.

The Blair TounoonAPii and Dry-Plate Co.,

Bo.ston, have sent us a copy of their now edition

of The Amateur Guide in I'/intoriraphi/, It is a

splendid little work, full of fresh and good
hintB on photographic practice, and gives ex-

cellent ideas as to the choice of apparatus. Ac-

companying it is their catalogue of photo-

graphic apparatus, which is alno complete, and
contiiins many excellent hints. Send for copies

to these gentlemen, and investigate them.

Mr. M. H. Albee, Marlboro, Mass., has re-

ceived a testimonial of thanks from the Chemi-

cal Club of Marlboro, for a portrait made by him

of a deceased member. We congratulate him

on his success.

Mr. H. Rocher, at whose studio the splendid

picture which embellishes our current issue was

made, has sold out his entire business. May
the Rocher mantle fall upon his successor, and

good work continue to be made at the Weber

Music Hall Studio, Chicago.

We are informed by one of our old sub-

scribers, Mr. W. L. Champlin, 373 Park Avenue.

Buifalo, N. Y., that he has been shamefully

wronged by some parties recently in business in

that city, and cautions others lest they fall into

the same trap. Mr. Champlin, will give infor-

mation concerning the parties, if applied to in

confidence.

Mr. E. E. Trowbridge, formerly of Cleve-

land, Ohio, has opened a new gallery at 103

State Street, Chicago, accoutred by all that

wealth and taste can secure, from exquisite dec-

orations to a 48 X 60 camera. High prices will

be maintained at the new studio.

Messrs. Smith & Pattison, 83 & 85 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, have sent us advance sheets

(eighty pages) of their immense catalogue of

photographic goods, frames, etc. The pages

are nine by twelve inches, and are superbly illus-

trated. Sixteen pages are to follow, illustrating

the papier mache accessories made by this firm,

to be followed by as much more, of lists of

albums, frames, mats, etc. The whole to be

covered by fifty-pound cover paper, all hand-

somely printed.

Splendid Works of Art.—Mr. F. W. Gherin,

St. Louis, Mo., has favored us with a number of

large composition pictures from his negatives,

such as were shown at the Cincinnati Exposition,

and noticed in our report of the Exhibition.

Mr. GiiKRiN deserves the greatest credit for his

efforts in the art direction. He has good ideas,

emplo3's excellent apparatus to work with, and

is ambitious to excel in every direction. His

technical photogrnphy is also first-class. Ho is

one of our rapidly growing artists. We con-

gratulate him, and wish him continued success.

July, 18S3.— Copies of thin iniigazino are

wanted. One dollar each will be [laid for them

at this office.



MAKE OUT YOUR OWN BILL, and remit cash with your advertisements, or they will not be

inserted.

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for

each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators desiring situations, no charge. Matter

must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations.

4®" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the

advertisement. Postage-stamps taken.

Holidays and Winter Season.

If you are thinking of getting something

new for your skylight, a background, fire-

place, cabinet, tree, wall, negatives for

borders, or any other article, bear in mind
that we have many designs, and can suit you.

Lafayette W. Sbavey,

216 E. Ninth St., N. Y.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIO BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
KEMOVED TO 68 WEST FOURTH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-
ern improvements, and the most refined demands
from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

ROCK!OOD SOLAR PRINTBll} CO,

17 Union Square, Ne-w York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, we are not at all dependent on the weather,

GEORGE H. KOCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of materials for

Willis's Platinoty'pe Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

& Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley &, Bromley the only au-

thorized general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
liATEST—BEST—$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a neiv

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by
all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

s G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CEAYON AND WATER COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

/WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
IIolflM up to view all about manipula-

tion, photographic art, posluf;, lighting;,
etc. N«arljr lOOO nolil. Sec advcrtlttemcntii
and tcittluionlttlH.

$400 $4.00

Address T. W. Powkh, N. Y., Secretary of

Association of Operalivo Photogni|)her8 of New
York City, for operators, printers, and re-

touchers, .'}'J2 Bowery, or 487 Eighth Avenue.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS.
All about emulsion tvork and plate mak-

ing—a whole big chapter. See index.

$4.00 Buy it. $4.00

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. AVilson',

Philadelphia.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevellkd-edge Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can bo supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 06

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Loaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Egg 60

Triangle 90

For sale by EnwAnn L. Wilson,

1125 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, I'a.
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nciHii^

jCcus O^leDiiiJ.

Opening December 1,1884; Closing May 31,1883.

— UNDER THE AUSPICES OF TIIH—

United Btates GDVErnment.

$1,300,000,
Appropriated by the General Government.

$500,000,
Contributed by the Citizens of New Orleans.

$200,000,
Appropriated by Mexico.

Appropriated by the State of Louisiana.

Appropriated by the City of New Orleagf.

From $5000 to $25,000,
Appropriated by Innumerable States, Cities

and Foreign Countries.

Every State and Territory in the Union represented,

and nearly all the Leading Nations and
Countries of the World.

The Biggest Exhibit, the Biggest Building and the

Biggest Industrial Event in the

World's History.

APPLICATIONS FOR EXHIUITS ALREADY RKCRTVED
COVKK MORE SPACE AND A GREATER VARIETY

OF SUBJECTS THAN THOSE OF ANT
EXPOSITION EVER HELD.

The cheapest rates of travel ever known in
the annals of transportation secured for the
people everywhere.
for information, address

E. A. BURKE,
Director General, W. I. & C. C. E.,

New Orl,saks>I<a.

"WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
Teaclies ho^v" to get rid. of every moustcr

and. troulble in. tlie"practice of tlie art.

PRINTING. FOR AMATEURS

BY THE

PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.

Instructions given in developing negatives,

intensification of negatives, platinotype print-

ing, etc. Printing price-list on application to

Willis & Clements,

25 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale.—Good gallery in a live town of

8000 inhabitants. Cabinets, $4.00 and $5.00

per dozen. Good reasons for selling. Address^

Box 113,

Batavia, N. T.

$4.00 $4.00
WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS.

It is the best book I ever got possession of.

Those who want lightning or instantaneous pro-

cesses had better get a copy and worli with

pleasure. Nothing like it; too good to be with-

out.

—

Joseph Theiring, Cincinnati, 0.

Wanted.—A trustworthy man of good morals,

to take charge of the printing, toning, etc., and

assist in retouching, in a first-class gallery. Ad-

dress with samples of work and reference, also

terms. Open for fifteen days for engagements.

Address W. R. Hawkes,

74 Meridian St.,

E. Boston, Mass.
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We are Ready.

Owing to the sudden increase in the demand

for the Rockwood Dry Plates, we were obliged

through the months of July and August to de-

cline many orders. We have now more than

quadrupled our facilities, and introduced im-

provements which will, we hope, enable us to

fill orders with promptness, and give us plates

possessing, if possible, still more sensitiveness

and uniformity. Eor price-lists and samples of

work done by the " Rockwood Plate,"

Address J. A. Randel, Manager,

17 Union Square, New York.

Wanted.—A thoroughly competent man to

run a good paying gallery on shares. Refer-

ence given and required. Must be rented by

December 1st. Send samples of work and pho-

tograph of self. Address P. B. Smith,

Box 199, Ovid, Mich.

For Sale.—Well-furnished gallery in town

of 6000. Business, $40 to $50 per week. Rent

$75 per year. Must sell on account of sickness.

Address Photographer,

Box 175, Troy, Ohio.

For Sale.—The patent and sole right of

manufacture of French's Ornamental Relief

Borders. Any one having a gallery can make
these at a very little exira expense. Having

sold my gallery last spring with a view of mov-

ing out of the State, and going out of the

photograph business, I temporarily fitted up

apartments solely for the manufacture of fore-

grounds. It is now my desire to make a change

by the first of January. However, I will sell

the patent at any time. I have never been able

with my facilities, to meet the full demand for

these goods, and have made no attempt to push

the sale of them. I will sell at fair figures now,

or on quite reasonable terms after the holiday

season. Address C. M. French,

Garrettsville, Ohio.

Qallkry Wanted.— I would like to get a

furnished gallery to run on .shares or to rent by

the month, with privilege of buying if satis-

factory. Address, with Hamjjle and full particu-

lars, Box 60,

Dalmatia, Pa.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
IMTEST—KKST— S.'J.

1864. 1884.
M. WEENEK,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnisiedi

Vogel's Progress of Photography,

LATEST—BEST—$3.

WILSON'S PHOTOG-RAPHICS
TeacUes every step in Pliotograpliy.

BARGAINS!
One No. 9 Voigtlander portrait lens for

17 4 20 plates, one of the best of the

series, and cost over $400, only $200 00

Terms C. 0. D., with privilege of one week's

trial, and return of money by agent on return

of lens.

One (twelve-inch condenser) Roeffger di-

rect printing solar camera, complete,

in good order, will make 29 x 3G prints,

only $70 00

One A. 0. Co.'s II x 14 double swing-

back portrait-box, with all the latest

improvements, bonanza holder, n«cd

only two days, QXi\y 50 00

Address BACHRACH A BRO.,

cor Eutaw and Lexington Street,

Baltimore, Md.
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Wanted.—Salesmen, photographers, printers,

toners, and mounters, to work at the World's

Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition,

at New Orleans. Parties desiring to winter in

the loveliest climate and most curious city in

America, here have a chance for enjoyment

and pleasant work. Send photograph of self,

and state wages. Address New Orleans,

care Philadelphia Photographer,

1125 Chestnut Street, Phila.

A GREAT BARGAIN.

For Sale Cheap.—A well-known, thoroughly

equipped, and extensively patronized photo-

graphic business, situated on one of the princi-

pal avenues in the upper part of New York

City, and yielding a net yearly profit of $6000.

The proprietor of the business is owner of the

premises wherein the same is conducted (a four-

story brick house, twenty-five feet front), and

the business will be sold to some responsible

party only, who is willing to take a lease of the

whole premises except a part of the ground

floor. A desirable party may have a lease for

five or more years at a yearly rental of $1800.

The gallery is only one flight of stairs from the

street, has an attractive entrance, is handsomely

furnished, and is one hundred feet deep. The

skylight-room is twenty-five by forty-two feet,

and is said to have one of the largest built

lights in the State of New York; this room has

parquet flooring. This establishment has a large

and select class of customers who require fine

work, and it now enjoys a high reputation for

the quality of its work, which the present pro-

prietor desires to see continued, and the business

will be sold only to a responsible party, and

one who fully understands photography. The

inventory will show it to be worth more than

the price asked. Will give a five or ten

years' lease. Orders from old negatives run

about $175 to $200 a month, on an average.

Price, $7000 ; cash $5000, mortgage $2000, if de-

sired. Persons answering the description given

above, will be afi'orded every facility to investi-

gate the business, and can purchase at a great

bargain, as the owner desires to give his atten-

tion to other matters. For particulars, address

George D. McCarty,

Bennett Building,

New York City.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHT.
liATEST—BEST—S3.

Don't do that any longer. Get Schindler's

Picturesque and Easy-Posing Chair. Send for

prints and lists to the factory. West Hoboken,

N. J. Our photographic studio furniture is a

leading specialty, unequalled in usefulness, qual-

ity, and cheapness. For sale by all dealers.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisetnents under this head; limited

to/our lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By an artist (academician) in oil, pastel,

crayon, ink, and water-color. Address Artist,

care of Briigge, 38 East Fourteenth Street,

New York City.

As photographic assistant or manager. Com-

petent to take charge of gallery. Address Pho-

tographic Operator, 6048 Lombard Street, West

Philadelphia, Pa.

In a good gallery in Pennsylvania, New York,

or one of the Eastern States. Have had much

experience in ferrotypes and printing. Address

James Perrigo, Hodgdon, Aroostook Co., Maine.

By a first-class operator and retoucher, in a

gallery where good work and system are re-

quired. Have had twenty-three years' experi-

ence ; understand dry-plate process thoroughly.

Sarony's developer (private). Address, with

terms, Edward E. Elliott, Jr., 8 Ann Street,

Allegheny City, Penna.

By a first-class negative retoucher. Specimens

furnished on application. Address E. R. Crane,

1913 Callowhill St., Philadelphia.

By a first-class operator, capable of managing

business. Best reference given and required.

No Sunday work. Address Foster & Bayley,

Clinton, Ontario, Canada.
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As head printer in some first-class gallery.

Address John J. Hallowell, 63 Point Street,

Providence, R. I.

By a good general workman, in a mild climate

during the coming winter. Address Photo., cor.

Main and Church Streets, Norfolk, Va.

By a steady man. A first-class printer and

operator; wet and dry plates. Eight years' ex-

perience. Address S. J. Doughan, Norwalk, 0.

By a lady, said to be successful with custo-

mers, to attend and finish. Miss L. Jones, 614

N, Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.

By a young man of two years' experience, as

printer or assistant. Understands making him-

self generally useful. Best of references. Ad-

dress Nathan Brower, West Troy P. 0., N. T.

By a photographic printer, after November

1st. Address Nitrate of Silver, Scranton, Pa.

By a competent retoucher. Knows something

about operating. Address Retoucher, Box 373,

Ovid, Mich.

In Florida or the South, by a young man
competent to run small gallery. Address Will

A. Robinson, Thomasville, Georgia.

SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS
UNDERWOOD'S

PATENT SAMPLE BO

The Most Convenient and Economical .

Device yet offered for Mailing
Foiirth Class Matter.

We make small sizes of Dove-tailed Boxes, with shaking and hinged lids.

If you want Special Size, send article to be fitted.

A. 4^ X 4 X lyi, ;^8 oo per loo.

B. 4^X4 X2%, 9 oo a

C. 8 X 4^ X 2, 12 oo t(

D. 4^ X 2^ X 7/z, 5 oo 11

E. 7>^ X 4^ X 7/z,

Discc unt

lo oo

on Thousand orders.

it

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
^WABASH, IND.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the association an; to ]>ublish original etchings and engravings

of the liigluj.st gra(U:,

This illustrated monthly art journal has for its leading feature the coutributious
of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.
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THE NEW FILM COMPANY.
The Following- Circular Explains Itself:

office of

Eastman Dry Plate Company,

341 State Street.

Rochester, N.Y., October i, 1884.

To THE Trade :

The Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company, a corporation organized under the

laws of the State of New York, with a capital stock of $200,000, has purchased the

entire stock, plant, patents, and good will of the firm of Strong & Eastman, proprie-

tors of the Eastman Dry Plate Company, and will continue the manufacture of the

well-known brands of

EASTMAN DRY PLATES,
as heretofore carried on by the old concern, keeping them up to the highest standard

of excellence, and will, about January ist next, or as soon as the necessary machinery

can be completed, introduce a new

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
which, it is confidently believed, will reduce the cost of negative making very materi-

ally and relieve photographers from the present rapid accumulation of old glass, beside

having various other advantages both chemical and, mechanical, which will duly

appear upon presentation.

The officers of the liew company are

:

Henry A. Strong, President, J. H. Kent, Vice-President,

George Eastman, Treasurer, Wm. H. Walker, Secretary,

• Trustees

:

E. O. Sage, J. H. Kent,

H. A. Strong, W. H. Walker,
George Eastman.

All outstanding accounts will be settled by the

EASTMAN DRY PLATE COMPANY,

Strong & Eastman, Proprietors.

A full description of the New Film will be found on

another pagre.

Messrs. Eastman & Walker appear to have surmounted the difficulties hitherto

encountered in the manufacture and use of films, and they will, no doubt, meet with

their reward in the extended sale that such a product is sure to have.
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THIS FAVORITE AMnAL NOW MADT.
144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Pot Pouri of the Past.
Bits of Experience. Geo. H. Croughton, Phila.

How Rapid are Dry Plates? H. D. Garrison,
Chicago.

The Photographic Dude. J. Pitcher Spooner,
Stockton, Cal.

My Developer. Wm. McComh, Muskegon, Mich
A Hint for the New Year. Marcus H. Rogers,

N. Brimfield, Mass.
Energy. R. E. Wood, St. Helena, Cal.
A Rapid Emulsion. Geo. Sperry, Evansville, Ind.
Amateur Photography a Teacher. A. Bogardus,

New York.
A Few Photographic Hints. H. K. Seybold.
Photographic Experiences. Dr. G. F. H. Bartlett,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Something Not Necessarily Dry. Chas. E. Emery,

Silver Cliff, Col.
Elevate Ourselves First. J. C. Moulton, Fitch-

burg, Mass.
Photo -Hash J. A. Sheriflf, San Diego, Cal.
Weak or Strong Development, Dr. H. Sturenberg.
How to Develop Landscapes upon Dry Plates, or

a Method of Testing Plates whose Time of
Exposure is Unknown. Dr. H. W. Vogel.

How to Make Homemade Retouching Lead.
Chas. Latham, Hradford, Pa.

Something About Blisters. B. T. kice, Frankfort,
Kansas.

How to Number Negatives. H. S. Stevens,
Kecne, N. H.

A Few Things to Save Money. H. G. Parcell,
Kingsville, Mo

An Amateur's Views on Prices. W. R. Trippe,
Goshen, N. Y.

How 1 Got White Streaks on my Stereoscopic
Negatives. J.J Kskill, Florence, Wis.

Practical E K. Van Epps, Hanover, Kansas.
How I Clean Varnished I'ilins from Old Negatives.

E. D. Rilton, Danbury, Conn.
A Good Copying Paper. Dr. Stevcnbcrg.
A Few Noies for Mosaiis. Will A. Triplctt,

Itliiffton. ().

27. The Lesson to Learn. M. H. Albee, Marlboro,
Mass.

28. To Know How. S. P. Tressler, Fort Scott,

Kansas.
29. Whither are we Drifting? H. B. Hillyer, Austin,

Texas.
30. The Best Dry Plate Developer. Dry Plate Maker.
31. The Cincinnati Convention. Chas. T. Stuart,

Hartford, Conn
32. Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Densmore, Niles,

Mich.
33. Practical, Pointed, and Clear. John D. Miller,

Elizabethtown, Pa.

34. A Very Convenient Washing Box. Mrs. E. N.
Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.

35. On the Reduction of Negative^. H. K Seybold.

36. A Warning. Henry Piatt, Nantucket, Mass.
37. Slow Development—a Word to Beginners. Alfred

Ganze.
38. Home-made Plates Ranald Douglass, E. Gardi-

ner, Mass
39. A Cleaning Solution for Gelatine Negatives and

Positives. R G Weiss.
40. Gleanings From my Last Year's Reading. Old

Gray-beard.
41. An Automatic Washing Tank. Geo. W. Leas,

Peru, Ind.
42. Smoked Negatives. W. H. Sherman, Milwaukee,

Wis
43. Hints to Amateurs. Xanthus Smith, Philada., Pa.

44. A Workman's Idea. H. S Keller, Utica, N. Y.

45. About I'riccs. John C Patrick, Batavia, N. Y.
46. Exposure Ellerslie Wallace, MD., Philada.

47. On the Delectable Dry. Wm. H. Rau, Philada.

48. Phiiiography in its Relation to Art. John Bartlett,

Philatia.

49. The Attractive Properties of a Photograph. CM.
French, Garrettsville, O.

50. A New Method of Developing Dry Plates. D.
Hachrach, Jr., lialto Md.

51. Our Way is our Hobby. Mi^s H. H. Flanagin,
Woodstown, N.J.

52 "NolhiMg to Say." J. H. llallonlicck, N. Y.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, No. 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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720 {5 gross) of these trhnmers were sold to one party in Jnlij.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL FI0T06RAPH TRIMMEBS

!

2 E z
3 S 3

c ° 5

i2 <^
•a > o
M l* ,„

These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PRICE, 50 CENTS. Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PEICE (with one card guide) $1.00.

mai5e of sheet-iron.
"We have the following Regular SizeS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way of

the aperture.

2x2i

2ix3|

2|x3|
2|x4i

OVALS.
3|x4f
3fx4|
3ix4|
3|x5|
4x5f
4|x6#

5x7
5^x7^
5^x7*
5fx7|
6|x7|
6x8

61x81
6Jx8J
7x9
7^x91
7Jx9i
7ix9|

SQUAEE OR EOUND COENERED.

2TVx3f 2x\x3| 2fx4^ 4x5|
2^x3f 23-\x3i 2^x41 ^uhl
2^x3^ 2|x4i 3|x5i 3^x6
2t\x31| 4x6^

FOK STEREOGBAPHS.
Arch Tops. Ro'und Cornered. Round.

.x3f, 3x3 3T-Vx3f, 3x3 3x3
The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be

always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as
orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inoli, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMERS are substitutesfor the K.nife for Trimming
Photographs, and do the work much more expeditiously and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save Money.

They do not cttt, but pinc/i off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at
once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

Soeffi EDWARD L. WILSON, Mattufactorer's Agent, 1125 Chestnut St., Phllada.

4
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REMOVAL NOTICE.
"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTO&RAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
Has Removed to their New and Elegant Building,

Cor. Eighth and Locust Streets,
OPPOSITE NEW CUSTOM HOUSE AND POST OFFICE.

Where they have better facilities, more and pleasanter rooms, and are better

prepared than ever before for supplying the wants of their customers.

SEND ALONG YOUR ORDERS.
Addt'ess

H. A. HYATT,
Eighth and. Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price List of Photographic Goods and
Picture Frames.

"HLFTHEPRICEUr "-

^BSOLUTELYWlTHOUTflR'^" •

FH0T06MP1ISCHE MITTIEILnNGEN.
We are now jiicp.ircd lo receive subscriptions for Dr. llcrniaiiii \\'. N'oj^cl's magazine bearing

the above title

The MITTHEILUN6EN is puljlishcd in German and is issued semi-monthly at SS-OO per year,

postage jwid. To all of uur German pholograj)]iers and many others this will be considered a

desirat)le oi^portunily.

'I'he Magazine is published at Berlin. Subscriptions rcceiveil by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

<\(

H^n ¥]^E^¥IgE 0N EYE^Y B^^^CP 0E Pp6¥06^^PPY.3iE^

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

|2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practicalj working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK.
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Illustrated. Only $4.00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Three Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,
including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 15th, 1883. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of art Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1885.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher. 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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NOW READY

!

The most successful thing yet devised in the

warfare against Low Prices.

(4

niET |hat on the |rices of ; HOTOCtRAPHS."

A Leaflet compiled to aid Photographers in

getting better prices.

It presents the subject in a clear, concise way, that is sure to

convince the most obdurate customer.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

You can have whatever you want on the first and fourth pages

of the cover without extra charge. Add your new scale of

prices, and get advertisements to help pay you. The rest is

stereotyped.

-^—PRICES.—

^

1000 copies,

3000 "

5000 "

$15 00
36 00
50 00

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADA.
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SOOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES.

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photograpliic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them

where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this efiec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The

flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

employment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

r_"ll-»I/^C T lOT
«i^^ r- n 1 on L 1 o 1 e^-^

No. 1, for Six 4i Plates, . . $1 20
" 2, "4x5 1 25
" 3, " 4ix 5i 1 SO
" 4, " 4ix 6* 1 S5
" 5, "5x7 1 40
" 6, "5x8 1 50
" v, " 6Jx 8J 1 75
" 8, " 8 xlO 2 25

LARG-ER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Painted Negative Washitig Boxes, 40 cts. additional for each size.

Oloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 cts. Per Foot.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THINK FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
JK. IS/L'ESrP.A.TL.TL.IO

PROTECTING CASE,
JVtih Glass Bottle and Gratliiate Tumbler, for JPhoto. Developer

and other Solutions,

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with them

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinary

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid metal, with

a locking ring on each case to afford

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They are made of dif-

ferent sizes : bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made veiy

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resist crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has

the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case

closed, and the second open with the

bottle therem. The use of this arrange-

ment assures the photographer that he

has a safely kept stock on hand of any

needful solution.

PRICE LIST.—*^—

^

No. 1.

No. 3 A.

No. 4 A.

No. 13 A.

Diameter, 1^
Itottle, each, .

In. Length, 3% In. Weight, 4:% o%. Furnished with 1 oz.
$0 50

85
Diameter, 2 in. Length, 5}< in. Weight, 7% oi. Furnished with

4 oz. Itottle, witlx tumbler, making % piut flaMk, each,

Diameter, Myr, in. Length, 7 in. Weiglit, 14 ox. Furnished with
8 oz. buttle, with tumbler, making y. pint tlask, each, 1 10

Diameter, 2% in. Length, in. Weight, 17 ox. Furnished with
n oz. bottle, with tumbler, nuiking y pint llaNk, each, . 1 30

«@"TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK."^

SCOYILL MANUrACTURING CO.,
w. iRViNG ADAM.S, Agcnt. 423 Broome Street, New York.
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The FHOTOGBIPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE
By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

PHOTOGJRAFJSIC COLOBIKG.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and progressed—has

ed to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.
III. The Materials used in Finishing

Photographs with "Water Colors.
IV. Water-color Painting as Applied

to Photographs.

Chap. v. Kelative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

"VI. Coloring with Pastels.

"VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
"VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Ketouching.
XI. About Matters so far Forgotten.
XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

e last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

MANUFACTURERS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

. JLo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

j|@^ The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

-H^STOOKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED..^

PPfTOPS of GOJ^P and SI]:.Y|:p WfiSJ^.

Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prompt altention.
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/I GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

tfSeMa^ ^^SdeMa^

For Sale by all Photo. Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.
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^^^ J^^ _/W^^W^ THE

AIR W&yp AIR
BRUSH

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and half tone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work ; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect ; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application,

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PEDiTffl& Medallion Pictures.

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per Package. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly^

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^^p-No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and!

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, withi

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and ot al

new paper. TRY THEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady, Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen,

GIHON'S OPAQUE
designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Eetoucliing Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Eequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Productiol

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all ordcru to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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DRES

EXTRA
:^^^^A.

BRILLIANT

WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE FROM BLISTERS AND IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

G. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a

Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the
best they have had for years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us
in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1884.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation

of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Kocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
54 B. TENTH ST, NEW TORE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJVVFACTURE ALL KLJVDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographer^
AND

MATS. MOUNTS. AND ENVELOPES
FOR

FERROTYPES.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA. ^
Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T7 THESIVL!

WATMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. 15y;
THE

Orfflsly Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
NoTflT Ready,

$1.00 PER DOZ.

They a?-e not clumsy ; do not

break; are always ready ; cost

but little, and are easy ofappli-

cation to any negative. They

needbut 07ie adjusttnent toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and
troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
AEE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices Belo^Ar.

SEE TESTIMONIALS.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accojnpany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inolosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAI. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."

—" They answer the
purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
packets two and three."—" I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested

;

can't be beat._ I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—"Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INCREASE
THEIR ORDERS LARGELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 |0 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 O*'

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per doz 50
» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 15^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
» 16,17,18, „ „ „ 'Half .. » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., Philad'a,
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE'S
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson's Portrait Collodion,
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guai'anteed to work with the loveliest har-
mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. Jl®"" None genuine unless the signature of Elbert
Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photographer having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but
dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses.
" a Retouching Varnisli.
" ^softening Strong Negatives.
" tlie Celebrated Berlin Process.

For Ground. Glass for Cameras.
" Glazing Sky and Side Lights.
*' Obscuring Studio and Office Doors.
" Printing Weak Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. G-IVE IT A TKIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
Cotton Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with particular care, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It has made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the country, where parties

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris Exhibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is especially udaj)ted to the Ilembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure, though
admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE (finT T nTITnUF
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED juULLUJUlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOK SALE BY ALL 8T0CK-DEALEE8. NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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JAMES INGLIS,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

iNGLis Dry Plates,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

These plates are of a very fine quality, and are capable of

producing any effect desirable. I have never seen a plate that

requires so little retouching, neither have I ever come across

one so quick for sale.

D EVE LO PE R.
JVb. 1. No. 2.

Water, 12 ozs.

Sulphite of Soda, ... 2 "

Citric Acid, 60 grs.

Bromide of Ammonium, . 20 "

Pyrogallic Acid, ... i oz.

Water, 12 ozs.

Sulphite of Soda, ... 2 "

Carbonate of Potassium, . 3 "

Put I oz. of No. I into 10 ozs. of water, and the same of No. 2

into another 10 ozs. of water, and use equal parts for develop-

ment. For quicker development use

Pyro, I oz.
I

Washing Soda, .... 4 ozs.

Sulphite of Soda, ... 4 ''
I Hot Water, . . . . . 48 ozs.

Hot Water, 48 ozs.
|

Use equal parts. A drop or two of a 50-gr. solution of Bromide

of Ammonium will mve more contrast and clearer shadows. It is

well to keep the developer a little warm in cold weather.

THERE IS NO FEAR OF FRILLING.

SCOYILL MANUPACTURING CO., AGENTS.

And For Sale by most of the Dealers,
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JOHN G. HOOD. ESTABIilSHED 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON. i

\^ \ V> 825 Arch Street, V>Q
PHILADELPHIA,

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1876.

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
WE HAVE
NOW

Portrait lieiises, from 1-4: to 8 xlO. I lustaiitaiieoiis DouMets, all sizes.
Cabinet Lienses, Nos. ^ and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 3, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

I
Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereoarapliic Lenses, all sizes.

IN STOCK. L Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
j
New Imiversal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the lest as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons' APLANATIO Lenses.

No. 1— 1-4 size, 3% inch focus, $35 00
» 3— 1-3 » 51/ >) » 30 00
» 3— 4-4 » 7 » » 45 00

Wc iiiiii) hare a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 4— 8x10 size,... lO'X incli focus,...$60 00
» 5—10x13 » ...13^ » » TO 00
» 6—13x16 » ...161/ » » ....110 00

Nos. 1 and % are in matclied pairs for stereoscopic tvork.

We feel sure that at least one o£ these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

"WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and V/ews,
At |irii;os iis low as are consistent wilii tiio quality of goods furnished. Wo are indebted to our

cuBtomors for the jjiitronago during the past Nineteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-

tinuance of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRICES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred, $1 50

Per 500, from the same picture, . . 7 50

Per 1000 " " « . . 12 00

With SSVs per cent, commission off, to

Photographers on all orders of more >%^
than 500. JYo less than 100 made.'/^

SPECIALTY: >^^
My Most ARTISTIC

DESIGNS of own
make.

T
1^

"^ ti>^«
5̂^

.c
^s^^

.^
T

Taken from Cabinet

Pictures only.

^ My Portraits are endorsed by

the following

leading businessfirms :

Gr. Cramer Dry Plate Works
John A. Scholten, Photographer,
F. W. GrUERIN,
Latour,
R. Uhlmann,
J. F. Ryder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,
Theo. Lilienthal, "

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

SedaUa.
St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

DOUGLASS, THOMPSON & CO.,M Ageits ftr tie Stale of i.

To better introduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a
special design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise
themselves and inform the public where same can be procured. Such design will cost $6.

Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Origrinal Inventor,
154:6 Chouteau Ave,, St, Louis, Mo,
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OPTICAL LANTERNS
AND

LANTERN SLIDES.
Nearly twenty years' experience as -a, Dealer, Manufacturer, and User of these goods,

enables me to assure satisfaction to every purchaser.

>t>=:EVERYTHING SUPPLIED.-: < t
<

LECTURE BOOKS OJ^

a
Q -

33
w
td
o

Send for New Catalogue. (15 Cents in Stamps.)

A superb list of Slides from ifcent i)ersonallj' made

Negatives of EGYPT, ARABIA, ARABIA PETR^^A,
SYRIA, AND PALESTINE.

.^5??- CATALOGUES READY. TIIK MOST UNIQUE COLLECTION EVER OFFERED.

READ WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
THREE VOLS. VOL. Ill, "THE ORIENT," JUST ISSUED.

By mail, $2.00 each, Post-paid.

EDWAltV JL. WILSOA, :So. JJ'^ij C/ic.stniif St reef, J'hihuhliihia.
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THE PLATINOTYPE.
(PATENTED.)

WILLIS & CLEMENTS, Proprietors, 25 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Endorsed by SARONY, GUTEKUWST, and many others.

This process is best adapted for Solar Enlargements, large contact Portrait Work, 8 x lo and
larger, Copies of Paintings and Engravings, Prints on Linen, etc., etc. Amateurs will find this

process the most artistic for Landscapes. Lincenses sold to professionals and amateurs on reason-

able terms. Send for latest instructions. Address all communications to

V/ILLIS & CLEMENTS, Patentees,
OR TO

BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY & BROMLEY,
General Agents for Sale of Materials,

25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

ALBERT MOORE ™ SOLAR ENLAR6ER,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood street, Philadelphia.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, "How to- Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

t

Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHEm 184=3.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

all ir

©TOO
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-A-TC THIS S:E3.^S0T^
THE BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJ^D ALL LS

BOBINSON'S

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PI0T06RAFHT.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I. Introductory.
II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

{continued).
VI. Unity.
VII. Examples—Expression.
VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.
IX. Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.

XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.
XIII. The Composition of the Figure.
XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.
XVI. Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose

—

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.
XVIII. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.
XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX . Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. Backgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXIII. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.
XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade {continued).
XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX. Chiaro-oscuro—Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and
compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPULAR PHOTO. WORK EVER PUBIilSHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK "WANTED JVO W BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE AJRT OP PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Lllustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.
" Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excelleiice

of all photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."

—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. V.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's IHctorial Effect in Photography, gne of the best and most complete works

ever pubUshed on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and

over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."—James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Philada.
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PASSAVANTS DRY PLATES
ARE CONCEDED BY THE LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS

OF THE PACIFIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CT "D Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,
I f^ requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,

' working with great softness and delicacy.

H^ Jj For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape-

C"-.^S -PRICE LIST.- ss^'a

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

s% x4X, . . . $0 60 5 X 8, . . . $1 75 10 X 12, . . . $5 00
4 X 5, 90 ev,. x8>^, . . . 2 30 11 X 14, . . . 6 50
4X ^G/z, . . . 1 20 8 X 10, . . 3 40 14 X 17, . . . 12 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

306 GUERRERO STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
General Agent, OSCAR FOSS, 841 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

HIGHEST CLASS OFHAND-PAINTED
DISSOLVING riEWSLIDES,

As Used at the Late Eoyal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON & CO.
ARTISTS AND OPTICIAJXTS,

Not merely Colorists of Photographs, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special

attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,

commencing on the bare glass. Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as Slides, and
most artistically finished. They can also color good
Photo. Slides in a far superior manner to any other

house. Slides may be had from 3 inches to 10 inches

in diameter. As these slides take a good while to do,

and are only done to orukr, customers must order

during the summer months. Samples may be had.

IS HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Old or damaged Slides and Apparatus repaired. Condensers for all imrjtoses, anij sise to order

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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ALL ONE PRICE

!

EASTMAN^S
RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiathjo-Bromide Dry Piate

Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Size, SX i 4i<,
. . . Perdoz.,$0 60 I

Size, 10x12, . . . Per doz., $5 00
4 X 5, . . .

" 90 " 11x14, .. .

" 6 50
4Xx5X, • • •

" 1 OO " 14x17, .. .
" 10 00

4Xx6>^, ... " 1 20 " 16x20, . . .-
" 1600

5 X 7, . . .
" 1 55 " 17x20, .. .

" 17 00
5 x8, ... " 175 " 18x22, .. .

" 2000
Q'A X Q'A, •

" 2 30 " 20 X 24, . . .
" 24 00

8 X 10, . . .

'' 3 40
Discount as follows : Orders amounting to $50, 5 per cent.; over $50,

and under $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
f Are the ONLY ONES that can be
^used in HOT WEATHER without
[ice or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Distingaished Painter who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the " Specials" are quicker than chain lightning.

'^r-—FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS—-^

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
PATENTED APRIL 29, 1884.

NEW AND IMPROVED DESIGNS FOR THE

HOLIDAY TRADE.
We are preparing a new Mosaic Sample-sheet of all designs on a larger scale

than formerly, by a new process. Send for one

—

only six cents. They are

worth that to keep, if you don't want any negatives.

TITLES OF DESIGNS.

No. I. " Who's That ?" rabbits. Imp.

» 2. Palette, with flowers. Improved.

» 3. A Sunny Corner, birds. Old, but

good.

» 4. P. A. of A. Monogram in one

corner. Improved.

» 5A. Horseshoe and daisies. New.

» 6A. " Snow-Flakes of Memory." Imp.

<) 7. Our Reflections. Improved.

» 8. Golden Rod, vignette or medallion.

Improved.

Nos. I and 8, formerly used only for

vignetting in, are now remodelled, allowing

the use of oval medallions, either style

as desired.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are for medallion

printing only. Cut-outs or masks are fur-

nished with all negatives except Nos. 2

and 3, which are for vignetting only.

PRICES OF NEGATIVES.

5 x8 or Cabinet size, . each, $1 GO
0/^ X 8^ » Boudoir » . » 1 60

Our list is now smaller than formerly, having weeded out the poorest and
improved the best, also adding one new design. Our customers will find every
one a beauty and of practical use ; they are easy to manipulate, any printer can
use the medallion style, and they are so attractive that it is easy to

RAISE YOUR PRICES
By introducing them, or by making one in the first order of your customer; it

is sure to bring a duplicate order for more of them. Ser.d six cents for Sample
Sheet and Circular. For negatives send to your stockdealer or to

Inventor itnd Manufa4:turer. C. M. FRENCH, Garretsville, Portage Co., 0.



OF AGE!
T-»venty-oiie years of service as a Photograph ic Magazine

Iiaviiig Ijeeii fully completed Iby The I'liiladelphia
I'ltotographev, it can iio-w fully claim to be

^__^^^^^^^^^^__^^ "OF AGE."

It was born when our art was itself only a stripling, and having grown up with it and lived for

it, now comes with confidence to the craft for support during its Twenty-second year.
Under the same editorial care which gave it birth and name, it will continue its good work in

the interests of the art of Photography, with brighter prospects of usefulness and success than ever
before. In looking back upon its past record, the editor and publisher thinks he has won the

right to claim

TWELVE REASONS WHY "THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER" SHOULD HAVE THE
PATRONAGE OF ALL LOVERS OF OUR ART, AS FOLLOWS :

I. The photographic studies issued with each number are a great help to workers under the

skylight, and well worth the price asked for the whole magazine. Over forty of these studies

were supplied last year, and some fine gems are preparing for 1885.

2 The editor having been connected with the art for over one-half of its existence, is wholly in

sympathy with the working craft, and well-knows their wants to supply them.

3. Its ability to anticipate the wants of the craft is secured by its connection with the practical

men of our art all over the world; and the same long connection creates a ready means of

obtaining promptly all that is needed.

4. Its enterprise in taking up and making popular and easy all good processes and measures is

proverbial.

5. Its war upon low prices, and its endeavors to lift up the fraternity to better ones', as well as

its usefulness in winning the press and the public to a better appreciation of our art, are well known
to all.

6. It has always been quick in discovering and exposing frauds, humbugs, and attempts to injure

its patrons. It is operated for the good of its patrons.

7. Its long standing as an authority in our art, has won it connection with scientists and scientific

bodies all over the world, who send their new things to its editor first, over all of its class.

8. Its circulation is International. There is not a land where English is read that it does not go
to. It also circulates in every State in the Union, about as follows

:

New England, . . 31.5 per cent. Western States, . 38.4 per cent.
Aliddle States, . . 34:.l " Canada, .... 8.3 "
Southern States, . . 13.4 " Foreign, . . ." . 5.3 "

Thus giving the best means of advertising, and thus securing the best circulation among the

active votaries of the art.

9. Its form has been adopted by all the other magazines of our art, but its quality and artistic

appearance have not been reached by any.

10. Its standing as the leading magazine of its kind, has been maintained ever since it began.

" It is the best of its class," say press and patrons.

II. Its success has been a success, though its price is higher than that of any of its con-

temporaries. The best artists often write, " I don't care how many other journals there are, or

how low-priced, I ;«?«/ have The Philadelphia Photographer."
12. It is the cheapest of all, because " the best is always the cheapest." You cannot, therefore,

afford to do without it.

SUBSCRIBE NOW. $5.00 a year; $2.50 for six month; 50 cts. a copy.

It has been our custom for many years, to give old subscribers a pretnium for new subscriptions

sent in addition to their own. We continue this plan by offering one dollar's worth of our

publications for each such additional subscriber for a year. Please do all you can to increase our

usefulness in behalf of the glorious art of photography. It is to yotir interest to do so.

For 1885 we have some useful schemes and novelties under way, which will be presented

from time to time. Our old subscribers are asked to renew nO"W" for 1885, so that the

January issue will reach promptly. IT "WILLi BE A GEM.
Contributions from both Actives and Amateurs are invited. Proceedings of Societies are very

useful and should be sent quickly.

The November and December, 1884, sent free to all who subscribe during November. This

offer is for one month only.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor, Publisher, and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnut St, Phila.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-ofBce or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-Office, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound! The attention of advertisers, and

with each number of the Magazine, those having
^^^^^^^^^^^^

Advertisements are inserted at the fol- Xerms, $2 for six Imes, and 25 cents fot

lowing rates •

[
each additional line, seven words to a

Otu Szx One I

li"^. ?'^ays in advance. Duplicate

insertions, 50 cents less, each.
Month. Months. Year.\

behave added an Exchange Column
One Page f20.00 $110.00 $200.00: to our Magazine, wherein photogra-

120.00
I

phers having articles for exchange can

insert advertisements at the low price

of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

Operators desiring situations, ao

charge.

Half " 12.00 66.00

Quarter Page... 7.00 38.50

Eighth " ... 4.00 22.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00 11.00

70.00

40.00

20.00



TO MEET THE DEMAND FOR

An Extremely Rapid Plate

I am now making the above new brand (blue label), which is about twice as rapid

as ray "Extra Rapid" and nearly

TWENTY TIMES MORE RAPID THAN COLLODION.

THIS NEW PLATE COMBINES

EXTREME RAPIDITY,

FINE CHEMICAL EFFECT,

PERFECT CLEARNESS,

GOOD INTENSITY,

EASY TO DEVELOP,

And CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

For all cases where Extraordinary Rapidity is desirable and for Large
Work these "Lightning Plates" will, upon trial, prove their superiority over

all others.

My regular brand, the "Extra Rapid" (yellow label), which is so well

known and sufficiently sensitive for general use, will he kept up to its usxial high

standard.

BOTH BRANDS SAME PRICE.

WILL BE FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

DRY-PLATE WORKS, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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AH ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JODRNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

PHILADELPHIA: EDWARD L. WILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,
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JUST THREE YEARS AGO I ISSUED THE FOLLOWING

•^ ^^^

Oy ^/F/
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Since then nearly four thouBand copies have been Hold, and it stjll sella at the rate of

four or five each day. Sent prepaid, by post, lor $4.00. by all stock and newsdealers, r

EDWAKD L. WIL.BON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

-SEE TESTIMONIALS ON NEXT PAGE/-'—
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KEEVIL'S PATENT

NEWTONIAN DUPLEX LANTERN.
This new lantern is duplex in form, being fitted with one optical system, projecting in front, and

another projecting from one side. The light through the first system is transmitted on to the screen
directly, in the usual way. At the extremity of the other system, is fixed a prismatic lens, by which
aieans a disk can be projected on to the screen central with the other. The oxyhydrogen jet is ar-
ranged on a pivot, which is a fixture in the bottom of the lanterii, the centre of "rotation being as
near the outside surface of the lime cylinder as possible; and by rotating the burner through about a
quarter of a circle, the light is brought central with each condenser alternately, and simultaneously
the mechanical dissolver opens and closes the objectives.

A Complete Lime-Light Dissolving Apparatus, most Compact
in Form, at the Low Price of $100.00; with Full

Oxyhydrogen Accoutrements, $130.00.

r-l C^ * rH rH ,H

To compensate for any loss of light occasioned by the use of the prism, the condenser of this system
is made somewhat shorter in focus than the other one, evenness of illuqjination being thereby secured.

Both objectives are made achromatic, and the definition of the one to which the prism is attached is

in no way inferior to the ordinary one. The jets never require adjustment, as every lantern is put to

a practical test before being sent out; the best position for the jet being thereby obtained, further ad-
justment becomes unnecessary. The dissolving apparatus is adjustable and very efiicient. The conical

fronts are easily detached, and if required it can be used as a single lantern. The whole lantern is of

metal. Its small dimension are much in its favor, the whole packing into a small box, easily carried

in the hand. These desiderata are certain to make it a favorite with those who wish for an apparatus
of extreme portability. See further in our new catalogue.
We have arranged for the sole agency of the United States, and have a stock on hand and for sale.

We have thoroughly tried the new lantern, and are charmed with it in every way. It is lighted in a
minute, easily adjusted, and gives entire satisfaction.

SEVERAL RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.
SECURED BY LETTEES-PATENT IN ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

It is made to sit on any table or stand, and full directions for working accompany it. Send for estimate for a full

outfit, ia^s, tubing, generator, &r'c. &r'c. Lists of our new dissolving views will be given on applicaiion.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Sole Agent for the United States. 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS
These descriptions should be in the hands of every Lantern Exhibitor and Lecturer. They

help you choose slides. They tell you what facts and figures the public want to know about the

places and things you exhibit. The contents are divided into JOURNEYS or selections as er

list below

:

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD.

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. 306 PAGES,

Contains NINE Journeys:

A—France and S"witzerland.
B—Belgium, Germany, Austria,

Saxony, and Bavaria.
O—Italy—Lakes, Cities, and the

Italian Art Galleries.
D—Holland, Denmark, Nor^way,

Sweden, Russia, and Spain.
E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey,

Greece, and India.
F—England, Scotland, and United

States of America.
G—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
H—Centennial Exhibition, Philada.
I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

INALL, OVER 000 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

DESCRIBES

SLIDES

ALL OVER

THE WORLD

3 VOLUMES.

VOLUME n. 331 PAGES,

Contains TWELVE Journeys:

J—Germany and Russia,
K—Belgium and Austria.
L—France—Cities and Provinces.
M—Spain and Portugal.
N—Switzerland—The Four Alpine

Routes.
O—Italy, Ischia, and Sicily.
P—Turkey, Greece, and Egypt.
Q—Palestine and India.
R—Scotland—Cities and Ruins,
S—Ireland.
T—England—Cities, Museums, and

Ruins.
U—United States of America.

IN ALL, 1073 SUBJECTS.

PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

J8@^V0LUME III—ON THE ORIENT—NOW READY.
PRICE $2, POST-PAID.

Gives descriptions of nil the kIIiIcn inncU- Ity Mr. Kdivnrtl Ij. WIIhoii of his prrsonalljr
tukcu vlv-ivtt of '1 lie Sliitit PfiitiiHiilii ; 'i'lie Ut-Ht-i-t of (itc Kxoiliisj Tlio

Kuute of tlic l»ruelUc-s (u tUv Pioiiilsctl I^uiid ; uikil

THE TAKING OF PBTRA.
by lirDo'^afers. EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FIFTEEN CENTS FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
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A NEW PAPER. NOW READY.
^-^ THE NEW S)--^

EAGLE SATIN FINISH.
Although my importations of paper have had a most satisfactoi-y sale, and ihe old favorite

brands will be continued in the market of the same quality, T have a Ne'W Brand which I offer

for public favor which I believe to be SOMETHING SUPERIOR.

«^$40.00 A REAM.-^ «^A REAM $40.00."^
For Sale by all Dealers. See Prints in this Magazine.

G. GENNERT, Sole Importer, 105 William St., New York.

C-~--12^. IHME rS.O "V^ 3E3 ID 3^^

PRACTICAL DRYPLATE HOLDER
C. H. SCOFIELD, Inventor.

I. Back view of envelope with plate half inserted. 2. Front view of envelope with slide partly drawn.

3. Camera with frame and shutter adjusted for exposure. 4. Frame for receiving ground glass aud. envelope for

attachment to camera.
The improvement consists of a stiff board slide, that is entirely drawn out of the Holder when an exposure is

made and a shut-off of light, which closes the aperature caused by the withdrawing oi the slide.

These Holders commend themselves to the amateur and view photographer by reason of the ease and security

with which a large number of plates c.in be transported, saving the operator the necessity of finding a dark-room for

changing plates, or of carrying the plates protected by a number of weighty and expensive dry-plate holders.

The advantage of the operator in the gallery will readily be seen. In the case of prepar.ition, when rushes

so frequently occur, sufficient plates for the day's work may be packed in these holders and placed conveniently

near the camera,' this will prevent the necessity of returning to the dark-room for and with every plate used, thus

saving time and enabling at least twice as many sittings to be made as could otherwise be done.

To use the improved Practical Flate-Holdeis, it is necessary to have a frame attachment for whatever size of

camera you propose to work them with.

In ordering, to simplify matters, please observe the f )llowing instructions : Fir.st lay your ground-glass frame

on a piece of paper and outline the exact dimensions Next give correctly by an inside line the size of rabbets, so

as to insure an exact fit. And finally state what size of holder you intend to use.

To warrant the good results of our holder, your frame should be ordered with holders

WE APPEND PRICES,

T'^lt!^': : : : : : : :

p®^„^°^-} $350

4:%^6y2 .. I
4 &u

5x8, » 5 00
61/2x81/2, » 6 00

8x10, per doz., $7 25
10x12,
11 X 14=,

14x17,.
16 x20,
20x24,,

12 00

I

made
\ to
order.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

G. GENNERT, No. 54 EAST TENTH ST., NEW YORK.
Eastern Agent for the G. CBAMEB DRY PLATE, Best in the World.
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The Following is of Interest to Every Photographer.

THE NEW N. P. A.

P E N S E.
We desire to call attention to our NEW PENSE N. P. A. Extra Brilliant

Dresden Albumen Paper.

The manufacturers at Rives have recently many marked improvement in their

celebrated paper, and all the sheets of this brand are manufactured specially for

it, and are readily distinguished from all other papers by the water-mark N. P. A.

It is doubly albumenized by the most experienced house in Germany, with

new and improved formulas, and we are confident that on trial it will be found

superior to any other in market.

Its excellence has induced some unscrupulous persons to place the

STAMP on the Paper of other makers, in order to work it off, trusting that

photographers will not look through to see if the water-mark is there. To

prevent this we have registered S@°"Tliis Trade Marlc'^a in Washington, which will

subject to heavy damages all ^<^^^ ^^^/^ those who stamp this brand

on paper which does not bear ^ N.P.A. ^ the water-mark N. P. A.

This Paper can be had also in DRESDEN. PINK, PEARL or WHITE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN PHOTO. GOODS IN U. S. AND CANADA.

I

B. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

591 Broadway, NEW YORK.

N. B.—When any pajjer is offered to you at a low price. Measure it.

Also note whether it runs Uniform, for some albumenizers mix the first and

second qualities, not discarding that which has defects, and thus get their paper

cheaper.



HELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY
Desire to draw the attention of Photographers and Printers to their unequalled

facilities for the production of all classes of photo-mechanical printing or print-

ing plates. They have recently introduced innprovements by which they are

able to produce better work at lower prices, WITH A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS. They especially draw attention to their new

}Jlt0t0'^C(lXlStlC nnethods by which the photographic effect is produced

either on lithographic stones or in the shape of cuts to print with type.

Sanaples and prices of any desired class of work forwarded on application.

Specinnen books on receipt of 25 cents.

g)xi^to^W^tt)x'xnit^\ grititlng. (pure heliotype and

Our processes are divided into

AUTOGLYPH.) — For the reproduction, in printer's ink, on the printing press,

of Portraits and Views fronn Nature, and all descriptions of PHOTOGRAPHIC v/ork.

gIt0t0^|5itTX001Caprliig[»— For the reproduction of Artists', Architects',

Engineers', Surveyors', and other Drawings, and other originals in black and white.

glX0t0 gngraxriltg and %iUt ^tcMtXg.— For the production

of Cuts to print with type, fronn originals in black and white.

glX0t0^®aUBtijC gviutltCg.— For the lithographic reproduction of

photographic subjects, without redrawing,

gIX0t0^d!^ltXtSttC glXgraWXUg.— For the production of Cuts to

print with type, from photographs, brush drawings, and all subjects in half tone

or shading, without redrawing in line.

^itTx00rtXplxij.

^iXttt ^XiiXiSttX*— ^ patented process for the speedy reproduction

(from originals made with ordinary ink on ordinary paper) of autograph letters,

sketches, caricatures, etc., either as cuts or lithographs.

^JCSXglXitXg.— Artistic designing of all kinds.

Employed by the United States Government in illustrating Scientific and Medical Reports;

by Scientific, Historical and other learned Societies; by the leading publishers, and for illustrat-

ing Town and Family Histories, Trade Catalogues, Show Cards, etc.

Fac-similes of Medals and Coins, Ancient Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Sketches and

Autograph Circulars, Views and Portraits from Nature, Medical and Scientific Objects, Antiquities,

etc., etc.

Special attention paid to the reproduction of Architects', Engineers' and Surveyors'

Drawings.

Our establishment is fitted to produce photo-mechanical and lithographic

work, of all kinds, by the best available methods, and we shall be pleased

at all times to advise on any work that may be required.

THE HELIOTYPE PRINTING CO.,

211 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE, . . . 658 BROADWAY.
WASHINGTON OFFICE. . . 28 CORCORAN BUILDING.
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The Blair Tourograph and Dry Plate Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS,

Their Cameras are Original in Design, and are Warranted to be Equal to the

Best in the Market, and are now too well known

to need new mention.

Blair's Reversible Back Comldnatioii

Camera. Open for use and folded for

carryinq-,

THEIR COMBINATION PORTRAIT CAMERA,
WITH FLEXIBLE SLIDE-HOLDEK,

Was the Admiration of all the Visitors at the late Convention.

-fe^^ASK TO SEE IT.^^^I^

Do not get a New Camera, but have our Patent Extension

put on your old ones.

Descrlptiye Circulars will soon le ont, apply for tlieni at your Jealci^.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475 & 477 TREMONT ST.,
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Benj. French

No. 319 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated Lenses

Manufactured by

VOIGTLANDER & SON
ALSO, THEIR FAMOUS

r 11 jiJ

Which is unrivalled for groups, full-length figures, and other demands in the

gallery, and every species of out-door work, including instantaneous photography.

JB^^-THE ETJRYSCOPE is made ea:cZzisit;e/2/ by Voigtlander & Son, and their

name is engraved on the tube.

^°" DARLOT LENSES °^
PORTRAITS. MUkAXM^A JJ £l 41 RJF£lO VIEWS.

IMPORTERS, ALSO, OF THE CELEBRATED

TRAPP & MUNCH

ALBUMEN PAPER,
AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Photographic 3Iaterials and Magic Lantern Slides.

SEED FOB OUR HEW ILLIISTEATED PEICE LET OF LEIES.



WHAT IS SAID BY ITS EEADEHS:
We cannot recommend it too highly to our colleagues.

—MoNS. Leon Vidal, Editor of the Paris Monitear.

The success of this latest gem of photographic litera-

ture will, no doubt, be as great as the merit of the work
deserves. Among the photographic writers of America
E. L. Wilson stands without a compeer.

—

Dr. H. Vogel,
Editor of the I'koto. M'uih.

By far the best photographic book ever published in

America. It is written with great elegance and mas-
terly handling of the subject.

—

Dr. E. Horning, Editor

of Photographic Corresponded, Vienna.

Would not be without one for triple the price.

—

EiutERSON Goddard, Woonsocket, 11. I.

It is a perfect encyclopaedia of the photographic art

up to date.—II. L. Bliss, BuflFalo, N. Y.

Photofjraphics is the most imposing book devoted to

photograjihy I have seen.—J. ¥. Ryder, Cleveland.

Photographies looks fine, nnd is selling well. We are

doing our best to push it.—W. Irving Adams, N. Y.

The plan of the book is novel. . . . Mr. Wilson could

hardly fail by this ]iliin in making a useful and prac-

tical publication.

—

AiUliony's Bulletin, N. Y.

It is the very best text-book upon our beloved art.

—

John R. Clemons, Phila.

I have inquiries for a good book on photography, and
I think yours is that book.

—

John Carbutt, Phila,

It is a pity you «an't send to every one the pages
from 1 to 17 ; all wouM be sure to go for the rest of it.

—J. II. IIallenbecic, Xew York.

It is a complete library.—W. D. Gatchel, Cinn.

We know of no one in our fraternity more cnpable of
compiling such a work for the benefit of the photo-
graphic brotherhood thiin Mr. Wilson.—J. II. Fitz-

GIBBON, in St. Louis Practical Photographer.

It demands a position in the library of every photog-
rapher, and this position it will assuredly attain us

Boon as its merits become known.—Editor Hhotograpthic

Times and American Pliotugrapher.

Photographies is my evening couipanion, and with it

the evenings are very short. It ii ju.-it whiit I have
been wanting for a long time.

—

Well (j. Singhi, Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

It is a good work, and I look to pee you issue a
second edition as foun as it has had time to commend
itaolf.—D. Baciiracii, Jr., Bait., MJ.

I consider it grcntly superior to anything yd pub-
li.shod.—J. B. Leise.niiino, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

It is a most useful booly. nnd its ))ractical teachings
to tho studious )ili()togra]ihcr ciinl.iin the most valuable
information.—C. D. .Mosiier, Cliic.igo.

Photographies hits tlio nail right on tho head. I
would rather have it than nil the other books on pho-
togrnphy put together. The idea is capital, ns it is

original, and give^ uh tho whole thing in a nutshcM.

—

B. W. KiLnrit.N, T/itilcton, N. II. -^

I hope that every photographer will see to it that his

$4 goes direct to you, without any dealer's commission
off, in order that you may have the full benefit of its

price

—

a benefit indeed for the many years you have
played your ])art so carefully upon the photographic
stage for us.

—

Fiied. C. Phillips, St. Thomas.

It is the most unique aud powerful work upon the

subject I have ever seen.—J. E. Beebe, Chicago.

The book of photography. It is worth the price with

compound interest.—P. Kellmer, Hazleton, Pa.

I have read Photographies through, and am fully

satisfied it is without a peer in photographic literature.

To me it is invaluable.—E. P. Hovev, Rome, N. Y.

My friend and tutor, allow me to thank you for your
noble book, and may thous-ands testify to its value by
giving it the chiefest place in their library.—F. M.
Spencer, Mansfield, Pa.

I can assure you sincerely that I never invested $4.00

for reading with as much satisfaction as in this case.

—

C. T. Stuart, Hartford, Conn.

A short timg since I had tho pleasure of perusing

yo\iT nevi hook. Photographies. As a result I want it,

and enclose check for four dollars.

—

Geo. Pine, Trenton,

New Jersey.

Of all the photographic literature published, this

book seems the very best.—J. P. Spooner, Stockton,

Cal.

I am very much delighted with it. The treatises on

dry-plates, emulsions, etc. etc., are all very minute in

detail.—J. A. Van Drelzen, Peoria, 111.

I think the Photographies a very valuable book, one

that every photographer should have.—K. T. Sheldon,

West Winsted, Conn.

It is the best book I ever got possession of. ThosB

who want lightning or instantaneous processes had

better get a copy and work with pleasure. Nuthing

like it; too good to be without.

—

Joseph Theibino,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first short article that I read was worth the cost

(if the book, and in looking it over find it contains an

inestimable amount of valuable inforuiation which

would not be found out in a lifetime of practice.—B.

F. Burchaxi), Worthington, Jlinn.

Your Photographies will supply a want long felt

among the fraiei iiity, more csiiccially among thu.'-o like

ourselves who aro "out of the world," so to speak.—
.1. R. II ANN A, Auckland, Au^tralia.

One hundred dollars would not buy mino if I could

not get another. I do nut seo how I managed so long

without it.

—

Oscar Cko.mwell, Grizzly Flat, Col.

Photographies Suits mo better than any similar work

I have CDUio across. Tho giving of tho experience of

dillerent workers on tho same subject, and giving it in

their own Avor<ls, bi'ing an es])ecially valuable feature.

— S. B. liii.L, Flouiingtun, N. J.

Your Phoingrnphirs'i^ tho host thing out; praotio»l

nnd to tho iioint, nnd no nonsense.

—

Walt. C. NobM,
Uticn, N. Y.

SALE DON'T STOP.
Will be mailed, post-paid, to any address, on receipt of $4.00.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Author and Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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A GLOW of PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

The amateur and his old friend, the daily worker, are well taken care of in the

literature line, and we ask their attention to the following list, which includes

about everything there is need for. There is, in fact, a treatise on every branch
of photography.

The Philadelphia Photographer. A monthly magazine, illustrated by photographs of

superior merit. ^5 a year; ^2.50 for six months.—Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen
years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the practical, working, growing
photographer. Do not go withoat its valuable help.

The Perrotypar's Griiide. Price, 75 cents.—Cheap and complete. For the ferrotyper

this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

Pictorial Eafect in Photography. By H. P. Robinson. Cloth, ^1.50; paper cover,

^i.—For the art photographer.

Wilson's Photographies. The newest and most complete photographic lesson-book.

Covers every department. 352 pages. Finely illustrated. Only ;^4. By Edward L. Wilson.

"Wilson's Lantern Journeys. By Edward L. Wilson. In three volumes. Price, $2 per
volume.—For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts in entenaining style of about 2,000
places and things, including 200 of the Centennial Exhibiuon.

BigelO"W's Artistic Photography. Price reduced to ^4.—For the lover of art. Beats

his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb! Widi twelve photographs and instructions.

Studies in Artistic Printing. By C. W. Hearn. Price, ^3.50.—Embellished with six

fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

The Photographic Oolorists' Guide. By John L. Gihon. Cloth, ^1.50.—The newest
and best work on painting photographs.

Photographic Mosaics, 1834. A year-book. Cloth bound, ^i
;
paper cover 50 cents.

Better than any of its predecessors.—Back volumes, same price.

The Photographic Amateiir. By J. Traill Taylor. A guide to the young photogra-

pher, either professional or amateur. Price, 50 cents.

The Art and Practice of Silver-Printing. By H. P. Robinson and Capt. Abney,
R.E., F.R.S. Price, 50 cents. Illuminated cover. Cloth bound, 75 cents.

HOAV to Make Pictures. (Second edition of 5,000 copies.) The ABC of Dry-plate pho-

tography. By Henry Clay Price. Price, illuminated cover, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Photography with Emulsion. By Capt. W. De W. Abney, R.E., F.R.S. Price, $1

per copy.

Twelve Elementary Lessons in Dry-plate Photography. Price, 25 cents per

copy.

The Modern Practice of Retouching. Price, 50 cents per copy.

The Spanish edition of How tO Make Pictures. Ligeras Lecciones sobre Fotografia

Dedicados a Los Aficionados. I'rice, $1 per copy.

The Progress of Photography Since 1 879. By Dr. H. W. Vogel. A splendid helper

to all workers, i'rice, $3.

Picture Making. By H. P. Robinson, Cloth, ^i. Paper, 50 cents.

All orders for above will be filled, free by post, on receipt of price at the

office of this magazine.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publislier, 1125 Chestnut St., PMla.
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CARBUTT'S

KEYSTONE

NEW SERIES

DRY PLATES
1884.

Tills year's make of" KEYSTONE SP12CIAL.S " far excel in rapidity and quality
any oilier plate made, licre or elseivliere.

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE MOST SKEPTICAL OF IIS SUPEKIOHITY.

PRICE LIST OF
CARBUTT'S KEYSTONE GELATINE DRY PLATES,

"SPECIALS" FOR PORTRAITS AND DROP-SHUTTER VIEWS.

XlL (Gelatino-Albumen), for Slow Exposures and Transparencies.

JD (Gelatino-Albumen), Rapid Landscape and General Photography.

MADE ON CHANCES' BEST ENGLISH GLASS.

*3i/ X 4 Lantern Slide Plates,

3Kx4'X
4 x5
4'/x 5^. . . .

4>ix6>^, . . . .5x7
5^x75x8
6^x8^ .

Per Doz.

$0 70
60
90

1 00
1 20
1 55
1 65
1 75
2 30

7x9.
8x 10,
10 X 12,
11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 X 20,
17 X 20,
18 x22,
20x 24,

Per Doz.

$2 75
3 40
5 00
6 50
12 00
1«00
17 00
20 00
24 00

* These plates are made on special thin crystal glass, cut lo the Standard Optical Lantern size of 3^ x 4.

For price of Stripping Plates f >r Ph'itoMechrinical printers, add 25 percent, to the cost of any size on list.

All plates guaranteed, aud cau be procured of any de.der in Photo Materials.

Keystone Negative Varnish. Translucent Ruby Paper.

CARBUTT'SMULTUM IN PARVO DRY-PLATE LANTERN
PATEATED APHIl. JiJth, 1884. IMPROVED JANUARY, 1884.

Lanlcni :iri .ni;'-.! Icjr ilcvcio iin;, .ind, after fixing,

tXMininiiig negatives by op.il light.

Lantern arranged for making positives by contact.

Pries SS.OD, BDXBd Rsatly for Shipment. For Sale by all Dealers.

JOHN CARBUTT, Keystone Drv-Plale Works, Philada.
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Scovill Manufacturing Company, Trade Agents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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^ THE ^

PROGRESS OF PHOTOaRAPHY

FROM 1879 TO 1884..

By DR. H. W.VOGEL,
Professor and Teacher of Photography and Spectrum Analysis at the Imperial

Technical High School.

]NrOX\r rJL E5 jA. 13 T^-

A Review of the more Important Discoveries in

Photography and Photographic Chemistry

within the Last Four Years.

READ V/HAT HE SAYS ON

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY,
AND

THE CHAPTER ON PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.

INTENDED ALSO AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD EDITION

Of THE HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Revised by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Translated from the German by ELLERSLIE WALLACE, Jr., M.D.

$3.00. 34:"Z r^j^LOESiS. $3-00-
With Seventy-two Illtistrations, and an admirable jiortrait taken ivith

JLlcctt-ic Light, by W. Kurtz, Neiv York,

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)
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VO GEL'S

Progress in Photosraphy.

CONTENTS:
CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
]

CHAPTER II.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT.
A. Effects of Light upon Metalloids and their

Compounds.
B. Effects of Light upon Metals and their

Compounds.
The Double Salts of Iron and Oxalic Acid.

The Iron Liclitpius Process.

Actinium, a new Metal.

Salts of C'lpper.

Saks of Chromic Acid.

Comliinations of Mercuiy.

Platinum Printing.

The Salts of Sdver.

The Various Mudificalions of Bromide of

Silver and the Chemical Principles of the

EmuLion Process.

Photo-chemistry of Chloride of Silver.

Rare Salts of Silver.

CHAPTER IIL

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.
Different Forms of Pyroxyline,

Concerning the Characteristics of Gelatine.

CHAPTER IV.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS.
New Ohjectives.

Artificial Light and its Application to Pho-
tography.
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PHOTO&RA.PHY AT THE NEW
ORLEANS EXPOSITION.

A RECENT visit to New Orleans enables

us to report excellent progress in the various

departments C'f photography at the New
Orleans Exposition.

Our readers are aware that the opening of

the Exposition has been postponed to De-

cember 16th. For this reason matters have

gone a little slower than we expected, and

we are not able to report as great advance

as we had hoped by this time. But we are

able to state, however, that matters are

getting on splendidly, and that the finest

photographic exhibit ever seen in the world

will be displayed at New Orleans during

the great world's exposition there.

A complete change has been made in the

locality of the photographic department.

Instead of being in the north gallery (the lo-

cation first chosen by the Chief of Installa-

tion, Col. Samuel Mullen, and the Chair-

man of the Photographic Committee), the

exhibit will be held in the gallery of the

Music Hall, in the very centre of the Main

Building. It is the most attractive location

of all. Here will be two great galleries,

with a connecting one behind the great

organ, devoted to photography, giving a

splendid opportunity for display, and all

that could be asked. From the gallery the

sweet strains of music and the lovely voices

of the songsters can be heard while the

pictures are being enjoyed.

The great exhibition in the Agricultural

Department may be observed on the north,

the whole line of machinery, from one end

of the Main building to the other, on the

west, and the curious collections of the

Foreign Department on the south. In

front—everything.

We are happy in having secured this

splendid site.

Even at the late hour at which this will

be seen by our readers, there will still be

time for sending exhibits, providing the

parties have been farsighted enough to

secure an application for space. We can say,

unofficially, that all who come thus, even

a little late, will have the best attention

possible. We shall be on hand personally

at the Installation Department, in coopera-

tion with the Chief of Installation, there-

fore photographers may feel assured that

they have a friend at court, and will be

taken care of.

Owing to the great press of work in Col.

Mullen's department, we found ourselves

a little behind-hand, but he placed the

Western Union Telegraph Company at our

disposal, and we have used our utmost en-

deavors to work up the display to the high

satisfaction of all concerned—of the lovers

of our beautiful art. In our own mind's

eye we can see the plan developed and per-

fected, and must express our satisfaction in

advance, with the arrangements as far as

made. No effort shall be spared to make

23
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them complete. We personally hope that a

large body of the photographers of the

Uuion will be present to see this grandest of

all photographic exhibitions.

The exhibit of photography, however,

will not be confined to this gallery. In the

second largest building of the series here,

known as the "Government and States'

Building," many of the States of the Union
will advertise their resources by means of

photographic transparencies. Some of these

collections are superb and immense. The

State Geologist of Kentucky will have one

of the finest of all displays in the Kentucky

State exhibit, which will illustrate the geo-

logical curiosties of the State, and will be

exceedingly beautiful and interesting. The
United States Government will also make a

fine display of transparencies of some of

our western country, together with those of

various other natural objects, but all of these

are to be eclipsed by the great exhibit from

Arizona and Colorado. Those from Ken-
tucky will be made by Mr. James Mullen,

of Lexington, while those of Arizona are

the handiwork of Mr. W. H. Jackson, of

Denver, Colorado.

In the southeast gallery of the Main Ex-
position Building the establishment of the

Centennial Photographic Company is located

under concession granted by the board of

management. A large number of photog-

raphers are already at work there preparing

for the greater work to come, and thus em-
ployment will be given to a great many
worthy fellows during the coming dull season

of winter. The whole manufacture of the

photographs of the exposition will be trans-

acted here, the building being peculiarly

fitted for the purpose. The printing-room

will be arranged on the south side, while all

the other departments of the work, and for

the sale thereof, are on the cast side of the

gallery.

A number of well-known photographers

are engaged in this arrangement, and seem

to understand thoroughly the work which

they have undertaken.

The new building of the Art Department
is within sight of the Main Building. It

is of iron, and will contain a magnificent

display of art work from all parts of the

world.

As a work of art, the grounds on which
the Exposition is located, are beginning to

look more complete and satisfactory. Each
day matters improve in appearance, and

each day grow more rapidly. During

our last visit, the 15th of November, the

gardeners were planting bulbs, shrubs,

flowers, trees, and what not for the decora-

tion of the grounds, and before this reaches

the eyes of our readers, the whole grand

park will be in beautiful bloom. The
thousands of gardens of New Orleans are

made beautiful by the golden fruit of the

orange tree, now almost ripe. The trees are

as green as August in the North, and the

winter like June.

We hope to have more to say about the

city presently, our engagements so far not

permitting us to see what is beautiful and

picturesque in the city itself. But in going

through it from time to time, we learn that

there is much that is picturesque and ripe

for the camera. Our readers will share

what we see at the earliest opportunity.

EXPERIENCE WITH GELATINO-
BROMIDE PLATES ON BOTH
SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC.

BY G. H. CROUGHTON,

Late of London, England.

It was in the year 1874 that I commenced

my experience with gelatino-bromide in

England. Mr. Kennett, of London, had

issued to the profession a dried gelatino-

bromide pellicle, with which every photog-

rapher was to make his own dry plates,

and it could also be used in a moist condi-

tion. A retired officer in Her Majesty's

Indian Army (Sir Atwell King Tuke)

brought some to me at my residence, and I

shall not forget the eagerness with which

we watched for the results, but my success

was not by any means proportionate to my
expectations, and the experiment was not

repeated in that form. My next experience

was with collodion emulsion, and that, too,

was not satisfactory. Some two or three

years passed with slight experiments, but

all my experience was only calculated to

confirm my fii-st decision, that dry plates

would not do the same quality of work as

wet. I argued, as many hundreds have
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argued since, from too little knowledge of

the material I was working with, and com-

plete ignorance of the theory and practice

of alkaline development. It was at the

end of the year 1876 that I first succeeded

in getting a good portrait in the studio with

a gelatino-bromide plate, and from that

time out I have been an enthusiastic worker

with them, and for five years before coming

to the United States, I had discarded collo-

dion and silver baths entirely, and used ex-

clusively gelatino-bromide plates for all

kinds of work. I think I have used every

kind of gelatino-bromide plate made in

England. Have used ferrous oxalate, car-

bonate of potash, sal soda, and ammonia

developers. My experience here has not

been anything like so extended, but I ex-

pect during the next six months I shall see

a great deal of experience with American

plates in my position as Chief of the Photo-

graphic Staff of the Centennial Photographic

Company, at the New Orleans Exposition,

but even my limited experience with plates

of American make has confirmed me in the

conclusion arrived at by my experience

with English plates, and that conclusion is

this, that in spite of all the abuse that has

been lavished upon it, and the many claims

made as to the superiority of the soda or

potash developers, there is nothing yet to

beat the old ammonia pyro for development,

and the great secret, if secret there is, is

contained in two words, but they are two

an American d^es not like, and they are

"go slow." My experience (and I am not

alone in it) is that the development of gela-

tino-bromide plates should commence with

plenty of restraiiier; that an overexposed

negative can be utterly ruined by com-

mencing the development with a strong

developer, is too well known to need enforc-

ing. The same negative by going slow,

could have been made to produce prints

equal to a properly exposed negative. You
have that power also with the potash and

soda developer, but not to anything like the

extent you have with ammonia. Most for-

mulas tor development with ammonia give

the restrainer (the bromide) in conjunction

with the accelerator (ammonia). This is

just reversing the order of things. With a

fixed quantity of bromide in conjunction

with a fixed quanity of ammonia, there can

be no power of modification. The restrainer

should be in conjunction with the intensi-

fier (pyro), and then you have any amount

of power over your development. For in-

stance, for over-exposure, if your bromide

and ammonia are together, and you use less

of ammonia to counteract that over-exposure,

you reduce also, in the same proportion,

your restrainer. "When ready you want

more restrainer. Now, if your bromide is

with your pyro, you have both the power

to restrain development and the power to

thicken your image at one and the same

time, just where you want it, because over-

exposure causes thin pictures, so you restrain

development and intensify at the same time.

The formula I give below is one which was

published some years ago by an English

firm of dry-plate makers, and I have used it

most successfully with every brand of plates,

both English and American. I have suc-

ceeded better with it than with the formulas

published by the difi"erent platemakers with

their plates, and I think that a plate which

cannot be successfully developed by it, can-

not be successfully developed by any de-

veloper whatever.

The stock solutions are :

No. 1.

Water, 1 ounce.

Pyrogallic Acid, ... 4 ounces.

Bromide of Potassium, . . 600 grains.

Pure Nitric Acid, . . .20 drops.

No. 2.

Liq. Ammonia (80 per cent.), 2 ounces.

Water, . . . . . 2 "

Both the above in four-ounce dropping-

bottles. You have in No. 1 a solutiun

which contains a quarter of a grain of pyro

to each minim of water. To develop, take

enough water to cover well your plate

—

staining comes from having too little. I

take two ounces of water for a 5x8 plate.

Put your exposed plate into the develop-

ing-tray, and pour two oimces of water

upon it
;
your tray should be upon a level

stand, so that your plate will be covered

with the solution. Now, with your measure

or developing-cup, drop from eight to twelve

drops of No. 1. Pour your water from the

developing-tray into the cup, and return
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witli one sweep over your plate. The ob-

ject of this is, that while you are measuring

out your restrainer your plate is soaking,

and you can get rid of all boils without

fear of marking. Now you have your re-

strainer soaking into your film while you

are dropping your ammonia into your cup.

Go slow ; drop eight or ten drops of the am-
monia solution No. 2 into the cup, and re-

turn, the solution in the dish, give it a little

stir round, and flow quickly over the plate

again. Now, the development will begin
;

it should not appear for at least a minute ; if

it does, add a drop or two of the No. 1

solution, pour the developer into it, and

flow again over the plate. If it does not

appear in that time, do the same with

No. 2.

If I have made myself understood, you

will see what complete control you have

over your development by this method, and

although I have seen some very high-class

work done wilh soda and potash developer,

I have yet to see the developer that will

produce negatives with finer quality than

have been made with this developer.

CONCERNING THE DURABILITY
OF BROMIDE OF SILVER GELA-

TINE DRY PLATES.

BY LE BELITSKI NORDHADSEN.

Very soon after the advent of the gela-

tine dry plates it was declared that they

were unalterable by time, that they might

be kept for years without deterioration, and

at the time the assertion was not disputed.

Later we read in one of the joJrnals of the

profession that plates had been kept two

or three years, and were just as good as

the day they were coated. Yes, they had

even improved with age, like good wine.

The writer of this can, from his own ex-

perience, say that plates eighteen months

old were found to possess the virtues they

had when they came fresh from the hands

of their maker. But since the rage for

very quick plates has become prevalent,

and a high degree of sensitiveness has been

given to the emulsions, the keeping quali-

ties cannot be claimed in the same degree.

So that now, plates which when fresh were

excellent, giving clear and crisp negatives,

are found to deteriorate in a short time, and

are liable to give foggy and poor images.

This tendency co change is so great that

even a week is sufficient to alter materially

the good qualities of an emulsion. A fi'iend

who had bought a quantity of plates of a

celebrated maker, wrote to me in September

last, as follows :
" The very sensitive plates

made by Mr. X. in eight days show fog

around the edges. This is greatly to be

deplored, since I must use them in my
gallery by reason of their sensitiveness.

The whole surface is seldom fogged, but

very frequently the borders become very

black on development. This fogging is

either very slight along the margins, or

extends deep into the surface of the plate,

according to the care with which they are

kept. In the majority of cases the attacks

are confined to the margins. It is a sort of

border warfare, but sometimes it extends

further, and I think it is only a question of

time for the insidious enemy to invade the

heart of the beautiful countrj^, and spread

havoc and ruin over the surface of the fair

film."

Now, to test the truth of these accusations

against our favorite, I resolved to insti-

tute a series of experiments. Accordingly

I procured a variety of plates from diff'er-

ent sources—from the Eisenacher Plate

Congress, as well as a number of others of

different makes and age. All of these I

tested, then had them properly packed, and

kept in a dry place. I only tried plates of

established reputation ; the poorer ones

were soon set aside. These plates so tested

showed, in a greater or less degree, the

ominous black margins—with one variety

nearly two inches deep, but the middle in

all was clear. Those that were the least

sensitive fared better. One variety of this

latter class, of ordinary sensitiveness of

three years' standing, was somewhat foggy,

but still could bo used.

The paper uuits between the plates

showed their markings upon all very strik-

ingly.

It is clear that this fact of deterioration

is a very disagreeable one both for the

maker of tlio plates and the consumer. I

know it has led to many unpleasant rela-

tions. The maker is blamfed by the buyer,
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and the latter is accused by the former of

want of skill or care. Either both are in-

nocent, or the blame is to be divided.

To find this out, let us trace the evil to

its source, and if we can find it, it will be

overcome. The true method of therapeutics

is not to doctor the evil when it has made
its appearance, but to strike at the root and

prevent it. Now, in the first place, the

question will arise. Is this complaint so

novel, has it just arisen above the horizon?

The answer will be, no 1 by no means !

The old collodion wet method presented

the same phenomenon under similar cir-

cumstances. Let us seek to bring out per-

manently these similarities.

If we hunt up the agents liable to pro-

duce fog, we shall find five : 1. Great sensi-

tiveness ; 2. Presence of unreduced material

in the film; 3. Impure air; 4. Dampness;

5. Time.

1. To attain a high, or the highest, sen-

sitiveness of which any method is capa-

ble, has, with the wet process, its peculiar

difficulties, requiring the highest degree of

purity in the chemicals, and both in the

silver bath and the collodion, the greatest

possible neutrality. If there was the least

tendency to alkalinity, fog was the conse-

quence. We have a similar phenomenon

attending the use of gelatine emulsion.

Dr. Eder, in his celebrated work, says,

" all methods which were intended to give

a very sensitive result have a tendency to

produce fogging emulsions," and that plates

made with this emulsion which, when fresh,

were free from tendency to fog, or, more

properlj^ only had a slight fog, which did

not injure them, required a very slight

disturbing action to convert it into a de-

cided and ruinous fog. For it follows that

in so extraordinary sensitive emulsions, a

modification of the granular bromide of

silver is apt to be influenced by other re-

ducing agents than light itself.

When plates of average sensitiveness,

formed of not fully ripened silver bromide,

are placed side by side, in the same case,

with those of the highest sensitiveness

(with fully ripened bromide of silver in

their constitution), it will be found that

the former keep good for weeks or months,

while the latter are ruined.

We shall here only venture the supposi-

tion that probably the bromide of silver in

the process of ripening from the amorphous

to the crystalline form, acquires not only a

high degree of sensitiveness to the influence

of light, but also an increased susceptibility

towards other agents.

The behavior of other natural bodies has

led me to this conjecture, and I have, re-

lying upon this, been enabled to make
bromide of silver emulsion possessed of a

much flner state of division than it gener-

ally has.

2. I believe it is a well-known fact that

the organic matter foreign to the gelatine

causes frequently the fogging, and the re-

ducing material acts upon the prepared

plates. A very convincing proof of this is,

that a sharply defined region of fog may
occur in the centre of the plate, while the

borders are perfectly clear. These spots

arise when any cause interferes with the

regular and uniform drying of the plates,

so that portions of the plates remain damp

for a longer time than others, or from any

sudden increase in the temperature. In

both cases products of decomposition of the

gelatine are engendered, which act as re-

ducing agents upon the bromide of silver.

The fact that purified gelatines are less

liable to contain foreign matter, therefore

enables them to yield better results.

The washing of the gelatine, which I

first employed in 1882, I continued for a

year and a half in the supposition that it

was an infallible means, but in the spring

of 1884, to my misfortune, I found that

there were varieties of gelatine in which it

served no purpose, that is, which contained

bodies not soluble in cold water, and which

acted disturbingly.

Another fact to be observed is that the

high degree of sensitiveness of the bromide

of silver emulsion is produced by aid of

ammonia, and that this agent has a marked

influence upon gelatine.

The organic matter of the gelatine is

supported by the ammonia in its reducing

powers. Now, if such an emulsion is im-

perfectly washed, so that it gives an alka-

line reaction, a very active agent is present

for endangering the subsequent durability

of the plates.
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We have observed a similar phenomenon

with the wet process. There are formed in

the silver bath, injurious organic combina-

tions which produce fog. The solarization

of the bath precipitates the organic matters,

or they are oxidized by the permanganate

of potassa, and made harmless.

Concerning the action of the air upon

plates, I think we are not justified in at-

tributing any deleterious effect to pure

atmosphere.

The constituents of pure air, oxygen, and

hydrogen, as far as my knowledge extends,

have no bad action. But the case is differ-

ent when impure air and bad gases are

present, and they are often present in the

atmosphere.

In the wet process we have had a like

experience. I have had collodion plates

ruined by leakage from an imperfect gas-

cock. Vapors from ammonia, arising from

stables and closets. I even was unable to

get good collodion results in a room of pure

air impregnated with the odor of pines.

Yapors from oil, ether, and varnish were

also injurious. Now, when we work with

the dry plates we are apt to think that all

that is necessary is to exclude the light, but

there are other more insidious agents of

ruin. The action of these injurious bodies

is slower, perhaps, upon the dry surface,

but quite as determined.

If the deterioration is to be laid to the

blame of the maker, and not to be sought

from the action of external agents, why
should not the injurious action be equally

distributed over the plate, and not confined

to local portions.

When we recollect that the paper of

commerce used in wrapping the plates is

not chemically pure, and that it, by its

nature, acts as an absorbent of impurities,

allowing the free passage of gases through

its pores, and that from its very color

(black) it keeps out the light, and facilitates

absorption, is it any wonder that the ex-

ternal agents act upon the enclosed bromide

of silver films? I think it would be a

miracle to hojje to keep plates any length

of time subjected so such influences.

—

Deut. Photo. Zeit.

{To it continued.)

"HEN, PEA, HAY."

Photographic journals for some time

back have printed in their advertising

pages, three tiny woodcuts symbolic of the

words which head this paragraph. More

than 5726 photographers have been mysti-

fied to know what these characters mean.

The various editors have been almost ques-

tioned to distraction to explain the conun-

drum. For our own part, becoming exas-

perated, we have resolved to break the

secret, and let the public know the true in-

wardnes of affairs. We seldom get time to

read our advertisements, and when we were

accused of " playing a trick upon the pub-

lic " by the insertion of these cuts we

denied the soft impeachment. But recently

we find that we are guiliy with the rest,

and that our readers, for the first time in our

experience of twenty-one years, may accuse

us "of complicity in a libellous effort to

disturb, and even ruin a reputable firm."

What the infiuence of this mischievous

action may have been is hard to calculate.

Our further actions, however, will be an en-

deavor to correct the trouble. The char-

acters are a play upon the English language,

and really mean N. P. A., which in turn

meaneth National Photographers' Associa-

tion. It does not follow that the article

represented by N. P. A. is a thing of the

past, as is the old Association of pleasant

memories, for it is truly a substantial thing

of the present, and none less than a cele-

brated brand of paper which bears that

stamp. In order to make up for our mis-

doings in the past, we confess that we are

using the aforesaid paper now, for the pro-

duction of our picture each month, and up

to the present time are delighted with our

results, llecently we have made on it a

number of whole sheet prints, from 20 x 24

negatives, and they are absolutely without a

blemish. The whole sheet tones from cor-

ner to corner, and across again, with won-

drous uniformity and ease. Only about

twenty minutes arc recpiired to fume the

paper (a decided advantage in cool weather),

and the toning is absolutely easy. We have

no especial formula for working it other

than our ordinary one j^ublished frequently.

At some future tirao, wo may give this for-
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mula again for those who may have missed
it. Our advice now is—don't fail to try the
" Hen, Pea, Hay," Messrs. E. & H. T. An-
thony & Co. are the trade agents. All

dealers keep it.

aUOTATIONS FROM THE WORKS
OF MR. JABEZ HUGHES.

In the October number it was our painful

duty to record the death of Jabez Hughes,

Esq., of England, and to give a sketch of his

life. We thought it only proper that this

should be followed by a few quotations from

a copy of a little book of his called The Prin-

ciples and Practices of Photography Famil-

iarly Explained. It has run through many
editions. We believe it is out of print

now
; and, therefore, all the more valuable

is the copy we have taken down from our

library for reexamination, and from which

we quote what follows, as an example of a

clear and concise method peculiar to Mr.

Hughes for making known to the less

talented, the information needful to them
in the transaction of their art. We com-

mend its careful perusal to all who may be

so fortunate as to see it.

" ABOUT LIGHT, AND HOW TO USE IT.

"The preceding portion of this Manual
has been occupied with the description of the

proper methods of producing sensitive wet

and dry plates. The pupil, being supposed

to be proficient, will now have to apply this

knowledge to a practical end ; he may
attempt portraiture, still-life, landscapes,

copying paintings, or the thousand and one

other applications of the art, but he will

speedily discover that the most important

thing he has to learn is the management of

his light. On the proper management of it

depends the chief success of the photogra-

pher. This is the most difficult part of the

art to teach, because no absolute rules or

exact formulje can be laid down. He will

also have to learn, on this subject, that no

reliance is to be placed on lens, camera, and

chemicals. These, valuable enough in their

places, can teach him nothing here. He
must go to the fountain head—light itself.

Whatever light falls on, it enlightens,

whitens. White is the representative of

light ; black, that of darkness. If an ob-

ject be wished to be represented white it

must be placed in the light ; if black, the

light must be excluded from it ; if partially

white and partially black, the light must
be allowed so to fall on it that, while the

parts that are to be represented white must
be illuminated, the others that are to be

black must be protected from illumination.

" These principles—almost too simple to

be gravely stated—contain all that is meant

by 'management of light.' They apply

universally to landscape, architecture, por-

traiture, and everything else. Before a

photographer proceeds to take a picture he

should settle in his own mind what sort of

picture he intends it to be, and not wait

until it 'comes out' to see if it will 'do.'

It is too late then. A man should definitely

start with a fixed idea in his mind, and let

his work carry it out. For instance, if he

admire in portraits a broad, bold style,

where the lights and shades are strongly

marked, and the whole picture very bril-

liant, let him arrange his light so th^t the

sitter has the light falling on him in that

manner, and then aim, by camera and

chemicals, to copy accurately his illumi-

nated model. If a soft and delicate picture

—where half-tone abounds—be preferred,

let the light so fall as to show these half-

tones on the face of the sitter. Then, as

before, let mechanical photography do the

rest. But the first and primary condition

is not to expect, by any modification of

mere photography, to produce the effects

that are legitimately due to light. For ex-

ample, if a sitter have the light and shade

strongly shown on the face by the arrange-

ment of the light, although an under-ex-

posed or an over-intensified negative will

exaggerate the same, yet an over-exposed

or under-intensified one will not make a

soft picture. In like manner, if a sitter be

lighted very uniformily, though an under-

exposed picture will increase the contrast,

yet no management of chemicals will make

it a brilliant one. The point wished to be

insisted on is, that the eftects due to ar-

rangement of light should be considered

quite distinctly from the effects of manipu-

lation. A photographer can do much by

both the one and the other j but he should
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not confound the two, or, still less, call on

one to supply the shortcomings of the

other.

"If the idea be distinctly recognized,

that as the light falls on an object so is it

represented, the question of its 'manage-

ment' is very simple; for the lens may be

regarded as an eye, and as capable of repre-

senting objects with the lights and shadows

only as sees them. The photographer can,

therefore, by the use of his own eye judge

of the eflfect that his lens will see, and he

may take the photograph or not, according

to the suitability of the light. In out-door

photography this is of the greatest conse-

quence, for some views are best illuminated

early in the morning, others late in the

afternoon, and some only about mid-day.

" In indoor work ihe photographer may
be supposed to have the light under his con-

trol ; then it is a question of placing his

sitter or object nearer farther from the win-

dow, as well as the arrangement of curtains

and blinds.

"The primary idea, however, is, before

taking any photograph, to observe how the

object is lighted, and to take this into con-

sideration as of equal importance to the ex-

posure the plate will receive, or the develop-

ment that will follow. If the question of

'lighting' be regarded in this true, yet

simple manner, the photographer has the

key to the whole subject, and all the rest

depends on his taste in using his knowl-

edge."

IN THE MATTER OF THE LAST
CONVENTION.

I HOPED with an unfaltering trust that

the P. A. of A. would put themselves on

record at this Convention, in regard to this

most unpleasant subject, price, but I am
sadly disappointed. "When President Smith

was in the chair, I addressed a communica-

tion to Secretary Bebee, and he sent it to

Mr. Smith, but that was the last of it.

When President Bebee was called to the

chair, I worded things differently, but that

went by the board without any notice being

taken of it, other than a ploa.sant letter from

Mr. Bebee. This year my financial condi-

tion was such that 1 had to give up the fight

at so long a range, and have devoted my

time to home rule. So I trust you will par-

don me for taking the liberty of interesting

part of the photographers of this town in

having published some good things from

your valuable journal, and trust there will

be good come from it. As you have com-

menced the good work in earnest, let the ball

be kept moving, and I feel the right will

prevail in the end. You will notice by the

paper I send you, all the photographers in

town but one, have endorsed the spirit of

the communication, and he lowered his

price, as the trial became greater, from five

or thereabouts to three, then to two and a

half by agent, so in reality he only gets two.

He seems to be like the man at an auction,

who bid against himself for fear his other

self would get it.

I feel Mr. Blessing deserves our grateful

thanks in persistently taking a stand that it

is the duty of us all to do individu^iUy.

If we could all get where we could do

conscientious work with a fair recompense,

we could keep up our end of the line in

furthering the interests of the P. A. of A.,

but as it is unless the people are educated to

an understanding of what is due us, there

will necessarily be a dropping out of the

members through lack of means to support

that which is for the universal good.

I am glad to see there has been some

change in the officers of the Association as

it seems, but not to keep those who are well

started in this world's goods in high positions

that they may profit by it in sustaining their

influence among their aristocratic customers

by the honors conferred upon them by the

lesser brethren, who look to them for good,

but of whom the poor photographer cannot

expect much. If there is any honor in it,

the Vice-Presidency, pass it around, and

give those who need a helping hand a little

honor, and not continue the same in office

for years, or if you choose add two extra

from each State, and drop them every year

to make room for others. No, I will not be

so uncharitable, as they have done much,

for it is moncj' that keeps all things in

motion and advances every science, as well

as makes it comfortable to live,—a lesson

few of us learn until necessity pinches us,

and makes us aware we are without our best

friend.
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The extracts from your little leaflet put

new hope into me, as it most assuredly will

all drowning rats, for they see a haven of

rest in chin music, when their customers

confront them with. " So and so makes them

for half what you do, and I never heard of

such a high price as you put upon your

work."

I am sure there will be a kind remember-

ance of you and your work among us of

this day and generation, after the heat of the

battle is over, for having led us to pleasant

camping grounds ; and Mr. Eyder will not

be forgotten for stepping down to greet us,

in words that will make us step to the front

if we heed them ; one and another grasp us

by the hand to help us on if we will but go
;

and thus the stronger in their might make
the path of the weak brighter as they sink

in the mire of despondency, when but a

little more courage would have kept them

on sure footing, as all who succeed testify.

And now, my dear friend, please find en-

closed fifty cents for Robinson's new book

on Picture Making, as he seems to have a

gift of letting us see when we thought we

were blind.

It would also gratify me to receive a copy

of your new leaflet, and if you should send

me four, I should be most pleased to hand

a copy to each of the others in town.

I send herewith a few samples of my
backgrounds and accessories, which I have

made, thus keeping me busy and enabling

me to keep up my price to something of a

fair figure.

And now, my dear sir, believe me to be

one who works for others good as well as my
own.

Yours truly,

M. H. Albee.

HENRY T. ANTHONY.
"The splendors of the firmament of time

May be eclipsed, but are extinguished not
;

Like stars to their appointed height they climb,

And death is a low mist which cannot blot

The brightness it may veil .

It is so with the memory of Henry T.

Anthony. The nobility of character, the

honesty of purpose, and the many marked

traits of amiability, pure and simple, which

characterized the whole course of his long

and eventful life, will outshine the brief

clouds which death for a moment may

gather around his honored name. Not

only with his personal friends and within

the circle of his compeers in intellectual

capacity, where the sympathies of most great

minds are confined, was that genial dispo-

sition and goodness of heart manifest, but,

like the sun, it was universal in its largess

—

shining upon all.

Among the many testimonials to his

memory, of respect, honor, and love, there

is none more full of force, or which shows

better the native goodness of his heart,

than the letter written by a little flower-

girl, whose acquaintance Mr. Anthony

made at Eichfield Springs. The flowers

alluded to were received by Mr. Anthonj"-,

and the letter was written, as will be per-

ceived, on the day of his death.

Richfield Springs, October 11, 1884.

Dear Friend : I sent you a box of pan-

sies some time ago, and I have not yet had

time to write you, as 1 have been so busy

with my studies. I hope you will not be

ofi"ended at a little flower-girl taking such

a liberty as to send you a box of pansies.

Mr. Anthony as you have beeu. so kind

to me, I wanted to show you in some way

that I appreciated your kindness, but as the

frost came on much sooner than we ex-

pected, I did not have flowers enough to

send you a larger box, but I will remember

you in the spring, when the forget-me-nots

blossom, as they are much prettier then

than at any other time, and I will send

you a nice box of them.

I have been to school every day this fall,

since the middle of September, until to-

day, and I am not well at all. I study the

Fifth Eeader, Practical Arithmetic, Intel-

lectual Arithmetic, Swinton's Speller, S win-

ton's Highest Geography, and Grammar,

and that is all, but mamma is thinking

about have me take German lessons, though

she is afraid it will be too much for me, for

I am inclined to headache, and she thinks

it may be better for me to wait until next

winter, but if I want to I may, and I am

quite sure I will. It looks very gloomy

around here now, and all the boarders have

\
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gone away, and we have had several heavy

frosts since yon left, and we will very soon

have snow. Then I will be glad. I can-

not think of anything more to say, so good

bye From your friend,

Maggie Bolton.

This entering into the sympathies of a

child so as to win her confidence and love,

reflects the kindness of his disposition and

the geniality of his nature.

As a man of science, Mr. Anthony was

broad and philosophical in his views, yet,

like all great men, modest and unassuming.

The good of science alone was his object.

No selfish motive stained the high reputa-

tion which he had attained both in this

country and abroad. As a keen thinker, he

had few equals in his profession. Familiar

with all the details of the art, a man of

practice as well as of theory, he knew the

difficulties encountered by his colaborers,

and. with rare generosity, imparted knowl-

edge from his abundant storehouse.

Who can look upon his noble counte-

nance, and mark the lines of benevolence

and purity of soul mirrored there, and not

feel inspired to emulate his character. Who
can remember his reputation, and not

strive to live as he did, and to die as he did,

with that which should accompany old

age—"honor, love, obedience, troops of

friends."

FALL LANTERN EXHIBITION OF
THE SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS OF NEW

YORK.

On the 30th ult. the first fall lantern ex-

hibition of this Society was given at their

rooms, No. 1262 Broadway. Despite the

disagreeable, rainy night, there was a large

attendance, several ladies being among the

audience. Mr. William T. Gregg kindly

furnished two of his lanterns, and success-

fully manijiulated the same. A variety of

slides were shown.

Mr. Ilandull Spaulding exhibited a series

ot Arizona and Colorado views made by

him a year or two ago on a geological and

botanical trip west, some of which were ad-

mired for the grotesqueness of the scenery.

Several slides- from negatives made by

Mr. E. A. C. Smith with the detective

camera, were interesting and life-like.

Mr. E. L. Wilson, of Philadelphia, con-

tributed four slides of the exhibition build-

ings at New Orleans. Their mammoth
proportions were clearly shown.

Mr. George Kockwood had some wet-

plate slides from negatives of interesting

bits of scenery around New York, which

were good.

Some of the best slides of the evening

were those contrbuted by Messrs. James B.

Metcalf, James E. Brush and Mr. D.Wright.

Mr. Metcalf had used Anthony's trans-

parency plates, the others Carbutt's albu-

men and A plate.

Views of Mr. Munn's rustic bridge at

Llewellyn Park, and the entrance to the_

park, by Mr. Metcalf, were commended

for their clearness.

Messrs. Brush and Wright's views around

Seabright, N. J., of some of the fine resi-

dences at that point, and of bathing scenes,

were particularly admired.

Several slides were contributed by Mr.

Levison, of Cooper Union, which comprised

instantaneous views and groups.

Mr. R. Baker furnished slides of church

architecture which elicited favorable com-

ment.

Mr. Newton supplied a number of slides

made on his bromo-coUodion emulsion

plates.

Some of the prettiest bits of landscape

work was shown in slides by Mr. W. H.

Bartholomew. He also exhibited a slide

from a negative made by contact with a

steel engraving without a camera, which

was very distinct and clear.

The lantern afforded mucli instruction to

those who were beginners at lantern-slide

making, as they were enabled to judge of

the necessary requisites required of a good

slide.

Among the audience were several promi-

nent gentlemen, including Mr. York, a

member of the British Association of Sci-

ence, and a large munufacturer of lantern

slides in England.

In conversation with President Beach,

he remarked that he had secured some three

hundred negatives of American scenery and

other points of interest during liis stay
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here, and that his establishment turned out

eighty thousand slides annually. He prom-

ised to send the Society, on his return to

England, a series of slides from his nega-

tives of points in and about New York,

and before his return he would endeavor to

be present at one of the Society's meeting.

The exhibition passed off very pleasantly,

the new arrangement of the seats under the

mangement of Mr. H. V. Parsell, being

quite satisfactory to all present.

The Society is to purchase a lantern of

its own very soon, and a competitive exhi-

bition of lanterns by different manufact-

urers is tallied of. A proposition to in-

augurate an exchange of lantern slides

among the various amateur societies, is to

be considered.

OUR PICTURE.
A TRTTE feeling for the charms of infancy

characterizes the works of the greatest

painters. Indeed their method of dealing

with childlife is often a measure by which

to gauge their abilities.

The native simplicity and unassuming

grace of these little dwellers upon the

threshold of life offer tempting opportu-

nities for the display of their powers.

In Gainsborough's "Shepherd Boy in a

Storm," the unconscious simplicity of the

boy's expression, looking up with hands

pressed and in timid wonder, produces a

delightful impression. And who has not

been charmed with Murillo's "Beggar

Boys," or felt a feeling of love enkindle at

the sight of the infant Christ in the arms

of the Madonna of Kaphael.

Sir Joshua Keynolds's fondness for chil-

dren is seen by the number of children's

pictures he made. There is a beautiful

picture by him of a child caressing a dog,

which one never tires looking at, because it

is a true reflection of nature. We are told

that the father and mother of this little

girl invited Sir Joshua to dine with them,

that he and the child might become ac-

quainted. The child sat next him at the

table, and the great painter amused her so

much with tricks and stories that she

thought him the most charming man in

the world, and the next day was delighted

with the proposition to be taken to his

house, where she sat down with a face brim-

ful of glee, which he caught at once, and

impressed upon the canvas.

Gainsborough's barefoot child on her

way to the well, with her little dog under

her arm, is familiar to many. It has not

its equal in the world.

It is just by entering into sympathy with

children that we gain their confidence. We
must become children ourselves, therein

lies the secret of the successful painter or

photographer, in child studies. Children

are no respecters of persons ; rich and poor

are alike to them, but they are well-known

observers of human nature. They seem to

have an instinct by which they tell the real

from the assumed." It is not every photog-

rapher, therefore, who succeeds so admira-

bly in giving expression to the feelings

which animate a child's countenance as is

witnessed in the series of excellent studies

before us this month.

Messrs. Arthur & Philbrick, of Detroit,

Mich., have succeeded in translating the

charms of a cute little piece of humanity

to paper, for the delight of our numerous

readers. "Little Wee Wee," as he is

called, will have a wide journey, in our

magazine, over the world. He will visit

the far distant shores of India and China,

travel from Newfoundland to Australia, to

the sunny homes of England, Erance, Ger-

many, and Italy, and throughout the broad

extent of our own land, but wherever he

goes we are sure he will delight everyone

with his simple beauty. Messrs. Arthur &
Philbrick deserve praise for the skill they

exhibit in portraiture. There are much soft-

ness and harmony in the tone, and detail in

the shadows, nor are the high lights too

glaring and obtrusive, but blend gradually

into the darker portions with fine effect.

The lense is the celebrated Suter lens of

Messrs. Allen Bros., Detroit, and the prints

before us are evidences of its capacities,

showing its depth of focus and clearness of

delineations.

The negatives were upon gelatine dry

plates, and the prints were made upon the

celebrated N. P. A. albumen paper of

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony, New York,

whose brilliancy and keeping qualities are

unsurpassed.
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A DISCUSSION ON PRICES.
(Continued from page 325.)

X.—To BE Continued until there is

Keformation.

"When there is a will there is a way,"

only when the body is large the will must
of course correspond, in order to have the

requisite power to open the way and force

the main body along. The photographic

body of the United States is a corpulent

mass needing an enormous power to move
it along the correct road to good prices, but

that power can be generated, and would be

in a single day, providing we could all meet,

arrange schedules, and vote ; but as this can-

not be, the next best thing is for our vari-

ous journals to unite in whooping up the

price business. No one journal reaches all

;

—probably all together do not, but if all

the journals unite in the call for graded

prices, enough of our fraternity can be

reached to fix these prices, and get the con-

trolling element to fall into line and make
it so disreputable and unpopular to cut, that

few will have the hardihood to do it.

I believe in a full round figure for cards

—

say three dollars or three dollars and a half

per dozen, and a low one for cabinets—say

five dollars, then, in the majority of cases,

the larger size will be chosen. For the

larger sizes a good price should always be

demanded—eight dollars for boudoirs, and
in the same proportion upwards. Fair

prices and no trust, should be the motto of

all, while good work and good nature should

be the main motive powers to draw custom.

Public sentiment and feeling among pho-

tographers must be built up before a general

reform can be realized, hence all our journals

and local societies should make a grand
eff"ort—a prolonged and continuous one, no

spasmodic affair—towards this end. It is

better for all concerned to iiave a good price

for a poor picture than vice versa, and he

who is well paid for his work will not only

try to imjjrovo, but will also have tlie where-

with to do it. \l. E. Wooi>.
St. Hblbna, Cal.

Dn. M. B. CoNNELL, of Wauwato.'^a, Wis., says,

"I have a copy of your work, Wilson's Plioto-

tographicn, and I think you know about all there

18 on the Hubject, judging from its contents."

PRACTICAL NOTES ON EMULSION
WORK.

BY RANALD DOUGLASS.

Since writing articles in the Philadelphia

Photographer on my method of making

home-made plates, I have had occasion to

experiment further, and cheerfully give to

the craft these results, hoping abler experi-

mentalists will give us their experiences.

It is difficult to make one's own gelatine

plates at first, but if the operator is endowed

with a little persistent perseverance he will

speedily gain such experience as will make
it a pleasure and profit to make his own
plates. I have now dropped albumenizing

my plates, as it is very difficult to flow

emulsion over albumenized glass, I now
use silicate of potassium—a dram to twenty

ounces of water. Clear the glass as usual

with acids; wash under tap, and flow twice

a filtered solution of silicate, as above, over

the plates, and let excess run down the

sink ; rear up to dry. Emulsion flows over

plates so prepared exactly as does varnish.

Let excess run back into coating-pot. I

use a common earthenware teapot, and I

find it most convenient. Emulsion adheres

firmly to silicated glass. If your emulsion

is spoiled, it will frill no matter what sub-

stratum you use.

I formerly used two hundred grains of

gelatine to boil with, but I now use one

hundred and twenty grains instead, and

find no difi'erence in resulting intensity,

while the physical property of the finished

emulsion is better. After boiling and cool-

ine, I add five hundred grains of gelatine.

In the early days of my career in emul-

sion-making, I was always troubled with

black spots and specks and pits in film,

but now, thanks to Dr. Vogel for sug-

gesting the washing of the gelatine several

times before dissolving for use, the spots

disappear. Not only this, but also keeping

emulsion a full week before use, helps to

do away with spots. Capt. Abney affirms

that emulsion increases in sensitiveness by

keeping. My experience agrees with his,

though it opposes his experience that hard

gelatine is adverse to density. I have

used both hard and soft gelatine, and

cannot recommend soft gelatine, as it does
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not give intensity with me, besides it is

very difl3cult to develop plates made of soft

gelatine when the weather is at all warm.
The pictures melt and run off, which does

not happen with hard samples. For for-

mula and mode of operation, see Philadel-

phia Photographer, of August, 1884.

For a developer for the emulsion above

mentioned, I find the best yet to be what is

known as Hoover's developer.

No. 1.

Pyrogallic Acid,

Citric Acid,

Sulphite of Sodium, .

Bromide of Ammonium,
Water to make up to

No. 2.

1 ounce.

60 grains.

2 ounces.

20 grains.

12 ounces.

Carbonate of Potassium, . 3 ounces.

Citric Acid, . . .60 grains.

Sulphite of Sodium, . . 2 ounces.

Water to make up to . 12 "

For use take a drachm of each to every

ounce of water. More of No. 1 will re-

strain ; more of No. 2 will accelerate. A
few drops of a ten per cent, bromide of po-

tassium solution will increase intensity.

More bromide if hardness is wanted. Slow

development is the secret of intensity. I

prefer soft negatives that will allow twenty-

five or more to be printed a day. Soft or

hard negatives can be made at will with

the above developer, used with the emulsion

spoken of.

The quantity of emulsion recommended

will coat sixty or seventy plates, 5x8 size.

The emulsion costs as much as the glass,

and gives just as fine results as the bath

plates.

I know very little about commercial

plates, as I have made my own for over a

year. I should pity the man who is at the

mercy of the manufacturer. Making one's

own plates is not difficult when once mas-

tered. Try and see, and report to us in the

journals. The more photographers take up

the subject, the sooner we will all reach

perfection in dry-plate work.

We have received a suflScient number of

Philadelphia Photographers for July, 1882,

in response to our advertisement, nnd shall

therefore recall the offer which we made in the

last number of this journal.

ON COMPOSITION IN PHOTOG-
RAPHY.

Every close observer of nature will

notice the frequent repetition of similar

attitudes. Herds of cattle by the water's

edge, sheep on the pasture, crowds of men
and women, children at their play, and

even in inanimate nature—flowers, trees,

clouds, and rocks—seem by their groupings

to arrange themselves as if in obedience to

some definite natural law. Moreover, it

will be perceived that such congregations

and groupings are generally of the most

pleasing character.

Whether the law of attraction of bodies

has a controlling influence in the production

of aesthetic effect, we cannot affirm, but

there seems to be some principle of definite

arrangement in groups which occurs under

similar circumstances. Now, we shall not

enter into the philosophy or seek to divine

the cause of the artistic effect, but only

point out the principles upon which that

effect depends, that they may be of service

in the selection of beautiful pictures in

nature.

No doubt these changes of attitude so

agreeable to the eye, result from the desire

on the part of the animals or men to as-

sume positions most convenient for the

accomplishment of the object for which

they are assembled.

They will naturally take postures in

which they are least constrained, and it

does not require great acuteness of mind

to perceive that ease of motion is necessary

to beauty of attitude, and that all constraint

is destructive of harmony in the general

effect.

This first principle may therefore be es-

tablished ; that beauty of composition de-

pends upon the freedom from restraint

which is manifest in the arrangement of

the actors in the scene to be depicted.

We are fully aware of the difficulties

encountered in securing this ease of posture.

In fact the difficulty is only increased by

the endeavor to secure it. Some artists are

perpetually searching for the most graceful

attitudes, but never find them, simply be-

cause they have recourse to their own con-

ceptions of what is beautiful and graceful.
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or endeavor to confirm some fixed princi-

ples laid down by formal rule.

Nature here is our only infallible teacher.

When unhampered and untrammelled by

false art, she gives us the most pleasing

forms—the most graceful, full of repose

and beauty.

The story is told of Chantry, the cele-

brated English sculptor, that he once en-

gaged to make a statue of some great living

statesman. Full of the desire to produce

something that would outlast his time, he

made a number of plaster casts from the

model, in a variety of attitudes, but could

not be satisfied with any. They seemed

constrained and unnatural. At last his

model becoming wearied with the operation

to which he had been subjected, leaned upon

a pillar in the room, in so graceful and

natural an attitude that the sculptor cried

out in rapture, and besought him to remain

as he was until he secured the pleasing

pose. Casts of all these figures remain for

our instruction, and the vast superiority of

the last is manifest to every one possessed

of artistic feeling.

The lesson from this is not that the pho-

tographer should weary his sitter until ex-

hausted nature assumes her easeful attitude,

but that he should strive to so pose as to be

in conformity with nature, and avoid all

apearance of restraint by relieving his sub-

ject of all constraint.

Another governing principle in composi-

tion is the unity in the grouping, which is

produced by the one intention or idea which

animates the whole.

In the formation of a picture each of the

actors, as in nature, should contribute a

share to the general eflfect, and if this rep-

resentation of the idea is properly conveyed,

there will be no necessity of conforming to

set rules. There will bo no need of bal-

ance of lines or arrangement in pyramidal

forms, or any other device to produce pic-

torial efi'ect. There will be a natural bal-

ance of line—an arrangement according to

definite principles. The picture may as-

sume a pyramidal form, but it will flow

naturally from the subject itself. Every

line becomes a lino of beauty from situation

and contrast.

Although wo trace much of liio pyra-

midal growth in Hogarth's great works, I

do not think he purposely constructed his

pictures upon that principle. There is

never any appearance that it was introduced

as an object. It is never obtrusive ; we do

not know it is there until we search for it.

His crowds, and he evidently delighted in

their representation, are managed with

consummate skill. Tou cannot take any-

thing from his pictures without destroying

the harmony. In all his compositions he

courts the favor of the eye by the harmoni-

ous eflTects produced by the unity of design.

Every variety of object and shape are

linked together, but without the slightest

discord, because there is not a single object

amongst the multitude which does not con-

tribute its share, no matter how small, to

the general efl'ect.

It is not necessary, as we are sometimes

told, to make every figure in the group

perform some action. Such groupings often

have an unpleasant eifect, from the evi-

dence they give of the constraint on the

part of the artist to set his actors at work.

If general activity, or the employment of

each figure in the group, in the perform-

ance of some task, is not necessary to the

story told by the picture, it is out of place.

It may be necessary to Lave some of the

actors passive, or represented as having no

interest in the scene.

I remember seeing in one of those won-

derful cartoons of Eaphael, "The Beautiful

Gate," this very idea carried out. The great

artist represents the assembled crowd deeply

interested in the scene, as if eagerly wait-

ing to see the etfect of the inspired apostle's

words upon the cripple, but with great

skill and truthfulness to nature, he paints

the little boy pulling at his grandfather's

girdle, impatient at the delay, wholly un-

concerned about the incidents which oc-

cupy the attention of the old people in the

group. And in the "Sacrifice at Lystra,"

the two beautiful boys placed at the altar

to oflSciate at tho ceremony are too young

to understand what is going on around

them. One is examining with childish in-

terest tho i)ipes on which ho is playing,

and the other is anxious to have some fun

witli tiie ram which is being led to the sac-

rifice. Tills indiilorence to tho general ex-
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cJtement on tlie part of the children, is an

evidence of Baphael's truth to nature and

his freedom from set rules of art. An in-

ferior artist would have represented these

children as mere actors in the scene, and

have praised himself for having achieved

unity of design.

We could multiply examples, but one

more will suffice.

The boy mourner in Hogarth's picture of

" The Harlot's Funeral," winding up his

top, is, as Charles Lamb naively puts it,

" the only person in that assembly who is

not a hypocrite."

Another principle demanded by effective

composition is clearness of conception. The

eye should never be misled or confused even

in the greatest masses. Every subject

should tell at once for what it was created.

Obscurity is damaging to effective work,

but no object should speak so loud as to pre-

vent us enjoying the general effect.

Clearness will naturally follow the ob-

servance of the other principles of repose

and unity, but nothing can be secured by

a slavish conformity to fixed rules, or by

rigidly obeying a system of balance of lines,

but by close observance of nature in her

best moods, conforming to representations

bodied forth in our everyday life.

By building up a picture on any rigid

system of lines or forms, we shall degener-

ate into a mannerism which will only be

unpleasant in its effect, but by going to the

great teacher, nature, we shall " learn her

manner, and with rapture taste her style."

MOUNTS AND THE MOUNTING OF
PHOTOGRAPHS.

The mount, perhaps, bears very nearly

the same relation, from an artistic point of

view, to the photograph as the frame does

to the painting which it encases.

As the painting, no matter how great its

merit, has its beauties more effectively set

forth by the taste displayed in the framing,

so the photograph, though it may be per-

fect in detail and glorious in its gradations

of light and shade, soft in its finish, and

artistic in its conception, will not produce

as favorable impression as when it is

mounted upon an appropriate card trimmed

and burnished.

There is much affected simplicity in the

world, much talk of nature unadorned, and

of the excellency of things in themselves

;

but I do not think any artist who valued

his productions would risk them at an ex-

hibition without suitable frames.

There is much chance for the display of

taste in the selection of appropriate frames.

How often do we see a good picture injured

by bad framing, and, we need not add, how
many an excellent photograph is ruined by

the bad taste displayed in the selection of

the mount

!

Taste has much improved of late years

;

the gingerbread and scrollwork mounts of

the days that are past, I hope, have gone to

feed oblivion, but there is still room for im-

provement.

"With few exceptions, a photograph is

most effective when mounted upon a plain

board : white or some neutral tint not too

decided in color.

It may happen sometimes, as in land-

scape photographs, that the white portion

of the picture, by being less white than the

mount itself, are injured by contrast, here a

border of India tint immediately around

the picture would prevent any injurious

effect. Dark olive-green and chocolate

mounts are sometimes employed, and if the

margins are not too great, are effective as a

relief against the whites of the photograph.

There is, however, a caution to be remem-

bered in their use ; if the paper upon which

the photograph is printed has become thin

by using too much soda in the toning, the

dark portion of the mount will shine

through the thinner parts of the paper and

make a mottled, unsightly appearance when

any pressure is used in burnishing. This

defect is very apparent when vignette pict-

ures are so mounted.

As regard the shape of the mount, the

usual square-cornered card is perhaps the

most artistic, except for small pictures,

when the round-cornered style is admissa-

ble. There should be nothing, either in

the shape, color, or decoration of the

mount, to withdraw the eye from the pho-

tograph itself. Good taste is often put to

hard straits by the caprices of fashion in
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the shape of mounts. What can be more

ridiculous than to see the smiling face of a

fair damsel looking at us from the centre of

a cross, or occupying the middle of a star,

or locked up a prisoner, in the three lines

of a triangle, or filling up the void of some

heart, or incubating in an egg, or occupy-

ing the place of the man in the moon !

The palette, the circle, or the oval, may
at times be effectively employed, but even

here much good taste is demanded to secure

a pleasing impression.

The plaque, or depressed mount, for a

time met with much favor, and, it must be

confessed, that some very pleasing results

were produced by its use ; but it seems to

have gone out of fashion.

On general principles, the simpler the

mount, the more effective. A plain card

can never offend, but will always please, a

tasteful person, if the photograph is properly

mounted ; and here a word as to proper

mounting may not be out of place :

First, you will excuse me if I give in-

structions as to best means of making the

starch for mounting, because success in

mounting greatly depends upon the quality

of the mountant.

In our experience, we have found noth-

ing better than starch paste. What can be

more annoying than to have blisters appear

or have the edges of the picture turn up

when dry? But if the directions which fol-

low are obeyed, no such trouble will occur :

Take about four ounces of the best starch,

mix this in a china bowl with just enough

water to make the mixture of the consist-

ency of thick cream. In the meanwhile

have boiling about twenty ounces of clean

water in a copper or graniteware kettle;

add the water to the starch, gradually stir-

ring all the time and continue to stir until

it thickens, then pour it into a clean bowl

and let it cool. When cool, the skin which

forms upon the top may be removed, and a

beautiful clear starch paste will be had,

perfectly free from lumps. It is well to

put a siifBcient quantity of prints in the

tank. Let them thoroughly imbibe the

water. Take them out and place them in

bulk holwec.n blotting-jiads, and use enough

pressure ujion lliom to drive out the excess

of moialure. Lay any quantity upon a flat

glass, face down, and paste the back well

with a blending brush, going over the

entire surface, taking care that every square

inch is covered quite to the edge. The
prints are next picked up with the point of

a knife and laid upon the mount and im-

mediately placed under a piece of paper

and well rubbed down, to insure their

complete adhesion, after which they are

placed under blotters that they may not dry

too rapidly and unevenly.

In mounting very large prints, it is best

to paste the photograph in the usual manner

and then lay it face down upon a blotter,

which is so arranged that the centre of the

mount, centre of the print, and centre of

the blotter are in one line. The mount is

then applied to the back of the print,

pressed down, and ihe card and print lifted

up and rubbed down in the usual manner
In this way the danger of tearing the large

prints is prevented and a greater number
can be mounted in the same time than by

the old method.

A word as to trimming photos before

mounting : A great deal of the effect of a por-

trait depends on the position the figure occu-

pies in the picture. It is generally best if the

figure is not just in the middle to have

more space before than behind. There is

a tendency to giving too much space in

front, so that the long train of a lady, for

instance, may have its place in the picture

;

but this gives the appearance as if the

figure was walking out of the scene. The

nearer the head comes to the top of the pic-

ture the taller the person appears This fact

may be taken advantage of in giving dig-

nity to a short figure, and in landscape the

mountains will appear dwarfed if too much
sky is allowed in the picture.

The prints should not be allowed to be-

come too dry before burnishing. It is

essential that they be dry enough to pre-

vent them being torn by the rollers, but if

they are too dry they will not receive as

fine a gloss. If they are surface-dry it

will be sufficient.

The best lubricator to employ is ordinary

white castilo soap applied by rubbing a

buffer upon the soap and then rubbing the

])rinl all over its surface. In largo jihoto-

graphs it is well to soap the entire mount.
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Have the roller and bed-plate of the bur-

nisher well heated before running through

the prints.

In burnishing enamel prints, too much
pressure should not be used, but the bur-

nisher should be a trifle hotter than with

ordinary cards. Have the pressure just

sufficient to allow the print to pass through

with a slight resistance.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

Photographic Society of Philadel-
phia.—Minutes of the stated meeting held

Wednesday evening, November 5, 1884,

the President, Mr. Joseph W. Bates, in the

Chair.

The Treasurer presented his annual re-

port, showing a balance in the treasury of

1696.74.

The Executive Committee reported that

two second-story rooms, suited to the re-

quirements of the Society, could be had at

the corner of Fifteenth and South Penn
Square.

On motion of Mr. Pancoast, the Commit-

tee were authorized to rent the same.

The annual election of officers was held,

resulting as follows :

President.—Joseph "W. Bates.

Vice-Presidents.—Frederic Graff and John

G. Bullock.

Secretary.—Kobert S. Eedfield.

Treasurer.—S. Pisher Corlies.

Executive Committee.—Samuel M. Fox,

Dr. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr., and Samuel

Castner, Jr.

Excursion Com,mittee.—Charles Barring-

ton, Wm. Hacker, and Francis T. Fassitt.

Com,mittee on Revision of Minutes, etc.—
John C. Browne, George B. Wood, and

Eobert S. Eedfield.

Mr. Alexander C. Campbell was elected

an active member of the Society.

Eesignations were accepted from Messrs.

D. Jones and Edward A. Casey.

A letter was read from the editor of the

Amateur Photographer, published in Lon-

don, stating that he had placed the Society

upon their free list, etc., for which a vote of

thanks was passed.

Two questions were found in the box :

1. Has it ever been tried or proposed to

soak gelatine negatives in a dilute solution

of bichromate of potash after fixing and

washing, with a view to give a hardened

surface to the film upon exposure to light,

thus increasing its permanency ?

It was thought that alum would be more

efficacious, and that a yellow hue might be

imparted to the film by the bichromate of

potash.

2. Can prints be taken from intensified

negatives before varnishing, without injury

to the plate, and if not why not ?

Several members stated that they never

varnished their negatives whether intensi-

fied or not. By the use of alum the film

was hardened so as not to require varnish-

ing, though if a large number of prints

were to be made, it would be safer to varnish

the negative.

Mr. Carbutt presented the Society with

two bound volumes of Snelling's Journal,

which were received with a vote of thanks.

The presentation pictures for 1884 were

distributed to those members present, after

which a lantern exhibition, mainly com-

posed of pictures taken by Mr. Pancoast in

India, was given. The exhibition was ex-

tremely interesting, and was enjoyed by all

present, both for the excellent quality of the

work, and the artistic beauty of the sub-

jects. Dr. Howe showed a number of slides,

among which was a very successful view of

the destruction of one vessel by another, by

the use of a spar torpedo. The picture was

taken at Newport at the time of President

Arthur's visit there last summer. Pictures

were also shown by Dr. Jordan and Messrs.

Wood, Burroughs, Bennett, and Eedfield.

The Queen Dissolving Lanterns used, be-

longed to, and were operated, with the oxy-

hydrogen light, by Mr. Frank Bement.

Sixty-five members and visitors present.

Adjourned.
Egbert S. Eedfield,

Secretary.

Philadelphia Amateur Photogra-

phic Club.—A stated meeting of this Club

was held at their rooms Monday evening,

November 17th. Owing to the absence of

Mr. Eoberts, the President, Mr. Cunning-

ham was appointed temporary Chairman.

The meeting was called to order by him at

8.30 p.m.

24
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A resignation was read from Mr. H. L.

Eoberts, the former President, in which he

stated "that being compelled to leave the

city for an indefinite period, he was forced

to tender his resignation from the Cluh."

His resignation was accepted with regrets,

and Mr. A. Cunningham was elected to fill

his place as President. The recent death of

Mr. J. Frank Gaskill, one of the founders,

and also the Treasurer of the Club, was

announced. A committee was appointed to

draw up a resolution of regret to be sent to

his mother, with the Club's sincere sympa-

thy at her recent loss. Mr. Alfred Thomp-
son was elected as Treasurer to fill his place.

A recess was then taken, during which

some lantern slides, from negatives made by

members were shown. Mr, Clements also

gave a very excellent demonstration of

" platinotype developing." This was the

most instructive feature of the meeting, the

members appearing to be much interested,

some of them trying their hand at developing.

The prints were from negatives made
by Mr. Clements, and showed much artis-

tic feeling in choice of subject. During

the evening Mr. Cohen exhibited some

prints, among which several portraits may
be mentioned as being very good examples

of what may be done in portraiture without

a skylight.

The meeting finally adjourned about

11.30 P.M., after a very enjoyable evening.

W. West Eandall,
Secretary.

Association of Operative Photogra-
phers.—November 5, 1884, 392 Bowery.

President Buehler in the Chair. Minutes

of last meeting read and approved. The
Philadelphia Photographer and other

journals received with the thanks of the

Association. Correspondence read.

Mr. Buehler: Mr. Duchochois, who is

one of the oldest photographers in the city,

and also well known for his literary efforts,

has kindly consented to give a number of

lectures on chemistry in relation to pho-

tography.

Mr. Duchochois : I'lie first lecture is nearly

ready, and I will dfliver it at the next
meeting. I shall try to make them all as

interesting as possible, tliat those who have

not studied chemistry may be induced to do

so. Chemistry is part of the knowledge

that all photographers should possess.

Mr. Buehler: "We are much obliged to

Mr. Duchochois. The benefit derived from

a proper understanding of photographic

manipulation, is certainly worth all the

thanks we can give you. It is not merely

to work certain formulas, but to know the

reason why, and to help us to work under-

standingly. I think it is well to call your

attention, Mr. Duchochois, to the treatment

of the silver bath. The keeping a silver

bath in good working order is not well

understood by all. Every one has a notion

of his own. If you can give us a good

method of doing it, you will do us a great

favor.

Mr. Duchochois : That will come in the

lectures. I intend to explain, as far as my
knowledge goes, the various reactions which

take place in the compounds which we use

in photography. Incidentally, I will say

the causes of the defects in the wet collodion

process comes from the silver bath in most

cases, the developer and collodion being

rarely at fault with good formulas.

Mr. Buehler : It would be a great benefit

if you were to give us your experience in

treating a bath properly. I went through

all the methods pi-escribed in the diflfer-

ent treatises on photography, and I found

there were so many diversified opinions on

the subject, that a beginner is at a loss to

know what to do properly. Some people smile

at the idea of fusing a silver bath. Monck-
hoven recommends it. As soon as the silver

is fused I think it is time to stop ; if carried

on further, decomposition will take place.

I think the occasional fusion of the silver

bath, if done properly, is to the point.

Mr. Schaidner: I would like to ask Mr.

Duchochois as to the amount of acid neces-

sary in a bath to give good results. Is it

better neutral or with plenty of acid ?

Mr. Duchochois : I have never been able

to make pictures with a bath quite neutral

;

with an alkaline bath it is out of the ques-

tion. The amount of acid to use depends

on the state of the collodion, and on that of

the silver solutions. The iodide and bromide

of cadmium are seldom sure conipounds,

and the collodion, if made with these salts,
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should have undergone a partial decompo-

sition, shown by the liberation of iodine, to

y
work without fogging. Supposing your

collodion, no'matter how it is made, is old

enough to show decomposition by being dis-

colored, the amount of acid in the bath may
be very small to prevent fogging. But if

the chemicals have a tendency to work white

and black, you require a good deal more

acid ; there is no hard and fast rule by which

a photographer can go. By use the bath

becomes contaminated with organic silver

compounds more reducible than the nitrate,

which induces a dense reduction in the

whites, and consequently a want of detail

both in the lights and shadows. The remedy

is, then, to evaporate the bath to dryness,

and fuse the residue. But before so doing,

the solution should be slightly acidified with

nitric acid, and the fusion carried on for a

few minutes only, say five minutes, and even

less, in order not to decompose the silver

nitrate.

Mr. Schaidner : Is not permanganate a

substitute for fusing ?

Mr. Duchochois: I do not believe that

the bath treated with permanganate will

work as well after fusing, for the permangan-

ate only acts on the organic matter, not on

the compound formed by the reaction of

ether and alcohol.

Mr. Buehler : Permanganate is merely a

purifier in relation to organic matter. You
can even overdo the treatment with the per-

manganate of potash. The collodion may
be just as much at fault by being composed

of impure chemicals. If iodide of am-

monium is used in the collodion, you are

apt to get an unstable salt in the bath that

may form combinations which are harmful

in many respects.

Mr. Duchochois : Lithium or sodium have

the properties of ammonium without the

drawbacks. Ammonium iodide is apt to be

decomposed sooner in collections than any of

the other iodides.

Mr. Schaidner : I have read that if fog on

a plate can be rubbed off without disturbing

the film, it indicates too much acid in the

bath, and I have also read the contrary.

Mr. Duchochois : I think that when the

fog is superficial and can be rubbed off, the

fault, in most cases can be traced to an

organic silver bath, or to prolonged develop-

ment, especially if the bath is much acidi-

fied. It has been said that the imperfection

was due to a new colorless collodion, or

nearly so, but I have not been able to ascer-

tain in a positive manner if in all cases that

was really the cause, having often found that

the fog was then in the film.

Mr. Buehler : I have worked the silver

bath slightly acid in order to get a clear

negative, and, to convince a sceptic, in-

creased the amount of acid, and obtained fog.

If a good deal of organic matter is in the

bath, it is very apt to produce fog by excess

of acid. Why I do not know.

Mr. McGeorge : I remember some years

ago, Mr. Black, of Boston, said he used an

enormous amount of acid in his bath.

Mr. Duchochois : Mr. Black gave a de-

scription of that process at the Convention

at Chicago. When I read it I could not

account for it. I know Mr. Black by repu-

tation and by sight, and he is a man who
would not say anything untrue. I wanted

to satisfy myself, and made a small bath and

found that an excess of acid need not neces-

sarily produce fog if the bath was in very

good order. I tried it, but obtained a ferro-

type or thin negative every time. Mr. Black

may have prepared his collodion with gun-

cotton containing a compound similar to

nitro-glucose, and in that ease he may have

obtained good negatives with a compara-

tively long exposure.

Mr. Schaidner: When there is an excess

of acid in the bath the negatives get thinner

and thinner.

Mr. Duchochois : If there is a great ex-

cess of acid, you get a positive in conse-

quence of the slightly impressed film and

rapid developments, but seldom a good nega-

tive. I feel certain that the amount of acid

in the developer has something to do with

it too. In this demonstration of Mr. Black's

I am not able to say what amount of iron

and acid was present at the time. Not

having sutEcient acid in the bath may fog

the plates. Harmony is needed between

the collodion bath or developer.

Mr. Schaidner : If there was a rule we

could go by—if we knew that we dare not

add more acid, than will make litmus-paper

distinctly red, we know that the fault must
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lie witli something else, and that it is as far

as we dare go.

Mr. Duchochois , My bath is thirty-three

pints of water. I add no more than thirteen

minims of chemically pure nitric acid (the

ordinary acid is very impure). The amount

of acid does not show by the litmus-paper

until after a few seconds have elapsed.

When the bath has been used some time I

am obliged to add more acid to obtain more

delicacy in the shadows. The less acid in

the bath the more contrast and want of detail

there will be. Clear shadows, with high

lights with no definition, are sure indications

of want of acid in old baths.

Mr. Schaidner : Is it better to acidify the

collodion or the bath if the negative is harsh ?

Mr. Duchochois : If the bath is new ; I

would prefer to acidify the collodion with

iodine or bromhydric acid. Mr. Henry T.

Anthony, in speaking of that, told me he

employed acetic acid. I tried it and found

it was an improvement. Mr. Anthony
made many improvement in photography,

and was always ready to impart them to the

public. The death of Mr. Anthony will be

a great loss, not only to his friends and ac-

quaintances, but to photographers in gen-

eral.

Adjourned. T. W. Powers,
Secretary.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Collodion vs. Gelatine—New Color-sensitive

Process—Azaline Plates for Oil Paintings

and Portraits— Eder's OrthocJiromatic

Plates—Lectures on Photografhy in the

New Technical High School.

We recently had a very interesting dis-

cussion in the Society for the Advance of

Photography about collodion vs. gela-

tine. There is no question that the ap-

plication of the gelatine process is gaining

ground ujion the collodion. Herr llucit-

wurdt, for example, who for two yeai"s was a

zealous champion of collodion, now em-
ploys gelatine plates fur landscape and archi-

tectural work, and has obtained most ex-

cellent results. In another branch, however,

there is still a preference to collodion
;

namely, in rc|)roduction processes. Here
collodion plates have a decided advantage,

inasmuch as the labor in the dark-room

with them is less than with gelatine plates,

as Mr. Angerer has already demonstrated.

The long exposure with collodion plates

when oil paintings are copied is annoying,

but then we can have recourse to sun-

light and in this manner the less sensitive

collodion process can be advantageously

employed. The time of exposure in direct

sunlight is ten times as quick as with diffuse

light. Mr. Quidde, who has made many
reproductions of oil paintings, remarks con-

cerning diffuse light, as follows: ''With

large subjects, no wonder the exposure is fre-

quently of one-half to one hour's duration.

Here the color-sensitive collodions which are

six times less sensitive than common collo-

dion would demand a much longer time. In

diffused light, therefore, gelatine plates are

indispensable." He" would have employed

them had he been assured of their durability.

But as the subjects he took were from objects

of a collection, and required the plates to be

kept unchanged for twenty years, he could

not venture to employ them, as it appeared

doubtful whether the present plates would

fulfil the conditions. This doubt is not

fully justified. It is well known that a well-

fixed and thoroughly washed gelatine nega-

tive is just as lasting as a collodion plate.

The results of the color-sensitive plates

(Isochromatic) are attracting more and more

attention. The Photographic Society here,

our first reproduction gallery, now employs

my eosine plates (the formula for which I

published in the spring) for the reproduction

of oil paintings on a large scale. They

have taken the whole Brunswick gallery,

and the results obtained are admirable.

Old reproductions of works of Rembrandt,

Oestrade, Rucksall, etc., which gave no re-

sults with ordinary collodion, gave the best

results with eosine collodion. They were

all taken in direct sunlight through a yellow

glass. Mr. • expressed himself that now
all the paintings which had been photo-

graphed by the old process should be re-

photographed by the new. The application

of the color-sensitive collodions will no

doubt present difficulties, inasmuch as long

exposures might cause a drying of the plate,

therefore, the dry azaline color-sensitive

plates are preferred by most photographers,
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as they do not present the least difficulty.

But as I am the inventor and discoverer of

these plates I would rather somebody else •

should speak of their good qualities, there-

fore hear the opinion of Mr. Scoliak, of

Vienna, who sent here recently a number
of interesting views upon azaline plates and
ordinary plates. The originals were chromo-

lithographs representing the Midnight Sun,

which showed a flaring red sun with fiery

clouds. In the prints from collodion and

gelatine negatives the sun did not show at

all, and the reflection in the water was

bluish, the clouds could not be recognized.

Even the use of yellow glass did not change

the appearance, whilst eosine plates repro-

duced the sun and clouds with good efl"ect.

But very instructive were the views of Mr.

Scoliak, inasmuch as the times of exposure

were given. For collodion plates without

the yellow glass it was fifteen minutes ; for

over-exposed azaline plates behind double

yellow glass, 12 minutes. Of very great

importance is an experiment ofMr. Scoliak's,

the application of azaline plates to portraits.

His subject was a brightly uniformed officer
;

the time was only three times greater than

an ordinary plate. It represents an officer

of the Hungarian Guard, all the apparel was

very brilliant: red trousers, blue coat, etc.,

bedecked with silver, and the boots yellow,

and yet the azaline plates translated these

colors true to nature, whilst the pantaloons,

etc., appeared dark with the ordinary plates.

To increase the interest in color-sensitive

plates I may mention that Dr. Eder is at

present preparing color-sensitive collodion

plates which he calls isochromatic plates.

He has obtained excellent results. His

plates are more sensitive to green, but less

sensitive to red, than mine.

To-morrow the spacious rooms of the

Technical High School will be formally

opened by his venerable majesty the Em-
peror, in presence of the great men of the

realm and those interested in science, art,

and industry. Instructions will begin a few

days thereafter. I am inquired of from

many sides in what manner the instructions

will be given. I answer, it will differ as to

the choice of the practitioner. The simplest

course is the practice of Lichtpaus, the

operators do not enter the part devoted to

negative process, but are confined to the

copying of paper for blue processes, ink pro-

cesses, and silver processes, and the prepara-

tion of the copies. The department is in-

tended especially for architects and engi-

neers, as many extend their studies further

and take a longer course to learn the prepar-

ation of the Lichtpaus paper. The course

for negative and positive processes is more

complicated. Here a season with two

weekly exercises is taken. Many are con-

tent with learning the dry negative process

and the silver positive process. Others who
dip deeper, study the collodion process, and

study in connection the dry method, the

silver process, the platinum process, the pig-

ment process, etc. For the primary study

of all photographic processes and their ap-

plication to art, and science, and industry

two lessons are generally taken. This com-

prehensive plan of study is not necessarily

taken by those who desire only a deeper

knowledge of photography and photo-

graphic interest. The initiated are absolved

from preliminary studies, and may labor in

the Phototype Lichtdruck, view photog-

raphy, and enlarging (electric light). To

meet these demands. Prof. Dr. H. Vogel, in

addition to the general course has a private

course in which the sesthetic element finds

a place. The participators in this course,

which is not less than six months, are also

students in drawing and art schools, and

the retouching school of Herr Kopk, where

they receive the necessary education in art

and technique, which is considered so indis-

pensable to a first-class photographer. The

greater number of the gentlemen who study

in the various departments are amateurs,

and there is no question that 'the facilities

afforded by dry plates will increase the

number. My views of the bearing of

amateurs towards the art I have already

made known. H. W. Vogel.

Berlin.

TWO SUPERB SERIES OF PHOTO-
GRAPHS.

I THINK it may safely be said that the

greatest art is that in which the art is con-

cealed. We undoubtedly enjoy a picture

far better when, by study, we are able to
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appreciate fully its excellences, whose beau-

ties are not exhausted at the first glance, but

grow upon us, taking deeper and deeper

root upon our feelings. This is the impres-

sion produced by the collection of photo-

graphs which Mr. H. P. Kobinson, of Tun-
bridge Wells, England, has had the kind-

ness to send us to feast our eyes upon.

The name of Robinson will always be as-

sociated with his delightful books, Pictorial

Effect and Picture-Making by Photography

;

but he is not a mere book-writer, a closet-

student, who lays down rules for the attain-

ment of artistic effect, without the power of

carrying his doctrines into practice.

No; his excellent work is before us, and

the more we gaze upon it the more we are

convinced that photography can achieve

anything, provided the soul of the artist

guides the camera.

The pictures consist of a series of land-

scape views in the beautiful country of

Wales.

We shall very soon give our readers an

opportunity of seeing these pictures, and a

talk about them ; but just now we cannot

help a passing glance at their charms, at the

natural grace and freedom from all restraint

in the animated groups which tell the story

of the picture, the vigor of conception in

the disposition of the lights and shades, the

softness of the atmospheric effect which
gives beauty to the distance, the harmony
of the design in which each figure plays its

essential part, the natural simplicity of ex-

pression, the truth to nature in the transla-

tion of the skies and clouds which have their

proper distance and height.

Add to all this the charm of technical ex-

cellency, and you will not wonder that we
are rejoiced to be able to give you these pict-

ures for your pleasure and instruction.

We had hardly ceased looking at these

pictures of Mr. Robinson when we were
again delighted with another scries, this

time from our own country, from California,

kindly sent to us by Dr. Passavant, of San
Francisco. They represent instantaneous

views in and about that beautiful region of

country, and are entirely the work of ama-
teurs, from the exposure of the negative to

the finishing and mounting of the prints.

They pcssess a high dogreo of artistic

merit and bear testimony to the general feel-

ing for art which is diffusing itself amongst

photographers in this country.

The artists—for they well deserve the title

—have waited for that favorable moment in

the conception of their pictures when the

individual parts have so grouped together to

produce the most pleasing effect.

It is not every one who is able to perceive

these moments, and hence every one cannot

achieve the same beautiful results.

Most instantaneous pictures are the result

of a happy combination of circumstances,

but these bear evidence to a patience and a

skill in selective ability, which are rare. We
shall dwell further upon the merits of these

views when we shall have an opportunity of

showing them to our readers.

The prints are remarkable for the bril-

liancy and clearness and for the abundance

of detail in the dark portions, beai-ing evi-

dence to the excellent quality of the Passa-

vant plate upon which they were made.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.*

BY C. A. NEEDHAM.

It will take far less time to describe the

platinotype and show you the details of the

process than it took the inventor to perfect

it. We are told that it came of much dis-

couraging but determined eflbrts upon the

part of its discoverer, Mr. W. Willis, Jr.

What eight years ago seemed to him an

almost unattainable solution of an intensely

interesting problem has become a very

simple method of producing a print from

the negative, which may possess these two

attractive recommendations—artistic merit

and durability. In general, a description

of the process is as follows : The sensitized

paper, prepared with salts of iron and plat-

inum, is exposed in the usual way—under a

negative or in the solar camera. It is then

floated for five or six seconds upon a hot

•solution of oxalate of potassium, and after-

wards washed in a weak solution of hydro-

chloric acid and finally in water. I have

here some 18x22 sheets of plain paper, sized

* An addross before the Society of Amateur

Photograiihors of New York, at the uioeting of

November 11, 1884.
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to receive the sensitizing material already

referred to, and consisting of the salts of

iron and platinum. The latter is a dry

powder, and the iron is in the form of a

solution The proportions are sixty grains

of the platinum to one ounce of the iron

solution. This mixture should be made as

required, and used as soon as possible there-

after. The preparation of the sensitized

paper may be safely conducted under gas-

light in a room, of the ordinary dwelling

temperature, free from draughts. The sheet

is fastened at each corner, face upward, upon
a smooth, level surface, preferably of plate

glass, and about two drachms of the sensi-

tizing solution are poured upon its centre

and distributed by means of the squeegee as

evenly as possible in this manner. "When
coated, the sheet is hung up to surface dry

in a damping-closet, which is simply a box

containing a dish of water. After a lapse

of ten minutes, the sheet is transferred to a

hot-air box and there thoroughly dried. The
surface-drying part of the process is impor-

tant, for it appears to determine the fixation

and depth of the image upon the paper after

development. If insufficiently done, or omit-

ted altogether, practice has shown that part of

the image will float off in the developer, in-

stead of adhering to the fibre of the paper,

and a consequent loss of half-tone will

ensue, and that, upon the other hand, if the

surface- drying interval be too long—say a

longer period than twelve minutes—the

image will appear flat from being too sunken

into the paper. I have here some pieces of

the platinum paper which have been ex-

posed. These I will proceed to develop, and

at the same time I will give you the theory

of the platinotype process and a more spe-

cific description of it. The platinum used

is a double salt known as potassic-chloro-

platinite. The iron solution is ferric oxalate.

By the action of light the ferric oxalate de-

posit is reduced to ferrous oxalate, which is

soluble in hot oxalate of potassium, and

instantly dissolves when floated upon it, but

in the act of dissolution it leaves upon the

paper the platinum precipitated to its me-

tallic state. Thus we have the picture in

platinum black, which, it is claimed, will

withstand the severest test for durability.

The sensitized paper before exposure to light

is of a lemon yellow color. During exposure

the parts affected by light become of a pale,

grayish-brown color, and frequently of a

dingy orange tint under those parts of

the negative which present clear glass or

nearly so.

The correct exposure is ascertained by

inspection of the paper in the ordinary way
in a weak light. Great care should be taken

to avoid undue exposure to light during

examination of the progress of printing, as

a very slight action of bright white light

will degrade the more delicate whites of the

picture, and the extent of the damage can-

not be discovered until after development.

It is also of the utmost importance that the

sensitized paper be kept dry before and after

exposure. For the purpose of perfectly pre-

serving it, metallic tubes, such as this I now
show you, are made specially to hold it.

They are provided with a receptacle con-

taining a dry preparation of chloride of

calcium as an extra safeguard against mois-

ture.

The development, which should be con-

ducted in a weak, white light, is effected by

floating the printed surface upon a hot solu-

tion of oxalate of potassium, the propor-

tions of which are 130 grains of the oxalate

of potassium to each ounce of water. This

solution should be slightly acid, and, if not

found so upon testing with blue litmus, it

may be rendered so by the addition of a few

drops of a saturated solution of oxalic acid.

This liquid is generally held in a flat enam-

elled iron dish supported upon a tripod, under

which is placed a spirit lamp. To avoid air-

bubbles, place one edge of the print upon

the solution first, and gradually lower the

remainder with an even-sliding motion.

Then, for the purpose of examination, raise

the sheet by the edge which first came in

contact with the liquid. It will take at

least five seconds to develop a print fully,

and sometimes the depth of shadows may

be enhanced by continuing the development

even longer. There is a very great latitude

allowable for the temperature of the de-

veloping solution : from 100° to 180° Pahr,

and upwards. Over-exposed prints may be

frequently saved by using a low tempera-

ture, and under-exposed ones by employing

a high one. The best results are, however,
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obtained from negatives which admit of de-

velopment at a temperature of from 170° to

180°. Such negatives will be found to pos-

sess considerable density in the high lights,

a full scale of half-tones with clear glass or

nearly so for the deeper shadows. After

development the prints go directly into the

cleansing baths. These are made of chemi-

cally pure hydrochloric acid, one part to

sixty of water. Generally not less than

three are used of about equal strength, and

the prints are passed from the first to the

third, allowing an interval of about ten

minutes between each change. As the

object of this washing in dilute acid is to

remove all traces of the iron salt, the opera-

tion should take place in the daytime, so

that the baths may be brought into the full

open white light, under which conditions

the presence of the freed yellow salts may
be easily and surely detected. The prints

should not communicate the slightest tinge

of color to the last acid bath. The plain

water washing should continue for about

fifteen minutes to remove the acid from the

paper, but should never be resorted to until

all trace of the iron salt has disappeared.

After thorough cleaning, the prints may be

dried by hanging them upon glass rods,

placing them upon muslin stretchers or

chemically pure blotting-paper. As they

resemble engravings and such pictures as

the photo-gravure, they look well mounted

upon rather large cardboards which provide

white margins. I will invite you to ex-

amine some samples of a fine grade of

platinotype printing, and some exquisite

studies which were kindly made for this

occasion by Mr. Geo. W. Wood, an artist of

Phihidelphia. The solar enlargements and

linen printing are from the establishment of

Messrs. Hnyt <fe Siebert, of this city. There

are some slight modifications of the process

which adapt it to solar printing and for

impressing other fabrics than paper, which

I will not trespass upon your time this

evening to describe. I hope that what 1

have shown has been sufficient to enable

those who may feel so disposed to make a

few successful experiments with this beauti-

ful art, and for that purpose the paper wo
have sensitized this evening is at your ser-

vice, and I trust that the samples I have just

developed may be acceptable to the Society

as souvenirs of this demonstration, many of

which show the refined taste of Mr. Lafay-

ette W. Seavey in figure-posing and ar-

rangement of draperies or accessories.

ON THE RELATIVE RAPIDITY
OF LENSES AND THE USE OF
STOPS/^

BY C. W. DEAN.

In photography, one lens is said to be more

rapid than another when the light passing

through it in a given time will produce gi eater

chemical changes. This rapidity is governed

by several elements. Among these are the

color of the lens, the number of its reflecting

surfaces, its equivalent focus, and the size of

its aperture.

In answer to an inquiry as to whether there

was any mathematical formula to express the

relation between the areas of aperture and the

duration of exposures. President Barnard, of

Columbia College, said :
" The hypothesis on

which the Photographic Society of Great

Britain have founded their law, is that chemical

changes effected by light are more rapid in

proportion as the intensity of the light is

greater, and this with so severe mathematical

accuracy that a double intensity will reduce

the time necessary for exposure by one-half.

But this is entirely an a priori assumption. It

has been adopted because it seemed as if it

ought to be so, and not because experiment

has proven that it is so. Before attempting to

construct a formula which should express the

relation of intensity of light to the duration of

exposure required to produce a definite amount

of chemical change, we should require to know

more than we do about the laws which govern

chemical changes during their progress, for the

law which you find to fail takes it for granted

that the resistance to change opposed by a

chemical compound to the action of light is

uniform from beginning to end—a thing which

we have no right to affirm. I know of no

better means of determining this relation be-

tween area of lens and the ])roper duration of

exposure than careful experiments, systemati-

* A paper read at a meeting of the Society

of Amateur Photographers of New Yokr, Nov.

II, 1884.
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cally conducted with lenses of various areas,

and with similar illumination throughout. An
empirical law might thus be ascertained, which

for practical purposes would answer quite as

well as a theoretical formula mathematically

expressed."

The laws governing the rapidity of the lens,

-neglecting its color and the number of its

reflecting surfaces, are. First—The relative

rapidity of two lenses having the same aper-

tures is inversely as the square of their equiva-

lent foci. Second—The relative rapidity of

two lenses having the same equivalent foci is

nearly as the areas of their apertures.

For example, take two lenses having the

same sized aperture, one having an equivalent

focus of twelve inches, and the other of six

inches ; the lens with the six-inch focus will be

four times as rapid as the other. Or of two

lenses having the same equivalent foci, one

with an aperture two inches in diameter, and

the other with an aperture of one inch ; the

two-inch lens will be approximately four times

as fast as the other.

The Photographic Society of Great Britain,

in order to overcome the great confusion aris-

ing from the different systems—or rather lack

of systems—used by different opticians in num-

bering their stops, have adopted a " universal

system," based upon the ratio between their

diameters and the equivalent focal length of

the lenses with which they are used. As the

basis of their system, they have taken a por-

trait lens the diameter of whose aperture is

one-fourth its equivalent focal length, calling

that stop or aperture No. i ; stop No. 2 is one

of half the area, and, therefore, requires ap-

proximately twice the exposure. In this " uni-

versal system " the number of stop represents

the number of seconds exposure required by

the stop, when stop No. i requires an exposure

of one second.

I think a modification of this system would

be of the greatest possible advantage to ama-

teurs in enabling them to express the duration

of exposure in terms which are common to all

lenses.

Those of us who have attended any of the

Society excursions during the past summer,

must have felt disappointed in the small amount

of information we were able to obtain from

each other regarding exposures, owing to our

lack of knowledge regarding the rapidity of

our lenses and the relative value of the stops

we were using.

This can be easily remedied by represent-

ing the size of our stops in terms of the focal

length of the lens.

Expressing the size of the stops by their

diameters, as is frequently done, is only mis-

leading; and unless the focal length is given

is of no practical use.

A half-inch stop, used on a lens with an

equivalent focus of twelve inches, would re-

quire four times the exposure that the same

stop would require on a lens of six-inch equiv-

alent focus. As the rapidity of lenses is con-

trolled by their equivalent focal lengths, and

also by their apertures, no " scientific " or

"universal" system of stops can be made,

except one based on these two elements ; the

ratios between the areas of apertures and dura-

tion of exposures having been determined by

careful experiments. In order to correct a

very general misunderstanding regarding what

is called equivalent focus and how it is ob-

tained, it may be advisable to state that the

expression is used in connection with com-

pound lenses, and means a focus of some dis-

tant object equal to that produced by a single

plano-convex lens, with the plane side toward

the object producing an im.age of the same

distant object of the same size. In the case

of the plano-convex lens, we can easily mea-

sure its focal length by measuring tbe distance

from the image on the ground glass to the

convex surface of the lens. In compound

lenses, however, this will not give us the true

focal length, but what is usually called the

"back focus." The equivalent focus of a

compound lens is the distance from the image

on the ground glass of some very distant

object, to a point within the lens called the

centre of emission.

This point is obtained by a formula based

upon the radii of tiie curves of the different

lenses, and the refractive power of the mate-

rials used in the lenses. Fortunately it is not

necessary for us to use the formula, for the

equivalent focus of any form of lens can be

easily obtained in the following manner

:

Mark two perpendicular lines on the ground

glass equidistant from the centre. Set the

camera on a sheet of paper and focus on some

point in a very distant object. Move the

camera so that this point will fall upon one of
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the lines on the ground glass. Draw a pencil

along the side of the camera, ruling a line on

the paper underneath. Now partially rotate

the camera on a centre passing through the

centre of the lens, until the point falls upon

the other line on the ground glass, and draw

another line on the paper. Extend these two

lines until they meet. Bisect this angle with

a line upon which you erect a perpendicular

equal in length to one-half the distance be-

tween the two lines on the ground glass.

Connect the top of this perpendicular and the

bisecting line with a line parallel with the

side of the angle. The distance from the

point where this line touches the bisecting line

to the foot of the perpendicular is the absolute

focal length of the lens used.

The object in focussing upon a very distant

object is that we may obtain the focus from

parallel rays. This focus is represented by

f
, and of course is entirely different from the

focus of converging rays from an object near

the lens. A practical fact regarding the equiv-

alent focus of the lens is that it controls the

size of the image ; that is, two lenses of the

same equivalent focus, when focussed upon

any distant object, will produce images of the

same size. A lens having twice the focal

length of another, when placed in the same

spot and focussed upon the same distant ob-

ject, will produce an image having twice the

linear dimensions of the image given by the

first. Having obtained the equivalent focus

of the lens, we can designate our stops in

terms of y by means of a fraction, the nume-

rator of which is equal to the diameter of the

stop, and the denominator is equal to the

equivalent focus of the lens. Reducing this

fraction to an equivalent, one whose numerator

is unity, we have a fraction which means that

the diameter of the stop is one-eighth, one-

twentieth, or one-fortieth, as the case may he,

of the focal length of the lens.

To .show that this focal length is the one

from jjarallcl rays, the fraction is usually

written [, 2^, /o-

Having marked our stops in terms of their

focal length, we can approximately determine

the relative duration of exposure required by

each by rcmenibering that tliese fractions rep-

resent the diameter of aperture whose areas

are to each other as the squares of these diame-

ters; and that ajjproximately the duration of

exposure is inversely as the areas of the stops

;

for example, to ascertain the relative time re-

quired by two stops, jQ and ~q, the area of

the first can be represented by (Jg-) 2 = jIq-,

and the second by (-Jj^) 2= -gig
. This shows

that the first stop is nine times as large as the

second, and requires approximately one-ninth

the time for exposure.

The same result is obtained by dividing one

fraction by the other and squaring the result.

While the above rules will assist us in ob-

taining correct exposures with the different

size stops, an equally important question is,

" Which stop shall I use ?" Up to certain

limits, the smaller the stop the greater the

sharpness, depth of focus, and size of good

picture obtained. The small stop, however,

produces a map-like effect, and tends to harsh-

ness of contrast and to diminish aerial per-

spective.

Some opticians say that the diameter of the

smallest stop should never be less than one-

twenty-fifth or one-thirtieth the focal length

of the lens. On the other hand, the larger

the stop (if correctly exposed) the greater the

amount of detail in the shadows, and the

bolder the picture, and the greater the amount

of "atmosphere."

Probably the best rule to adopt is to use a

stop small enough to give sharp definition at

the edges of the picture, and no smaller. To
secure uniformity in our work, and enable us

to aid each other in answering that vexing

question, "How long shall I expose?" I

would suggest that the members of this Society

mark their stops in terms of f , and also with

a figure representing the approximate relative

value of the stop as compared with the full

opening of the lens with which it is used.

For example, a stop marked 7 ^.j would mean

that the stop requires seven times the exposure

of the full opening of the lens, and the diame-

ter of the stop is equal to one-tvventy-second

of the focal length of the lens.

As most of us use lenses working no faster

than if, the adoption of the "Universal" sys-

tem, based on .[, would necessitate an amount

of mental arillimelic which some of us might

consider tiresome. In this system, the first

figure would sliovv the relative exposure as

compared wilh ilie other stops; while the frac-

tion would show tlie rapidity <jf the lens as

compared with oilier lenses.
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By adopting this system the members of the

Society would be able to obtain correct expo-

sures with any lens, regardless of the maker

of its form, and would not be tied down as at

present to the particular lens with which we
are familiar. Our work as a society, to be

effective, must be systematic; and it seems to

me that among the first things we should do is

to adopt some system of stops.

IODIDE OF SILVER IN GELATINE
EMULSIONS AND THE PREPA-
RATION OF lODO-SILVER EMUL-
SION.

BY DR. C. STURENBURG.

When gelatine emulsions first engaged the

attention of photographers, bromide of silver

was exclusively employed as the material for

rendering the film sensitive to the influence

of light, but now-a-days it is almost a uni-

versal custom to add a greater or less quantity

of iodide of silver to the bromide emulsion to

give those virtues which seemed to be absent

when bromide alone was used, namely, strength

and clearness in the negative.

Similar phenomena are manifest in the use

of the wet collodion process. When results

with different collodions are compared with

one another, they will be found to differ in

behavior accordingly as bromide or iodide has

been used in their constitution.

A collodion which only contains bromide

salt, gives even in the densest portions of the

picture very great definition, but it is very flat

and tame.

A collodion containing exclusively iodides,

on the other hand, gives an image which is

full of vigor, brilliant, and strong, but only the

bright portions of the original are repeated

with emphasis.

By a proper union of two such collodions,

as every practical photographer who is used to

making his own plates is aware, one may be

formed which has strength as well as softness.

From these properties of the two collodions,

from the mutual supplementing of one another,

has arisen the endless number of collodion

receipts and formulae, since by the addition of

certain proportions of bromide or iodide the

properties of strength and softness may be

attained.

Pure iodide of silver possesses peculiar sensi-

tiveness for certain rays—those which are very

bright and strong; white, blue, and violet;

whilst those of less refrangibility, red, orange-

yellow, have a very feeble action, or scarcely

any ; but bromide of silver, on the contrary,

gives a peculiar sensitiveness for these latter

rays.

Now the action is similar with gelatine

emulsions.

As already mentioned, the application of

pure bromide of silver in many cases gave rise

to weakness and tameness in the negatives,

and a collodion containing both bromide and

iodide gave greater strength and brilliancy.

The use of the iodide in gelatine emulsion

has been avoided, because it is imagined that

a loss of sensitiveness is occasioned thereby,

and a certain coarseness in the emulsion.

Experiments are being made in England

upon the subject, and it has been so far found

that this diminution of sensitiveness is appar-

ent rather than real, and may be easily pre-

vented.

A brom-silver emulsion, containing a certain

quantity of iodide of silver, if digested as

long as a pure brom-silver emulsion, is found

to be more sensitive than the latter, and the

sensitiveness increases with addition of iodide.

An emulsion containing iodide may be digested

longer without any danger of fog, and retain

the same degree of sensitiveness as a pure

bromide of silver emulsion.

Further, the negatives resulting from a

mixed emulsion possess greater strength in

the high lights, greater strength in the shadows,

and a color nearer a wet plate.

Inasmuch as the iodide of silver emulsion

gives thicker—that is to say, more opaque

—

films than pure bromide of silver emulsion, it

follows that with long exposure the so-called

solarization is not so apt to occur.

An iodide of silver emulsion may be sub-

jected to a long exposure without any risk of

being ruined thereby.

Those who have the skill to prepare plates

for themselves have it in their power to make

such as possess different degrees of sensitive-

ness. It is true that with the use of pure

bromide of silver this is also possible, but the

danger of ruining the emulsion by too long

digesting or boiling is much greater than when

iodide of silver is present. This is of the
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greatest importance in practice of emulsion

making, and in its application to reproduc-

tions.

The amount of iodide of silver which has

so far been employed in the preparation of

gelatine plates is, in proportion to the amount

of bromine, very small, but greatly varying in

the different formulas put forth. The amount

could even be increased in the preparation of

emulsion for ordinary use. The results of the

two might be compared.

It would be urged that it is very difficult to

prepare a gelatine emulsion containing iodide

of silver which shall possess the same degree

of fineness as one containing bromide of silver.

It will be found to be much coarser in grain.

In the British Jotirnal (June, 1884) there is

a method given for the preparation of a very

fine grained iodide bromide of silver emulsion.

To prepare such an emulsion, add to the

concentrated gelatine solution first the silver

solution, slightly acid; then follow the iodide

solution, which it is most advisable to mix

with a portion of the gelatine solution, and

last of all the bromide.

By this plan the iodide of silver comes in

contact with an excess of nitrate of silver,

and is formed into a concentrated gelatine so-

lution. This, as well as the strong dissolving

power of the silver nitrate, acts upon the

iodide of tilver so that it is formed much
slower and in a much finer state of division.

Another method^ when no great amount of

iodide of silver is required, is as follows

:

The iodide of silver is precipitated in an

aqueous solution, dissolved after washing in a

concentrated silver solution, and added to the

bromodized gelatine solution.

If a pure iodide of silver emulsion is to be

made, the following plan is the best

:

Suppose we wish 150 cc.m. of emulsion;

weigh out 100 grains (6.2 grammes) of nitrate

of silver, and dissolve it in 60 cc.m. of water,

to which 50 grains (3.1 grammes) of gelatine,

and 2 drops of nitric acid are added. Next dis-

solve 50 grains (3.1 grammes) of gelatine and

40 grains (2.5 grammes) of chloride sodium in

60 cc.m. of water. The two solutions are

mixed and stirred well together, and left to

stand in a warm place for an hour to set. A
chloride of silver emulsion is obtained in this

way with such a fine grain that the film is

almost transparent. To change this chloride

into iodide of silver emulsion, all that it is ne-

cessary to do is to pour a solution consisting

of 120 grains (7.5 grammes) of iodide potas-

sium in 60 cc.m. of water upon the set mass.

In a few hours the decomposition of the chlor-

ide of silver is complete.

The precipitate possesses the same fineness

as the chloride emulsion. It is now washed in

the usual manner. The operation may be ex-

pedited, and the decomposition effected more

readily, if the chloride of silver emulsion be

finely divided after it has set, and in this

condition treated to the iodide of potassium

solution.

This iodide of silver emulsion may be used

alone, or in union with bromide of silver

emulsion.

Comparative experiments could be better

conducted in this manner and more exact

than when the iodo-bromide of silver emul-

sion is prepared together.

—

Deutsche Photo-

Zeitung.

Dr. Reichert has published a paper on

the preparation of albumen. The author dis-

cusses the processes of Hoppeseyler, of Wur-

tom, and other chemists. He calls attention

to the investigations made by Messrs. Leboute,

Gourncens, and Sherer, which show that the

white of an egg is not pure albumen, that

crystallizable acetic acid, or diluted, produces

a precipitate in its solution; finally, that it

contains globuline, from which it may be freed

by adding acetic acid and afterwards filtering.

Last year Professor Hoppeseyler proposed to

purify egg albumen by a treatment at 20° C.

with sulphate of magnesia (after the separa-

tion of the membrane), followed with another

treatment with sulphate of soda, etc. This

long and tedious process has been improved

upon by M. Reichert. The white of" egg,

separated from the membrane, is simply treated

with gaseous carbonic acid, or with seltzer

water (water charged with carbonic acid).

This produces a flaky precipitate, which is sep-

arated l)y filtration.

—

Paris Moniteur.

Wilson's PiioToaiiApnics.—It is the best book

I ever got posso.s.sion of. Those who want light-

ning or instiintiinoous processes had bettor get a

copy and work willi pleasure. Nothing like it;

too good to be with ml.

—

Jusici'ii TiimiUNa, Cin-

cinnati, 0.
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Report of the Treasurer of the P. A. of A.

—We have received from Mr. W. A. Armstrong,

Treasurer, the annual report of the Photogra-

phers' Association of America, which we ap-

pend helow. We regret to see that some contri-

butions made to this fund are not reported.

Among these we recollect one of the Blair

Tourograph and Dry-Plate Company, of

Boston, of a contribution of fifty dollars. Of

course, these gentlemen are not anxious to pose

as great benefactors, but since they had so

large an exhibit as they did, and occupied as

much space as they did, they of course, did

not wish to appear to the fraternity as close-

fisted, or as having contributed nothing. The

well-known liberality of these gentlemen is

commensurate with the excellence and beauty

of their apparatus, and we regret that their

contribution was left unnamed in the report of

the Treasurer. It may be that this, and per-

haps other omissions, were caused by want of

system on the part of one or more ofiicers, and

perhaps a supplemental report will be made

presently, which will set all things right. Some

of the items of expenditure here are rather

new to those of us who have conducted exhi-

bitions heretofore, but we presume they also

had the sanction of the Auditing Committee.

It certainly costs a good deal more to run a

convention than it used to, and we still adhere

to our idea that much more should be received

of use to photographers for the amount of

money expended. Perhaps as we grow older

we shall improve.

Passavant's Dry Plates.—Those who are

convenient to Dr. S. C. Passatant, 306 Guer-

rero Street, San Francisco, will find it to their

advantage to try his plates. As mentioned in

our last number, he has purchased the Tabor

factory, and combined the two establishments

into one five or six times as large as that for-

merly occupied by him, which with the changes

made, will, as the Doctor believes, be not the

largest, perhaps, but one of the best fitted-up

factories of the United States, where he will be

able to turn out a large quantity of plates. He

not only supplies the market on the Pacific

Coast, but does quite a nice business with

China and Japan.

Removal.—The H. C. Underwood Manu-
facturing Company has removed from Kala-

mazoo, Michigan, to Waterloo, Indiana, in order

to have better facilities for securing material.

Photographers desiring mailing and packing-

boxes, will do well to read the advertisement

of this firm. Their work is excellent.

Distinguished Amateurs.—If John Turpine

and Tom Richie could roll face up in their

graves and see the modern camera, they would

look upon their own ancient inventions as large

enough for coflBns, and probably reexpire.

Another choke would be given them if they

could see what distinguished persons now grace

the amateur profession. Among these was the

late Cornelius Vanderbilt, who shot himself,

not with a camera. Then, at present, we have

a grandson of Abraham Lincoln, who photo-

graphs everything from a war vessel to a Presi-

dent; a son of General Ames; son of Governor

Robey, of Maine ; a son of Jay Gould ; the

daughters of Ex-Mayor Oakey Hall, of New
York, and the sons of a groat many photogra-

phers too tedious to mention.

Mr. J. W. RiGGS, Lewiston, Idaho, writes

:

"I have been in the photographic business

for twelve years, and all I know about photog-

raphy I have obtained from your noble and

valuable publications. I love the art and take

great pride in it, but I could not possibly get

along without your magazine. I have been

reading the last year's numbers with great in-

terest with regard to prices, and truly hope

that there has been good done. I consider

prices lower than four dollars for cards and six

dollars for cabinets a disgrace to our profession,

and any man who makes them for less ought

not to be allowed to practise. I do not think

we do as much cheap work on the Coast as you

do in the East."

Mr. Robinson's Books.—Mr. M. H. Albee,

one of our subscribers, says with reference to
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Mr. H. P. Robinson's new book, Picture ahingM

hy Phoiograjyhy : " I esteem it a book of mucb

valuable information which no photographer

should be without if he wishes to improve and

possess the title of artist. Mr. Robinson leads

us into new ways, opens up new industries in

the vivid instructions how to use them and how

to act. He has shown us where art is in photog-

raphy. This book, in conjunction with Pictorial

Effect, cannot but lift the photographer to the

realms of art, provided its readers follow his

instructions. I cannot forget in this eonneption

to mention your valued work PJiotograjMcs as

a helper to advancement in photography."

New Cameras and Holders.—The^ScoviLL

Manufacturing Company announce that they

have devised of late a line of new cameras

and holders more comjiact than any yet made
for the accommodation of gelatino-bromide of

silver films. They also announce that they have

a stock of these films on hand ready for the

market.

We were recently honored with a visit from

Mr. Frederick York, the distinguished English

photographer, whose beautiful views are known
to almost everyone. Mr. York is a very cour-

teous and genial gentleman, and his object in

visiting our country is both for pleasure and to

become acquainted with the ways and habits

of American photographers. We enjoyed sev-

eral very pleasant conversations with him, and

learned many important facts connected with

English photography.

Mr. Pancoast's Indian Views.—The Phila-

delphia Photographic Society, at its last meet-

ing, enjoyed a rare treat in the exhibition given

by Mr. Charles R. Pancoast, of slides from

negatives taken during his sojourn in India.

We were well acquainted with the abilities of

Mr. Pancoast, and had seen frequent examples

of his excellent work, but we were surprised at

the clearness, sharpness, and artistic beauty of

these pictures shown upon the screen. There

was a number of views of the Industrial Exhi-

bition held at Calcutta. In lighting of the sub-

jects, in the point of view from which they were

taken, in the clearness with which all the detail

was brought out, nothing could go beyond.

His views of the scenery in India, of the mar-

vellous temples and tombs of that strange land,

surpassed any of the English photograjjhs that

we have aeen in this country. The views of the

Taj were marvellous—one of the most difficult

subjects, from the intense whiteness of the

tomb, and the dense green of the thick foliage

that surrounds it. There was not the slightest

blurring in the dense shadows, while the detail

of white building was perfect. His instanta-

neous views were full of life and activity, and

each passing motion was caught to perfection.

The distinguished photographer, Mr. Henry
RocHER, of Chicago, of whose superb work we

had the privilege of giving our readers an ex-

ample last month, has allowed his mantle to fall

upon Mr. W. L. Bates, late of Denver, Col., who
is prepared to carry on the business under the

name of W. L. Bates &, Rocher, upon the same

principles, and to give his patrons the same

quality of artistic work which has secured Mr.

RocHER so enviable a reputation among photog-

raphers.

There is a probablility of a long contest

among the photographers of Syracuse, N, Y.

In January they formed an association which

divided the galleries into first and second class.

Each class had its rates fixed, the first class

holding at seven dollars a dozen for cabinets.

One of the members of this class advertised

that he had reduced his rates to four dollars a

dozen. The remainder of the association issued

a call for all the members to meet and express

their just indignation at the conduct of the

renegade, but very foolishly resolved to put

their rates below his. The Syracuse Association

should not forget that there can be no perma-

nent prosperity for those who violate the law of

just relation between production and value.

The man who puts down his prices, or the cheap

photographer, may depend upon it that the

public, who recognizes this natural law, sets a

value upon his productions at the price he puts

upon them himself. If there is to be any com-

petition, let it be in the direction of good work,

and let the price be in accordance. The Asso-

ciation of Syracuse Photographers would have

done better had they met and resolved to keep

their prices at the standard agreed. The cheap

mean man would have soon been pushed to the

wall, but by their plan they are only putting

weapons in his hand. Wo hope they will meet

again to better purpose, and determine to excel

in good work, and to charge a good price for it.

The importance of a fine finish to a photo-

graph need not be urged upon any photogra-
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pher. They all know that however artistic the

posing and arrangement of the picture may be,

however skilful the disposing of the lights and

shades, they will fall flat, stale, and unprofitable

unless care and taste are exercised in the mount-

ing and finishing. How the beauties of a pho-

tograph are brought out by the burnishing to

which they are subjected. There is a trans-

parency given to the deep shadows which

seemed hardly to have an existence before. No
painter who valued his reputation would let his

work go from his hands without the varnishing.

Its true worth could not be estimated, and so

the excellence of a photograph is only brought out

in its full measure by the smooth surface which

the burnishing tool effects. American photo-

graphs are acknowledged to have a finer finish

than those of other countries, and we think this

is due largely to the perfection which has been

attained in the construction of burnishing tools.

The fame of Mv. Entreein's Oscillating Bur-

nisher is established. It is perfect in all its de-

tails, giving a uniform and even pressure over

the whole surface. It is so constructed that it

can be easily cleaned and arranged so as to

secure and utilize the greatest amount of heat

with least expenditure of gas, a particular in

which it far excels any other. The bed-plate

and roller are of the hardest steel, with a surface

in which the slightest irregularity cannot be

perceived. In a word, it is the nonpareil of

burnishers, and no photographer, even the most

fastidious, could ask more virtues in any

machine.

Mr. E. L. Wilson.

Dear Sir : For years past I have noticed in

the background of prints, a fine speckled appear-

ance, and when a bath gets weak and old, much

worse than in a new bath. I am using forty

grains of silver and twenty grains of nitrate of

ammonia, but the bath has been in use a long

time, with an occasional rectifying and boiling

down. It is now sixty-five grains greater by

the hydrometer. What is the cause of those

specks ? How can excess of nitrate of ammonia

be gotten out of an old bath ? for in constantly

strengthening with new silver and nitrate of

ammonia, it seems to me that the silver must

be used out by combining with the chloride in

the paper, while the nitrate of ammonia can

only be used out with the solution, and hence in

course of time must become in excess. A short

article in the journal, leaving my name out, will

be of great use to the profession, for I often see

such defects in the work of the best artists.

On examination of the print which the writer

accompanied with his letter, we would suggeet

that he use a stronger silver bath, or perhaps

he has used either too acid or too alkaline toning

bath. The best method to follow in printing

and toning is that adopted by ourselves in pre-

paring the beautiful prints which adorn the

Philadelphia Photographer: Silver bath, 50

grains to 1 ounce of water, slightly alkaline;

float paper IJ minutes; dry thoroughly before

fuming; have fumiug-box dry, and fume 30

minutes. Before washing, immerse prints in

bath of acetic acid and water, 1 ounce of acetic

acid and 16 ounces of water. Allow prints to

remain in it until decidedly red. Do not let

the prints lie motionless, but move them around

in the water. Wash well, and then tone. Add
enough gold to tone, neutralizing with sal soda.

Either test with litmus-paper, or judge by the

slight slippery feel of the solution. Fix as

usual (1 ounce of hypo to four ounces of water).

They are then put in a solution of salt and

water (1 quart of salt to 10 quarts of water) to

prevent blistering. Then wash.

The diflBculty with many seems to be in the

insuflBcient fuming of the paper, rather than in

the bath.

If these instructions are followed, we are con-

fident that all defects will be avoided, and

beautiful prints come from the fixing bath, pre-

supposing, however, that a superior brand of

albumen paper like the N. P. A. of Messrs.

Anthony & Co., of New York, be used, which

in brilliancy and keeping qualities surpasses all

others.

Mosaics, the photographer's jewel.

N. P. A. Albumen Paper.—We desire to call

the attention of our readers to the brilliancy

and soft finish of the photographic prints of

"Our Picture" in this month's journal. No

matter how good the negative, or how careful

the operator may be in the manipulation of the

photograph, its beauty will be marred and its

" right perfections wrongfully disgraced," unless

a superior quality of paper be employed. There

are so many operations, so many trying ordeals

to which a paper print, must be subjected before

it comes forth in all its excellence, that it is on

wonder that so many varieties of photographic

papers yield to the chemicals to which they are

subjected, and thin, measly, unsatisfactory

prints result, and the photographer is in despair.

The N. P. A. Albumen paper of Messrs. E. &

H. T. Anthony & Co., New York, posseses all

the virtues of a good paper, preeminently, and

comes forth unscathed, delighting the photog-
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rapher with the brilliancy of the work. This

paper requires less gold in toning than others,

and its keeping qualities are unsurpassed, pre-

serving its whiteness and clearness to the end.

Mosaics, 1885, is now ready for distribution.

See the advertisement. A new feature is intro-

duced this year, namely, the addresses of the

contributors, so far as we are permitted to give

them. This will enable correspondence to be

carried on by those who wish it. We hope that

none of our readers will make it a burden to

our contributors by writing to them needlessly.

If they do, perhaps they won't get answered.

A Card.—I beg to inform you hereby, that I

have this day transferred my interest in my
photographic studio to Mr. W. L. Bates, who
will henceforth conduct the business under the

firm name and style of W. L. Bates & Rocher.

While I allow my name to be used in the new
firm, I am no longer liable for any debts con-

tracted by the new firm, as I have virtually

severed my connection with the new firm.

Very truly yours,

Henry Rocher.

A Card.—Referring to the annexed circular,

I beg to affirm all that was said in the same by

Mr. H. Rocher, and upon taking charge of the

business of the late firm, beg of you the same

kind consideration you bestowed so generously

upon my predecessor. Very truly yours,

W. L. Bates.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. R. May-
NARD, of Victoria, B. C, a number of views of

children posed and lighted to represent statu-

ary, also pictures which are striking for their

novelty in the lighting. With a great deal of

ingenuity Mr. Maynard has designed a picture

entitled the " Gem Begonia," in which the

leaves are composed of a multitude of heads of

little children, but the real gem of the collection

is called the " Brothers," representing two very

pleasant-faced little boys, very nicely posed and
excellently lighted. From Mr. L. A. IIukkman,

Miles City, Montana, a number of vvell-e.xecuted

stereoscopic views of Yellowstone Park and
scenes of wild life in the West. Mr. Edgar
Cleny, of San Francisco, also sends us views of

the great trees of that wonderful region. From
Mr. N. 11. BusKY, Baltimore, several superb

pictures of his artistic work, which in softness

of finish, beauty in lighting, and the repose

which he has secured upon the expression of

his sitters, cannot be surpassed. The faces are

perfectly free from that photographic conscious-

ness of "being taken," which mars too frequently

some of the best work. It requires skill in the

operator to secure expression—a skill which

amounts to a genius. Mr. Busey's portraits are

not so much speaking as they are thoughtful.

We can almost imagine the train of thought

which is passing through the mind of one of

these breathing photographs. One thing we

can affirm, the thoughts of that beautiful female

head are anywhere but upon the camera, and

the exposure which is about to begin.

Photograph of a Cyclone.—The Herald has

received a fine photograph of the cyclone which

passed through Miner County, Dak., August

28th, taken at Howard, Dak. The cylone, it

will be remembered, was first discovered about

four o'clock on a bright afternoon, when, with

the exception of a few heavy banks of clouds,

the sky was clear and the sun was shining

pleasantly. Suddenly a monstrous funnel-

shaped arm shot downward from one of the

clouds, and a moment later the cyclone was

formed and was moving slowly across the prairie,

carrying destruction to everything in its course.

The cyclone remained in sight about two hours.

The photograph is a great curiosity, and un-

doubtedly is the only photograph of a cyclone

ever taken.

—

Rock County, Minn., Herald.

A Card from W. D. Gatchel.—Your journal

just received, in which is a list of those who

contributed to the Photographers' Association of

America for expenses of the Cincinnati Conven-

tion. I gave twenty-five dollars for this pur-

pose, and also took a page in the circular sent

to photographers, but no mention of this is

made in the report of the Treasurer. I gave

twenty-five dollars last year, but my name was

left out of the list of donations. I do not wish

to have the appearance of unwillingness to con-

tribute to the necessary expenses of the Associa-

tion. I feel that these omissions place me in a

false position. I believe the Conventions are very

beneficial to all parties interested, and I am
always ready to do my part in supporting them

Respectfully, W. D. Gatchel.

MonaicH for 1885 surpasses all others in the

quality of matter, we have therefore greatly in-

creased the )iunibcr of the issue, but are confi-

dent that a few months will exhaust them.
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Holidays and Winter Season.

If you are thinking of getting something

new for your skylight, a background, fire-

place, cabinet, tree, wall, negatives for

borders, or any other article, bear in mind

that we have many designs, and can suit you.

Lafayette W. Seavby,

216 E. Ninth St., N. T.

W. F. ASHE,
ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDS

AND

ACCESSORIES,
KEMOVED TO 68 WEST FOUETH ST.,

4 Blocks West of Broadway, N. Y.

My new studio is fitted up with all the mod-

ern improvements, and the most refined demands

from a critical public can be satisfied. A visit

to my establishment, which has the largest

showroom, containing the greatest amount of

stock of any place in the world, will be grate-

fully appreciated.

I have again added numerous new designs to

my great variety of patterns for backgrounds

and accessories, and keep also in stock a large

quantity of goods for parties to select from,

saving time and delay on orders.

Every photographer in want of excellent

lenses, for any purpose, will best serve his interest

by consulting the new illustrated price-list of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co. before pur-

chasing.

EOCKfOOD SOLAR PRIKTHfi CO,

1 7 Union Square, New York.

TIME.—It is our intention that every order

received in the morning's mail (when not to be

put on stretchers) shall leave this establishment

the same day or the following morning. If too

late for the morning work, it is sent on the sec-

ond day. Having our own engine and electric

light, loe are not at all dependent on the weather.

GEORGE H. ROCKWOOD,

Business Manager.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS.

$4.00. Post-paid. $4.00.

THE PLATIlSrOTYPE PKOCESS.

NOTICE!
Thomas H. McCollin, of Philadelphia, is no

longer agent for the sale of materials for

Willis's Platinotypb Process.

Licensees, both amateur and professional, and

all who are interested in the process, will please

address all orders and communications to Willis

& Clements, proprietors of the patents, or to

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley the only au-

thorized general agents for the sale of materials

in the United States, 25 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

VOGEL'S PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
liATEST—BEST—$3.
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No. 18. No. 18.

WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS,

The old form of No. 18, Waymouth's Vignette

Papers, oval, has been discarded, and a neio

pear-shaped style is now ready in its place. It

is a beautiful piece of gradation and prints

perfectly. Price ^1.25 per dozen. For sale by
all dealers. See advertisement for all sizes.

No. 18. NOW READY. No. 18.

S. G. NIXON,
Portrait Artist,

No. 813 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CRAYON AND WATER-COLOR PORTRAITS.

Solar prints and photographic enlargements

furnished and finished in crayon, Indian ink, or

water-colors. Photographic coloring on plain

or albumenized paper and porcelain. Copies fin-

ished in Indian ink and water colors.

References and terms on application.

TATILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIOS
HoldH up to vle>v all about manipula-

tion, pliotographtc art, potting, lighting,
etc. Nearly 4000 sold. Sec advertlHemcnts
and t4;MtlinonlalM.

$4.00 $4.00

Address T. W. Powkr, N. Y., Secretary of
Association of Operative Photographers of New
York City, for operators, printers, and re-

touchers, .392 Bowery, or 487 Eighth Avenue.

GOLD, SILVER, AND NICKEL
PLATING-.

A USEFUL TRADE, EASILY LEARNED.

PRICE, $3.50.

In order to meet a long-felt want^for a con-

venient and'''portable plating" apparatus, with

which any one can'do the finest quality of gold,

silver, and nickel plating on watches, chains,

rings, knives, forks, and spoons, I have made

the above low-priced set,' consisting^of tank

lined with acid-proof cement, .three cells of

battery that will deposit thirty pennyweights of

metal a day, hanging bars, wire, gold solution,

one quart of silver solution, and half a gallon of

nickel. Also a box of bright lustre, that will give

the metal the bright and lustrous appearance of

finished work. Remember these solutionsare

not exhausted, but will fplate any number of

articles if the simple book of instructions is fol-

lowed. Any one can do it. A woman's work.

For fifty cents extra will send six chains or rings

that can be gold-plated and sold for two dollars

more than the whole outfit costs. Our book.

Gold and Silver for the People, which ofi"ers un-

rivalled inducements to all, sent free. If not

successful, can be returned and_^exchanged 'for

more than its value. Remember, this is a prac-

tical outfit, and I will warrant it, or it can be

returned at my expense. Will be sent C. 0. D.,

if desired, uponj. receipt of $1.50, balance to be

collected when delivered. Next size outfit, with

tank 12x10x6, only $5.00. Try it. Profits,

over three hundred per cent. Book sent free.

Address Frkdk. Lowey,

96 & 98 Fulton St.,

New York.

AMERICAN
Electric Light, (30 Cents.

A complete model incandescent

electric lamp,with batttery, stand,

globe, platina burner, wire, fete,

with instructions for putting in

perfect operation, will be sent,

post-paid, for 00 cents. Address

Fredk. Lowkv,

96 Fulton St., N. Y.
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nCIHCJ^

Gpening December 1,1884; Closing May 31, 1885,

— UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THB—

United States GovemmEnt.

$1,300,000,
Appropriated by the General Government.

$500,000,
Contributed by the Citizens of New Orleans.

$200,000,
Appropriated by Mexico.

$100,000,
Appropriated by the Slate of Louisiana.

^ $100,000,
Appropriated by the City of New OrleaSf.

From $5000 to $25,000,
Appropriated by Innumerable States, Cities

and Foreign Countries,

Every State and Territory in the Union represented,

and nearly ail the Leading Nations and
Countries of the World.

The Biggest Exhibit, the Biggest Building and the

Biggest Industrial Event in the

World's History.

iPPUCATIONS FOR EXHIBITS ALRKADYKKCRITED
COVER MORE SPACE AND A GREATER VARIETY

OP SUBJECTS THAN THOSE OP ANY
EXPOSITION EVER HELD.

The cheapest rates of travel ever known in

Ihe annals of transportation secured for the

people everywhere.
for information, address

E. A. BURKE,
Director General, W. I. & C. C. E.,

N&W Orleaks. La.

THE LIGHT RUNNING

SEWING MACHINE
SIMPLE

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE
L THAT GIVES

pmcmmmrm

SEWING MACHINE CO
ORANGE MASS.

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL.

ST. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.
,-^:qFnR SALE BYF=^ -

Gilbert's Automatic Retoucher.—Since the

Convention the demand has been so great for it

in Europe and America, that I shall continue

selling at the reduced price. Send for particu-

lars to E. A. Gilbert,

Ravenna, Ohio.
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We are Readt.

Owing to the sudden increase in the demand

for the Roekwood Dry Plates, we were obliged

through the months of July and August to de-

cline many orders. We have now more than

quadrupled our facilities, and introduced im-

provements which will, we hope, enable us to

fill orders with promptness, and give us plates

possessing, if possible, still more sensitiveness

and uniformity. For price-lists and samples of

tvork done by the "Roekwood Plate,"

Address J. A. Randel, Manager,

17 Union Square, New York.

For Sale.—The patent and sole right of

manufacture of French's Ornamental Relief

Borders. Any one having a gallery can make

these at a very little extra expense. Having

sold my gallery last spring with a view of mov-

ing out of the State, and going out of the

photograph business, I temporarily fitted up

apartments solely for the manufacture of fore-

grounds. It is now my desire to make a change

by the first of January. However, I will sell

the patent at any time. I have never been able

with my facilities, to meet the full demand for

these goods, and have made no attempt to push

the sale of them. I will sell at fair figures now,

or on quite reasonable terms after the holiday

season. Address C. M. French,

Garrettsville, Ohio.

1864 1884.

METAL GUIDES
FOR

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'S

No. 26 Gilt Bevelled-edqe Cards.

The fancy-shaped mounts now so fashionable

among photographers, require metal guides with

which to cut the photographs. They are now

kept on hand, and can be supplied in the follow-

ing shapes, and at the prices mentioned :

Each.

Cross $1 05

Star 1 00

Palette 90

Leaf 90

Bell 90

Crescent 80

Kgg 30

Triangle -JO

For Bale by Edward L. Wii,.son,

1126 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

M. WEKNEE,

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

No. 102 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

Photographs finished in crayon, India ink,

water colors, and pastel, in all sizes, in the very

best styles, and at moderate prices.

Solar Prints and Enlargements Furnished.

Vogel's Progress of Photography,
liATEST—BEST—$3.

For Sale.—A first-class photographic busi-

ness. Wish to sell by January 1st, as proprie-

tor desires to leave the business. For cash only.

Address H. A. Lay,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.

A Rare Bargain.—Fully equipped gallery

in one of the most flourishing towns of Penn-

sylvania. Price, $1000. For particulars.

Address Wolf & Cheyney,

636 Arch Street, Phila.

For Sale.—An established photographic

copying business in a small New England city.

Parties with capital, and meaning business.

Address Photo- Copyist,

care C. H. Codman & Co.,

34 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted. — Hot-bed press (Sibley). Size

10 X 14 inches or larger. Cheap for cash, or in

exchange. Address A. A.Glines,

Box 582, Newton, Mass.

"WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPH IOS
TcachcM ewry Mtcp lu Pliotograpliy.
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A GREAT BARGAIN.

For Sale Cheap.—A well-known, thoroughly

equipped, and extensively patronized photo-

graphic business, situated on one of the princi-

pal avenues in the upper part of New York
City, and yielding a net yearly profit of $6000.

The proprietor of the business is owner of the

premises wherein the same is conducted (a four-

story brick house, twenty-five feet front), and
•the business will be sold to some responsible

party only, who is willing to take a lease of the

whole premises except a part of the ground

floor. A desirable party may have a lease for

five or more years at a yearly rental of $1800.

The gallery is only one flight of stairs from the

street, has an attractive entrance, is handsomely

furnished, and is one hundred feet deep. The

skylight-room is twenty-five by forty-two feet,

and is said to have one of the largest built

lights in the State of New York; this room has

parquet flooring. This establishment has a large

and select class of customers who require fine

work, and it now enjoys a high reputation for

the quality of its work, which the present pro-

prietor desires to see continued, and the business

will be sold only to a responsible party, and

one who fully understands photography. The

inventory will show it to be worth more than

the price asked. Will give a five or ten

years' lease. Orders from old negatives run

about $175 to $200 a month, on an average.

Price, $"7000; cash $5000, mortgage $2000, if de-

sired. Persons answering the description given

above, will be afforded every facility to investi-

gate the business, and can purchase at a great

bargain, as the owner desires to give his atten-

tion to other matters. For particulars, address

George D. McCarty,

Bennett Building,

New York City.

A Good Chance.—The finest and largest gal-

lery in a city of 50,000 for sale. Must be sold

by the 15th of December ; if not, will not be sold.

Write for particulars if you mean business.

Address Photographer,

S. E. cor 2d &, Main St.

Dayton, Ohio.

PORTRAITS IN CRAYON.

The new book by E. Long, on the art of

making portraits in crayon on solar enlarge-

ments, covers the entire ground, and is sold for

the low price of fifty cents. For sale by

Edward L. Wilson,

Philadelphia.

$1000 buys a good gallery in Indiana. County

seat. Two railroads. Good business; good

prices. Address S.,

care P. Smith & Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

A CHANCE to buy. Will sell reasonable.

S. L. Platt,

Photographer,

Elgin, 111.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No char^e/bradvertisements under this head ; limited

to/our lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

Permanently, by young man having two

years' experience in photography, where he will

have an opportunity of advancing himself.

Understands printing, toning, and the duties of

an assistant operator. City or country. For

particulars, address P. Stewart, care of Walter J.

Dillon, 127 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

As printer, retoucher, and general assistant,

in a good gallery where I may learn. Wages

moderate. Address W. C. Marshall, Palmyra,

New York.

By a first-class artist, owning an air-brush,

on salary. Can work in water-color, ink, crayon,

and pastel. Address M. G. De Hart, Room 68,

243 State Street, Chicago, 111.

By a printer and fair retoucher, with chance

to improve. Address M., 1825 Camac Street,

Philadelphia.

By a first-class retoucher, who can also operate

wet and dry plates, print and tone. Address

C. W. P., 48 Pine Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

By a young man of over four years' experi-

ence, as printer and toner. References given.

Address W. Sinclair, Orange, Essex Co., N. J.

By a young man of one years' experience, as

operator, retoucher, printer, and toner. Best of

reference. Address C. E. Jay, Wabash, Ind.

By a lady to retouch. Can spot and finish

prints. Will assist in printing in small gallery.

Will retouch negatives for specimens. Address

Annie Fenton, Lockport, N. Y.

As operator and retoucher. Seven years' ex-

perience in first-class galleries. Work both wet

and dry process. Samples of work sent. Ad-

dress A. D. Mitchell, Fredonia, N. Y.

Permanently, by a photographer who is a fair

retoucher, and thoroughly understands his busi-

ness in all its branches. Will run a gallery on

shares or otherwise. Address A. Berg, care of

The Lafayette, 60 E. Twelfth Street, New York.
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By a young man, as photographic printer.

For further particulars, address Edward 0.

Mack, Hokendauqua, Lehigh County, Pa.

In the West, by a first-class crayon artist and

retoucher. Address Murray MacKenzie, All-

mann Hotel, 67 E. Tenth Street, N. Y.

As printer or assistant operator, or to take

charge of small gallery. Address Thomas R.

Hopper, 1106 Vine Street, Philadelphia.

Permanently, by an e.xperienced printer.

Reference can be given. Address Amberg, 1105

Vine Street, Philadelphia.

By a first-class retoucher. References given.

Address Charles W. Morton, Lock Box 115,

Northampton, Mass.

By a lady, to retouch negatives. Address

D. A. C, care H. Newman, Artist, 740 Sansom

Street, Philadelphia.

To do general work, or can run small gallery.

South preferred. Address Will A. Robinson,

Thomasville, Ga.

By a young man, as printer or retoucher.

Samples furnished and required. Address Pho-

tographer, Box 944 Shamokin, Pa.

SAVE PHOTOGRAPHS
UNDERWOOD'S

PATENT SAMPLE BOX

The Most Convenient and Economical
Device yet offered for 3Iailing

Fourth Class Matter.

We make small sizes of Dove-tailed Boxes, with shaking and hinged lids.

If you want Special Size, send article to be fitted.

A. 4H X 4 X ^%, $2, GO per 100.
B. aYa X 4 X 2%, Q 00 i I

C. 8 X 41^ X 2, 12 00 cc

D. 45/8 X 2^ X /8, S 00 It

E. 7/2 X 4^ X /8, 10 00 ({

Discc unt on Thousand orders.

THE H. C. UNDERWOOD MFG. CO.
WABASH, IND.

THE ART UNION.
AN ART JOURNAL FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PUBLISHED BY

THE AMERICAN ART UNION, 44 E. Fourteenth Street, New York.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.
The purposes of the ass(jciati(»ii are to ))ul)lisli original ctcliiuga and engravings

of the highest grade,

Tiiia illustrated niuntidy art journal has for its leading feature the contributions
of the artist members, both in the form of papers and illustrations.
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LAFAYETTE W. SEAVBY'S
New Studio and Workshop,

Twice the Size of the Old One, Oceupies the Entire
Four-story and Basement Building,

216 East Ninth St., New York, U. S.
And is Fitted with UTumerous Conveniences and Appliances for tlie Produc-

tion of First-class Back-grounds and Accessories.

His exhibit at the great National Photographic Convention held in August last, at Cincinnati,

afforded conclusive proof of the practicability of his various productions, as he illustrated their uses

by posing a trained lady model attired in street costume, explaining why certain poses were
appropriate to certain accessories and back-grounds. These exhibitions occurring several times

daily within the space occupied by his exhibit, were witnessed by many photographers who com-
mended them as being of great utility, and by pressmen who pronounced them "Lessons in Art."

Among the new accessories exhibited meeting with approval were the following : Seavey's

Apple, Beech, and Birch Papier Mache Trees and Stumps, Semi-circular Rustic Seats, a new
elaborate Garden Seat, Parkwall and Gates, a Wall (for children) trimmed with vines, several

rich Interior Back-grounds and a Foliage Back-ground for Busts, atti^acted much attention.

Our aim will be to cater to the advanced taste of photographers, and to put forth only such

articles as we know to be of real worth. Our agents are located in London, Liverpool, Paris,

Berlin, Cologne, Vienna, St. Petersburg, and Sydney. See their advertisements.

Respectfully,

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY.

SAVE SEVEN AND ONE-HALF DOLLARS
On Every Ream of Plain Salted Paper you Use by Buying

Buchanan, Smedley & Bromley's
KTew Special Brand of SUPERIOR SALTED PAPER,

To end the war in prices, we step forward and make one grand reduction in the price of this

kind of Photographic Paper. ^28.00 per Ream, former price. Our new price is

$20.50 PER REAM. $20.50 PER REAM.
Same size as demon's Matt-surface and Morgan's Salted Papers. Sample sheet free, by mail,

to any address, upon receipt of 6 cents in postage stamps. Ask your local dealer for it.

BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY & BROMLEY, 25 NORTH SEVENTH STREET, PHILADA.

MONROE'
DRY PLATES.

Rochester, N. Y., November 25, 1884.-

Parties who have been buying the Monroe Plates at wholesale in New York, are

hereby notified that we have discontinued our trade agency there, and to all such

we will in future supply direct from the factory. With a fresh stock of perfect goods

we are better prepared than ever to supply our customers promptly. Correspondence

'°^''''''^'

MONROE DRY PLATE CO.
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THIS rAVORITE ANNUAL NOW MM.
144 PAGES.—50 CENTS; CLOTH COVER, $1.00—144 PAGES.

CONTENTS.
A Pot Pouri of the Past.

Bits of Experience. Geo. H. Croughton, Phila.

How Rapid are Dry Plates? H. D. Garrison,
Chicago.

The Photographic Dude. J. Pitcher Spooner,
Stockton, Cai.

My Developer. Wm. McComb, Muskegon, Mich
A Hint for the New Year. Marcus H. Rogers,

N. Brimfield, Mass.
Energy. R. E. Wood, St. Helena, Cal.

A Rapid Emulsion. Geo. Sperry, Evansville, Ind.

Amateur Photography a Teacher. A. Bogardus,
New York.

A Few Photographic Hints. H. K. Seybold.
Photographic Experiences. Dr. G. F. H. Bartlett,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Something Not Necessarily Dry. Chas. E. Emery,

Silver Cliff, Col.
Elevate Ourselves First. J. C. Moulton, Fitch-

burg, Mass.
Photo -Hash J. A. Sheriff, San Diego, Cal.
Weak or Strong Development. Dr. H. Sturcnberg.
How to Develop Landscapes upon Dry Plates, or

a Method of Testing Plates whose Time of
Exposure is Unknown. Dr. H. W. Vogel.

How to Make Homemade Retouching Lead.
Chas. Latham, Bradford, Pa.

Something About Blisters. B. T. Rice, Frankfort,
Kansas.

How to Number Negatives. H. S. Stevens,
Kecnc, N. H.

A Few Things to Save Money. H. G. Parcell,
Kingsville, Mo

An Amateur's Views on Prices. W. R. Trippe,
Goshen, N. Y.

How 1 Got White Streaks on my Stereoscopic
Negatives. J.J ICskill, Florence, Wis.

Practical K E Van Kpps, Hanover, Kansas
How 1 Clean Varnished Films from Old Negatives.

E. D. Ritton, Danbury, Conn.
A Good Copying Paper. Dr. btevcnberg.
A Few Notes for Mosaics. Will A. Trii)lclt,

liluffton, O,

27. The Lesson to Learn. M. H. Albee, Marlboro,

28. To Know How. S. P. Tressler, Fort Scott,

Kansas.
29. Whither are we Drifting? H. B. Hillyer, Austin,

Texas.
30. The Best Dry Plate Developer. Dry Plate Maker.
31. The Cincinnati Convention. Chas. T. Stuart,

Hartford, Conn
32. Home-made Dry Plates. Jay Densmore, Niles,

Mich.
33. Practical, Pointed, and Clear. John D. Miller,

Elizabethtown, Pa.

34. A Very Convenient Wa.shing Box. Mrs. E. N.
Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.

35. On the Reduction of Negatives. H. K Seybold.

36. A Warning. Henry Piatt, Nantucket, Mass.

37. Slow Development—a Word to Beginners. Alfred
Ganze

38. Home-made Plates Ranald Douglass, E. Gardi-
ner, Mass

39. A Cleaning Solution for Gelatine Negatives and
Positives. R. G. Weiss.

40. Gleanings From my Last Year's Reading. Old
Gray-beard.

41. An Automatic Washing Tank. Geo. W. Leas,
Peru, Ind.

42. Smoked Negatives. W. H. Sherman, Milwaukee,
Wis

43. Hints to Amateurs. Xanthus Smith, Philada,, Pa
44. A Workman's Idea. H. S Keller, Utica, N. Y.

45. About Prices. John C Patrick, Batavia, N. Y.
46. Exposure F.llerslie Wallace, ^i.D., Philada.

47. On the Delectable Dry. Wm. H. Rau, Philada.

48. Pliotography in its Relation to Art. John Bartlett,

Philada.

49. 'J'hc Attractive Properties of a Photograph. CM.
French, Garrettsville, O.

50. A New Method of Developing Dry Plates. D.
BachracU, Jr., Halto. Md

51. Our Way is o\ir Hobby. Miss H. H. Flanagin,
Woodstown, N, J.

52. " Nothing to Say." J. H. Hallenbcck, N. Y.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, No. 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.
i'Oli aALi] BY ALL DEALERS.
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720 {5 gross) of these trimmers were sold to one party in July.

ROBINSON'S
NEW MODEL FI0T06RAFI TRIIHIIIERS

!
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These invaluable instruments are already used all over the country, and
now, a change of form having permitted an immense reduction in price,

they must soon be UNIVERSALLiY USED as they afford a quicker,

better, and less expensive means of trimming photographs than any other.

The inventor assures photographers that his trimmers can be used with

greater ease when held as indicated in the drawings below. These trim-

mers are now made entirely of metal, and in quality are fully equal to those

of the old model. They answer for oval, round, arch, top, and square

work.

Plan of holding the Straight Cut Trimmer

when in use. PEICE, 50 CENTS.
Plan of holding the Revolving Trimmer when in

use. PRICE (with one card guide) $1.00,

OVALS.

IJNTSOlSr^S C3t-XJI23E3S.
MADE OF SHEET-IRON.

We have the following Regular SiZGS always on hand at lo cents per inch the longest way o
the aperture.

SQUAEE OR ROUND OOENEEED.
2tVx3| 2i-\x3| 2|x4i 4x5f
^1L^ 2^%xSi 2^x4| 4^x5^
2^x3| 2fx4| 3^x5| 31x6
2^^x314 4x6i

FOB STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3j\x3|, 3x3 3jVx3|, 3x3 3x3

2x2J
2Jx3i
2^x3^
2|x3|
2|x3|
2ix4i

3|x4|
3|x4|
3^x4i
3|x5^
4x5|
4|x6|

5x7
6ix7i
5^x7^
5|x7|
5|x7f
6x8

6ix8|-
6^x8^
7x9
7ix9i
7^x9^
7fx9J

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can be
always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to maie their sizes accord, as

orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days are required to make special sizes.

Special Sizes made to order, at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

ROBINSON'S PHOTOBRAPH TRIMMERS aresabstUutesfor the Knife for Trimming
I*hotograjjhs,antl do the work much more ejcpeditiouslg and elegantly.

They Save Time, Save Prints, and Save 3Ioney.

They do not cut, but pincA off the waste paper, and leave the print with a neatly beveled edge
which facilitates adherence to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch at

once. For ovals and rounded corners they are worth their weight in gold.

l^&iii. EDVARA L. WILSON, Miaalaotorar's Agant, 1125 Ciiastnut SL, PaUada.

4
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REMOVAL NOTICE.
"THE MOUND CITY"

PHOTOaRAPHIG STOCK HOUSE.
Has Removed to their New and Elegant Building,

Cor. Eighth and Locust Streets,
OPPOSITE NEW CUSTOM HOUSE AND POST OFFICE.

Where they have better facilities, more and pleasanter rooms, and are better

prepared than ever before for supplying the wants of their customers.

SEND ALONG YOUR ORDERS.
Address

H. A. HYATT,
Eighth and Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

Send for Illustrated Catalogues and Price List of Photographic Goods and
Picture Frames.
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\fl BSD UUTELY WITHOUT fl'"^".-

FIOTOGRAFHISCHE MITTHEMNGEN.
We are now prepared lo receive subscriptions for Dr. Hermann W. \^ogers magazine bearing

the above tillc.

The MITPHEILUNGEN is published in German and is issued semi-monthly at ^3.00 per year,

postage paid. To all of our German photographers and many others this will be considered a

desirable opportunity.

The Magazine is published at Berlin. Subscriptions received by

EDWARD L. WILSON,
1125 Chestnut Street, Fhiladelpliia, Fa.
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WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC
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THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
togra]ihs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Eighteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

WILSON'S PHOTOGRAPHICS
THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE

PHOTOQRAPHIC LESSON-BOOK,
Covers Every Department.

352 Pages. Finely Ulustrate.d. Only $4,00.

By Edward L. Wilson.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. In Three Vols.

Price, $2.00 per vol.

For the lantern exhibitor. Gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 2000 places and things,

including 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

SINCE 1879.

By Dr. H. Yogel. Price, $3.00.

Issued July 15th, 18S3. A splendid work.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price reduced to $4.00.

For the lover of a-t. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

THE FERROTYPER'S GDDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By H. P. KoBiNSON. For the Art Photog-

rapher. Cloth, $1.50. Paper cover, $1.00.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1885.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cents.

Back volumess. same price.

Better than any of its predecessors.

COPIES MAILED POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE,

EDWARD L. WILSON,
Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.
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NOW READY

!

The most successful thing yet devised in the

warfare against Low Prices.

t(

UIET |hAT on the jJRICES OF
\

HOTOGRAPHS,"

A Leaflet compiled to aid Photographers in

getting better prices.

It presents the subject in a clear, concise way, that is sure to

convince the most obdurate customer.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

You can have whatever you want on the first and fourth pao-es

of the cover without extra charge. Add your new scale of

prices, and get advertisements to help pay you. The rest is

stereotyped.

-^—PRICES.—

^

1000 copies, $15 00
3000 " 36 00
5000 " •

. . 60 00

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADA.
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SOOVILL'S

NEGATIVE WASHING BOXES,

GUARANTEED NOT TO RUST.
It is necessary at a certain stage of development to remove from photographic nega-

tives all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda, and it is not generally convenient to place them
where water will flow over their surface a sufficient length of time to accomplish this effec-

tually, without injury to the sensitive film. To watch the plate is to waste time. The
flow over it should be with gentle force. This can best be regulated, and a thorough

cleansing from Hyposulphite of Soda of every portion of the negative be assured, by the

emplo3'ment of one of the Negative Washing Boxes above pictured. Plates are simply

slid into the grooves, a guarantee that the film will not be disturbed or marred; a bit of

hose is slipped over a tap, and then at the other end over the spout on the box. If need

be, another section of rubber tubing is used to carry off the waste water to an outlet.

After this simple preparation the Washing Box is in readiness for service.

No. 1, for 3^ X 4i Plates,

-PRICE LIST- g)^

2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,

4x5
41- X 5h
44^x 6|5x75x8
6Jx 8J
S'xlO

$1 20
25
30
35
40
50
75
25

LARGER SIZES MADE TO ORDER.

Fainted Negative Washing Boxes, 40 cfs. additional for eacJi size.

Cloth Eubber Hose Supplied for the above Boxes at 28 ots. Per Foot,

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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A SPLENDID THINK FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

PROTECTING CASE,
fVitJi Glass Bottle and Graduate Tumbler, for Photo. Developer

and other Solutions.

Those who have worked in the

field have wished very often for some

safe method of carrying with them

their developer and other chemicals in

solution. A most useful article is in

the market which answers the purpose.

We allude to the patent metallic pro-

tecting cases invented for similar pur-

poses. The bottles may be of ordinary

shape so they fit the metal case, which

latter is drawn from solid metal, with

a locking ring on each case to afford

perfect protection for the bottles con-

taining the liquids which are trusted

to their care. They are made of dif-

ferent sizes : bottles of one, two, four,

and eight ounce mixtures, and each

case is made adjustable to bottles of

different lengths. They are made very

light, and the corrugation makes them

so strong as to resist crushing. They

can be packed in any position. The

metal is drawn of even thickness

throughout, by machinery which has

the weight of thirty thousand pounds.

The first figure represents the case

closed, and the second open with the

bottle thereni. The use of ihis arrange-

ment assures the photograjiher that he

has a safely kept stock on hand of any

needful solution.

PRICE LIST. ^-—

^

No. 1.

No. 3 A.

No. 4 A.

Diameter, X^e, 1». L>en;;th, 3^ lu. Weight, 4}^ oz. Furni8hed '«vlth 1 ox.
Iiottle, eacli, $0 50

Diameter, 3 In. L.eii^«li, .5^4 in. Welplit, 7)^ oi. Funiislied ivitU
4 oz. Iiottle, wltlk tiiiiibU'r, malciiig i^ plitt AuhIc, each,

Diameter, a'^ in. lAMif^tli, 7 in. Weight, l* oz. FiirniHhed with
8 oz. buttle, ivitli tumbler, milking ],{. pint IIumIc, eueh,. ....

}i(\ \'\ A Diameter, 'Z% in. Leii^tii, O in. AVet^lit, 17 oz. FurniHhccl with
IIU. IvJ il. 8 oz. bottle, >vlth tumbler, making J^i pint llask, each, . . . .

85

1 -zo

fl^TRY THEM. NO MORE LEAK OR BREAK."®a

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
W. Irving Adams, Agent. 423 Broome Street, New York.
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The FHOTOGRAPHICmWs' GUIDE
By the late JOHN L. GIHON.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

Photographic Coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for, like Photography itself, Photo. Coloring has improved and jirogressed—has

ed to the publication of the same.

A Tremendous Demand for the Book continues. Read what it contains.

Preface. i Chap. V. Kelative to the Use of Paints that
are Mixed with Oil.

Chap. I. On India-ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be Considered

in the Application of Colors.
III. The Materials used in Finishing

Photographs vrith "Water Colors.

"VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivorytypes.
"VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.

IV. "Water-color Painting as Applied XI. About Matters so far Forgotten,
to Photographs. I XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

e last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher, 1125 Chestnut Street, Philada.

j^^ES !•• MAGEE & oq
MANtJFAOrURBRS OF PURE

Photographic Chemicals,

JIo. 622 Pace Street, Philadelphia.

g@- The Standard Quality and Purity of our Chemicals make them the most

desirable and reliable for photographic use.

^H^^STOCKDEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.i^^^

JipfIJJPPS of GOJ.P and SIJ.YFP WJ^SJ^.

Waste sent through Stockdealers will receive prompt attention.
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A GREAT SUCCESS/

THE

NEW DRESDEN ALBUMEN

THREE CROWN PAPER.

y^f ^3 Y^
DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER

^fSdeMS^

For Sale by all Photo. Stockdealers.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.
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THE THE

AIR IH^ AIR
BKDSH BBI^HRJ brush

JJAtAJVJS
fit, f/r/c^j^jl

The Air Brush enables the photographers to produce large work, and by so

doing add a new attraction to their establishments. Nearly every photographer is

certainly competent to distinguish the difference between high light and halftone, and

between half tone and shadow, and can, at all times judge as to the relative merit of

work
; or, in other words, he has the proper knowledge of true portraiture, and what

it should be ; but in many cases he is wanting in execution.

And here comes the great claim we are able to make for this little instrument as a

photographer's tool. As will be seen on examination, it makes no other than an

artist's line, and no other than an artist's shadow, so that when one becomes able to

control the instrument, it is only necessary to know what he wants to do, in order to

produce any given effect; and we claim that almost any photographic artist can do

portrait work over his solars or contact prints, either on plain or albumen paper, in a

way gratifying if not surprising to himself, either in India ink, water color, or any

liquid pigment. He can make the most satisfactory vignettes to suit any particular

form of picture, and can do an endless variety of work in masking in backgrounds

It does beautiful work in the way of building lights on flat negatives, and throwing

cloud effects in view work. In a word, it puts into the artist's hand at once, many

years of practised manipulation which few would care to invest the large amount of

time and study to attain. The instruction book which will accompany each instru-

ment, will give such information as will apply directly to the use of the Air Brush,

together with much general information bearing on the subject. Illustrated catalogue

and specimen of work furnished free on application,

AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.
50 Nassau St., Rockford, III.

5
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
An Entirely New Variety for

PEfflTiNd Iedaluoh Pictures,

Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean

cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the

purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for

five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

Price, $1.00 per JPacJcage. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly,

by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^^"No printer should attempt to make Medallion Pictures without them.

They Have no Equal for Quality.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your Stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelope, with

instruction circular included. The recent packages are composed of an entirely new variety and ot a

new paper. TRY TIIEM.

Promenade Size now Eeady, Sold Separately at 50 cents per Dozen.

GIHON'S OPAQUE
designed for Completely Obscuring the Imperfect Backgrounds of Copies, Retouching Nega-

tives, Faulty Skies in Landscapes, Coating the Inside of Lenses or Camera Boxes,

Backing Solar Negatives, Covering Vignetting Boards,

And for Answering all the Kequirements of the Intelligent Photographer in the Production

of Artistic Results in Printing.

Wherever you want to keep out Light, use Opaque.
IT IS APPLIED WITH A BRUSH, DRIES aUICKLY AND STICKS.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 Cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.. New York.
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^^^ DRES
^^A^

EXTRA |ITOJ BRILLIANT

WHITE, PINK, PENSE.

FREE PROM BLISTERS AND IMPERFECTIONS.

TESTIMONIALS.
Milwaukee, October 11th, 1881.

Gr. Gennert, Esq.,
New York.

Dear Sir : The paper works lovely, and is a
Godsend to the photographers.

Very truly, Harry Sutter.

Mr. G. Gennert.

Dear Sir : One ream Extra Brilliant Eagle
pink received and tried ; my printers say it is the

best they have had lor years; it keeps perfectly

white, which is one of the greatest features for us

in St. Louis. It prints and tones fine. I am
satisfied with the beautiful prints I've received for

the past week, which is something, you know, I

am hard to be pleased with. Keep it up, and
send another ream immediately.

Yours truly, J. A. Scholten.

Milwaukee, October 3d, 1884.

G. Gennert,
105 William St., New York.

Dear Sir : I wish to express my appreciation
of the Eagle Brand Albumen Paper. I am
highly pleased with it, it being the best I ever

used, and for purity of tone and clearness in the

high-lights and shadows it cannot be excelled.

Harry Sutter.

G. Gennert, Esq.

Dear Sir: I have received the lOKo and
8Ko Eagle light pink albumen paper which you
sent me a few weeks ago, and now'I have care-

fully tried it, I can but say it is by far the best

paper we have worked for a long time. Hoping
the quality will remain the same for all time to

come, I shall not want to use another brand.

Yours truly, H. Rocher.

IMPORTED BY

G. GENNERT,
54 B. TENTH ST, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EASTERN AGENT FOR THE CRAMER DRY-PLATES.
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ALFRED M. COLLINS. HENRY H. COLLINS. EDWARD COPE.

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.

MAJVUFACTURE ALL KIJYDS OF

CARDS AND CARDBOARDS
FOR

Photographer
AND

MATS, MOUNTS. AND ENVELOPES
'J

FOR

FERROTYPES.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

No. 527 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

Price Lists on application to us or to all Photographic Merchants,

through whom your favors are respectfully solicited.
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T7 THESM!

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.

No. 15 >i,

THE

Ormsliy Pattern,

PEAR SHAPE
NoTW Ready,

$1.00 PER LOZ.

They are not clumsy ; do not

break: are always ready ; cost

but little, andare easy ofappli-
cation to any negative. They
needbut oneadjustment toprint

any quantity. They entirely

do away with all the old and
troublesome methods, either

wood, metal, or cotton.

19 Sizes
ABE

Now Made
PEAR SHAPE.

Prices BeloA^^.

They are printed in black

for ordinary negatives, yellow

bronze for thin negatives, and

red bronze for still weaker ones.

Directions for use accompany

each parcel.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO USE THEM SAY.
The Vignette Papers are just the thing. They are a great improvement, and will print

in little more than half the time required for others. The results are everything that can
be desired, as you can see by samples inclosed. E. D. OKMSBY, San Francisco.

FROM PROFESSIONAL. AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
" First-class."—" The sample sent answers perfectly."—" I consider them first-rate articles."—" They answer the

purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignettes I have ever had, and as you can print in full sunlight, they are a
great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—" I find them excellent, giving
much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me
.packets two and three."—"I am much pleased with them, and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did
not need any copies of testimonials, having well known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to
anything I have ever used."—" I found those you sent before excellent."—" Vignetting Papers received and tested ;

can't be beat._ I use by cutting an opening in a piece of card-board and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready
for printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth Vignette Papers I have tried, and they are just what I

have been wanting for years."

THOSE WHO SELL THEM!
ALL STOCK-DEALERS

INCE,£ASE
THEIR ORDERS LAR&ELY

EVERY
MONTH

Better than any patent machine—trouble, and sell better every month.

PRICES:
In parcels containmg one dozen, assorted, from Nos. 1 to 5 JO 50
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors 1 00
Assorted sizes and colors, by number, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per doz 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » w Large Cartes and Victorias by number, per doz 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and loj^, assorted sizes and colors. Cabinets and Whole-size, by number, per doz 1 00
» 16,17,18, » » » Half » » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 1125 Chestnut St., PhUad'a
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

No. 18, PEAR SHAPE, LAST INTRODUCED, $1.25.
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HANCE'S
SPECIAL

SPECIALTIES.
I

Anderson*s Portrait Collodion.
This is especially a Winter Collodion, and guaranteed to work with the loveliest har-

mony, and the most exquisite softness, and freedom from all the winter troubles

which Photographic Collodion is heir to. g^° None genuine unless the signature of Elbe7't

Anderson, the great dark-room operator, author, etc., is pasted over tne cork of the bottle.

II
Ground Glass Substitute.

Is an indispensable article in the photographic gallery. There are so many uses

to which it can be applied that a photograjiher having once given it a trial, will

never be without it, as there is nothing known that will take its place.

The substitute is in the form of a varnish, is flowed and dried the same as varnish, but

dries with a granulated or ground-glass surface.

For Vignette Glasses. For Grouiicl Glass for Cameras.
" a Retoiicliiiig Varnlsli. " Glazing Sky and Side Lights.
" Softening Strong Negatives. " Obscuring Studio and Olilce Doors.
" the Celebrated Uerlin Process.

1

" Printing Weak Negatives.

All imitators have given it up. They can't make it. GIVE IT A TllIAL.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

mHance's Delicate Cream Gun
Cotton Is the King Cotton, and has no peer.

Prepared with [larticnlar caro, warranted free from acid, and very soluble. It iuis made
its way steadily and surely into most of the principal galleries in the counti'y, where parlies

prefer to make their own collodion, and its superior qualities are shown in the medals
awarded at the Centennial, Vienna, and Paris E.Khibitions for photographs made with col-

lodion in which it was used.

It is esjiecially ada|ptcd to the Eembrandt style, and light drapery. Its sensitiveness

renders it particularly adapted for children or any work that requires slmrt exposure, though
admirable as well for all work.

PRICE, 80 CENTS PER OUNCE.

Also, TRASK'S FERROTYPE ipnTTnTiiniU
HANCE'S DOUBLE IODIZED jUUliLUUlUil

PRICE, $1.50 PER POUND.
FOE SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALEES. NO EETAIL OEDEES FILLED, OEDEE OF YOUE DEALEE

SCOVILL MFG. CO., TRADE AGENTS, NEW YORK.
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JAMES INGLIS,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

iNGLis Dry Plates,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

These plates are of a very fine quality, and are capable of

producing any effect desirable. I have never seen a plate that

requires so little retouching, neither have I ever come across

one so quick for sale.

D EVE LO PER.
Wo. 1. No. 2.

Water, 12 ozs.
j

Water, 12 ozs.

Sulphite of Soda, ... 2 "
|

Sulphite of Soda, ... 2 "

Citric Acid, 60 grs. Carbonate of Potassium, . 3 "

Bromide of Ammonium, . 20 "
1

Pyrogallic Acid, ... i oz. I

Put I OZ. of No. I into 10 ozs. of water, and the same of No. 2

into another 10 ozs. of water, and use equal parts for develop-

ment. For quicker development use

Pyro, I oz.
I

Washing Soda, .... 4 ozs.

Sulphite of Soda, ... 4 "
i
Hot Water, 48 ozs.

' Hot Water, 48 ozs. |

Use equal parts. A drop or two of a 50-gr. solution of Bromide

of Ammonium will eive more contrast and clearer shadows. It is

well to keep the developer a little warm in cold weather.

THERE IS NO FEAR OF FRILLING.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., AGENTS.

And For Sale by most of the Dealers.
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JOHN G. HOOD. KSTABIilSHEO 1865. WM. D. H. WILSON.

ON, HOOD 4
^^XJ V V^ 825 Arch Street, V>Q

PHILADELPHIA,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

Ross' Portrait and View Lenses.
rTT-ci TT A TTTp f Portrait Lenses, from 1-4; to 8 x 10. I Instantaneous DouMets, all sizes.W Hi Xl^a. V XLi Caljinet Lenses, Nos. 3 and 3. Medium Angle Doul)lets, all sizes.

NO^^ 1
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 8, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographlc Lenses, all sizes.

IXT STOC^ I Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
{

New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the beat as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Steinheil's Sons' APLAMTIO Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

Ho. 1— 1-4 size, 3^ inch focus, $35 00 I No. 4:— 8x10 size,...10i/ inch focus,...$60 00
» a— 1-3 » 5\i » » 30 00 » 5—10x13 » ...13>^ « » 70 00
>. 3—4-4: » 7 » » 45 00 |

» 6—13x16 » ...XQY^ » » ....110 00
Nos. 1 and 3 are in matclied pairs for stereoscopic ivork.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and 80 solicit your orders. Always in stock, to suit above Lenses, CAMERA BOXES made by
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., SEMMENDINGER, ANTHONY, BLAIR, etc.

WE KEEP IN STOCK FULL ASSORTMENT OF

AMATEUR PHOTO. OUTFITS
DRY PLATES OF ALL MAKES.

N. P. A. EAGLE and S. & M. PAPER, PER REAM, $30.00.
Any article needed we can supply, as

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Vietus,
At prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our

customers for the patronage during the past Nineteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a con-
tinuance of it.

Illustrated Price Lists supplied free. Correspondence solicited.
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GET THE BEST!
PRCIES TO PHOTOGRAPHERS

:

Per each Hundred, $1 50

Per 500, from the same picture, . . 7 50

Per 1000 " " "
. . 12 00

With SSVi per cent, comrnission off, to

Photographers on all orders of more
than 500. JVo less than 100 made.

SPEC lALTY

:

My Most ARTISTIC
DESIGNS of own

make.

Taken from Cabinet

and Card Size Bust

Pictures only.

My Portraits are endorsed by

the following

leading businessfirms :

G. Cramer Dry Plate Works
John A. Scholten, Photographer,

f. w. guerin,
Latour,
K. Uhlmann,
J. F. Eyder,
P. S. Ryder,
Harry Sutter, Photographer,

Theo. Lilienthal,
"

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Sedaha.
St. Joseph.
Cleveland.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
New Orleans.

DOUGUSS, THOMPSON & CO., Sole Apts for the State of 111.

To better introduce the novelty, it is desirable that each gallery ordering should have a

special design, with firm name and address thereon, so as the more readily to advertise

themselves and inform the public where same can be procured. Such design will cost $6.

Send for samples, and address to the Main Office, 1423 Chestnut St.

C. H. TONNDORFF, Original Inventor,

154:6 Cliouteau Ave,, St, Louis, Mo.
6
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THE PLATINOTYPE.
(PATENTED.)

WILLIS & CLEMENTS, Proprietors, 25 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Endorsed hy SABOJVT, GTTTEKUNST, and many others.

This process is best adapted for Solar Enlargements, large contact Portrait Work, 8 x lo and
larger, Copies of Paintings and Engravings, Prints on Linen, etc., etc. Amateurs will find this

process the most ariistic for Landscapes. Lincenses sold to professionals and amateurs on reason-

able terms. Send for latest instructions. Address all communications to

WILLIS & CLEMENTS, Patentees,
OR TO

BUCHANAN, SMEDLEY & BROMLEY,
General Agents for Sale of Materials,

25 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

ALBERT MOORE ^ SOLAR ENLAR6EB,
THE LONGEST, LARGEST, AND BEST.

828 Wood street, Philadelphia.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

BROMIDE AMMONIUM, Chem. Pure.

BROMIDE POTASS., Chem. Pure.

NITRATE SILVER, Chem. Pure.

FOR DRY PLATES.
CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,

Single and Extra Brilliant. The Best in the Market.

ALSO A GENERAL LINE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.
A circular, " How to Save Waste," sent on application.

OHAS. COOPER & CO.
194 Worth St., New York.
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THE CONVENTION CITY.

i mm w%

Nos. 141 & 143 W. FIFTH STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

ESTABLISHED 1843.

The only House in the City Dealing

Exclusively in

W%JL
I

i \L JA
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TEU BEST BOOK FOR AMATEURS AJVD ALL IS

ROBINSON'S

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOBRAPHY.
Should be Read by Every Negative Maker Practising

In and Out of Doors.

NOW IS THE TIME TO READ IT.

CONTENTS.
CHAP.

I. Introductory.
II The Faculty of Artistic Sight.

III. Balance of Lines and Contrast.
IV. Balance—Example.
V. Balance—Examples

—

[continued).
VI. Unity.
VII. Examples—Expression.
VIII. Practice—The Choice of a Subject.

IX. Simple Rules.
X. Figures in Landscape—Truth.
XI. The Sky.
XII. The Legitimacy of Skies in Photographs.

XIII. The Composition of the Figure.

XIV. Pyramidal Forms.
XV. Variety and Repetition.

XVI. Variety and Repetition (continued)—Repose

—

Fitness.

CHAP.
XVII. Portraiture.

XVI It. Portraiture—The Management of the Sitter.
XIX. Portraiture—The Pose.
XX. Portraiture—Groups—Proportion.
XXI. B.ickgrounds.
XXII. Accessories.
XXI I I. Some Old Notions Touching Portraiture.
XXIV. Chiaro-oscuro.
XXV. Chiaro-oscuro—Detail or Definition.
XXVI. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade.
XXVII. Chiaro-oscuro — Various Arrangements of

Light and Shade [continued ).

XXVIII. Chiaro-oscuro—Breadth.
XXIX Chiaro-oscuro— Portraiture—The Studio.
XXX. Chiaro-oscuro—General Considerations.
XXXI. Conclusion.

No one can study this excellent work without being better able to pose and

compose his subjects, and to light them more artistically. Those who are

unskilled comparatively, hardly realize how much there is to learn that is of

value to them. This book will open their eyes and enlighten them, if they

can but see when their eyes are open.

IT IS THE MOST POPUIiAR PHOTO. -WORK EVER PUBLISHED IN EUROPE.
IT IS THE BOOK "WANTED NOW BY THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER, TO POST

HIM ON THE J.KT OP PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00. Illustrated.

WHAT ITS READERS SAY.

"Mr. H. P. Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography is a gem, the par excellence

of all "photographic books. Its pages are full to a letter of choice and valuable

instruction. If there is one who has not read it I would advise him to do so at once."

—G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. V.

"I would advise all photographic art students to obtain a copy of Mr. H. P.

Robinson's Pictorial Effect in Photography, one of the best and most complete works

ever pubUshed on the subject for the benefit of photographers. Read it over and

over. Every page teaches a grand lesson."—James Mullin, Lexington, Kentucky.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Publisher, 1125 Chestnut St., Philada.
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PASSAVANrS DRY PLATES
A.RE CONCEDED TiV THE TjEADING PETOTOOItAPSEIiS

OF THE J^ACIBIC COAST TO BE

THE BEST AND MOST RELIABLE IN THE MARKET.

CT "D Specially for Portraiture and Instantaneous Views,

I Y^ requiring one-half the time of other Dry Plates,
working with great softness and delicacy.

HL For ordinary Studio Work and Landscape.

f-^* PRICE LIST. ^-^

Per Doz. Per Doz. Per Doz.

3Xx4X, • . . SO 60 5x8,. . . $1 75 11x14, . . . $6 50
4 X 6, . . . 90 6^x8;^, . . . 2 so 14x17, . . 12 00
4^x6^,

•
. . 1 20 8 x 10, . . 3 40 17x20, . . 20 00

5x7, . . 1 75 10 x 12, . . 5 OO 18x22, . . 24 00

Numerous testimonials from all parts of the States at hand. Try them.

Passavant's Photographic Dry Plate Factory,

306 GUERRERO STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

OS'^AR FOSS, SOLE AG f NT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

aiQ ITES TCTy.4SS OF 71. t \D-PA INTED
DISSOL VINO VIEW SLIDES,

As Used at the Late Koyal Polytechnic, England.

Messrs. WILKINSON & 00.
ARTISTS AND OTICIAJMS,

Not merely Colorists of Photographs, as nearly all

other slide producers are, beg to draw your special

attention to the fact that they can paint any subject,

commencing on the bare glass Any Engraving,
Print, Drawing, etc., can be copied as blidts, and
most artistically finished. 'I'hey can also color good
Photo Slides in a far superior manner lo any other

house. Slides may be had from 3 inches 10 10 inches

in diameter As these slides take a good while to do,

and are only done lo okdkk, customers nuist order
during the summer months. Samples may be had.

15 HOLMESIDE, BOROUGH ROAD, SUNDERLAND.
Old or datnagMl Slides and Apparatus rejtali'ed. Condense 1:1 for all jxirposes, any sis^e to order

HODGE & HUSTON,

THE SOLAR PRINTERS
622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

PERMANENT PRINTS BY THE PLATINUM PROCESS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
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ALL ONE PRICE!
EASTMAN'S

RAPID, INSTANTANEOUS,

TROPICAL, and SPECIAL

Geiatino-Bbomide Dry Plates
Have all been REDUCED to one Uniform Price,

AS FOLLOWS:

Perdoz.,$0 60 i Size, 10x12,Size, 3X X 4j4r, . ,

4 X 5, ... '

A%^5%, . . .

" 4Xx6>^, ...
5 x7, ...
5 x8, ...
Q'A x8K, ...
8x10,...

Discount as follows: Orders amountiitfj to $50, S per cent.; over $50,
and under $100, 10 per cent.; over $100, and under $200, 15 per cent.

90
1 00
1 20
1 55
1 75
2 30
3 40

11 X 14,
14 X 17,
16 X 20,
17 X 20,
18x22,
20 x 24,

Per doz., $5 00
6 50
10 00
16 00

" 17 OO
" 20 00

24 00

BEAR IN MIND THAT

THE TROPICALS
( Are the ONLY ONES that can be
^^used in HOT WEATHER without
[ICE or ALUM.

ALSO, THAT

THE SPECIALS
Are the MOST SENSITIVE, MOST

UNIFORM, and CLEANEST DRY-
PLATES ever made.

A Disting-nished Painter -who has taken up Amateur Photography says
the " Specials" are quicker than chain lightning-.

-FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS—-^

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT,

K & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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FPNCP'g BfJN^MEP^Ii RELIEF B0^DER3,

OR FOREGROUNDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
PATENTED APRIL 29, 1884.

NEW AND IMPROVED DESIGNS FOU THE

HOLIDAY TRADE.
We are preparing a new Mosaic Sample-sheet of all designs on a larger scale

than formerly, by a new process. Send for one

—

only six cents. They are

worth that to keep, if you don't want any negatives.

TITLES OF DESIGNS.

No. I. " Who's That? " rabbits. Imp.

» 2. Palette, with flowers. Improved.

» 3. A Sunny Corner, birds. Old, but

good.

» 4. P. A. of A. Monogram in one

corner. Improved.

» 5A. Horseshoe and daisies. New.

» 6A. " Snow-Flakes of Memory." Imp.

1. 7. Our Reflections. Improved.

» 8. Golden Rod, vignette or medallion.

Improved.

Nos. I and 8, formerly used only for

vignetting in, are now remodelled, allowing

the use of oval medallions, either style

as desired.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are for medallion

printing only. Cut-outs or masks are fur-

nished with all negatives except Nos. 2

and 3, which are for vignetting only.

PRICES OF NEGATIVES.

5 X 8 or Cabinet size, . each, $1 00
Qyi X 8^ » Boudoir » . » 1 50

Our list is now smaller than formerly, having weeded out the poorest and
improved the best, also adding one new design. Our customers will find every
one a beauty and of practical use; they are easy to manipulate, any printer can
use the medallion style, and tliey are so attractive that it is easy to

RAISE YOUR PRICES
By introducing tliem, or by making one in the first order of your customer; it

is sure to bring a diiplif:ate order for more of them. Send six cents for Sample
Sheet and Circular. For negatives send to your slockdealer or to

Inventor and Manufacturer. C. M. FRENCH, Garretsville, Portage Co., 0.



OF AGE!
T-»veiity-oi»e years of service as a PhotograpMc Magazine

Iiaviiig Ijeew fully coinpleted l>y Tlif i^liHndel2>hia
I'ltotoyrapher, it can it«\v fully claim to l>e

^__^__^^___^^^^^_ "OF AGE."

It was born when our art was itself only a stripling, and having grown up with it and lived for

it, now comes with confidence to the craft for support during its Twenty-second year.
Under the same editorial care which gave it birth and name, it will contiuue its good work in

the interests of the art of Photography, with brighter prospects of usefulness and success than ever
before. In looking back upon its past record, the editor and publisher thinks he has won the
right to claim

TWELVE REASONS WHY "THE PHILADELPHIA. PHOTOGRAPHER" SHOULD HAVE THE
PATRONAGE OF ALL LOVERS OF OUR ART, AS FOLLOWS

:

1. The photographic studies issued with each number are a great help to workers under the
skylight, and well worth the price asked for the whole magazine. Over forty of these studies

were supplied last year, and some fine gems are prep>aring for 1885.

2. The editor having been connected with the art for over one-half of its existence, is wholly in

sympathy with the working craft, and well-knows their wants to supply them.

3. Its ability to anticipate the wants of the craft is secured by its connection with the practical

men of our art all over the world ; and the same long connection creates a ready means of

obtaining promptly all that is needed.

4. Its enterprise in taking up and making popular and easy all good processes and measures is

proverbial.

5. Its war upon low prices, and its endeavors to lift up the fraternity to better ones, as well as

its usefulness in winning the press and the public to a better appreciation of our art, are well known
to all.

6. It has always been quick in discovering and exposing frauds, humbugs, and attempts to injure

its patrons. It is operated for the good of its patrons.

7. Its long standing as an authority in our art, has won it connection with scientists and scientific

bodies all over the world, who send their new things to its editor first, over all of its class.

8. Its circulation is International. There is not a land where English is read that it does not go
to. It also circulates in every State in the Union, about as follows

:

New JSiisland, . . 31.5 per cent. 'Western States, . 34.4: per cent.
Middle States, . , 34.1 « Canada, .... 8.3 "
Soutliern States, . . 16.4 " Foreign, .... 5.3 "

Thus giving the best means of advertising, and thus securing the best circulation among the

active votaries of the art.

9. Its form has been adopted by all the other American magazines of our art (all its junior),

but its quality and artistic appearance have not been reached by any.

10. Its standing as the leading magazine of its kind, has been maintained ever since it began.

" It is the best of its class," say press and patrons.

11. Its success has been a success, though its price is higher than that of any of its con-

temporaries. The best artists often write, " I don't care how many other journals there are, or

how low-priced. I w?«^ have The Philadelphia Photographer."
I 2. It is the cheapest of all, because ' the best is akuays the cheapest." You cannot, therefore,

afford to do without it.

SUBSCRIBE NO"W. $5.00 a year ; $2.50 for six month; 50 cts. a copy.

It has been our custom for many years, to give old subscribers a premium for new subscriptions

sent in addition to their own. We continue this plan by offering one dollar's worth of our

publications for each such additional subscriber for a year. Please do all you can to increase our

usefulness in behalf of the glorious art of photography. It is X.o yottr interest to do so.

For 1885 we have some useful schemes and novelties under way, which will be presented

from time to time. Our old subscribers are asked to renew noW for 1885, so that the

January issue will reach promptly. IT "WILLi BE A GEM.
Contributions from both Actives and Amateurs are invited. Proceedings of Societies are very

useful and should be sent quickly.

The November and December, 1S84, sent free to all who subscribe before January i, 1885.

EDWMID L. WILSON, Editor, Publisher, and Proprietor, 1125 Chestnut St., Phila.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
In remitting by mail, a post-office or-

der, or draft, payable to the order ot

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Postage stamps of the

denomination of two and five cents

each will be taken. Clearly give your

Post-OflBce, County, and State.

Foreign subscriptions must be ac-

companied by the postage in addi-

tion.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

One Six One

Month. Months. Year.

One Page $20.00 gllO.OO J200.00

Half " 12.00 66.00

Quarter Page... 7.00 38.50

Eighth " ... 4.00 22.00 40.00

Cards, 6 lines

orless 2.00 11.00

The attention of advertisers, and
those having galleries, etc., for sale

is called to our Specialties pages
Terms, %1 for six Imes, and 25 cents foi

each additional line, seven words to a
line, always in advance. Duplicate

insertions, 50 cents less, each.

We have added an Exchange Column
to our Magazine, wherein photogra-

120.00 ' phers having articles for exchange can

7Q qqI insert advertisements at the low price
' of 15 cents per line, or fraction of a

line, of seven words to a line.

;
Operators desiring situations, no

20.00 charge.



CRAMER'S LIGHTNING PLATES.
g-^v: .4,. « ^ <> ^< ^. a^ ~^~'—"~'

TO MEET THE DEMAND FOR

An Extremely Rapid Plate

I am now making the above new brand (blue label), which is about twice as rapid

as my " Extra Kapid " and nearly

TWENTY TIBIES MORE RAPID THAN COLLODION.

THIS NEW PLATE COMBINES

EXTREME RAPIDITY,

FINE CHEMICAL EFFECT,

PERFECT CLEARNESS,

GOOD INTENSITY,

EASY TO DEVELOP,

And CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

For all cases where Extraordinary Rafidity is desirable and for Large
Work these "Lightning Plates" will, upon trial, prove their superiority over

all others.

My regular brand, the "Extra Rapid" (yellow label), which is so well

known and sufficiently sensitive for general use, will be kept tip to its us^lal high

standard.

BOTH BRANDS SAME PRICE.

^A/ILL BE FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

DRY-PLATE WORKS, ST. LOUIS, MO.

(.^
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